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L. 
la [la], sb. and vb., see lag2, sb., 

and lag3, vb. 
la-bord [labord, lab0rd], sb., a 

footboard, esp. a board placed un- 
der the feet, in cutting peats in a 
peat-bog. Un. *lag-(bon5). The first 
part of the compd. must be O.N. 
lag, n., in sense of layer, or that 
which is laid in a certain place for 
a certain purpose. 

lad [lad, [ad], vb., to be about 
to die, to draw one’s last breath; 
esp. applied to animals; de animal 
or craeter’ is ladet [ladod], the ani- 
mal is dead (has expired): Yh.; to 
be lad in [[adin] (Fe.), to be dying. 
N.I. Cf. O.N. hlada, vb., in the 
expr. “hlada einhverjum”, to slay, 
to kill someone. 

laft, vb., see loft, vb. 
lag1 [lag], sb., l) layer, place, 

position, esp. that of the millstones 
in grinding corn; “bere-1.”: in grind- 
ing barley (L.Sc. and Shetl. bere): 
closer position, with narrower space 
between the millstones, for slower 
and finer grinding; “ait-1.”: in grind- 
ing oats (L.Sc. and Shetl. ait, aits): 
wider position, with a wider space 
between the millstones, for quicker 
and coarser grinding, to lay de 
mill on a bere-1., or ait-1.; de mill 
is (laid) on a bere-1. or ait-1. U. Cf. 
geng, sb. 1. Metaph.: der’rabere- 
1. [lag, [ag] on him, he is exhausted, 
limp. 2) usage, order, condition; 
in a guid [‘good’] or puir [‘poor’] 1.; 
esp. appl. to the condition and pro- 
ductiveness of a mill (water-mill) in 
grinding corn; “de mill is on a 

guid or fine 1., in a guid (fine) 1.” 
is said when the mill is grinding 
well. N.I. he has (der ’r) a puir 
lag, lagh [l‘ay, ]ay] on him (Du11., 
Conn.), he is very slow; poss. to 
be referred to lag 1, “bere-1.”, used 
metaphorically. 3) metaph.: state 
of health, condition; in a puir 1. (U.). 
A) frame of mind, mood, temper, esp. 
bad temper; he was in a real 1., in 
a awfu’ 1. (U.); to be in a 1. (Nm.), 
in a puir lagh [I'ay, [ay] or lach 
[1*3/, [a/] (Sandw., Du11., Conn.), to 
be in a bad temper, peevish or 
cross; — excited or very depressed 
frame of mind; to be in a 1., in a 
lagi [lagi], a) to be excited; b) to 
be very depressed or worried (U.); 
sometimes also unwonted high spir- 
its (with noisy behaviour); der ’r a 
1. upo dee [‘you’], du is in a 1., in 
a lagi (Un.). — der ’r nae [‘no’] 1. 
on de fish, the fish will not bite 
(prop, are not inclined; cf. lju, sb.), a 
phrase, belonging to fishermen’s tabu- 
language at sea; Widwick (Wood- 
wick), Un'w- [lag, [ag]. 5) a layer, 
a spread mass, esp. of earth or 
manure; a 1. o’ muck. Wests. (Sa.). 
Sometimes also (acc. to J.I.) with 
short a [lag]. Otherwise more comm, 
slu in this sense. 6) a crowd of 
people, assembly, company. N.I.? 
(J.I.). 7) the setting of a fishing- 
line? a guid 1., a good haul of fish. 
U. 8) a push forward, esp.: a) 
in drawing a boat on to the shore 
and into the boat-shed; gi’e de boat 
a 1.! b) in rowing a boat: a pull 
forward by means of the oar. Also 
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pronounced: [I'ag, Jag] (Easts, occas., 
N.I. occas.). 9) a long voyage, de- 
parture for an indefinite time; he is 
gane [‘gone’] a 1. (U.). Also 10) a 
long time (U.). — O.N. lag, n., 
place, position; placing; layer; or- 
der; condition, state; nature, kind, 
property; mode, custom, conven- 
tion; frame of mind, mood (thus 
No. and Faer. lag); society, compa- 
ny, etc. In sense 8 (a push) lag 
might poss. be referred to O.N. “lag” 
in sense of thrust, stab; see, how- 
ever, the etymological remarks un- 
der lag2, vb., and lagg, vb. In 
sense 9 lag is prob. an abbr. of an 
original *ferdarlag; cf. Icel. ferdalag, 
n., a journey (J.Th.). 

lag2 [lag], sb., a chat, long talk, 
gossip; to had [‘hold’] a 1., to be in 
a 1.; dey ’re gotten upon a 1., they 
are having a long chat together 
(U.), esp. appl. to a chat between 
two persons, la [la]: Fe. What 
is dy la de day? What news do 
you bring to-day? (Fe.). — *lag. 
See lag3, vb. 

lag3 [lag (lag)], sb., a loose, hang- 
ing tuft, esp. tuft of wool; “de oo’ 
hangs (is bangin’) i’ lags” is said 
of wool on sheep when losing their 
fleece. Sa. No. lake, m., a flap, 
patch. Cf. lagd, sb. 

lag4 [lag], sb., a lazy, idle, slow- 
going person. Sa. *lak. To be classed 
with lag5, vb. No. lake, m., a dull 
person. 

lag1 [lag], vb., to place in layers, 
to put one layer of earth or man- 
ure on the top of another; to 1. a 
midden. Wests. (Sa.). Otherwise more 
comm.:slu.—*laga. See lag1, sb. 5. 

lag2 [lag], vb., 1) to move (a 
short distance), only reported in the 
phrase “to 1. de korn (kjorn)”, to 
move the cows a short distance to 
another part of the home-pasture 
(U*-,m0.). Now more comm.: mon 
[O.N. muna], to m. de baess [‘beasts’]. 

2) to execute something piecemeal, 
by degrees, by fits and starts, esp.: 
a) to draw a boat up (on the 
shore and into the boat-shed) in 
short stages; to 1. op de boat; b) 
in rowing: to move the boat for- 
ward by pulling with longer and 
slower strokes than usual (cf. lagg, 
vb.), esp. when the rowers are ex- 
hausted; to 1. de boat; c) to carry, 
e.g. hay and corn together in small 
quantities at a time; to 1. op hay, 
corn. Also with the pronunc.: [I'ag, 
lag]: Easts, occas. (N.), Fe. occas., 
in the phrase “to 1. de boat”. In 
sense 2 also lagg (and logg), to 
lagg (logg) de boat. The word is 
doubtless associated with No. lagga, 
vb., to move slowly and steadily. 
See lag1, sb. 8. 

lag3 [lag], vb., to chatter, gossip;to 
stand lagin; esp.appl.to two persons, 
la [la] (Fe.), to chat, to tell news. — 
No. laga, vb., to talk nonsense. 

lag4 [lag], vb., 1) vb. a., in spin- 
ning: to pay out the carded tuft of 
wool, held in the hand, in a loose 
thread, to 1. ut de oo’ [‘wool’], to 
1. de t’read. 2) vb. n., to hang 
loose, flapping, e.g. of wool, clothes; 
de sheep’s oo’ is lagin, de claes 
[‘clothes’] is lagin: to hang down 
loosely, on the point of dropping; 
“de strae [‘straw’] is lagin behint 
him”, of straw someone is carrying. 
Wests. (Sa.). Of wool on sheep 
when losing their fleece: to be loos- 
ened, come off in tufts; de fleece 
o’ de sheep lags (is lagin) aff. 
Wests. (Sa.). 3) vb. a., appl. to 
sheep when losing their fleece, to 
lose the hanging, tufted wool; to 
drag the loose, tufted wool behind; 
de yowe [‘ewe’] lags (is lagin) her 
oo’. Nmn. (N.Roe). — Cf. a) No. 
laka, vb., to unravel (lake, m., a 
flap, patch), Fser. loka (1. garn, t6gv, 
ull), vb., in spinning, to pay out 
the wool, to spin loosely; b) O.N. 
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loka, vb., to let hang loosely. See 
lug1, vb. 

lag5 [lag], vb., 1) to saunter, loiter; 
to geng lagin aboot (Nm., U.). de 
mill is lagin aboot (Fo.); — to work 
sluggishly, to 1. ower a ting (M.Roe, 
Dew., Du. and Conn.). 2) metaph. 
of words, speech: to bring out the 
words slowly; de word(s) laged 
[lagod] ut o’ him (Fo.). — No. laka, 
vb., to slouch. With lag 2 may 
poss. be compared Sw. dial, laka, 
vb., to flow gently. 

lagabens [la"gabens ], sb. pi., a 
bony person or animal, “skeleton”. 
Y.? See ragabens, sb. pi., from 
which lagabens has arisen by the 
frequent alternation of r and 1 in 
Shetl. Norn. 

lagafer [la-gafor], sb., slow pace, 
very slow performance of any- 
thing; to mak’ a 1., in walking and 
otherwise, to move slowly forward; 
de boat is makin’ a 1., the boat is 
sailing very slowly; to mak’ a 1. ower 
a ting, to be very slow in executing 
a task. Dew. (M.Roe). Prob.: *lak- 
ferd. See lag5, vb., and ferd1, sb. 

lagamesi [lag"ame^i, la"gamefj’i] 
and lagmesi [la-mesp], sb., a large, 
open straw-basket, mesi, of a cer- 
tain circumference, esp. for meas- 
uring and sharing out of hay which 
has been cultivated on common 
ground. Also a certain measure 
of hay, properly and originally meas- 
ured out in a basket of this descrip- 
tion. From Nmn. (N.Roe) and Fe. 
is reported a cubic measure of hay, 
6 feet high, by 6 feet wide. In 
Unst lag(a)mesi denotes a basket 
of such a size as to enable a man, 
who places (placed) himself in the 
centre of it, to lift the carrying- 
band, fetel, of the basket up above 
his head, lag^’amesj’!: N.Roe. la"ga- 
me^i: Fe. la"mesp (and la"ga- 
mesi-i): U. — *lag-meiss. The first 
part of the compd. is O.N. lag, n., 

in sense of legal measure. For the 
second part see mesi, sb. 

lagd [lagd], laged [lagod], sb., 
1) a tuft, tuft of wool, a 1. o’ oo’ 
[‘wool’]; esp. a tuft of sheep’s wool 
found in the out-field and brought 
home; see hentilaged, sb. Also 
tuft of hair; a lagg [lag] o’ hair 
(Sa.). 2) a tuft or rag tied as a 
mark on an animal (sheep, horse); 
also lagdmark. laget [lagot], and 
more commonly lagg [lag (lag)], 
are parallel forms to senses 1 and 
2. The form lagd, reported from 
U. and Y., is more rare. 3) a hand- 
ful, esp. a small bundle of hay or 
corn; only reported in the form 
lagg [lag], esp. from Nmn. (N.Roe) 
and Conn. In a similar sense also 
legdi; q.v. a lagg o’ hay, a loosely- 
hanging wisp of hay (from a 
bundle or basket) (Sa., Wests.). — 
O.N. lagdr, m., a tuft (of wool or 
hair), a lock. No. “lagd(e)”, m., is 
also used of a tuft of grass. 

lagd [lagd] and lagg [lag], vb., 
to tie a tuft or rag (lagd, lagg) 
on an animal as a mark; to lagd 
a coo, sheep or horse: U.; to lagg 
a sheep: Conn. Sometimes used 
metaph.: to put a mark on some- 
one. lagg (Conn.). *lagSa, vb. See 
the preceding word. 

lagda [lagda], adj., sluggish, lack- 
ing energy, listless; to be 1. aboot 
onyting, aboot a wark [‘work’], “de 
coo is 1.”, is said, when the cow 
takes her food reluctantly. Sa. The 
word must be classed with No. la- 
ken, adj., sluggish and slow; L.Sc. 
lag, adj., id. 

lagdmark [lagdma‘rk],sb., = lagd, 
sb. 2. U. 

lager, Ijager, sb., a (large) hali- 
but-, tabu-name. U. See further 
leger, sb. 

*lager, adj., keen, eager, greedy. 
U".? Edm.: laager, eager, keen. 
Not further confirmed. The word 
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may be O.N. lakr, adj., which in 
O.N. is certainly found in quite an- 
other sense: bad; inconsiderable; 
but in Shetl. Norn adjectives have 
occasionally obtained a meaning opp. 
to the original one (cf. e.g. bjart1, 
adj., occas. morose; threatening, 
from O.N. bjartr, bright; shining; 
clear). In No. laak (lak), adj., bad, 
evil, also inter alia addicted to some 
vice or other; hard, stubborn, is 
found a suggestion of the meaning 
of Shetl. lager, given by Edm. 

lagg1, sb., see lagd, sb. 
lagg2 [lag (jag)], sb., in the draw- 

ing up of a boat (on the shore), 
and in rowing: a push forward, = 
lag1, sb. 8. Wests. *lagg? See 
logg, sb. 

lagg [lag ([ag)], vb., to draw a 
boat up on the shore and into the 
boat-shed in short stages; to move 
a boat forward with a stroke of 
the oar; to 1. de boat. Wests. The 
word is doubtless to be compared 
with No. lagga, vb., to move slowly 
and steadily. See lag2 and logg, 
vbs. 

lagg-draw [lagdr&], sb., in boat- 
fishing with long-line: heavy and 
slow pulling, owing to the weight 
of the lines, or to cross-current. Ys. 
The first part is to be classed with 
lagg, vb. 

laggin [lagin], sb., 1) a groove 
in the bottom of a cask, tub or 
vat; now comm, leggin [legin, 
legin], and in pi.: leggins. 1) the 
foot or base of a gently sloping 
hill, a ledge in a sloping hill; de 
1. o’ de hill. N.Sh. (sporadically). 
In sense 2 also a) lagin [lagin], 
with lengthened main vowel, and 
b) leggin [legin, legin]. — O.N. 
Ipgg (lagg-), f., a groove in the 
bottom of a cask; No. logg, f., a) 
a groove in the bottom of a cask; 
b) the lower part of a slanting 
plane, esp. a field; the lower and 

more horizontal or terrace-like part 
of a sloping field. — In sense 1 
Shetl. laggin, lagin, leggin, al- 
though arisen from O.N. Ipgg, lagg-, 
are (esp. leggin) most prob. to be 
regarded as L.Sc. forms (Jam.: la- 
gene, laggen, leggin). In sense 2 
(foot, ledge) the Shetl. word assi- 
milates to No. logg b (cf. also Eng. 
ledge, sb.). — As place-names are 
found in Shetl. partly a) Logg 
(Logg): de Logg [log], the foot of 
the hill Hufell [*h&fell], Conn.; de 
Logg [[og, [6g], the name, partly of 
a ledge in a slope, partly of the 
slope itself (Isbister, N.Roe); prob. 
also de Logg [[og], a small ridge, 
forming the base of a slope (two 
places in Fo.); partly b) Laggin, 
Lagin, Leggin, commonly with 
prefixed def. article: de L., and often 
in the pi. with added s. The end- 
ing -in might, in this case, be re- 
garded as the old suffixed definite 
article, de Leggins o’ Vidlin (L.), 
the foot of the hill “de West Hill”, 
“de Laggins (Lagins, Leggins)” 
may as a place-name reasonably be 
an original O.N. “laggarnar”, def. 
pi., and need not, in this case, be 
regarded as having arisen through 
influence of the Lowland Scottish 
forms mentioned, as such a develop- 
ment is regular in Shetl. Norn. — 
“Logg” and esp. “Laggins, Lagins, 
Leggins”, however, are found sev- 
eral times used promiscuously as 
place-names of hollows (depressions), 
and hills (hillocks) collectively, and 
assimilate, in this case, exactly to 
Celt, “lag, lagan”. There is un- 
doubtedly here an interchange be- 
tween Celtic and Norse, the more 
so as the word “Ipgg” does not 
otherwise seem to be applied in the 
formation of place-names in the 
North. Leggins is, in some cases, 
most clearly explained by means of 
the word leg, sb., a hollow [O.N. 
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laegd], q.v. See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 
130—31, and 242—43. 

lagi [lagi], sb., an unusual (ex- 
cited or depressed, or very gay) 
frame of mind, = lag1, sb. 4. See 
further lag1, sb. 

lagklov [laklov], lagklav [laklGv], 
sb., lateral toe, the hind claw of an 
animal, laklov: U. occas. Also lag- 
klo [laklo] (Y. occas.), and now most 
commonly lagkliv [lakhv]. Icel. 
lagklauf, No. lagklauv, f., id. See 
klov, klov (kliv), sb. 

lagslu [lag’slrr, -slu*], vb., see 
lagstot, vb. 

*lagman, *lawman, sb., chief 
judge, the president of the old Shet- 
landic supreme court or “law-ting”. 
The form lagman is found in Sam. 
Hibbert. Otherwise commonly angli- 
cised: law [M]-man. The lawman’s 
office was dissolved about the middle 
of the 16th century, shortly before 
the bailiff’s office, with which it was 
merged. Hence the intermingling of 
the designations “great foud(e), fowd” 
(bailiff), and “lagman, lawman”. On 
the 27th of July 1532, Nicol Reid 
of Aith was appointed “Lawman 
Qenerale of all Zetland” (Complaints 
contra Cultemalindie, art. 2), and in 
a Norwegian deed from 1538 Niels 
Thomasson of Aith is called “laug- 
mann offuer Hieltland” — see G. 
Goudie, Antiq. of Shetl. p. 93, and 
Dipl. Norw. II, p. 833. About the 
middle of the 16th century we find 
the designation “Great (Grand) 
Foud(e), Fowd”. Even at the be- 
ginning of the 17th century the de- 
signation “lawman” was not alto- 
gether obsolete: “ .. . . Tinga-Holm, 
or the Court-Holm, where the great 
Foud, for so he (Dr. Sibbald) calls 
the law-man, once a year convened 
the landed interest upon the publick 
affairs of the country, and where 
they [i.e. the Tinwald] sat, conti- 
nues he, in the open fields in the 

Lawting....” (Peterkin’s Notes, 1602 
—04). The lawman is given as “Chief 
Judge of Orkney” by D. Balfour in 
his Glossary to “Oppressions of the 
16th century in the Islands of Orkn- 
ey and Zetland”, under the section 
“lawman”. For the relation be- 
tween “great (grand) foud” and “law- 
man”, see further under *foud, sb. 
— O.N. Ipgmadr, m., chief judge, 
president of the supreme court or 
court of justice (prop, a lawyer, a 
man of law). 

*lagraetman, *lawrightman,sb., 
a member of the public court of 
law, a witness (see *lagman and 
*lagting, sbs.), but in later times 
(the 17th and 18th centuries) esp. fl 
local magistrate, an overlooker of 
the standards of weight and meas- 
ure, one for each district or parish, 
also a kind of assessor, assistant 
of the so-called “underfoud”, under- 
bailiff or district judge at a district 
court. The older form “lagraetman” 
is, acc. to Edm., esp. Orkneyan 
(Edm.: lagraetman, one acting as 
officer to a lagman, O.). Edm.: 
“law-rightman, an officer in an- 
cient times entrusted with the reg- 
ulation of weights and measures, 
S.” (S. = Shetl.). D. Balfour (in the 
Glossary to “Oppressions of the 16th 
century in Orkney and Zetland”): 
“lawrightman,. . .scabinus, An Of- 
ficial chosen by the Vard-Thing, and 
charged with the custody and ap- 
plication of the Standards of Weight 
and Measure, and the general inter- 
ests of the Herad or Parish, especi- 
ally in the Law-Thing, where he 
acted as Assessor of the Lawman 
or Foud. The name was latterly 
given to the inferior local umpires 
of minor questions of Scandal, Mar- 
ches, or breaches of the Sheep Acts, 
more correctly called Ran cel men”. 
[Vard-thing = district court]. In 
“Complaints against Cultemalindie” 
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(Lawrence Bruce of C.), 1577, “law- 
richtman” is mentioned partly as 
one who has charge of the stan- 
dards of weight and measure, partly 
as chancellor of the assize court: 
“Chancellar of the Assyiss in all 
Courtis, that quhair ony dificill 
questioun come in hand, he schew 
the law, use, and practick thairupon, 
and gave the rest of the assyiss in- 
formatioun how to decerne, and pro- 
nuncit the decreits, perqueyre, in 
default of scrybis; and hade an or- 
dinar stipende of the Commownis 
thairfoir, and was as ane procurat- 
our and defendar of thair richtis and 
commonwelth”. The office of the 
“law-right-man” gradually became 
less important, until in the 18th 
century it merged in that of the so- 
called “ranselmen”. Even in the 
18th century (in Gifford’s Descrip- 
tion of Zetland from 1733) is men- 
tioned a “law-right-man” in every 
district, but only as one (appointed 
by the bailiff) who has charge of 
the standards of weight and meas- 
ure. See further the article “the 
Lawrightmen” in G.Goudie’s Antiq. 
of Shetl., pp. 239—41. — O.N. Ipg- 
rettumadr (Ipgrettis-), m., a member 
of the public court of law. 

lagstat [lag'stot1, lak'stot' (-stot’, 
-stod')], vb., reported in the expr. 
belonging to fishermen’s tabu-lang- 
uage: to 1. de skalv, to turn round 
the basket (the net) containing the 
fishing-line, in order to catch hold 
of the end of the line, in the col- 
loq. lang.: to turn de (line-) mesi 
Un- (and w) Also iagSt0 [lag-sto1]: 

Uwg.; -stot: Un. — *lagst0yta, prop. 
to turn something round so that it 
assumes a recumbent position. O.N. 
stoyta (steyta), vb., to turn upside 
down. For the first part of the 
compd. see lag1, sb. — From Yh. 
is reported lagslu [lag'slrr, -slir], 
to 1. de skalv, in the same sense 

as lagstot in Unst. slu, in this 
case, is doubtless Eng. slue, slew, 
vb., though it might also be ac- 
cepted as Shetl. (Norn) slu, vb., to 
spread out (prop, a layer, or in 
layers). 

(*lagting) *Iawting [Utiq], sb., 
the Law-Ting, the old Shetl. su- 
preme court in former times under 
the presidency of the chief judge, 
“de lawman” (later on the bailiff, 
“de great foud”). The court was orig- 
inally held on the so-called “Ting- 
holm” in “de Loch o’Tingwall” pn 
Mainland. Under the Earls Robert 
and Patrick Stuart in the latter half 
of the 16th and the beginning of 
the 17th centuries, the old Law- 
Ting, on account of oppression, lost 
its significance, and afterwards led 
a shadowy existence. The last Law- 
Ting is mentioned as being held in 
1691 (see G. Goudie, Antiq. p. 96). 
— O.N. Ipgping, n., the public court 
of law. No. lagting, Ancients’ divi- 
sion (of the Parliament of Norway). 

laki, lakki1 [laki], sb., manyplies, 
the third stomach of a ruminant ani- 
mal, omasum. O.N. laki, m., No. 
lake, Fser. lakki, rukkulakki, m., id. 

laki, lakki2 [laki], sb., a hollow, 
depression in the soil. U. occas. 
For *lagi or logi? See log, Ijog2, 
sb., and cf. L.Sc. laich, sb., a hol- 
low. The word might also stand 
for slaki or slakki, or be a par- 
allel form to the latter, with dropped 
initial s. Cf. Icel. slakki, No. slakk, 
m., a hollow, depression, L.Sc. slack, 
sb., a hollow, an opening between 
hills; a narrowing. 

*laks [laks], sb., the salmon. Conn. 
Now only preserved in a single 
compd. — see the foil, word — and 
in some place-names, esp. as the 
name of streams: Lakso (L.); O.N. 
Lax-a; Laksfirt’, written Laxfirth (Ti.). 
O.N. lax, m., the salmon. 

laksigerd [lak"sigerd-, -gard’, 
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-g3‘rt-], sb., a trap for catching sal- 
mon or trout in a stream. Wests, 
occas. (Ai.; St.). Now rare. O.N. 
laxagarflr, m., id. 

lali [lali, lali], sb., plaything for 
a little child, comm. The word has 
prob. association with Icel. lalli, m., 
a little child not quite able to walk 
(lalla, vb.,- appl. to little children: 
to begin to walk, to toddle). In 
Shetl., in that case, lali, from de- 
noting the child itself, may have 
come to denote the object connected 
with the child, viz.: the plaything, 
lali, however,has poss. arisen merely 
through abbreviation: dropping of an 
original second part of compd., de- 
noting the object, while the first 
part (lal-) has denoted the child. 
For such an abbr. of words by 
dropping of the second part of the 
compd., see almark, sb. 

lama, lamma [lama, lama], sb., 
half a loft-floor (boards nailed to- 
gether). Conn. See further lemm, 
sb. 

lambari [lanvbari', -rr] and lamb- 
ri [lambri], sb., bad weather usu- 
ally occurring in spring in the lamb- 
ing season. N.Sh. *lamba-hrl5 (*lamb- 
hrid), “lamb’s storm”. See ri, sb., 
spell of bad weather. 

*lambatiind [lanrbatind-], sb., 
“lamb’s tithe”: tithe paid in wool, 
a kind of clergy tithe in former 
times. Edm.: lamba-teind. *lamba- 
tlund. Shetl. tiind, sb., tithe. Cf. 
*bottiind and *butiind. 

*lambhoga, sb. See hoga, sb. 
latnin [lamin], lamen [lamon] and 

lamet [lamot], adj., l) somewhat 
lame, powerless, faint, sluggish; 
a 1. body. N.Sh. In this sense 
mostly lamin, lamen. 2) of be- 
verages, esp. bland (whey mixed 
with water), kept in a dirty vessel 
or exposed too much to the air: 
stale, neither fresh nor sour, dis- 
agreeable, and of a somewhat sour- 

ish taste; lamet bland (Sa.). — 
O.N. lami, Faer. lamin, adj., lame, 
crippled; No. lamen, adj., some- 
what stiff in the limbs. For the de- 
velopment of meaning of Shetl. la- 
min, lamet, cf. valin, adj. 

lammit [lamit, lamit], sb., expres- 
sion of endearment: my dear! 1. or 
“my 1.1” prop, my lamb! Some- 
times also lammiti [lanvitr], my 
1.! (Burra), and with lengthened main 
vowel: lamit [lamit], my 1. (Sa.), 
O.N. lamb mitt, my lamb, “my” 
lammit is consequently used tauto- 
logically, and arises from the fact 
that the meaning of the ending mit 
(the second part that has become 
the ending) has been entirely lost. 

lamp [la‘mp] and lampi [la'mpi], 
sb., projecting ledge in a steep 
rock, esp. facing the sea. lamp: 
Conn.; lamp and lampi: N.I.; 
lampi: Fo. Doubtless herewith can 
be compared, partly Sw. dial, lampa, 

fixed bench (Ri.), partly Icel. lopp, 
f., the sole of the foot, in which 
word pp must be supposed to have 
arisen by assimilation of mp. 

flamp [la‘mp], vb., to limp along, 
to go on one leg; to I. or “geng 
lampin’’. Fe. In the form, the word 
assimilates to No. lampa, vb., to 
plod, slouch, run along, etc., but 
in meaning it approaches Eng. limp, 
vb. The word may be either a 
dialectic pronunciation of “limp”, or 
a derivative of *lama: Sw. dial, lama, 
Da. dial, lamme, vb., to halt. 

land [land], sb., land, in sense of 
piece of ground, is generally used 
as the second part of compd. in 
place-names in which it esp. denotes 
a piece of the home-field, arable land, 
and is mostly used in the pi. As the 
second part of compd. pronounced: 
[land, land, laqd], or with weakened 
vowel-sound: [lend, land], in which 
latter case “land” merges with the 
derived forms: O.N. lenda, f., (landed 
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property, estate), and “lendi”, n. — 
Sometimes appl. to a large tract of 
land, as the second part of compd., 
and then used in the sing. See 
further Shetl. Stedn. p. 127. — O.N. 
land, n., land; piece of ground; estate. 

fland [land], vb., to arrive at an 
ultimate place of destination; he 
never landed, till he cam’ to... 
N.I. Prop, to come to land (Eng. 
and L.Sc. land, vb.). As vb. a.: to 
throw or let fall in a certain direc- 
tion or in a certain manner; de 
horse landed me upo de braid o’ 
my back, the horse threw me so 
that I fell right on my back (ex- 
ample to be found in Edm.). — Cf. O.N. 
lenda, vb., inter alia: to bring to land; 
to carry something to a destination, 
goal or end; to finish-, to land; to 
make progress (Fr.). No. landa, vb., 
= lenda. Sw. landa, vb., in dials, 
also to end, conclude, to terminate; 
Da. lande, vb., id. 

landbrim [land"brmr, land'brmr], 
sb., surf, the breaking of the waves 
on the land (shore); esp. belonging 
to fishermen’s language; “I hear de 
soond [‘sound’] o’ de 1.” (Uwg.). U. 
*land-brim. See brim, sb. 

landfell, landfel [lailntfel, la^tfel, 
-fol], fland current”, the tidal wave 
setting in shorewards. un>w-’m0. 
*land-fall. Cf. Fser. fall, n., drift 
of the current, course of the cur- 
rent, in the compds. eystfall (east- 
ward-setting current) and vestfall 
(westward-setting current). See fall, 
sb. 

landimers [lan”dim0rs,
) -m^rs'] 

and landimors [lan"dimors], sb. pi., 
properly boundary-line; boundary- 
mark, now only found in exprs. 
such as “to rek de I., to geng or 
wander op and doon de I., to gad 
about, to rove idly. Fe. O.N.landa- 
mseri and -mori, n., border-land; 
L.Scottish landimere, id. 

landloper [lan(d)"lop"3r, land”- 

lop-or], sb., a tramp, vagabond, — 
O.N. landhlaupari, m. Diff. from 
Eng. landloper, sb. 

*landseterkop, sb., a fee, formerly 
paid for the leasehold of a farm. 
D. Balfour: “landsettercop, N. 
Land-s^ttr-kaup, merces conductionis; 
a fee or fine on letting or reletting 
a farm”. — *landsetr(s)-kaup, a fine. 
O.N. landseti, m., a tenant. O.N. 
kaup, n., a purchase, payment, etc. 
— Cf. *eystercop (*austercop), sb. 

landskap [landskap, -sksp, -sl^ep], 
sb., landscape, vicinity, countryside. 
Note the expr. “de 1. is gaun [‘going’], 
“the landscape is moving”, i.e.: the 
atmosphere is floating near the 
ground (esp. on a warm summer’s 
day, when the gossamer is ap- 
parent). Yn. [landslip], landskap 
is here the Northern word, O.N. 
land(s)skapr, m. Eng. landscape 
is pre-eminently an artificial term. 

landskor [landskor, -skor], sb., a 
fishing-ground close to the shore. 
See skor2, sb. 

*landskyld, sb., land-rent, in former 
times. D. Balfour: “Landskyld, 
Dan. Land-skylld, N. Land-skulld, 
Scot. Landmale, debitum quod lo- 
cator fundi debet domino prsestare, 
locarium, redditus prcedianus; the 
rent of a farm”. O.N. landskyld, f. 

/ane, len [len, len], sb., a row 
of houses built together under one 
roof, a I. o’ buses. N.I. O.N. Ipn 
(lan), f., a row of houses. Fser. 
Ion, f., = Shetl. lane. 

langband [laqband, larjband], sb., 
a lath, one of the laths across the 
rafters in the roof of a house. 
comm. Icel. langband, n., id. 

lang [lai\]-drawn, adj., 1) long, 
thin and slender in shape; a l.-d. 
body. 2) long-drawn; tedious. 3) 
slow in one’s movements, dilatory. 
N.I. No. langdregen, Fser. lang- 
drigin, adj., long-drawn (Da. and 
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No. langdrag, sb.). In sense 3, 
“lang-drawn” is doubtless origin- 
ally another word; cf. No. lang- 
drjug(en) and langdrog, adj., dilatory. 

langlegg [lagleg], sb., the shank 
(of an animal), the bone between 
the thigh-bone and the foot. Conn. 
Faer. langleggur, m., id. O.N. (Icel.) 
langleggr, m., the foreleg (of a 
sheep). 

flangmenn flagmen], sb. pi.? 1) 
long stripes of cloud. 2) down- 
pour of rain. Reported in the expr.: 
“der’r gaun [‘going’] roda and 1.” 
or “he is gaun roda and 1.” Conn. 

*langsede [lag”se-da, lag'se'do], 
sb., “long seat”, a broad wooden 
seat with arms and support for the 
back. Fe. Now commonly called: 
restin’ chair (L.Scottish). *lang-set. 
Cf. Eng. dial, lang-settle, L.Sc. lang- 
seat and lang-settle, sb., a long 
wooden seat. See sedek1, sb. 

langsom [lagsom, lagsom], adj., 
1) slow; dilatory. 2) long-drawn; 
tedious. No. langsam, adj. (esp. = 
langsom 2); L.Sc. langsum, adj. 

*langspel [lagspel], sb., an ancient 
kind of cithern, a stringed instru- 
ment. Acc. to J.I. Edm.: “lang- 
spiel, a species of harp”, prob. 
after “The Pirate” (Sir Walter Scott’s 
Shetlandic novel), ch. XV, in which 
the instrument is found mentioned 
under this name. No. langspel, Fser. 
lang(a)spsel, O.Da. langspil, n., id. 

Langspina [lag"spin'a], sb., the 
name of a cow in a rigmarole. Also 
Langsponja [lag'^spoii’a] or Lang- 
spoina [-spoi'na, -spoi'na]. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). Prop, “the long-teated one” 
(having long teats). O.N. speni, m., 
Fser. spini, m., a teat. “Langspina” 
is found in a Faer. rigmarole of 
cow-names, corresponding to the 
Shetlandic one. Sometimes Leng- 
sprali [laeg'spradi] replaces Lang- 
spina (-sponja, -spoina) in Shetl. 

langvi, langvia, sb., the guille- 

mot. Un. See further under the 
more common forms longvi (long- 
via), longi. 

*?langvorden [Iag"v6rd3n, lag'- 
vordon (-vordon)], adj., 1) long- 
shaped; extended. 2) long-drawn; 
s/otv. N.I. Edm.: lang-vurden,long- 
shaped. *lang-vor5inn. O.N. vord- 
inn, perf. part, of verSa, vb., to be- 
come, also used as an adjective in 
sense of: shaped in a certain man- 
ner, conditioned. 

lapp flap], sb., 1) a patch, de- 
tached piece, esp. of cloth. N.I. 2) 
a piece of wood nailed on the out- 
side of a boat, = flog1, sb. Fo. 
— No. lappe, m., Da. lap, c., a 
patch, Icel. lappi, m., a rag. O.N. 
leppr, m. See lepp, sb. 

lapp1 flap], vb., \) to patch, to 
mend. 2) to cover a rent on the 
outside of a boat with a patch of 
wood; to 1. a boat. See the pre- 
ceding word. 

lapp2 flap], vb., to walk heavily 
and clumsily, to geng lapp in. Also 
to row heavily and slowly, to 1. wi’ 
de ayre [‘oar’]. Fe. Cf. Icel. lappa, 
vb., = labba, vb., to walk heavily 
and slowly, to slouch. No. labba 
and lampa, vb., to walk, plod, 
slouch; to run along, “lampa” also 
to beat (Icel. lopp, f., the sole of 
the foot; paw). — lamp(i), sb., is 
prob. cognate with this word. 

lar [lar ({ar, Isr)], sb., a slight 
breeze; a puff of wind; a 1. o’ wind. 
Commonly with long a; more rarely 
with a short one (reported from Fe.). 
Cf. Da. laring, c., a slight breeze; a 
puff of wind (and Icel. lar- in “lar- 
adr”, adj., faint; weak; exhausted). 

flara [lara]-c/ay, sb., a kind of 
hard clay (clayey soil). Esh., Nmw. 
A couple of place-names are found 
associated with the word: Larljog 
[lar]og] (Esh.), a piece of moist, 
clayey soil through which a small 
brook runs: *(leir)-lcekr; Largjo [lar- 
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gjo] and Larigjo [lar'igjcr] (Head of 
Tingon, Nmn'w.); prob. also: Lar- 
wick [larwik] (Esh., Nmw.). — lara- 
clay can scarcely be any other word 
than O.N. leir, n., “clay”. Might 
the vowel-sound be due to O.Eng. 
influence? In A.S. the word is not 
found with this derivative ending, 
but cf. A.S. lam, m., mire; clay. 
For O.Eng. infl. of the vowel-sound 
cf. lavin, sb., a piece of dough. 
— See lera, sb. 

lasket flaskat, laskot], adj., limp; 
slothful; dull. Also lesket [Iseskot], 
O.N. (poet.) Ipskr, adj., id. 

last [last], sb., a certain area of 
arable land, acc. to Edm. varying 
from 16 to 24 marks (see mark2, 
merk, sb.); a 1. o’land (Du.). Ork. 
last, sb., a certain measure (Skene; 
Jam.). — Acc. to D. Balfour the 
word has also had the sense of 
cargo, freight. Balfour: “Last, N. 
Laest, Mensura oneris nautici; a 
measure =12 Barrels; also a weight 
= 24 Meils”. [1 barrel = 15 lis- 
punds: a quantity, measure; see lis- 
pund, sb. One meil = 6 lispunds: 
weight]. — O.N. lest, f., a certain 
quantity of goods, about 4000 lbs. 
(Eng. last); in No. (lest, m.) esp.: 
12 barrels. 

last [last], vb., to have an aver- 
sion to, to be unable to take the 
food offered to one; he was no 
weel [‘not well’] and had lastet 
[lastod] his food. Un. lest (list) 
[last]: Yh.; de coo lested de food. 
The meaning of the word does not 
agree quite well with O.N. lasta, vb., 
to blame, last may have arisen by 
metathesis of *lats and be an old 
*latask = O.N. letjask, vb. refl., to 
be or become unwilling; O.N. letja, 
vb., to hold back, to dissuade. 
lest (list) may be an original let- 
jask. In that case, last is prop, 
the same word as lats, vb. 

lats [lats], vb., to idle; to walk 

lazily and slowly; he is latsin; to 
geng latsin. U. Intensive in the 
expr. “to drats and 1.”; to geng 
dratsin and latsin (Un.), to walk 
very slowly and lazily. *latask? 
O.N. lata, vb., impers.: einhverjum 
latar, one becomes slow, sluggish 
or dull. No. lata, lata seg = letja 
seg, vb., to idle; Sw. dial, lata, vb., 
id. “s” in lats might, on the other 
hand, possibly have been added 
through infl. of drats, owing to the 
frequent association of these two 
words. 

*lauryt aith, sb., an oath, taken 
by a man with two compurgators 
in order to prove his guiltlessness. 
Samuel Hibbert, in “Memoir of the 
Tings of Orkney and Shetland”, 
gives three so-called “compurgatory 
oaths” as being still in use in the 
17th century: twelter aith (oath 
backed by eleven compurgators), 
saxtar (= sexter) aith (oath backed 
by five compurgators), and “lauryt 
aith”. — In earlier times also written 
“lawright aith”, by misunderstanding 
associated with the word “*lawright” 
(court of law, Law-Ting), handed 
down in the compd. “*lagraetman, 
*lawrightman”; q.v. — O.N. tyrittar- 
eidr, m., an oath of three, viz.: of 
the person who took the oath, with 
two compurgators (lyrittr, lyrettr, m., 
prop, rules of court). 

lav [lav], sb., 1) loose and light 
(hanging) mass or cluster of any- 
thing; esp.: a) the flower of 
the tormentil (eart’-bark); barklav 
[ba'rkiav]. b) fine, downy, feathery 
substance, down of a feather; de 
1. o’ a fedder [‘feather’]; c) loose, 
withered leaves on a straw; de 1. 
o’ de strae [‘straw’], de 1. o’ gloy 
[gloy: straw, esp. oat-straw\; d) 
bearded ear of a sheaf of corn, 
de 1. o’ a sheaf; €) the first sprout- 
ing top of a corn-straw (Yh.). 2) 
hanging flap or lap; de 1. o’ de 
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lug, the lobe of the ear. — *laf._ 
No. lav, n., moss (hanging moss 
on trees), also cobweb. Icel. laf, 
n., (hanging) flap. Da. lav, c. (a 
kind of lichen). Prop, loose and 
light mass or something dangling. 
See the two foil, words. 

lav [lav], vb., 1) to hang dang- 
ling; a lavin lug [lug, the ear]. 2) 
to hang flatteringly, to hover in the 
air, appl. to a bird; de ful (bird) 
is lavin, de mavi (the sea-gull) is 
lavin. By comparison also appl. to 
other objects: to hover; see lov, vb. 
3) to idle about, to saunter; to 
geng lavin aboot. — O.N. lafa, 
vb., a) to hang, to dangle; b) to 
idle. No. lava, vb., to hang dang- 
ling, to hang in clusters, ready to 
drop. 

XdLven-lugged [lavon-logod] and 
lavi [lavi] -lugged, adj., having hang- 
ing ears. Cf. No. lavoyrd, Icel. 
lafeyrdur, adj., having hanging ears, 
flap-eared. 

laverni [laverni (lave3rni), sb., 
properly life, living; mode of life, 
reported in the foil, senses: 1*) crop, 
harvest, esp. of oats; grain, oats; 
handed down only as a tabu-name, 
used by fishermen at sea. Fe.? (re- 
corded by Wm. Brown). 2) mirth, 
noise and tumult; to had [‘hold’] 
or mak’ a 1. (N.I.); much and noisy 
talk; oh, sicc a 1. aboot a little ting 
(Un.). N.I. 3) a crowd, flock, a 
gathering of people, prop, and esp. 
of a merry or noisy assembly; a 1. 
o’ folk. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). — From an 
older *liverni. The change of the 
vowel-sound in the first syllable is 
due to the change of accent by 
which the main stress has been 
shifted from the first to the second 
syllable. — O.N. llferni, n., life, 
conduct of life; No. liverne, n., 
niode of life, esp. gay life, much 
noise and mirth. 

lavi [lavi], sb., palaver, long story. 

nonsense. N.Roe. Extended form of 
la. See lag2, sb. 

lavin [lavin], sb., a piece of dough 
made into a broni or circular, 
thick cake (barley- or oat-cake), 
raw broni. Nm. Esp. in the compd. 
konglalavin; q.v. The second part 
can scarcely be any other word than 
A.S. hlaf, m., a loaf, a piece of 
bread (O.N. hleifr, m.). The vowel- 
sound in “hleifr” has probably been 
changed in Shetl. Norn through in- 
fluence of A.S. and M.Eng. hlaf, l&f. 
— -in: the added def. art. in O.N.? 
See levin, sb. 

lawman, lawrightman, law- 
ting, sbs., see *lagman, *lagraet- 
man, *lagting. 

lay [le, Is3 (1E, IS3)], sb., angl- 
icised form of lag1, sb., is used in 
a few meanings and exprs. origin- 
ating from Norn, thus: 1) a strand 
in twined worsted; a lang l. and a 
short l. (in unevenly twined wor- 
sted); prop, a laying. 2) frame of 
mind, mood, = lag1, sb. 4; “he is 
on a guid [‘good’] l. de night [‘to- 
night’]”; “de fish is upo de l. o’ 
takin’ (fakin’ de bait)”. U. (Un.) oc- 
cas. — lay-in [le'-in], a long sleep 
in the morning; du’s ta’en dee a 
lay-in (Fe.). 

lay [le, le3 (le, le3)], vb., to lay, 
used in some meanings and appli- 
cations, differing from Eng., and 
originating from Norn (O.N. leggja), 
e.g.: to l. anesell [‘oneself’], to re- 
tire to rest, to go to bed; I laid 
me, I went to bed. to l. onyting 
to mind, to keep something in mind; 
to l. ane’s mind efter som’tin’, to 
apply oneself to learn or to re- 
member something; “I never laid 
my mind efter it” (Conn.), to l. de 
wind f(r)ae de ert, to turn the wind 
from one quarter to another by 
means of some magic formula or 
other (N.Sh.). As vb. n.: to drift, 
to be carried off (by the wind) in 
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a certain direction; “de brimi (the 
heat, the wave of heat from the 
fire) is layin’ upo’ dee”; also of 
heavy rain together with wind: he 
is layin’ to de hide or skin, the 
rain soaks through the clothes, to 
the skin. Cf. O.N. leggja, vb., in 
the sense of to put in motion, to 
force onward or in a certain direc- 
tion. — to l. an awmous, to pro- 
mise alms (for deliverance from a 
dangerous situation, esp. used of 
someone in peril at sea); “I’ll an 
awmous upo’ de kirk o’ Wisdal”, I 
promise alms to the Wisdal church. 
— Esp. in conn, with advs. and 
preps.: 1. aff, a) to talk in a ver- 
bose manner; cf. O.N. “leggja af” 
in sense of to unload; b) to desist 
from or to cease; c) to kill, slaughter; 
to l. aff a dog, hen or goose; O.N. 
leggja af, to slaughter; cf. Z. doom 
— 1. at, a) to push or press forc- 
ibly, to work perseveringly; “du is 
layin’ at”; he is “layin’ at” de rain, 
it is raining very heavily (Sa.); b) 
to l. anesell at, to lie down or to 
remain lying, unwilling to rise; he 
laid him at (Sa.). O.N. leggja 
(leggjask) at, to attack. Applied to 
making an eager start: No. leggja 
aat, to press forcibly; Fser. leggja 
at (at sser), Eng. dial, lay at, inter 
alia to work assiduously. — Z. doon: 
a) to calm an agitated sea (by 
some magic formula or other), l. 
doon de sea; in more recent usage 
only “lay” as in Eng.; Faer. leggja 
niSur sjogv (to calm the sea by 
magic formula); b) to kill, slaughter, 
= O.N. leggja nidr; to Z. doon a 
coo; cf. Z. aff. c) in exprs. as: he 
is layin’ doon de snaw, he is layin’ 
him doon, there is much snow fall- 
ing (Conn.); cf. Faer. leggja kava, 
hann leggur kava, it is snowing 
(fast). — Z. efter, a) to leave be- 
hind, to Z. efter anesell; Faer. leggja 
ettir (ettir saer), id.; b) Z. ane’s mind 

efter som’tin’, to apply oneself to 
some task or other, to study or try 
to learn something, see ante. — Z. 
f(r)ae: to Z. f(r)ae anesell, to put 
aside, also in a special sense, to 
work speedily, to make headway; he 
is layin’ f(r)ae him. Un. Of a boat 
or ship at full speed, e.g.: “sho 
[‘she’] is layin’ de loder (the foam) 
f(r)ae her”, she is sweeping the 
foam behind her. — Z. in, a) to 
unship the oars; b) to enclose a 
piece of ground; in both senses = 
No. and Faer. leggja inn; c) in damp, 
foggy weather: to drip, rain finely; 
he is layin’ in (Fe.). — Z. on, a) 
appl. to weather, hard weather, snow- 
storm : to increase in force and vio- 
lence; de wadder lays (is layin’) 
on; de snaw [‘snow’] laid on (Nm.; 
De.); b) in knitting of stockings: to 
widen, to increase the number of 
stitches (around the calf), to “lay 
on” a sock (opp. to: tak’ in); c) 
“lay on” a(n) awmous, to make a 
promise of alms, to lay on a(n) 
awmous till a person (U.). O.N. 
leggja h, (to lay on) to enjoin, ap- 
point, etc.; also to set in, to com- 
mence, e.g. of weather. L.Sc. lay 
on, to rain, to hail or snow fast. 
— Z. op, a) to load, to put a load 
on a horse; to lay op de led, to 
place a transport-basket on a horse; 
to lay op peats; b) to build, raise; 
to lay op skip lags, to build castles 
in the air (Un.); see skiplag, vb.; 
c) in knitting of stockings: to com- 
mence a stocking, to lay op a sock; 
cf. No. “leggja upp” in sense of to 
lay the foundation of something 
(Aa.); d) lay op a godek (goddek), 
to put a riddle to be guessed (in 
O.N., on the other hand: bera upp 
gatu); e) to exhaust; dat lays him 
op; laid op, exhausted, knocked up 
(N.I.?). With the latter cf. No. leggja 
upp, vb. n., to have difficulty in, 
to exert (R.). Otherwise Shetl. “lay 
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op” in sense e assimilates to Eng. 
lay up. — l. till, a) to add, — 
O.N. leggja til; b) lay anesell till 
or to [‘to’], to set eagerly about 
doing a task, to work assiduously; 
he laid him till (to); c) lay anesell 
till, to lie down to sleep; he laid 
him till again; d) lay ane’s mind 
till a ting, to apply oneself to 
a subject, trying to impress it 
upon one’s mind; lay dy mind till 
it! (Sa.). O.N. leggja sik (leggjask) 
til einshvers, to exert oneself in 
order to do or to obtain something. 
— /. to [tg = ‘to’]: lay to a door, to 
close a door (with a latch); see 
also l. till. — l. ut, a) to set off, 
out to sea, — No. leggja ut, Fser. 
leggja lit; b) to interpret, explain, 
— No. leggja ut, Faer. leggja lit. — 
l. wi’, a) to exert efforts on the 
outcome of a matter; b) a) to make 
a distinct declaration; (j) to make a 
condition of something; Faer. leggja 
vid, id.; c) l. anesell wi’, to work 
eagerly, with a good will (N.I.); lay 
dee wi’! du is no [‘not’] layin’ dee 
wi’, your heart is not in your work, 
you are not diligent; sho [‘she’] 
never laid her wi’, she never took 
pains to learn anything; Faer. leggja 
saer vid (1. saer eina vi<5), to exert 
oneself, to take pains. — Pert. part, 
laid [lad] is used in a special sense: 
a) destined by fate; dat was “laid” 
for me; cf. O.N. “leggja (1. fyrir 
einhvern)” in sense of a) to ap- 
point, settle; ft) to destine (of the 
dispensations of fate or providence). 
b) laid afore, thoroughly exhausted, 
weakened; cf. Faer. firilagstur, perf. 
part, of “leggjast firi”, to become 
exhausted, (O.N.) leggjask fyrir. 
Older Norn forms for “laid afore” 
are given under forlegen, adj.; 
c) “sea-laid”, “ocean-laid”, appl. to 
an open coast: exposed to the 
ocean, to the breaking of big 
waves. 

ISiri (and 18ir), sb., see I) liri, 
sb., and II) lor1, sb. 

mit, sb., see lett, sb. 
laiver, vb., see livr, liver, vb. 
laiverin (laivrin), sb., see livrin, 

sb. 
lamsket, adj., see lems, lem- 

sket, adj. 
lasn, lassen, vb., and 13snin, sb., 

see lesn (lessen), vb., and lesnin, 
sb. 

lavi, sb., see lovi2, sb. 
le [le], sb., 1) a long comber break- 

ing against the shore, esp. a flat, 
sandy shore. Du.; Burra. Also 
sometimes 2) = moderdai (a shore- 
ward drift, current); see dai, sb. 
Lunn.; Wh. — The word is etymo- 
logically to be classed (in any case 
in sense 1) with O.N. 1&, f., a) a 
liquid; b) a wave; c) the line of 
the shoal water along the shore, 
edged by the surf; Icel. 16, f., a 
wave near the shore; Fser. logv 
(*16), f., the lower edge of a sandy 
beach, washed by the waves. O.N. 
“16”, however, ought, when phoneti- 
cally developed in Shetl. Norn, to 
have given a form *lo. Shetl. le 
is formally associated with O.N. 
(poet.) lee, n., the sea, ocean (Eng. 
dial., L.Sc. lee, sb., water, liquid). 
In sense 2 there is a possible merg- 
ing with Eng. lay, sb., in the sense 
of direction in which something 
lies. — See further lovi2 (and 
levi), sb. 

*leanger, sb., a tax in former 
times, varying in form and amount 
at different periods. — Acc. to Edm.: 
“leanger, a tax formerly paid by 
the inhabitants of Shetland to the 
crown of Denmark as a punishment 
for harbouring pirates”. D. Balfour 
(Oppressions of the 16th century): 
“Lseanger, N. Ledangr, contributio 
in prsesidium patriae; a tax paid in 
Zetland”, leanger is often found 
mentioned in the old “Lordship 
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Rentals of Shetland”, in “Skat Book 
of Zetland” from about 1500, and also 
occas. in later times; it is stated through- 
out in the “Skat Book” mostly con- 
cerning wadmal, skin and silver (for 
further statement of dimensions of 
some farms and villages, esp. in 
Dunrossness, see G. Goudie, Antiq. 
p. 173). As an addition to lean- 
ger the word “veafirtht” is found 
several times in the said “Skat 
Book”. In “Complaints contra Law- 
rence Bruce of Cultemalindie” of 
1576 the leanger-tax is mentioned 
with further statement of its earlier 
form and amount (four doits — one 
penny or a calf-skin): “...thair is 
ane dewitie callit Leanger, quhilk 
the Commonis of Zetland payis yeir- 
lie, followand their wadmell, quhilk 
extendis to four Dense quhytis, or 
ane calf-skin, with everie xxiiij cut- 
teill of Wadmell ” The tax was 
raised considerably and arbitrarily 
by the said L. Bruce. Even in the 
18th century the leanger-tax has 
been furnished. It is mentioned in 
“Zetland Scatt Rental” of 1716— 
1717. See G. Goudie, Antiq. of Shell, 
pp. 173, 176 and 184. — O.N. leid- 
angr, m., a war expedition, a crew 
and its equipment with ship and 
other necessities which were liable 
to be called up at the king’s com- 
mand for national defence in time 
of war; also a tax in lieu of the 
above. 

lebek, lebbek. sb., a spoon, see 
lepel, leppel, sb. 

\t-break [lebrak, -brak], sb., 1) 
surf, the breaking of the waves 
against a flat, sandy shore. S.Sh. 
(Conn., Du.). Also 2) that part of 
the shore washed by the breakers 
(Du.), = sjurmol. For the first 
part of the compd. see le, sb. 

led1, lid [led (lid)], sb., 1) a large 
billow breaking against the shore. 
Nmw. 2) surf, swell, close to the 

| shore while the sea is calm farther 
out (harbinger of bad weather); a 
heavy 1. i’ de sea, a I. aboot de 
shore. Wh. The word is poss. cog- 
nate with loder, sb., sea-foam, O.N. 

; laudr, Ipdr, n. Cf. No. loa (laua), 
I vb., of the sea: to go foaming over 

the skerries, but without breaking, 
and Icel. leydra, vb., to wash, foam 
(from “laudr”). led (lid), in that 
case, like No. loa, without addition 
of r to the root. For the vowel- 
sound e (i) might be compared liri- 
gob, sb., sea-foam. 

fled2 [led, led], sb., in sense of 
pile, load, is more prob. L.Sc. “lade, 
laid”, a load, than O.N. hlad, n., a 
pile, load, led and lod [lod, l&d], 
in sense of cargo (taking in a load), 
are found in a couple of easily re- 
cognized, old place-names, viz.: de 
Ledberry [laeid"baeri] (Dew., op- 
posite to M.Roe) and “de Lodber- 
ris [l&d"baer,is]”, pi. (Lerwick, M.), 
which is O.N. hladberg, n., a flat 
rock by the sea where vessels 
may lie alongside to lade. Cf. 
lahamar [la"hanrar, lamar] and le- 
hamar [le"hanrar] from an O.N. 
*hladhamarr = hladberg. 

*ledi [ledi], sb., an outlook, point 
of view, height (point of vantage). 
Now only found in place-names, 
names of heights, hills and points 
of land, in which names the mean- 
ing has been almost lost. Mostly, 
however, with prefixed definite ar- 
ticle: de Ledi; de L. o’ Hardwol 
[hardwal] (Brae, De11.), part of a 
height, point of vantage; de L. o’ 
Soderhus [s6d"3ros‘] (Suseter, Dew.); 
de L. o’ Basta (Yb.); de Lediens 
[le"dions-] (West Sandwick, Y.), def. 
pi. form: “leitin” with added Eng. 
s. — O.N. leiti, n., a hill or eleva- 
tion on the horizon, hiding the view. 

ledi- and ledien-//mpef [ledi-, 

le’^dion1- lo'mpot (lA‘mpat)], sb., oval- 
shaped shell-fish, limpet, found far 
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out on the seashore among the 
seaweed, farther out than the com- 
mon “limpet”, ledien-: Yh. Other- 
wise more comm.: ledi-. Might 
ledi(en), here treated, be associated 
with Icel. ledja, f., mire, mud? 

ledli [ledli (le3dli)], adj., indolent, 
lazy-looking; a l.-lookin’ body. Um0. 
*latligr; deriv. of O.N. latr, adj., 
slow, lazy. 

lefsi [(lefsi) laefsi], sb., 1) a big, 
round cake (round, flat and thin 
loaf); see broni. 2) a cake of cow- 
dung. N.I. — No. and Sw. dial, lefsa, f., 
a kind of flat cake, bannock (O.N. 
hleifr, m., a round cake, a loaf). 

lefti [lefti, laefti], sb., = lefsi 1 
and 2. N.I.? Originally t-deriva- 
tive? 

leftin [leftin, laeftin (laef'tisn’)], 
sb., l) a big, lumpy cake, = lefsi 
1. Yn. 2) a (large, cured) piece 
of tallow; comm, in pi. [laeftins], 
of tallow, cured in a barrel. Fo. 
The word may be either lefti, with 
appendant article, or formed with 
the derivative ending -ingr. 

*leg, sb., see legin, sb. 
leg [leg, le3g], vb., to walk slowly 

and lazily, to saunter. Sa. Parallel 
form to lag5, vb. 

lega [lega, le3ga Qega, le3ga)J, 
sb., 1) a lying, now only in cer- 
tain exprs., as: to lie a 1., to lie 
long in bed; he is lyin’ him a 1., 
a) he is taking a long nap (a rest, 
sleep): N.I. [lega, [ega, etc.], and 
Wests, [lega (le3ga)]; b) of the wind: 
it remains very constant from that 
quarter (Fe.); he’s ta’en him a 1., he 
has taken a good rest, a good nap 
(Nm.: lega, le3ga); du’s been dee 
a I., you have been long from 
home: Yn. [(lega, le3ga) [e3ga]. In 
boat-fishing, with hand-line: inter- 
val, rest, stay; to ha’e a guid [‘good’] 
1., to lie for a long time, make a 
long stay on the fishing-ground 
(N.I.); we ’re had a guid 1. (Fe.: 

lega, [eaga). to mak’ a guid or ill 
(bad) 1., to make a good or poor 
haul of fish; he’s made a ill (bad) 
1. (Yn.: lega). 2) a place where a boat 
lies stationary during fishing (with 
hand-line), fishing-ground, esp. some- 
what near the land. N.Sh. (N.I., Nm.) 
[lega,' [ega (le3ga, le3ga): N.I.; lega, 
le®ga: Nm.]. 3) a certain distance 
between boats, carrying on fishing 
(with hand-line) on the same fishing- 
ground. Nmw. [le3ga]. 4) settled 
weather; constant wind from the 
same quarter. Fe.; see lega lb.— 
Also a» lego [lego (lego)]: Fe. [lego 
(lego)] and Fo. [lego]; a guid, lang 
or short lego (Fe.), in fishing; b)legu 
[legu]: Ai. — In sense 2 (and 3) an 
anglicised form “lie” is found in 
S.Sh. (Du.; Conn.); a “lie” o’ grund, 
a fishing-ground; de boats’ “lyins 
[laims]”, the places where the boats 
lie, and the fixed distances between 
them on the fishing-ground (Conn.). 
— legins [legins],pl.,(N.I.occas.),is 
an old Norn form (now almost obs.) 
for “lyins”. de Legins [legms, le- 
gins] (Ys.) is found as a place-name, 
name of a large fishing-ground be- 
tween Ys. and Skerries.— O.N. lega, 
f., fit lying; resting-place. No. and 
Faer. lega, f., (a lying; a couch; 
resting-place), inter alia: an an- 
chorage. 

legdi [legdi, legdi], sb., a cluster 
of corn-stalks laid down on the 
field, half a sheaf of grain, — li- 
sker. Ai. No. legd, f., a cluster 
or heap laid down, esp. of straw 
on a field (Aa.). Cf. logi, sb. 

leger [legar, legar], sb., fit large, 
full-grown fish, esp.: a) a (full- 
grown) halibut; used as a tabu- 
name by fishermen at deep-sea fish- 
ing. U. Also with breaking of e to 
ja: Ijager Qagar], and with dropped 
palatalization:lager[lagar](U.). b)ar 
very large halibut or ray; a 1. o’ a 
skate. Esh., Nmw. [legar]. Cf. No. 
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lega, f., inter alia a large fish stay- 
ing for a long time at the same 
fishing-ground, Fser. legukalvi, m., 
a large, full-grown halibut (kalvi). 
See lega, sb. 

fleggin, sb., see laggin, sb. 
legin (Ijegin) Qegin], sb., a damp 

hollow; low-lying, damp ground, esp. 
in pi.: l(j)egins. Un. — As a place- 
name sometimes Leg [leg (leg)]; 
thus: de Nort’ Leg and de Sooth 
Leg (M.Roe), two depressions at the 
bottom of a valley. Poss. also “de 
Leg” in Uwg. — O.N. Isegd, f., a hol- 
low, depression, legin is doubtless 
the def. form: Isegdin. de Legins 
(Un.): *laeg<5irnar. 

*legviser [legvl'sor, leg'vT'sar], 
sb., the compass; only as a tabu- 
name for the compass used by 
fishermen, esp. at deep-sea fishing, 
to soin (soind) de 1., to look at 
the compass, tabu-expr. at sea. N.I. 
(U., Fe.). — *leiavisari, a guide, one 
that points out the way. leg- for 
*led-. For the change 6 (d) > g 
(when final) cf. e.g. jog1 (og), sb., 
and see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 29, the end. 

leintek, sb., see lintek, sb. 
lek [lek, lek; le3k, lE*k (l*k)], vb., 

to leak, partly of liquid in a vessel: 
to run (to drip, ooze) out, partly 
appl. to a vessel or craft (boat): to 
be leaky, to be unable to hold water. 
O.N. leka, vb., to leak. 

lem, sb., see lemm, sb. 
lem [lem, leam, lem], vb., to 

prepare wool by unravelling it and 
pulling it out, to 1. oo’ [‘wool’]. 
Occas. lim [hm]. — lem with long 
e-sound, might indicate an original 
*lama in sense of slacken; cf. Icel. 
lama, vb., to weaken; break. No. 
lamra, vb., to weaken; wear, and 
Sw. dial, lamra, vb. (under “lamma”, 
vb. Ri.), to comb, prepare hemp or 
flax. By lim, and partly by “[lem]”, 
may be thought of an association 

with Icel. limpja, L, = lippa, un- 
ravelled wool, and limpja, vb., to 
loosen, relax, slacken. 

lemalju [lenraljir, lenraljir, le’ma- 
lju‘ (-[u-)], sb., lamentation; great, 
noisy complaint about a trifle; to 
had [‘hold’] a 1., to make a noise, 
to complain. U. Prop, “barking 
sound”. The first part of the compd., 
in that case, is to be referred to 
O.N. hlamma, vb., to give a dull, 
heavy sound, Icel. hlemma, vb., to 
bang, slam. The second part is 
O.N. hljod, n., a sound, Shetl. lju. 

lembi [Isembi], sb., twin-lamb. N. 
Originally doubtless a *tvllembi or 
*tvilemba with later dropping of the 
first part. 

lemin [le3min] and lemet [le3mat], 
adj., 1) powerless; faint; sluggish, 
= lamin; Yh. (lemin); Sa.(lemet); 
to speak in a lemet way. 2) occas. 
of drinkables, esp. bland (whey 
mixed with water), and the taste 
thereof: stale, neither fresh nor 
sour, disagreeable (= lamet); le- 
met bland; a lemet taste. Sa. — 
The word is either another form of 
pronunc. of lamin, lamet, or is to be 
referred to No. laem, leemen, adj., 
sluggish; dull. Cf. lemsket. 

lemlastin [lemias’tin, laenr-; lem- 
las’tin; -lastin], sb., a beating, drub- 
bing; to gi’e ane a 1. Prop, muti- 
lation. Cf. Icel. limlesta, Da. lem- 
laeste, vb., to mutilate. (O.N. lima 
Ipstr, m., injury to the limbs, lesta, 
vb., to injure). 

lemm [lem (lem)] and more comm.: 
lem [lem, lesm], sb., 1) part of a 
loft-floor consisting of planks nailed 
together, forming a half-loft, esp. a) 
a half-loft resting on the cross- 
beams of de but (the kitchen and 
living-room); b) a loft at the one 
end of a barn; c) a loft above an 
alcove. Fairly common (esp. in the 
senses a and b; sense c is reported 
from Sa.). 2) a shelf for keeping 
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anything on. M.Sh. (N., Ai.). 3) a 
perch for the hens, reported from 
Conn, in the form lem(m)a [lema], 
a hens’ 1. — The form with long 
e is the one generally used, lemm 
[lem, lem] is reported from Ai. be- 
sides lem. Other forms in Conn.: 
a) lemma, lema [lema, lama]; b) 
lamma or lama [lama]. — O.N. 
hlemmr, m., a) a trap-door; b) a 
loft-floor. No. lem (laem), m., a) a 
trap-door; b) wooden floor resting 
on the cross-beams at the top of 
a house. 

lems [lae‘ms ([ae‘ms, lae'mps)] and 
lemsket [lae'mskat (lemskat, le'msjkat, 
le'msjkat)], adj., 1) stiff and numb; 
powerless; sluggish in movements; 
a 1. body; to be lemsket aboot a 
ting, lems: Fo. [lae'ms]; N. [lae'mps]; 
Uwg. [[ae'ms]. The form lemsket is 
more common, mostly pronounced 
[lae'mskat]. De. occas. [le'msjkat, le‘m- 
sjkat]. Sa. [lemskat]; M.Roe (Dew.): 
[lae'mskat] and lamsket [la'mskat]. 
lemsket [lae'mskat] is reported from 
Yh. in sense of sluggish and slow 
as opposed to lam in [lamin] in 
sense of powerless. More rarely 
2) of taste: flat, stale; a lemsket 
taste; Du. [lae'mskat]. — Also lein- 
set [lae'msat, lae'mpsat] = lemsket 
1. — Deriv. of *lam-; see lamin 
(and lemin), adj. Cf. Sw. dial, 
lamsen, lamster, lamster, No. lemster, 
adj., stiff; numb. With a diff. mean- 
ing No. lamsen, adj., heavy and 
unsteady in movements. 

len, sb., see “lane”, sb. 
Lenda [laenda (landa)], sb., name 

of a cow which is “lendet” (Fo., 
N.I.). See the foil. word. 

lendet [lendat, laendat], adj., appl. 
to an animal, esp. a cow: striped 
or having a different colour along 
the loins, esp. a) having a black 
body with white or white-striped 
loins; b) having a white body 
with black or black-striped loins; 

a 1. coo. From Papa is reported a 
form len get [laeggat], which has poss. 
arisen by infl. of the word lengi, 
sb. — *lendottr, adj.; from O.N. 
lend, f., the loins. 

*lengdi [legdi], perf. part., become 
longer; in an adage, reported from 
Fo.: “Dea (‘daya’) [dea] 1., mogi 
swengdi”, the days have become 
longer, the stomachs have grown 
hungrier. Prob. an older O.N.: dagar 
lengdir, magar svengdir. Cf. No.: 
“dagarnelengjast.magarnesvengjast”, 
(as) the days lengthen, the stomachs 
grow hungrier. O.N. lengja, vb., to 
lengthen. — The Shetl. (Fo.) adage 
also runs “Dea lengi [leggi], mogi 
swengi”, in which “lengi” and 
“swengi” may spring from original 
“lengjask” and “svengjask”, vbs. refl. 

lengi [leggi, laeggi], sb., a strip 
or length, esp. a) a strip cut from 
a hide in its whole length-, b) a 
strip cut lengthways from a large 
fish-, a l.-cut o’ a turbot [‘halibut’], 
opp. to bar-cut, finni-cut; see bar, 
sb. — O.N. lengja, f., a strip, strap, 
esp. (as in No. and Icel.) a strip of 
hide. — From Conn, is reported a 
form in both the given senses: 
lengal, lingal [legal, hgal, -3l], 
which possibly has arisen from 
lengi by mingling with another 
“lingal” (comm.), a loan-word from 
L.Sc., in sense of shoemaker’s thread, 
but might also be an original *lang-ai 
(O.N. &1, f., a leathern strap). 

lent [lae'nt], vb., appl. to a tall 
person with long legs: to take long, 
unsteady steps in walking, to stride; 
to geng lentin. Yb. Poss. cognate 
with No. lampa and lamsa, vb., to 
stride along, taking long steps, or 
with Sw. dial, lonta, lyngta, vb., to 
take short leaps. 

lepel, leppel [lepal, laepal], and 
more comm.: lepek, leppek [(lepak) 
Isepak], sb., a small spoon, horn- 
spoon, now mostly disparagingly of 

33 
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a spoon with a broken handle. Also 
lebek, lebbek [(lebak) laebak]. — 
Cf, Icel. lepill, m. (= Dut. lepel), a 
small spoon, child’s spoon (B.H.), 
from the stem “lap” (in Da. labe, 
Sw. lapa, No. and Icel. lepja, vb., 
to lap). See lupi2, lupek, sb. 

leper [lepar], sb., a poor, worth- 
less fish, esp. of a rather large fish; 
a 1. o’ a skate (ray). Nm. Poss. to 
be referred to No. (Mandal) labr, n., 
a soft, quivering mass, jelly, from 
*lapr (No. lapra and lappa, vb., to 
make soft smudges)-, in a similar 
sense No. lap, n., and lepja, f. — 
leper might doubtless have arisen 
by metathesis from a *lerp; No. larp, 
m., and lerpa, f., a lump of some- 
thing soft or slimy. For a simi- 
lar metathesis cf. snipr, snipper 
from *snerp-, and snitter1 from 
*snert-. 

leper or lepper [laepor], vb., 
to sup noisily, to drink continu- 
ally, to 1. i’ de water, = slep(p)er. 
Sa. Cf. No. lepra, vb., to taste fre- 
quently of a drink, to sip, and 
Icel. lepra, f., sloppy food. 

lepp1 [laep (lep)], sb., 1) a part of 
anything, a piece, patch-, a skin-1. 
2) a flap-, rag-, tatter-, also lep pi 
[laepi (lepi)], and leppek [laepok 
(lepak)]. to geng draggin’ a lep pi 
(N.Roe), e.g. of a tatter hanging 
from the edge of a skirt. “My 
slippers is [‘are’] just turned atill 
(into) leppeks” (Us.), my slippers 
are quite down at the heels. 3) 
lepp, leppi, leppek: an old, worn- 
out or torn object-, an object out 
of shape, e.g. a worn-out basket, 
kessi, with a too wide mouth, a shoe 
down at the heel, etc.; a auld [‘old’] 
lepp o’ a kessi (Lunn.), a poki- 
lepp, a leppi o’ a poki (L.) [poki, 
a bag] — also in sense (1 and) 2: 
a leppek o’ a kessi (wide-mouthed 
basket) (U.). a auld lepp or leppi, 
an old, useless object (Fo.). — 

Various forms of words seem here 
to have merged together. Cf. a) 
O.N. leppr, m., a small piece, small 
part (a lock of hair, a patch)-, b) 
No. lep and lepp, m.. Da. laep, laeb, 
c., hanging flap-, Faer. lepi, m., a 
rag, flap-, No. lepe, m., a) the lip-, 
/?) a flap. — See the compds. kessi- 
lepp, mogilepp, skodilepp. 

lepp2 [laep], sb., a grain, small 
quantity, a 1. o’ tea. uncomm. Doubt- 
less appl. to liquids: something to 
lap or sip. See the foil. word. 

lepp1 [(lep) laep], vb., a) to lap 
(with the tongue), esp. appl. to a 
cat, lapping milk; de cat lepps (is 
leppin) i’ de milk (Sa.); b) to sip 
slowly. In sense a, Eng. lap, vb., 
is now more commonly used. — 
No. and Icel. lepja, Sw. dial, lappja, 
Faer. leppa, vb., to lap (in No. esp. 
to move the lips ineffectually). 

lepp2 [laep], vb., to walk feebly 
and slowly, to shuffle; to 1. aboot. 
Yn. Prob. to be referred to lapp, 
vb. (Icel. lappa, vb., to walk heavily 
and slowly, to shuffle, lopp, f., the 
sole of the foot). 

leppek, leppi, sb., see lepp1, sb. 
lepsek [laepsak, laepsjak], sb., an 

old, worn basket (plaited straw- 
basket, kessi). Fe. Deriv. of lepp1, 
sb., sense 3. For the derivative 
ending cf. Icel. lepsa, f., an article 
patched up with rags. 

tier1 [ler, le3r], sb., learning; in- 
struction; guid [‘good’] 1. No. and 
Faer. laera, f., L.Sc. lare (lere), sb., id. 

fler2 [le3r], sb., a boot, sea-boot, 
tabu-word in fishermen’s language 
at sea. Esp. in the pi.: lers. Yn. 
Most prob. from Dut. laars, sb., a 
boot. In that case, s has been 
regarded as the pi. ending. Or might 
O.N. leSr, n., leather, have influenced 
the forming of this word? The 
vowel-sound might indicate the latter. 

lera [le3ra, lera], sb., a stretch of 
loamy or muddy shore. Y., Yh.: 
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le3ra, lera; Ym.: lera. As a place- 
name: “de Lera [lera]”, the head of 
the bay of Mid-Yell Voe. — O.N. 
leira, f., clayey soil, muddy shore, 
in No. (leira) partly in a special 
sense: aflat, muddy shore, some- 
times overflowed (corresponding to 
the above place-name: de Lera). 

lerdom [lerdom, le3rdom], sb., 
learning, knowledge. O.N. laerdomr, 
m., id. 

*?lerka [le‘rka], sb., clay, clayey 
soil. Fo. Deriv. of O.N. leir, n., 
clay, loam. See lera, sb. 

lesket [laeskot], adj., entirely ex- 
hausted (Wh.?); see lasket, adj. 

lesn, lessen [laesan], vb., in lower- 
ing by line down a fowling-cliff (a 
rocky wall, facing the sea): to wind 
the rope round a stake rammed 
down at the edge of the cliff, de 
lesnin-stake, de lesnin, in order 
to lower oneself; I less end and 
cam’ doon on a lam pi (rocky ledge). 
Also lasn, lassen [lasan]. Fo. From 
an original O.N. “lesa sik”in sense of 
to lower oneself. The final n is due to 
infl. of lesnin, sb.; see the foil. word. 

lesnin [lesnm, laesnin], sb., an 
earth-bound stake to which a line 
is fastened, and by means of which 
a man lowers himself, or is lowered, 
down a fowling-cliff (a steep, rocky 
wall, facing the sea, on the ledges 
of which sea-fowl rest); in later 
times mostly for taking the birds’ 
eggs, formerly in order to catch the 
birds by means of a net (bag-shaped 
net) fixed to a rod. Fo. lesnin 
now generally denotes the earth- 
bound stake, while the line, fixed 
to the latter, is called “de lesn in- 
rep [(rep) rep]”. Fo. — Faer. les- 
ningur, m., a rope by which a man 
is lowered, esp. down a fowling- 
cliff, from O.N. lesa, vb., in original 
sense to move slowly, by degrees, 
to haul oneself up, lesa sik, to move 
gradually upwards, ascend, in Faer. 

(lesa seg) esp. to lower oneself (to be 
lowered) and let oneself be hauled 
up by line, esp. in bird-catching. 

lest (list), vb., see last, vb. 
let [le3t], lete [leat3], sb., a little, 

winsome thing, only used as a term 
of endearment to children (my trea- 
sure!) or to small animals. Sa. Is 
prob. No. laeta (laet, leet), f., prop. 
a sound, tone, but also used in 
sense of little thing-, a small juv- 
enile person. Cf. also No. laeten 
(luvelaeten), adj., fond. 

left [let, laet], sb., a part, quan- 
tity, esp. a small quantity, a par- 
ticle-, the word is closely associated 
with No. laeta (laete), f., (a sound, 
tone) an insignificant thing-, a grain-, 
particle-, but the relation between 
the Shetlandic and the mentioned 
Norwegian word is somewhat doubt- 
ful, partly owing to the short vowel- 
sound in Shetl. lett, partly because 
another word, let, is found with long 
e, and has prob. arisen from No. 
“laeta”, and is used in a different 
sense; see the preceding word, lett 
is applied partly to something given 
as a relief or as a helping hand, 
and, in this case, closely assimilates 
to O.N. 16tti, m., alleviation-, relief-, 
helping hand. For lett is often 
used in Shetl. the form lait, lait 
[(lait) lait, lai‘t], which may be the 
same word, “-ait” being a regular 
development of “-ett” in Shetl. Norn. 
This lait, lait, however, is most 
prob. L.Sc. lite, lyte, sb., a small 
part or portion (in the same sense 
Sw. dial, lyta, f.). 

lev [lev, le3v], sb., remnant, that 
which is left over-, a’ [‘all’] de 1., 
the remainder, all the rest. The 
word is phonetically developed from 
O.N. leif, f., what is left, in pi. (leifar): 
leavings, but assimilates exactly in 
meaning to L.Sc. lave, laive, sb. 
Lowland Sc. has the singular form 
only. 

33* 
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levi [levi, leavi], sb., 1) a long 

billow, comber, esp. a billow rolling 
shorewards. 2) big swell in the sea, 
esp. applied to shoreward-rolling 
billows. Nmw., Fo. See a) le, sb., 
and 1 e-break, sb., b) lovi2, sb. 

levin [levin (leavin)J, sb., dough, 
esp. dough from which a single 
loaf or cake is made, = lavin, sb. 
(konglalavin). The word springs 
from O.N. hleifr, m., a loaf, and 
differs from Eng. leaven, sb., though 
in form it may be influenced by 
the latter. 

flevins [levins, le3vins], sb. pi., 
leavings, that which is left over. 
Owing to the vowel-sound e [e] the 
word points to No. and Faer. leiv- 
ingar, f. pi., leavings, but otherwise 
assimilates to Eng. leavings, sb. pi. 
See lev, sb. 

li [ll], sb., a slope, mountain side. 
The word is now mostly merged 
with Eng. lee, sb., and is commonly 
regarded as a place giving shelter 
(lee), li, however, is still prevalent, 
esp. in Yell, in its original and genuine 
sense, a slope, mountain side. As 
a place-name the word is commonly: 
de Li, in pi.: de Lis [Us] or “de 
Liens [lions]” (the latter form ap- 
pears in several places in Unst): *hlid- 
irnar, def. pi.; de Lis o’ Vigi [vigi] 
(Uwg.): *vikar-hll(Jir; de Lis o’ Skola 
[skola] (Yn.): *sk&la-hli5ir; Lina bretta 
[lina braeita] (Hill o’ Nipabakk, Ys.): 
*hll(5in (accus.: hlidina) bratta, the 
steep slope. As the second part of 
compds. “li” is often shortened to 
“li” with short i [li]; thus: Fuglali 
[fog”lalf]: Yh.; Hallali [ha]"ali-]: Du.; 
Lambali(Ai.); Prestali (Ai.); Sobergli 
[so^borlr] (Fo.), from ’"so (*S0), *sod, 
sb., sheep-, de Brottalis [brortalis-] 
(Norwich, Un.): *br9ttu hlidir, the 
steep slopes (see prec. Lina bretta); 
de Galtalis [ga‘l"talis'] (Umo.). As 
the first part of compds. partly li, 
partly in gen.: lir [lir] and lida 

[lida, hda] [hlidar]; thus: a) Lifell 
[llfel] (West Sandwich, Y.): *hlld- 
fell; b) de Lidadal [lid”adal ] (U".), 
a valley below “de Li”: *hli6ar-dalr; 
de Lirend or Lirends, pi. [llrend(s)], 
de knowe [‘knoll’] o’ de Lirend 
(Conn.), the end of the hill “deVir- 
dek”: O.N. hlidarendi, m., the end 
of a slope-, Lirhul [lir(h)ol, llrwol] 
(Norwich, Un.): *hli3ar-h611; see hul, 
sb. — O.N. hlid, f., a slope, moun- 
tain side. 

lid1 [lid (ll3d)], sb., reliance-, eager- 
ness, diligence and thrift, zeal in 
executing a work-, to “lay on” 1.; 
to lay 1. on (upon) a wark [‘work’], 
to apply oneself diligently to work. 
Du. occas.: lid [lid]. In sense of 
confidence, trust, that which one can 
depend upon, lid is found in the 
negative compd. ulid, sb.; q.v. — 
O.N. hlit, f., sufficiency. Faer. lit, 
f., a) zeal (in the executing of a 
work)-, b) trust, confidence. No. lit, 
n. (f.), trust, confidence. — In sense 
of abating, calming (in bad weather), 
and favourable occasion, Shetl. lid 
is doubtless another word; see 
livd, sb^ 

lid2 [lid, U3d], sb., see livd, sb. 
lid [lid], vb., to have confidence 

(in), to trust-, “I lided [lTdod] to 
him to come alang, but fy upon his 
bens, if he cam’”, / trusted he 
would come, but shame upon him, 
he did not come. Fe. — O.N. hlita, 
vb., to be satisfied, also to have 
confidence in, to rely on someone, 
hi. einhverjum. Faer. lita, No. and 
Sw. lita, vb., to trust (in). 

lid-///’ [lidfn, lidfu], adj., confident-, 
eager, active, persevering in carry- 
ing out a work-, a \.-f. warker 
[‘worker’]; de 1.-/. laverick (lark). 
lid [lld]-fu’: Du. occas. Also, but 
more rarely: lidsom [lidsom,-som]. 
Wests. (Sa.). — *hlit-fullr, *hlitsamr. 
See lid1, sb. 

lidsom, adj., see the preceding word. 
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lie, vb., to lie, in a few exprs. 

differing from Eng. and prob. of 
Norn origin (O.N. liggja, vb.). Thus, 
e.g. 1) appl. to wind: he’s been 
lyin’ i de frost, the wind has been 
subdued by the frost (N.I.). 2) in 
a special sense: a) to repose, to be 
at rest-, b) to lie in bed-, c) to keep 
to bed, to be confined to bed 
(from sickness). — With preps, and 
advs.: £. afore; hit [‘it’] lies afore 
me = hit lies upo my tongue, it 
is on the tip of my tongue (O.N. 
liggja fyrir, inter alia to be at hand 
or to be present).— £. doon, a) of 
weather: to be settled, of wind: to 
be in a certain quarter for some 
(long) time-, he’s been lyin’ doon 
for a hale ook, it has been fair 
(settled) weather for a whole week 
(Un.); see doon-lie, sb.; b) to lie 
dormant, untouched or unmentioned. 
— 1. efter, to be left undone or 
neglected. — l. on, a) to be fixed, 
appointed-, b) to depend on\ c) to be 
essential; d) to be constant, to con- 
tinue unchanged, esp. of weather; 
de wadder is [‘has’] been lyin’ on 
(Ym.). “lie on” in the senses a, b, 
c = O.N. liggja £. — Z. op, to lie 
up, de boat is lyin’ op (Un.). — 
l. upon: l. upon ane’s tongue; 
see ul. afore”. — wi’: a) of 
something that comes in sight: to 
be almost touching, to appear close 
at hand-, de sun lies wi’ de hill; 
in the same sense Faer. liggja vid; 
b) to be at stake (at venture), 
on a certain condition-, hit [‘it’] lies 
wi’; in the same sense O.N. liggja 
vid; Eng. lie with. See “lay wi’”. 

lien [lion, li3n], sb., the decline 
of day, evening twilight-, hit [‘it’] is 
come to de 1. o’ de day. Wests. 
(Sa.). From O.N. lida, vb., to wear 
on, proceed, also of time. See 
dagalien, sb. 

life, sb., properly life, but in a 
few special meanings, originating 

! from Norn (O.N. lif): 1) a living 
\ being, poor creature, esp. a fish-, I 

had no [‘not’] but free lives (three 
\ fishes)-, no a /. (not a creature, not 
\ a fish). N.I.; Conn. 2) live coal for 

making up afire. — in l. (= M.Eng.), 
alive. — O.N. Ilf, n., life, also per- 
son or body. No. liv, n., life, also 
inter alia a living being-, ikkje eitt 
liv, not a living creature, (in fishing:) 
not a single fish. Faer. liv, n., in 
the same senses, as well as live 
coal for lighting a fire. 

lift [lift, loft], sb., properly a lifting, 
in a special sense heavy wave- 
motion, commotion in the sea, esp. 
before rough weather; a 1. i’ de sea. 
Also a change in the weather (for 
the worse)-, see lift, vb. II 2. In 
the given senses the word more 
prob. springs from O.N. lyfta, lypta, 
vb., a) to lift, raise, b) to move, 
stir (lyptask, to set oneself in mo- 
tion), than from Eng. lift, vb. — In 
sense of air (sky) “lift” is Eng. 
(dial.) and L.Sc. 

lift [lift (loft)], vb., I) vb. a., 1) = 
Eng. lift, but the word is Norn (O.N. 
lyfta) in a few old phrases, he is 
liftin op de glodreks, the big, 
heavy clouds rise in the horizon 
and disperse (Y.; Fe.). to 1. ane’s 
mooth, to satisfy one’s hunger; 
to gi’e ane as muckle [‘much’] 
as could 1. his mooth. N.I. 2) 
(to lift,) to set in motion, stir 
up, of the setting in of rough- 
ness in the sea; he lifted de sea, 
the sea was greatly stirred. 3) me- 
taph.: to put in question-, to mention-, 
to set in circulation-, du is no [‘not’] 
to 1. it, don’t let it go any further 
(Un.). II) vb. n., 1) to rise, to be- 
come agitated, of the sea; de sea 
lifted (Yh.). 2) of weather: to 
change (for the worse)-, “he is gaun 
[‘going’] to 1. ut o’ dis”. 3) to turn 
upwards, to go in a northerly di- 
rection, of the tide; he is liftin, the 
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tide is beginning to go towards the 
north, the north-east (Fo.). — lifted 
op, per!, part., = oplifted, exalted 
(at a joyful piece of news), very 
glad. — O.N. lyfta, lypta, vb., a) to 
lift; b) to set in motion; c) to set 
oneself going (= lyftask, lyptask). 

liftin [hftin (laftin)], sb., properly 
a lifting, esp.: 1) the course of the 
tide taking a northerly direction; to 
follow de 1. o’ de tide. Fo. 2) tempo- 
rary abatement of one’s hunger, 
without being satisfied; small bite 
of food, a slender meal; a 1. o’ 
ane’s mooth; to gi’e ane a 1. o’ his 
mooth; a 1. o’ hunger. N.I. See 
lift, vb. 

lift-mxxr. sb., dense snowfall, see 
mur, sb. 

*ligger [hgor (hgs)], vb., 3rd pers. 
sing, pres., Da. ligger (lies) from ligge, 
O.N. liggja, vb.; handed down a) in 
some obsolete fragments of Norn, see 
Introd., and b) in a tabu-expression, 
belonging to fishermen’s language 
(at sea); see *hwida, sb. 

light, sb., properly light, in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea denoting a 
fish appearing under the surface of 
the water; light i’ de lum [L.Sc. 
lum, sb., chimney\\ a light in under 
(Conn). 

lighten, vb., to grow light, in 
the phrase, “he is lightnin’ again”, 
the day is dawning (after the short 
midsummer-night, de summer-d i m m). 
This phrase is of Norn origin. See 
attaljos, sb., daybreak at midsum- 
mer-tide. 

lightnin’-tree, sb., a vertical 
beam by which the upper mill- 
stone in a water-mill can be raised 
or lowered in order to regulate the 
grinding of the corn; the lower end 
of the beam is fixed to the one 
(outer) end of the ground-sill or 
“sole-tree” (see “grund-slo”, sb.) 
and passes up through the mill-floor. 
Through the upper end of “delighlnin’- 

tree” appears a small cross-bar, called 
“de swerd” (the sword), by means 
of which “de lightnin’-tree” is raised 
or lowered. — No. lettetre, n., a 
wooden lever or apparatus by which 
a millstone can be raised or low- 
ered; Peer. Isettitrae, n. 

lik [(Ilk), lik (lik)], sb., 1) a 
corpse, dead body; now obsolete 
or rare in this sense. Preserved 
esp. a) in the expr. “calm as a 1. 
[lik]”, of the sea: dead calm (N.I.). 
b) in the compd. “lik-strae [lik-, lik-, 
hkstra?]”, straw on which a corpse 
has lain on the death-bed (comm.). 
The form with long i [i] is reported 
esp. from Conn.; now otherwise 
more common with short i. c) in 
the more uncommon compd. lik- 
stiga, sb.; q.v. 2) burial district, 
esp. in the phrase: “to be within de 
1. [(Ilk) lik]”, to be within the burial 
district, to be included among those 
invited to partake of the funeral 
repast. U. The meaning of the word 
has thereafter partly been changed 
to denote the persons invited to a 
funeral (Edm.: leek, the persons in 
a district invited to the funeral of 
one of their number). — O.N. Ilk, 
n., a corpse, dead body. 

flikisom [lek"isom’], adj., agree- 
able, amiable (that one must be 
fond of). Fe. More recent word? 
Cf. likli, adj. 

likk1 [hk, lok], sb., a small quan- 
tity, a trifle. Nmw. (Esh.); Fo. a 1. 
o’ corn (Fo.). No. lukk, m., a par- 
ticle, a grain. — In sense of a 
morsel of food, a snack (Sa.: [hk]), 
likk may also be referred to L.Sc. 
and Eng. lick, sb. 

likk2 [hk], sb., a curl, upright tuft 
of hair, e.g. on a cow’s forehead (= 
L.Sc. and Eng.); a coo’s 1. Conn. Doubt- 
less a loop, a winding; see likki, sb. 

likk3 [lik, lok], sb., a kind of 
pottage: milk (or water) stirred with 
ground or half-ground bursten (corn 
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dried over the fire in a pot); “stir ! 

[stir, stir]-aboot-I.” Nmn. (N.Roe); Y. 
Also compounded with the syno- 
nymous lo, sb.: likka-lo [lok’alo-] 
(Y?). — I0, in the latter sense, must 
prob. be explained as a warmed-up 
liquid (O.N. hly, n., warmth; hlyr, 
adj., mild; balmy; Sw. dial, lya, 
vb., to warm up water, milk, etc.), 
different from log, Ijog, sb., liquid; 
water; sea [O.N. Ipgr]. likk might 
then be a*htykk-, derived from “hly”. 
With this latter form cf. No. lykka, 
vb., to make warm. Fser. lykka, vb., 
= No. lya, vb. 

likki [hki, laki], sb., a (small) 
ball of yarn, esp. part of a larger 
ball, the innermost beginning (the 
innermost windings) of a ball; a 1. 
o’ 00’ [‘wool’]; de 1. o’ a clew. 
Occas. also likket [hkot] (St.). — 
In names of small plots of ground 
(esp. fenced-in ground) the same 
word is sometimes found with partly 
different vowel-sound [0, o], as: j 
L0kka [l0ka] (Fladab., Conn.); de 
Gerdalokk [ger“dal3k‘] (Borgbrekk, 
Yn.): *garda- or *gerdi-lykkja. — O.N. 
lykkja, f., a) a loop; coil; winding; 
b) a fenced-in piece of ground 
(often found in Norwegian place- 
names); Da. lokke, lykke. 

flikli [lekli], ad]., having a sound, 
healthy appearance; a 1. bairn (child). 
Fe. Cf. O.N. Hkligr, adj., (probable) 
in sense of acceptable, of good ap- 
pearance; No. likleg, adj., (probable) 
also agreeable, likely; L.Sc. likly, 
lykly, adj., id. The Shetlandic word 
assimilates in form to the Scottish 
word. 

*?likstiga,-stigga [l!k"stig-a, lik"-], 
sb., 0 stile (a step), projecting stones, 
in a cemetery wall, substitute for a 
gate, over which, at a funeral, the 
coffin containing the dead body was 
lifted. Un. *Hk-stigi. See lik, sb. 
1, and stiggi1, sb., a stile. 

Wk-strae, sb., see lik, sb. 1 b. 

flill1 [hi, lol], sb., a kind of pot- 
tage or warm drink: milk o/- bland 
(whey mixed with water), or meal 
(oatmeal) stirred in water. Some- 
times in pi., lills (Sandw., Du.). 
Occas. also loll [161]. Poss. associa- 
tion with Eng. loll (lill, lell), vb., 
from which a transposition to a 
sense of to lap is obvious. An as- 
sociation with Sw. dial, lill-grbt (Ri.), 
porridge with milk, is also conceiv- 
able. 

lill2 [l3l(l)], sb., a) monotonous 
song; b) narrative, news, what is 
dy 1. de day? what is the news to- 
day? Also loll [I0I (loll)]. Ym-n. 
*lyll-? See the foil. word. 

11111 [l3l(l)], vb., a) to sing mono- 
tonously; b) to tell news. Also 
loll [I0I (loll)]. Ym-n. With regard 
to lill one might think of No. lilla, 
vb., to shout and sing in a holloa- 
ing voice, but the form loll beside 
lill rather points to O.Sw. lylla, vb., 
to lull, hush asleep with a lullaby. 

11112 [hi], vb., to make neat and 
tidy, to brush up; to 1. op; 1. dee 
(deesell) op! — to put in good 
order; to 1. op de hoose. Fe. Poss. 
for *lirr owing to the frequent change 
of 1 (11) and r (rr) in Shetl. Norn. 
Cf., in that case, No. lidra, lirra, vb., 
a) to wriggle; b) to niggle with some 
petty work. 

11113 [hi (lei)], vb., to walk idly 
and slowly; to geng lillin [him] 
aboot; to work lazily, taking a long 
time in doing a piece of work; to 
1. aboot onyting. Uwg. Cf. Sw. dial, 
lalla, vb., to idle about, to loiter 
(Icel. lalla, vb., to make slow pro- 
gress in walking); Eng. loll, vb. 

lim, limb [hm], sb., (a limb of 
the body), used in Shetl. occas. in 
a special sense of the thigh of a 
slaughtered animal (sheep), esp. the 
thick part of the thigh-, de hint-1. 
(Conn.) or “hint-shooder [‘shoulder’]”, 
as opposed to “de bu (fore-bu)”, the 
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shoulder. — Otherwise the word 
corresponds in use to O.N. limr, m., 
as well as to Eng. limb, sb. 

limer, limmer [lunar (lamar)], sb., 
a small, slender person-, he (sho) 
is turned a 1. Yb. May be O.N. 
limr, m., a) = lim, f., a slender 
twig-, b) a limb (of the body). 

Hmm [hm (lam)], sb., the loom 
of an oar, de 1. o’ de ayre; comm. 
Also the thick end of a fishing-rod 
grasped in the hand, in fishing-, de 
l. o’ de wand (Fo.). — O.N. hlummr, 
m. (No. and Da. lorn, Sw. dial, lumm, 
lomm), the loom of an oar-, Sw. 
“lumm, lomm” also in a wider sense: 
the thick end of a stick or broom. 
With ref. to the short vowel-sound, 
the Shetl. word is more prob. to be 
derived from O.N. hlummr, than from 
Eng. loom. 

flimrek, flimmerek [Imrarak*, 
lam-arak-], sb., bog asphodel, a 
plant of the genus Narthecium. 

lin, sb., see linn3, sb. 
lin1, vb., see linn1, vb. 
lin2 [lin], vb., appl. to the day: 

to decline, to grow dusk] de day 
is lin in, it grows dusk. Sa. For 
*li from O.N. lida, vb., to wear on, 
proceed, n, in lin, has found its 
way from lien, sb., q.v. 

ling [lip], sb., heather. A form 
lung [lop], with dropped i-mutation, 
is preserved in a couple of compds.; 
see lungkillin and lungklo, sbs. 
ling and lung alternate in place- 
names; thus: a) Lingabringa [hp'ga- 
bnp'ga] (Kollafirt’, Nm.), a heathery 
slope: *lyng-bringa; Lingero [hp-- 
goro*] (Aith, Ai.), a green in the 
middle of a heath: *lyng-rj65r; b) 
Lungklett [lo‘pklaet] (Aie.), an isolated 
rock on a heath: *lyng-klettr; Lung- 
ness [lopnes] (near Tresta, Ai.): 
*lyng-nes (a deriv. of “long”, O.N. 
langr, adj., long, is not applicable 
to the local scenery, apart from the 
fact that “long” is always pronounced 

with an open and not close o-sound). 
See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 191—92. — 
O.N. lyng, n., heather-, Eng. dial, 
ling, sb. 

lingel, sb., see lengi, sb. 
flingful [hpful], sb., a kind of small 

sea-fowl frequenting the high seas: 
shearwater? Du., Wh. See liri, sb. 

lingi, sb., see longvi, sb. 
link1 [li‘pk], vb., in spinning: to 

pay out the wool held in the hand] 
to 1. aff de oo’. Prop, to make 
loose, to relax, *linka = *lina; cf. 
Fser. linka, vb., to become loose 
or relaxed] No. linka, vb., to loosen, 
thin out. Cf. lug1, vb. 

link2 [h‘pk], vb., to move with a 
hopping gait] to limp, to halt slightly. 
Wests. Cf. No. linka, vb., to turn 
and twist one’s body] L.Sc. link, 
vb., to walk smartly, to trip along. 
See lunk1, vb. 

link3, vb., to clear up, see lunk2, 
vb. 

linki [(h‘pki) le'pki], sb., a strip 
running across a field, a row of 
spade-depths across afield] to tak’ 
or dell [‘delve’] opal. Du. Prob. 
a deriv. of linn2, sb.; q.v. Cf. 
on, sb. 

linn1 [lin], sb., a runner, i.e. one 
of the pieces of wood, laid down 
at a landing-place, over which a 
boat is drawn, comm. O.N. hlunnr 
(Fser. lunnur, No. lunn), m., id. 

linn2 [lin], sb., a strip across a 
peat-bog (along the edge of the 
peat-pit)-, a row of spade-depths, or 
a row of peats, cut across a peat- 
bog along the so-called “peat-bank” 
(a ledge in a peat-pit). Fo. — Cf. 
Sw. dial, lina, f., and linn, f., in 
sense of the balk of a field. [O.N. 
lindi, m., a belt, girdle\. 

linn3 [hn], sb., a mitigation, lull 
in bad weather, a 1. i’ de wadder 
[‘weather’], he is makin’ a 1., there 
is a lull, a break in the storm. 
linnati [hn 'ati-, l3n"ati‘]: Un.; q.v. 
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— *linn- from No. lin, n. 
(lina, f., line, n.), a mitigation, break, 
lull, e.g. in a storm, linna, f., and 
linne, m., mild weather, mildness 
of the air. See linn1, vb. 

linn1 [hn], vb., to cease, stop; of 
rough weather (wind, rain): to be- 
come softened, to abate, calm; he 
is linnin, linnin op, the weather 
is mitigating, the storm is abating. 
comm. In sense of to rest a short 
while from work, linn1, and to 1. 
anesell [‘oneself’], merge with linn2, 
vb., q.v. — O.N. lina, vb., to soften, 
also to treat with lenience, appl. to 
wind: to abate, linna, vb., to cease, 
stop-, No. lina and linna, vb., to be- 
come abated, to have a break (of 
wind or rough weather); Sw. dial, 
linna, vb., to abate, cease, of rain 
(lina, vb., to thaw). Eng. (obs.) lin, 
vb., to cease, stop; to leave off. 
In application to weather Shetl. linn 
is of Norn origin [linna from lina, 
vb.]; in other cases it may be either 
O.N. linna, vb., or old Eng. lin,vb. 

linn2 [lin], vb., 1) vb. a., to lean, 
incline; 1. dee doon! sit down for 
a moment! (Un.); 1. dee! take a little 
rest! 2) vb. n., to lean oneself, to 
I. and “1. at”. No. lina (with short 
i), vb., to lean, incline, lina seg, to 
lean oneself. The short vowel-sound 
in Shetl. linn may indicate that the 
word is not exactly Eng. lean, vb. 
— In sense of to rest (a moment) 
from work, Shetl. linn2, “to 1. ane- 
sell [‘oneself’]”, merges with linn1, 
vb. [O.N. lina, vb., to soften, alleviate, 
to treat with lenience, linna, vb., to 
cease, stop]. 

linn [lm], adj., soft to the touch; 
pliable; somewhat loose; also mild, 
of atmosphere, weather. — No. linn, 
adj., id.; O.N. linr, adj. 

linnati [lm”ati\ lan"atr], sb., a) 
a short cessation from pain; b) 
abatement of storm, short lull in 
violent wind or rain-, he is makin’ 

a 1.; he is a (kind o’) 1. for a start 
(for a while). Un. Deriv. of linn3, sb. 

lins [h‘n<j, le'nsj, lo'nsj], vb., to 
move with a feeble, unsteady and 
swaying gait-, to geng linsin. Nm. 
[h'nij, l3‘n<j]. Du. [le'nij]. No. linsa 
(lingsa), vb., to rock, sway, and 
“lunsa”, vb., to walk with a sway- 
ing gait. L.Sc. linsh, vb., to hop, 
linch, vb., to halt, limp. 

lintek [Fi'qtak, laei'ntak], sb., a 
somewhat thin and flat broni (a 
round cake), esp. of barley-meal; a 
bere-meal I. Fe. The word is prob. 
associated with Sw. dial, luns, m., 
a lump, a large piece, No. luns, m., 
a chunk of meat. For the derivative 
ending cf. lefti = lefsi, sb., a kind 
of soft, flat cake. Sw. dial, limpa, 
f., a round loaf (lump, m., a lump), 
with another derivative ending, is 
doubtless cognate with lintek. 

lip, sb., (the lip), in the expr. 
“de l. o’ de peat” (W.), a tuft of 
grass on a piece of turf, = green ska; 
see gronska, sb. lip, here treated, 
doubtless indicates a flap. 

lipi [hpi, lipi], sb., a corner in 
the house where refuse and dirty 
water are thrown. Ai. [lipi]. ?N.I. 
[lipi]. Prob. an anglicised word- 
form, prop, “leepie” or “leapie”. 
Cf. No. loypa, f., in sense of a 
gutter or furrow through which some- 
thing rushes or passes-, a swampy 
hole that rarely or never freezes. 

liri [llri], sb., the shearwater, puf- 
finus Anglorum. Also by recent 
anglicising of i to ai: lairi [lairi]. 
— Common in the phrase “as fat 
as a 1. [Hri]”, exceedingly fat, burst- 
ing with fatness. — O.N. Ifri, m., 
No. lira, f., the shearwater, Eger. 
Hri, m., a young shearwater. 

lirigob [hr’igob-, leri-; Ifrigob’], 
sb., sea-foam, esp. thick foam or 
froth driven into a small, narrow 
bay or cleft, gjo, by a heavy sea. 
Wh. luragob, ljuragob [l^••rag6b•]: 
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Uw8:.; q.v. — The first part of the 
compd. is O.N. laudr, Ipdr, n., sea- 
foam. The second part is prob. 
Celt., Gael, cop, cobhar, sb. (m.), 
froth, foam. l(j)ura- prob. springs 
from an O.N. root-form “Ipudr”; 
liri-, on the other hand, prob. from 
“*ley6r- (loydr-)”, *ley3ri, formed by 
i-mutation; cf. feel, leydra, vb., to 
foam; to wash. 

lis [Hjj], vb., to alleviate, ease, to 
mitigate, become mitigated, referring 
to easing of pain, and to a lull in 
bad weather, abating of storm; he 
is lisin. Un. Cf. No. and Sw. dial. 
(O.Sw.) lisa (ii), vb., a) to alleviate; 
b) to spare, to treat with lenience; 
Da. lise, c., alleviation; L.Sc. liss, 
vb., to cease, stop. — lisens [li- 
mans], a 1., sb. (doubtless pi.), eas- 
ing (of pain), abatement (of storm), 
lull in bad weather (Un.), is a L.Sc. 
form; Jam.: lissens (leeshins), alle- 
viation, momentary cessation from 
pain. 

lisk [hsk], sb., a handful; a wisp; 
a small quantity of anything; a 1. 
o’ oo’ (Du11.); a 1. o’ corn, o’ strae 
[‘straw’], o’ hay. liski [liski]: Nmw.; 
a 1. o’ gloy (straw, oat-straw), a) 
lisk and b) lusk [losk], losk [losk]: 
N.I. — No. lusk, m., forelock, is 
doubtless cognate with the word. 
See further under the foil. word. 

lisker [hskar (leskar)], sb., a small 
cluster, esp. the half of a sheaf of 
corn, two or three handfuls of the 
reaped corn laid down in a heap 
on the field and constituting half 
a sheaf. Wests. Fo.: lisker and 
losker [16'?jkar]. Occas. a small part 
of anything: lisker (Y.?).— Cf. feel, 
lyskra, f., a wisp of moist hay spread 
out to dry on a stretch of a mown 
field (G.Vigf., E.J.). L.Sc. (Tweedd.) 
laskar, sb., “a large armful of hay 
or straw” (Jam.), is doubtless cognate. 
See'losker, sb. 

lispund [hspond (les-, lisj-)]» sb., 

a weight, originally 16 pounds (Da. 
and No.), later on gradually aug- 
mented by the authorities (the feu- 
datories); finally 32 pounds, in some 
places 34 to 36 pounds. Acc. to 
D. Balfour (Oppressions of the 16th 
Century): “A weight = 24 marks 
or 1/6 of a Meil, or Vis of a Barrel; 
gradually raised by the donataries 
from 12 to 18 lb Scots measure”. 
[See mark, merk and *mel3, sbs.]. 
— O.N. lispund (lifs-, lins-), n., a 
weight (prop, lifsk pund, Livonian 
pound), 24 marks" (Da. lispund = 
12 skSlpund, No. and Faer. lispund 
= 16 sk&lpund). 

list [list], sb., the upper part of 
a hill or hilly range, the upper part 
of a slope or hill-side, immediately 
below the ridge or top; de 1. o’ de 
hill. Yh. The word may be either 
O.N. lista, f., No. list, f., a strip, 
edge, rim, or — owing to the oft 
occurring change of r and 1 in Shetl. 
Norn (cf. lagabens = ragabens) 
— Faer. rust, f., projecting edge in 
a mountain side, No. rust, f., inter 
alia projecting edge in a mountain 
side. The word is most prob., how- 
ever, a “list(a)”, owing partly to the 
form list with i [i]-sound, partly to 
the meaning of the word (the upper- 
most edge), and partly because a 
rist (rost) [rost] is found in Yh. in 
sense of sharp elevation, which pro- 
bably is the above-mentioned “rust”. 
— For list, in sense of edge, see 

| bakkalist, sb. 
flister, leister [(listor) listor], vb., 

to beat, flog. The same word as 
Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) leister, vb., to 
strike with a fish-spear (O.N.lj6str, 
m.; No. Ijostra, Sw. ljustra, vb.), 
but assimilates in sense to O.N. 
Ij6sta, vb., to strike, thrust, from 
which O.N. Ijostr, Da. lyster, a fish- 
spear, is derived. 

lit [lit (let, lot)], sb., colour, now 
mostly = “blue-lit”, indigo blue. 
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Occas. also lut [lot] (Fo.), in the 
compd. blindlit, blindlut, q.v. — 
O.N. litr, m., colour, complexion. 

litel [lltel], adj., little. This form 
with long i, which is now used in 
a somewhat disparaging sense, is 
rare, and reported from Sa.; “sho 
[‘she’] has a 1. bairn (child) noo”. 
“lital” must spring from O.N. lltill, 
adj., little. The common word for 
little in Shetl. is, however, not the 
Eng. one, but the Norn word piri; 
q.v. — The definite form litla (laitla) 
[litla (litla), leitla, Fitja, lai'tla, la'^la] 
from O.N. lltli, Htla, is found in the 
expr. “sommere [sonvoro-, som"- 
ora-] litla (laitla)”, prop, the little 
summer, denoting partly a short 
Indian summer (Yh.; Um0.; Fe.), 
partly gossamer (Un.), partly some- 
times a fine, sunny grass-plot (Yn.): 
O.N. *sumarit litla. The form litla 
with i and [i]-sound is peculiar to 
Us’m0. and Fe., laitla to Un. and Yn. 
(Yh.). As the first part in place- 
names more frequently litla [litla 
(Yn. occas.: Fitja)]. 

flith [lip], sb., 1) a joint (in the 
body); I ken every 1. o’ his rigg, 
I know every joint in his backbone: 
/ know him (his disposition) tho- 
roughly well. comm. 2) one of the 
strands in a twined woollen thread 
(Fe.). 3) a hollow in the under 
side of the upper millstone, into 
which the end of the iron sill, de 
sail [O.N. *sigli], is fixed (Yh.); a 
hollow on each side of the eye. — 
O.N. lidr, m., a joint of the body; 
a curvature; bend, etc. The pro- 
nunc. with p [lip] is due to influence 
of L.Scottish (Eng.) lith, sb. Shetl. 
lith is poss. old in senses 2 
and 3. 

liv [liv, IFv], sb., 1) temporary 
state of rest, calm interval, esp. be- 
tween two series of breakers; to 
wait a 1., to watch a 1. Nmw.; Y.; 
Fe. 2) favourable occasion for the 

executing of something; to wait or 
watch a 1. Y.; Fe. Cf. slod, sb. — 
O.N. hllf, f., a cover, shelter; pro- 
tection. With regard to the Shetl. 
meanings of the word, esp. meaning 
1, note O.N. hllfa, vb., a) to give 
cover or shelter, e.g. against the 
weather; b) to spare, to treat with 
lenience; No. liva, Fser. llva, vb., 
id.; No. livd, perf. part., protected, 
also snug, calm. No. live, n., a 
shelter, cover, e.g. from the wind; 
Sw. dial, lyve, n., inter alia calm 
place in a rough sea. See the foil, 
word. 

livd [livd], sb., 1) a short rest 
after hard work; to ha’e or tak’ a 
1. 2) temporary state of rest, calm 
interval, esp. between breakers, = 
liv, sb. 1. 3) a calming, abating 
in bad weather; also a short, fine 
period after bad and boisterous 
weather; he is a 1. i’ de wadder, 
the storm has abated, calmer weather 
has set in. 4) favourable occasion 
for the executing of something, = 
liv, sb. 2. — Also with dropped v 
before d: lid [lid, IFd]. U. — O.N. 
hllffl, f., cover, shelter; protection, 
also sparing, treating with lenience. 
Faer. livd, No. livd, f. See the pre- 
ceding word. 

liver1 [Hvsr], sb., 1) a living being; 
I do no [‘not’] see a 1.; der’r no a 
1., at [‘that’] is ut warkin’ de day, 
there is not a soul working out of 
doors to-day. 2) collect.: small, 
living creatures, occas. appl. to bac- 
teria, animalcules in liquid (water); 
to sai (sail, “sile”) ut de 1., to sift 
small, living things or bacteria from 
water by filtering. Fe. and Y. occas. 
— Deriv. of O.N. lif, n., life. Poss. 
for *liven; cf. No. livende, n., a 
living being. 

fliver2, sb., see “"Ijora1, *ljori, sb. 
liver [\\\3r]-drink, sb., the last 

drink taken on the death-bed-, also 
death-dealing drink-, to gi’e ane his 
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l.-cf. Fe.; Y.; Nm. Might this be 
O.N. lifsdrykkr, m., life-giving drink, 
which in Shetl. has taken an oppo- 
site meaning? Short i [i] as well as 
the suffix -er in liver might be due 
to mingling with Eng. liver, sb. 

//ver-flaki, -flatsi, -krampi(s), 
-krus, -kwag, -ked, -mogi, -piltek. 
sbs., see the second part of the 
compds. in these words. 

livin [livm], pres. part, and adj., 
living. This Norn form with a long 
i in the main syllable is now used 
only in a couple of exprs.: a) no i’ 
my I. life, never in my life-, I never 
saw de like [lek] i’ my 1. life; b) in 
^exclamations as: oh, du 1.! Y.; Fe. 
— O.N. lifandi, pres. part, of lifa, 
vb., to live. Otherwise the Eng. 
form “livin’” with short i [i] is used 
in Shetl. 

livr, liver, vb., to make a paste 
of meal, stirring it up with milk or 
water while boiling. Now comm.: 
laiver flaivor]. *lifra. Cf. Icel. lifr- 
ast, No. livrast, Da. levres, vb. refl., 
to coagulate. — The substantive 
liv(e)rin, laiverin is more com- 
mon than the verb livr; see the 
foil. word. 

livrin, liverin, sb., a soft, stirred 
mass, paste, esp. a thickening of 
meal stirred in soup, boiling water 
or milk. Also soup (water, milk) 
stirred up with meal. Barclay: lee- 
verin and livrin; the first part prob. 
with long i in the first syllable: 
[*li"V3rm‘]. Now, however, mostly 
in the form laiverin [lai"v3rnr]. to 
mak’ a “laiverin”, to put a “lai- 
verin” on de soup. Edm.: ley- 
verin. — Cf. No. livr, liver, f., a) 
liver (O.N. lifr, f.); b) a soft, thick 
mass-, Da. dial. (Jut.) liwer, jellied 
mass-, muddy pool-, mire-, L.Sc. liv- 
rie, adj., well thickened or cooked. 

Ijog1 2’ 3, sbs., see log1, 2i 3, sbs. 
*ljog [Ijog, jog], vb., to bathe, 

wash (Du.), see *log2, vb. 

Ijoger, sb., see loger, sb. 
Ijoma, liomma [(Ijoma) [oma], sb., 

warm, misty air; a misty 1. Conn. 
Cf. No. lumme, m., warm current 
of air, from lum, adj., mild, warm, 
Sw. dial, ljum, adj. See further under 
lum2, ljum, sb. 

Ijomi, sb., see ljumi, ljum, sb. 
*ljora1 [lj6ra, Ijora], *ljori, Ijorin 

[Ijorin], *ljuri, sb., an opening in 
the roof for light and ventilation, 
and through which the smoke from 
the hearth escapes (escaped), a lou- 
ver. Fo. [Ijora,Ijorin]. Low:liora(in 
a proverbial sentence, the Connings- 
burgh phrase). Barclay: liorin and 
liurie. Otherwise mostly handed 
down with dropped j, as a) *lore, 
*lure [lore]: Conn.; b) *lora [lora]: 
Yh. (in the above-mentioned pro- 
verbial sentence); mirka lora [ma'r- 
ka lora] (Yh.), it is (still) dark in 
the louver, “Myrk in e Liora” (Low); 
c) *lura [Inra]: N.I. occas. — The 
word is found in a few place-names 
in the form lora, fenoiing an open- 
ing; thus: a) Lorafell [lo"rafel-] (Fo.), 
a hill from the top of which a long, 
narrow opening formerly ran down, 
called “de lum o’ Lorafell” [*ljora- 
fell]; this opening has long ago been 
filled up; b) Stenlora [stenlo'ra] for 
*Lorasten (Sandww., Du".), an elevated 
rock in the sea with an opening 
running through the centre of it 
[*ljora-steinn]. — O.N. Ijori, m., an 
opening in the roof of a house for 
light, and for the smoke to escape. 
Cf. *lura, s\>., dawn of day. — A 
form *liver [livsr], reported from 
Y"., in sense of opening in a roof, 
is most prob. to be associated with 
Eng. louver, sb., in the same sense. 

*ljora2 [lora], sb., the ear, for the 
more correct *jora, q.v. Ijora is 
found only in a Norn formula (ad- 
dress to the cat), reported from Conn.; 
see the Introd. (Fragments of Norn). 

Iju' [Ijn, jn], sb., (soundj mood, 
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humour? only reported in an expr. 
belonging to fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
at sea: der’r nae [‘no’] 1. on de 
fish, the fish will not bite. Uc. The 
word may reasonably be O.N. hljod, 
n., prop, a sound; for the develop- 
ment of meaning may, in that case, 
be compared the Shetl. form lod, 
sb., a) a sound; b) mood, humour. 
Possibly associated with flu3 (lju), sb. 

lju2 [lju ([o)], sb., in the expr. 
“to lie at de J.”, appl. to newly 
mown grass: to lie spread out for 
drying; only of the first drying, be- 
fore the hay is turned (see hwerf, 
vb.). Du. *ljp. O.N. (Icel.) lj&, f., 
newly mown grass (lying in swathes); 
No. Ijo, f., id. 

lju3, sb., see lu3, sb. 
lju, adj., see lu and I01, adj. 
*?ljud (lud), sb., sound. The pro- 

nunc. with long u appears in Bar- 
clay’s writing: “Hood, lood, sound, 
the sound of voices; I heard de Hood 
of dere tongues, afore I saw dem”. 
— O.N. hljod, n., sound. See I01 

and l0d, sbs. 
ljud [ljn3d, [n3d], adj. and sb., I) 

adj., ugly, hideous-, repulsive-look- 
ing-, a 1. body. II) sb., an ugly, 
hideous person-, he is just a 1. Fe. 
— O.N. Ijotr, adj., ugly, hideous. 

ljug, sb., see lu1 (lug), sb. 
ljug, vb., see lug, vb. 
ljuget, adj., see luget, adj. 
Ijum1, sb., warm vapour rising 

from the earth-, warm, misty air-, 
see lum2 (lumi), sb. 

Ijutn2 (ljumi), sb., the loom, co- 
lymbus septentrionalis, see lum1, sb. 

Ijum, vb., to warm up, see lum2, 
vb. 

ljumet [Ijomot, Ijbmot], adj., a) 
lukewarm-, b) close and damp, appl. 
to air, weather; he is awfu’ 1. de 
day [‘to-day’]. Sa. See lum2 (Ijum), 
sb., and lumet1, adj. 

ljumi [ljumi, [nmi], Ijum [Ijum, 
[nm], sb., greasy matter on the sur- 

face of the water, esp. caused by 
the half-boiled, chewed limpets, 
thrown out by the fishermen in 
order to allure the fish-, a 1. upo 
de water, ljuma [ljuma] and ljumi: 
Y. occas. Ijomi [ljo3mi]: Wh. Some- 
times a) Ijomi [Ijomi] and lomi 
[lomi]: Sandw., Du".; b) lorn [lorn]. 
— O.N. Ijomi, m., brightness-, radi- 
ance. 

ljuragob [Ij0"rag6b‘ (ju"ra-)], sb., 
froth, foam on the surface of the 
sea near the shore (esp. small mol- 
luscs in great numbers, driven shore- 
wards by the beat of the waves, 
and serving as food for fish). Uwg. 
The first part of the compd. is O.N. 
IpuSr (laudr), Ipdr, m., sea-foam. 
For the compd. see further under 
lirigob, sb. 

*ljus [Ijns], sb., properly light, 
handed down in a Norn verse from 
Fo.:  “dene (dena, ‘dayna’) 
komene (-a) ljus or lusa [lusa]”, 
reported in the translation: the day- 
light shines (has come) in the roof- 
opening (the louver), “komene 1.” 
would correspond to O.N. “kominn 
i Ijos”, has come in sight. O.N. 
Ijos, n., light. But the word ljus 
(lusa) seems to have been used in 
Fo. in the same sense as Ijori, 
ljuri (an opening in the roof of a 
house for admitting light-, prop, a 
lightening); see *1 j 0 r a T Conversely 
also *lura (for *ljura) = *ljus in 
sense of a lightening (daybreak). 
See *attaljos, sb. 

lo, vb., see a) lod, vb., and b) 
I0, lod, vb. 

loband (luband) [16band, Idbond 
(lb-)], sb., sea-term, tabu-name for 
grommet, homliband. Fe. “*lo6 
(163)-band” or “*lokband”? O.N. 
loda, vb., to cling fast-, to stick. 
The deep o-sound favours a deriva- 
tion from *163-; see lu, vb. 

lobba [16ba], sb., coarse grass, 
growing in the out-field, comm. 
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lobba includes different species of 
grass, mostly such as are found in 
places where no heather grows (Hib- 
bert), thus esp. sedge (carex), bent- 
grass (agrostis) and cotton-grass (erio- 
phorum). Ork. “lubbo”. *lubba, f.? 
Prop, something shaggy or thickly 
growing. Icel. lubbi, m., something 
shaggy, thick tuft of hair (E.J.), 
shaggy dog (B.H.). No. lubben, adj., 
thickly growing, leafy (Aa. under 
luven, thick-haired), luffen, adj., 
rough-haired, long-haired. 

lobbin [lobin], sb., a half-grown 
cod; also “l.-codlin” and “1. codlin”. 
S.Sh. (Du., F.I.). *lubbingr? O.N. 
(O.Norw.) lubba, f., a large cod. 
No. (Mod.Norw.) lubb, m., and lubba, f., 
a plump, round and full figure, appl. 
to fish (cod): lubbefisk, lubbetorsk. 
lobbin in “1. codlin” may also be 
an adjective, No. lubben, adj., plump; 
round; full. — lobber [lobar] in 
sense of very big, heavy and clumsy 
fish, a 1. o’ a skate (Ai.), assimi- 
lates in form to Eng. lubber (lub- 
bard), sb., colloq. used of a big, 
stout, indolent person. 

Lobers-znass, sb., leap day, the 
24th of February (St.), see Lobers- 
mass. 

lod [lod, lo3d], vb., 1) to emit a 
sound, esp. a dull, plaintive sound, 
to howl, whine, cry; de bairn (the 
child) lods; de coo lods, the cow 
is lowing; de wind lods (is lodin) 
i’ de lum, the wind is howling in 
the roof-opening; — to talk; dey 
loded [lo3dad] on a’ [‘all’] day, 
their tongues wagged the whole 
day long (U.); — to flute (on a 
reed-pipe); to 1. i’ (atill) de pipe; 
see “lodi-pipe”; he lods (is lodin) 
his pipes, he is howling and crying 
(Un.), esp. appl. to children; — de 
kriels wis begun to 1., the cocks 
had begun to crow (in a verse 
used by Unst fishermen). N.I. With 
opposite meaning: 2) to be silent; 

dey never loded; his tongue never 
loded, his tongue never ceased 
wagging. N.I. occas., Nmn. (N.Roe). 
In sense 2 also a) Ijod [[o3d] and 
lod [lod]: Mwd.; he never ljoded 
(loded); b) lo (lu) [16, 16]; his 
tongue never los [loas], in prete- 
rite: lod [lo3d] (M.Roe, Dew.); c) lo 
[lo]. — lod, in sense 1, is O.N. 
lata, vb., to emit a sound, to 
talk, etc. lod 2, on the other hand, 
rather presupposes a “hljoda” in 
sense of to be silent (to give a 
hearing, listening) from O.N. hljod, n., 
a) a hearing, silence-, b) a sound, 
tone. O.N. hlj66a, vb., to sound. 
As the form lod is not developed 
regularly from hljofla, it may be 
reasonable to assume a mingling of 
the forms Ijod, lod, lo, lo (de- 
veloped from “hljoda”) with lod 
(developed from “lata”). See lod1 

and lo2, vbs. 
lodament [l5®"dam9‘nt], sb., a 

sound, noise; crying, howling, lament, 
“ill 1.!”: said to a naughtily crying 
child. Yn. Deriv. of lod, vb. 1. 

*lodberri [lad' baer'i], sb., a flat 
rock on the sea-shore where boats 
come alongside in order to load 
or unload. de Lodberris (Ler- 
wick, M.). Also as a place-name: 
de Ledberri [laeid"bser,i] (Dew., op- 
posite M.Roe). O.N. hladberg, n., 
id. See fled2, sb. 

lodd [lod (lod)], sb., 1) thick cov- 
ering of hair or wool, esp. thick 
wool on sheep-, a 1. o’ oo’ [‘wool’]. 
Ys. 2) vigorous growth, crop, esp. 
of corn-, a 1. o’ corn upo de eart’. 
Nm. — *lo3, Da. ISd, n., fleece (on 
sheep). O.N. lodi, m., a fur-cloak-, 
No. lode, m., pile, shagginess. Sw. 
lud, m., nap of cloth. O.N. loflinn, 
adj., a) shaggy, b) densely covered 
with grass (or corn). 

lodden [lodan (lodan)]-oo’, sb., 
sparse and coarse wool on sheep. 
Ys.; Nm. The first part of the compd. 
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is a deriv. of *lo(5, shagginess, and 
may be either the substantive *lo<5n-, 
No. lodna, f., pile, shagginess, or 
O.N. lodinn, adj., shaggy. See 
lodd, sb. 

lodden [lodon (lod3n)]-oo’</, adj., 
appl. to sheep: covered with sparse 
and coarse wool-, a l.-o. sheep. Ys.; 
Nm. See the preceding word. 

lodder, sb., see letter, sb. 
loder1 [lodar, lo3dar], sb., sea- 

term, a name in fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. for clergyman. — Also loder- 
om [loa"d9r6m*, -am’]: Wh. — Prop. 
the talking one, he who preaches, 
*l&tari, from O.N. Mta, to emit a 
sound, to talk, Shetl. lod, vb. See 
uppstander, sb. 

loder2, lodder [lodsr], sb., sea- 
foam, esp. spray from breaking 
waves or from a fast-going vessel-, 
de 1. f(r)ae de ba (ba = a sunken 
rock)-, de 1. f(r)ae de ayre (from the 
oar)-, de boat is layin’ de 1. f(r)ae 
her boo (the bow). — O.N. laudr, 
l9<5r, n., sea-foam. 

loder, lodder [lodsr], vb., 1) to 
rain heavily, to pour down-, he is 
lod(d)erin doon de rain. N.I. 2) to 
spin quickly and carelessly, dey’re 
lod(d)erin it doon (Us.). Prob. to 
flush, foam, wash, Icel. leydra (*l0y5ra) 
from O.N. laudr, Ipuflr, Ipdr, n., lather, 
foam. 

lodi1 [lodi, lo3di], sb., a corner 
in the living-room (de but) for 
holding commodities, esp. potatoes-, 
a taati [‘potato’]-!. Also a heap of 
potatoes in a corner of de but; a 
1. o’ taatis. U. — O.N. hlada, f., a 
barn, a storehouse. The common 
word for lodi outside U. is kro. 

lodi2 [lodi (lo3di)], sb., 1) noisy 
sound, loud complaint, shrieking, 
etc., a queer, noisy mode of be- 
haviour-, to had [‘hold’] a 1. aboot 
a ting, to complain in a noisy 
manner, to make much ado about 
something-, der’r a 1. wi’ him, he 

is complaining and grumbling-, der ’r 
a 1. wi’ grolta, the pig is squeal- 
ing loudly. Sa. 2) poor circum- 
stances, miserable state of things-, 
sicc [‘such’] a 1. he was in! Fo. — 
O.N. l&t, n., a) a sound-, b) man- 
ners. No. laat, n., and leeta, f., a 
sound', complaint-, “lseta”also mode-, 
fashion-, appearance. 

lodigrot [lo"digrof, -grot- (lo3--di-)] 
and lodigrod [lo"digrod\ (-grod-), 
lod--igr6d-], sb., feigned weeping 
without reason, whimpering and com- 
plaining-, to mak’ (or had [‘hold’]) a 
!., to cry (without tears), to whine 
loudly. [lo--digrot-]: Yn.occas. [Irrdi- 
grot-]: Few. [lo--digrod-]: Wests, occas. 
(Fo., Sa. occas.). [lod"igr6d ]: U. 
[I6d”igr6d-]: Conn. Also lodigrot 
[lo"digr0f]: Yn.; lodi [lodi]-“greet”: 
Fee.; lodigrodi [lo--digro-di]: Sa. 
lodigron [krdigron-]: L. occas. by 
association with Eng. groan. — Prob. 
*latu-gr&tr, feigned weeping, crying 
for a trifle, from O.N. l&t, n., a 
sound, whimpering, etc., and “grdtr”, 
m., a crying. For the compd. cf. 
Icel. latulaeti, n. pi., superfluous ci- 
vilities. 

lodi [lodi, lo3di]-p/pe, sb., a 
whistle made from reed-grass or 
from a new straw, comm. Cf. Faer. 
latuplpa, f., a whistle, esp. made 
from a straw or a stalk of grass, 
Icel. hljodplpa. Shetl. lodi-, by pho- 
netic reasons, more prob. points back 
to an original *l£t- than to “hljofl”. 
See a) the two preceding words, as 
well as lod, vb., inter alia to flute, 
whistle [*lata]; b) ljud (lud), lo, 
lod, sb., from O.N. hlj66. 

lofsi, sb., see lufsi, sb. 
loft [loft, l&ft], vb., to ascend, to 

rise-, de boat lofts upo de sweel 
(Fo.); de reek (the smoke) lofts (is 
loftin): N.I. Also laft (L.Sc. form). 
Icel. lopta, vb., to lift or to be lifted. 
See lift, vb. 

log, Ijog1 [|6g, [o3g], sb., sea-term, 
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tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. at 
sea, used in foil, senses: \) the sea, 
ocean-, he is “slight” i’ de 1. de 
night, the sea is smooth and calm 
to-night-, in the same sense: de 1. 
is weel [‘well’] harrowed de night 
(Fe.). Fe., Yh ’n., Ai. gane [‘gone’] 
i’ de 1., to de 1., lost overboard, 
gone to the bottom (expr. in fisher- 
men’s tabu-language). 2*) a piece 
of open sea, near the land, the 
nearest stretch of open sea that the 
boat reaches after leaving the bay 
and getting clear of the skerries. 
Un. 3) tide-rip, strong current-, 
swell. Yn. In this sense also loga, 
Ijoga [[o3ga]; he will be a 1. de 
day [‘to-day’]. — O.N. Ipgr, m., any 
liquid, water-, sea, ocean. 

•og, Jjog2 [[og (Ijog)], sb., a hol- low, a depression in the landscape, 
esp. a damp or swampy hollow. 
Yn., Nmw., Dew., Fo. In Conn.: Ijogh 
[Ijoy, [oy]. Nm. occas. and De. 
occas.: logi, Ijogi [[o3gi]. — Either 
*lag, Fser. lag, f., a hollow, depres- 
sion, or a derived form, O.N. laegS, 
f., in the same sense, with dropped 
i-mutation, and dropped 5 in Shetl. 
(*16g5, *log3). Cf. legin and lowd, 
sbs. 

log, Ijog3 [jog (Ijog)], sb., a) a 
small, quietly-running stream of 
water, a brook, which runs through 
marshy bottom, and the course of 
which is partly hidden by green 
turf or moss-, b) a damp grass- 
plot, small stretch of boggy land, 
through which a partly-hidden brook 
ripples. Ijogi [[ogi]: Nms. occas.; 
a 1. o’ water. In place-names occas. 
*l0g; thus: Logena grona [log-*- 
ona' grona] or Ljogena [[og"ana-, 
Ijog’^na'] grona (Yh.), some grass- 
plots through which a brQok ripples: 
*lcekirnir (accus.: Icekina) groenu. — 
O.N. Icekr, m., a brook. No. lok, m., = 
Shetl. l(j)og a. 

log1 (Ijog) [Jog], vb., appl. to thin, 

loose woollen yarn: to be broken, 
to 1. sindri (sindri = asunder). De. 
Cf. a) Fser. loka, vb., to spin loosely, 
b) Shetl. lag4, and lug1, vbs. 

*log2 [log] and *ljog [Ijog, [og], 
vb., to bathe, wash. Only preserved 
in a verse used by fishermen (Dus.) 
in the foil, line: “I loged [logod] 
my lookers” or “1 Ijoged [Ijogad, jo- 
gad] my lookers”, / washed my 
eyes (my face). — O.N. lauga, vb., 
to bathe, wash. 

loger, Ijoger [[ogar], sb., sea-foam, 
foam from backwash of breakers. 
Nms., De. Prob. a parallel form to 
loder2 (lodder), from O.N. laudr, n., 
sea-foam, with the freq. recurring 
change in Shetl. Norn 6 > g; see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 29, 
the end. Cf. gloger, gljoger, sb., 
which appears to be the word l(j)o- 
ger, prefixed by the old Germ. “ga”. 

logg [log], sb. and vb., see lagg 
and lugg, sbs. and vbs. 

logi [logi], sb., a bundle of corn- 
stalks (three handfuls) laid down 
on a field, half a sheaf of corn-, 
a 1. o’ corn. Fo. Either an original 
*laga, No. loga, f., a laying, or O.N. 
lagdr, m., a tuft of wool or hair-, 
cf. lagd, sb. 3 (a small bundle of 
hay or corn), and legdi, sb. (half 
a sheaf of corn). 

flogis [lo3gis, lo3gis] adj., l) luke- 
warm (of liquid). 2) vapid in taste, 
appl. to something lukewarm; a 1. 
taste, a vapid taste (of something 
lukewarm. Uwg. The word stands 
either for *l0gis from an O.N. *hlyk- 
(cf. likk3, sb.), or is a form of Eng. 
“luke” in “lukewarm”. 

logjek, lodjek [lod^ok], sb., filth, 
excrements. Cf. No. lo, n., manure, 
dung. 

loit (loitt) [loit, I6i‘t], sb., a quan- 
tity, deal, often appl. ironically to a 
trifle. U. See lett, sb. 

loiter, adj., see lotter, adj. 
lokk [l&k (l&‘k)], sb., a lock of 
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hair, a tuft, = O.N. lokkr, m., and 
Eng. lock, sb. 

lokk [ISk (l&‘k)], vb., 1) to allure, 
entice. 2) to pet, fondle, in the 
expr. “to 1. aboot”; to 1. aboot de 
coo. — O.N. lokka, vb., to allure, 
entice. 

lokki Qoki], sb., a lump, a tangled 
tuft or bundle, esp. of wool or 
worsted; a 1. o’ oo’ [‘wool’], o’ wor- 
sed [‘worsted’]. Conn. — O.N. lykkja, 
f., a loop; coil; winding. L.Sc. 
lock, sb., a small quantity. A drop- 
ping of i-mutation has taken place in 
lokki. Cf. likki, sb. 

lokkis [lokis, lokis]-//nes, sb. pi., 
a kind of long, slender seaweed, fucus 
filum. Prob. Lake’s lines or strings, 
from the name of the god Loke. 

lokkis [lokis, lokisj-oo’, sb., cotton- 
grass, Eriophorum. Prob. Lake’s 
wool. See the preceding word, 

loll, sb., see lill1, sb. 
lom, sb., see ljumi, sb. 
lom [lorn, lo3m], vb., to dawdle, 

idle; to skulk about; to geng lom in 
aboot. Nmn. (N.Roe). Sw. dial, loma, 
lomma, vb., to walk heavily and 
slowly; No. luma, vb., to doze, lounge. 
See lum3, vb., and lomet, adj. 

lomek [lomok, lo3mok; lo3m9k], 
sb., 1) a paw, a big, clumsy hand; 
comm, [lomok, lo3mok]. 2) a hand- 
ful; a 1. o’ corn. Conn. [I53m3k]. 
— O.N. temr, m., the hand; Faer. 
temur, m., the paw (of a seal); No. 
lom, m., paw, bear's paw. Ork. lomo, 
sb., the hand; paw. 

lomet [lomat, lo3m9t] adj., that 
goes idly about, mostly with sly 
intentions in making observations: 
sneaking, lurking; — sluggish and 
clumsy in movements-, a 1. craeter’ 
(person). Nmn. (N.Roe). Cf. L.Sc. 
loamy, adj., slothful-, inactive. See 
lom, vb., and lumet2, adj. The 
word corresponds partly (in sense 
of sneaking, lurking) to Icel. luma, 
vb., to conceal-, to hoard. 

lomm [16m (lom)], sb., a clearing 
up of the mist-, to mak’ a 1.; he is 
makin’ a 1. op, it is clearing up. 
lumm [lom]: U. Association with 
No. lumme, m., warm current of 
air? The word is more common as 
a verb; see the foil. word. 

lomm [16m (lom)], vb., to grow 
light, to clear up-, esp. appl. to 
mist; to 1. op; he is lommin op, 
it is clearing up. lumm [lom], to 
1. op: U. With long u: lum [Inm], 
to 1. op: Conn. Also lom [lom], to 
l. op (Conn.). “Sho [‘she’] lom ms!” 
it (the ling) is coming in sight be- 
low the surface of the water-, expr. be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-language. 
— The Shetlandic forms with short 
o and u may hardly be derived di- 
rectly from O.N. Ijoma, vb., to gleam, 
shine, with which, however, they 
must be associated. With regard to 
the form, lomm (lumm) may be 
compared with O.Sw. and Sw. dial, 
lomma, lumma, vb., = “ljumma 
(Ijomma)”, which is O.N. hljoma, vb., 
to sound. No. lymma, vb., is used 
differently from Shetl. lomm, viz. 
in sense of to emit heat (lumme, 
m. , warm current of air). Sw. dial. 
Ijomma, vb., to give light, to shine 
(esp. appl. to the aurora borealis), is 
more closely allied in meaning to 
the Shetl. word. 

lomol [lomo8! ] and lumol [lo - 
mo3!-], sb., keeping one’s mouth 
shut-, silence-, secrecy, esp. in the 
phrase “to keep onyting in 1.”, to 
keep anything secret, to keep one's 
mouth shut on a subject. Un-’bu. 
*hlj66mal, n., stillness-, silence-, se- 
crecy. Cf. O.N. hl)6Smaeli, n.; foera 
1 hljodmaeli, to make a secret of 
something. For dropped j in the 
Shetl. word see lod, vb. 2, and 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 39, the 
end. Cf. I01, sb. 5, and umol, sb. 

Ion [lo3n], sb., common in the 
compd. tunlon [tunl68n’], a piece 

34 
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of home-pasture, close to the farm. 
Wests. Frequently used in pi, 
tunlons. Fo.: tunlon and -Ions. 
Cf. No. “Ion” in “utloner”, f. pi., 
out-fields, pastures. 

lona-6rea/r, \ox\SL-breach, sb., see 
lona-break (-breach), sb. 

lond [loqd (bqd)] and londi [loqdi], 
sb., properly a sound-, melody, song, 
reported in the foil, senses: 1) loud, 
cheerful singing and trolling-, de- 
tailed and fluent in narrating-, he is 
hadin’ [‘holding’] him a londi, a) 
he sings merrily, b) he relates viva- 
ciously, using many words, he lets 
his tongue wag. Yh. Also lonti 
[16‘qti] (Yh.). 2) a singing out-, a 
noise-, a whimpering and complain- 
ing-, to had [‘hold’] or mak’ a 1., to 
complain without reason, to make a 
great ado about nothing (U.). lond, 
londi and londek [loqdok]: U. 3) 
mood-, spirits-, humour, esp. as ex- 
pressed in speech and voice; fret- 
ful or queer mood-, he had a wheer 
[‘queer’] lond upon him; der’ will 
be an idder [‘other’] lond upo dee 
afore night, you will sing another 
song (you will change your mind) 
before evening. N.Roe (lond). — 
No. lund, m., a melody, tone. In 
sense 3 lond almost assimilates to 
O.N. lund, f., the mind, temper-, but 
as the word lod (sound, melody) 
is used synonymously (with lond 3), 
the latter ought to be regarded as 
a synonym to lond 1 and 2 with 
root-meaning sound, melody. 

lond1 [16qd, loqd], vb., to whimper, 
complain, to make a fuss. U. See 
the preceding word, and cf. No. 
lunda, vb., to hum. 

lond- [loqd, l&qd], vb., to lean 
oneself heavily and awkwardly 
against or over something-, to rest 
(lie) heavily and clumsily across an 
underlayer-, to 1. (lie lond in) ower 
onyting; also to walk stoopingly, in 
a heavy, clumsy manner, to geng 

londin aboot. Du. *lunda? Cf. Da. 
dial. (Jut.) lund, lond, Sw. dial, lonn, 
stooping or semi-recumbent position, 
in the phrase “ligge p& lund (lond), 
ligga p& lonn”; Da. dial. (Jut.) lunde 
(londe), vb., to incline. 

londi1, sb., see lond, sb. 
londi2 [londi], sb., the puffin, alca 

arctica. Un. Now only used as a 
sea-term, tabu-name, used by fisher- 
men. Common name: nori, Tom- 
minori. — O.N. lundi, m., id. 

londilag [loq 'dilag ], sb., 1) noisy 
complaint-, a whining and whimper- 
ing-, to had [‘hold’] a 1. Yh. 2) a) 
a long, tedious story, b) a long 
time spent in doing a thing-, du’s 
been dee a 1.; hit [‘it’] will be a 1., 
ere (afore) he comes back. Yn. — 
The word is a compd. of lond 
(londi), sb., a sound, melody, etc., 
and lag1, sb. 

long [log], vb., 1) to listen-, 2) to 
be undecided (Sa.); see further lonn, 
vb. 

longa [bgga, l&gga]-/7s/i, sb., the 
ling, gadus molva. U., Nmn. (Kolla- 
firt’). Only preserved as a tabu- 
name, sea-term. O.N. langa, f., id. 

longafloga [log-gaflog’a, -flog’a, 
-floga; l&g"ga-], sb., a kind of 
small, long-shaped fly, appearing in 
swarms. Y. The pronunc. “floga, 
floga” is reported from Yh.; else- 
where more commonly: floga. *langa 
fluga. O.N. fluga, f., a fly. 

longalod [log"gaload-,l&g"ga-], sb., 
a long-winded complaint, lamenta- 
tion-, to mak’ a 1. Y. and Fe. *langa- 
Idt. The second part of the compd. 
is O.N. l&t, n., a sound. See 
lodi2, sb. 

longastori [log-gastoTi], sb., a large 
kind of starling of a longish shape. 
Wh. *langi stari. See stari, sb. 

longi1 [loggi, l&ggi], sb., the colon 
of an animal. Icel. and Faer. langi, 
m., id. — As a distinction from the 
proper longi, “de short 1.” is some- 
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times used as a designation for the ' 
blind gut of an animal. 

longi2, sb., see longvi, sb. 
longkel, lungkel. sb., see lung- 

klo and lungkillin, sbs. 
longvi, longwi [logvi, l&gvi, -wi] 

and longi [loggi, l&ggi], sb., the 
guillemot, uria troile. Un.: longvi, 
longwi [(logvi) logwi],longvia [log"- 
via-], longia [log"gia-] as well as 
langvia [lag"via-]; the last form is 
now prob. obsolete. Fo.: longvi, 
longwi [lagvi, lagwi]. longiae [l&g"- 
giee1]: Fe.? (J.I.). Now mostly used 
in the abbreviated form longi. — 
O.N. langve (No. langve, langvie, 
lomvie, Icel. langvigi, Faer. lomvigi, 
m., Da. Lomvie), id 

loni [lo3ni], sb., a slovenly, care- 
less and lazy person, a person hav- 
ing a sauntering, indolent gait. Un. 
Is to be classed with No. Iona and 
luna, vb., (to lurk about noiselessly 
and slowly) to hang about; cf. No. 
loen, adj., a) that lurks noiselessly 
about; b) indolent, sauntering, from 
“loa”, vb. 

lonihus (lunihus) [lo"nihus\16n"i- 
hus’, 16n"ehus'], sb., hiding-place, 
depository (Ai.; St.); see lonhus, 
lonihus, sb. 

lonn [Ion], vb., to lurk, be on the 
watch, to listen secretly. M.Sh. 
occas., S.Sh. (Conn.). Sw. dial. Iona 
(l&na), vb., to listen at the door; 
No. Iona and luna, vb., to go noise- 
lessly as if to spy, to hang about 
as if waiting (lurking). — From 
Wests, are reported two forms end- 
ing in “ng”: lung [log] (Fo., Sa.), 
and long [log] (Sa.) in sense of a) 
to eavesdrop (= lonn), to lung, 
long (stand longin) at de door; 
b) to stand in a hesitating, doubt- 
ful attitude (as if lurking), to linger, 
to be undecided, esp. with indica- 
tion of mode of behaviour; “de kye 
is longin [login]” is said of the 
cows when wanting to leave the 

| pasture on a hot summer’s day, but 
do not know were to turn, long 
is prob. a deriv. of *lon- or *lun-, 
from which the form lonn has also 
arisen. No. lyngja, vb., to doze, to 
hang about listlessly (R.), may also 
be compared. 

lop [lop] and lup [lup], sb., 1) a 
leap (run). 2) a violent shower, 
downpour, esp. in the compds. “doon- 
lop” and “vandlup”; q.v. O.N. 
hlaup, n., a) a leap, a run; b) 
inundation, flood. 

lop [lop] and lup [lup], vb. (impf. 
lep [laep] and loped, luped, perf. 
part, lopen [lopon, lop3m, lop3m] 
and lupen [lupon, lup3m]), 1) to 
leap, to jump (in running). 2) a) 
to get into a sudden, violent pas- 
sion, to burst out crying, to engage 
in a quarrel; to 1. in a swel (noisy 
crying), to 1. in a “tuilyie” [toli] (a 
quarrel, wrangle); b) to penetrate, 
to come (suddenly), become chronic, 
e.g. appl. to illness, rheumatism; “de 
rheumatism is lopin i’ my limbs”. 
— Perf. part, lopen, lupen, is used 
adjectivally in sense of a) curdled, 
thick, appl. to milk, “lopen (lupen) 
milk” = Icel. hlaupin mjolk, Fser. 
lopin mjolk, No. laupen mjolk; b) 
suffused (with coagulated blood), 
esp. in the compounds, blulopen, 
stenlupen; q.v. In the last sense 
also reported in the forms lop end, 
lupend. — O.N. hlaupa, vb., a) to 
leap, jump, run; b) metaph.: to ap- 
pear suddenly (hi. &), to penetrate 
(hi. 1); c) of milk: to curdle (Icel. 
hlaupa, No. laupa, etc.). L,Sc. loup, 
vb., to leap, spring, run, etc. The 
Shetlandic word-forms lop and esp. 
lup are certainly due to L.Scottish 
influence. From Conn, is reported 
a form lub [lub] with the change 
of initial and final p > b, a change 
characteristic of Norn. 

lopi1 [lopi] and more comm.: lupi 
[lupi], sb., a small, flat-bottomed 

34* 
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straw-basket, esp. a basket for 
holding meal or corn. Du. O.N. 
laupr, m., a basket, box. No. laup, 
m. , Da.-No. lob, c. id. 

lopi2 [lopi], sb., a spoon (with a 
broken handle), see lupi2, sb. 

lor [lo3r], sb., the thigh, partly 
that of a human being (esp. jocu- 
larly or mockingly), partly that of 
a large animal, e.g. a horse; lang 
lors; de lor o’ de horse. U.,N.Roe? 
*lar. O.N. Iser, n., the thigh; No. 
laar and laer, n. In Shetl. without 
i-mutation. 

*Iora, *lore, sb., an opening in 
the roof, a louver, see *ljora1, sb. 

lord, sb., see the foil. word, 
lorg [lorg] and lord [lord], sb., a 

(soft, moist) heap, dirty mass; de 
claes [‘clothes’] wis [‘was’ for ‘were’] 
lyin’ in a lord (Sa.). to lie in a 
lorg (M.Roe, Dew.). lorg is prob. 
No. lurg(?) and lyrg, n., lyrgja, f., 
loosely tangled mass, lord is doubt- 
less the same word with change of 
final g to d, but might also be No. 
and Sw. lort, m., dirt; filth; trash. 

lorg [lorg], vb., to dirty; to soil; 
lorget [lorgot] in or wi’gutter (mud\ 
dirt). M.Roe, Dew. *lyrgja? See the 
preceding word. 

lorin [lorin, lo3rin, -in], sb., the 
great cormorant, pelecanus cristatus; 
phalacrocorax graculus (Edm. Zetl.). 
Often compounded with skarf (cor- 
morant): l.-skarf. “*16ringr” for 
*laeringr, deriv. of *lar, O.N. laer, 
n. , the thigh, Shetl. lor. Besides 
lorin is found the old compd. 
*hwitlorin, now: *white-lorin. 

Lorka [lS‘rka], sb., the name of 
a black cow with white thighs or 
conversely. Fo. See the foil. word. 

lorket [l&‘rk3t], adj., applied to a 
cow: black with white or white- 
spotted, white-striped thighs and con- 
versely; a 1. coo. Fo. *l&rkottr — 
*laerk6ttr, from *lar, O.N. laer, n., 
the thigh, Shetl. lor, sb. 

lorkji [l&'rbji], sb., a large quan- 
tity of food, abundant meal-, he took 
in a 1. o’ meat. Uwg ,s-. Poss. for 
*lorgji and to be classed with No. 
lyrgja, f., loosely tangled mass, 
Shetl. lorg, sb. 

lort [16‘rt, lo‘rt], sb., a big, un- 
shapely creature (animal, fish); an 
unshapely, awkward and dilatory 
person, a 1. o’ a piltek (half-grown 
coalfish)-, a 1. o’ a chield (fellow). 
N.I. U".: [16‘rt]; Y.: [16‘rt, lo‘rt]; Yn.: 
[lo‘rt]. lort prob. for *lork with 
change of final k to t (compare e.g. 
bjart and bjork or bjerk; fjost = 
fjosk; lorg and lord). O.N. lurkr, 
m., a cudgel. No. lurk, m., a) a 
cudgel-, b) a stout and coarsely- 
built person. Faer. lurkur, m., a*) 
a cudgel-, b) a middle-sized fish 
(cod). See lurk, sb. 

*los [los, 16s], adj., loose-, free. 
Also los [los] (Yn.). O.N. lauss, 
adj., loose-, free. Now commonly 
lus [lus] in Shetl., which is Eng. 
loose. 

losker [lo'^kar], sb., 1) a) a big 
clot of spittle (Nm., De.); b) a clot 
of some liquid, esp. dirty liquid-, 
dirty water (Un.); c) muddy liquid-, 
dregs-, de boddom was a’ [‘all’] in 
ae [ane = ‘one’] 1. (Y.); ironically of 
a badly prepared drink, e.g. poor 
tea (Nm., De.). 2) substance gather- 
ing on the surface 0/bland (whey 
mixed with water), which has been 
kept in a closed cask during the 
winter-, film on the bland. Fo. In 
this sense a form losker [loskar] is 
given from Fe. From Nms. is re- 
ported a form loster, loister [16'- 
star, loi'star]. 3) male semen (Sa.). 
— Cf. No. laska and loska, f., a 
soft clot. — Poss. association with 
Icel. lyskra, f., a damp mass (hay)-, 
note the form losker. See li- 
sker, sb. 

flot-age? [loted^], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term for the otter. Ai. Poss. as- 
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sociation with No. lutra, Icel. lotra, 
vb., to walk slowly and leisurely. 
Other tabu-names in Shetl. Norn for 
the otter indicate a slow, sauntering 
or dragging movement (see e.g. 
dafi, sb.). 

lotska [lotska (lo’tska)], sb., noisy 
talk, prating-, to mak’ a 1., to make 
a noise in talking. Also loitska 
[loitska]. Um0. Prob. a deriv. of O.N. 
ISt, n., a sound. 

letter (loitter) [lotor, lo'tar, 16i‘tar, 
ISi'tor], sb. and adj., I) sb., calm 
interval between squalls, dead calm 
of short duration-, a 1. atween wad- 
ders (squalls): Un. [16(ar, lo'tar, loi'tar]. 
Also 1 odder [lodar], a 1. atween wad- 
ders (Uwff.). II) adj.: a 1. calm, dead 
calm, interval or moment of dead 
calm. Un. [lo(3r, lo^r, loi'tar]; Uw«. 
[loi'tar]; Um0. [lSi‘t3r]. Also “1 od- 
der [lodsr] calm”: Uwg.—No. lotte, 
m., a quiet moment, stillness after 
storm. 

louse, lowse [lou‘s], vb., is com- 
mon in sense of to loose as in L.Sc., 
but is also used in a sense handed 
down from Norn [O.N, loysa, leysa, 
vb.]: to break, burst, appl. to rough 
weather, esp. rain; to set in raining 
heavily, he is gaun [‘going’] to 
he loused de rain, he loused wi’ 
de rain, the rain began to pour. Cf. 
No. loysa, vb., (to loose) in sense 
of to commence, to begin to pour, 
inter alia of rain: “det loyser med 
regn”. Faer. loysa, vb., in a similar 
sense: hann loysti vid regni. 

lev [lov, lo3v], sb., a hovering (in 
the air)-, to mak’ a 1., to throw a 
small, flat object (a flake of stone 
or shell) obliquely into the air and 
let it hover there (Y.). *Iaf. See the 
foil. word. 

lov [lov, loav], vb., to hover high 
in the air, appl. to a small, flat ob- 
ject, esp. a small, thin flake of stone 
(or shell), which is thrown obliquely 
into the air; to 1. op; to mak’ a 

stane (or shall) 1. op. N.I. Another 
form of lav, vb. [O.N. lafa]; q.v. 

lovi1 [lovi, lo3vi], sb., a small, 
thin flake of stone (or shell), which 
may be thrown high into the air, 
and keeps hovering there for a short 
time. Y., Fe. Deriv. of lov, vb. 

lovi3 [lovi, lovi (IS-)], sb., 1) a 
long comber rolling towards the 
shore. 2) wave-motion in the direc- 
tion of the land, esp. current under 
the surface of the sea, by which 
the fishermen formerly (before the 
compass was in general use) steered 
their boats to the land in foggy 
weather, = moderdai; de 1. o’ de 
sea. Fe. Also with long S-sound: 
ISvi [l&Svi], de 1. o’ de sea (Fe.). 
— O.N. IS, f., inter alia shoal water 
washing against the shore, lovi is 
an extended form of *Io; cf. the 
forms le and levi, syn. with lovi, 
and compare, with regard to the 
ending -vi, lavi, sb., from la = 
lag2, sb. 

lowd [lam’d], sb., a hollow, de- 
pression, in the soil; a small valley, 
doon [down] i’ de 1., doon ower de 
1, Few. The word replaces *logd 
from O.N. laegd, f., a hollow, de- 
pression, with dropped i-mutation in 
Shetl. Cf. legin and log (Ijog)2, 
sbs. 

lu1 [In (In)], sb., a species of golden 
plover, Charadrius; esp. in the compd. 
sand(i)lu. Also lug [log, [ug], 
sandi-1. (Du.). O.N. 16, f., id. 

*lu2 [In], sb., in the compd. *sta- 
valu, gossamer (Umo.). Icel. 16, No. 
lo, f., Sw. dial, lo, n., Da. lu, c., 
fluff, down. 

flu3, lju [In, [n (Ijn)], sb., a) a good 
performing or executing of a task, 
skill in handling; to ha’e de lu o’ 
wark [‘work’]; b) fine, well-propor- 
tioned appearance, esp. appl. to a 
finished piece of work-, it has a 
guid [‘good’] lu upon it. he has 
a ill lu upon him, he has an un- 
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pleasant appearance. N.Roe. — The 
etymological relation of the word is 
uncertain. Poss. association with No. 
loa, la, vb., to adjust, fit (to an 
underlayer), and I0, n., = lag, n., 
good position and adjustment. 

lu [In], vb., 1) to hang loosely 
together, to lu togedder. Also I0 
[lo], to I0 togedder. L. In the same 
sense lug [(lug) [og]: Dew. (M.Roe); 
de worsed could hardly lug to- 
gedder, the worsted could hardly 
hold together. 2) to cleave, to stick to, 
esp. metaph.: to hang on, to follow 
constantly at one's heels, to lu aboot 
or ower a body (person), to lu 
aboot a hoose efter somebody, to 
keep close to a house while wait- 
ing for someone or other. Appl. 
to males: to desire the female; de 
dog lus aboot de bikk [‘bitch’]. 
Appl. to females: to desire the male, 
esp. in pres. part, luin [loin], occas. 
used adjectivally: a luin bikk. — 
*16Sa. Cf. Icel. 16Sa, adj., a) ad- 
herent; b) of dogs, when pairing in 
the rutting-season. With short vowel- 
sound: O.N. loda, vb., to cleave to, 
to stick to. lug may, like lu (I0), 
spring from *163a; for the change 
5 > g in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 29, the end. For 
another lug, vb., see below s. v. 

lu [In, [o], vb., to warm up (a 
liquid), see I0, vb. 

lu [In, [n], adj., lukewarm, see 
I01, adj. 

lub, vb., see lop, vb. 
flubet [Inbot, [nbot], adj., luke- 

warm, see lobet, adj. 
lubi [lubi], sb., a horn-spoon with 

a short handle, see lupi. 
lud [lud], vb., to be scorched, to 

begin to be burnt, appl. to bread 
during baking; de bread is ludin. 
Nmw. (Gunnister). Poss. syn. with 
lu, vb. 2, to cleave, to stick to, *166a. 

luder [ludor], sb., a log of wood 
serving as a support for quern- or 

millstones; de 1. 0’ de kwern or 
mill. comm. O.N. Itidr, m., id. — 
luder is found also as a place- 
name, denoting a point of land, a 
rising rock or hill, e.g.: Longaluder 
[l&rV’galud'or, Iog"a-], de Teng o’ L. 
(Vobotten, Skaw, Un.), a tongue of 
land: *langi Itidr; Ongerste Luder 
[^"gorste1 ludor] (Burrafirth6, U.), 
a rock in the sea; de Luders, pi. 
(Kwarfe, S.Sh.), a rocky hill. As a 
place-name the word springs from 
O.N. “ItiSr”, in the root-meaning 
stick, rod. In Norway “liidr” (occas. 
in pi.: Itidrar) is found as a 
place-name, inter alia used of moun- 
tain tops (see N.G. I, p. 386 under 
“Holstad”). 

luder [Indar, ludorj-ftorn, sb., a 
fog-horn, esp. the horn of an animal 
made into a wind-instrument, used 
as a fog-horn by fishermen, comm. 
— O.N. liidr, m., a trumpet, prop. 
a stick, rod. See the preceding word. 

luder [lud3r]-free, sb., = light- 
nin’-tree. Nm. 

lufset [lofsot], adj., heavy, stout 
and big; a 1. body. Wh. Also lof- 
set [lofsot, ISfsot]; Papa [ISfsot]. De- 
riv. of *luff-; cf. No. luffen1, adj., 
big, heavy and lumbering (R.). Ety- 
mologically to be classed with *lubb-; 
see lobbin, sb. 

lufsi [lofsi] and lofsi [bfsi, Iftfsi], 
sb., a big, stout and unshapely per- 
son, esp. a woman. Papa St.: lofsi 
[lafsi], s-deriv. of *luff-. Cf. No. 
luffa, f., and luffe, m., a big, heavy 
and bulky figure, and see the pre- 
ceding word. 

lug, sb., see lu1, sb. 
lug1 [log, lug], vb., 1) vb. n., to 

be loosened, to slide, to come gradu- 
ally out of its position; hit [‘it’] 
luged [logad] ut 0’ my hand; de 
line luged f(r)ae, the line was gradu- 
ally loosened from the sea-bottom 
(U.), appl. to a fishing-line which 
has chanced to stick fast under a 
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stone on the sea-bottom and which 
is pulled up gently. 2) vb. n., appl. 
to wool, worsted: to be loosened, 
to come to pieces, to 1. aff, to 1. sindri 
[‘asunder’]. 3) vb. a., to smooth and 
thin out woollen yarn in spinning, 
to 1. ut, to 1. aff or doon de oo’ 
[‘wool’]. Also (more rarely) luk [Ink, 
luk], to I. aff, to 1. ut. luget wor- 
sed, loosely and badly spun (twined) 
worsted. — *16ka or *liika. Icel. loka, 
vb., to hang loosely. Sw. dial, loka, 
vb., id. Faer. Itika = loka, vb., to spin 
(twine) loosely, to twist yarn (wool) 
by hand. With short vowel-sound: 
O.N. loka, vb., to let hang down. 

lug2 [log, ]ng], vb., to go lei- 
surely (Sa.; N.I.); to sneak about, 
to lurk; to 1. or geng lugin. N.I. 
Prob. No. loka (oo), vb., a) to loiter, 
linger; b) to saunter stealthily about; 
but may also be No. loa (looa), vb., 
a) to move leisurely; b) to lurk 
stealthily about (R.). 

luget1 [(Ingot) [ngot], adj., tall and 
slender of stature; a 1. body (Sa.). 
Prop, long-drawn, made thin by being 
drawn out, and to be classed with 
lug1, vb. 3 (as a perf. part, of that 
word). 

luget2 [Ingot, [ngot], adj., slowly 
sauntering (Sa.); sneaking, lurking 
(N.I.), a 1. body. Deriv. of lug2, vb. 

luget3 [Ingot, \\\g3i],ad].,exhausted, 
enfeebled-, faint, limp; “he looked 
very l.-like”. Wests. May either be 
No. loken (lookjen), adj., faint, limp, 
or O.N. Itiinn, perf. part, and adj., 
enfeebled. Icel. Itiinn, No. lu and 
luen, adj., exhausted, enfeebled; 
drowsy, dull. 

lugg [log], sb., a push or pull 
forward, e.g. in the drawing up of 
a boat, or in rowing; to gi’e de 
boat a I. Also logg [log]. See the 
foil. word. 

lugg [log], vb., to drag something 
heavy, esp. by giving short pushes or 
pulls; to 1. a heavy piece o’ wood, 

or a turbot [‘halibut’], to 1. op de 
boat; he lugged [logod] him alang, 
he dragged himself along. Nmw. 
Also logg [log]. Cf. a) No. lugga, 
vb., to walk heavily and slowly (R.); 
b) Shetl. lagg, vb.; c) Eng. lug, vb. 

lukk [lok], sb., fortune; good luck, 
= O.N. lukka, f. to geng upo lukks 
head, to go at haphazard; L.Sc. luck. 

lukkabord [lok"ab6rd,]) sb., as a 
term of endearment to a child: my 
own little one! my treasure! Conn., 
Dun. (Sandwick). *lukku-bur6r,“/ov^- 
child”. From O.N. lukka, f., luck, 
and O.N. burdr, m., offspring; descent, 

' Shetl. bord2. 
lukkating, lukka-f/ng- [lok"atir] ], 

sb., — lukkabord. My \.-t.! Puir 
[‘poor’] \.-t.l Conn., Dun. (Sandw.). 

lukket [lokot], adj., lucky, fortu- 
nate, esp. in compd.: weel [‘well’]-l. 
In contrast to: ill-1., unfortunate. Fe. 

lukki [I6ki], sb., in friendly ad- 
dress to a person, esp. a woman: 
my dear! (= L.Sc. luckie). Nu, 1„ 
hwar is du gaun [‘going’]? U. Cf. 
Faer. “lukkan”, def. form of lukka, 
f., luck, used in address: my dear! 

lukksam [loksam], lukksom [lok- 
som, -som], adj., lucky, fortunate. 
Icel. lukkusamur = lukkulegur, adj., 
happy. 

luksa [loksa], sb., address to a 
person, prop, and esp. a woman: 
dear! Mostly with a touch of mockery 
or jest. “Yae (yes), 1.!” Also in 
mocking or joking reference to a 
person (esp. a woman). “Yon is 
what 1. said”, that is what so-and-so 
said. Occas. loksa [loksa]. Dus. 
Deriv. of O.N. lukka, f., luck-, see 
lukki, sb. 

lulikrabb [lul"ikrab*]. sb., a kind 
of heart-shaped, hairy crab, of the 
genus Lithodidae. Yn. Prob. *lu5in- 
krabbi = *lodinkrabbi; O.N. lodinn, 
adj., hairy. The change of d to 1, 
*ludi- to luli-, is doubtless due to 
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an assimilating influence of initial 1; 
compare the foil. word. 

lull [luli]-p/pe, sb., a whistle made 
from a straw; he is soondin’ [‘sound- 
ing’] his l.-pipes, he is howling and 
crying. Yn. Icel. hljddpipa, f.— luli- 
pipe for the more common “lodi- 
pipe”; q.v. For the change of d to 
1 in the first part of the compd. 
compare the preceding word. 

lum1 [lum (I'um, lum)], sb., the 
loom, colymbus septentrionalis. comm. 
Occas. also lumi [lumi, [Omi]. O.N. 
lomr, m., the loom. — lum is used 
in some places in Shetland errone- 
ously as a designation for the guille- 
mot; see longvi, sb. 

lum2 (ljum) [lum, ]u3m, ljum], sb., 
a) warm df/r (N.Roe; Wests.); a misty 
1., warm, misty air; N.Roe Qnm, 
]u3m]; b) close, stifling air; he is 
a kind o’ a 1. de day [‘to-day’]; der ’r 
a het [‘hot’] L i’ de hoose; Wests. 
(Sa.; Ai.) [lorn, ]um, ljum]; c) warm 
vapour rising from wet ground; 
N.Roe [[urn, lu®m]. Also lumi [Inmi] 
(N.Roe). With short vowel-sound: 
a) Ijomma [(Ijoma) [oma], a misty 
1.: Conm; b) lommi [lomi], a het 
1.: N.Roe. — Cf. No. lumme, m., 
warm current of air, deriv. of “lum”, 
adj., (rather) warm, mild, close. 

lum1 [lum], vb., to clear up, to 
lift, appl. to mist; to 1. op; he is 
lumin op. Also of rain: to pass 
over, to cease; he is lumin op. 
Conn. See further lomm.vb. Prob. 
etymologically to be classed with 
lum2, vb. 

lum2 [lum, I'um, [urn (Ijnm)], vb., 
to warm up, to 1. onyting op (Un.: 
[urn, ljum); esp. to warm corn in 
a pot over the fire in order to take 
out the moisture, to 1. corn, bur- 
stin (corn dried in a pot), comm. 
Cf. No. lymma (lomme), Sw. ljumma 
(dial, lumma), vb., to warm, from 
lum (No.) and ljum (Sw.), adj., 
mild, warm. 

lum3 [lum (lorn)], vb., to saunter 
stealthily about; to sneak, lurk; to 
1. aboot, to geng lumin (lumin 
aboot). he lumed [Inmad, lumad] 
him f(r)ae it, he shirked doing it 
(Fe.). — No. luma, vb. n., to stand 
drowsing, in a dull, listless man- 
ner; Icel. luma, vb., to conceal, to 
brood over something; Sw. dial, 
lyma, vb., to slip away. 

lum4 [lorn], vb., to scowl, to peer 
with frowning brows. Sa. No. lyma, 
vb., a) to put on a grim look; b) 
to sit listening and spying with a 
scowl on one's face. 

lumet1 [lomot, [urnot (ljumot)], adj., 
1) lukewarm. Nm.; Wests. 2) dis- 
agreeably vapid in taste, appl. to 
something lukewarm; a 1. taste, vapid 
(lukewarm) in taste. Wests. Also 
lomet [lemot]: Wests. (Sa.; Ai.; St.); 
L. — No. and Da. dial, lum, Sw. 
ljum, adj., mild; warm. 

lumet2 [inmot], adj., lurking; crafty, 
esp. in behaviour or appearance; 
I.-lookin’. *lum6ttr. Deriv. of *luma, 
vb., Shetl. lum3, vb., to go sneak- 
ing and lurking about. — In sense 
of misty; cloudy, lumet is L.Sc. 
loomy, adj. 

lumet3 [Inmot], adj., scowling; a 
1. look, a scowling glance-, a 1. body. 
Sa. From lum4, vb. 

lumi, sb., see lum1 and 2, sb. 
lumol, sb., see lomol. 
iung pofl], sb., heather. Now 

commonly: ling, lung is O.N. lyng, 
n., heather, with dropped i-mutation. 
The word is preserved in a couple 
of compounds, lungkillin and lung- 
klo, as well as in a few place- 
names; see further ling, sb. 

lung, vb., to eavesdrop. Wests. 
See lonn (long), vb. 

lungasott [log-gasof, log-gasof 
(-sat’)], sb., lung-disease, esp. in 
cattle and sheep. [log"gasof]: Fo. 
(occas.). [log"g9s6f, -saf]: comm, 
lungesott [log"gas0t-]: U. and Y. 
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occas. Abbreviated lungesi [lorj"- 
gssi’]. — O.N. lungnasott, f., lung- 
disease. 

lungkillin [logkil-sn], sb., a pile 
or bundle of heather; longish pile 
of mown heather built up in the 
out-field for drying; heather, treated 
in this way, is used for thatching 
out-buildings. Ai. *lyng-kyllingr. No. 
kylling, m. (R.), Peer, kyllingur [t^id- 
hggor], m., a small haystack, etc. 

lungklo, -klu [lo'gklo, lo'gklu], 
sb., a bundle of heather, (longish) 
pile of heather, — lungkillin; q.v. 
Wests. (Ai., Sa.). *lyng-klo. Icel. klo, 
f., a dry twig or branch of heather, 
prop, a claw. For lungklo is also 
used an abbr. form lungkel [lo'gkal], 
which also represents lungkillin. 

fluni [luni], sb., an idle, indolent 
and half-witted person. Du. Assi- 
milates in meaning almost to loni, 
sb., and poss. originally to be classed 
with No. luna, vb., to loaf. Differ- 
ing from Eng. (literary) loon, lown, 
and partly syn. with Eng. dial, and 
L.Sc. loon (lonn, lown), sb. 

lunk1 [lo‘jjk], sb., a bobbing up 
and down in walking; loitering pace; 
jog-trot, a slow, unsteady gait. *lunk. 
See lunk1, vb. 

lunk2 [lo‘qk], sb., a calming, clear- 
ing up in the weather, esp. of a 
short improvement after rain or storm; 
he is a 1. (a 1. op), it is clearing up. 
For *lung or ’"long from an orig- 
inal *lugn or logn; O.N. logn, n., 
a calm; No. logn, n., also a lull in 
rough weather; Sw. lugn, n., rest. 
For the Shetl. form of the word see 
further lunk2, vb. 

lunk1 [lo‘r)k], vb., to move with 
a bobbing gait; to limp along; to 
jog; to walk slowly and unsteadily, 
to 1. op and doon, to geng lunk in. 
Also appl. to a boat in a swell: to 
make little headway, bobbing up 
and down. — No. and Sw. lunka, 
vb., to go leisurely, to jog. 

lunk2 [lo'rjk], vb., appl. to weather: 
to calm, improve, clear up, esp. of 
a short improvement after rain or 
storm; to 1. op; he is lunkin op, 
it is clearing up. comm. Also link 
[h‘gk], to 1. op: Wests, occas. (Sa.); 
he is linkin’ him op. — O.N. lygna, 
vb., to make calm. No. logna and 
lygna, vb., to calm, abate, of storm. 
Sw. lugna, vb., to calm, soothe. 
lunk represents *lung or *long, 
which again has arisen from *lugn 
or *logn by metathesis of final g 
and n; for the change gn > ng > 
nk, when final, compare e.g. enk 
(ink), honk (hunk), ronk (runk), 
sbs. and vbs. lunk may spring 
either from “lygna”, by dropping of 
i-mutation, or from “logna”; link, 
on the other hand, presupposes an 
original “lygna”. 

lunkin, adj., lukewarm. Acc. to 
Barclay. Cf. No., Da., and Sw. dial, 
lunken, L.Sc. lunkit, adj., id. 

lup, see lop, sb. and vb. 
lupek1, sb., see lupi2, sb. 
lupek2 [lupok], sb., something thin 

and withered-, a small, thin and 
withered person, turned op in a 1., 
wasted away, withered, emaciated. 
Y., Fe. Also lupi [lupi], reported 
in sense of a small person. Edm.: 
“loopack, a pigmy, a dwarf”. — 
Poss. to be classed with No. lopp, 
m., a small wisp or tuft. 

lupen, perf. part, and adj., see 
lop, vb. 

luper, sb., see lober, sb. 
lupi1, sb., a small straw-basket 

(Du.). See lopi1, sb. 
lupi2 [lupi] and lupek [lupok], sb., 

1) a small spoon made of horn, 
now esp. a spoon (of horn) with a 
broken handle, = lepel, lepek. 
Also a) lubi [lubi], lopi [lopi], lobi 
[lobi] and b) lopek [lopok], lobek 
[lobok, lobsk]. 2) a kind of heart- 
shaped crab of the genus Lithodi- 
dae, esp. the shell of the said crab, 
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often found in the stomach of a 
large fish (cod). In sense 2 also 
comm.: trowie 1. or trow’s 1. [L.Sc. 
trow, troll], Sorrow’s (De’il’s) 1., craw’s 
1. [craw = crow]. — The root-mean- 
ing of the word is doubtless spootv, 
see lepel, lepek from *lap-, the 
stem in Eng. lap, M.Dut. and M.L.G. 
lapen (= Da. labe). The meaning 
shell, shell of a crab has then 
probably been developed through 
using the word comparatively. 

lupi3, sb., see lupek2. 
lur1 [lur], sb., a clearing up, (short) 

improvement of bad weather-, he is 
a 1. (1. op) noo = he is lurin op. 
*ljor(i). No. Ijor, n., rift in the clouds, 
a slight clearing up in the air. — 
lur1 is etymologically the same word 
as *lure, sb., an opening in the roof, 
a louver, parallel form to *ljora, 
*ljori, but it assimilates to lur2, 
sb., in sense 2 b. For the dropping 
of j in the collocation Ij, cf. e.g. 
*lus(a) from *ljus, and see Introd.V 
(alsoN.Spr. VII), § 39, the end. lur1, 
vb., is more frequent than lur1, sb. 

lur2 [lur (luar)], sb., 1) a nap, 
doze, a light sleep. 2) a quiet in- 
terval, lull: a) relief, (short) cessa- 
tion of pain-, b) an interval between 
two showers (squalls of wind or 
rain)-, esp. (short) calm-, a 1. atween 
“wadders” [wadder, weather, also 
a shower, a spell of bad weather]. 
— No. lur, m., a nap, doze (Aa.), 
and lura, f., a lull between showers 
(R., New. Suppl.). 

lur1 [lur], vb., to clear up, to 
improve, appl. to change in bad 
weather (rain, fog); to 1. op; he is 
lurin op; it is clearing up. comm. 
*ljora. No. Ijora, vb., to clear up, 
to lighten in the atmosphere, or 
(esp.) in mist. With regard to lur 
for *ljur see the notes under lur1,sb. 

lur2 [lur (luar, [nr)], vb., 1) to 
sleep lightly, esp. in the expr. “1. 
ower”, to fall into a light slumber. 

2) to go lazily and slowly, to 1. 
(geng lurin) aboot; also inter alia 
of a mill grinding slowly; de mill 
is lurin aboot. As vb. a.: to let 
a quern go round slowly, 1. her 
aboot! (N.Roe). In sense 1 only 
noted down with the pronunc.: [lor 
(lu3r)]. In sense 2: [lor (lu3r)], and 
more rarely [[Or], [or: Conn.— No. 
lura, vb., a) to doze, sleep lightly, 
b) to droop the head, to doze. I cel. 
lura, vb., a) to make tired-, b) to 
be indolent, to doze. Sw. dial, lora, 
lura, vb., to go easy, to be dilatory. 
— In sense of to clear up, to im- 
prove, appl. to a short lull in rough 
weather, lur [lor], 1. op, is most 
prob. an original *ljora; see lur1, 
vb.; but note also, however, lur2, 
sb. 2, from *ltir-. 

*lura [lora], sb., 1) the break of 
day; the first daylight falling through 
the opening in the roof, the louver. 
Fo. 2) = *ljori: an opening in 
the roof of a house admitting 
light). *lure [lure, lore] (Conn.) = 
lura 2. — *lura (*lure) for *ljura 
from an original “lj6ri” with the 
root-meaning a lightening. Cf. *1 j us, 
sb., prop, light, but also an open- 
ing in the roof of a house. For the 
dropping of j after 1 see lur1, sb. 
— From Ai. is reported a form 
lurin [lorin], by transference also 
appl. to evening twilight, the last, 
faint daylight after sunset-, “hit is 
cornin’ to de lurin”. 

luraferdi [ln"rafardi],sb.,a feigned 
illness, ucurious” illness-, a slight 
indisposition magnified to a real 
illness. Also by metathesis of the 
two parts of the compd.: ferdaluri 
[(faer"daluTi) for'daluri]. Yn. In the 
same sense luferdi [lofordi] and 
lufiri [16frri, [oflTi]: Yh., for *lur- 
ferdi, *lurfiri; “der’r a 1. com’ 
ower him again”, luraferdi (fer- 
daluri) (Yn.) also = ferdalek (-let): 
disappointment-, unsuccessful jour- 
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ney; bad result of an undertaking. 
— *lur(a)fer5. No. lureferd, f., steal- 
thy or sly practices. 

*lure, sb., see *ljora, sb. 
lureli [lu"r3li-], adv., indolently 

and slowly; to geng [‘go’] 1. Nmn. 
See the foil. word. 

luret [Inrat] and luri [luri], adj., 
dull-, dawdling] slow] sluggish. No. 
luren, adj., faint] drowsy, Sw. dial, 
luruger, lurig, adj., heavy, dull] 
sluggish. 

*luri [Inri], sb., the ear, for *uri, 
like *ljora [[ora] for *j or a, the ear. 
Reported from Du. (Ireland) in a 
formula (an address to the cat); see 
Introd. (Fragments of Norn), 

lurin, sb., see *lura, sb. 
lurk [lo‘rk], sb., a big, clumsy 

object or person-, a I. o’ a boat, a 
large, clumsy boat, damaged by 
ordinary use. Us. O.N. lurkr, m., 
a cudgel] No. lurk, m., also a stout 
and heavy person. A form lort 
from *lork is more common than 
lurk; see lort, sb. 

luri [lor3!], lurel [Inral, [oral], vb., 
to walk indolently and slowly, to 1. 
behint (to come lagging behind): Fo. 
[16r3l]. to 1. and grind [grind], to 
grind very slowly, appl. to grinding 
in a quern or mill; “de mill is lur- 
lin aboot”. to 1. and spin, to spin 
very slowly (Du.: loral). jural: Conn. 
Elsewhere more comm, without soft- 
ening of 1 [loral, 16r3l]. — Deriv. of 
lur2, vb. 2, to go lazily and slowly. 

lurr [lorr], vb., 1) to whisper, to 
speak in a low voice-, to 1. a ting 
ower till anidder [‘another’] ane, to 
whisper something in one's ear. 2) 
to sing low in a minor tone, esp. 
of the lark’s song before bad weather; 
de laverick is lurrin. Esh., Nmw. 
— No. lurra, vb., to lurk, listen, 
etc.; also to be drowsy, disinclined, 
lura (No. lurren, adj., drowsy, dis- 
inclined). For the development of 
meaning in Shetl. cf. lo1, vb. 

lus [Ins, lus], sb., a louse, O.N. 
Ids. Cf. L.Sc. loose, n., id. 

lut [lut, lot], sb., a stooping, bend- 
ing forward of the upper part of 
the body, a stooping gait; to geng 
[‘go’] wi’ a 1. Nm. See the foil, 
word. 

lut [lut (lot)], vb., to stoop, to 
bend forward; 1. doon! stoop down! 
Also as vb. a., to bend (the body) 
forward, down; 1 luted me doon. 
— O.N. Itita, vb., to stoop, to bow 
down the body. L.Sc. lout, vb., id. 

lut [lut, lot]-s/ioocteref, adj., hav- 
ing a stoop or bend in the shoul- 
ders. L.Sc. loutshouther’d, adj., id. 

luts [lots] and lutsa [lotsa], sb., 
endearing term to a child or young 
animal: honey, sweet, darling. Sa. 
No. lusse, m., and lussa, f, a small, 
stout figure (person) (R.). luts and 
lutsa are doubtless male and fe- 
male, respectively, but this distinc- 
tion has now been lost. 

101 [In], sb., 1) a sound; noise; 
what a I0! der ’r a I0 among de 
boys. Un. 2) a narrative, (short) 
story, news; when he heard dis lo, 
—. Fe.; Y. In this sense also lod 
[lod]. 3) (sound, melody) tone; 
humour, temper. Nmn. 4) manners, 
mode of speaking and behaving 
oneself. Nmn. In the senses 3 and 
4 more commonly: lod [lod]. 5) 
silence; stillness; secrecy; reported 
esp. in the phrase “to had [‘hold’] 
or keep onyting under lo”, to keep 
one’s own counsel, to keep any- 
thing secret. Fe. Cf. lomol, umol, 
blura, sbs. — O.N. hljod, n., si- 
lence, a hearing; sound, tone, song. 

102 [In], sb., a flock crowded to- 
gether, esp. disparagingly: a crowded, 
noisy mob; dat is a lo. U. O.N.Ijodr, 
tydr, m., the common people. 

103 [In], sb., a warm drink, thin 
pottage, esp. in the expr. likka-lo. 
Y.? Prop, a liquid warmed up (O.N. 
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hty, n., warmth); see further under 
likk3, sb. 

101 [I0], vb., 1) to listen, esp. in 
a spying manner, to listen intently, 
to prick up one’s ears. Also “I0 
at” (N.I.); he is loin at. de grice 
is loin, the grice is pricking up its 
ears. 2) to whisper-, to hint at; to 
mention slightly, only noted down 
in negative exprs.: never lo! never 
lo dee to [‘to’]! keep your mouth 
shut! don’t speak about it to any 
one! (Sa.). — O.N. htyda, vb., to 
listen, give ear to. Faer. lyda, vb., 
a) to listen; b) to whisper some- 
thing in one’s ear. — Cf. lod2, vb. 

102 [I0], vb., to give a hearing, to 
be silent or still; his tongue never 
lod [lod], his mouth (tongue) was 
never still. Differing from O.N. 
hljoda, vb., to sound. Formed from 
O.N. hljod, n., in sense of stillness, 
silence. See lod1 and lod, vbs. 

103 [I0], vb., to warm up, to make 
lukewarm; to lo a grain 0’ water. 
Also with dropped i-mutation: lu 
[lu], lju Qn], the latter form assimi- 
lating to Eng. (dial.) lew, adj., luke- 
warm. Icel. hiyja, No. and Sw. dial, 
lya, vb., to warm, soften, to make 
lukewarm. 

104 [I0], vb., to fasten or tie loose- 
ly, to tie a band loosely around 
something, e.g. around a sheaf of 
grain on the field, when it has be- 
come wet and therefore cannot be 
tied closely together; to “lo at” de 
band aboot it! I’m just lod it to- 
gedder. Lunn., N.l. — O.N. loda, 
vb., to adhere closely, to cling; No. 
loda, “loa, lo”. With Shetl. “lo at”, 
cf. No. “lo aat” (R.). Cf. Ion, vb. 

105 [Is], vb., to lurk about; to 
saunter; to idle, to geng [‘go’] loin 
aboot. Sandw., Du. No. loa, vb., to 
glide gently onward; to go leisure- 
ly; to lurk and spy around. 

loL [In], adj., slightly warm, luke- 
warm, esp. of liquid. Also with 

dropped i-mutation: lu [In], and 
(merging with Eng. dial, lew, adj.) 
lju [jn]. — Icel. hlyr, No. and Sw. 
dial, ly, adj., mild; warm; luke- 
warm. 

I02 [In], adj., abundant; great; 
we ’re gotten a lo“corn”,a lo “grain”, 
we have got a good (abundant) 
measure or quantity, e.g. of milk, 
in milking, a lo sulpatjin, a big 
troll or bogey (Uw®.). Un ’w. Some- 
times also used substantially: a 
great quantity, esp. ironically on 
the receipt of a small quantity of 
something (food or drink), less than 
expected; “yon [‘that’] is a lo”. — 
No. *loen, adj., roomy, loa, vb., to 
contain, hold. 

I0 [\0\-diet, loa \\aa\-diet, sb., a 
small additional meal; some food 
and drink taken between the regular 
meals. Also “lo-meat”, “loa-meat” 
(food). Nm.: lo-. Y: loa-. — Poss. 
to be referred to lo8, sb. May also 
possibly be classed with “ly” (small 
lump?) in No. lysmor, tiny lumps 
of cheese in the cream during 
churning. 

\0a-meat, sb., see the preceding 
word. 

lober [Inbar], sb., a piece of wood, 
belonging to the old, now obsolete, 
Shetl. plough, drawn by a team of 
four oxen: a wooden block, to the 
foremost and narrow end of which 
the traces, de draught, are (were) 
fastened, and to the hindmost end 
of which was fastened the so-called 
“tar-ledder” (a long strip of hide 
connecting the traces with the fore- 
most part of the plough-beam). The 
bend of the traces went through an 
opening from one side of the wooden 
block to the other, and the ends of 
them were fixed, one to each of the 
hindmost swingle-trees (see ami, 
ammel2, sb. 2). In this way the 
block served as a kind of pulley, 
regulating the pace of the oxen, 
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when apt to move out of time dur- 
ing ploughing. Nm5. (Sullom). Also 
called loper [lopor], luper [lupar]: 
Conn, and Du. — *hl0ypari, m., from 
O.N. hloypa (hleypa), vb., to get to 
run or glide. Cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) 
lober, c., disk in a pulley (Fejlberg). 

*l0ber [lobar, lobarJ-cod/Mi, sb., 
a cod caught at the close of Fe- 
bruary, about “Lobers-mass” (the 
24th of February): that point of 
time when the cod is considered to 
be at its best. Barclay: Itibar-codlin. 
The word stands for *L0bersmass- 
codlin; see the foil. word. 

Lebers [l0bars]-mass, sb., leap 
day, the 24th of February. _ Fo. L o- 
bers- or Lubers-mass [lobars-J: St. 
Phrase: de laverick is to greet as 
lang efter L.-m., as she [‘she’] sang 
afore Candle-mass, the lark will weep 
as long after the 24th of February 
as it sang before Candlemas (the 
2nd of February) — harbinger of 
a bad spring (Fo.). — O.N. hlaup- 
arsmessa, f., leap day, from hlaup&r, 
n., leap year. 

l0bet [Isbat, l^bat (lobat, [obat)], 
adj., 1) lukewarm, slightly warm, 
esp. of liquid. 2) appl. to the taste 
of something lukewarm, a drink: in- 
sipid-, a 1. taste. Also in both senses: 
lubet [lubat, [nbat]. — The word is 
doubtless cognate with the stem of 
si0bet, adj., slimy; insipid-, taste- 
less-, lukewarm. Cf. Eng. dial. (Corn- 
ish) loob, sb., slime, and looby, adj., 
warm, damp and sultry, appl. to 
weather. 

lebin [lobin], sb., a small fish in 
a somewhat decomposed state (with- 
out skin) found in the stomach of 
a larger one. U. *hl0ypingr, m., from 
*hl0ypa (feel, hleypa), vb., to dis- 
solve by heating. 

led [led, led], sb., 1) a sound: a) 
a tone, melody: U. [led]; a song, 
a singing, esp. low singing: Conn, 
[led]; b) a low crying, whimpering-, 

to mak’ a 1., to whimper, to be on 
the point of crying: Sa. [led]; c) a 
noise, screaming-, to had a 1., to 
shout and cry, Yh. [led, led]. 2) 
mode of speaking and of behaving 
oneself, esp. bad behaviour or bad 
manners-, yon [‘that’] was de I. [led] 
at dey lived in (L.; De.). $) humour, 
temper, mood-, he is in an idder [‘ither’ 
= ‘other’] 1. de day [‘to-day’]; to be 
on (upon) a guid [‘good’] or ill 1. 
In this sense always with a short 0 
[led]. “Ninety leds”: nickname for 
a person, who a) is constantly chang- 
ing his tone of voice, or b) is con- 
stantly changing his temper: Fo. 4) 
narrative, news (a piece of news 
being related)-, what is dy 1. de day? 
Fe. [led]. — O.N. hljod, n., a sound, 
tone, etc. See I01, sb., which is 
used in a sense similar to led, but 
is somewhat more rare. 

led1 [led, led], vb., I) with a short 
0 [led], to emit a sound: 1) to 
whimper, to make an attempt to cry, 
to stand or sit led in. Sa. 2) to 
talk, chat-, he is never done wi’ 
his ledin. Ai. II) [led] to be quiet 
or silent-, his tongue never leded 
[ledod], his tongue never ceased 
wagging. N.I. (Y.). — O.N. hljoda, 
vb., to sound, to emit a sound. 
led, in sense II, springs from O.N. 
hljod, n., silence. 

led2 [led], vb., 1) to listen (lurk- 
ing) with strained ears, = le1. Sa. 
de grice is ledin (and lein). O.N. 
htyfla, vb., to listen. See le1, vb. 

ledin1 Wfifau], &&)., dilatory, slow-, 
a 1. kind 0’ a body. Ai. Poss. from 
the stem “lat-” in O.N. latr, adj., 
indolent-, cf. Icel. lotra, vb., to walk 
slowly, to lag behind. 

ledin2 [ledin], adj., appl. to corn: 
drooping-, laid down, by wind and 
rain; 1. corn. Sa. Doubtless: stoop- 
ing-, cf. Icel. lotinn, adj., stooping. 

ledska [ledska], sb., a shouting 
and crying-, to had or mak’ a 1. Fe. 
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See further lotska and mallodska 
(mall0dska), sbs. 

fief [l0f], sb., 1) the palm of the 
hand. comm. A phrase: Dy skin 
is gettin’ as hard as a 1. in vor, 
your skin is getting as hard as the 
palm in spring (when digging the 
earth by spade), said to one not 
easily teased or offended. 2) a part; 
portion; quantity, prop, a handful; 
a 1. o’ corn, o’ money. Den. (Kolla- 
firth). — O.N. lofi, m., the palm of 
the hand; L.Sc. lufe (luif, loof), sb., 
id. Shetl. lof most prob. assimi- 
lates in form to L.Sc. lufe, luif. 

lefferom [lof-oronr], sb., a very 
large fish, esp. large ray, a 1. o’ a 
skate. Wh. Deriv. of *luff-; No. luffa, 
f., and luffe, m., a big, heavy and 
bulky figure. See lufsi, sb. 

*l0g, sb., a brook, see log, Ijog3, 
sb. 

leget [logat], adj., exhausted (St.), 
see luget3, adj. 

*l0gg [l^g, jog], sb., a terrace in 
the lower part of a slope (Fo.), see 
laggin, sb. 

*l0kk, *l0kka, sb., a small plot 
of ground, see likki, sb. 

l0leg [lolag (l08l3g), Mag] and 
l0lek [l0lak (Mlsk), Mak], adj., 1) 
merry; playful; lively, esp. having 
an equable, quiet and cheerful 
temper, in contrast to noisy merri- 
ment; a 1. body; sho [‘she’] was de 
maist [‘most’] 1. ane o’ de twaa 
[‘two’]. Wests. 2) a) that is be- 
tween laughter and tears; b) ready 
to cry, whimpering; to mak’ a 1. 
[lolak] soond, to produce a whimp- 
ering sound, esp. appl. to children. 
Sa. Also lolet [Mat, Mat] (Sa.). 
— O.N. hlcegiligr, adj., ridiculous; 
laughable. 

Ml [M (Ml)], sb., 1) a melody; 
song. 2) narrative; tidings; news; 
I’ll hear his 1. Also lill [lal(l)]. Fe., 
Y. occas. See lill1, vb. 

Ml [M (Ml)], vb., 1) to sing mo- 

notonously. 2) to tell news. Fe., 
Y. occas. *lylla. See further lill1, 
vb. 

10m [lorn, Igm], sb., 1) [Igm] a 
clearing up of the weather; “he is 
a 1. [10m] op”, like the more fre- 
quent “he is lomin op”. 2) [lorn 
and lam] warm air (current of air), 
wave of heat from the fire on the 
hearth (see brimi, sb.). In sense 
2 the word is doubtless a *lym-. 
Cf. No. lumme, m., a warm cur- 
rent of air, and lymma, vb., to emit 
heat. In sense 1 possibly another 
word: O.N. Ijomi, m., a beam, ra- 
diance. See further under lomm, 
sb. and vb., and cf. the foil. word. 

10m [lorn], vb., 1) to grow light, 
to dawn; he is lorn in, the day 
dawns. Yh. 2) to lighten; clear up; 
improve, of weather; to 1. op; he is 
lomin op. Conn. — O.N. Ijoma, 
vb., to gleam, shine. With lorn 2 
may possibly be compared No. lym- 
ma, loma, vb., to become milder. 
For the relation between Shetl. lorn, 
and a) O.N. Ijoma, vb., to shine, 
b) No. lymma, loma, vb., to give 
(mild) warmth, see further lomm, 
sb. and vb. 

lomek [Ismak, Mmak], sb., a big, 
clumsy hand (Un. occas., Yn.), see 
lomek, sb. 

l0met [lamat], adj., somewhat 
warm, lukewarm. Lunn. No. and 
Da. lum, Sw. ljum, adj., id. For 
lomet cf. esp. No. “lymm”in“lymm- 
varm”, adj., sultry. See lorn in, adj. 

l0mi [lomi], sb., greasy matter on 
the surface of the water (Lunn.; 
Sandw., Du11.), = ljumi, sb., q.v. 

lomin [lomin], sb., the peep of 
day; de I. o’ de mornin’. Yh. Also 
lumin [16mm, short 6] (Yh.). — 
Prob.: *lj6man, f., or Ijomi (def.: 
Ijominn), m. O.N. Ijomi, m., a beam; 
radiance. Cf. ljumi (lomi), sb., as 
well as lorn, sb. and vb. 

lomin [Mmin], adj., 1) lukewarm. 
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2) appl. to the taste of something 
lukewarm: insipid; a 1. taste. Us. 
*lym(m)inn? See lomet, adj. 

Ion [Ion, l03n], vb., to tie loosely; 
to 1. a rep (a rope) aboot onyting; 
1. it at! tie the band or rope loosely 
about! lond togedder, loosely tied 
together. Un. — Doubtless to be 
classed, partly a) with regard to the 
final n, with feel. Iona, vb., to become 
(slackened) loosened, or No. laana, 
vb., to become slackened, loosened, 
partly b) for the relation of the 
vowel-sound with lo4, vb. [O.N. loda], 
used in the same sense. 

lona-ftreak [lon-abrak-, -brak", 
l0"na-], sb., rather heavy surf on 
the shore, with calm sea farther 
out. Comm, with a short 0 [Iona]; 
N.: Iona-. Alternating with “Iona 
[lona]-break”. For “break” also 
“breach”: l0na (10na)-breach [bretfj, 
bretsj]. Corrupted by assimilation: 
lola [l0la]-breach, and lola [lola]- 
breach (Yn. occas.). — The first part 
of the compd. is No., Faer. and Icel. 
lygna, f., a) a calm; b) a calm spot 
on the surface of the sea. w lenhus [l^nhus, lonhus, -hos]wand 
lonihus [l03"nihus‘, lon’ihus-, -h6s‘], 
sb., a secret depository for the keep- 
ing of various things. Also loni- 
hus [loni-, 16m-], and lone- or 
lunehus [Idne-]: Wests, occas. (Ai.; 
St.); a 1. for penga or pengo, a 
secret hiding-place for keeping mon- 
ey. — O.N. loynihtis (Icel. leynihtis), 
n., a secret place (for storage). 

leni [loni], sb., = 10 n i and 1 u n i. C. 
lenni [loni], sb., a small, support- 

ing wall, buttress, built closely against 
a house-wall. Also “lonnis [lonis]- 
wa’ [‘wall’]”. Conn., Sandw., Dun. 
Prob. an old *hlynni, a pile; cf. No. 
lynna, vb., to pile up (lunne, m., a 
pile, cognate with O.N. hlunnr, m., 

one of the runners over which a 
boat is drawn), and Icel. hlynna, 
vb., to support. 

ler1 [Isr (l03r)], sb., the pollack, 
gadus pollachius. The form lor is 
reported esp. from U., Y. and Esh., 
Nmw. lori [lori]: Du. Elsewhere 
more comm.: lair [lair (laFr)] and 
lairi [laid], with anglicised pronunc. 
of the original y. [lair, laPrj: Few >h. 
— O.N. tyrr, No. lyr, m., Sw. dial, 
lyra, f., id. — For lairi, sb., the 
shearwater, see liri, sb. 

tier2 [l03r], sb., a boot, sea-boot, 
tabu-word (Yn.); see further fler, sb. 

tier3 [lor (liPr)], sb., a carcass. 
U. Poss. to be classed with No. 
lerja (lorja) and lyrja, f., a soft, 
shapeless, squabby mass? — In the 
sense of udder of a cow, lor (U.) 
is L.Sc. lure, sb. 

leragob [Ig-ragob-, lor"a-], sb., 
sea-foam. N. lor-: O.N. lauSr, Ipdr, 
m., sea-foam. See further under 
the more common form lirigob. 

lerra [lora] and lorra [lora], sb., 
a dead calm at sea in warm (sultry) 
weather, esp. of a short, unreliable 
calm, and mostly in the expr. “a 1. 
calm”. Fe. — Poss. for *lomra, 
lomra from *lymra, *lumra; cf. No. 
lumra, f., a calm together with close 
air and some heat. 

lerrin florin], adj., in the expr. 
“a 1. calm” = a lorra (lorra) calm. 
Fe. *lymrinn (sultry)? See the pre- 
ceding word. 

les [los], adj., loose; free; unim- 
peded; de baess (the cow) is 1. Yn. 
Also los [16s]. O.N. lauss, adj., loose. 
— Now otherwise comm, “loose”, 

lesker [loskor], sb., a film on the 
top of stale bland (whey mixed 
with water). Fe. *lyskra, f., a moist 
clot or mass? See further under 
losker, sb. 
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M. 
*mader [mader], sb., meat, food; 

m. to de bjadni, food for the child. 
Fo. O.N. matr, m., food, -er in 
mader is the preserved old nom. 
ending in the masc. gender. 

mag [mag], sb., wear, damage; 
a damaged or partly broken place, 
esp. on a rope or fishing-line; der’r 
a m. on the line. See the foil, 
word. 

mag [mag], vb., to gnaw, wear; 
to damage by friction; esp. appl. to 
a rope or fishing-line; de line is 
maged [magad]. — *maga? Corre- 
sponds in meaning to O.N. ma, vb., 
to wear out, make blunt from use. 
Poss. to be compared with No. (East 
Mandal) “mage seg”, to become 
galled by rubbing (esp. from the 
wear of shoes), which, however, 
Ross refers to maka, vb. 

magdom [magdom (-dom), mag- 
dom; mag’donr], sb., shape, char- 
acteristic feature, form or appear- 
ance by which someone or some- 
thing is distinguished; resemblance 
in features. Can du tell me de m. 
o’ de sheep (the special features: 
form, size, colour, etc., by which a 
sheep may be distinguished from 
the others)? (Du.: magdom). I did- 
no [‘-not’] ken de m. o’ his face, 
de boy had de m. o’ his faider, the 
boy took after his father in appear- 
ance (Sa.: magdom, -dom). From 
Nm". (N.Roe) is reported a form of 
pronunc. [mag'donr] with equal stress 
on both syllables (W.Ratter). — Prob. 
*makd6mr. The word is to be clas- 
sed with No. maksel, maksl, m., me- 
thod; shape, model. L.Sc. makr 
dome, sb., shape; elegance of form 
(Jam.). The change k > g in mag- 
dom indicates the word to be an- 
cient in Shetlandic. 

mager1 [magor], sb., power; 
strength; substance; good quality; 
esp. negatively: der’r nae [‘no’] m. 
in him, nae m. i’ de food; der’r nae 
m. i’ dis [‘these’] cakes. Yn. — The 
stem in O.N. magn, n., power; 
strength; might. — Cf. moin, sb. 

mager2 [magor] and moger [mo- 
gor], sb., starvation-, misery, de sheep 
is died o’ m. Fe.? Reported by 
J.I. The word is doubtless O.N. 
megrS or megri, f., leanness, with 
dropped i-mutation in Shetl. Norn. 
See the foil. word. 

mager [magar], adj., very lean, 
thin and miserable; a m. coo or 
sheep (Un.). Also very tired-looking-, 
exhausted; knocked up (fairly comm.); 
he turned very m. upon it (U.). — 
O.N. magr, adj., meagre, lean. 

mager [magar]-/ess, adj., power- 
less, without substaqce, worthless-, 
also helpless. Yn. See mager, sb. 
Cf. moin-less, adj. A form “macht 
[ma^fl-less” is L.Sc. (mauchtless, 
maughtless). 

magerment [ma"garme‘nt-], sb., = 
mager1, sb.: de(r) wer’ nae m. in 
him or i’ de food, there was no 
strength or substance in him or in 
the food. Yn. 

*magollen [magol’an], sb., a haul 
of little value, esp. a poor profit 
from fishing-, prop, one hundred- 
weight-, we’re [‘have’] gotten de m. 
dis mornin. Yh. A compounded 
word. The last part of the compd. 
is *tgollen, sb., one hundredweight, 
really a florin, also appl. to a poor 
profit from fishing. The first part 
ma- is uncertain; poss. a *mat 
from O.N. meta, vb., to tax, value-, 
to measure. 

magos [magos], sb., a poor wretch, 
a lepin m. Y". Poss. to be classed 
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with O.N. magr, adj., meagre, lean. 
See mager2, sb. 

magrif [magnf, magrif], sb., of a 
slaughtered sheep: the ribs together 
with the flesh next to the shoulder 
which are cut off between “de val- 
gert” (the flank together with the 
hindmost ribs) and the breast (the 
place where the breast ends, de 
“spoon” o’ de breast). Fo. Prop. 
ribs surrounding the stomach, from 
O.N. magi, m., the stomach, and 
rif, n., a rib. Cf. mogi, sb. 

mak [mak], sb., a match, an equal-, 
du has no [‘not’] de m. o’ dat. O.N. 
maki, m., id. L.Sc. and Eng. dial, 
mak, make, sb. 

mak’ [mak], vb., = Eng. make, 
vb., but sometimes used in certain 
phrases differing from Eng., and 
corresponding to O.N. gera, vb., (to 
make), or to the use of this word 
in modern northern languages. In 
earlier use often “mak’ ” for Eng. 
build; to m. a hus, a boat, = O.N. 
gera hiis, bat. — Appl. to the weather, 
wind and sea: a) as vb. a., to pro- 
duce-, raise-, let arise, (of wind) to 
let blow. Examples: “he made a 
ri”, a storm arose, = Fser. hann 
gjordi rid, O.N. (hann) gerdi hrld. 
“he is makin’ (a guid) suk”, a good, 
drying wind is blowing (favourable 
for the grass or corn spread out to 
dry), “he is makin’ a goli (swell)”, 
see gola, sb. 3. “he made a sea”, 
a wave arose (and broke), “he is 
makin’ upo de ba”, the sea is break- 
ing on the sunken rock (U.). “he 
is makin’ a lomm (a 1. op), a linn, 
a lunk (a 1. op)”, it is clearing up, 
the weather is improving. Cf. O.N. 
“gera” of weather, wind and sea: 
(impers.) gerdi logn, storm; “gerdi pa 
stort a firdinum” (Fr.), big waves then 
arose in the firth-, b) asvb. n., appl. 
to waves: to rise (and break); a sea 
made; a big sea made for de boat 

(Fe.); — to make-, assist; to be of 
use; to further; hit mak’s naet’in’, it 
is of no consequence. O.N. gera, 
vb., to assist; to be of use, etc.; to m. 
de wadder, to forecast the weather 
(Nm.); cf. O.N. gera ur, to inter- 
pret. — Shetl. “mak”’ is used lo- 
cally in sense of to knit (to knit 
woollen yarn). — With preps, and 
advs.: m. aboot, a) to change places; 
b) to pass from hand to hand; c) 
in rowing: to fail to keep time with 
the oars (Fe.). — m. efter, a) to 
copy, to counterfeit; b) to discover 
(by witchcraft) where stolen goods 
are hidden. In both senses No. 
gjera etter, Faer. gera ettir. — m. 
ill, to cause or create bad blood 
between friends, O.N. gera ilt. — 
m. to [to], a) to fashion; to form 
(No. gjera til); b) to arrange, pre- 
pare, O.N. gera til. — m. upon 
(upo): a) de coo is makin’ upon 
her, the cow is raising her back 
and getting into a posture of at- 
tack in order to charge (U.); b) to 
m. upon anesell [‘oneself’], to get 
ready to set out on a journey; I made 
upo me (Edm.: “Imak-upo-me”); cf. 
O.N. gerask, vb. refl., to set out, to 
travel. — m. ut on (upo) de soop, 
“to make out”, to make thickening 
for the broth. — Perf. part, “made” 
in the expr. “made op”, broken, 
worn, esp. of a fishing-line; tabu- 
expression at sea. 

makii [makli], adj., 1) easy to 
handle, manageable. Fo. 2) appl. 
to wind: gentle, fair, suitable; m. 
wadder or wind, easy weather, mo- 
derate wind. Fo. — The forms 
machtli [ma/tli, ma^tli] and machti 
[ma^ti, ma^ti] are now common in 
most places. — O.N. makligr, adj., 
meet; becoming; deserving; No. mak- 
leg, Faer. makligur, adj., gentle, fair, 
appl. to wind. — Another machtli 
[ma/tli], adj., (strong and manly) 

35 
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(U.), different from the above-men- 
tioned machtli, is derived from L.Sc. 
maucht, maught, sb., strength-, abi- 
lity. 

malabos [mrr labos ], sb., waste 
straw, temporary bed made from old, 
waste straw that has lost its elasti- 
city. Fe. *mal(a)-bos. No. mal, n., 
refuse-, waste straw or hay. No. 
bos, n., litter, refuse of straw, Shetl. 
bos, sb. 

*malet [malot] and *malt [malt], 
vb., perf. part., ground (in a quern 
or mill), appl. to corn. Also melt 
[mseit]. Fo. Only found in a verse 
of an old song in Norn: I ha’e m. 
meldra min...; see melder, sb. 
— O.N. mala, vb., to crush] grind 
(in a quern or mill). 

mallodska [malodska], mallad- 
ska [malod'ska], sb., a loud, shrill 
noise-, du is hadin’ dee a m. Fe., 
Y. *marg-iatska. Cf. O.N. marglseti, 
n., merriment-, wantonness-, fickle- 
ness-, No. mallsete (*marglaete), n., 
disturbance-, noise-, mad pranks 
(Aa.), mallaata (*marglaata), f. pi.: 
odd, restless movements-, hubbub 
(R.), and maralaat, n., wild, noisy 
mirth (R.). See lotska (and lori- 
sk a), sb. 

malshul [malshul], sb., a round 
hillock, a mound. U. hul, sb., a 
hill, O.N. holl, m. The first part 
of the compd. is doubtless to be 
classed with No. mala, vb., to grind] 
crush] rotate-, cf. Sw. dial, mal, m., 
coarse gravel, O.N. melr, m., sand- 
bank, and see *mel1, sb. 

mama [mama] and mamek [ma- 
mok], sb., a big, plump, full-grown 
fish, esp. a ling. U. Prop, mother, 
mamma, f. See midder, sogga 
(sogga-midder), sbs. 

mami1 [mami], sb., 1) a wet-nurse] 
a woman acting as a mother to 
the children in the mother’s ab- 
sence. Un. 1) a big, full-grown fish, 
esp. a ling, = mama. 3) a large 

spider, house spider. Ai. — No. 
and Fser. mamma, f., Eng. dial, mam- 
mie, sb., mother. See mama and 
mamm, sbs. 

fmami2, mautni [mami], sb., the 
subsoil of the ground. Prob. for 
*malmi by dropping of 1. O.N. 
malmr, m., ore, orig. in a wider 
sense, sand, gravel (sandy or grav- 
elly layer, sand-bank or gravel- 
bank). Eng. dial, malm, maum(mawm, 
maam), sb., chalk-stone, rich chalky 
loam. Cf. mommi, sb. 

mamm [mam, mam], sb., mother, 
prop, a term of endearment. No. 
and Faer. mamma, f., Eng. dial, mam, 
sb., id. 

mammgolla [mamg6]a], sb., 1) 
a godmother. 2) a midwife. From 
N. is reported mammgulla [mam- 
goj’a] in sense of midwife. A compd. 
of mamm, sb., and golla, sb.; see 
further under the latter word. 

mamsa [ma'msa], sb., a big, full- 
grown fish, esp. a big ling = mama. 
Used by boat-fishermen at sea (deep- 
sea fishing) as a tabu-name for the 
ling, “white in under m.!” shout at 
the sight of the third ling when 
hauling up the line; see *hwida, 
sb. Fe. Deriv. of *mamma, f., mother. 
Cf. mama, sb. 

man [man], sb., properly a man, 
but often in a special sense of mar- 
ried man, master of the house, sim- 
ilar to O.N. madr, m. 

fman [man], vb., to shake, tremble, 
esp. the head, owing to paralysis 
and weakness (from age or infirm- 
ity); he (his head) mand (was man- 
in). Un. Etym. uncertain. 

*mana [mana], sb., land, esp. the 
mainland as opposed to the sea; 
de m. Used as a tabu-name by boat- 
fishermen at deep-sea fishing. Fe. 
Poss. O.N. magn, n., = megin, n., 
appl. to the main part of a thing, 
meginland, megin \an&sms, the main- 
land. Cf. No. megna, adj., proper; 
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genuine; the actual; the veritable, 
e.g. in “megna (maigna, maina) 
berge”, the actual mountain. 

manjugl, manjuggel [maiiogal], 
sb., magic art, juggling tricks, esp. 
ironically of the poor performance 
of a work, or badly executed work; 
to mak’ a bonie (fine, pretty) m. o’ 
onyting [‘anything’]. Yn. See man- 
juggelti, sb. 

manjugl, manjuggel [manog’ol], 
vb., to perform juggling tricks (see 
manjuggelti,sb.); to struggle with 
a piece of work, mostly ironically: 
to m. onyting to perfection (Yn.). 
For *magn gjugl or gjukl? Orig- 
inally magna gukl, to practice ma- 
gic art? 

manjuggelti [manog-altr, -tr], sb., 
magic art; juggling tricks; to wark 
[‘work’] m., to practise magic art, 
to perform juggling tricks. Fe., Y. 
From an original *magngjuk(ke)l, 
-gjnggelti?” “magna gukl”, to prac- 
tice witchcraft or magic art? O.N. 
magna, vb., to strengthen, in spe.- 
cial sense to make strong by witch- 
craft, to charm, L.Sc. man, maun, 
vb., to accomplish; effect. *gukl: 
Faer. gykl, gygl, Da. gogl, Sw. gy- 
ckel, n., juggle, sb. 

manket [ma‘gkat], adj., exhausted, 
worn out by exertion (e.g. from con- 
tinued rowing). U. For *afman- 
ket from an old *afmagnadr, ex- 
hausted? Cf. No. magna av, vb., to 
decrease in strength and condition 
(R.). For nk, developed from orig- 
inal gn, see enk (ink, jenk), sb. 
[O.N. eign], honk (hunk), vb. [O.N. 
hagna, hpgna], lunk2, vb. [O.N. 
lygna]. 

*manna [mana], sb., gen. pi., men’s, 
noted down in the proverbial phrase: 
gott a taka gamla manna ro, it 
is wise to take old men's advice 
(Wd.); see *gott, adj. 

manndird, -drid [(mandnd) man- 
dred, mandrad], sb., manliness; 

doughtiness; strength; bravery; dey 
’re showin’ aff deir m. (C.). U". 
and Wests. (Sa.) [mandred]. Conn, 
[mandrad]. In Conn. esp. ironically: 
he is braggin’ o’ his m.; he is a’ 
fu’ [‘all full’] o’m.; he is bragging 
of his manhood and strength. — 
O.N. manndyrd, f., human perfec- 
tion. 

*manndom, sb., manhood. In the 
Hildina ballad (Foula song): man- 
dum. O.N. manndomr, m., id. 

mannferdi [manferdi, -f'erdi], adj., 
marriageable. Also mannfirdi 
[-fPrdi] (L.Scottish form). See further 
ferdi, adj. 

mannfolk [ma‘nfok], sb., male, 
man (= No. mannfolk, n.). In a 
pi. form is found mennfolk [me‘n- 
fok (mae‘n-)] as in L.Sc. (menfolk: 
Jam.). O.N. mannfolk, n., collect., 
mankind. 

mannswit [ma'nswit], sb., human 
intellect; de coo [‘cow’] has nae [‘no’] 
m. (Fe.). O.N. mannsvit, n., id. 

Mans-mass: 19th of December 
(old style), 31st of December (new 
style). 

fmant [ma‘nt], vb., appl. to light, 
a lamp (train-oil lamp): to flare up 
and then die out; de lamp is man- 
tin. Un. Poss. association with L.Sc. 
mant, vb., to stutter [Gael, mannd, 
Irish mant-]? 

*mar [mar], sb., 1*) the sea,\x\ spe- 
cial sense deep-sea fishing grounds 
on the high seas (= the common 
haf); to lay de m., to set the lines 
on the fishing-grounds; will de boats 
lay de m. de night [‘to-night’]? Esp. 
preserved as a tabu-name at sea. 
Nmw. From Esh. (Nmw.) is reported 
a parallel form mara [mara]; dey’re 
been i’ de mara, they have been 
on the farthest deep-sea fishing 
grounds (de framhaf, de far haf). 
2) mire; mud; clay; now mostly 
metaph. desolation, or strongly de- 
pressed frame of mind, great sor- 

35* 
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row, in the expr. “F de m.”; he 
laid me F de m., originally reported 
with the translation “he laid me in 
the clay”, and defined as: “he troubled 
me with bad news” (Fe.); he was 
laid F de m., he was much de- 
pressed owing to bad news; to be F 
de m., a) to be made desolate, ruined; 
b) to be depressed, downhearted. 
Fe.; Yn.; Nm. Also mara [mara] 
(Nm., Fe.). de coo is gane [‘gone’] 
F mara, a) the cow has sunk down 
into the mire; b) the cow has been 
mortally hurt. Fe. — O.N. marr, m., 
the sea, esp. poetically, Sw. dial, 
mar, n., also inter alia a bog, mo- 
rass, mara, f., (moss-grown) bog. 
Fser. marrur, m., and marra, f., mud, 
mire, “marrur” also the sea, water. 
Da. dial, mare, c., a bog; a swampy 
district. — The etymologic relation, 
with regard to mar 2, is not quite 
clear; note the stem mar- in e.g. 
marelde (maril) and the words as- 
sociated with the latter: No. mora, 
f., mire, mud; soft bottom in water, 
mor, n., dregs, sediment, and more, 
n., gravel. 

mara1, sb., see the preceding word. 
mara2 [mara], sb., nightmare; a 

monster, troubling one in dreams. 
Also mera [mera, me3ra]. — O.N. 
mara, f., id. 

*mara3 [mara], sb., mother; “dona 
ca’ [‘do not call’] me midder or 
mamm, but ca’ me m.!” (Conn.). 
For *mora from O.N. m66ir, f., 
mother. 

maratug, sb., see moratu, sb. 
mar [mar]-6an/r, sb., a bank or 

slope in the sea-bottom close to 
the land, forming the border be- 
tween shoal and deep water. O.N. 
marbakki, m., id. See bank, sb. 

fmar [mar]-c/ay, sb., a kind of 
fine, bluish clay. Sa. To be classed 
either with mar, sb. 2, or with Eng. 
marl-clay, sb. 

mardel [mardal, mardol], sb., a 

big, clumsy and lazy person, esp. 
a woman; a lazy or dirty m. N.Sh. 
mardal: U. occas.; elsewhere more 
comm.: mardal. Also merdel [maer- 
dol]: Wests. (Sa.) and Fe. occas.; 
reported from Sa. in sense of a big, 
ugly woman. — mar- (mer-) is 
poss. No. mara- appl. to something 
big, strong and coarse (O.N. merr, 
f., a mare); cf. No. maraleg, adj., 
tremendous, and merreleg, adj., 
coarse, big and heavy. Or might 
here be a disparaging use of O.N. 
(Icel.) mardQll (marddll), f., a) a 
mermaid; b) the goddess of love, 
Venus? — From Du. (Ireland) is re- 
ported merdel in sense of heavy 
weight, e.g. on a fishing-line in 
being hauled up. 

*mardestinkel [mar-dostiVkol, 
mar"d3sti‘g'k9l], sb., 1) great, fever- 
ish haste; to be in a m. 2) great 
excitement; exasperation. 3) noise 
of excited voices-, noisy complaint-, 
to had [‘hold’] or mak’ a m. Fe., 
orig. Yw. — marde- is here poss. 
No. mord, n., extreme effort, ut- 
most display of energy, used as the 
first part of various compds. as an 
intensive to the second part [mord- 
banna, morddrikka, mordhogga, mord- 
traetta, vbs.; mordgirug (wild, hot- 
tempered-, with frenzied energy), 
mordhard, adjs.]. -stinkel is prob. 
to be classed with Sw. dial, stinka, 
Da. dial, stinke, vb., to rush off 
suddenly and hastily, to jump and 
tremble with rage (Sw. dial.), to start 
up in terror (Da. dial., Molb.); O.N. 
stpkkva, vb., a) to leap, spring-, b) to 
start, wince. 

mare; a part of “de tomi-A^ys”. 
See \0m\-keys, sb. pi. 

mare, mer [ms3r, m£ar, maer], 
sb., properly a mare, but used metaph. 
in a few exprs. originating from the 
old language; thus: 1) a big, clumsy 
being, esp. a very heavy, full-grown 
fish, a m. o’ a skate (a ray). U. 2) 
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in a water-mill: support for Ae. grund- 
king (an iron plate fixed to the 
groundsill in which the pivot of 
the axle turns), de m. o’ de mill. 
Reported from Conn, in this sense 
with the pronunc.: maer; otherwise 
more comm.: me3r, m£ar. — O.N. 
merr, f., a mare. With Shetl. “mare” 
1 cf. No. marabeist, n., a very big, 
strong and clumsy animal (R.). With 
“mare” 2 cf. O.N. mara and merr, 
f., O.N. mari, m. (Eg.), (short) stick; 
post; supporting beam; see *mer- 
kol, sb. 

marelde [marehdo, marsel'doj.mar- 
ilde [manl'do], maril [marlh], moril 
[morir (mairll-)], sb., phosphor- 
escent light, in the sea or e.g. em- 
anating from fish, marelde: Nm. 
marilde: Esh., Nmw. maril, moril: 
comm. In Conn.: [mBoril'], mor(r)- 
eli, mor(r)ali [mor’ali-, m6r"ali,) maor'ali']. — O.N. (Icel.) morueldr, 
m., Icel. maurildi, n., No. moreld, 
Da. morild, Sw. dial, mareld, Fser. 
mureldur, m, id. The first part of 
the compd. hardly contains O.N. 
marr, m., the sea, Shetl. mar, sb. 
1; but is rather associated with No. 
maren, adj., = moren, morken, some- 
what rotten. Thus properly appl. to 
phosphorescent light emanating from 
decomposed matter. See Falk and 
Torp, Etymologisk Ordbog. For the 
second part a) elde; b) il, see *eld 
and ilder1, sb., fire. — The form 
mor(r)eli, mor(r)ali, reported from 
Conn., rather corresponds to Icel. 
maurildi. 

marfloga [marflog’a, marflog'a] 
and marflug [marllog1, marflog’, 
ma‘rf(og, marf|og-], sb., water-flea, 
Cyclops, Daphnia. Esh., Nmw.: mar- 
floga and marflug [marflog1, mar- 
flog-]. Wests. (Sa.; Ai.): [ma'rfjog, 
marflog']. Phrase: “as Tick as mar- 
flugs”, appl. to a dense swarm (Sa.); 
compare togemo, sb. — No. mar- 
fluga, = marflo, f., Fser. marfluga, 

| f., id. (O.N. fluga, f., a fly). See 
the foil. word. 

marflu [ma'rflu, marfln', marflu', 
ma'rilu^sb.,water-flea, — marfloga. 
N.I. U. occas. (Um0.): ma‘rf[u. More 
common without softening of 1: [-fin, 
-flu]. From Yn. the word [ma'rflu] 
is reported in sense of a crouching 
or doubled-up creature (see hon- 
digru), in proper sense: [marflu'], 
from Yh. [ma'rflu'] in sense of a 
smhll portion of anything. — Icel. 
marflo, No. marflo, f., water-flea 
(O.N. fl6, f., a flea). See the pre- 
ceding word. 

marfluk, mar-f/ufre [ma'rflok], 
sb., a species of flounder. Sa. The 
first part is prob. mar, sb., the sea. 
Cf. Sw. dial, mareflundra, f., Da. 
mareflyndre, c., Pleuronectes micro- 
cephalus. Eng. dial, fluke, flowk, 
sb., Icel. floki, m., a flounder. 

marglit [marht, marlit],adj., 1) varie- 
gated, pied, having various shades 
of different colours. 2) speckled, 
mottled; a m. coo [‘cow’]; a m. sky. 
Wests. — Icel. marglitr, adj., varie- 
gated. Shetl. marglit (sense 2) 
merges with L.Sc. marled, adj., partly 
mottled, partly chequered. Shetl. 
marld, mareld [marald, marold], 
which is used in the same sense as 
marglit, is the L.Scottish word here 
mentioned. 

Marimess, Marmess [mar imses', 
marmes], sb., Lady day, the 25th of 
March, = O.N. marlumessa 1 fpstu. — 
Mar(i)messri [mar'mesrT, -ri'], sb., 
rough weather setting in about the 
25th of March (Sa.), = No. (Mandal) 
Marimesserid, f. [*marlumessu-hrl<5]; 
see ri, sb. 

mari-s/ie//, -shall [mar "isjal', 
ma'Ti^ai'], sb., a kind of mussel 
with a single shell, similar to, but 
smaller than, the limpet; found clust- 
ering on the stems of seaweed. N.I. 
— The first part is mar, sb., the 
sea or mud. 
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mark1 [ma‘rk], sb., l) a mark, n. 

= O.N. mark, n. In a special sense: 
ear-mark in sheep (see bragd, sb.). 
2) boundary, boundary-mark; see 
marksten, sb. 3) a matter of con- 
sequence, something of importance; 
hit [‘it’] is nae [‘no’] m., it does not 
signify; see mark, vb. 4) reputa- 
tion, esteem. 5) distinguished or 
prominent person; he was a m. 
abune [abom] idder men, he disting- 
uished himself among men (Ai.). — 
O.N. mark, n., a mark, etc., also 
inter alia a) boundary-mark (— merki); 
b) a matter of importance; er pat 
ekki mark, it does not signify. In 
sense 5 Shetl. mark assimilates to 
O.N. merkismadr, m., a distinguished 
man. 

mark2 [ma'rk (ma‘rk)], sb., 1) 
“mark”, as a unit of weight, in 
earlier times = 8 ors or 1/24th of 
an orig. lispund (16 Da. “sk&l- 
pund”) q.v.; later on gradually aug- 
mented to 2 0 ors (D. Balfour). A 
mark thus really = 2/3rd Da. “skM- 
pund”; has doubtless originally been 
half a pound, like No. mark, Icel. 
and Fser. mork. The augmentation 
of the original “mark” has not been 
uniform in the Shetland Isles. From 
Unst a mark is stated as being 
iVs rd pounds, from Du. and Fo. as being — l1^ pounds. A similar lo- 
cal difference is found with regard 
to lispund. 2) “mark”, as a measure 
of land, orig. a unit of value; a m. 
o’ land. Acc. to Edm. varying from 
one to three acres. In a few places 
a mark may be considerably less 
than an acre (thus stated from Yn.). 
Divided into 8 ors. — For mark 
in both senses also comm.: merk 
[mae'rk]. — O.N. mork, f., “mark” 
as a unit of weight and of money. 
Fser. mork, f., a) 7/2 pound, unit of 
weight (= No. mork, f.); b) “mark” 
as a measure of land (orig. a unit 
of value, varying in extent from un- 

der 10,000 to above 20,000 square 
ells). For mark [ma'rk] as the sec- 
ond part of a few names of pieces 
of the home-field, see Shetl. Stedn., 
p. 135. 

mark [ma'rk], vb., (to mark; to in- 
dicate, to denote; to notice) — O.N. 
marka, vb. Also to take into ac- 
count, — No. and Fser. marka, vb. 
With the Shetl. phrase “hit [‘it’] is 
no [‘not’] to m. a dream”, a) dreams 
do not signify anything; b) it is of 
no consequence what he (she, they) 
says, cf. O.N. “ekki er mark at 
draumum”, dreams do not signify 
anything (see mark1, sb. 3). — In 
a special sense “m. aff”, to alter 
an ear-mark in sheep; see afmark, 
vb. 

marka [ma‘rka]-wafer, sb., water 
drawn from a cow’s teats imme- 
diately before calving. U. From Fe. 
is reported a form merka [mse'rka]- 
water; “der’r nae [‘no’] beist i’ de 
coo, only m.-w.” (after an unsuc- 
cessful calving). Eng. dial, and L.Sc. 
beist, sb., the first milk of a cow 
after having calved. — The first 
part is doubtless O.N. mark and 
merki, n., a mark, sign, etc. 

marksten [ma'rksten], sb., a stone 
forming a boundary-mark. O.N. 
marksteinn (= merkisteinn), m., id. 

marlit, adj., see marglit. 
marlok [marlok, marlok], sb., a 

kind of long, thin seaweed, grass- 
wrack, Zostera. Edm.: marlak, kind 
of seaweed (Zostera marina). Wd. 
and St.: [marlsk]. Also commonly 
by abbr.: marl, marel [maral, marol; 
mar3l, marol], Ai. (Fogrigert): marli 
[marli]. Dried and used as an under- 
layer for a bed; a marli [marli] 
bed: Wd.; St. — No. marlauk, m., 
seaweed, grass-wrack, prop, sea- 
onion. — As a place-name, name 
of a small lake connected with the 
sea (partly a creek, partly a lake), 
is found in Ai. “de Marli [marli]- 
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loch” (near Fogrigert); in this spot 
grows the seaweed in question. 

marsen [ma'rson], adj., sultry, in 
the exprs.: m. het [het], stifling hot, 
and “a m. heat [het]”, a sultry heat. 
N. Roe. Poss. a form into which an 
r has found its way, and to be clas- 
sed with Sw. dial, masa, vb., to 
warm, masi(g), adj., sultry, = No. 
mosen. See mosin, mosen, adj. 

marsgum [ma'rsgum], sb., the 
angler, Lophius piscatorius. Reported 
in this form from S.Sh. (Du.). Edm.: 
marsgum (U.?). marskam [ma‘rs- 
kam] and merskam [mae'rskam]: 
Wests. Often with dropped r: mas- 
gum [masgum, masgum], and mas- 
gom [masgom, masgom]. Conn, 
[masgum]. Yh->n. and Du. occas. 
[masgum]. Wh. [masgom]. — Orig. 
doubtless *mars-gumi, from O.N. 
marr, m., the sea, Shetl. mar, and 
O. N. gumi, m., a man. For the use 
of the word “gumi” as the name 
of a fish, see blogummi (blue 
gum mi), sb. —With regard to other 
names for the fish marsgum, see 
marul and murgab, sbs. 

marsom [ma'rsom], sb., a slimy 
plant growing on the seaside, like 
slai. N.Roe. The first part is mar, 
sb., the sea. The second part is 
uncertain, prob. corrupted. 

marsopp [ma‘rsop, -sSp, -^ap], sb., 
a kind of whitish, spongy, and very 
porous ball-like substance found 
drifting about in the sea; prob. roe- 
cases of fish, cluster of roe-cases. 
Fe.: [ma'rsSpj. St. (Wests.): [ma‘r- 
Jj9p]. — Cf. Fser. marsoppur, m., = 
laettusoppur, m., the empty roe-case 
of the lumpfish (Svabo), clustering 
roe-cases supposed to be of the 
lumpfish (Mo). 

*mart(a) [ma‘rt(a)], neut.adj.,/7M/c/f, 
many; only found in an obsolete 
proverbial phrase from Yh. See In- 
trod. (Fragments of Norn). — O.N. 
mart, margt, neut. of margr, m., many. 

martigert [ma‘r"tige‘rt ], sb., see 
merkigord, sb. 

martios, adj., sb. gen.?, see mer- 
kis-. 

marul [marnh, mara3!'], sb., the 
angler, Lophius piscatorius. N.I. and 
several places. Also in forms as 
marwol [marwol (marwo3!), mar- 
wol], marol [maroL] and marol 
[maro3!-]. Nm. occas. and Uwg.: 
[marwol, marwo3!]. Ai.: [marol-]. 
Wh.: [maro3!-]. morriwol [m6r--i- 
wol-, m9r--iw61-]: Lunn. and Esh., 
Nmw. — Ork. marwol. — The Shetl. 
(and Ork.) forms agree rather with 
an original *mar-iilfr, sea-wolf, than 
with No. and Sw. dial, marulk, m., 
the angler (in No. also sea-scorpion, 
Cottus scorpius). Cf. O.N. mprulfr, 
m., prob. the angler (morulfr: Fr.). 
In a few Norw. dials, is also found 
a form without final k (marul: Nord- 
more. Aa.). 

marvit [marvit], sb., a stunt, a 
miserable creature. Partly as an 
adj.: a puir [‘poor’] m. ting. Uwg. 
and Yn. *mar-vaettr? sea-goblin? 
Prob. to be classed with No. mur- 
veeta, f., a small, powerless crea- 
ture; a poor wretch, and “maur- 
vaetla”, f., a manikin. 

masgum, sb., see marsgum, sb. 
mask [mask], sb., a mesh, a loop 

in plaiting (basket, fishing-net) and 
in knitting; de masks o’ de mesi 
or kessi, o’ de net, o’ de sokk. 
O.N. mpskvi, No. moske (maske), 
m., Da. maske, c., id. 

mask [mask], vb., 1) to make 
meshes, loops (see mask, sb.). 2) 
appl. to fish: to get caught in the 
meshes of a fishing-net. 3) to catch 
in a net (fishing-net). — No. moska, 
vb., = Shetl. mask 1 and 2. L.Sc. 
mask, vb., = Shetl. mask 3. 

*masten and *mostin, sb., the 
mast of a boat or ship. Obsolete 
forms with added definite article, 
masten: U. (in Edm.). mostin: Fo. 
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(in Low’s list of words). Now “mast” 
as in Eng. The word itself is not 
originally O.N. 

mat [ma't, ma^ mat,], vb., in the 
phrase “no [‘not’] fit to m.”, utterly 
worn out, exhausted; he is no fit 
to m. Also mjat [mjat, mja't], mait 
[mail] and mjait [mjait]. U. mjat 
[mjat]: Y. and Fe. — mat, etc., may 
be an original *mata sik, to move 
oneself; cf. No. mata, vb., to move 
gently, to shove forward by easy 
stages, mata seg, to work one’s way 
by degrees. — Another origin is, 
however, also possible: O.N. mata 
sik, matask, vb. refl., to feed one- 
self; note the Faer. phrase “hatta er 
ikki ment at mata seg”, he (or she, 
prop, it) is not able to feed him- 
self, commonly used in sense of 
he (she) is utterly wretched. The 
use of the Shetl. expr. “no fit to 
mat”, appl. to exhaustion caused 
by over-exertion, rather points to an 
origin from No. mata, to move. Cf. 
mod2, sb. 

matlo [matlo], sb., a fly (the com- 
mon fly, Musca domestica; the blue- 
bottle, Musca vomitoria). Used of 
various species of flies. U. (Jessie 
M. Saxby in Old Lore Miscellany, 
vol. II, part IV: matilot). Ork. matlo 
(comm.), esp. the common fly. *mad- 
flo or *ma<5fluga? *ma5i, m. (from 
which O.N. madkr, m., is derived), 
a maggot, and flo, f., an insect, a 
flea, or fluga, f., a fly? Poss. rather 
bluebottle; cf. No. and Fser. makka- 
fluga, f., bluebottle (prop, "maggot 
fly”). Mattismess [mai^esmes', mat"es- 
mes’, mat^mes], sb., St. Matthew’s 
mass, the 21st of September. The 
foil, rhyme of St. Matthew’s mass 
and the equinoctial gales, prevalent 
at that time of the year, is reported 
from Ys.: 

M. [matfjmes] corn’s in wi’ his flail and gi’es de aits [‘oats’] in ower de tail. 

— O.N. matheusmessa and mathei- 
messa, L, the 21st of September. 

med [me3d], sb. and vb., see 
mid1, sb. and vb. 

fmed [med, me3d], vb., to be- 
come full of maggots (meds), of 
meat and esp. fish; de fish meds 
(is med in), the fish is beginning 
to become maggoty. In S.Sh. (Conn., 
Du.): med [med]. — An old *mada, 
vb., from (O.N.) *madi, m., = the 
later derived O.N. “madkr”, m., mag- 
got. Cf. O.N. madka, vb., to become 
maggoty. med is most prob. a 
L.Scottish form, though e [e] now 
and then is found as a development 
of originally stressed a in Shetl. 
Norn; cf. maid (maith), sb., a mag- 
got, in Jam. 

meddi [m3ed(d)i], adj., big; cor- 
pulent; bulky, m. o’ size. Papa. For 
*megdi. Prop, mighty, O.N. mek- 
tugr, No. megtug, adj. Poss. derived 
directly from (O.N.) *megd, f.; see 
megg, sb. 

medin, sb., see metin, sb. 
fmeg [meg], sb., unsuccessful 

execution of anything, unsuccessful 
result; hit [‘it’] turned till a m. (a 
m. wi’ dee). Un. Is hardly to be 
classed with No. meka, vb., to exe- 
cute fine work, to work carefully 
and assiduously (Aa.); also to make 
particular measurements; to niggle 
(R.). The meaning of the word 
agrees better with Da. dial. (Jut.) 
mjaege, vb., to handle a thing awk- 
wardly; to mess about. 

me gem (megom) [megom, megom], 
sb., light, a streak of daylight, esp. 
of departing daylight; de hidmost 
megems (megoms) o’de daylight. 
Fe. *mei3m, with change of 6 to 
Y, g in Shetl. Norn (see Introd. V. 
— also N. Spr. VII — § 29, the end). 
Cf. No. meim, m., a mark or trace 
of something, a line drawn up; 
dagsmeim (meim etter dagen, av 
dagen): R. For the appearance of 
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an original 6 before final m, cf. No. 
“mei” and meidd, f., a line, mark, 
trace, and see the remarks on pro- 
nunc. in R. under “meima”, vb. 

fmegerdom [meg"3rd6nr, me"g9r- 
donr], sb., illness or indisposition 
of uncertain cause and nature, esp. 
a slight illness; he’s ta’en a m. Ai. 
Occas. mengerdom [meg"9rd6m] 
(Ai.). A form megerment [me"- 
g9rm9‘nt-], with a more recent end- 
ing, is borrowed from Eng.; “der’r 
a m. com’ ower me de day [‘to- 
day’]; I can do [‘do’] naet’in’ [‘no- 
thing’]” (Un.). From Y. and Fe. is 
reported a form megerem [me”- 
garanr]; “he’s gotten a m. (a kind 
of paralysis) in his joints”. — That 
megerdom and megerment are 
to be originally associated with feel, 
megru-sott, f., consumption (megra, 
f., leanness), is conceivable from the 
form mogerdom [m6"g9rdonr], part- 
ly syn. with megerdom, and prob- 
ably originating from moger, adj., 
meagre, lean. There is, however, 
certainly a mingling with Eng. me- 
grim, sb., which may conceivably 
be used in an extended sense, a 
slight or indefinable illness. Note 
in this case the form megerem, 
which comes very close to “megrim”. 

megg [msg, meg], sb., doubtless 
strength; ability; good condition; 
well-developed state. Noted down 
in the foil, phrases: a) der’r a m. 
upo or i’ de fish, the fish is ready 
to take the bait, der ’r no m. upo 
(i’) de fish, the fish will not bite; 
b) “a m. o’ fish”, in fishing: well- 
developed fish (fish in good con- 
dition), appearing in abundance; 
mostly negatively: dis is no m. o’ 
sileks, these poor coalfish are not 
full-grown (very small), and only 
few in number. Un. — Icel. megd 
(and megan), f., ability, faculty. No. 
megd, f., a mass{?) Aa.; also state, 
condition. Sw. dial, magde, n., a 

! crowd, mob. That “*megd” (O.N.) 
| has meant ability and (developed) 

state, condition, may be concluded 
from the negative compd. limegd, 
f., minority, nonage. Shetl. megg, 
sense b, seems to contain both the 
given senses of No. “megd”. 

megin [megin], sb., centre, the 
actual or central part of anything, 
esp. the time about midnight, the 
darkest part of the night, and mostly 
in pi.: de megins o’ de night, de 
silent megins o’de night. Un. From 
Fe. is reported a form megrem 
[megar9m] in the same special sense, 
and likewise mostly in pi.: upo de 
“megrems” o’ de night. — O.N. 
megin, n., a) strength, might; b) the 
chief part of a thing. — Cf. mo in, 
sb. 

*mel1 [mel, msl], sb., sand-bank. 
Now only in place-names, commonly 
with prefixed def. art., and occas. an 

| added statement of locality with the 
prep, “o’ ”, so that the meaning is 
still partly understood by the com- 
mon people. Examples: “de Mels 
[mels] o’ Conningsburgh”, de Mels 
[mels] (Du., Swarister, Ye.). With 
the old suffixed def. art. preserved: 
de Melins [melms] o’ Sandwick 
(Nmw.): *melirnir. As the first part, 
e.g. in Melser [ms'lser, me‘ls£r] (C.), 
sandy beach: *mels0yrr. — O.N. melr, 
m., sand-bank. 

*mel2, sb., a bank of pebbles on 
the shore, see mol, sb. 

*meJ3, sb., a certain weight, in 
former times. D. Balfour, in the Glos- 
sary to “Oppressions of the 16th cen- 
tury in the islands of Orkney and 

| Zetland”, has the foil, statement: 
“Meil, N. Mselir, a weight = 6 lis- 

| punds or 724 of a last”. Jamie- 
| son records this, after the “Statistical 
i Accounts”, as being especially Orkn- 

eyan: “Mail (meil, meel), sb., a 
weight, equivalent to about 772 stones 
Dutch”; thus also Edm. (with the 
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designation “measure” for “weight”). 
— Diff. from L.Sc. mail, sb., tri- 
bute; rent. — O.N. maelir, m., a 
certain measure of capacity for dry 
goods (a sixth of a said, a varying 
measure for a barrel); No. maele, 
m., measure for corn, a certain part 
of a barrel. 

melder [meldor, maeldar], sb., the 
quantity of corn ground at one 
time in a quern or mill. Now doubt- 
less rare. An older form *meldra 
[mseldra], found in a Norn verse 
from Fo., is handed down in the 
sense of the flour ground for a 
meal, u breakfast flour”; see *malet, 
malt, perf. part. In the same verse 
also with added def. art. meldren 
[maeldran]. — O.N. meldr, m., a) 
the grinding in a mill; b) corn which 
is or has been ground. Acc. to 
Jam., L.Scottish “melder, meldar” is 
used in the same sense. 

meldi [meldi, mseldi], sb., a spe- 
cies of grass growing among the 
corn, acc. to Edm.: Spergula arven- 
sis. Partly used of seed of arvi 
(chickweed, Alsine media) oro/“run- 
chie” (wild mustard). Also melde 
[maelda] (Du. occas.). Formerly meldi- 
seeds were often ground into meal, 
of which loaves (round cakes, bro- 
nis) were made, partly unmixed, and 
frequently mixed with corn. Compds.: 
m.-broni, m.-girs [‘grass’], m.-meal. 
“m.-girs” is given by Miss Tulloch 
(Leog, Lerwick) as “lesser stitchwort”. 
— No. melde (melle), n., small seeds 
of grass or weeds among the corn. 
Da. meld, melde, c., a common noun 
for species of the genus “atriplex” 
and “chenopodium” (goosefoot). 

*meldra, *meldren, sb., see mel- 
der, sb. 

melin [me3lm] and more comm.: 
mellin [melin, mselin, -in], sb., a 
crumb ; morsel; a small part of any- 
thing. melin: Sa.; der ’r no [‘not’] 
a m. (not a bit of food) gane doon 

his trot [‘throat’] de day [‘to-day’]; 
I ha’e no tasted a m. Comm, in 
pi., m ell ins, crumbs; leavings, and 
esp. scraps left in kneading dough 
(for cakes, bronis), not sufficient 
for making a common “broni”. a 
mellins-broni; a mellins-balli or 
-b&li (Du., S.Sh.), a small cake of 
barley-or oat-meal made from mel- 
lins; see balli, sb. From Conn., 
S.Sh., is reported a form melloin 
balli [mael"o-in' bali], prob. from 
an ancient verb mello in sense of 
to crumble. — The word is to be 
classed with O.N. melja, vb., to crush 
finely, pulverize. Cf. No. “melle” 
in “melle grand”, n., a particle; Sw. 
dial, malla sender, vb., to crumble, 
fall into pieces. 

mellkavi, mil-? [mel ka vi (meh-)], 
sb., dense, heavy snow-storm. Fo. 
Also mellakavi [mek’aka'vi] and 
mellikavi [mel"i-] (Fo.). — The 
second part is kavi, sb., dense snow- 
fall. The first part is poss. an old 
*mell-. Cf. O.N. mjpll (mjall- by 
breaking of *mell-), f., dry, newly- 
fallen snow; No. mjoll and mjell, 
f., light, dry snow, whirling in flakes, 
also sometimes mell- as in “mell- 
drift”, f., (Gbr.), = mjolldriv, n., 
driving snow; Sw. dial, mjall, f., 
thin, detached flakes of snow; Icel. 
(and Faer.) mjdll, f., fine, light and 
pure snow. The first part of the 
Shetl. word might, however, be an 
original *myl-; cf. No. mylen, adj., 
granulated, inter alia of snow, “myl- 
snjo”, and Faer. mylja [rmlja], vb., 
to snow densely and finely. — See 
mellmurin, mell-snaw and mell- 
sand, sbs. 

mellmurin, mil-? [mel-murin 
(mfT-)], sb., very dense, fine snow- 
fall or snow-storm. Fo. Somewhat 
denser and finer than murin and 
murkavi (q.v.), but not so heavily 
drifting as mellkavi. For mell 
(mil-) see the preceding word. 
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*meIlo [mselo], vb., to crush into 

small pieces, to crumble, only pre- 
served in the pres. part, form m el- 
loin in the compd. “melloin [msel"o- 
ur]-balli (broni)”, a small cake 
made from scraps of dough; see 
further melin and mellin, sb. For 
the form melloin compare e.g. mol- 
doin (under moldin-klubb), pres, 
part, of mol do, vb., to cover with 
mould [O.N. mylda]. 

mell or mil [mel (mel)]-s/iaw, sb., 
very dense, fine snow, heavy snow- 
fall. Fo. For the first part of the 
compd. see mellkavi, sb. 

mellsand [melsand (mel-)], sb.,fine, 
loose sand. Nmw., Fo. mell is here 
prob. Sw. dial, mjalla, f., No. mjele, 
“mjeela”, m., fine and loose sand; 
fine, sandy soil. 

melspindra? millspindra? [mel- 
span'dra], sb., a kind of plant, re- 
ported as being identical with “Our 
Lady’s Mantle”. W. Etym. uncer- 
tain. 

melt [(meit) mae‘lt], vb., to injure, 
hurt (esp. a limb) by crushing or 
by too much pressure; I’m [‘have’] 
melted [mse'ltad] my finger, I’m 
gotten my finger melted. Un. — 
O.N. melta, vb., to dissolve (in spe- 
cial sense: to digest). Fser. melta, 
vb., to squeeze (a limb) too hard. 

men [men, me3n; men], sb., hurt, 
disease, pain; injury to one’s body 
or health. Also physical defect 
(Yh.). Yh. [me3n]. Un. [men]. — 
O.N. mein, n., a hurt, injury. 

men [men, me3n; men], vb., 1) 
to hurt, to do one an injury; to m. 
anesell [‘oneself’], to get hurt. 2) 
to cause pain, inconvenience, e.g. 
appl. to a sore: hit mend him. U". 
[men]. — Phrase: he is nedder puir 
[‘neither poor’] or mend [me3nd] 
(Fe.), he is not so ill or wretched 
as he pretends to be. — O.N. meina, 
vb., to hurt, harm. 

meng [mey (mseg)], vb., to mix. 

to mingle, to speckle with another 
colour, esp. to mix wool of differ- 
ent colours (white, grey and black). 
Also ming [(mig) meg], L.Scottish 
form, and mings [(mi'gs) me‘gs]. 
No. mengja, vb., to mix, mingle, 
Da. meenge, id. 

menget [meggat, maeggat] and 
mengi [meggi (maeggi)], adj., mixed 
(with another colour), having a 
mixed colour, esp. grey and black; 
menget oo’ [‘wool’]; a menget or 
mengi colour. Also minget [meg- 
gat] and mingi [meggi]. — O.N. 
menginn, mengdr and mengjadr, adj., 
mixed, of a colour mingled with 
white. No. mengjutt, adj., variegated, 
Da. maenget, perf. part., mingled. 
L.Scottish ming (myng), vb., to mix, 
mingle. — See ill-men get, adj. 

meni, menidra, sbs., see moni, 
monadrag, sbs. 

ment [m*i‘nt, ma‘qt], sb., trial of 
strength, feat of strength; to try a 
m. Y., Fe. Icel. ment, f., art. Faer. 
ment, f., ability; dexterity; art, now 
only in pi. in sense of magic art, 
witchcraft. O.N. ment, f., a) ac- 
complishment; b) (good) quality; 
skill. 

mera, sb., see mara2, sb. 
merd [mard], merdj, mergj [mard^], 

sb., a crowded mass of things or 
living creatures, may be O.N. mergd, 
f., multitude; but see further mird, 
mirj, sb. 

merdel, sb., see mard el, sb. 
mergi1 [maergi], sb., marrow (in 

bone). Also comm, with hardening 
of g to k: merki [mae‘rki]; occas. 
marki [ma‘rki]. Proverbial phrase: 
Ane braks de ben, an idder (an 
idder ane) sooks de m., one breaks 
the bone, another sucks the mar- 
row (another person often gets the 
benefit of one’s labour). — O.N. 
mergr, f., marrow. 

mergi2 [maergi], sb., soft, muddy 
piece of sea-bottom, bad fishing- 
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ground; to fa’ [‘fall’] upon a m. 
(esp. in deep-sea fishing). Wh. Poss- 
ible association with No. mor, n., 
mud; dregs, and mora (moyra), f., 
mud\ mire; soft bottom in a piece 
of water. But see mar, sb. 2 (mar a). 

mergiben [maer"giben'], sb., 1) 
marrowbone: *merg(jar)bein, Faer. 
mergjarbein. 2) the breastbone^) 
of a hen; de m. o’ de hen. Uncer- 
tainly reported in sense 2. 

merk [mae'rk], sb., see mark2, sb. 
merki1 [mae'rki], see mergi1, sb. 
merki2 [mae'rki], sb., a mark, 

boundary-mark, esp. between two 
pieces of arable land (corn-rigs); 
de m. o’ de “rig”. Partly a) boundary- 
stone — merkisten, partly b) a 
ridge or strip of ground, = m e r k i- 
gord; q.v. N.Roe. — O.N. merki, 
n., a mark, boundary-mark. 

merkigord [mae'r'kigord’, -ge‘rt' 
(-ga'rt*)], sb., a ridge or strip of 
ground, forming the boundary-mark 
between two pieces of arable land. 
Also mertigord [mae'rtigord'], mar- 
tigord, marti- [ma‘r"tige‘rt-,-go'rt]; 
merti-, marti- by dissimilation for 
*merki-, *marki-. Nmw-n. InN.Roe 
(Nmn.) partly: a)[m^e‘r••klge‘rt•,-ga'rt], 
partly b) by abbreviation only merki 
[mae'rki]. — O.N. merkigardr, m., a 
landmark fence, marti (marti)- 
gord might be an original *mark- 
gardr. See *gord, sb. 

merkis [mae‘rkis]-day, sb., day 
of mark, one of the most important 
days of the year, esp. one of the 
old “masses”, saint’s days. No. 
merkjedag, m., Da. maerkedag, id. 

merkis [mae‘rkis]-tf/ef, sb., abun- 
dant meal, much and rich food. 
Nms. (Sullom, Bardister). Also mer- 
kios [mae‘r"ki6s*]-diet, markios 
[ma‘r"ki6s']- and martios [ma‘r-- 
tios-]-diet: Nmw. Sometimes the first 
part of the compd. appears as an 
adjective: “to gi’e de coo [‘cow’] a 
martios diet and starve her at an 

idder [ither = ‘other’] time” (Nibon, 
Nmw.). — merkis must be regarded 
as genitive of merki in sense of 
something remarkable or unusual; 
cf. O.N. merki, n., in sense of re- 
markable thing or happening, m e r- 
kios, etc., has doubtless arisen from 
merkis, as the proper meaning of 
merki, and the understanding of mer- 
kis as a genitive form, have been 
lost. The ending -os in merkios, 
martios, when adjectival, has been 
regarded as the Eng. adjectival end- 
ing -ous. For the misunderstanding 
of the ending “-ous” cf. e.g. evalos, 
adj. 

merkis [mse'rkisj-f/me, sb., the 
point of time at which a festival 
takes place. Nms. (Sullom, Bard.). 
*merkis-(tl<5). 

*merkol, *merkal [mse'rkol (mae‘r- 
kal)], sb., on the old Shetl. wooden 
plough, now obsolete: the piece of 
wood to which the ploughshare, de 
sock, is (was) fixed. Nms., Conn. 
A compd. The first part mer- is 
prob. No. mara, f., a short stick; 
post; a sloping support, or merr, 
f., horizontal or sloping beam in a 
frame for catching burbot, O.N. mari, 
m., a post; supporting beam (Eg.). 
Icel. mari, m., a post. The second 
part -kol (-kal) may be either O.N. 
kolfr, m., a club; bolt; arrow, or 
(as Shetl. merkol has occas. been 
given with the explanation: “de head 
o’ de plough”) O.N. kollr, m., the 
head. 

mesel [mesol, meas3l; mezal, me3- 
zsl], sb., unsuccessful carrying-out 
of something (a piece of work, a 
scheme), unsuccessful result, hit 
[‘it’] cam’ (or turned) till a m., it 
turned out unsuccessfully, it came 
to nothing. Reported from Un. with 
s (and z)-sound, from Fe. esp. with 
z-sound. — Doubtless may be com- 
pared Da. dial. (Jut.) “mjasl-” in 
“mjaslevorn”, adj., that (continually) 
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bothers with something without 
making progress, mjasse, vb., a) to 
work without progress, to potter with 
something; b) to chatter, twaddle, 
Fser. mjas, n., useless occupation; 
foolery and nonsense. No. mesa, 
vb., to chatter. Association with 
“mas”, n., which in Da. and No. is 
used of lengthy and laborious work, 
in No., Icel. and Fser. applied to 
chatter, babble. — Different from 
the mesel here treated, is another 
mesel [mesol, mesal, maesol], (con- 
tinuous) fine rain, which is Eng. 
misle, mizzle, vb. 

mesi [mesi, mesji; mezi, me^i; 
(mesi, me.<ji; mezi, me^i)], sb., an 
open straw-basket with wide meshes, 
plaited of twisted straw-bands (or 
coarse grass, bent-grass), usually 
enclosing “de kessi” (q.v. as well 
as boiled, sb.), used e.g. in trans- 
port of peats by pack-horse, and 
also for drying wool in. comm. — 
line-m., a basket made of rope or 
straw-bands, enclosing the coiled 
fishing-line (long-line).— O.N. meiss, 
m., a basket; No. and Sw. dial, meis, 
m., esp. a transport-basket, in No. 
also a wicker-basket for transport 
by pack-horse. See lagamesi, sb. 

mester-ammel [msestor-amol], sb., 
a long splinter-bar (Hu.)-, see ami, 
ammel2, sb. 

mester-/ecfa/er [maes-tarfed'or, -fed - 
or], sb., beam-feather; de m.-/. in 
a cock’s tail. Fe. 

mester-ta [mes"t3rta-, maes••t^rta•], 
sb., the great rootlet, chief rootlet 
of a plant; de m.-ta o’ a plant, o’ 
kail (cabbage). 

mester-free [mses"tortrr], sb., of 
a plough: the chief splinter-bar, 
big splinter-bar behind the two 
smaller ones. S.Sh. Also Ork. 

met1 [met, mset], sb., measure; 
mark; boundary; l) boundary-mark, 
mostly appl. to a boundary-stone in 
the home-field or out-field; see hag- 

met and metsten, sbs. 2) metaph.: 
limit; proper mode or measure; 
moderation; mostly in collocation with 
measure: m. and measure; esp. nega- 
tively: nedder [‘neither’] m. or [‘nor’] 
measure, “dey had nedder m. or 
measure for it”, there was neither 
rhyme nor reason in their spending 
(Conn.: meet). 3) a mark, print, im- 
pression of something; to mak’ a 
m. ; of footprints, traces of an an- 
imal’s hoof: de m. o’ a(n) animal’s 
kliv (Sa.: meet). — *met. To be 
classed with O.N. meta, to estimate; 
value; tax, orig. also to set a mark 
or limit, to measure; cf. Peer, meta, 
vb., a) to measure (roughly); b) to 
estimate; value; tax. — In Shetl. 
place-names, names of old boundary- 
marks in the out-field, a form with 
a: *mat [milt]- and *mad [mad]- 
sometimes appears as the first part 
of compds.; thus: Mathul [mat(h)ul] 
(Un.), a hill: *mat-h611; de Madhuls 
[madwols, -wals] (Katfirf, N.), hills: 
*mat-holar, pi.; Matriv [matnv] (Br.), 
a cleft: *mat-rifa. See Shetl. Stedn., 
pp. 131 —132. “Maedadalls Woe” 
(Y., in a list from 1667 of boundary- 
marks in the out-field), a stream: 
*matdals-a; see Shetl. Stedn. p. 72. 
O.N. *mat and m&i, n., (measure, 
mark) estimation; taxation, Icel. mat, 
n. , estimation; No. maat, n., degree 
(mode)-, measure, mark-. Peer, mat, 
n., measurement. 

met2 [met (met)], sb., a bundle or 
sheaf of straw. LJ. Similar to hal- 
lo(w) (Fe.) and windlin (Y.). — 
Prop, a certain measure or quan- 
tity, and thus prop, synonymous, or 
to be classed, with the preceding 
word. 

met1 [met, me®t; met (met); maet], 
vb., 1) vb. a., to feed; to m. a bairn; 
comm, with short vowel-sound [met 
(met; maet)]; — to m. de mill, to 
feed the mill, to give the mill corn 
to be ground (Ai.: met). 2) vb. n., 
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to kernel, to become ripe, esp. appl. 
to corn; de corn is metin; de corn 
is weel [‘well’] meted, the corn is 
full in the ear, and ready for reap- 
ing (Conn.: me*t). Also appl. to a 
wound: to gather pus; de sore mets 
(Y.: met, meet). — No. and Sw. 
mata, vb., a) to feed; b) appl. to 
corn: to kernel, to become ripe, = 
matast. 

met2 [met, meet], vb., to make a 
mark or print; his shune meted de 
flor [flgr], his shoes made (dirty) 
footprints on the floor. Sa. [meet 
(met)]. *meta. Deriv. of met1, sb., 
a mark. 

metin [metin, me3tin; metm, me8- 
tin, matin], sb., a morsel, a snack; 
esp. negatively: he hadno [‘-not’] 
tasted a m. or moll in (a bite or 
morsel) a’ [‘all’] day; der ’r nedder 
[‘neither’] moll in or m. within de 
door. U. [metm, mf3tin, maetin]. 
medin [me3din]: Ai.; I ha’e no 
[‘not’] a medin. — Most prob. kernel 
of corn, from met, vb. Cf. No. mat, 
m. , zl) food [O.N. matr]; b) kernel 
in corn. An association with No. 
mitel (ii) and miit(t)r, m., a mite, 
morsel, is doubtful, owing to the 
vowel-sound. 

metl, mettel [metal, meetal; matal, 
maotal], vb., to hurt; injure; he fell 
and metteld him, he fell and hurt 
himself; I’m fa’en [‘fallen’] and met- 
teld me. Occas. also similar to 
melt, vb., to be hurt by crushing, 
to get a limb jammed; I ’m gotten 
my finger metteld (Un.). — The 
word is reported from U. (Un.) with 
the pronunc. “metal, meetal”, occas. 
also “matal”; elsewhere more fre- 
quently: matal. W.: (matal) maital. 
— O.N. *meizla, vb., to hurt, mutilate 
(inferred from the substantives meizl, 
n. , and meizla, f.). L.Sc. mittle. For 
the form met(te)l in Shetl. instead of ,,1mets(e)l, *meds(e)l, cf. e.g. *watl, 

*wattel, sb., a tax, revenue, from 
O.N. veizla, f.,and the change xl(ksl) 
> kl in Shetl.; see jakkel1 (jakl), 
sb., a molar, from O.N. jaxl, and 
jokl, jokkel, sb., shoulder, crag, 
from O.N. pxl. 

metlin [metlin], sb., a thrashing, 
drubbing, esp. in jest; I ’ll gi’e dee 
a m. Un. Deriv. of metl, mettel, vb. 

metsten [msetsten, -sten (met-)], 
sb., a stone, marking the boundary, 
e.g. between two pieces of arable 
land, belonging to different owners. 
*met (mat)-steinn. See met1, sb. 

mid1 [mid], sb., \) a landmark, 
taken in sight when finding afishing- 
ground. Two or more (four) such 
mids, mostly prominent pieces of 
land, are brought in a certain rela- 
tion to each other (one another) in 
order to determine the fishing-ground; 
with regard to four mids, two on 
one side, and two on the other (see 
hand, sb. 3). 2) fishing-ground. 
In the northern part of Shetland, the 
word is now commonly used in sense 
1, in South Shetland (esp. in Du.) 
in both senses, esp. in meaning 2. 
— In Du. comm, with the pronun- 
ciation mid [mid] or mip [mip]; in 
Conn.: mid [mid]; a handlin(e)-mid. 
In Whalsay occas. med [me8d]. — 
The word is found as the second 
part of compds. in some names of 
fishing-grounds, esp. those found by 
Unst fishermen. In these the word 
is occas. pronounced mid, occas. 
and commonly: mi [(ml) mi] with 
dropped original d. Examples: a) 
de Baltimids [baT'timids-], named 
after the isle of Balte off Ue.; b) de 
Fjalsmi [fja‘lsmi] off Uwg. [*fjalls- 
mid]; de Longemi [l&g"g3mi-] off 
Un. [prob. *l9ngu-mid, from “langa”, 
the ling-, ling-fishing is carried on 
here]. — O.N. mid, n., a) a mark, 
by which to locate-, b) a fishing- 
ground, located by means of land- 
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marks. L.Sc. meith, sb., a mark, 
a sign (Jam.). 

mid2 [mid, mid], sb., a mite, 
a small maggot in fish (or flesh). 
Fe., Y. Is doubtless No. mit (miit), 
m., Da. mide, c., Germ, miete, mite, 
thus originally diff. from med, sb.; 
see med, yb. 

mid1 [mid], vb., to mark, to lo- 
cate, esp. in boat-fishing: to try to 
find a fishing-ground by means of 
landmarks, mids. Du.: mid [mid] 
and mip [m!p]. Conn.: mid [mid]. 
Wh. occas.: med [mg3d]. — O.N. 
mida, vb., to mark a place. 

mid2 [mid, mid], vb., to begin to 
swarm with mites or small mag- 
gots, mids, esp. appl. to fish (or 
flesh); de fish is midet, the fish 
has begun to swarm with maggots. 
Fe., Y. From mid2, sb. Origin- 
ally diff. from med, vb.; q.v. 

middel [midol (medal, madal)], sb., 
ear-mark in sheep: a rectangular 
incision, made from the top down 
to the middle of the ear; a m. i’ 
de lug (the ear). U. Cf. Fser. “mitt 
lir heilun”, and “midjulutad lirstugv”: 
ear-marks, sheep-marks, of which the 
former exactly corresponds to the 
Shetl. middel; the latter is the same, 
after the top of the ear has been 
cut off. — Cf. grind, sb. 3. 

middeld [midaid (medald, madald)], 
adj., of a sheep’s ear: having an in- 
cision called middel; a m. lug. U. 
See the preceding word. 

midder [midar (medar)], sb., prop- 
erly mother (L.Sc. mither), but com- 
monly used of something large, full- 
grown and old. Thus, e.g. of a 
very big, full-grown ling, = m a m a, 
sb. Further in compds. as: ebb- 
midder (q.v.), sogga-midder, taati 
[‘potato’]-midder, worsa(wirs a)-mid- 
der, midder-grice, midder-ta, midder 
“mellishin” (= malediction). — “De 
midder o’ de sea” was a sea-deity, 

whom the fishermen besought for 
protection against the devil (Lunn.). 

midder’s alane [midars alen-, 
alen’], adv., quite alone. Nmn.(N.Roe). 
Cf. No. moder-aaleine, Sw. moders 
allena, Da. “mutters” alene, Germ, 
mutter allein, adv., id. — Now other- 
wise more comm, in Shetl.: lof [lof] 
alane, lifen [lif-] or lofen lane, lif 
alane, which is L.Sc. leefow lane, 
quite alone. 

mid-hai [midhaf], sb., the piece 
of water half-way between the land 
and the farthest deep-sea fishing 
grounds. Umo. — See haf, sb. _ 

mid-rum [midrum, -rum (rom)], 
sb., the midmost space (between 
the thwarts) in a boat. — mid- 
rumband [mid"rumbfmd' or -band’; 
midrdm-], sb., ribs or knee-timber, 
band, in de midrum.— See rum, 
sb. 

mikkel [mikal], I) adj.^rart; much, 
now superseded by the form muk- 
kel [mokol], which is L.Sc. muckle. 
*Mikkel Roe [mikal ro], an older 
form for Mukkel Roe, an isle off 
Dew., on the west side of Shetland: 
*rau50y mikla, the great red isle 
(thus named owing to the red 
colour of the rocks), in former times 
also written “Ruoy stour”: *rau50y 
stora. O.N. mikill, Eng. dial, mickle, 
adj., great; much. II) adv., much, 
= Eng. dial, mickle. 

Mikkels-mass.’ Michaelmas, 29th 
of September (old style), 12th of 
October (new style). 

mild1 [maid], vb., to crush into 
small pieces, to crumble; he milded 
de bread in or atill [‘into’] de milk. 
Ai. O.N. mylja, vb., to crush. The 
final d in mild may have come 
from molder; see molder, sb. and 
vb. Note, however, also Icel. mylda, 
vb., in sense of to trample down, 
to crush (B.H.), and see the foil, 
word. 
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mild2 [mild, mei[d, meild, m^ild, 

m®ildj, vb., to smooth the earth 
after the sowing of the seed, esp. 
by means of a piece of wood, called 
“de mildin-stump, mildin-stick, 
-clog or -club”, to m. de grund or 
de taati [‘potato’]-muld, to m. doon 
de seed. Y. [Yh.: mild, mei[d; Ym. 
and Ye.: m£ild, m*ild]. Du.: mill 
[mall], to m. de taati-muld. Else- 
where comm.: mold (moldo), vb.; 
q.v. — O.N. mylda, vb., to cover 
with mould. No. and Fser. mylda, 
vb., esp. to smooth the soil after 
the sowing (and harrowing). 

mildinstump [mil”dmsto‘mp‘, m3i]"- 
ansto‘mp-], mildinastump [(mil-dina- 
sto‘mp-) mi]"anasto‘mp-, m3i["ana-], 
sb., a thick, flat, square piece of 
wood, fixed slantingly to a wooden 
handle, and by which the field is 
smoothed after the sowing of the 
seed. Yh. By abbr.: millastump 
[mil"asto‘mp-]. *myldingarstumpr. 
See mild2, vb. and stump, sb. — 
Also “mildin-stick” and “mildina- 
stick” (Yh.). — Elsewhere more 
comm, moldoin klubb, club or 
clog; see mold, moldo, vb. 

milk [mi‘lk, mei‘[k, m^i'lk], sb., 
the milt of a male fish. — No. 
mjolke, Sw. mjolke, Icel. mjolkvi, 
m., Da. mselke, c., milt. 

milk [mi'lk (mei‘[k, m£ei‘]k)]-//s/i, 
sb., a milter, — sill-fish. See the 
preceding word. 

*niilla [mi]a, me]a, ma[a] and 
*milli [meli, mali], prep., between; 
among. Only preserved in certain 
exprs.: a) husamilla [hus,ame["a 
(-mi["a), -ma]"a; hos'a-], adv., from 
house to house (collecting news, 
gossip), prop, among the houses: 
*htisa milium; to geng [‘go’] h.; b) 
millablanda and c) milla-dyke, 
sbs. — see the two foil, words; d) 
*milla gorda [(me]a) ma]a gorda], 
“between the fences or the enclos- 
ures” (Esh., Nmw.), tabu-expr., used 

by fishermen at sea, in finding a 
fishing-ground; see further *gord, 
sb. e) skottamilliskrua, -skru 
(kattamilla) [skot"amaHskru", skoi"- 
ta-; ska(j"imel,iskrn"a; kat’ame]”a], 
to rinn sk., to run (Icel. skotta) 
among the corn-stacks (de skrus), 
a playing at hide-and-seek; f) *s(j)us- 
amillabakka [su"same]'abak"a 
Ojus-)], “between the sea and the 
coast” (Un.), expr. belonging to 
fishermen’s tabu-language [*sjos-a- 
milli-bakka for *dmilli sjos ok bakka]; 
see further this expr. and the ex- 
planation with regard to its use. — 
milla, and in a single instance 
millen (mellen) [melon (melon), 
me]on], is often found in place-names, 
in which it governs a substantive 
(gen. pi.), denoting a place situated 
between two other places of a uni- 
form character. Examples: a) Mil- 
len (Mellen) fjella [melon or melon 
fjela, me[on fje[a] (Yh.), “between 
the hills (mountains)” [*millum fella 
or fjalla]; explained 1894 by a single 
reporter in Buster, Yh., as “atween 
de hills”, which proves that the 
meaning of the word “millen” had 
not been lost at that time. Milla 
fjela [meja fjela] (Fe.): the same 
name; b) Milla gorda [meja (moja) 
gorda], “between the fences” [♦mil- 
ium garda], as a place-name, inter 
alia in U. and Fe.; see *gord, sb. 
In Esh., Nmw., “milla gorda” is 
used as tabu-term (place-name tabu) 
at sea; see above; c) Milla hella 
[mela h6]a] (Fe.), may be either ♦milium hellna, “between the flat 
rocks (by the sea-shore)” (O.N. 
hella, f.), or ♦milium hella, “be- 
tween the rocky caves” (O.N. hellir, 
m.); d) Milla stakki [(me]a) moja 
staki] (Trebister, Nessw., Sound near 
Lerwick, M.), “between the rocks 
(skerries)”: *millum stakka; e) Milla 
stena [me]a stena, s(ena, sl^ena] 
(Gerwick, Un.), “between the stones 
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(the high rocks or skerries)”: "‘mil- 
ium steina; f) Milla vatna [me[a 
va'tna] (Fe.), “between the lakes 
(waters)”: "‘milium vatna. — In Fo. 
is reported a form midi a [midla, 
media], between, in the place-name 
“Midla jouna [jouna]” or “Midla 
jongna, jungna [jougna]”, part of a 
ridge running westward from the 
southern slope of the hill Hamna- 
fell; a depression or hollow appears 
on either side of the ridge. May 
poss. be a "‘milium gjdnna, “be- 
tween the clefts” (O.N. gja, f., a 
rift, cleft in the landscape, Shetl. 
gjo), though the hollows mentioned 
may only approximately be regarded 
as clefts. Deriv. from O.N. a, f., a 
stream, brook, does not seem to 
apply, in this case, to the descrip- 
tion of the place, as it is only 
through one of the clefts that a small 
brook flows. — O.N. millim, milium, 
a m., i m., prep, between. 

millablanda [mi] ablari da, me] a- 
(maj-a-)], sb., 1) mixed oat- and barley- 
meal. Uwg. Comm, only bland a, 
which, however, esp. denotes mixed 
grain, millablanda is applied to 
the meal ground from blanda, esp. 
from blanda-bursten; see bursten, 
sb. 2) untidy mixture or heap of 
things put together; muddle; dis- 
order; confusion; de tings wis 
[‘was’ = ‘were’] a’ [‘all’] in a m. 
U. (Us.). Also used as a perf. part, 
of an obsolete verb "'millablanda: 
de tings wis a’m., the things were 
all flung together, confusedly. (Us.: 
mi]a-, me[a-). In sense 2 is also 
found an abbreviated form mill- 
bland or mollbland [(molblaiid1) 
molblaiid-]. De. (mollbland). As a 
verb: mollbland; q.v. — "‘milli(m)- 
blanda. See "“milla, prep., and 
blanda, sb. 

"‘milla [mela]-cfyfce, sb., cross- 
fence, connecting two tun-dykes or 
fences surrounding the home-fields. 

Fe. Prop, “between fence”, "‘milli- 
(garflr). 

mill-grot [mil (mel, mol, mAl)-- 
grot-] and m///-grud [grud, grn3d], 
sb., a species of stone (micaceous 
gneiss) from which millstones are 
made. See grot1 (and *grud), sb. 

millin [milin, mohn], sb., a par- 
ticle, a tiny portion of something, 
esp. of something crushed or 
crumbled; gane [‘gone’] or broken 
i’ millins. Ym.: milin. Du: malm, 
"‘myl-. Cf. No. myl, n., = mul, n., 
aparticle. See mulin1 and m0l(l)in, 
sbs. 

milt [ma‘lt (mA‘lt)] and milti 
[ma‘lti, mA‘lti], sb., the milt. O.N. 
milti, n., Da. milt, the milt. 

"‘min [min, min], poss. pron., my; 
found only in some old rhymes and 
rigmaroles. A neut. form mit [mit, 
mit] is preserved in the compd. 
lam mit, prop, my lamb, now only 
used as a term of endearment; q.v. 

minget [miggat], adj., minded, in 
a certain way (Fe.), in the compd. 
ill-minget; q.v. 

mingrablanda [migTabla'nda, 
-blaq'da; mnyara-], sb., untidy mix- 
ture; muddle; disorder; confusion, 
= millablanda, sb. 2. Also used 
adjectivally: hit is a’ gane m., it 
has all become mixed together, con- 
fusedly. U. — mingra- poss. for 
"‘mingla (by dissimilating influence 
of 1 in blanda); cf. Sw. dial, mangla, 
vb., to mix; mingle. See menget, 
adj. 

mings, vb., see meng, vb. 
mink [me‘gk, ma‘gk, mA‘gk], sb., 

diminution; to mak’ a m. in or 
atill onyting, to take of something, 
and thereby diminish it; dis can 
hardly mak’ a m. or mon atill it, 
this can hardly make any difference 
or decrease therein (Un.: me‘gk). 
— No. minke, m., diminution. See 
the foil. word. 

mink [(mi‘gk) me‘gk, m9‘gk,mA‘gk], 
36 
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vb., 1) a) vb. a., to diminish, b) vb. 
n., to cause a visible decrease; 
we’re [‘have’] never minked [me‘g- 
kad, ma'gkad (mA'gkad)] ut o’ wir 
[‘our’] kist, we have not yet taken 
so much from our chest that it 
will make any noticeable diminu- 
tion; we’re [‘have’] never minked 
upo de rig (corn-rig), e.g. in reap- 
ing of corn: we have not yet made 
any visible progress (decreased the 
corn noticeably) in the field. 2) 
vb. n., to grow less, to diminish; 
to m. awaa, to grow less or de- 
crease gradually, to dwindle. — O.N. 
minka, vb., a) to lessen, diminish; 
b) to grow less, decrease. 

minki [mi‘gki, me‘gki, mo'gki 
(mA'gki)], adj., diminutive; a m. 
(piri m.) ting; a piri m. corn (par- 
ticle) o’ onyting [‘anything’ = some- 
thing]. See the preceding word. 
Cf. also L.Sc. minikin, adj., very 
small. 

minkwamin [migkwa'min, m3iri- 
kwa'min], adj., appl. to weather: 
sultry and damp, alternately calm 
and windy; m. wadder. Also appl. 
to a short period of time, a day of 
such weather: a m. day. Esh.,Nmw. 
A form milkwamin [m^ilkwa’min] 
is also reported, but not further con- 
firmed (Esh.). — With the latter part 
of the compd., kwamin, may be 
compared No. kvam, adj., a) having 
the respiratory organs clogged; b) 
appl. to air: close, sultry, Sw. dial, 
kvammen, adj., close, stifling, No. 
kvama (“kvaamaa”): appl. to cur- 
rents of air: lacking an outlet and 
therefore returning (R.). The first part 
min is doubtful; it might be thought 
an original *myng- (or ming-), from 
which No. myngla, vb., to become 
musty, and myngja, vb., to brood 
over something, which are nasalized 
parallel forms to mygla, vb., to be- 
come musty (also to brood over 
something), from *mugg-. mil-, in 

that case, might be a *mygl-. For 
mugg- and mygl- in Shetl., appl. 
to sultry, damp weather, see mugg 
and molg, sbs. min- might, how- 
ever, also be thought to stand for 
a *mim-, and to be classed with 
Da. dial. (Jut.) mims(e), c., warm 
haze (Fejlb.), close vapour, that 
sometimes rises in the air in sum- 
mer (Molb.). 

minn, sb., see minni, sb. 
minnablanda [mig-ablag’da], sb. 

= mingra-and millablanda. Uw». 
minnamogi [muyamog’i (-mogi), 

meiya-, m3ii"a-], sb., the foremost 
part of the stomach of a fish, at- 
tached to the head when cut off. 
“de hook is gane [‘gone’] in i’ de 
very m.” (when the fish has swal- 
lowed the hook too far down), 
[mu^'amogi (meii"a-)]: U. [mog"- 
amog'i]: Yh’n. minnmogi [min"- 
mog'i]: Du. (Ireland), mjonamogi 
[mjr’namog’i]: Fe. occas. — Orig- 
inally doubtless a *mynni(s)-magi, 
m., “mouth stomach”, or *maga- 
mynni, n., pylorus, as the present 
form of the word may be due to 
metathesis of the two parts of the 
compd. See further monnmogi 
(moinmogi), sb. 

minnet (minjet) [meni3t, m^njot 
(maqat)], adj., minded, of a certain 
disposition, in the compd. ill-min- 
net, -minjet (Fe.); q.v. 

*minni [mini (meni), meqi (moni), 
morp] and *minn [mm (men), man, 
main], sb., (mouth) opening into which 
a firth or bay disembogues; an 
inlet-, strait-, sound-, bay. The word 
is now found only as a place-name, 
uncompounded or as the second 
part of compd., but bordering on a 
common noun, because the meaning 
is still understood in several places 
by the common people. Examples: 
a) minni. “de m. [miqi, meip] o’ 
Glup”, the inlet to Glup Voe (Da. 
v&g = inlet), Yn. de M. [meip, 
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maiji] = “de Mooth o’ Finni (Funni) 
[faiii]”, a small, open bay in Fee. 
de M. [mei^i, mai^i] o’ Aid (Aith- 
ness, Br.), a small bay: *ei5s-mynni 
or minni. de M. [maip] o’ Finni 
[faip], a small bay on the north side 
of “de Holm o’ Noss”, near Br. b) 
minn. Kleverminn [kle■■v^rm^n•] 
(Fo.): *kleberg(s)-mynni or minni; 
see kleberg, sb. de Skoraminn 
[skcrramen', -man’] = “de Skor 
[skor] sund”, the sound between the 
isle of Bressay and the islet “de 
Skor [skor] Head”. Swartbaks Minn 
[swarbaks men, main]= “de Mooth 
o’ de Minn [(men) main]”, the inlet 
between the isles of Muckle Roe and 
Vementry, which leads into the bays 
of Aith Voe (Ai.), Gonfirth Voe, 
Olnafirth and Busta Voe (Dew.); 
named after the foreland “Swartbaks 
Head” on Vementry". Yog Minn 
[vog men (man)], the inlet to Gun- 
nister Voe, Nmw.: *vdg-mynni or 
minni. — O.N. mynni and minni, n., 
mouth, opening, into which a stream 
or a firth disembogues; No. mynne 
and minne, n. 

*minni [mm(n)#i], adv., in the expr. 
“o minni [omm(n)i, amin^’i]”, 
to-morrow, found in a rigmarole 
from Fo., partly in Norn, partly in 
L.Sc. — *a myr(g)ni = O.N. a (f) 
myrginn, a (f) morginn, adv., to- 
morrow, also a mor(g)ni, f mor(g)ni. 
— The form of pronunc. “aminn'i” 
might also be a *f myrgni. 

mined [mined', mino3d'] and mi- 
nud [minn3d', minu'ad], sb., pro- 
perly, as it seems: midnight, but 
noted down only in the foil, exprs.: 
a) to wak [wsk] de m., to sit up 
late at night; b) to rek [re3k, re3k] 
de m., to gad about, and come 
home late at night. Fe. to wak de 
m., prop, to be awake at midnight 
[Shetl. wak = O.N. vaka, Eng. wake], 
to rek de m.: to gad or saunter 
about at midnight [O.N. reika, Shetl. 

rek, vb., to saunter about]. — O.N. 
*mi<5natt, f. (comm, in a derived 
form: midnaetti, n.), Faer. midn^tt, 
f., midnight, -nod (-nud) in Shetl. 
represents *-nott (*-nutt), because 
doubtless the main stress was orig- 
inally laid on the first part of the 
compd. -nod, acc. to Shetl. phon- 
ology, is most easily explained from 
the form “n&tt” in O.N., and -nud 
from “nott”, a form which appears 
in O.N. beside “n&tt”. 

fmint1 [mo'nt], sb., anything ser- 
ving as an ornament, distinction or 
mark of honour; mostly jocularly or 
ironically. “Sho [‘she’] finks it a 
m. upon her” (appl. to something 
which really has little value). Yn. 
Might not the word be Da. mont, 
a coin, used in sense of medal, 
hence ornament, distinction? Or — 
with regard to the change nd > nt 
in Norn (see mint, vb.) — O.N. 
mynd, f., image; shape; figure? 

mint2 [mo'nt], sb., a diminutive 
being or object; a piri m. o’ a 
ting (e.g. appl. to a little child). 
S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). For *mink? See 
mink, sb. and vb., as well as minki, 
adj. 

mint [ma‘nt], vb., to endeavour 
to form or shape something; to 
make an attempt (fumbling attempt) 
to fashion or shape an object, to m. 
at onyting. Y., Fe. To this may be 
compared Da. dial. (Jut.) mynte, vb., 
to fashion; modify (Fejlb.). O.N. 
mynda, vb., to fashion; shape. L.Sc. 
mint, vb., a) to aim, to take aim, 
to m. at; b) to attempt {Jam.). As 
final nd in Shetl. Norn often changes 
to nt, Shetl. mint, in this case, 
need not be explained as a loan- 
word from L.Sc.; moreover, the mean- 
ing of the word seems to come 
closer to Jut. “mynte” than to L.Sc. 
“mint”. As to the final nt in Shetl. 
cf. also No. (Mandal, Lister) mynt 
= mynd, f., nature; kind; quality, 

36* 
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etc. (O.N. mynd, f., image; shape; 
kind). 

*minvega [manveg’a (menveg’a)], 
sb., outline; form; outward marks 
of distinction, esp. as regards shape 
and character, which enable one 
to find the thing, searched for, in 
the dark; I ken it by de m. o’ it. 
Fo. May be a *mindvega from 
an original *mynd-vegr. O.N. mynd, 
f., a) figure; image; shape; b) kind; 
mode, vegr, m., road, also inter alia 
mode; kind. 

minvidd [monvid-], sb., something 
which is difficult to trace or pene- 
trate; specious circumstances of 
a case. “I saw t’rough de m. o’ 
dat a’ de time”, I saw through all 
the speciousness of that case. Yh. 
The word may be either a *men- 
vid from an original *meinvit, n. 
(cf. No. meinvitug, adj., cunning; 
deceitful), or rather a “*myn(ju)- 
vitt”, and the same word as mon- 
vidd, sb. (q.v.), gloom; dusk. 

mird [mard] and mirj (mirdj, 
mirgj) [mard/J, sb., an accumula- 
tion; a close-packed crowd, esp. of 
small things (creatures, or objects); 
a m. o’ fish, o’ taaties [‘potatoes’], 
o’ worms or meds (maggots in 
fish): C. a mirj [mard/J o’ sil- 
leks, a great, dense shoal of quite 
young coalfish (Un.); der’r a mirj 
o’ taaties aboot de “shoe” (the po- 
tato-stalk): Un. mirj [mard/J is the 
common form in N.Sh. mird and 
“mard^” may be O.N. mergd, mul- 
titude; plenty, but the prevaling a- 
sound (not £ or ae) is, in that case, 
somewhat remarkable. Owing to 
phonetic reasons it is more prob- 
able to suggest a root-form *myr-, 
arisen by i-mutation from the stem 
*mor. mird might suggest an older 
*myr6(i), formed from O.N. mord, 
n., a great quantity. The form 
“mard^” may doubtless be explained 
rather from *mor and *myr- than 

from “mergd”. Cf. a) No. myrja, f., 
a mass; great quantity, Sw. morja, 
f., dirty mixture; mud; mire, and 
b) Icel. mora, vb., to be present in 
countless numbers, to swarm (pat 
morar af fiskum, fuglum. E.J.), and 
see morg, sb. 

mird [mard] and mirj [mard^], 
vb., to crowd together, to put a 
great quantity (esp. of small things) 
too closely together, e.g. in plant- 
ing potatoes, to m. taaties, to plant 
potatoes too closely, —Xo pramm. 
dey’re mirjd [mard/jd], appl. to a 
flock: they are too closely crowded 
together.— Metaph.: to be mirded 
[mardad] in onyting, mirded aboot, 
to have in abundance, abundant 
wealth (Wh.). — Prob. an original 
*myrda and "‘myrja. See the ety- 
mologies given under the preceding 
word. No. myrja, vb., is used in 
different senses. 

mirdin [mardin], adj., of an un- 
usual circumference; very tall or 
long; huge; a m. fellow or ting; a 
m. (very long) kiss. Uwg. Cf. a) 
No. mord- as intensive prefix, de- 
noting something forcible, persistent; 
b) No. myrje- (as the first part of 
compd.), and myrjeleg, adj., big; 
stout; impetuous (R.). 

mire-snipe, sb., the snipe, Sco- 
lopax gallinago. Also L.Scottish. 
Anglicised form from an old *m^r- 
snlpa, Icel. and Faer. m^risnlpa, No. 
and Sw. myrsnipa, f. 

mirj [mardij], sb. and vb., see 
mird, sb. and vb. 

mirk [ma‘rk], adj., dark. O.N. 
myrkr, Eng. (obs.) and L.S. mirk, 
adj. A superlative form (orig. from 
O.N.) dat. sing, masc., mirkastim 
[O.N. myrkustum] is handed down 
in an old (now obs.), rhymed for- 
mula: “i’ mirkastim hura”, in the 
darkest hour. The masc. form “hura” 
(Eng. hour) has replaced an older 
O.N. tlmi, m.: 1 myrkustum tlma. 
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The formula is found in the story 
“Da Tief i’ da Neean” (Shetland 
Times 1879), in which the phrase 
in question is written by the author 
as “i’ mirk-as-dim hura” (a glimer 
i’ mirk-as-dim hura). See further 
Introd. (Fragments of Norn). 

mirkabrod, mirkebrod [mo'r ks- 
brod', -br&d' (m3‘r"ka-, msV’ki-)], 
sb., a) mist covering the hill-tops, 
followed by wind (corresponds to 
Faer. skadda, f.); b) small fog-banks 
or scattered patches of mist with 
uneven, squally wind; c) misty 
clouds drifting before the wind. 
Conti. Prob. an original *myrkva- 
brot or *mjprkvabrot, from O.N. 
myrkvi, mjprkvi, m., (darkness) fog, 
Shetl. *mjork (*mork, mirk), and 
brot, n., a fragment, piece of some- 
thing broken, etc., Shetl. brod1, sb. 

mirkel [me'rksl, ma'rkal], sb., re- 
ported in the pi., mirkels: radical 
leaves of edible seaweed, alaria es- 
culenta (fucus esculentus). — More 
comm, in the Orkneys (mirkels). — 
Faer. mirkjallur [mi‘rt«adlor] and 
mirkjalla [mi‘rt^adla], f., the thick 
rib of the leaf of edible seaweed. 

mirken, mirkend [m9‘rk3n(d)], 
adj., see morken, adj. 

mirker [mi‘rk3r, me'rkar, ma'rkar], 
sb., darkness. O.N. myrkr, n., id. 

mirki [ma'rki], sb., a deep, dark cave. 
mirkn. mirken [ma'rksn], vb., to 

grow dark, esp. to become even- 
ing; he is mirknin, darkness is 
coming on. Sometimes as vb. a.: 
he is mirknin de “lum” (de liver: 
Yn.), it is beginning to grow dark 
in the louver (see *ljora, sb.), it 
is growing dusk. — O.N. myrkna, 
vb., to grow dark, L.Sc. mirken, vb. 

mirknin [m3‘rknin], sb., twilight, 
esp. appl. to the latter part of the 
twilight, opposed to “de homin’’, 
which commonly denotes the early 
twilight. — No. myrkning, f., Da. 
morkning, c., twilight, “mirkness”, 

sb., darkness, borrowed from L.Sc., 
differs from mirknin. 

mirl [(mir3l) mer3l, mar3!], sb., 
sudden movements following in 
quick succession: a) a sprawling; 
b) jumping (from joy); c) a quiver- 
ing; trembling; quaking; — he is 
a’ [‘all’] in a m., a) he is jumping 
and dancing from joy; b) he is 
trembling all over from excitement 
(passion, joy, anxiety) (Sa.). See 
the foil. word. 

mirl [(mir3l) mer3l, mar3! (maral)], 
vb., to make sudden movements, 
following in quick succession: a) 
to sprawl; b) to jump and dance 
(from joy of life); c) to quiver, 
tremble and shake violently; d) to 
be very restless and feverish (al- 
ways moving); e) to be very change- 
able and capricious. Reported from 
U. [mer3l, mar3l] in senses a, b, d, 
e; from Sa. [mer3l, mar3l] and Du. 
[mar3l] in senses c and d; he is 
mirlin wi’ joy, a) he is jumping 
and dancing from joy (U.); b) he 
is trembling from joy (Sa., Du.). 
— Sometimes used as vb. a.: de 
lamb is mirlin its feet, the lamb 
is trembling on its feet (Sa.). — 
mirlin, pres, part., a) sprawling, 
jumping and dancing; b) trembling, 
quivering, shaking; c) very restless 
and feverish; d) very changeable 
and capricious (Un.: mirlin, merlin). 
— Deriv. of mirr, vb.; q.v. Cf. 
Sw. (dial.) morla, myrla (morla, 
merla), vb., a) to creep; swarm; b) 
to tingle; prick; ache, = Shetl. 
mirr, vb. Da. dial, myrle, vb., to 
creep; swarm. 

mirlikogjimrli-coag-Ptmar’likog-], 
sb., a useless pegtop. Fe. From 
mirl, vb. The second part of the 
compd. is to be classed with No. 
kok (oo), m., Sw. koka, f. (O.N. 
kqkkr, m.), a lump, or with L. 
Scottish cog, coag, sb., a hollow 
wooden vessel of a circular form? 
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mirr [(mirr) merr, marr], sb., 1) 

a slight vibration; trembling; quiver- 
ing; shaking. 2) a tingling, itch- 
ing, pricking sensation in the body 
or in a limb. 3) quivering motion 
in the atmosphere (esp. in summer), 
gossamer (motion in the cobwebs), 
de summer (simmer)-m.: Papa Stour. 
In this sense also mirra [(merra) 
marra], summer (simmer)-mirra, and 
mirrin [marrin]: Nm. “de (sum- 
mer-) mirr(-a) is gaun [‘going’]”; 
“der’r a mirrin ower de hill”. — 
With mirr 1, and esp. 2, cf. No. 
mirr (myrr), n., a tingling; itching, 
prop, a trembling; quivering. With 
mirr 3 may be compared No. myrr, 
n., swirls and bubbles on the sur- 
face of the water (above a shoal 
offish). 

mirr [(mirr) merr, marr], vb., 1) 
to tremble; vibrate; quiver. 2) to 
tingle-, prick-, ache, appl. to a slight, 
continuous, pricking sensation; “I 
felt it mirrin i’ my airm [‘arm’]” 
(U.). Prop. appl. to short, sudden 
and quick movements; cf. the de- 
rived form mirl, vb. — No. mirra 
(myrra), vb , to tingle-, prick-, itch 
(appl. to a slight, continuous tingl- 
ing in the body). 

mirra1 [(merra) marra], sb., gos- 
samer; see mirr, sb. -3. 

mirra2 [marra], sb., pet name for 
a cat, = pussi. Fe. Prop, the 
murmuring one, from an old *murra, 
vb., to murmur-, grumble. Cf. L.Sc. 
murr, vb., appl. to a cat: to purr. 

mirriben [marr iben1 (-ben’)], sb., 
a bone, esp. of the elbow, when 
jogged, causing a disagreeable, 
tingling sensation-, the ‘funny-bone’. 
See mirr, sb. 

mirt [ma‘rt] and mirtek [ma'rtak], 
sb., disparaging term, appl. to a small 
object or living creature. Conn., 
Du. Prob. a form with i-mutation: 
*myrti, n., from O.N. murtr, m., a 

small object or creature (a fish). 
See further murt, sb. 

*mis(j)a [m!\<ja‘], sb., agitated state 
of the sea\ a uru and a m. Re- 
ported in the fishermen’s verse “I 
lay and I hanvaged. ...” (see In- 
trod., Fragments of Norn). Un. The 
word is hardly a compd., as might 
be suggested by the equal stress of 
both syllables. More prob. a fern, 
word of which the ending, -a, has 
been stressed. For more examples 
of Norn words in which the ending 
and the main syllable have been 
equally stressed, see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII) § 41, the end: Stress; 
as well as articles, e.g.: a) rura 
[ru-ra-, rir°ra-], sb., stir; disorder-, 
confusion-, b) folgju, grinsku 
(green-sku; under gronska), ilskae, 
ilske (under ilska1), sbs.: fern, 
words ending in -a in O.N.; c) 
bjintaar (under binder), klovann 
and klovandi (under klovi), la- 
verni (*liverni), stongari, sbs., 
ilskod, sb., prop. adj. (under il- 
sket, adj.). — misja, if account is 
taken of the kind of stressing here 
treated, might be O.N. mysa, f., 
whey, applied comparatively to the 
colour of the surface of the agitated 
sea, and then to the agitated sea 
itself. In U. the application of the 
word miseri, “misery” [ml"s3ri', 
mis"9rr], of commotion in the sea, 
might be due to a phonetic associa- 
tion of mis(j)a with Eng. misery, sb. 

mis-ft/d [mis'bid', misbid-], vb., 
to underbid-, to wrong. O.N. mis- 
bjoda, vb., to molest-, to injure-, No. 
misbjoda, Da, misbyde, Sw. miss- 
bjuda, vb., to underbid. — Beside 
misbid, has been handed down an 
old perf. part, form misboden 
[mis^bo'dan], underbid-, wronged, 
— O.N. misbodinn, Eng. (obs.) mis- 
boden (from “misbede”, vb.). 

mis-Zare, and more commonly: 
misfor [mis'for, misfsr, -foV], vb., 
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to miscarry, to be injured-, also to 
meet with misfortune. In the pre- 
terite: misfor [-for, -f0ar] or (now 
more commonly) misford [-ford, 
-foard]. Sometimes impers.: hit mis- 
ford, it did not succeed (Sa.). In 
a special sense to perish at sea, 
to be lost-, applied to a boat or 
ship: to capsize, wreck-, de boat or 
ship misfor (U.: misfoV). A rhyme 
handed down comes from Nm., be- 
ginning: 
In ancient times der wer’ a wrack [wrak = wreck], a ship misfor [misfor] on (at) Stura- stakk  
Also misford [mislord', misford-, 
-fo3rd‘], vb., in the preterite: mis- 
forded [misfordod, -foVdod] (Fe. 
and several places). — Perf. part, mis- 
foren [mis’fo'ron, misfoTOn (-fo3ron)], 
a) perished at sea-, b) met with 
an accident, used in an extended 
sense; de coo is misforen, a) the 
cow has been hurt (e.g. by a fall); 
/?) the cow has calved prematurely. 
Conn. Applied to a person also in 
a transferred sense: gone wrong, ad- 
dicted to drink (C.). — O.N. mis- 
fara, vb., to miscarry, to fare ill-, 
to be injured. L.Sc. misfare and 
misfuir, vb., to miscarry-, to perish. 
For the final d in misford, vb., see 
ford, sb. and vb. — A form mis- 
fol [misfol'], reported from U., is 
doubtless the same word, with change 
of r to 1, though O.N. misfalla, vb., 
to go amiss, might also be suggested. 

misfel, vb., see the preceding 
word. 

misfer [misfor, -fo3r], and more 
commonly misferd [misford-, -fo3rd-], 
sb., misfortune-, accident-, injury, 
loss; to com’ till [‘to’] a m. (Uc.: 
misf03rd-). Also shipwreck at sea. 
Edm.: “misfure, a boat that has 
perished at sea with its crew”. — 
O.N. misfpr and misferd, f., mis- 
carriage; accident.— See ford1, sb. 

misfor, vb., see “mis-fare”, vb. 
Pmisgar, sb., a fissure in sandy 

ground. Edm.: “misgar, a kind 
of trench in sandy ground, occas- 
ioned by the wind driving away the 
sand, O. and S.;” not confirmed. 

misgeng [mis’gfg-, misgfg1, -gaeg'], 
vb., to miss each other, to go dif- 
ferent ways, to pass each other 
without meeting, appl. to two per- 
sons seeking each other; to m. ane 
anidder [‘one another’]; dey “mis- 
guid” [god = ‘went’] ane anidder 
(Sa.: mis'gseg1, misgseg')- — No. 
misganga, vb., and misfarast, vb. 
refl., Peer, misfarast, vb. refl., id. 

misglom [misglonr, misglom-] and 
misglem, -glim(m) [misglem*, -glenr, 
-glim ], vb., to neglect, or forget to 
do a thing; he misglomd, -glemd 
it. W.: [misglonr (-glenr)]. Sa.: 
[misglom-, -glenr (-glim-)]. Du. [mis- 
glem-, -glenr, -glim-]. — O.N. mis- 
gloyma, vb., to forget, neglect. 

mishandl [mis-han-dol, mishan’dol], 
vb., to ill-treat, to hurt by rough 
usage. 

miskenn [misken-, -ken-], vb., 1) 
to mistake one person for another; 
to m. a body. 2) to undervalue, 
to fail to appreciate, a misken- 
nin frend, “friend”, a relative who 
has not treated another as he should 
(Y. and Fe.: miskemin). — O.N. 
miskenna, vb., to mistake one per- 
son for another. 

miskeptet [miskep’tot, misHeptot 
(-kseptot, -Hseptot)], adj., having a 
misshapen mouth, esp. a protrud- 
ing, lower jaw; a m. horse. U. (Fe.?). 
*mis-keptottr? O.N. keptr, kjaptr, m., 
the jaw, mouth. — A form mons- 
kebdet [monskaeb'dot (-keb’dot), 
monsl^eb'dot, -ad] (Y.) is doubtless 
the same word, but corrupted owing 
to association with *monn, sb., the 
mouth. An original *munnskeifr, wry- 
mouthed (O.N. skeifr, adj., askew, 
oblique), might also be suggested. 
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Compare skeb-mooth’d, adj. In Fe. 
a compd. skevkeptet [*skeif-kept- 
ottr], q.v., has replaced miskeptet. 

mislited [misht'od], adj., stained, 
having got ugly stains in dyeing, 
appl. to wool and cloth. Barclay: 
mis-littit. — O.N. mislitr, adj., varie- 
gated. — See lit, sb. 

mismand [mismand-], adj., weak- 
ened, exhausted by exertion. Du. 
Prob.: *mismanna5r or mismenntr, 
deprived of manhood (O.N. mann- 
adr and menntr, adj., endowed with 
the qualities of manhood). Cf. No. 
mismannsleg, adj., poor-looking, and 
mismenne, n., a poor wretch. 

mismark [mis'maVk’, misma'rk’], 
vb., is old in a special sense of to 
mark another man’s lamb with one’s 
own mark (ear-mark). O.N. mis- 
marka, vb., id.; mismarka lamb. 

miss [miss, mess (moss)], sb., 
frequently used for Eng. loss, sb. 
In a special sense loss by death of 
a person or an animal-, see miss, 
vb. O.N. missa, f., and missir, m., 
Fser. missur, m., a loss. 

miss [miss, mess (moss)], vb., to 
lose, in a special sense: to lose by 
death-, to m. a bairn; dey missed 
or mist deir bairn. “we never 
used ta m. mony sheep” .... (da 
Tief i da Neean). O.N. missa, vb., 
to miss, lose. — miss is now com- 
monly used in Shetl. in the same 
sense as Eng. miss, vb., while Eng. 
“lose” frequently replaces the old 
miss. — In a special sense mis- 
sin, pres, part., appl. to the tide: 
slackening, of the tide when the 
moon is on the wane, a miss in 
stream or tide, a decreasing, not 
quite full tide (Uwg.). See the foil, 
word. 

missin [missin (messm, mossin)], 
sb., a slackening, decreasing, esp. 
of the tide: de m. o’ de tide, 
the slackening of the tide shortly 
before it turns-, also the still- 

ness of the tide immediately be- 
fore it turns. U". The word is 
doubtless a *missan or *missing 
from O.N. missa, vb., to miss, lose-, 
also impers. (with the gen.): to cease. 
— Somewhat different from the sub- 
stantive missin is found the pres, 
part, form missin, in the expr. “a 
missin stream or tide”, see miss, vb. 

misskru [mis'sknr], vb., in the 
reaping of corn: to make two stacks 
of corn, skrus, into one-, also to 
turn a stack of corn (in order to 
let it dry sooner; thereafter two of 
the dried skrus are made into one); 
to m. de corn. Y., Fe. — Prob.: 
*mis-skriifa. mis- seems here to be 
the first part appearing in a few 
O.N., Icel. and Faer. compds. “miss, 
mis”, half or between, as: O.N. 
missari, misseri, n., a half-year, 
Icel. mismali, m., a snack, and mis- 
nesi, n., intermediate cartilage be- 
tween the nostrils, Faer. misskifta, 
vb., to stack up peats in small 
heaps (half-stacks?). 

mistru [mistro, mis’trrr], sb., mis- 
trust. comm. *mistrii; Faer. mistru(gv), 
No. mistru, f., Da. mistro. O.N. 
mistriinadr, m. 

mistru [mistrn, mis’tnr], vb., 1) 
to mistrust-, disbelieve. 2) wilfully 
to explain something in a wrong 
way. O.N. mistriia, vb., to mistrust-, 
disbelieve-. Da. mistro, Sw. misstro. 

mitsmi (mitjmi?) [mit^mi-, mit<5- 
mi ], vb., to wrangle, quarrel about 
who is to carry out something or 
other, e.g. an order-, mostly applied 
to children; “nu dey’re mitsmiin 
[mitsmrin] again”. Nmn. (N.Roe). — 
Might the first part be O.N. metast, 
No. metjast, vb. refl., to contend, 
putting the blame on each other? 
The word is, however, more prob. 
No. bitsmidast, vb. refl., to quarrel 
(R.); No. bitsmid, n., hot dispute, 
quarrel, esp. in a family (Aa.). mit- 
may have arisen from an original 
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*bit- through infl. of m in the 
syllable following. 

mjapp [mjap], vb., to lap, to pro- 
duce a sound when licking milk, 
esp. of cats. Yh. Doubtless an on- 
omatopoeic word. 

mjat, vb., see mat, vb. 
mjaw [mjaw, mjaw], miow [mj^u, 

mjou], vb., to mew, appl. to cats. 
No. mjaua, Da. mjaue, vb. L.Sc. mewt. 

mjawi [mjawi], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term for cat. Uwg. Prop, a 
mewer, the mewing one. 

mjoget1 [mjogat], adj., lean, gaunt 
and sickly-looking, esp. having a 
gaunt, sallow, none-too-clean face; 
a m. body (person), a m.-faced body. 
Sa. Cf. No. mjaa, adj., a) slender; 
b) lean; limp; shrunken; languid 
(R.), “mjog”, adj., lean; languid 
(under “mjaa”, adj., slender, in Aa.), 
and mjaak, m., a thin, weak per- 
son (R.). — In Shetl. place-names 
is found a form mjo, slender, from 
O.N. mjar (mj6r), adj., slender, 
e.g. in Mjones [mjones] (De., Sk.): 
*mjafa nes. For a form *mev- 
[O.N. msef-] see under *ed, sb. 

mjoget2 [mjogot], adj., yellowish- 
brown; reddish-brown with a deeper 
yellowish or reddish tinge than 
mured (peat-brown, reddish-brown); 
of animals, esp. sheep, and of wool. 
Un. The word prob. replaces *mo- 
get from *moet, and may be an 
original *m66ttr. Cf. O.N. mo- as 
the first part in compds.: m6£16ttr, 
adj., brown-striped (along the back), 
morendr, adj., brown-striped, mo- 
kollottr, adj., having a brownish 
(greyish-brown) head, moraudr, adj., 
reddish-brown, Shetl. mured, mu- 
ret, etc.; Icel. molitr, adj., yellow- 
ish, brownish, No. molit, m., a 
tawny colour. 

mjorg, mjorg, vb., see morg, vb. 
*mjork [mjo'rk], sb., mist (Yh.), 

in the compd. dalamjork; q.v. 
O.N. mjdrkvi, m., dense fog. — 

Also a)*mork (dalamork) and b) 

*mirk in mirkabrod, sb.; q.v. 
mjow, vb., to mew, see mjaw, vb. 
mjugildin, sb., see mugildin, sb. 
*mjurin, sb., see *murin2, sb. 
mjolg, mjolget, see molg, mol- 

get. 
mod1 [mod, mo8d], sb., 1) a di- 

minutive thing or object. 2) a very 
small quantity; a piri (small) m., 
a mere m. O.N. mod, n., refuse; 
fluff; husks; motes, etc. See 
modd1, sb. 

mod2 [mod], sb., a shifting or 
feeble movement onwards, esp. appl. 
to tide, and commonly used nega- 
tively: no [‘not’] a m., hardly a m.; 
der ’r hardly a m., the tide is hardly 
moving, it is almost slack water. 
Esh., Nmw. — *mat? The word is 
prob. to be classed with No. mata, 
vb., to shove gently onwards by 
easy stages. Cf. mat, vb., which 
possibly may be classed with mod. 

mod3 [mod, mo3d], sb., indistinct 
form or outline; see further mud2, 
sb. 

modd1 [mod (mod)], sb., collect., 
very small things, objects or living 
creatures, frequently used as the 
first part of compd. in order to in- 
dicate smallness (and slight value), 
e.g. modd-silleks [m6d"sel'oks, 
m6d"sal-3ks, -sAhaks], tiny coalfish 
(sillek, sb., a small, young coal- 
fish), modd [mod]-taaties, very small 

. potatoes (esp. used for feeding swine). 
— *modd-. Deriv. of O.N. mod, n., 
refuse, Icel. and Fser. mod, No. mod, 
Sw. dial, m&d, n., small refuse', 
fluff-, husks, etc. (Faer. “mod” occas.: 
dust-, seed). In No., “mod” is occas. 
found in sense of a tiny fish, and 
a deriv. “modd(e)”, m., in sense of 
codling. — See mod1 and mod- 
der, sbs. 

modd2 [mod], sb., small rain, 
drizzle, sma’ m. Conn. Prob. a 
deriv. of O.N. mod, n., in sense of 
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small refuse; see the preceding 
word. Poss. to be compared with 
Sw. dial, muta, “mutta” (Gothland), 
vb., to drizzle, which appears to be 
syn. with No. mutt, m., husks; fluff; 
particles. 

modd3 [mod], sb., slightly hoed-up 
ground (mould); taati [‘potato’]-m. 
See modd2, vb. 

modd1 [mod], vb., to drizzle; he 
is moddin, it is drizzling. Conn. 
*modda? See modd2, sb. 

modd2 [mod], vb., a) to root the 
earth slightly, esp. of swine; to m. 
de earf; in a less intense degree 
than rot, “root”, vb. U. b) to hoe 
the earth (slightly with a spade), 
before the sowing; to m. (m. op) 
taati [‘potato’]-grund (taati-muld), to 
m. for aits [‘oats’]. Fairly common. 
— No. modda, vb., to root, e.g. in 
hay or straw. 

modder [modar], sb., collect., very 
small things, objects or living creat- 
ures, e.g. of very small potatoes, 
tiny fish (young coalfish, silleks), 
= modd1, sb. N.l. laid in m., 
chopped or broken into small par- 
ticles, crushed (Fe.). — A derived 
or extended form of modd1, sb.; 
q.v. 

moddin [modin], modder [modar], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for swine. 
Lunn. Prop, he that roots up the 
earth, from modd2, vb., to root. 
No. modda. .moddin is prob. an 
older *moddingr, m. See modd- 
vit(i), sb. 

moddvit1 [modvit (mo'dvit)], modd- 
viti [m6d"viti, mod'viti], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for swine, = mod- 
din, sb. U. and Y. In U. and Y". 
comm.: moddviti. Yh.: [mo’dvit]. 
From U. is reported a parallel form 
moddvitin [(mod’wit'm),mod’vit'in], 
in which -n may be the old suf- 
fixed, definite article. — Prob. *modd- 
vsetti, a rooting animal (creature), 
from modd2, vb., to root, No. modda, 

and O.N. vaettr, f., a being, Faer. 
vaetti, n. Shetl. viti, sb., is found 
like Faer. vaetti, n., as the second 
part in several compds., used dis- 
paragingly of a human being. 

moddvit2 [modvit], sb., tiny fish, 
mostly of very small coalfish (di- 
minutive silleks), = m odd-fish 
(modd-silleks) and modder. U. 
(Uws.). Prob.*moddvaetti,from modd1, 
sb., small things, and “vaetti”, men- 
tioned under the preceding word 
(Faer. vaetti, n., O.N. vaettr, f.) Shetl. 
viti, sb. 

*moter,sb., mother. Edm.: “moe- 
der”, Barclay: “moder”. Now: mid- 
der (L.Sc. mither). See the forms 
with dropped 6: *mora and *mara3 

(O.N. modir, f.). 
moderdai [mo'dordai- (mod’ordai")], 

sb., a shoreward drift, current un- 
der the surface of the sea, by which 
the fishermen (before the compass 
was in general use) steered their 
boats to the shore in foggy weather. 
comm. The last part of the compd. 
is dai, sb. (q.v.), a) heave, swell in 
the sea; b) wave. The first part is 
prob. mother, O.N. modir, f., in this 
case denoting basis, foundation, by 
which moderdai is distinguished 
from the uncompounded dai, appl. 
to wave-motion on the surface of 
the sea (caused by the wind); cf. 
No. grunnmoder, f., in sense of 
under-current, (grunnmoder 2 in 
Aa.). Cf. Shetl. ebbmidder 1 (mid- 
der, sb., mother), corresponding to 
No. grunnmoder 1 (Aa.) in sense 
of the largest of a series of bil- 
lows. 

*modere [m6d”3ro ] and *modera 
[mod"3ra-], sb., a man, handed down 
in a riddle from Yn., partly in Norn, 
of the sun melting the snow (flakes 
of snow); m. handa(r)los, -less 
[haq"al3s', ha‘q"ta(r)l3s-], the hand- 
less or armless man, — the sun. — 
O.N. madr, m., a man. 
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mog' [mog], sb., l) dampness; 

muggy weather (U.)- 2) a swamp; 
wet ground (Fo.). 3) rush, Juncus 
(Fo.). See further under mugg 
(mogg), sb. 

mog2 [mog], sb., a mess, a bungled 
piece of work; unsuccessful carry- 
ing-out of something; hit [‘it’] came 
till a m., it came to a mere mess, 
it failed entirely. Prob. to be re- 
ferred to No. maaka, vb., to potter, 
to bungle, in the same way as meg, 
sb., syn. with mog, is to be refer- 
red to Da. dial, “mjaege”, vb. Cf. 
also mugl, muggel, sb. Eng. dial, 
mogue, sb., joke (and slang), trick, 
differs in meaning from Shetl. mog, 
and is doubtless another word. 

mog, mogg [mog], vb., to root, 
rake, to carry out dirty work, to 
m. in oli oo’ [‘oily wool’], in fish 
or taaties [‘potatoes’]. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
Poss. O.N. moka, vb., to clear away 
(with a spade), or Sw. dial. mSkka, 
vb., a) to mix together; b) to work 
slowly and untidily (= m&lla). 

moger [mogor], sb., 1) poor, feeble 
physical condition; to be at m.; at 
m„ come to m., emaciated, esp. 
applied to an animal, “turned to 
m.”, wasted to a mere shadow. 
Wests. (Ai.). Also starvation; misery. 
2) a bony, miserable animal; dey 
(de sheep) ’re just a’ [‘all’] mogers. 
Sa. — The word is the adjective 
moger, used substantivally. See 
mager2 and mogerdom, sbs. 

moger [mcigor], adj., 1) thin and 
wretched, emaciated; he is very 
m.-lookin’ (Fe.). 2) weak and feeble, 
esp. from age; he is cornin’ very 
m. (Yn.). 3) exhausted, very tired; 
he is cornin’ very m. (Yn.). N.l. 
O.N. magr, adj., meagre, lean. See 
mager, adj. 

moger [mogor], vb., to become lean 
or emaciated, appl. to animals. Re- 
ported in the perf. part, form: “de 
sheep will be mogerd”. Sa. No. 

magrast (O.N. megrask), vb. refl., 
Sw. magra, vb., to become meagre 
or lean. See the preceding word. 

mogerd [mogard], moggerd [mog- 
ard], adj., very damp, of weather: 
m. wadder, a dirty m. day. Of 
corn: somewhat musty from damp- 
ness; m. corn (= musket, moskin, 
morken). Conn. See mog1 and 
mugg, sbs. 

mogerdom [mO"g3rdonv (mo gsr- 
donr)], sb., 1) poor physical con- 
dition, in animals (esp. sheep); de 
sheep is come to m. N.l. (Y. and 
Fe.). 2) exhaustion; debility; come 
to m., entirely exhausted; “I’m just 
gane [‘gone’ = walked], till I’m 
come to m.”: Nmw. [mo’gsrdonr]. 
3) low, debased condition (state); 
he is come doon [‘down’] to m. 
(N.Roe). 4) illness, the cause and 
nature of which is uncertain, esp. 
ironically of a slight illness (= 
megerdom). “What m. is come 
ower dem?” (Y., Fe.). — In all the 
given senses comm, pronounced: 
[mo”g3rdonr]. — Deriv. of moger, 
adj., meagre, lean. 

mogerro [mo-gsro-], sb., a bony, 
wretched animal (sheep). Sa. A 
compd. of moger, adj., and ro3, 
sb., a carcass, an utterly wretched 
animal. 

moget [mogst (mogst)], adj., ap- 
plied to animals, esp. sheep: hav- 
ing the belly of a different colour 
from that of the body, esp. dark- 
coloured with light belly (Wests.); 
a m. sheep. Papa St.: mogat; else- 
where more comm.: mogst. [mogst] 
is reported from Conn, in a special 
sense: small, grey spots on a white 
body; de sheep is m. ower de belly; 
also, by transference, appl. to such 
a colour of an animal’s (sheep’s) 
forehead; a m.-faced sheep (Conn.). 
— O.N. *m9gottr, Icel. mogottur. 
Peer, mogutur [m03v6tor], adj., hav- 
ing the belly of another colour, in 
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Icel., acc. to B.H., esp. = golsottur, 
adj., having a dark belly (of sheep). 
See further golmoget and katt- 
moget, adjs. 

mogg, sb. and vb., see mugg, 
sb. and vb. 

moggisom, adj., see muggisom, 
adj. 

moggjek [mod^ak], sb., a gnat. 
comm. The form, in which -ek is 
the diminutive ending, rather points 
to No. and Sw. dial, mugg, n. (Aa.) 
and m. (R.), Da. myg, c., than to 
O.N. m^, n., gnat, gnats. 

mogi [mogi, mogi], sb., the sto- 
mach, now commonly in a restricted 
sense, the stomach of a fish, de m. 
o’ a fish. Sometimes of the sto- 
mach of the whale, and that of the 
swine (see mogilepp and mogi- 
skinn, sbs.). — O.N. magi, m., the 
stomach. 

mogi [mogi (mogi)]-/a/d, perf. 
part, and adj., appl. to fish: having 
swallowed the hook too far down 
(into the stomach); de fish is m.-/., 
the fish has got the hook down 
into the stomach. See mogi, sb. 

mogildin [mogil'din (-gel din, -<jil‘- 
din, -qekdm)], sb., a small coalfish 
(sillek, piltek), stuffed with fish- 
liver, fried (grilled) over the fire. 
N.I., Conn., Dun. (Sandwick). See 
further mugildin, sb. 

mogilepp [mog"ilep', mog’ilsep' 
(mog-i-), sb., a strip of flesh, to- 
gether with the skin, cut length- 
ways on the belly of a slaughtered 
animal (esp. a swine, sometimes a 
cow) from the breastbone down to 
the tail; de m. o’ de su (the sow), 
o’ de coo. U. Also called mogi- 
skinn [mog"iskin' (mog"!-)]. — 
*maga-leppr or -lepi, -leppi, uflap 
of the belly”; see lepp1, sb. 

mogins [mogins], sb. (pi.), dainty 
morsel of food, esp. of such as is 
given to children in order to pacify 
and make them keep quiet, “dis is 

m. (guid m.) for dee!” Fe. For 
*modins? Cf. a) No. “moda (mooa) 
seg”, and “modda seg”, vb., to re- 
gale oneself (with food or warmth); 
b) Icel. mo5a, vb., to eat with good 
appetite (of animals); c) Fser. modat 
[moSat], n., dainty food. Several 
examples of initial and final g for 
d from original 5 are found in Shetl. 
Norn; see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 29, the end. 

mogiskinn, mogi-sk/n [mog"i- 
skin* (-s^in’, -sl^enO; mog"i-], sb., 
= mogilepp, sb.; q.v. 

mogi [(mogol) mogal], sb., clumsy 
execution of anything; bungle. See 
mugl, sb. 

mogi, moggel [(mogol) mogal], 
vb., to bungle (U.), see mugl, vb. 

moia [moia (m&ia)], sb., sea-term 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. for woman. 
Yn. No. moja, f., a stout, vigor- 
ous and somewhat coarsely-built 
woman, Sw. dial, moja, f., = gumma, 
an old woman. — Cf. versmoia, sb. 

moifoi [m&if&i], sb., absurd fun; 
mad pranks; “nane [‘none’] o’ dy 
m.!” Also a little merry-making, 
a party. Y. May be No. and Sw. 
maafaa, m&f&, prop, that which one 
chances to get (possibly may ob- 
tain); paa maafaa, at haphazard 
(Aa.). No. “maafaa” also absurd 
conduct, nonsense (R.). 

moil, sb., see moll2, sb. 
moilek, sb., see mollek1, sb. 
moin, moien [(moFn, m&Fn) moisn, 

mSi3n],sb., comm, in the pi.: moiens 
[moions, mSions], 1) power; display 
of energy; activity of mind; mostly 
negatively: der ’r nae [‘no’] moiens 
i’ dem or wi’ dem (Yh.: m&ions). 
The sing, form moi(e)n is esp. used 
in the adjective moinlos, moin- 
less. For a form [men], on Wests. 
(Sa.), see mon, sb. 2) ado; noise; 
confusion;he made nae[‘no’]moiens 
(Un.: moians; Fe.: mSians). — O.N. 
magn, n., main; strength; power. — 
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The obsolete Eng. and L.Sc. moyen, 
sb., means, power, etc., from Fr. 
moyen, means, differs from the 
Shetl. moien. There may appear 
to be an Eng. (L. Scottish) influence 
upon the pronunciation of the Shetl. 
word. A development magn > 
*monn, moin, is, however, in ac- 
cordance with the phonology of 
Shetl. Norn. 

“*moinbu”, sb., explained byEdm. 
as “an invitation to a funeral, trans- 
mitted as the fiery cross was of 
old”, d in “bfl” may here prob., 
as in other cases in Edm., denote 
the 0 [gj-sound; cf. inn bo, sb. — 
The word must doubtless be O.N. 
mannbod, n., a) a banquet; b) a 
message. Compare monn (moin-) 
[O.N. mann-] in the compd. monn- 
skab, sb. 

moinlos, moin-/ess [moi3nlos,-les; 
m&Fn-] and moien-/ess [mor’anles*, 
mM"3nles’], adj., weak, feeble; hav- 
ing no energy, sluggish; entirely ex- 
hausted, e.g. from heat. Fairly 
comm. From Du. the word [mSi“- 
onles’] is reported in sense of dull; 
stupid. In Yn. occas. with dropped 
n in the first part: moilos, moi- 
less [moilss, -les], unable to move 
oneself. — O.N. magnlauss, adj., 
weak, feeble, — meginlauss. 

moit [moit], vb., l) to be slow 
and sluggish in one’s movements; 
to go slowly, musing about; to 
geng moitin aboot or alang [‘along’]; 
— to work without progress, to 
mess about with something, to m. 
atill [‘into’] onyting (Un.). U. Cf. 
No. maata and mota, vb., to put 
aside, myta, vb., to sneak about; 
to bring away secretly, see further 
Shetl. mut, vb., to which moit is 
a parallel form. 

moitel [moital, moi'tsl], sb., a 
small knife, partly disparagingly a 
blunt knife. See mutt el, sb. 

moitel, moittel, vb., see mottel, vb. 

moiti [moiti], adj., diminutive(Yn.), 
see muti, adj. 

*mol, sb., voice, speech; matter, 
case; only found in a couple of 
compds.; see lomol (lumol), umol, 
sbs., *mol *(mil), sb., limit, in a 
couple of compds.: “simmer-mo 1”, 
and sjurmol, sbs. 

mol, moll (mill) [mol, mal, mAl], 
sb., a pebble-ridge. As a living 
word noted down only in Nmn >w. 
[mAl]; run m. [mAl] (Esh., Nmw.). 
As a place-name, partly with the 
meaning understood, is found, e.g. 
de Norf and de Sooth Mols [mols, 
mals], pi. (West Isle, Skerries), two 
stretches of beach with pebble-ridges; 
de Mol [mal] (Nordaness, Du.), a 
cleft in a rocky coast (gjo) with a 
pebble-ridge; Krossmol [krosmsl] 
(Fe.): *kross-m9l; Maligjo [mal"igjo-] 
(Br.): *malar-gja. — O.N. mpl, f., a 
heap, collection, mound of small 
things (grjotmpl, sandmgl), esp. a 
pebble-ridge along the beach. — 
Cf. balligrot, rolligrot, sbs. 

molband [morband’ (moT-, mo]--)], 
sb., a muzzle, see mulband, sb. 

molbend [mokbsend-, molbaend' 
(mo*!-, mo]-)], molband [-band], mol- 
bind [-bind, -bend], vb., to muzzle, 
metaph. to get the upper hand of, 
see mulbend, vb. 

molda [mojda (moilda), mo[da], 
sb., a mare with a white muzzle 
and with the head and body of 
another colour, esp. as the name 
for such a mare: Molda. Fe. Prop. 
“*myita” or “*rmil6tta”, adj., def. 
form in the fern, gender, “the 
muzzle-coloured" (understood “hrys- 
sa” or merr, f., a mare), from an 
adj. “myltr” or “miilottr”, having a 
muzzle of another colour than that 
of the body, deriv. of O.N. miili, 
m., muzzle. Cf. molet, mollet, 
molet in the compds. grolmolet, grolmolet, katt mollet, kor mol let, 
*trollmolet, adjs. 
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molder [moldar] and melder [m0l- 

dar], sb., a particle, crumb (of dough 
or bread), comm, in pi., molders 
(malders). The form with o [6] is 
the more common; malder is re- 
ported from Wests. (Sa.). No. muldr, 
n., collect., crumbs, and muldra, f., 
a particle, crumb, malder may 
spring from a form with i-mutation: 
*myldr(i). Cf. mulin1 and mal(l)- 
in, sb. 

molder [moldar] and malder [mal- 
dar], vb., 1) vb. a., to break into 
pieces, to crumble. 2) vb. n., to 
fall to or into pieces, to moulder. 
molder is the more common form; 
malder is reported from Wests. (Sa.); 
de bread is malderin, the bread 
is crumbling away. — No. muldra, 
vb., to break into crumbs; to moul- 
der. malder may spring from an 
i-mutated form: *myldra; cf. Faer. 
mylgra [milgra], vb., to crumble. 

molek [molak, mo3lakJ, sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for a bugt: a certain length (40 to 
50 fathoms) of a fishing long-line. 
Fe. O.N. m&l, n., a measure, a 
certain measure of length (esp. 16 
fathoms). No. maale, m., a coiled- 
up fishing-line of about 20 fathoms 
in length (R.), from maal, n., a 
measure. See bugt, sb. 

molg [molg], sb., 1) a layer of 
sweat mixed with dirt, esp. on the 
face; he (his face) was in a m. o’ 
sweat, he (his face) was dirty and 
running with sweat. Also mjblg 
[mjolg]; in a m. o’ sweat. Yh. 2) 
more rarely: muggy weather. Nmn ’w. 
(Uyea), = moll2 (moil). The ad- 
jective molgi is more commonly 
appl. to weather. — Metathesis of 
an older *mogl, *mjogl, from O.N. 
mygla, f., mustiness. See the three 
foil, words. 

molg [mo'lg, mojg], vb., 1) to 
grow musty, to become spoiled 
owing to dampness or confined air. 

e.g. appl. to fish, flesh and bread, 
as well as to clothes; to lie molgin. 
Mostly in perf. part., molgetjmo'lgat, 
mojgat], also used as an adj.; “hit 
was [‘it had’] lain till (h)it was 
molget” (Fe.). 2) a) to cover with 
a layer of dirt, to soil; cf. gor- 
molg, vb.; b) to wash badly, so 
that most of the dirt remains (= 
gorblot, vb.); hit is only molget, 
it is only half washed (N.Roe). — 
Also mjolg [mjolg], perf. part, 
mjolget, reported, esp. in sense 1, 
from Fe. — The word has arisen 
by metathesis from an older *mogl, 
*mjdgl. O.N. mygla, vb., to grow 
musty. 

molget [mo'lgot, mojgst], adj., 1) 
musty, spoiled (owing to damp- 
ness or confined air), e.g. appl. to 
fish, flesh and bread as well as to 
clothes. Also mjdlget [mjolgot]. 
Fe. 2) a) soiled, dirty, covered with 
a layer of dirt, m. wi’ dirt (N.I.); 
a m. or mjolget face (Fe.); b) hav- 
ing a dirty appearance or a dirty- 
grey colour (Yn.: molget); mol- 
get i’ de face, spotted with grey 
on the forehead, appl. to a white 
sheep (Yb.). — By metathesis for 
an older *moglet and *mjoglet. 
O.N. myglugr, Icel. mygladur, adj., 
musty. See the foil. word. 

molgi [molgi, mojgi], adj., damp, 
sultry, close, appl. to air, weather; 
m. wadder [‘weather’]. Fe.: [molgi]. 
Nmn-W. (Uyea): [molgi]. Prop, the 
same word as the preceding, but 
suffixed with the more recent Eng. 
adjectival ending -y, -ie. Cf. mugg, 
prop, mustiness, appl. to wet (and 
sultry) weather or drizzling rain. 

*moliskop, sb., a certain land- 
measure, a small area of land, in 
former times. Balfour (Oppressions 
of the 16th century in Orkney and 
Zetland): “Moeliscop (Moeliscop), 
a local land-measure, = of 
a penny-land”. For “penny-land” 
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(a small part of the out-field 
for which an annual rent of one 
“penning” was paid) see *0rsland. 
— Doubtless *molings-kop from 
*m£lings-kaup for *maelings-kaup by 
dropping of i-mutation in the first 
part of the compd. Thus prop, with 
the meaning: tax of a *molin, O.N. 
mselingr, m., a certain measure of 
land, a small area. *molin is 
found as a place-name in a some- 
what different sense, appl. to the 
plot of ground; de Trimolins, 
-mu 11 ins [tn'mohens] (an older 
name for “de Briggategs”, Tresta, 
Fe.); No. trimaeling, m., a field re- 
quiring three “maeler" of seed-corn 
(O.N. maelir, m., 1/6 of a barrel or 
s£ld). For kop in sense of tax, 
see *eystercop (*austercop), *for- 
kop, *landseterkop, sbs. 

moll1 [mol], sb., muzzle-, loose or 
thick, protruding lip, see mul1, sb. 

moll2 (moil) [mo], moil], sto., sultry 
heat, hot and close air, a m. o’ 
heat [het]. Nmw. Cf. Icel. molla, f., 
warm weather, and Shetl. mol, sb. 
moll (moil) might, however, also 
be a parallel form to molg from 
*mygl-; see molg, sb. 2. 

moll [mol], vb-> to move tfie jaws 

in chewing-, to munch-, to root in 
the food with the snout or mouth 
with no inclination for eating (appl. 
to cattle); to chew something with- 
out caring to eat it\ de coo guid 
[‘went’] moll in t’rough her fodder 
(Fe.); de kye was [‘cows were’] 
mollin i’ deir food (Un.); he just 
molld [mold] it in his mooth (Fe.). 
— O.N. mudla, vb., to mumble-, to 
munch-, to move the jaws as if to 
speak or chew (No. mulla, vb., to 
mumble). 

mollbland fmolblaiid'], sb., untidy 
mixture-, disorder-, confusion, = 
millablanda, sb.; q.v. 

mollbland [molblarid'J, vb., to mix-, 
mingle together, esp. in an untidy 

manner, confusedly, prop, to mingle 
(various things) together. *milli- 
blanda; see millablanda, sb. 

mollek1 [molok], sb., a small 
bundle of gleanings-, one or two 
handfuls of ears of corn (esp. barley) 
gleaned after the reaping of the 
corn, and tied in a bundle, comm. 
Also mullak, mullek [molak, mo- 
lak] (Fo., Conn, occas.), and moi- 
lek [moilak] (Br.). More rarely with 
the pronunc.: [molak] (Du. occas.). 
— Also Ork.: moll(j)ek and mol- 
Ijo. — Prob. the same word as Sw. 
dial, “mulla”, f., found only in the 
pi. in Hi. (p. 427, under “mala”, 
vb.): “mullor”, refuse, detached ears 
of corn, gleaned and thrown upon 
the heap of corn. — See groti- 
mollek, sb., meaning 2 of which 
(the belly of a fish, filled with 
fish-liver and boiled, Du.) indicates, 
however, another word, viz.: O.N. 
myll, m., a ball, globe, Sw. dial, 
myl, m., a ball. 

mollek2 [molak], sb., a muzzle-, 
thick lip (Un.), see mul1, sb. 

fmolli [mSli], sb., a groove in 
the plank of a boat into which an- 
other plank fits, esp. appl. to an 
ornamental scarfing of planks, pe- 
culiar to Norwegian boats. Du. The 
word may be No. molla (*malla), f., 
ward of a lock, Icel. malla and mella, 
f., id., Da. malle, c., loop, eye. 

mols, vb., to thrust out the lips; 
to talk; preach, see muls, vb. 

molten [mo'ltan], perf. part, and 
adj., decomposed; coagulated; m. 
and run. Fe. No. molten, Icel. mol- 
tinn, adj., properly perf. part., de- 
composed; decaying. O.N. melta, 
vb. (perf. part, moltinn), to digest 
food. 

moml, mommel [momal], vb., to 
mutter, mumble, see mu ml, vb. 

mommi [momi, m&mi], sb., a 
crushed mass, tiny fragments of a 
broken object; gane atill [‘gone in’] 
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m., laid in m., entirely crushed or 
shattered. U.,Y. For an older *m o 1 m i. 
No. molma, f., a soft, granulated mass 
(*malma). Cf. fmami2, “maumi”, sb. 
(from *malm-). Eng. dial, mummy, 
“a soft, shapeless mass, a pulp”. 

mon (mun) [mon, mon (mor^)], 
sb., a marked influence upon some- 
thing, marked change-, partly and 
esp. increase-, progress, partly de- 
crease-, difference-, to mak’ m., to 
mak’ a m., to cause a marked 
change or difference, esp. increase, 
to make considerable progress-, he 
is no makin’ muckle m., he does 
not make very much progress (U.); 
hit [‘it’] maks’ m., it makes a dif- 
ference, it is an increase-, — some- 
times a decrease-, “dis [‘this’] can 
hardly mak’ a mink or m. in (atill) 
it” (Un.); — degree-, measure-, a m. 
mare [‘more’], a m. less (U.). — 
Commonly pronounced [mon]; the 
form [mon] esp. reported from U. 
beside [mon] and occas. [moi}]. — 
O.N. munr, m., that which serves 
to change or improve, what is 
needed-, that which makes effect-, 
change-, difference-, increase-, profit, 
etc. No. mun, m., also inter alia 
degree, measure (more rarely in 
sense of difference); feel, and Peer, 
munur, m., inter alia difference. 

mon (mun) [mon, mon (moil)], 
vb., 1) vb. a., to move a little-, will 
du m. dee a bit? (Un.); esp. to 
move a cow from one part of the 
home-pasture to another, to m. de 
coo. to m. de kye or baess [‘beasts’], 
to move the cows (De., etc.). In the 
last sense reported only with the 
pronunc. [mon]. 2) vb. n., to bring 
about a marked change or increase, 
to make progress-, hit [‘it’] is mon in 
fast, there is a great deal of pro- 
gress, hit is no mon in fast, there 
is very little progress (Conn.: mon). 
-i- to add, esp. in the expr. “m. 
op” (U.), which is also used in 

sense of to fill up-, dat mons op, 
a) it is a good addition-, b) it is 
filling, e.g. of food (Uwg.). — Comm, 
pronounced [mon]; the form [mon] 
is esp. reported from U. beside [mon] 
and occas. [moq]. — O.N. muna, vb., 
a) to move-, b) to make progress-, 
c) to make a marked effect or dif- 
ference. 

monali (munali) [mon"ali ], adj., 
considerable-, really good or large-, 
profitable-, lucky, a m. gift, a large, 
valuable gift-, a m. “shield” (= 
chield), a good-looking, big and 
square-built person (fellow). U. — 
O.N. munligr, adj., profitable-, No. 
munleg and muna(r)leg, adj., pretty 
good-, considerable, e.g. of a haul. 

mond [mo'nd, moijd, moi^d (maijd)], 
sb., 1) a (period of time) good or 
long while, esp. appl. to the time 
drawing on before an absent per- 
son returns; hit [‘it’] is a m. [mo'nd], 
f(r)ae du guid [‘went’] (Yn.); du’s 
been a m. [moiid] (U.). 2) a (period) 
short time of rough weather-, esp. 
of a certain duration. N.I. der’ cam’ 
a m. [moi^d], a m. o’ ill wadder 
[‘weather’] (U.). Fe.: [moijd and 
moqd]; — continuous and dis- 
agreeably rough weather (U.: mond); 
he was a m., it was very bad weather, 
a disagreeable, rainy and stormy 
day or night (U.). In Fe. some- 
times, like ond [oi^d], appl. to sultry 
weather (mond [moi]d], however, 
used of a certain, limited period). 
3) spirits-, temper-, humour-, in guid 
[‘good’] m. (U.: morid); more freq. 
appl. to bad temper: der’ wer’ a ill 
[‘bad’] m. upon him dis mornin’ 
(U.). de mornin’-m. [moqd] is on 
him, he is in a bad temper this 
morning (not yet fully awake): Yh. 
“der ’r nae [‘no’] guid m. [moqd] on 
de fish” (is said, when the fish will 
not take the bait): Yn. 4) excited 
state or frame of mind-, to be in a 
m. (U.: mo'nd, moqd); also noise 
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and confusion; to had [‘hold’] a m. 
(U.); — a grumbling; wrangle; quarrel; der’ will be a m. wi’ him, 
a m. ower dis [‘this’]; der’ wer’ 
(there was) a m. among dem. U. 
[m6i}d, moi^d, mSrjd]. — [moi^d] is 
the more common form of pronunc. 
of this word, peculiar to the N.I. 
[moiid] and [moijd]: U. and Fe.; in 
U. (Un.) occas. with a more open 
vowel-sound [m&nd]. — O.N. mund, 
n., nick of time, a short period. 
No. and Fser. mund, n., esp. a 
point of time or limited period in 
which something usually takes place. 

mondet [moi^dat], adj., of a cer- 
tain disposition or nature, see ill- 
mondet (under ill-minnet, adj.). 

mondi [moqdi], sb., a feeling, 
suggestion, sensation, esp. in boat- 
fishermen’s tabu-language, applied to 
the sensation caused by a fish slightly 
touching (but not taking) the bait; 
to ha’e de m. o’ a fish bein’ at de 
hook; I had de m. o’ him (o’ de 
fish); I had de m. aboot me (UI1-’W.). 
— Etymologically the word is prob. 
to be classed with O.N. munr, m., 
mind, mood, etc., and minni, n., 
mind, memory. Cf. mondet [mon- 
dot], adj., in the compd. ill-mondet 
= ill-minnet (-minjet), adj., evil- 
natured; malicious. For d in mondi 
and mondet compare A.S. gemynd, 
sb., mind, memory, Eng. mind, as 
well as Goth, gamunds, sb., mind, 
memory. — See umond, sb. 

mongeskarf [mog-goska'rf'] and 
mongiskarf [mog-giska'rf-], sb., a 
species of flounder, longish in shape, 
the flesh having a glassy appear- 
ance. Nmn. (N.Roe): mongeskarf. 
Esh., Nmw., and Ai.: mongiskarf. 
Reported from N.Roe as resembling 
the sole (pleuronectes solea) in shape, 
and from Ai. as being a kind of 
sole. —r *munk(a)-skarf(r)? The last 
part of the compd. is prob. No. skarv, 
n., a poor, worthless thing (Aa.), 

Or “skarv”, m., a poor fellow, a 
wretch (Aa.). The first part is more 
doubtful; it might be No. munk, m., 
prop, a monk, but also used, inter 
alia, of an unlucky fisherman, one 
who comes home empty-handed 
(Trondhjem). — A mongeskarf is* 
(was) considered as a fish having 
little value, and it might be said of 
the fisherman, who had caught no- 
thing else, that he was returning 
empty-handed. — Another name for 
mongeskarf is vogeskarf; q.v. 

*monin [monin], sb., moon, de m.; 
prop, def.: the moon. >Un. Edm.: 
monen, the moon. O.N. m&ni' m., 
moon, def. form: maninn. 

*monn [moq], sb., the mouth. 
Handed down in an old Norn verse 
as a kind of address to the cat (a 
kind of formula): Op aboot de Ijora 
(*jora)! goit fire monna [rnoqa]! 
up around the ear (with the paw)! 
(that is) good for the mouth (i.e. 
that promises a lucky catch offish). 
Conn, monn is found besides in 
some compds., as: monnlipp, vb., 
monnmogi, sb., and monnvig 
(-vjeg), -vik, sb.; q.v. — O.N.munnr, 
mudr, m., the mouth. 

*monnhvam [moqhwam-], Sb., 
labour-pains which, according to 
an old superstition, a wife cart 
transfer to her husband, thereby 
evading these pains herself. Nm, 
Similar to bonnsvamm, sb.; q.v. 
— monnhwam may be a corrup- 
tion of a bonnvamm [*barn-vamm] 
as a parallel form to bonnsvamm 
[*barns-vamm], because m in hwam 
may have had an assimilative in- 
fluence upon b in bonfi. Several 
examples are found of a similar 
corruption of words in Shetl. Worn, 
arisen by assimilation. Another ex- 
planation of monnhwam is the’ 
possibility of the word being an old 
“*mannvamm”, denoting the labour- 
pains transferred to the husband. 
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For the form monn from “mann” 
see monnskab, sb. 

monnlipp [monlep’, -lep-, -lop], 
vb., properly: to let hang down or 
to thrust out the lower lip, used in 
the senses: to be indisposed, dis- 
heartened, or out of temper; he is 
uncon [‘very’] monnlippin i’ de 
mornin’, he is very indisposed and 
sulky in the morning. Fe. An in- 
finitive form vannlippin [varjhp'on, 
-lep'on], also from Fe., is no doubt 
a corruption of monnlipp. — The 
word is prob. a *munnlippa or (older) 
munnlepa, vb., to let the lip hang. 
Shetl. *monn, sb., the mouth, O.N. 
munnr (mudr). With the second 
part lipp cf. No. lepa, vb., to let 
the lip hang (R.). lipp is rather a 
more recent form, formed through 
the infl. of Eng. lip, sb.; note, how- 
ever, No. and Fser. lippa, f., the lip, 
in Faer. esp. denoting hanging lip 
(as distinct from vorr, f., the lip). 

monnmogi (mointnogi) [mon”- 
mog'i, moin'mog'i, -mogi] and 
monnamogi [m6ii"amogi], sb., the 
foremost part of the stomach of a 
fish, = minnamogi. [moin"m3g,i]: 
Conn. [m6n"amog,i]: Un. — Icel. 
munnamagi, m., the gullet of a cod 
(B.H.). No. magemunn, m., pylo- 
rus. — See the form minnamogi. 

monnskab [moi^kab (moin-, mond- 
«jkab)], sb., power, ability (esp. phy- 
sical) to execute something; he has 
nae [‘no’] m. U". — O.N. mann- 
skapr, m., a) human nature; b) in- 
dividual ability and power to exe- 
cute something (thus No- “mann- 
skap”, South of the Dovre). 

monnskebdet, adj., see under mis- 
keptet, adj. 

monnvik [monvik', monvik], 
monnvig [monwig', monvig*, -vlg'j, 
monnvjeg [mon’vjeg', monvjeg', 
-vje!’g'; m6iivje3g], sb., the corner 
of the mouth, monnvik: Y. and 
Fe. occas. monnvig: Fe. occas. 

monnvjeg: U. (Un.). Outside N.I. 
sporadically in all the given forms 
of pronunciation. —No. munnvik, f., 
Icel. munnvik, n., Da. mundvig, id. 

monvidd [moiivuT], sb., gloom; 
dusk; to see Trough m., to see 
plainly through the dusk or dark, 
to be able to see in the dark. U. 
Edm. gives a form “minvid” (Un.?): 
“to see through minvid: i.e. in the 
dusk or dark”. The pronunc. [moi}- 
vid-] is esp. reported from Uwg. 
minvid (Edm.) is doubtless to be pro- 
nounced in the same way as minvidd 
[monwid-, monvid*], reported from 
Yh. in sense of something enigma- 
tical, specious circumstances of a 
case, which, with regard to mean- 
ing, seems to be the same word as 
monvidd. The latter may formerly 
have denoted dusk, caused by ma- 
gic art, and, in that case, may be 
an original “*mynjuvitt” or “mynd- 
vitt”. No. mynja, f., (natural charac- 
teristic or mysterious) quality, dis- 
position, also (esp. in pi.) mysteri- 
ous faculties, mynd, f., mysterious 
quality, etc. The second part of 
the compd., vidd, is then probably 
O.N. vitt, n., witchcraft, charm. A 
comparison with Faer. meinviti, n., 
inferno (esp. in poetry), is doubtless, 
for phonetic reasons, as well as with 
regard to meaning, hardly accept- 
able. From Yn. comes monna- 
vidda, monjavidda [mon’avid’a, 
moq'avid'a, moq’avi^a], as an ex- 
clamation expressing surprise: the 
deuce! etc., which might, with re- 
gard to use and meaning, call to 
mind Faer. meinviti. 

“moora”, sb., see *mora, sb. 
moof/i-kast [mup (mop)'kast], sb., 

facility with which one takes one's 
food, good appetite, as shown by 
the facility and gusto with which 
one eats. “Sicc [‘such’] a bairn 
(child) has a guid [‘good’] m.-k.” 
(Du.). *(munn-)kast. See kast, sb. 
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mor1 [mor (mor)], sb., diminutive 

objects; see murr1, sb. 
mor- [mor], sb., slight wash of 

the waves upon the shore, very 
slight surf ; esp. negatively in exprs. 
as: der ’r nedder [‘neither’] m. or 
swal [swal] here, there is neither 
surf nor swell here (near the shore). 
Un. Sometimes mor [mgr] (Un.). 
*mar? See the foil. word. 

mor [mor], vb., of the sea, waves: 
to wash or break slightly, esp. 
against the shore or skerries; de 
sea couldno [‘-not’] m.; de sea did 
no m. (was no mor in) upon a 
stane, the sea was perfectly calm 
and smooth. Un. Sometimes metaph. 
appl. to a person: to be slow and 
lethargic in one’s movements, esp. 
with negative, intensive: he canno m., 
he can nedder m. or (nor) swal 
[swal], he does not take the trouble 
to do the slightest thing (Un.); see 
mor, sb. — The word is prob. No. 
mara, vb., a) to float heavily; b) 
to move slowly, almost impercept- 
ibly onward (Aa.), to go leisurely, 
at an even pace (R.). mor, a par- 
allel form to the substantive mor, 
might certainly indicate an original 
*maur-, but this stem has partly 
different root-meanings (see mor 
and morr, vbs.), and mor for mor 
may partly be due to corruption by 
mingling. 

*mora [mora], sb., mother. Fo. 
The word appears in this form in 
some variants of the eagle’s song 
(de ern’s song); in a single variant: 
*mura [mnra]. See the Introd., 
Fragments of Norn. In “Da Tief 
i’ da Neean” (Shetl. Times 1879) 
“piirla moora, piirla boghra” (prob. 
poor mother, poor boy), which words, 
taken from the eagle’s song, are 
given as a charm. A form *mara 
[mara] in Conn, must be due to a 
later development of *mora, of 
which the original long o has been 

shortened and gradually changed to 
a (compare the change o > a in 
L.Scottish, e.g. in “tap” from “top”). 
— From O.N. modir, f., with drop- 
ping of 5 as in No., Da. and Sw. 
“mor”. 

morg [morg], sb., a mixed, dirty 
mass; a dirty or untidy heap; a 
mess; a m. o’ dirt, o’ confusion; 
to be (lie) in a m. Sometimes also 
an overwhelming number (Y. occas.); 
to ha’e a m.; de station is in a m. 
o’ fish (abounding with fish); — 
something which overwhelms one; 
hit [‘it’] cam’ in a m. (Y.). — Cf. 
a) No. morke, m., a mass; mixture; 
b) No. myrja, f., a mass; mixture; 
great quantity, and Sw. dial, morja, 
f., damp or dirty mass; mixture; a 
mess, with which words Shetl. morg 
is etymologically to be classed, morg 
is prop, a *murk-; see further under 
the foil. word. 

morg [morg], vb., to rake about, to 
work constantly in a dirty mass; 
to m. in fish, i’ taaties [‘potatoes’], 
i’ de eart’. Sometimes also to poke 
the fire, to m. i’ de fire (Yh.); du 
is morgin ut de fire, you are 
spoiling the fire, making it go out 
by poking it too much (Yh.). — 
From Nm". (N.Roe) are reported the 
forms of pronunc. mjorg [mjorg] 
and mjorg [mjorg], to m. in dirt 
a’ [‘all’] day. — Prop, the same 
word as No. murka, vb., to work 
quietly and steadily (= mura), to 
touch lightly, to prick, Sw. dial, 
morka (morga) and murka, vb., to 
trifle, to be occupied with small 
things, making but little progress 
(Ri.). With reference to the change in 
meaning cf. the relation between a) 
No. myrja, vb., to rub, scrape; to 
work assiduously, in a quiet and 
steady manner, in the last sense = 
murka, and b) No. myrja, f., a mass; 
mixture. — See murk, vb., and cf. 
mird, mirj, vb. 
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morgauge? [morgad//], sb., a 

dirty mass; muddle, mess; untidi- 
ness; to be (lie) in a ni. Du. The 
word seems to be a deriv. of morg, 
sb., with a more modern derivative 
ending, Eng. -age? Erroneously in- 
fluenced by Eng. “mortgage”? There 
is, however, a posibility that “mor- 
gadsj'” may be a compd. of morg 
and No. gysja, f., mud, filth, a great 
mass, because the word is reported 
from Orkney in the form “murgis”, 
and with a similar sense to the Shet- 
landic. 

morken [m6‘rkon], tnorkend [m6‘r- 
kond] and morkin [mo'rkin], adj., 
somewhat spoiled or rotten; musty; 
wet; mostly appl. to corn: m. corn, 
musty corn, damaged by dampness 
and heat. Also appl. to meal: musty, 
m. meal. Of hay: m. hay (Sa.). In 
Unst (Un)., and occas. on Wests, 
esp. appl. to the smell of something 
musty; a m. smell, a musty smell, 
e.g. of old clothes (Wests., Un.), of 
water kept too long in a closed-up 
keg or bottle (Un.). For “mor- 
ken(d) corn” is commonly said in 
Unst (Un.) moskin or muskend 
corn (occas. also: mosin corn). — 
[mo'rkinj and [mo'rkand]: Un. [m6‘r- 
kan]: Conn., and sporadically in other 
places. [mo‘rkand] is the most com- 
mon of the given forms. Also a) 
murken [m6‘rkan] with the parallel 
form murten [m6‘rtan] (Fe.? acc. to 
J.I.), a m. taste or smell; b) mir- 
ken [ma‘rkan] and comm, mirkend 
[ma‘rkand]. — No. morken, Icel. mor- 
kinn, Sw. murken, adj., somewhat 
decayed, rotten, mouldering. O.N. 
morkna, vb., to wither, die or waste 
away. 

morki, mork-y [m6‘rki], adj., ap- 
plied to weather: damp; m. wadder. 
Esh., Nmw. Properly the same word 
as the preceding one, only with a 
more modern derivative ending. For 
the use of “*morkinn”, decayed, musty, 

appl. to damp weather, compare the 
use of the stem “mugg-” (musti- 
ness) in Northern and English, as 
well as in Shetl., appl. to damp 
weather. With morki cf. besides, 
partly No. murk, n., in sense of 
small refuse (from which a meaning 
such as drizzle may easily spring), 
partly No. murken, adj., of weather: 
cloudy and somewhat rough (R.). 

morkifettel [mo'r 'kifset’al], sb., 1) 
a damp and dirty heap, e.g. of old 
clothes; a m. o’ dirt; Esh., Nmw. 
2) disorder-, confusion-, trouble-, to 
be in a m. Esh., Nmw. — morki- 
may be either the stem *mork- or 
*murk- (mentioned under the two 
preceding words) or possibly morg, 
with hardening of g to k (to which 
several analogies are to be found). 
The original meanings of the second 
part fettel might possibly have been 
such as something wound, tangled 
(cf. O.N. fatla, vb., to wind round, 
enclose by rope-, Shetl. fetel, fet- 
tel, sb., a carrying-band). Cf. also, 
however, L.Sc. fettil, fettle, sb., in 
sense of order, state, also temper, 
humour. 

morr1 [mor (morr)], sb., collect., 
1) diminutive parts-, small particles 
into which anything has been shat- 
tered or crushed-, to geng in m.; 
to lay in m., to smash to atoms. 
M., etc., esp. S.Sh. (Du., Conn.). 2) 
very small things, diminutive ob- 
jects or living creatures (fish)-, 
“mere m.” S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). Some- 
times appl. to a single thing (object 
or creature), but doubtless always 
used in the pi. of a collection of 
such things; morrs o’ taaties [‘po- 
tatoes’], morrs o’ silleks (small 
coalfish): Conn. — Icel. mor, n., 
sediment, particles of dust, also di- 
minutive things, small insects, mites. 
No. mor, n., a) crumbled mass, also 
ft) small articulata, maar, m., a) = 
mor, b) a poor, little creature, maare, 
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m., mites, etc. Sw. dial, mor or 
m&r, n., refuse, a heap of crushed 
things (mora, vb., to crush into 
pieces). See murr1, sb., and cf. 
modd1 and modder, sbs. 

morr2 [m6r(r)], sb., 1) a whirring 
sound. 2) a tingling, itching. Un. 
See further murr2, sb. 

morr [m6r(r)], vb., to tingle, itch, 
appl. to a pricking or shooting pain 
(Un); see further murr and mor, vbs. 

morrakav, sb., see murkavi, sb. 
morrali, morreli, sb., phosphor- 

escent light, see under mar eld e, 
maril, sb. 

morrawol, morriwol, sb., the 
angler, Lophius piscatorius, see ma- 
rul, sb. 

morset [mo'rsot] and murset [mo‘r- 
sat], adj., having a big, broad, 
coarse and wrinkled face, esp. in 
the compd. “m.-faced”. a m. face, 
a big, broad, coarse and wrinkled 
face. Sa. — Prob. to be classed 
with No. and Sw. morsk, adj., harsh, 
fierce (Sw. dial, morsk and mursk). 

mort [mo'rt], mortek [mo'rtak], 
sb., a small (and poor) thing-, a 
small (and naughty) creature-, see 
mirt, mirtek, sb., and murt, sb. 

mos [mos, moas], sb., a state of 
decomposition-, dry-rot. U.? See 
mosin and moskin, adjs., which 
contain the stem mos. 

mosin [mosin] and mosen [mosan, 
mozan], adj., 1) drowsy, faint-, dull. 
Fe. [mosin]. 2) stiff and numb (from 
cold), benumbed-, m. wi’ cauld [‘cold’]. 
Un. [mosin (mosan, mozan)]; Fe. [mo- 
sm]. 3) slightly rotten-, decomposed, 
spoiled from heat and dampness 
or from close air-, musty; m. corn, 
hay, claes [‘clothes’], etc. Un. [mo- 
sin, mozan (mosan)]. Du. (Ireland) 
[mosan, mozan]. In Fe. [mosin], 
occas. in sense of spongy, porous 
(prop, in a state of decomposition), 
is used in the same way as fosen, 
“fozy” (acc. to somewhat uncertain 

report); m.-lookin’,m.-like. 4)metaph. 
of frame of mind: in bad humour, 
sulky, peevish, m.-lookin’, m.-like. 
Fe. [mosin].— More than one word? 
With mosin 1 and 2 may be com- 
pared No. mosen, adj., a) hot-, 
sultry, close-, b) faint and drowsy 
from heat. For mosin 3 see further 
moskin, adj., which is a derivative 
form. 

mosker [moskar, m&skar], sb., a 
whisper; slight murmur (N.), see 
musker2, sb. 

moskin [moskin (m&slyn)], mos- 
ken [moskan], adj., half-spoiled from 
heat and dampness-, musty, esp. 
appl. to corn; m. corn. U. (Un.). 
Also musken [(muskan) moskan] 
and muskend [(muskand) moskand]; 
m. corn. U. — No. mausken(m0ysken), 
mosken, adj., rotten-, mouldering-, 
= murken, adj., id. See mosin 3 
and morken, adjs. 

mosset [m6.<j(sj)at], adj., very hairy 
or thickly feathered all round the 
head (forehead) or neck. Appl. to 
sheep: very hairy on the forehead 
(in the face)-, a m. sheep. Un. Appl. 
to poultry: thickly feathered on the 
head and neck-, a m. hen. U.,Y.— 
The word prob. represents an older 
*mofset, *mufset, as a muffi 
[mof(f)i], adj., is found handed down 
in sense of having a thick plumage 
(round the legs), “m.-legged”, appl. 
to poultry. The word, in that case, 
properly denotes something swelling, 
thick and clumsy. See further muffi, 
adj. Scarcely an original “*mutched”, 
wearing a cap, head-dress, from L.Sc. 
mutch, sb., a cap, head-dress. 

mossi [moiji], adj., damp, appl. to 
weather; m. wadder. De. May be 
No. mossen, adj., sultry (R.), = mo- 
sen. Cf. the relation of meaning 
between O.N. mugga, f., soft, drizz- 
ling rain, and Eng. dial, muggy, 
adj., sultry, close and oppressive. 
Might also stand for a *moski; cf. 
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No. muska, vb., to drizzle, Shetl. 
musker2, vb. 

most [most], sb., vapour; mist, 
esp. dense, mist-like vapour; very 
dense smoke, a m. o’ reek. U., 
Burra., Du. de bus is in a m., the 
house is full of dense, stifling 
vapour (Du.), to be in a m., steam- 
ing with sweat (Du.). Also a heap 
of whirled-up dust; du is makin’ a 
m., you are whirling up too much 
dust (Yn.). — The word is an old 
“*must” or “’"mustr” as a parallel 
form to O.N. mistr, n., mist. Cf. 
No. must, f., vapour. See also 
most, sb. 

motl [motal], moitel [moitol], vb., 
to speak indistinctly, to mutter; he 
moiteld som’tin’ ut o’ him (Un.). 
Faer. mutla, Sw. dial, mutla, vb., to 
mutter. O.N. mudla, vb., partly to 
mutter, partly to munch. 

mott [mot (mSt)], sb., a mote; 
fluff; atom (C.), see mutt, sb. 

mottel, moitel, sb., a small (worn- 
out) knife, see muttel, sb. 

mottel, moitel, vb., to stick awk- 
wardly with a knife, see mutl2, 
muttel, vb. 

motti, moiti, adj., diminutive, see 
mutti, adj. 

mu1 [mn, mo], sb., froth; saliva; 
de mu o’ de mooth; to swallow de 
mu. Also (more rarely) mo [mo], 
e.g. in Fe. Cf. Faer. moda, f., No. 
moa, f., moe, m., mo,n., froth, foam-, 
No. “tyggja mo”, to 'chew froth’, 
to foam or froth at the mouth (esp. 
appl. to swine and horses). 

mu2 [mn], sb., the kernel, esp. in 
corn-, der ’r no [‘not’] a mu i’ de 
corn; “hit [‘it’] is hardly shot to 
mu yet”, it (the corn) has not yet 
a sufficiently developed kernel (U.). 
U., Fe. — No. mo, m., substance, 
nucleus (worth), R. 

mu3 [mu], sb., a weakening-, a 
wasting away (consumption), esp. a 
kind of consumption (in the liver) 

from which sheep suffer, when 
grazing on boggy ground, causing 
them to waste away. N.I. (Fe.). Also 
defined as a kind of dropsy in 
cattle, mu-sickness (in several places 
in Mainland). Mostly in the expr. 
“heart-mu”: N.I. (Y., U.), or “mu- 
sickness”. Also in the forms a) 
mo [mo], heart-mo. N.I. occas. (re- 
ported from Yh >n-, U., as a parallel 
form to mu), and b) mua [mua]- 
sickness, moa [moa]-sickness (U. 
occas.).— mu, heart-mu, maybe an 
older *m6Sa or *m65i = O.N. moeda, 
moedi; cf. O.N. moeda, f., distress-, 
sickness-, trouble, and “mcedi”, f., 
weariness-, exhaustion (modr, adj., 
weary; exhausted). The form mo 
is then directly developed from O.N. 
moeda or moedi, while mu may be 
due to dropping of i-mutation. “mu- 
sickness”, on the other hand, is cer- 
tainly an old compd.: Da. modsot, 
No. modsott, f., sickness accom- 
panied by a state of enervation, 
causing a wasting away, in a sim- 
ilar sense Sw. dial, mossuen, m. def. 
(Ri.). “moa-sickness” may then easily 
be a *mcedis6tt or *mcedus6tt. mua- 
by dropping of i-mutation. Cf. mu, 
vb., and mud3, sb. 

mu [mo], vb., \) to be weakened-, 
to waste away-, my heart is muin 
[muin] ut. N.I. Appl. to sheep: to 
waste away by consumption in the 
liver, de sheep is mud [mnd, mu3d]. 
Occas. also mo [mo] (N.I.); de sheep 
is mod [mod, moad]. See the pre- 
ceding word. Sometimes 2) to feel 
very hungry (Un.?). Edm.: “moo, 
to crave, to feel hungry”. This latter 
sense must have developed from 
meaning 1. 

muband. vb., see mulband, mul- 
bend (mulbind), vbs. 

mud1, muud [mnd, m°nd], sb., 
mood-, temper-, in this form pre- 
served only in fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
at sea in the expr.: “der ’r nae[‘no’] 
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m. on de fish”, the fish will not 
take the bait. Yh. Also mod [mod] 
(Yh.). — O.N. modr, m., (violent) emotion, etc. — In a general sense 
mood-, temper, a form with short 0 
is used in Shetl.: m od [mod], which 
most prob. is Sc. mude, Eng. mood. 

mud2 [mud], sb., indistinct shape 
or outline of something; to see de 
m. 0’ a person; I saw or had de 
m. o’ it, I saw it indistinctly, I 
fought I saw de m. o’ de land, / 
thought I caught a glimpse of the 
land through the fog or in the dark. 
U". Also mud in [mndin] (Un.), de 
mudin o’ de land. — mod [mo3d]: 
Conn.; to see de mod 0’ a person. 
— O.N. mot, n., a) likeness-, b) ap- 
pearance-, stamp-, c) condition (man- 
ner). No. mot, n., shape-, form-, 
manner (R.). 

mud2 [mud], sb., weariness-, ex- 
haustion-, weary state of mind-, fool- 
ish or imbecile state-, to be in a 
m.; der’r a m. on him. Conn. — 
Prob. O.N. moedi, f., weariness-, ex- 
haustion (or “moeda”, f., trouble-, 
distress-, sickness), with dropped i- 
mutation in Shetlandic. Cf. mu3 

(mo), sb., a wasting away, etc. (with 
and without i-mutation, respectively), 
doubtless the same word as mud. 

mu-draw, sb., see monadrag, sb. 
mud [mnd, mu3d], perf. part., adj.?, 

see mu, vb. 
muffi [mof(f)i], adj., thickly feather- 

ed, appl. to poultry; esp. in the expr. 
“m.-legged”, having a thick plum- 
age round the legs: a m.-legged 
hen. Du. (Ireland). Cf. No. “muff” 
in the compd. “skjeggjamuff”, m., 
a thickly-bearded person (R.). Other- 
wise No. muff- and mufs- indicate 
something thick and clumsy (No. 
muffe, m., a fleshy person-, mufs, 
m., occas. syn. with “muff”, also a 
small, stout person. R.). Might not 
the above mosset, adj., in a similar 
sense to muffi, represent an older 

*mofset, *mufset, and be classed 
with these words. 

mugg [mog], sb., soft, drizzling 
rain (mostly in warm weather), 
mugginess. More common in the 
form mogg [mog (mog)]. [mog]: 
comm, [mog]: Conn, occas. [mog]: 
Nm. O.N. mugga, f., soft, drizz- 
ling rain-, No. mugg, n., a) musti- 
ness-, b) small rain. No. mugga 
and Sw. mugg, f., dampness. — In 
Shetl.place-names mugg-[mog],and 
more rarely mogg- [mog], muggi 
(moggi), sb., are found in sense of 
swamp-, a wet tract (depression). 
Examples: de Muggi [mogi] (Fo.). 
de Muggi [mogi] 0’ Windos (Ym.) 
[*vindass]. de Muggis [mogis], pi. 
(Du., in two places: a) Boddom, b) 
Skollan and Virki). Moggapol [mog-- 
apof] (N.Roe); pol is, in this case, 
Eng. pool; cf. below Mogapol. A 
form mog with long 0 [mdg] is 
found in a few place-names, names 
of swamps, such as “Megapel” [mo"- 
gapof] (Quefirf, Nm.), the name of 
a farm; cf. prec. Moggapol; further: 
de Mogins [mogins], pi. (N.Roe); 
Moghul [mogol] (Fo.), an elevation 
(hul, sb., a hill, O.N. holl) on 
swampy ground, also the name of 
a farm. To this poss. also “Mogers- 
dal” [mo••g^rsdal•] (near Dale, Unst), 
a valley, and “Moger [mogor]-knowe” 
[‘knoll’] (Tangwick, Nmw.). In Fo. 
mog [mog] is said to have been 
used as the name of certain plants, 
growing in swampy places: marshy 
plants, esp. rushes. With. Shetl. 
mugg (mogg, mog) in place-names 
in sense of swamp, swampy de- 
pression, cf. No. Mugga (*Magga?) 
as the name of a stream (see Rygh, 
Norske G&rdnavne I, pp. 28—29 un- 
der “Muggeby”). 

mugg [mog], vb., to rain softly, 
to drizzle-, mostly in warm weather, 
“he is muggin”, it is drizzling-, 
a muggin weet [‘wet’], very fine 
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rain. More commonly mogg [mog 
(mog)]; a moggin weet. [mog]:Nm. 
occas. [mog]: Conn. Elsewhere 
comm.: [mog]. — No. mugga, vb., 
a) to get musty, b) to rain finely 
as if from mist. 

muggi, mugg-y [mogi], adj., damp, 
appl. to weather; soft, of rain, drizzle. 
m. wadder (Nm.); sma’ m. weet 
[‘wet’], very fine rain (N.Roe). More 
comm, moggi [mogi], which is Eng. 
muggy, adj. — No. muggen, adj., 
damp, muggy. 

muggisom [mog"isonr, -sonr] and 
moggisom [m6g"isonr, -sonr], adj., 
misty, damp; muggy; appl. to air, 
weather; “m. wadder”. Un. *muggu- 
samr. See the three preceding 
words. 

*mugild [mugild-, mogild’], vb., to 
treat as mugildin, to prepare 
a mugildin; see the foil. word. 
Conn. 

mugildin, mogildin [mugihdin (mu- 
gihdin), mu^el'din, mofjil’dm, mju- 
gihdin, -gel'din; mogil'din, mogeh- 
dm, mo^il'din, mogel'din], sb., a 
small coalfish, esp. in the first 
year (sillek; somewhat larger: pil- 
tek), with the liver left inside and 
roasted; occas. also a small coal- 
fish, filled with fish-livers and 
roasted. Un.: mogehdin (mogil'din), 
mogel’din, muqehdin. Fe.: mocjihdin, 
moqehdm, moqihdin. Y. (Yn.): mu- 
gihdin (mugihdin), mjugil'din, -geh- 
din. Conn, and Sandw., Du11.: mo- 
gihdm, mugihin (mugill'in). In Conn, 
also metaph. appl. to a small, trouble- 
some creature (mu gill in). — The 
word is difficult to define etymolo- 
gically. Among the possibilities for 
a definition may be mentioned, that 
the first part mu, mo, may be classed 
with No. mad (ma) and mod (mo), 
n. , in the sense of small fry (see 
“mad” in Aa., and “mod” in R., 
“New Suppl.”). No. “mussa”, f., 
young herrings, “modd (modde)”, 

m., codling, are derivatives. As an 
explanation of the second part gil- 
din, O.N. gildingr, m. (gildr fiskr), 
large cod (marketable fish of a cer- 
tain weight and size = Shetl. gild 
fish), does not agree in meaning, 
which is opposite to that of the Shetl. 
word, as the latter applies only to 
tiny fish (coalfish), and has prob. in 
earlier times been used in the same 
way; cf. Ork. “mugildin, mogildin 
and (Rousey) moggjelin [m6(]"alnr]’\ 
corresponding in meaning to Shetl. 
mugildin, in Ork., however, ap- 
plied to very small coalfish, cooked 
or roasted without being gutted. 
There might be a suggestion of Faer. 
gilga [gilga], f., (small fry) tiny fish 
(reported from the Isle of Hest). A 
*gilgin might easily have been 
changed to gild in by dissimilation, 
and association with gild. — The 
similarity of form in Shetl.-Ork. mu- 
gildin, mogildin, and No. mokelde 
(mok-elde), n., a poor creature, is 
doubtless accidental, as the Shetl.- 
Ork. word has primarily a strictly 
limited sense, which hardly permits 
it to be derived from the Norw. 
word here mentioned. 

mugl, muggel [mogol], sb., a 
bungle; mess; untidily executed 
work; to mak’ a m. o’ a ting. U. 
(Un.). Also mogi, moggel [mogal] 
(Un.). See the foil. word. 

mugl, muggel [mogal], vb., to 
execute a piece of work in an awk- 
ward and wrong manner, to bungle; 
he only muggeld it. Also mogi, 
moggeld [mogal]. Un.— Cf. a) No. 
makla, mjakla, vb., to bungle, and 
“maaka”, vb., to struggle with a 
piece of work; to bungle, to potter; 
b) Shetl. mog2, sb. 

mui [mui], sb., 1) a muddy and 
sandy stretch of shore, now esp. 
as the name of a part of the fore- 
shore, south of Baltasound, Un\: de 
Mui (Uba.). Also 2) the name for 
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a kind of sea-grass, growing on 
muddy and sandy foreshore, sub- 
merged at flood-tide. Um. — O.N. 
mor, m., a plain with sandy or 
gravelly soil; No. mo, m., partly 
sandy soil, partly fine, dusty earth; 
Icel. mor, Faer. mogvur, m., peaty 
soil. 

“muir” and “muir-sfane”, sbs., 
see fmor2 and *m0rsten, sbs. 

muken [mukan (mokan)], adj., 
musty, decomposed, e.g. of corn; 
m. here (barley). Du. May be No., 
Sw. and Da. muggen, adj., musty, 
with a change gn > kn in Shet- 
landic, or may represent mutend, 
from mutn, muten, vb.; q.v. 

mukkelevi [mok'ale'vi], sb., de m., 
the devil, esp. the sea-devil, sea- 
troll, fishermen’s evil spirit against 
which “the mother of the sea” (de 
midder o’ de sea) was implored for 
protection. Vidlin, Lunn. — Poss. an 
original *mikil (mykil) afi, the great 
man (grandfather)-, O.N. afi, m., a) 
grandfather-, b) man. In Ork. nuk- 
kelevi, mythical aquatic being, 
living partly in rivers or lakes (nixie), 
partly in the sea (sea-demon), the 
latter part evi is certainly the same 
as in Shetl. mukkelevi. Ork. nuk- 
kel, on the other hand, must here 
be O.N. nykr, m., nixie (mythical 
aquatic being), Shetl. njuggel 
(njugl), sb. 

mul1 [mul (m61)], sb., 1) a) snout, 
muzzle of an animal, esp. of a horse 
or cow. A form mula [mula] is 
found in Fo. in the compd. “mula- 
colour”; q.v., as well as mullit, 
adj.; b) loose mouth or under lip 
of a surly person-, to hang a sur 
m., to sulk. Frequently in pi. muls, 
in which case, mul denotes the lip-, 
de muls o’a mare or coo(O.Sc.). Also 
comm, in the forms a) mull [mol], 
pi. mulls, and b) moll [mol (mol)j, 
pi. molls. Jocularly or as a term 
of endearment: mouth, esp. that of 

a child. Du. [mol]. Sa. [mol]. With 
suffixes: a) molli [moli], mouth, 
child's mouth (Du.); b) mollek 
[mojak], thick, protruding lip, esp. 
in pi.: a pair o’molleks (Un.). In 
Sa. mull [mol] also metaph. in sense 
of a kiss-, “gi’e me a mull!” 2) 
the point of a fishing-rod (wand), 
to which the line is fixed-, de mul 
[mul (m61)] o’ de wand; de tom 
guid at de mul, the line broke just 
at the point of the rod. Fe. In U. 
(IP-) mostly with suffixed d: muld 
[mold], de muld o’ de wand. 3) 
point, the foremost end of the plough- 
beam, the muzzle (of the old Shetl. 
wooden plough), to which de tar- 
ledder (a strip of hide) together 
with the traces were fixed. Nms. 
(Sullom):wmul[mul(m61)], and muld 
[muld, mold], de mul(d) o’de plough; 
otherwise comm, called “de nose o’ 
de plough”. See mu 1-tow, sb. 4) 
projecting, rounded formation of 
land, a promontory, esp. as a place- 
name, e.g.: de Mul [mul] o’ Eswick 
(N.); de Mul [mul] o’ Lund (Uws.), 
also called Bio mul [blomul] or (the 
first part anglicised) Blumul [blu- 
mul]: *bia-mtili. de Mul [mul] 
(Shannerwick, Du.), also called “de 
Mul o’ Levenwick”. As a place- 
name also in the form Mula [mula, 
mula], thus in Olnesfirth, Nm. (de 
Klobb o’ Mula), and near Norwich, 
Un.: [mala] as the name of a small 
elevation in shape like a muzzle, or 
a rounded promontory between two 
valleys. — O.N. rmili, m., a) muzzle, 
mouth (upper lip in animals)-, b) 
a high and broadly rounded moun- 
tain mass jutting out into the sea, 
or on a plain (Fr.). 

fmul2 [mul] and finel [mol], sb., 
a bone-button. Un. 

mul [mul, m61], vb., in knitting 
stockings: to narrow the toe of a 
stocking-, to m. aff de tae [‘toe’] o’ 
a sock or stockin’. *mula. Prop. 
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to form a muzzle-shaped point-, see 
mul1, sb. mula [tnulaj-co/our, sb., a dis- 
tinct colour of an animal’s snout 
(esp. that of a sheep), differing 
from the main colour of the body. 
Fo. See muF.^sb. l,and mullit,adj. 

mulband [molband, molband, mol- 
biind], molband [ molband], sb., muzzle, 
esp. for a dog. No. muleband, n., 
Da. muleband, a muzzle. See mul- 
bend, vb. 

mulband, vb., see mulbend, vb. 
mulben [molben] and molben [mol- 

ben], sb., the upper jaw-bone, esp. 
that of a fish. Wh. *mtila-bein. See 
mul1, sb. 

mulbend [mulbend, mol-], sb., a 
story, partly fact, partly fiction. Nn. 
See mulbend, -band, vb. 4. 

mulbend [mubbend’, mulbend', 
mulbaend'] and mulband [mul'band', 
mulband', mol-], vb., 1) to muzzle 
an animal-, to mulbend a grice or 
pig (in order to prevent it from 
squealing when being killed). In 
this sense reported esp. from U. in 
the form mol bend [molbsend' (mol- 
bend')]. Yn.: mulbend [mulbaend']. 
Fe.: mol bend [molbaend']. 2) a) to 
silence a person; b) to get the 
upper hand of a person-, to m. ane 
(a body). In different forms: mul- 
bend [mulbaend']: Yn. molbend 
[molbaend']: Fe. (mulbind) mol- 
bind [mol'bind', molbind'; mo]bend]: 
without closer statement of locali- 
ties [mol'bind', malbind': Yn.?]. mol- 
band [mol'band', moH'band’, mol- 
band, molband']: without closer 
statement of localities [mo’l'band': 
Yn.?]. 3) to tie a few things loosely 
together, hastily and temporarily. 
Ys.: mulbend [molbend']. A) to re- 
late something in a very inaccurate 
way, to tell an exaggerated story, 
filling in the incomplete facts with 
imaginary details-, reported only in 
the form mulband [mulband', mul- 

band'] from U. (Uwg.); to mulband 
a story; “du ’ll mulband it de best 
way du can”. — O.N. mtilbenda and 
mulbinda, vb., to muzzle an animal. 
Another word may poss. have had 
an infl. in sense 2 of the Shetl. 
word, viz.: No. maalbinda, vb., to 
gain ascendancy in a dispute, to 
reduce to silence, though meaning 
2 may reasonably have been deve- 
loped from meaning 1. — In a 
sense partly different from mul- 
band is found the form muband 
[muband', moband'] (Du.): a) to 
manage-, to master something, to 
muband a craeter’, a speech (Clum- 
lie); b) to arrange-, to get some- 
thing to fit-, dey couldno [‘-not’] get 
it mubanded. muband may be a 
“moo-band”, from L.Sc. mow, moo, 
sb., the mouth; but cf. Sc. and N.Eng. 
dial, moobann, mowband, vb., to ar- 
ticulate, mention. _ 

muld [muld, mold], vb., to begin 
to sprout, appl. to seed-corn, esp. 
of the first appearance of the sprout- 
ing seed; de corn is mul din or 
begun to m. Few. Cf. Sw. dial, 
mullta, mallta, vb., to smoulder un- 
der the ashes, mallta, vb., to grow, 
appl. to grain. Cf. brodd, vb. 

mulet [mulot], adj., see mullitt, 
adj. 

mull [muli], adj., diminutive-, a 
piri m. ting. May poss. be re- 
ferred to mulin1, sb., O.N. moli, m., 
a crumb, particle. More prob., how- 
ever, arisen from muri, adj., q.v., 
syn. with muli, by change of r to 
1, of which several examples are to 
be found. 

mulikin1 [mul"ikin'], sb., a sock, 
reaching a little above the ankle. 
Y. Poss. to be referred to mul1, 
mulin3, sbs.; more prob. a dim. of 
O.Eng. and Sc. mule, “a kind of 
slipper or shoe”. 

mulikin2 [mul"ikin'], sb., 1) odd 
and peevish movement, esp. in pi. 
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mulikins. 2) whim, caprice. Yn. 
Poss. to be referred to No. mula 
and mulka, vb., to sulk, mulken, 
adj., peevish-, surly-looking. 

mulin1 [mulin, mulin, m61-j, sb., 
a very small, broken piece of some- 
thing, a particle-, gane [‘gone’] i’ 
mulins, broken into small pieces, 
crushed. Wests. (Papa). No. mul, 
n., a very small, crumbled piece, a 
particle, = mole, m., and mola, f. 
O.N. moli, m., a crumb, a particle. 
L.Sc. mulin, mulock, sb., a crumb. 
— See millin and molin, sbs. 

mulin2 [mulin], sb., a tuft of wool 
tied round the point, de mul, of a 
rod (wand) to keep the line (de 
tom) from teasing up. Wh. From 
mul1, sb., in sense 2. 

mulin3 [mulin], sb., the toe of a 
stocking. Prop, a muzzle. See 
mul, vb. 

mull [mol (mo])], vb., to move 
the lips, to munch, chew-, to m. de 
food (Du.: mol); esp. a) to chew 
slowly, without appetite-, b) to root 
in the fodder or drinking-water, 
appl. to cattle; to m. i’ de food or 
i’ de water (Un.: mol). Conn, [mol 
and mol]; de craeter’ (coo) is mul- 
lin [mojin] i’ de food or t’rough de 
food (Conn.). Also occas. of per- 
sons eating slowly without gusto: 
to m. i’ de food (C.). — Also moll 
[mol] (N.I.). — O.N. mudla, vb., to 
move the mouth or the jaws: a) to 
mutter-, b) to munch. 

mullit(t) [muht, mulat], adj., hav- 
ing a muzzle (snout) of another 
colour than that of the body, esp.: 
a) white with dark or black muzzle-, 
b) dark (black) with white muzzle-, 
esp. appl. to sheep: a m. sheep, 
yowe [‘ewe’]. Fo. Prob.: *rmillit(t)r 
(rather than *rmil6ttr). Cf. a) Fser. 
miillittur [m0l“(l)it'6r], adj., having 
a muzzle of another colour, of cattle, 
as well as b) mula-colour. O.N. 

litr, adj., coloured (having a cer- 
tain colour). See joglitt, adj. 

muls [mols (mo'ls)], vb., 1) to 
thrust out the lips, esp. in order 
to speak or in speaking. Yh., esp. 
in the form mols [mols (mo‘ls)]; he 
cam ’ here m o 1 s i n. 2) to talk, preach-, 
de opstander is mulsin, the 
clergyman is preaching, expr. be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-lang. in 
Yn. and U.— Sense 1 indicates the 
word to be derived from mul1, sb., 
a muzzle, snout (cf. also mul set, 
adj., having a protruding mouth), 
though sense 2 refers to O.N. maela, 
vb, to speak, from “mal”, n., 
speech. 

mulset[mo‘ls3t],adj.,/?av/^fl/a/g-^, 
protruding mouth-, a m. craeter’, body. 
Esh.,Nmw. Deriv. of mul1, sb. See 
the preceding word. 

mul [mul]-fow, muld [m61d]-fow, 
sb., a strap, or a strip of hide, the 
one end of which is fixed to the 
plough-beam, and the other to the 
traces, de draught. Nms. (Sullom). 
Prop, "muzzle-rope". See mul1, sb. 3. 

muml. mummel [momol], vb., 1) 
to munch, chew. Du.? Fe. 2) to 
mumble; “to m. i’ de sleep”. Fe.; 
Nmn. (N.Roe); Conn. (L.Sc. mummle). 
Also moml, mommel [m6m3l]:U., 
Fe.; “he was momlin i’ de sleep”. 
From Un. reported only in sense 2. 
— O.N. mumla, vb., a) to move the 
lips-, b) to chew clumsily or with 
difficulty. 

mun [mon], sb., a marked in- 
fluence, change, increase, differ- 
ence, etc., see mon, sb. 

mun [mon], vb., to bring about 
a marked change or increase, etc., 
see mon, vb. 

*munna [mona], sb., the mouth-, 
go it fire m. (good for the mouth): 
O.N.gott fyrir munnin. In an old Norn 
verse from Conn, in which the word 
also appears in the form monna 
[moiia]. See further *monn, sb. 
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mur [mnr (m6r)], sb., dense snow- 

fall-, thick snow-storm, a lift-m., 
very thick snowfall in calm weather 
(lift, sb., the air)-, a wind-m., dense 
snow-storm. — More frequent in the 
form murin [munn (m6rin)], un- 
compounded; a blind [blind, blind- 
ing) murin.— Also Ork.: mur (lift-, 
wind-) and murin. — The word is 
prob. to be associated with O.N. 
(feel.) mor, n., dust-, dregs-, mud. 
No. and Sw. dial, mor, n., crushed 
or crumbled mass, and No. mure, 
m., coal refuse. Cf. also No. myrra, 
f., hazy and somewhat damp air 
(partly similar to Shetl. mur in 
murarag, sb.), Icel. myrja (“miria”: 
B.H.), misty rain, as well as No. 
myren, adj., of snow: granular, and 
Sw. dial, murjog, adj., thick-, dim-, 
hazy (of weather). See murkavi, 
sb. 

mur [mur (m6r)], vb., to snow 
heavily, to fall or drift thickly, of 
snow, he is murin, it is snowing 
heavily (the snow is drifting), a 
murin kavi, a dense snowfall or 
snow-storm, murd [murd (mord)] 
ower, covered with, or buried in, 
the snow (during a snow-storm), 
esp. appl. to sheep. — See the pre- 
ceding word and murkavi, sb. 

mura [mnra] and muri fmori], sb., 
very dense snow-storm. mura: 
Lunn. muri (a blind m.): UWfr. See 
mur and murkavi, sbs. 

murakavi, sb., see murkavi, 
sb. 

murarag [mu’ rarag*], sb., mist 
and fine rain driving before the 
wind. Fo. See mur, sb., and rag3, 
sb. (drifting mist or fine rain). 

muratu(g), muritu(g);, sb., the 
ant, see moratu, sb. 

murdrift [mnrdnft], sb., = mur- 
kavi. F.I. 

mured (murod) [murod, morad; 
murat, mo rat], adj., reddish-brown, 
peat-brown, esp. appl. to the colour 

of sheep and sheep’s wool; a m. 
sheep, yowe [‘ewe’], comm. — O.N. 
moraudr, adj., reddish-brown. 

murgab [morgab], sb., the angler, 
Lophius piscatorius. Wests. (Sa.). 
The second part of the compd. is 
no doubt gap, opening, O.N. gap, 
n.; “wide-gab” is another Shetl. 
name for the same fish. The first 
part may be Sw. dial, murro, f., 
cunnus vulva; cf. the name “konta- 
plucker” for angler, in which word 
kont is found in the same sense. 
Beside murgab, a form musgab 
[musgab, mosgab] is found as a 
name for the same fish (Sa., Wests.), 
mus is here prob. No. and Sw. 
mus, f., cunnus vulva. Note, how- 
ever, that murgab has a remark- 
able similarity to Celt., Welsh mor\ 
gath, morgath fawr, the angler 
(morgath: the ray). 

muri, sb., see mur and mura, 
sbs. 

muri [muri], adj., diminutive-, a 
piri m. ting. Prob. to be referred 
to O.N. (Icel.) mor, n., small par- 
ticles, mentioned under mur, sb.' 
See the foil. word. Cf. murti, adj. 

murikin [murikin-], sb., a quite 
small thing, e.g. a little child-, a 
piri m. Wh. Cf. Icel. mora, f., a 
very small thing (B.H.), and see 
murr1, sb. 

murin1 [murin, mnrrn], sb., a very 
dense snowfall or snow-storm-, a 
blind [blind] m., a blinding snow- 

| storm, comm. Poss. pres. part, of 
mur, vb. See mur, sb., and mur, 
vb. 

*murin" [murin], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term in fishermen’s lang. for 
mouse. Also *mjurin [mjurin]. 
Acc. to J.I. Lunn.? Most prob. to 
be referred to No. mura, vb., to 
work quietly, to potter, murul, m., 
one who potters-, a manikin. 

murk [mo‘rk], vb., to work eagerly 
and steadily, esp. in something dirty-, 
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to rake patiently in something; to 
m. i’ de peats, among de peats. U. 
No. murka, vb., to work quietly and 
steadily in a pottering way, — mura. 
See morg and murl, vbs. 

murkavi [morkifvi], sb.,//tf£, dense 
snowfall or snow-storm. Fairly comm. 
The word is found in various other 
forms: a) murakavi [mO'raka'viJ: 
N.I. occas. (reported from Yh.) and 
Wests. (Sa.); b) murikav [mn"ri- 
ksv]: U. occas.; c) murkava [mnr- 
ka'va (m6r-)]: Conn.; d) murkafe 
[mnr’ka'fo] and murkafa [mnr ka'fa]: 
Conn.; e) murrakav [mor"akaV] 
and morrakav [mor"akav]: Un. 
Edm.: moorakavie (Un.). — The first 
part is mur, sb.; q.v. The second 
part is kavi, sb., dense snowfall 
or snow-storm (kavi II, 1): O.N. 
*kafi. Cf. Fser. murrukavi, m., finely 
drifting, choking snow, the first 
part of which assimilates in form to 
murra- in murrakav (reported from 
Un.). — In Y. and Fe. murkavi 
is esp. appl. to dense snowfall in 
comparatively calm weather, as op- 
posed to fogborder, fogbord, de- 
noting dense snow-storm, which 
latter meaning is (excluding Y. and 
Fe.) commonly attached to murin, 
murkavi, etc. 

murken [mo‘rk9n], adj., musty, 
esp. appl. to smell or taste; see fur- 
ther morken, adj. 

murken [mo'rkon], vb., to grow 
musty or murken. 

murl, murel [m6r3l], vb., to rake 
continually in something, esp. some- 
thing dirty, = murk, vb. Uwg,s. 
No. murla, vb., to work quietly 
in a pottering way, = mura, 
murka. 

murr1 [mor(r)], sb., a collection 
of diminutive things, e.g. very small 
potatoes, tiny fish; a lock [Tot’] o’ 
m., a “gadery” o’ m. Fairly comm., 
esp. on Wests, and in S.Sh. Must 
be referred to O.N. (Icel.) mor, n., 

small particles, dust; dregs; mud, 
and thus cognate with (deriv. of) 
mur [mnr], sb., appl. to dense and 
fine snowfall. With ref. to u [n 
and o] in Shetl. mur and murr 
may be compared No. mure, n., 
coal refuse, and the derived words: 
murk, n., and murke, m., chips of 
wood. Cf. mod1, modd1 and mod- 
der, sbs. 

murr2 [mor(r)], sb., 1) a tingling, 
itching; a pricking sensation in 
the body. 2) vibration-, whirr; a 
vibrating or whirring sound; “I 
could hear de m. o’ it”. Also 
morr [mor(r)]. Un. *mur(r). See 
the foil. word. 

murr [mor(r)], vb., 1) to tingle, 
itch, appl. to a pricking sensation 
in the body or in a member; “hit 
[‘it’] is murrin i’ my airm [‘arm’]. 
2) of sound: to vibrate; whirr. Also 
morr [mor(r)]. U. (Un.). — No. mura 
and murra, vb., to prick, tingle in 
the body, = maura, Shetl. mor, vb. 

murrek [morok, morak], sb., sil- 
verweed, potentilla anserina. Esp. 
the root of the plant. Also in a 
more extended sense: edible root. 
comm. PI. murreks sometimes dis- 
paragingly of small potatoes, poss. 
by mingling with murr1, sb.; q.v. 
— O.N. mura, f., silverweed. — 
murrek is reported from Sa. also 
in sense of a) dirty foot-, du has 
dee a pair o’ murreks de day [To- 
day’]; b) a dirty child. 

murset [mo‘rs9t], adj., having a 
coarse, broad, wrinkled and grim 
face, m.-faced. Sa. See further 
morset, adj. 

murt [mo‘rt], sb., a small object, 
small being (person or animal), a 
child-, a manikin-, an undeveloped 
animal. In F.I. esp. a small coal- 
fish in its first year, = sillek, 
which word, now current in Shet- 
land, has gradually superseded murt. 
— O.N. murtr, m., a small fish, in 
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No. (murt, m.) esp. small fry, small 
coalfish\ Faer. murtur, m., a tiny 
coalfish. Icel. murta, f., and murti, 
m., small trout (E.J.). As a nick- 
name in O.N. (O.Icel.) “murtr” doubt- 
less meant manikin or small per- 
son, partly similar to Shetl. murt. 
Cf. also Icel. murti, murtr, adj., short, 
stumpy (B.H.), and Shetl. mirt(ek), 
sb. 

murt [mo‘rt], vb., to poke in the 
fire and let it go out through care- 
lessness-, to m. i’ de fire, to m. ut 
de fire. Us->wk., Y. and Fe.? May be 
the same word as No. murta, vb., 
continually to be in quiet activity, 
from mura, vb. 

murten [mo'rtan], adj., = mur- 
ken, adj. 

murten [mo'rton], vb., = mur- 
ken, vb. 

murti [mo'rti], adj., very small, 
diminutive; a piri m. ting. From 
murt, sb. Cf. muri, adj. 

mus [mus (mos); mus, mds], sb., 
a mouse. *husseka, musseka 
[hb^'oka' mo-vaka1]! an exclamation 
or a kind of formula (now obs.) in 
chasing away mice (Un.). — O.N. 
mils, f., mouse. 

mus-/a’ [musfa (mos-)], sb., mouse- 
trap. No. musfella and mus(a)foll, f. 

musiskad [mus-iskad’], sb., a 
private and confidential entertain- 
ment with a chat and a small meal, 
esp. between two elderly people; 
dey had (were ha’in) dem a m. Nms. 
(Bardister). The first part of the 
compd. may be No. musa, vb., to 
whisper; chat, skad, in this con- 
nection, is obscure. 

musk [mosk, mosk] and musker1 

[mdskor, moskar], sb., (thick) haze, 
mist. Fo. No. musk, n., dust; dim- 
ness in the air; heat-haze, also 
drizzle. See musker2, vb. 

muskend [moskand], adj., musty, 
appl. to corn (Un.), = moskin; q.v. 

musker1, sb., = musk, sb.; q.v. 

musker2 [moskar], mosker [mos- 
kar], sb., a whisper; murmur; esp. 
negatively: no [‘not’] a m.; I never 
heard a m. aboot it. N. Icel. muskr, 
n., a mutter. 

musker1 [moskar], mosker [mos- 
kar], vb., to mutter; whisper. N. 
Icel. muskra, vb., to mutter; grumble 
(No. mussa, vb., a) to mutter; mur- 
mur; b) to whisper; Sw. dial, muska, 
vb., to mutter). 

musker2 [moskar], vb., to rain in 
occasional slight showers; he is 
muskerin. N.I., Fo.? *muskra. No. 
muska, vb., a) to dust; drift; b) to 
rain finely, Sw. dial, muska, vb., 
to drizzle. Faer. aelmusk, sb., a slight 
shower. See musk and musker1, 
sbs. 

muskera [moskara], muskerad 
[mds'karad', -rad-], muskerod [mds'- 
karod'J, adj., 1) muskera and mus- 
kerad: having a dark-grey colour 
with reddish-brown shade-, grey or 
blackish colour mingled with reddish- 
brown or brown (Nmn. and Nms.: 
Sullom, Bard.); also mixed or mott- 
led black and white (Nmw., Nibon), 
and black mingled with grey spots 
(Nmw’s. occas., De. occas.). mds'- 
kara' and -rad': Nmn. (N.Roe). mds'- 
karad': Nmw. (Nibon) and Swinister, 
Nm. mds'karad': Nms. (Bard., Sul- 
lom). Esp. appl. to the colour of 
sheep and sheep’s wool. 2) mus- 
kerod [-rod]: light brown, of a 
somewhat lighter and more brown- 
ish tint than musket (dust-coloured). 
U". — The first part of the compd. 
is the stem musk (dimness) in mus- 
ket, adj. The second part ra, rad, 
owing to the vowel-sound, can hardly 
be O.N. raudr, adj., red (which 
meaning only partly agrees); O.N. 
au commonly changes to 0 or o 
[o, o, 6] in Shetl. It is more prob. 
a rod-, rodinn from O.N. rjdda, vb., 
prop, to redden, but in No. (rjoda) 
also in a wider sense: to smear. 
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brush on\ to colour. Cf. Fser. rofla, 
vb., a) to redden, to give a reddish 
light or tinge (= O.N. rofla, vb.); 
b) to smear, a is occas. found in 
Shetl. developed from older o, but 
not from au. -rod may be either 
rod- (rodinn) or raudr. 

musket [mdskst, moskot], adj., 1) 
dust-coloured\ esp. appl. to sheep; 
a m. sheep. Fairly comm. Also 
“grey-musket”. In Wh. esp. a grey 
ground with reddish-brown points 
of hair, = “mured upo grey”. 2) 
musty, covered with a layer of 
must. Wh. [moskot]. 3) appl. to the 
air, weather: damp-, misty and damp, 
-- mogerd. Conn. — No. musken 
and muskutt, adj., discoloured (mus- 
ken, mouse-dun), muskutt, a) misty, 
of the air; b) having a dark or dull 
(dusty) colour. See musk, sb., and 
the foil. word. 

muski [moski], adj., appl. to air: 
hazy, misty, dull-, the sky is m.- 
like, m.-lookin’. Fo., N.I. occas. 
(Fe.?). The same word as the pre- 
ceding one, but with a more recent 
ending (Eng. -ie, -y). 

*musseka, sb., see mus, sb. 
mut, sb., see mutt, sb. 
mut [mut, mot], vb., 1) to potter 

with something, taking great pains, 
but not making headway, to m. in 
or atill [‘into’] onyting (U.); to m. 
at onyting (U., Fo.). Also to peck 
at the food, eating little and very 
slowly, to m. in onyting, i’ de food 
(Wh.). In U. (Un.) also in the form 
mo it [moit]. 2) to move indolently 
at a slow pace-, to geng mutin (U.); 
in this latter sense more comm, 
moit [moit]; q.v.— Cf. with mut 2 
No. muta (u’), vb., to move slowly 
onward, mut 1 agrees in meaning 
with No. mota, vb., to peck at the 
food. In sense of a) to whisper, 
to mention slightly, b) to mutter, 
Shetl. mut is N.Eng. dial, and 
L.Sc. moot, mute, vb., to mention 

slightly, to suggest-, hint-, articu- 
late, etc. 

muter [mutor, mdtar, motor], vb., 
to mutter-, to speak indistinctly, to 
whisper. Reported from Un. and 
Conn, with u [u and 6]-sound. No. 
mutra, vb., to mutter-, whisper. The 
u-sound and the close o-sound in- 
dicate Shetl. muter to be an old 
word, and not a loan-word from 
Eng. mutter, vb. 

muti [muti, mnti], sb., a small 
being, stormy petrel, see mutti, sb. 

muti [muti, mnti], adj., diminu- 
tive, see mutti, adj. 

mutikin, sb., see muttikin, sb. 
muti1, muttel [m6t3l, motal], sb., 

a very small fish. Esh., Nmw. Deriv. 
of mutt, sb.; q.v. 

muti2, muttel [m6t3l, motal], sb., 
the mouth, endearing term; “open 
de sheep’s m.l” Conn. Deriv. of 
No. mutt, m., the mouth, endearing 
term. 

mutl;!, sb., a small knife or worn- 
out spade, see muttel, sb. 

muti1, muttel [mot3!, motal], vb., 
to speak indistinctly, to mutter. 
Also a) motl, mottel [motal], fairly 
comm., and b) moitel [moital]; the 
latter form reported from Un. 
“he mutteld (moiteld) som’tin’ ut 
o’ him”. — Faer. and Sw. dial, 
mutla, vb., id. O.N. mudla, vb., 
partly to mutter, partly to munch. 

muti2, muttel [mot3l, motal], vb., 
to stick with a knife-, to kill an 
animal in an improper way, to m. 
a sheep. More commonly motl, 
mottel [mot3l, motal, mo’tal, m6(9l 
(m6(al)] and moitel [moital, m6i‘(al]. 
Un.: [mo'tal, mortal]. Yn.: [mo(al, 
m6(a]]. Nms.: [mo(al, m6i‘(al]. — 
No. mutla, vb., inter alia to pick or 
cut with a knife. See muttel, sb., 
a small knife, etc. 

mutn, muten [mut3n, m6t3n, -an], 
vb., to be decayed-, to be dried up \ to 
rot slowly, e.g. of old wool, flesh 
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or fish; to m. awa [‘away’], to lie 
mutnin [motnin (mutnin), mot"- 
oniir (mut"9mir)]. Conn., N.I., etc. 
In the above given senses the word 
may prob. be referred to No. mut- 
ast, vb., to loosen (Aa.), waste away, 
mutast hurt (R.). Cf. poss. also 
L.Sc. moutit, perf. part., “diminished, 
scanty, bare” (Jam.), and to mout 
(moot) awa, “to take away piece- 
meal”. — In some places, e.g. N., 
mut(e)n is used in sense of to 
grow musty, esp. of fish and flesh, 
“mutend fish or flesh”, which, in 
all probability, may be referred to 
No. mott, n., (thick) must, motten, 
adj., musty. In that case, mutten, 
muttend, is more correct. 

mutnafi, mutnefi [rnot mafi’, mot"- 
nefi\ m6t"n3fi' (mutn-)], vb., = 
mutn, vb. Poss. by mingling with 
Eng. mortify, partly in sense of to 
humiliate, partly in a somewhat 
similar sense to Shetl. mutn, viz.: 
to be decayed, to waste away. 

mu-traxv, sb., see monadrag, 
sb. 

muts [mut§, motsj], vb., to go 
about executing needless trifles, 
mostly feigning to busy oneself; to 
geng [‘go’] muts in aboot. Conn., 
Sandw., Du. Cf. a) Shetl. mut, vb., 
to potter with something, of which 
word muts is a derivative, and b) 
No. muta, vb., in sense of to go 
away by oneself, and myta, vb., to 
steal, sneak, carry away secretly, 
etc. The word assimilates in form 
(and partly in sense) to Eng. mooch, 
vb. 

mutt [mut, mot (mot)], sb., a di- 
minutive thing: object or (esp.) liv- 
ing being; a piri (little) m.; — 
endearingly or jocularly of a little 
child, mut with long u [mut] is 
doubtless rare; otherwise sometimes 
muti, sb. and adj., and mutikin, 
sb., with long u, as well as mutti 
and muttikin. — Prop, as it seems; 

a mite or moth. Cf. a) No. mutt 
and mutte, m., Sw. dial, mutt, n., 
a moth, No. mutt, m., a) a short 
piece (of straw), collect.: husks, 
bran, ft) a mote, particle; b) O.N. 
motti, m., a moth; No. mott, m., 
moths, mites, tiny insects; Faer. 
motti, m., and motta, f., mites (esp. 
in wind-dried meat). See the foil, 
word. 

mutted [mutad, motad], adj., full 
of mites or moth larvae, esp. appl. 
to flesh and fish as well as meal; 
m. flesh, fish, meal. Ai. Now more 
comm.: “mited”, from Eng. mite, 
sb. — mutted from an old *mutt(i) 
= O.N. motti, m., moth, mite; see 
the preceding word. 

muttel (mutl) [motal, motal, mo'tal, 
mo(al], sb., \) a small knife, mostly 
appl. to a knife used for coarse 
purposes, or an old, blunt knife, e.g. 
for gutting small fish, also for loos- 
ening shellfish (limpets) from the 
sea-rocks or from their shells; a 
shellin’-m. The forms without soft- 
ened t are most common. The 
forms with softened t [mo'tal, mojlal] 
are esp. reported from U. moitel 
[moital (moi'tal) for *m6[al] is an- 
other form, arisen by softening, and 
likewise peculiar to U.(Un.). Also mot- 
tel [motal]. From Levenwick, Du., 
is reported muttel as a sea-term, 
fishermen’s tabu-name for knife-, see 
further under *festo, sb. Phrase: 
to be upo de point o’ ane’s mut- 
tel, to be exceedingly merry, in 
high spirits-, “du is upo de point 
o’ dy m. de day [‘to-day’]” (Fe.). 2) 
a small spade, or blade of a spade, 
referring to the old-fashioned Shet- 
landic spade: Wests. (Sa.) [motal]; 
a worn-out spade, a m. o’ a spade: 
Few.: [motal]. — No. mutel (mutl), 
knivsmutel, m., a small knife. 

mutti [muti, moti], sb., l) a small 
thing or being-, a piri (small) m. 
2) stormy petrel, thalassidroma. More 
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rarely muti [rniiti] with long u-sound; 
reported from Sa. in sense 2. Also 
in the compd. alamuti, -mutti, in 
sense 2; q.v. — mutti is either a 
form derived from mutt, sb. (q.v.), 
a diminutive thing or being, prop. 
a mite, or an old *mutti = O.N. 
motti, m., a moth, mite; cf. Ork. 
alamotti (Edm.) = Shell, (ala-) 
mutti. — From Nm. is reported a 
form maiti, “mity” [maiti], arisen 
by anglicising of mutti, mite, sb. 

mutti [muti, moti], adj., diminutive; 
a piri m. ting. Deriv. of mutt, 
sb.; q.v. 

muttikin [muHRin1, m6t"ikin‘], sb., 
a small thing (object) or living 
being. Sometimes endearingly of 
a little child. Occas. of a micro- 
scopic thing or being (Sa. occas.). 
Also (more rarely): mutikin [mu“- 
tikm'] with long u-sound. — Dim. 
deriv. of mutt, sb., or mutti, sb.; 
see these words. 

muveg, moo-veg [muvgg], sb., 
the corner of the mouth. Vidlin, L. 
See monnvik, sb. 

me1 [mo], sb., saliva. Fe. Par- 
allel form to mu1, sb.; q.v. 

me2 [mo], sb., collect., very small 
things, objects or beings, e.g. very 
small potatoes, tiny fish (young coal- 
fish, silleks); a lock [‘lot’] o’ mo. 
Ai. O.N. mod, n., refuse; fluff; 
grains; motes, etc. No. mod, “mo, 
mo”, n., small refuse, also inter 
alia, a small fish-, “moae”, small 
//j(R.). See mod1 and modd1, sbs. 

*m03 [mo], sb., dense haze, heat- 
haze, preserved only in the compds. 
togemo and vindmo; see these 
words. No. moe, m., haze, heat- 
haze. Icel. moda, f., heat-haze. 

me4 [mo], sb., exceeding weari- 
ness, esp. in the compd. vormo 
[vormo-], exhaustion after de vor 
(the preparing of the soil, dug by 
spade, in the spring). Um ’n. O.N. 
moedi, f., weariness-, exhaustion. 

me5 [mo], sb., mood-, temper, see 
mod, sb. 

me6 [mo], sb., in “mo-sickness”; 
see this word under mor-sickness. 

*m07 [mo], sb., a stretch of soft, 
muddy, or esp. sandy sea-bottom. U. 
As the second part of compds. in 
names for such fishing-grounds, 
partly with short vowel-sound [mo]: 
Heljersmo [he["3rsmo‘] (Uw®.), named 
after an opening in the coast, a 
large rocky cavern, heljer, as one 
of the landmarks. Hulnamo [hul"- 
namo-, -mo'] (Uwg.), named after one 
of the landmarks, called “Hulnarift 
[hul"narift-]”, possibly a *holanna- 
ript (O.N. holl, m., a hill, Shetl. 
hul). — O.N. mor, m., a plain with 
sandy or gravelly soil. No. mo, m., 
Sw. mo, f., a flat stretch of sandy 
ground. See mui, sb., which is 
another form of this word in Unst. 

m08 [mg], sb., a pet name for a 
calf or cow, to tipp [tap] de mo, 
to milk the cows. N.I. Onomato- 
poeic word. See mo2, vb. 

mo1 [mo], vb., of sheep, grazing 
on damp soil or moor-land: to 
waste away, become enfeebled. 
Mostly in perf. part., occas. used as 
an adj.: mod [mod, mg3d]; de sheep 
is mod. Lunn. Also with dropped 
i-mutation: mu [mu]; perf. part, 
mud [mud, mnsd], also used ad- 
jectivally.— An original “mcedask”, 
vb. refl., to be exhausted? O.N. 
moeda, vb., to weary, exhaust. See 
mu3 (mo), sb., and mu, vb. 

mo2 [mg], vb., to low softly in 
a feeble tone, of a cow and esp. 
of a calf. N.I. Prop, to say “moo!” 

mod [mod] and mo [mg], sb., 
mood-, temper-, humour. In these 
forms with long o-sound the word 
esp. belongs to fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. at sea (de Herra, Yell), and 
is applied to the readiness with 
which the fish takes the bait, mostly 
negatively of lacking eagerness to 

38 
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take the bait. Also muud [m°nd], 
with the same restricted application, 
“der ’r nae [‘no’] m0(d) or muud 
on de fish”, the fish will not bite. 
Yh.— Otherwise comm. “m0d”with 
short 0 in a wider use appl. to mood; 
temper in general. This “mgd” is 
L.Sc. mude, Eng. mood; compare the 
pronunc. “g0d, hgd, stod, of Eng. 
good, hood, stood. “der ’r nae 
mood [mod] on him”, he is in a 
bad mood. Corresponding to “der ’r 
nae m0(d) on de fish”, is now com- 
monly used the phrase “de fish is 
no [‘not’] in a takin’ mood [mod]”. 
— O.N. modr, m., excitement, (ex- 
cited) state of mind. 

medd [mod], sb., slightly hoed-up 
ground, esp. for planting potatoes 
in; taati [‘potato’J-modd. Fe. See 
further modd3, sb. 

medisom [mir-disonr], adj., weari- 
some-, m. wark [‘work’]. Yn. O.N. 
moedisamr, adj., id. Cf. moli2, adj. 

fmef [mof (mof)], sb., very close, 
stifling air-, oppressive heat-, a m. 
o’ heat [het]. comm. Occas. of a 
disagreeable smell of something 
(U.). May poss. be derived from 
No. moen, adj., hot and close, hazy, 
of air. The final f might then be 
thought to have arisen, e.g. by in- 
fluence of the syn. of, a of o’ heat. 
It is, however, quite as probable to 
regard mof as a form from L.Sc. 
muith, mooth, in Jam. given as an 
adj., in sense of warm and misty, 
though th [p] does not usually change 
to f in Shetl. 

fmef [mof], vb., to be over- 
whelmed by sultry heat-, to draw 
one's breath with difficulty in sultry 
weather, to m. (m. op) or m. ower. 
Perf. part, moft, moft op, a) of 
air: very close or sultry, b) wrapped 
up warmly, esp. about the neck, 
moft op (Fe.). See the preceding 
word. 

fmefisom [mof"isom-], adj., op- 

pressive, sultry and somewhat damp, 
of air, weather; m. wadder, a m. 
heat. Wests., De., Nm. Derived from 
mof, sb. 

mol [mol, mol (me3!)], sb., a 
sultry heat, a m. o’ heat [het]. Nmw. 
[mol]. Fe. [mel, me3l]. Either to be 
compared with Icel. molla, f., warm 
weather — see moll2 (moil), sb., 
— or a *mygl-, mustiness-, see 
molg, sb., molgi, adj., of sultry 
weather, and cf. mugg, sb., damp 
and misty, partly also warm and 
hazy air. 

meld [mold], sb., earth-mould. 
Also with 6-sound: mold [mold]. 
O.N. mold, f., mould. 

meld [meld], more comm, meldo 
[moldo], vb., to smooth the mould 
after the sowing of the seed with 
the so-called mold(o)in klubb or 
klobb (a log of wood)-, to m. de 
grund. mold: Few. moldo: U.; 
Me. (L.); Wh.; Wests, and several 
places. — O.N. my Ida, vb., to cover 
with mould-, No. and Peer, mylda, 
vb., to smooth the mould after the 
sowing of the seed. See mild2,vb., 
which is another form of the word, 
peculiar to Yell. 

melder [mold3r]-ojc, sb., the ox 
which, during ploughing with the 
old, now obsolete, Shetl. wooden 
plough, drew the plough in the fur- 
row. Nms. (Sullom). Prop, “mould- 
ox”, *moldar-oxi. 

meldin-klubb (klobb, c/ub) [mol"- 
dinklob', -klob’] and comm, meldoin- 
klubb (klobb, club) [moL doinklob", 
-klob ], sb., a long wooden handle, 
fixed to a flat, slanting piece of 
wood at the end, by which to 
smooth the mould after the sowing. 
moldinklobb: Fe. moldoinklubb: 
U. *myldingar-klubba. See meld, 
moldo, vb., and klubb, sb. Other- 
wise moldoin “-clog” (Wh.; Sa.; 
Papa, etc.) is quite as commonly 
used. mildin(a)stump (-stick), q.v. 
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(peculiar to Y.), is another name for i 
m0ld(o)inklubb. 

meldikjos [mok’dikjos'], sb., a 
heap of dried mould (used as litter 
for cattle in the stable), = a muldi 
(moldi) kjos. Y. *moldar-k9s. See 
kjos and kus, sbs. 

meldikus [mol ’dikus'], sb., = 
moldikjos. 

meldo. vb., see mold, vb. 
m0-/ess, adj., see molos, adj. 
meli1 [moli, m03li], adj., of air, 

weather: close, hazy or misty, partly 
also damp and drizzly; m. wadder 
[‘weather’]; a m. N.I. molin [mo3- 
lm]: Yn.; a m. heat [het]. Deriv. of 
mol, sb. The word is almost sim- 
ilar to molgi, adj. 

moli2 [meli], adj., wearied, lan- 
guid; I felt m. Un. O.N. moediligr, 
adj., in a somewhat diff. sense: 
wearisome. See modisom, adj. 

melin, inellin [molin], sb., a scrap 
of food, a crumb (bread-crumb). 
“der ’r nedder m. or m etin (a morsel 
of food) within de door”. Reported 
in this form from U. and St. *myl-. 
No. myl, n., a crumb, = mul. Sw. 
dial, mole, molle, n., collect., par- 
ticles. L.Sc. mulin. Also the form 
millin [milin: Ym.; malm: Du.] 
springs from *myl-. See mulin1, sb. 

melisom [me'disonv, m03"lis6nr], 
adj., 1) oppressively hot and close, 
of air; a m. day. Nmw. [m0"h- 
sonr]. 2) languid from great heat. 
Fe. [me^iisonr]. — In sense 1 al- 
most similar to moli1, adj. In sense 
2 moli1 and moli2, adjs., seem to 
have been merged together. 

melos1, m0-/ess [molas, molas, 
-les], adj., chary of words; reserved; 
weak-minded and dull; also mumb- 
ling, not caring to speak distinctly; 
a m. body, mglas: Conn, molas: 
Fo. — The word, by metathesis of 
the vowel-sounds, prob. represents an 
older *mol0S, *mollos, from O.N. 

m&llaus (m611puss), adj., speechless, 
dumb. 

molos2, ma-less [molas, moles], 
adj., sluggish and weak, having a 
slack, unhandy hold. U. May have 
arisen from O.N. meginlauss (-Ipuss), 
adj., feeble, powerless, or a *megi- 
lauss (cf. Fser. megi, f., = megin, 
n.). For the vowel-sound o in mol os 
may, in that case, be compared 
mon, sb., strength; energy (Sa.), = 
moin. See also moinlos, adj., from 
O.N. magnlauss. 

mon [mon], sb., might; strength; 
energy; esp. negatively, and in conn, 
with might, sb.; “der ’r nedder might 
or [‘nor’] m. i’ him”, he is unfit 
for any manual labour. Sa. The 
word prob. stands for *men as a 
contraction of O.N. megin, megn, n., 
strength. Cf. moin, sb., from O.N. 
magn. 

mon [mon, mo'n], vb. a., to move 
a cow from one part of the home- 
pasture to another, to move a cow’s 
tether-peg, to m. a coo’s stake. Sa. 
Parallel form to the more common 
mon [mon] from O.N. muna, vb.; 
see mon, vb. 

monadrag [mon”adrag], sb., 1) 
weakness of the spine; a curvature 
in the spine of an animal, esp. a 
cow or sheep; a disease, causing 
the animal to go sideways in a 
circle. 2) crossing of clouds com- 
ing from opposite directions, driven 
by winds in the higher and lower 
strata of air. 3) semicircular piece 
of a rainbow, a kind of mock-sun, 
to be seen near the moon, esp. be- 
hind the moon; in this sense reported 
only from Yn. — In the main form the 
word is noted down only in Y. and 
Fe. It is found in many different 
forms: a) mon id rag [m0••nidrag•, 
mon-idrag’]: Yh. b) m0ni-“traw” 
[mon”itra-]: De. (sense 1); Nmw. 
(sense 2). c) meni-“draw” [men"- 
idra-]: reported by J.I. (locality un- 
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certain), in sense 2. meni-traw 
[men"i- (mini-, mani-)]: Sa., Wests., 
in sense 1. moni-traw [mon"i-]: Fe. 
occas. and Fo. (in Fo. esp. in sense 
2). monna-traw [moij"a-]: Uwg., 
noted down in sense 2. mu [mu, 
mu]-draw: Nm. occas. (Nmw.), in 
sense 2. mu [mu, mu]-traw: Esh., 
Nmw. occas., in sense 2. — With 
deviating second part of compd. 
monatrapp [mo^matrap’] and mo- 
nitrapp [mg-ni-]: U., noted down 
in sense 1. — The first part of the 
compd. is O.N. mcena, f., Shetl. 
moni, sb., spinal marrow; the sec- 
ond part, drag, draw, is O.N. drag, 
n., a dragging, pulling, etc. The 
meanings 2 and 3 must be devel- 
oped from meaning 1. mu in “mu- 
draw, mu-traw” must be an abbre- 
viation of *muni (muna), a par- 
allel form to moni, and formed by 
dropping of i-mutation. The second 
part “traw” beside drag and “draw”, 
is L.Sc. thraw, sb., contortion, sprain- 
ing, dislocation, trapp in mona- 
trapp may have arisen from krapp, 
sb. (q.v.), cramp. 

meni [(mgni) moni], sb., spinal 
marrow, comm. Mostly in the expr.“de 
m. o’derig”. A form meni [meni] is 
reported from Du. and Sa. Sa. occas.: 
[mini]. — O.N. mcena (Icel. maena, No. 
and Faer. mona), f., spinal marrow. 

menstaf, /noon-staf [monstaf, 
momstaf], sb., a kind of mock-sun: a 
streak of light beside or up from the 
moon, a piece of lunar halo, visible 
only along the one side of the moon. 
Prop, “moon-staff”, “moon-streak”. 
See staf, sb. 

mer1 [mor] and mori [mgri], sb., 
a bog, swamp, now almost obsolete 
in this sense in the spoken lang- 
uage. Handed down in Wh. in the 
form mori; “we ’re gotten in a m.”, 
we have got into (stuck fast in) a 
bog. O.N. m^rr, f., a bog, No. 
and Sw. myr, Faer. m^ri, f. mor 

is otherwise the common pronuncia- 
tion of Eng. moor; cf. e.g. Shetl. flor 
[flgr] from Eng. floor. On the other 
hand, mui and mo from O.N. mor, 
m.; see mui and mo7, sbs. — 
mor [mgr, mor] and more rarely 
mori [mgri] often appear in place- 
names in sense of bog, swamp, 
and are then on the border-line of com- 
mon nouns, as the meaning is under- 
stood by the common people, de 
Mors [mgrs]: Sullom, Nms. Mor 
[mgr] (Hillswick, Nmw.), now the 
name of a farm, de burn o’ Mori 
[mgri] (Nmn.). With suffixed definite, 
and later on prefixed, article, “de”, 
Eng. the: de Moren [moron] (Y.): 
*m^rrin. de Morins [morins] (Gun- 
nister, Nmw.): *m^rarnar (with added 
Eng. pi. -s). Morena grona [mg"r- 
ona- (mor"ona') grgna] (Yh.): *myrr- 
in grcena (poss. the accus. form: 
*myrina groenu), “the green bog’. 
Morna kwida [morna kwlda] (Fo.): 
*m^rrin hvlta (accus.: *myrina hvltu), 
“the white bog”. With dropped i- 
mutation: mur [mor] and partly mor 
[mor]. Thus: de Murs [murs] or 
Mors [mors] (Lorafell, Fo.). With 
shortening of the main vowel: de 
Murens [morons] o’ Hul (Sa.): *hols- 
m^rarnar (Shetl. hul, sb., a hill, 
O.N. holl). Moren [moron] and Mo- 
ren [moron, morn] (Esh., Nmw.), name 
of a farm: *a or 1 myrinni. As the 
second part of compd. comm, mor 
[mgr, mor]: Grindamor [grim'damor] 
(Seter, Ai.): *grindar-m^rr; see grind, 
sb. Kwidamor [kwT"damor] (De.): 
*hvita myrr. de Russamors [ros"a- 
mgrs-] (Sullom, Nms.): *hrossa-myrar 
(the horse bogs; see russa, sb.). 
mori, e.g. in “Speldimori” [spael”- 
dimg’ri] (Fe.), now name of a stretch 
of field: *speld(a)-myrr. Conversely 
Morispeld [mor’ispoh] (Clumlie, Du.). 
Definite form: Blomorna [blomorna] 
(Ai.): *blamyrrin, prop, accus.: *bla- 
myrina, “the blue (black) bog”. With 
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dropped i-mutation: Sokkamur [sok"a- 
mnr’i (Morister, St.): *spkkva-myrr; 
see sokkim0r,sukkim0r,sb.,^ttfl^'- 
mire. As the first part in genitive 
form: a) Mora [mora, mora], e.g. de 
Moradelds fmor'^adelds'] (Aidseter, 
Ai.): *myrar-deildir; Moragrind [mo"- 
ragrind1] (Haroldswick, Un.); b) Mori 
[mori (mori)], e.g. Morispeld, see 
ante; c) with dropped i-mutation: 
a) Muradal [mur"adal'] (Lunna Ness, 
L.): *m^rar-dalr; ft) de Mordelds 
[mordelds] (Taft, Ai.) = de Mora- 
delds, see ante. In def. form in 
gen. sing, or pi.: de Mornabrods 
[mormabrods1] (Northdale, Fe.): *my- 
rarinnar- or *myranna- (brotar? or 
Celt, “brod” in sense of fertile ar- 
able land); with dropped i-mutation: 
de Murnategs [mor"nategs ]: *m^- 
rarinnar- or *myranna-teigar; see 
*teg, sb. — Sh. Stedn. p. 134. — 
O.N. myrr, f., a bog, swamp. 

finer2 [mor], sb., in an older sig- 
nification heath, moor, pasture in 
common — Balfour: “Muir, Ice- 
landic Moar, ericetum, Heath past- 
ure, common to all the Skathalds 
and Hrepps of a Herad” [Shetl. 
skattald, out-field, hill-pasture] — 
almost assimilates to L.Sc. muir, Eng. 
moor, but is old in Shetlandic; see the 
obs. compd. *morsten, sb., and note 
mur [mur], esp. in Yell and in 
Northmavine, occas. mor [mor] (Un.), 
often appearing in Shetl. place-names 
in sense of boggy or heather-clad 
heights. The word may spring from 
A.S. mor, stretch of heath, moor, 
with rad. r; but also in East Norw., 
Sw. and Da. is found a “mor”, f., 
with rad. r, in No. and Sw. mostly 
in sense of woodland, in Da.: mor- 
jord = mosejord, boggy soil, and 
with the Shetl. place-name Fellamur 
[fel"amur] or Fellimur [fef'imnr] 
(Ye.) may besides be compared the 
Norw. name “Fjeldmora” (Rygh, N.G. 
Ill, p. 311). See Shetl. Stednavne, 

pp. 132—133. — In the sense peaty 
soil (now common), Shetl. mor as- 
similates to Icel. mor (mo-), Faer. 
mogvur, m., in the same sense. 0 
is, however, not developed directly 
from O.N. 6; on the other hand, 
it is often found corresponding to 
Eng. oo. 

mor [mor, mor], vb., to itch, prick, 
tingle, appl. to tingling sensations 
in the body. Wests, [mor: Sa. mor: 
Papa]. No. maura, vb., to itch, 
prick, tingle (of disagreeable sen- 
sations in the body). See murr 
(and morr), vb. 

meratu [mo"ratir, mor"atrr], sb., 
the ant. In this form reported esp. 
from U. (Un.). Also in the forms: 
a) moratug [mo'Tatng1, mor’atOg-]; 
b) moritug [m0r••itug•]: Y. and Fe.? 
c) muratug, murratug [mur'atng’, 
mor"atng- (mu"ra-)]: reported esp. 
from Wests. (Fo., Sa.) and Nm. Also 
Easts, and Wh. d) muritu, mur- 
ritu [mur”it0‘ (mu"ri-)]: Conn, e) 
muritug, murritug [mur'^itug" 
(mor"i-)]: Du. More rarely mara- 
tug [ma"ratug’]: N.Roe occas. — 
Prop, ant-hill, O.N. *maurpiifa, f., by 
transference appl. to the insect itself. 
No. maurtuva, f., Da. myretue, ant-hill. 
O.N. maurr, m., the ant. The Shetl. 
forms with u in the first part of 
compds. rather indicate Da. myre, 
Sw. myra, f., ant, than a root-form 
“maur”. See tug (tu), sb., a/wotf/zcf. 

morin [morin, morin], sb., a dis- 
agreeable pricking or tingling sen- 
sation in the body; “der ’r a m. 
a’ [‘all’] t’rough me”. Wests, [mo- 
no]: Sa. morin: Papa]. *mauran 
(*mauring) or poss. only a pres, 
part, form of mor, vb. 

mer [mor, mor]-s/cfcness, sb., a 
kind of consumption in cattle graz- 
ing on boggy ground, causing them 
to waste away, = mu (mu-sick- 
ness), mo (-sickness), mor is here 
prob. O.N. m^rr, f., a bog. See 
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mDr1, sb. In No. is otherwise found 
a “maursott”, f., appl. to a certain 
disease in cattle (Aa.). 

*m0rsten, sb., a stone on the 
heath or in the out-field, at which, 
in former times, the circuit-courts 
were held; acc. to David Balfour: 
a stone at which religious cere- 
monies were held. Balfour: “Muir 
Stane, N. MoarStenn, the idol, after- 
wards (till lately) the Thingstod of 
a Herad or Vard-Thing”. *morar- 
steinn? See mor2, sb. 

mest [most], sb., dense, misty 
steam, very dense smoke; der ’r a 

m. o’ reek in (i’ de hus): U. From 
N. reported in a special sense a 
disagreeable exhalation of some- 
thing, a stink. — *myst-. Cf. No. 
mystr (mostr), n., as a parallel form 
to “mistr”, n., a) heat-haze; b) 
drizzle. See also most, sb. 

m0tins [motins], sb. pi., slightly 
rooted-up earth, grice-m. U. For 
moddins? See modd3, sb., and 
modd2, vb. The word is, in any 
case, to be classed with these 
words. Compd. of modd, sb., and 
rotins [rotins], sb. pi. (from rot, 
vb., to root)? 

N. 
nabb [nab], sb., a knoll, projec- 

tion, point; esp.: \) point of a fish- 
hook; de n. o’ de hook [hjok]. Yh. 
2*) projecting, rocky knoll, a small 
promontory; now hardly used ex- 
cept as a place-name: (de Head o’) 
de Nabb (Fo.). de Nabb (Un., W., 
Lerwick, M. The latter place near 
Lerwick is also locally called “de 
Knabb”). de Nabba (Papa St.), pro- 
jecting fragments of rock, sea-rocks. 
— O.N. nabbr and *nabbi, m., pro- 
jecting knoll or point, protuberance. 
No. nabb (and nabbe), m., a) a peg; 
nail; tack; b) projecting crag (= 
knabb), Sw. (dial.) nabb, m., a peg; 
nail; point of land. Eng. nab, sb., 
head, and dial.: summit of a rock, 

fnabel(d), sb. and adj., see under 
the foil. word. 

naber [nabar], adj., scant, stingy, 
that gives short measure; he was 
very n. wi’ his weight. Nmw. Prob. 
arisen by vowel lengthening from 
*n a b b e r, orig. *nappr = O.N.*knappr, 
Icel. knappr, hnappr, No. and Sw. 
knapp, Sw. dial, also napper, napp, 
adj., scanty; spare; mean, etc. — 
Otherwise another form nabel [na- 

bal], nabeld [nabald], is more wide- 
spread than naber. nabel(d) is 
also used as a substantive in sense 
of a miser, an avaricious or nig- 
gardly person, and originates poss. 
from the Biblical character “Nabal”, 
who was notorious for his avarice. 
From Fe. is reported a form nai- 
beld [naibald], sb., which may re- 
present *nibeld by anglicising of i 
to ai, and is to be classed with 
nib(b)eldis, adj., from *knip-. 

nad1, njad1 [ijad (njad)], sb., toil 
and moil, hard rowing (Un.); see 
further njad, sb. 

nad2 [nad] and njad2 [njad, iiad], 
sb., immature corn (in the field), 
checked in growth; der ’r naet’in’ 
here but a nad, naet’in’ but nad 
(Lunn.); a corn (a particle) o’ nad 
(Yh.). njad: Wh.; Y. and Fe. occas. 
— *knat? Cf. Sw. dial, knatte (knatt), 
m., something stunted in growth, a 
small being or thing, “st& i knatt”, 
to be at a standstill, to grow slowly 
(the cognate “knytt, kndtten”, adj., 
stunted in growth, is appl. to corn), 
and see besides nad, vb., nadi, 
naddi, adj., as well as njatr (njat- 
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ter), sb., syn. with n(j)ad, sb. Cf., 
with ref. to the root-meaning, the 
word nakk, sb. Or an original 
*gnat-? There, is a possible asso- 
ciation with Da. dial, gnat, c., a 
grain, particle, Sw. dial, gnatt, m., 
a flake, gnatta and gnet(a), f., a 
grain, particle, something trifling, \ 
No. gnita, f., id. Compare herewith 
the etymological remarks under nidd, 
njatr (njatter), and no, sbs. 

nad [nad, i}ad; nSd], vb., 1) to 
decay, waste away, moulder. Yh. 
[nild]; de hair is naded [nildod], de 
corn is naded. 2) to be stunted 
or checked in growth, esp. of corn. 
Ai. [nad]; Fe. [nad], de corn is 
nad in [nadin] doon [‘down’] (Ai.). 
nadet [rpdot] corn, (de corn is) 
nadet doon i’ de grund (Fe.). — 
*knata(sk)? *knatta(sk)? See the pre- 
ceding word. For the relation of 
meaning between nad 1 and 2, com- 
pare No. nutra, nutrast, vb., to be 
dissolved, decomposed, and No. nu- 
tra, f., a poor thing, checked in 
growth, nutren, adj., checked in 
growth. With ref. to nad 1, Sw. ' 
dial, gnetta, vb., to crush, from 
*gnat, might also be suggested. 

naddi [nadi], sb., a small cod, a 
trifle larger than a jag; a barely 
half-grown cod. Also used adjec- 
tivally: a n. cod or codlin. Us-,w. — 
O.N. naddr, m., a stud, nail, and 
gnaddr, m., a) a peg; b) a little 
boy, No. nadd, hi., a) a small point; 
b) a tiny fish, esp. codling. 

nadi. naddi [nadi], adj., undevel- 
oped, checked in growth; esp. of 
corn; n. tings o’ corn; a corn (a 
particle) o’ n. ho (ho1, sb., thin, 
sparse corn). Fe. From nad2, sb. 
Cf. Sw. dial, knattig, adj., dwarfish, 
undeveloped. 

nafarben, nafersben, niafersben. 
sb., the uppermost vertebra of the 
neck; see further naver(s)ben, sb. 

nafarbor [na"farbor], sb., a hole i 

in a piece of wood caused by a 
knot having fallen out. Sa. Prop. 
a bore left by an auger. O.N. naf- 
arr, m., an auger. The second part, 
bor, may be either O.N. bora, f., 
a hole, or Eng. bore, sb. See 
naver, naver(s)ben, sbs. 

fnaff [(naf) qaf], sb. and vb., fnaf- 
fin [(nafin) ijahn], sb., see njaff, 
sb. and vb., and njaff in, sb. 

nag, njag [ijag, njag], sb., a gnaw- 
ing; constant and repeated grumb- 
ling, nagging; toil and moil, hard 
rowing; see njag2, sb. 

nag. njag [nag, njag],vb., to gnaw; 
to repeat constantly, to nag; to 
toil and moil; to plague; see njag, 
vb. 

nagg[nag]and njagg [njag, nag], sb., 
1) importunity, troubling and teasing 
by reiterations, nagging; prop, the 
act of gnawing. N.Sh. (Nm., U.). 
Comm, in the form njagg (U. occas.: 
nagg). 2) a tang (of something 

| half spoiled), sour, mouldy or stale 
taste, esp. with ref. to meat and fish, 
= knagg, sb., as well as kast, sb. 
14. Du.: nagg and njagg [njag]: 
to get a n.; der’r a auld [‘old’] n. 
wi’ it. — *nagg, *gnagg, from *gnag, 
and to be classed with O.N. gnaga, 
vb., to gnaw. No. nagg, n., a) a 
chafing, friction; b) pain (physi- 
cally and mentally); c) hurt, defect, 
etc. Cf. also, with ref. to n(j)agg 
2, Sw. dial, nagg, n., (something 
gnawed or bitten) in sense of da- 
mage inflicted, nagga, vb., prop, to 
gnaw, but also to hurt, to injure 
slightly; to beat, etc. For the de- 
velopment of Shetl. n(j)agg see 

nagg1 [nag] and njagg [njag, nag], 
vb., to importune, to trouble one 
with repeated, wearisome requests 
or inquiries, to nag; to n. (n. 
awaa) at a body (person). U.: 
nagg [nag] and njagg [nag]; 
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Nm.: njagg [njag, i^ag: N.Roe, 
Nmn.; njag: Esh., Nmw.]; nagg: 
Wests, occas. (Sa.). to n. at a ting, 
to repeat something in a teasing 
manner (U.: nag, i^ag). — O.N. nagga, 
vb., (to gnaw) grumble; mutter. Icel. 
and Fser. nagga, vb., a) to chafe; 
b) to grumble; quarrel. No. nagga, 
vb., a) to gnaw, bite; b) to worry, 
annoy; c) to ache. Sw. dial, nagga, 
vb., to gnaw, also inter alia to tease, 
Eng. (dial.) gnag, nag, vb., to gnaw; 
torment; scold; grumble; quarrel. 

nagg2 [nag], vb., to get a tang, 
to become sour or mouldy in taste, 
esp. with ref. to meat and fish, and 
commonly used in the perf. part, 
form: nagged [nagod]; to get nag- 
ged, to get mouldy or sour in 
taste. Du. From nagg, sb. 2. 

naggi [nagi], sb., in a water-mill: 
a wooden block, the lower end of 
which rests on the upper millstone 
and is fastened by a string to de 
“sho” [‘shoe’]: a wooden trough, 
through which the corn from the 
deep, funnel-shaped box, de happer 
[‘hopper’], runs down to the eye of 
the millstone. Us. (Uyeasound). “de 
naggi” is set in motion by the 
turning of the millstone, and, by its 
continual striking against the “shoe”, 
ensures the steady descent of the 
corn. — The word may be either 
No. nagge, m., a small patch of 
leather, or contain the meaning: 
“the gnawing, chafing, pushing 
one”, derived from *nagga, vb., to 
gnaw, chafe, Shetl. nagg1, njagg, 
vb. Compare draller, sb., as the 
name of the said wooden block, com- 
monly called: de klapper, “clapper”. 

nagl [ijag3!], vb., to gnaw, see 
njagl, vb. 

nakk [nak], sb., immature corn 
checked in growth, a er or “corn” 
(a particle) o’ n. Also “nakket 
corn”; see below. Fairly comm. — 
Prob. an original *hnakk-, and con- 

taining the stem in O.N. hnekkja, 
vb., to check, to throw back, from 
which it is reasonable to suppose a 
transferring in sense: to check in 
growth; cf. No. nukk, m., a check 
in growth, nukken, adj., checked in 
growth, small, ill-thriven. — Diff. 
from nakk, treated here, is another 
nakk [nak] from Y., Fe. and Umo., 
in sense of a very small sheaf of 
corn. The latter is Eng.-dial, neck 
(nack, knack), sb., the last sheaf 
of corn in the harvest-field, and 
syn. with Da. neg, (No. and) Sw. 
dial, nek, n. 

nakk [nak], vb., 1) to strike or 
slash with a smart, sudden blow 
or cut; to n. aff. Du. The word is 
pronounced differently from Eng. 
knock [Shetl. knok, kn&k], vb. 2) to 
castrate. Fo. — No. nakka, vb., to 
beat, flog, Sw. knacka, vb., to strike, 
push, nakk 2, however, is poss. 
only fig. to be classed with the word; 
cf. Eng. dial, knackers, sb. pi., the 
testicles. 

nakket [nakot], adj., immature, 
esp. of corn; n. corn. Fairly comm. 
Prop. perf. part, of a verb nakk, to 
check in growth, O.N. hnekkja. See 
further nakk, sb. 

fnakki [naki], sb., small, sparse, 
reported of a sheaf of grain: piri 
n. tings o’ sheaves, very small 
sheaves (Yb.). Poss. the same as 
the preceding word, but rather to 
be classed with nakk, a small sheaf 
of grain, mentioned under nakk, 
sb., immature corn. 

*nalta [na‘lta], sb., a grain, par- 
ticle of something, reported esp. in 
the expr. *smornalta [sm6r(3)naT‘- 
ta], a particle of butter. Fo. Poss. 
an original *nalt, and to be classed 
with No. nelta, vb., to save, econo- 
mize; likewise as nart, nirt, sb., 
syn. with *nalta, may be compared 
with No. nerta, vb., = nelta. See, 
however, also natlin, sb., from which 
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*nalta, by metathesis of t and 1, 
might be thought to have arisen. 

*nam, sb., a name, see *namn, sb. 
nam [11am], vb., to feed oneself 

(Nm.), see njam, vb. 
namespoken [nem"spok,3n, nem"- 

spok-an], adj., well-known, famous, 
esp. with an added o’ [‘of’]; he is 
“namespoken o’” for sicc [‘such’] 
and sicc a ting (Un.). — *nafngetinn, 
prop, reputed by name. Fser. navn- 
gitin, No. namngjeten, adj., renowned, 
famous. 

namin [qumin], sb., a (small) mor- 
sel of food (Nm.), see njamin, sb. 

*namn and *nam, sb., a name. 
The form namn is found in Hildina 
ballad (Foula song), nam in Our 
Lord’s Prayer, noted down in Foula 
by Low. O.N. nafn, n., No and Sw. 
namn,n., Da.n&vn,a name.—With ref. 
to dropping of n, preceded by m, 
compare the form nam with Ham 
[ham] (Br., Fo., Skaw., Un.), place- 
name, name of harbours; as the first 
part of compd., on the other hand, 
Hamna-, e.g. Hamnavoe [hanvnavo1] 
(Y8., Esh., Nmw., Papa St.): *hafnar- 
v&gr. 

Nani [nani], sb., the name of a 
cow in a cow-name rigmarole from 
Nm11. (N.Roe). The word may mean 
the gentle, tender one, or the pretty 
one. Cf. a) No. “nannen” in “god- 
nannen”, adj., gentle; kind; tender 
(R. doubtful), and b) No. nanna, vb., 
to prepare, to deck. The word is 
most prob. to be referred to the 
latter of the two senses given, owing 
to the prepositive adjective nipperd 
(the pretty or nimble one?): “nip- 
perd Nani”. Note, however, also 
Eng. dial, and L.Sc. nanny, sb., a 
she-goat. 

fnapp1 [nap] and fnappi [napi], 
sb., a tassel at the top of a night- 
cap. Un. Prop, a button; knob. 
No. knapp and napp, m., a botton; 
knob; knot. 

napp2 [nap], sb., a snatching, a 
gentle jerk or snap at something. 
Da. nap, No. and Sw. napp, n., a 
gentle jerk, a snatch; slight grasp. 
— Shetl. napp is also used in sense 
of commotion in the sea, a n. i’ de 
sea, which might spring from a 
root-meaning: jerk, but is, in this 
case, more prob. another word, viz.: 
Eng. nap, sb., (on cloth); note Eng. 
nappy, adj., a) of cloth, b) foamy 
(of beer), which latter sense seems 
to underlie the Shetl. word nappy, 
adj., agitated, appl. to the sea, waves, 
prop, having foamy crests. 

napp [nap], vb., to snatch, snap, 
jerk or bite slightly; de horses n. 
de ane de tidder [‘other’], the horses 
snap at each other, when their skins 
itch (Du.). No. and Sw. nappa, Da. 
nappe, vb.; to snatch, pluck slightly. 
See nipp, vb. 

nappi [napi], sb., a small wooden 
bowl, esp. for serving children’s food 
(milk-pottage, porridge) in. Un.(Skaw.). 
Assimilates rather closely in sense 
and application to O.N. hnappr, m., 
a cup; bowl, esp. for serving food 
in. The word is also L.Scottish: 
nap, sb., a little round wooden dish 
made of staves (Jam.). 

narg [ijarg, qarg], sb., 1) a 
grumbling, a constant harping on 
the same subject. 2) commotion in 
the sea (Un.). 3) strong, contrary 
windQJ*.). See further under njarg, 
sb. 

narg [rjarg, iiarg], vb., to grumble 
continually, to harp on the same 
thing; see further njarg, vb. 

nart [na‘rt], sb., 1) a small piece 
or morsel of something; a piri n., 
a tiny morsel. Un. In this sense 
otherwise commonly nirt; q.v. 2) 
a very small but sharply defined 
cloud in the sky, esp. in pi.: narts; 
black narts. Fe. — Faer. ndrtur, m., 
and “nartl”, n., a morsel. To be 
classed with No. nerta and Sw. dial. 
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narta, vb., to give scant measure, 
to be stingy, Icel. narta, vb., to take 
a bite of something, to gnaw. 

Narulsa nunn [nar"61'sa nun], sb., 
the name of an old fairy song and 
melody. Y. Nirrelsa nonn [mr"- 
olsa- non]: Uwg. Usually mentioned 
with prefixed definite article: de N. 
n. Narulsa is derived from an old 
*gnaldr-; *gnaldra, vb., to emit a 
penetrating sound, to creak, shriek, 
doubtless also to sing monoton- 
ously; No. gnaldra, vb., to shriek, 
creak. In *gnal(d)r 1 and r are thus 
transposed as in nirl, vb., from 
*gneldra. Nirrelsa might then have 
arisen from *gneldra, syn. with 
*gnaldra; see further nirl, vb. nunn 
(nonn) is prop, a humming; mono- 
tonous, low singing; see nunn and 
nonn, sbs. 

fnasems [nasams], sb. pi., inter- 
course with women, esp. in a vul- 
gar sense; he is gane [‘gone’] till 
or efter his n. Conn. Uncertain 
origin. Poss. cognate with No. 
naska, vb., to make oneself cosy 
and comfortable, etc., naskeleg, adj., 
comfortable, snug, or No. nossa, 
vb., to enjoy oneself, etc. 

nater, vb., see natr, vb. 
nati [nati (nati)], adj., 1) small 

and neat; smart and supple. 2) 
a) vivacious; energetic; active; b) 
alert, always at it. comm.: nati. 
More rarely: nati. Occas. 3) nig- 
gardly, stingy (Un.?). Edm.: “natie, 
tenacious, niggardly”. — No. natig, 
adj., a) quick at seizing a chance; 
hardy; strong and supple; energe- 
tic; b) niggardly, stingy; greedy, 
naten, adj., a) smart; handy; clev- 
er; b) on the look-out for the main 
chance-, c) vivacious-, energetic. Sw. 
dial, natelig, adj., small-, scant, etc. 
Icel. natinn, adj., industrious; han- 
dy; diligent and careful. Faer. natin, 
adj., on the look-out for appropriating 
something-, miserly. Eng. dial, natty, 

adj., nice-, smart-, clever, etc. — Cf. 
neti, netti, adj. 

nati, nattel (nattjel) [na^l], naitl, 
naitel [naitol (ijaitol)], vb., 1) to trifle 
with one’s work-, to n. at onyting; 
to n. at de peats, to dawdle over 
the cutting of the peats, making 
but little progress (N.I.); to n. (n. 
awaa) at de fiddle, to scrape away 
at the fiddle (Uwg). Y. and Fe.: 
[nat^l, naitol]. Fe. occas.: [ijaitol]. 
U. occas.: [naital]. 2) to sneer, gibe-, 
grumble-, to n. at onybody (N.I.). 
In U. occas. also naild [naild, na]d]. 
— The word is an original *(k)natla 
or *(k)netla, *(k)nitla. Cf. a) No. 
natla (from “natta”), knatla (from 
“knatta”), njatla, knitla, vb., to hack 
or cut lightly and repeatedly-, b) 
No. netla, vb., to (sneer, gibe) tease. 
See netl and nitl, vbs. 

natlin [na'thn, na(hn], sb., a mor- 
sel, an insignificant quantity. Fee. 
May be referred to No. natla, vb., 
to hack, cut lightly (= natta,knatta); 
cf. nitl, sb., a trifle, from *knitl? 
natlin may also be an 1-derivative 
from a *gnat-; cf. Da. dial. (Jut.) 
gnat, a morsel, grain, with the de- 
rivative forms “gnald, gnalding” for 
older *gnatl, *gnatling; further Sw. 
dial, gnatt, m., fluff, and “gnatta, 
gneta”, f., a small quantity. Fin- 
ally may be noted Faer. nartl, n., 
a morsel, given under nart and 
nirt, sbs., though it is not probable 
that r should disappear in the Shet- 
landic in this sound-combination 
(before t). 

fnatr, natter [(nator) iiator], sb., 
1) a constant grumbling and scold- 
ing. 2) an ill-tempered person 
(Papa). See further njatr2, sb. and 
vb.. 

natr, natter1 [natar], vb., to carry 
out a piece of work very slowly 
and badly, to move very slowly, 
esp. of a corn-mill, water-mill: to 
grind very slowly and badly, crush- 
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ing the corn imperfectly, to n. 
aboot, to move round slowly (of a 
mill); de mill is nat(te)rin [nat"- 
orirr]. Also as vb. a.: to n. ut de 
corn, (of a corn-mill) to press or 
push out the corn slowly (between 
the edges of the millstones) in a 
poorly ground state (Un.). U. — 
Originally prob. *gnatra, with root- 
meaning to gnaw, rub-, chafe. Cf. 
Sw. dial, gnatta, vb., to grumble 
(Ri. under “gnaga”, vb.) — in Sw. 
literary lang. “gnata”, vb., to be 
peevish, to grumble (prop, to gnaw) 
— as well as Sw. dial, nada, vb., 
to grumble. For the development 
of meaning cf. Sw. dial, navra, vb., 
a) to gnaw; b) to go slowly, and 
knava, vb., a) to gnaw audibly, to 
chew; b) to move softly; to work 
slowly. 

fnatr, natter2 [(nator) iiator], vb., 
to grumble (constantly)-, see further 
njatr, vb. 

natti [nft'ti], naiti [naiti], sb., 1) a 
small, insignificant person-, now 
esp. used as a nickname. 2) an 
ill-tempered child-, a little mischiev- 
ous, impertinent boy or girl. Un. 
Also, esp. in sense 2: nattjek 
[na’tak], reported from Fe., and nai- 
tek [naitokj. Poss. a being, checked 
in growth, from an older *knatti. 
Cf. Sw. dial, knatte, knatt, m., some- 
thing stunted, a small being, as 
well as No. knott, m., a conical 
piece of wood, also inter alia a 
short, thick body, a check in growth 
(Aa.), a little boy (R.); O.N. knpttr, 
m., a spherical body, a ball. Be- 
side natti, naiti, naitek, are also 
found, in sense 2 of the word, the 
forms: a) nittek (nittrek) and b) ! 
snitt, snittek. snitt is further used 
in an original sense: a conical piece 
of wood provided with grooves, used 
in rope-making, exactly correspond- 
ing to No. knott, m. 1, in Aasen j 
(O.N. knpttr). 

nav [niiv] and njav [njav, ijav], 
vb., l) to gnaw (gnaw off)-, to chew, 
scrape: to “n. aff” onyting. Nmn. 
(N.Roe): nav and njav. 2) to 
grumble, esp. appl. to children. Un.: 
njav. See njavi, adj., and njaf(f), 
njaf(f)in, sbs. No doubt an original 
*gnafa, *knafa or *nafa, vb., to gnaw. 
Cf. No. gnava, vb., to gnaw softly, 
slightly different from “gnaga”, Sw. 
dial, gnava (parallel form to “gnaga”), 
vb., also to nag, grumble. In O.N. 
“hnafa”, vb., a single instance is 
found in sense of to cut off (doubt- 
less to gnaw off). See k n a b (k n o b), 
vb. 

navarsben, sb., see naversben. 
naver [navar], sb., originally an 

auger, but now handed down only 
in sense of the neck, prop, verte- 
brae of the neck, and esp. the upper- 
most vertebra of the neck, “my n. 
is sare [‘sore’]”; “he strack [‘struck’] 
me ower de n.”; “he broke his n.” 
Conn. Outside Conn, reported only 
in the compd. naver(s)ben (na- 
fersben); q.v. From Wests. (Sa.) 
is reported a compd. nafarbor, 
“-bore” [nrvfarbor] in sense of a 
hole, in a piece of wood, caused by 
a knot having fallen out. bor, in 
this case, may be either O.N. bora, 
f., a hole, or Eng. bore, sb. — As 
a place-name navar, naver [navar 
(navar)] are sometimes applied to a 
high, narrow mass of rock, a rising 
cliff. Thus: de Grind o’ de Navar, 
Naver (Esh., Nmw.), a high, narrow 
mass of rock, jutting out from a 
steep coast, which has been hollowed 
out on both sides by the breakers; 
two high rock-pillars rise up above 
the edge of the coast in the shape 
of a mighty gate (grind): *nafars- 
grind. de Naveris [na"vans-] (N.Roe), 
two skerries (overflowed at flood- 
tide). Naverholm [na'woronr], a rocky 
holm west of Bruseholm near Whalsey. 
In “Naversgil” [na“v3rsgir] (F.I.), 
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name of a ghyll, “naver” most prob. 
denotes a long, narrow shape: 
*nafars-gil. — O.N. nafarr, m., an 
auger. For the application of Shetl. 
naver, sb., the neck, see further 
naverben, sb. In Norwegian place- 
names the word “navar”, m., an 
auger, appears as the name of a 
mountain; in Faer. place-names “Na- 
varin” is found used of skerries or 
rocky holms. 

naverben [na••v^rben• (-ben’)], and 
naversben [na’worsben’ (-ben1)], sb., 
the uppermost vertebra of the neck. 
From U. and Wests. (Sa.) are re- 
ported forms with preserved, orig- 
inal f: a) nafarben [na"farben-]: 
Sa.; b) nafersben [nfriorsben’], 
and with inserted j or softening of 
n: njafersben [nja"f3rsben’, qa"- 
fars-]: U., beside naversben. Du.: 
naverben. From West Sandwick, 
Y., is reported navarsben [na“- 
varsben-], partly in a different sense: 
the hindmost vertebra of a swine’s 
neck, esp. the high, curved part of 
a swine’s back, nearest the neck 
(= hjogelesrigg). — *nafar(s)- 
bein, from O.N. nafarr, m., an auger. 
The use of a word with root-mean- 
ing auger, appl. to the neck, the 
uppermost vertebra of the neck, is 
due to comparison between the auger 
and the uppermost vertebra of the 
neck on which the head turns. With 
Shetl. naver(s)ben cf. Fser. navars- 
geisli, m., the uppermost vertebra 
of the neck, the nape of the neck 
(geisli, m., dorsal vertebra). 

naverd [navard], adj., “necked”, 
having a neck of a certain descrip- 
tion, esp. in the compd. “t’ick- 
nsiVQrA'',thick-necked. Conn. From 
naver, sb. 

nail, nile [nail], sb., a plug for 
“de nail-hole” (the tap-hole) in the 
bottom of a boat. comm. Angli- 
cised form. Icel. negla, Faer. and 
Sw. dial, nogla, No. nygla, f., id. 

nail, nile [nail], vb., to put a 
plug in the tap-hole in the bottom 
of a boat, to n. de boat. *negla or 
*nygla. See the preceding word. 

naild1 [naild, na]d (ijaild, iia]d)], 
vb., to whimper; to grumble con- 
tinually; see further nild (njild)1, 
vb. 

naild2 [naild, na]d], vb., (to beat, 
thrash); to chase and thump, etc., 
see further nild (njild)4, vb. 

naild3 [naild, na[d], vb., to trifle 
with one’s work; to sneer, gibe-, 
grumble. U. Syn. with natl, nai- 
tel and netl (nitl), vbs.; see these 
words. 

naild and ndildet, adj., mouldy, 
musty; see nildet, blonaild, adjs. 

naildabit. sb., see netlebit, sb. 
naildenakk [naik'danak1, na]"da- 

nak-], sb., bothersome things, al- 
ways in the way. Un. As a place- 
name, name of a small skerry near 
the outlet of the Bay of Harold- 
sound, Un.: de Naildenakk. The first 
part is prob. to be classed with 
naild2, nild (njild)4, vbs. 

nailhol, nile-hole [nailhol], sb., 
the tap-hole in the bottom of a 
boat, to allow the water to run 
off. comm. *neglu (or *nyglu)-hol. 
See nail, sb. 

naitek [naitak], sb., an ill-tempered 
child, impertinent boy or girl, = 
natti, sb. 2, and nittek, sb. See 
these words. 

naitel [naital], vb., to trifle with 
one’s work-, to sneer, gibe-, grumble. 
N.I. See further: a) natl; b) netl, 
nitl, vbs. 

naitsek [naitsak], sb., = naitek, 
nittek; s-derivative of natt-, nait-. 

nebb [nfb, nseb], sb., 1) the beak or 
neb of a bird. 2) projecting point, e.g. 
of a stone (cf. nibb, nibbi, sb.); 
the point of a fish-hook, de n. o’ 
de hook or hjook (hjuk). — In 
place-names occas. of a prominent 
point of land. Amfra- or Anfira- 
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nebb [a'urfrancb-, a'l^faranfib’] (Uwg.)> 
a point of land; the first part of the 
compd. is prob. a personal name; 
see Shetl. Stedn. p. 195. Nebbifell 
[n3eb"if£l'] (Fo.), a height near the 
coast with a horizontally projecting 
point. — O.N. *nebb- and nef, n., 
the nose\ beak of a bird-, project- 
ing point. Faer. nebb, n., Icel. nebbi, 
m. , Da. naeb, the beak of a bird-, 
No. nebb, m., a) the beak of a bird-, 
b) spout of a jug (Aa.). Eng. neb, 
beak, etc. 

nebbek [nebak, naebak], sb., the 
common bunting, emberiza miliaria. 
Phrase appl. to one who is late 
abroad: When a’ [‘all’] fuls is fled, 
den corn’s n., when all the birds 
have flown away, then comes the 
bunting, or “When a’ fuls is [‘has’ 
for ‘have’] laid and sitten, den corn’s 
n. a’ bedritten (be-dritten, soiled). 

nebbet [nebat, naebat], adj., hav- 
ing a beak or point, esp.: n. ged- 
dek, giddek [naebat gedak (cjedak), 
gidak (<jidak)], the garfish. Un. ged- 
dek, giddek, sb., sand-eel (U.). 
*nebbottr. No. nebbutt, adj., beaked, 
Sw. nabbgadda, the garfish. See 
nebb, sb. L.Sc. nebbit, Eng. dial, 
nebbed, beaked, etc. 

nebord [nebard, nebart; nebard, 
nebart], sb., bait-, fish cut into 
pieces, used for bait in deep-sea 
fishing-, also a suitable quantity of 
bait for a single fishing-, a n. o’ 
bait, a guid [‘good’] n. Occas. by 
transference also denoting bait-box 
containing fish suitable for bait in 
deep-sea fishing (thus e.g. in Un.; 
Du.), comm. The word is used only 
as a tabu-word by the boat-fisher- 
men. The form of pronunc. with 
short e [nebard, nebart] is more 
common. Nm.: [nebart] and [nebart]. 
With added suffix: neborek [ne"- 
barak1, neb3rak] (Nm. occas., beside 
nebord). Abbreviated: nepo [nepo, 
nepa]: Y. occas. — Prop. *nedbord. 

Icel. nidurburdur, m., a) the act of 
lowering the bait in the sea-, b) the 
actual bait, lowered in the sea 
(J. Th., Suppl. Ill), a heap of bait 
for fish, lowered in the sea (B.H.). 
See ned, adv., and bord, sb. 

ned [ned], adv., down-, the word is 
now usually replaced by the common 
“doon” [‘down’], e.g. in the expr. “set 
dee ned!” sit down! — O.N. nidr, 
sl&v., down, No., Sw., Da. ned, id. 

nedr, neder [nedar], vb., to lower-, 
to depreciate-, to check in growth-, 
see nidder, vb. 

Nedra [ned3ra], sb., properly the 
lower one of two, used as the name 
of a water-mill, to distinguish it 
from another situated higher up on 
the same stream, called 0vra [0V3ra]. 
Conn. The meaning of both names 
is still understood by the common 
people in the neighbourhood. — 
*nidra (understood: mylna, f.), “the 
nether (mill)”. O.N. nidri, adj., 
compar., farther down, lower, nether, 
from “nidr”, adv., down. 

negg [neg], vb., to neigh, of a 
horse. O.N. gneggja (Icel. gneggja 
and hneggja), vb., id. See snegg, 
snigg, vb., which is the more com- 
mon form. 

neggi [negi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for the 
horse, — sniggin, sniggom. Du., 
L., Wh. Prop, a neigher. Deriv. 
of negg, vb., to neigh. May repre- 
sent an older *neggin from *gneg- 
gingr, m.; cf. sneggin, sniggin, sb. 

neggistikk [n^eg••istlk• (naeyi-)], 
sb., 1) the high, curved part of a 
swine’s back, nearest the neck. 
Lunn. 2) the foremost part of the 
body of a fish, the piece cut off 
nearest the head. Lunn. — *hnakka- 
stykki, n., piece of the nape of the 
neck (O.N. hnakki, m., the nape of 
the neck, and stykki, n., a piece). 

neggtin? [nae^tin], sb., rancour-, 
ill-will-, to ha’e n. till onybody. Du. 
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May be derived from No. nagg and 
“negg”, n., rancour; ill-will. 

nei [naei], adv., no; refusing in a 
friendly manner, partly jocularly, and 
generally accompanied by a shake 
of the head. Sa. O.N. nei, adv., 
no. — na, naa [na], now commonly 
used in Shetl., is a loan-word from 
L.Scottish. 

nekk1 [(nek) nok], sb., the turn of 
the tide (Nm.); see nikk1, sb. 

nekk2 [naek], sb., wear and tear, 
esp. a weak place in a fishing-line. 
Y. May poss. be classed with No. 
nagg, n., a) friction, b) a weak 
place, but is, however, more prob. 
another word, viz.: No. nekk, m., 
partly stoppage, check, partly inter 
alia, detriment; defect; damage 
(O.N. hnekkja, vb., to throw back, 
check). Cf. No. nyggja, vb., to 
push, shove, to wear and damage by 
friction or continual bumping, in 
its relation to O.N. hnyggja, vb., to 
drive back (O.N. hnpggva, vb., to 
beat; bump). 

nekk [nsek], vb., to wear and dam- 
age by friction against something sharp, esp. a fishing-line; de line 
is nekket [naekat], the fishing-line 
has become damaged or partly 
broken, e.g. by friction against a 
sharp stone on the sea-bottom, = 
de line is hakket. Y. *hnekkja? 
O.N. hnekkja, vb., is recorded in 
sense of to throw back, check. 
See further under the preceding word. 

nektin, sb., rancour; ill-will, see 
neggtin. 

neld, vb., see nild1’2-5, vbs. 
neldabit, neldebit, sb., see netle- 

bit. 
nepp [(nep) nsep], vb., to join to- 

gether; to n. de hand, to clench 
the hand; to n. de corn, to tie the 
corn together into bunches. Du. occas. 
Also hnepp, knepp, snepp; see 
these words. O.N. kneppa, hneppa, 
vb., to squeeze, etc. 

ner [ne3r], conj.?, when? The 
word is handed down only in a 
verse from Fo. about the lad who 
went south to Scotland, and came 
home again with increased linguistic 
acquirements: 

Hit [‘it’] was guid [‘good’] ner my son guid (went) ser (south), for he learned to ca’ [‘call’] de bugga “de here” and de russa “de mare”. 
Might ner, in that case, be O.N. 
naer, conj., when, in sense of that? 
Then the division of the two first 
lines (with weakly stressed “guid” 
and strongly stressed ner) is er- 
roneous, as ner ought to introduce 
the second line. Poss. originally 
there were only two lines, and “guid” 
in the first line then had the main 
stress, while ner was unstressed. 
The change may be due to the fact 
that the meaning of ner was no 
longer understood. — A variant (from 
Unst) of this verse begins: “De vare 
(vera) gue ti, when sone min guid 
to Kadanes”.. . (it was in a good 
hour, that my son went to Caith- 
ness). 

nert [no'rt], sb., a grain, particle, 
see nirt, sb. 

nes, ness [nes (naes)], sb., a ness, 
promontory, = O.N. nes, n., Da. naes, 
Sw. nas. In Shetl. now always pro- 
nounced with a short vowel-sound as 
in English. As a place-name, on the 
other hand, uncompounded, occas.with 
long e, thus: de Nes [neas] (Sound 
near Lerwick, Me.),the extreme point 
of Trebister Ness; de Nes(j)en [ne^- 
on], the most northerly part of 
Delting, M.: originally doubtless *ne- 
sin, def. pi.: the nesses, but might, 
however, also be an original “*1 
nesjum”. nes mostly appears in 
place-names as the second part of 
compds., pronounced [nes (naes)]. 
See further Shetl. Stedn. p. 136. 

neslin [neslin, ne3slm, naeslin], 
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sb., 1) the first egg that a young 
goose iays. Yh. 2) the first gosling 
that a young goose hatches, gener- 
ally hatched with an open stomach. 
Yh. 3) a nestling (chicken, esp. 
gosling) coming out of the egg 
with part of the yolk attached to 
it. Yh. and Fe. 4) mockingly: a 
small, insignificant fellow, manikin. 
Fe. — Yh. [ne3shn, naeslin], in senses 
1, 2 and 3. Fe. [neslin, neashn], in 
senses 3 and 4. Origin uncertain. 
Poss. the same word as Da. dial., 
Jut. knsesling, knseling, c., a stunt, 
manikin, a weakling (Fejlb.). Note 
also No. “nasleie”, n., a small, feeble 
creature (R.). — In sense of pus, 
matter, a small boil, neslin [naes- 
lin] (Yh.) is prob. another word; cf. 
L.Sc. ness-cock (ness-cockle), sb., a 
small boil. 

neti [neti, ne3ti (ng3ti, ns3ti)J and 
netti [neti (neti), nseti], adj., (neat) 
comely, quick and agile (?o)\ smart, 
quick and capable; very eager and 
energetic, active, enterprising and 
persevering (Wests.; Nm.; N., and 
several other places). From N.Roe 
(Nmn.) reported esp. in sense of 
careful and neat, smart, skilful and 
clever, from U. in sense of parti- 
cularly active, hardy and able- 
bodied in proportion to his size 
(applied to a small person), in a 
similar sense from Yh. (small, dili- 
gent and energetic). — neti: Fo.; 
Sa. ne^i: N.Roe. ne3ti, n®3ti (n£ati), 
naeti: Nmw. naeti: U.; N., etc. 
netti, nitti [neti]: Yh. — See nati, 
adj., to which neti and netti may 
be parallel forms, and to which they 
assimilate in most senses, netti 
may also partly be No. nett, adj., 
neat, comely, diligent-, accurate-, 
sparing. 

neti, nettel [naetal], vb., 1) to trifle 
with one's work. Un. 2) to sneer,gibe-, 
to n. at a body. Un. — An older *netla 
or (mostly in sense 1) *knetla; cf. 

natl, vb., from *knatla, and nitl, 
vb., from *knitla. With neti 2 may 
be compared No. netla, vb., to tease 
(R.). — See nild5, vb. 

netlebit [naet'iabit-], sb., one of 
the small, triangular pieces which, 
in delving the earth in spring, is 
left untouched by the spade along 
a furrow, and afterwards hoed up. 
Un. Also neldabit, nildabit(nelde-, 
nilde-) [nel”dabit\ naeil"dabit‘, naeil"- 
dabit* (nae[d-)], naildabit [nail"da- 
bif (na["da-)]: Un. — *(k)netla-biti, 
a piece hoed up. For the first part 
of the compd. see the preceding 
word. The first part in the forms 
of pronunciation of neldabit, nil- 
dabit, naildabit may spring from 
*knitl- (and *knatl); see nitlebit, 
sb., as well as nitl (nild5) and 
natl (naitel), vbs. 

nev1 [nev, nsv], sb., a beak, point-, 
esp. the handle of an oar, de nev 
[nev] o’ de ayre = de limm o’ de 
ayre. Sometimes used as a place- 
name: tongue of land, e.g. de Nev 
[nev] (Haroldswick, Un.), a point of 
land on the north side of Swina- 
ness. — O.N. nef, n., the nose, 
beak, also point of land. 

nev2 [nev, nev], sb., 1) the fist, 
clenched fist-, to knepp (hnepp, 
snepp) de nev, to clench the fist, 
now more commonly: to “steik” 
[stik] de nev (L.Sc. steik, vb., to 
close)-, he “steiked” his nev. 2) a 
fistful, handful-, a nev o’ bursten 
(corn dried in a pot), o’ meal, o’ 
tea. — In an old fairy rhyme from 
Kwarf, S.Sh., reported by J.I.(Skjere, 
skjere skulma...; see Introd., Frag- 
ments of Norn), neva [neva], and 
in a variant by breaking of e to ja: 
njava [njsva, ijava (njava, ijava)], 
partly also with preserved old f: 
njafa [njafa, qafa (njafa, iiafa)] are 
found in sense of fist. With pre- 
served f: njafatag = nevatag, 
ne vat jog; see the foil. word. — 
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O.N. hnefi, iji., the fist, also a fist- 
ful, handful, Icel. hnefi, Fser. nevi, 
No. neve, m., Sw. nave, Da. naeve, 
id. L.Sc. neive. 

nevatag [nevatag], sb., 1) a 
firm grip with the fist, a firm hold 
of something-, to tak’ a guid [‘good’] 
n. Fe. Also a) njevatag [njeva- 
tag-, nevatag1] (Fe. and Yn.), b) 
nevatjog [nevatjog-]: Nms. (Sul- 
lom, Bardister), c) by breaking of e 
to ja: njafatag [nja"fatag‘, ijrr'fa- 
tag- (njaf'^atag', iiaf”atag')]: Un.; to 
tak’ a guid n. atill [‘into’] ane. 2) 
a fistful, handful, — nev2 2. njeva- 
tak [njevatak-] (locality uncertain) 
and njafatag [nja-fatag- (iia"fatag )]: 
Uwg. — *hnefatak, n., lifist-grip”, 
from O.N. hnefi, m., the fist, and 
“tak”, n., a grip, hold. Different 
from the word is No. nevetak, n., 
a) a hand's-breadth, b) a piece which 
can be clasped in the fist (Aa.). 

never [nevar], sb., birch-bark, ex- 
terior bark, esp. collect, of pieces 
of crumpled birch-bark driven ashore 
(by the current). U. O.N. nsefr, f., 
birch-bark (No. and Da. nsever, Fser. 
naevur, Icel. nsefur, Sw. nafver, esp. 
birch-bark, the exterior bark of birch). 
See neverspel, sb. 

never [nevor], adj., narrow and 
steep, esp. of narrow paths on steep, 
almost inpassable places. “Can du 
winn doon o’ dat tug (mound)?" 
“Naa (no), de gate (the path) is so 
n.” Fo. — The word may have 
arisen from O.N. snsefr = snoefr, adj., 
narrow, by dropping of initial s. Cf. 
Fser. snsevur, adj., narrow and steep, 
of a path; steep and difficult. Note, 
however, O.N. ncefr, adj., = “sncefr” 
in sense of clever, skilled, prop. 
close, and No. nauv, nauver, nover, 
adj., close. 

neverspel [nevarspek (-spsl-)], sb., 
a piece of birch-bark, esp. detached 
and crumpled piece of bark driven 
ashore. U. “*nsefra(r)speld” or 

“*-spel(a), *-spil(a).” O.N. nsefr, f., 
birch-bark. O.N. speld, spjald, n., 
a tablet, (square) slab, flake, slice, 
and “spila”, f., a thin, narrow strip 
(of wood). No. “spel(a)” and “spil(a)”, 
f., a thin, narrow slice, etc., Sw. 
dial, spel, n., a shaving. 

nevgrip [nevgnp], sb., as much 
as can be gripped and held in the 
closed hand-, a fistful. Y. *hnefa- 
(grip). No. grip, n., a grip. 

nevl, vb., see nivl, vb. 
nevlin [nevhn (nevlin)] and nevlek 

[nevlak, nevlak (nevlak)], sb., a weak, 
non-developed young bird, esp.: l) 
a young bird, esp. a gosling com- 
ing out of the egg with part of the 
yolk attached to it, — neslin 3. 
Fe. (nevlin and nevlek). 2) some 
of the yolk attached to the stomach 
of a young bird when coming out 
of the egg. Fe. 3) the last egg 
laid by a goose, duck or hen in 
the hatching season-, the nestling 
of this egg is generally very weak; 
a nevlek bord (brood). Yh. [nev- 
lak, nevlak]. — Cf. Sw. dial, nav- 
ling, m., (under “nav” in Ri.), “navel- 
unga”, m., a malformed young bird 
(chicken, gosling), Da. dial. (Jut.) 
navleunge, c., the young of birds 
or poultry which cannot live be- 
cause the navel is not closed (Fejl- 
berg). 

nevlok, njevlok [ijevlak, njevlak], 
sb., as much as one can grip with the 
hand-, a fistful, handful. Du. Prob. 
an original *hnefa-loka or *hnefa- 
liika, from O.N. hnefi, m., the fist, 
and *loka, No. loka, f., paw, fist, 
hand, or rather *liika, Icel. and Fser. 
Itika, No. luka, f., the hollow of the 
hand. Ork. (Hoy) knevslok [knevs- 
lok] = Shetl. n(j)evlok. 

ni [nl], sb., immature corn, checked 
in growth-, ni and “ni corn”. Yh. and 
Fe. *hnig? The word may be classed 
with ni1, vb., to be checked, to 
droop, from O.N. hniga, vb. Cf. 
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njag, sb., =ni. Uncertain relation 
to nidd, njad2, no2, sbs., which 
words, in case the supposed etymo- 
logy is correct, must be originally 
different from ni here treated. 

ni1 [nl], vb., to be checked, to 
stand drooping, esp. of corn struck 
down by wind and rain; to ni doon 
[‘down’]; de corn is niin [min] doon. 
Yh. Also “kni [kni], kni doon”, 
with assimilation to the word knee, 
sb. — The word may have arisen 
from a *nig by dropping of the final 
g. Cf. O.N. hniga, vb., to bow 
down-, sink-, fall. See ni, sb., and 
njag1, sb. 

ni2 [nl], vb., a) to mutter, grumble-, 
“what is he niin [nim] aboot?” 
(Un.); b) to whimper-, baby is niin 
(Un.); c) to emit discontented, pro- 
longed grunts-, de grice nis. U. — 
Prob. from an older *gni. Cf. a) 
O.N. gnydja, vb., to mutter, grumble-, 
b) No. gny, vb., to beg, also of a 
pig: to grunt-, “griis’n gnyy” (beg- 
ging for food): R. Cf. ir, vb. 

ni3 [ni], vb., to tingle-, smart-, 
pain, see nid, vb. 

nib [nib (nib)], vb., to stand or 
sit in a bent position, to hang the 
head, to sit nibin [nlbin] ower de 
fire; “what is du sittin’ nibin for 
like yon [‘that’]?” (Conn., Wests., 
N.I.). to stand nibin [mbin] i’ de 
cauld, to stand all huddled up, 
shivering in the cold, esp. appl. to 
an animal (N.Roe). Also e.g. of 
corn: to stand drooping or broken; 
de corn is nibin [(nibin) nibm] 
doon [‘down’] (Wh.). — O.N. *hnipa, 
vb., to hang the head, to droop. 

nibb [mb], nibbi [mbi] and nibbek 
[mbsk (nobok)], sb., projecting point 
or knot; de nibb o’ de elbog, the 
point of the elbow (Du.); a sharp 
point of rock (acc. to J.I.); a sharp, 
pointed stone (acc. to J.I.). From 
Nmn. is reported nibbi, esp. of a 
blunt, projecting rock. — No. nibb, 

m. , and nibba, f., sharp or project- 
ing edge or point, nibbestein, m., 
a stone with sharp edges or the 
point of a stone sticking out of the 
earth. Eng. nib, sb. 

nibeldis, nibbeldis [mb -oldis*, -i^], 
adj., niggardly; avaricious. Yb. nib- 
may be an original *knip-; cf. Faer. 
knipin, No. knipen, adj., niggardly; 
stingy, n i b (b) e 1 d i s rather suggests 
No. nipl, adj., scant, stingy, short, 
and nipren, adj., niggardly; stingy 
(nipen, adj., sparing; pinched). See 
also naber and nabel(d), adj. and sb. 

nibet [nlbot], adj., dejected and 
sickly, having a feeble appearance; 
a n. craeter’ (body). Fo. O.N. hnf- 
pinn, adj., disheartened, sad, prop. 
drooping, hanging the head. See 
nib, vb. 

nibi [nibi, nlbi, nibi], sb., a peg 
or handle in a pack-saddle, one of 
the two projecting wooden handles 
(in a pack-saddle) crossing each 
other; de nibis o’deklibber. Re- 
ported from Yn. with long vowel- 
sound, and from Nmn. with a short 
one. Prob. an original *gnip- or 
*knip- and cognate with, or the same 
word as, nip (nib), sb., mountain 
top, steep promontory. May have 
arisen from knibi, sb. (q.v.), by 
dropping of initial k. Different from 
nibb(i), sb., a point. For the rela- 
tion of nibi and nibbi cf. that of 
knibi syn. with nibi, and knibbi 
syn. with nibbi. 

nid [nld], sb., a shooting pain in 
the body caused by a straining or 
spraining; also a strain, sprain; 
der ’r a n. i’ my knee or hand; a 
n. took me i’ de back. Conn., Wests. 
From Yh. and St., Wests., is reported 
a form ni [nl] with dropping of final 
d. — *hnit, a stroke; stab. See the 
foil. word. 

nid [nld], vb., 1) to ache, appl. 
to a sudden, shooting pain in the 
body; “hit [‘it’] nided [nidod] me 

39 
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across (i’) de back” (Sa., Wests.), 
esp. by sprain, in lifting of a too 
heavy burden. 2) to strain, sprain; 
I nided [nldad] me, I nided my 
hand, knee or back. C., in both 
senses. — From St, Wests., and Yh. 
is reported a form ni [nl], with 
dropping of final d, in sense of to 
ache by straining or spraining; hit 
nid [nld] me, hit nid on my knee 
or back. — O.N. hnlta, vb., to strike; 
stab; hit. No. nita, Faer. nita, vb., 
to ache, pain, of a sudden, shoot- 
ing pain in the body. 

nidd (nid) [md, nod], sb., a tiny 
piece or part of something; a grain, 
(small) morsel; a n. o’ bread, a n. 
o’ butter. Fe. and Y. occas. (Yb.): 
[nid]. Nmn. (N.Roe): [nod]. Also 
of something insignificant, sparse, 
thinly growing, e.g. of hair; a n. o’ 
hair on de head. Yb. [md]. — Prob. 
a *gnit-, *gnitt- or *knit-, *knitt-. 
Cf. No. gnita, f., and “gnitt”, n., a 
grain, particle, small piece, knitr, 
n., and knytta, f., id.; Da. dial. (Jut.) 
gnit, c., a grain, a small piece of 
something; Sw. dial, gneta, f., a 
grain, particle, and “gnet”, f., some- 
thing insignificant and small (gnetta, 
vb., to break into small pieces). 

nidd [md, nod], vb., to chafe 
(each other) with the teeth, con- 
tinually to pinch (at each other's 
skin), appl. to horses when their 
skins itch; de horses n. (is nidd in) 
de ane de tidder [‘idder, ither’ = 
other]. Sa. — The word may either 
represent *gnid(d) from O.N. gnida, 
vb., to rub, or be the same word 
as the closely related Icel. nudda 
(gnudda), vb., to rub continuously. 

niddel, vb., see nidi, vb. 
nidder [nidor (nedor)], vb., 1) vb. 

a., to lower; to check (U.); esp. 
metaph.: a) to disregard-, b) to talk 
disparagingly of a person or thing-, 
to n. a body. U. [nidor, nedor]. Also 
to check in growth-, de cauld is 

[‘cold has’] nidderd doon [‘down’] 
de corn (Y.). From Sa. is reported 
in a similar sense “n. op”: de nort’ 
wind is nidderd de corn op. nid- 
derd, perf. part., of corn on the 
field, battered down by wind or 
heavy rain (Yh.). 2) vb. n., to waste 
away, diminish-, to become checked 
in growth-, de bairn (the child) is 
nidderd doon; de animal is nid- 
der in awaa, the animal wastes away 
(U.), nidderin aff o’ de face o’ de 
eart’(U.). “n. op” (Sa.); de animal 
stands (is standin’) nidderin op. 
de corn is nidderd (nidderd doon, 
op); de hair is nidderd (U.). — 
O.N. nidra, vb., to put down, to 
lower-, to diminish-, depreciate-, de- 
grade, weaken. L.Sc. nither (nid- 
der), vb., to depress, to cow. In 
sense 2 nidder is prop, a “nid- 
rask”, vb. reft, to be diminished, 
degraded. Appl. to corn or other 
things checked in growth, nidderd, 
perf. part., may have been mingled 
with another word; see the fol- 
lowing. 

nidderd [mdard], adj., checked in 
growth, poor, not having reachea 
its full size, esp. of corn; n. corn. 
N.I.,Wests, and several other places; 
very small, esp. of a sheaf of corn; 
de sheaf is n., a n. sheaf (Y.; Fe.). 
— The word is doubtless to be 
classed with Fser. nytra [nitra], f., 
a) nit-, b) an ear of corn checked 
in growth, or with No. gnitr, f., 
knitr, n., a grain, particle, gnitra, 
vb., Da. gnidre, vb., to make niggling 
work. See njatr1, sb., and njatri, 
adj., appl. to corn, syn. with nid- 
derd. This latter word otherwise 
merges with perf. part, of nidder, 
vb.; see the preceding word. 

nidderet [md"3r9t- (ned"9raf)], adj., 
wasted away, miserable-, very n.- 
lookin’; a n. animal, craeter’. Also 
ill-thriven-, n.-like [lek]. U. The word 
is doubtless derived from nidder, 
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vb. *ni5raSr, perf. part.? Note, how- 
ever, also nidderd, adj. 

nidderin [nld■•^rln•], pres. part, 
and adj., bitter or freezing cold, of 
weather; n. wadder; bitter, of cold: 
a n. cauld. U. Cf. No. gnidrande 
(gnitrande?), adj. and adv., crack- 
ling^?), in “gn. frost, gn. kaldt” (R.). 

nidi [nidi], adj., 1) stingy, avari- 
cious-, greedy, esp. intensive in col- 
location with “greedy”; a n. greedy 
body, an avaricious and greedy per- 
son. N.Roe. 2) in the expr. “de n. 
heart-cake”, a heart-shaped piece 
of molten lead poured into water, 
used as a magical cure for lack of 
appetite in a child (N.I.), in contrast 
to “de aber heart-cake” or “de 
iveri (eevery) h.-c.” as a cure for 
excessive appetite. For the details 
of procedure see under aber, adj. 
4. As aber and iveri both con- 
tain the meaning very desirous, 
greedy (L.Sc. eevery, adj., hungry) 
nidi, in “n. heart-cake”, must be 
taken in sense of having a small 
appetite, nidi 1 and nidi 2 thus 
obtain apparently opposite meanings, 
but must, however, spring from 
No. niten (gniten, kniten), nit, adj., 
niggardly, with which word cf. L.Sc. 
neetie, nittie, adj., partly avaricious, 
partly niggardly, or from No. nidig, 
nidug, adj., close, stingy. 

nidi, niddel [nidal], vb., of a quern 
or watermill: to grind the corn flat, 
crushing it imperfectly, esp. when 
the corn has got damp; de corn is 
niddeld, the corn has been ground 
flat, not properly crushed. U. Prop, 
an 1-derivative of O.N. gnida, vb., to 
rub (or *nudda, in Icel.: to rub)\ 
see under nig(ge)l, vb. 

niffer (nifr) [mfor], vb., 1) to tamper 
with a thing-, to n. a ting. 2) to 
pilfer. U. From an older *nipr with 
change of pr to fr, or poss. a *nipl, 
as 1 and r often alternate in Shetl. 
Norn. Cf. a) Sw. dial, nippra, vb., 

to nibble, b) No. nipla (nupla), vb., 
to pluck, nibble-, Icel. hnupla, vb., 
to pilfer, Sw. dial, “niffal”, vb., to 
give a slight blow, to snatch, and 
Eng. (N.Eng.) dial, knifle, niffel, vb., 
to pilfer, etc.— Different from nif- 
fer here treated is the common 
L.Scottish loan-word “niffer”, vb., in 
sense of to exchange, barter. 

nig [nig], vb., to ache, pain-, a 
nigin pain. Y. and Fe. For nid, 
q.v. For the change of final d>g 
(mostly from original 5), see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII), § 29, the end. 

*nigda [qigda, qegda], sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for wife-, de auld [‘old’] n. Yn. Prop, 
in jest: the grumbling one, from 
nigg, vb., to grumble. For the 
derivative ending cf. the cognate O.N. 
snegda, f., a quarrelsome woman 
(Eg.), from “snagg”, n., in Icel.: 
quarrel, wrangle. As initial s is 
sometimes dropped in Shetl. Norn, 
nigda may also be simply the word 
“snegda”. 

nigg [qig, qeg], sb., toil and moil, 
esp. hard rowing-, we ’re [‘have’] 
had a hard n. dis day. Uwg., Wh. 
Originally doubtless a *gnidk, fric- 
tion, rubbing, etc.; cf. No. gnik(k)a 
(nika, gnigga), vb., to rub, also used 
in sense of to keep on tenaciously, 
to slave, toil. See the foil. word. 

nigg (njigg) [qig, qeg (njig, njeg)], 
vb., 1) to trouble one with repeated 
requests or inquiries, to importune-, 
to n. at ane (Un.: qig, njig); he 
keeped [‘kept’] n(\)\%g\w, to grumble. 
2) to worry-, annoy, dat n(j)iggs 
dee; dat will n. dee. — The word 
may, at any rate in sense 1, be 
partly H‘gnidka, No. gnika (nika), 
gnikka (gnigga), vb., a) to rub, stroke, 
b) to keep on tenaciously, to slave, 
toil (Aa.), c) to urge, beseech (R.), 
partly No. nugga, nyggja, vb., a) to 
bump, fret, against something, b) 
to beg, importune, Icel. nugga, vb., 

39* 
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to gnaw, rub (Jonasson). With gniflka 
b cf. nigg, sb. Note also Eng. dial, 
nigg, vb., to complain, grumble, etc. 
nigg 2 may possibly be a word 
originally different from nigg 1, viz. 
No. negga and neggja, vb., to gnaw, 
pain, also to annoy, offend (gnaga, 
naga, nagga, vb., to gnaw). See 
nagg1, vb. 

fniggel (njiggel) foigal], fnigger 
(njigger) [ipgor], sb., hard substance; 
hard, tough matter, inter alia of earth: 
hard, tough soil, or of bread. U. 
Also hard stone, (white) quartz 
(Umo.), = hjiggel, jiggel. — In 
the first given sense the word is 
most prob. to be referred to nigl, 
vb. In sense of quartz-stone 
there seems to be a mingling with 
hjigel, sb. Cf. also the relation 
between the verbs a) jigl, hjigl, 
and b) nigl. 

fniggeri [ipg"3ri-], adj., see nigli, 
adj. 

nigl, niggel [qigal, ^egal (njegol)], 
vb., 1) to gnaw, to chew with dif- 
ficulty (at something hard). 2) to 
cut with a blunt knife, or saw with 
a blunt saw. 3) to work persever- 
ingly but without progress ; to bungle. 
4) of a quern or mill (water-mill): 
to grind the corn flat, crushing it 
imperfectly, esp. when the corn is 
too damp, = nidi, niddel; de corn 
is niggeld, the corn has been 
ground flat, not properly crushed. 
5) to dry the corn too slowly, hav- 
ing too little heat, esp. in perf. part, 
niggeld; de corn is niggeld, the 
corn is badly dried (not having had 
sufficient heat). In the senses 4 and 
5 reported only from U. (Us ’w.,Um0., 
Uc.). — The word assimilates in 
several (the first three given) senses 
to N.Eng. dial, niggle, vb., to gnaw, 
nibble, also to cut with a blunt in- 
strument, etc., but cannot indiscrim- 
inately be stamped as a loan-word. 
There is possibly originally more 

than one word in Shetl. nigl. With 
nigl 1 and 3 cf. No. nugla, vb., 
a) to gnaw, chew mincingly, b) to 
work slowly without much progress, 
c) to nibble slightly (nugga and 
nyggja, vb., to bump, rub, against 
something, Icel. nugga, vb., to gnaw, 
rub; see nigg, vb.). With ref. to 
nigl 4, to crush corn imperfectly 
(prop, to rub, chafe, and derived 
from *nig or nigg), may just as 
well be suggested No. gnika, gnikka 
(gnigga), vb., partly to rub, push, 
partly inter alia to crush, grind, 
originally *gni<5ka. An 1-derivative 
“nigla” from “(g)nika” is found in 
No. in sense of to pinch; to niggle 
(prop, to rub). With regard to the 
relation between niddel and nigl 
in sense of to rub, flatten, to crush 
corn imperfectly may be compared 
the relation between Icel. nudda and 
nugga, vbs., to rub. 

fnigli [qigli], adj., hard, tough, 
e.g. of soil; n. grund, or of bread. 
Also niggeri [qig’^ri’]. U. From 
niggel (nigger), sb. 

nikk1 [mk (nek), nok], sb., the 
turn of the tide, the first tidal 
movement after stillness, incipient 
ebb or flood; de n. o’ de tide. Nm. 
No. nekk, m., stillness, rest, esp. 
the point of time at which the sea 
is still at ebb or flood, to be classed 
with O.N. hnekkja, vb., to throw 
back, check, stop. Peer, nekkaskifti, 
n., change of tide. In contrast to 
No. “nekk” and Shetl. nikk, Fser. 
nekkur, m., is occas. used of tide (in- 
coming tide) at its highest. The 
pronunc. of the Shetl. word assi- 
milates exactly to that of Eng. nick, 
sb., and the form nikk with i [i, a]- 
sound for *nekk is prob. due to 
influence of, and mingling with, the 
Eng. word. — Beside nikk (*nekk) 
is found a form nugg; see nugg, 
sb. and vb. 

nikk2 [mk (nek)], sb., 1) a jerk, 
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a snatching. 2) a stitch, a sudden, 
shooting pain, partly a crack or 
sudden jerk in a joint-, hit [‘it’] ga’e 
a fl. i’ my shooder [‘shoulder’] (Nm11.). 
Nm., Yh. — *hnykkr, m., a jerk\ No. 
nykk, m., a jerk, pull, Sw. knyck, 
m., a quick jerk. — In sense of a 
slightly clicking or cracking sound 
nikk is another word, viz. Eng. 
dial, (k)nick, sb., a clicking or crack- 
ing sound (Germ, knick, m., a 
crack). — See nikk, vb. 

nikk3 [mk, nok], sb., a small bit 
or scrap-, a piri (small) n. Prop. 
anything twitched off, detached, and 
the same word as the preceding. Cf. 
Sw. dial, knykk, m., a large piece, 
“brodknykk”. . 

nikk [mk (nek), nok], vb., 1) to 
jerk, snatch. 2) to prick, ache, of 
a sudden pain. Nmn. [mk]; Yh. [mk, 
nok]. “hit[‘it’] nikked [nik3d,n3k3d] 
on my knee or back” (Yh.). Partly 
of twitches in a joint, accompanied 
by a cracking sound (Nm11.). — O.N. 
hnykkja, vb., to snatch, pull (vio- 
lently)-, No. nykkja, vb., to jerk, 
pull, and “nokka, nokkja”, vb., to 
twitch, ache, of a sudden pain (R.). 
— In sense of to emit a clicking 
or cracking sound, nikk is another 
word, viz. Eng. dial, (k)nick (Germ, 
knicken, vb., to click, crack). 

nikker [mkor (nekor, nokor)], sb., 
a nixie, water-sprite. A rare form. 
As the name of a lake in Wh. is 
found Nikra [nek3ra, nok3ra]-water: 
*nykr-(vatn). O.N. nykr, m., a water- 
sprite, Eng. (N.Eng.) dial, nicker, sb. 
See further njuggel (njugl), sb., 
nixie, which latter form with 1 is 
now common. 

fnikr, nikker [mkor (nekor, nok-)], 
vb., 1) to neigh, of a horse, foal. 
2) to snicker with laughter. See 
knikr, knikker, vb. In sense 2 
the word assimilates to No. knikra, 
vb., but in both senses to Eng. dial., 
L.Sc. nicher, nicker, vb. — Another 

nikker [mkar (nekar)] in sense of 
to creak, crack, to make a creak- 
ing sound, is prob. a L.Scottish loan- 
word in Shetl. See the concluding 
remark under nikk, vb., and cf. 
knirk, snirk, vbs. 

fnikkum [ipkom], sb., a drubbing-, 
to gi’e ane a n. Un. Prob. to be 
classed with Sw. dial, knykka, vb., 
to beat, strike, knykkla, vb., to beat, 
to knuckle. Note, however, that 
nikkum is noted down (in Un.) 
also in sense of a wag, which is 
L.Sc. nickim, sb. 

nild, niild [(ipld) njild], sb., an 
aching; severe and continuous pain, 
e.g. of toothache; a n. o’ de tooth- 
ache. Du. (Ireland). — Sw. dial, gnall, 
n., a shooting pain, sudden aching 
in a joint-, Da. dial, gneld, n., a 
stitch, pain (Molb.). 

nild1 (njild) [nei]d, ijild (njild)] 
and naild [naild, na]d], vb., \) a) to 
whimper from discontent-, a nildin 
(naildin) bairn (child)-, b) to mutter-, 
to grumble continually, to nild 
(njild) at ane; dey nilded or nail- 
ded de (t)ane at de tidder (the one 
at the other) (Fe.). Appl. to a pig, 
swine: to make discontented grunts-, 
de grice lay and nilded a’ [‘all’] 
night (Un.). 2) to trouble one with 
repeated requests and inquiries, to 
importune-, de bairn was nildin i’ 
my face (Fe.). — nei]d: Fe. occas. 
and Uwg.; ipld and naild (r^aild), na]d: 
Fe. occas.; rpld, njild: Un.; naild, 
na]d: Nm. occas. —- Prob.: *gnella 
or *gnelta, poss. *gnylta. O.N. *gnella, 
(g)n9llra, gnpllta, vb., to yelp. Icel. 
gnbldra, vb., to murmur, grumble. 
No. gnella, gneldra (gnaldra), vb., 
to shriek-, yell, bark-, to scold, to 
make a noise, to bawl-, doubtless 
also to whimper, complain (cf. gnell, 
m., partly a shriek, yell, partly con- 
stant complaints and importunities). 
No. gnelta, vb., to cry for some- 
thing, to importune. Faer. gnella, 
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vb., to shriek, to give a cracking 
sound, to creak loudly. Sw. gnalla, 
vb., to shriek, lament, in dial, also to 
importune; cf. gnall, n., partly lament, 
partly incessant, persevering re- 
quests. Sw. dial, gnallta, vb., to 
complain, grumble (Ri., under “gnu”, 
vb.). Sw. dial, gnulta, gnylta (gnyltra), 
vb., to grunt, murmur, grumble. 

nild2 (njild, neild) [rpld, njdd (njeld), 
(nse]d) naeild], vb., 1) to bite, chill-, 
only reported in pres, part.: a nil- 
din cauld, a sharp, bitter cold. Nmw. 
2) metaph.: to bite, smart, ache, of 
a continuous bodily pain; a nildin 
pain (Nmw., Sa., Wests.); a nildin 
cauld, a severe, bad cold in the 
body. Nmw. Nm.: [njild (njeld), ipld 
and naeild (naejd)]. Sa.: [njild, njeld]. 
— Prop, the same word as the pre- 
ceding. Cf. with regard to nild 1 
(nildin cauld) No. gnella, vb., “gnel- 
lande frost”, hard frost, ringing 
(creaking) frost or cold — gnall- 
frost, as well as No. gneldra, vb., 
to blow cold (= gnaldra), “gnald- 
rande frost” and “gnaldrande kald”, 
crackling cold (of frosty weather). 
Sw. dial, gnall, n., windy and frosty 
weather. With nild 2 cf. nild, sb., 
a pain, an aching, from *gnell. 

nild3, njild [mid, neild, njild, njeld], 
vb., 1) to press, squeeze. Sa. [njeld]. 
2) to knead (dough), to n. op levin 
or dough. Du. [mid, neild, njild]. 
— Cf. poss. No. gnuldra, vb., to 
rub, press, knuckle (R.), and Da. 
dial. (Jut.) gnildre, vb., to gnaw. 
Or prob. syn. with the foil, word? 

nild4, njild [(ipld) njild], vb., 1) 
to beat, to thrash with the hand. 
Du. [(rpld) njild]. 2) to buffet; thump; 
to be always at one, to keep one 
down-, also to take advantage at 
another person's expense-, U. [(rpld) 
njild]; to n. a body. Also naild 
[na[d, naild], in sense 2; Un. occas.; 
“he is aye [‘always’] n(j)ildin or 
naildin him”; de mukkel grice 

n(j)ilded or nailded de piri ane, 
the big pig was always hard upon 
the small one (Un.). — The word 
may partly be classed (in any case 
sense 1) with O.N. knylla, vb., to 
beat, trash, partly, in sense 2, with 
No. knella, vb., to vanquish. With 
nild 2 may also be compared Da. 
dial. (Jut.) “knildre” and “knolde”, 
vbs., to manage-, master-, vanquish. 

nild5 (njild, neld) [mid, rpld, njeld; 
neld; naeild (nae[d)], vb., 1) to pluck 
or prick slightly. Un. occas. [neld, 
naeild (nae[d)]. 2) to nibble, esp. of 
a fish, nibbling at the bait; to n. at 
de bait. 3) to sneer, gibe-, always 
to find fault with a person-, to 
annoy, to n. at ane. — In all 3 
senses also naild [naild, na[d]. — 
The word has arisen by metathesis 
of original tl to It, Id; cf. No. knitla 
(knatla, natla, njatla), vb., to hack 
or cut lightly and repeatedly, as 
well as, with ref. to nild 3, poss. 
No. netla, vb., to tease. See fur- 
ther nitl, netl, natl (naitel), vbs. 

nildet [mldot, ipldot], adj., musty, 
mouldy, esp. of corn. Un. Also 
naild [naild, na]d] and naildet 
[naildat, najdat, -od]. Ork. naild and 
nailded. Etymology uncertain. A 
derivation from *naela, vb., to sprout, 
is ventured under blonaild, adj. 
Or might the word be associated 
with Sw. dial, knall, n., damage, 
injury? or with nild4, vb., to beat, 
thrash, O.N. knylla? 

nildin, njildin [(ipldin) njildin], sb., 
a drubbing, thrashing with the hand-, 
to gi’e ane a n. Du. Prob.: *knyl- 
ling. To be classed with nild4, vb. 

fnimm, fnjimm [ipm, njim], adj., 
l) numb, pinched with cold-, n. 
hands. 2) heavy, stupid, dull of 
intellect-, a n. body. U. — Poss. 
merely a local pronunciation of Eng. 
numb, adj., = O.N. numinn. With 
n(j)imm 2 cf. Eng. dial, numb, adj., 
stupid-, dull-, heavy. See nomin, adj. 
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nine-midders'-meat [-met], sb., 

food, collected from nine mothers 
whose first-born were sons, and used 
as a remedy for a very sick child-, 
to bid de n.-m.-m., to go from 
house to house soliciting (collect- 
ing) “ nine-mothers’-meat”. U. Also 
“sonamors (sinnamors)-meat”; 
q.v. — The figure nine has from 
heathen times played an important 
part in popular belief in the North. 
In this connection is understood the 
belief in nine kinds of food, and 
nine kinds of herbs as a remedy 
(see e.g. Fejlberg under “ni”). From 
the field of Northern mythology is 
known the god Hejmdal as the son 
of nine mothers. 

fninki [na'gki], adj., diminutive-, 
a piri n. ting. Br. See nungi, adj., 
as well as noni and nungi (nongi), 
sbs. 

nip [nip, nip], sb., a steep, over- 
hanging crag, esp. a promontory, 
steep mountain top. Reported from 
Conn, [nip] in the sense of steep 
mountain top. Now found only as 
a place-name in names of steep 
promontories, though on the border 
of a common noun. With long i: 
de Nip [nip] o’ Norwich (Sa.). Else- 
where mostly with short i [nip]. 
Examples: de Nip (in several places), 
de Nort’ and de Wast [‘west’] Nips 
(Yn.). 0tra and Hemra Nip (Wh.): 
*ytra ok heimra gnipa (two points 
of land situated farthest from and 
nearest to the village, respective- 
ly). Hjoganip [hjo'-ganip1] (Lamb- 
hoga, Fe.): prob. *hpga gnipa, the 
high headland. With more precise 
localisation, e.g. de Nip o’ Burra- 
firt’ (U.), de Nip o’ Norbi (Sa.). 
With suffix: de Nipek [nipok] (St. 
— St. Ringan’s Isle, Du.). As the 
first part of compd. in gen. (sing., 
def. form, or pi.) the word is found 
in Nipnafell [nip"nafel‘] (Fe.): *gnip- 
unnar-fell or *gnipna-fell. — With 

change of final p to b, and with 
preserved long vowel-sound, occa- 
sionally *nib [nib], e.g. de Nibs 
[nibs] (Whn.); Valanib [va’danlb’] 
(Nmw.): *val(a)-gnipa. With short 
vowel-sound in “de Nibek [nibok]” 
(Br.) and in “Nibabakk [nib"abak‘], 
Nivabakk [nivabak-]” = Nipabakk 
[nip"abak‘] (Otterswick, Ye.): *gnipu- 
bakki. — O.N. gnipa, f., a steep 
mountain with overhanging top; 
high mountain top with steep front, 
a peak. Faer. nipa, No. nipa, f. — 
Cf. *nup, sb. 

nipet [nipot], adj., scanty, stingy. 
Voe, Du. Fser. knipin [knoi'pin], 
No. knipen, adj., scanty. Also nip- 
pet [mpot (nepat)], which prob. is 
L.Sc. nippit, adj., in the same sense. 

nipl, nippel [mpal (nepal), napal], 
vb., to notch the edges, to cut out 
in zigzag form; to n. or n. ut 
skons (cakes) or paper. Nmn. No. 
nipla (nupla), vb., to nibble, pluck. 

niplet [mplat (neplat), naplat], adj., 
notched in the edges; n. skons or 
paper. Nmn. Also used as perf. 
part, of nipl, vb.; niplet ut. See 
the preceding word. 

nipp [nip (nap)], sb., a vigorous 
jerk, a pulling asunder; a smart 
blow; to gi’e ane a n. For knipp 
by dropped initial k. Also L.Scottish 
(knyp, sb., a blow. Jam.). See the 
foil. word. 

nipp [nip (nap)], vb., to give a 
smart blow; to pull to pieces, to 
break asunder with a jerk or quick 
/?«//, = knipp, vb. No. knippa, vb., 
to snatch, pull, cut off (pinch off) 
with a smart nick. 

nipperd [nipard, nepard], adj., re- 
ported only in theexpr. “n.Nani”, as 
the name for a cow in a cow-name 
rigmarole. Nmn. (N.Roe). Poss. the 
nice, pretty, or light-footed one. Cf. 
No. and Sw. dial, nipper, adj., neat; 
fine; nice, Icel. nipr, adj., neat; 
nice, Da. dial. (Jut.) nipper, adj., 
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a) fine; nice; b) making short, 
nimble steps, and “nsebber”, adj., 
nimble. See Nani, sb. 

nipp-s/cfcer [nip"sik,3r, nip’sik'ar, 
nap--], adj., 1) short, biting and 
harsh in one’s speech, a n.-s. an- 
swer, a short, abrupt answer. 2) 
pinching, giving a scant measure; he 
is very n.-s. wi’ his weight. Nm. — 
With nipp-, in sense 1, cf. No. 
knippen and knips, adj., somewhat 
harsh and short in words and deeds 
(R.). For meaning 2 see nipet, adj. 
The second part of the compd. is 
L.Sc. sicker, adj., secure. 

nir [nlr], sb., a kidney, comm. 
O.N. nyra, n., L.Sc. neir, sb., id. 

nird, njird [(iprd) qerd, i^rd; njerd, 
njard], sb., a pinching; squeezing; 
crushing. Fe., Nm.? to gi’e ane a 
n. i’ de lug, to pinch one’s ear 
hard (Fe.: r^ard, njard). See the 
foil. word. 

nird, njird [(qird) i^erd, iprd; njerd, 
njard], vb., to pinch (hard); to 
squeeze; crush; press firmly, — 
knirj, vb. Fe. Nm.? The word may 
represent ’’'gni^d) or *knir(d). Cf. 
No. a) gnyra, gnyrja, b) knyra, knyrja, 
vbs., to squeeze; crush; press. 

nirg, njirg [iprg (rjerg), iiarg(njarg)], 
sb., 1) a whimpering, importuning, 
grumbling. Y., Nm. 2) a discon- 
tented, grumbling person. Yh. 3) 
toil and moil, esp. laborious row- 
ing; we ’re [‘have’] had a regular 
n. at de ayre [‘oar’]..Yn. 4) high 
wind (contrary wind) together with 
commotion in the sea; a n. o’ wadder; 
a n. i’ de sea. Yn. 5) continuous 
windy weather. Yh.— [iprg (i^erg)]: 
Yn.; [r^arg, njarg]: Yh. and Nm. occas. 
— The root-meaning of the word is 
doubtless a creaking or rubbing. 
The word may be a) *gnirk (*knirk) 
or *gnurk, b) *gnidr > *gnigr > 
*gnirg, c) *gni5k > *gnirk > *gnirg. 
See further under the foil. word. 
The relation is somewhat obscure, 

as n(j)irg can hardly be separated 
from the synonymous njarg. With 
n(j)irg 4 and 5 may be compared 
No. gnerra, f., sharp, cold wind. 

nirg, njirg [(rprg, ijerg, njerg) 
ijarg, njarg], vb., to whimper, to 
grumble continually; to importune; 
to keep n(j)irlin and n(j)irgin for 
ever (M.Roe, Dew.: njarg); “what is 
du n(j)irgin aboot?”(Kollafirth,Nm.: 
rjarg, njarg). — The word may be 
an original *gnirka (*knirka) or 
*gnurka; cf. No. gnirka, vb., to creak, 
and gnurka, vb., a) to creak-, b) to 
grumble, whimper, as well as njarg, 
vb. (= Sw. dial, narga), syn. with 
n(j)irg. As the substantive n(j)irg 
is found in sense of high or con- 
tinuous wind (see nirg, sb. 4 and 
5) as well as of a whimpering, 
grumbling, importuning, it may, with 
reference to the change of meaning, 
be compared with No. gniksa, vb., a) 
to creak, b) to scrape continually 
(e.g. on a violin), c) to blow steadily 
and continuously, n (j) i rg, vb., may, 
however, also contain other words 
with root-meaning to rub (continu- 
ally), viz.: *gni5ra or *gni3ka; cf. 
a) No. gnera (prop. *gni5ra), vb., to 
whimper-, grumble-, importune-, b) 
No. gnika [*gnidka], vb., a) to rub-, 
ft) to toil, to slave-, y) to import- 
une (R.). With No. gnika ft cf. 
n(j)irg, sb. 3, laborious work (row- 
ing). In conformity with the phono- 
logy of Shetl. Norn, *gnidr may 
have developed to *gnigr, and then, 
by metathesis, to *gnirg. From 
*gnidk may have developed a*gnirk, 
*gnirg in Shetl. Norn; cf. merki, 
sb., from O.N. madkr, m., a mag- 
got, worm, in the compd. *konn- 
merki, corn-worm. Note also No. 
(Sogn) gnirken, adj., = gniken from 
*gni3ken. 

nirk, njirk [qa'rk, nja'rk], sb., a 
creaking sound. Du. *gnirk or *knirk. 
See the foil. word. 
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nfrk, njirk [ip'rk, nja'rk], vb., to 

make a creaking sound; a n(j)ir- 
kin soond. Du. No. gnirka and 
knerka, Sw. knirka, Da. knirke, vb., 
id. — Other forms in Shetl. are 
knirk and snirk; see these words 
(verbs). 

nirl, njirl [mr5! (nir3!), qeral, q3r®l, 
njeral, njor3!], sb., a cold, biting 
wind; severe cold with wind; a 
cauld [‘cold’] n. U. [comm, pro- 
nounced: mr3!]; Yn. [niral, njoral 
(neral, qoral)]. — Prob. a *gneldr, 
from which, later on, nirl, njirl, 
has arisen by metathesis of l(d)r: 
(g)nirl for*gnilr. See further nild2, 
vb. [*gnella], and the etymologies 
given there, as well as the foil, 
word. 

nirl1, njirl [(mral) norol, qiral, 
iieral, r^or8!, njeral, nj9ral], vb., 1) a) 
to fret, to grumble continually on 
the same subject; he n (j) i r 1 d [(iprald) 
njirsld] upon it a’ [‘all’] day (Yh.); 
to keep njirl in [njarhn (rprlin)] and 
njirgin for ever (M.Roe, Dew.); see 
nirg, vb.; b) to whimper, fret; to 
n. and greet (Nm.). n(j)irl is re- 
ported from various places in Nm. 
in all the given forms of pronun- 
ciation. Sa. [nj3ral (ipr3!)]. “What 
is du njirlin for?” (Sa.). 2) of 
cold, frost: prop, to creak, now 
generally accepted in sense of to 
bite, smart; esp. in pres, part.: a 
n(j)irlin cauld [‘cold’], a biting, 
cracking cold-, hard frost. N.I. esp.: 
rprlin; Y. occas.: narlin. S.Sh. esp.: 
njarlin. a n(j)irlin (kind o’ a) night, 
a bitterly cold evening or night 
(S.Sh.). — For older *(g)n i 1 r (*gn i 1 d r) 
by metathesis of Ir (Idr), originally 
*gneldra, vb., to yell; shriek; creak; 
whimper, etc. See nild 1 and 2, vb. 
[*gnella]. In L.Scottish is found a 
“nirl”, vb., in sense of “to pinch 
with cold” (Jam.), which doubtless 
is syn. with Shetl. nirl, vb. 2; the 
form n(j)irl, however, is a regular 

development of *gneldra in Shetl. 
Norn. 

nirl2 [(ner3l) nar3!], vb., to rub? 
reported only in the expr. “to n. 
(n. awaa) at de fiddle”, to scrape 
away at the fiddle; he was nirl in 
awaa at de fiddle. De. Prob. for 
*(g)nilr by metathesis of Ir (*ldr), 
and is then most prob. No. gnuldra, 
Da. gnildre, vb., to rub, chafe. 
Might also, however, be the same 
word as the preceding one in sense 
of to creak. 

nirli, njirli [njarli (iiarli)], adj., 
bitter, cold; a n. night. S.Sh. See 
nirl, sb., and nirl1, vb. 2. 

nirp [*n9‘rp], njirp [nja‘rp (ijaVp)], 
sb., a miser. As a substantive re- 
ported only from U. in the form njirp, 
esp. appl. to a woman, while skrobb 
[skrob] is generally used of a miserly 
man. — Prob. an older *nipr. See 
the two foil, words. 

nirp [na'rp], vb., to pinch, to 
make a thing too narrow or short; 
de jacket is nirpet [n9‘rp9t] in at 
de flesh. Nm. (N.Roe). The word 
has prob. arisen from an older *nipr 
by metathesis of p and r. Cf. No. 
nipra, vb., to pinch, to be stingy 
(nipa, vb., to be just enough). See 
the foil. word. 

nirpet [n9‘rp9t] and njirpet [nj9‘r- 
p9t, 0i9‘rp9t)], adj., 1) too pinched, 
narrow or short. Nmn. (N.Roe): 
nirpet. 2) stingy; miserly; a n. 
body or craeter’. U.: njirpet. — 
Prob. for older *nipret by meta- 
thesis of p and r. Cf. No. nipren, 
adj., stingy; niggardly (nipen, adj., 
just enough), niprt, adv., spar- 
ingly. 

fnirr, njirr, vb., to purr, see 
nurr, vb. 

fnirrels (njirrels) [nirols, ner9ls, 
iierols], sb. pi., a kind of disease, 
cutaneous eruption, reported doubt- 
fully of chicken-pox. Also norrels 
[norals] (Sa. occas., Wests.). From 
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W. is reported nirrels of a kind of 
disease, a swelling of the neck and 
jaws. — No. naarisla, f., a disease 
with reddish cutaneous eruption. 
L.Sc. nirles, sb. pi., a kind of measles 
(Jam.). 

nirs [(ni'rs, ne‘rs) no'rs], adj., 1) 
having a disagreeable, bitter, rancid 
taste, partly putrid; n. milk (N.I.); 
n. butter (Sa.), rancid butter; n. oil 
(Fo.), rancid train-oil; n. meat, n. 
flesh, meat having a strong taste. 
n.-tasted = nirs. an. taste, a dis- 
agreeable, sharp or rancid taste. 
Also njirs [(ip'rs) njo'rs] (Fe. occas., 
S.Sh. occas., Du.), n.-tasted, and nir- 
sin [na'rsin] (Du. occas.), a nirsin 
taste. Conn.: [no'rs]. 2) sharp, bit- 
ing, cold, of weather; he is very 
njirs [njo'rs (iia'rs)] upon it (S.Sh.), 
it is bitterly cold. — In sense 1 
also comm, niss [ms(s), (ness), 
nos(s)], a n. taste. Du. occas.: 
niss in [nassin]. From Sa. (Wests.) 
are reported the forms of pronunc.: 
[ms(s), nas(s) and no'rs]; from Fo.: 
[ms(s) and na'rs]. — No. nissen, 
adj., having a sharp, foul taste, 
originally *hnirs-, *hniss-. -rs is 
doubtless original, -ss in No., Fser. 
and Icel. is doubtless due to assim- 
ilation. See further under niss, sb. 
Cf. rams, adj. 

nirt [m‘rt, ne‘rt, ^eVt, ip'rt, nja'rt], 
sb., 1) closeness; stinginess; der’ 
wer’ a n. wi’ him, he was mean, 
niggardly and stingy. U. [m‘rt, ne‘rt]. 
2) a small morsel or part of some- 
thing, esp. of a solid, not liquid 
matter, comm.: [no'rt]. Esh., Nmw.: 
[qe‘rt]. Fe. occas. (Fe6.): [njo'rt 
(qa‘rt)]. — With nirt 1 cf. No. nerta 
and Sw. dial, narta, vb., to give 
scant measure, to be stingy, nirt 
2 is like Faer. nortur, m., and L.Sc. 
nirt, sb. (E.D.D.). See nart, sb. 

nirt [ni‘rt (ne‘rt)], adj., niggardly; 
stingy; pinched, that gives scant 
measure; he was very n., he was 

very pinching or stingy, he gave 
very scant measure. U. *nertinn? 
See the preceding word. For a 
possible dropping of the ending -inn 
cf. nirs (niss), adj., = nissin, No. 
nissen. 

fnis [nls (nlz)], vb., to sneeze, 
— L.Sc. neese, No. nysa = njosa, 
Sw. nysa (O.N. hnjosa), vb. 

nisek [nisak, nisek], sb., the por- 
poise, delphinus phocaena, = No. 
nisa, Faer. nisa. O.N. hnlsa, f., the 
porpoise. — nisek, with short i, is 
now the common form in Shetl. 
From Conn, is reported: [nlsak, 
nlsaek], 

nisk [nisk (msk)], sb., 1) a small 
morsel or part of something; a 
n. o’ butter. Fo. 2) a slight shower; 
a n. o’ a shooer. Wests, nisiker 
[nis-ikar], a passing shower, partly 
of a somewhat heavy shower (Snara- 
ness, Aiw.). a nist [nist (nist)] o’ 
a shooer (De. and Ai. occas.) = 
nisk. — As initial f in the collo- 
cation fn is apparently not preserved 
in Shetl. Norn — no word begin- 
ning with fn has been reported — 
nisk may be classed with No. and 
Sw. dial, fnask, n., fluff; grain; 
morsel (No. fnas, n., mote, fnos, 
fnus, n., = fnask), and Da. “fnusk” 
in “fnuskregn”, n., drizzling rain. 
With nisk may also be compared 
a) Sw. dial, knask, n. (m.), a grain, 
particle, and b) No. snusk, n., re- 
fuse; leavings; note, however, snisk 
which is a parallel form to the verb 
nisk. The form nisiker has pro- 
bably arisen from an older *niskr 
by inserted connecting vowels; see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 40 
(supporting vowel; connecting vowel). 
An original form *fnusk or knusk 
appears to be the source of the 
word nisk. For knusk see the 
foil. word. 

nisk [nisk (nisk)], vb., to rain or 
snow slightly; to begin to rain or 
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snow; he is niskin ut o’ him, it 
is raining (snowing) very slightly, 
it is beginning to rain (snow); he 
is beginnin’ to n. Wests., Y. and Fe. 
On Wests, esp. of rain, in Y. of 
rain and esp. of snowfall; he is niskin 
de snaw ut o’ him (Yh.). De. and 
Ai. occas.: nist [nist (mst)]. — For 
the probable etymology of the word 
see the preceding word. — In Y. 
are also found other forms: snisk 
[snisk (smsk)], snisl [snis3l (sms3!)], 
the latter esp. of slight hail-showers; 
see further these words (verbs). — 
As tos [tos], vb., is used in a sim- 
ilar sense to nisk, snisk, snisl, 
though rather of incipient wind, 
snisl may be referred to No.knusla, 
vb., a) to rustle gently, = tosa, 
tusa, b) to pinch, to be stingy. 
nisk (snisk) might then be an 
original *knuska, derived from No. 
knusa, vb., to pinch. For the de- 
rivative ending k, cf. No. knusk, 
m., a miser. 

niskin [niskm (niskin)], sb., a 
slight shower of rain, a n. o’ a 
shooer. Ai. Properly pres. part, of 
nisk, vb. 

niss [ms(s), n3s(s)], sb., a harsh, 
rancid taste, a strong tang; a vilde 
[‘vile’] n. N.I. and several other 
places. Cf. Icel. hniss, n. (hnissa, 
f.), Faer. nissur, m., a disagreeable, 
harsh taste, (strong) tang, esp. of 
meat; No. niss, m., a) a strong 
smell, stink; b) a tang (Nordland). 
— Originally doubtless *hnirs-; see 
nirs, adj. 

nist1 [nist, nist, nist, nist, nost], 
sb., 1) a spark of fire; a n. o’ 
kindlin’. In this sense mostly re- 
ported with the pronunc. [nist] and 
[nist]. Conn.: [nist]. Fo.: nisti 
[nisti]. Edm. has “neest, the last 
spark of fire” (Un.?). 2) a morsel 
of something. Reported by J.I. in 
the forms: [nist, nost, nist]. — In 
Fo. a distinction is made between 

nisti [nisti], a spark of fire, and 
niksti [neksti], sb., a grain, a mor- 
sel. — O.N. gneisti, m., a spark; 
No. (g)neiste, Faer. neisti. Da. gnist, 
c., also a grain, morsel. Shetl. 
nist(i) assimilates in form rather to 
Da. gnist, c., Sw. gnista, f., than to 
O.N. gneisti, No. (g)neiste, m., which 
in Shetl. ought regularly to have 
given *nest. For the development 
of meaning cf. partly Da. gnist, 
partly Sw. dial, gnistra, f., a) spark 
of fire, b) a grain, morsel. 

nist2, sb., and nist, vb., see nisk, 
sb. and vb. 

nister [nlstor (nlstar), nistar], vb., 
to produce a loud, penetrating 
sound, to creak; de door nisters, 
de shoe nisters; a nisterin soond. 
Sharper than nirk, snirk, vb. — 
*gnlstra. O.N. gnista (nista), vb., to 
produce a penetrating sound, e.g. 
to gnash, snarl. Derived: No. gnistra, 
vb., to creak, whine, and Icel. gnistra, 
vb., to creak; to gnash, etc. 

nisti [nisti], sb., a spark of fire. 
Fo. See nist1, sb. 

nistikorn [ms"tikonr (nis"tikOnv), 
nas"ti-; ms"tikonr], sb., a blister 
on the skin, small boil. N.I. [ms"ti 
(nis"ti)-, nas"tikorn]. Conn, [ms"- 
tikonrj. Also nistkorn, nisskorn 
[nas(s)korn] (L.) and nisti-“cock”. 
— Prop, “knystkorn”? Da. knyst, 
c., No. knystre and gnystre, n., a 
knotty protuberance (R.). A form 
ness- [nes(s), n3es(s)] in “ness-corn, 
ness-cock” is L.Sc.; cf. L.Sc. ness- 
cock, sb., a small boil (Jam.). 

nitl, nittel [n3ital, n®ital, neital 
(netal, natal)], sb., a small piece or 
part of something, a morsel, a 
crumb; a n. o’ bread. (Yn.: n3ital). 
Un., Yn. *knitl. See the foil. word. 

nitl, nittel [n£i‘tal, neital, n3ital; 
netal, natal, na'tal, -31], vb., 1) to 
hoe up\ to n. [netal, natal, na^al] 
aff de bits, to hoe up the so-called 
nitlebits or netlebits (smallpieces 
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of earth, left along the furrow) 
with the spade. U". 2) to try to 
cut with a blunt instrument (a 
blunt knife)\ he couldno [‘-not’] get 
a bit nitteld [nei'tald] aff. U". 3) 
to give a slight jerk, to nibble, 
esp. of a fish touching at the bait. 
Umo. [nait9l]; “I felt de fish nitlin 
[nait]m] at de bait”. — Also njitl, 
njittel [njital, njetal, -al; iptal, ijetal, 
-al], reported esp. in sense 2. E.D.D.: 
njittle. — *knitla. No. knitla, vb., 
to hack or cut lightly and re- 
peatedly. See natl and netl, vbs. 

nitlebit [na’Mabit- (nat"la-, n6ifla-, 
neit”l9-, nait"l9-)], sb., = netlebit. 
Un. *knitl(a)-biti. See nitl, vb. 1. 

nitr, nitter1 [mtar], vb., to move 
or work very slowly and heavily, 
esp. of a quern or mill (water-mill), 
grinding very slowly; sho (de mill) 
is only nitrin (nitterin) aboot. 
Yb. The word is syn. with natr, 
natter, vb., and has prob., like the 
latter, the root-meaning to rub, chafe. 
Cf. No. gnidra, vb., a) to rub con- 
tinuously, b) to work assiduously 
but with little result. 

nitr, nitter'2 [mtar], vb., to shiver 
and shake with cold, to huddle 
oneself up from cold-, to n. wi’ 
cauld. Wests. (Sa.). — O.N. gnptra, 
nptra, vb., to clatter, rattle-, Icel. 
(g)ndtra, Faer. notra, vb., to tremble, 
shiver; to chatter (of the teeth). Eng. 
dial, and L.Sc. nither (nidder?), vb., 
inter alia to shiver with cold. 

nitrek [mtrak, mfrak], sb., = 
nittek, sb. U. Might be No. nytra, 
f., a small protuberance on the 
skin, — nutra, and with a similar 
development of meaning as natti 
and nittek, sbs. 

nitret, nitteret [mt-orat], adj., 
malicious-, ill-tempered-, surly, esp. 
of a small person; a n. bein’. Also 
pernitret,pernitteret. Du. Derived 
from nitr- in nitrek, sb.; q.v. 

nitt [mt, nat], sb., a conical piece 

of wood provided with grooves, used 
in rope-making. Un. Also more 
comm, snitt (snott). From O.N. 
knpttr, m., a ball. No. knott (nott), 
m. , = Shetl. nitt, snitt. 

nittek [mtak, natak], sb., an ill- 
tempered child-, a little impertinent 
boy or girl. Fairly common. Prop, 
the same word as the preceding. 
See further under natti, sb. 

nitter [natar], sb., loose, badly 
and unevenly spun yarn-, a er (a 
particle, morsel) o’ n. Poss. to be 
associated with No. nutra, vb., to 
crumble away, nytra, f., a small 
protuberance on the skin. In that 
case, prop, the same word as, or 
cognate with, njatr, sb., thin, im- 
mature corn. 

niv1 [niv, nav], sb., high point 
of land, promontory, now only as 
a place-name. See further *nov, 
sb. 

niv2, sb., see the foil. word. 
nivi [nlvi, nivi], sb., one of the 

two projecting wooden handles, 
crossing each other, in a pack- 
saddle. U. Also niv [niv, niav]: 
S.Sh. (Conn., Sw., Du11.), de nivis 
(nivs) o’ de klibber. In U. occas. 
metaph. nivi is appl. to shoulder, 
esp. jocularly in exprs. as: tak’ dy 
birdek (your burden) upo dy n.! 
Du is gotten dy birdek upo dy n. 
— Prob. a mutated form, *hn^fi, 
from *hmif-. Cf. Icel. hntifa, f., a 
hump, knot, No. nuv, m., rounded 
top, Faer. nugva (*miva), f., the top 
of the stem of a boat. See nibi, 
sb. 

nivi, nivvel (njivl, njivvel) [nival, 
qival, qeval, njival, njeval], vb., 1) 
to squeeze-, pinch-, press-, to seize 
and shake someone, to knuckle-, to 
n. a body. S.Sh. (Du.): nival, njival 
(qival). The word is most extended 
with softened n: [q or nj]. N.I.: 
qival (qeval), njival, njeval. Wests.: 
qival, qeval. 2) to work in an un- 
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handy way; to n. at onyting, to 
struggle with something, to bungle; 
N. [(njivol) njeval]. — No. knefla, 
knevla, vb., to squeeze, press to 
the ground, nevla, vb., to seize; 
squeeze; knead (neva, O.N. hnefa, 
vb., to seize with the hand), and 
knyvla (knovl’), vb., = knuvla, vb., 
to press down with repeated thumps 
of the fist. Sw. dial, kniffla, kneffla, 
knyffla, knoffla, vb., to beat; drub, 
“niffal”, vb., to give a slight blow. 
Da. dial. (Jut.) knovle, vb., to get 
the upper hand of, to vanquish. 
N.Eng. dial, and L.Sc. novel, knevel, 
vb., to take hold or strike with the 
fists; to pommel, knead. With nivl 
2, which word may be originally 
different from nivl 1, cf. No. nyvla 
(nuvla, knuvla), vb., to work clum- 
sily, to bungle (R.). 

nivlin, njivlin [ijivlm (ijevlin), 
njivhn (njevhn)], sb., a squeezing, 
pressing; a drubbing with the fists; 
to gi’e ane a n. N.I. (UM Fe.). 

nixti [neksti], sb., a morsel, par- 
ticle. Fo. See nist1, sb. 

njad1 [njad, qad], sb., hard, weari- 
some work, drudgery, reported esp. 
of rowing against wind and cur- 
rent; we ’re had a n. dis day, a n. 
upo de ayre [‘oar’]. Un. Doubtless 
prop, a rubbing, chafing, and, in 
that case, either *gnat or *gnid, 
more prob. the former. Cf. Sw. 
gnata, vb., prop, to gnaw, comm, 
in sense of to grumble, and Sw. 
dial, gnatta, vb., to nag (Ri. under 
gnaga, vb.), and “nada”, vb., to 
nag, etc. As a breaking of e and i 
in several cases takes place in Shetl. 
Norn, where it is not to be found 
in Old Northern, a development 
*gnid > njad is not altogether im- 
probable. 

njad2 [njad, i^ad], sb., immature 
corn, = nad2. Wh. [njad]. Y. and 
Fe. [ijad (njad)]. Poss. derived from 
nad only by softening of n. Might, 

however, as e and i often break to 
ja, also be an original *gnet- or 
*gnit-, a grain, something small; 
see further nidd, sb., and njatr1, 
sb. 

njaf, njaff [njaf Oiaf)], sb., properly 
gnaw; 1) fodder for a cow (as di- 
stinct from sjav, of fodder for a 
calf, and snisk, of fodder for a pig). 
Fo. 2) (one who grumbles and 
complains) a naughty child, a small, 
sulky and insignificant fellow, = 
njaf(f)in, sb. U. *gnaf. See the 
foil. word. 

njaf, njaff [njaf i^af], vb., to nag, 
grumble; to geng njaf(f)in aboot. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). Is the same word 
as nav, njav, vb., a) to gnaw, pro- 
perly, b) to grumble; see nav, vb. 
Originally *gnafa, *(g)naffa. Cf. Sw. 
dial, naffa, vb., to snap, nibble, 
and L.Sc. naff, nyaff, vb., to bark, 
also to talk nonsense, to chatter in 
a peevish manner, esp. of children. 
The parallel form with final v shows 
that the word is old in Shetlandic. 

*njafa, sb., the fist, see nev, sb. 
njafatag, sb., a firm grip with 

the fist (U.), see nevatag. 
fnjafin, njaffin [njafin, ijafin], sb., 

a little child, esp. a naughty child, 
badly brought up. N.I. Also nja- 
fek, njaffek [njafak, i^afak]: Nmn. 
(N.Roe) and several places. The 
word is to be classed with njaf(f), 
vb. 

niag1 [i}ag], sb., immature, sparse 
corn. Ai. Poss. by breaking of i to 
ja from older *gnik (*gni3k) of some- 
thing small and insignificant. Cf. a) 
No. nik, n., chips (Aa.), Faer. nik, 
n., a grain, morsel, and b) No. 
gnika (nika), vb., in sense of to 
pinch, to be miserly. May, how- 
ever, as final d occas. changes to 
g in Shetl. Norn, also represent a 
njad; see nad2 and njad2, sbs. 

njag2 [nag, njag], sb., \) a gnaw- 
ing. More common in the follow- 
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ing metaphorical senses: 2) constant 
repetition of the same thing (re- 
quests, inquiries, objections), im- 
portunity, nagging; to stop ane’s n. 
(N.Roe). 3) very troublesome and 
slow work, esp. a laborious rowing 
(against wind and current); we ’re 
had a n. Uc. In this sense syn. 
with njad1, sb. (Un.)- — *gnag. No. 
gnag and nag, n., a) a gnawing, 
biting; b) slow, troublesome work; 
c) importunity; constant reminder. 

njag [nag, njag], vb., l) to gnaw, 
esp. to gnaw bones, of a dog; de 
dog njags de ben. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
In this sense also gneg [gneg, 
gnaeg]: Conn. 2) to importune, to 
trouble one with repeated, weari- 
some requests and inquiries; to n. 
at ane; to harp upon the same to- 
pic, raising the same objections; to 
be constantly nagging and com- 
plaining; to argue and criticise; 
to n. at ane. de bairn (the child) 
was njagin at me a’ [‘all’] day 
(Un.), the child was troublesome 
all day; he stood or lay njagin i’ 
my face (Nm.). 3) to work inces- 
santly, to toil. U. 4) metaph.: to 
gnaw, pain, pinch, esp. of pain: a 
njagin pain. In this sense also 
reported in the form hnjag [hijag]; 
a hnjagin pain.— O.N. gnaga, vb., 
to gnaw. No. gnaga (and naga), 
vb., a) to gnaw, b) to rub, chafe; 
c) to work hard without much pro- 
gress-, d) to importune. 

njagl, njaggel [njag3l (nag3!)], vb., 
to gnaw something, esp. of a dog 
gnawing a bone; de dog njaggels 
(is njaglin) de ben. Nm. No. 
gnagla, vb., to gnaw slightly, etc. 

njam [njam, nrimL vb., to take a 
morsel of food, esp. negatively of 
food one has dislike to; he couldno 
[‘-not’] n. it, he could not get it 
down-, “naa (no), my lamb, I couldno 
n. dis’\ Esh., Nmw. — The word is 
most prob. a “*njama” by breaking 

from O.N. nema, vb., to take, touch, 
or a *nama; see further nom, vb. 
Poss. influence of, or mingling with. 
L.Sc. nyam, vb., to chew, Gael, 
cnamh. 

njamin [njamm, nrirnin]> sb., # 
morsel of food, doubtless something 
taken (in eating)-, I ’ll tak’ a n.; 
he cauldno [‘-not’] tak’ a n. Nmw. 
See the preceding word. 

njarg [narg, narg, njarg (njarg)], 
sb., 1) constant harping on the same 
topic, continual criticising and fault- 
finding, grumbling and complain- 
ing. Wests, and U.: [njarg, narg]- 
Y. and Fe.: [narg (njarg)]. 2) a 
person, always criticising and 
grumbling at the same thing. 
Wests, and U.: [njarg, narg]- Y- 
and Fe. occas.: [narg (njarg)]. 3) 
commotion in the sea, dash of 
waves; he is a n. i’ de sea. Un.: 
[njarg, narg]- 4) a foul wind, esp. 
of contrary wind at sea; der ’r a n. 
o’ wind; he is blawin’ a n. by- 
fram [bifranr], there is a high, 
contrary wind out at sea. Un. 
[(njarg) ijarg]. 5) continuous windy 
weather, = nirg. Yh. [njarg (i^arg)]. 
— Sw. dial, narg, n., clamour, 
grumbling, wrangling. See further 
under njarg, vb. With njarg, sb., 
4 and 5, cf. also No. gnarre, m., 
gnarr, n., chilly, continuous wind, 
gnerra, f., sharp, cold wind (Sw. 
dial, nare, m.). 

njarg [qarg, rjarg, njarg (njarg)], 
vb., to harp upon the same subject, 
repeating the same demands, ques- 
tions or objections; esp.: to grumble, 
find fault with; not so intense as 
jarg or sjarg. Wests, and U.: [njarg, 
ijarg]. Y. occas. and Fe.: [ijarg (njarg); 
Yh.: njarg (ijarg)]. — Sw. dial, narga, 
vb., to gnaw, chew, also inter alia 
to wrangle about trifles. The word 
may also be associated with No. 
knarka, vb., a) to creak; b) to grumble, 
O.Da. knarke, vb., id. (and No. and 
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Fser. knarra, vb., to grumble, to be 
peevish), or with No. gnirka, nerka, 
vb., to creak; see nirg (njirg), vb. 
In a somewhat different sense is 
found L.Sc. nyarg, vb., viz.: to jeer, 
taunt (Jam.). 

njarm [njarm, njarm], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for cat, prop, the 
mewing one. See the foil. word. 

njarm [njarm, njarm], vb., to mew, 
of a cat. The word doubtless re- 
presents *mj arm. Fser. mjarra (and 
mjarma), vb., to whimper; mew; 
bleat, jarma, vb., to bleat. See 
jarm, vb. 

njatr, njatter1 [njator (qatar)], sb., 
thin, immature, sparse corn. Papa, 
Wests. Cf. partly Faer. nytra [nitra], f., 
a) nit, b) ear of corn checked in 
growth, No. nytra, f., protuberance, 
pimple, = nutra, notra (nutren, adj., 
stunted in growth), natren, natrutt, 
adj., pimply, etc., partly No. gnitr, f., 
knitr, n., a grain, particle, and Sw. 
dial, “gnettrande” of something in- 
significant and small, “gnettrande 
sm&tt” (Ri. under “gnetta”, vb.). No. 
nadr, m. (n.?), a grain, particle (R.), 
might also be suggested. See nid- 
derd, adj. 

fnjatr, njatter2 [njator, ijator], sb., 
1) continuous talking, grumbling 
and scolding. Wests. (Papa); S.Sh. 
2) a grumbling, fretful person, al- 
ways scolding. Papa. See the foil, 
word. 

fnjatr, njatter [njator, ijatar], vb., 
to chatter, grumble, scold. Wests. 
(Papa). S.Sh. Originally *gnatra or 
*gnaddra. Cf. No. gnadra, Da. gnadre, 
vb., to grumble, to be peevish (O.N. 
gnadda, vb.), as well as Sw. gnata, 
vb., to grumble, and “gnattar”, vb., 
to giggle (Ri.). Otherwise the Shetl. 
word assimilates in form to L.Sc. natter, 
nyatter, vb., to chatter, grumble. 

njatri, njatteri [njat 'ori’ (r^at 'ori )], 
adj., of corn: undeveloped, imma- 

ture; n. corn. Wests. (Papa). See 
njatr1, sb., and nidderd, adj. 

njattek [njatok], sb., an ill-temp- 
ered child, impertinent boy or girl. 
Yh. See natti and nittek, sbs. 

njau [njau] and njauer [njauor], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for cat. U. 
Prop, the mewing one, for mjau, 
mjaw. 

njau [njau], vb., to mew, of a 
cat. U. Similar to mjaw, vb. 

njav [njav, i^av], vb., 1) to gnaw, 
chew (N.Roe). 2) to grumble (Un.); 
see nav, vb. 

*njava, sb., the fist, see nev2, sb. 
njavi [njavi, navi], adj., grumbling, 

peevish, ill-tempered, esp. of child- 
ren; a n. ting. Un. Prop, gnawing. 
Derived from njav, vb. 2. 

njev [njev (nev)], sb., a thickset, 
vigorous person? clever and able? 
a n. o’ a body, o’ a woman. A rare 
word, reported from Esh., Nmw. The 
meaning is uncertain. A connection 
may be possible, either with nev2, 
sb., the fist, or with (k)nof, (k)nif, 
adj., clever, active, able. 

njevatag, -tak, sb., see nevatag, 
sb. 

njevlok, sb., see nevlok, sb. 
njigg, vb., njiggel (njigger), sb., 

njig(ge)l, vb., see nigg, vb., fniggel, 
sb., nigl, vb. 

njild, sb. and vbs., see nild, sb. 
and vbs. 

fnjimm, adj., see fnimm, adj. 
njird, vb., see nird, vb. 
njirg, sb. and vb., see nirg, sb. 

and vb. 
njirk, vb., see nirk, vb. 
njirl, sb. and vb., see nirl, sb. 

and vb. 
njirm [njorm], vb., of a cat: to 

purr loudly. N.Roe. The word has 
doubtless arisen from a) nirr, njirr 
= nurr, vb., q.v., and b) njarm 
= jarm, vb. 

njirp, sb. and vb., and njirpet, 
adj., see nirp, nirpet. 
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njit(te)l, vb., see nitl, vb. 
njivl, vb., see nivl, vb. 
njog [njog (nog)], sb., 1) a whin- 

ing and complaining. 2) a long- 
drawn lowing, esp. that of cow. *gnak 
or *nauk? See the foil. word. 

njog [njog (nog)], vb., l) to whine 
and complain, to moan; he is aye 
(always) njogin aboot som’tin’. 2) 
to low softly, of a cow. — The 
word may be either a) gnaka; cf. 
No. gnaaka, vb., a) to creak, make 
a noise (Aa.), ft) to rub, chafe, y) 
to whine; to complain, importune 
(R.), or b) *nauka; cf. No. naukra, 
vb., a) to complain; to moan (Aa.), 
(i) to emit repeated, monotonous 
complaints in low, detached tones 
(R.). 

njou [nj&u], vb., /o mew, of a cat; 
see njau and mjaw (mjow), vbs. 

njudl, njudel [njodol (njudol)], vb., 
to sing low, to hum (U.). *gnulta? 
See nudl, vb. niugg> sb. and vb., see nugg, sb. and vb. 

njuggel (njugl) [njogol, nogal], sb., 
a water-nixie, comm. Was imagined 
to appear in the form of a horse, 
having a wheel-shaped tail, its haunt 
being esp. lakes and streams. It 
would steal around the vicinity of 
such places (the strange-looking tail 
hidden between its hind legs), luring 
pedestrians to mount and ride it, 
whereupon it would rush with light- 
ning speed to the water with the 
unhappy rider, who was unable to 
dismount, and plunge in with him. 
But hearing its name mentioned, it 
would lose its power. It would often 
stop the wheels of the water-mills 
when turning, and would only desist 
when offered something. This was 
usually meal, which was strewn from 
the mill upon the water. A similar 
tradition is found in Hoy, Orkney, 
of “de knoggelvi [k‘n6g-’9lvi-]”, the 
first part of which must be the same 

word as Shetl. njuggel. Du. and 
Conn, as well as Esh., Nmw.: njugli 
[njogli (rjogli)]. Two forms preserving 
original final r: njuger, njugger 
[njogar, ijogar] and nikker [mkar] are 
now rare.— As the first part of compd. 
in names of small lakes, originally 
supposed to have been the haunt of 
the nixie, the form njuger is often 
found, esp. in collocation with sjon, 
sjon, sjen, from O.N. tjprn, f., a 
small lake. Thus: Njugersjon [nog"- 
anjon (njog"3r-)] and Njugersjon 
[il0g"ars;6n- (njog”3r-)] (Nm., in two 
places), with long u: Njugersjen 
[nErgar^em (nju"gar-)] (Conn.). On 
the other hand, njuggel in “Njug- 
gelsjon [njog"3ljj6n\ I^og"^lq6n•]” in 
Papa St. O.N. *nykr(s)tj9rn. Other 
forms as nikker and nikki are 
found in names of lakes “Nikra 
[nek3ra, n9k3ra]-water” (Wh.) and 
“Nikkis [nikis]-water” (Ai.): O.N. 
*nykr- and *nykrs-vatn. — O.N. nykr 
(gen. nykrs), m., water-nixie. For a 
change of initial and final r to 1 
(and conversely) in Shetl. Norn see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 38 h. 

njuggelben [njog"9lben- (nog-al- 
ben-)], sb., one of the two clavicles 
of a fish, esp. of a haddock in which 
these bones are strongly developed. 
Ai., Wests. — Prob. *hnykil- or 
*knykil-bein. O.N. hnykill, knykill, 
m., a swelling; bump; protuberance. 
Cognate wtth the latter are No. knik 
and nike, m., projecting bone, esp. 
hip-bone, (k)nikabein, n., hip-bone. 
For the relation in meaning between 
Shetl. njuggelben and No. (k)nika- 
bein cf. Faer. blekubein, n., partly 
a) = Shetl. blogaben and njug- 
gelben, esp. that of a halibut, partly 
b) hip-bone. As “nogleben” (Da.), 
collar-bone, is a more recent and 
a scientific term in this connection, 
it can hardly be supposed that njug- 
gel is the word “nogle” (Da.), key, 
arisen by dissimilation of original 
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initial 1 to n (O.N. lykill, m.). For 
njnggcl, from “hnykill, knykill”, 
see the foil. word. 

njuggelsten [njog••^lsten• (qog"ol- 
sten-)], sb., a projecting stone, in 
the interior wall of a barn, on 
which oat-straw, gloy, is thrashed. 
C., Sandw., Dun. Comm, called: 
gloy-stane. — Prob. *hnykil- or 
hnykilsteinn. O.N. hnykill, knykill, 
m. , a swelling; bump; protuberance; 
Faer. knykil [knitsjil], m., also a 
projecting stone or a small ledge 
in a rocky wall. See knugl, sb., 
which probably is the same word 
with preserved initial k, but with 
dropped i-mutation. 

njugl, njuggel [njogal (ijogal)], vb., 
to lay hold of, to stop, check; to 
n. ane; dat njuggeld dee, it (he.: 
that grip) stopped you. U. *nygla? 
Note No. nygla (nugla), f., a tap 
in the bottom of a boat; the word 
is now in Shetl. anglicised to “nile”. 
May, however, with regard to a 
change a > o, u, in Shetl. Norn, 
possibly be a *nagla = O.N. negla, 
vb., to nail, spike. 

njukk [njok, i^ok], sb., a jerk; 
push; thrust; to gi’e ane a n. Sa. 
Prob. *hnykkr. Cf. No. nykk, m., 
a jerk, pull, O.N. hnykkja, vb., to 
pull violently, ju in njukk may 
have arisen from original y; cf. 
njuggel, sb., water-nixie, and njug- 
gel- in njuggelben and njuggel- 
sten, sbs. 

njulin [njulin, njulon (qo!-)], sb., 
a fool, simpleton. Uwg. Deriv. un- 
certain. The word may be syno- 
nymous with O.Da. knyling, c., a 
wretched head of cattle (Kalkar). It 
is not improbable that the word 
is derived, e.g.: from a) *knullr or 
*knulli, O.N. knollr, m., a knoll, 
from b) a *hnu51ingr, a bundle (No. 
null, nulle, m., a bundle, Faer. nud- 
lingur = nulvingur, m., a firm bundle 
of hay, Icel. hnudla, vb., to press, 

to full), or from c) No. gnaala, Sw. 
dial, gn&la, (g)nola, gnaula, vb., to 
whimper, importune. 

njurl [nj6r3l, njurol], vb., 1) to 
whimper, partly while rubbing the 
eyes with the knuckles or the back 
of the hand; appl. to children. 
Wests. (Sa., Fo.). 2) of birds, esp. 
the lark: to twitter slightly, to sing 
low without spirit; I heard de lave- 
rick (the lark) njurlin. Fo. — The 
word has arisen by metathesis from 
an older *(g)nulr. Cf. O.N. gnpllra, 
nyllra, vb., to yelp; Icel. gndldra, 
vb., to murmur, grumble, Sw. dial, 
gnulta and gnyltra, vb., to grunt; 
mutter, grumble (No. gnyltra, vb., 
to cough constantly), and see fur- 
ther nirl1 and nild1, vbs. 

njerg [njorg (lyarg)], vb., to grumble 
constantly, to be peevish. Wests. 
(Sa., Fe.). Cf. No. gnurka, vb., a) 
to creak, b) to mutter; whimper, 
knurka, vb., to grumble, also to 
creak; nurka, vb., to grumble; 
whimper; and see njarg, vb. 

nodd [nod], sb., a slight jerk, a 
nibbling, e.g. of a fish at the baited 
hook. Un. *nudd. Sw. dial, nudd, 
n., a gentle touch. See the foil. word. 

nodd [nod], vb., to jerk slightly, 
to nibble, reported esp. of fish 
nibbling at the bait f to feel de fish 
nod din. Un. Cf. Sw. dial, nudda, 
vb., to touch something lightly (Icel. 
nudda, vb., to rub). Eng. nod, vb., 
originally to push, beat, is also to 
be classed with this word. 

noddi [nodi], sb., a plump little cod, 
a half-grown or nearly half-grown 
cod, somewhat smaller than stabb- 
lin. Yh. Cf. No. nudden, adj., blunt, 
and “nydden”, adj., plump, fleshy. 

nof, noff [nof, n'of (nof)] and njof, 
njoff [njof, ijof (njof, ipf)], adj., smart; 
clever; active. N.I. occas. Du. occas. 
Acc. to J.I. (njof) esp. of an elderly 
person, more active than might be 
expected from his or her age. The 

40 
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forms with i [i and a]: niff, njiff 
[mf, ipf, njif (naf, qaf, njaf)] are 
now more common. Du.: njiff and 
njiffi [njafi, tiafi]. — Cf. O.N. ncefr, 
adj., clever; skilled, L.Sc. kneef, 
kneif, knief. The Shell, forms have 
possibly arisen by a later dropping 
of initial k; see further under k n i f, adj. 

nogg1 [nog, nog], sb., a nudge, 
slight jerk, etc., see nugg2, sb. 

nogg2, nugg [nog, nog], sb., one 
of the two rising handles or pegs 
of a pack-saddle, crossing each 

= nokkin. M.Roe, Dew. More 
rarely in this form appl. to the head 
of two couples joined together, = 
fknokk2 and noggin, nuggin. 
See nokkin, sb. The forms ending 
in gg may poss. be No. knugg, m., 
plump protuberance on the skin. 

nogg [nog, nog], vb., to jerk 
(slightly), to nibble; nudge; rock; 
to warm slightly; to begin to ebb. 
See further nugg, vb. 

nogger, sb., see nugger, sb. 
noggin, nuggin [(nogin) nogin], 

sb., the head of two couples joined 
together, see nokkin, sb. 

nokki1 [noki (noki)], sb., a hook, 
esp. a fish-hook, used as a tabu- 
name, sea-term in fishermen’s lang. 
— Icel. hnokki, m., a small iron 
hook of a spindle; No. nokke, Sw. 
nock, m., id. Fser. nokki, m., a) a 
hook at the end of a hand-spindle, 
b) on a spinning-wheel: a pivot, 
axis, around which the wheel turns. 

nokki2 [noki, noki], sb., a twist- 
ing, a tangle in thread; knot in a 
rope, line (fishing-line) or thread; 
a n. upo de line; nokkis and ho- 
dis (Conn.), see hodek2, h0di(n), 
sb. — Etymologically to be classed 
with the preceding word, and hav- 
ing the root-meaning a bending? 
Cf. Peer, nokki, m., in the expr. 
“koma upp i nokka”, to become 
entangled. O.N. hmika, vb., to stoop, 
bend down. See, however, nokki- 

snor(re)l, sb., of which nokki might 
be a contraction. 

fnokki3 (nukki) [noki (noki), noki], 
sb., the tassel of a cap (night-cap). 
Acc. to J.I. (Fe.?). The word is 
doubtless to be classed with Eng. 
nug, sb., and nogg2 (nugg), nok- 
kin, fknokk2, sbs. 

fnokki4, nukki [noki (noki)], sb., 
a bundle of carded wool (carded 
tufts of wool wound and tied to- 
gether). Du. See fknokk1. 

nokkin [nokin, -in], sb., the head 
of two couples joined together-, de 
nokkins o’ de couples. See the 
synonymous fknokk2, fknokkin, 
sb., from which nokkin may have 
arisen by dropping of initial k. Note 
moreover Sw. dial, nokk, “n&kk”, 
m., projecting stick on the ridge 
of a roo/(Ri.). Beside nokkin, is 
found a form (esp. reported from 
U.) noggin or nuggin [(nogin) 
nogin, nogin. Uwg.: nogin], about 
which see nogg2, nugg1, sbs. 

nokkisnorl, -snorrel [nok isnor ol], 
sb., a knot or tangle in unevenly 
spun or twined worsted-, esp. in 
pi.: nokkisnorrels. Nmn. — No. 
nokkesnur, m., tangle in thread 
spun too hard. Da. dial., Jut. nokke- 
snerl, thin place in worsted, made 
in spinning (nokkesnare, “n&ksn&r”, 
that which is tangled), Fejlberg. — 
See nokki2, sb. and snurl, sb. 

nol [noal], vb., properly, to sew 
firmly, comm.: a) to knit very 
closely, b) to tie firmly-, to nail 
together, to n. togedder. Un. de 
loops is nold [no3ld] on de wire, 
the stitches are far too tight on 
the knitting-needle, esp. in knitting 
stockings. Fe. From Yh. is reported 
a form nold [no3ld]; “de loops wis 
[‘was’= were] nolded at de wire”. 
— No. nsela, vb., to sew together, 
prop, to sew with a needle-, Fser. 
naela, vb., to sew, stitch; Icel. nsela, 
vb., to sew loosely. In Shetl. a 
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development of meaning, opposite 
to that of the Icel., has taken place. 

nolt [n6‘lt], sb., a thrust, blow. 
Un. Occas. in a special sense: a 
blow with the knuckles (Umo.), = 
knolt2. *(k)nolt or *(k)nult. See 
the foil. word. 

nolt [n6‘lt], vb., to thrust, knock, 
occas. in a special sense: to give 
a blow with the knuckles, = knolt. 
N.I. (U.). Also to thrash corn slightly, 
to thrash a little from a sheaf of 
corn (as fodder for a cow); to n. 
ut o’ de sheaf. U. — *(k)nolta or 
*(k)nulta. No. nulta, vb., to nudge, 
esp. with the elbow, knolta, vb., to 
push, to butt slightly. 

nom [nom, no3m], vb., to touch 
food, to take food; esp. negatively, 
in exprs. as: he (sho) couldno n. 
it, he (she) could not touch it, felt 
a great dislike to eat it. Nm. Syn. 
with njam, vb. — Prob. a *n&ma, 
from *naema by dropping of i-muta- 
tion, or a *nama. Cf. a) No. naema, 
vb., to reach, touch, Shetl. nomin, 
adj., from *naminn = *naeminn; No. 
naama, vb., to touch with the ends, 
to reach; b) Sw. dial, nama, namma, 
vb., to take, grasp, = nimma; Da. 
dial, namme, vb., id. 

*nombrastobb [nonr'brastob’], sb., 
a quiet place, esp. at the sea, in 
fishing. “Hit is nae use [os] tryin’, 
excep’ we could get him (de mack- 
erel) upon a n.”, it is of no use 
to try fishing, unless we can get 
it (the mackerel) in a quiet place 
(before it shoals). U". Etym. un- 
certain. The initial n of the word 
seems to have been transferred from 
the preceding, indefinite article *en, 
“an”; see further *omlastobb (om- 
blastobb), sb., almost syn. with 
nombrastobb. stobb here is doubt- 
less O.N. stubbr or stubbi, m., a 
stub, stump. 

*nombrastom [nonvbrastonr], sb., 
1) very thick mist. 2) deep pon- 

dering. Un,w. See numbrastum 
and *omnestobb, sbs. 

nomen [nomsn, noam9n], adj., 
quick of apprehension, intelligent, 
shrewd and capable (esp. at work 
requiring mental abilities); a n. fel- 
low. Fe. — *naminn, with dropped 
i-mutation, = *naeminn. O.N. nsemr, 
adj., quick to learn, esp. by heart, 
(quick to learn, gifted); No. neem, 
naemen, adjs., id. 

nomin [nomin], adj., stiff and 
numb with cold; my hands is [‘are’] 
n. wi’ cauld [‘cold’]. S.Sh. O.N. 
numinn, No. nomen, Sw. dial, num- 
men, adj., numb, stiff, powerless 
in the limbs. 

fnongi [noggi], sb., a small thing, 
see fnungi, sb., and the foil. word. 

fnoni [noani], sb., a dwarfish 
person, esp. a boy too small for 
his age. Ai. Is doubtless the same 
word as Lat. nanus (Greek vavog, 
vdvvog), m., a dwarf, but is hardly 
a loan-word from Lat.; note the 
derived forms nongi, nungi, sb., 
and ninki, nungi, adj. Hardly of 
Germanic origin. Rather an O.Celtic 
loan-word; cf. Irish “nai-nan” and 
“nuinean”, m., a dwarf (O’Reilly). 

noralegg [no"raleg‘, nor-aleg', 
nor"alog‘], sb., a big needle with 
broken eye. comm. Also a) a big 
tack or pin; b) an awl, esp. a 
broken awl (in the latter sense re- 
ported from Conn.). [no"raleg]: N.I. 
occas. Most comm, with short o: 
[nor"a-, nor"a-]. Sometimes abbr.: 
norle [node] (Conn, occas., beside 
“nor'aleg’”). To be in possession 
of a steel noralegg was regarded 
as a protection against injury from 
the fairies. — *n£lar-leggr, "needle- 
leg”. O.N. nM, f., a needle, and 
“leggr”, m., a leg. nora- for *nola- 
is due to dissimilation owing to the 
1 in legg. For metathesis of 1 and 
r in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 38 h. 

40* 
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norden [nordan], adj., properly 

adv., from the north; belonging to 
the northern part of the country; 
reported in the expr. “a n. man”, 
a man from the northern part of 
Shetland. Ti. — In Unst is used 
“de norden or nordin [nordin]” 
substantivally, denoting the northern 
part (i.e.: of the isle of Unst), as 
opposed to: de sudin, de esten 
(estin) and de wasten (wastin). 
— O.N. nordan, adv., a) from the 
north, b) on the north side. 

“ norden plug”, sb., a box on the ear? 
Acc. to Barclay: “a blow behind the 
ear, inflicted with the knuckles”. The 
definition of norden is uncertain. 
For “plug” see plog, sb. 

nori [nori, no3ri], sb., the puffin, 
fratercula arctica. Esp. in the collo- 
cation “Tommi [tami] nori”. comm. 
Also Ork. — nori is prob. originally a 
nickname and may be an onomato- 
poeic word. Shetl. nori (U.) is occas. 
used in sense of barnacle, lepas anati- 
fera; prob. owing to the resemblance 
of this animal to the beak of a puffin. 

norn [norn, no3rn (norn)], sb., 
Norn language, in later times espe- 
cially a designation for the earlier 
dialects of Old Norwegian origin in 
Shetland and Orkney, as well as in 
Caithness. — O.N. norrcena, f., Norn 
language. 

norn [norn, no3rn (norn)], adj., 
Norn, of Norn or Old Norwegian ori- 
gin; de n. tongue (language), the 
Norn language, in later times esp. 
a designation for the earlier dialects 
in Shetland, Orkney and Caithness, 
a n. visek, a Norn song (a folk- 
song), a ballad in Norn (de n. 
tongue). — O.N. norrcenn, adj, be- 
longing to the North, Northern, 
later esp. Norn, Old Norwegian. 

norrels [norals], sb. pi., a kind 
of disease, cutaneous eruption (Sa.), 
see nirrels, sb. pi. 

nos [nos, no3s], sb., a rocky point. 

tongue of land, prop, a nose, in 
place-names the word doubtless 
springs from O.N. nos, f., the nose, 
although the pronunc. of the word 
may have been modified from Eng. 
nose, sb. de Nos o’ Egg [eg] (Yh.): 
*eggjar-n9s. Skarfsnos (Fo.), a rocky 
point of land. As a place-name is 
also found a form Noss [n&s]: 1) 
a headland, Duw., 2) a small, high 
island east of the isle of Bressay 
(near Lerwick, Me.). Noss 2 is 
mentioned among the names of isles 
in Snorre’s Edda, written “nos”, 
and in a deed of partition dated 
1490 acc. to Hans Sigurdsson in 
Shetland found in the form “nws”. 

nossi [nosi], sb., a bad attack of 
cold; du ’s gotten a n., a n. o’ de 
cauld [‘cold’]. Umo. May be an or- 
iginal *hnos, n., a sneezing; spurt- 
ing (O.N. hnjosa, vb., to sneeze). 
Cf. Peer, nos, n., a) a sneezing, = 
No. nos, n., b) a spurting, also 
sudden movement, push or fall (e.g. 
of a boat against a wave) causing 
the sea to spurt. 

nossiger,nossigird [nos-igor.nos"- 
igard* (-gerd1), -gaVT (-ge'rT)], sb. 
and adj., I) sb., a small, stunted 
creature (human being or animal); 
a pusjin n. Du. See pusjin, adj. 
II) adj., small and stunted; a n. 
ting. Du. — May be classed with 
No. noss, n., a poor wretch, man- 
ikin, or No. nusk, m., a feeble and 
sickly or insignificant person. 

nossker [nos(s)ker, -sk'er] and 
nosskerdin [nos^sjk'er-din, nos'(s)- 
l^erdin], sb., a mark on sheep: a 
deep cut through one nostril of a 
sheep. nossker: Yh. nossker- 
din: Yn. — The second part of 
the compound is an old *skerda, 
*sker5i or *skerding(r); cf. a) No. 
skjerda, f., a deep cut or incision, 
O.N. skerda, vb., to cut, b) Sw. dial, 
skorrd, m., incision in the ear of 
a sheep, nos-, in this compd., is 
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doubtless old (O.N. ngs, f.) and not 
Eng. nose, sb., although the pro- 
nunc. is poss. modified from the latter. 

nost [nost], sb., boat's shed; see 
the more common nust. 

not1 [n6t], sb., 1) a cow, tabu- 
name; 2) a blockhead. O.N. naut, 
n., head of cattle. See further nut, sb. 

not2 [not], sb., use, benefit; only 
used negatively: der ’r nae [‘no’] n. 
in it; hit [‘it’] is nae n., it (an ob- 
ject) is useless. Different from Eng. 
note, sb., in the expr. “of no note”, 
now partly obs. — Icel. not, n. pi., 
use, benefit. 

noust [noust, nou'st; noust], sb., 
boat’s shed; see further nust, sb. 

*nov, *niv [(nov) nov], sb., high 
point of land, promontory, now 
found only as a place-name. Ex- 
amples: de Nov (Niv) o’ Klebergs- 
wick (Klebergswick Hill, Un.), de N. 
o’ Tresta (Ai.), o’ Fitful (Fitful Head, 
Dus.), de N. o’ Onjare [oiyare-] (a 
small island in Yell Sound), de N. 
o’ Samfre [sa'mfre, sa'uifre] (an is- 
land at the entrance of Yell Sound; 
older “Sandffryaroo, Sanffrydarey”: 
*Sandfrl5ar0y?); de Nov, Niv (Uyea, 
Nmn w.); de Head or Point o’ de Nov, 
Niv (Fo.). Also occas. with the 
pronunc.: [niv], beside [nov] and 
generally written niv, de Niv, e.g. 
de Niv [nov, mv] o’ Onjare (see 
ante). Near “de Nov, Niv [riov] o’ 
0ja” (Nmn'w.) is the ravine Navi- 
gjo [na"vigjo-]: *nafar-gj£, this last 
name indicates “nov, niv” to spring 
from an old *n9f. — O.N. npf, f., 
the nave of a carriage wheel; 
corner joint of a log-house. No. 
nov, f., id., used in place-names of 
mountain corners of which the for- 
mation might suggest resemblance 
to such corners of log-houses. Faer. 
nov [n03v], f., high point of land, 
promontory. Shetl. nov, niv, as- 
similates in meaning especially to 
Faer. nov. 

nu [no], adv., now. hit is nu and 
sae [‘so’], it is neither particularly 
good nor bad (Du.). As an ex- 
clamation: nu, nu! cautionary (that 
is enough! stop that! keep quiet!): 
Fo. In a similar sense Faer. nti, mi! 
No. (nu, nu) no, no! 

nudl, nudel [nudol, nodal], vb., to 
sing low to oneself, to hum; to n. 
a tune, to n. ower a tune. Fe. and 
Y. occas. Also a) njudl, njudel 
[nj6dal]: U. and Ym. occas.; “I was 
njudlin it (de tune) ower to mysell 
[‘-self’]” (U.); b) nodi, noddel 
[nodal (noda])]: Ym. occas., Yh.; “dey 
were nodlin [nodlm] to demsells” 
(Yh.); with [ [(noda]) nod^n]: Ym.; 
c) nodi, n0d(d)el [nodal]: Ye. — 
nudl is prob. an old *gnulta, and 
nodi a *gnylta, with metathesis of 
It. njudel and nodi (with 6-sound) 
may be either *gnulta or *gnylta. 
Cf. Sw. dial, gnullta, vb., to grunt, 
to beg persistently, and “gnylltra”, 
vb., to speak in a half-whisper, to 
grumble, and Sw. literary lang. 
gnola, vb., to sing low, to hum, 
mumble. For the supposed meta- 
thesis of an original It in Shetl. 
nudl, etc., cf. e.g. nirl1 (njirl) and 
njurl, vbs., from a) *gneldra or 
*gnyltra, b) *gnuldra or *gnultra, 
respectively. 

*nuf [(nuf) nof, nof], sb., a steep 
promontory. Fe. Also *nof [nof]. 
Now found only in place-names. 
O.N. hmifr, m., No. nuv, m., moun- 
tain top. Faer. migva, f., mountain 
top; promontory. — de Banuf [ba- 
nof, -nof](Fee.): *bo5a-hnufr. To this 
belongs “Banufseskodda [ba"nof’sas- 
k6d"a]” (Fe6.), where “nufses” for 
*nufs is gen. of nuf (“koddi” in 
Shetl. place-names is used partly of 
a rounded hill or point, partly of a 
natural basin, rounded depression). 
Blonuf, -nof (Fe6.): *bla-hmifr. In 
the name “de Hulmsnof [huls-, hols- 
nof]” (denoting the highest part of 
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coast in Skaw Holm, Un.), not may 
be either “hmifr” or = *nov (*niv) 
from O.N. ngf, f. 

nugg1 [nog], sb., rising peg or 
handle in a pack-saddle (M.Roe, Dew.). 
’•‘knugg? No. knugg, m., plump pro- 
tuberance on the skin. See n ogg2, sb. 

nugg2 [(nog) nog], sb., 1) a) a 
slight jerk; b) a push, nudge; to 
gi’e ane a n.; a n. wi’ de elbog 
(the elbow); c) a nod. common in 
the senses given under 1 a, b, c. 
Also nogg [nog, nog] and njugg 
[njog, nog]. 2) a hint, a slight in- 
dication; to get a n.; Fo. (nugg). 
3) a slight warming up, the chill 
taken off a liquid; to get a n. 
Wests. (Sa.): nugg. 4) the setting 
in of the ebb; a n. o’ brust (q.v.), 
de n. o’ de brust. Wests. (Fo., 
Papa): nugg. — O.N. hnpggr, m., 
a push; blow, nugg 4, prop, back- 
wash. See the foil. word. With 
nugg 2 cf. Sw. dial, nugga, vb., 
to make signs (with the eyes), Ri. 

nugg [(nog) nog], vb., 1) to jerk 
slightly, to nibble; de fish is nug- 
gin at de bait; de fish nugged 
[nogod] upo de line (Fo.). Also 
reported in the forms njugg [njog, 
qog] (Wh. or Ti.) and nogg [nog 
(nog)]. 2) to nudge gently, esp. in 
order to attract a person's atten- 
tion; to n. at or upon a person. 
Also njugg [njog, qog] and nogg 
[nog (nog)]. Partly: to give one a 
hint; to n. at ane. Fo. (nugg). 3) 
to nod, a) vb. a.: to n. de (ane’s) 
head, “he nugged his head”, b) 
vb. n.: to n. wi’ de head. 4) to 
rock, esp. to rock a cradle gently; 
to n. upo de cradle. Sa. (nugg). 
5) to warm up slightly, to take the 
chill off a liquid; to n. water or 
ale; nugget [nogot] ale. Wests.(Sa.). 
For taking the chill of beer a heated 
piece of iron, called “a nugger 
(nogger)”, was generally used, the 
beer being stirred with it (Sa.). “hit 

(de ale) will aye be nuggin or 
noggin [nogm]”, it (the beer) will 
certainly keep warm a good while, 
will not get cold (Sa.). 6) of the 
sea: to begin to ebb, esp. of the 
setting in of ebb after flood, and 
with “he” as subject; he is nug- 
gin; he nuggs (is nuggin) de 
brust (see brust1, sb., the setting 
in of ebb); Wests. (Papa, Fo.); “he 
is nuggin or noggin water”, id.: 
Papa [nog, nog]. — O.N. hnpggva, 
vb., to strike, push, and “hnyggja”, 
vb., to drive back. No. nugga, vb., 
a) to rub, fret; b) to pluck at, etc., 
and “nyggja”, vb., to push, rub, 
chafe. Sw. dial, nugga, vb., inter 
alia to make signs (with the eyes). 

nugger [nogor] and nogger [nogar], 
sb., a piece of iron, used hot when 
stirring up cold beer, in order to 
take off the chill; a ale-n. Sa. 
Derived from nugg, vb. 5. 

nuggin1 [nogin], sb., a slight jerk, 
a nibbling, e.g. of a fish nibbling 
at the bait. Fe. Poss. only a use 
of pres. part, of nugg, vb. 

nuggin2 [nogin], sb., \) a light 
repast. 2) a draught, dram. Un. 
Prob. a nibbling, and then to be 
classed with nugg, vb. Cf. nikk3, 
sb., a small bit, prop, a jerk, *hnykkr. 

nuggin3 [nogin], sb., the head of 
two couples joined together, see 
noggin, sb. 

nugl, nuggel [nog3l, nogal], vb. 
n., to rock, totter; de sten nug- 
gels [nogols] or is nuglin [nog- 
hn] under de feet. Conn. Prob. to 
be classed with a substantive *nugl 
or *nuggel in sense o\protuberant 
knot, unevenness; see knug(e)l,sb., 
njuggel- in njuggelsten. 

nukk [(nok) qok], sb., a) a slight 
jerk; b) a gentle push; to gi’e ane 
a n. *hnukk- or *hnykk-. Cf. No. 
nukka, vb., to pull gently, nykkja, 
vb., to jerk, snatch; O.N. hnykkja, 
vb., to pull violently. See njukk, sb. 
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nukki1 [noki], sb., a fish-hook, 

tabu-word; see nokki1, sb. 
nukki2 [noki], sb., a twisting; 

tangle; knot; see nokki3, sb. 
nukki3 [noki], sb., the tassel of 

a night-cap (Un.); see nokki3, sb. 
fnukkin [nokin], sb., the head of 

two couples joined together, see 
nokkin, sb. 

tnull [nol], sb., a cipher, the 
numeral 0. 

numbrastum [nonvbrastonr], sb., 
1) very thick mist. 2) deep pon- 
dering; to be in a n. Un‘w. Also 
nombrastom [n6m"brast6nr] (Un.). 
— The last part of the compd. is 
prob. stumba or stomna, thick 
mist. The first part is more doubt- 
ful, because initial n may have been 
transferred from the preceding de- 
finite article (en, ane). Cf. *omne- 
st obb, sb., very thick mist. 

m/m-skolt [n6msko‘lt, n6msk&‘lt, 
-sko'lt, -sk6‘]t], sb., a stupid fellow, 
a numskull. See *skolt, sb., the 
skull, head. 

nun [nun], sb., afternoon, towards 
or at sunset, esp. in the winter 
months; hit [‘it’] is cornin’ to n. 
Fo. — The word must be O.N. 
non, n., about 3 o’clock in the after- 
noon. Eng. noon differs with re- 
gard to time. 

fnungi [nojigi], sb., a small crea- 
ture or object, esp.: \) a dwarfish 
person, too small for his age. 2) 
small univalve, Buccinum undatum. 
3) a very small broni (barley- or 
oat-cake). Reported from Nmn. 
(N.Roe) in senses 1 and 3, from 
Fe. in sense 2. In Fe. mostly pro- 
nounced with a somewhat more open 
main vowel: nongi [nopgi], small 
univalve, Buccinum undatum. — 
See noni, sb., from which nungi 
(nongi) is probably a derived form. 

fnungi [nongi], adj., small, dwarf- 
ish, not bodily developed in pro- 
portion to one’s age; a n. body. 

Nmn. (N.Roe). See the preceding 
word, and cf. fninki, adj. 

nunn [nun], sb., a song; a tune, 
properly that which is hummed 
(Vs.); see Narulsa nunn. 

nunn [nun, non], vb., to hum a 
tune; n. it ower to me! Uwg.— No. 
nuna, Sw. dial, nunna, vb., to hum. 
Cf. nonn, vb. 

*nup [nup, nop], sb., a steep 
(partly overhanging) crag, esp. a 
promontory; a steep mountain top. 
Now found only as a place-name, 
de Nup (Fo., Burraf., U.), de Nups, 
pi. (Sholmister, N.). Hostanup [h&s"- 
tanop', -nop'] (Noness Head, Sand- 
wick, Du11.): *haesti gmipr, “the high- 
est promontory top”. Ronop [ronop] 
(Voe, De.): *rau5i gntipr, “the red 
mountain top, the red promontory”. 
Also found as a place-name in the 
form nub [nob], e.g. de Hill o’Nub 
(W.Sw., Yw.). Nuba [nuba] (W.Sw., 
Yw.). — O.N. gmipr, m., a high 
and steep mountain with overhang- 
ing top; high mountain top having 
a steep front, a peak. Fser. mipur, 
No. nup, m. Cf. nip, sb. 

nurr [nur, n6r(r)], vb., to purr, 
of a cat. Reported esp. from Fe. 
More comm., nirr, njirr [i}er(r), 
njer(r), ipKO) nj3r(r)], which most 
prob. is Eng. dial.; cf. A.S. gnyr- 
ran, L.Sc. nerr, vb., to snarl, growl, 
— narr, nurr. Shetl. nurr is most 
prob., on account of the u [u, 6]- 
sound, to be accepted as an old 
*knurra with dropped initial k: No. 
knurra, Da. knurre, vb. 

nurri [nuri (nori)], sb., a pet 
name for a cat-, pir(r)i (little) n.l 
Fe. Prop, a “purrer”; see the pre- 
ceding word. 

“nurtrus”, adj. Acc. to Edm.: 
“cold, disagreeable, inclement”. Not 
confirmed. 

nust [nost (nust), nost], sb., a 
boat's shed. comm. Also in the 
form noust [noust]. Ork. noust. 
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In Shetlandic place-names are found 
the forms nust [nost], nost [nost] 
and nost [nost]. — O.N. naust, n., 
a boat’s shed. The form noust 
with preserved diphthong is not 
quite regular in Shetlandic, and may 
be Orkneyan, or be due to L.Scot- 
tish influence. See the remarks 
under gjol, sb. and vb., as well as 
the foil. word. 

nut [nut, n6t], sb., 1) sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
cow. Nmn. [not]. 2) a stupid per- 
son; a stupid n. [not, nut]. Un. In 
these two senses nut seems to be 
old and to spring from O.N. naut, 
n., head of cattle. — nout [nout, 
nout] in sense of head of cattle, 
on the other hand, is a more re- 
cent word, and has come from Scot- 
tish (L.Sc. nout, nowt) together with 
the import of horned cattle from 
Scotland to the Shetland Isles. By J.I. 
is reported nut [nut, not] and njut 
[njot (qot)] in sense of cattle, as well 
as nout. — See the form nod, sb. 

nutfot, -fit [nutfot, notfot], sb., 
cow-bone, reported esp. in the expr. 
“n. head and feet”, the head and 
legs of a cow, kept until almost 
putrid. Fe. Also in the expr. “n. 
grease (oil)”,/#/ extracted from cow- 
bones by boiling. Fe. and Yh. — 
For nut see the preceding word, 
fot, fit, is partly O.N. f6tr, m., 
partly L.Sc. fit, sb., the foot. 

nuts [nuts, nots, not^], vb., 1) to 
push gently, to nudge; to n. ane 
wi’ de el bog, to push one with 
the elbow. Du. (Ireland) [(nuts) notfj]. 
2) to butt in sport, of cows play- 
ing with each other; “de kye was 
nutsin de(t)ane at de tidder [‘id- 
der, ither’ — ‘other’]”, the cows were 
butting in a playful way. Un. [nots]. 
3) to flare up, to speak angrily 
and harshly, to n. at ane; he nutst 
at him. Fe. [nuts (nots)]. Also “n. 
op”; he nutst op (Fe.). — Prob. 

from an older *knuts, derived from 
*knutt, with dropped initial k. Cf. 
No. knutta, vb., to butt, to buffet. 

nutsket [nutskot (notskat)], adj., 
choleric, hot-tempered, that speaks 
angrily and harshly; a n. body. Fe. 
Deriv. of the preceding word. 

H01 [no], sb., excessive fatness; 
to be in a n0, in a no o’ fat, to 
be excessively fat, to shake with 
fatness. Fe. May spring from O.N. 
noegd, f., ample stores; wealth; 
abundance. No. and Faer. nogd, f., 
or rather from O.N. naud, f., diffi- 
culty; distress; need, also used in- 
tensively as the first part in adjec- 
tives, e.g. naudljotr, particularly ugly 
(thus comm, in Norw.: naud-, nau-). 
A deriv. of O.N. gn^ja, vb., to press 
upon, is also phonetically allowable. 

ne2 [no], sb., immature, sparse 
corn, = ni. t’in no. Yh. May be 
classed with No. nau, f., fluff of 
wool, etc., nu, f., a grain, speck, 
and njoda, “njooa”, f., splint, fluff. 
In that case, the word is etym. dif- 
ferent from ni, sb. 

nod [nod, no3d], sb., 1) an ex- 
ceptionally tall, and esp. stout and 
fat person; a fat n. 2) a stupid per- 
son, = nut, sb. U. — O.N. naut, n., 
head of cattle. See further nut, sb. 

nod [nod], vb., 1) to whimper, 
complain, esp. to emit a low, long- 
drawn, plaintive sound, to low soft- 
ly, esp. of cows in the byre, long- 
ing for fodder; to n. and krimp 
(Wests.: St.?). 2) to desire, to have 
a great longing for something, re- 
ported in the phrase “to n. and 
krimp” (Wests.: St.?). — May be 
either *gnauda or *gny3ja. Cf. a) 
Icel. gnauda, vb., to. moan; whine; 
to howl (continually); to grumble, 
No. gnaua, vb., to whimper-, im- 
portune-, grumble, O.N. gnauda, vb., 
to make a noise, gnaud (Fr.), b) 
O.N. gnydja, vb., to murmur, grumble, 
No. gny, vb., inter alia to beg. 
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nedl, nedel [nedal], vb., to sing 

low to oneself, to hum. Ye. Prob. 
from *gnylta by metathesis of 1 and 
t. See further nudl, vb. 

nenn [non], sb., a song, tune, in 
“Nirrelsa [mr“3lsa-] n.”, the name 
of an old fairy song. U. *gneldrs 
nynni? See further Narulsa nunn. 

nenn [non], vb., to hum, to sing 
low to oneself. Y. and Fe. Parallel 

form, with i-mutation, to nunn, vb. 
Sw. (dial.) nunna and nynna, Da. 
nynne, vb., id. 

fnetskel, netskelt [notsk3l(t)], sb., 
a bundle, parcel, (small) bunch. 
Du. The word seems most probably 
to be L.Scottish knitchell, sb., a 
small bundle, but may contain O.N. 
knyti, h. (knytill, m.), a tied-up bundle, 
owing to the o-sound in not-. 

o. 
*0 [o, o], sb., a stream. Now 

found only in certain compds. as 
ovedek, orli, sbs. (see these words), 
and in place-names, names of streams, 
esp. as the second part of compd., 
e.g.: “Bretto” in Ti. [braeto]; Sand- 
wick, S.Sh. [braeito]; Nmn'w. [braeito]; 
Flad., Conn, [braeito]: *bratt&, the 
name of swiftly-running streams; 
Forso [f&‘rso] (Kollafirth, Nm.): *forsa, 
from “fors”, m., waterfall; Lakso 
(Lunn.) and “Laksa-burn” for “Lakso 
(-burn)” (Y.): *laxa, from “lax”, m., 
salmon. As the first part of compd. 
in “de Obredd [obred]” (Lund, U.) 
and “de Obredds” (Sandwick, U.), 
names of strips of field along the 
banks of a stream: *&bredd, Da. Sbred; 
No. bredd (breidd), f., and bradd, n. 
(f.), edge, bank, Sw. bradd. — Also 
found in the form wo in a few old 
names of streams, handed down in 
a list dated 1667 of boundary-marks 
in the out-field in the isle of Yell: 
“Markamudiswo”, a rivulet, forming 
the boundary-mark between the out- 
fields of Sandwick and Refirth (Y.): 
*markam6ts-& (O.N. markamot, n., 
a meeting-point of boundaries)-, 
“Maedadalls Woe”: *matdals-& (see 
met1, *mat, *mad, sb., a mark; 
boundary)-, “Vigadallswo”: *vikar- 
dals-6. — As the first part of compd. 
are often found the genitive forms 

or [or, or] and wor [wor], thus: a) 
in orli, worli, sbs., b) in several 
place-names, e.g. Orbister [or’bistar] 
(Nm.): *dr-bolsta5r (or -btistadr), see 
*bister, sb.; Ordal [ordd] (Ub.), 
Wordal [wordel] (Otterswick, Ye.): 
*ar-dalr. de Orems, pi., a) in Du. 
[oroms, -ons], /?) in Nm. [6r9ns]: 
O.N. arheimr, m., a dwelling near 
a stream-, as a place-name in the 
pi.: Arheimar. Worgert [worge'rt] 
(Uc.): *£r-gardr or -gerdi. Orgil 
[orgil] (Lunn.): *&r-gil. Orli [orli, 
orli] (Conn., Nm.) and Worli [worli] 
(comm.): *£r-hlid, ^xo^. an opening in 
the base of a fence or wall, through 
which a stream runs, see orli, sb. 
Woros [woros] (de Hemtun, Fo.), a 
place at the coast where the stream 
“de Hemtun burn” forms an outlet: 
O.N. aross, m., mouth of a stream. 
Orwick [orwik] (Nm., Vidlin, L., 
M.Roe), Worwick [worwik] (Aie.), 
Orruk [orok] (Lonin, L., Ub.): *&r- 
vlk. — With suffixed definite article 
the word is preserved in the name 
of a dale through which runs a 
stream: Wonaswartadal [won’aswa'r"- 
tadak] (older: Ona-) in Burrafirth, 
U.: *arinnar-svprtudalr. The form 
“Wona (Ona) swarta” seems pro- 
perly to be the accusative form “&na 
svprtu”, the black stream. — Mille- 
nor [me]-9n6?r-] (Buster, Yb.), a piece 
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o! field between two brooks: ’"mil- 
ium a (*aa). r in or, in this case, 
is pleonastic. — Sh. Stedn. pp. 71— 
72. — O.N. a, f., a stream; gen.: 
ar. A mutated form “p” seems to 
be implied in the compd. uvedek 
= ovedek, sb. 

*oba [oba], vb., to open; reported 
in the expr.: o. donna [doqa] or 
donna, donni fdoi^a, doip]! open 
the door! Also *opa [opa] in the 
same expr. C. — O.N. opna, vb., 
to open, n may have dropped in 
oba by dissimilation owing to nn[i]] 
in the following donna (donna). 
A form “opa”, however, in sense 
of to open (cut up) sheep, in 
slaughtering, appears in Fser. (O.N. 
op, n., an opening, a gap). 

obadous [obados], objadous 
[o,bja"dos], adj., incapable, weakly, 
useless. Un. See ubadous, adj. 

obder [obdor (Sbdor)], sb., 1) 
wooden lintel or shelf above a door-, 
de o. o’ de door. 2) small porch-, 
penthouse. — O.N. uppdyri (ofdyri), 
n., lintel. Ork. odder [odor], a flat 
stone above a door, doubtless from 
O.N.ofdyri.^—Cf. andor, onder, sbs. 

obgester, obgestri, sbs., see upp- 
gester, *uppgestrie, sbs. 

obles, oblust, oblest, vb., to reveal, 
make known-, see upplos, vb. 

obo [o'bo-], sb., appearance, pre- 
tence-, something done for the sake 
of appearances or out of boastful- 
ness-, to do [‘do’] onyting for o., to 
do something for the sake of ap- 
pearances. Sa. — Poss. to be re- 
ferred to No. aabua, vb., to make 
unnecessary or exaggerated move- 
ments or gestures (R.). 

obregd, obrigd [(6bregd) obreg, 5- 
bngd], sb., additional mark in a 
sheep’s ear, added to the old one 
as a distinction, e.g. when a flock 
has changed owners; to tak’ a o. 
f(r)ae a mark. Also ubregd, ubrigd 
[ubreg, nbngd]. Ai., Wests.: [obreg 

(ubreg)]. N.I.: [obngd, nbngd] (Fe.: 
ubrigd). — Prob. an old “*abregdi, 
*abrig(5i”, compounded of prep., 
in, and *bregc5i or *brig5i, ear-mark 
in sheep. Cf. Icel. bragd, No. and Faer. 
bragd, n., a mark in a sheep’s ear, 
from O.N. bragd, n., inter alia in sense 
of figure used as ornament or as a 
mark, ubregd,ubrigd presupposes 
an original form *pbregdi or pbrigdi. 
Cf. afbregd and utbrag(d), sbs. 

obrigda [d'bng-da], sb., the bask- 
ing shark, the largest species of 
shark. Esh.,Nmw. For hobrigda;q.v. 

ob [ob]-free, sb., lintel, = obder; 
q.v. Sandwick, Du. 

od [od], sb., a shoal of fish; a 
od o’ silleks, a shoal of small 
coalfish. Also wod [wod]. Wests. 
Icel. vada, f., Faer. vad, n., a shoal 
of fish. O.N. vada, vb., to wade, 
esp. through shallow water, of fish: 
to swim in the surface of the water 
(No. vada, Icel. and Faer. vada). 

odal, sb., allodial property; see 
(the more common) udal, udel, sb. 

odbord, odberd, -bert [adbo'rt, £<]- 
bo'rt, 6(]b3‘rt (5(]b3‘rt)], sb., mode of 
behaviour, esp. strange and queer 
conduct, odd manners; he has (or 
der ’r) a queer o. wi’ him. Occas. 
of strange manners as a symptom 
of enchantment caused by witch- 
craft used against one; he’s kas- 
sen (kasten, cast) a o. ower dee; 
der ’r a o. com’ ower dee (der ’r 
com’ some o. ower dee). N.I. [&<]-, 
of]-, and Wests. [Sd-, &(]-, 6<|-]. More rarely adber(d), ad bert [ai]- 
bar, a(]ba‘rt] (Nm., N.I. occas.). — 
O.N. atburdr, m., inter alia bearing; 
behaviour, in pi.: gestures. Faer. 
atburdur, m., mode of behaviour. Cf. 
atferd. 

*oddi [^(Ji] and *odd [&*<], Sid], 
sb., a point, tongue of land-, now 
only as a place-name. Examples: 
“de Oddi”, the Fetlar fishermen’s 
sea-term (tabu-name) for “de Snapp” 
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[O.N. knappr, m., a knob, round 
top], a promontory, the south point 
of “Funnie ness”, Fes-e. de Odd (C.), 
point, tongue ofland,a\so called “Stu- 
rapont, -point” [stcrTapo'^t’] = the 
large point. — O.N. oddr, m., a point] 
*oddi (Icel. and Fser. oddi, No. odde 
= odd), m., a point, tongue of land. 

odler[Mor], sb., liquid manure in 
a byre behind the cattle-, gutter in 
a byre. Dus. *adl-. Da. ajle (dial., 
Jut.: adol, ajl, ajol). See oiler, sb. 

ofs [&fs], ofsi [Sfsi], sb., in peat- 
cutting: edge-peat, the first peat 
cut off, usually spoiled by the 
frost, and thrown down into the 
peat-bank. Papa St. hofsi [hafsi]: 
Yh. — root-meaning: edge, border. 
O.N. ups, f., a) rocky wall, rocky 
edge, b) the eaves. Faer. ups, upsa, 
f., the uppermost, slanting edge of 
a rocky wall. No. ufs, f., a) a 
steep, somewhat small rock, a (low) 
rocky wall, ufs, m., eaves. Sw. 
dial, uffs, m., hofs, f. and m., eaves. 
— Cf. the foil, word, and compare 
skjumpi (skjumpek). 

ofshellek [&fs"(h)el-3k], sb., one 
of the sloping, flat stones along 
the eaves of a house, for keeping 
the water off from the wall. (Un.). 
ofsahellek [of^sahe^ok] and hofsa- 
hellek [hof"sa-] (Y. occas.). See 
further ufsahella, sb. 

og [og (o3g)], vb., to creep, crawl, 
esp., 1) to creep, to move (walk) 
very slowly, to og alang; I oged 
[ogad (o9god)] me under de claes, 
de bed-claes [‘clothes’] (Fo.). “de 
corn is ogin doon t’rough de grund” 
(Fe.), is said when the corn is left 
too long unreaped = de corn is 
greetin’ for de hook (hjook). Also 
of vermin: to creep. 2) to be in- 
fested with vermin-, de sheep is 
ogin wi’ kids or vermin (U.); og 
is less intensive than orm, vb. — 
O.N. aka, vb., a) vb. a., to move, 
b) vb. n., to move oneself, to drive-, 

in No. and Faer. also to draw one- 
self onward (No. aka seg), to move 
or slide slowly onward. 

ogadu, sb., = ogedu2, sb. 
ogagot [og"agot-, og-agof, og"- 

ogof], sb., a little child, esp. a little 
weak, ill-thriven child-, a piri (little) 
o. Conn. The last part of the compd. 
is doubtless O.N. got, n., spawn, the 
first part is most prob. O.N. aka, 
Shetl. og, vb., to creep, crawl. 

ogedu1 [og’adrr, og’adn-, o'gadu’ 
(o”g3dn-)], sb., weeds growing among 
the corn (Un., Yn., Fo.). ogedju 
[og"3dju’]: Yn. occas. From Fo. the 
word is reported as denoting dead- 
nettle, lamium. In a similar sense 
from Un ’bu.: okerdu [ok’ardo-], prob. 
bugle, ajuga reptans (like dead-nettle, 
a labiate flower). Metaph. ogedu 
of immature, sparsely-growing corn 
on the field (U.). — By transference: 
a small, useless and worthless thing 
(U.: o’gadir). — From Yh. is re- 
ported a form ogerdun [o’gardun’] 
in sense of new corn sprouting 
among the old, damaged by wind 
and rain. — A form ogetu [og-- 
atn-, o-gatu-] of immature corn (Uwg.: 
og-,3trr; Un.: o’gatir) may be due 
to infl. of another word; see og- 
gatu, sb. — O.N. akrd&i, m., a spe- 
cies of weeds (hemp-nettle)-. No. 
daae, *dai, m., hemp-nettle, galeop- 
sis tetrahit. oge-, oger-, oker-: 
O.N. akr, m., field. With dun in 
ogerdun cf. Sw. dial, d&n, n., = 
dS, n., hemp-nettle, galeopsis tetrahit. 

ogedu2 [og-adn-, o-gsdn-], sb., 
vapour rising from, and lying low 
down over, the earth, prop, mist ris- 
ing from ploughed fields; low-lying 
mist; dewdrops in cobwebs between 
the grass-stalks in the field in misty 
weather; de o. is drivin’. Also 
ogadu [d-gadu*]. U". Now rare. — 
Prob. an original *akr-duf (dof), ilfield-mist”. For the first part of 
the compd. see the preceding word. 
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With the second part cf. Faer. duv- in 
“duvaveflur [du"ave3,v6r]”, n., damp 
weather, and Sw. dial, dova, d&va, 
vb., to steam, esp. of warm vapour 
rising from the earth: “jola d&var”, 
warm mist rises from the earth, at 
the approach of frosty weather (Ri.). 

ogelsk(j)u, sb., see og(g)elsku, 
-skju, sb. 

ogemuld, oge-mould [og -omold-, 
-mold*], sb., mould (of fields). Fo. 
— O.N. *akrmold, f., id. For oge- 
from O.N. akr, m., field, see the 
two preceding words. 

oger [ogor (ogsr)], sb., sea-foam, 
whirling movement in the sea near 
land, esp.: a) whirls of the reced- 
ing breakers, or the foam from the 
backwash of waves; b) under-cur- 
rent setting out from the shore; c) 
greenish foam, gathering around 
the white froth from the backwash 
of breakers. Also in the forms 
joger [jogor] and oger [ogsr], — 
oger: Ai. and Nms. [ogar]; Conn, 
[ogar]. joger: Yn. and Yh.; Nmw. 
(Esh.) and Nmn. (N.Roe), De., Papa 
occas. oger: Papa St. occas. — 
From Nms. (Bard.) the word is re- 
ported esp. in sense b, from N.Roe 
esp. in sense c, from Nmw. (Esh.) 
in all the given senses. — O.N. 
aegir, m., the sea, ocean. Icel. 
aegja, vb., to flow, flood (B.H.). Cf. 
Eng. (dial.) eagre, sb., tidal wave 
(A.S. egor, water, sea). 

ogerdun, sb., see ogedu1, sb. 
ogerhons fo-garhoh^* (-ho‘rp}*)], 

ogrehons [o^-graho'ipj*]. sb., a stunt-, 
an odd-looking creature, comm, of 
persons; a weakly and partly de- 
formed person. U. (oger-, ogre-). 
Fe. [o**garh6‘ri5j*, -hohpj*]. — In Fe. 
also in the form jogrehjons [jog**- 
rahjo'ns* (-hjo'ns*), -hjo'ns*], short- 
ened: joghjons [joghjo'ns]. Beside 
“ho'ipj (h.’/ipj)” is also found the 
pronunc. “hohitsj” by association 
with Eng. hunch, sb. — The word 

seems to be Da. agerhone, O.N. 
akrhoena, f., a quail, applied in 
comparison and jokingly or dispar- 
agingly, after the original meaning 
of the word had been lost. Note 
the word hjonsa, sb., a hen, in 
Shetl. Norn with original final s. 

ogetu, sb., see oggatu. 
ogg1 [og) °g]) vb., properly to satisfy, now: to give one good and 

dainty food-, to o. a bairn. Un. O.N. 
hugga, vb., to soothe, comfort, Faer. 
ugga, vb. See ugg, vb. 

ogg2 [&g (og), 6g], vb., to be on the point of vomiting, to have a 
fit of nausea. Y., Fe. Cf. No. ogja, 
vb., to be disgusted, to feel sick. 

oggatu [6g *atn*, -hr] and oggetu 
(uggetu), ogetu [og-atu* (6g**9tu*), 
o"gatu*], sb., a small ant, smaller 
than the common, so-called moratu, 
muratug. Found on small mounds 
in the out-field. Occas. in a wider 
sense of a diminutive creature, ani- 
mal or person-, a piri (little) o. Un. 
— The first part ogg (ugg), og, is 
prob. No. ugg, m., used in sense of 
gnat’s larvae, small animals in the 
water (prop, thorn, prickle). The 
second part must be tu(g), sb., a 
mound, as in moratu, sb., ant, 
prop, ant-hill, by transference appl. 
to the insect itself. 

og(g)elsku, -skju [6g"9lsl^u*, 6g *- 
alskju*], sb., old, worn-out shoe, 
occas. used plurally in the expr.: to 
geng in o. Nm. Cf. O.N. *9kulskor, 
m., low shoes, and O.N. pkulsktiadr, 
adj., wearing shoes, reaching the 
ankles. See hogelsku, sb.,adj.,adv. 

oggins [ogins, ogms], sb. pi., 
dainty food, a small meal between 
the usual meal-times. Un. See ogg1, 
ugg, vbs., and uggins, sb. pi. 

ogiovous, adj., insignificant, 
worthless (Un.); see ugjovous, adj. 

ogl, oggel [ogal (ogal)], vb., to 
soil (N.I.); see ugl, vb. 

oglagrind, uglagrlnd [og"lagrmd* 
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(og'ia-)], sb., a wooden frame a- round which the snells are wound, 
and to which the fish-hooks are 
fixed. Uwg. — *9ngla-grind,f., “hook- 
frame”. O.N. pngull, m., fish-hook. 
Cf. onglabiter, sb. 

ohott, ohoitt, uho(i)tt [(dho'tt) 
6hoi‘tt'], sb., sudden, overwhelming 
fear of the supernatural, especially 
at night (fear of trolls, fairies, 
ghosts, etc.)-, a o. cam’ ower dem. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — O.N. otti, m., fear-, 
dread. See hott2, hoitt, sb., which 
is another form of the same word. 

oiler [&il9r], sb., 1) liquid man- 
ure. 2) gutter in a byre (Ai., Sand- 
wick, Du".); see further oiler, sb. 

oilg, sb., see olg, sb. 
oilga, sb., see olga, sb. 
*oita [6ita], adv., at the back of, 

behind. In a Fetlar variant of the 
riddle about the cow (Introd., Frag- 
ments of Norn). O.N. aptan, adv., 
from behind, behind. See *atte, adv. 
(in an Unst variant of the same riddle). 

fokenli [ok"9nli‘], adv., often, fre- 
quently. Nmn. (N.Roe). oken- for 
*often-? Cf. O.N. optliga, adv., 
often, frequently. 

okerdu [ok-9rda‘], sb., weeds grow- 
ing among the corn-, prob. bugle, 
ajuga reptans. Un,bu. To be classed 
with the labiate flowers, like dead- 
nettle, lamium, in Fo. called ogedu. 
O.N. akrd&i, m., hemp-nettle. See 
ogedu1, sb. 

*okkel, sb., see akkel and jokl, 
jokkel. 

ok-name [oknem (Sknem, -nem)], 
sb., a nickname, (mocking) epithet. 
A more recent form: “eek-name”, 
from L.Sc. eek, sb., addition, in- 
crease. O.N. aukanafn, auknefni, n., 
a nick-name. 

okr, oker [okor], vb., to aug- 
ment, increase-, to raise-, de laird 
is [‘has’] okerd de rent. In its 
form the word is O.N. okra, vb., to 
practise usury, but in sense it is 

O.N. auka, vb., to augment, in- 
crease. 

okrabung, okrebung [ok' rabog* 
(ok"ra-), ok^'robog’ (ok”r9-)], sb., 
weeds, the name of diff. sorts of 
grass, esp. weeds in the field: wall 
barley or barley-grass, rye-grass, 
oat-grass or brome-grass-, common 
sow-thistle. Sometimes also hem- 
lock, conium. — The first part of the 
compd. is O.N. akr, m., field. The 
second part is the same word as 
No. bunk, bunke, Da. bunke, name of 
certain sorts of grass, esp. “aira”, hair- 
grass-, Sw. (dial.) bunke, m., a cluster 
of long grass, coarse fodder (poa), 
and “bynke”, n. collect., tall weeds 
in afield. See ekrabung, sb. 

okregord, okregert [ok -r9ge‘rt-, 
-g9‘rt‘ (ok"r9-)], sb., properly a fence 
surrounding the fields or the cul- 
tivated home-field-, now partly a 
piece of pasture-land immediately 
inside the fence, and outside the 
fields, = utbet (Fo.), partly and 
comm.: stubble-fields, rowens. to 
slepp de o., to let in the cattle 
(from the out-field) to pasture in 
the rowens after the harvest-, comm, 
de rigs is lyin’ in o., the reaped 
fields are lying in rowens, before 
letting in the cattle for pasturing (N.I.). 
“to eat de o.”, appl. to the cattle: to 
graze on the stubble-fields (N.I.). — 
*akr(a)-gar<5r, m.,ufield-fence"; sleppa 
akr(a)gar3inum (Shetl. to slepp de 
o.), to let go or open the fence. 

oks-worm [&ksw9rm], sb., a kind 
of worm: corn-worm, zabrus gibbus. 
Nm. — Prop, “ear (of cornfworm”, 
because it creeps into the ears of 
corn. O.N. ax, n., ear of corn. 
See *konnmerki, sb. 

*ol [ol (o8l, ol)], sb., \) a strip 
of meadow or field. 2) channel 
in the sea-bottom. Now found only 
as a place-name, a) in sense 1: de 
01s [ols] (Ham., Fo.), strips of field. 
As the second part of compd. and 
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unstressed, comm, abbreviated to 
-el [al], e.g. de Gronels, pi. (W.), 
a piece of grass-land: *groen-alar 
(the green strips), de Longel [Ifirpl] 
(Ns.) and “de Longels”, pi. (Uws.), 
strips of field: *lang-^lar. b) in 
sense 2: de Olens [olans], pi., a 
fishing-ground off Snaraness (Sae.): 
*£larnir, def. pi., the channels. — 
O.N. 411, m., a stripe, strip; a deep, 
narrow channel, a depression, etc. 
In sense of a stripe along the back 
of an animal, esp. a horse, is found 
an anglicised form “eel”, il [il], sb.; 
in the same sense O.N. 411. 

olament [o^••lam^‘nt•], adj., situat- 
ed high up, in the expr.: “de o. 
air”, partly the higher strata of air, 
partly the zenith region, de sun 
is i’ de o. air, the sun is very high 
up in the sky. Jokingly in such 
exprs.: du’s bigget de skru op i’ 
de o. air, you have built that corn- 
stack far too high; de kettle is op 
i’ de o. air, the pot is hanging far 
too high up over de fire. Also as 
a sb. in the expr. “de o. o’ de air”, 
and in the compd. “de o.-air”, used 
in the same way as “de o. air”. 
N. Roe. — Poss. from an old *h41eik- 
megndr (megnadr), prop, grown or 
increased in height, shot up in 
height (conjecture by S. Bugge). 
O. N. h41eikr, m., height, and “megn- 
ask”, vb. refl., to increase in 
strength. 

old [o’ld, old (old, oild)], sb., hazy, 
sultry weather, oppressive heat; a 
0. o’ heat [het]; der ’r a o. lyin’ 
ower de grund (Yn.). U. [6'ld, old. 
Har., Un. occas.: old]. Yn. [old, oild]. 
— The word is etymologically to 
be classed with the synonymous olg, 
sb., from *ulk- (No. ulka, f., musti- 
ness, mucus). With the form old 
cf. O.N. ylda, f., smell of decay, 
and Icel. tildinn, No. and Sw. dial, 
ul, Da. dial, ullen, adj., mouldy; 
putrid. The word, like olg, sb., 

assimilates partly to ol, with which 
it is doubtless etym. connected. 

olg1 [(^Ig) olg, o^g (olg)], sb., 
oppressive heat; a 0. 0’ heat [het]; 
N. I.; Nm.; — warm, misty weather, 
a warm 0. (Fe.). Also reported in 
sense of warm vapour rising from 
the ground (N.Roe, Nm11.: olg). a 
O. [61g, 6’lg] 0’ sweat, strong and 
steaming sweat (Yh.); to be in a 0. 
0’ sweat, to steam with sweat. — 
Is to be classed with No. ulka, f., 
mustiness, mould, mucus, ulken, 
adj., close, Sw. dial, ulken, adj., de- 
composed, coagulated, and doubtless 
also with O.N. ylr, No. yl, m., heat, 
in East country, partly of vapour 
which rises from the ground, Shetl. 
0I, sb. See olg, vb., and olget, adj. 

olg2 [(o'lg) 6lg], sb., heavy com- 
motion in the sea, a 0. i’ de sea; 
agitated, choppy sea, cross-sea. Fo. 
— Icel. 61ga, f., a rushing; agitated 
state (E.J.), the waves of the ocean 
(B.H.), olgusjor, m., agitated sea. 

olg [olg (o'lg), olg], vb., to de- cay, to become slimy and ill-smell- 
ing, esp. of fish; “de fish stands 
(is standin’) olgin i’ de dirt” (of 
fish, put aside without being cleaned). 
Fe. — Cf. No. ulka, f., mustiness, 
mould, mucus, as well as Shetl. 
olg1, sb., and olget, adj. 

olga [ojga, o'lga], sb., liquid man- 
ure in a byre. Ai. (Onjefirth). Du. 
For *ogla by metathesis of I, ear- 
lier *odla, from *351-. Da. (Jut.) 
and Sw. dial, “adel, a(e)l”, and in 
Da.: ajle; No. aale, m. See oiler, sb. 

olger [(o'lgor) oilgor], sb., = olga, 
sb. See oiler, sb. 

olget [olgot, ojgot], adj., half- 
spoiled, decaying, slimy and dirty, 
esp. of fish; 0. fish. Of fish-livers; 
0. (decaying) livers. Fe. — No. ul- 
kutt, adj., dirty; slimy, Sw. dial, 
ulken, adj., decomposed; coagulated. 
See olg, vb. 

olgrof [6'lgraf], sb., liquid man- 
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ure, urine and dung from the cattle 
in a byre. N.Roe. — The word prop, 
denotes the gutter behind the cattle: 
de ronek. *a51-grpf, f., “urine-pit”. 
See oiler, sb., and -grof in bakka- 
grof, sb. 

*olki, *olkek, sb., the auk, alca 
torda, see wolki, sb. 

olla-p/uck [ol'aplok], sb., re- 
mains of wool, hair or feathers 
on the carcass of an animal or 
bird. In Nmn. (N.Roe) the word is 
still mostly used in its original sense 
remains of wool on a sheep’s car- 
cass; in Y. and Fe. in a wider 
sense, as given above, and mostly 
in the pi.; de olla-plucks o’ a goose 
or hen, etc. In Yn. also by trans- 
ference used of sparse, immature 
corn. — Prop, “wool-pluck”. The 
first part of the compd. is the gen. 
“ullar” of O.N. ull, f., wool. 

ollastu [ol1 •astir], sb., sheep's car- 
cass found in the out-field; “did 
du tak’ hem yon o.?” Conn. — Prop. 
wool-scrap: *ullar-stiifr. ullar: gen. of 
O.N. ull, f., wool. O.N. shifr, m., a 
stump. See the preceding word. 

ollek, olek [olak (olak), olak 
(o3lak)], sb., a small (and thin) 
ling, young ling. In N.I. esp. with 
long vowel-sound; in S.Sh. (Du.) 
with short vowel-sound. — For *ol- 
long, *olling, originally “*&l-langa” 
or rather “*val-langa”. The first 
part of the compd., denoting the 
narrow, cylindrical shape of the 
young ling, may be either O.N. £11, 
m., eel, or rather O.N. vplr (val-), 
m., cylinder, rod, stick. Cf. No. 
vallonga (vollaange, vaalaange), f., 
a small ling, almost cylindrical in 
shape (R.). With ol-as a development 
from an original “val-” cf. e.g. od = 
wod, sb., from an original *vad-. 

ollemos [ol"am6s-, M”am6s'], adj., 
poor, wretched, bony; a o. body. 
Ai. — O.N. plmusa, f., a) alms; b) a 
poor wretch. In No. partly as adj. (or 

genitive) “olmosa”, wretched. Faer. ol- 
musa, f., as the first part of compd.: 
wretched; o\m\\svLidSjx,n.,a poor wretch. 

oiler [ojar, 6]9r, o'jar], sb., 1) a) 
liquid manure in a byre. Conn, 
[ojar]. N.I. (Y.) and Wests. (Ai.) 
[6]ar, o'jar]. Partly also b) = ronek, 
gutter for gathering of liquid man- 
ure. Ai. occas. 2) mire, mud, slough. 
Wh., U. occas. — oiler [Silar]: Ai. 
and Sandwick, Du11.; odler [Adlar]: 
Dus., in senses 1 a and b. olger 
[(6'lgar) oilgar]: U. in senses 1 and 
2, Nw. in sense 1 a. olga [6]ga, 
o'jga]: Ai. occas. and Du. occas. in 
sense 1 a. — *a51-. Da. (Jut.) adel 
(adal), ael, ajl(e), Sw. dial, adel, al, 
No. aale, m., urine of cattle, liquid 
manure from the byres. 

*olmark [olma'rk, 6lma‘rk], sb., 
a common, = *wolmen, *wole- 
men for *olmenn. U. Now found 
only as a place-name: de Olmarks 
(Um0.), now arable land, but re- 
membered by elderly people as hav- 
ing been a common pasture. This 
is also the case with regard to “de 
Alsmarks [a‘lsma‘rks]” (Uc.), an- 
other form of the same word. — 
O.N. *alm9rk, No. aalmark, f., a 
common. Cf. aim ark. 

*olmenn, sb., a common, O.N. al- 
menningr, m. Preserved only as a 
place-name, and now generally found 
in forms with prefixed w: wolmen, 
wolamenn, wolemen; see *wol- 
men, sb. 

*olm0, sb., a large assembly of 
people, gathered crowd (Da. “al- 
mue”), see wolmo, sb. 

omag, omak, omek, sb., 1) a 
small, frail person (or thing); 2) 
part of a sheaf of corn; see further 
umag, sb. 

*ombod [ombod], ombuth [6m- 
bop], sb., \) factorship. 2) a kind 
of tithe, vicar’s tithe (due to 
clergy obtaining only the smaller 
tithe and not the corn tithe). U. 
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Edm. has: a) umboth, a term ap- 
plied to teind or tithe of an alter- 
nate description, O. and S., and b) 
umboth, procuratory, factorship, S. 
— O.N. umbod, n., transfer; full 
powers, administration. — As a 
place-name is found in Shetl. a) in 
Unst: Ombuth, Ombod, name of 
a farm in Colvidale, b) in Papa 
Stour: de Ombods [6mbos]-dellin’s 
[-‘delvings’], a piece of cultivated 
home-field. As a place-name the 
word may mean crown property, 
national property (in former times); 
see the foil. word. 

ombodsland [6m"bosland’], sb., 
crown property, national property, 
in former times. Papa St. — *um- 
bods-land. O.N. umbofl, n., full 
powers, administration. 

omgordin [onrgordin], sb., border, 
a thick rope around the mouth of 
an open straw-basket (mesi or 
*skalv1). Also as the first part of 
compd. in “o.-stori” = omgordin. 
U. — *umgyrding, border (that which 
encircles), from O.N. umgyrda, vb., 
to encircle, surround, stori: O.N. 
staurr, m., a pole, stake. Cf. gor- 
dastori and “aboot-geng”, sbs. 

omgordin [onrgordin], pres. part, 
and adj., surrounding, handed down 
only in the expr. “de o. stori” (U.), 
with a more recent name called “de 
aboot-gaun [‘-going’] stori”; see the 
preceding word. — O.N. umgyrda, 
vb., to encircle, surround. 

oml, ommel [omol], vb., 1) to 
speak indistinctly, to mutter. N.I. 
uml, ummel [omol]: N.Roe. 2) to 
bellow low and threateningly, esp. 
appl. to bulls. N.I. (U.). ombel 
[ombol]: U. — O.N. umla, vb., to 
mutter, mumble. In sense 2 there may 
be a merging with an *olm from or- 
iginal *olma; cf. No. olma, ulma, vb., 
to give threatening looks, to be or ap- 
pear furious (esp. of bulls), Sw. dial, 
olma, vb., to bellow, of bulls. 

*omlastobb [6mb"last6b,]) sb., a 
quiet, lonely, out-of-the-way place, 
e.g. a trysting-place; also a fishing- 
ground frequented only by few; “dey 
were gane [‘gone’] to a(n) o.” Un. 
Uncertain origin. The first part of 
the compd. is poss. to be classed 
with oml, vb., in the sense (not 
handed down) to be quiet, silent, 
prop, to produce a slight sound, 
to mumble; cf. No. om, m., a very 
faint sound, oma, vb., a) to listen, 
b) to mutter, hint at, omeleg, adj., 
quiet, silent, stobb is prob. O.N. 
stubbi (or stobbi), m., a stub, stump. 
See *nombrastobb. 

*omlest0 [om-lasto'], sb., an un- 
pleasant or dangerous place, esp. 
a rapid, dangerous current, sea- 
current; we ’re gotten ut o’ dis 
[‘this’] o. U. The first part omle-, 
may have arisen from *olme- by 
metathesis of 1. Cf. No. olma, ulma, 
vb., to give threatening looks, to 
be or appear furious, grim; Sw. 
dial, ulma, vb., id. (appl. to air, 
weather). Poss.association with oml, 
vb., to produce a sound, to mutter, in 
allusion to the bubbling and seething 
of the current, sto is doubtless O.N. 
*stoe5i, n., a stand, a place, Fser. stofli, 
No. stode, n., in No. esp. of a fishing- 
ground. 

*omnestobb [om-nostob’], sb., very 
thick mist. Un. The first part is uncer- 
tain, poss. to be connected with Sw. dial, 
omma, oma, vb., of air, sky: to darken, 
to become overcast. It might also 
be supposed to represent a *homne- 
and to be No. humen, adj., dim, dark. 
stobb is here prob. synonymous with 
stumba (stomba), sb., thick mist. 

omol [6mo3T], sb., secret (Un.), see 
umol, sb. 

omoii,omo\i2L,s\).,impotence;some- 
thing small and feeble; thin, weak 
places in unevenly-spun worsted. N.I. 
See further umott, umotta, sbs. 

ompastobb [6‘m"past6b], ompe- 
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stobb [o'nr'pastob'], sb., confusion; 
disorder; untidiness; de bus is a’ 
[‘all’] in a o. Un.:ompa-. Y. andFe.: 
o m p e-.—The first part o m p- poss. re- 
presents vamp-; cf.Sw.dial, vamped, 
v&mped, ad j., preposterous; confused; 
mad. With regard to “o” for “va (vo, 
wo)” cf. od, sb., from *vad-; ol- in ol- 
lek prob. from *val-. stobb here is 
poss. to be classed with No. stubba 
(stumpa, stupa), vb., to fall; to stumble. 

omplost, sb., a sudden gale (Uwg.); 
see onplost, sb. 

omujjem [o'muj'am, o'mnij'am], sb. 
or adj.? expression, denoting two ob- 
jects of the same kind: the same thing 
over again; dat is o. “What are ye 
gaun [‘going’] to ha’e wi’ de taatis?” 
“Omujjem!” What will you have (to 
eat) with the potatoes? Nothing else 
(onlypotatoes). Fo. o’ dem up o d em, 
adverbial expression? Origin obscure. 

on, onn [(o8n, on) hn, a'n, on, &i}], 
sb., part of a strip of field, esp. a 
square piece (Fo., Du. occas.) or a 
piece in the width of the strip (Un., 
Du. occas.), a piece dug by spade or 
reaped by a single labourer; to tak’ 
or dell [‘delve’] a o. Un. [&n, on]. 
Fo. [(o3n, on) &n, ai]]. Du. and Ai. [&n, 
S'n]. In Foula also won [wo3n, w&n, 
won]. — Asa place-name, in names of 
pieces of field or strips of meadow, the 
word is found in several places. Ex- 
amples : de Onn [5i], oin] (Brough,Br.); 
de Onns [&iis] o’ Gord (Conn.). In Fo. 
as a place-name partly with long vow- 
el: de Wons [wo3ns] = de Ons [ons 
(o3ns)],de steni Ons orWons(Harrier, 
Fo.), a piece of home-field. — Sw. dial, 
von, &n, f., and ane, m., a small piece 
of field or meadow falling to a 
single labourer to reap; a cross- 
piece of a strip of field or meadow. 
No. one, m., part (limited square 
or strip) of a wood, von, f., a narrow 
piece of meadow. 

ond1 [6iid (6ind, or^d)], sb., a warm 
current of air or a breeze on a hot 

day; a warm o. N.I. (Y., Fe.). The 
form with o [oqd] is characteristic of 
Fe. — Is prob. O.N. pnd, f., breath 
(breath of life), from which a mean- 
ing: a breeze, a current of air, has 
been developed. Cf. Peer, ond, f., a) 
breath, spirit, b) warm current of air, 
ein heit ond. Merges with the foll.word. 

ond2 [orid (oind, oiid), a^d], sb., 1) 
heat: a) heat of the sun; great, atmos- 
pheric heat; a o. o’ warmness (Fe.), 
a o. o’ heat [het] (U., Y.). Occas. also 
sultry heat, a o. heat(U.,Y.). b)great 
heat from the fire on the hearth, close 
heat indoors; de o. o’ de fire; a o. 
f(r)ae de fire; a o. o’ heat. Y. 2) a) 
haze round the sun; a o. aboot de sun 
(Un.); b) thick mist, prop, and esp. in 
warm weather; a o. o’ mist (Un.); c) 
heavy clouds, near the sun or on the 
horizon, threatening rain; der ’r a o. 
under de sun; der ’r a 0. (a watery o.) 
aboot him i’ de sky, there are rain- 
threatening clouds in the sky. Un. — 
U. and Y.: o^d (bind). Fe. occas.: oiid. 
Um’n. occas.: Arid. — onn, onj [orj 
(o'ii), &ii]; reported from Nmw. [ori (o'ii)] 
in sense 1 a: a onn o’ heat; from 
Conn. [Sii] in the expr. “in a onn”, 
oppressed by great heat. Most comm, 
in the form onn [on], a onn o’ 
heat. — Prob. *orn-. Cf. a) O.N. 
orna, vb., a) to warm, (t) to get 
warm; No. orne, m., warmth; b) 
Sw. (dial.) orna, vb., to be spoiled 
by heat, to become musty, oren, 
orig. adj., musty, Da. oret, adj., id. 
— See onn, sb. For the final d 
in ond cf. the foil, word: ond 
from O.N. pnn, and for the changes 
in meaning cf. olg1, sb., and olg, vb. 

ond3 [6'nd, ond, 5iid, &iid], sb., 
eagerness, love of work; der ’r a o. 
upo dee; der’r nae [‘no’] o. upon 
or in him. Fe. — O.N. pnn, f., 
eagerness; diligence; industrious 
occupation, activity. — In sense of 
care, competence; careful and cap- 
able execution of something (Fe.), 
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ond assimilates to vand, sb., and 
is most prob. a form of that word. 

*ond [6i}d, and], vb., properly to 
puff, to produce a faint, warm breeze, reported only of mist in the 
expr. “de mist lay on din on de 
hills”. Few. — O.N. anda, vb., to 
breathe; No. anda, vb., also to puff 
to blow gently, of wind. 

ondali, ondeli [6'n"dali-, oi^dalr, 
G'n’^dolr, 6ii"dalr], adj., strange; 
queer; mysterious; a o. body. N.I. 
U.: ondali. Yn.: ondeli. Of weather: 
doubtful, foreboding bad weather, 
o. wadder. U. In Wh. ondali (un- 
dali) [on"dali'] in sense of bad; 
wicked; evil; a o. man. Other spo- 
radic forms are: a) ondelek [on"- 
dolok-], odd; comical (Nmw.), a o.- 
like [on”d3l3k-, -lek”] bein’; b) on- 
delig, oindelig [6ii"d3lig,

) ohr'ds- 
hg-], bad-looking; stunted (Yn.); a 
o. animal; c) ondelit, ondelet 
[6q"d3ht- (oin-dolit-), -let"], strange; 
queer (N.Roe, Nm11., Lunn.), o.-look- 
in’. In U. occas. ondelet [6ri"dalat‘] 
and ondelent [orfdste'nt1] (Un.) be- 
side ondali. In Ai. occas. onde- 
let [6ii"d3l3t ] in sense of indolent, 
lazy, prob. by association with Eng. 
indolent; d) onderli [6n”d9rli*, oii"- 
dorli-], cunning, crafty, by associa- 
tion with onder, under, prep.; Du. 
[6n"d3rlr]; acc. to J.I. [dipdarli1]. 
— O.N. undarligr, adj., singular; 
extra-ordinary. 

ondelokk [oiydalok’, -lak', -lag'], 
sb., accident; misfortune; der ’r a 
o. fa’en [‘fallen’] upo dem, they 
have met with an accident. Also 
illness or indisposition of an unusual 
or inexplicable nature; some o. fell 
upon him; der ’r a o. fa’en upo de 
coo. Yn. — *and-lukka? Parallel 
form to andelokk, sb., q.v. 

onder [oqdar, 5qd3r], sb., partly 1) 
a small porch; penthouse, partly and 
esp. 2) wooden lintel or shelf above 
the door to lay things on, = an dor, 
an der. Fe. O.N. anddyri, n., porch. 

onder [6nd3r (ondar, oqdar)], prep, 
and adv., under; as the first part of 
various compds. the word springs 
from O.N. undir, prep, and adv.; 
see the foil, words. “ondar” is 
generally the regular Shetl. pronunc. 
of Eng. under. In a few compds. 
a form under with preserved phon- 
etic o [ondar] has arisen from O.N. 
“undir”, and occas. alternating with the 
pronunc.“6ndar”. See under, prep. 

ondergjud [6ndar(]6ad ], sb., un- 
der-current in the sea, running in 
a contrary direction to the current 
on the surface; under-current run- 
ning stronger than the current on 
the surface. Yh. Other forms, like- 
wise characteristic of Yh., are: on- 
dergud [6n•d^rg^^d•], ondergu,-go 
[on’dargu1, -go’] and onderguen [6n’- 
dargu’an, -go’an]. — *undir-gjot. No. 
gjot, f., under-current (in an opposite 
direction), double current, Shetl. (Fo.) 
gjud,sb. See onderhwigg, sb. 

ondergro, -gru [6n’dargr6’], sb., 
swell in the sea, the rising of waves 
in calm weather, indicating rough 
weather or storm; a o. i’ de sea. Fe. 
Also with a more recent expr. cal- 
led “a undermade sea” (Fe.). — The 
first part of the compd. is the prep. 
under. The second part gro, gru, 
may be O.N. grodi, gr6dr, m., a 
growing, growth, increase. In that 
case the word has a similar root- 
meaning to the supposed one of 
the synonymous ondermaind, sb. 
Another possible definition of gro 
(gru) is, however, found in Icel. 
gr&d, n., small waves of the sea 
(B.H.), grsedi, n., ocean, with which 
cf. Sw. dial. gr&5a, f., a small water- 
fall (Ri.), and No. graee, m., mani- 
festation of power; indignation; ex- 
citement. u for o from Q by muta- 
tion of & is frequently found in 
Shetl. 

onderhus, sb., the substructure in 
a water-mill (Fo.), see underhus, sb. 

onderhwigg [on’darhwig”, on’dar- 
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hwig’J and underhwigg [on’dar- 
hwig"], sb., 1) under-current in the 
sea, running in a contrary direc- 
tion to the current on the surface; 
under-current running stronger than 
the current on the surface. U". 
(onder- and under-). 2) swell in 
the sea, esp. in fine weather, indi- 
cating rough weather or storm. Uwg. 
and Us. (onder-). underhwigga 
[on'darhwig'a], strong current, prop. 
under-current (Yn.). — N.I.: hw- for 
kw- from O.N. kv-. hwigg for 
*kwig(g) is to be classed with O.N. 
kvikr, adj., quick, living, kvikna, vb., 
to quicken, to come to life. Cf. 
Icel. kveikja, f., of the increase of 
the sea-current, and Shetl. kwikn, 
kwikken, vb., of the tide: to begin 
to run quicker, to increase. — More 
extended than onderhwigg (in the 
sense of under-current) is the word 
“under-kindlin’ ” (Eng. kindle) in 
which “kindlin’ ” is a translation of 
hwigg, *kwigg (O.N. kveikja, vb., 
to kindle, kvikna, vb., to quicken, 
to come to life). Other names in 
Shetl. for under-current are “under- 
draw”, “under-shot”, and under- 
suk, ondersuk. 

onderleg, sb., the lowest layer 
of peats, piled up for drying (Yn.); 
see underleg, sb. 

ondermaind [orndormar^d", 6n-- 
dormaind"], sb., heavy swell in the 
sea, esp. in fine weather, as a har- 
binger of rough weather or storm; 
a o. i’ de sea. U. Prop, ground- 
swell, in contrast to the smaller 
waves on the surface caused by the 
wind. — The second part may be 
O.N. magn, n. (*megnd?), in sense 
of growth, swelling, prop, might, 
main, strength. Cf. O.N. magnask and 
megnask, vb. refl., to grow strong, to 
increase; No.megna,vb., to swell up, 
to increase. For the final d in maind 
cf. e.g. ond 2 and 3, sbs., and see In- 
trod. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 38 j. 

ondersten fom'darsten-], sb., pro- 
perly “under-stone”, a stone form- 
ing a base, used metaph. for au- 
thor, esp. of something bad; he was 
de o. o’ dat. Yh. *undir-steinn. 

ondersuk [6n"d3rsuk\ on"darsuk-], 
sb., under-current; see undersuk,sb. 

*ondest0 [^"doste-, -sta-; o’rpia- 
ste’], sb., mist or drizzling rain ac- 
companied by a gentle breeze; also 
close, sultry mist, spreading over 
the sea, a o. o’ mist. Un. Prop, a 
tabu-word, used by fishermen at sea. 
The first part is ond2, sb., in sense 
2. The second part is sto, sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for wind. 

*ondi [&iidi], adj., small, used in 
boat-fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea. 
Un. Prop, a diminishing first part 
of compd.: diminutive; cf. No. agn, 
n., a grain, particle, as the first 
part in “agneliten”, adj., diminutive, 
in an extended form: ognande, 0gn- 
ande liten (O.N. pgn, f., husk). The 
same word occurs as the first part 
in ennapi (ennepig) and onnapi, 
sbs.; see these words. The com- 
mon word in Shetl. for small, piri 
(pirri), is prob., like ondi, origin- 
ally a diminishing first part of compd.: 
No.pirreliten. — With the form ondi 
may be compared ondi- [*agn-] in 
the foil. word. 

*ondibit [&in"dibit,) &rf•dibit-], sb., 
a small piece of bait. Un. Origin- 
ally doubtless *agnbiti, m., “bait- 
bit”; O.N. agn, n., bait, ondi- in 
that case for *onn(i)-; cf. ond2, sb. 
[*orn-], and ond3, sb. [O.N. 9nn]. 

on-draw [indra], sb., a garment, 
worn only on certain occasions; a 
delicate garment. Yh. See “draw 
(draw on)”, vb., and “drawin”, sb. 

ondemious (ondumioi/s), onfis- 
kali, onfjomlet, onfromli, onfungli 
(onfonglij, adjs., see “un-domious”, 
un-fiskali, un-fjomlet, ufrumli (u- 
frummali, un-fromli), un-fungli, 
adjs. 
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ongaste [og’^gaste', ojr|"ga- (og”- 

ga-, og"ga-)], sb., contrary wind 
(Un.); wind from an opposite quar- 
ter (Un >w-’s.); he will be a o. de 
morn, the wind will change, and 
blow from an opposite corner to- 
morrow (U.). a O. in under ill (bad) 
wadder, condition of weather with 
chopping wind immediately before 
bad weather (Uw.). In a wider 
sense: disturbed state of weather 
preceding rough weather or storm, 
a o. in under wind or ill wadder 
(Uw.). The word, which is found only in Unst, is properly a tabu- 
word, belonging to fishermen’s lang. 
at sea, and esp. in the sense first 
given, of contrary wind. — *and- 
(ga)stada or -(ga)stoe<Ji, opposite di- 
rection of the wind. Cf. feel, and- 
staedur vindur, contrary wind, and 
andstoduvindur, m., anti-trade (J.Th.). 
Shetl. (U.) sto, sb., wind (tabu-word), 
prop, direction of wind, O.N. stada, 
f., and stoedi, n. (vedrstada, vind- 
stoedi). The midmost syllable “ga 
(ga)” is prob. to be classed with 
sto, and may, in analogy with the 
initial g in gjoger1, gloger, sbs., 
and goldet, adj., be regarded as 
the O.Germ. prefix “ga”. 

ongdi [o'gdi], sb., stink; strong 
and disagreeable smell (Uwg.), = 
andi1, sb.; q.v. O.N. andi, m., breath. 

onglabiter [ag-glabihar], sb., a 
ling, which, hanging on the fish- 
hook, tries to bite the line in two 
in order to get loose. In the given 
form, noted down in Yn. Other 
forms, reported from U., are: ongla- 
biter [og"glabai‘tar, &g"gla-] (Un,w.) 
with anglicising of the second part 
of compd.; ongnibjeder [og'*ni- 
bje3,dar (&g”ni-)] and omniveder 
[om"nives,dar (&m"ni-)] (Un.), ogna- 
biter [&g"nabai‘tar] and ogni-biter 
[&g“nibaHar] (Un. occas.). — *9ngul- 
bitr or -bitari (*9nglabitr, -bitari), m., 
“hook-biter”, he that bites off the 

hook. O.N.pngull, m.,fish-hook. Other 
names for an onglabiter are “tom- 
biter” (comm.), onglasjur (Yn). 

onglasjur [ag-gla^u3r-, &g”gla-], 
sb., = onglabiter. (Yn.). Is prob. 
*9ngul-sdrr, No. ongulsaar, adj., in- 
jured by the hook (of fish). The ex- 
planation of the second part is not 
quite certain. 

ongnibjeder, sb., = onglabiter. 
on-kast [onkast, Snkast], sb., an 

attack of illness, physical or men- 
tal, supposed to be caused by witch- 
craft-, case of sickness or passion-, 
sudden tendency, esp. abnormal-, 
sudden deprivation of one’s senses 
or mental faculties. Occas. also a 
sudden and unexpected misfortune 
occurring to one. a o.-k. upon ane; 
hit [‘it’] seemed to be a o.-k. upon 
him. — O.N. &kast, n., a casting upon, 
influence causing one to do or to suf- 
fer something {Ft.), infliction, plague-, 
attack, assault. No. aakast, n., a) af- 
fliction, sickness; b) enchantment. 

onkonn, adj., see un-konn, adj. 
on-lay [onle, &nle], settled weather 

of a certain description, esp. bad 
weather of a certain duration-, a 
o.-l. o’ wadder. See “lie, lie on”, 
used of weather, and lega, sb. 4, 
settled weather. 

on-layins [on'ie'ins, &n“-], sb. 
pi., in knitting of stockings: in- 
crease of the number of stitches 
around the calf-, increased number 
of stitches-, de o.-/. o’ de sock. 
See “lay (lay on b)”, vb. 

onlup, ?on-lup [Snlop, &nlop], sb., 
downpour of rain, deluge-, a o. ut 
o’ a “rain-traw” (rain-traw, dense 
rain-clouds). Nm. — Either a) a 
form of the syn. vandlup [vatn- 
hlaup] by change of va to o — cf. 
od, sb., from *va5-, ond, sb., = 
vand —, or b) arisen from O.N. 
&hlaup, n., onset (e.g. of storm) by 
anglicising of the first part (Eng. on, 
prep, and adv., O.N. &). 
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onn1, sb., part of a strip of field, 

see on, sb. 
onn2 (onj), sb., great heat, see 

ond2, sb., and onn, sb. 
onnapi [oii“api*], sb., a diminu- 

tive being (person), a very small 
and partly mis-shapen person. Fo. 
The first part is No. agn-, ogn-, 
used as a diminutive prefix to “li- 
ten”, adj., small. See further un- 
der ennapi, sb. With onn- cf. also 
*ondi, adj. 

onplost, -plust [onplost, onplost] 
and omplost [o'mplost (-plast); 6m- 
plost, o'mplost], sb., 1) a sudden, 
fierce gale of wind, prop, from an 
opposite direction (cf. ongasto, sb.); 
rough, stormy weather-, he was co- 
rnin’ on or op a o. Us. (onplost) 
and Uw. (omplost). 2) metaph.: 
haste, great hurry-, to be in a om- 
plost (Uw.). — Prob. an old *and- 
blastr, prop, contrary wind, onset 
of contrary wind, = O.N. andvidri, 
No. andveder, n. O.N. and-: particle, 
denoting something opposite; O.N. 
bl£str, m., blast, Shetl. bloster (blu- 
ster), sb., violent wind with squall 
(U.). Cf. O.H.Q. anablast, m., onset. 

onredli, adj., tangled-, untidy, see 
“un-redli”, adj. 

on-seeker [on"sik,ar, Sn"-], sb., 
an animal in the habit of breaking 
into the home-field (de tun), an 
unruly animal, difficult to keep 
away from the home-field-, a o.-s. 
for de tun. N.Sh. (N.I.). Syn. with 
aim ark. — Anglicised form of an 
old Norn word *asoekjari(?), attacker. 
See the foil. word. 

on-seekin' [on"sik-in, &n"-], pres, 
part, and adj., 1) actively, of an an- 
imal : having the habit of breaking 
into the home-field (de tun); a 
o.-s. coo, sheep or horse. 2) pas- 
sively, of the home-field: exposed 
to animals desiring to break in 
(over the fence)-, a o.-s. tun.— In 
sense 1 originally doubtless an adj.: 

*asoekinn; Icel. ^saekinn, No. aa- 
sokjen, adj., attacking, aggressive 
(cf. O.N. Asoekni, f., inclination to 
attack or molest), “on-seekin”, in 
sense 2, is a pres, part., O.N. 
soekjandi” from O.N. “soekja 6”, vb., 
to pursue, attack, = scekja at. With 
the passive use of “on-seekin” cf. 
e. g. etin (under et, vb., to eat), 
pres. part, and adj., edible. 

onset [onset, &nsaet (&'nsaet)], sb., 
1) great pressure; exertion of 
strength; working hard at some- 
thing; der wer’ (it was) a o. to 
get finished; ironically: hit [‘it’] is 
a better o. (of unnecessary bustle 
or preparations). 2) metaph.: pres- 
sure, necessity; der ’r nae o. on it, 
there is no necessity for it. N.I. — 
An old “*&set” from O.N. setja 6, 
vb., to press on, No. setja aa (paa), 
vb., to squeeze; to urge on; stretch; 
pull hard. Eng. onset, sb., is used 
in a somewhat diverging sense. 

onsla [onsla], sb., a great multi- 
tude, a flock; a great o. o’ folk or 
animals. C. May be the same word 
as Da. honselag, No. hanselag, n., 
a party receiving “hans”: entertain- 
ment given by a sailor to his com- 
rades on his first voyage; Faer. hds- 
lag [hoslaea] for *honslag, n., feast, 
entertainment. 

ontak [ontak, Sntak], sb., 1) a 
taking hold of eagerly, exertion, ef- 
fort. 2) metaph.: a taking on, shout- 
ing and scolding-, fit of despera- 
tion-, to be in a o., to become ex- 
cited, to shout and scold-, he is in 
as guid [‘good’] a o., he is getting 
excited. N.I. — O.N. atak, n., ataka, 
f. , a taking hold of-, Icel. 6tak, No. 
aatak, n., (great) exertion of strength-, 
effort. 

ontili, adj., unlucky, disagreeable, 
see un-tili, adj. 

*op [Sp (op)], sb., eve of a feast, 
the day before a holy-day, as the 
second part of compd., e.g. jolop, 
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Christmas eve, Todlegsis (Toljeg- 
sis)-op, the day before St. Thor- 
lak’s day, Tammasmass-op. Fo. See 
further *apta, sb., from which (by 
abbr.) the form *ap has arisen, and 
from this, *op. 

op [op], adv., I) up. II) above. 
In application the word mostly as- 
similates to Eng. up, but is occas. 
used differently from that word and 
corresponds partly to O.N. upp, up, 
and partly to O.N. uppi, above, e.g.: 
1) to blaw op, to begin to blow, to 
increase, appl. to wind. 2) to be op, 
to be alive, = O.N. vera uppi; “der 
’r naebody [‘nobody’] op at [‘that’] 
can tell”. In sense of used up, 
finished, Shetl. “be op” is partly 
O.N. vera uppi, partly Eng. be up. 
A local expr.: to be op wi’ a fish, 
to catch a fish, to draw a fish out 
of the water. — In collocation with 
other adverbs: 1) op at, op-at [op'- 
ab], adv. and adj., up towards (or 
in) the north, northerly, of wind; 
de wind is gane [‘gone’] op at; 
op-at wind (Du.). Prop, up, up- 
wards, O.N. upp at. 2) op ower 
[op owor], used adjectivally: impetu- 
ous, too pressing or eager, a op- 
ower body (N.Roe). 3) op wi, adv., 
northerly or westerly, veering from 
south to west or north, of wind 
(Fe); de wind is gane op wi. O.N. 
upp med (vid), prep., along. Cf. in 
to, adv. (under inn, in, adv.). — 
An older form upp [op], occas. al- 
ternating with op, has been pre- 
served as the first part in various 
compds., thus: uppadoga,adj., upp- 
alangst, adj. (prop. refl. perf. part.), 
uppastju, sb.,uppbrak(uppabrak), 
sb., uppdorrok, adj., upp-draw, sb. 
and vb., uppdroitt, adj., uppet, vb., 
uppgeng,sb., uppgester, sb., upp- 
glopen, adj., uppha(l)d, sb., fupp- 
helli-a’, sb., uppherda, sb., upp- 
hugg, adj., uppkast, sb., upp-layin’, 
sb., upplift, sb., upplopen, adj., 

upp-lousin’, sb., upplos, vb., upp- 
mak’, sb., uppomjora, *uppom0ra, 
adv., upp-rivin’, sb., uppset, sb., 
uppslag(a), sb., uppsprett(a), sb., 
uppstander, sb., *uppst0, sb., upp- 
suk, sb., fuppswol, sb., upptak, 
sb., see these words. 

*opa [opa], vb., to open, in the 
expr. o. donna, donni [doija, dorp]! 
open the door! Conn. See*oba,vb. 

opan-fo [op'antir], adv., above, on 
the heights, of sheep frequenting the 
high parts of the out-field; de sheep 
is makin’ o.-f.; o.-t. i’ de hill. Fo., 
Nm. — op an seems to have arisen 
by mingling of a) O.N. ofan, adv., 
above, from above, ofan til, adv., 
above, and b) O.N. upp, adv., up. 
“to” is a local pronunc. of Eng. to. 

*ord1 [ord, 6rd], sb., 1) collect, a 
heap of fragments of rock, talus 
(esp. at the foot of a rocky wall, 
and caused by a mountain slide). 
2) a big boulder. Now found only 
as a place-name, e.g. de Ord: a) 
Br. [ord], b) North Isle, N. [ord]. 
de Ords [ords]: a) Hwefirth Ness, 
Nm., b) N.Roe, c) Fitful, Du. Occas. 
*urd [ord], e.g. de Fadlurdins [fadl- 
ordms] (Hamnafell, Fo.): *fall-ur5- 
irnar. — In the colloquial language 
is found a form hordin [hordin] 
(q.v.), partly a) a big boulder, partly 
b) a big, heavily-built person (wo- 
man). Also in place-names: Hord- 
[hord-]. Shetl. Stedn., p. 160. — O.N. 
urfl, f., a heap of fragments of rock, 
talus, esp. caused by a mountain slide. 

ord2 [ord], sb., 1) a bringing forth, 
calving, laying, to be under o., of 
a cow: to be with young, going to 
calve. Nmw. 2) metaph.: the mo- 
ment for executing something-, to 
be upo de o. o’ gaun, to be on the 
point of going. Nmn. — *vurp5, 
vurpt, f., a bringing forth, from O.N. 
verpa, to cast-, to lay eggs. See 
further urt (hurt), sb. 

ordel [6rdol]-free, sb., lintel, the 
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beam above the door, for putting 
things on. Conn, ordel- prob. for 
*order (older *horder-) by dissi- 
milation of the final r; see Introd. 
V (also N.Spr. VII), § 38 h. O.N. 
hurdar, gen. of hurd, f., a door, 
hurdarass, m., a door-beam. 

*ordedoit [ordadoif], sb., a morn- 
ing nap, a heavy sleep till late in 
the forenoon-, du’s ta’en dee a o., 
you have taken a long morning nap. 

•Yh. *ordetu [dr’dotu-]: Fe.; du’s 
ta’en dee a o. — Prob. *ardag-dot. 
O.N. ardegis, adv., early in the day. 
Icel. dott, n., a sleepy nodding with 
the head, ordetu for older *orde- 
dut; for dropping of final t see In- 
trod. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 35. 

*orderus [or'darus1, -6s-], sb., orig- 
inally denoting the plough-beam. 
Later: a piece of wood nailed down 
on the front of the plough-beam, 
to which the traces are (were) fast- 
ened. On the old, now antiquated, 
Shetl. wooden plough. Nms.(Sullom). 
In Conn.: erdros [aerdros (-as)].— 
*ardr-ass. O.N. ardr (r rad.), m., a 
plough, and “&ss”, m., a beam. Cf. 
*ordetagg, *ordikliv as well as ar- 
in “ar-tree”, and er- in erskai, sbs. 

*ordetagg, -tag [6r‘-datag], sb., 
one of the clods of earth, which, 
in uneven ploughing, is left on the 
sides of the furrow, comm, in pi., 
ordetaggs. Us. — The first part is 
O.N. ardr, m., a plough-, the second 
part is No. tagg, tagge, Sw. tagg, 
m., cog, tack, sb., Eng. tag, sb. 

*ordikliv, -klov [ordiklav], sb., 
on the old, now antiquated, Shetl. 
wooden plough: a long piece of 
iron, in shape like a horseshoe, 
passing under and above the place 
where “de merkal” (the piece of 
wood on which the ploughshare 
was fastened) went into the hind- 
most part of the plough. Nms. (Sul- 
lom). Also klovi and klivi (Du. and 
Conn.); see klovi, sb. 2. — *ardr-klofi. 

O.N. ardr, m.,a plough, andklofi, m., 
a cleft implement, pincers. 

ored [orad (orad)], sb., a small 
wedge driven into the point of a 
wooden nail in order to prevent it 
from slipping back-, esp. used in 
boat-building. Conn. — *&retti. No. 
aarette, m., Icel. Ardtti, n., id. 

orli [orli (orli, orli)], sb., an open- 
ing in the base of a stone wall, 
through which a burn runs. Nm. 
[comm, pronounced: orli]. Now more 
frequent and common in the form 
worli [worli, warli]. Conn.: orli (now 
mostly as a place-name: Orli) and 
worli. — Prop, an opening in the 
base of a fence or wall, through which 
a stream runs, O.N. *ar-hlid, n., ar, 
gen. of O.N. 6, f., a stream. O.N. 
hlid, n., an opening (in a wall or 
fence). See *o, ovedek, sbs. 

orm [(arm) Srm] and urm [orm], 
sb., vermin-, swarm-, a great num- 
ber of small creatures in motion-, 
esp. a) a swarm of maggots in fish, 
or of vermin on an animal-, b) a 
dense shoal of small fish, esp. of 
tiny coalfish, a o. o’ silleks; c) 
dense swarm of gnats, der ’r a o. 
o’ silleks at de sten (by the coast, 
prop, rocks by the sea-shore)-, der’ 
wer’ a o. o’ it, they (the small fry, 
gnats) came in a dense shoal or 
swarm; in a o. N.I. — The word, 
with root-meaning vermin, is in form 
O.N. ormr, m., a worm, serpent, in 
Da. (orm) also in sense of maggot-, 
might it not be the same word? 
The stem, from which the Shetl. 
word has been developed, is found 
in No. ur, m., yre, n., urja and yrja, 
f., a swarm (creeping or crawling 
mass). See the foil. word. 

orm [(arm) &rm] and urm [orm], 
vb., to creep, crawl, of a swarm of 
small creatures in motion, e.g. mag- 
gots in fish, vermin on animals; to 
teem with maggots or vermin; de 
fish is orm in, the fish is teeming 
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with maggots; de sheep is ormin, 
the sheep is full of vermin. N.I. — 
No.yrja and urja, vb., to swarm, teem. 

ormek [ormak], sb., a diminutive 
creature, esp. a tiny fish, a o. o’ 
a ting. Sa., Wests. — O.N. ormr, m., 
a worm. Cf. urmek and urmel, sbs. 

ormel [ormal (ormal, ormal)], sb., 
remnant; particle; fragment, esp. in 
pi., ormels. Comm, with short o 
[o]. Reported from Esh., Nmw., with 
long o [o]. hermel, hirmel [har- 
mal], as a sing, form, is more fre- 
quent, esp. negatively: no [‘not’] a 
h. , no de h.; also herm (hirm) and 
hermek (hirmek); see these forms. 
— O.N. ormul, n. pi., ruins; rem- 
nants; No. aarmole, m., remnant, 
fragment, aurmolar, m. pi. 

orn [orn], sb., hearth, hearthstone, 
esp. depression in the middle of 
the hearthstone. Fladabister, Conn. 
Also with prefixed j: a) jorn [(jorn) 
j&rn]: Papa St. (or Lunn.?), b) jurn 
[jorn]: Flad., Conn. The word is 
reported from Papa as hearth in 
general, from Fladabister esp. of the 
depression in the hearthstone, jurn- 
sten [jornsten] (Flad.), hearthstone. 
— O.N. arinn, m., a) dais; b) hearth. 
Fser. drnur [&rnor], &rni [Itrm], m., 
hearth, esp. depression in the hearth- 
stone for embers. Da. arne, hearth. 
Sw. dial, arne, m., hearthstone. 

ornaskap [6r"naskap], orna- 
skep [ormaskaep-, -skep-, -s^ep'], 
sb., properly (same) form of ear- 
mark, i.e.: uniform ear-mark in two 
sheep belonging to different owners, 
but in opposite ears (each ear hav- 
ing its particular mark or marks), 
i. e. the sheep belonging to one 
owner having the same mark in 
the right ear that the sheep of the 
other owner has in the left, and 
vice versa; his yowe has de o. o’ 
my ane, his ewe has the same ear- 
marks as mine, but in opposite 
ears; he has de o. o’ my mark, he 

uses the same sheep-marks as I, 
but reversed. N.I. (U. and Y.). orna- 
skap: U. occas. More comm.: orna- 
skep. Alternating with ornaskep 
[ermas^ep’] in U. ornaskep [or"- 
nasl^ep-, -skaep1 (-skEep1)]: Fe.—*0yrna- 
skap, uear-(mark) form”, oyrna, gen. 
pi. of O.N. oyra, n., the ear. orna- 
presupposes a form “*9urna” with 
dropped i-mutation. 

orrawiss [6r"awis’, or"awis', or*- 
awos-, or"aw9s-], sb., collect., very 
small and worthless fish. Ym. — No. 
orvissa, f., a trifle (R.). 

orremos [or-amos1], adj., unusu- 
ally abundant, esp. in the expr. “a 
o. diet”, a very abundant meal; ad- 
ditional fodder. Du. — Poss.an orig- 
inal “*urmals”, gen., that which is 
beyond the measure; cf. Fser. ur- 
mal, n., and “lirmselingur”, m., some- 
thing unusual and excellent (person, 
animal, object), orremos, with in- 
serted connecting vowel from *tirmals. 

ort [o‘rt], sb., brood, young ones 
of the same litter. Metaph., dis- 
paragingly or mockingly, of a flock 
of children having the same parents; 
flock, family; de hale [‘whole’] o. 
Ai. (Da Tief i’ da Neean). *vurpt, 
f., a bringing forth, from O.N.verpa, 
vb., to cast; to lay eggs. See fur- 
ther urt (and ord2), sb. 

orta [&‘rta], adj., rare, occurring 
at long intervals, now and then; a 
o. guid day, an occasional fine day; 
a o. shooer, a passing shower now 
and then. Wests. (Sa.). — Prob. from 
an original *urtak, n., extract, that 
which is selected from something, 
esp. as uttakin [ut"tak'm], pres. part, 
and adj., a) taking out, b) passively: 
that which is taken out, selected, 
which is also used c) in the same 
sense as orta, by development of 
the passive sense given under b. — 
“orra”, syn. with orta (and uttakin 
c), is L.Sc. (orrow, orra), and diver- 
ging in its origin. 
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*?os [ous], sb, elevation on the 

sea-bottom, bank. Fe. — O.N. &ss, 
m., rocky ridge. See *us1, sb. 

osi [osi], sb., juice, lye, esp. de- 
coction of the root of tormentil. 
This lye, together with black, fer- 
ruginous earth, was used for dyeing 
wadmal black. Fo. Also wos [wos, 
was], de wos o’ de bark. Fo. — 
O.Da. and Da. dial. (Jut.) os, c., sap. 
Eng. ouse, ooze, sb. M.L.G. w6s, 
decoction, juice. 

osja [&^a], sb., heavy downpour of 
rain; a o. o’ water. Prob. an original 
*ausa, f., a downpour. Cf. ous, vb., 
to bale out, also to rain in torrents. 

osmel [osmal (ozmal, osmal, oz- 
mal)], adj. and sb., I) adj., 1) dark, 
greyish, having a dingy, grey co- 
lour. 2) gloomy, having a sombre, 
grim appearance; dismal; repul- 
sive; evil-looking; o.-lookin’. Edm. 
has: “ozmilt, dusky,gray-coloured”. 
— II) as a sb.: a person of a gloomy, 
repulsive appearance. — The word 
is etym. to be classed with No. ys- 
men, adj., dark; hazy (ysma, f., 
hazy or misty air). 

ossa [osja]-moof/i, sb., a mouth, 
opening, where the sea sets in, 
esp. the mouth of a stream, the 
place where a stream widens at 
the outlet. Conn. As a place-name 
os in Woros [woros] (Fo.): O.N. 
&r6ss, m., the mouth of a stream. 
“oyce, oyse (Edm.), an inlet of the 
sea, 0. and S.” Sibbald: oyse, an inlet 
of the sea. Ork. os [os], the mouth 
of a stream, or a small, land-locked 
creek, comm.; occas. written “oyse 
(oyce)”. — O.N. 6ss, m., the mouth 
or outlet of a river or lake. 

fossel [Ssol (osal)], sb., a short 
piece of line fixed to the main 
line; a piece of line to which the 
hook is attached (Un.), occas. like 
tom; a o. till a haddock-line (Un.). 
Comm, in pi. ossels: short pieces 
of rope or line attaching a fishing- 

net (esp. herring-net) to the main rope, 
debauk-rep. Du. occas.: ussel [osol]. 
— Etym. uncertain. The word is found 
also in N.Eng. (Nhb.) dial.: ussel, sb., 
“the short cords in a herring-net that 
attach it to the balk” (E.D.D.). 

fost1 [&st], vb., 1) vb. n., to waste, 
melt, disappear-, esp. applied to snow 
exposed to wind or heat; de snaw 
is ostin. 2) vb. a., to melt, to 
cause to disappear-, esp. of wind 
or heat, dissolving the fallen snow; 
de wind is [‘has’] ostet [Sstot] awaa 
de snaw. Fe. — ost represents an 
older ‘vast or *wast, which appar- 
ently is the same word as Eng. 
waste, vb. (Lat. vastare, vb., to lay 
waste). There are, however, words 
of this stem found in A.S. and O.H.G. 
(A.S. w6ste, O.H.G. wuosti, adjs., 
waste), which are not borrowed from, 
but related to Latin. 

ost2 [ost (fist), oust (oust)], vb., to 
get new milk to curdle, to warm 
up new milk mixed with sour milk 
or butter-milk in order to make it 
curdle-, also to pour new milk in 
sour milk or butter-milk, and give 
it a boil. Comm, in perf. part., ostet 
[ostat (Sstot), oustot (oustot)]; ostet 
milk, curdled milk. Fe.: ost (ast). 
Nm.: oust, oust. In other places (e.g. 
in U., Y. and Wests.) ost [ost]. — 
O.N. ysta, vb., to make curds by 
warming up milk. 

ostin [ostin (Sstin), oustin (oustin)], 
sb., curdled milk, esp. new milk 
mixed with sour milk or butter-milk, 
warmed or boiled up. Fe. [ostin 
(&stin)]. Nm. [oustin (oustin)]. In 
other places (U., Y., Wests.): ostin 
[ostin], and pi. ostins. — Icel. and 
Faer. ystingur, m., curds separated 
from the whey, in Faer. esp. boiled, 
curdled milk. 

ost-milk [ostmai‘lk, -mai‘[k (Sst-)], 
sb., = ostin, sb. Fe. *ost-mj61k? 
Sw. dial. ust(e)-mj61k, f., = Shetl. 
ost-milk. O.N. ostur, m., cheese. 
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ottafeld, ottafild, “-field” [ot"a- 

feld', -fild- (-fildOL sb., a field in 
its second year of cultivation after 
lying fallow, — attavelta. Lunn. 
See further attavelta. 

otterskod [&t"3rsk6d‘ (ot"3rsk6d-)], 
sb., 1*) rebound of a wave, back- 
wash of breakers; obsolete in this 
sense. 2) great haste, speed, to 
geng wi’ a o., to come in a o. U. 
(Umo.). — *aptr-skot. u back-shot”, 
rebound. O.N. aptr, adv., backwards, 
and “skot”, n., a shooting, shot.— 
Cf. overskod (overskod), sb., which 
is still used in both the given senses. 

ous [ous (&us)], sb., heavy sea 
caused by tide and wind. Un. — 
*aus(a), a baling; casting (in large 
quantities). For the development of 
meaning of the word in Shetl. cf. 
the expr. “a kast (golikast) i’ de 
sea”. For the diphthong ou see the 
foil, words. 

ous [ous], vb., 1) to bale, esp. 
bilge-water out of a boat; to o. de 
water, to o. de boat. 2) to pour 
down; he is ousin ut (ut o’ him), 
the rain is falling in torrents (N.I. 
Acc. to J.I.). 3) a) to lift the feet 
high in walking (Fe.); b) to kick, 
= trump, vb. — O.N. ausa, vb., 
a) to bale, cast (in large quanti- 
ties); b) to empty by baling; c) of 
horses: to kick. — The diphthong 
ou [ou (&u)] in ous is not regularly 
developed from O.N. au (9u), which 
in Shetl. commonly changes to o, 
jo or 0; but, as in Ork. Norn and 
Caithness Norn “ou” regularly cor- 
responds to O.N. au, it may be due 
to infl. of Orkneyan or North Scottish. 

ouskerri [ous"kaeri (ous’kseri)], 
sb., a boat’s scoop. Formerly com- 
mon. The word is now superseded 
by Eng. scoop [Shetl. skgp]. Metaph.: 
occas. of a big, heavily-built person 
(woman); a great o. o’ a wife [‘wo- 
man’]. Sa., Wests. — O.N. aus(t)ker, 
n., boat’s scoop. See ous, vb. 

ousmol [ousmsl], sb., a certain 
quantity of water, collected in the 
bottom of a boat, which has to be 
baled out; bilge-water in the bot- 
tom of a boat. No. ausmaal, n., id. 
O.N. aust(r)m&l, n., is handed down 
in a diff. sense: the time for baling 
out bilge-water in a vessel (Fr.). 

ousrum [ousrnm, -rum], sb., well- 
room of a boat; see ousterrum, sb. 

ouster [oustar, ou'star], sb., 1) the 
act of baling water out of a boat. 
2) bilge-water in a boat to be baled 
out, = ousmol: 3) metaph.: check, 
discipline, authority; to keep o. ower 
ane. — O.N. austr, m., a) a baling, 
the act of baling (esp. water out of a 
vessel), b) bilge-water. With ouster 
3 cf. the metaphorical use of “ausa 
upp” in No.: to lash; “hann duste 
oopp for’n, he gave him a good rat- 
ing” (R.). See uster, sb. 

ousterrum [ou^starunr, -rum’] and 
oustrum, ustrum [oustrum, -rum; 
°ustrum], sb., well-room of a boat 
from which the bilge-water is baled 
out. The form ustrum [°ustrum] is 
reported from U. Also ousrum [ous-]. 
— O.N. austrrum, n., well-room in 
a vessel from which the water is 
baled out; No. ausrom, n. 

*ovaga [ovag'a], sb., shallow, 
swampy ground, the uppermost 
layer of which is soaked because 
the water cannot penetrate the stony 
or gravelly substratum. Yh. For 
older *orvaga, in which dropping 
of the r may be due to the fact that the 
first part of the compd. is unstressed. 
— O.N. *aurvaka. Peer, eyrvoka, f., 
shallow, swampy, gravelly ground in 
the out-field, soaked with water. O.N. 
aurr, m., gravel, and “vokva, vekva, 
vaka”, f., wetness, moisture. 

ovedek [ove'dak], sb., a dam by 
which the water is led in another 
direction, esp. from the mill-pond 
to the mill. Yn. — *aveita, f., u stream- 
leader”. O.N. a, f., a stream, Shetl. 
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*o, and O.N. veita, f., a trench, 
ditch, gutter, Shetl. vedek. 

ovelter [o’ve'Ttsr, o've'l'tar, o've'T- 
tar, o’ve'l’tar: long 6], adj. and adv., 
fallen or turned over, lying on the 
back and unable to rise, esp. of 
cattle; de coo [‘cow’] is fa’en [‘fal- 
len’] o. N.I. o,vei‘Har (-vector): Fe. 
Also with shortened 6 and the main 
stress on the second syllable. — 
The word corresponds in meaning 
to O.N. afvelta, adj., fallen down, 
unable to rise, but in form it agrees 
better with No. “aa velte” (also aal- 
velt), adj., quite overturned, with 
feet in the air (of animals), liggja 
aa velte (aavelt), i aa(l)velta (aa- 
velta, aalvelta, f., overturned posi- 
tion). Ork. avel [aval], adj., in the 
expr. “to lie avel” (of cattle), on the 
other hand, corresponds in form to 
O.N. afvelta. Da. dial., Jut.: awwaejt, 
owaelt, overturned. Sw. dial.: Svalltes, 
adj. and adv., id._ 

overi fo^-vori", 6a"v9ri'] and overin 
[o"varnr, o^varm'], sb., a) a lump 
of dough left over from baking; b) 
the last, small cake (barley- or oat- 
cake, broni) that is baked, = mel- 
lins-broni. N.Sh. [oa“v3rr]: U. occas. 
(Widwick). [^••varr]: Nmn. (N.Roe). 
over in: Y.; a overin broni. — Prop. 
something left over, and the same 
word as L.Sc. overin, sb., extra work. 
overin, sb. (q.v.), is a purer Norn form. 

overli [o'warli’, ovarii’], adj., ex- 
cessive, too big; exaggerated, a o. 
way o’ speakin’ (N.Roe: o“varli’). — 
O.N. ofrligr, adj., excessive. 

overli [o”varli\ ovarii’], adv., ex- 
cessively; o. hot wadder [‘weather’]: 
Lunn. [ovarii’]. — O.N. ofrliga, adv., 
excessively. L.Sc. overly, adv., ex- 
cessively. 

overskod [o-varskod’ (ovarskod’)], 
sb., l) rebound of a wave, back- 
wash of breakers or foam thereof. 
N.I. Partly swell near land (in fine 
weather): Fe. In U. occas. with short 

o in over; elsewhere more comm, 
with long o. 2) metaph.: too great 
hurry, speed; to geng [‘go’] or wark 
[‘work’] wi’ a o.; he’s gotten a o.; 
he took it wi’ a o. — (*ofrskot?) 
*yfirskot, n., ^ro^. surplus. See over- 
skod [*yfirskot], and cf., with regard 
to the change of meaning, otter- 
skod, sb. 

oversuk, over-suk [o’varsuk’, ov- 
arsuk*], sb., current, suk, on the 
surface of the sea (in contrast to 
under-current), incipient flow. N.I. 
A form oversuk is prob. the more 
original one [*yfir-si5gr]. 

ovi1 [ovi (oavi)], sb., in thatching: 
collect., pieces of wood laid between 
and across the laths (delangbands) 
in a roof; de o. o’ de ruiff [‘roof’]; 
de o.-tress. Also in pi.: ovis. From 
Sa., Wests., ovis, pi., is reported in 
sense of laths. — *avi5r, from O.N. 
&, prep, and adv., on, and viSr, m., 
wood, firewood. No. aavid, m., a) 
logs laid across the beams of a 
bridge (R.); b) cleft logs laid over 
a roof for weighting down (R.Suppl.). 

ovi2 [ovi, oavi], sb., punishment; 
he’s gotten his o., he has got his 
deserts (Un.: oavi). Prop, the same 
word as the preceding? 

owergeng [ovargerv (-g’eif, 
-gseiy)], sb., an excess of measure, 
a going beyond bounds, esp. 1) heavy 
surf, high sea near the shore, = the 
more common (opgeng) uppgeng. 
Conn. 2) violence; arrogance; ag- 
gression; he has (or der’r) a o.wi’ 
him. — The word is L.Scottish in form, 
but corresponds in sense to a) O.N. 
of(r)gangr, m., a going beyond all 
bounds; b) O.N. yfirgangr, m., im- 
periousness; tyranny; arrogance; op- 
pression. 

owergeng [ou’-argtj]’ (-g'eg*); 
ou-argeg- (-g^g*. -geg', -gaeg’)], vb., 
to exceed the right measure or go 
beyond bounds; to become over- 

I filled, e.g. of a byre not kept suf- 
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ficiently clean; — to go too far, 
beyond all bounds; dat (yon) ower- 
gengs; hit [‘it’] will o.; de byre is 
“owergane” [‘-gone’]. — Pres. part, 
“owergangin [oirorgag’in (-garpn, 
-gjarj’in)], owergengin’, owergaun”, 
imperious-, tyrannical-, violent-, in- 
tractable. Pert. part, “owergane”, 
partly in the same sense. — O.N. 
ganga yfir, vb., to exceed, surpass. 
L.Sc. (Jam.) ourgae, ourgang, vb., 
to exceed, surpass, also inter alia to 
master-, to rule. Cf. “geng ower”, 
which occas. is used in a special 
sense of surf or waves near the 
shore: to rise, to break high. 

owergrip [ou"3rgrip‘ (ou'argnp-)], 
sb., 1) the upper hand, in wrestling. 
2) a sprain, caused by hard work. 
See the foil. word. 

owergrip [ou"3rgnp-, ou^rgnp1], 
vb., to sprain, by hard work; he 
“owergripped” [-gnpod] his hand; 

pad [pad], vb., (to whisper) to tell 
something secretly, in a few words, 
to p. onyting till ane; to give one 
a hint of something, to p. ane o’ 
som’tin’; du might ha’e padet [pa- 
dat] me o’ it. Un. I paded [padad] 
him, I gave him a hint, put him 
on his guard. Sa., Wests. — Prob. 
*pata. Cf. O.N. pati, m., a rumour, 
and Shetl. (Un.) pater, vb., /o whisper. 
No. putra (potra, paatra), vb., inter 
alia to mumble, whisper, to speak 
low, is cognate with the word. L.Sc. 
and Shetl. paut, vb., to scrape with 
the foot; to kick, stamp, is different. 

padd [pad], sb., prop, a toad (O.N. 
padda, f.), but in this form now 
mostly used metaph.: a malicious 
(venomous) person, esp. in the compd. 
jederpadd [O.N. eitrpadda]; q.v. 
padd, in sense of toad, is now com- 

I’m [‘have’] “owergrippet” [-gnpat] 
me, my leg, my back. 

o wer-sten, o wersfen [ou"3rsten-], 
sb., the upper millstone, runner, in 
a quern or mill. Cf. over-sten un- 
der over. 

owertak [ou"3rtak*], sb., the up- 
per hand. No. yvertak, Da. over- 
tag, n., id. 

owerta'en [ou*,9rte-9n, ou-3rtE'3n], 
perf. part, and adj., overwhelmed, = 
No. yverteken. 

Owik [owik], substitute for the 
name of a person one does not 
wish to mention when speaking of 
him: he (she) whom you know, etc. 
0. telled [‘told’] me so and so. Yh. 
From U. (Un.) is reported the expr. 
“de body o’ Og [og, o3g]”, used in 
the same manner. Prop, a place- 
name? *&-v!k? Cf. Dot, fhaiper- 
nor, handi, bannister and hanne- 
paa, sbs. 

monly replaced by paddek, which 
is Sc. and Eng. paddock. 

tpdfcd [pad], vb., to pull gently. 
Us- w. See further patl, vb. 

*padl, *paddel, sb., see pall1, sb. 
fpaggi [pagi], sb., stuffed sto- 

mach, pudding in a sheep’s sto- 
mach, partly like L.Sc. (and Eng.) 
haggis. Fo. No. paggje = bagge, 
m., a bundle (R.). L.Sc. baggie, sb., 
the belly, from Eng. bag, sb. 

*pakk [pak], sb., formerly: a cer- 
tain quantity of wadmal, “pakke”, 
pack, a p. o’wadmel, acc. to Bal- 
four (pack) equal to 10 “gudlings”; 
see ♦fgollen1, sb. One “gudling, 
gullion” = 6 “cuttels” or one Scottish 
ell (Balfour). — O.N. pakki, m., a 
pack, bale of goods, inter alia of a 
certain quantity and weight of wad- 
mal, a kind of wadmal called “pakka- 
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vaflmal” or “islenzka” (in contrast 
to “hafnarvad, f., hafnarvaflm&r, n., 
common wadmal for daily use). In 
No., somewhat later, a “pakke” of 
wadmal was equal to 60 ells. 

pakki [paki], sb., in fishing with 
long-line: a collection of lines con- 
stituting a long-line (comm, between 
400 and 600 fathoms, varying in 
diff. places), consisting of 10 to 12 
or occas. more bugts; see bugt, 
sb.; a p. o’ tows. comm. — Prop, 
the same word as the preceding, 
with the ending preserved. O.N. 
pakki, m., a pack, bundle. 

pall1 [(paj) pal], sb., rocky ledge, 
grass-grown shelf or ledge in a 
steep, rocky wall. Fe., Nmw. (Esh.). 
Now (outside the mentioned locali- 
ties) doubtless found only as a place- 
name, and moreover in sense of a 
high plateau. Examples: de Pall 
[pal] o’ 0r [or] (Esh., Nmw.), a stretch 
of low rocks jutting out in the sea: 
*0yrar-pallr. de Pallens [palens] (on 
Grone, one of the isles of “de Sker- 
ris”), rocky ledges: O.N. pallarnir, 
def. pi. form, de Fjardepall [fjar"- 
dopaj', -pail-], high plateau immedi- 
ately to the north of Kollafirth Voe, 
Nm., and forming the northern part 
of the village of Kollafirth: *fjardar- 
pallr, ufirth-(high) plateau”, de So- 
pall [s6pa[] (Uyea, Nmn_w.), a rock 
from which angling is carried on: 
either *s&-pallr (see so, vb., to spit 
or throw out half-boiled, chewed 
limpets on the water to allure the 
fish), or rather for *sod-pall from 
an original *sat-pallr (cf. sod, sodi1, 
sb., a seat, esp. an angling-rock, 
from O.N. s&t, f.). As the first part 
of compd. pall is found e.g. in Pal- 
laberg [pal"abaerg’] (Us.), a ledgy, 
rocky wall: *palla-berg. — In Fo. 
is found a form padl, paddel [pa- 
dol], with change from original 11 
to dl, in sense of rocky ledge; now, 
however, obsolete and preserved only 

as a place-name: de Paddels. — 
O.N. pallr, m., step; dais; bench; 
shelf; Peer, pallur, m., a) a bench, 
b) a ledge in a steep, rocky wall. 

tpall2 [pal, pa[], sb., the head, 
mockingly or jokingly. U. Esp. in 
the compds. a) hosapall, hosapall, 
sb.; see hosapann, hosapall; b) 
skull-pall. Prop, the same word as 
the preceding with the root-meaning 
platform? May also be associated 
with L.Sc. pallat, sb., the crown of 
the head, and pallet, sb., a ball 
(Jam.). In Du. pallek [palok] is ap- 
plied to something plump and well- 
fed, to which the expr. “a pallek 
o’ a sed”, a plump coalfish, may 
be referred rather than to No. pale, 
m., a young coalfish. 

pall3 [pa*!, pa[], sb., tangled knot 
= ball, from which word pall has 
arisen by hardening of b to p; “ga- 
derd in a p.”. Conn. 

pall [pa*!, (pa[) pa[], vb., to pull 
gently and slowly; to p. (come p a 11 i n) 
alang de shore; M.Roe, Dew. *palla. 
No. and Sw. dial, pala, vb., to trot 
along, to walk slowly, Sw. dial, palla, 
vb., to trip, to walk softly. 

pall [pa[], adv., smooth and flat, 
reported of slaughtered fish laid down 
in a vat or barrel; “lay de fish p. 
into de fat [‘vat’]”! Nmw. — Cf. Sw. 
dial, palla, vb., to place a stone 
firmly and evenly, e.g. in building 
a fence. The word is to be asso- 
ciated with pall1, sb. 

pannabrod [paiyabrod- (-brad)] 
and pannibrod [paq"ibrod’, paq-’s-], 
sb., a piece of a broken pot, esp. 
used for melting fish-livers in, and for 
keeping lamp-oil in ’ (occas. also for 
melting of lead). Y. and Fe. paqa-, 
pana-: Y. (paqa-) pam-, parp-: Fe. 
From Yb. is reported aformpansa- 
brod[pan"<jabrod’]. — O.N. *p9nnu- 
brot, n., piece (brot) of a shallow 
vessel (panna). O.N. panna, f., a vat, 
cooking-vessel. See pottabrod, sb. 
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pannek [par^ak], sb., = panna- 

brod; esp. in the expr. “0H [‘oir]-p.”, 
a piece of a broken pot for keeping 
liver-oil (lamp-oil) in. Skelbre, L. — 
O.N. panna, f., a vat, cooking-vessel. 

panni [pani] and penni, pinni 
[pani], sb., a water-pail, = spannL. 
F.I. For sporadic dropping of ini- 
tial s before a consonant (esp. p and 
k) see N.Spr. p. 55, the note. 

pansjara, pan-sjara? [panjja ra], 
sb., dense, black mist, esp. lying 
on the surface of the sea. Conn. — 
Etym. uncertain. As the single parts 
of the compd. a) pan, a pan o’ mist, 
and b) sjara [^ara, sjgra], a black 
sjara, are used in the same sense 
as pansjara, and as the word “head” 
is often used of a collection of dense 
clouds, one might suggest a “pan”, 
the forehead, skull, and a *sjara, 
syn. with “pan”, and regularly de- 
veloped from an O.N. *hjari = O.N. 
hjarsi, m., the crown of the head, 
skull (cf. No. hjare, m., the brain: 
R.). The word “pan” is used in 
Shetl. also of a dense shoal of small 
fry (herrings, small coalfish), a p. 0’ 
herrings, a p. 0’ silleks; prop, a 
dense layer? Cf. Eng. and L.Sc. pan, 
sb., a hard, firm crust below the soil. 
As g in final ng, as a rule, is not 
dropped in Shetl. monosyllables, the 
word is hardly Eng. dial. (L.Sc.) pang, 
vb., to cram, pack, stuff. It may 
poss. be more reasonable, with re- 
gard to sjara, to suggest a *sara, 
in sense of sediment, dregs, which 
latter word is to be classed with 
Icel. sori, m., and syrja, f., sedi- 
ment, dregs, No. sor, sorr (East Norw. 
sar), n., crust of ice, layer of small 
lumps of ice on the water (Aa.), also 
mixture of ice, or snow, and water 
(R.), Sw. sdrja, f., id., also soft or 
moist dirt, O.N. saurr, m., mud; dirt. 
— Shetl. (C.) “pansjad” [pansjad'], sb., 
excitement, confused hurry, differs 
from pansjara, and is doubtless 

Eng. dial, panshard, sb., excitement, 
rage. 

fpap [pap, psp], sb., a piece of 
whalebone, or a small iron rod (acc. 
to Edm. about 18 inches in length), 
connecting the lead of a fishing- 
line (hand-line) with the snells, to 
which the hooks are attached. — 
Eng. pap, No. pappe, m., prop, nipple, 
also used in a wider sense of a 
protuberant point. 

par [par], sb., 1) a grain; scrap; 
every p. (Voe, Du.). 2) a scrap of 
meat; esp. negatively: der ’r no a 
p. upo de bens; der ’r no a p. upon 
him, he is quite emaciated. Fe. — 
O.N. par, n., a paring, scrap. Cf. Fser. 
“par” in “parrad”, n., a very lean, 
shrunken person, and Eng. pare, vb. 

par [pgr], vb., to become extremely 
lean, to pine away; to p. or p. op. 
Now also comm.: per [pe3r]; to p. 
op; he is perin op. pard [pard] 
to de bens, lean, skinny. Fe. For 
the etym. see the preceding word. 

pari [par®l], sb., gritty excrement, 
esp. from sheep, = No. parle, m. 
See perl and pirl, sbs. 

fpas, pass [pas], vb., to find out 
and betray secrets, to tell tales. U. 
Poss. to be compared with No. pesa, 
vb., to whisper, tell tales; to back- 
bite. Or is the word merely a local 
use of Eng. pass, vb. a. 

fpas(s)a [pasa], sb. fern., a gos- 
sip-monger. U. Formed with the Old 
Northern fern, ending a. See ante. 

pater [pator], vb., to speak in an 
undertone, to whisper; he paterd 
intill him, he whispered something 
in his ear. Un. No. putra (potra, paa- 
tra), vb.,/o mumble, whisper, and O.N. 
pati, m., a rumour, are cognate with 
the word. See pad and potr, vbs. 

pati,sb., see patti,patti-grice,sbs. 
patl [patol (pa'tol)], sb., one who 

rakes or pokes in something, esp. 
in the compd. “aessie-p. [aes’ipahol 
(-pa't-ol)]”, one who sits raking in 
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the ashes, a Cinderella, neglected 
child. See the foil. word. 

patl, pattel [patol, pa'tal, pa^ol, 
paitol], vb., 1) to push, poke, rake 
in something; to p. or sit patl in 
[pathn, pa'tlin, pa^lin, paithn] i’ de 
aess (ashes); N.I. etc. [pa'tol, paital: 
U.; pa^ol: Fe. and Yb.j. “to p. ut 
de nokki”, to take a fish off the 
hook by means of a “palate-stick” 
or “patl-tree” (see the foil, word): 
U. [pa'tol, paitol]. 2) to walk with 
unsteady, tottering steps, to toddle, 
esp. of little children beginning to 
walk; to p. aboot (Sandwick, Du11.: 
patol). 3) to pull gently with light 
strokes; to p. wi’ de ayre (the oar), 
to p. awaa upo de ayre. Fe. [pa'tal, 
pa^ol]. — Prob. an old *patla, vb., 
cognate with No. pota, vb., to push, 
poke (with stick or rod), Da. pode, 
Sw. peta, vbs. Cf. No. patla, vb., 
to trip along, as well as No. and 
Sw. dial, pitla, pittla, vb., in No. 
(pitla): to trip, in Sw. (pittla): to pick, 
poke. In sense 3 Shetl. patl al- 
most assimilates to Eng. paddle, vb. 

patl-free, pattel-free [(pat"3ltri ) 
pa't"9ltrr, pa("3ltri', par’taltrr], sb., 
“palate-stick”, cylindrical piece of 
wood with a notch in the lower 
end which is put into the mouth of 
a fish in order to extract the hook 
when it has been swallowed too far 
down. U. Sometimes with change of 
tl to dl padl-tree, paddel-tree [pa- 
(lal-, pa^al-] (U.). The common name 
(outside U.) is kavl-tree, kavlin-tree. 
— See the preceding word. Cf. also 
No. potul, m., a slender stick, match, 
L.Sc. pattle, sb., a stick with which 
the ploughman clears away the 
earth adhering to the plough. 

patsi [patsi], sb., pet name for a 
pig, esp. as a call. N.I. (acc. to J.I.). 
s-deriv. of patti, pati, sb. 

patti [pati] and pati [pati], sb., 
pet name for a pig, domesticated 
pig, occas. orphan pig. In the lat- 

ter sense the form “pati” is reported 
from Yb. Also in the compd. “patti- 
grice”. Cf. Da. pattegris, c., sucking- 
pig, and see alipati, sb. 

patti-gr/ce [pat”igrais-], sb., a 
sucking-pig, domesticated pig. comm. 
Da. pattegris, c., a sucking-pig. See 
ante. 

pattin [(pa'tin) pa'^m] and paitin 
[paitin, paitin, paitan], sb., a little 
boy (or girl); a piri (little) p. Un. 
[paitin]. Mostly a naughty child, 
malicious little boy (or girl), [pa'- 
[in]: Fe. [paitin, -in]: U"., Yh. [pai- 
tan]: Us., Yn. paitins o’ bairns (Yh.), 
naughty or disobedient children. 
Also paitek [paitak], in Un. (Har- 
oldswick) esp. a child too small for 
its age, in Nm". a naughty child. 
— Icel. patti, m., a little boy (B.H.). 

pailk. sb. and vb., see pilk. 
pail kin. sb., a little child; see 

pilkin2, sb. 
pailti, sb., a small pig-, see pilti, sb. 
paiti, sb., a small pot, a piece 

of a broken pot\ see pitti, sb. 
paitin, paitek, sb., a naughty little 

child, etc.; see pattin, sb. 
pebi [pebi], sb., papa, in child- 

ren’s language the name \ox father. 
Nm". (N.Roe). No. pape, Peer, papi, 
m., father (prop, in children’s lang- 
uage). Cf. pobi1, sb. 

peg [peg] and pegi [pegi, pegi], 
sb., 1) a small cabbage-stalk, esp. 
a poor one. 2) a small person. In 
both senses also: pjegi [pjegi, pjegi]. 
The form peg is reported from U. 
in sense 1; elsewhere more comm.: 
pegi, pjegi. — The root-meaning 
is doubtless something small and 
feeble. See further pig and pjakk, 
sbs.; the former quite assimilates to 
peg(i). For peg(i) 1, a small cab- 
bage-stalk, note Da. dial., Jut. psek, sb., 
spatulate, aquatic plant, acc. to Fejlb. 
(M.L.G. pek). In Molbech mentioned 
as Jut.: peg, paeg, n., common rush. 

“fpekk”,sb., immature corn in the 
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field. Acc. to J.Sp. (Un.), in E.D.D.: 
peck. — Poss. merely a local sense of 
Eng. dial, peck, sb., a very small 
quantity of food. But as words in 
Shetl. Norn with root-meaning par- 
ticle, trifle, something insignificant, 
are sometimes applicable to immat- 
ure corn (cf. hig, sb. [No. higr, n., 
a trifle, something insignificant], 
nidd, njad2, njag1, njatr1, no2, 
sbs.) it is reasonable to suggest an 
association with No. pikke, adj. and 
adv., little, Sw. dial, pikker, adj., 
small, and “pykke”, n., a trifle. 

pel1 [pel], sb., a plain button: a 
wooden peg serving as a button in 
a garment-, a snikki (snitti)-p. 
Papa Stour. Cf. No. (East Norw.) 
peele, psele (with common 1) as a 
parallel form to “perle”, m., a small 
lump-, clod. See further a) perl and 
pirl, sbs., b) snitt and snivri, sbs. 

fpel2 [pel (pe3l)], sb., a wooden plug 
in a buoy, de p. o’ de bow [‘buoy’]. 
Da. pael, c., a pole, stake, acc. to 
L.Germ. (O.Frisian pel and pal, m.). 

pelek [pelak, pe3l9k], sb., roe 
membrane in fish, esp. a) undeve- 
loped roe. Nm. and Yh. [ps3l3k]; 
b) empty roe-case. Du. occas. [ps- 
l9k]. Also pjelek [pjetek, pjeal3k]. 
U. Un.: pje3l9k (undeveloped roe). 
Uwg.: pjel3k (roe membrane), liver- 
pjeleks [pjeal3ks] (U.), fish-livers 
stuffed into roe membranes and 
boiled. Cognate with Eng. peel, sb. 
Cf. Sw. dial, pela, vb., to pare, peel 
off. A form pilek (q.v.) is reported 
from Wests, and Du. 

fpell [(pel) pel, pael], sb., a rag, 
tatter, tangled tuft, see pjol2 and 
pjol, sbs. 

fpellet [pel3t, paelat], adj., ragged, 
tattered, tangled, see p j o 1 e t (p j 61 e t), 
pjoli (pjoli), adjs. 

pelt [pae'lt], sb., a) a rag, tatter; b) 
a ragged person; see ragapelt, sb. 

penga [pegga (paegga)], and pengo 
[peggo (paeggo)], sb., collect., money, 

coin. Fairly common. From Fe. is re- 
ported a form penge or pinge [peg- 
ge], and from Yb.: pinge [pigge]. — 
O.N. pen(n)ingr and (contracted) pengr, 
m., (property) penny; money, coin. 

penkafild, sb., see fpinkafil. 
per [per, pe3r], vb., to become ema- 

ciated, to p. op (Fe.); see par, sb. 
and vb. 

perl (perel) [peral (peral)], sb., a 
plain button: a wooden peg serving 
as a button in a garment; a snitti-p. 
Wests. Cf. No. parle and perle, m., a 
small lump; clod. See besides a) p e 11 

and pirl,sbs., b) snitt and snivri,sbs. 
perm, vb., see pirm, vb. 
pernikkerous,adj.,seethefoll.word. 
pernitret, pernitteret [parmt-arat’, 

paer-], adj., 1) very sulky and mali- 
cious, ill-tempered and peevish (Du.). 
2) icy cold. Also comm.: pernik- 
kerous [p£rmk"3r6s-, paer-]. As an 
adv.: pernikkerously, hit [‘it’] is p. 
cauld de day [‘to-day’]. — In sense 
1 the word is most prob. an inten- 
sive form of nitret, nitteret, adj., 
malicious; ill-tempered; surly, of 
a small person (Du.). In sense 2 
rather an intensive of snitret1, adj., 
very cold, sharp; see snitter1, sb. 
[Da. snert, sb., sting of cold]. Note, 
however, also nitr, nitter2, vb., to 
shiver and shake with cold, to huddle 
oneself up from cold. — The inten- 
sive first part per-, may be due to 
infl. of Eng. words beginning with 
an intensive “per”, such as “perni- 
cious, perpetual, pertinacious, adjs., 
persevere, vb.”, as well as some 
adjectives commonly appearing in 
Shetl., as a) “perent [perae‘nf]”, tidy, 
excessively careful, L.Sc. perempt 
(abbr. form of “peremptory”), poss. 
mingled with No. perdenteleg, Da. 
and Sw. pertentlig, adj., very finical, 
fastidious; prudish? b) “perjink”, 
excessively accurate (L.Sc. perjink), c> “pernikket, pernikketi”, very pre- 
cise in trifles (Eng. dial, pernickety), 
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d) persent and persointet,//«/ca/ 
and fault-finding, see these words, e) per skit (q.v.), exceedingly accu- 
rate, excessively polite. 

persail [peVsail*], sb., a broken awl. 
Un. A compd. The second part is 
O.N. *syil, No., Sw. and Da. syl, m. 
(c.), pointed tool, awl. The first part 
is uncertain. — From Du. is reported 
pirsel [pe'rsol], pirselbor [pe‘r"s3l- 
bor], an auger, which, however, may 
be another word. Cf. poss. No. pro- 
sul, “pr0saal”,m.,yOo//z/^r/ iron imple- 
ment. Or from Eng. piercer, sb.? 

persent [persse‘nt‘, porsse'nt-], and 
persointet [persoi'n’tat, -s6‘q't3tj, adj., 
finical, very particular, constantly 
fault-finding in trifles. S.Sh. — Might 
the word be a corruption of “per- 
tentlig” (Da. and Sw.), No. perdente- 
\zg,&<l\.,affected; fastidious; prudish? 

perskit [porsklf, porskih], adj.,mock- 
ingly: exceedingly accurate or partic- 
ular; very formal, polished and cere- 
monious in one's behaviour. Cf. L.Sc. 
pershittie, adj., precise; punctual; 
formal. 

persointet, adj., see persent, adj. 
f pertek [pee'rtok], sb., a mare, tabu- 

name used at sea in fishermen’s lang. 
Un. Prob. L.Germ. perd, a horse, 
(H.Germ. pferd); Da. dial., Jut. perd, 
“ psert’ ’, a mare (Fejlberg), Fser. “ pert’ ’, 
m., a horse. 

pesel [pesal], sb., tangled lump, 
something in disorder; also metaph.: 
confusion, in a p. For the relation of 
pesel, see the foil. word. 

pes-w7sp, pes- wusp [peswasp, 
-wosp, -wosp; pes’wosp"; pe3s-], sb., 
tangled lump, esp. a rope or line in 
disorder; in a p.-w. — With the first 
part of compd. pes, cf. Fser. pes, n., 
and pesja, f., old tangled wool on 
sheep, pesjutur, adj., tangled. See 
pesel and besel2, sbs. The second 
part is prob. No. vopsa, f., entangle- 
ment, in the form infl. by Eng. wisp, 
sb.; see wisp1 and vispel, sbs. 

pig [pig, pig], sb., 1) a) a small 
cabbage-stalk; a p. o’ kail. Conn, 
and other places: [pig]; Y. [pig]; a 
diseased, undeveloped cabbage-stalk 
(Esh., Nmw.: pig), b) a small, stunted 
creature (Esh.: pig). 2) a very small 
person. — See peg, pegi, sb. pig 
is no doubt syn. with No. pik (piik), 
m., a pike, peak. Note also Da. dial., 
Jut. “pig”, used as the last part of 
compds., disparagingly, mockingly or 
in jest of persons (Fejlb.). 

pigg [pig], vb., metaph.: to carp at, 
to scoldand.grumble; to p. (keep pig- 
gin) at ane. Nmn. Prop, to prod. No. 
and Sw. pigg, m., Da. pig, c., point. 

*pigvar [pigvar], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for hali- 
but = Shetl. turbot (Shetl. mill-fluke, 
mill-fish = Eng. turbot). — Da. pig- 
hvarre, Sw. piggvar, m., turbot, pleu- 
ronectes maximus. 

pikkL [pik], sb., a small iron im- 
plement with a wooden handle to pick 
limpets off the rocks; a limpet-p. Fo. 
The same word as pikki2, sb., q.v. 

fpikk2 [pik], sb., pique, ill-will; to 
ha’e a p. at somebody. No. and Faer. 
“pikk”, id. (Eng. pique with long i- 
sound.) 

pikk [pik], vb., to pick, to tap, = 
(O.N.) No. and Sw. pikka, Da. pikke,vb. 

pikki1 [(piki) paki], sb., a tapping. 
“to play p. aroond de skrusfthecw/z- 
stocAs/’: child’s game in autumn, a kind 
of playing hide-and-seek around the 
corn-stacks (Du.); see skottamilli- 
skrua,sb. *pikk. Cf.pikki-hoggi,sb. 

pikki2 [(piki) paki], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
gaff. Y"., Nm. Also “pikki [paki]- 
hook” (Kollafirth, Nm.). Common 
name: hoggistaf, huggistaf; q.v.— 
O.N. pikka, f., a pickaxe (more recent 
word), No. pikka, f., a small pickaxe. 

pikki2 [piki (peki), paki], sb., the 
name of certain birds, esp. of three- 
toed gull, Shetl. rippek; a “pikki- 
maw”. Prop, the same word as pikki2. 
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Cf. No. pikka, f., as the name of cer- 
tain birds (trepikka, woodpecker, pi- 
cas; rurpikka, sandpiper, trigla). L.Sc. 
pick-maw, pyk-maw, sb., a kind of 
gull (larus ridibundus). — Shetl. pik- 
katari [pik”atari], as the name of sea- 
swallow, is Eng. dial. (L.Sc., Cum.) 
picktarnie, sb., the sea-swallow. 

f pikkifild [pikniild'], sb., a quarrel; 
der wer (there was) a p. atween dem. 
Fo. The second part -fild is doubtful, 
perhaps a corrupted form from L.Sc. 
flyt, flite, sb., a quarrel. With pikki- 
may poss. be compared Icel. peks, n., 
a slight quarrel (B.H.); or might it 
be No. pikke, adj.,small? See pinka- 
fil(d), sb. 

pikki-hoggi [pik’ihog'i], pikki-huggi 
[pik-ihog-i], sb., a slight blow or tap; 
esp. in theexpr. “to play p.-h.”, a boy’s 
game; see hogg1, hugg (hoggi, 
huggi), under which word this game 
is described. 

pikki-hook, see pikki2, sb. 
pikki-maw, see pikki3, sb. 
pil [pil, pH], sb., 1) a bit; particle; 

trifle, esp. negatively: no a p., not the 
least. Also with “ai” for “i (!)” hy 
anglicising: pail, no a p. (Sa.,Wests.). 
2) a) a tuft; a p. o’ girs, a tuft of 
grass (Fe.? acc. to J.I.). b) grass- 
blade, reported from Sa. in the form 
pail, a p. o’ girs. 3) a tiny, black 
mussel, adhering to the rocks on the 
foreshore. Mostly used collect.: small, 
black mussels. In sense 3 often in 
the compd. “craw-pil”; see kroklin, 
sb. — No. pile, m., a particle; Sw. dial, 
pel, n., Da. dial., Jut. pille, c.,a trifle; 
“allri pel”, “aller en pill”, not (never) 
the very least. L.Sc. pile, sb., a grain, 
blade of grass. 

pilek [pilok, pilak, pllak], sb., a) a 
small, undeveloped roe. Wests., Fo. 
[pilakj. Sa. [pilaek, pilaek]. b) empty 
roe-case. Du. [Ireland, Du.ipllak]. In 
Sa. also sometimes jokingly, pileks 
[pllaeks], pi., of a pair of trousers, 

owing to their resemblance to the roe- 
case (esp. in cod). — Prob. peel, rind, 
and to be classed with No. pila, vb., 
to peel off. See pelek, sb. 

pilen (piljen, piljin) [pijan, pijin, 
pi[in], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in fish- 
ermen’s lang. for buoy. Nm. The 
word no doubt denotes the upright 
rod on the buoy, like the syn. pinni, 
pin nek, and is then most prob. O.N. 
pila, f., a point; an arrow. The final 
n may be the def. art., grafted on the 
word: pllan? The pronunc. with [ 
rather points to a *pillinn from *pill, 
m.; cf. No. and Sw. pil, m., Faer. pilur, 
m., an arrow. 

pilk1 [(pei‘[k, p^ijk) pa‘[k], sb., a 
fishing-rod with a hook at the end. 
N.I. Sw. dial, pilk, m., a fishing-rod 
with a sharp hook at the end; No. 
pilk, m., fish-hook with artificial bait; 
Da. dial. (Seeland) pilk, c., a piece of 
bright lead, with a hook at the end, 
fixed to a line and used in fishing 
instead of bait. 

pilk2 [(pei‘lk, p3i‘lk) p^jk, pa‘[k], 
sb., a thrashing, to gi’e ane a p. U. 
[p®i‘[k and pa'lkj. Sa. [pa‘[k]. See 
pilk, vb. 8. 

pilk [peilk, pei‘lk, p3i‘lk, p®i‘lk, 
pa‘[k, paillk], vb., 1) to pick; peel; 
prick; stick; to p. limpets, to pick out 
limpets from their shells for bait, 
comm.; to p. taatis, to peel potatoes 
(Un.). 2) to catch fish with a pilk (a 
rod with a hook at the end); to p. fish 
(N.I. acc. to J.I.). 3) to take a large 
fish (e.g. a halibut or cusk), which 
has swallowed the hook too far down, 
on the upalate-stick” (de kavl-tree or 
patl-tree, see these words), putting it 
into the mouth of the fish, which is 
whirled round to get out the hook. 
Un. 4) to pull up with a jerk; to p. 
op fish, (in fishing) to draw a fish 
quickly out of the water (Yn.). 5) to 
hit smartly, to fling; “ he p i 1 k e d [pa‘[- 
kod] de sten i’ de side o’ his head”. 
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Fe. 6) to pilfer; also with prep, 
“aboot”: to p. aboot som’tin’, prop. 
to finger something. Sa., Wests. 7) 
to tickle, to cause to laugh; I ’ll p. 
dee (Norwich, Un.: p*i‘lk). 8) to beat, 
to give a thrashing; I ’ll p. dee (Un.). 
— peilk: Me. occas.; pei‘lk, p3i‘lk: Un.; 
p3i‘lk: Yn.; p^i'ik: Un. (Norwich). 
pa‘(k, paillk: Fe. and U. occas. The 
pronunc. with a [pa'^k] is most com- 
mon. — No. and Sw. pilka, Da. pilke, 
vb., a) to pick, scrape, stick, b) to 
catch fish with a “pilk”. Eng. dial., 
L.Sc. pilk, vb,, to pick, pluck, scrape; 
to pilfer. 

pilkin1 [(pei‘lkin, p3i‘lkin) p*i‘lkin, 
parkin], sb., a thrashing, — pilk2, 
sb. to gi’e ane a p. U. See pilk, vb.8. 

pilkin2, pailkin [parkin], sb., a little 
child; pailkins o’ bairns. Wests. — 
O.N. piltr, m., a boy. In form Shetl. 
pilkin, pailkin, assimilates to Da. 
dial., Bornholm “*pilk” = pilt, m., a 
little boy (Espersen). The ending -in 
may be the def. art. grafted on the stem. 

piller [pilar], sb., 1) a peeping, cry- 
ing, esp. that of a gull's young. 2) 
the young of a gull, prop, one that 
peeps. Sa., Wests. — pillr? Cf. Sw. 
dial, pillra, vb., to moan softly, Da. 
pylre, vb., in Jut.: to peep, whimper. 

pils [po‘ls] and pilsi [pa'lsi], sb., an 
insignificant little person, manikin; 
a weakly, delicate person. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — p i 1 s prob. represents *p i s 1 
by metathesis of 1, and is then the same 
word as Sw. dial, pysill, m., Sw. lite- 
rary lang.: pyssling,m.,a'/wa/w£/«,No. 
pysling, m., a manikin; a slow-going 
person. Cf. pjuslin, poslin, sbs. 

piltek [po’ltok, pA‘lt3k], sb., a young 
coalfish from its second year up 
nearly to the full-grown stage. The 
period of development for a coalfish is 
said to be six years. In its first year 
it is comm, called: silek, sillek [s3- 
lak, SAlak], in F.I.: mart. The full- 
grown coalfish is called sed [sed]; in 

Du.: sed [ss<5]. — The comm, pronunc. 
of piltek is “pA'ltak”. The form “pa'l- 
tak”: esp. from Wests, and Du. — O.N. 
piltr (and piltungr), m., a boy. For 
the change in meaning cf. a) No. pjakk, 
m., a young salmon (Sondmore, etc.), 
and pjokk, m., a small boy (East coun- 
try), b) Shetl. (U.) bjartin,sb.,a//tf/e 
fellow (child), and Icel. birtingr, m., 
a trout, c) O.N. gnaddr, m., a peg, a 
little boy, and No. nadd, m., a point, 
also a smallfish, codling, Shetl. (Uw.) 
naddi, sb., a barely half-grown cod. 
For the names of coalfish at its diff. 
stages see such words as beli (bella), 
benki, drolin, hoi1 (hol-piltek), 
kegga, (kigga)-piltek, kod, rolki, 
sillek, sjaper(t), skitapiltek, 
stivin, welsi, sbs. 

pilti [pa‘lti, pAiti, pa'^ti (pai‘lti)],sb., 
1) a small pig. Un. [pai’lti, pa‘lti]. 2) 
in the compd. sjupilti, nixie, prop. usea-pilt”, “sea-boy”. Nm. [^opaTti, 
-pA'lti, -pa'lti]. — Prop, the same word 
as piltek [pA‘ltak: Nm.]. O.N. piltr, 
m., a boy. Cf. also pilkin2 (pail- 
kin), sb., a little child. 

pin [pin], sb., a faint chirping, a 
discontented, peeping sound, esp. of a 
chicken. Sa.fNesAs. See the foil. word. 

pin [pin], vb., to chirp faintly and 
discontentedly, esp. of chickens. Sa., 
Wests. *pina? *pjyna? Doubtless cog- 
nate with Sw. pjunka, vb., to whim- 
per, whine. 

pind [pind, paiid], vb., to pin, to 
fasten; to p. a skai, to fasten down a 
piece of stretched skin (sheepskin) 
on a wooden frame for covering the 
roof-opening (the louver). Sa., Wests. 
— pind (preterite: p i n d e d) suggests 
an origin from O.N. pinna, vb., to 
fasten with a pin. 

pinebb [plnseb], sb., a soft, horny 
membrane which covers the beak of a 
newly-hatched bird (esp. a chicken), 
and which has to be taken off. Fe. 
and Y. (Yh.). — The second part is 
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nebb, sb., a beak. The first part may 
a) be a word denoting something thin 
and frail (see pig, sb., piri, adj., as 
well as pi and piti in ennapi, on- 
nap i, sb.), or b) be referred to Peer, 
pida [pia], vb., to pick, esp. meat 
from bones. 

pink [pi'gk, pe‘gk], sb., a decorat- 
ing, trimming up; also a fine appear- 
ance, superior air; to geng wi’ a p. 
(Ai.: pe'gk). N.Sh. and S.Sh.: pi‘gk. 
See pink, vb. 

pink [pi‘gk, pe‘gk], vb., to deco- 
rate, trim, to p. op; to p. anesell 
[‘oneself’] op; also to put on airs; to 
geng pinkin (Ai.: pe‘gk). N.Sh. and 
S.Sh.: pi'gk.—^ Is doubtless No.pinka, 
vb., to point, to shape neatly (R.). 

fpinkafil [pi‘g"kafir, pe‘g"kafel-] 
and pinkafild [pe‘g"kafild’], sb., a 
(slight) quarrel; der wer (there was) 
a p. atween dem. The first part may 
be Da. pinke, Sw. dial, pinka, vb., to 
make a jingling or tinkling sound. 
Or L.Sc. pinkie, adj., small? See fur- 
ther under fpikkifild, sb. 

pinket [pi'gkot, pe'gkot], adj., stiff 
and dressed up, affectedly neat; a p. 
body (person). See pink, vb. — In 
sense of small, p i n k e t is L.Sc. pinkie, 
adj., in the same sense. 

pinni1 [pini, pup (peip)] and pinnek 
[pnpk], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for a fishing-buoy 
made of skin. N.Shetl. pinnek: Y. 
Elsewhere more comm, pinni. to sto 
de pinnek, /o inflate the buoy, tabu- 
expr. at sea (Yn.). — Prop.: the rod 
rising from the buoy. O.N. pinni, m., 
a pin. 

pinni2 [poni], sb., a water-pail. F.I. 
For *penni from (s)pann. See 
spann1, sb. 

pinnis [pim^], vb., to suffer distress, 
esp. from starvation and cold; to sit ; 
pinnisin [pingin']. Nm. — Is poss. 
orig. a passive form “plnask” from 
O.N. plna, vb., to torment. The long 

i might easily have been shortened in 
Shetl. Cf. Eng. pine, vb. n. 

pintlek [pai‘ntl3k, pa^tlak], sb., a 
short petticoat. Fe. Cf. Faer. pint, n., 
a brown jacket. Or might pintlek, 
by dissimilation, represent *piltlek 
and be derived from No. pilt, m., a 
s£/r/(prop. a bag), pils (O.N. pilz, n., 
a petticoat)? -lek is a dim. ending. 

pipr, pipper [pipar (pepor), popor], 
sb., a quivering, trembling; “I was 
a’ [‘all’] in a p.” See the foil. word. 

pipr, pipper [pipar (pepor), papor], 
vb., to quiver, tremble; to p. wi’ fear 
or rage; also of a newly-slaughtered 
animal, just stripped of the skin, and 
with the flesh still quivering. Appl. 
to the pulse, heart-beat: to beat quick- 
ly, to throb-, my heart is pipperin; 
de sore is pipperin. — O.N. pipra, 
vb., to quiver, tremble. 

pir [plr], sb., naked periwinkle. 
Coll. L.L. B.: “peer, sb., a sea-slug”. 
No. doubt only a small or frail creat- 
ure. Cf. a) No. pir(ii), n., a young, 
frail creature, pir(ii), m., a small fish; 
b) Shetl. piri, adj., and pirr1, sb. 

piri [piri, piri], adj., small; very 
comm, “piri” with long i often denotes 
a stronger stress than “piri” with 
short i. a “piri” bairn, a little child; 
a “piri” bairn, a baby. In a few 
places, as in Y. and Fe.: pirri [piri]. 
piri is also common in the Orkneys 
and in Caithness, besides being found 
in some L.Sc. dialects (Fife, Ayrshire), 
but is no doubt of Old Norse origin. 
Now not uncommon in Leith, where it 
can be traced back to the many Shet- 
landers and Orkneyans settled there. 
— No. pirre (pidre) liten, pirande liten, 
adj., diminutive {R.), piren, adj., ailing; 
thin; frail, Sw. dial, pirug, adj., deli- 
cate; thin-, frail, Faer. pirra, f., a 
small thing. 

Pirk (Pirka) [pi‘rk (pi‘rka)], sb., 
name for a bony hen. Sa., Wests. Da. 
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dial., Jut. pirk, c., a lean, shrunken 
creature. See pirket3, adj. 

pirk [pi'rk, pi‘rk], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
curl, frizzle-, to cause to bristle-, to p. 
op. 2) vb. n., to bristle, to stand on 
end (as hair or nap on cloth); to p. 
op. Edm. has “pierk”. — Is no doubt 
No. pirka, Da. pirke, vb., to poke 
slightly, etc. 

pirkase [poV-kaso'], sb., a disease 
in cattle, causing the skin of the back 
to become dry and chapped (Ai.), = 
turkasott, turkesott; q.v. so re- 
presents *sot = *sot, disease. For 
pirka- see the foil, words: pirken, 
vb., pirket2, adj., and pirn, vb. 

pirken [pi‘rk3n],vb.,/o become thin 
and ailing, to p. op. Conn. *pirkna. 
See pirn, piren, vb., pirket2, adj. 

pirket1 [pi'rkot, pi'rkat], adj., curly, 
frizzly, bristly. Also “p. op”, which 
is perf. part, of pirk (pirk op), vb. 
a pirket op nose, a snub-nose (re- 
ported by J.I.: pi‘rkat). Edm. has 
“pierkit”. See pirk, vb. 

pirket2 [pi'rkat, pi'rkat], adj., shrunk-, 
shrivelled-, very thin and lean-, a p.- 
lookin’ body, sheep; p.-faced, thin- 
faced. Also “pirket op” as perf.part, 
of *pirk (otherwise not met with), to 
shrink-, wither, to become thin, = 
pirken and pirn,vbs. Conn.: pi‘rkot; 
elsewhere more comm.: pi'rkot. — Da. 
dial., Jut. pirken, adj., shrunken-, with- 
ered-, lean. No. pirken, adj., ailing-, 
delicate, — piren. Sw. dial, perket, 
perkig, adj., small, slender and frail. 
For the etym. of the word see under 
piri, adj., and pirn, vb. 

pirl [par3!], sb., 1) a small, trifling 
thing. Du. 2) gritty excrement, esp. 
from sheep-, sheep’s-p.; also from 
mice, mus-p. U.; Yn.; Du. — No. 
perle = parle, m., a) a lump-, b) gritty 
excrement. See pari and perl, sbs. 

pirl [par3!], vb., of sheep and partly of 
mice: to void excrement. Du. See ante, 

pirm [(pirm) perm], vb., to tremble, 

shake, quiver, esp. from cold or in- 
tense anger or rage; to p. wi’ cauld 
[‘cold’]; he is pirm in, he is tremb- 
ling with rage, he is very angry. In 
the latter sense the word is a pres, 
part, pirm in, now mostly accepted as 
an adj., e.g. in the phrase “to be pir- 
min upon ane”, to be very angry or 
furious with someone-, he is pirmin 
upo dee. U. (Um0.). — Cf. Da. dial., 
Jut. pirme, vb., to be restlessly busy, 
pirm, adj., irritable, peevish (Fejlb.). 
See tirm, vb. (Un.). 

pirmarengi, p/rma-rengi [par’ma- 
rei]-gi, -reg"gi], sb., striped worsted 
(light with darker stripes), esp. wor- 
sted or wadmal in which the stripes 
are caused by bad mixing of the 
wool, and by imperfect spinning. 
Esh., Nmw. — The first part must be 
L.Sc. pirnit, adj., striped with different 
colours, Shetl. pirmet [parmat], adj., 
striped or closely mottled (De., Ti.), a p. 
sock, a p. sheep. The second part is 
to be classed withShetl.Norn ringet, 
adj., striped. 

pirmin [(pirmin) permin], adj., very 
angry, furious (Umo.); seepirm, vb. 

pirn, piren [pir3n, piran], vb., to 
shrivel, waste away, to p. op; sho 
[she: de lass] seems to pirn op; de 
chicken is pirn in [pirnin] op. Conn. 
— Prob.: *plrna. Cf. No. piren, adj., 
ailing-, thin-, frail (piir, n., a young, 
frail creature), and see piri, pirket2, 
adjs., pirken, vb. 

pirr1 [par(r)], sb., a codling, comm. 
Cf. No. perr, pir, m., a small fish 
(trout, mackerel), Faer. makkapirra, f., 
a small trout. See porr (purr), sb. 

fpirr2, pirr [par], sb., breath of 
wind, a p. o’ wind. L.Sc. form. Also 
porr [por] and porr [por]. See the 
partly syn. bir, birr, sb., which is 
O.N. byrr, m., fair wind. 

pirrena [par(r),e3,na], sb., reported 
from Wh. in sense of a little ailing 
creature, a sickly child. Acc. to A.L. 
the word (“pirraina”) was used as a 
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tabu-word in fishermen’s sea-lang. for 
girl. Cf. No. pir, n., young, delicate 
creature, pira, f., thin, feeble plant. 
Faer. pirra, f., a small thing, and see 
piri, pirri, adj. The definition of the 
ending (or second part?) -ena is 
doubtful. Owing to the long e-sound 
[e3na] it can hardly be the def. art. 
in accus. fem.: -una [*pirruna from 
*pirran, def. form of *pirra, f.]. Might 
it be O.N. hoena, f., /?£/*? 0 [0] often 
changes to e[e] in Norn words in Shetl. 

pirri [piri], adj., small. Y., Fe. See 
piri, adj. 

“pirs”, sb.,a long reddish-coloured 
worm found under stones on the 
foreshore. Edm.: piers. Not further 
confirmed. No. doubt (if the word is 
correct) to be classed with pir. 

“pisert”, sb., a miser. Acc. to 
Edm. Not confirmed and prob. obs. 
Cf. No. pist, m., a niggard (prop, a 
whimperer), pistren, adj., niggardly. 

pisk1 [pisk, posk], sb., l) a small 
thing or creature; a naughty little 
child, esp. a term of address; piri p.! 
naughty little thing. S.Sh. [pask]. 2) 
a trifle, small matter; dey will tell 
every p. S.Sh. [pask]. 3) an aggres- 
sive, interfering person, a gossip- 
monger. N. [pisk (pask)].— May be 
an older *pysk (“pisk”, poss. also 
*pjesk), prop.: a) a pottering about; 
b) something very trifling-, c) one 
who is always fidgetting. Cf. No. 
pjaska, vb. (R. Suppl.), and puska, pju- 
ska, vb., to fidget with, to pluck at. 
With pisk 1 cf. poss. also Sw. dial. 
pysk(e) or pjaske, n., a small (some- 
what mis-shapen or dwarfish) per- 
son, a gnome. 

pisk2 [pisk], sb., drizzle (U.); also a 
slight hail-shower (Ym.). For *pjysk 
from *p(j)usk (or *pjesk from *pjask)? 
Cf. No. pusk, n., dust-, dirt-, drizzle, 
and pjusk, n., id., in “regnpjusk” (Da. 
“pjask” in “pjaskregn”, stronger than 
No. pjusk). — Prop, perhaps the same 
word as pisk1, but always with pure 

i [i] in contrast to that word. See 
pisk, vb. and pjusk, sb. 

pisk [pisk], vb., prop, to fidget with, 
to pluck at, preserved in the foil, mean- 
ings and applications: 1) a) /o drizzle, 
also to begin to rain, of the first light 
rainfall; he is piskin ut o’ him, it is 
drizzling, or it is beginning to rain. 
U.; Yh. b) to snow slightly, to begin 
to snow, he is piskin (ut 0’ him): 
Nmw. c) to hail slightly, to begin 
to hail-, he is piskin ut 0’ him: Ym., 
Yh. d) to begin to blow, of the first 
slight wind after a calm; he is pis- 
kin ut 0’ him, he is gaun [‘going’] 
to p. op: Yn.; he is piskin: Nmw. 
2) to look for vermin (Sa., Wests.), 
= pusk2, vb. 3) constantly to be on 
the look-out for something-, to pilfer, 
to p. awaa. Wests. — p i s k from *pjyska 
or *pjeska? Cf. No. puska, vb., to 
fidget with, to pluck at, pjuska and 
pjaska, vb., a) to fidget, trifle, b) to 
pilfer. With pisk 3, cf. also Faer. 
plska (p^ska?) [poi'ska, poi'ska; po'ska, 
po'ska], vb., to pilfer. 

pisker1 [piskor, piskar], sb., rough, 
squally weather-, der ’r a p. cornin’ 
f(r)ae de nor’-east, bad weather is 
coming from the north-east. Fe. [pis- 
kar, piskar], and Y. occas. [piskar]. To 
be classed with pisk2, sb., and pisk, 
vb. 1. Cf. pusker, sb. 

pisker2 [piskar], sb., immature, 
sparse corn. Un. — Cf. No. and Sw. 
dial, pjask, n., something weak and 
worthless, in Sw. dial, also of weeds 
among the corn, as well as Sw. dial, 
pjyska, pjuska, pjaska, f., spurrey, 
spergula arvensis, No. pyslegras, n. 

pisl, pissel [pasal], sb., slight mat- 
ters-, in narration: a slight detail, in 
the expr. “every p.”; dey will tell 
dee every p. S.Sh. Similar to pisk1, 
2. Prop, trifling employments, from 
“pusle”, No. pusla, vb., to be busy 
with trifles. No. pusl, n., trifling em- 
ployments. pis(se)l may have arisen 
from an older *pysl; cf. Sw. dial, pys- 
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sel, n., as a parallel form to pussel, 
n., pottering work. 

pismel, sb., see fismel, sb. 
pist [pist, past], sb., choleric little 

person, ill-natured little boy or girl-, 
a p. o’a ting. N. [pist]. Nm11. (N.Roe)? 
[past], reported in this form by W. R. 
— As final t and k occas. interchange 
after a consonant, pist may be syn. 
with pisk1 1; q.v. Cf. Sw. dial, pysk, 
m., pyske and pjaske, n., a small 
person, also a gnome. No. posel, 
m. , an ill-natured little creature (R. 
Suppl.), is a cognate word. Shetl. 
pist can hardly be No. pist (piist), m., 
a whimperer, partly owing to the 
short impure vowel-sound [i, a], and 
partly on account of its meaning. 

pister [pistar, plstar, plstar], sb , 1) 
a faint, peeping sound, esp. as pro- 
duced by a mouse or bird. Also in 
a wider sense: a faint sound, he 
never made a p., he never made a 
sound. 2) a whimpering-, squeak- 
ing. — *pistr. No. pist (piist), m., a 
faint, peeping sound, also a whimp- 
ering, etc. 

pister [pistar, plstar, plstar], vb., to 
utter a faint sound-, I can hardly p., 
/ can hardly speak for exhaustion, 
or I am so out of breath that I can 
hardly speak; — to squeak or screech 
faintly, esp. of mice, and (occas.) of 
birds: to squeak-, de mus pisters; 
de “fool” (the bird) pisters. Occas. 
metaph.: to whimper. — *pistra. No. 
pista (ii) and pistra (ii), vbs., to pro- 
duce a faint sound-, to squeak, e.g. 
of mice; in the form “pista” also to 
whimper-, to shrink from. 

pisterliti [pis-tarliti], sb., 1) a per- 
son constantly whimpering and com- 
plaining. Fo. 2) a half-grown boy. 
Fo. — For the first part, pister, see 
the two preceding words, liti may 
be a modified form (with anglicised 
vowel-sound) from *lset-: O.N. laeti, 
n. , a sound, etc., No. laeta, f., a) a 
crying-, screeching, b) a whimper- 

ing-, c) an insignificant thing, inter 
alia a person not full-grown (partly: 
leta, leet), laete, n., a sound, cry, etc. 

pitergiddek [pit arg'idak, -qidak, 
pit-anjid'ak], sb., a small sand-eel, 
geddek, giddek, of a dark, brown- 
ish colour. Un. With the first part of 
compd., piter, cf. No. pita, f., a tiny 
fish (pit, m., and pita, a small, slen- 
der thing. R. Suppl.). 

piti [piti], sb., a tiny, fragile creat- 
ure, a poor thing, in the compd. ai- 
napiti [ai'napit’i] (N.Roe, Nmn.); see 
ennapi, sb. With piti cf. No. pit, rn., 
and pita, f., a small, slender thing 
(R. Suppl.). 

pitti [poti], sb., a small, or partly 
broken pot, esp. for holding train-oil; 
a oli [‘oH’]-p. Wests, occas. (Fo., Ai.). 
Other forms are a) potti [poti]: Papa 
St., b) paitti [pa(i], paiti [paiti]: Ai. 
occas. [pal,!, paiti], and Nm. [paiti]. — 
*pytti, n., dim. form with i-mutation 
from O.N. pottr, m., a pot. For the 
mutated form cf. Icel. pyttla, f., a small 
jar or bottle, dim. form of “pottr”.— 
With further dim. ending a form pai- 
tikin [partikin1] is found in Ai. 

pittiskord [poMskord-], sb., a piece 
of a broken pot, a shard (for holding 
lamp-oil). De. (Dew.). *pytti-skar<5. See 
pitti and skord1, sbs. Cf. potta- 
brod, pottskerd, sbs. 

pi a [pja], sb., pulsation of life, 
breath-, vsy. negatively: der ’r no [‘not’] 
a p. in him, he is quite exhausted. 
Acc. to J.I. (Fe.). For the possible or- 
igin of the word and its relationships, 
see the foil, word as well as pju, sb. 

pja [pja], vb., to stir faintly, to show signs of life-, to breathe faintly. Esp. 
negatively: he canno [‘-not’] p., he is 
a) unable to move, b) breathless, c) 
utterly exhausted-, he never pjad 
[pjad] mair, he never breathed any 
more (N.Roe, Fo.). N.Sh., esp. Y., Fe. 
and Nm., Fo., Wests. In U. esp. “to 
pjad [pjad] and pjag [pjag]”. — ja, 
by breaking of e (orig. se) or i of orig. 
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See pjag1, sb. Cognate words are 

prob. a) No. paesa, vb., to pant, to 
breathe hard, Sw. dial, pasa and pysa, 
vbs., id., Peer, posa, vb., to exhaust, b) 
pju, vb. 

pjad [pjad], vb., = pja, vb. Of pul- 
sation of life, faint movement, nega- 
tively: he couldno p. (U.); no [‘not’] 
fit to p., utterly exhausted, scarcely 
able to move (N.I.). 

pjag1 [pjag], sb., 1) breath of life, 
esp. of the last breath of life; de last p. 
Fo., Un. 2) vital power-, capacity for 
work-, esp. negatively: der’r nae[‘no’] 
p. wi’ him, there is no strength in 
him, no capacity for work. IP. — To 
be classed with pja and pjad. With 
pjag 2 may poss. be compared No. 
pyk (yy), m. and n., spirit-, energy. 

pjag2 [pjag], sb., drudgery, labori- 
ous work, e.g. in digging the earth in 
spring. Sa., Wests. See pjag2, vb. 

pjag1 [pjag], vb., 1) to move (faint- 
ly), esp. negatively: no [‘not’] fit to p., 
unable to move. Fo. no fit to p., 
entirely exhausted (De.), may be 
classed partly with sense 1, partly with 
the foil, sense. 2) to breathe (faintly). 
IP. — Pres. part, pjagin [pjagin], a) 
upon the point of expiring (Fo.), 
b) quite exhausted (W.). Perf. part, 
pjaget [pjagot], breathless, entirely 
exhausted (Uwg.). — For the probable 
etym. relation of the word see pja.vb. 

pjag2 [pjag], vb., to drudge, to work 
hard, getting little done-, to p. awaa 
at a ting. U., Wests. (Sa., Ai.). Re- 
ported from Sa., esp. appl. to digging 
of the earth in spring. — Cf. No. pjaga, 
vb., a) to toil and moil, b) to urge on. 
Perf. part, pjaga(d), exhausted from 
fatigue. With this latter form cf. 
Shetl. (Uwg.) pjaget [pjagot], entirely 
exhausted (given under pjag1, vb.), 
as pjaget particularly assimilates to 
pjaga(d) as well as to pja, pjad, vbs. 

*pjagi [pjagi], sb., a dawdler. Re- 
ported in the exclamation “Skond 
dee, p. [sko^'dipja'gi]!” make haste, 

you dawdler! Us. (Still). — Fser. pjak, 
n., a) trifling work, b) a dawdler. 
See pjog, vb. 

pjakk [pjak], sb., a person of little 
physical strength, but active in car- 
rying out trifling work-, a piri p. U". 
— Cf. No. pjakk, m., a small, undeve- 
loped creature, esp. a young salmon, 
pjokk, m., a little boy, Da. pjok, n., 
a feeble, worthless sort of person. 
“pjakk” by breaking of “pikk”; cf. No. 
pikke, adj. (Sw. dial, pikker) and adv., 
little, pikke liten, Fser. pikkulltil, quite 
little. See b j a kk, b j ak ki (bj aki), sbs. 

pjakket [pjakot], adj., small, unde- 
veloped-, a piri p. body. Un. pjakki 
[pjaki]. Uwg, Y. and Fe. In Y.and Fe. 
esp. weakly, having little physical 
strength-, see bjak(k)i, adj. — Deriv. 
of pjakk, sb. Cf. Sw. dial. (Finland) 
pikkuter, adj., small (Ri.). 

*pjarki, adj., small; insignificant 
(Yb.), from *pirk-; see bjarki, adj. 

pjegi [pjegi], sb., 1) a small, weakly 
(partly mis-shapen) person. 2) a 
small, ill-grown cabbage-stalk. See 
peg(i) and pig, sbs. 

pjelek [pjelok, pjeal9k], sb., roe 
membrane, undeveloped roe in fish. 
U. [pjelok: Uwg; pje3lak: Un.]. See 
pelek and pilek, sbs. 

pjog [pjog], vb., to trifle with one’s 
work, making no headway, esp. of 
slow rowing; to p. at wi’ rowin’, to 
p. upo de ayre, to pull slowly, with- 
out energy. Nm. — pjog may be 
either *pjaka or *pjaka. See *pjagi, 
sb. — No. pjaaka, Sw. pjSka, Fser. 
pjaka (and pjaka), vb., to trifle. 

pjogi [pjogi], sb., a small, insig- 
nificant person. N.I., Fo. In Fo. also a 
little foal. — May be No. pauk, m., a) 
a small, feeble and dull person, b) a 
toddler (ft), Sw. dial, paug, m., a boy, 
or a word cognate with these words 
such as a) No. pjaak, m., a dawdler, 
a poor wretch, Sw. pjSk, a dolt, Da. 
pjog or pjok, a poor wretch, b) No. 
pok, m., a little boy, Da. pog, a boy. 
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pjok [pjok] and pjoki [pjoki (pjSki)], 

sb., a small bag, see p o ki, sb. 
pjok/eg'fpjokleg, pjo3kleg, pjSakl£g], 

sb., the foot on the skin or hide of ani- 
mals, esp. of sheep, as distinct from 
fitlin, that of a cow, ox or horse. U". 
— pjok might suggest Sw. dial, pjuk, 
m., a) upright point, b) roundish ele- 
vation. “leg”, O.N. leggr, m., the leg, 
would then be a later addition. More 
prob., however, pjok is associated 
with such words as No. poka, f., pig- 
skin, pok, m., leather sack, and pjuka, 
f., bagginess, Fser. pjok, f., the belly 
of a halibut or a sack made of sheep- 
skin into which things are packed. 
pjok, in this case, would prop, denote 
baggy skin, a skin flayed entire-, 
see bogi2, sb. 

pjol1 [pjo3l], sb., a small grassy 
swamp; small patch of marshy 
ground, dry in places; bits o’ pjols. 
Nm". (N.Roe). — Cf. No. poyla, f., Sw. 
pol, c., a water-hole, muddy pool. 
Less prob. is a deriv. of No. paula, 
vb., = purla, vb., to purl, ripple; see 
pjorl, sb. and vb. 

pjol2, pjoll [pjol], sb., a rag; an 
old, worn-out garment, esp. in pi., 
pjols, auld [‘old’] pjols. Nmn., N.I. 
Also pjol [pjol]: U. and Fe. Is the 
same word as “pjalt” (Da.), without 
final, or with dropped final, t; see 
further pjol ter, sb. 

pjolet, pjollet [pjolot] and now 
comm, pjoli, pjolli [pjoli (pjoli)], adj., 
ragged; p. claes [‘clothes’]. N.I., Nmn. 
For *pjoltet? See pjbiter, sb. 

pjoli-/nan [pjol"iman', pjoLiman*], 
sb., a ragged, shabby person. Nmn. 
(N.Roe); see pjol2, sb. 

pjorl [pjorl, pjor3l], sb., a small, 
softly-purling brook. Un. *purl-, *porl-. 
See the foil. word. 

pjorl [pjorl], vb., 1) to purl softly, 
of a small brook; de burn is pjor- 
1 i n. Un. 2) a) to sing low in a minor 
tone, esp. of the lark, = lurr, vb. 2. 
U. “If de laverick (the lark) sings 

afore Peters-mass (the 22nd of Fe- 
bruary), sho [‘she’] pjorls [pjor3ls, 
pjorols] efter [‘after’]”: U. Cf. the 
phrase about the lark’s song, under 
Lobers-mass. b) to whimper, of 
children (Nms.), = pjurl. — No. pur- 
la, vb., to purl, ripple, bubble, and 
puldra, pjuldra, vb., id., also to babble; 
Sw. porla, vb., to simmer, bubble, to 
make a bubbling sound. With pjorl 
2 may also be compared Da. pylre, 
vb. (in Jut.: to peep, whimper), as 1 
and r often change in Shetl. Norn. 
See pjurl, vb. 

pju [pjn (pjb)], sb., faint pulsation 
of life, breath, esp. negatively: der 
’r no [‘not’] a p. in him, he is quite 
exhausted (reported by J.I.: Fe.): der 
’r never a p. mair [‘more’] in him, 
there is not a breath in him (Fo.). — 
a puff, a light breeze, also a trifle 
(of something stirring), negatively in 
phrases as: der’r no a p. o’ wind, 
not the least wind is stirring; der ’r 
no a p. o’ reek i’ de hus, there is 
not a puff of smoke in the house; 
comm. — der ’r no a p. o’ sea, there is 
not a ripple on the sea (U.). Com- 
mon pronunc.: pjn. “pjb” is reported 
from Fo. — O.N. *pti, a slight breath 
(Icel.; see pju, vb.). Faer. pu, n., a 
fluff. See pja, sb. and vb. 

pju [pju(pjb)], vb., to (puff) breathe, 
negatively as: he did no [‘not’] p., he 
never pjud ony mair [‘any more’]: he 
never breathed any more (Ai., Wests.). 
— Icel. pua, vb., to breathe, to puff, 
blow (gently). See pja, vb. 

pjurem [pjurom, pjuram], sb., per- 
fectly calm weather and sea; he is 
a p. o’ a day, a day of quite tran- 
quil weather and sea. Sometimes 
used as an adj.: dead calm, in the 
expr. “a p. calm”. Fe. — Etym. un- 
certain. A compd.? The first part 
might be pju, sb.; cf. the phrase “no 
a pju o’ sea”, -rem might suggest 
rim, “ream”, in the expr. “a’*ream 
calm”, dead calm, with which cf. Icel. 
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rj6ma-logn, n., id. No. rauma, f., a 
light breeze, ruffling the water (R.), 
would agree better with pju, sb., a 
light breeze, as the first part of compd. 
pjurem would then have passed 
through an easily explicable change 
of meaning. 

pjurl [pjur3l, pj6rsl, pjnr3l], vb., 1) 
to sing low, mostly in a minor tone, 
of birds: de ful (the bird) pjurls (N.: 
pjor3!). 2) to murmur; whimper, esp. 
of children: to p. and url (worl), to 
p. and “greet”; comm. From U. and 
Nms.: pjorl [pjor3l] as a parallel form 
to pjurl. pjorl (U.) also to purl soft- 
ly, of a brook, pjorl [pjor3!] (U.) = 
pjurl 2; pjorlin [pjorlin] and greet- 
in’. — *purla. Cf. a) No. purla, vb., to 
purl, ripple, bubble; b) No. puldra, 
pjuldra, vb., partly like “purla”, partly 
to talk in a low, droning voice, to 
babble (R.), Da. pylre, vb., in Jut.: 
to peep, whimper. 

pjusk [(pjusk) pjosk], sb., drizzling 
rain accompanied by wind; a p. o’ 
wadder [‘weather’]. Ai., Sae., Wests. 
— *pusk. No. pusk, pjusk, n., dirt, 
dust, regnpjusk, drizzle. See pisk, 
vb. 1, and pisker1, sb. 

pjuski [(pjuski) pjoski], adj., of 
weather: drizzly (or showery) and 
somewhat windy; p. wadder; a p. 
day; he is uncon [L.Sc. unco: ‘very’] 
p., it is unpleasant weather, drizzly 
andwindy. Ai.,Sae. Deriv. of pjusk, 
sb. Cf. No. puskutt, pjuskutt, adj., 
tangled; dishevelled. 

pjuslin [pjuslin, pjuslm (pjos-)], sb., 
a poor, weakly person. Un. Prop, a 
trifler. Cf. No. pusling, m., a slow- 
going person, Da. pusling, Sw. pyss- 
ling, m., a manikin. See poslin, sb. 

piefl, pjefel [pjofol], vb., to whistle 
low and softly to oneself; he gengs 
(is gaun) p jof 1 in [pjoflin] awaa to him- 
sell. N.Roe? Acc. to W. R. —Hardly 
to be referred to No. pipla, vb., to 
peep, chirp, from which Shetl. pi ip, 
vb. (q.v.), has prob. arisen. Might it 

be a *pypla, to be classed with No. 
pupl, n., a snout (R.), pupla, vb., to 
bubble; to jabber (Aa.)? 

pjol, pjoll [pjol], sb., a rag; an old, 
worn-out garment-, auld [‘old’] pjols. 
N.I.(Un.,Fe.). Also pjol, pjoll [pjol]: 
N.Sh. For the form of the word see 
under pjolter, sb. 

pjolet, pjollet [pjolot] and pjoli, pjolli 
[pjdli], adj., ragged (N.I.), = pjolet, 
pjollet,adj. See pjol(l) and pjol(l), 
sbs. — For pjol(l)et and pjol(l)et 
is now comm, used: pellet, for which 
form see under pjdlter, sb. 

pjolter [pjo'ltor], sb., a rag-, auld 
[‘old’] pjolters. Yn. Faer. pjoltur, f. 
(pi. pjaltrar), No. pjaltra (piltra), f., Da. 
pjalt, c., id. Forms without t, such 
as pjol and pjol (pjoll), are more 
common in Shetl., poss. through infl. 
of the general form pell [pel, pael], 
sb., partly a) like pjol, pjol, pjdl- 
ter, partly b) tangled lump (knot of 
hair-, tuft of wool), pell (Gael, peall, 
sb., id.) has doubtless entered through 
L.Sc. From pell is formed an adj.,pel- 
let [(pelot) pelot, paelot]: a) like the now 
comparatively rare p j o 1 (1) e t and p j d 1- 
(1) et, b) tangled, lumpy (of hair, wool); 

pjdrl [pjor5!], vb.,/0 whimper-, pj or- 
lin [pjorlm] and greetin’. U. Parallel 
form to pjurl, vb., q.v. 

plagg [plag (plag)j, sb., garment, 
like bad, sb. The word does not con- 
tain any disparaging sense. — O.N. 
plagg, n., equipment (Fr.). No., Sw., 
Faer. plagg, n., esp. a garment. 

fplakk [plak], adv., entirely, I telled 
[‘told’] him p. and plain. Un. Prop. 
flat. Cf. a) Eng. plat, adj. and adv., 
Germ, platt, Da. plat, No. plett, adv. 
entirely, b) Da. flak, adj., flat. No. 
flakka, f., a flat surface. 

plank [pla'qk], sb., a division of 
land, a strip of arable land of a de- 
finite area-, a p. o’ land. Also in Ork. 
and Caithness. — Prop. syn. with Eng. 
plank, sb.; but for the special use there- 
of in Shetl. (Ork. and Caithness) cf. 
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Sw. dial, planka, f., a strip of arable 
land, 6—10 fathoms in breadth. 

plank [pla'pk], vb., to measure, to 
divide land into planks; see prec. 
Also in Orkney and Caithness. 

p/anf/-krobb [pla‘n"tikr6b-, pla^'ti- 
krob‘] and planti-Vxo [plaV'tikro-, 
pla'n'tikro’], sbs., see krobb and 
kro2, sbs. 

fplats [plats], adv., with outstret- 
ched legs, of a person sitting; to sit 
p. on de flor [flor: ‘floor’]. N.Roe, 
Nmn. Deriv. of “plat”, flat. 

platsek [plafcjok], sb., a large patch. 
U.? Edm. “platchack”, id. Cf. Sw. 
dial, plata, f., and plat, m., a large patch, 
and Moeso-Gothic plats, m., a patch. 

platt [plat, pla't, pla'|, plait], vb., to 
walk heavily and on the whole foot, 
to go with a slapping sound; to geng 
plattin; he cam’ plattin in ower de 
briggstens, he came walking with 
heavy, slapping steps over the stone- 
paved courtyard (U.: in all the given 
forms of pronunc.). “plait”: Nm.; else- 
where comm. “plat”. — To be classed 
partly with Sw. dial, plate, plat, m., 
plada, f., the sole of the foot (cf. L.Sc. 
platch, sb., a flat-soled foot), partly 
with such words as O.Da. platte, vb., 
a) to lay down flat-, b) to fall (no 
doubt to fall with a slap, of a flat 
object), Da. dial., Jut. platte, vb., to fall 
with a smack (Fejlb.), Sw. dial, platta, 
vb., to strike lightly, to smack with 
a dull sound, L.Sc. plat, sb., a dash, 
a blow, A.S. plsettan, vb., to smack, 
to give a box on the ear. L.Sc. platch, 
vb., to walk heavily, is used in Shetl. 
in the same sense as platt, vb. 

tplatt [plat], adj., in the expr. “a p. 
calm”, perfectly smooth sea, calm 
weather, corresponds to Faer. “platta 
logn”(logn, n.,dead calm). Otherwise 
the word is Eng. dial, plat, adj. Beside 
“platt calm” is also used “flat calm”. 
Cf. blidin calm, rem and “ream" 
calm, lorra and lorra, lorrin calm, 
“ream” calm — Icel. rjoma logn? 

fplatti [plati, pla’ti, pla(i, pla(i],sb., 
a level patch of ground, also a ledge 
in a rocky wall (steep coast), a p. i’ 
de banks (Uwg.: plati). pla[i, pla[i: Fe. 
— Cf. a) flati and flatti, sb., O.N. 
flata, f., flati, m., a plane surface, a flat. 

plaip, sb., see pi ip, sb. 
pli1 [pli], sb., reported in the expr. 

skorrpli [skorpll], a small fishing- 
ground near the land. Wh. pli must 
be cognate with Faer. plinka, f., an 
extended form used in the same sense 
as Shetl. (Wh.) skorrpli. 

pli2 [pll, pH], sb., a crying or peep- 
ing of a young gull (s k o r i). Onoma- 
topoeic word. Cf. Faer. pli, n., a) the 
young of a gull, b) the cry of a young 
gull or sea-swallow. L.Sc. plingie, 
pleengie, sb., a young gull (herring- 
gull), from its cry. See piller, sb. 

pli [plT, pli], vb., to cry, of a young 
gull (skori). See prec. 

pliki [pliki], sb., a sharp point, esp. 
sharp, pointed rock or stone-, a high 
p. o’ a rock; de line is gotten in un- 

j der de p. o’ de rock, the fishing-line 
has been caught by a sharp piece of 
rock on the sea-bottom. Esh., Nmw. 
Also collect.: sharp pieces of rock on 
the sea-bottom (catching the fishing- 
lines)-, uneven ground, esp. sea- 
bottom covered with many sharp, 
pointed stones (De.). — Cf. No. pligg, 
m.,a small, pointed implement, a pin. 
pluk, sb., q.v., is a cognate word. 

pling [phi]], vb., to produce a tink- 
ling sound, as in plucking the strings 
of a violin-, to p. upon a fiddle. N. 
— Onomatopoeic word, also found in 
Northern languages (Sw.: “pling” as 
an interj.). 

plink [ph'gk], vb., = pling, vb.; 
to plink on or upon a fiddle. N.I. 
Onomatopoeic word. 

plip [plip],sb., 1) a peeping sound, 
esp. of small birds, e.g. chickens; also 
of the short, shrill sound produced by 
the oyster-catcher; de p. o’a chicken, 
de p. o’asjalder (q.v.). 2) metaph.: 
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a) a whimpering, (constant) complain- 
ing and moaning-, der ’r a p. wi’ him 
(her), he (she) is whimpering (Um0.), 
b) in the expr.: had [‘hold’] dy p.! hold 
your tongue! In the latter expr. also 
occas. plaip [plaip]. — From “*pipr\ 
by metathesis of 1? See pi ip, vb. 

plip [plip], vb., 1) to produce a 
peeping sound, esp. of small birds, 
e.g. chickens; a plipin soond; de 
chicken plips, the chicken is peeping. 
Also of the short, penetrating cry of 
the oyster-catsher: de sjalder plips. 
2) to whimper, constantly to com- 
plain and moan. — For *pipl by 
metathesis of 1? Cf. No. pipla, vb., to 
peep, chirp, esp. of small birds well 
content. Note, however, pli2, sb. and 
vb. [Fser. pli, n., the cry of a young 
gull or sea-swallow]. 

pliper [plipar], sb., a peeping,= 
plip, sb. 1. Fe.? (acc. to J.I.). 

pliper [plipar], vb., to peep, = 
plip, vb. 1; de ful (bird) plipers. 
Fe.? (acc. to J.I.). Also pliver [ph- 
var]: N.Roe, Nmn. 

plips [plips], vb., to peep, = plip, 
vb. Mostly metaph.: to whimper, con- 
stantly to make moan, = plip, vb. 2. 
Wests. (Ai.). Deriv. of plip, vb. 

pliver [plivar], = p 1 i p e r, vb. N.Roe. 
plog [p]o3g], sb., a piece of wood 

nailed on the outside of a boat (F.I.), 
= flog1, sb., q.v. 

ploitek [ploitok], sb., mockingly or 
jokingly: foot, prop, and esp. a large, 
clumsy foot. Comm, in pi.: ploiteks, 
(large and clumsy) feet. Um0. See 
fplut and fpluts, sb. and vb. 

plokk, sb., plokkins, sb. pi., see 
plukk2 (plukkins), sb. 

plousi [plousi], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. \ox halibut. 
Fe. — Prob. to be classed with Dut. 
pladijs, older Germ, pladise (Mod. 
H.G. platteis, platteise), Eng. plaice, 
sb. plousi most prob. presupposes 
a *pl&ssi or *pl&ssa, with which can 
be compared No. flaasse, m., and 

flaassa, f., something wide and shal- 
low. For Shetl. ou from O.N. a, see 
e.g. blouster = bloster, sb., from 
O.N. bl&str, m., blast, boul = bol1, 
sb., from O.N. b£l, n., beacon; fire. 
With plousi and “pladijs”, etc., cf. 
also Da. dial., Jut. plsede, c., plaice, 
O.Da. plette, c. The M.L.G. plosse = 
plotze, f. (roach, of the carp family), 
approaches in form the Shetl. plousi. 

plu [pin, pin], sb., a plough. The 
Shetl. pronunc. of the word with u [n] 
points rather to O.N. pl6gr, m., a 
plough, than to Eng. plough, sb. Shetl. 
Norn u [n, u] comm, corresponds to 
O.N. 6. A more recent form in Shetl.: 
“pleoch [pjo^, pj&z]”, with guttural 
sound, is L.Sc. pleuch, sb. Another 
and older word for plough, O.N. ardr, 
m., is contained in a number of 
compds. in Shetl., such as: ar-tree, 
erskai, erdros and *orderus, *or- 
detagg, *ordikliv (-klov), sbs.; see 
these words. 

tplu [pin, pin], vb., to plough, may 
be regarded as a form with dropped 
i-mutation, arising from O.N. ploegja, 
vb., to plough. See ante. 

plud [plnd, plod, plod], vb., to 
strive perseveringly to get something; 
to p. for som’tin’; a pludin fellow. 
N.I. Of horses: to scrape, esp. in 
snow, in order to get some grass; 
de horse is pludin. Fe. The pro- 
nunc. “plnd” is reported from U. (and 
Y. occas. Yh.). plod: Fe. — Cf. No. 
plaata and ployta, vbs., to take pains 
(R., and R. Suppl.). Eng. plod, vb., 
is a cognate word. 

pludisom [pln^disonr, pl6"disonr 
(plo^’disomO, -sonr], adj., persevering 
in efforts, plodding; a p. fellow. 
N.I. (reported esp. from Fe.: plo"di- 
sonr). *pl6tsamr? *pl()tsamr? Deriv. 
of plud, vb. 

pluk [pluk, plok], sb., a sharp 
point, sharp, pointed rock or stone; 
also collect, uneven ground, esp. sea- 
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bottom covered with many sharp, 
pointed stones on which the fishing- 
line is easily caught; a p. o’ grand; 
de line “bor at” in a p. and was 
“made op”, the line chanced to stick 
fast to a rough piece of sea-bottom 
and was broken. — The word is also 
occas. found as a place-name, thus in 
the compd. “Plukhul [(plokhul) plok- 
wol]”, a (green) hill, hul [O.N. holl], 
hill-top covered with small,sharp rocks 
(Vassa, Ns.). — Either the same word 
as, or cognate with, No. and Sw. plugg, 
m., Da. plok, c., a peg. For the final 
k in Shetl. pluk, corresponding to 
No. and Sw. gg, cf. pliki, sb. (syn. 
with pluk), which may be compared 
with No. pligg, m., a pin. — In 
sense of a pimple, a p. on de skin, 
Shetl. pluk is scarcely orig., but a 
loan-word from L.Sc. (L.Sc. plouk, 
pluke, sb., a pimple). 

plukk1 [plok], sb., a codling. U. 
Poss. the same word as pluk, sb. 
No. and Sw. plugg, m., a peg. Words 
with root-meaning peg are occas. 
found as a designation for small 
fishes. Cf. e.g. naddi, sb., a codling. 
Another term for codling is pirr, sb. 
— pluck, sb., with the definition: “the 
pogge, a fish”, is given as L.Sc. in Jam. 

plukk2 [plok (pluk, plok)], sb., 1) a 
tap, a slight push, reported from Fe. 
with the pronunc. [pluk, pl6k] as the 
name of a child’s game, commonly 
called hoggi (huggi), pikki-hoggi 
and pikki, see these words. 2) the 
first sprouting grass in spring (Ym.); 
short, immature corn, esp. along the 
edge, or at the end, of a strip of field; 
t’in p. (Un.: pick), short nakk or p. 
o’ corn (Nm. and De.: plok). 3) short 
wool, plucked off a sheep’s belly, 
esp. in pi.: plukks, belly-plukks (Fe. 
and Y.: ploks). In this sense also 
plukkins [plokins] and plokkins 
[plokins], pi., belly-p., ali-p. (Yn.). 
More rarely plokk [plok]. — Prop, 
a) a pluck; a pull; b) that which is 

plucked off, and arisen from O.N. 
plukka (plokka), vb., to pluck; to pull. 
With plukk 2 may be compared No. 
plukk, n., Sw. dial, plokk-fink and 
plokk-rede, n., all sorts of small, 
trifling things, scrapings. Da. dial., 
Jut. pluk, n., a small part, a morsel. 

plukk [plok (pl6k)], vb., to pluck; 
to jerk; owing to the close o-sound, 
may be derived from O.N. plukka, 
No. plukka, vb., and need not be a 
loan-word from Eng. pluck, vb. 

fplukker [plokor], sb., the angler, 
lophius piscatorius (Edm. Zetl.). Also 
called “great p.”, because plukker 
alone is commonly used of a small 
angler, partly in sense of sea-scor- 
pion, cottus. — Might not this word 
prop, be the same as plukk1, sb., a 
codling? Association with Celt., Gael, 
ploc, m., a lump; round mass-, very 
large head, and pluc, m., a lump, is 
not improbable. Cf. konta-plucker. 

fplump [plo‘mp], sb., a plump-, a 
splash. In Shetl. with close o-sound 
as in No., Sw. and Da. plump, n., 
and need not therefore be a loan- 
word from English. 

fplump [plo‘mp], vb., to plump-, to 
splash-, to fall heavily, also to walk 
heavily, to geng plum pin. Sw. 
plumpa, Da. plumpe, Eng. plump, vb.; 
Icel. plampa, vb., to walk clumsily. 
For the close o-sound in Shetl. 
plump see prec. 

plumper [plo'mpor], sb., a nick- 
name, prop, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. at sea lor the cusk. Vidlin, Lunn. 
— Prop, a clumsy figure, and to be 
classed with plump, vb. Cf. the re- 
lation between No. pump, m., pumpa, 
f., a short, stout, clumsy figure (R.), 
and No. pumpa, vb., partly to walk 
splashing in something soft, partly 
to plump. 

fplumpi [plo'mpi], sb., a trick. Un., 
Yn. Prop, a plump or the sound pro- 
duced thereby? See fplunki, sb. 

fplunki [plo'rjki], sb., = plumpi, 
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sb. No. doubt to be associated with 
L.Sc. plunk, sb., a dull sound. 

fplut [plut], sb., mockingly or jok- 
ingly of the foot, esp. a large, clumsy 
foot. Comm, in pi.: de pluts. Un. Also 
ploitek [ploitak] (U.), plotek [plotok] 
(U.), and plutsek [plutsak, plotsok] 
(N.I.). — Cf. N.Eng. dial. (Cum.), 
plotes, plouts, sb. pi., mockingly or, 
jokingly of the hands. For the 
etym. of plut see the foil. word. 

fplut [plut] and fpluts [pluts, plots], 
vb., to walk clumsily and heavily. 
N. Sh. Comm, in the form pluts. In 
Nm. besides plots [plobj] as a par- 
allel form to pluts. — Cf. L.Sc. plout, 
vb., to splash, and Da. dial. (Funen) 
plutte, vb., to splash. In form, pluts 
approaches Ndl. plotsen, \b., to plump, 
O. L.G. plotzen,vb., id., Germ, plutz, 
m., a splash-, smack. See fplot2, vb. 

pluter [plutor], vb., to walk feebly. 
N.Roe, Nmn. May be classed with 
plut, vb., but in meaning it assimi- 
lates entirely to No. pultra, vb., to 
walk feebly, pluter poss. for*pul- 
ter by metathesis of 1 through infl. 
of fplut and fpluts, vbs. 

pluti [pluti], sb., a nickname for 
a club-footed man. Fe.? (acc. to J.I.). 
See fplut, sb. 

pluts, vb., see fplut, vb. 
plutsek1 [plutsok, plotsak], sb., = 

fplut, sb. 
plutsek2 [plutsok], sb., see the 

foil. word. 
plutsi [plutsi], sb., a pet name for a 

child. Esp. in address. Fe., Y.? Poss. 
association with plut and pluts, vb., 
in sense of to splash, though the ge- 
neral meaning in Shetl. of these two 
words: to walk clumsily and heavily, 
does not agree with plutsi in sense 
of child. More prob. may be sug- 
gested an association with Sw. dial, 
plutt, m., a) a plug, b) child, as an 
endearing term (Ri.), and No. plyt, 
plytt (yy), m., a little boy (R.). 

plot1 [plot, plo't], vb., to speak 

plaintively. Cf. No. plyta, vb., to look 
sulky (R.), Sw. dial, plutas, vb. refl. 
id. (from plut, m., hanging lip. Ri.). 
Another root-meaning is, however, 
possible, viz.: pipe, in which case may 
be compared No. plyta, f., a small 
flute, and Eng. bleat, vb. 

fplot2 [plot], vb., to splash (Uws.); 
see further fplut, vb. 

plotek [plstok], sb., a (clumsy) 
foot. Un., = fplut, sb.; q.v. 

fplots [plobj], = fpluts, vb. Nm. 
pobi1 [pobi (po3bi)], sb., \)a foster- 

father. 2) head of a family; de p., 
the master of the house (Fe.). 3) an 
old man (Fe.). 4*) pope. 5) evil 
spirit, devil (U.). — No. pape, Fger. 
papi, m., father, papa (in childish 
lang.). O.N. papa, papi, m., a) pope, 
= pafi, b) a monk, an ecclesiastic, 
esp. of the Irish Culdee-priests and her- 
mits. Meaning 5 of pobi: devil, has 
prob. been developed during the Refor- 
mation from the senseCf. pebi, 
sb., which is another form of the same 
word. — In Shetl. place-names pobi 
and p o b a [poba] are often found as the 
first and second part of compd.: a) 
pobi as the first part, beside the more 
common papa- [papa] and pape- 
[papa], b) poba as the second part, 
e.g.: Pobistakk [pd"bistak-] (Colvidale, 
Ue.), rock by the sea-shore: *papa- 
stakkr. Gjo poba [qapo’ba, d^apd’ba] 
(Whe.), name of a cleft in a rocky 
coast: *gjapapa; the same name is 
Pobis gjo [po"bisgjo‘] (M.Roe) and 
Papegjo [pa"pagjo’] (de Nien, Ai.): 
’“papa gja. Sker poba [skerpo'ba] (Ha- 
roldswick, Un.), a skerry: *sker papa; 
the same name is Papaskerri [pa"pa- 
skeri], a skerry off Scalloway, Ti.,Mw.: 
*papa sker. In these place-names the 
word denotes the Irish and Scottish 
Culdee-priests and hermits. See Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 217—218. 

pobi2 [pobi], sb., something project- 
ing or prominent, prop. pap. *pap-. 
Now used only as a place-name, de 
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Pobis: sea-term, tabu-name for three 
hills in Unst (Un.), used as landmarks 
by Unst fishermen (esp. Um’ n>w.) when 
finding certain fishing-grounds. The 
proper names for “de Pobis” are: de 
mukkel Hjog [*haugr], Sodersfell and 
Saksavord [-*var6i or -*var5a] (Un.). 
As a sea-term for a single one of these 
hills: Pobi (without added def. art.). 
“Pobi (= de mukkel Hjog) is fjalin”, 
Pobi is disappearing in the distance 
(Uw.). — Cf. No. and Sw. pappe, m., 
pap. For this word as a place-name 
for heights and isles in Norway, see 
Norske G&rdnavne I, p. 265: Papper. 

pobi-rontli [po'biro'qHi (-r6‘intii)], 
sb., sea-term, tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang. for pig, esp. domestic- 
ated (ali-grice, patti-grice, patti 
or pati, alipati). Un., Yn.— pobi, 
as the first part of the compd., might 
suggest pap; cf. pobi2, sb., prop. 
pap, = No. and Sw. pappe, and cf. 
the above names patti (-grice), pati, 
prop, sucking-pig. An explanation of 
pobi1, sb., in sense of head of a 
family, appl. in jest, is also conceiv- 
able. The second part rontli repre- 
sents grontli in sense of a grunter; 
cf. gronter and grontjel (ali-gront- 
jel), sbs., as tabu-names for pig. 

*podl, sb., see *poll, sb. 
pog [pog, pog, pog (p&g)], sb., a small person, stunted in growth. Nm. 

[pog, pog (pog)]. In U. esp. in the 
compd. gorpog [go‘rp&g], a small 
(insignificant) person. — Cf. Sw. 
dial, p&k, Da. pog, m., a boy. pog 
is poss. bag, poke, and parallel form 
to, or closely cognate with, poki, pok, 
sb. Cf. No. pok, m., and pose, m., 
partly a) a poke, bag, partly b) a 
little boy, further gorpog, sb., corre- 
sponding to No. gorpose, m., a deri- 
sive term for a little boy, and Sw. dial, 
g&rp&se, m., an incapable person. 

poilta, sb., see polta, sb. 
point [poi‘nt, p&i‘nt], sb., a tiny 

fish (esp. coalfish), small sillek 

(small coalfish). Comm, in pi.: points. 
Y. Prop, a point, sb. 

poitek1 [pSi’tok], sb., a pet name 
for a little child. Fe.? (acc. to J.I.). 
See pattin, sb. 

poitek2 [poitak], sb., mockingly of 
foot, bare foot. Um0. For ploitek 
by dropping of 1? See plut (and 
ploitek), sb. 

poitek2, poittek, see pottek, sb. 
poitt, vb., see putt, vb. 
poittabrod, sb., see pottabrod. 
poki [poki (paki)] and pok [pok 

(pak)], sb., a bag, poke; a mel-p., a 
meal-bag; a small, thin bag through 
which the water is strained from 
fresh-churned butter, a butter-p.; a 
small bag for straining milk (Sa.); 
— a bag-shaped net for catching 
small coalfish (slUeks and pilteks). 
Lunn. (pok). Now also comm, a 
small paper-bag, a paper-poki (Fe., 
Nm.) and -pok. The form ending in 
-i is reported from N.I. (esp. Fe. and 
Y.), Nm. occas. and Wests. — Also 
pjoki [pjoki (pj&ki)]; a meal-p.; a 
butter-p.(seeabove); Yn.,Ai., a pjoki 
o’ mel (Ai.), a mel-pjok [pjok] (Fe.). 
— O.N. poki, m., a bag, poke. 

pok [pok (p&k)],vb., to catch small 
fish, esp. coalfish, with a bag-shaped 
net: pok; to p. silleks and pilteks. 
*poka. See poki, sb. 

*poll [po[] and *poil [poil], sb., 1) 
a small roundish, land-locked bay or 
creek; a pool. In these forms now 
only as a place-name, e.g.: de Poil 
(Ewick, Ye.), a deep pool on the fore- 
shore into which the sea-water flows 
at flood-tide, de Poller [po[or] (Huse 
Isle, de Skerries): either “pollr” with 
preserved nom. -r or “*poll-0yrr”, 
because of the pebbly beach at the 
head of the bay (O.N. oyrr, Shetl. er). 
de Pol [pol] o’ Polsgjo [polsgjo] (Few.): 
*polls-gj&? “pol” here prob. by length- 
ening of o in *poll. Pollaberg [po]"- 
abaerg'] (Conn.): *polla-berg. Polla- 
stakk [po["astak-] (Hune Isle, U®.): 
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*poll-stakkr. In Fo. is found podl 
(pidl) [pod3l, pod3! (pad3!)] as a place- 
name, the second part of compd.: Ker- 
podl [kerpod3!, -pad3!]: *ker-pollr. Se- 
lapodl [se"lap6d3l,,-pad3!-]: *sela-pollr 
(O.N. selr, m., a seal). From St. 
(Wests.) is reported *pudl, *podl in 
old place-names, such as “Munkipudl 
[mo‘rj"kipod3l]” (W.Skeld, St.), a 
puddle, which (in regard to the old 
change 11 > dl on Wests.) is rather 
the same word as *poll, *podl, than 
Eng. puddle, sb. A form pol [pol] 
is more frequent than *poll, etc., as 
a place-name, also in the colloq. lang. 
in various senses; see pol, sb. 2) 
fishing-ground, prop, a place with 
deep,smooth water; thus: Pollin djuba 
[po(an,p6]m (pa]in) d^uba], Ai.: *pollr- 
inn djiipi, accus.: pollinn djtipa, the 
deep pool. Also pol [pol] as the name 
of a fishing-ground (U8-m0.). — O.N. 
pollr, m., a small, roundish creek or 
bay; in No. (poll) also (small) pool; 
Icel. pollr, m., a water-hole; a 
swamp (B.H.). 

polta (poilta) [pa‘lta, p&i‘lta], sb., 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. at sea for the cask. Wd. — Owing 
to the occas. alternation of initial b and 
p in Shetl. Norn, poss. for *bolta 
(*boilta) from *bQll6tta (understood 
brosma, f.?), i.e. the plump, round one. 
Note, however, Icel. polti and pdltr, 
m., a small globe, convex object 
(B.H.). Uncertain. See putler, sb. 

polter [po'ltsr (p&'ltor)] sb., commo- 
tion in the sea; strong tide. Wests, 
and S.Sh. (Du.). See pulter, sb. 

poltri [po'ltri, p&‘ltri], adj., agitated, 
of sea. See pultri, adj. 

poltrous [po‘l"t3r6s], adj., see 
pultrous, adj. 

pon [pon, po3n], sb., a piece of 
green turf for thatching, comm. Is 
prob. O.N. spann, m., in sense of 
shingle for thatching. For dropped 
initial s before a consonant cf. e.g. 
panni, pinni = spann, sb., water- 

pail, kattamilliskru = skottamil- 
liskru, sb., the playing at hide-and- 
seek around the corn-stacks. 

pon [pon, po3n], vb., to cut off 
pons (green turf) from the top of 
a moss, for thatching purposes; to p. 
de mor [‘moor’], to p. de bank, esp. 
to pare off the second layer of turf 
in a bog or on a ledge (bank: the 
ledge in a peat-pit), before getting 
down to the actual peats. To pare 
off the uppermost layer of green 
turf, is comm, called: to fla de mor. 
— *spana for *spaena? see pon, sb. 

pon [pon (po3n)]-cte//, sb., a place 
where pons (green turfs) are pared 
off. Yn. See pon, sb. 

ponek, sb., see ponin, sb. 
pong [pog], sb., see pung, sb. 
ponin [ponin, po3nin], sb.,a pared- 

off piece of turf, on, from the sec- 
ond layer, before getting down to the 
actual peats; to tak’ aff de ponins. 
S.Sh. A piece of turf (from the up- 
permost layer) is comm, called by 
a L.Sc. word fel [fel]: L.Sc. fail, fale, 
feal (Jam.). Beside ponin a form 
ponek [ponak, po3nak (ponak)] is 
found, partly used in a somewhat diff. 
sense: reported from N.Roe, Nm11., in 
sense of a piece of dried turf (feal), 
from Yn. in sense of a piece of green 
turf. — ponin is a deriv. of pon, 
vb. ponek is derived from pon,sb., 
by added dim. ending -ek. 

ponni [poni], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name for a fishing-buoy. St. Par- 
allel form to pinni1, sb.; q.v. 

fporl [p6r3l], sb., gritty excrement. 
Prop.aL.Sc. form. See pari,pirl, sbs. 

porl [por3l], vb., to poke, stir, see 
purl, vb. Diff. from Eng. purl, vb. 

porr [por(r)], sb., a tiny fish, esp. a 
codling. Reported from S.Sh. (Conn.), 
Wests. (Sa.) and N.I. occas. (Y., Fe.). 
Sometimes purr [por(r)] (Fe.? re- 
ported by J.I.). Parallel form to pirr1, 
sb.,from which porr, purr, may have 
arisen. 
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porr [p6r(r)], vb., to poke; to pull up 

the wick in the open train-oil lamp 
(koli); to get the fire on the hearth 
to blaze. Conn. See purr, vb. 

port [p6‘rt], vb., to get to burn; 
p. op de koli (the train-oil lamp)! 
p. op de fire! St. See hurt, vb. [O.N. 
birta], from which port has arisen. 

pos1 [pos, po3s], sb., a bag, esp. 
money-bag. Also a bagful. O.N. 
posi, m., a bag. The word is now 
comm, used in its L.Sc. sense: “a 
secret hoard of money” (Jam.: pose). 

pos2 [pos], sb., a swelling, a boil 
(Nm.); see pus, sb. 

posi [(posi) posi], sb., a swamp; 
morass; see pusi, sb. 

potl, pottel [pa^ol], vb., to work very 
slowly, esp. to pull the oars slowly; 
to p. wi’ de ayre, potl in [p&'^lin] wi’ 
de ayre. Yh. May be either a par- 
allel form to patl (as a often changes 
to o in Shetl. Norn), or a form of 
putl, vb., closely allied to patl. — 
Most prob. the former, as the expr. 
“to patl wi’ de ayre”, is used, while 
putl is not reported in this sense. 

potr, potter [p&tor], vb., to mum- 
ble, whisper. U. In the same sense 
No. putra, potra, paatra, vb., and 
occas. Sw. dial, puttra, pottra, vb. 
See pater, vb. 

pottabrod (poittabrod) [po^-abrod- 
(poi‘"tabrod\ -brad’), po^t-abrod1, 
p6i‘"tabr&d'], sb., a piece of a broken 
pot, esp. for melting fish-liver oil in, 
or for keeping a little oil in for the 
open lamp: de koli. [po^-abrod']: 
Yn. [(poi‘"ta-, poi”ta-) p6i‘t"a-, poi‘"- 
tabrad’ (-brod-)]: U.(Un.). Also po(i)t- 
tibrod [(poi‘"ti-) poi-tibrod' (-br&d-)]: 
U. — O.N. *pott(a)brot, n., piece of a 
broken pot, Fser. pottabrot, n. 

pottek, poitek [po(ok, po^ok, p&tok, 
p&'j^k, poitak, poi'tak, pii'tak, poi'tak 
(poitak)], sb., a pot for holding train- 
oil; a oli [‘oil’]-p. N.I. po'[ak, p&'(ak, 
(poi'tak) p&i‘tak: Y. occas. poi'tak, 
poitak, pSi‘tak, poi'tak (poitak): U. [poi- 

tak: Us.; p&i‘tak: Un.]. Also occas. 
puttek [pu[ak]; N.I. occas. — O.N. 
pottr, m., a pot. 

potti [po'ti], sb., a pot, now esp. 
tea-pot. Yh. The same word as pot- 
tek, poss. in a derived form *pytti, 
which the pronunc. “po'ti” might in- 
dicate; cf.the derivatives pitti (paiti) 
and potti, sbs. 

pottisidna. -sidni [p^t isid na, -sid - 
na,-sid'ni], sb., sea-term, tabu-name for 
pig or swine. Fo. The first part potti 
is patti, sb., prop, a sucking-pig. 
Might not sidna, sidni, be a cor- 
rupted form of O.N. svin, n., a swine? 

pottskerd [potskard, potska'rt, pot- 
fjka'rt, pfit^ka'rt], sb., a piece of a brok- 
en pot (for holding lamp-oil). Du. [pot- 
skard, potska'rt]. Conn, [pobjka'rt, p&t- 
jjka'rt]. — O.N. *pott(a)skar6, n., a 
piece of a broken pot, a shard, pot- 
sherd, Da. potteskSr, id. See potta- 
brod, sb. 

pramm1 [pram, pram], sb., a kind 
of gruel made of milk and meal (or 
butter-milk and meal): IP. Esp. gruel 
prepared from “ b u r s t e n -meal’ ’: IP. 
and Fe.; see burs ten sb. Partly a 
mixture o/gjola (q.v.) and meal (b u r- 
sien-meal). Sometimes a mixture of 
warm water and meal (bursten- 
meal): Fe. occas. From Un. pramm is 
also reported as a disparaging term 
for thin butter-milk. IP.: [pram] and 
[pram]. Fe.: [pram]. FromSa.,Wests., 
is given a form prammek [pramak] 
in sense of warm drink, esp. milk or 
bland (whey mixed with water) or 
swats (thin substance of “sooens”, 
L.Sc. sowens, a kind of oatmeal 
gruel). — Ork. brammo, sb., gruel 
made of oatmeal and water. — The 
etym. of the word is uncertain. Prob. 
association with No. brim (brom), prim, 
n., a) sediment, dregs; b) soft cheese 
made of whey. 

tpramm2 [pram], sb., a small, flat- 
bottomed boat, a pram, esp. of Nor- 
wegian build, a Norwa-p. Du. The 
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form of the word is recent Da. and 
Da.-No. pram. O.N. pramr, No. praam, 
m., a pram, ought in Shetl. Norn to 
have given *prom. 

pramm [pram, pram], vb., 1) to 
squeeze,press; prammd op,scarce- 
ly able to move for the dense crowd 
of people (Umo.); I could just p. me 
doon, I could just barely get a seat 
on the bench (Fe.). 2) to stuff, cram; 
I’m [‘have’] prammd me fu’ [‘full’], 
I have just eaten my fill (N.Roe). — 
To be classed with No. prempa, vb., 
to stuff, cram. 

fpratt [(prat) prat], sb., a trick, 
mischievous act; see prett, sb. 

predikanter [predika'n'tor], sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for clergyman. Conn., Sandwick, Dun. 
Prop, a preacher, derived from O.N. 
predika, vb. (from Lat.), to preach. 

*prestengolva [prses'tangol’va], sb., 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for clergyman. Ub.; A.L.: prest- 
ingolva. Prob. an orig. *prestkufl, a 
cassock. As g may replace initial k 
in Shetl. Norn, and 1 (when connected 
with another consonant) is often trans- 
posed, *golva may easily be con- 
ceived to have arisen from O.N. kufl, 
m., a cowled cloak. 

prett [prset] and prettikin [prset -- 
ikin-], sb., 1) a mean trick, mischie- 
vous act. Ironically: good example; 
yon [‘that’] is a bony p. (Fe.). 2) trial 
of strength, e.g. a lifting match with 
big stones: *bragastens, a\so feat of 
skill. 3) a rogue (Un.). — Now rare 
in its orig. form prett, but almost 
invariably with added dim. ending: 
prettikin [praet"iknr]. Most common 
in sensei. Sense 2 given esp. from Fe. 
and Conn, (reported by J.I., Fe., of a 
lifting match). Sense 3 reported only 
from Un. Also found in the form pratt, 
pratt [(prat) prat] in sense 1. — O.N. 
prettr, m., a trick. L.Sc. pret, prat(t), 
sb., id. The form prettikin in Shetl. 
is prob. due to a merging with L.Sc. 

prattik, prettik (practik, practique), sb., 
partly = Eng. practice, sb., partly trick; 
craft; mischievous trick (Jam.). 

prigg [png], vb., to poke, prod, to 
p. at ane; esp. metaph.: to irritate, 
tease. Corresponds in these senses to 
No., Icel. and Fser. prika, vb. Slightly 
diverging: No. prikka, to prick, vb. 
priggfrom older*prikk,vb.—prigg 
is now comm, used in sense of to im- 
portune, urge, which is L.Sc. 

priggamutl, -muttel [png-amot al] 
and priggamoitel [prig”am6i t3l], sb., 
1) a small, poor knife, esy. for gut- 
ting herrings.Un.: priggamoitel. 2) 
a small, worn-out spade. Y. and Fe.: 
priggamutl. — The second part is 
muttel, mutl (moitel), sb., a small 
knife or (worn-out) spade, prigga 
is here intensive, doubtless denoting 
smallness, something to prod with; 
see the preceding and followingwords. 
O.N. (Icel.) prik, n., a short staff or 
stick, may poss. be compared. 

prigga-froof [png-atrut'], sb., 
stickleback, gasterosteus aculeatus. — 
“troot”, Eng. trout, is doubtless a more 
recent addition to an old uncompound- 
ed prigga, which may be Sw. dial, 
prigge, n.(?), collect.: young ones, 
small fry. East Gothland (Ri.), orig. 
denoting something small. Cf. p rigga 
in priggamutl, sb. prigga might, 
however, also be regarded in sense 
of prickle, the prickly one. Such a 
definition presupposes an orig. compd. 
“ p r i gga-troot”, or another older word 
for trout as the second part. The most 
obvious difference, however, between 
the stickleback and the trout is the 
smallness of the former. 

fprin [prin, prm], sb., a bodkin, a 
large pin. comm. The form of the 
word is L.Sc. (Jam.: prein, preen, 
prene). O.N. has “prjonn”, m. 

fprinsi [pn‘nsi], sb., a high rock, 
stakk, in the sea, esp. at some di- 
stance from the land. Un. Reported as 
a common noun, but now used only 
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as a name for a few such rocks, rising 1 

out of the sea at ebb-tide, submerged 
at flood-tide; thus: “Prinsi”nearSkaw, 
Un., and “ Prinsi” near Norwick, Un. — 
Prop, something sticking up. May, in 
that case, spring either a) from a *prin- 
(cf. prin,sb.)orb) from a *pris- by na- 
salizing; cf. No. prisa, vb., to prick 
(now only in metaph. sense), prosul, 
“prosaal”, m., a pointed implement, 
projecting peg or stick. Might not 
the word be associated with No. prins- 
ast, vb. refl., to play at throwing knives 
(R.), so that “prins”, in this case, pro- 
perly denoted a short, pointed object? 

pro [pro], sb., something remark- 
ably good, an excellent thing, or esp. 
an excellent person, mostly used ironi- 
cally; du is a p. Fo. — May phoneti- 
cally be developed from O.N. bragd, n., 
inter alia: something distinguished, 
or of importance; enterprise, deed 
of manhood. Initial b in several cases 
changes to p in Shetl. Norn; a often 
changes to o, and 6 is regularly 
dropped. See progjek or prodjek 
[prod^ok], sb., great feat of strength, 
in meaning corresponding exactly to 
Faer. bragd [braea] or bragd, n. pro 
may, however, more prob. be de- 
rived from a parallel form *bra, as 
O.N. “bragd” is otherwise found as 
bragd and brag in Shetl. (on Wests.); 
cf. No. braa, n., in sense of kind, 
quality. 

prodj, vb., see progj, vb. 
prog1 [prog, prd3g], sb., oil from 

melted fish-livers which, at the meal, 
is poured over the fish (esp. small 
coalfish, silleks and pilteks), or 
into which the fish is dipped. Also 
partly denotes the whole serving: 
fish and potatoes, eaten with melted 
liver-oil. Lunn., Wh., Sk. Also in 
the form proga [proga]: Wh. From 
De. is reported prog [prd3g] in sense 
of young coalfish, minced and 
kneaded together with fish-livers, 
a kind of stapp, a dish of fish.— 

As p freq. replaces initial b, and as 
final g in various words is developed 
from orig. 6 (see Introd. V — also 
N.Spr. VII —§ 29, the end), prog 
may have arisen from O.N. brad, n., 
in sense of a melting, grease, thus 
in No. braad, n.; feel. br63, n. and 
f., a melting; fat. In Sw. dial., how- 
ever, is found a k-derivative of this 
stem: brakk’, vb., to melt (Ri.). To 
this no doubt also Icel. brdk, f., train- 
oil, (stinking) oil (B.H.), and Fser. 
brse(d)kufitla [brsea”k6fit‘la], f., adi- 
pose membrane (from sheep) dipped 
in meal and blood and grilled, prog 
may then be either “brad” or Icel. 
brak, which latter mainly assimi- 
lates in its form to the Shetl. word. 
Cf. bro3, sb., and bro, vb. 

fprog2 [prd3g], sb., trumpery, col- 
lection of various objects, almost 
worthless. Nmw. (Nibon). The same 
word as Eng. dial, prog, sb., esp. 
appl. to food, but in Shetl. with long 
o. In northern lang.: “prakk-”. Sw. 
dial, prakk and prask, n., syn. with 
Shetl. prog. 

fprogj (prodj) [prddzj, vb., to prod 
with a pointed staff. Also metaph.: 
to try to coax something out of a 
person. Given in Edm. as Shetl.: 
prodg, vb. n. L.Sc. prog, progue, 
and prod, vb., to prick; prod, “dz,” 
may represent gj, contingently arisen 
from kj. 

progjek (prodjek) [prdd^ok], sb., 
great feat of strength; he was op 
for a p. de night [‘to-night’]. Yh.— 
Corresponds in sense to O.N. bragd, 
Fser. bragd [brsea] and bragd, n., deed 
of manhood, and may well be pho- 
netically developed from this word; 
see the notes under pro, sb. 

fproll (proil) [prd’l, pr6[, prd'j, prftil, 
prdil], sb., a catch, booty ; trifles, col- 
lection of almost worthless objects; 
things obtained by begging; hotch- 
potch, partly of food. comm. The 
form “pro'l” is reported from Yh., 
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“proj, pro'l” from Conn., “pro'!, proil” 
from U., “proil” from Nm., “prMl” 
from Sa., Wests, (esp. in sense of a 
catch, booty), prollament [prol"a- 
mo'nt’] and in pi.: prolleks [pro1- 
loks]: Conn, occas.; prollament in 
sense of scraps, trifles, prolleks esp. 
of the various things, collected in a 
bundle, belonging to the equipment 
of boat-fishermen. — To be classed 
with M.Eng. prollen, vb., constantly 
to prowl. Acc. to the forms of pro- 
nunc. prob. an old loan-word in Shetl. 
See the foil. word. 

fproll, proil, vb., to go in chase of 
prey, to prowl; de cat is proilin 
[pr&ihn] aboot; to go prowling about; 
to geng proilin aboot. Reported from 
Sa., Wests., in the form proil [pr&il]. 
M.Eng. prollen, vb., id. See prec. 

prud [prod], adj., stately; magni- 
ficent; of the best kind. Appl. to 
corn: early kernelled, almost like Eng. 
dial, “proud”, of corn. — O.N. prtidr, 
No., Sw., Da. prud, Ad]., fine; stately; 
magnificent, etc. Now otherwise in 
Shetl. comm, like Eng. proud, adj. 

prummek [promak], sb., 1) nipple, 
esp. of a woman; prummeks, pi., 
the female breasts. 2) a round flat- 
cake, a kind of rusk (Sa., Wests.). — 
Prop, bud? Poss. the same word as 
O.N. brum, n., leaf-buds, in No. also of 
catkins, partly in the form “proomm” 
(East-country). 

fprunk [pro'gk], vb., to shine; to 
give a fine appearance; I ’ll p. me 
op, / will put on fine clothes (Ai., 
Wests.). — No. prunka, Da. prunke, 
vb., to make a display of, from Qerm. 

fprunk [pro'gk] and fprunket 
[pro'gkat], adj., shining; fine and 
smart; splendid and strutting. See 
the prec. 

prus [prus, pros, prros], interj., 
shout, used in driving cows or horses. 
Also prrs [prrs, prr°s]. prustak 
[prustak]: Fe. — Extended form from 
pru [pru, prru, pr(r)o], interj., which 

is otherwise found in Northern lang- 
uages as well as in Eng. dial. (L.Sc.). 

prus [prus, pros], vb., to drive cows 
or horses with the shout prus. 

prut, prutt [prut], sb., a breaking 
wind. Da. prut, c., Sw. prutt, m., id. 

prut, prutt [prut], vb., to break wind. 
Da. prutte, Sw. prutta, vb., id. 

puk, pukk [puk, pok], sb., a push, 
esp. with the foot, a kick; to gi’e a 
p. wi’ de foot. P.L.? Prop, buk, bok. 
See puk, vb. 

puk, pukk [puk, pok], vb., to strike, 
to push, esp. with the foot: to kick; 
to p. wi’ de feet. P.L.? — No. and 
Faer. buka, to drub, beat, L.Sc. buck, 
vb., to push. See bok, vb., which 
no doubt is orig. the same word. 
Diverging is L.Sc. pook, pouk, vb., 
to pluck; pull. 

puka, sb., see puki1, sb. 
puki1 [puki], sb., an infant dying 

unbaptized; an unbaptized infant. 
N.I., Wests. In the first given sense 
esp. from Fe. (N.I.), in the second, 
from Sa. (Wests.). From Sa., and 
occas. N.I., is besides reported a fern, 
form puka [puka], an unbaptized 
female child, as opposed to puki, 
an unbaptized male child. — Prop. 
devil’s brood, a devilkin. O.N. ptiki, 
m., an imp. Used in Shetl. Norn of an 
unbaptized infant, in conformity with 
the old belief that salvation can only 
be obtained by baptism. 

puki2 [puki], sb., a piece of dough 
kneaded in a cylindrical form; a 
cylindrical piece of dough. Fo. — 
Might this be No. and Sw. paak, p&k, 
m., a stick, short rod? Cf. the rela- 
tion in the change of meaning be- 
tween Faer. drylur, m., a cylinder- 
shaped loaf, and No. dryle, m., a 
cudgel, stick, Shetl. drolin, sb., a 
half-grown coalfish. Or poss. (though 
less prob.) Sw. dial, puk, m., bunion 
(Finnish puka)? 

pukkel [pokol], sb., l) collective 
length of lines, b u gt s, to fishing with 
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long-line;a p. o’ lines; hand [hand] me 
my p.! U". Prop, a collection of 
fishing-lines. Like pakki, sb.; q.v. 
2) definite weight, esp. of fish: two 
cwts.; a p. o’ fish. Un. With this 
cf. *pakk, sb., “package", used 
of a certain weight, esp. of wadmal. 
— May be a dim. form *p9kkull, m., 
from O.N. pakki, m., a pack, bundle. 
In like manner Icel. boggull, m., a 
small parcel, from “baggi”, m., a 
bundle. — Otherwise Shetl. pukkel 
is used in sense of quantity, (good) 
portion of something, a p. o’ fish, o’ 
corn, o’ meal (Yh.), but is then no doubt 
L.Sc. pickle, puckle, sb., prop, a grain 
of seed, but also a small quantity. 

*puljin [pu[m, pn]in], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for a 
buoy. Locality uncertain. — Poss. Sw. 
dial, pull, m., Da. puld, c., round top, 
head. Cf. kolla, sb., prop, “polled” 
object, as tabu-name for a buoy. Or 
might puljin be merely another form 
of pil(j)en, piljin, which is also 
found as a tabu-name for a buoy? 

pulter [po'ltor], sb., heavy commo- 
tion in the sea, a p. i’ de sea; agitated 
or rough sea; crested sea; cross-sea, 
a p. o’ a sea. Nmw., Wests. Partly of 
very strong tide, a p. o’ tide. Wests, 
occas. (Sa., Papa Stour). Also pol- 
ter [po'ltor (pS'ltor)]; a p. [poitor] i’ 
de sea: Du.; a p. [po'ltar, pS'ltar] o’ 
tide: Papa and Sa. occas.; he is cornin’ 
ut a awfu’ p., a rapid tide is run- 
ning out, is coming against us 
(Papa). — No. puldr, pulder, m., a 
bubbling circle or eddy, a splash 
(Aa. under “purla”, vb.), = bulder, 
buller (from No. bulla, vb., to bubble, 
whirl; to well, gush). 

pultri, pultr/e [po‘ltri], poltri, 
poltr-/e [po'ltri, p&‘ltri], adj., very 
rough, agitated, of sea; de sea is p. 
Of the tide: rap/tf. Nmw.,Wests. See 
pulter, sb. 

pultroos, poltrous [po‘l"tar6s], 
adj., very restless; unruly; wild; a 

p. fellow. Ai., Wests. In sense mainly 
to be classed with pulter, polter, 
sbs. In that case diff. from L.Sc. 
pultrous (for: putrous?), given by Jam. 
in the sense “lustful, lascivious”. As 
only a single Shetl. form ending in 
-i, -ie (pultr-ie, poltr-ie) is reported 
in sense of agitated, rough, of sea, 
there may be an infl. from the Sc. 
word in the form ending in -ous. 

pund [pond], sb., pound, weight. 
O.N. pund, n., a pound; L.Sc. pund. 

punder [pondar], sb., a small steel- 
yard, b i s m e r, for weighing articles 
under 10 lbs. Conversely Ork. “pund- 
er, pundler” of a larger steelyard for 
weighing heavier articles, above 10 
lbs., while Ork. “bismer”, in contrast 
to Shetl. “bismer”, is the smaller lever- 
balance.— O.N. pundari, m., a steel- 
yard. See bismer, sb. 

pung [pog] and pong [pog], sb., a 
purse, now esp. testicle (prop, scro- 
tum). O.N. pungr, m., a purse. 

purl1, purrel [poral], sb., an ar- 
ticle, esp. a wooden pin, with which 
the wick in an open train-oil lamp 
(koli) is pulled up to make it burn 
brighter, = burter, sb. Also burl, 
burrel [boral]. U. See purl and 
purr, vbs. 

purl2, purrel [poral], sb., a small 
thing checked in growth; esp. in pi., 
purr els, of very small potatoes; taati 
[‘potato’J-purrels for de grice. Nm. 
— Cf. Da. dial., Jut. purl, sb., col- 
lect. : scrubby copse, stunted oaks. Da. 
(Jut.) purre, c., stunted tree, scrubby 
oaks, in literary lang.: a kind of leek. 

purl, purrel [por3l, poral (poral)], 
vb., to poke, pull, stir, esp. to poke 
the fire, occas. as vb. n.: to p. i’ 
de fire, occas. as vb. a.: to p. op de 
fire. 1-derivative of purr, vb., q.v. 

purlkildi [purolkeh'di, pdrsl-], sb., 
a person easily teased or offended; 
esp. as a nickname for such a per- 
son. “weel [‘well’], p., foo [‘how’] 
is du?” Nmn. (N.Roe). — The second 
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part kildi prob. represents *kidli 
from *kitli by metathesis of 1: one 
who is easily tickled (irritated), from 
O.N. kitla, vb., to tickle, Shetl. kitl2, 
vb. The first part is to be classed 
with purl, vb., to poke, pull; for the 
use of the word in this compd. cf. 
Da. purretop, c., hot-tempered or 
easily-teased person, prop, bushy 
hair, a person with bushy hair. 

purr [p6r(r), por(r)], vb., to poke, 
pull, stir; to tickle, reported in a 
special sense to tickle with a straw; 
to p. [por(r)] ower ane’s face wi’ a 
strae [‘straw’]. Nmn. (N.Roe). The 
derivative purl, vb. (q.v.), is more 
extended, and used in a wider sense. 
— No. pura (pora), vb., to poke, 
prod, purra, vb., to irritate, tease; Da. 
purre, vb., to poke, stir. Cf. porr, vb. 

purri [pur(r)i, porri], sb., a cat, as 
a call or pet name. Clumlie, Du. A 
form puri [puri] with long u is re- 
ported from Papa Stour; piri (little) 
p.! — No. purre, m., a cat (call-name), 
Aa. Cf. Eng. purr, vb. The main 
vowel-sound [u, 6, u] indicates that 
Shetl. purri, puri is ancient and of 
Norn origin. Eng. purr, vb., is pro- 
nounced in Shetl. with 6-sound [porr]. 

purt [po‘rt], sb., stagnant pool, 
dirty puddle, comm. Also refuse 
heap in a corner of the house 
(S.Sh. occas.), ash-pit outside the 
house (Sa., Wests.), from the latter 
place reported in the form purti 
[po'rti], a aessie [‘ash’]-p. — May be 
a *puttr = O.N. pyttr, m., a pool; 
No. and Sw. putt, m., Da. pyt, c., id. 
r in purt may later have found its 
way into the word, but poss. there 
is also a metathesis in Shetl. of nom. 
-r in an older *puttr. 

purt [po‘rt], vb., 1) vb. a., to part, 
divide. 2) vb. n., to fall into two or 
more parts, to suffice for dividing: 
“dis will p. twice”. U. — O.N. parta, 
vb., to part, divide, from Lat. The 
vowel-sound u [o] in Shetl. indicates 

purt to be an old word, and not 
a loan from Eng. 

purtin [po'rtin], sb., a part, share; 
a p. o’ fish. U. May be either O.N. 
partr, m. (from Lat.), with grafted def. 
art. (Shetl. Norn contains several ex- 
amples of such a relation), or the 
gerund of the verb purt, used sub- 
stantively. See purt, vb. 

purtnin [po'rtnin], sb., an insuf- 
ficient quantity of any kind of food, 
esp. of fish, meat and butter; a p. 
o’ fish. Fo., Lunn. From Lunn. re- 
ported also in sense of a thin layer, 
esp. of manure spread out-, “gi’e de 
rig (the strip of field) a p.!” — No 
doubt a *partning, f., a dividing, or 
*partningr, m., a divided quantity, 
a part. 

pus [(pus) pos], and pos [pos], 
sb., pus, a boil; “de beilin (the boil) 
was a’ [‘all’] in a saft [‘soft’] p.”: 
Nm. [pos, pos]. — No. pus, m., a 
swelling filled with matter. Da. pus, 
n., pus, matter (No. and Sw. dials, 
pusa, pusna, O.Da. and Da. dial, puse, 
vb., to swell, rise, to be inflated, 
or to inflate). 

pusi, posi [posi, posi (posi)], sb., 
quagmire; swamp; bog; morass. 
S.Sh. From Nm. is reported a form 
pudj or pugj [pnd^ (p6®d^)], occas. 
pudji, pugji [pnd^i], in sense of 
swamp; pool; slough. — Sw. puss, 
m., No. pus (uu), f., a pool, puddle 
(Aa.), acc. to Ri.: pus, puss, m., esp. 
quagmire rising in the middle. Prop. 
a swelling, and thus to be classed 
with pus, sb. “pudsj” may have 
developed from a *puzj for *pusj. 

pusjin [pu<jin, pu<j3n (po^-); pu- 
ijin, pnspn] and pesjin [pojjin, pospn, 
ps^an], adj., 1) very insignificant; 
frail; wretched; a p. animal, baess 
[‘beast’], a p. ting. Also that takes 
very little nourishment; a p. eater 
o’ fish. Fo.: pusjin [puspn] and po- 
sjin. 2) mis-shapen, badly formed, 
esp. in the expr. “p.-shaped”; a p.- 
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shaped ting. Conn.: pus jin [puspn 
(pu^on), pos}-]. 3) malicious and 
ill-tempered; bad, unpleasant to as- 
sociate with; mostly of a small per- 
son or child; a p. ting, a p. nos- 
siger(t) ting; a p. elf. S.Sh. (Conn., 
Du.): pus jin [pusjin (pu^on), po^-j. 
4) metaph.: bad, disagreeable, e.g. 
of a cough; a p. cough. Conn.: pu- 
sjin [pusjin (pu^on), posj-]. — Also as 
an adv.: badly; clumsily; in bad 
taste, in the expr. “p. done”; hit 
[‘it’] is p. done. Conn, (pusjin). 
See above sense 2. — pus jin is con- 
sidered to be L.Sc. pousion, sb., poi- 
son, with special local application in 
Shetl., and, in senses 3 and 4, may 
partly be this word; cf. the use of 
eter and jeder, prop, venom, poi- 
son. It is, however, difficult to ex- 
plain the other senses, esp. sense 1, 
from L.Sc. pousion; the word assi- 
milates in form and meaning to No. 
pysja, f., an insignificant thing 
puse, m., a delicate and cowardly 
person (R.), also cat, and must un- 
doubtedly be associated with these 
words. Cf. also Sw. dial, pus, m., 
a) a little boy; b) an insignificant 
and foolish person, “pysing”, m., a 
little boy, and poss. No. posel, m., a 
little ill-tempered creature (R.Suppl.). 
There is poss. in Shetl. a mingling 
of the Northern words mentioned 
and L.Sc. pousion. 

pusk [pusk (posk)], sb., 1) great 
anger, excitement; to be in a p., to 
be excited. Nmn. (N.Roe). 2) exces- 
sive or confused hurry; to be in a 
p., to make too much haste, to rush 
away headlong. Nmn.(?). — Is used 
syn. with puster, sb., and is then 
prob. No., Sw., Da. pust, derived from 
O.N. *pua (Icel.), vb., to breathe; 
blow. Cf. bloster, blouster, sb., 
prop, blast [O.N. bl&str, m.], used 
similarly to pusk and puster. 

pusk1 [pusk (posk)], vb., to come 
on to- blow, to come in gusts of in- 

creasing violence, of wind; he is 
puskin him op, it is blowing up 
(in gusts): St., Wests. — Prop, to blow, 
puff. No. and Sw. pusta, Da. puste, vb., 
to breathe hard, to blow, from *pua, 
vb., in Icel. to breathe, blow. Final 
t and k alternate occas. in Shetl. 
Norn after a consonant. Cf. a) Da. 
dial. (West Jut.), pust, c., partly breath, 
partly a shower accompanied by 
wind, b) Shetl. pusk, sb., as a par- 
allel form to puster, sb., and see 
pju, sb. and vb. 

pusk2 [pusk (posk)], vb., 1) to be 
busy with trifles in a house (to put 
things in their places); to geng pus- 
kin aboot de hus. Sa., Wests. 2) 
to look for vermin, = pisk 2. Fairly 
comm. — No. puska, vb., a) to fidget 
with; to pluck at; b) to decorate, dress. 

pusk3 [pusk], vb., to set a dog 
on. p. him! at him! in setting a dog 
on an animal. Un’bu. — No. (R.Suppl.) 
and Sw. pussa, Da. pudse, vb., to 
set on (a dog). 

pusker [puskor], sb., storm, spell 
of bad weather, almost like ri; he 
is cornin’ a p., he is cornin’ wi’ a 
p. f(r)ae [‘from’] de nor’-east. Fe. — 
To be classed with pusk1, vb. Cf. 
Da. dial., Jut. pust, c., a) a breath, 
b) a shower accompanied by wind 
(West Jut.). 

pusket [puskot (poskot)], adj., tufted 
up, bristling, of hair; de hair is p. 
Also as perf. part., “p. op”, from an 
otherwise unknown verb *pusk, to 
tear up. St., Wests. — No. puskutt, 
adj., dishevelled, of hair. 

puskin [puskin (poskin)], sb., a 
strong gale; reported in the inten- 
sive phr. “a p. and a goustin”, a 
tempestuous wind (with “goustin” cf. 
L.Sc. gousty, adj., tempestuous); de 
wind gat [‘got’] op wi’ a p. and a gou- 
stin. — To be classed with pusk1, vb. 

pus, puss [pus, pos] and pusi, 
pussi [pusi, posi], sb., a pet name 
for cat. comm. From Clumlie, Du., 
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is reported a form of pronunc. “po^i”. 
— No. puse, m., Sw. and Da. pus, 
cat (a pet name). Eng. puss, pussy 
(L.Sc. pussie, poussie), sb. The vowel- 
sound u [u, 6], however, mainly in- 
dicates pus to be a Norn word, though 
the u-sound is also occas.found in L.Sc. 

puster [pastor, pustor], sb., 1) vio- 
lent wind; he cam’ wi’ a p., a storm 
arose. Nmn. (N.Roe) [pustor]; rare. 
2) great anger, excitement; in a p., 
very excited (Nm.); in (or: wi’) a p. 
and a gouster (L.). 3) vital power-, 
capacity for work, — pjag1, sb. 2; 
esp. negatively: der ’r nae [‘no’] p. 
in him, no [‘not’] muckle p. in him. 
[pnstar]: Un. Elsewhere comm.: [pu- 
star]. — Is iri sense 1, and prob. also 
in senses 2 and 3, O.N. *ptistr, m., 
properly a blowing-, breath, etc., 
whence No., Sw. and Da. pust, a 
deep breath. Cf. Jut. (West Jut.) 
pust, c., in sense of a squally shower. 
There is certainly a “poust” in L.Sc. 
in sense of bodily strength (thus 
Jam.), from O.Fr. poeste (in M.Eng.: 
pouste), f., power-, strength-, ability, 
which words nearly assimilate to 
Shetl. puster in sense 3; but as for 
a deriv. of “ poeste, poust”, we find 
partly a) that Shetl. (Un.) pjag1, sb., 
is found in orig. sense, breath of 
life, as well as in the same sense 
as puster, sb. 3, vital power, etc., 
partly b) that puster 1 and 2 can 
only be explained from the men- 
tioned O.N. *ptistr. For the deve- 
lopment of meaning 3 cf. pusk, sb., 
in its relation to pusk1, vb., and 
bloster (blouster), sb. 

putl [pot3l, potol], sb., gentle move- 
ment in the sea, esp. slight surf 
along the shore-, a p. o’ “brak” 
[‘break’, surf]-, der wer no [‘there 
was not’] a p. i’ de sea. Nm. (Nmw.). 
— No. putl, n., = pusl, n., slight 
movement (see R. under “pusla”, vb.), 
comm, in sense of trifling employ- 
ments, Peer, putl, n. Cf. Sw. dial. 

puttla, vb. (Ri. under “puttra”, vb.), 
to bubble-, seethe-, boil up. 

putl [pot3!, po't3!, -ol], vb., to 
trifle at work, to make little head- 
way, to p. at a ting. Nmn.: [pot3l]. 
U.: [po't3!]. Reported from Nmn. 
(N.Roe) esp. in sense of to knit 
slowly and badly, mostly in conn, 
with “mak”’, vb., to knit, prop, to 
make-, to sit putl in and makin’; to 
p. a loop nu and again. For putl 
occas. pudl [pod3l], to trifle at work, 
to p. at a ting. Lunn. Diff. from the 
latter is another pudl in sense of to 
dabble in water and dirt, which is 
Eng. puddle,vb. — No. putla and pusla, 
Faer. putla, vb., to trifle at work. 

putler [putter], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name for the cask. Wh. Orig. un- 
certain. May, by analogy with drolti 
(cod, tabu-name) and plumper (cask, 
tabu-name), orig. mean a heavy, 
clumsy figure. See polta (poilta), 
sb., the cusk (tabu-name), the root- 
meaning of which seems to be some- 
thing round and lumpy, and cf. 
words such as a) No. butull, m., a 
stout, unwieldy person, from O.N. 
butr, m., and b) No. bultren, adj., = 
bulten, bultutt, clumsy, unshapely. 
Orig. b, when initial, changes to p 
in various Shetl. Norn words. 

putsi [putsi, potsi], sb., a duck 
(fowl), used as a pet name. Den. Deriv. 
of put(t)-; cf. Da. putte, c., as a pet 
name for hen. See putti, sb. 

putt [(put) pot, pot], sb., a light 
blow, push, nudge-, to gi’e ane a 
p. From Fe. is reported a parallel 
form pott, poitt [po‘[, p6i‘t]. See 
putt, vb. 

putt [(put) pot, pot], vb., to push, 
nudge with the elbow, to attract 
one’s attention or to put one on one’s 
guard; to p. ane on de knee; most 
comm, with the prep, “on” or “upon”: 
to p. on (upon) a person. Fe. occas.: 
pott, poitt [po't, p6i‘t], to p. (on) a 
person; to p. a person ower de banks, 
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to push one over the rocky edge 
(by the shore). — No. butta, Sw. dial, 
putta, Da. dial., Jut. putte, putt, Eng. 
dial. (L.Sc.) put, vb., to beat; push. 
See but, vb. 

putta, sb. f., see putti, sb. 
puttek, sb., see pottek, sb. 
putti [puti], sb., a cat, as a call 

and pet name. N.Sh. In Un. putti 
and putt [put]; piri (little) p.! In 
Fe. is found a fern, form putta 
[pu'ta]; piri putta!—Cf. No. pute, 
m., kid, and “putte”, m., a short, 
thickset figure; Sw. dial, putte, m., 
a) a little boy, b) a small animal, as 
a pet name; Da. putte, c., a) a hen, 
b) a (little) child, as a pet name. 

pol [pol (pol)], sb., 1) a) a small, 
roundish creek or bay; an inlet of 
the sea where the water is smooth 
(U.); b) a calm sheet of water by 
the shore (Un.); see spjelpol, sb. 
2) a small swamp; pond; pool; 
comm. — Found as a place-name in 
all the senses mentioned, e.g. a) in 
senses 1 a and b: de Pol [pol] 0’ 
Polsgjo [polsgjo] (Few.), in which 
“pol” prob. has arisen by lengthen- 
ing of *poll [O.N. pollr], syn. with 
“pol”; de Pol [pol], the name of a 
stretch of sea between “de Isle 0’ 
Stennes (prop. Stenhus)” and “de 
Door-holm” (Stenhus, Esh., Nmw.). 
b) in sense 2: Pol Skaka [pol skaka], 
and with added def. art. -in: Polin 
Skaga [polin skaga] (Seter, Ai.), 
swampy piece of home-field; as the 
name of pools in streams, e.g. “de 
Honnipols [hoii"^^]”, pi. (Fogri- 
gart, Ai.), and “de hole 0’ de Hon- 
nibol [h6i}"ib3r]” (Kwarf, S.Sh.),prob.: 
*hunda-(pollr), so named because 
puppies were drowned in the places 
mentioned; de Saltapol [sa‘l"tapol-] 
(Haroldswick, Un.), saline pond: *salt- 
(pollr). c) occas. as a name of fishing- 
grounds, e.g. de Pol [pol] 0’ 0a [0a] 
(near 0a or 0ja, Uyea, Us.); de Pols 
[pols] (Um0.), name of three fishing- 

grounds: de Reg [reg], Jones [jones] 
and “de Forpol [forpol]”. — The word 
(at any rate in the senses given un- 
der 1) springs from O.N. pollr, m., 
a small, roundish creek or bay; a 
firth with narrow inlet, in No. (poll) 
besides: a small pool (R.), in Icel. 
(pollr) a pool; swamp (B.H.). With 
pol (occurring in place-names in 
sense of pool; swamp; pool in a 
stream) may also be compared No. 
poyla, f., a pool, puddle (Aa.), water- 
level (R.), Da. pol, c., and No. pyll, 
m., a deep pool in a stream (R.). 
pol, now commonly used (in sense 
2), is no doubt a local pronunc. of 
Eng. pool, sb. With regard to “0” 
for “00” cf. e.g. Shetl. flor [flir], 
god [god] from Eng. floor, sb., good, 
adj. “pol”, with short 0, is now 
commonly used in Shetl.; a form 
“pel” is reported by J.I. Cf. *poll 
(poil), sb., partly like pol 1, partly 
used as the name of a fishing-ground. 

pel [ps3!], vb., to make fun of 
one, to play one a trick, in the 
phrase “to p. upon a body (person)”; 
dey pold upon him, they made fun 
of him; he was easily pold upon, 
he was easily fooled. Un. Etym. 
uncertain. May be an orig. *pula; 
cf. Sw. dial, pula, vb., a) to urge on, 
to work hard-, b) to make fun of-, 
but might also poss. represent a *por, 
and be classed with No. por, n., and 
pora, f., a roguish trick, pora, vb., 
to tease, Icel. pordttur, adj., roguish. 

porr [por], sb., a gentle breeze. 
N.I. (Fe.) occas.; acc. to J.I. See 
fpirr2 and bir, birr, sbs. porr may 
be a mingling of pirr (L.Sc.), a 
gentle breeze, and O.N. byrr, m., 
fair wind. 

pesjin, see pus jin, adj. 
poslin [poslin], sb., a small, weakly 

person. \y°a'r'- An old *pyslingr, Sw. 
dial, pyssling, m., a manikin. See 
pjuslin, sb. 

fpetaler [pofalaV-], vb., to sit 
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dozing (during work), esp. in the boat 
during fishing-, he is p0tal0rin. Un. 
The last part l0r is doubtless “lure” 
in Da. kukkelure, to mope, Dut. koe- 
keloeren. Might not the Shetl. word 
in its entirety be a corruption of 
this word? 

petti [poti], sb., an old, partly 
broken pot, — pitti. West, occas. 
potti is reported from Papa Stour 
(Wests.) in a special sense an old 
tea-pot, a auld p. — ’"pytti (or *pytta), 
dim. form with i-mutation from 
“pottr”. See pitti, sb. 

R. 
ra [ra], sb., 1) a rank, row. Conn., 

S.Sh.; U. 2) a certain length taken 
from the tether of a pasturing ani- 
mal to shorten it\ to tak’ a ra upo 
de tedder, on a coo’s tedder. Nm., 
Y.,Un. Also metaph.: he’s gotten a 
ra on his tedder, he is put on short 
commons, gets a smaller supply. Un. 
3) a furrow? given in this sense 
from Lunn., doubtful. — No. rad, f., 
Sw. and Da. rad, c., L.Sc. raw, sb., 
a rank, row; O.N. rpd (rad-), f., a) 
a ridge, bank (of stone or gravel), 
b) a rank, row. See rad, sb. and 
vb., as well as rari, vb. It is doubt- 
ful whether ra 2 is orig. the same 
word as ra 1. See the remarks 
under rasn, vb. 

ra fra], vb., to shorten an ani- 
mal’s tether by a certain length, 
to ra de tedder. Un., Nm. Also 
rari [rari]: Ai.; see further that form. 
— *rada? Deriv. of ra, sb. 2. 

ra, adj.?, see ra-flood, sb. 
rab1 [rab, rab], sb., \)precipitation, 

fall, esp. of a mass of rock; de r. 
o’ a cliff. Un. [rab]. 2) precipitat- 
ing or precipitated mass. N.I. and 
Nmn. [rab]; a r. [rab] o’ soot [sot] 
(N.Roe). 3) a crashing sound, prop, 
and esp. of something falling down; 
a r. o’ a soond, a r. o’ a shooer, 
a r. o’ rain, a violent downpour. 
Un.; Yn'h. “I heard de r. o’ it (Nm11.); 
I heard de rabs o’ de boat, when 
run' ashore” (Yn.). Pronounced: rab. 
4) fine, drizzling rain, nasty t’ick 

r.; a bag o’ r. Nm.; De. Reported 
in this sense with short a-sound [rab]. 
5) incoherent, confused speech-, re- 
ported from Nm. with long a [rab]; 
Edm., Barclay: raab. —*hrap,n.,prop. 
a slipping, falling down. No. rap, n., 
a) a slipping-, b) a landslip. With 
rab 5 cf. No. rape, m., long, in- 
coherent speech, diffuse talk, rab 
4, with short a, might also be an 
orig. *rabb. — As a place-name rab 
[rab (r56b)] is found used partly of 
steep mountain sides, esp. facing the 
sea (no doubt where landslips have 
taken place), partly of stony heights, 
thinly covered with earth. Thus: de 
Rabs [rabs], steep stretch of coast 
on Uyea near Us. de Rab [rab (rsob)], 
a stony height in Norwich, U"., thinly 
covered with earth. Here may, how- 
ever, appear to be two diff. words: 
a) *hrap-: No. rape, m., a slope 
formed by landslip, b) No. rabb, m., 
high ridge of earth with stony sub- 
stratum. A *rabb[*rab] might easily, 
by vowel-lengthening, become [rab] 
in Shetl. 

rab2, rabb [rab], sb., open and 
coarsely-knitted woollens. Clumlie, 
Du. Is prob. to be classed with No. 
rabba, vb., to make short work of, 
or rapa, vb., to strip — ripa. See 
rip and riv2, vbs. 

rab3 [mb], sb., the fin or gill- 
fibre of a halibut-, see rav, sb. 

rab [rab, rab], vb., XYo tumble down, 
of fragments of rock; de banks is 
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rabin. U. [rsb]. Of rain: to pour 
down\ he is rabin doon de rain. 
N.I. [rab]. he is rabin [rabin] at, 
rabin at de rain (Fe.), it is rain- 
ing heavily. Reported with short a 
[rfib] from Nm. and De., esp. in sense 
of to drizzle-, he is rabin [rabin] doon 
de rain, a) it is drizzling, occas. also 
b) it is raining heavily. 2) to scamp 
a piece of work-, to grind the corn 
very coarsely-, dey ’re [‘they have’] 
just rabet it (de corn) ut. Fe. [rab]. 
to knit badly and far too loosely: 
Clumlie, Du. [rab]; “rabet [rabot] 
togedder”, badly and loosely knitted, 
of woollen things. 3) to speak con- 
fusedly and incoherently. Nm. [rab]. 
Barclay: raab.— O.N. hrapa, vb., a) 
vb. a., to thrust down, b) vb. n., to 
fall down, c) to urge on, A) to hasten. 
No. rapa, vb., a) to slide, to come 
down, b) to gather in an unarran- 
ged heap (rape), to rake together, 
c) to chatter, rattle away, rab with 
short a (rab 2, of bad knitting, from 
Clumlie, Du.), may also be a rabb; 
cf. No. rabba, vb., to make short 
work of. 

raba-sf/c/r [ra"bastik-, -stok’ (rab”- 
a-, rj6b"a-, rS'^bastik')] and rabi- 
stick [ra"bistik'], sb., a metaphor, 
denoting an idler, partly a rogue, a 
person always making mischief, in 
the expr. “like a r.-s., like a idle 
r.-s.; to geng aboot like a (idle) r.-s.” 
[ra"bast3k-]: Y. occas.; [ra"bistik-]: 
Yh. and Fe. occas.; [r86b"astik', rio"- 
ba-]: Fe. occas. From Yh. is also 
reported “rob i-stick” or “r o b b i-stick” 
[rab’Mstik'] in sense of a shabby per- 
son, an idler. — The first part may 
be No. rabal (rabbal), m., a) a pole, 
small beam; b) a big, coarse, rough 
person, Sw. dial. (Dalarne) rabbal = 
No. rab(b)al 1. “stick” would then 
be a later, tautological addition to 
raba, *rabal, in sense of pole. For 
the application of words with root- 
meaning stick, pole, disparagingly 

of persons, cf. No. staur, rakastaur, 
m., a tramp. 

rabitribi [rab'itn'bi], sb., raggedly- 
dressed person.^. Compd.word. The 
first part is prob. No. rave, m., a 
rag. With tribi cf. O.N. trefill, m., 
a rag, No. trifsa and tripsa, f., a clout, 
patch, rag. With regard to rabifor 
*ravi cf. rab3 = rav, sb., the fin 
of a halibut, etc. 

rabl [rab3!, rabol], sb., 1) scrap- 
ings, refuse; auld [‘old’] r., a lock 
[‘lot’] o’r., a r. o’dirt. Fo., Wests.; 
M.Roe, Dew.; Conn., S.Sh. I') care- 
lessly and badly executed work, e.g. 
a fence, a wall: Conn.; loose, un- 
evenly spun worsted; loose and bad- 
ly knitted woollens (see rab2, rabb, 
sb.): M.Roe and Conn, a r.-op [op] 
(Conn.) = rabl 2. 3) unsuccessful 
attempt, in the expr. “hit [‘it’] turned 
till a r.”, it failed entirely. Conn. 
— Diff. in sense from Eng. rabble, 
sb., and of Norn origin; cf. Sw. dial, 
rappal, n., a) untidy heap; refuse; 
b) a thing loosely put together, and 
see the foil. word. 

rabl [rab3!, rabol], vb., to scamp 
a piece of work; to r. togedder; to 
r. op a wa’ or dyke, to build up a 
wall or fence hastily and carelessly 
(Conn.). In special sense to spin or 
knit badly and unevenly, r ablet 
[rablot] worsed [‘worsted’], rabbeld 
[rabald] op worsed, coarse, loose and 
uneven worsted or woollen things. 
— Cf. Sw. dial, rabbla and rappla, 
No. ravla, vb., a) to jabber, babble 
(in No. also: rabla), b) to work care- 
lessly, etc., Sw. dial, rappal, vb., to 
throw in a heap; to build loosely 
and badly. Eng. rabble, vb. 

rad [rad], sb., order, tidiness; 
(good) management or housekeep- 
ing; well considered and skilful exe- 
cution of something, thrift; to ha’e 
guid [‘good’] or ill r. wi’ onyting 
(U., Conn.), du has nae [‘no’] r. wi’ 
it, you cannot manage it, you let 
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things take their own course (Sa., 
Wests.), he has a r. upon his wark, he does his work with attention and 
care, according to a well-laid plan 
(Nm.); he has nae r. upon his wark, 
he does his work badly, without at- 
tention (Nm.). he has nae r., he is 
wanting in forethought (Esh., Nmw.). 
a guid r., a good plan (Nm.). — 
Though rad, as used, occas. ap- 
proaches O.N. rad, n., advice, also 
inter alia a plan, purpose, it is, 
however, not this word, but O.N. rp<5 
(rad-), f., a rank, row, used meta- 
phorically in sense of order, the 
doing of various things in the right 
order. This is clear, partly from the 
various meanings of the verb rad, 
esp. 1 and 3, partly for phonetic 
reasons, because the word advice 
in Shetl. Norn is (has been) ro, pho- 
netically developed from a to o. 

rad [rad], vb., 1) to arrange and 
execute various employments in 
practical order; to r. tings (U.); to 
r. op de hus, to put the house in 
order {Du.). 2) to be thrifty, to save; 
he does no ken aboot radin, he has 
no sense of economy, he lets things 
go anyhow (Nm.). 3) to r. anesell 
[‘oneself’], to get one’s bearings by 
means of landmarks, esp. in find- 
ing a fishing-ground by getting 
certain landmarks in definite an- 
gular relations to each other (one 
another); dey didno [‘-not’] r. dem 
[‘themselves’]right = dey didno mid 
right. Yh. Also with mid, sfo., fish- 
ing-ground, as the object: to r. a 
mid, to determine the situation of 
a fishing-ground by means of land- 
marks; de mid wasno right radet 
[radot], the situation of the fishing- 
ground was not rightly determined, 
the boat (the fishermen) had not 
reached its destination (the fishing- 
ground sought for) owing to wrong 
comparison of landmarks. Yh. — 
*rada. No. and Sw. rada, Icel. rada, 

vb., to place in rows, to arrange, 
put in order. L.Sc. and N.Eng. dial, 
to redd up = sense 1. 

radien [rad"ian*, ra^'dian1], sb., 
sea-term, fishermen’s tabu-name for 
sheep. Wh., Sk., L. Also rodien 
[radian']. — May be No. rate, ra- 
tesmolog, radesmalung, a wretched 
sheep, a “vaarsrak” of a sheep (R.), 
i.e.: a sheep in an emaciated state 
during the lambing season (in 
spring); Icel. “hrota” in aerhrota, f., 
(wretched) lean ewe. radien (ro- 
dien) may indeed orig. have de- 
noted a sheep in its feeble, helpless 
state during the lambing season. For 
-ien = in from O.N. -ingr see e.g. 
belgjin (-ien), glubien, horin 
(uriin), sbs. 

raff [raf], sb., dotfs/; nonsense-, nae 
mair [‘no more’] o’ dy r.! Fe. — No. 
ravl, n., a) refuse-, b) idle talk-, gos- 
sip. Sw. dial, raffia, vb., to boast-, 
to prate. 

ra-flood [raflod], sb., unusually 
high flood-tide, esp. with agitated 
sea. Y., Fe., W.Burr., Ai. Also “ra 
[ra] flood” in which ra is accepted 
as an adj. From Ai. (W.Burr.) re- 
ported of flood-tide immediately be- 
fore the beginning of ebb. — May 
represent “*rav-flood”, of which the 
first part then is No. rava, adj., perfect, 
at the pinnacle, esp. disparagingly, 
and “rav” as the first part in the 
same sense as in words such as 
e.g. ravbeist, ravfant, ravslarv, sbs. 

raft [raft], sb., a tall, thin person 
(man). Fe. A metaphor. O.N. raftr, 
raptr, m., a) a stick-, b) a rafter (Fr.). 
No. raft, m., a pole-, lath-, rafter. 

*rag1 [rag], sb., the wick in a 
train-oil lamp, in the compd. koli- 
rag [koHrag’ (k&H-)]. Fo. Now obs. 
in proper sense and used only in 
sense of strip, rag, in the expr. 
“riven (torn) i’kolirags”; see ko- 
lirag, sb. — O.N. rak, n., the wick 
in a candle or train-oil lamp. 
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rag2 {rag], sb., 1) disorder, un- 

tidy state-, to be in a r. Un. and 
N. [rag]. 2) an untidy person; a 
shabbily-clad person. Un. [rag]. — 
The- long vowel-sound indicates that 
the word is not merely Eng. rag, 
sb. (also with short vowel-sound in 
Shetl.), but a Norn word cognate 
with the latter. Compared may be 
No. raka, m., leavings, remains, prop. 
rag, in a phrase (rubb ok raka, rubb 
eller raka. R.). 

rag3 [rag (rag)], sb., 1) thick, damp 
mist, a r. o’ mist. Wests. (Fo.) : [rag]. 
— drizzling rain; reported from Sa. 
with long a [rag], but elsewhere more 
comm, with short a; partly intensive 
in the compd. rags(j)agg, sb.; see 
below. — a very slight shower, a r. 
o’ a shooer. 2) confused talk, twaddle. 
Wests, [rag]. — Icel. rak, n., raki, m., 
fluid-, dampness, also drizzle (cf. 
Icel. rekja, f., in sense of rain, in 
E.J.). L.Sc. rak, sb., thick mist. That 
Shetl. rag (given in sense 2) may 
orig. be the same word can be seen 
from the etym. notes given under 
rag1, vb. 

rag4 [rag, rag], sb., prop, a drift- 
ing or something that drifts: 1) 
driftwood. Fe. [rag]. See raga2 

and raga-tree, sbs. 2) mist, drift- 
ing before the wind, a r. o’ mist 
(Un.: rag), a slight, passing shower, 
a r. o’ a shooer [rag (rag)]; he is 
a r. o’ a shooer; der ’r a r. [rag] o’ 
a shooer on (Papa), fine rain ac- 
companied by wind: Un. [rag] and 
Yn. [rag]. — O.N. rek, .n., and reki, 
m., that which drifts on the sea, 
wreckage, rekavidr, m., driftwood. 
In No. as in Shetl. Norn occas. with- 
out i-mutation: rak, n., a) a drifting-, 
fair wind, = rek, n., b) things drift- 
ing on the water, = rek. In sense 
2 Shetl. rag4 easily merges with rag3, 
sb., and may occas. be difficult to 
distinguish from the latter, esp. as 
both words are found with long as 

well as short a. That rag4 must 
be distinguished from rag3 is also 
clear from the verb rag2, when ap- 
plied to wind that drives mist (or 
rain) and clouds. 

rag5 [rag], sb., 1) a wandering 
about-, a walk-, to ha’e a r. U. (Um0.). 
Partly disparagingly: idle, aimless 
strolling (Sa., Wests.). 2) a vagrant 
— rek, sb. Ai. (Fogrigart). — Prob. 
*rak; cf. Sw. dial, rakkel, n., a vag- 
rant. See rag4, vb. 

rag8 [rag, rag], sb., 1) a low, 
swaggering fellow, loose in habits 
and character. Du. and Y.: [rag]. 
Uw£.: [rag, rag]. Nmn. (N.Roe): [rag]. 
2) a very lean, wretched animal, a 
puir [por] r. U. and Yn. [rag]. Also 
a lean fish, mostly of a large fish, 
e.g. halibut. U. [rag]. In sense 2 
noted down only with long a in this 
form with final g; rak, however, 
with short a; see rak1, sb. — In sense 
2, and prob. also in sense 1: *hrak. 
Cf. Icel. hrak, n., scrapings-, waste, 
hrakmenni, n., a wicked person-, a 
coward-, O.N. hrak-, a) disparagingly 
in sbs. as hrakbii (hovel), hrakferfl 
and hrakfpr (unsuccessful voyage), 
b) in “hrakmagr”, adj., extremely 
lean-, Fser. rak, adj. (uninflected), very 
lean. To this may also be referred 
No. rak, n., a) scrapings-, waste, b) 
a skeleton, carcass, c) a very ema- 
ciated animal, by Aasen classed 
with rak = rek, n.; see rag4, sb. In 
sense 1 Shetl. rag6 approaches Eng. 
rake, sb. (by Skeat classed with Sw. 
dial, rakkel, n., a vagrant-, see rag5, 
sb. 2). 

rag7 [rag], sb., luxuriant vegeta- 
tion, esp. grass and corn-, intensive 
in the expr. “r. and rusk”. Uwg.— 
Cf. No. (Mandal) rak, n., thriving, 
growth (R. Suppl.), = rekk, m. Sw. 
dial, raka, vb., a) to run, rush, hasten, 
b) to shoot up quickly to a great 
height. See rekster2, sb. 

rag1 [rag (rag)], vb., 1) to drizzle-, 
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he is ragin ut o’ him, it is drizz- 
ling. 2) to speak confusedly and 
incoherently, to twaddle; he is ragin 
ut o’ him, he is twaddling. Wests. 
— *rak-, moisture; drizzle; see further 
rag3, sb. For the change in meaning: 
to drizzle, and to twaddle, cf. a) Icel. 
hragla and No. ragla, vbs., of which 
the former is used in sense to drizzle 
(with a slight wind), the latter in 
sense of to twaddle, b) Shetl. rod, 
vb., with the same change in meaning. 
Note besides the expr. “he is ragin 
ut o’ him” in both senses, as “he is 
rodin ut o’ him”. 

rag2 [rag], vb., to drive, chase; 
now only in certain phrases, esp. of 
the wind driving mist (rain) or clouds, 
e.g.: he is ragin aff o’ de lift, aff 
o’ de hill, the wind is driving the 
mist or clouds away from the sky, 
from the hill. Un. Also in the compd. 
holrag, vb.; q.v. — O.N. reka, vb., 
to drive, chase, etc. For lack of 
mutation in the Shetl. word see rag4, 
sb. Cf. reg, vb. 

rag3 [rag], vb., to ill-treat, to bully; 
esp. in perf. part.: raget [ragot], ad- 
jectivally in ill-raget [ilTa'got], ill- 
used; bullied. U. — The word is a 
*hraka or O.N. hrekja, vb. [from 
*hrak-], with dropped i-mutation. Icel. 
hraka, vb., to treat like refuse, im- 
pers.: to become extremely lean and 
wretched (E.J.), hrakadr, perf. part, 
and adj., received in a highly scorn- 
ful manner (B.H). O.N. hrekja, vb., 
a) to drive away, b) to ill-treat, to 
annoy. 

rag4 [rag (rag)], vb., to wander; 
to stroll idly about, partly bent upon 
mischief or tricks (Du.); to geng 
ragin aboot (Du., Wests.). From 
Du. and Sa. (Wests.) reported with 
long a [a], from St. (Wests.) with 
short a. — *raka? Cf. No. and Sw. 
dial, rakka, vb., to wander about; 
in Sogn (No.): raga. rag differs 
from Sw. dial, raka, vb., to run, rush, 

hasten. Origin from O.N. rekask, 
vb. refl., to wander, go idly about, 
is also possible; see rag2, vb. 

rag5 [rag], vb., to (rake) scrape 
and scratch over a surface, to r. 
alang [‘along’], to r. against onyting. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). raget [ragot] grund, 
fishing-ground on which much fish- 
ing has been carried on recently, 
prop, scraped ground. Fe. For “raget 
grund” is also said “raked [re^kot, 
rs^kot] grund”, in which “raked" is 
an Eng. translation of raget.— In 
metaph. sense to scrape, scratch, rag 
is found in the compd. skinnrag, 
to backbite. — O.N. raka, vb., to rake, 
scrape. 

rag3 [rag], vb., to hook a fish ac- 
cidentally with a slanting stroke; 
reported in perf. part, raget [ragot] 
of a fish which has been hooked 
loosely anywhere but in the mouth; 
de fish is raget. Ai. (Fogrigart). 
This is looked upon by fishermen 
as a lucky omen for a good haul. 
— Is prob. Faer. raka [raeaka], vb., 
to hit, Da. rage, vb., in certain 
exprs.: to hit; reach. No. and Sw. 
have “raaka, r&ka” from ON. raka, 
which in Shetl. Norn phonetically 
ought to have given *rog [*rog]. Is 
hardly syn. with rag5, vb., to scrape, 
the root-meaning of which in O.N. 
(raka: to rake, sweep, or to shave) 
does not agree well with the use of 
the Shetl. word; O.N. skafa, vb., to 
scrape, Shetl. skav, would in this 
case agree better. 

rag [rag], adj., lean and wretched, 
of an animal, esp. in the expr. tag- 
rag [tag’rag"], a t.-r. craeter’(sheep). 
Ireland, Du. Must orig. be syn. with 
rag6 (sense 2), and rak1, sbs. (O.N. 
hrak-, something poor and wretched, 
Faer. rak, adj., very lean), but has 
been associated with Eng. rag sb., 
and “tag-rag”, sb. 

raga1 [raga, raga], sb., 1) scrapings; 
| refuse; der ’r naet’in’ [‘nothing’] efter 
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but de r. Fe. [raga]. 2) wreckage-, 
confusion-, ruin-, gane [‘gone’] i’ r., 
ruined-, de corn is gane i’ r.; un- 
tidy heap, trampled mass, e.g. corn 
on the field which has been trampled 
down by cattle and ruined; de horses 
or de kye (the cows) is [‘has’ for 
‘have’] laid de corn in perfect r. (Fe.). 
Yh. and Fe. [raga]. 3) ruin-, disable- 
ment-, misfortune-, de coo is lyin’ i’ 
r., the cow is lying on her back 
unable to rise. Yh. and Fe. [raga]. 
4) a) an extremely lean and wretched 
animal-, a r. o’ a coo. Fe. [raga]; b) 
a “wreck”, wretched human being-, 
sho [‘she’] ’s been a r. ever since. 
Yh. [raga]. 5) a skeleton, carcass, 
the remains of a dead animal. Conn, 
[raga]; Fe. [raga]. — May be partly 
*rak = rek (O.N.) in sense of wreck 
(for the form see rag4, sb.)r partly 
*hrak, scrapings-, refuse-, something 
wretched, extremely lean, etc.; see 
rag6, sb. 

raga2 [raga], sb., driftwood. Us. 
See rag4, sb. 1. 

raga3 [raga, raga], sb., a woman, 
used only as a term of address, and 
mostly in jest or derision; “I hear 
dee, r.” Barclay has: raaga. — Not 
recorded in Old Northern, but the 
stem is found in O.N. ragr, adj., a) 
effeminate; b) timid, spiritless. 

ragabens [rag-abens-, ra"gabens-], 
sb. pi., 1) bones (and hide) of a 
dead animal, lying as remains of 
a carcass (prop, bones). N.I. [rrr- 
gabens-]; Conn, [rag'^abens1]. 2) a 
poor, bony animal. U. — The first 
part is raga'jSb. 5. The second part is 
ben, sb., bone. Cf. rakabens, sb. 

ra-gabet [ra“gab,3t], adj., very talk- 
ative; long-winded. U. gabet from 
O.N. gap, n., a gap, opening-, see 
gabet, adj. ra- may either be an 
orig. *rad- (cf. No. and Sw. dial, rada 
= radda, vb., to talk volubly, to 
babble) or represent rav; see rav2,vb. 

ragapelt [ra”gape‘lf (-pse'lt-)] and 

ragbelt [ragb9‘lt], sb., 1) a shabby, 
ragged-looking person. U.: raga- 
pelt. Conn.: ragapel [rag"apel-] and 
ragbelt. 2) an incapable, worth- 
less person, “rag”. Nm.: ragbelt. 
3) a hobbledehoy. Du.: ragbelt. 
Partly as an adj.: a ragbelt “chield” 
[sjild], a hobbledehoy. Du. 4) a year- 
old pig. Conn.: ragbelt, a year- 
auld r. — Prop, a ragged creature. 
For the first part raga see rag2, sb. 
The second part is pelt, sb., a rag. 

fragatag [rrrgatag-], sb., ragged 
robin (lychnis flos-cuculi). Fe. Prob. 
a more recent name, denoting some- 
thing ragged and frayed. For long 
a in rag- see rag, sb. The compd. 
is poss. formed by infl. of Eng. 
rag-tag, tag-rag, sbs. 

raga [rnga]-/ree, sb., a piece of 
unhewn driftwood, a trunk of a 
tree, or part of such, driven ashore. 
U. O.N. rekatrS, n., id. See rag4 

and raga2, sbs. 
ragerous [ra"g9ros'], adj., clumsy, 

lacking in dexterity, a r. body. Yh. 
Poss. to be classed with No. and 
Sw. dial, raga, vb., to reel, falter. 

ragi, rag-/e [ragi], adj., in the 
expr. “a r. shooer”, a slight, pass- 
ing shower (N.Roe). See rag3, sb. 

ragi [rag3l, ragal], vb., to reel, 
falter-, to walk slowly and unsteadily; 
dey (de animals, de sheep) could just 
r. alang (Un.); a raglin animal (Nm.); 
to geng raglin. — r. ower, to fall 
down (of a weak, poor creature with 
unsteady, reeling gait); “de coo is 
gaun [‘going’] to r. ower” (owing 
to weakness). Yh. — No. and Sw. 
ragla, vb., to reel, falter. 

fraglin [raglin], sb., the angle 
formed by the joining of the slates 
to the gable of a house-, also the 
uppermost part of the gable, esp. 
the gable-edge on which the laths, 
de langbands, rest. Acc. toEdm.: 
ragi ins, pi. (“the vacant space be- 
tween the top of a wall and the 
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slates”). — Scarcely an orig. Shetl. 
word. May be referred to L.Sc. raggle, 
vb., to notch; to groove. 

rag-millin [ragmohn], sb., a 
rag; rivven (torn) i’ rag-millins. Fe. 
Compd. of Eng. rag, sb., and Shetl. 
millin, sb.; q.v. 

rag [rag]-/ia/7, sb., a small bit 
of nail grown into the flesh. U. — 
rag may be a *hrak, scrapings, re- 
fuse, used disparagingly as the first 
part of compds., and be classed with 
rag6, sb. 

rags(j)agg [ragbag], sb., close, 
drizzling rain. Nm., De. Compd. of 
rag3, sb., and sagg (sjagg), sb. 

raibit, sb., see raibit, sb. 
raim, sb., see rem (raim), sb. 
rak1 [rak], sb., a lean, wretched 

animal or human being, a r. o’ a 
craeter’, o’ a body, a r. o’ bens, a bony 
animal (Nm.). N.I. occas. (Uwg., Yb.). 
Nm. Prob. *hrak, scrapings-, refuse; a 
poor, lean creature. See rag6, sb. 

rak2, rakk [rak], sb., a roaming 
idler. Du. Cf. No. and Sw. rakka, 
vb., to wander, Sw. dial, rakkel, m., 
a vagrant, and see rag5, sb., and 
rag4, vb., with orig. single k: *rak. 

rakabens [rak-abens-], sb. pi., a 
wretched, bony animal, no doubt only 
remains of bones; naet’in [‘nothing’] 
but r. N.I. occas. (Y., Fe.). Nm. See 
rak1, and rag6, sbs. 

rakk1, sb., see rak2, sb. 
rakk2 [rak], sb., the thin, tapering 

part of the keel, near the stem or 
stern. Un. — Cf. No. rakke, m., an- 
gular piece of wood, at the back 
of a hay-sledge, to which a rope 
is tied (R.); Sw. dial, rakke, m., a 
piece of wood on the end of the 
arm of a fishing-net, to which the 
drag-rope is fastened (Hi.). These 
words seem to be allied to rakki2, sb. 

rakki1 [raki], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for dog. 
Wests., Br. O.N. rakki, m., a dog. 

rakki2 [raki], sb., in a boat: a 

ring on the sailyard (yoke-shaped 
piece of wood- or horn), securing 
the sail to the mast. comm. No. rakke, 
m., id. O.N. rakki, m., a ring se- 
curing the sailyard to the mast, and 
moving up and down with the hoisting 
and lowering of the sail (Fr.). 

rakkiband [rak"iband‘, -band’], sb., 
a rope by which the ring of a sail- 
yard, rakki, is secured to the yard. 
*rakka-band. See prec. 

rak-seam [rakslm, raksim], sb., 
a large iron nail with a head, driven 
into a boat’s keel (Yn.). As distinct 
from “klink-seam”, riveted at both 
ends. — O.N. reksaumr, m., (collect.:) 
large nail driven into the wood (Fr.); 
No. reksaum, m., common nail, nail 
with a head. 

raldi [raldi], sb., 1) noise and clam- 
our. 2). vociferous, noisy crowd; der 
’r just a r. o’ dem. Sa. — May partly 
be classed with No. ralla, vb., a) to 
gad about, b) to talk volubly, Sw. 
dial, ralla, vb., a) to jump about, 
b) to chatter, and partly represent 
ratli, sb., as a parallel form to this 
word with root-meaning crash, noise. 
With a poss. change ratli > raldi 
cf. e.g. the change netl, nitl, vb. 
>neld, nild (njild), vb. 

raldihus [ral"dihus’, -hos1], sb., un- 
tidy, noisy house, full of gaiety; a 
house without a head. Sa. *rall- 
or *ratl-htis? See raldi, sb. Beside 
raldihus is found a form randihus 
[ran"dihus% -hos-] (Sa.), the first part 
of which is Eng. dial, randy, adj., wild, 
noisy, grafted to the substantive. 

rail [ra|, ra]] and rail! [ra]i, ra[i], 
vb., to chatter in a long-winded, 
noisy way; also to scold, rail, to r. and 
flite, to scold loudly (L.Sc. flyte, flite, 
vb., to scold). — No. and Sw. dial, 
ralla, Da. dial, ralde, vb., to talk 
diffusely, to babble. 

rail!1 [ra]i, ra]i], sb., a quick turn- 
ing; a sudden faltering or reeling; 
he made a r. upon him, he reeled 
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suddenly, lost his balance. Yn. Me- 
taph. in the expr. “in a r.”, quite 
suddenly (Yn.). — No doubt to be 
classed with No. and Sw. ralla, vb., to 
roll; tumble;falldown[Ex\g. reel, vb.]. 

ralli2 [rail, ra[i], sb., long, empty 
talk, nonsense-, a lock [‘lot’] o’ r. 
(Yn.). — *rall. Sw. dial, rail, No. ral, 
n., diffuse talk. See rail, ralli, vb. 

ralli, vb., see rail, vb. 
ram [ram], sb., paw, provided 

with claws, esp. that of a cat; de 
cat’s rams. Also mockingly appl. 
to a hand: “paw," to set de rams 
atill [‘into’] onyting (C.). S.Sh., Wh. 
and several places. More common 
in the form krammek. — kattirams 
[kat’irams-] (Wh.), small, detached 
clouds, = cats’ krammeks, prop. 
cats' paws. — *hramr? see ram, vb. 
No. and Sw. dial, ram and ramm, 
m., a paw, claw. O.N. hrammr, m., 
bear’s paw. See kram1 and kram- 
mek, sbs. 

ram [ram], vb., to scratch, tear; 
to grab; to r. ower ane or somet’in’. 
S.Sh. (Dun.). — *hrama? No. and Sw. 
rama, ramma, vb., to seize with the 
claws; to grab, clutch. O.N. hremma, 
vb., to seize with the paw (claw): 
hrammr. Cf. kramm, vb. 

ramaklag [ranvaklag', ra"maklag,]) sb., clamour, shouting and scream- 
ing, esp. of a crowd of children; to 
had [‘hold’] a r., to make a noise 
(to shout). Conn. — The second part 
is klag [klag], sb., a crying, cackling 
[O.N. klak]; q.v. The first part rama 
is intensive, from an orig. *ramr, adj., 
sharp, rank, pungent, etc., Faer. ramur 
[reeamor], adj., No. ram and ramm, 
adj. No. “ram”, intensive in e.g. ram- 
kvass, ramsvart, adj., rambrola, ram- 
skrika, vbs. As in Shetl. ramaklag, 
-klakk, -trag (-trakk, rtregg), No. 
rama, adj., rank (of taste), unruly, 
may'also be found grafted on the 
foil, substantive (ramaslaatt, rame- 
slaatt, i^mm(e)slaat. R.). 

ramaklakk [ram-aklak- (ra'ma- 
klak-)], sb., a hard, uneven stretch 
of rocky sea-bottom (fishing-ground). 
Conn. The second part is klakk, 
sb., inter alia bank in the sea-bottom, 
fishing-ground. For the first part 
rama- see prec. 

ramatrag, -trakk, -tregg, sb., dis- 
paraging term appl. to various things, 
both animate and inanimate: 1) trash; 
badly executed work, badly-spun 
yarn. 2) poor, immature corn on the 
field, or corn beaten down. 3) muddle 
and confusion, prop, untidy heap. 
4) a frolicking, troublesome flock, 
esp. of children. Noted down in the 
foil, forms and meanings, current in 
the places mentioned below: a) ra- 
matrag [ra"matrag-, -trag-]: Conn. 
[ra"matrag-] in sense 4 (troublesome 
flock)-, Fe. [ra--matrag-] in sense 1 
(trash, trumpery; poor, coarse article) 
and 2 (immature or broken corn)-, b) 
ramatrakk [ranvatrak-] and rami- 
trakk [ranritrak-]: N.I. occas. (U.) 
in sense 1 (trash, bad work-, a coarse 
and clumsy article) and 4 (noisy 
flock)-, c) ramatregg [ra--matreg-, 
-treg-]: Conn, in sense 4 (also rama- 
trag); d) ramitregg [ranrMtreg-]: 
Du. in sense 3 (muddle and confu- 
sion); de hus is a’ [‘all’] in a r., 
the house is in disorder, upside 
down (Du.). — Edm. has “ramma- 
track: rabble”,and “ramnatrack: ill- 
spun yarn”. — The second part (-trag, 
-trakk, -tregg) is prob. O.N. prekkr, 
m., dirt, Faer. trekkur. For the in- 
tensive first part, rama-, see rama- 
klag, sb. 

ramek1 [mmak], sb., line of clouds 
(Uwg.); see rem1 and rimmek, sbs. 

tramek2 [ramak], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name for an oar. Uwg,s. A loan- 
word. May be Fr. rame, f., an oar. 
The very early change of mh to v 
in Gaelic (Gael, ramh, m., an oar) 
makes a loan from this lang. less 
probable. See rem, remek (rem- 
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mek), which make a deriv. from Dut. 
and from Lat. possible. 

rami [rami], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. at sea 
for cat. Du.n>w. Prop, that which 
has claws or paws. Derivative of 
ram, sb. 

ramist [ramisjt], adj., out of sorts 
(for want of sufficient sleep)-, that 
has not slept long enough-, peevish, 
fretful, comm. — No. romsen, adj., 
out of sorts from want of sleep (ill- 
romsen), R. The Shetl. word, which 
in meaning exactly agrees with No. 
romsen, has obtained its present form 
through infl. of L.Sc. rammish, ram- 
mis(h)t, adj., raging, crazy. Shetl. 
ramist is also found in sense of 
foolish, silly, crazy, “a r. fool [fol]”, 
and is, in this case, the L.Sc. word 
just mentioned. 

rams, adj., see ramsk, adj. 
ramsekk [^111500^], vb., to ran- 

sack, to search thoroughly; I ’m 
[‘have’] ramsekket every hole and 
corner. Fe. O.N. rannsaka, vb., id. 
See ransel, vb. 

ramsk [ra'msk (ramsk)], adj., sharp; 
rancid; sour, of taste; a r. taste; r. 
meal, r. butter, ramsk is reported 
from U. and Nm. occas.; from Un. 
with long a [rSmsk], elsewhere comm, 
with short a. More common with- 
out final k: rams [ra‘ms], noted down 
in Y. and Fe. (also U. occas.), Nm. 
occas., S.Sh., Wests, occas. ramps 
[ra'mps]: Sa., Wests., and Un. occas. 
Other forms are ramsket [ra‘m- 
skot] and_ ramset [ra'msot]. Un.: 
ra'mskat, rSmsk, ra‘m(p)s. St.,Wests.: 
ra'mskot, ra‘msot. From S.Sh. (Du.) 
is given “rams girs” of wild grass 
with rank taste, not eaten by cattle. 
— Derivative from O.N. rammr (ramr), 
adj., a) strong-, b) rancid, harsh, 
bitter to taste. With ramsk cf. L.Sc. 
ramsh, adj., a) strong, b) rancid. 
Jut. ramsk, adj., quick at work, sharp 
in speech, ramsket is found also 

j in a sense diff. from ramsk; see 
ramska, sb., and ramsket1, adj. 

1 ramska [ra‘mska], sb., a)/// of mer- 
riment or wantonness; de(r) wer (there 
was) a r. on her, a r. on de coo. 
U., N.? b) heat, rut; to set r. on 
ane (by certain kinds of food). U". 
— Deriv. of *ram-: ramsk, adj. Cf. 
Sw. dial, ramsa, vb., to rut, of sheep; 
L.Sc. ramsh, adj., a) strong, b) ran- 
cid to the taste, c) in heat, rutting, 
Eng. (dial.) rammish, rammy, adj., a*) 
pungent, rank, b) heated. 

ramska [ra'mska], adj.. in heat; 
de coo is r. Un. Old uninflected adj. 
ending in -a? See prec. 

ramsket1 [ra'mskot], adj., unusu- 
ally frolicsome and merry; he (she) 
is r., he (she) has a fit of great 
merriment. U., N.? Deriv. of ram- 
ska, sb. 

ramsket2, adj., see ramsk, adj. 
ran, sb., roe, spawn, see rang, sb. 
rand [rand, rand; rarjd], sb., a 

margin, border; a stripe, strip. In 
sense of welt (of a shoe), border 
(on garments, on a cap), comm, pro- 
nounced with pure a-sound [a, a] 
and is, in this case, mainly to be 
regarded as Eng. rand, sb. In sense 
of strip, esp. small strip of cloth, 
the word is recorded with the pro- 
nunc. “raiid” (N.Roe, Nmn.) and is, 
in this case, of Norn origin. Cf. the 
forms of pronunc. [hand] and [hand] 
of hand, sb. “rand” might, however, 
also spring from rind, sb., q.v.— 
O.N. rpnd (rand-), f., a) a border, rim, 
b) a stripe. No. rand and raand 
(rond), f., a stripe; a streak; line. 
L.Sc. rand, sb., a narrow stripe; a 
stripe of a different colour in cloth. 
Eng. rand, sb. 

rander1 [randar], vb., to rob, plunder; 
to r. a man bare, to rob a man of 
all his possessions; to r. a hus, to 
plunder a house. Du. — Must be 
formed from *rana; cf. No. and Sw. 
dial, rana, Da. vane, vb.,to rob,plunder. 
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Otherwise, O.N. raena, vb., to rob, 
plunder, from “ran”. Cf. ron1, vb. 

rander2 [randor], vb., to spread 
around, to scatter. Du. May be a 
*hranda as a parallel form to O.N. 
hrinda. Cf. O.N. hrandlan = hrind- 
lan, f., a pushing, shoving, and 
“hrinda”, vb., to push-, to shove off-, 
rescind. For a form “hranda” in O.N. 
= “hrinda” see Eg. under “hrann- 
daSr”, m. 

rang [rag] and ran [ran, ran], sb., 
roe, spawn, rang: U. — Elsewhere 
more comm.: ran. Occas. ron [ron, 
ron] (locality uncertain. J.I.). — rang 
for *ragn by metathesis. O.N. hrogn, 
n.,roe, spawn. The form ran is L.Sc. 
(Jam.: ran, raun). rang and ron 
[ron] are closer to O.N. hrogn. The 
long o in “ron” may be due to infl. 
of Eng. roe, sb. 

rang [rag], adj., wrong-, crooked-, 
incorrect. Now comm.: wrang [wrag], 
L.Sc. form of Eng. wrong, adj. — O.N. 
rangr, adj., a) crooked-, b) wrong, 
incorrect. 

rang-s/cte [ragsaid], sb., wrong 
side (of cloth, garment). No. rangsida, 
f., id. See rang, adj. 

rank [ra'gk], sb., a bank in the 
sea, fishing-ground. Fo. As the name 
of a fishing-ground: de Rank (Fo.). 
— As final k and t occas. interchange 
after a consonant the word may re- 
present *rant, and be classed with 
No. rante and rant (vrant), m., moun- 
tain ridge (Aa.: rante), narrow ridge 
(R.: rant, vrant), rande, m., narrow 
bank or ridge. 

rank [ra'gk], adj., 1) crank, apt 
to heel over, of a boat. comm. Da., 
No. and Sw. rank, adj., id. 2) brittle, 
fragile-, r. iron, r. steel. Nm. 

Rann [ran], sb., name of a sea- 
goddess. Handed down: a) in the 
expr. “Ranns [rans] fingers”, a kind 
of sponge, clavaria; cf. O.N. njardar- 
vpttr, m., sponge (in Fser. njardar- 
vottur, esp. of clavaria), prop. Njord's 

mitten-, b) poss. in a proverbial phrase: 
“Rann[?] made her weet i’ de sea; 
hit a’ helped wi’ ”, explained as “every 
little helps”. Sa., Wests. — Is prob. 
O.N. Hrpnn (Hrann-), name of a sea- 
goddess, one of the nine daughters 
of the sea-god JEgir; O.N. hrpnn 
(hrann-), f., a wave-, poet.: ocean. 
The Shetl. name can hardly be deri- 
ved from O.N. Ran, f., as the name 
of a sea-goddess; because the form 
Ran ought in Shetl. Norn regularly 
to have given *Ron [*ron]. 

ransel [ra'nsal], vb., to search a 
house in order to find stolen goods-, 
also to pry into people’s habits in 
order to get on the track of abuses 
or transgressions of the law. Such 
searchings were formerly undertaken 
by officially appointed ranselmen; 
see the foil. word. — O.N. rannsaka, 
vb., to ransack, to search (house, 
depository). Cf. ramsekk, vb. 

ransel-/nan [ra‘n"s3lman], sb., 
formerly: a man whose duty it was 
to search a house in order to find 
stolen goods, and also to inquire 
into people’s habits in order to get 
on the track of possible transgres- 
sions of the law, and of doubtful 
conduct-, further, in such case, to 
make a report to his superior, the 
bailiff, or to the bailiff court. There 
were (acc. to Thomas Gifford) 10 or 
12 ransel-men for every parish. 
“Under the baillie there are ten or 
twelve honest men of the parish, 
called Rancelmen. These are judi- 
cially appointed and chosen in the 
bailiff court” (Thomas Gifford, Histo- 
rical Description of the Zetland Is- 
lands in the year 1733). Acc. to G. 
Goudie, the last regular appointment 
of “ransel-men” took place in 1836 
(ten “ransel-men” for Lunnasting). 
The time of actual founding of the 
“ransel-man’s” office is unknown, but 
probably took place during the period 
of oppression under the Scottish Earls. 
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Further instructions for “ransel-men” 
are found in “The Country Acts” of 
the 17th century, and later in the legal 
provisions from 1724 (given by Thomas 
Gifford). See further G. Goudie, An- 
tiquities of Shetland p. 241. — Deriv. 
of ransel, vb. See the prec. word. 

rant [ra^nt, ra‘qt (rai'nt)], sb., a 
rag. Yn. [railnt]; Yh. [ra‘qt (rai'nt)]. 
der ’r no [‘not’] a r. o’ it efter, there 
is not a rag left (Yn.); dey ’re laid 
deir claes i’ rants, they have torn 
their clothes into rags (Yn.). a auld 
r. o’ a coat, an old, torn jacket or 
coat, hanging in rags (Yh.). — Sw. 
dial, rannt, m., a) a rag, b) a ragged 
person. 

rantel [ra'qtal (rai‘ntal)], sb., = 
rant; a auld r. o’ a coat: Yh. Sw. 
dial, ranntel, m., = rannt. See further 
under rant, sb. 

rantipel [ra‘q"tipel’ (rai‘n”ti-)], sb., 
a rag, — rant; riven (torn) i’ ranti- 
pels. Yh. See rant, sb., and fpell, 
pjol2, pjdl, pjolter, sbs. 

rapel [rapol], sb., a strip cut off 
the edges of flatfish, esp. a skate; 
de rapels o’ de skate. Yh. No. repel, 
m., a strip. See repel and rip(e)l, sbs. 

rari [rari], vb., to shorten an ani- 
mal’s tether by a certain length, = 
ra, vb.; “mon de coo and r. her 
op to de roni”, move the cow, and 
shorten her tether so that she is 
near the stone-heap. Ai. From O.N. 
rada? See ra, vb. For a change 6 > 
r in Shetl. Norn see brori, rori, sbs. 

ras1 [ras], vb., to eat off, of cattle 
leaving no grass where they pasture; 
“de coo is [‘has’] rast de grund 
aboot her, de sheep is rast de rig 
(the piece of field)”. Fe. — No. rasa, 
vb., to scrub, scrape, also to sweep, 
cleanse. 

ras2 [ras], vb., to walk unsteadily; 
he is just able to r., he is just able 
to walk, he can barely stand on his 
legs; no [‘not’] able to r., not able 
to walk, or to stand on one’s legs; 

rasin wi’ illness, so ill, that one 
can scarcely stand; rasin fu’, so 
drunk, that one cannot walk. C.— 
O.N. rasa, vb., to slip; to stumble-, 
Icel. rasa and hrasa. 

ras [ras, ras] and rasi [rasi (rasi)], 
adj., carelessly and badly executed; 
comm, a) of worsted and woollens: 
coarsely and loosely knit, spun or 
woven; very r. made worsed (swara- 
worsed). Un.: [ras]; otherwise mostly 
rasi. b) of wicker-work: coarsely 
plaited; a rasi made kessi. Wests, 
and S.Sh.: [rasi]. — To be classed 
with ras2, vb. O.N. ras, n., haste, 
hurry. No. rasa, vb., a) to slip; b) 
to rush carelessly along; c) to rage -, 
Icel. rasa and hrasa, vb., a) to 
stumble-, b) to set to work heedlessly 
and hastily. 

rask [rask], sb., luxuriant growth, 
esp. corn growing up too early and 
rapidly-, a great r. o’ corn. Un., Yb. 
Also unusual abundance of fodder 
(Fe.). See rask, vb., and rusk4, sb. 

rask [rask, rask], vb., to grow very 
rapidly and luxuriantly, esp. of corn; 
to r. op. U., Un.: [rask]. rasket corn, 
corn too rapidly grown and too 
early ripened. — O.N. rqskvask, vb. 
refl., to grow up, to ripen, rpskr, adj., 
and roskinn, adj., prop. perf. part., 
full-grown, matured. Sw. dial, raska, 
vb., a) vb. a., to hurry on, b) vb. n., 
to make haste. 

rasn [rason], vb., to shorten an 
animal’s tether by a certain length, 
= ra and rari, vbs. to r. a coo’s 
tedder. Fo. Is no doubt associated 
with A.S. wrase f., knot, and A.S. 
wr&san, wr&sen, f., knot-, band-, chain. 
rasn would then mean to make a 
knot on a tether. See further a) rosn, 
vb., = rasn, vb., and b) ross1, sb., 
a knot made on a tether or on a 
fishing-line, etc., for *rosn [*raxn? 
O.N. rsexn, n., a knot]. 

rasnin [rasnin], sb., the length by 
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which an animal’s tether is shor- 
tened = ra, sb. Fo. See rasn, vb. 

ratsiben [rat"siberr], sb., in jest of 
the posteriors, = rats in. Fo. Prop. 
buttock. 

ratsin [ratsin], sb., buttock, pos- 
teriors. Fo. For *rassin, def. form. 
O.N. rass, m., id. 

ratska1 [ra(§ka, ra'foka], sb., see 
redskab, sb. 

ratska2 [ra'tsjka, rat^ka], sb., long- 
winded story, esp. in telling of news; 
he had a hale [‘whole’] r. o’ it, he 
telled [‘told’] me de hale r.; a r. o’ 
news. Uwg. — To be classed with No. 
rassa, vb., a) to gad about, b) to 
talk nonsense. 

ratsralli [rat^raj-i] sb., long-winded 
story, lengthy talk. Yn. The first part 
rats- is to be classed with No. rassa, 
vb., in sense of to talk nonsense. 
For the second part see rail, vb., 
and ralli, sb. 

ratta-cf/ke [rat"adek’], sb., see 
retta-dike, sb. 

ratter [rator] and rater [rator], sb., 
1) unusually low water at ebb-tide. 
U". [ratsr]: a ratter o’ a ebb. Fe. 
[rator, ratsr]: a r.-ebb. Nm. [ratar, 
ratar]. Nmh.: a rater [ratar]-ebb. 2) 
unusually rapid current, a r. o’ a 
tide. Fe. [ratar, ratar]. — Developed 
from gratter, older grafter, O.N. 
grpftr, grpptr, m., a digging. See 
gratta, gratter, sb. 

rdL\ter\[Ta\"2n'],s\i.,lumber,jumble-, 
in a r. Yb. No. and Sw. dial, rat and 
“ratri”, n., lumber. Icel. hrati, m., id. 

rav [rav], sb., 1) continuous row 
of fins, fin of flatfish, esp. halibut, 
de r. o’ de turbot [‘halibut’]. From 
Fo. in sense 1: rav and rab [rab]. 
ravi, sb., differs slightly in meaning. 
2) a) lappet of a fin, b) lappet of a 
gill, c) vane of a feather. Of a fin, 
esp. the part between two fin-rays. 
Esp. in pi.: de ravs o’ de finn, the 
parts of the fin between the fin-rays. 
de ravs o’ de gill, the gill-fibres, de 

ravs o’ a fedder, the vane of a feather. 
Conn. — The root-meaning of the 
word is strip, O.N. rafr, m. See 
ravi, sb. 

rav1 [rav], vb., to tear at some- 
thing, e.g. of a dog tearing a car- 
cass or other thing; he was ravin 
at it, ravin at de ro (the carcass). Un. 
— No. rava, vb., to snatch, seize, etc. 

rav2 [rav], vb., 1) to talk nonsense 
(Um0.). 2) to tell untruths, to exag- 
gerate in narration (N.Roe, Nmn.). 
— With regard to the vowel-sound 
as well as to the meaning, the word 
is scarcely derived from Eng. rave, 
vb. Prob. an old *rafa; cf. No. ravla, 
vb., to twaddle, talk nonsense. 

ravet [ravst], adj., 1) twaddling. 
2) that tells untruths, inclined to 
exaggerate-, a r. body. Reported, esp. 
in sense 2, from N.Roe, Nmn. Deriv. 
of rav2, vb. 

ravi [ravi], sb., of flatfish, esp. a 
halibut: a strip cut off along the 
edge-, the outermost and fattest part 
nearest the fins-, de bakravi (q.v.), 
a strip, nearest the fins, cut from 
the back, and “de belly-r.”, a strip 
nearest the belly, a strip between 
the two latter is called “de lengi”. 
Fo., Papa. — O.N. rafr, m., (dried) 
strip of a halibut, cut from the outer- 
most and fattest part nearest the fins, 
also partly together with these (Fr.). 
No. rav, m., Faer. ravi, m., and rava, 
f. See rav, sb. 

ravi, ravel [raval, raval], sb., hasti- 
ly and carelessly executed work, 
scamped work. S.Sh. (Du.). — No. 
ravi, n., a) refuse-, b) carelessness-, 
bungling-, c) gossip. Cf. Sw. dial, 
raffs, n., in the same sense as Shetl. 
ravi. 

ravi, ravel [raval, raval], vb., to 
execute a piece of work hastily and 
carelessly, to slur over-, to knit loose- 
ly and with too wide stitches, to r. 
op worsed. S.Sh. (Du.). — No. ravla, 
vb., a) to work hastily and careless- 
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ty, to slur over (Sw. raffsa), etc., b) 
to babble. L.Sc. ravel, vb., to speak 
incoherently, to talk nonsense. 

raibit [raibit], sb., the corner of a 
window or door (doorway), reported 
esp. in pi.: raibits, corners of a 
window or door. Yn. — Prob. for “*ri 
[*rl]-bit”, with the common diphthon- 
gation of i to ai. *ri is then to be 
classed with O.N. vrida, rida, vb., to 
writhe, twist. Cf. Sw. dial, vred, vre, 
m., a) a twisting; b) angle (of a 
wall); c) corner of a fence, etc. Cf., 
as regards the long i, No. riid (vriid), n., 
gnarled wood, riid (vriid), m., a twist- 
ing. The second part is bit, sb., a bit. 
Eng. rabbet differs slightly in sense. 

raind1, see rind (and rand), sb. 
raind2 [raind, raiid], sb., a setting 

off at a run, (sudden and vigorous) 
start, jump; he made a r. efter it, 
efter him (Yh.); de coo or horse made 
a r. on de tedder, the cow or horse 
made a start, and gave a jerk at 
the tether to loosen the peg. Yh., 
Fe. — O.N. rend (and renna), f., a 
run, speed. 

raind [raind, rai}d], vb., to set off 
at a run, esp. of an animal that takes 
a run, and jerks the tether in order 
to loosen the peg; “decoois rain din 
on her tedder”. Fe., Yh. — O.N. renna, 
vb., to run. Cf. res2, vb. 

raint, sb., see rant, sb. 
raintipel, sb., see rantipel, sb. 
re1 [re], sb., a quivering motion 

in the atmosphere near the earth 
in warm weather; de summer-re, de 
re i’ de hill (o’ de hill). Fo. Occas. 
also ri [r!]. Fo. — Cf. No. reia, vb., 
to swing, rock, and “reigja”, vb., 
inter alia to swing gently. Cf. under 
ril, sb., the relation between that word 
and No. reil. Faer. “nea”, vb., to move 
gently and vaguely, on the other hand, 
is rather a “*raga”. Cf. ril1, sb. 

fre2, frae, sailyard, se *ro1, sb. 
ream [rim, rim, rem (re3m), rem], 

sb., used in comparison of calm 
weather on the sea, dead calm, in 
exprs. as: “de sea is like r. (lyin’ 
like ri)". Often with added “calm”: 
a r.-calm. Fe and U. occas.: [rim, 
rim]. Du., S.Sh.: [rem]. Y. occas.: 
[rem]. Often used adjectivally: a r. 
calm; sometimes in conn.with “sea”: 
a r. sea (Y. occas.). From Yh. is 
reported rema [rema]; “he (de sea) 
is lyin’ dead rema calm”. — The 
word is L.Sc. ream, reyme, sb., cream, 
which orig. meaning of the word has 
been preserved also in Shell.; but the 
Shetl. use of “ream” and “ream calm”, 
in sense of dead calm, is Northern. 
Cf. Icel. rjomalogn, n., calm weather 
and sea, dead calm, from O.N. rjomi, 
m., cream (see K. Glslason, Dansk- 
islandsk Ordbog, under “blikstille” 
and “Havblik”). An older Shetl. form 
(Norn form) romi, sb., cream, from 
O.N. rjomi, is preserved in romi- 
koll;q.v. For romikoll is now most- 
ly used remikoll. The forms of pro- 
nunc. “rem (re3m), rem, remi, rema”, 
appear as middle forms between the 
old romi and the more recent Sc. 
“ream, reyme”. e is occas. found 
in Shetl. Norn as a development of 
0; note e.g. er [er], sb., gravel- 
covered stretch of shore, from *0r. 

rebb [reb], sb.; a hooked stick 
for catching hold of something, used 
e.g. in trying to take birds’ nests. 
N. I. (U.). May be connected etym. 
with “raba-stick”, and with No. and 
Sw. dial, rabbal, mentioned thereunder. 

rebdiskit [raeb^'diskht-, raeb”do- 
sk'if], sb., worthless fish. Reported 
from U. as a word characteristic of 
Wests. (Sa.?). — Prob.: *rept-skitr, 
m., a worthless thing, trash, from 
O. N. repta, vb., a) to belch, b) repta 
aptr = drlta, sklta. 

red1 [red], sb., 1) boundary line 
somewhat out at sea, to which the 
boats go in order to find certain 
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rows of fishing-grounds, esp. inside 
the deep-sea fishing-grounds; a row 
of deep-sea fishing-grounds in a line 
with each other. Also a single, ex- 
tensive fishing-ground, forming a 
boundary (between the nearer and 
farther fishing-grounds), a ling-r. 
(in fishing for ling). On a red a long- 
line is mostly used; on a set (near 
the shore) a hand-line. Un. 2) marked- 
off strip of land by the shore where 
fishing-lines are spread out to dry. 
Each man has his allotted place in 
such a row of reds. In sense 2 
noted down only in Fo. Also ret 
[ret] in sense of a strip of land, esp. 
= red 2. Fo. — O.N. reitr, m., a 
rift; furrow; a square, sjoreitr, li- 
mited tract at sea. Icel. reitr, m., 
a piece of ground marked out, a 
garden-bed. 

fred2 [red], sb., refuse; rubbish; 
see rod, sb. 

red3 [red, red], sb., 1) order, tidi- 
ness. 2) collect., implements, esp. 
fishing-tackle, = gred, sb. (Barclay: 
redd). — Is partly Norn (esp. the form 
with long e): a more recent form of 
gred, partly in sense 1 L.Sc. “red”. 
O.N. reidi, m., implement, belongings. 
Used in sense of progress in work 
(to mak’ guid r., to mak’ nae r.) 
Shetl. red essentially assimilates to 
L.Sc. red, sb. See the foil. word. 

red [red, red], vb., to put in order, 
make clear. Also metaph., e.g. to 
r. a quarrel, to make up a quarrel 
(Conn.), to r. ane’s hand, a) to man- 
age, to pay one's way; b) to ex- 
tricate oneself; he red his hand wi’ 
dat. “red”: past tense. Reported from 
Conn, with long e, and also in the 
form raed [rffid, raed]. Elsewhere 
mostly with short e. In the latter form 
[red] the word essentially assimilates 
to L.Sc. red, vb., and is used in Sc. 
modes of expression, e.g. to r. op 
a hus. — red [red] is a more re- 
cent parallel form to gred [gred]. 

reida, vb., — “greida”, vb., to put 
in order, is occas. used in No. See 
gred, vb. 

Reda, Redi, sbs., see (under roda2 

and rodi2, sbs.) Roda, Rodi, sbs. 
redskab [redsjkab], sb., fishing- 

tackle, esp.: a) a fishing-line (esp. 
the whole length of line in deep-sea 
fishing): Un.; also ratska [ra't^ka, 
rat^ka]: Uwg.; b) fishing-line toge- 
ther with the basket or net in which 
it is kept: Yn. Esp. preserved as a 
tabu-word used by boat fishermen in 
deep-sea fishing. — O.N. reidskapr, 
m., implement, comm, collect.: im- 
plements, belongings. Da. redskab, 
Sw. redskap,too/. Seegred,gre,sb.2. 

reg1 [reg], sb., a streak, C.; esp. 
through the hairy coat of a wet ani- 
mal, e.g. a cat. Wests. (St.). — No. 
reik, f., a stripe; line, in a special 
sense: parting in the hair of human 
beings. In the latter sense similar to 
O.N. reik, f., and Faer. reikur, m. (or 
reik, f.). Cf. breg1 and rig, sbs. 

reg2 [reg], sb., wind blowing hard 
on an unsheltered place, or along 
a passage between two rows of hou- 
ses; a r. o’ wind. Fe., Ym’h. — O.N. 
rek, n., prop, a driving, drifting; in 
No. also fair wind. See rag4, sb. 2. 

reg [reg], vb., to blow hard or full 
on, of high wind blowing on an un- 
sheltered place, or along a passage 
between two rows of houses; de wind 
is re gin yonder, the wind is full 
on there; de wind stands regin. 
Also “reg on”; de wind is regin 
on here. Fe., Yh. — O.N. reka, vb., 
to drive, chase. Cf. rag2, vb. 

rega [rega], sb., noted down only 
in the foil, phrase: to seek ane ut 
o’ a’ [‘all’] r., to search for one far 
and wide, in all possible places; 
I’m [‘have’] sought dis chap or dis 
baess (this fellow, this cow) ut o’ 
a’ r. Yh. — Prop, a driving, drifting, 
from O.N. rek, and is then orig. the 
same word as reg2, sb. 
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regenvista, -wista, -wosta [re gan- 

vis'ta.-vas’taj-wasia, -wos'ta; reg’an-], 
sb., \} an open place, greatly exposed 
to the wind or rain. 2) wind blowing 
hard on an open, exposed place -, 
“whatna place is yon, at du’s bund 
dekyeli’de r.-v. (w.)!” or “right op 
i’ de r.-v. (w.)!” what sort of place is 
that where you have tethered the cows! 
right in the eye of the wind!" Also 
strong wind blowing round the corner 
of a house; reported in this sense 
in the form regenwisti or regen 
wisti [regon wosti]. 3) rain that 
overtakes one in an unsheltered 
place; “hit [‘it’] is a pity, at de ani- 
mals sould [‘should’] stand ut i’ de 
r.-w.” Also sea-foam whirled up and 
driven before the wind. Yn. — The 
second part is also found uncom- 
pounded in the form wosta, wostu 
(q.v.), open, unsheltered place. N.l. 
The first part, in senses 1 and 2, 
may be defined from reg, vb., to 
blow hard, of wind; regen is no 
doubt an older pres, part.: O.N. re- 
kandi, driving, in Shetl. now re gin 
[regin], driving; blowing. Sense 3 
may be a deriv. of O.N. regn, n., 
rain. For “regenvista, -wista, -wosta” 
is often used (in any case in senses 
1 and 2) “regen v., w.” as two words, 
in which regen must be explained 
as pres. part. In sense 3 is given 
the pronunc. “reg'anwos'ta”, which 
may indicate a deriv. of O.N. regn, 
n., rain. 

reget [regot], adj., streaked, C.; 
esp. having streaks through the hairy 
coat, of a wet, tousled animal, mostly 
a cat; a r. cat. Wests. (St.). — *reik- 
ottr. No. reikutt, adj., striped. See 
reg1, sb., and cf. breget, riget, adjs. 

*rek [rek, re3k, r£*k], sb., an idler; 
vagrant. Also raek [r&k, rteak]. The 
forms with l and se are characteris- 
tic of N.l. To be classed with rek1, 
vb., but otherwise assimilates in form 
and meaning to L.Sc. raik, sb. 

rek1 (and raek) [rek, re3k, rs^k, 
raek, rse3k], vb., to saunter about, 
to r. aboot, to geng rekin aboot; 
“hwar (kwar) is du rekin till?” 
The forms with l and ae are charac- 
teristic of N.I.; re®k: Fe. to r. de lan- 
dimors (Fe.), to gadabout, to rove 
idly (prop, “near the boundary lines"; 
see landimors, sb.); to r. de minod 
(Fe.), to gad about late in the even- 
ing or at night (prop, at midnight). 
— O.N. reika, vb., to roam about; 
L.Sc. raik, vb., to roam. 

rek2 [rek, re3k, re®k], rekk or raek 
[rae3k], vb., to unwind, unfold (some- 
thing rolled up), to r. op. Occas. 
also rekk [raek]. Diff. from Eng. rake, 
vb., “rake up”, with which O.Shetl. 
rek is now confounded. — O.N. rekja, 
vb., id. No. rekkja, vb., partly in the 
same sense (to unravel). 

rekk [raek] and rekkin [raekin], 
sb., rake, reported only of a boat’s 
stem and stern (esp. the stem); de 
boat has a guid [‘good’] r., the boat 
has a raking stem, rekk: Fo.; rekk 
and rekkin: Sa. — Prob. to be 
classed with rekk2, vb. 

rekk1 [raek], vb., l) vb. n., to reach, 
stretch, esp. to stretch out the hand 
for something; to r. for a ting, to 
reach for or catch at something. 
Also rek, raek [rE®k, rse3k]. “r£e3k” 
is reported from Du. 2) vb. a., to 
reach, to hand one something; r. 
me yon [‘that’] knife! — No. rekkja, 
vb. a., to stretch out, Da. raekke, vb., 
to stretch, also to hand over. 

rekk2 [raek], vb. n., 1) to reach; 
stretch; to r. to de air, to reach up 
into the air; “hit rekked [raekod] 
fae de laft to de flor”, it reached 
from ceiling to floor. 2) to suffice. 
— O.Norw. “rekka, rekkja, rokkja”, 
Mod. Norw. rekka, rokka (rokkja), 
vb., id.; Da. raekke, Sw. racka, vb. 

rekk3, vb., see rek2, vb. 
freks [raeks], vb., 1) vb. a., to 

stretch out, to lengthen. 2) vb. n., 
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to stretch the limbs, to r. upon ane- 
sell [-‘self’]. 3) to hand, pass. — Is 
a mingling of a) rekk1,2, vbs., and 
b) L.Sc. rax, vb., in the given senses. 

rek-seam [(reksim) raeksim], sb., 
a large nail with a head, boat’s 
nail, distinct from “klink-seam”. Fe. 
— O.N. reksaumr (collect.), No. rek- 
saum, m., id. see “rak-seam”. 

rekster1 [raekstor], sb., prop, a driv- 
ing, chasing, used in the foil, senses: 
1) a chase after something; catch? 
only in certain phrases: he made a 
puir [‘poor’] r., he did not gain much. 
Fe., Y. May also be connected with 
the foil. 2) a long journey, esp. in 
jest or derision in exprs. as: du’s 
been dee a r. (U.), he ’s ta’en [‘taken’] 
a guid [‘good’] r. dis day (Fe., Y.); 
what a r. I’m had me = a long way 
to walk (N.). he’s made him a r. 
(Y\), he made a journey (without 
success), his project had a poor re- 
sult, prop, no doubt: he has made 
a poor journey. The last expr. may 
also partly belong to sense 1. — a 
long walk (Uwg.). 3) a taking to one’s 
heels, haste, speed; der wer a guid 
r. upon him, he was walking at a 
good speed (Fe.; acc. to J.I.). 4) en- 
closure into which sheep are driven 
and caught; a corner between two 
adjoining fences (prop, into which 
to drive sheep for catching them); 
two fences built at an angle to pro- 
vide the sheep with shelter (orig. for 
driving and catching of sheep). Yh. 
— O.N. rekstr, m., a driving, in a 
special sense: an enclosed way along 
which cattle are driven. Icel. rekstr, 
m., a driving, chasing. No. rekster, 
m., a) a walk, roaming about, b) a 
path, road, esp. for cattle, c) a 
hunting, battue. Faer. rakstur, m., 
a) a driving; b) a stretch of road 
(on which a flock is driven). 

rekster2 [raekstor], sb., 1) rapid 
growth; der ’r a r. on dee, you have 
grown a great deal since I saw you 

last. Y. and Fe. 2) (great) exagge- 
ration in recounting; untruth (ming- 
led with truth); prop, a stretching; 
yon (dat) is a r. Sa., Wests. 3) a 
pulling by the ears-, I ’ll gi’e dee 
a r., I will pull your ear (ears). 
— Orig. hardly the same word as 
rekster1. Seems to contain the root- 
meaning a reaching, stretching, and 
to be classed with rekk, vbs. The 
form may easily have arisen by ming- 
ling with rekster1. With rekster2 

1 cf. No. rekk, m., vigorous growth, 
and besides Shetl. rag7, sb. rekster1 

3 might also partly be classed with 
the word. 

rekster-d/ke [raek'stordek], sb., 
a stone fence leading from a sheep- 
fold (kro) to prevent the sheep from 
scattering when being driven into 
the fold. Fe. and Y. occas. There 
are often two such fences running 
parallel from a sheepfold. — The first 
part is rekster1, sb., a driving, in 
this case a driving into a fold. 

rel [rel, re®l], vb„ to rail, speak in a 
loud-voiced, scolding manner; to r. 
and “flite”. Fe. — Either from a *rala: 
No. rala, vb., to speak diffusely, with 
which cf. Shetl. rail, vb., or from a 
*raela: No. rsela, vb., to talk nonsense. 

rem1 [rem, re3m] and remi [remi, 
reami], sb., a strap, strip; streak, 
esp. A) rem: a) streak of light, a 
r. o light, b) line of clouds, a r. o’ 
cloods. Nm. From U. are reported 
remmek [(remok) raemok] and rim- 
mek [remak] in sense of line of 
clouds. B) remi: 1) strip of cloth, 
a r. o’ claith. 2) a thin, narrow board, 
a r. o’ wood. Yh. — May be partly 
O.N. reim, f., a strap, thong, to which 
the forms [rem, remi] with long e 
preferably correspond, partly O.N. rim, 
f., a rail, bar, because e in Shetl. 
Norn may be developed from I (i) 
from orig. 1 or i. A form ramek 
[ramak] (Uwg.) is also found. See 
rim, sb. 
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frem2 [rem, re3m, re^m], sb., boat's 

oar. Tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
at sea. N.I. rg3m: Fe. occas. More 
comm, “rem, re3m”. From Un. is 
reported remek [remok], from Yn. 
remek or rimmek [remok]. Also 
ramek [ramok] (Uwg,s.).— A loan- 
word. The various forms admit of 
a deriv., partly from Lat. remus, partly 
from Ndl. (Dut.) riem, partly from 
Fr. rame, an oar (hardly from Gael, 
ramh, oar, owing to the very early 
change mh > v in this lang.). 

rem1 [rem, re3m], vb., to speak 
shrilly and incoherently; esp.: 1) to 
scold and make a noise, to curse 
severely (\3n?, Nm11.). 2) to talk non- 
sense. N.I. (Y. and Fe.). — O.N. remja, 
vb., to roar (and poss. also *reima, 
vb., to wail, reimr, m., a waling), 
No. remja, vb., to emit loud and 
long-drawn cries; to bleat, Sw. dial, 
ramja. L.Sc.(N.Sc.) rame,vb.,/o shout; 
roar. Shetl. rem is used also in 
sense of to exaggerate, to relate in a 
boastful way, to r. and remb (Y. 
and Fe.), no doubt prop, to stretch 
out, extend. With this cf. Eng. dial, 
rame, vb., to stretch oneself, and 
compare the meanings of Shetl. remb, 
vb., to exaggerate, prop, to stretch, 
and No. remba seg, Fser. rembast, 
vb. refl., to stretch one’s limbs. 

rem2 [re3m], vb., of hair: to come 
off when touched; de hair remd aff 
o’ de cat. Yh. See rim, vb. 

remb [rsemb], vb., to exaggerate 
greatly in narration (Un.), to tell in 
an exaggerated, untruthful way; to 
boast, rant (Y. and Fe.). N.I. to rem 
(“rame”) and remb (Y. and Fe.); 
see under r em1, vb. — Prop, to stretch, 
strain. No. remba, vb., to stretch 
out, No. “remba seg” and Fser. rem- 
bast, vb. refl., to stretch one's limbs. 
O.N. rembask, vb. refl., to stretch 
oneself, comm, metaph.: to puff one- 
self up, to be arrogant. 

remek, sb., see frem2, sb. 

remi, sb., see rem1, sb. 
remikoll, remikel, sb., a round 

vessel (made of staves), esp. for 
holding the butter taken off in 
churning; see romikoll, sb. 

remmek, sb., see rem1 and rim, 
rimmek2, sbs. 

ren [ren], vb., to let one’s eyes 
rove; to r. de een [‘eyes’]. — Faer. 
rena, vb., id.; rena eyguni. 

rendal, sb., see rental, sb. 
reng [reg], sb., knee-timber in a 

boat, esp. in the stem, serving as 
a seat for the steersman. F.I. — 
O.N. rong, f., knee-timber in a vessel, 
Fser. (and No. occas.) rong, f., a seat in 
the stem of a boat. See stamron, sb. 

rennabitel (rinnabitel) [ren-abit ol] 
and rennabiti (rinnabiti) [ren ’abibi], 
sb., a straying sheep. Sa., Wests.: 
rennabitel. Conn.: rennabiti. — 
May be regarded as having arisen 
from an orig. *renna av biti, to stray 
from the pasture. Cf. Fser. bit, n., 
a) a biting, a bite, b) a grazing; 
of cattle, esp. sheep: fara av biti, to 
leave the pasture (in the out-field). 
Shetl. rennabitel, -biti, in this case, 
differs from rennaviti, sb. (q.v.), a 
vagrant. In the same sense as a) 
rennabitel, b) rennaviti, are found 
rennagad, rinnagad [ren"agad\ 
rm'^agad'] (De. and several other 
places), formed with allusion to “rene- 
gade”, sb. 

rennaviti [ren"avit'i], sb., a vag- 
rant. Conn. *rennivsetti. 

rental, rentel [rse'ntal, rse'ntol 
(re‘nt-)], sb., a strip, wedge, esp. 1) 
a strip of land, partly a wedge- 
shaped strip. Also a narrow, grass- 
grown strip, forming the boundary 
between two fields. Fe. [rse'ntal, -si]. 
2) a piece of pasture in the out- 
field for horses, also one affording 
them shelter. Fo.[re‘ntal,-sl; rse'ntal]. 
As a place-name, name of a hill- 
pasture for horses: de Russarentals 
[ros'arse’ndals] (Fo.). 3) elongated 
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bank in the sea where boat-fishing 
is carried on; a r. o’ grund. Fe. 
[rae'ntal, -ol]. — Is prob. an 1-deriv. 
of a *rand- or *rant-. Cf. a) No. rande, 
m., narrow bank or ridge of earth, 
in Nordfjord: rante (Aa.), b) Sw. dial, 
rannt and ranntel, m., prop, a strip; 
a rag; see rant and rantel as well 
as rintel, sbs. Note, however, also 
Gael, rinndeal, sb., a strip of land 
of a certain limit, forming a bound- 
ary-mark. — A rendal, rendel [ren- 
dal, rsendal, -ol] is found in the compd. 
rigga-rendal, denoting a kind of 
community of land (now antiquated), 
acc. to which the small, bounded 
strips of field and pasture land were 
occupied by different tenants for a 
year, so that no one should be 
wronged owing to the unequal quality 
of the land. Each separate allotment 
had (and still has) its special name. 
The system was called “de rigga- 
rendal system”, or more recently 
comm.: “de run-rig system” and “de 
rig-aboot system”. “De land lies (is 
lyin’) i’ rigga-rendal”, the land 
(ground) lies in community allot- 
ments, or with adjectival use of the 
word: “de land is lyin’ r.-r.” This 
rendal is a loan-word from L.Sc. 
and prob. of Celt, origin: see ante 
Gael, rinndeal. Also L.Sc. “runrig” 
(syn. with r en d a 1) is prop, a corruption 
of a Celt. expr. (Gael, roinn-ruith). 

rep [rep (rep)], sb., a rope, line, 
esp. a clothes-line; occas. also a line 
on which small fishes are hung for 
drying: a r. o’pilteks (small coal- 
fish), o’ herring (Sae.; Aiw.). O.N. 
reip, L.Sc. raip, rope. 

rep [rep (rep)], vb., to fasten the 
mouth of a basket with a rope or 
band; to r. a kessi or bodi. — 
O.N. reipa, vb., to fasten or bind 
with a rope. 

repel [raepol], sb., a strip cut off 
the edges of flatfish, esp. skate; de 
repels o’ a skate. De. — *repill? 

(O.N. refill, m., width of web in a 
loom, prop, a strip). No. repel, m., 
a strip (R.), Da. dial. (Jut.) rebel, 
c.,id. (Molb.). Seerapelandripl,sbs. 

repiband [rep••iband•, rep"i-] and 
repinband [rep^nband1 (rep"in-)], 
sb., a rope or band with which to 
fasten the mouth of a basket. Also 
“repi [rep”i, rep"i]-string”. From 
rep, vb. 

rer [rer, re®r], vb., to build up 
something loosely with stones (Un.), 
see ror, sb. 

res [res, re3s], sb., a very small 
pile of peats; a few peats piled up 
for drying; a r. o’ peats. Wh. and 
several other places. More comm.: 
resin. Faer. reisa, torvreisa, f., (small) 
pile of peats. 

res1 [res, re3s], vb., to pile up, is 
certainly of O.N. origin in the com- 
mon use of the word: to pile up peats 
into small stacks, O.N. reisa, vb. (see 
res, sb.). In other cases it may 
be equally well (or rather is) Eng. 
raise, vb. 

res2 [res], vb., to set off at a run, 
of an animal taking a run in order 
to jerk up the tether-peg; de coo is 
resin on her tedder. U. — In this 
case the word certainly springs from 
O.N. raesa, vb., to set in motion, 
with which it agrees better than with 
Eng. race, vb. Cf. raind, vb. 

resband [resbimd, resbond], sb., re- 
ported in sense of the foremost rib 
of a boat. Fe. 

resin [resin, rg3sin], sb., prop, a 
raising, piling up, esp. 1) a) the 
first piling up of peats for drying; 
b) a very small pile of peats, comm., 
= r e s, sb. 2) the keeping of helpers 
for resin 1 a, in the expr. “to had 
a r.”, to keep helpers in the piling 
up of peats, and entertain them. — 
O.N. reising, f., a building up; No. 
reising, f., stacked sheaves of grain; 
Faer. reisa, f., a pile of peats. See 
res, sb. 
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relt [ret, ret; (rset)], sb., an en- 

closure for cattle; in Unst [ret, ret] 
esp. of enclosures for horses at har- 
vest time, to prevent them from dam- 
aging the corn; sheep -r. [ret, ret], 
sheepfold (Un.); in Fo. [ret and ret] 
esp. in sense of sheepfold. Often in 
place-names, e.g. de Retts [rsets] o’ 
Melen (Fe.); de Flor o’ Gamlarett 
[ganvlareb] (Fo.): *gamla r6tt; de 
Rettins [retins (retins)], pi., a place 
with remains of old sheepfolds (de 
Nup, Fo.): *rettarnar, the folds; S0- 
rett [soret, soret, -ret] (Lunn., Skaw., 
Wh.): O.N. saudarett, sheepfold. — 
O.N. rdtt, f., enclosure for sheep 
and cattle. 

retta-cf/7ce [ret"adek* (ret"a-)], sb., 
1) a fence projecting from a sheep- 

fold. Sometimes two such fences 
run parallel in order to prevent the 
sheep from scattering when being 
driven into the fold. Nm. 2) by ob- 
scuration of the orig. meaning of the 
word: piece of an old fence, re- 
mains of an old fence. Esh., Nmw. 
Sometimes an old boundary fence 
between two farms. — O.N. rdttar- 
(gardr). In the Shetl. word the second 
part, an old *gard, gord, has been 
superseded by L.Sc. dike, sb., a fence, 
wall. O N. “rdttargardr” in a some- 
what diff. sense: a fence surround- 
ing an enclosure. 

revel [revol], sb., hurdle-work on 
a fence. — Fser. revil, No. revle, Sw. 
dial, revel, m., Da. dial. (Jut.) revel, 
revle, c., a strip, narrow piece (O.N. 
refill, m., width of web in a loom); 
No. rivle, m., a) a loose-lying plank; 
b) trellis. 

ri [ri], sb., l) spell of bad weather; 
“a ri 0’ wadder”, in which “wadder” 
has the special sense bad weather. 
comm. Also windy weather of short 
duration, wind blowing from the 
same quarter for a short while, a 
ri 0’ wadder. lambari [lam^bari*], 
bad weather usually occurring in 

spring in the lambing season. 2) at- 
tack of pain or illness. 3) series of 
high breakers succeeding the ordi- 
nary smaller waves at definite in- 
tervals; a ri 0’ brak [‘break’: surf\ 
Wests. Also “ri-brak”. — O.N. hrld, 
f., a) onset, b) spell of bad weather, 
storm, c) a period in which some- 
thing endures without interruption. 

*ria [ria], vb., to ride, in a fairy 
verse in Norn from Fo. (see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn), and in the Hil- 
dina ballad (Foula song). O.N. rida, 
vb., to ride. — A pres. part, rin(a) 
[rln(a)], riding, O.N. ridandi, is found 
in an old “gryle” (“bogey") verse 
from Fo.; see Introd. 

rib [rib], sb., a strip, esp. 1) a 
strip of cloth, torn off; to rive (tear) 
a r. 0’ onyting (U.). 2) a stripe of 
another colour in cloth (Du., Sa., 
Wests.). 3) a thin piece of wood, 
a r. 0’ wood. 4) a strip of ground. 
In names of strips of ground, e.g. 
de Ribs [ribs] (Tresta, Fe.). de Ribs 
[ribs] 0’ Rainadal [rarnadsh] (Seter, 
Nm".). de Longaribs [laiygaribs-] 
(Burrafirth, U., Ym.): *lpngu ripar, 
the long strips, (de) Niklaribs [mk"- 
laribs’] (Fe.): *Nikol&sarripar. Spel- 
manna(n)rib [spelTnaii"arib\ speh- 
man"3nrib', spal"m9nanb'] (Fef.): 
*spelmanna(nna)-ripr, the fiddlers’ 
piece (strip), de Oraribs [or-aribs'J 
(Kolbenstaft, Fe.): *0yrar-ripr; 0r, er, 
sb., a flat sand- or gravel-bank. 
With short i, e.g. de Langrib [larjnb] 
and “de Longribs” [l&gnbs] (Snara- 
voe, Uwg.): *langi ripr, “Ipngu ripar. 
More rarely with preserved final p, 
such as “de Rips” [rips] (Uwg.). — 
No. rip, m., a strip of land (R. under 
“rep”, m.), rip, n., and ripa, f., a 
streak, line, furrow. Sw. ripa, f., a 
streak, line, groove. 

rib [rib], vb., to perform work 
carelessly, to knit too loosely, ribet 
[ribst] op, done carelessly, knit too 
loosely. Conn. — Icel. hripa, vb., to 
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do something in a hurry, hrip, n., 
inter alia very coarse woollens, prop. 
scamped work (B.H.). See rip, vb. 

ribatwari, sb., see rivatwari, sb. 
ribbek [nbok], sb., an extensive 

fishing-ground. Un. Now found only 
in names of such, but with meaning 
understood, thus: a) de Aklaribbek 
[ak"lanb-3k], named after the land- 
marks: a row of hillocks, called “de 
Akkels” [*axlarnar], on the shoulder 
of a larger hill north of Huland, 
UV, b) deNort’-r. (Un.); c) de Wasta 
[‘west’]-r. (Un.); Jockie’s r. (Un'w.); 
de r. o’ Longemi [l&i)"(g)3mr] (Umo.), 
fishing-ground where ling-fishing is 
carried on: *l9ngu-mi5, from langa, 
f., the ling; cf. Longemi [lag-gomi ] 
(off Un.) under mid1, sb. — No. ribbe, 
m., a) the uppermost edge of a 
mountain ridge; b) earth-wall. Cf. 
the use of ’'us1 (os), sb. 

ribek [rxbak], sb., a narrow strip 
along the edge of a field, left in 
digging; to leave a narrow r. Y. See 
rib, sb., from which ribek no doubt 
is formed by dim. ending. 

ribet [ribat], adj., of stockings: 
having disfiguring stripes; a r. sock. 
— *rlpottr. Peer, rlputur, adj., striped, 
inter alia of stockings. See rib, sb. 
— A form ribbet [nbat], adj., of 
stockings: ribbed lengthways, prob. 
springs from Eng. rib, sb. 

ribin [rlbin (rlban)], sb., 1) a strip 
of cloth. Fe. [rlbin]. 2) the board of 
a boat to which the gunwale is 
fastened. N.I. — No. rip, f., the top- 
most board in a boats side. 

r\-break [ribrak], sb., = a ri o’ 
break. Papa. See ri, sb. 3. 

ride [raid], vb., applied to the one 
thread in twining: to be too slackly 
twined about the other thread; de 
t’read is ridin’. Sa. This “ride” is an 
anglicised form from an old “(v)rlda”: 
O.N. rlda, vb., a) to writhe, twist, 
b) to rub, smear, and does not orig. 
spring from Eng. writhe, vb. n. For 

the use of Shetl. “ride”, of a slack 
strand in a thread, may be compared 
No. “rid” in “ridtaatt (*vridtaatt)”, m., 
a defect in a rope caused by a 
tangle in one of the strands, mak- 
ing it slacker than the others (Aa.), 
as well as “ridel”, m., tangle in 
thread (R.). 

ridl, riddel [ndal], sb., a long story. Uwk — To be classed with No. radla, 
vb., to talk vivaciously, and “rodla”, 
f., a long ballad (rodda, f., a tale, 
rigmarole, Sw. dial, radda, f., a long 
story). 

ridl, riddel1 [ndal], vb., to exag- 
gerate and intersperse a story with 
falsehoods. Us. To be classed with 
No. radla, vb., to talk vivaciously, 
and rodla, f., a tale, rigmarole (radda 
and rodda, vbs., to talk much). 

ridl, riddel2 [ndal], vb., 1) to rock, 
to reel; to sit ridlin; to geng ridlin, 
to walk with an unsteady, rolling 
gait (Yb.). 2) to perform a piece 
of work loosely and temporarily ; to 
r. op a slap in a dike, to repair an 
opening in a fence loosely (Fe.?); 
— to knit loosely, riddeld op, very 
loosely and badly knit. Conn. — No. 
ridla, vb., to wriggle (R.); Fser. ridla, 
vb., to stand insecurely (O.N. rifla, 
vb., to be in constant motion to and 
fro, to sway). 

ridli [radii], sb., a pebble on the 
shore. Wests. Also rodli [rodli]. 
Wests. (St.). Partly as an adj.: a r. 
sten. Prob. for *rilli (*rolli) with 
the change 11 > dl (now rare), cha- 
racteristic of Wests. See under rol- 
ligrot. 

rif [(rif) nf], sb., heavy swell in 
the sea; a r. i’ de sea. Nm.w., Conn, 
[rif]. — O.N. rif, n., a tearing. Fser. 
riv, n., “riv 1 sj6nun”, in the same 
sense as Shetl. rif. See grundrif, 
sb. A form riv is found in Shetl. in 
a diff. sense; see riv3, sb. 

rift1 [rift], sb., rift, in its orig. sense 
the Eng. sb., but certainly of Norn 
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origin in foil, senses: \) a rift in 
the landscape; a fissure in a rock; 
an opening; in place-names for old 
landmarks, used by boat-fishermen 
in finding fishing-grounds, e.g.: Hul- 
narift [hul••narlft•]: *h6lHnna-ript, a> a 
narrow sound between two holms, b) a 
height showing above them — one 
of the landmarks for the fishing- 
ground “de Hulnamo” (Uw.). Stura- 
rift [strrTariff']: *stora ript, the great 
rift. “Sturarift i’deSund”, “Sturarift 
in wi’ ” (Uw.). 2) a rift as a mark 
in a sheep’s ear. — No. and Sw. 
rift, f., Da. rift, c. 

frift2 [rift, raft, rAft], sb., wind from 
the stomach, a belching. U. occas. 
(Un.): [rAft]. More comm.: [rift, raft]. 
See frift, vb. 

frift [rift, raft, rAft], vb., to belch. 
O.N. repta (and rypta), vb., to belch. 
L.Sc., Eng. dial, rift, vb., id. (also to 
exaggerate in narration; L.Sc., Jam., 
and Shetl.). The Shetl. forms of pro- 
nun c. agree better with L.Sc. “rift” than 
with O.N. repta. A form of O.N. 
“repta” is contained in rebdiskit, 
sb.; q.v._ r*g [rig], sb., a stripe, esp. of an- other colour, in wool; a stripe on 
sheep, uncommon. U. To be com- 
pared either with the syn. reg, sb., 
from O.N. reik, or with No. rikka, 
f., veins in wood; see the foil. word. 

riget [rlgat], adj., striped, esp. of 
sheep: striped and partly spotted, 
with dark stripes and (or) spots 
among light wool; a r. yowe [‘ewe’]. 
U. — To be classed either with the 
syn. reget, adj., from *reikottr, or 
with No. rikkutt, adj., cross-striped, 
of animals. 

rigg1 [rig], sb., 1) the back. Obs. 
expr. in Norn: olt i riggen [0‘lt 1 
ngan], (I feel) a pain in the back: 
O.N. *illt i hrygginum. 2) a ridge. 
Is partly O.N. hryggr, m., partly L.Sc. 
rig, sb., in sense of the back. In 
places-names for ridges or heights, 

the word chiefly springs from O.N. 
hryggr. As the name of a rock “de 
Rigg” is found in Sa. With preserved 
orig. nom. r, *rigger [ngar], occurs 
in the place-name “Hwinarigger” 
[hwi 'nang'ar, hwin"a-] (Fe.), a piece 
of cultivated land near “de Hweis 
[hwaeis] 0’ 0ri”: *kvianna-hryggr; see 
kwi, sb. A form ending in -in, rig- 
gin [ngin], in place-names as e.g. 
“de Riggin 0’ Seter”, a ridge on Fetlar, 
is rather O.N. hryggr with preserved 
def. art. [accus.: hrygginn]. Otherwise 
“riggin”, in sense of a ridge, esp. a) 
ridge of a house, and b) elongated 
pile (esp. of heather for thatching), 
a r. 0’ tekk, is prob. L.Sc. riggin, 
sb., a ridge, in any case in sense a, 
as the word is used in that sense 
in L.Sc. — A dim. form riggi [ngi] 
in sense of a rib in knitted woollens, 
is no doubt L.Sc., also in this use 
of the word. — rogg [rog] and rugg 
[rog], occurring in place-names in 
sense of ridge, spring from O.N. 
hryggr. See *rugg1, sb. 

rigg2 [rig], sb., a wretched, bony 
animal, esp. of sheep: a carcass of 
a sheep; a puir [por: ‘poor’] r. Fo. 
— No doubt of something barely 
holding together, and to be classed 
with No. riga, rigga, and rikka, vbs., 
to rock. Cf. the syn. rikkel, sb., 
and riglibens, sb. pi. 

riggaL [riga], sb., a cow having a 
stripe along the back of a colour 
diff. from that of the body, esp. hav- 
ing a white back and black flanks. 
comm, as the name of such a cow: 
Rigga. *Hryggja. L.Sc. riggie, sb., id. 
See rigget, adj. 

frigga2 [riga, raga], sb., a woman, 
esp. as a scornful term of address; 
I hear dee, r. Norwich, Un. Springs 
poss. from O.N. rygr, f., a woman 
(poet.); cf. the use of raga3 (from 
O.N. rag-) in Shetl., syn. with rigga2. 
Eng. rig, sb., in sense of loose wo- 
man, jade, may also be suggested. 
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From this latter prob. comes Shetl. 
riggin [ngin], sb., a hussy, in stronger 
sense than rigga. rigga1, as a cow- 
name, seems to be implied in the 
use of the latter, which may be con- 
cluded from the foil, expr.: “True 
tale, rigga! rout again!” [rout, vb., 
to bellow; here to chatter, narrate], 

riggaben, sb., see riggben. 
riggabens [ng"abens ], sb. pi., a 

wretched, bony animal, = rigg2, sb. 
Nm. Prop, rickety legs, or rather 
loosely-knit bones. See rigg2, sb., 
and cf. riglibens, sb. pi., as well 
as frikkel1 (a rikkel o’bens). 

riggagitel [ng-agit-ol], sb., the high 
curved part of a swine’s back near- 
est the neck. Yh. occas., like getla- 
rigg. — Prob. *hryggjar-geitill, “back 
knot” or dorsal vertebra. O.N. geitill, 
m., hard lump. For Shetl. getel, 
getil, in sense of dorsal vertebra, 
seegetilben, sb. Cf. hjogeldarigg, 
etc., krugg and neggistikk, sbs. 

riggben [ngben] and riggaben [ng* - 
aben-], sb., the backbone. No. rygg- 
bein, n., L.Sc. rigbane, sb. 

rigget [ngot], adj., of a cow: hav- 
ing the back of a diff. colour from 
that of the body; a r. coo. In compds. 
such as “black-rigget, red-r.,grey-r., 
brun [brun]-r.”, the first part denotes 
the colour of the body; the second 
part, the special colour of the back, 
esp. a white back; thus: black and 
white-, red and white-, grey and 
white-, brown and white-backed, re- 
spectively (Conn.); ablack-r. coo, etc. 
Similarly in Faeroese, e.g. “svartrygg- 
jut [-ndd^ot], reydryggjut kiigv”, and 
in Da. dials, “sortrygget, radrygget 
ko”, denote respectively a black 
cow, and a red cow with a back of 
a different colour, esp. white: black 
cow with white back, red cow with 
white back, though at the present 
day in several places in Faeroe the 
compds. are used in sense of black- 
backed, red-backed; see a) the Glos- 

sary to F.F.S. under “reydriggjutur”, 
and b) Molbech under “rygget”. O.N. 
*hryggjottr, Faer. ryggjutur, adj., of 
cattle: having a diff. coloured, esp. 
white, back; Da. dial, rygget, Sw. 
dial, ryggug, adj., of cattle: white- 
backed (Molb. and Ri.); L.Sc. riggit, 
rigged, adj., of cattle: having a white 
stripe along the back (Jam.). Cf. 
the use of moget, adj. 

*riggriv [ngrlv], vb., to tear (scratch) 
someone’s back, noted down in an 
old rhyme in Norn, form Fe., in a 
colloquy between a crab and a crow 
(the crab expressing its fear of getting 
its back torn if it accepts the crow’s 
invitation to come ashore). From U. 
comes an anglicised form: rigg-rive 
[ng'raiv] in a variant of this rhyme. 
— An old *hryggrlfa, vb., to “back- 
tear". 

rigl, riggel [ngol], vb., to walk 
with difficulty, to r. aboot, to r. 
awaa; to geng rigl in. Assimilates 
entirely in sense to No. rigla, vb., 
and is orig. rather this word than 
Eng. wriggle, vb. 

rigl/eL [ngli], adj., tottering, un- 
steady, rickety. From rigl, vb. 

rigl/e2 [ngli], adj., neat and tidy 
in dress, esp. negatively in the compd. 
“un-riglie”, adj.; q.v. 

riglibens [ng'iibens-], sb. pi., a 
wretched, bony animal. Nm. Prop. 
rickety or loosely-knit bones, from 
No. rigla, vb. n., to rock. Cf. rigga- 
bens, sb. pi., and frikkel1, sb. 

rikaband [rikaband] and more 
comm, rikkaband [nk"aband' (rek“- 
aband-)], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for homliband, 
humlaband, grommet (orig. made 
from hide). Papa St. — The first part 
rika-, rikka-, may be an orig. *rldka, 
*ri(5ka, No. rikka, vb., to stir, move, 
or rather O.N. hrlka (hrlkja?), Peer, 
rikja, vb., to creak, owing to the 
creaking sound caused by the friction 
of the oars in rowing. Cf. loband, sb. 
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rikk [nk], sb., a sudden jerk or 

pull; to gi’e a r. at onyting. O.N. 
rykkr, m., a quick pull. 

rikk [nk], vb., to jerk, to pull 
quickly and suddenly; esp.: to catch 
a fish without bait or by means of 
a rikker (q.v.); to hook or spear 
fish, to r. a fish; de piltek was 
rikket [nkot] i’ de back, the young 
coalfish was hooked in the back. 
Also to prick (one’s finger) on a 
fish-hook; I ’m [‘have’] rikket my 
finger. — O.N. rykkja, vb., to pull 
quickly. For the use of the word 
in No., of the hooking of fish, see 
under rikker, sb. 

rikkaband, sb., see rikaband. 
frikkel1 [nkal], sb., 1) something 

loosely erected. 2) a poor, lean ani- 
mal. Cf. Sw. dial, rikkel, n., some- 
thing loosely and badly put together, 
No. rikla, vb., to wriggle slightly. 
“rickle” is also fairly common in 
Eng. dials, in the same senses as 
those given for the Shetl. word, 
rukkel, sb. (q.v.), is certainly an 
orig. Shetl. Norn form. 

rikkel2, rikl [nkal], sb., a ruck, 
wrinkle; unevenness. Cf. No. rukla, 
f., from rukka, O.N. hrukka, f., a 
wrinkle. Shetl. rikl presupposes 
mainly a *hrykkla from *hrykkja; Sw. 
dial, rykkja, f., a wrinkle. Cf. No. 
rykkja, vb., to wrinkle. See rukl, sb. 

rikkel3, rikl [nkal], sb., a strip, 
piece, esp. one of the pieces into 
which a fish is cut, e.g. that of a 
herring cut across. Sa., Wests. — 
May be syn. with Da. dial. (Jut.) 
rigle, c., a strip; rag. See the foil, 
word and riklin, sb. 

rikkel, rikl [nkol], vb., to cut a 
fish (herring) into pieces (cross- 
pieces), rikkels. — *rikla. No. rekla, 
vb., to cut into strips. See r i k 1 i n, sb. 

rikker [nkar], sb., a wooden spear 
for striking fish. Acc. to Edm., by 
transference also used in sense of 
“small boat spars”. — Cf. No. rykkjar, 

m., a kind of fish-hook, almost like 
“pilk” (Aa.). See rikk, vb. 

friklapitis [nk'iapitis], sb. pi., 
name of certain stars: the pointers 
in the Great Bear. Ai. — Origin 
uncertain. 

riklet [nklat], adj., wrinkled; un- 
even. Conn. Prob.: *hrykklottr. See 
rikkel2, rikl, sb., and cf. ruklet, adj. 

riklin [riklin], sb., a strip, prop, 
and esp. a strip of halibut hung up 
to dry (Un.). rikl ins, pi., strips cut 
lengthways from a halibut, and hung 
up to dry (Un.). The word is used 
also in a more comprehensive sense: 
a strip ; rag; piece of an old, worn 
towel, etc. (N.), and in the expr. 
“riven (torn) i’ riklins”, torn into 
strips, rags (Conn.). A form ruglin 
[roglin] is reported from Fo. in sense 
of the front piece (nearest the head) 
of a cod or ling. — O.N. reklingr 
and riklingr, m., halibut, cut into 
strips and dried (No. rekling, m.), 
prop, and esp. applied to the side-flesh 
of the halibut. Faer. riklingur, m., id. 

riksi1 [reksi, roksi], sb., stiffness 
in a limb or in a part of the body; 
riksi i’ de airms [‘arms’]. Conn. See 
the syn. kriks, sb., and the words 
cognate with it. Cf. No. riksa, vb., 
to creak. 

*riksi2 [riksi], sb., a word of un- 
certain meaning, reported as a call 
to a boy: “come here, r.!” Conn. May 
be associated with No. kreks(e), m., 
a peevish, obstinate person, riksa, 
vb., to creak, or “kriks”, n., a feeble 
and sickly creature. 

ril1 [ril], sb., quivering motion in 
the atmosphere near the earth in 
warm weather; de summer-ril. De., 
Ti. — Cf. No. “reil”, of wavy motion, 
and see re1, sb. 

ril2 [ril], sb., strong, dry wind; 
spell of strong wind or rough weather; 
Beltan-ril; he is blawin’ [‘blowing’] 
a ril. Du. —Is no doubt another form 
or a derivative of ri, sb., qv. 
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ril3 [ril], sb., a stripe, esp. cross- 

stripe in cloth, a ril-aboot coat, a 
skirt with cross-stripes. Dun. — Cf. 
No. ryl, m., an elongated elevation, 
a ridge, and “rjol”, m., a stripe on 
the skin (Aa.). 

rill [nl (rol)], sb., settled weather 
of short duration-, (short) period 
of settled weather; “if he conies a 
runk, he ’ll may-be be a r.”, if we 
get dry weather, perhaps it will last 
a short time. Br.? — Uncertain re- 
lation to ri and ril2, sbs. 

rim [rim] and rimi [rlmi], sb., a 
strip, stripe, a streak of light, a r. o’ 
light (esp. of the first streak of light at 
dawn). Sa., Wests. Mostly in the 
form rimi. — O.N. rim, f., a rail, 
bar, Da. dial. (Jut.) rim, c., a strip 
of land. See rem1, remi, sb., and 
cf. rimma2 and rimmi, sbs. — The 
common form “rim”, with short, im- 
pure i [rim], in sense of strip, streak 
(streak of light, line of clouds), may 
be partly O.N. rim, partly Eng. rim, sb. 

rim [rim], vb., of hair: to come 
off when touched; de hair rims aff 
o’ de cat. U. Also rem [ream] (Yh.). 
Origin uncertain. 

*rimbel [rimbol], sb., rounded top 
or elevation, skerry or small shoal 
in the sea (Y.; U".). Now only as 
a place-name, esp. of a skerry, thus: 
de Rimbel, a) near U"., b) in Yell 
Sound, “de R.-rocks” (Ys.), c) east 
of Wh.: names of skerries, partly 
sunken rocks, “de Rimbel” is fisher- 
men’s sea-term for the hill “de Snjugi” 
(Uwg.) [O.N. knjiikr], which, seen from 
certain fishing-grounds, resembles a 
round top. — Is no doubt the same 
word as No. “rymbydl”, mentioned 
only as a place-name for two round 
pools in Odda, in Hardanger, under 
“rymb”, ridge of earth or gravel (R.). 

rimma1 [nma, rema] and rimmek 
[rimok], sb., 1) a fit of frolicsome, 
noisy mirth; der ’r a r. on dem; to 
had or ha’e a r., to play noisily, to 

be in gay spirits (to dance and 
jump about, etc.). U. (Un> bu.). The 
form ending in -a is characteristic 
of Burrafirth; elsewhere more comm.: 
rimmek. 2) a short spell of rough 
weather; also a heavy shower, a 
rimmek o’a shooer. Un>w., and Yn. 
— Is no doubt O.N. rimma, f., noisy 
onset (\cq\. rimma, f., violent dispute); 
might also, esp. in sense 1, spring 
from O.N. rymr, m., in sense of 
clamour; din; cf. Faer. ryma [nma] 
and Icel. rymja, vbs., in sense of to 
make a noise (O.N. and Mod. Icel. 
rymja, vb., to roar, scream); but sense 
2 of rimmek agrees better with O.N. 
rimma, noisy onset. Cf. the use of 
O.N. hrifl, f., and Shetl. ri, sb. (partly 
syn. with “rimma”), partly in sense of 
onset, partly of spell of bad weather, 
storm. 

rimma2 [nma], sb., prop, strip of 
land, handed down in a special sense: 
place in the out-field where heather 
is cut for thatching, the so-called 
“tekk”; a tekk-r. Yh. As a place- 
name: Rimma (Yh.). Tagrimma [tag"- 
rinra] or Tekrimma [taek'Tinra]: a 
narrow valley up through “de Bjorgs”, 
N. Roe, a place where heather was cut 
forthatching: *pak-and *pek- (pekju)- 
rimi. de Rimma (Taft, Fef.), a strip 
of meadow; de Rimmas (Voe, Du.), 
patches of field. The foil, rimmi, 
sb., is no doubt the same word. — 
O. N. rimi, m., raised strip of land, 
rim, f., a rail, bar. In No. is found 
“rime (rimme)”, partly in sense of 
wooded strip of land (Aa.), a strip 
of field or woodland (R.). See 
rimmi, sb. 

rimmek1, sb., see rimma1, sb. 
rimmek2 [remok], sb., a streak; 

line of clouds (U.), see rem1 and 
rim, sbs. 

rimmi [nmi, remi], sb., a strip of 
land, a piece of field, esp. in Nor- 
wick, U". [remi], where, however, 
the word is now mainly used as a 

45 
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place-name, and where “de Rimmis” 
is the name of certain pieces of home- 
field belonging to certain farms, thus: 
de Rimmis o’ Velji, o’ Digeren (Dige- 
rem), o’ Virs, which are all steep 
pieces of home-field. In Du. rimmi 
[nmi] denotes a rib of sand on the 
foreshore, left as a mark by the 
receding tide. — Prop, the same word 
as rimma2, sb. Da. dial. (Jut.) rim, 
c., a long, narrow strip of land. 

rimsk [(re‘msk) ro'msk], vb., to set 
bad rumours afloat, to talk scandal; 
to geng rimskin f(r)ae hus till hus, 
to go gossiping from house to house, 
to geng rimskin aboot or t’rough 
de place. N.Roe, Nmn. — No doubt 
cognate with No. rymta, vb., to hint 
darkly, to talk scandal. 

rimska [re‘mska], sb., (fit of) noisy 
mirth, = rimma1; der’ wer’ a rim- 
ska upon him, he was very frolic- 
some. Un’bu. Deriv. of rimma1, sb., 
prob. by infl. of ramska, sb., to 
which the word partly conforms in 
sense. 

rimski [(re'mski) ra‘mski], sb., a 
gossipmonger. N.Roe. See r i m s k, vb. 

rimwol [nmwol, nmwol], sb., a) a 
piece of wood on the outside of the 
gunwale of a boat (C. and several 
other places); b) narrow board at 
the top of a boat’s side (Ai.); c) the 
second board from the top, in a 
boat’s side, or one of the two boards 
above de sul-bord (the board level 
with the water): Yh. (where ribin 
denotes the topmost and narrowest 
board). From Du. rimwol is re- 
ported in sense of: narrow board 
put into a boat’s sides to make it 
deeper. In Fe. rimwol is used in 
a wider sense: the top edge, outside 
edge, partly of a boat, partly of a 
basket or vessel. A form rimwelin 
[nm'we®iin] is noted down in Nm. 
in sense a. — *rim-v9lr. The first 
part is O.N. rim, f., a rail, bar, narrow 
board, Faer. rim, f., also the topmost 

board in a boat’s side, and hardly 
orig. Eng. rim, sb. The second and 
unstressed part [wol, wal] may be 
both O.N. v9lr, m., a rod, staff, and 
Eng. wale, sb., with the same root- 
meaning contained in gunwale, sb. 
welin in rimwelin is rather Eng. 
wale, owing to the long e-sound. 

rin1 frln (nan)], vb., to shriek, 
squeal, esp. of swine, pigs; de grice 
rins. comm. — O.N. hrlna, vb., id. 

rin2 [rln], vb., to pull, tear? re- 
ported only in the expr. “to r. upo 
de tedder”, of an animal: to pull and 
tear at the tether in order to loosen 
the peg; de grice (the pig) is rin in 
upo de tedder. Fe. — Uncertain re- 
lation to rin1, vb. 

rin3, rinn [rin], vb., to fall, slide, 
e.g. of earth, sand or rocks; de banks 
or craigs is [‘are’] “run” [ron], a 
slide of rocks has taken place on 
the coast. From Papa is reported 
a perf. part, form run [ron] with 
close o-sound, diff. from “run [ron]”, 
perf. part, of rin, vb., to run; de dike 
[dek] is run, a part of the fence 
has fallen down. — Prob. orig. to 
be classed with O.N. hrynja, vb., to 
fall (inter alia of sliding earth, sand 
or rocks), though now regarded as 
L.Sc. rin, vb., to run, and comm, con- 
jugated like this word: past “ran”, 
perf. part, “run [ron]”. See under ron 
[ron], sb., a landslip. 

*rin(a) [rin(a)], pres, part., riding 
(Fo.), see *ria, vb. 

rind [rind, raeind (raei^d), ra^d], sb., 
a stripe; strip; a small, narrow piece 
cut off, e.g. a strip of cloth, a piece 
of wood, etc.; a r. o’ cuttin’. Fo. 
and U.: [rind]. Y.: [reeind (rseqd), 
raijd]. — No. rind, f., inter alia a 
stripe in cloth. 

ring1 [rig], sb., rib in the stem 
of a boat. N.I. occas. (Fe.; Yh.). 
See reng, sb. 

ring2 [rig], sb., a ring, assimilates 
to Eng. ring, sb., but is of Norn 
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origin (O.N. hringr, m.) in certain 
meanings and applications; thus: a) 
ringed stripe, cross-stripe, of an- 
other colour, esp. round an animal’s 
neck {see ringet, adj.); b) a roundish 
plot of ground (arable land), comm, 
as a place-name, e.g. de oter Ring, 
de Midring and de Hemring (Korston, 
Du.), the outer ring, middle ring, 
and the ring nearest the farm; a 
r. in a modo [‘meadow’], a roundish 
patch in the corner of a meadow 
(Conn.). —An 1-deriv. ringl, ringel 
[nrjgal, ngal], in sense of ringed 
stripe, cross-stripe, esp. round the 
neck or body of an animal (sheep) 
(N.I.: nggal; Nm. and De.: ngal), 
may also be L.Sc. (ringle). 

ringet [nggot], adj., having circular 
stripes, belted, comm, of cattle: hav- 
ing stripes of another (white) colour, 
esp. round the neck, also e.g. below 
the ear or round the eye; a r. sheep, 
a black sheep having a white stripe 
round the neck or below the ear; 
a r. dog, a black dog having a white 
stripe round the neck, “a r. coo” 
is reported from Ai. and St. in sense 
of a cow having a white ring round 
the eyes. From Esh., Nmw. is re- 
ported “ringet [reggat] and breget”, 
of worsted: having dark stripes 
among light wool. — *hringottr. No. 
ringutt, adj., having circular stripes 
or cross-stripes (of a certain colour), 
belted. — An 1-deriv. ringlet [ngglat 
(regglat), nglat] is used in the same 
sense as ringet; a r. sheep, a belted 
or cross-striped sheep (U.: ngglat); 
a r. goose, a striped goose (Du.: 
nglat). Of worsted: streaked or 
unevenly coloured, r. worsed (Ai.: 
regglat). This derivative form may 
be both Norn and L.Sc. (ringled). In 
No. “ringlutt”, adj., has a somewhat 
diff. sense: spiral. 

ringl, sb., see ring2, sb. 
ringlet, adj., see ringet, adj. 
ringlodi [nglod'i, nglo-di, -lo3*di] 

and ringalodi [ng galod’i, -lo^di], sb., 
sea-term, a word used in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. at sea for: 1) iron rings 
and hook (crook and links), by which 
the pot hangs over the fire; reported 
in the form ringalodi [-lod'i]: U. 
2) comm.: a pot {with a hoop); now 
also kettle, [ng'galo’di]: Conn, and 
several places. Mostly: ringlodi. 
A form ringlhodda [ng3lhod‘a] is 
given by J.I. in sense 2, but is not 
corroborated. — Might be regarded 
as an orig. *ringl-hadda, ringing, jing- 
ling pot-hook or hoop, O.N. hadda, 
No. hodda, f., a pot-hoop-, Sw. dial, 
“hadda”, prop, of an iron hoop with 
a hook at each end, by which the pot 
is lifted (Ri). But as ringlhodda 
is doubtful, another explanation is poss. 
and not improbable, viz.: *hring-lo5i or 
-lo<5a, “that which hangs by the ring 
(the hoop)”, from O.N. hringr, m., 
a ring (also of a ring used as a 
hoop of a kettle, Eg.), and from O.N. 
loSa, vb., to adhere (loosely). The 
latter etym. can be supported by 
honger, prop, the hanging one 
[*hangari], used in Yn. as a tabu- 
name for pot. Tabu-names for pot 
and such things were common in 
Shetl. because on long fishing ex- 
cursions fishermen formerly took their 
cooking-utensils with them in the boat. 

ringmarket [ng- ma'rkat], adj., of 
an animal, esp. a sheep: having a 
broad stripe round the body, and 
spotted. De. See ring2, sb. a, and 
ringet, adj. 

fringstreket [ng’stre^kat], adj., = 
ringmarket. De. Prop, only "having 
a ring-stripe”. 

rink [n‘gk], vb., to pull, tear, esp. 
of an animal: to pull at the tether 
in order to get loose; to r. upo de 
tedder (S.Sh.), esp. of a horse or 
cow; “r. upo dy wolga!” tear away 
at your tether! (Conn.). *wolga for 
*gwolga, prop, gallows, in this case 
of the tether round the animal's neck. 

45* 
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— Sw. dial, rinka, vb., to rock, also 
to pull, tear. “ rink” (to rink about, in 
sense of to gad about) is L.S. 

rinkel (rinkl) [n'gkal], sb., a lean, 
wretched animal; a very lean fish; 
a r. o’ bens. Nm. (Esh., Nmw.). — 
No doubt something dangling, and 
loosely built. Cf. Sw. dial, ringal, 
n., an ungainly person with a bad 
carriage, “ringal”, vb., to dangle, 
and No. rangl, n., a skeleton, lean 
body, “beinrangl”. Otherwise Sw. 
dial, rinka, f., a feeble, emaciated 
animal, assimilates in sense to Shetl. 
rinkel, sb. 

rinkel [nrjkal] -tree, sb., splinter- 
bar; swingle-tree, of the old Shetl. 
wooden plough. Sandwick, Du". From 
rinkl, vb. Cf. ami, ammel2, sb. 

rinkl, rinkel [n'gkol], vb., 1) to 
jingle; to r. wi’ de bool o’ de kettle 
(the pot-hoop). No. ringla, vb., id. 
2) to dangle, — Sw. dial, ringla 
(“ringal”). 

rinklabens [n‘gk"labens‘], sb. pi., 
a wretched, bony animal. Nm. See 
rinkel, sb. 

rinks [n‘gks], vb., 1) to pull at 
the tether, to r. upo de tedder. Wests. 
2) to rattle, e.g. with a chain. — 
Deriv. of rink, vb., to which rinks 
conforms in sense 1. With sense 
2 cf. L.Sc. rink, vb., to rattle. 

rinn1, rin [rm], vb. n., to run, is 
in form L.Sc. rin. In most senses 
it conforms to Eng. run and L.Sc. 
rin; but in a few senses and exprs. 
it springs from O.N. renna, vb. n., 
to run. Thus: 1) to run, of female 
animals in heat; cf. O.N. renna 4 in 
Fr. 2) with preps, and advs., e.g.: 
to r. at, to run up tightly, of a knot 
or loop, = O.N. renna at. — 3) with 
added object in the expr. “to r. de 
winter”, of a young animal (lamb): 
to be able to stand the winter in 
the out-field; dis lamb canno [‘-not’] 
r. de winter; we ’ll ha’e to ali it 
(to rear it in the house). — From 

Fo. come two (three) obs. forms (inf.) 
of this verb: a) renna [raena], renn 
[reen] in a fairy-verse in Norn (see 
Introd.), b) ridna, in the Hildina 
ballad (Foula song). For a form 
raind [from O.N. renna] and the use 
of this word see ante. — In sense of 
to fall, slide, rinn, “rin”, is no doubt 
orig. another word; see rin3, vb. 

rinn2, rin [rm], vb. a., is in form 
L.Sc. rin, Eng. run, vb., but in cer- 
tain meanings and exprs. springs 
from O.N. renna, vb. a., to let run. 
Thus: 1) to pay out the fishing-line, 
= O.N. renna 5 in Fr. to r. de bod- 
dom, to run the line to the sea- 
bottom, = Faer. renna i botn. to r. 
a turbot [‘halibut’], to let a halibut 
that has taken the bait run the 
whole length of the line to prevent 
it from breaking (Un.). 2) to clean 
corn by flinging it out of one’s 
hand. S.Sh.; Wests. Similar to flog, 
fljog (used in the northern and 
eastern part of Shetland); see flog3, 
vb. Cf. e.g. Sw. dial, “ranna arter”, 
to clean peas by sifting them in a 
colander (Ri.). 3) to r. doon [‘down’] 
wi’ (a young animal), to pour milk 
down the throat of a young animal 
which must be fed by hand; to r. 
doon wi’ a grice (U.). 4) to r. snips; 
see snips, adj. 

rinnek [rinok], sb., a small brook. 
Du. No. renna, f., narrow channel, 
Sw. rannil, m., a small brook. A 
form runnek, partly in a diff. sense 
(a gutter), is more common than 
rinnek, which is modified after L.Sc. 
rin, vb., to run. 

rinner [rinar], sb., 1) “a clue of 
yarn”. Edm. 2) tabu-name, sea-term 
for mouse. — Deriv. either from O.N. 
renna, vb., to run, modified after L.Sc. 
rin, vb., or directly from L.Sc. rin, vb. 

rintek [n'ntok, ra'ntok], and rintel1 
[(n‘nt3l) ra'ntol], sb., a flat, pointed 
stone, used in building to put in be- 
tween larger stones. Esh., Nmw.: 
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rintek. Nmw.:rintel.— Cognate with 
the syn. drintel, sb.? May be a 
derivative ending in t, and be classed 
with O.N. rani, m., a snout, Da. dial, 
rane, c., a pole, just as drintel 
seems to be cognate with No. trant 
(snout). 

rintel2 [n'ntol (re'ntol), ro'ntol], sb., 
1) a rag, tatter; to hing [‘hang’] in 
rintels. Nm.: [n'ntol, re‘ntol]. 2) a 
thin, worn-out garment. N.Roe, Nmn. 
[ri'ntal], 3) an old, worn-out wooden 
implement about to fall to pieces; 
a auld [‘old’] r. o’ a ting. Wh. [ro'ntal]. 
— Is prob. a parallel form to ran tel, 
sb., prop, see rant and rantel, 
sbs. Note, however, also rind, sb., 
a strip. 

rintel3 [re'ntolj, sb., elongated bank 
in the sea where boat-fishing is 
carried on. Lunn. Similar to rental, 
sb. 3. — May be a deriv. of No. rind, 
f., or rinde, m., a ridge, high bank, 
just as rental may be associated 
with No. rande, m., narrow bank or 
ridge of earth. Etym. association 
with the prec. word in the root- 
meaning strip? 

rintl, rintel [rental], vb., to gad 
about; to geng rintl in aboot f(r)ae 
door to door. Un. — Cf. Sw. dial, 
rannta, vb., to gad about (Ri. under 
“rinna”, vb.). Diff. from drintel, vb. 

frip, ripp [rip, rap], sb., ear of 
corn, esp. ear of oats. — May be 
Norn in this sense and then be classed 
with No. ripe, m., a cluster of seed, 
ripa, vb., to strip off a cluster of 
seed, Faer. ripa, vb., ripa kodn, to 
strip ears of corn from the stalk. 
May, however, also be referred to 
English; cf. L.Sc. r\\>, sb., a handful 
of unthrashed corn. 

rip, ripp [rip, rap (rep)], vb., to 
scamp a piece of work, to knit with 
far too open stitches (Du.: rap. U.: 
rip, rep [Umo.: rep]); to sew or bind 
loosely together, e.g. in mending a 
straw-basket: to r. a kessi(Un.: rip). 

to r. op a kessi (N.Roe: rep) = to 
riv. — feel, hripa, vb., to do hurried 
work. The word, in the last given 
sense, approaches O.N. rifa, vb., to 
sew (loosely). 

rlpin, rippin [npin, repin], sb., 
coarsely executed work. Conn. A 
dim. form rip(p)ikin [rap"ikin#] is 
reported inter alia from N.Roe, Nmn., 
in sense of too coarsely knitted 
woollen goods. By J.I. is reported 
rip(p)ikin [rep^kin'] in sense of a 
coarse or badly knitted woollen stock- 
ing (Fe.). — feel, hrip, n., a) hurry, 
b) very coarse woollen goods (B.H.). 
Da. dial. (Jut.) rip, n., hurry. 

ripinband, rippinband [np-mband*, 
rep"in-], sb., = repi(n)band. U. 
occas. Scarcely any conn, with rip, 
vb., in sense of to bind loosely 
together. 

ripl, ripel?, sb., reported only in 
pi.: riplins [raplins], strips cutoff 
the edges of flatfish, esp. skate; de 
riplins o’a skate. De. As a place- 
name ripel [ripol] occurs in sense 
of strip of land; thus in Fe.: de 
Ripels, a) stretch of coast near “Hubi”, 
b) strips of arable land, belonging 
to “Fjel”. — No. ripel (i’), m., a strip. 
With riplin cf. Sw. dial, reppling, 
m., a piece cut off. See rapel and 
repel, sbs. 

ripp [rip, rop], vb., 1) to walk 
quickly, to hasten; r. to de well! 
r. to de stakk! (N.Roe: rop); to geng 
rippin (L.: rap). 2) to pull hard 
and suddenly; he ripped [npad] de 
line Trough my hand. Sa., Wests, 
[rip]. — No. rippa, vb., to hasten, 
Faer. rippa, vb., to jerk quickly. 

rippek [npak], rippek-roaw, sb., 
three-toed gull, larus tridactylus, = 
pikki-maw.comm. A\sosea-swallow, 
sterna hirundo, acc. to Neill (in 
part “Balfour”), rippek can hardly 
be regarded as a corruption of a 
*rit(t)ek (Ork. rito, ritek, Faer. ryta 
[rlta], f., three-toed gull), p for t, 
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in this case, between two vowels 
would no doubt be without a parallel. 
Neither does it suggest a deriv. of 
O.N. rjtipa or *ripa, Sw. ripa, f., ptar- 
migan, by a mingling of this bird- 
name and a *ryt-, (three-toed) gull. 
More prob. is a connection with 
Shetl. rippek and No. ripa- in “ripa- 
kjeft” (i’), m., a rude and voluble 
jaw (R.). The gull’s continuous cry 
has become a proverbial phrase; thus 
in Faer.: “tagnarikki heldur enn rytan 
1 berginun“ (is not more silent than 
the gull on the cliffs), of one who 
can never keep silence. A similar 
root-meaning is found in Icel. rytr, 
Faer. ryta and Ork. rito as the name 
of the same bird; cf. No. ryt (y’), m., 
noise, din. 

risk [risk], sb., a deep scratch in j 
the skin. Fe. May represent a *risp 
or *rist; see risk1, vb. 

risk1 [risk], vb., to cause a scratch, 
to cut; I risked [nskad] me to de 
ben, / lacerated myself right to the 
bone. Fe. — May represent *rist from 
O.N. rista or rlsta, vb., to scratch, 
cut, or risp, vb., to scratch. 

risk2 [risk, rask], vb., a) to tear 
off grass growing among the rocks 
on the foreshore, e.g. for a cow’s [ 
evening fodder (Fe.). de coo is riskin 
in, the cow is tearing off the grass 
and eating it (Fe.). b) partly to tear, 
partly to mow grass or tufts with 
a knife or sickle; to cut grass, e.g. 
growing among earth-bedded rocks 
(ronis), from edges of ditches, or 
from boundary strips; to r. girs 
[‘grass’]; to r. a gordste (q.v.) = 
to r. girs aff o’ a gordste. U. (Un.). 
to r. de strodeks, to cut the grass 
growing on the boundary ridges be- 
tween the fields', N. Roe, Nmn. [risk]; 
to r. de stanks (edges of ditches). I 
N.Roe. — O.N. ryskja, vb., to pull; No. 
ryskja, vb., inter alia to tear off grass. 

riskins [nskins], sb. pi., grass 
growing on edges of ditches, among 

earthfast rocks or stones, or on 
ridges remaining from old boundary 
fences; cut with a knife or sickle 
for fodder; a tudelek (a basketful) 
o’ riskins. Un. — No. ryskje, n., a) 
a kind of fine, close grass on the 
mountain sides, b) grass growing 
in thick tufts. Faer. ryski [nst^i], n., 
high, coarse grass, hairy rushes. 
L.Sc. reesk (reysk), sb., coarse grass 
growing on sand-banks, riskins 
is, however, mainly to be regarded 
as a *ryskingar, pi. of the verb 
“ryskja”, Shetl. risk. See risk2, vb. 

risl, risel (rissel) [nsal, risal], sb., 
1) a trembling (of the body), a 
shivering sensation; to get a r., to 
gi’e ane a r. (Sa., Wests.: nsal). 2) 
a) keen, cold wind, a cauld r. o’ 
wind; b) a cold, heavy, but passing 
shower, a r. o’ a shooer. Du. [risol]. 
— Cf. No. rysja, f., a) a shivering, 
b) roughness of the air; cold, misty 
weather, risl in sense 2 b might 
also suggest No. risl, n., a sprink- 
ling, risla, vb., to sprinkle, drop, etc., 
which in form agree better with the 
Shetl. word. See the foil, word and 
risn, vb. In sense of a thrashing, 
risl is prob. L.Sc. reissil, rissle. 

risl, risel (rissel) [risal, nsal], vb., 
1) to produce an unpleasant, sharp 
and grating sound (N.: risol); to 
produce a sharp, rattling sound 
(Ai.: nsol); a rislin [rislin, nslin] 
soond. 2) to cause a shuddering 
sensation; to shudder, shiver; hit 
ris(s)eld upo me, it made me shud- 
der (Y. and Fe.: risal. U.: nsol); hit 
made me r. upo me (Sa., Wests.: 
nsol); to r. wi’ cauld, to shiver with 
cold, to r. wi’ rain, to shudder owing 
to cold rain (Sa., Wests.: nsol). de 
coo risseld upon her (Sa.). — Cf. 
No. rysja, vb., a) to have a fit of 
shivering (partly “grysja”), b) to 
sprinkle, drop. Sw. rysa, vb., = 
No. rysja a. Faer. grlsla [groi‘sla], 
vb., = Shetl. risl, vb. 1. risl is 
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poss. No. risla, vb., which is used 
similarly to rysja b. See the foil, 
word. — In sense of to thrash, Shetl. 
risl, vb., is prob. L.Sc. reissil, rissle. 

risn, rissen [nson, roson], vb., to 
shudder, to feel a shivering; hit [‘it’] 
mak’s me r. to hear it, to shudder, 
shiver, = risl, vb. 2; hit rissend 
upon me. Conn. Also riss [nss] 
and rusn, russen [rosan]; “hit mak’s 
me riss or rusn”(Conn.).— No.risna 
O’), vb., to make one shudder or 
shake violently, partly also “rysna”. 

risp [(nsp) rasp], sb., continuous 
row of fins, esp. of a halibut; comm, 
in pi.: risps. Fe. — Prop, that which 
is stripped, cut or slashed off . See 
risp, vb. 

risp [risp, rasp], vb., to strip; 
scratch; cut, — O.N. rispa, vb., to 
scratch. No. rispa, vb., a) to strip off, b) 
to scratch; wound; cut; slash, fn sense 
of to rasp the word is L.Sc. risp, vb. 

rispi [raspi]-caf, sb., = “finni-cut”, 
a cut by which the edges of the 
sides with the fins of a halibut are 
taken off. Fe. — O.N. rispa, f., a 
slight scratch. See risp, sb. and vb. 

riss [ns (ras)] and rissi [nsi, rasi], 
sb., 1) a) an elevation, hillock. Fo.: 
riss [ns]; a bare elevation or rocky 
ridge, rissi; also rossi [rosi]. b) a 
small bank in the sea, fishing-ground. 
Fo. and Conn.: rissi [nsi]: a rissi 
o’ grund (C.), a fishing-ground, de 
line cam’ ower a hard riss [ns] or 
rissi [nsi], the line was dragged over 
a rough bank on the sea-bottom. 
c) shallow soil; a shauld riss [ns, 
ras]: Yh. 2) a swelling, boil; a 
rissi [rasi] upo de finger(Sa.,Wests.). 
— No. ris O’), n., a rising; elevation; 
ridge. 

rissi-cow [ns"ikou‘], sb., scrub, 
heather-bush. Now mostly used as 
a disparaging metaphor. Thus of very 
poor and coarse wool it is said that 
it is “like r.-cows”. Ai. — The first 
part is no doubt O.N. hds, n., scrub, 

\ copse, brushwood, with later shortened 
vowel, or a word cognate herewith; 
see rossi2, adj. The second part 
is L.Sc. cow, kow, sb., a twig or 

j branch, a bush. 
rist1 [nst, rast], sb., the instep. 

Occas. riss [ns(s)]. O.N. rist, f., id. 
In sense of wrist Shetl. rist, how- 
ever, is the Eng. word. 

rist2 [rast], sb., a ridge, (rounded) 
top of a hill, de r. o’ de hill (Y., 
Fe.); to geng ower de r. o’ de hill. 
Also a low, steep slope (Yh. occas.). 
— No. rist, f., a) crest of a moun- 
tain ridge, b) crest of a slightly 
rising hill. No. rust, f., inter alia 
mountain ridge, earth-ridge. Fser. 
rust, f., mountain ridge. The Shetl. 
pronunc. [rast] permits a deriv. of 
“rist” as well as “rust”. Cf. rost, sb. 

rit, ritt1 [nt], sb., great haste, 
hurry; he guid [‘went’] wi’ a r. (Sa., 
Wests.); to be upon a r. o’ a hurry, 
to make great haste (Ai., Wests.). 
— Poss. association with Da. dial., 
Jut. rut, c., speed, rutte, vb., to make 
quick jerks. See rittis, vb. For 
phonetic reasons rit(t) is rather to be 
explained from the above-mentioned 
“rut(t)” than from Icel. hratta, vb., 
to hasten (B.H.). O.N. hrytr, m., 
which phonetically agrees with rit, 
might also be suggested, “hrytr” is 
certainly handed down in the special 
sense of snoring (Fr.), the parallel 
verb “hrjota”, however, not only de- 
notes to utter coarse sounds (to 
growl, snore) but also to leap or 
jump out suddenly with involuntary 
motion t)Fr.). rit(t), however, is found 
in Shetl. also as a verb, which, for 
phonetic reasons, cannot be “hrjota”; 
besides, the meaning partly differs. 

rit, ritt2 [rit, rot], sb., an incision, 
j esp. as a mark in a sheep's ear. 

May be Norn (cf. No. rit, n., a line, 
rita, f., a line, streak, Da. dial., Jut. 
ritte, c., a cut, incision) as well as 
L.Sc. (rit, sb., an incision, a scratch. 
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Jam.). As names of sheep-marks in 
Shetl. are, as a rule, of Northern 
origin, Shetl. rit(t), in the special 
use of the word, may reasonably be 
supposed to be Norn, but modified 
after L.Sc. rit. Note N.Eng. dial. 
(Cum.) rit, vb., to make an inci- 
sion as a mark in a sheep’s ear. 

rit, ritt1 frit, rat], vb., to make 
haste, esp. to execute a piece of 
work promptly and with energy; to r. 
awaa [‘away’] at onyting (Fo.).^— Asso- 
ciation with Da. dial., Jut. rutte, vb., to 
make quick jerks? See rit, ritt1, sb. 

frit, ritt2 frit], vb., to scratch; 
tear; to r. op, to cut up. Herewith 
poss. rit, ritt [nt] in sense of to 
butt, of cattle; “de kye is [‘are’] 
rittin ane anidder” (Du.). — O.N. 
rita and rita, No. rita (i’), L.Sc. rit, 
vb., to scratch. The pronunc. of the 
word agrees best with L.Sc. rit, in 
sense of to butt, may also suggest 
No. royta, vb., to butt, of cattle (R.). 

ritel [rital], sb., a wretched, bony 
animal; a r. o’ bens. Du. Prob. an 
1-deriv. of a Norn word. Cf. Icel. 
rytja, f., a lean sheep (B.H.: ritia), 
O.N. and Mod. Icel. rytta, f., a poor 
creature, an emaciated animal. 

rittis f(ntis) ratis], vb., to knit or 
sew hastily and carelessly; to sew 
with long stitches, to r. and sow. 
Du. — Cf. poss. Fser. rita, vb., rita 
saman, to sew loosely together. Might 
also be classed with Da. dial., Jut. 
rutte, vb., to make quick jerks, ruttes, 
adj., smart, quick? See rit, ritt1, 
sb. and vb. 

riv1 [riv], sb., a reef, extended 
shallow in the sea, esp. near the 
land, where small coalfish (silleks 
and pilteks) are caught: Ireland, 
Du. Often found as a place-name: 
de Riv, a) near Trebister Ness, Sound, 
M., b) at the entrance to Aith Voe, 
Br., c) nearFo.: de Hevdariv [hcv- 
danv], a reef off the promontory 
“Waster [[‘wester’] Hevdi”. Fo. de 

Rivjakes [nv"jal$e3s'], pebbly sea- 
bottom between two rocky reefs (Wh.): 
O.N. rifja, gen. pi. “de Riv [nv]” 
is found also as the name of a strong 
current off Esh., Nmw. In place- 
names occas. with preserved f: de 
Rif [rof], a reef between M.Roe and 
Mainland. Sandrif [saiidref, -rof] (Ue.): 
*sand-rif. *rof [rof] and *rof [rof] in 
“de Rof” or “de Rof” (Umo.), a 
stretch of fishing-grounds, are poss. 
the same as rif. With long i: de 
Rivi [rlvi] (W.), de Riveks [rlvoks] 
(Nibon, Nmw.). — O.N. rif, n., a reef 
in the sea. 

riv2 [riv], sb., a) strong, sudden 
wind, generally accompanied by a 
shower; a r. o’ wind; he cam’ doon 
[‘down’] wi’ a r. Du. Also rivi [rivi], 
a r. o’ wind (Du.), b) a strong breeze, 
mostly after a calm (Fe.); he is blawin’ 
a riv (Fe.); he is come doon a r. 
o’ wadder [‘weather’], a strong breeze 
has sprung up (Yh.). With long i 
anglicised to ai: “rive” [raiv], a rive 
o’ wind (Fe.) = a rivin’ [raivin] wind 
(Fe.), a strong breeze. — Prop, a 
tearing. A short vowel [i] might 
have been expected in riv; cf. O.N. 
rif, n., a tearing, and the three foil, 
words. Long i in riv may be due 
to infl. of *riv1 [rlv], vb., to tear, in 
“a *rivin [rlvin] wind”. 

riv3 [riv], sb., great haste, hurry; 
to be in a r., to geng wi’ a r.; done 
in a r. Esp. of haste causing one to 
upset all obstacles in one’s way 
(Wests.). — Prop, a tearing, O.N. 
rif, n. — In sense of heavy swell in 
the sea is found a form with orig. 
f: rif, sb., q.v. 

riv4 [nv], sb., dawn, “de r. o’ 
dimm”; de laverick (the lark) sings 
to de r. (N.I.). — No doubt a riving, 
tearing asunder or dispelling of the 
darkness (the summer night, de 
dimm), and the same word as riv3. 
Cf. the expr.: de laverick “rives” de 
dimm. 
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riv5 [nv], sb., loose earth left after 

the tearing up of the tormentil by 
the root. Fo. — Prop, that which is 
torn up, and the same word as the 
two preceding ones. 

*rivl, rive [riv(a)], vb., to tear, 
pull. In this form with long and 
orig. i-sound noted down only in 
some verses: a) *rive [rlva], inf., in 
a Norn rhyme from Fe. (a colloquy 
between the crab and the crow), b) 
“I ’ll rader [‘rather’] riv rot [rot = 
‘raw flesh’] as gi’e de half o’ it ut”: as 
the giant Herman (on Herman Ness, 
Un.) said to the giant Saxi (on the 
hill of Saxa Vord, Un.) when the 
latter, on being asked to lend Her- 
man his cauldron to cook an ox in, 
answered that he would do so only 
on condition that they should go 
halves about the ox. c) in a sea- 
verse, tabu-verse, recited by the Fetlar 
fishermen at mackerel fishing in order 
to get the fish to take the bait: Rolli 
[roji], rolli, rise and rive! trivi 
[trivi] rivi [rlvi] and tak’ de dorrow! 
trivi = triv i! O.N. prlf i! catch 
hold! rivi = riv i! O.N. rif 1! pull! 
bite the hook! dorrow: angling-line. 
— O.N. rifa, vb., to rive, tear, pull, 
etc. — For *riv is now used Eng. 
“rive” [raiv] in Shetland, “rive”, in 
certain Shetl. exprs. and phrases, is 
of Norn origin (an anglicising of 
*riv), even though corresponding 
exprs. are found occas. in Eng. dials. 
(N.Eng., L.Sc.). Thus: he is rivin’ 
op (or ut), he is rivin’ de cloods, 
it is clearing up, the clouds are 
scattering, = Faer. hann rivur i, No. 
det riv uti (Aa.); Eng. dial, rive up 
(out), de laverick (or lady hen) rives 
de dimm, prop, the lark is scatter- 
ing the summer night, i.e. the lark 
heralds the dawn by its song, “he 
is rivin’ aff o’ him”, the wind is 
scattering the clouds (Fo.). “rive” 
is used in several exprs. in sense 
of to execute work quickly and with 

energy (also Eng. dial.); “he is rivin’ 
f(r)ae him”; cf. No. riva fraa seg, 
Faer. rlva fr£ saer, to finish in a 
hurry, “to rive a roddek [rodok]”, 
a) to dig very quickly across a patch 
of field, b) to vie with one another 
in spade-digging; see rod dek, sb. 
“to rive de byre”, to clean the byre 
thoroughly, of the annual byre-clean- 
ing (Un.). “to rive (aff o’ anesell)’’, 
to talk very diffusely with great 
exaggerations, “he is rivin’ aff o’ 
him”; cf. Faer. rfva seg, to chatter, 
No. riva kjeften, id. In the expr. 
“to rive flaws”, to tell untruths, 
to relate with great exaggerations, 
“flaw” is prop, a L.Sc. word in sense 
of a lie, untruth, and not orig. Shetl. 
fla, “flaw”, sb., grass-turf though 
the expr. is regarded as orig. mean- 
ing “to tear grass-turf’, to rive atill 
(into) anesell, to devour food, esp. 
of an animal; he (de grice) is rivin’ 
atill him. In the same way No. riva 
i seg, Faer. riva i seg. “to rive wi’ 
onybody”, to wrestle in fun (also 
Eng. dial.); “he ran atweest da lasses 
and began to rive wi’ dem” (Shet- 
land News, 24 of July, 1897). Cf. 
No. rivast, vb. refl., to wrestle or 
fight in fun (Aa.). — to “rive op” 
a body (person), to plunder, rob a 
person of all his possessions, esp. 
to take possession of a man’s pro- 
perty, when he is unable to pay 
the imposed tax; see upp-rivin’, sb. 
(N.Sh.). With this cf. O.N. rifa, vb., 
in sense of to plunder-, older L.Sc. 
rive, vb., in the same sense. — In 
the expr. “a rivin’ wind”, a strong 
(tearing) wind, “rivin’” is an old 
“rifandi”, No. and Sw. rivande, Da. 
rivende in sense of quick, swift, 
violent, etc.; cf. riv, sb., of wind, 
“a rivin’ wind” is also L.Sc., but 
more intensive than actually has been 
the case in Shetl. usage, as proved 
in the application of the expr. “a 
riv o’ wind”. 
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riv2 [nv], vb., to execute a piece 

of work hastily, carelessly and rough- 
ly, esp. to sew, plait loosely and 
coarsely (with open stitches); to r. 
togedder; to r. op a ting; to r. a 
k e s s i, partly to plait a basket coarse- 
ly, partly to mend a basket (carry- 
ing-basket). — May be partly O.N. 
rifa, vb., to sew, partly and more 
prob. a *hrifa, vb., cognate with a) 
*hripa, see Shetl. rip, vb., = riv2, 
vb., and b) O.N. hrifa, vb., to snatch 
at something, hrifsa (rifsa), vb., to 
rob, plunder, No. rifsa, vb., to exe- 
cute a piece of work in a hasty, 
careless way. See the two foil, words 
as well as rivet, adj., and rivi, sb. 

*riva, sb., see rivek, sb. 
rivakessi [nvakc^-i,-ke^i; nvo-J, 

sb., a large, coarsely-plaited carry- 
ing-basket, kessi, esp. a wide- 
bottomed peat-basket (U. and Y.). 
— *hrif-kessa. See riv2, vb., and 
rivi, sb. 

rivamogi [nvamog'i], sb., a badly- 
plaited, large and coarse carrying- 
basket, kessi. N.Roe, Nmn. — *hrif- 
magi. The second part is mogi, 
sb., the stomach. 

rivatwari [ri"vatwari, riva-], sb., 
a) (large and coarse) auger. Un. 
[riva-]. Esh., Nmw. [riva-]. b) a large 
auger with a broken point. In this 
sense rivetori [nvstori] is reported 
from Fe. c) any casual or clumsy 
tool for boring holes (N.I.). From 
Uwg,s. [rivatwari] is reported of a 
large fish-hook straightened out and 
used for boring, ribatwari [ri"bat- 
wari, rib"a-] comes from U. in sense 
of a (large) auger, and from Du. in 
sense of a) a large auger, b) a badly- 
made article, [rivatwari] in Yh. 
occas. of an object, far too big for 
its purpose, rivetwari [nvstwari]- 
“splenchin”, sb., a very big nail 
(Yn.). — *hrlfupvari, from O.N. hrifa, 
f., a rake, and “pvari”, m., a pole, 
stick, no doubt also an auger; cf. 

No. tvare, m., a small auger. The 
meaning of the compd. has been: an 
auger with which to make holes in 
the head of a rake in which to fix 
the teeth. In this sense is found in 
No. the word “rivenavar”, m. (Aa.). 
— In sense of badly-made article, 
the first part of the word has become 
associated with riv2, vb., to execute 
a piece of work carelessly. 

rivek [nvak (revok)], sb., a cleft, 
fissure, in a rock. comm. A form, 
now antiquated, ending in -a: riva 
[nva, riva, riva], often appears as a 
place-name: with pure (and long) i, 
e.g. in U., F.I.; in Nmw. with im- 
pure and short i [i], e.g. in Olla- 
berri, Nme., in Sandwick, Du. (de 
gjo o’ Riva). With preserved orig. 
f: de Rifek [nfok] in Fo. as a place- 
name. Kattriv [katnv] (Nmw.): *katta- 
rifa. Rivnateng [rivnataerv] (Draga 
Ness, L.), an indented tongue of land: 
*rifna-tangi. With suffixed def. art. 
in the accus.: Rivena-hogena-wi [nv- 
3na--ti0"g3na‘-w!], name of two land- 
marks for a fishing-ground (Uwg.): 
*rifuna-hauginn-vi5, “the cleft in a 
line with the hill". — O.N. rifa, f., 
a rift, cleft, fissure. 

rivet [nvot], adj., careless and 
negligent in the execution of a 
piece of work; a r. boy; du’s been 
awfu’ r. wi’ dis. Nms. (Sullom, Bar- 
dister). — *hrifottr? Deriv. of riv2, vb. 

rivi [nvi (revi)], sb., a big, coarse- 
ly-plaited carrying-basket, kessi; 
a r. o’ peats (Br.); a auld [‘old’] r. 
o’ a kessi (N.Roe, Nm11.). The pro- 
nunc. “revi” is reported from Wh. 
Elsewhere more comm, “nvi”, e.g. 
in Nm., De., Br. and Wests. — *hrif? 
Cognate with O.N. hrip, n., a carry- 
ing-basket, and Eng. dial, rip, sb., 
a fish-creel. See rivakessi, sb. 

frivlin [nvlin], sb., a shoe, made 
of raw hide (calf-, cow-, or ox-hide) 
with the hairy side outwards, comm. 
The word is found in O.N. (O.Icel.): 
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hriflingr, m., in a similar sense, but 
appears orig. to be A.S. (see quots. 
in Fritzner). A.S. rifeling, m., L.Sc. 
rewellyn, rullion, sb., id. L.Sc. forms 
such as “rullion” and “rulliock” [in 
Shetl.: rojok] are found in Shell, be- 
side the old form rivlin. 

rol [ro], sb., a sailyard. No doubt 
preserved only as a tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. at sea. rare. N.I. 
— O.N. r£, f., id. The more com- 
mon form: re [re, re], occas. rse 
[rce], is L.Sc. (ra, ray: Jam.). 

*ro2 [ro], sb., advice \ reported only 
in an old proverb: Qott a taka 
gamla manna ro (N.), it is wise 
to take old men’s advice. See In- 
trod., Fragments of Norn. In the 
Foula ballad: ro. — O.N. rad n., ad- 
vice. The verb rada, to advise, is pre- 
served in the compd. afro(d), vb., q.v. 

ro3 [ro], sb., a carcass (an ani- 
mal dead from some disease), comm. 
— O.N. hrae, n., a carcass. Shetl. 
ro indicates a form *hra without 
mutation. 

ro4 [ro], sb., bugbear, scarecrow. 
Fo., Wests. — O.N. hrseda, f., id. The 
Shetl. form indicates a form *hrad- 
without mutation. Cf. rori and 
brori, sbs. 

ro1 [ro], vb., to remain at rest in 
one place, esp. negatively. N.I.; e.g.: 
de kye couldno [‘-not’] ro nowhere, 
the cows could not stay (find rest) 
anywhere, i.e.: the cows could find 
no shelter anywhere from the storm 
(Un.); naet’in’ could ro wi’ dis, no 
living creature could stay out in 
such a storm as this (Un.); de kye 
will never ro fort wi’ dis, the cows 
will not keep in the out-field in 
such weather, but turn homewards 
(Fe.); dey never rod [rod], they (the 
cattle) never rested (Fe.). A form 
ro [ro] is more rare. — May be an 
old *roa, vb., *roask, vb. refl., though 
this word ought rather to have given 
ru [*ru] in Shetl. Cf. No. roa seg, 

to stay at rest in one place, Da. dial., 
Jut. ro, vb., to find rest. 

ro2 [ro], vb., of a sow: to desire 
the boar; de su is roin [roin]. Lunn. 
Also roi [r&i]; de su is roiin [r&iin]. 
In this latter form reported from U. 
and Yh. — Cf. O.N. r&da, vb., in sense 
of to cover (rada 24 in Fr.), raeda, 
adj., in heat, esp. of a sow. Sw. 
dial. rS, vb., to lie with. 

roband [roband, robond], sb., a 
rope by which the sail is fastened 
to the sailyard. Yn. — O.N. *r&band. 
See ro1, sb. 

robb [rob], sb., in the expr. “stobb 
[stob] and r.”, bag and baggage, 
the whole. Du. — Corresponds to No. 
rubb og stubb (No. rubb, m., a rope, 
rope-end), Da. rub og stub. In Shetl. 
the words are placed conversely, no 
doubt owing to infl. of L.Sc. stoup 
and roup. 

robbi [robi], sb., a small, detached, 
ragged cloud in the sky, prop, a 
tail, noted down only in kobbi- 
robbis [kob’irobis], pi., small, de- 
tached, ragged clouds, prop, seals’ 
tails. Br. robbi replaces *rovi, a 
tail (see rovek2, sb.), owing to assi- 
milation with *kobbi, sb., a seal. 
Cf. roven, sb., a tail, in tovi- 
rovens, sb. pi., another name for 
the same kind of clouds, and cf. Da. 
dial., Jut. robbehud (from “robbe”, 
a seat) as the name for a similar 
formation of clouds. 

robl, robbel [robal], sb., a small 
wooden vessel for keeping train-oil 
in; a oli [‘oil’] -r. Du. See rubl. 

rod1 [rod], sb., prop, a clearing 
(of ground) or digging up? Reported 
from Fe. in the expr. “to gi’e ane 
a r. op”, to give one a hand in 
digging the ground; dey ga’e us 
a guid [‘good’] r. op de day, they 
helped us a good piece forward in 
digging to-day (Fe.). — May be a 
*hroS- or *ro6- in sense of a clear- 
ing; spreading; casting; cf. O.N. 
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hrjofla, hrofla, ro6a, vbs., partly to 
clear, partly, as in No. rjoda, roda, 
to spread, turn. O.N. rud, n., in 
its special sense a clearing in a 
wood, does not agree quite so well 
with the word. See rodj, sb. and vb. 

rod2 [rod], sb., refuse, waste; a 
lock [‘lot’] o’ r., a quantity of small, 
worthless objects (Conn.), a r. o’ 
taatis, small, poor potatoes, = roda1 

(Conn.). In a special sense: chaff, 
separated from the corn in winnow- 
ing, and remaining on the end of 
the plaited straw-mat (de flaki). 
Reported from N.Roe, Nmn. [rod] esp. 
of chaff from barley. — O.N. hrodi, 
m., refuse, rubbish. Cf. rod, sb. — 
In sense of spawn, esp. herring 
spawn, shed in the net (Yn.), rod 
[rod] may also poss. be an orig. 
“hrofli”, and be classed with O.N. 
hrjoda, vb., in sense of to spread, 
scatter, but in any case conforms 
to L.Sc. rud, rude, red, sb., spawn 
(Cymr., Welsh rhid). 

rod^ [rod], sb., a crowd; a r. o’ 
folk; du’s surely had a r. o’ folk 
dellin’ [‘delving’], you have surely 
had a crowd of people to help you 
with the digging (in spring). Fe. 
— May be O.N. roti, No. rote, m., 
a crowd, flock (O.Fr. rote, H.G. 
rotte), or Icel. hrot, n., a moderate 
number (B.H.). 

roddek [rodok], sb., in digging the 
ground in spring: a single row of 
grass-turves pared off (and turned) 
across a strip of field, rig; a single 
digging across a strip of field; a 
piece of field dug across at a single 
digging; to rive a r., a) to dig 
speedily across a piece of field, 
b) to vie with one another in being 
the first to finish his roddek. Also 
in the expr. “to bet [be?t] de r.”, to 
plant a single row of potatoes across 
the field. Nm. — Is prob. No. rodda, 
f., a row (R.), deriv. of O.N.^rpd 
(rad-), f-, a rank, row, Shetl. ra. 

roddi [rodi], sb., a large, plaited 
straw-basket, esp. for holding corn, 
or for stamping corn in. Fo. Also 
roddi [rodi] (Fo.). — No. rodda (radda, 
rudda), f., a (large) wicker-basket, 
esp. one for receiving the hay thrown 
down the mountain sides, roddi may 
spring from a *rydd- from “rudda” 
by i-mutation. 

froddins [rodins], sb. pi., given 
as a term for very sour milk or 
whey (whey with floating particles 
of curd, gjola). U. Anything that 
is very sour is said to be “as sur 
as r.” (U.). — From *rot- in sense of 
rottenness, something rotten? May, 
however, be L.Sc. rodens, sb. pi., 
collect.: rowan berries (Jam.), used 
in Shetl. of anything sour, also of 
sour milk or whey, after the orig. 
meaning was lost. 

rodin, rodien [rodin, ro^dtem, 
rod"ten‘ (rSd"ion)], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for sheep. 
L., Wh., Sk. rodin [rodin] is reported 
esp. from Sk., [rod"ten\ rad"i3n'] 
esp. from Wh. — Poss. denoting a 
sheep in its emaciated state during 
the lambing season, and may then 
be classed with Icel. “hrota” in e.g. 
aerhrota, f., (wretched) lean ewe, or 
with Icel. rytja, f., a lean sheep (B.H.: 
ritia). See under radien, sb. 

rod] [rodzj, sb., a great number 
of small stones in the soil, a r. o’ 
stens. Fe.; Wests. (Sa.). Also a place 
thickly covered with small stones 
(Sa.). a r. o’ “mites”, a quantity of 
very small potatoes (Wh.). a r. o’ 
rocks, a great number of small pro- 
jecting rocks on the sea-bottom, esp. 
near the coast (Yb.). — Prop, a clear- 
ing, something which has to be 
cleared. Cannot be O.N. ru5, n., 
owing to the form, but must be a 
*rydj-, formed from rodj, vb. (q.v.). 

| “a rodj o’ rocks” is not Eng. ridge, 
which in Shetl. is always called “rigg” 
or “rugg, rogg”. The meaning has 
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arisen owing to the transference from | 
the land to the sea-bottom. 

rodj [rod/J, vb.,/o clear the ground, 
esp. a) to clear a piece of land of 
stones, to r. de grund (Un.), to r. de 
stens aff o’ de land, aff o’ de rig 
(Y. and Fe.). b) to clear away cattle- 
dung from the pasture (Un.). c) to 
gather potatoes quickly out of a 
piece of ground, to r. taatis (Un.). 
— O.N. rydja, vb., to clear land. 

rodl, roddel [r6d®l, rodol], sb., 
small stones (too small for building 
purposes). Conn. *rutl. See rutl, sb. 

rodl, roddel [rod8!, rodol], vb., to 
build up loosely and temporarily, 
esp. using small stones, e.g. a hole 
in a fence. Fe. and Y. occas. — 
*rutla. See rutl, vb. 

rodli [rodli], sb., a pebble; esp. in 
pi., rodlis: a collection of pebbles. 
Wests. See rolligrot, sb. 

*rodrastobb [r6d"rast6b‘, rdd"3ra- 
stob-], sb., a very small person, a 
child, a thickset little fellow. Un. — 
A metaphor. Prop, a seat made from 
a dorsal vertebra of the rorqual, 
orig. a *r0y3rarstubbi or -stabbi. For 
this explanation see under roda- 
stabb, sb. 

rodret [(rodrot) r6d"3r3t‘], adj., 
red, with a light brown tinge; red- 
dish brown; a r. lamb or sheep 
(Wests.), a r. coo (Fo.). “a r. sheep” 
not only denotes a reddish-brown 
sheep, but esp. a sheep with coarse 
wool of a reddish-brown colour. 
Also rodret [r0d"3r3t-] (Sa. occas.; 
U.), and rudret [rdd'araf] (Fo. 
occas.). — Deriv. of O.N. raudr, adj., 
red. 

rof [rof], sb., in the expr. “r. and 
spoli [‘spoil’]”, destruction; damage; 
confusion; to wark [‘work’] r. and 
spoli. Du. — O.N. rof, n., a breach, 
opening. 

roffatu- [r6f"atu‘], see ruffatu-. 
roffet [rofat] and roffi [rofi], adj., 

having dishevelled, bristling hair; 

having ruffled feathers. Du. See 
ruffet, adj. 

rog [rog, ro8g], sb., a streak; 
dirty rogs aboot de een (the eyes): 
N.Roe, Nm11.; windy rogs, lines of 
clouds (sprens), portending rain, 
streaks radiating from a large cloud 
(Nmw.). As a place-name the word 
is used in sense of a vein; an ex- 
tended ridge, esp. a ridge which, 
at a distance, is distinguished by 
its colour from its surroundings, 
e.g.: de Rog [rog] (Fe.), yellowish, 
rocky ridge; de Rogs [rogs] (Nor- 
wick, Un.),two extended rocky ridges. 
The places here mentioned are land- 
marks for fishermen when finding a 
fishing-ground (later on becoming the 
names also of the actual fishing- 
grounds), and they are prob. names 
given by fishermen at sea. de Rogins 
[rogins] (Yn.), pi., name of landmarks 
for an extended fishing-ground; de 
Hjasker [hjaskar] in which the second 
part is skord, sb. [O.N. skard, n., 
a chink, a cleft]. — Icel. rak, No. 
raak, Sw. r&k, f., a streak, vein in 
a mountain, O.N. r&k, f., a cattle- 
track. 

roget [rogat], adj., striped—x\g&\.. 
— *r£kottr. See rog, sb. 

rogg' [rog] and rugg [rog], sb., 
a) strong tide, a r. o’ tide; b) a stiff 
breeze, a r. o’ wind. Wests. (Sa.; 
Ai.). rogg is most common. Also 
rok, rokk [rok] and ruk, rukk [rok]: 
Sa. — May be O.N. *rok, No. rok, 
n., prop, spoondrift, “a rogg o’ 
wind” poss. No. rokveder, Icel. rok- 
vidri, n., a gale with driving spray, 
though the word is not used so in- 
tensively. An etym. association with 
rogg2, or with O.N. hroki, m., heaped 
measure, might also be supposed; 
see the use of rogget1, adj. A rokk, 
sb. (q.v.), used of tide, must, as to 
meaning, be derived from O.N. 
hrpkkva. Cf. rok, ruk, sbs. and 
rogget2, adj. 
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rogg- [rogj, sb., a big, stout and 

strong person; a r. o’a fellow, a r. 
o’ a “chield”. Fairly comm. Also 
rukk [rok] (Sa.). — Cf. No. rugg, 
m., a thickset fellow (Aa.), “rugga”, 
of a woman, poss. also Sw. dial, 
rugge and rugga, a heap, rukk 
may suggest a deriv. *hrukk- from 
*hrtik-, *hruk-. Cf. a) feel, hrtika 
(B.H.) = O.N. (and Mod. Icel.) hrtiga, 
f., a heap, b) No. ruka (u’), f., a) a 
heap, ft) a lump, y) a mass. O.N. 
hrtiga, f., a heap, is found in Ork- 
neyinga Saga as a man’s surname 
(“Kolbeinn hrtiga”, an Orkneyman), 
in which it denotes a big man; 
furthermore O.N. hriiga (hruga) and 
“hryga” is found as the name of a 
giantess in S.E. 

*rogg3 [rog], sb., back, ridge of 
land, in place-names; see ^rugg1, sb. 

*?rogg4 [rog], sb., drizzle. Given 
in Edm. (rug) as a Shetl. word, but is 
far more common in Orkney. — Sw. 
dial, rugg, n., Da. dial., Jut. rug, 
rog, n., drizzle, misty rain. 

frogg5 [rog], sb., l) a pulling. 
2) a helping hand. Prob. a L.Sc. 
form. See rukk1, sb. 

rogg15 [rog], sb., a rug made of 
thick, coarse worsted; a thick rug 
sewn with “tauts” [tats], i.e. patterns 
worked in thick worsted of various 
colours, a “tauted”[tatad] r., a coarse 
rug worked with patterns or “tauts”. 
Such a rug without patterns is often 
called “a rogg-grund” [rog'grond’, 
-grand'], which shows that rogg 
really suggests the patterns worked 
in, or the coarse worsted thus applied. 
Shetl. rogg is then more prob. to be 
derived from O.N. rpgg, f., long (and 
coarse) hairs, long (and coarse) wool, 
e.g. of a cover or rug (feldr): feldar- 
rpggvar, pi., than from Eng. rug, 
sb. Cf. No. rugga (rogga), f., a coarse 
rug, and see roggatu, sb. 

rogg1 [rog], vb., to raise or shrug 
one’s shoulders, to r. de shooders, 

to r. upon anesell. — No., Faer., Icel. 
rugga, vb., to rock? Agrees better, 
in its use, with No. ryggja, vb., in 
“ryggja seg”, to arch the back (e.g. 
against the cold), Shetl. *rogg [rog] 
and *rugg, sbs., back. May also 
suggest No. rugga, vb., in the expr. 
“rugga p& seg”, acc. to R.: to wrap 
oneself up too thickly, but no doubt 
prop.: to make something like a 
bundle on one’s back. Cf. the rela- 
tion between a) hungs, vb., and 
humset (hungset), adj., b) honkl, 
vb., and honki, sb., c) hings, vb., 
and hingset, adj. — In sense of to 
shake somebody (in order to awake 
him), Shetl. [rog], to “rog” in (atill, 
intill) ane, is prob. L.Sc. rug, vb., 
to pull, tear hastily and roughly. 
See rukk1, sb. 

*• rogg2 [rog], vb., to drizzle; he 
is roggin. Common in Ork. — Sw. 
dial, rugga, vb., Da. dial., Jut. ruge, 
roge, vb., id. See rogg4, sb. 

roggatu [r6g"atrr], sb., coarse wool, 
thick worsted, esp. for rugs. U. — 
The first part is rogg6, sb., O.N. 
rpgg, f., long hairs; long, coarse wool. 
The second part, tu, is O.N. to, n., 
No. tov, n., felt, matted wool, Faer. 
togv, n., worsted. 

roggentiri [rog-onti-ri], adj., strong, 
thick and full, appl. to cloth; a r. 
piece. Nmn’w. (N.Roe, Uyea). — The 
first part is prob. to be classed with 
rogg6, sb. tiri may be classed with 
Faer. taeri, n., substance; solidity; 
durability; No. taer, taere, n., a grain, 
particle (Aa.). 

rogget1 [rogot], adj., quite full, 
having heaped measure; a great 
muckle r. spon-fu’ [‘spoonful’]. Sa., 
Wests. — Must be O.N. hrokadr, No. 
rokad, perf. part, and adj., filled to 
overflowing (from O.N. hroka, vb., 
to fill to overflowing), or a word 
cognate herewith. 

rogget2 [rogat], adj., hard, stiff, 
of tide, wind; a r. tide, a r. wind 
(Sa.); a r. day, an unpleasant day 
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with strong wind (or tide: during 
rowing). Also rugget [rogat]. Wests. 
(Sa.; Ai.). — Poss. the same word 
as No. rokutt, adj., driving, very 
hard and unsteady, of wind, from 
“rok”, n., spoondrift. See rogg1, 
sb. There is, however, also a possi- 
bility that the meaning of rogget2, 
is developed from rogget1. 

rogget3 frogat], adj., big, stout, 
strong, of a person; a muckle r. 
fellow. Wests. (Sa.; Ai.). In Ai. also 
in sense of powerful and fearless. 
— Deriv. of rogg2, sb. 

roggisom [rog'isonr], adj., well 
developed and strong; a r. “chield” 
(fellow). N. *ruggsamr? Deriv. of 
rogg2, sb. 

*rogi, sb., a kind of evil spirit or 
troll. Found onlyinEdm.: “rogie, 
a kind of trow, a supernatural being”. 
— May be (if the word is correct) 
Sw. rh, in dials.: rad, m., a troll; 
spirit; brownie. For the change 
3>g in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 29, the end. 

rogl, roggel [r6g3l, rogal], vb., to 
rock; see rugl, vb. 

roi [r&i], vb., to desire the male, 
of a sow; de su is roiin [r&iin]. Yh., 
U. See ro2, vb. 

roil [roil], sb., an old, scabby 
sheep-, a auld skabbet r. S.Sh. (Du.; 
Conn.). See roll2, sb. 

rok [rok], sb., spoondrift (Fo.); 
see ruk1, sb. 

rokk1 [r&k (rok)], sb., implement 
for spinning, esp. a) the round disk 
of a distaff. S.Sh. (Conn., Sandw., 
Du".): r&k, rok. r. and spindle, b) 
distaff with a round disk, esp. for 
spinning of single-stranded yarn for 
stockings (N.). Du.; N.; N.I. (Y.). 
c) on a spinning-wheel, “de muckle 
wheel”: a spindle (with a round 
disk) stuck through a straw-plaiting 
and set in motion by turning a large 
wheel, which is connected with the 
spindle by a string and fixed to a thick 
wooden pin driven into the wall. U.; 

Nm. Phrase: he has somet’ in’ (plenty) 
upo de r., he has plenty of wool or 
woollens (woollen stuff blankets, 
etc.), d) “In spinning on the spindle 
the wool was wound around a bit 
of stick, called the rokk, stuck in 
under the belt” (J.J. Collections). Fe. 
— O.N. rokkr, m., a spinning-wheel, 
rock. 

rokk2 [rok, rok], sb., 1) a short 
period. Fo. [rok]. 2) a fairly long 
way. U". [rok]. See rukka (rukk), sb. 

rokk3, rukk [rok], sb., of tide at 
its highest: the first slackening in 
the strength of the tide; de r. o’ de 
tide. Conn. — Prob. ’“h^kk-. Noted 
down only with close o-sound, but 
must be classed with the foil word. 

rokk [rok] and rukk [rok], vb., 
to get out of position with a jerk, 
to slip (begin to get loose), to give 
way, esp. of a fishing-line which has 
chanced to stick fast to the sea-bottom 
or under a stone, or in a cleft, and 
which, when carefully jerked, begins 
to get loose, de line rokked [rokad], 
rukked [rokad], the line or a part 
of it became loose; de line is rokkin, 
rukk in, the line is beginning to get 
loose, rokk: Du., etc.; rokk and 
rukk: Conn.; rokk and rukk: Nm. 
(rokk: Esh., Nmw.); rukk: U. — 
O.N. hrpkkva, vb., a) to move quick- 
ly, to leap, spring (\hus Icel. hrdkkva), 
b) to recoil. 

rokl, rokkel1, sb., a heap, etc., 
see rukl, rukkel1, sb. 

rokl, rokkel2, sb. and vb., wrinkle, 
see rukl, rukkel2. 

roks, sb., a big, stout and coarse 
person, see ruks, sb. 

rolk [r6‘[k (r6illk, r5‘lk)], sb., prop. 
a bundle, something shaped like a 
pad or bundle, esp.: 1) anything 
big and clumsy, e.g. a person, a 
muckle r. o’ a man, o’ a “chield”; 
comm, a r. o’ a sten, a big, clumsy 
stone (Du.: ro^lk, rd‘lk). a r. o’ wood, 
a lumpy piece of wood (Fe.? acc. 
to J.I.). a r. o’ a taati, a big, over- 
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grown potato (Nm.: ro^lk, ro‘lk). 2) 
a) a big wave, a r. o’ a sea [sea = 
wave]; b) heavy swell, big waves; 
a r. o’ a sea, agitated sea with big 
waves; a r. i’ de sea, commotion or 
heavy swell in the sea, e.g. when 
the wind is against the waves, comm. 
— *rulkr. No. rulk, Peer, rulkur, m., 
a) a bulky, unshapely thing, a bundle, 
b) a pad, something pad-shaped. 

rolk [(rdillk) r6‘[k], vb., to form 
big waves; he is rolkin him op, 
the sea will be rough; de wind is 
rolkin de sea (Ireland, Duw.). — 
No. rulka, vb., to form into a rulk 
(a bundle, pad). See rolk, sb. 

rolket [r6‘[kat (ro^lkat, rj'lkat)], 
adj., big and clumsy, comm. — No. 
rulkjen, adj., like a rulk (a bundle, 
pad). 

rolki [ro'jki], sb., a young coal- 
fish (piltek). Fe. Prop, a jocular 
term with root-meaning bundle, some- 
thing bundle-shaped. Used as a tabu- 
word, sea-term. Deriv. of rolk, sb. 
See r0lk(i) and rolli, sbs. 

roll1 [r6[, ro'l], sb., a) untidy thing 
or mass; something very badly and 
carelessly made; made in a r., 
roughly and badly made, e.g. of 
worsted, b) untidy and shabby state; 
to geng in a r., to wear untidy and 
shabby clothes. Conn. — roll may 
represent *rovl, *ruvl from O.N. 
*hrufl in sense of something care- 
lessly done; cf. No. rufla, vb., to 
work carelessly, and ruvla, vb., to 
ruffle, O.N. hrufla, vb., to scratch, 
to scrape. See the two subsequent 
words, rollet, adj., and roll2, sb. 

roll2 [roj, ro'l], sb-> !) an animal 
(sheep) of a shaggy appearance. 
2) an old, scabby sheep. More 
comm, roil [roil]. Conn. — Two diff. 
words? roll, in sense 2, can hardly 
be any other word than Icel. rolla, f., 
found in a corresponding sense (“an 
old lean scurvy ewe”: Vigf.). roll, 
in sense 1, may be classed with 

roll1, sb., from a *rovl, *ruvl, cog- 
nate with No. ruvel, m., a rough- 
haired, shaggy creature, ruvlen, adj., 
rough;ragged; tangled, ruveleg, adj., 
having a neglected appearance, Shetl. 
rollet, adj., tangled, knotty (of hair, 
wool). Cf. roll2 and rollek, sbs. 

roll [roj, ro'l], vb-» to plait, sew 
or knit carelessly, with too open 
stitches; to r. onyting [‘something’] 
op or togedder; to r. a kessi, sock, 
etc. rolld [rold] op, badly plaited, 
sewn or knitted. Du. — May be an 
old *rovl, *ruvl, from an orig. 
*hrufla; cf. No. rufla, vb., to work 
carelessly, ruvla, vb., to ruffle. Poss. 
also an old *rivl, from *hrifla, a poss. 
deriv. of O.N. *hrifa, vb., to execute 
work carelessly; see riv2, vb. A 
change rivl- ]> roll- is found in 
rivlin (rollin, rollek), sb. 

rollek [rolok, rolak (rolok)], sb., a) 
a big, stout person. U. (Un.). b) a 
big, clumsy thing; rolleks o’ taatis 
[‘potatoes’] (Uwg.). great rolleks o’ 
stens (Sa., Wests.). In sense b also 
rollin [rolin]; rollins o’ taatis: Uwg. 
— U.: rolok (ralok). Sa.: rolok, rolak. 
— May be a *ruvl, something large 
and voluminous; cf. No. ruvlen, adj., 
voluminous (ruv, n., great volume, 
ruva, f., a heap; lump). In support 
of this may be given such words as 
roll1, sb., rollet, adj., and roll, sb. 
(reported from Fo.), partly a heap, 
pile, partly a big, clumsy person. 
rollek (rollin) may, as to form, 
also be No. rolv, m., a) a bundle; 
b) a stout, lumpish fellow (R.). See 
rollin, sb. For rollek, mackerel, 
see rolli, sb. 

roller [r6[3r], sb., a fishing-buoy 
made of hide, esp. as a sea-term, 
tabu-name. U. rolli [ro[i]: Fe. — 
Prop, something roundish and roll- 
ing? No. mil, m., a roller; a round, 
stout figure (a recent word). Might 
also be No. rolv, m., a bundle. 

rollet [r6[3t], adj., having tangled 
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hair, hanging in knots, of an ani- 
mal, esp. a horse when losing its 
hair; a r. staig (young horse). 
Conn., Dun. — No. ruvlen, adj., rough, 
frayed; ragged. See rollIand2, and 
roll2, sbs. 

rolli [(roli) roji], sb., sea-term in 
Fetlar fishermen’s tabu-lang. for 
mackerel. Also rollek [rolok]. Fe. 
See the sea-verse to the mackerel, 
under *riv1, vb. — May be either No. 
rolv, m., a bundle; a stout, lumpish 
fellow (cf. rolki, r0lk(i), sbs., .yotf/zg- 

coalfish, from No. rulk, a bundle), 
or poss. No. mil, m., a roller; a 
round, stout figure. A rolli, in a 
diverging sense, is given under 
roller, sb. 

rolligret [ro^igrot-], sb., collect.: 
pebbles on the sea-shore; also a 
collection of fallen and broken rocks, 
esp. on the sea-shore. Esh., Nmw. 
Also rolli grot [rolngrot’]: Esh. 
Without added second part: rodli 
[rodli] and ridli [rodli], denoting 
(a single) pebble, pi.: rodlis, ridlis 
(St, Wests.). — Da. rullesten. Cf. No. 
rullen, adj., roundish (rolling easily), 
of pebbles, grot is O.N. grjot, n., 
stone. 

rollin1 [rolin, r6[m], sb., a very 
big boy, esp. one very big for his 
age. Un. — Prob. the same word as 
rollek, sb. 

rollin(g)2 [rohn (-ig)], sb., a sheep 
from which the greater part of the 
wool has been plucked (Un.); see 
rollin(g), sb. 

rolt [r6‘lt, ro'it, r6‘[t (roi‘lt)], sb., 
a lump; log, etc.; see rult, sb. 

rolt [r6i4lt, ro‘[t (roi'lt, rSi‘lt)], vb., 
to walk clumsily, with a rolling 
gait; see rult, vb. 

Rolti [ro'lti (r&i‘lti)], sb., nickname 
for a person with a rolling gait. 
Acc. to J.I. See Rulti, sb. 

roml, rommel. see ruml, rumm- 
el, sb. 

rommelfat, see ru mm el fat, sb. 

rommikel, see rummikel, sb. 
romsel, see rumsel, sb. and vb. 
ron [ron], sb., 1) a landslip; a r. 

o’ stens, a stone-heap produced by 
a slide in a steep slope or rocky 
coast. Du., Conn. Hence some place- 
names: de Ron [ron], a slide in “de 
Mid Hills”, Conn, de Ron [ron], in 
Bigton, Duw., now the name of a 
farm which prob. owes its name to 
its situation at the foot of a steep 
slope, where landslips have taken 
place. 2) a heavy, passing shower, 
a r. o’ a shooer. N.l. — *hrun or 
*hruni. Icel. hrun, n., and hruni, 
m., a fall, precipitation; No. rune, 
m., a) a rushing down, b) precipi- 
tated mass, e.g. of earth or sand in 
a slope (run, n., a heap of loosened 
objects). O.N. hrynja, vb., to fall, 
tumble down, also of liquid: to 
stream. In sense 2 ron has prob. 
been infl. by Eng. run, sb. 

ron1 [ron, ro3n], vb., to plunder, 
esp. a) to rob a bird's nest; to r. 
a bird’s nest; b) to plunder a bee- 
hive, to rob wild bees’ nests; to r. 
bees. By comparison the expr. “to 
ron de bee, ronin de bee” was 
used of an antiquated game con- 
sisting in a basket (kessi) being 
thrown over the head of a person, 
who was then pressed down, after 
which some buckets of water were 
thrown upon the basket, until the 
person beneath was saturated (de- 
scription acc. to Edm.). — O.N. raena, 
vb., to rob, plunder. Shetl. ron 
springs from a *r£na, without i-mu- 
tation (O.N. ran, n., robbery, plunder). 

ron2, ronn [ron], vb., of a female 
animal, esp. a sow or bitch: to de- 
sire the male; de su or bikk is 
ronnin. Conn. Diff. from “rin” [rm], 
vb., to run. But: “de su is run 
[ron]”, the sow is covered (Conn.), 
in which “ron” inform is “run”, perf. 
part, of “rin”, vb., to run. — Cf. 
Da. dial., Jut. ronne, runne, vb., of 
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a ram: to run after the sheep, Sw. 
dial, r&na, vb., of males (he-goats, 
boars), rSnas, vb. refl., of females 
(sows): to be in heat. 

ronalent [ron"ala‘nf, ron"al3‘nt,]) ronalet[ron-alet],ronelek(runnelek) 
[ron"3l3k\ ron"3l3k ], sb., 1) liquid 
manure from cattle in the gutter of 
a byre. 2) a gutter. 3) mire, mud. 
— Noted down thus: ronalent, mire, 
mud (Uwg.: ron"ala‘nt-); a gutter (Yn.: 
ron"9l3‘nf). ronalet, liquid manure 
(Un.). ronelek, liquid manure (Fe.). 
Edm.: “runnalan = runnick, a 
kennel, a drain”. — For the first part 
rona, rone, see under ronek, sb. 
Here most prob. a “run” or “ron”, 
a) (stream) gutter, b) mud. The se- 
cond part is obscure and uncertain. 
In conformity with the first given 
form, ending in -lent, and the form 
in Edm., ending in -lan, it may be 
O.N. hland, n., urine. 

frond frdiid], sb., boundary mark, 
boundary stones, between two pas- 
tures in the out-field. Fo. — Either 
O.N. rpnd, f., rim, border, stripe, or 
L.Sc. rond, sb., edge, border. 

ronek, ronnek, runnek [ronak 
(ronak, rbnak)], sb., 1) a small water- 
course, brook. J.I. [ronak]. 2) a 
gutter, esp. behind the stall in a 
byre; de r. o’ de byre. comm. 3) 
mire, mud; de roads was a’ in a r., 
the roads were all very muddy. Un. 
[ronak]. Occas. in pi., runneks 
[ronaks] (Us.), mire, esp. outside the 
front door. — The word is found as 
a place-name in a) rona, runna 
[rona], b) more comm.: ronek, 
runnek [ronak], in sense of channel, 
partly between a larger and a smaller 
island, partly between an isle and a 
holm or a large skerry; thus: de 
Rona (sound between Aithsting, M., 
and the isle of Papa Little); de Ronek 
(Sa.), channel between a skerry and 
the coast; de Ronek o’ Skeld, de R. 
o’ Waskwel (Fo.), narrow sounds be- 

tween two skerries and the coast, 
de Ronek o’ Vadsgil (Fitful, Du.). — 
Two, poss. three, words seem here 
to be merged: a) O.N. *renna. No. 
renna, f., a channel, also a roof- 
gutter, b) O.N. run, n., stream connect- 
ingtwo waters, No.run (u’), ron,f.(n.), 
a) stream connecting two waters, often 
found in place-names, /?) a narrow 
channel dug for carrying off water, as 
well as No. ron, “raan” (Aa.), f., Faer. 
runa, f., mire, mud. Cf. L.Sc. rone, 
ronn, sb., a rain-pipe. Owing to 
the frequent change of short i [i] to 
short u [(u) o] in Shetl. Norn, a form 
runnek may easily have arisen from 
rinnek in the given sense 1, and 
partly also in sense 2. rinnek 
[rinak] is found in Shetl. (Du.) in 
sense of a small brook; the form 
“rinnek” for *rennek is due to infl. 
of L.Sc. and Shetl. “rin”, vb., to 
run. ronek 3, however, is certainly 
No. ron, raan, and Faer. runa. Rona, 
Ronek, appearing in place-names, is 
prob. also a “run” or “ron”. With 
ronek 3 cf. ronifintek, sb.: No. 
runefen. 

rong [r&rjg, rag, rog], sb., a ringing, 
a hollow sound. Fairly comm. From 
Wh.: rung [rog] in sense ol a blow 
(a thumping). See rong, vb. 

rong [r&gg, rag, rog], vb., to ring, 
to resound. Fairly comm. N.Sh.: 
[r&g, rog]. Du.: [rog]. r&gg: N.I. occas. 
rag: Fe. occas., and several places. 
From Wh.: rung [rog] in sense of 
to thump, beat. — Sw. runga, in dial, 
also “ronga”, Da. runge, vb., to ring, 
to resound. O.N. hrang, n., a noise, 
din. 

ronga [rogga (r&gga)], sb., coarse, 
badly-spun worsted. Us’m0. — Prop. 
something twisted wrongly? No 
doubt the same word as O.N. *ranga, 
f., the wrong side, Faer. ranga, No. 
ronga, f. Cf. also No. range (vrange), 
m., fault in weaving (R., Suppl.). 

rongalek [rfig-galak-, r&g-galak' 
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(rog-galak*, rog"gal3k0] and ronge- 
lent [nig"g3l3‘nf (rog-gal3‘nf)], sb., 
a metaphor, denoting coarse, badly- 
spun worsted. N.I. (U. andY.). Such 
worsted is said to be “like [lek] r.” 
“Hit [‘it’] is like rongalek [r&g"ga- 
lak’]”: Un. “Du ’s [‘has’] spun dis 
just in rongalek”, you have spun 
this too coarsely: Yh. [rog-galak-]. 
— Deriv. from (or compd. with) the 
prec. word. Poss. an orig. adj.: *rang- 
ligr, wrongly twisted. Final t in 
rongelentis then the neut. sign (rang- 
ligt); cf. ondelent=ondelek (under 
ondali, adj., queer, etc.). See rong- 
let, adj. 

rongatou, -tow [rorj-gatou-, r&rj"- 
ga-], sb., too thick and coarse 
worsted = ronga and rongalek, 
sbs. Y., Fe. For the first part see 
ronga, sb. The second part “tou, 
tow” represents an older *tu, sb., 
worsted [from O.N. to, n.], still used 
in a few compds. as roggatu, sok- 
katu, sbs.; see these words. 

ronglet [rogglat (r&gglat)], and 
rongli [rorj(g)li], adj., of worsted; 
badly spun, too coarse and thick: 
a r. t’read. ronglet: N.Roe, Nmn. 
rongli: Fe. — Prob. something 
wrongly twisted. May be a *rang- 
ligr (see rongalek, sb., prop, adj.?) 
or an adj., formed with another end- 
ing (-ottr, -inn) from “(v)rangl”. Cf. 
No. rangla, vb., to entwine, twist, 
and “rengla”, vb., to wring. 

roni1 [roni, roni, roni], sb., a boar. 
Noted down mostly with the pronunc. 
[roni]. [roni] is reported from Nm., 
[roni] from St., Wests. The same word 
is prob. runek [rdnak], a wicked 
person (Esh., Nmw.), and roni [roni], 
a mean, loathsome person (Sa.). — 
O.N. runi, m., a boar, No. rune and 
rone, Sw. dial. rSne. 

roni2 [roni, roni], sb., a*) a stony 
height [O.N. hraun, n.], b) heap of 
stones; see the more common roni. 

ronifintek [ronMPiVtak], sb., a) 

a puddle inside or outside a byre, 
b) a dirty pool covered with duck- 
weed. Fe. — The first part roni is 
the same word as ronek in sense 
of mire, mud; see ronek, sb. 3. 
The second part fintek is a deriv. 
of O.N. fen, n., a swamp; morass. 
The same compd. is found in No. 
runefen, n., quagmire beside a water- 
course (run): R. under “run”. 

ronihol [ron-ihol*], sb., a pit or 
hollow outside a house, to which 
the gutter (de ronek) from the byre 
leads, and into which refuse and 
dirty water are thrown. N.Roe, Nm. 
In U. (Un.) the same thing is called 
“ronipow” [ron"ipSu’, r6n"ip&u-], in 
which the second part is L.Sc. pow, 
sb., a pool. For roni see ronifin- 
tek and ronek, sbs. 

roni-pow [ron"ipfhr, r6n"ip&u’], 
sb., = ronihol. Un. 

ronk [ro'gk] and runk [ro‘gk], sb., 
a clearing up,- a lull in rain or 
storm. Also “a r. op”, formed in 
accordance with the verb. [ro‘gk]: 
Few. and Yh. [ro‘gk]: Yn. and U. 
See the foil. word. 

ronk [ro‘rjk] and runk [ro‘gk], vb., 
of storm or bad (cloudy, misty, rainy) 
weather: to clear up\ esp of rain: 
to cease; to r. op. “he is ronkin 
(runkin)”, and more comm, “he is 
ronkin (runkin) op”, it is clearing 
up. N.I. For the two diff. forms of 
pronunc. see under ronk, sb. — Is 
prob. O.N. rakna, vb., handed down 
in sense of a) to be stretched out, 
b) to recover (after a swoon), r. via, 
etc.; No. “rakna med seg”, and Faer. 
rakna via, to recover after a swoon; 
“rakna” in No. also to pass off, of 
an intoxication, etc. (R.). nk in ronk, 
runk is no doubt due to metathesis 
of kn; compare honk (hunk) from 
O.N. hagna (hpgna), vb., and lunk 
from logna (O.N. lygna), vb., syn. 
with ronk. The vowel-sound in 
ronk, runk, may be due to infl. of 
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the two latter Shetl. words, esp. lunk; 
note, however, the pronunc. “rok(k)- 
na” in Lister from No. rakna (ft.). 

ronkel [ro'rjkol] and more comm, 
runkel [ro'gkolj, sb., 1) lump-fish, 
Cyclopterus lumpus. Fe. (ronkel). 
S.Sh. (runkel). 2) a) a very fat 
halibut, but of a poor appearance 
and quality. Un. (runkel). In this 
sense also runken [ro‘rjkon]: Un. 
and Uc.; a run ken-turbot. FromYh.: 
runki [rohjki] in sense of a fat hali- 
but. b) a poor-looking halibut. Nm. 
(runkel). c) a large, but lean and 
poor fish. S.Sh. In this sense re- 
ported from Fe.: runkelt [ro'rjko'lt]; 
a puir [por: ‘poor’] runkelt.— O.N. 
(Icel.) hrognkelsi, n., Faer. rognkelsi, 
n., No. rognkjeksa and “rognkjolsa”, 

lump-fish. Caithness: runkar,sb., 
id. The senses, given under 2, may 
have arisen from disparaging com- 
parison. 

rons, ronzj (rongj) [rond^ (roiid^)], 
sb., 1) surf, wash of the waves to 
and fro over the rocks by the sea- 
shore; de r. aboot (alang) de shore. 
Du. 2) strong tide, tide at its 
highest, a r. o’tide. Fo. Cf. bons, 
bonz, sb. — *runs, prop, a rooting 
up, agitation. No. runs, n., a sudden 
movement, accompanied by noise 
and din. See the two foil, words. 

rons, ronzj (rongj) [rond^ (roiid^)], 
vb., 1) vb. n., of the sea near the 
shore: to be agitated, to break, to 
wash to and fro; de sea is ronzjin 
[rond^in] aboot the shore, the sea is 
breaking on the rocks by the shore. 
Du. As vb. a. in sense of to rinse, 
e.g. clothes, potatoes, etc. (Du.), ronzj 
is no doubt Eng. rinse, vb., which 
has been confounded with the Norn 
word ronzj. 2) vb. a., to chase, 
drive away; r. him ut! r. him hem! 
(U.). to “r. aff” de sheep wi’ dogs 
(Du.). From N.Roe, Nmn., the word 
is reported esp. in sense of to drive 
quickly; to r. de kye (the cows) to 

de hill. 3) vb. n., to drive (rapidly), 
to be in (rapid) motion, in the expr.: 
he (de monidra, crossing of clouds, 
see monadrag, sb.) cam’ ronzjin 
op, sukin op i’ de erf (againstthe 
wind): N.Roe, Nmn. 4) vb. n., to 
walk aimlessly; hwar is du ronzjin 
[rondijin] till? where are you strolling 
to? Nm., De. Prop, to swing. Cf. 
gongsj (gongzj), vb., with a similar 
change in meaning. — O.N. runsa, 
vb., to disturb. No. runsa, vb., a) 
to make a noise; to agitate, b) to 
swing, rock (Aa.), c) to run about 
(R.). For the change “uns” > [ond^j 
in Shetl. compare words such as 
bons, bonz(j) [bondzj, sb., from 
*buns, skons (skonzj, skongj) 
[skond^], vb., from O.N. skunsa, 
gongj, gongsj [gond^], vb., from 
*gungsa, bonds, hondsj [hoiid/J, 
vb., from *hundsa. 

ronzi, ronzji [rond^i, roiid^i], sb., 
an urging on; given in the expr.: 
to gi’e ane a r., to urge one on; 
to drive, chase away. U. — "“runs, 
a rooting up, agitation, etc. See 
the two prec. words. 

ror [ror, ror; ror], vb., to injure 
the health, noted down in foil, exprs.: 
a) a rorin cauld, an injurious cold, 
occurring as an epidemic; der ’r a 
rorin cauld gaun [‘going’] frough 
(frough de folk). Nm.; Wests, b) to 
ror i’ de cauld, to have a severe 
attack of cold, a catarrh; dey ’re 
rorin i’ de cauld. N.I. (Y., Fe.). — 
Nm., Wests.: [ror, ror]. Y., Fe.: (ror, 
ro3r]. [ror] is noted down in Sa., 
Wests.; [ror] in Nm. — May be an 
old *hr0ra, vb. (vb. a.), in sense of 
to injure; to weaken, enfeeble — 
cf. O.N. hrorna, vb. n., to become 
enfeebled or infirm (Fr.: hrorna = 
hrprna), — or poss. Icel. r^ra, vb., 
to enfeeble, from which come r^rna, 
vb. n., to become enfeebled, and 
“ryrnunnar-sotf’.f., consumption. The 
form r o r yields no conclusive guidance. 
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rori [rorij, sb., a bogey, esp. a 

scarecrow. Wests, occas. (Sa.), U. 
— O.N. hraetJa, f., scarecrow. The 
Shetl. form presupposes a *hr£fl- 
without i-mutation. For the develop- 
ment hrseda > *hraera > rori see 
under brori. Cf. ro4, sb. 

ros, ross [r&s], sb., limber-hole 
(in a boat). A.\. Seeroshols.sb.pl. 

ros (and ross) [ros, ros, ros, r&s 
(ro<j, rosj)], vb., a) to run the fishing- 
line down to the sea-bottom and 
then pull it up a few fathoms, to 
keep it clear of the bottom (rough, 
rocky ground): Fo. [ros]; Us. [ros]. 
de rosin [rosin]-fadoms, the fathoms 
(one to three) that a fishing-line 
has to be pulled up again from the 
sea-bottom after being set. Fo. b) 
to move the fishing-line up and 
down repeatedly in order to allure 
the fish; to troll. Fo. [ros]; Wh. [ros]; 
Yh. [ros]; Yn. [r&s]; Fe. [ros]. to r. i’ 
de keb (hailin’-keb, vatikeb, reel 
on a boat’s gunwale), to r. to de 
fish (Fe.). From Du. reported with 
the pronunc. [rOfj, rosj], and used in 
the foil, way: a) to r. i’ de keb (for 
cod), /?) = to dreg for sed, to troll 
for coalfish. Umo. [ros]: to pull up 
the line quickly when a fish has 
taken the bait, c) more rarely as vb. n., 
of a fishing-line: to run, run over the 
groove in the reel on the gunwale;\o 
r.i’ de keb (hailin’-keb); de line was 
rosin [r&sin] i de keb (Yn.). — 
riss [(ns) ros] is noted down in Du. 
beside ross [rog (r6fj)] in sense b 
a and c: “to riss i’de keb”, vb. 
a. and vb. n. — O.N. raesa, vb., to 
set going (r&s). Faer. raesa, vb., esp. 
to run the fishing-line down to the 
sea-bottom, ros, ross, spring from 
a *rasa, vb., without i-mutation. riss 
is not regularly developed from *raesa. 
[ros] may poss. stand for [ros]. 

roshols (rosshols) [(roshols) r&s- 
hols, rosols], sb. pi., limber-holes in 
a boat (for running off the water). 

[r&shols]: N. [rosols] and roslhols, 
ross el hols [ros“0lhols’]: Yh. Un- 
compounded ros, ross [r&s] = ros- 
hols is reported from Ai., Wests. 
— ros is O.N. r^s, f., a) a run, race, 
b) watercourse, c) an outlet for water 
or other liquid (Fr.). Cf. No. raese- 
hol, n., outlet in a gutter (raese, n., 
an outlet for passage of water), 
raes, n., a streaming, inflow or out- 
flow of water, [rosol] is prob. an 
abbr. form of [roshol], but might also 
suggest No. raesl (raeaesl), n., flow 
— raes, n. (R.). The i-mutation would 
then, as freq. in Shetl. Norn, have 
been dropped. More doubtful is 
ros(se)lhol, which may be either a 
“*raeslhor’, or a “*roshol-hole”, in 
which “hole” might suggest a tauto- 
logical addition, after hoi (O.N. hoi) 
had become obscured in the pronunc. 
“rosol”. Cf. the foil, word, and com- 
pare drabelli, sb. 

rosi [rosi], sb., the first fathom 
(or more) of line which a fisher- 
man pulls up quickly when a fish 
has taken the bait; he fetched a r., 
he pulled up quickly a length (a 
fathom) of the line. Umo. or Wh. — 
Scarcely O.N. r£s, f., run, etc., but 
rather a derivative of this word: *r&si 
(without mutation) = *raesi, n. See 
under ros, vb. 

rosigats (rossigats) [ros-igots-], sb. 
pi., limber-holes in a boat, = ros- 
hols, sb. pi. Du". (Sandw.). Also 
(corrupted?) rosigirts [ros"igirts;]: 
Du. — The first part rosi may be 
a*raesi, n., flow, course, with dropped 
i-mutation. See under roshols. The 
second part [got] is prob. O.N. gat, 
n., a hole, opening, in accordance 
with “gat” in Da. “lemmergat” (lim- 
ber-hole), and “hoi” in roshol. 

rosket [roskot], adj., having a rust- 
red colour. Du. Prob. the same word 
as russet, adj. (q.v.), reddish. 

rosn [ras3n, r&son], vb., to shorten 
a grazing animal’s tether a certain 
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length by making a knot on it; to 
r. de tedder. Conn., Du". — *r&xna 
— *raexna from O.N. raexn, n., knot? 
See ross1, sb. rasn (Fo.) is poss. 
another form of rosn, but in the 
vowel-sound it comes nearer to 
A. S. wrasen, knot (recorded in 
“inwit-wrasen”). The relation be- 
tween rasn, vb., and the syn. ra, 
vb., is uncertain. 

rosnin [(rosnin) r&snin], sb., a cer- 
tain length by which an animal’s 
tether is shortened (by making a 
knot on it); to “tak’ in” a r. Dun. 
(Sandw.). Deriv. of rosn, vb. 

ross1 [ros (ros), r&s], sb., a) a knot 
made on an animal’s tether in order 
to shorten it; a certain length by 
which a tether is shortened; b) over- 
hand knot made on a damaged or 
worn fishing-line, taking in the weak 
part. Lunn. [ros]. Acc. to J.I.: [ros]. 
Fe. [r&s (ros)]. Also in forms with 
derivative endings: a) rossi (russi) 
[rosi, rosi]; to put on a r. upo de 
line (the fishing-line): Conn, [rosi]; 
Us’mo. [rosi]. /?) rossek (russek) 
[r&sok (rosok), rosak]; Yn. [rSsok], on 
a fishing-line; Us. [rosak]. — Prob. 
for *rosn. O.N. rsexn, n., a knot. 
The verb corresponding to ross, sb., 
has final n: rosn; see the two prec. 
words. Cf. hosek, sb. 

ross2 [ros] and rossi [rosi], sb., 
rough, rocky piece of ground. See 
riss, rissi, sb. 

*rossajoga [ros(s)'ajoga], sb., 
horse’s eye. Fo. O.N. *hross-auga. 
See russa, russi, russen, *russa- 
joga, sbs. 

rossatug, see russatug, sb. 
rossi, see russi, sb. 
rossi1 [rosi], adj., stout and robust 

(Dun.), see rusket1, adj. Poss. asso- 
ciation with rossi, russi, sb., a 
horse; see russi, sb. 

rossi2. rushie? [xb?f\,ad\., having 
dishevelled, bristling hair; having 
stiff bristles (U.), see rusket2, adj. 

rost [rost], sb., hill-side; de r. o’ 
de hill. Yh. — No. rust, f., inter alia 
wooded hill; mountain ridge; ridge 
(up a mountain side). See rist2, sb. 

*roth, *rothe, *roith, *royth, sb., 
full rights and authority, esp. over 
a property (a farm, landed property: 
allodial estate); the rights and au- 
thority belonging to allodial posses- 
sion of a property. Old Shetl. law- 
term in writs of the 15th and 16th 

centuries. Also Ork. Balfour: “rothe, 
royth (roith), dispensatio rei oeco- 
nomicse; the odaller’-s condition and 
rights as master of his own house”. 
Often in conn, with *ryt, sb., right, 
privilege: “ryt and roith, roitht” 
(Deeds relating to Orkney and Zet- 
land 1433—1581). In the “Deeds” 
mentioned also sometimes: “ryt and 
roo”. “with all royt eyne owthil 
and semynge” (in a writ of 1536: 
G. Goudie, Antiquities of Shetland, 
p. 139). “royt” here seems to be a 
mingling of roth and ryt. “all aing 
owthil ryt roith samaing and rever- 
sion (in a writ of 1581: G.G., An- 
tiq., p. 139). “eyne, aing” from O.N. 
eign, possession, see enk (ink, jenk, 
jink),sb. “owthil”, allodial property, 
see udal, udel, sb. “semynge, sa- 
maing”, can, with ref. to the old 
form of writing, be referred to O.N. 
sami, m., in sense of one’s due, 
partly to O.N. scemfl, f., esteem; 
high position, attended by corre- 
sponding advantages. — Shetl. and 
Ork. roth, roith, etc. may be partly 
O.N. rad, n., authority, influence, 
etc., partly O.N. raefli, n. (derived 
from O.N. rad, n.), authority; man- 
agement, with dropped i-mutation in 
Shetl. and Ork. The form roo is 
O.N. rad. See *ro2, sb. 

*rothman, *roithman (*roythman), 
*rothisman. *roithisman. sb., a man 
having full rights over his property, 
anodaller. Hibbert:rothman,royth- 
man. Balfour: “ro(i)thismen and 
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rothismen’s sons’: odallersandodal- 
born”. The word ro(i)thman was 
also used to denote a member of the 
public court of law (see *lagraetman, 
sb.), esp. in Orkney in the beginning 
of the 16th century, after the word 
“lawrightman, lawrikman” had fallen 
into disuse in these Isles. — O.N. 
“radmaflr” and “r&flsmadr”, m., inter 
alia: a man of great influence and 
authority, also a town-councellor. 
The form ro(i)thman springs from 
“radmadr”, ro (i)th i s m an from “ rads- 
madr” (or poss. from *rsedismadr). 

rotl [rot3!, rotal], sb., 1) a rumb- 
ling, crashing, noise. 2) a small 
waterfall (Ye.). 3) a heap of small 
stones (Du.). *rutl. See rutl, sb. 

roll [rot3!, rotal], vb., to rumble, 
crash, roar; to bubble, seethe. *rutla. 
See rutl, vb. 

rottan [r&tan, ratsen], sb., the rat. 
Reported from Fo. [r&tan] as a tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for rat. 
Also L.Sc. (ratton, rotton, rotten. Jam.), 
rottan may, however, be O.N. rotta, 
f., rat, with suffixed, fossilized def. 
art.: an instance often found in Shetl. 
Norn. 

roust [roust], sb., strong tide (Du.), 
see rust, sb. 

trout, vb., to bellow, and frouter, 
sb., a cow, see rut, vb. 

rovek1 [rovak], sb., cleft between 
the buttocks. Y., Fe. — O.N. rauf, f., 
a hole, opening, also “anus”, and 
later: hind part. 

rovek2 [(rovak, rdvak) rovak, rovak], 
sb., a) rump of an animal (Un.: ro- 
vak, rovak). b) the tail-piece of a 
fish, esp. a dried strip along the 
back of a shark (ho), c) a tail, 
stump of a tail; de r. o’ de coo, 
the cow's tail; de r. o’ de ho, the 
shark’s tail; noted down with the 
pronunc. [rovak (rovak)] and [rovak]; 
in N.I.: [rovak, rovak]. — O.N. rofa, 
f., the stump of an animal’s tail 
(esp. that of a horse or cow). 

rovet [nVvat], adj., hasty and care- 
less in doing one’s work; that car- 
ries out his work quickly and im- 
perfectly; a r. body. N.Roe, Nmn. 
See rov, vb., and rovet, adj. 

rovilt (ruvilt) [r6-va‘lt\ rd'va'lt’, rd- 
va‘]t-, rova'lb, -vai'lt", ruv9i‘]f], revolt 
(ruvolt) [rd'vo^lt*, r6vo'‘lt\ rd*vfti‘lf, 
rdw^Jt’, rdvSi'lt', rdv&‘[t‘], adj., I) 1) 
puzzled, vacillating. Esh., Nmw. [ro- 
va'lt-, rovai'lf]; in a dilemma; I am r. 
aboot what I sail geng [‘shall go’] and 
do [‘do’]. Y., Fe.: [rdvai‘lf, -va‘lf]. 2) 
mentally agitated, uneasy, worried. 
Y. occas. [rdv§i‘lf, -v^lt']; I was r. 
[rov&iit'] aboot it (Nm. ?); very anxious 
and impatient. Yn. [ro'va'lt']; Y. occas.: 
rdvSi'lt', rov&i‘lt‘, -va‘]t'; greatly dis- 
appointed: N.Roe, Nmn. [rova'jt-]; 
very discontented, surly: Yn. [r6 - 
va‘lt-, ro'vaiit' (-va‘]t‘)]; strongly re- 
pelled; he was r. at it, it was re- 
pellent to him; in this sense noted 
down only in the form ruvilt [ru- 
v3i‘]f] in Fe. II) wild, unruly, ad- 
dicted to mad pranks; a r. craeter’ 
[‘creature’]. U. (Un.): revolt, ruvolt 
[r6'voi‘lf, r6vo'‘lt, ro'vSi'lt’, r6’v&‘lt- 
(rovSi'lt, r6v&‘]t-)]. — Poss. here 
occur two orig. diff. words. Most 
of the senses given under I suggest 
an orig. *ra<5villtr, prop, puzzled, = 
O.N. *r&5villr (No. raadvill, Da. r&d- 
vild). In Icel. is found a form ending 
in “villtr”: “ridvilltr”, given in B.H. 
o in -volt may be due to adjustment 
of vowel, caused by o (u) in the first 
part ro (ru)-. For the deep o-sound 
(or u) in ro (ru)- cf. e.g. ru- [from 
O.N. hrdr, adj., raw] in ruskold, 
“ru-skad”, vb. “rSdvilltr”, however, 
does not agree so well with sense 
II of ruvolt, which latter might 
suggest No. ravvill, adj., utterly wild 
or mad, or poss. No. ravalsk, adj., 
unruly (R.). Quite differently, rovilt, 
ruvilt, -volt, might also be explained 
as a neut. form: *ruvalt from an adj. 
*ruvall. The fact that the ending is 
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strongly stressed, and even has the 
main stress, has several parallels in 
Shetl. Norn (see Introd. V — also 
N. Spr. VII — § 41, the end). Ex- 
amples also occur of adjectives pre- 
served in the neut. form, with grafted 
ending t (d). With *ruvall may be 
compared a) No. ruven, adj., inter 
alia nerve-shaken, prop, rough, hav- 
ing dishevelled hair, No. ryva, vb., 
to excite, agitate, b) No. ruvall, adj., 
= ruven, adj., in other senses such 
as voluminous. The definition of 
the Shetl. word (words), however, as 
a compd., esp. with “villtr”, is cer- 
tainly preferable, volt is found in 
a compd. uvolter [n'v&'Ttor: *65- 
villtr?] in Unst in the same sense as 
rovolt II. See uvolter, uvoltin, 
adjs. In several of the senses given 
for rovilt, rovolt, there may be an 
infl. from Eng. revolt, vb. Edm. has: 
“revoyIt, wild, frisky, in very high 
spirits”. Such a form of the Shetl. 
word, beginning with “re-”, is, how- 
ever, not confirmed. 

*ru1 [rn], sb., rest; quiet. Now 
doubtless only in the negative compd. 
uru, sb., q.v. Edm. has: “roo, 
sb., rest”. O.N. ro, f., rest; quiet. 

ru2 [rn], sb., a heap, pile; a ru 
o’ peats, o’ eart’, o’ stens, o’ claes, o’ 
dirt. Du. A form rug [rug], q.v., 
is more wide-spread. 

*rul [ru], vb., to row a boat. N.I. 
(acc. to J.I.). — O.N. roa, vb., id. 

ru2 [rn], vb., to smear with mud, 
to make dirty and wet; rud [rnd] 
wi’ mud. Yn. — Icel. and Fser. ro5a, 
vb., to brush over, smear, No. (rjoda 
and) roda, vb., id. 

ru3 [ru, r6], vb., to hurry with 
one’s work; to ru upon anesell; ru 
upo dee! Yh. — May be classed with 
No. rova, vb., “rova (raava) paa seg”, 
to bestir oneself. The form ru does 
not agree so well with O.N. hroyfa 
(hreyfa), vb., to move, stir. 

ru4 [rn], vb., to pluck the wool 

off sheep when they are losing their 
coat; to ru de sheep; de ruin [rnm]- 
time, the season (in spring) when 
the wool is plucked off sheep, comm. 
— O.N. r^ja, vb., id. The stem of 
the Shetl. word is not i-mutated, or 
is a form with dropped i-mutation, 
corresponding to No. rua, vb., to pluck 
the loose wool (ru, f.) off sheep. 

ruabogi [rn^abogi], sb., thick mist 
or misty rain, a very misty day. 
Fe. — The first part rua- is to be 
classed with rod, vb., to drizzle [O.N. 
hrjoda, vb., to fall in small particles, 
etc.], q.v. bogi: leather sack; cf. 
the use of belgjin, sb. 

rubastabb muddle; 
confusion; in a r., in a muddle or 
confusion, topsy-turvy; de hus was 
a’ [‘all’] in a r. U. (Uwe’s.). N.? 
— ruba- may be classed with O.N. 
rjiifa, No. rjuva and ryva, vbs., to 
break; disarrange. 

rubi, sb., see the foil. word. 
rubl, rubel [(rob3l) rubol, rnbal], 

sb., a wooden vessel (made of staves), 
narrower above than below, esp. for 
keeping train-oil in; a oli [‘oil’]-r. 
Du. Also robl, robbel [r6b3l, robal] 
(Du.), and rubi [rubi] (Tob., Dus.). 
Etym. uncertain. There might be a 
possibility of initial g dropped be- 
fore r, and of rubi representing an 
older *grubl, prop, a pit, hollow, 
depression. For such an 1-deriv. cf. 
No. grupla, f., a (pit), hollow, and 
with rubi cf. No. grubba and grop 
(oo), f., a hollow, depression. Other 
explanations are, however, poss., thus: 
from O.N. hrof, n., a shed, Icel. 
hrofl, n., something loosely built up. 

rublet [roblot], adj., uneven, lumpy 
and coarse, e.g. of yarn. Nms. (Bard.). 
No. rubben, adj., occurs in the same 
sense. The word, however, is rather 
O.N. *hruflottr; cf. No. ruvlutt, adj., 
rough, uneven, from “ruvla”, f., un- 
evenness, furrow; rough elevation 
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(O.N. hrufa, f., rough surface; scurf, 
from which Icel. hrufl, n., and hrufla, 
f., are derived). 

ru-de-bogi? [rn-dabog-i, r6"da- 
bogi], sb., a niggard. S.Sh. No doubt 
“ru de bogi”, one who tries to 
pluck wool off a flayed carcass (bogi 
= a skin) from which the wool has 
already been plucked. See ru4, vb., 
and bogi2, sb. 

ruder [(rudor), rudor (rodor)], sb., 
collect, centre-fish (lepas balanus) 
on the rocks by the sea-shore, upon 
which they form a calcareous layer. 
Also with dropped orig. d: rur [rnr], 
e.g. in N.I. (Un., Fe.). — O.N. hriidr, 
m., crust, scab, hrudrkarl, m., a kind 
of shell-fish, cirripedalia sessilia (Fr.). 
Icel. hrudrkall, m., Faer. riidur, n., 
and No. rur, m., = Shetl. ruder (in 
No. also scab on a sore,= O.N. hrtidr). 

ruder/e [rn^dori', rud'^rr (r6d,#a- 
ri*)], adj., uneven, having a rough 
surface. From O.N. hruflr, m., crust, 
scab. See ruder, sb. 

ruderpikker [nrdorpikor, rud"3r- 
pik^ar], sb., used as the name of 
various birds, reported from N.I. as 
a kind of snipe, no doubt as in No., 
esp. sandpiper (tringa). Also rur- 
pikker [rur"pik,3r] and rorpikker 
[r0r"pik'9r] (the latter form from Fe.). 
Acc. to J.I. (ruderpikker) also as 
the name for the oyster-catcher, 
comm.: sjalder. — No. rurpikka, f., 
sandpiper (Aa.). 

ruffet [rofst], ruffi [rofi] and rufti 
[rofti], adj., having dishevelled, coarse 
and bristling hair; having ruffled 
feathers; a ruffet hen, a hen with 
ruffled feathers (Nm.). rufti is cha- 
racteristic of Du.; ruft [roft], in “ruft 
op”, having dishevelled, bristling 
hair, or ruffled feathers (U.; Du. and 
several places), is no doubt a perf. 
part, of a verb ruff [rof], to pull, 
tear (hair, feathers), which in any 
case is partly Eng. ruff, vb., = ruffle, 
vb. Sometimes (as occas. in Du.) 

roffet [rofat, rofst] and roffi [rofi] 
= ruffet, ruffi. For roffatu [rof"- 
ahr] in roffatu-garm see *garm, 
sb. “tu” in roffatu may poss. be 
O.N. to, n., felt, matted hair or wool, 
mentioned under roggatu and sok- 
katu. — ruffet, fete., is to be classed 
partly with O.N. riifinn, adj., rough- 
haired, No. ruffen (ruffutt), adj., coarse, 
rough, ruven, adj., shaggy, rough- 
haired, etc., partly with the above- 
mentioned Eng. ruff, vb. 

rufti [rofti], sb., a man having 
thick, bristling hair and whiskers. 
Du. See prec. 

rug [rng], sb., a heap, pile; a r. 
o’ peats, a pile of peats (of several 
resins, up to ten); a r. o’ stens, 
a r. o’ eart’. Occas. also metaph.: 
a r. o’ folk, a crowd of people. — 
O.N. hriiga, f., a heap, or Icel. hriika, 
No. ruka (uu), f., id. — In Du. is used 
a form ru [rn] corresponding to Ork. 
ru. This form may equally well 
spring from O.N. *hrtifa, No. ruva 
(uu), f., a heap, pile, as from “hrtiga”, 
— even more prob., acc. to Shetl. 
phonology. Acc. to Orkneyan tradi- 
tion, however, “Kobbi Ru [ru]” is 
identical with “Kolbeinn hruga” in 
Orkneyinga Saga. 

rug [rng], vb., to heap, pile up; 
to r. peats, to pile up peats into 
rugs for drying by collecting the 
smaller piles, resins (q.v.), into one; 
to r. de hay, to rake up the hay 
(spread for drying) into small piles 
(P.). ru [ru], to ru de peats: Du. 
— O.N. hriiga (or *hriika), vb., to 
heap, pile up. See rug, sb. 

*rugg1 [rog] and *rogg [rog], sb., 
back, a ridge of land, partly rocky 
ridge, now only as a place-name; 
e.g.: de Rugg (Lunn.), a hill (ridge); 
de Rogg (Rugg) o’ Kirkabister; de 
Rogg(Rugg) o’ Kolbensbrough, “Cul- 
linsbrough” (both on Br.): names of 
two ridges, de Ruggs o’ Brough or 
Broch; de Orarugg (Yn.): names of 
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rocks, skerries [0rarugg: *0yrar- 
hryggr]. Roggen [rogon], the highest 
part o! the coast in Trebister Ness, 
Sound near Lerwick, M. — O.N.hryggr, 
m., the spine, in place-names: a ridge. 
Shetl. rugg presupposes a form with- 
out i-mutation. The mutated form 
rigg (q.v.), which is also L.Sc., is 
used in Shetl. as a common noun, 
and partly also as a place-name. 

rugg2 [rog], sb., strong tide or 
wind (Wests.); see rogg1, sb. 

rugget [rogot], adj., hard, stiff, of tide 
and wind (Wests.); see rogget2, adj. 

rugi [rngi], sb., a small heap or 
pile; piri (small) rugis. Nmn. (N. 
Roe). Dim. form of rug, sb., q.v. 

rugl [rog3l], sb., roundish, insecure 
stepping-stone, e.g. in a stream. Conn. 
See rugl, vb. 

rugl [rog3l (rogol)], vb., to rock; 
to lie (sit, stand) unsteadily, to rock; 
to sit rugl in [roglin] on a chair, to 
sit rocking on a chair. Also rogl 
frog3! (rogal)]. — No. rugla, vb., id. 
O.N. rugla, vb., is handed down in 
a somewhat diff. sense: to disturb; 
confound. 

ruglet [roglot] and rugl/e [rogli], 
adj., 1) insecure, rocking, that lies 
in an insecure position; a ruglet 
sten (Fe.), a ruglie sten (Conn.), 
also partly containing sense 2. 2) 
uneven; lumpy; rugged; a ruglet 
sten (Fe.); of thread: ruglie fread 
(Nm.). — No. ruglen, ruglutt, adj., 
= Shetl. ruglet 1. 

ruk1 [ruk, rok (ruk, r6k)], sb., 
spoondrift from heavy breakers strik- 
ing against the shore, and forming 
mist along the coast; der ’r a r. ut 
o’ de sea. Fo. Also fig. of thick 
mist; he is cornin’ doon [‘down’] a 
r. (Fo.).— O.N. ryk and *rok, No., 
Icel., Fser. rok, n., spoondrift. 

ruk2 (rukk) [rok], sb., a) strong 
tide, b) stiff breeze; a r. o’ tide, a 
r. o’ wind. Sa. The same word as 
the preceding? See rogg1, sb. 

ruk2 (rukk) [ruk], sb., a wretched, 
bony animal; a puir [por: ‘poor’] r.; 
a r. o’ bens. (Nm., Yn.). — Poss. 
loose pile, from *hrtika (Icel.), No. 
ruka, f., a pile, heap, or a cognate 
word. For such a change of meaning 
cf.rukkePand rikkel^syn.with ruk. 

rukk1 [rok], sb., a pull, a helping 
hand; to gi’e ane a r. or a “r. op”, 
e.g. in dragging a boat into the shed. 
Sa., Wests. — O.N. rykkr, m.,a jerk, 
a quick pull. — More common and 
wide-spread forms than rukk are 
rugg [rog], and esp. rogg [rog], 
which are L.Sc. (rug); cf. L.Sc. rug, 
vb., to pull, tear. 

rukk2 [rok], sb., the first slackening 
in the strength of the tide; de r. o’ de 
tide. Conn. To be classed with O.N. 
hrpkkva, vb., to recoil. See rokk3, 
sb., and rokk, vb. 

rukk3, sb., see rukka, sb. 
rukk4, sb., = rogg2, sb., a big, 

stout, strong person. 
rukk [rok], vb., to slip, to get 

loose, of a fishing-line that has 
chanced to stick fast to the sea- 
bottom (Conn.). O.N. hrgkkva, vb., 
to recoil. See rokk, vb. 

rukka [roka], rukk [rok], sb., a) 
a good while; du ’s been dee a 
rukka, you have been long away 
(Uwg.), = du ’s been dee a mond. 
rokk [rok], a certain (short) period, 
reported from Fo. in the expr. “a 
rokk o’ de day”, a part of the day; 
b) a good distance; a long walk, 
expedition, mostly to little or no 
purpose; I ’m [‘am’=‘have’] been 
me a rukka or rukk de day [‘to- 
day’]; du ’s been dee a rukk awaa 
[‘away’].Us. rokk [rok] (Un.) = rukka 
b; dat was a rokk (a long way) he 
had to geng (go). — rukka may have 
been derived from an old *ruka — 
No. ruka, f., in sense of a period 
somewhat longer than riid (R.), prop. 
a heap; lump, rukk and rokk may 
then be regarded as forms with 
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dropped endings, but may, however, 
also suggest No. rykk, m., in sense 
of short while (Aa.), Sw. ryck, m., 
id.; prop, a pull, O.N. rykkr, m. For 
the form cf. rukk1, sb., a pull, etc. 
The meaning and use of rokk a 
(from Fo.) agrees with No. rykk. 

rukl. rukkel1 [rok3l, rokol] and 
rokl, rokkel [rok3l, r6k3l, -olj, sb., 
1) an untidy heap, a r. o’ “bruk, 
brok” (leavings, scraps, refuse, prop. 
fragments, L.Sc.). Sa., Wests.: rok- 
kel [rokol]. 2) a wretched, bony 
animal-, a rukkel o’ bens; also: 
a rokkel [rokol (rokal)] o’ bens. 
Partly of a very lean person, rukkel 
(rokkel). — Prop, a loose pile, and 
1-derivative of a *hruka (Icel. hrtika), 
No. ruka, f., a pile. Cf. Sw. dial, 
rukkel, n., a) something badly erected, 
b) a long, lanky person, and Eng. dial, 
ruckle, sb., a) a loose pile, b) a 
very lean person, a r. o’ bones. See 
frikkel1 and ruk3, sbs. 

rukl, rukkel2 [rok3l, rokol], sb., 
l) a ruck, wrinkle-, unevenness-, 
fairly comm. 2) collect., wrinkles-, 
uneven surface-, crumpled state-, of 
sea: swell, commotion-, der ’r a r. i’ 
de sea (U.), = tov2. in a r., wrinkled, 
creased (Conn.). — *hrukla, from 
O.N. hrukka, f., a ruck, wrinkle. 
No. rukla, f., a wrinkle, a raised 
rib. Eng. dial, ruckle, sb., a crease. 
Cf. rikkel2, sb. 

rukl, rukkel1 [rok3l, -al], vb., to 
wrinkle, crease; de skin is rukkeld 
(U.). — *hrukla. Eng. dial, ruckle, vb., 
to crease. See the prec. word. 

rukl, rukkel2 [(ruk3l) rok3l, rokal, 
-al], vb., to rock, ruklin, peril, part, 
and adj., rocking, insecure. — The 
same word as rugl, vb., with change 
of gl to kl. 

ruklet [roklat], adj., wrinkled, hav- 
ing an uneven surface-, also having 
raised patterns and figures, e.g. of 
toys.U. ruklie[rokli]: Du. — *hrukkl- 
ottr. No. ruklutt, adj., wrinkled-, 

uneven-, ribbed-, see “rukla”, f., under 
rukkel2, sb. 

rukl/e [rokli, rokli], adj., rocking-, 
insecure-, rickety. From rukl2, vb. 

ruks [roks], and roks [roks, r5ks], 
sb., a big, stout and coarse person-, 
a great r. o’ a fellow. Wests. The 
pronunc. “rjks” is reported from St. 
— Prop, a pile, *hruksa from *hrtika 
(O.N. hriiga), f., a heap, pile. Cf. 
Sw. dial, rukkel, n., a) a loose pile, 
something badly erected, b) a long, 
lanky person. See also rogg2,sb.,and 
the etym. remarks under this word. 

ruksnaviti [roks"naviH], sb., afool, 
simpleton. U. — The first part prob. 
contains ruks, sb., used disparaging- 
ly of a person; see the prec. word. 
The second partisviti, sb., Faer. vaetti, 
n., prop, a spectre (O.N. vaettr, Faer. 
vaettur, f., a spectre), but comm, used 
disparagingly of a person. 

rull [rol], sb., a young horse when 
losing its coat. Reported in this 
form from Aith, Ai. See roll2, sb., 
which is the more common form. 

rult [ro'lt] and rolt [ro'lt, r6‘'lt, 
ro'jt, roi‘lt (rSi‘It)], sb., a log-, lump-, 
a clumsy object; a shapeless stone 
(Un); a log (Un., Y., S.Sh.), a auld 
[‘old’] r. Also a clumsy, awkward 
person, a great r. Sa. Wests. The 
forms of pronunc. “ro'Mt, ro‘]t, roi'lt”, 
are reported from N.I., “roi‘lt” esp. 
from Un., “ro‘lt” from S.Sh. (Ireland, 
Duw.). rult [ro'lt] from Sa., Wests., 
in sense of a clumsy, awkward per- 
son. With derivative ending roltek 
[ro'Jtok, roi‘ltak], sb., a lump-, large 
piece. N.I. (Y.). — *rultr (*rpltr?). 
No. rult, m., heavy figure, of persons: 
one who walks heavily. No. rulten, 
adj., thick, roundish. To be classed 
with rult, vb. 

rult [ro‘lt] and rolt [(ro‘lt) r6“lt, 
ro‘]t, roi‘lt (rSi'lt)], vb., to walk clum- 
sily, with a rolling gait-, to r. aboot; 
to geng roltin (rultin). Fairly 
comm. The forms with [6] are the 
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most common, esp.: [r6'‘lt, ro‘lt (roi'lt)]. 
rult [ro‘lt] and frSi‘lt] are reported 
from Wests. (Sa.). For the distri- 
bution of the diff. forms of pronunc. 
see rult, sb. — No. rulta, vb., to fall, 
tumble down, rylten (rulten), adj., 
tottering, that walks unsteadily, feel, 
rdlta, vb., to roam. Shetl. rult, rolt, 
vb., almost assimilates in sense with 
Da. vralte, vb., to waddle. 

Rulti, Rolti, sb., nickname for a per- 
son with a rolling gait. Noted down 
acc. to J.I. in the foil, forms of pro- 
nunc.: rd'ltijroi'lti^riii'lti. Deriv.of rult. 

rum [rom (r6m)], sb., 1) room. 
2) space between two thwarts in a 
boat. comm. 3) an allotment, small 
holding (U.), = tun. — O.N. rum, 
n., s) room-, b) a haunt-, c) compart- 
ment of a boat or ship. In sense 2 
Shetl. rum is O.N., and corresponds 
to Fser. rtim, No. rom, n. In sense 
3 rum may beL.Sc.; cf. Jam.: rowme, 
sb., inter alia “a possession in land” 
(Bellenden). 

rum [rnm (rdm)], adj., 1) roomy; 
a r. hus (Yh.). 2) of wind and sail: 
a) a r. wind, a following wind, 
favourable for sailing (opp. to “ k r a p p 
wind”); b) a r. sheet, flapping sail, 
in sailing with a full fair wind (Fo.). 
— O.N. riimr, adj., a) roomy, b) con- 
venient. No. rom (rum), adj., also 
inter alia of wind: convenient for 
sailing (opp. to “krapp”). In sense 1 
the word is also L.Sc.; Jam.: rowme, 
room, adj., spacious. 

ruml, rummel1 [romalj, sb., a) a 
rumble-, noise-, tumult-, b) a heavy, 
noisy fall-, c) confusion-, muddle, in 
a r. Also rumbel [rombol]. In sense 
c a form roml, rommel [romol] is 
reported from Fe. — No. ruml, n., 
a rumble. L.Sc. rummle, id. 

ruml, rummel2 [romol] and rumbel 
[rombol], sb., in the expr. “taati-r.”, 
potato soil, soil from which potatoes 
have been dug up. taati-rumbel 
(Wests.). No doubt rooted-up soil 

and the same word as the preceding 
one in sense c. See rumlie, adj., 
and cf. rums2, sb. 

ruml, rummel [romol], vb., 1) to 
rumble-, tumble down with a crash. 
2) to build up (e.g. a fence), or to 
execute a piece of work hastily and 
roughly, to r, op = to rattle op. In 
sense 2 reported from Voe, Du. Cf. 
rumlie, adj., of careless digging. — 
No. rumla, vb., to rumble, rattle. In 
Da. dial., Jut., “rumle” is used also 
in sense of to do careless work, esp. 
to spin untidily. 

rumlastju [rom'dastu’, -slyr], sb., 
a muddle-, confusion-, de hus was 
a’ [‘all’] in a r. Uwg. — The first 
part is ruml, sb., in sense c. For 
the second part stju from *stii see 
rustju, sb. 

ruml/e [romli] and roml/e [romli], 
adj., in an untidy state, muddled-, 
confused. N.I. Reported from Fe. 
and Y. From Y. “romlie (rumlie) 
grund” in sense oi roughly dug ground. 
— Deriv. of ruml1, sb., in sense c. 

rummelfat, rumlifat. sb., a) a de- 
pository for all kinds of trifles-, a 
secret drawer or compartment in a 
chest (Few.); b) objects lying pell- 
mell-, muddle-, confusion-, in a r.; 
de hus or box is in a r. (Yh.); Y. 
Reported only in the forms rommel- 
fat [rom"9lfat-]; “rumble-fat” [rom"- 
balfat*]; romlifat[ronvlifat-]. ronr'al- 
fat-: Few. and Y. occas.; r6m"bolfat: 
Yh. occas.; ronriifat*: Yh. and Fe. 
occas. — The first part is ruml, rum- 
mel1 c. The second part is no doubt 
O.N. fat, n., a) depository, vat, b) 
luggage, c) garment. 

frummelhold [ronralhold’], sb., 
muddle-, confusion-, de hus was a’ 
[‘all’] in a r. Uw. (Lund and Snara- 
voe, U*'w). — The first part is ruml, 
rummel1 c. The second part is no 
doubt O.N. hald, n., hold, in this case 
poss. in sense of depository, as in 
rummelfat, sb. (q.v.). L.Sc. rummle- 
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hobble, sb., has been used in a similar 
sense as Shetl. rummelhold, but the 
second part differs in both words. 

rummikel [rom 'ikol ] and rommi- 
kel [r&m"ikal-], sb., a rude, boister- 
ous person (acc. to J.I.); a wild, un- 
ruly fellow (boy). U.(Un.): rummi- 
kel. Fe. and Y.: rommikel. More 
rarely with long vowel in the first 
syllable: romikel [ro"mik3l-, ro”mi- 
k'9l].— Prop. *rummelkel? *rum- 
melkoll? In that case, “one that 
rumbles”. May be classed (provided 
the usual stress: ronrikak, raimkal', 
is the orig. one) with Sw. dial, ram- 
melkus, m., a boisterous person, a 
great “rumlare” (Ri.), and “rammel- 
skalle”, m., a garrulous fellow (Ri.). 
The second part -kel may then be 
O.N. karl, m., a man, or poss. O.N. 
kollr, m., the head (cf. above Sw. 
dial, rammelskalle). With *rummel 
cf. Sw. dial, rummla, vb., in sense 
of to make an uproar. *rommel 
may just as well be a “rammel”; 
cf. Sw. rammel, n., a rattling noise, 
in the compds. given above. 

rums1 [ro‘ms], sb., 1) a stirring, 
a sudden movement, esp. in one's 
sleep, or on awakening-, he ga’e a 
r. upon him (P de bed). Sandw., 
Du11.; Conn.; Nm., and several places. 
2) tumult-, esp. swell, commotion in 
the sea-, der ’r a r. P de sea (Nm11.); 
to mak’ a r., to roar, rumble, to 
make a booming or low, surging 
sound, esp. of agitated sea (Nibon, 
Nmw.). Also a) roms [ro'ms] (Nibon, 
Nmw.), and b) with the freq. change 
in Shetl. Norn ms>ngs, nks: rungs, 
runks [(ro‘r]s) ro‘r]ks], a r. P de sea 
(Ai., Wests.). See rums, vb. 

rums2 [ro‘ms], sb., in the expr. 
“XaaW-r.”, potato soil, soil from which 
potatoes have been dug up. No doubt 
rooted-up soil, and to be classed 
with rums, vb. II 2, and the same 
word as rums1, sb.; see rums, vb., 
and cf. ruml, rummel2, sb. 

rums3, sb., waste cut from seed 
potatoes-, a r. o’ taaties. Reported from 
Nmh. in the form rumps [ro‘mps]. 
Elsewhere comm, called “oot-cut- 
tin’s”. — Prop, muddle. Seerums,vb. 
2, and cf. ruml, rummel1 aml2, sbs. 

rums [(r6‘ms) ro‘ms (ro‘m.<})], vb., 
1) vb. n., to stir, to turn round, esp. 
in sleep or on awakening-, to r. P 
de bed (Nm11.). II) vb. a., 1) to turn, 
to turn a loose mass, e.g. corn 
spread on the laths for drying; to 
r. upo de kill [‘kiln’]. Conn. [r6‘ms]. 
2) to root, e.g. of swine rooting up 
the earth; a swine rumses [ro'msas] 
op de eart’; de grice is rumsin 
[ro'msm] op de land. Du. 3) to 
search untidily, to rummage, e.g. 
in a chest; “what is du rumsin 
[ro‘msm] yonder aboot?” “what is 
du rumsin for yonder?” U. [ro‘ms, 
ro‘m<j]. to r. Trough a kist: Fe. 
[(ro‘ms) ro‘m§]; U. A form rummis 
[romuj] (Fe.), to r. Trough a kist, is 
Eng. rummage, vb., in dials, also 
partly “rummish, rummis”. — With 
rums I cf. a) O.N. raumska, vb., to 
stir when awaking-, b) No. romsa, 
vb., to stir, “romsa seg”, to turn 
over in bed, to awake and sit up 
(Aa.), romsast, romsa paa seg, to 
stir in sleep (R.), also raumska, 
rumska (seg, paa seg). With rums 
II (esp. senses 2 and 3) cf. No. 
rumska, vb., to shake, partly similar 
to “ruska”, to pull up\ disturb. 

rumsel [ro‘ms3l], sb., a rumbling, 
booming, esp. of the sea in a heavy 
swell; to mak’ a r.; de sea is makin’ 
a r. Nmw. (Nibon). Also romsel 
[ro'msal] (Nibon, Nmw.). — Deriv. of 
rums, sb. 

rumsel [ro'mssl], vb., to rummage-, 
to r. aboot for som’tin’ (Uwg’s.). — 
Deriv. of rums, vb. 

rumsin [ro‘msm, ro‘m§in], sb., 1) 
a booming-, swell, commotion in 
the sea, a r. P de sea (Nm.), = 
rums1, sb. 2. 2) disorder, confu- 
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sion (IF.)- No doubt a *rumsan, or I 
a pres. part, of rums, vb. 

frund [rund, rond], adj., round. Is ; 
a recent word, but is found in some- ! 
what old place-names, given in any 
case in Norn, in Shetland, e.g.: Hulin 
rundi [hulin rundi] (Ness of Isles- 
borough, Nm.): *h611inn (rundi), “the 
round hill”. With the change nd to 
nt, often pointed out, in Shetl. Norn: 
Ronta [ro'iita], name of a roundish 
field in Klodister, Nm. In a colloquy 
in Norn, reported from Foula, is found 
*runt [ro‘nt] in the compd. *runtena 
[ro‘n“t3na-] = Faer. rundan um, round 
about-, runtena Komba [kombaj = 
round about the Kame. See Frag- 
ments of Norn, Conversation. 

frundi [(rundi) rondi], sb., “the 
round one”, name for a cake (oat- 
cake) in a riddle from Um0. 

rung, see rong, sb. and vb. 
rungklows [rogklous], sb. pi., sea- 

term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for tongs. Sandw., Du". — Prob. an 
orig. *rangklofi, m., from O.N. rpng, 
f., handed down in sense of rib of 
a boat, and O.N. klofi, m., a cloven 
tool, pincers, Faer. klovi, m., tongs. 
A piece of bent iron or wood (a 
piece of a hoop) was formerly often 
used in Shetl. as tongs; in the colloq. 
lang. still comm, called “klib(b)i- 
taings”; see klipi-taings. Other tabu- 
names (sea-terms) for tongs are: 
agglovan, anklovan, and the old 
proper name for tongs: klovi, etc. 
(in many diff. forms in Shetl.). The 
pi. form klows must be due to the 
infl. of L.Sc. taings, tongs, now com- 
mon in Shetl. Cf. klivens, sb. pi., 
under klovi, sb. — Shetl. rung [rog] 
in sense of a (thick) staff; pole; 
spoke, etc., is L.Sc. rung, sb., and 
hardly the same word as rung in 
rungklows. 

runin [runin], sb., domesticated 
lamb, the wool of which has been 
plucked off. Fe. — *runingr. Deriv. 

of ru4, vb., to pluck the loose wool 
off the sheep. 

runk1 [ro‘gk], sb., something bulky: 
1) a big, stout person, partly a big 
and clumsy, ox a big and lazy one; 
a r. o’ a man, a r. o’ a body. Also 
a big animal-, a r. o’ a baess [‘beast’]. 
2) a) a big wave, a r. o’ a sea [sea 
= wave]; b) heavy swell in the sea; 
agitated sea with big waves; a r. 
o’ a sea. Nm. and Wests, in senses 
2 a and b. — O.N. hriinki, m., some- 
thing large (of great bulk), handed 
down in sense of a big person. Is 
not found in Mod. Norw., but is no 
doubt to be classed with No. runka, 
vb., to walk heavily (with a slouch). 

runk2 [ro‘gk], sb., a worn-out, old 
and lean animal (cow, horse); a puir 
[por] auld deein’ [‘dying’] r. (Papa, 
Wests.). An old woman (Fo.? acc. 
to A.L.). A poor, lean fish, partly 
in the phr. “a r. o’ bens”. Nm. — 
Prob. to be compared with Sw. dial, 
rinka, f., a poor, emaciated animal, 
Shetl. rinkel and runkel2, sbs. For 
the alternation of i and u cf. rikkel 
and rukkel, sbs., etc. runk2 (in 
cases where size is implied) may 
merge into runk1, sb. 

runk3 [ro‘gk], sb., a lull in bad 
weather, esp. rain; he is makin’ a 
r. (U.), it is clearing up, it will be 
dry weather for a while. See under 
ronk (runk), vb. 

runk [ro‘gk], vb., of bad weather, 
rain: to cease (for a while), to clear 
up-, “tor.” or “to r. op”. See under 
ronk, vb. 

runkel1 [ro'gkol], sb., 1) lump-fish. 
2) a large, but poor fish (esp. hali- 
but)-, Fe.: runk el t [ro‘gka‘lt]. — 
See under ronk el, sb., and cf. the 
foil. word. 

runkel2 [ro'gkal], sb., a lean, 
wretched animal, a very lean fish, 
= rinkel, sb., and (partly) runk2, 
sb. In sense of a large, but poor 
and lean fish, runkel2 merges with 
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runkel1 and ronkel, sbs.; thus in 
S.Sh.: a runkel o' & v'iWqV. (young 
coalfish), a r. o’ a skate, etc. 

runket1 [ro‘rjkat], adj., big and 
clumsy, of persons, e.g. a r. wife 
[‘woman’]. N.Roe, Nmn. Deriv. of 
runk1, sb. 

runket2 [ro'rjkat], adj., wrinkled, 
curled, creased. Barclay: runket. 
— No doubt to be classed with Da. 
rynke, c., Sw. rynka, f., a wrinkle. 

runks [ro‘gks], sb., heavy swell 
in the sea; a r. i’ de sea. Ai., Wests, 
(or Nm.). — May be a deriv. of 
runk1, sb., in sense 2 b, but with 
ref. to the freq. change ms> ngs, 
nks in Shetl. Norn, is no doubt 
rather the same word as the syn. 
rums1, sb. 

rupatl [ru'pa't’ol, ropafal], sb., 
commotion in the sea, cross-sea; 
choppy sea in tide-rip; a r. i’ de 
sea. Us. — *ro-patl? The second 
partis no doubt patl,sb., a splashing 
with the oars, bad rowing, hence 
the first part may be O.N. roa, vb., 
to row. rupatl may then have orig. 
denoted the rowing hindered by a 
choppy sea. 

ruproll [rup-r&l"], sb., nonsense, 
untrue or exaggerated stories. Fe. 
— The first part may be O.N. ropi, 
m., a belching, here used in a me- 
taph. sense; cf. Eng. dial. (L.Sc.) 
and Shetl. rift, vb., a) to belch\ b) 
to exaggerate in narration. The 
second part may be No. rolla (R.: 
rolda), f., nonsense. 

rur [rur], sb., centre-fish (Un., 
etc.). See ruder, sb. 

rura [ruTa*, ru^ra' (rn’ora'), r6'°- 
ra-], sb., stir-, disorder-, confusion-, 
collection of worthless things. Yn., 
Fe. [ru’ra; r6 °ra ]. in a r., in great 
disorder, pell-mell (Fe.). Occas. r u r e 
[ru,0re-] (Fe.). By extension: rureia 
[ro,oraei'a,ru,°r0ei"a]or rureifriroraei-, 
ru‘°raei"], partly a) = rura, partly b) 
great quantity or mass. Fe., Yh. 

rure and esp. rureia (rurei) are, 
however, mostly used in the expr. 
“ut o’ a’ [‘all’] r.”: &) in great con- 
fusion, also completely failed (Fe.: 
rurei); b) in an unusually great 
quantity or number (Fe.: rureia); 
de haddocks was [‘were’] ut o’ a’ 
rureia; c) much too long time one 
is or has been away (Fe.: rure, 
rureia); du ’s been ut o’ a’ rure, 
a’ rureia. From Yh. is reported the 
phrase “to seek ut o’ a’ r. [nr0ra-]”, 
to search far and wide; we ’re [‘have’] 
sought dee ut o’ a’ r. — No. rura, f., 
untidy heap. 

rurpikker, see ruderpikker, sb. 
rurpott, rur-po* [rorp&t], sb., one 

of the holes in the sea-rocks in 
which the centre-fish, rur, ruder, 
are crushed; they are then cast on the 
water to allure the fish. 

rus [rus (ros, rus)], sb., 1) onrush, 
hurry; der ’r a r. upo dee (U.); he 
cam’ wi’ a great r. (U.); to be in 
a r., to make great haste, to rush 
along, [rus] and [rns]: U. Elsewhere 
comm.: [rus]. a rushing, of sudden 
wind; he cam’ on wi’ a r., it (the 
wind) came on with a rush (Sa.). 
a r. o’ ill wadder, a spell of bad 
weather. U.: [rus (and rus)]. der’ will 
be a r. ut o’ him, a storm is com- 
ing on (Y.: rus). 2) a) strong wind; 
he blew a r. o’ wind (Sa.: rus); he 
gat op wi’ a r. o’ wind, a strong 
wind sprang up (Y., Fe.: rus, r6s). 
b) strong tide (in the sea); a r. o’ 
tide, a r. o’ a tide. U". [rus (rns)]. 
3) a strong, active person, quick 
at any kind of work; a r. o’ a hand. 
Lunn. [rus]. 4f) a r. o’ a fire, a 
big, blazing fire. Ym. [rus]. — To be 
classed with rus, vb., from *rusa. 
No. rus, n., onrush; hurried work. 
rus 4 is most prob. a modification 
after L.Sc. “rousin’ ” in “a rousin’ 
fire”, a strong fire. 

rus1 [rus], vb., 1) to walk rapidly; 
to r. aboot (U., Conn.); to make 
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haste; r. upo dee! make haste! (U.). 1 

2) to pull or drag vigorously, e.g. 
a boat upon land. r. awaa [‘away’]! 
(Conn.). — May be classed partly 
with No. rusa, vb., to rush on, at hap- 
hazard; to work hurriedly and care- 
lessly, partly with the foil. word. 

rus2 [rns, rus], vb., to move the 
fishing-line up and down repeatedly 
to allure the fish, = ros. Sa., Wests, 
[ros]. Du. [rus]. — *rgsa = *r&sa; 
O.N. raesa, vb., to set going, etc. 
See ros, vb. 

rusk1 [rusk, r6sk], sb., 1) a) a 
(slight) spell of storm; bad weather 
of short duration; a r. o’ wadder; 
strong wind, a r. o’ wind (Fe. and 
several places); b) drizzly, windy 
weather; a r. o’ wadder. Ai., Wests. 
2) commotion in the sea; a r. i’ de 
sea. Du. [rusk]. — No. rusk, n., noise, 
tumult; rustling; unsettled weather, 
windy and drizzly (ruskeveder); 
scrapings, refuse; drizzle, etc. Sw. 
dial, rusk, n., fine rain; Da. rusk, 
ruskregn, drizzling rain. 

rusk2 [rusk], sb., an energetic 
person going ahead, not minding 
obstacles-, an active, energetic per- 
son-, a r. o’ a wife [‘woman’], a r. o’ 
a “shield” [L.Sc. chield]; Lunn., Ai. 
a r. o’ a body; Nm., De. Also a 
strong, hardy and fearless person 
(Ai.). — Most prob. a deriv. of rus. 
See rus, sb. and vb., and rusk, vb. 

rusk3 [rusk], sb., a stout, strong 
person, esp. a boy or young person-, 
a r. o’ a boy. N.Roe, Nm". — To be 
classed with O.N. rpskr and roskinn, 
adjs., mature, full-grown, manly, rpsk- 
vask, vb. refl., to become ripe. Cog- 
nate with the foil. word. 

rusk4 [rusk], sb., luxuriant growth, 
esp. of hair; a r. o’ hair, thick head 
of hair-, he has a great r. o’ hair 
upon his head (Un.); a r. o’ feathers, 
thick plumage; a r. o’ corn, luxuri- 
antly-growing corn. U. Also found 
in anglicised form: “rush” [rojj]; thus 

in Yb.: a) a “rush” o’ corn, o’ breer, 
rapidly-growing, luxuriant corn (at an 
earlier stage than rask, sb.); b) a 
“rush” o’ hair, o’ whiskers, thickly- 
growing hair, whiskers. — To be 
classed etym. with the syn. rask, 
sb., q.v. From an old *riska, primi- 
tive Northern *riskva, vb., to grow, 
ripen, etc., whence O.N. rpskr and 
rosk\nn,dLd\s., full-grown, mature, etc. 
Cognate with rusk3, sb. 

rusk [rusk, r6sk], vb., 1) to rush 
on fearlessly; he rusked [ruskad] 
atill it, he plunged fearlessly into 
it. Ai., Wests. 2) to blow and drizzle; 
he is ruskin (ut o’ him). — No. 
ruska, vb., a) to pull, shake, b) to 
work hastily and carelessly, c) to 
rustle-, to be noisy, to blow, d) to 
drizzle, of wet weather; “snjoruska”, 
vb. (R.), from “rusk”, n., in sense 
of scrapings, refuse-, drizzle. Sw. dial, 
ruska, vb., Da. ruske, vb., to drizzle, 

rn-skad, vb., see ruskold, vb. 
ruskali [ms"kalr], adj., strong, 

healthy, well developed-, a r. fellow. 
Yh. — Prob. a *ruskligr, corresponding 
to O.N. *roskligr or *rpskligr = rpskr 
and roskinn, adjs., ripe, mature, full- 
grown. See rusket1. 

rusket1 [ruskat], adj., well develop- 
ed, physically and mentally, well- 
grown, strong and vivacious-, a r. 
boy. Nm. In Nmw. esp.: stout and 
robust. In Sa., Wests., esp. hardy 
and courageous. In Du. esp. bodily 
well developed, big, and in Conn.: 
tall and big-boned-, a r. “shield” 
(fellow). In U. esp. overgrown; see 
ruski, sb. — O.N.rpskr and roskinn, 
did\s., full-grown, mature, manly, etc. 
See rusk3and4, sbs. A rossi [ros(s)i], 
reported from Sandw., Du"., in sense 
of stout and robust, “a r. chield”, 
is poss. to be classed with the two 
latter words, but, as to form, it may 
also be referred to ross-, russ-, O.N. 
*hross, n., horse. L.Sc. ruskie, adj., 
stout and vigorous. 
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rusket2 [ruskst], adj., 1) having 

tousled, bristling hair; a r. “shield” 
[‘chield’]. U. Also ruski [ruski] (U.). 
Anglicised: “rushie” [rosji], of a pig, 
a) having stiff bristles (Un.), b) 
shabby-looking, with long, droop- 
ing ears (Uwg.); a r. grice. 2) rough 
and untidy-looking, esp. of a big 
boy in the awkward age; a r. boy. 
With the latter may prob. be classed 
russi [rosji], adj., big and coarse, 
rough-looking-, great r. pins. Fe. 3) 
rude, of persons. Du. rough and 
harsh-, a r. fellow. Nm. 4) of weather: 
rough, windy and drizzly, more 
comm, ruski [ruski]; r. wadder. Ai. 
— No. rusken and ruskutt, adjs., a) 
untidy, slovenly, etc., b) rough, in- 
clement (of weather). Da. rusket, Sw. 
ruskig, adj., of weather: drizzly. In 
sense of tousled; with bristling hair, 
etc., rusket springs from *ruska, vb., 
in sense of to shake, pull roughly 
(O.N. ryskja, vb.). Cf. russi in russi- 
foal2, and rutsi in rutsikrabb, sb. 

rusket3 [(ruskot) roskot], adj., red- 
dish, of hair (Voe, Du.); see frus- 
set, adj. 

ruski [ruski], sb., an overgrown 
boy, too tall for his age. U. To be 
classed with O.N. rpskr, adj., mature, 
manly, See rusk3and4, sbs. 

ruski [r6ski], adj., of corn: having 
long, coarse and brittle stalks; r. 
corn, here. Also roski [roski]. Sa., 
Wests. See rusk4, sb., and cf. rosk- 
let, adj. 

ruskold [roskojd', rdskoild* (ru’- 
sk6]d’, nrskoild-)], vb., a) in baking 
bread over a too hot fire: to burn the 
bread on the outside, leaving the in- 
side half baked-, to r. debread. N.I. Also 
“ru-skad” [ru'skad-, ruskad-, roskad1]: 
Sa., Wests. [rn’skad’J; Conn, [ruskad-]; 
Us’ws occas. [rdskad-]. b) in drying 
corn over a too hot fire: to singe 
the corn without drying it thorough- 
ly; reported in the form “ru-skad” 
[roskad’]; de corn isruskaddet [ro- 

skad'at], the corn is singed, and not 
thoroughly dried. Us’wg. c) metaph. 
of persons sensitive to cold, warming 
their hands over the fire: to “ru-skad” 
anesell [‘oneself’]: to scorch one’s 
hands, getting red stripes on them 
from the intense heat (Sa.); he “ru- 
skadded” him, du is “ru-skaddin’ ” 
dee; to sit ower de fire, till ane is 
“ru-skaddet”; Sa. [nrskad-]. In Sa. 
noted down esp. in the metaph. sense. 
— *hrp (hra)-sk&lda, vb., to “raw- 
scald”: to scald or singe on the 
outside, leaving the inside raw. See 
skold, vb. “skad” is a L.Sc. form: 
scad, skaude (Jam.), from Eng. scald. 
The first part is O.N. hr&r, adj., raw, 
but the Shetl. form ru [rn, and un- 
stressed: ro] seems to spring from 
a *hrpr. 

russa [rosa, ros(s)a], sb., a mare, 
in an old Norn verse from Unst about 
the lad who went to Caithness. In 
Low’s list of words from Fo.: “russa”. 
The word is preserved as a sea- 
term, tabu-name for mare in fisher- 
men’s lang. in N.I. (acc. to J. I.: 
[rossa]) and in Fo. In Fo. also still 
occas. in the colloq. lang.; e.g.: 
“russa is com’ inna-dikes [in"a- 
deks']”, the mare (or horse) has 
come inside the fence, i.e. into the 
home-field. — O.N. hryssa, f., a 
mare. In Shetl. with dropped i-mu- 
tation. See russen and russi, sbs. 

*russajoga [ros(s)"ajo-ga], sb., 
horse’s eye. Fo. Also reported in 
the form *rossajoga [ros(s)"ajo,ga] 
(Fo.). — O.N. *hross-auga, n., horse’s 
eye, and *hryssu-auga, n., mare’s eye. 

russatug [ros"atug’], sb., a mound 
or hillock, covered with high, luxu- 
riant, coarse grass. Also rossatug 
[ros’^atug1]. Sa., Wests. The first part 
is (was) colloq. regarded as russa, 
horse, as it suggests partly the re- 
semblance between the long, coarse 
grass and a horse’s coat (esp. when 
it is losing its hair), and partly the 
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grazing of horses in such places. 
As regards the meaning of russa- 
tug, however, the first part might 
rather be associated with such words 
as No. “rys” in “ryslyng” = buste- 
lyng, n., common heather, Shetl. 
rissi- in “rissi-cow”, sb., scrub, 
heather-bush, or rusk4, sb., luxu- 
riant growth. 

russen, russin [ru^on, rusjin], sb., 
sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for mare, = russa. Un,bu. — Is 
prob. *hryssa-n; O.N. hryssa, f., a 
mare, with added def. art. 

frusset [ros(s)3t], adj., of a mixed 
colour, esp. grey (mixed grey and 
black), and reddish or brownish-, 
esp. of colour in sheep, sheep’s wool. 
N.I. Reported from Fe. of a reddish- 
grey colour, from Un,bu. of a dark, 
brownish colour, from Ym. esp. in 
sense of spotted black and grey 
(doubtless tinged red or brown). 
From Voe, Du., rusket [(ruskat) ro- 
skat] and ruski [(ruski) roski] in 
sense of reddish, esp. of hair, and 
likewise from Du.: rosket [roskat] 
in sense of rust-red. — Deriv. of O.N. 
raudr, adj., red? — Cf. for the deri- 
vative ending Da. dial., Jut. rodset, 
adj., reddish. Is no doubt partly 
Eng. russet, adj. 

russi [rosi, ros(s)i], sb., 1) a horse, 
now only as a sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. Fo., Ai. (Clousta). 
russ- is found as the first part in 
place-names of pastures or places 
formerly used as pastures for horses; 
e.g.: Russahul [ros"ahul‘] (Burrafirth, 
Un.), a hill: O.N. *hrossa-holl; Russa- 
ness [ros"an£S’] (Wd.): O.N. *hrossa- 
nes; de Russalets [ros“alats-] (Aiths- 
lee, Ai.). 2) a hardy child running 
about bare-headed in all weathers; 
a regular r. Un. [ros(s)i]. — O.N. 
hross, n., a horse. 

russi-foa/1 [ros ifok], sb., prop. 
horse-foal or filly-foal. Recently 
in common use as a nickname for 

the people of petlar, owing to the 
extensive horse-breeding formerly 
carried on there; “de russi-foals o’ 
Fetlar”. — *hross-fyl or *hryssu-fyl 
= No. horsefyl, n., a filly-foal. 

russi-/oa/2 fros-ifoh], sb., a foal 
having a matted, shaggy coat. Wh. — 
Seems to be another word than the 
prec. one. russi may be rusket2, 
adj., or a cognate word. Cf. rutsi 
in rutsikrabb, sb. 

rust1 [rost, rust], sb., strong tidal 
current. Also roust [roust] (Du.). 
The best known is “Sunnborg [som- 
bro] r.”, written “Sumburgh roost” 
or “S. roust”, off the south-east point 
of Dunrossness, S.Sh. This current 
is called “rpstin” in the Suppl. to 
Orkneyinga Saga, found by G.Vigf. 
Ork. (and Caith.): rost, rust. — O.N. 
rpst, f., whirlpool, strong current. 

rust2 [rust, rost], sb., iron-rust. 
The close vowel-sound indicates the 
word to spring from No. rust, f., rather 
than from Eng. rust. 

rust [rust, rost], vb., of metals, esp. 
iron: to rust. Perf. part, rustet 
[rustat, rostat], as adj. in sense of 
rusty, now comm, rustic [rusti, 
rosti], and “rusty” [rosti] from L.Sc.and 
Eng. — No. rusta, vb., to rust, rustad, 
perf. part, and adj., rusty. For the 
close vowel-sound in the word see 
rust2, sb. 

rustju [ru-stn-] and ruskju [rri sl^rr], 
sb., l) great disorder, confusion, 
hubbub; de hus is in a r. Yh. [nr- 
s[rr] and U". [ru-sl^n-]. 2) great and 
confused haste; in a r. Yh. [ru's[n-]. 
— The pronunc. with equal stress on 
both syllables suggests the word to 
be Icel. “rii og stti”. “& rtii og sttii” 
is found in Icel., used exactly as 
Shetl. “in a r.” in sense 1 (confu- 
sion). See Gfslason, Dansk-Islandsk 
Ordbog, under “Forstyrrelse”. 

rut [rut, rot], sb., a loud bellow. 
N.I. rout [r&ut], a cow’s bellowing. 
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S.Sh. and Wests. — For these forms 
see rut, vb. 

rut [rut, rot], vb., to bellow loudly, 
of cattle, esp. cows; de coo is rutin. 
N. l. From S.Sh. and Wests.: rout 
[r&ut] in general sense to bellow. — 
While the form rut shows a regular 
development from O.N. rauta, vb., 
to bellow, through a form “rput” (cf. 
e.g. nustfrom O.N. naust, nut from 
O. N. naut), rout must be regarded 
as a L.Sc. form; Eng. dial, raut, 
route, vb., id. 

ruth, ru]> [rup], sb., 1) a rowing. 
2) rowlock in a boat. — In its form 
with final th [p], the word is nearest 
to L.Sc. routh, sb., a rowing. In sense 
2, however, it is most prob. Northern; 
cf. No. ro, n., rowlock (O.N. r63r, 
m., a rowing). 

rutl [rot3!, rotol] and rotl [r6t3l, 
rotol (ro'tol, r6[3l)], sb., 1) a) noise, 
a rumbling; to mak’ a r. From Sa., 
Wests., and from Wh., Easts., reported 
esp. of a crashing or rumbling noise 
of something falling, e.g. a part of 
a stone fence. Wests, occas. (Sa.): 
rutl. Elsewhere more comm. rotl. 
b) a boiling up, the sound of a li- 
quid boiling up. Fe.: rotl [ro'tal, 
r6[3l]. 2) a small waterfall in a 
stream. Ye.: rotl [r6t3l]. 3) aheap 
of small stones; a r. o’ stens. Du.: 
rotl [rot3l]. — *rutl. See rutl, vb. 
For the diff. meanings of rutl cf. 
krotl, sb. 

rutl, ruttel [rot3l, rotal] and rotl, 
rottel [rot3l, rotsl (ro'tal, rotal)], vb., 
1) to rumble, crash; to fall with a 
crashing or rumbling sound, e.g. of a 
part of a stone fence (Sa., Wests.; 
Wh.); de dike (the fence) or de wa’ 
[‘wall’] rutteld (rotteld)doon. Wests, 
occas. (Sa.): rutl. Elsewhere more 
comm. rotl. 2) of a liquid: to boil 
up, seethe, bubble. Fe. [r6t3l, r6[3l]; 
de kettle is rotl in [ro'tlin] (Fe.). 3) 
to mutter; to “r. aff” onyting. Du.: 
rotl [rotalj. — No. rutla, vb., to rattle, 

to make a noise on shifting anything 
(Aa.), to boom (R.). See krotl, vb. 

rutsikrabb [rut'^ikrab1], sb., a kind 
of humped, hairy crab, spider-crab? 
Conn. The first part rutsi- is re- 
ported as denoting something tousled 
and rough-looking, and may then 
be a *russi = rusket2, adj. Cf. 
russi in russi-foal2, sb. 

ruvilt, ruvolt, see rovilt, revolt, 
adj. 

re1 [ra], sb., refuse, rubbish; worn- 
out, worthless things; “I am blide 
to see de re o’ it gaun [‘going’] ut 
o’ de hus”. N.Roe, Nmn. — Prob. a 
*hryd(i). O.N. hrodi, m., refuse, rub- 
bish. Cf. rod, sb. 

ro2 [ro], sb., a block of wood, some- 
thingimmovable, impeding one’s way. 
Used as a metaphor, partly of persons, 
in exprs. as “to be for a ro, to be 
(sit or stand) like a ro”, to sit or 
stand in the way, without moving. 
N.Roe, Nmn. — Poss. the same word 
as the preceding, but may also be 
an abbr. of rodastabb, which is used 
wholly in accordance with ro2, and 
in which compd. roda- is quite an- 
other word. 

re [ro], vb., = ro1, to remain at 
rest. See ro1, vb. 

reb [rob], vb., to scamp a piece 
of work; to leave work half done; 
to r. t’rough onyting. Nmw. — Pa- 
rallel form to rov, vb., q.v. 

rebet [robot], adj., careless, un- 
able to perform any work satisfac- 
torily; a r. body. Nmw. — Parallel 
form to rovet, adj. 

rebibens [rofribens’], sb. pi., = 
rodabens. Nm. 

red [rod, rod, ro3d], sb., 1) rub- 
bish; muddle; disorder; to be in a 
r., de hus is lyin’ in a r. Yb. [ro3d]. 
2) a) seed of weeds growing among 
the corn, esp. seed of wild mustard 
(runchie, runchock); occas. of seed 
o/ meldi (Du.). In Du. in the forms 
rod [(rod) ro3d] and roth, rop [(rop) 
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r03p]. b) seed of weeds, with husks, 
separated from the corn in the first 
sifting-, de r. aff o’ de tail o’ de 
flakki: Y. occas. [rod]; cf. rodins, 
sb. pi. Occas. roda [roda]; de corn 
is fu’ o’ meldi and roda (N.Roe, 
Nmn.). c) weeds among the corn-, 
see rodi, sb. 3) by transference 
occas. of poor corn-, a lock [‘lot’] o’ 
r. Y. and Fe. [rod, r03d]. Reported 
from Sa., Wests, [ryd], as used of 
very poor hay. 4) close, fine rain: 
a) misty rain, b) drizzling rain-, 
comm. esp. outside N.I., and usually 
pronounced with long 0 [rod, r0®d]. 
Noted down in Fo. with short 0 [rod] 
in sense of splashing rain-, in the 
same sense in Nm. [rod], where the 
word is found also in the form roda 
[roda]. a rod 0’ mist or weet [‘wet’], 
a day o’ rod: Yn [rod], and Sa. [ryd]; 
in these places esp. of misty rain. 
In Conn, noted down partly with long 
0 [rod], partly with short 0 [rod]; “he 
cam’ a r. [rod] aff 0’ de hill” (Conn.), 
roda [roda], hill-roda (Conn.), close, 
fine rain, misty rain,from the hill. Du. 
(S.Sh.): rod [(rod) r03d], close, fine 
rain, a misty rod, misty rain. — Ork. 
ro [ro], drizzling rain. — *hryd(i) or 
“hrodi”. O.N. hrodi, m., refuse, rub- 
bish. I cel. hrodi, m., dirt, filth. The 
form rod in Shetl. may be due partly 
to infl. from rod, vb., but phoneti- 
cally it is best explained as derived 
from a *hryd-, arisen by i-mutation 
from “hrod-” (O.N. hrodi); cf. No. 
iyd (y’), n., refuse, rod, in sense 
of fine rain, springs from a root- 
meaning refuse-, drizzle. 

rod1 [rod (r0ad), rod], vb., 1) to 
separate the husks from the corn 
in the first winnowing-, to r. sids 
or caff [‘chaff’], to r. de sids ut 0’ 
de corn — to sift de corn. N.I., Nm. 
and other places. U. and Y.: [rod]. 
Uwg.: [rod] and [rod]. Fe.: [rod] and 
[rod]. Nm.: [rod]. 2) to drizzle-, he 
is rodin ut 0’him, it is drizzling-. 

comm, [rod (rod)] in this sense, esp. 
outside N.I.; in Du.: rod (rop) [rod, 
ro3d, ro3p]. Ork. ro [ro] = Shetl. rod 
2. 3) r. a f f, to disperse, pass over, 
of rain, rain-clouds; to clear up after 
rain-, he is rodin aff, it is clearing 
up-, he ’ll may-be r. him aff. In this 
sense noted down only with long 0 
[rod]. 4) to carry on idle and fool- 
ish talk, to twaddle-, to sit rodin; 
he is rodin ut 0’ him. Wests, [rod 
(rod)]. 5) to mutter, mumble-, he 
merely roded [rodsd]; he just roded 
ut o’ him; he roded it ut (ut 0’ him). 
Easts, and N.I. [rod]. — O.N. hrjoda, 
vb., to spread, throw off. No. rjoda, 
vb., a) vb. a., to spread, throw out, 
b) vb. n., to drop, c) to grind coarse- 
ly, d) to talk much, to twaddle 
(R.). Sw. dial, ry, vb., to fall in drops, 
inter alia of rain. But rod 2 might 
also suggest O.N. hrjdta, vb., prop. 
to fall (with resonance), to start, in 
Icel. also to drizzle (“pad hrftur tir 
honum”: B.H.); cf. Faer. rota, f., 
rainy weather-, but the Ork. form 
ro [ro], without final d, makes a 
deriv. of “hrjoda” more conceivable, 
rod 4 is prob. also O.N. hrjoda and 
hardly O.N. roeda, vb., to speak, as 
No. “rjoda” is found in sense of to 
twaddle, rod 5 may be partly “hrjoda”, 
partly O.N. hrjota, vb., in sense of 
to emit coarse sounds, to snore. 

red2 [rod, rod, ro3d], vb., to build 
up hurriedly and temporarily, e.g. 
a gap in a fence; to r. op or toged- 
der; r. it op onyway! N.I. Noted 
down in U., Un. [rod], and in Y., 
Yh. [ro3d]. — May be O.N. hrjoda or 
*hrceda, vb., in sense of to clear, to 
throw out, upset. Cf. O.N. (h)roda 
(Fr.: roda), vb., to clear, upset, throw 
together, and “hrodi”, m., rubbish. 
Hardly O.N. (h)rydja, vb., to clear, 
as this is found in the form rodj 
[r6d^]. Beside rod, the form rodl 
[rod3l, rodol], vb., is used in Yh. in 
the same sense. 
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*red [r0d] and *re [ro], adj., red. 

r0d in a rhyme, fairy-verse, from 
Fe. in mingled English and Norn: 
Du at rides de rod , you who 
ride the red one (the red horse)  
Further with preserved d in the de- 
rived rodi and roda (q.v.). ro is the 
commonly occurring form in place- 
names, e.g.: Kletten ro [kleton ro] 
(Hillswick, Nmw.), the red rock, 
accus.: *klettinn raufifa; now as the 
name of a house: klettinum rauda. 
Frequently as the first part in place- 
names: ro, e.g.: Rones [rones], a) 
near Hillswick, Nmw., b) in Sandsting: 
*rauda nes, the red ness; further Ro 
from *Ro-0, “red isle", in a) Mukkel 
Ro (older Mikkel Ro, and Ro stur 
[stnr], on Timothy Font’s map of Shet- 
land produced 1646, written “Ruoy 
stour”), an isle west of De.: *rau5oy 
mikla (stora), “great red isle" (the 
name owes its origin to red granite 
rocks), b) Little Ro: an isle in Yell 
Sound, c) Nort’ Ro, written North 
Roe: a peninsula, the most northerly 
part of Northmavine, M. (containing 
formations of red granite rocks). See 
*0,sb.,and Sh. St. pp. 171—72. Ro- 
hedler [ro'hed’lor, rohed'lor] (Fo.): 
*rau5i hellir, the red rocky cave. 
Robrekks [rebreks], pi. (Hamar Ness, 
Nmw.): *rau6u brekkur, the red hills, 
and Robregg [rsbreg] (between Nibon 
and Sullom, Nm.): *raufla brekka, 
red hill. 

roda1 [roda (roda)], sb., 1) seed 
of weeds (wild mustard) among the 
corn; de corn is fu’ o’ r. C. and 
Nm" [roda]. 2) a quantity of small, 
worthless objects, = rod2; a lock 
[‘lot’] o’ r.; a r. o’ taatis [‘potatoes’]. 
C. [roda]. 3) fine rain. Nm. [roda], 
C. [roda]. Du.: roda (ropa) [roda 
(ropa)]. — Prob. from O.N. “hrodi” 
in all 3 senses; see rod, sb. and vb. 

reda2 [roda], sb., a red mare or 
cow, esp. as the name of such: Roda. 
N.I., Du". (Shanderwick): Reda [reda], 

by association with Eng. red, adj.— 
*rauda, f., from O.N. raudr, adj., red. 
Cf. rodi2, sb. 

rodabens [rod^’afaens1], sb. pi., a 
wretched, bony animal. Nm. Prop. 
loosely-knit bones. The first part 
roda- is then to be classed with 
rod2, vb. Cf. riggabens, rigli- 
bens, etc. 

rodabogi [ro"dabog-i], sb., a great 
talker of nonsense, a babbler. N.Roe, 
Nm". From rod1, vb. 4, and bogi, 
sb., entire skin of an animal. Cf. 
ruabogi, sb. 

rada-s/eve [ro"dasiv], sb., a riddle 
for sifting corn; see rod, sb. 2 b, 
and rodins. Nm. 

rodastabb [ro"dastab-], sb., a block 
of wood, in exprs. as “to sit (or stand) 
like a r.”, to sit (or stand) im- 
movable, like a block, impeding the 
way of busy people. Fe. or Y". — 
Prob. an orig. *roydarstabbi and the 
same word as Fser. roydrarstabbi, m., 
a seat made from a dorsal vertebra 
of the rorqual (O.N. roydr, f., Fser. 
roydur, f., rorqual). The larger verte- 
brae of this species of whale were 
comm, used in the Faeroes like blocks 
of wood (stabbar) to sit on, and this 
is said also to have been the case 
in Shetland. Cf. *ro'drastobb, which 
is another form of the same word, 
but with a diff. meaning. 

rodelek, rode-Z/ke? [ro'dalek], 
adj., of weather: foreboding fine 
rain; he is r.-/., there is a prospect 
of rainy weather, rod, sb. 4. Nm. 

rodi1 [redi], sb., weeds among the 
corn. N. *hrydi? O.N. hrodi, m., re- 
fuse, rubbish. See rod and roda1, 
sbs. 

rodi2 [rodi], sb., a red stallion or 
bull; esp. as the name for such: 
Rodi. N.I., Du". (Shanderwick): Redi 
[redi], name for a red stallion, by 
association with Eng. red, adj. From 
Ai. (Aith) is reported Redi [redi] in 
a riddle as the name, for fire. — 
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*raufli, m., from O.N. rauflr, adj., 
red. Cf. roda2, sb. 

rodi3 [rodi], sb., a stout and clumsy 
person. Sa., Wests. — May be No. 
ryte (yy), n., a big, unshapely thing; 
No. and Faer. ruta, f., a big, coarsely- 
built (rough and slatternly) woman, 
in No.: ruuta (R.), but in Faer. with 
orig. short u. More remote in mean- 
ing is Icel. hrodi, m., a coarse per- 
son (prop, rubbish; cf. Shetl. rod, 
roda1, rodi1, sbs.), hrodamenni, n., 
a coarse, rough person. 

redi [rodi (rodi)], adj., of weather 
or of a certain interval of time: with 
drizzling rain, or close, misty rain; 
a r. day (Papa: rodi). — Deriv. of 
rod, sb. 4. 

rodi-burstin [rod"ibo‘rstin], sb., 
burstin (corn dried over the fire 
in a pot), from which the seed of 
weeds has not been separated (esp. 
meldi and “runchie”, wild mustard). 
Sa., Wests. See rod, sb. 2. 

redins [rodins (rodins)], sb. pi., 
seed of weeds, husks, separated 
from the corn, esp. in the first 
sifting. See rod (roda1, rodi1), sb. 

redi-sids [ro^'disids'], sb. pi., = 
rodins. Y. and Fe. 

redret [rod"9rat-], adj., reddish; 
reddish white. U. Deriv. of O.N. 
raudr, adj., red. See rod ret (with 
the parallel form rudret), adj. 

ref [rof], sb., scab, (red) pimples 
on the skin; a r. on (ut ower) de 
skin. comm. — O.N. hrufa and hr^fi, 
f., scab, No ruv, m., and ruva, f., 
crust of a sore. 

relk [ro'Mk] and reiki [ro^lki, ro'jki], 
sb., \) a big and clumsy boy. Clumlie, 
Du.: rolk. 2) sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. for the mackerel, 
— rolli and rolk, sbs. Fe.: rolki. 
— *rylki, n., deriv. of *rulkr, No. 
rulk, m., a pad, bundle, something 
pad- or bundle-shaped. 

rell1 [rol], sb., 1) a heap, pile, of 
any kind, esp. such as impedes one’s 

way; a r. i’ de way. Fo. 2) a very 
big, unshapely (round-shouldered) 
person; a r. o’ a man or wife [‘wo- 
man’]: Fo.; a big r. o’ a “chield” 
(fellow): Conn. — Poss. a *royvl or 
a *ryvl = *ruvl. Cf. a) No. royving, 
m., a big and bulky fellow (from 
“royva”, vb., to take up a large 
space, — ruva, vb.), b) No. ryvlen 
and ruvlen, adj., voluminous (dex'wed 
from “ruv”, m., of a big circum- 
ference, cognate with “ruva”, f., a 
heap, lump), c) as to the form: roll2, 
sb., a young horse when losing 
its hair, prob. a *ryvl = *ruvl; see 
roll2, sb. 

rell2 [rol], sb., a young horse when 
losing its hair; a pellet r., a young 
horse of a shabby appearance, its 
hair hanging in tangled lumps, co m m. 
Partly a one-year-old horse = “ staig”, 
partly one somewhat older: a two-year- 
old horse (Nmw.). Occas. also used 
as a sea-term, tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang., for horse (acc. to J.I.). 
In Du. occas. roll [ro'l], a pellet 
roll. — Prob. a *ryvl (*ruvl) or *royvl, 
from No. “ruv” in “ruvull”, f., the 
loose wool of a sheep, = ru, or O.N. 
hroyfi (hreyfi), No. “royve”, n., the 
fleece of a sheep. Cf. No. ruvel, 
m., a rough-haired, shaggy creature, 
of animals (Aa.), ruven, ruvlen, ruv- 
lutt, adjs., having a neglected ap- 
pearance, shaggy; ragged; tangled, 
and “ryvlen”, adj., = ruvlen,/ww/zg- 

bristly, bushy hair; No. royvlen, 
adj., untidy; disarranged. — For a 
roll [rol], reported from Conn, in 
sense of an old, worn-out animal, 
see roll2, sb. 

roll3 [rol, to]], sb., misty rain-, “a 
r. o’ mist”, and more commonly “a 
r. o’ weet”. Du. Almost syn. with 
rod, sb., but of a somewhat longer 
duration.— *hrydl? See rod (Du.: 
rod), sb. 4, from which roll may 
be derived. Or to be classed with No. 
rael (raal), n., scrapings, refuse? 
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roll [rel], vb., to gad about, esp. 

to be in heat, to copulate. Conn. — 
Deriv. of ro (roi), vb.? Is no doubt, 
in spite of the deviating vowel-sound, 
cognate with No. and Sw. ralla, vb., 
to gad about-, to leap-, to be in heat. 

relief1 [relat], adj., shabby, with hair 
hanging in tangled lumps, of a young 
horse when losing its hair; a r. staig. 
Also rolli [reli]. — No. a)ruvlen, ruv- 
lutt, ryvlen, b) reyvlen, adjs., shaggy; 
ragged-, tangled. See roll2, sb. 

rollet2 [relat], adj., in heat; a r. 
staig (one-year-old horse). Conn. 
In the same place re Hi [reli], “a r. 
staig”, for relief1, adj.—See rell, vb. 

roll! [reji], sb., sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. \or fishing-buoy 
made of hide. Fe.? acc. to J.I. See 
roller, rolli, sbs. 

rollin [relin], sb., a) a young horse 
having lost half or most of its coat 
and therefore having a shabby ap- 
pearance; a pellet [paelot] or pelld 
[paeld] r. pellet = ragged; tangled. 
Also a sheep losing its wool, b) a 
sheep from which the wool has been 
plucked, but with patches left on 
the parts of the body most sensitive 
to cold; also reported in the forms 
rolling [rehrj] and rollin [rolm]. 
Un. — Poss. a *hreyflingr from O.N. 
hreyfi (hreyfi), n., the fleece of a 
sheep. See the cognate roll2, sb. 

relll [relij-sp/nd/e, sb., horse-tail, 
equisetum. Ym. The first part is poss. 
roll2, sb., horse, corresponding to 
“horse” in the Eng. name for the 
same plant. 

remikoll [rem ’ikol ] and retnikoll 
[rem"ikol\ rem"ikah], sb., a round 
vessel made of staves, used esp. for 
holding cream and curds; also for 
putting the butter in when churning. 
Now often in a wider use, denoting 
a round wooden vessel in general, 
a small tub (Du.), remikoll: Sa., 
Wests. Elsewhere comm.: remikoll 
[rem••lk^l•]. The pronunc. [renrikoh] 

is reported from Du. In Sa. also 
remiskol [reur’iskah]. — *rjoma- 
kolla, from O.N. rjomi, m., cream, 
and *kolla, No., Faer., Icel. and Sw. 
dial, kolla, f., a vessel, bucket (in 
No., Faer., Icel. a bucket without a 
hoop), romiskol may be *rjoma- 
skal; see skol, sb., a bowl, remi- 
for romi- is no doubt due to infl. 
of the common “ream”, sb., cream 
(L.Sc. ream, reyme). For an old 
Norn use of the word “ream”, of 
dead calm, see under “ream”, sb. 

remiskol [renr iskol’], sb., = re- 
mikoll; see the prec. word. 

reni [reni (roni)], sb., 1) a stony 
hill; now rare as a common noun 
in this sense. Lunn. [reni]. 2) a 
stone-heap, prop, a) a mass of earth- 
fast stones, a r. o’ stens: Conn, 
[reni]; now often b) a heap of loose- 
lying stones (esp. big stones)-, corre- 
sponding in N. and W. Shetland to 
L.Sc. “cairnie”, used in Du. 3) a 
(single) big stone, fragment of rock, 
earthfast stone. Lunn. [reni]. — In 
place-names comm, in sense of stony 
ground, esp. stony elevation or ridge 
of hills, and comm, pronounced with 
short e[reni]. Exx.: de Reni o’ Craw- 
tun (Sa.). Reni fogra [fogra] (N.Roe, 
Nmn.): *hraunit fagra, “the fair stony 
hill”, de Renis o’ Brinnister [breq"- 
istor] (Kwarf", S.Sh.). de Renis o’ 
Mirka-water (Lunn.). de Renins [re- 
nms] (Ai., Skaw, Wh.): *hraunin, pi. 
def. form with added Eng. pi. -s. 
With long e: de Renens [rsnans] 
(Ai.). de Berrarenis [baer"arenMs] 
(Sa.): *berg-hraun. de Fellarenis 
[fd"aren,is] (De.): *fell-hraun. de 
Hjogarenis [hjo’^garen’is] (Olnesfirf 
Ness, Nm.): *haugahraun. Krogareni 
[kro^garen’i] (M.Roe): *kr&k(u)hraun. 
de Langareni [lag^aren'i] and Longa- 
reni [lag^gjaren'i] (N.Roe; Busta, De.). 
Langreni [lagreni] (Olnesfirf Ness, 
Nm.). When uncompounded, rarely 
without suffix, and then with long e, 
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thus: de R0n [ron] (Fe.), stony ridge 
of hills. As the second part in place- 
names, however,often ron with short 
vowel-sound [(ron) ran]. Exx.: Bolle- 
ron [b^l••^r^n• (-ron-)] (Ai.): prob. (in 
regard to the appearance of the place) 
*boll-hraun, “the round stony hilf'; 
cf. a) Ballafell [bal"afel-] (Uyea, Nm.): 
prob. *ballar-fell, and b) Faer. Boll- 
heygur (several places). Huron (Ho- 
ron) [huran (horan)] (Twatt and Onje- 
firt’, Ai.): *hp (h£)-hraun, “the high, 
stony hill (the high, rocky ridge of 
hills)”. Hol(e)r0n [h^l••^r^n•] (Fogri- 
garth, Ai.): prob. *hol(a)hraun; O.N. 
holl, m., a hill, Shetl. hul. de Hwida- 
rons or Kwidarans fhwid"ar0ns‘, kwid- 
••arons1], also -ronis (Nm.): *hvltu 
hraun, pi. Kolleron, in Ai. [k61"aran‘], 
and in Nibon, Nmw. [ko("ar6n-], roun- 
ded, rocky hills: *koll-hraun; seekoll1, 
sb. As the first part ron(a) [rona]- 
in e.g. de Ronadelds [ron^adelds’] 
(Hul,N.Roe): *hraun-deildir; seedeld, 
sb. R0n(a)hul [ron^awol'] (M.Roe): 
*hraun-holl. Ronavird [r0n"avi‘rt’ 
(-fi‘rt‘)]: *hraun(a)-var<5a or -vardi. — 
Ron is [ronis]-hill (*Roe, Nm".), the 
highest hill in Shetland, older *Ronis- 
fell (in Timothy Font’s map of Shet- 
land, produced by Blaeu, Amsterdam 
1646, written “Renisfelt hill”):*hrauns- 
fell. The dome top of the hill rises 
above a stony height, the old, now 
almost obs., name of which is “de 
Ronis”. The red granite of the height 
has given rise to the erroneous de- 
rivation “Roness” from a supposed 
*raudanes. — A form roni [roni] is 
much rarer than roni, e.g de Roni 
o’ Burravoe (N.Roe, Nm".); cf. above 
the pronunc. [kol"3ron‘] of Kolleron 
in Nmw.— O.N. hraun, n., stone-heap, 
stony ground. Faer. reyn, n., stony 
ground, stony height. 

renzj frond/J, sb., rapid motion 
(cloud-drift; strong current); also the 
wash of the waves, surf. Nm. — 
May have arisen, by i-mutation, from 

rons, ronzj, O.N. *runs; see rons, 
ronzj, sb. and vb. 

ror [r@r, rs3r] and ror-girs [rgr- 
gi‘rs (r03r-), -ge‘rs (-ga'rs)], sb., the 
common reed, esp. reed-grass. 
Wests. — O.N. royrr (reyrr), m., the 
common reed, arundo. No. royr, f. 
and n., a) the common reed, arundo, 
b) = royrgras, n., reed-grass, phala- 
ris arundinacea, Da. rorgraes. 

rer [ror, r0ar], vb., to build up 
something loosely and temporarily, 
esp. of stones; to r. op a dike (a 
fence), a wa’ [‘wall’], a kro (a sheep- 
fold), a hus. U"., Nmw. [r@r] noted 
down in U".; [r03r] in Nmw. Also 
rer [rear]: U". — Prop, to pile up 
a heap of stones, from O.N. royrr 
(reyrr), *hroyrr, m., a heap of stones, 
Sw. ror, n. O.N. royra (reyra), vb., 
is recorded in sense of to bury in a 
stone-heap. With the difference of 
meaning between Shetl. ror, vb., and 
O.N. royra (reyra), vb., cf. the corre- 
sponding diff. between Shetl. kes, 
kjos, kus, vbs., and O.N. kasa, vb. 
— “royrr”, sb., stone-heap, is pre- 
served in Shetland in a few place- 
names, such as: de Nort’ and de 
Sooth Roren [rgron], de Digna-Roren 
[digna rgron]: three rocky hills, all 
in Nmw. (Nibon). 

rorpikker [rgr' pik'or], sb., for rur- 
pikker. Fe. See ruderpikker, sb. 

fres [rgs, ros], sb., praise, com- 
mendation; he has a great r. o’ dee, 
he praises you highly. Conn. [ros]. 
Also boast. — Is orig. O.N. tiros, f. 
or n. (Fser. ros, No. ros, f. and n.), 
but the vowel-sound o for u (*rus) 
is due to L.Sc. infl. L.Sc. ruse, 
ruisse, sb., boast; praise (Jam.). 

fres [ros, ros], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
commend highly. 2) vb. n., to boast. 
comm. For ros in a proverbial 
phrase see fbrigg, sb. — O.N. hrosa, 
vb., a) to praise, b) to boast. In 
the same senses L.Sc. ruse, ruisse, 
sb., a) boast, b) praise. Shetl. ros 
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is no regular phonetic development 
ot O.N. hrosa, which ought to give 
*rus in Shetl. Norn. The vowel- 
sound 0 is due to infl. of L.Sc. 

resklet [rosklot], adj., of corn: 
having long, coarse and brittle 
stalks; r. corn. Sa., Wests. See 
ruski, adj. 

reslet [ra^lot], adj., impetuous; 
hasty; heedless; a r. body. Sa., 
Wests. — No. ruslutt, negligent; 
heedless (R.). 

ret [rot], vb., is in form prop. Eng. 
root, vb., just as Shetl. rot [rot], sb., 
is Eng. root, sb. —- cf. e.g. Eng. good, 
adj., in Shetl. pronunc.: [god]; Eng. 
boot, sb., in Shetl.: [bot]; Eng. soot, 
sb., in Shetl.: [sot], — but in senses 
such as to rummage; to be occu- 
pied with soiling work, “to r. in 
or wf onyting”, rot springs from 
O.N. rota, vb., to turn upside 
down, to stir up, to disturb, etc. No. 
rota, vb., also inter alia to be occu- 
pied with soiling work. Shetl. rot 
is used like feel, and Faer. rota, No. 
and Sw. rota, Da. rode, partly like 
rums and rumsel,vbs., to rummage. 
In sense of to root up (earth), e.g. 
of swine, Shetl. rot assimilates to 
Eng. root, vb. 

frev1 [rev], sb., a riveting plate, 
assimilates in sense to O.N. ro, f., 
No. ro, f.; but the form of the word 
is L.Sc.; cf. in Jam.: roove, ruve, 
ruiff, vb., to rivet, clinch. — In sense 
of rivet, clincher nail, rov is later 
and prob. a loan-word from L.Sc. 

rev2 [rev, re3v], sb., untidy state; 

disorder, confusion; in a r. Nm. To 
be classed with rov, vb. 

rev [rev], vb., to scamp a piece 
of work; to r. t’row [‘through’] ony- 
ting. Nmw. — No. royva, vb., inter 
alia to shake up, throw up in a 
loose pile; to disarrange. The Shetl. 
form also permits of a deriv. from O.N. 
rjiifa, vb., to break up, etc. (to be 
classed with No. “royva”), in No. 
(rjuva) also: to overturn, disarrange. 
See rob, vb. 

revaskerri [rovaskaer i], sb., a 
worthless thing; also collect.: worth- 
less objects, lumber. Esh., Nmw. 
— The first part rova- is prob. to 
be classed with the two prec. words. 
The second part is poss. No. skarv, 
n., a poor, useless thing, or a *skarr, 
No. skarre, m., something worn out, 
= skark, m., something feeble and 
wretched, an old horse; No. skarren, 
adj., feeble, wretched. 

revet [revat, rovat], adj., slovenly, 
careless; partly a) actively of a per- 
son : that performs a piece of work 
untidily and carelessly; a r. body. 
Nmw. [revat (rovat)]; partly b) pass- 
ively of work: badly and imperfectly 
done; a r. job. Esh., Nmw. [rovat 
(revat)]. — To be classed with rov2, 
sb., and rov, vb. 

revlet [rovlat], adj., = rovet; to 
do [de: ‘do’] onyting in a r. manner, 
in a r. way (slovenly, imperfectly). 
Nms. (Sullom, Bard.). — No. royvlen, 
adj., untidy; disarranged (ruvlutt, 
ruvlen, ryvlen, adj., rough; tang- 
led, etc.). 

S. 
sabb [sab], vb., to saturate, esp. 

with water-, to soak. Comm, in perf. 
part, sabbet [sabat], also adj., sa- 
turated; soaked; hit [‘it’ = de wood] 
is fairly sabbet (Fo.); a sabbet 
piece o’ wood. — No. sabba, vb., used 

in sense of to spill water-, to plod 
(Aa.), has also been used in sense 
of to be heavy with moisture-, cf. 
No. sabben, adj., heavy and rainy 
(of the air), muddy (of the roads), 

sabbet [sabat], adj., heavy with 
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moisture, soaked, e.g. of a piece of 
wood, may partly be No. sabben, 
adj., heavy and rainy, etc., partly 
perf. part, of sabb, vb., q.v. 

saddle, sb., a saddle, used in 
Shetl. place-names, occas. of a saddle 
or hollow in the sky-line of a hill, si- 
milar to O.N. spdull, m., saddle, in 
No. place-names (“Sadelen”, “Salen”). 
Thus: de Saddle o’Swarister (Ye.). 
Found also in the form sedel [sedsl] 
in sense of saddle, L.Sc. saidle, and 
metaph.: a saddle-shaped hollow in 
a height, [sedol] may be an angli- 
cised pronunc. of [*sad3l], corre- 
sponding to No., Da. and Sw. sadel, 
Faer. sadil, m. “Sedlas [sedlas] 
burn” in Ys. owes its name to a 
hollow in a hill, corresponding to 
O.N. Sadia as the name of a stream 
in Norway. — As a common noun 
sedel is occas. used in a local sense: 
angular bone behind the gill-opening 
in a flatfish (esp. a skate), owing 
to the saddle-shaped form of the 
bone; de sedel o’ de skate (Un.: 
sead3l). Also sedelben [se’^dalben', 
se3”dolben-], = u saddle-bone". Cf. 
virdaben, sb. 

*sadna, vb., to prove true, accuse 
justly, — O.N. sanna, vb. Fo. Handed 
down only in the Foula song in the 
passive voice: sadnast wo = O.N. 
sannask A. O.N. sanna A einhvern, 
to accuse a person justly. See 
sand, vb. 

sag [sag], vb., of tide: to slacken, 
cease. Un-W. “de east-tide is saget 
[sagsd], de east-tide will be sagin” 
(Uwg. J.Sp.). — *saga. No. saga (R.), 
and sagga (Aa.), Da. sagge, vb., to 
walk heavily and slowly, to linger. 

*sagda [sagda], adv. expr., inten- 
sive: indeed, certainly, noted down 
only in conn, with “say”, vb., in 
phrases such as: a) “A’ (a: ‘all’?) 
say dee s.”, / tell you for certain. 
Fo. b) Naa [na] say dee, naa say 
dee s., / certainly have not (cer- 

tainly do not know) what you ask 
for (about). Ai. (Snaraness). — Poss. 
a said, “/ said so”, O.N. sagda, 
past tense of segja, vb., to say, see 
the foil. word. More prob., however, 
No. sagt(e), sagta, Sw. dial, sagt, 
adv., certainly, no doubt, Da. sagtens 
(*sagte), easily, no doubt. 

*sagda, *sagde faagda, fjagdo, 
^a'do], vb., 3rd pers. sing. impf. ind., 
“(he) said”, in a sea-song in Norn 
from Un., now almost unintelligible. 
— O.N. sagdi, 3rd pers. sing. impf. 
ind. of “segja”, vb., to say. 

sagg, sjagg [fjag (^ag)], sb., close, 
drizzling rain. Noted down in Du. 
[fjag], and Ys. [<jag, sjag]. Elsewhere 
more comm, sogg, sjogg [^6g]. 
— Icel. saggi, m., moisture. See 
sogg1, sb. 

sagg1, sjagg [sjag (^ag)], vb., to 
drizzle-, he is saggin (sjaggin). 
Du., Ys. — *sagga. Sw. dial, sagga, 
vb., to drizzle. See sjogg, vb. 

sagg2 [sag], vb., to drift slowly 
in a certain direction; “sho [‘she’ 
= de boat] is saggin to leeward”. 
Fo. — No. sagga, vb., to walk heavily 
and slowly. Da. dial, sagge, vb. Cf. 
sag, vb. 

fsagh, fsach [sa^], sb., of wind: 
abatement, cessation, see sagten, vb. 

sagin [sagin], sb., a dying-away 
tide, the last, feeble movement of 
the tide before it turns; stillness 
of the tide; de s. o’ de tide. U. — 
Orig. no doubt a *sagan, f., from 
*saga, vb., to walk slowly and heavily; 
see sag, vb. The current form sagin 
is a pres. part, form of sag. 

fsagta [sa^ta (sa^ta)] and fsakta 
[sakta], sb., easy (and sauntering) 
gait, gentle rowing; ease, gentle- 
ness. he ’ll just geng at his ain 
[‘own’] s. (Uwg.: sa^ta); cornin’ at a 
moderate s.; row at your ain s.l 
pull gently! take it easy! (Uwg-S.: 
sa^ta). The form with g \x] is the 
common one. — Prop, a sb., formed 
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from the adv. sagta; see the foil, 
word. 

fsagta [sa^ta, sa^ta], and fsakta 
[sakta], adv., gently, slowly, esp. as 
a call in rowing: pull gently, easily! 
sakta: Um0. and several places. More 
comm, sagta. — Da. sagte, No. sagte, 
sagta, Sw. sakta, adv., from L.Germ. 
sagt (sacht). 

fsagten [sa/ton, sa^on], vb., to 
slacken, abate, cease, esp. of wind 
and tide; de wind or tide is sagt- 
nin [sa/tnin] (Uwg.); hit [‘it’] is begun 
to s. (Fe.: sapn). Also sagt [sa/t]; 
de tide is sagtin; Uwg. Pres. part, 
is used substantively: de sagtnin 
[sa^tnin] o’ de wind or tide (Uwg.). 
— sagh, sach [sa/], sb., abatement, 
cessation, of wind, prob. represents 
an old *sagt; der ’r a s. i’ de wind. 
Conn., Du. — Da. sagtne, vb. n., to 
slacken, No. sagta, vb. a., to soften; 
Sw. sakta, vb., to abate; from L.Germ. 
See the prec. word. 

sail [sail], sb., current (ocean cur- 
rent), moving very slowly, a mere 
s., a s. o’ tide. Un. (Haroldswick, 
Norwich). — *sall ? Prob. to be class- 
ed with No. sala, vb., to move lazily 
and slowly; of wind: to abate (sala 
av), and No. salla, vb., to abate, e.g. 
of the wind; Da. dial, salle, vb., id. 
sail has prob. been developed from 
a “*sa]”, in which softened 1 []] has 
in turn been developed from orig. 11: 
*sall. The sound-combinations a) 
-ail [ail, ail], b) -oil [oil, oil (Oil)], 
c) -ain [(ain) ain], d) -oin [6in, oin 
(Sin)] in Shetl. Norn, esp. in U., often 
replace a) -a], -a], b) -6], -o] (-£[), 
c) (-arj) -ail, d) -ori, '0,1 (^l)* ^rorn 

orig. -all, -oil, -ann, -onn. Cf. sail, vb. 
sail [sail (sail)], vb., to move, esp. 

to sail, very slowly, to creep along, 
to s. in, to s. in t’rough de skerris: 
Fe. to s. to leeward, to sail (glide, 
drift) quite slowly to leeward (Fo.), 
= to sagg to leeward. — Prob. 
*salla from *sala, vb., to move very 
slowly. For the latter, and for a 

development of sound -all > -a[ > 
-ail, see under sail, sb. Shetl. sail, 
vb., differs in sense as well as in 
pronunc. from Eng. sail, vb. sail 
now partly merges with the pronunc. 
of sail, vb., to filter, O.N. slla. sail 
may also be No. sila, vb., to move 
slowly. Sw. dial, sila, vb., to trickle 
gently. 

sain [sean, se^n], vb., is L.Sc. 
sain, vb., a) to make the sign of 
the cross, b) to bless, corresponding 
to O.N. signa, vb., but is (was) used 
in Shetl. also in sense of to prac- 
tise witchcraft; by means of a for- 
mula to try to exercise a magic 
influence, esp. in order to bring help 
and recovery. In the same way 
O.N., Icel., Faer., No., Sw. signa, 
Da. signe, vb. O.N. “signa” was 
used also of heathen blessing: to 
consecrate to the gods by certain 
signs and formulae, next by conse- 
cration to bring magic power or 
witchcraft. 

saklos, sak-/ess [saklas], adj., 
blameless, guiltless. O.N. saklauss, 
adj., id. Eng. dial, sackless. 

saks [saks] and saksi [saksi], sb., 
1) one or more incisions made with 
a razor on diff. parts of the body 
(esp. the legs), where the skin has 
been hardened by scabby sores, to 
cause the bad blood to flow; de s. 
o’de legs. N.I.; esp. in the form 
saksi (noted down in U., Fe. and 
Yb.). 2) chaps and cracks in the 
skin, esp. in the feet, partly with 
encrusted dirt; chaps in the feet 
caused by frost or exposure to alter- 
nate wet and sudden cooling down. 
N.I. he’s got saks in his feet (Fe., 
acc.to J.I.). Now more comm, saksi; 
thus in U. — No. saks, n., small 
chaps in the skin caused by frost, 
also and prop, something chopped 
or minced; Faer. saks, n., chaps in 
the skin (esp. in the feet and hands') 
with encrusted dirt. See saks, vb. 

saks [saks], vb., to make incisions 
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in the skin, esp. with the end of a 
razor to cause the flow of bad blood, 
due to injury of a part of the body, 
or as a remedy against rheumatism. 
Similar to ben, vb. Also metaph. 
in the same sense as “to tak’ horn- 
bluid” [blod: ‘blood’]. Un. to s. chil- 
blains: U. — O.N. saxa, vb., to hack, 
cut (sax, n., a large knife or short 
sword)-, Icel. saxa, vb., to hack, caus- 
ing many small wounds (B.H.), No. 
saksa, vb., to hack, cut, Fser. saksa, 
vb., esp. to hoe a sown field, Da. 
dial., Jut. sakse, vb., to cut up butter 
crosswise with a blunt knife, in order 
to cleanse it from hairs. 

saksi, sb., see saks, sb. 
saksi [saksi], adj., of the skin, esp. 

in the feet, partly also in the hands: 
chapped and dirty, having encrusted 
dirt; s. i’ de heel. Fe., acc. to J. I. 
— No. saksutt, adj., of the skin: 
chapped and tender (R.). See saks, 
saksi, sb. 

fsakta, sb. and adv., see fsagta. 
salho [salho], sb., a large, full- 

grown shark (smaller species of 
shark), Shetl. ho, esp. a large female 
shark. Conn. Similar to blogaho 
(Conn.) and blaho (Fo.); see blaho, 
sb. — The first part sal- may be 
either No. sal, adj., of a pale, dull 
colour; sallow, pasty, poss. referring 
to the sandy colour of the belly, or 
rather No. sala, vb., to move lazily 
and slowly, in this case denoting a 
big, heavy and listless figure, 

fsalihu, sb., see fselihu. 
*salt [sa‘lt], sb., salt. This form 

with short a, and pronounced 1, is 
now obs., superseded by L.Sc. saut 
[sat, sat]. The form salt is other- 
wise found in the compd. saltfat 
[sa'ltfat, -fat], sb., a salt-cellar, L.Sc. 
saltfat, as well as occas. in place- 
names, such as: Saltness [sa'ltnes 
(sa'Mt-)] in several places, Saltness 
(W.), a reminder of the boiling of 
sea-water carried on there for the 

extraction of salt, de Saltapol [sa‘]"- 
tapok] (Haroldswick, U".), a saline 
pool, O.N. *salt-pollr. — O.N. salt, 
n., salt. 

salt [sa‘lt], adj., salt, e.g. in the 
expr. “as s. as brack” (a Sc. phr.; 
see Jam. under “brack”, sb.). The 
Shetl. pronunc. [sa‘lt] points back to 
O.N. saltr, adj., salt. Now comm.: 
saut, adj., L.Sc. form. 

sambek, sambug [sambok], sb., the 
place where two pieces of long-line 
(bugts) are joined together. U. — 
No doubt an orig. *sambugr, m., or 
poss. *sambugt, f. (see bugt, sb.), 
in sense of a bending together, a 
joining; cf. bendin, sb. O.N. bugr, 
m., a bend; curvature, bugt, f., id. 
— Scarcely a corruption ofsambord, 
sb., q.v. 

sambord (samber) [sambord, sam- 
bor (sambor)], sb., the joining of two 
pieces of long-line, bugts; the place 
where two pieces of long-line are 
joined together. Partly also of the 
joining of the long-line and the 
buoy-rope; in this sense in Edm.: 
sambord (U.?). [sambor] is the most 
common form of pronunc. In Du. 
is noted down a form [sambard]; Un. 
occas.: sanberd [saqbard, saqbard]; 
Lunn.: sembord [saembard], and 
Conn, occas.: sember [ssembar], in 
sense of the place where two pieces 
of long-line are joined together; a 
samfer [sa‘mfar], reported from Fe. 
in the last sense, is poss. the same 
word. — *samburSr, m., a joining 
together, from O.N. sam-, as the first 
part of compd.: together, and O.N. 
burflr, m., a bearing, bringing, etc. 
“samburflr” is recorded in O.N. in a 
deviating, metaphorical sense: inter- 
course, association, samfer might 
also be explained as a *samfar, with 
which cf. O.N. samfqr, f., in metaph. 
sense intercourse, companionship. 
See sambug, samfast(in), sbs., and 
cf. bendin, sb. 
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samiast [samfast, sanrfast-] and 

samfastin [sanrfas'tin, samfas’tin 
(^amfas'tin)], sb., the place where 
two pieces of long-line, bugts, are 
joined together, = sambug, sam- 
bord. samfast: Nmw.; samfastin: 
Fo., Wests. — Cf. O.N. samfesting, 
f., a joining, from samfesta, vb., to 
bind, tie together. In form sam- 
fast is similar to O.N. samfastr, adj., 
joined, and samfast, adv., continu- 
ously, but may, however, spring from 
an orig. *samfesta or -festan, -festing 
(by dropped ending). With regard 
to fast for *fest cf. fast(i), sb., a 
rope, O.N. festr, f. 

samkenn [sanrkem], inter]'., ex- 
clamation in the affirmative: cer- 
tainly, truly; samkenn! De. — May 
represent a *sannkenn by dissimi- 
lation, prop, declared in truth or 
something similar. Cf. Icel. sann- 
kenndr, adj., justly accused, E.J. 
O.N. sannkenna, vb., to accuse one 
justly. 

sand [sand], sb., the word is O.N. 
sandr, m., and Eng. sand, sb. As 
a common noun in Shetl. with long 
a, as a place-name (in which the word 
springs from O.N.), partly with short, 
partly with long a, and partly with 
a, when this is followed by a softened, 
palatalized n [saiid]. Exx. in place- 
names: Sand [sand] (St.), name of 
a village: sandi. de Sandjens 
[salons] (Skae, Nm.): *sandarnir, the 
sands. Milja sanda [me[a sanda] 
(Isle of Uyea, Nmn‘w): *millum sanda, 
between the sands (between the 
tracts of sand), de Sandibruggs 
[san"dibrogs'] (Sa.), sandy slopes: 
*sandbrekkur; O.N. sandbrekka, f., 
sand-hill-, see brogg and brekk, 
sbs. Sandfell [sai^dfel] (Burrafirth, 
U.), sandy hill: *sandfell. Sandness 
[sanes (sannes)], a parish on Wests.: 
*sandnes, sandy ness. Sandwick 
[san(d)wik] (U., Wh., Du.): *sandvlk, 
sandy creek. Sandsting [sa'nstin, 

sa'nsten], a parish on Wests., orig. 
a place of assize: *sandsping. — In 
the foil, words, beginning with sand-, 
long and short a alternate. 

sand [(sa'nd) saijd], vb., to say 
yes continually, esp. in the expr. 
“to s. wi’ [wT]”, to wheedle one, 
always to say yes-, he aye (always) 
sanded [(sa'ndad) sai^dad] wi’. U". 
— May be either a) O.N. sanna, vb., 
to verify, prove, confirm, No. sanna 
etter, to wheedle one, always saying 
yes (Aa.), or b) Sw. dial, samta, 
santa, “samta (santa) ma (med)”, 
vb., to say yes to everything that 
someone else says (Ri.). The use 
of the prep, in the Shetl. and Sw. 
exprs. assimilates. 

sandigiddek [san’digid'ok, san'di- 
gid’ok (-(jidak, -gedok, -<jedak)], sb., 
the sand-eel, Ammodytes lancea; 
see geddek (giddek), sb. 

sandikrapp [san"dikrap> (san’di- 
krap-)], sb., cramp in horses that 
have swallowed too much sand, when 
grazing in very sandy places; de horse 
is gotten de s. Fe. — Prop. usand 
cramp’’-, see krapp1, sb. Cf. the 
foil, word and sandvelta, sb. 

sandikrupp [san' dikrup-, san"di- 
krup’], sb., = sandikrapp. de horse 
is gotten de s. Fe. — krupp is to 
be classed with No. kryppa, vb., to 
shrink, contract, from *krupp-, of 
shrinking or something shrunken. 

sandilu [san’dilu' (-In'; ssn’diln-)], 
sb., ring-plover, charadrius hiaticula. 
comm. Also sandilug [san’dilng- 

(-]ng-; san'dilog-)]: Du. and several 
places. In F.I.: [san•dil^g•].— Ork. 
sandlo and “sand-lark”. — *sandlo. 
O.N. 16, No. lo, f., golden plover, 
charadrius. No. (obs.) sandlo, f., (in 
Aa. under lo, f. 1), prob. the same 
bird as Shetl. sandilu. Icel. sandlo 
(-16a), f., charadrius hiaticula (B.H.). 

sandkorn [(sandkorn) sandkorn, 
sandkorn], sb., one of the small 
stones, gathered on the sea-shore, 
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tied to a fishing long-line (a pakki 
or “weight”) at certain intervals-, 
the lesser sinker. Prop, and esp. 
used as a sea-term, tabu-name. Nmw. 
[siindkorn] is reported from Esh., 
Nmw. as a tabu-name. The common 
name is “bighter”, orig. from bugt, 
sb., a certain length of line. The 
larger sinker (one on each end of 
the main line) is called a) kappi, 
kappisten, b) “steed-sten”.^—*sand- 
korn, prop, grain of sand, in this 
case no doubt to be defined as a 
small lump from the sand, i.e. from 
the sea-shore. 

sandvelta [san(d),veii,ta], sand- 
velter [san(d)'vseiTt3r (-vae^tar), 
-ve'Ttar, -veiTtsr (-vector)] and sand- 
veltin (san(d),ve‘‘l,tin], sb., disease 
causing cramp in horses, due to 
their swallowing too much sand 
with their food when grazing in 
very sandy pastures. Yn.: sandvelta 
and [san(d),vei‘l,tar (-ve'l’tar)]. Un.: 
sandvelter [san(d)'v3eiTtar (-vae'l’tar, 
-veiTtsr, -ve'l'tar)] and sandveltin. 
— Prop, an overturning, writhing or 
rolling, caused by sand, “sand-wri- 
thing”, “sand-rolling”. The name 
is due to the sick animals’ rolling 
themselves on the ground. No. velt, 
m., and velta, f., Icel. velta, f., a 
rolling, etc. O.N. velting, f., rota- 
tion, rolling, from “velta”, vb., to 
roll. With the Shetl. form velter, cf. 
Sw. dial, valtra, vb., to upset, and 
(in dial.) valltra, f., an upsetting, 
No. valtra, vb., to roll, fall over, 
etc. See velter, sb. and vb. 

sandwarpet [sand’wa'rpat], perf. 
part, and adj., thrown together in a 
heap and mixed with sand, esp. of 
seaweed washed ashore; a s. bruk 
o’ waar (a heap of seaweed, see 
bruk, sb.). Sa., Wests. — May be an 
orig. “*sandvarpa(5r” from O.N. varpa, 
vb., to throw, cast. Eng. warp, vb., 
is used in a deviating sense. Cf. 
however, Eng. warp, sb. 

sang, sang [sag], sb., song, a 
singing, singing sound. The form 
“sang” is rather L.Sc., as O.N. has 
“spngr”, m., and No. has “song”, m. 
But in the special sense of a surging 
sound in the sea although it is calm 
(foreboding bad weather), “a sea- 
sang” (W. Burraf., Ai.), the word is 
prob. Northern and arisen from O.N. 
spngr. Cf. the local use of song, sb. 

sangster [sa'gstar], sangsterbreni 
[sa‘n"starbr0n'i (-bro'ni)], sb., a cake 
made of barley-meal kneaded with 
fish-livers and roasted on a gridiron. 
Easts. (Lunn., Wh., Sk.), Yh. Mostly 
in the compd. sangsterbroni. Wh. 
(and Sk.): sangster. From Fe. is 
reported a deviating form: sinkster- 
broni [sa'gk-starbron'i] or sinkse- 
t er b r 0 n i [sa‘gk,,setarbr0ni].—sang- 
ster corresponds in meaning to No. 
“kams, kangs” (see kengsi, sb.), 
but can hardly be the same word, 
as s before a can scarcely have de- 
veloped from k. An orig. *sams in 
sense of something kneaded or mixed 
together, cognate with No. sumsa 
and sumpa, vbs., to grasp, stir to- 
gether, may be supposed. A deriv. 
of *sang- in sense of a singeing is 
doubtless also conceivable; s in ks te r, 
in that case, from *sing-. Icel. sangr, 
adj., singed. No. sengra, vb., to singe. 
Germ, sengen, vb. sangsterbronis 
are baked on a gridiron in contrast 
to kwags, hwags, which are boiled. 
The now grilled bronis (barley- or 
oat-cakes) were formerly baked in 
the ashes. The root-meaning sug- 
gested above in regard to *sams seems, 
however, to be the most conceivable. 
With *samsa, in the root-meaning 
suggested, cf. No. kamsa, vb., to 
knead, to mix together, from which 
the above “kams” is derived. 

sann [san], sb., assertive exclama- 
tion in the exprs. “upo my [mi] S.! 
by my s. [bi mi san]!” upon my 
word! — No. and Faer. sann, f., prop. 
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truth, now only in the assertive exprs.: 
a) No. mi sann! b) Faer. mfn sann! 
uppa min sann! upon my word! — 
sang [sag], “by my sang! upo my 
sang!” which is Eng. dial, sang, 
from Fr. sang, blood, is now more 
comm, in Shetl. than sann. 

sar [sar], sb., bits of chaff sticking 
to the corn-stalks after the thrash- 
ing and then stripped off; to strip 
aff de s. U. — Doubtless prop, sedi- 
ment; refuse. Cf. No. (East Norw.) 
sar = sor, sorr, n., lumps of ice, 
prop, sediment; Icel. sori, m., syrja, 
f., sediment, dregs. 

sara-blind [sara blind], sb., a large 
spider with very long legs, found 
in the pasture, esp. on peaty soil. 
Un. — Forthe second part see blind2, 
sb. sara may represent “soro [soro, 
ssro]” = “sorrow” in sense of the 
devil. Note, however, also Sw. dial, 
saren = the devil. 

sara-sleb [sara slob], sb., a big 
jelly-fish, medusa; acalepha. St., 
Wests. — The second part is slob, 
sb., a) gelatinous substance; b) jelly- 
fish. For the first part see the prec. 
word. 

sara-visek (vissek) [sara visak 
(visak)], sb.f = sara-slob. Acc. to 
J. I. also a species of sea-anemone, 
actinia. See vissek2, sb. 

sare, sair [se3r], adj., sore, that 
feels pain, is a L.Sc. form (sair, sare: 
Jam.) and not directly developed from 
O.N. s&rr, adj., sore, which in Shetl. 
ought to have given *sor, corre- 
sponding to Eng. sore. The common 
Shetl. expr. “sick and sare”, however, 
distinctly points back to the corre- 
sponding expr. in O.N.: sjtikr ok 
s&rr, prop, sick and wounded. 

saren [saran], pres. part. ? reported 
only in the exprs. “s. fu’ [‘full’]", “s. 
drunk”, drunk, so that one cannot 
walk steadily; to geng s. fu’, to go 
swaying from side to side, owing 
to drunkenness. Conn. — May doubt- 

less be referred to No. sarra, vb., to 
walk slowly and lurchingly. 

saris? souris?, sb., reported by 
Th. Mathewson acc. to notes from 
Nm. with the pronunc.: [s&uns (sa- 
ns?)], written “sauris”, in sense of 
long-tailed, reddish-coloured jelly- 
fish (medusa). See sara-slob, 
sara-visek, sbs. 

sassermet. sasser-meaf[sas(s)"ar- 
mef], sb., chopped meat; meat (beef) 
minced with fat, salt and spice, 
stuffed into intestines and hung up 
for drying; a kind of dried meat 
sausage, comm. No. saksemat, m., 
pluck, minced for meat sausage, 
infl. by L.Sc. saster, pudding (from 
M.E. saucister, sausage). Cf. Da. 
dial., Jut. saks, sb., sausage. To be 
classed with saks, sb. and vb. 

say [se3, st], sb., a tale, narra- 
tive; dey had a s. among dem; hit 
[‘it’] is no [‘not’] to be made a s. 
aboot, that is nothing to talk about, 
I can neither praise nor blame it 
(Fe.). N.I. — This use of “say” agrees 
better with O.N. saga, f., and S9gn, 
f., a statement, tale, than with Eng. 
say, sb. 

say [se3, st], vb., in the expr. “s. 
frae”, to tell (about something), 
“dey say sae [‘so’] f(r)ae”, corresponds 
to O.N. “segja fr&”, and in the expr. 
“s. till (s. to)”, to give instructions, 
to O.N. segja til. See “frae” and 
“till”, preps, and advs. — “s. to [to], 
s. f(r)ae”, to relate accurately that 
which one has been told; hit [‘it’] 
is s. to, s. f(r)ae, it is (I tell it) 
exactly as I have heard it (Y.). — 
In the expr. “a true-said word”, 
“true-said” is a translation of O.N. 
sannsagdr or sannmaeltr, perf. part., 
said truly. O.N. sannsegja and sann- 
maela, vbs., to say truly. 

sai [sai] and saien [saian], sb., 
a tarred strip of cloth laid between 
two overlapping boards for calking 
a clincher-built boat, saien is re- 
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ported esp. from Fe. — *si, with the 
usual local anglicising of O.N. 1 to 
ai in Shetl. No. si, n., oakum, etc., 
used for calking seams in boats 
and ships; Icel. si (B.H.: s^), n., in- 
termediate layer, fibre, Faer. siggj, n. 

sai [sai], vb., to clear by straining. 
O.N. sia, vb., id. Cf. sail, vb. 

saien, sb., see sai, sb. 
saier [saiar], sb., a strainer. Fo. 

Deriv. of sai, vb. 
said, side [said], adj., long, reach- 

ing low down; a s. jacket; hit [‘it’] 
is ower s. — In Shetl. the word is 
regularly developed from O.N. sidr, 
adj., long, reaching low down, with 
anglicising of i to ai; but otherwise 
it is equally Eng. dial., L.Sc.: side, 
adj., id. 

saidi-sapp, sb., = sedi-sapp; see 
sede, sb. 

sail1 [sail], sb., in a water-mill: 
a piece of iron crossing the eye on 
the under side of the upper mill- 
stone, and fixed on either side of the 
eye. The top of the axle goes through 
a hole in the middle of this iron by 
which the millstone turns. In the 
collocation “grund-sail”, sail is syn. 
with king in “grund-king”; q.v.— 
sail is an anglicised form “sile” 
from O.N. *sigli, n.; cf. nail, “nile”, 
sb., a plug in a boat, from *nygla, f. 
Both words are formed in the same 
way as e.g. L.Sc. and Shetl. hain, vb., 
= O.N. hagna; sail, sb., = O.N. segl, 
n., a sail. — No. sigle, n., a piece 
of iron crossing the top of the axle 
of the mill and turning the mill- 
stone (Aa.); Sw. dial, sigel, segel, 
n., id.; Fser. sigli, n., a piece of wood in 
the eye of the quernstone through 
which the top of the axle goes. 

sail2, sile [sail], sb., small fry, 
esp. of herring. O.N. *sll, *slli, and 
L.Sc. sile. See sill1, sb. 

sdil, sile [sail], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
strain-, to s. milk; de horse sails 
de water t’rough his mooth. 2) vb. 

n., to ooze, leak; water sails t’rough 
a broken vessel; de water sails in 
t’rough de boat. — From O.N. *sila 
(Icel. and Fser. sila, No. and Sw. 
sila), vb., to strain, with anglicising 
of i to ai, but otherwise assimilating 
to Eng. dial, sile, vb., to strain. Cf. 
sill2, sb. 

sailer, siler [sailor], sb., a milk- 
strainer, a milk-s. From sail, vb. 

sailer [sailor], vb., in drinking of 
a liquid, formed on the top of a solid 
substance: to allow to filter in between 
the teeth, e.g. whey from the top of 
curdled milk. Y., Fe.? — Anglicised 
form (with ai for long i) from an 
old *sllra. Cf. No. sillra, sildra, vb., 
to flow gently; Da. dial., Jut. sylre, 
vb., id. 

fsaip, sipe [sai‘p], vb., 1) to ooze, 
trickle slowly. 2) to lap; to sip, to 
drink slowly and unwillingly. — Cf. 
No. sipla, vb., to lap; to sip (aud- 
ibly), to sip at a liquid, from *sipa, 
vb.; Sw. dial, sipa, vb., to ooze, 
trickle slowly; Eng. dial, sipe, vb., 
to ooze, dribble. — In sense of to 
drain to the last drop, the Shetl. 
word is Eng. dial, sipe, vb. In sense 
2 it assimilates exactly to No. sipla, 
vb. — saip, “sipe” [sai‘p], sb., a sip, 
drop, however, is rather Eng. dial, 
sipe, sb. 

sea [si, si], sb., besides meaning 
sea, has also the special sense wave-, 
a sea, a wave, free seas, three (suc- 
cessive) waves. — Springs, in sense 
of wave, from O.N. sj6r, m., a) sea, 
b) wave. O.N. “sjor” is preserved 
in some Shetl. compds., esp. as the 
first part: sju- (gen.: sjur- and sur-, 
sjus- and sus-); in adnasjur, sb., 
as the second part. 

sea-egg, sb., echinus marinus. 
Icel. sae-egg, n., id. (B.H.). 

sea-ferdi [ferdi], adj., seaworthy. 
Un. See ferdi, adj. 

sea-geng [sfgaeg-, sigseg-], sb., 
heavy surf. — O.N. sjofargangr, m., 
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heavy sea, No. sjogang, m., Da. so- 
gang, c., id. Cf. uppgeng, sb. 

sea-kont, see surkont, sb. 
seam [sim, sim], sb., single and 

collect., nail (nails); see sem, sb. 
seam [sim, simj, vb., to nail\ 

see sem, vb. 
seam-ferd, see semferd, sb. 
sea/n-klev, see semklov, sb. 
seat [sit, set], sb., a fishing- 

ground, for fishing with hand-line. 
See sedek2, sb. 

sed [sed (sg3d)], sb., a full-grown 
coalfish, gadus virens. comm. In 
Du.: sed [sed] and seth, sep [sep]. 
Many diff. names denote the various 
stages of development of sed, which 
is caught near the coast when young; 
see sillek, murt, piltek, hoi (hol- 
piltek), drolin (droljen), stivin, 
beli, benki, welsi, kegga-piltek, 
kod, sjaper. — O.N. seidr, m., coal- 
fish, gadus virens. The word is 
found also in L.Sc. dial., written 
“seath, seeth, seth, saith, sey, sye” 
(Jam., quoting Statistical Account). 

sede [seda (se3d9)] and sedi1 [sedi], 
sb., a mashing of sowen-sids, (Shetl.) 
sooen-sids = remains of husks sifted 
from oat-meal, from which are pre- 
pared sowens, (Shetl.) sooens, flum- 
mery; esp. the first mashing or soak- 
ing o/sowen-sids, the first straining 
of sowens; thin sowens, not yet 
settled. Reported from N.I. and Wests, 
sedi is reported from Fo.; elsewhere 
more comm.: sede. Mostly, however, 
sedi- as the first part of compd., 
esp. in “sedi-sapp”, a small por- 
tion of sedi, a beverage of sedi, set 
aside. — Prop, a mashing. Cf. Sw. 
dial, satt, n., inter alia a mashing 
for brandy. O.N. saeta, f., manure, 
in No. (saeta) also fertilizing fluid 
(in the soil). Other forms in No. 
are “seta” and “set”, f., the draining 
of fertilizing fluid through the soil 
(R.). See sede sup, sb. 

sedek1 [sedak, sadak (saedak)], sb., 

a seat, esp. a) a round seat of plaited 
straw. Conn., Dun. (Sandwick): [se- 
dak]; Dus.: [sadak, saedak]. b) a 
piece of sod, turf, dug up and used for 
a seat, = sodi1; further, occas. a big 
peat, put up behind the fire on the 
hearth; reported in this sense from 
Br. in the form seidek [saeidak].— 
Most prob. O.N. saeti, n., something 
to sit on. May also be seta, f., prop. 
a sitting, but occas. used in the 
same way as “saeti”, n. A form 
sede is found in the compd. *1 ang- 
sede, sb.; q.v. 

sedek2 [sedak] and sedi2 [sedi, 
sedi], sb., a fishing-ground some- 
what near the coast, where fishing 
with hand-line is carried on, as a 
rule not so near land asalandskor, 
and not so far out at sea as a “red”, 
where the long-line is used. N.I., 
U. and Fe.: [sedak]. Conn.: sedi. 
Now anglicised to “seat” [set, sit], 
a fishin’-seat. — In names of fishing- 
grounds the old forms have been 
better preserved. Exx.: de framer 
and de hemer Sedek (Uwg.) = the 
farther out and the nearer fishing- 
ground. Sandy (Alexander) Mowat’s 
[mots] sedek (Fe.). de Midsedeks 
[mid^'se’daks] (Conn.). As a place- 
name, beside sedek (sedi), is also 
noted down a rarer form sede [seda] 
a) from N.Roe, Nmn., in “0ter and 
Inner (outerand inner) Nikkasede 
[nak'ase'da]”, b) from Fe. in Sede- 
akkel [se”daak,al], prop, name of a 
landmark; see *akkel, sb. def. form 
in pi.: de Sedins [sedins], a fishing- 
ground east of Fedeland, N.Roe. — 
May be either O.N. sseti, n., a seat, 
or rather O.N. seta, f., prop, a sit- 
ting, but in No. also fishing-ground, 
esp. where halibut are caught (R.). 
Cf. sod, sodi1, sbs. 

sedel, saidle [sedal, ss3dal], sb., 
1) a saddle, — L.Sc. saidle. 2) some- 
thing saddle-shaped, esp. projecting, 
angular bone behind the gill-opening 

48 
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in a flatfish, esp. a skate, de s. o’ 
de skate (Un.). — For the form sedel 
see under “saddle”, sb. 

sedelben [se'^dalben1, ssMolben-], 
sb., of a flatfish (skate) = sedel; see 
sedel, sb. 2. 

sedesup [se"d3sup'?] and sedisup 
[se"disup'?], sb., 1) sedesup, acc. 
to Edm. = sede. U.? Edm.: “seda- 
soop, thin unsettled sowens”; not 
further confirmed. 2) sedisup, acc. 
to Barclay: sediment of butter-milk. 
Barclay (MS. Suppl. to Edm.): “sedi- 
soop, the settlings of kirnmilk”.— 
The first part is sede (sedi), sb.; 
q.v. The second part may be partly 
*sfip(a), No. and Sw. supa, f., Icel. 
stip, n., and siipa, f., soup, milk- 
pottage, partly O.N. saup, n., butter- 
milk. u (short) is occas. found in 
Shetl. Norn as a development of O.N. 
au; compare nut, sb., from O.N. naut, 
rut, vb., from O.N. rauta. With sup 
cf. sobba, sb. 

sedful [sedful], sb., herring-gull, 
lams fuscus. Said to have received 
its name owing to constant hovering 
over the shoals of coalfish; see sed, 
sb. Hence prop. ucoalfish-bird”; 
Shetl. ful, sb., bird. This reasonable 
explanation makes it doubtful whether 
the Old Northern name for gull, ssed- 
ingr, m. (acc. to Fr.: blue-footed 
gull, lams canus), is preserved in 
sedful; No. sseding, “saeing”, m., 
esp. herring-gull, lams argentatus 
(Nordland, acc. to Aa.). 

sedi1, sb., see sede, sb. 
sedi2, sb., see sedek2, sb. 
sedisup, see sedesup, sb. 
sedpiltek [sed"paTt3k, -pATtak], 

sb., a coalfish over three years old; 
nearly full-grown coalfish. Sa.,Wests, 
[-pa'ltak]. Yh. [-pA'ltak].— Vxoy.young 
coalfish, piltek, almost on the point 
of being a sed, full-grown coalfish. 

*sedvite, sb., sheep. In Low’s list 
of words from Foula. *sauflvsettr or 
-vaetti, from O.N. saudr, m., sheep, 

and vaettr, f., a living creature, here 
poss. rather a derived *vaetti, n. Cf. 
*so, *S0, esp. found in place-names. 
With regard to sed for *S0d from 
“saudr”, cf. sem, sb., *ser, adv., 
and the exemplified change of 0 to 
e in Shetl. Norn, given under these 
forms. 

see, vb., used in certain exprs. 
with preps, and advs., diverging from 
Eng. see, vb., but equivalent to O.N. 
sja, vb., to see, to look, Faer. siggja 
and hyggja, vbs., to see, to look. 
Exx.: see efter ane or som’tin’, look 
after, = O.N. sj&eptir. see upon ane, 
upo som’tin’, to look upon, — O.N. 
sja &. see till (ane or som’tin’), a) 
see to, = O.N. sj& til, b) to look at, 
see till him! = ON. sja til, c) to listen 
to; see till him! — see at ane (or 
som’tin’), to look at one (something), 
to pay attention to one (something), 
“see at yon ful [‘that bird’]!”, 
corresponds to Faer. hyggja at, to 
look at (O.N. hyggja at, to pay atten- 
tion to, consider). — “seein’ ”, pres, 
part, and adj., a) seeing, b) visible; 
he is no [‘not’] seein’, he is not in 
a fit state to be seen (N.I.); c) worth 
seeing, splendid; a seein’ sight, 
“seein’ ” corresponds in all the given 
senses to No. sjaaande, sj&ande, pres, 
part, of sjaa, vb., to see, to look. 

seek, vb., prop. Eng. seek, but 
in sense of to trouble, overwhelm, 
exhaust, the word springs from O.N. 
scekja. Mostly used in pres, part., 
“seekin”’, also as adj., exhausting, 
heavy, esp. of hard work; a seekin’ 
wark. N.I. (Fe.). — O.N. scekja, vb., 
a) to seek, b) to afflict, to attack, 
e.g. of illness, c) to overcome, over- 
whelm, etc. No. sokja, vb., (seek) 
inter alia to afflict, attack, trouble, 
etc. 

*segel [segal (seag3l)], sb., a sail, 
now only as a place-name, a name 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea for 
a promontory which, seen from the 
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sea, somewhat resembles a sail. Exx.: 
de Segel, sea-term for the promon- 
tory “de Hevda” in Fetlar. In Low’s 
list of words from Foula is noted 
down “seigl&”, as the name for a 
sail, prob. def. form: the sail, O.N. 
seglit. — O.N. segl, n., a sail. 

*segel [(segsl) se3gal], vb., to sail; 
to s. in t’rough; s. awaa in to de 
shore! Fe. — Seems, owing to the 
long e-sound in the main syllable, 
to be a comb, of O.N. sigla, vb., 
and Eng. sail, vb. The vowel-sound 
is poss. influenced by the obs, *segl, 
*segel, sb., a sail, O.N. segl. 

sekk [sek, saek], sb., a sack, = 
O.N. sekkr, m., L.Sc. and Eng. dial, 
seek, sb., sack. 

sekserin, seksaerin [seeks-serin-, 
-arin-], sb., a six-oared boat. comm. 
In Du. given in the form saksherrin 
[saks-haerin]. Now otherwise comm, 
with the first part seks anglicised 
to “six”, written “sixareen”. — O.N. 
sexeeringr, m., a six-oared vessel; 
Icel. and Peer, sexeeringur (sexaringur), 
No. sekseering, m., a six-oared boat. 

sel [se8l], sb., happiness. Noted 
down esp. in the expr. “sons and 
s.”, a) health and happiness, b) 
abundance; to wish ane sons and 
s., to wish one good luck and plenty 
of what one needs. Fe. — O.N. seela, 
f., happiness. Also in L.Sc.: seile, 
seyle, sele, sb. (Jam.). ^—That sel 
has acquired the special sense, abun- 
dance, is no doubt due to infl. of 
L.Sc. sons (sonce), sb., partly de- 
noting happiness, partly abundance. 

sel1 [se3l], vb., to scrape (a tune), 
to play very slowly, esp. on a violin, 
or to sing very slowly; to s. aff 
(awaa) a tune. Fe. — May be No. 
sela, vb., to walk very slowly, to 
linger (Aa.), to move indolently, to 
flow gently (R.). 

sel2 [seal], vb., to break, used as 
a tabu-word by fishermen at sea; de 
mast is selt [se3lt]; we ’re [‘have’] 

selt wir [‘our’] mast, we have got 
our mast broken. Ai., Wests. (Fo- 
grigarth). — Uncertain origin. Poss. 
No. seila, vb., to incline in a cer- 
tain direction, used esp. in sense of 
to lean. 

fselihu [seTihn" (sslihu", sM-iho", 
saTiho-)], sb., a caul enclosing a 
child’s head at birth; commonly 
preserved, as it was considered a 
protection against danger, [seli-] and 
[sMi-]: Fe. [soli-(seli-)]: Yh. and Un. 
occas. sali-: Un. occas. InU. (Un.) 
metaph. of a great splash of water 
(a “bellyful”) or a vigorous blow. 
— The word is found in N.Eng. 
dials, and L.Sc. in forms such 
as “sely-how, seely-how, silly-how, 
-hoo”, and may in Shetl. be a loan from 
L.Sc. Shetl. selihu, however, is a 
strictly phonetic development from 
an O.N. *saeluhufa, f., 11 lucky-hood”, 
similar to the common O.N. sigrhiifa, 
f., uvictory-hood”, a caul. In L.Sc. 
is found “happy how” beside “sely 
how”, in N.Sc. pronounced hoo (Jam. 
under “how”, sb.). 

sem [ssm, sem], sb., a nail, iron 
nail. Also collect.: nails, comm, 
sem may be developed from *S0m 
as e.g. er3 [er], a sandy or gravelly 
stretch of shore, from or; *ser, adv., 
south, from *S0r; ben(i)- for b0n(i)- 
in “beni-man”andbenihus = bon- 
hus; but e in sem, however, is no 
doubt due to infl. of Eng. seam, sb., 
esp. as the Shetl. word is also pro- 
nounced with impure i: [slm, sim]. 
The collective use of Shetl. sem is 
Old Northern. — O.N. saumr, m., 
collect.: nails. — See semfer(d) and 
semklov, sbs. 

sem [sem, sem], vb., to nail down; 
to s. a boat, to nail the boards in 
a boat. Also more anglicised: seam 
[slm, sim]; to s. a boat. — O.N. soyma 
(seyma), vb., to fasten with nails. 
For the vowel-sound in Shetl. sem, 
“seam”, vb., see sem, sb. 
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sembord. see sambord, sb. 
semek [semak], sb., sea-term, tabu- 

name in fishermen’s lang. for sewing- 
needle. Yn. Also with a more ang- 
licised form: “seamick” [simsk, si- 
mak] (Yn.). — No. soyma (sauma) 
and “seime”, f., a needle (R.). The 
first e in semek may be developed 
from an older 0. *s0mek? For a 
change 0 > e in Shetl. Norn see 
under sem, sb., and cf. “Nedister” 
under seter2, sb. 

semfer, semferd, seam-fer(d) 
[semfar, semfard], sb., a row of nails 
holding two boards together in a 
boat's side; a joining, the joined 
seams of two boards in a boat. 
[semfard]: Esh., Nmw. Elsewhere 
more comm.: [semfar] without final 
d. — O.N. saumfpr, f., a row of nails 
in the seams of a boat’s planking. 
The Shetl. form semferd rather in- 
dicates an origin from an O.N. *saum- 
ferd, f., = saumfpr. “ferd” and “fpr” 
denote in this compound row. For 
the prob. mingling of O.N. ferd and 
fpr in Shetl. see ford2 and ford, sbs. 
For the form sem for *S0m see 
sem, sb. 

semklev, sea/n-klev [semklov, 
-klov], sb., a heading-tool for driving 
in a nail. The form with long 0 
[klgv] is reported from Nm.; else- 
where more comm, with short 0 
[klov]. Also semklov, seam-klov 
[semklov]: Dun. (Hoswick). — *saum- 
klauf or *saumklofi. O.N. klauf, f., 
a hoof, Shetl. klov1, klov1 (klof). 
O.N. klofi, m., a cleft implement, 
pincers, Shetl. klovi, etc., also in 
the forms klov and klov. 

semi, semmel [saemal] and sembel 
[ssembal], vb., 1) vb. n., to fit, suit, 
of two objects fitted to each other, 
e. g. two pieces of wood to be joined 
together. Mostly negatively: dis canno 
[‘-not’] s.; hit [‘it’] does no s.; hit 
wouldno s. Reported from Nmw. in 
the forms semi, semmel, from Un. 

and Fe. in the form sembel. 2) vb. 
n., metaph.: to return to a normal 
state, to regain equilibrium. N.I. (U.); 
Du. Reported in the form sembel. 
“I maun [‘must’] wait for (until) it 
sembels” (Du.). 3)vb. a., to smooth, 
also inter alia to make (a bed) well, 
to s. a bed; to put to rights. Du.: 
sembel. — Prop, to collect, gather. 
Cf. No. samla, vb., = an older 
“samna”, O.N. samna, safna, vb., to 
collect, and No. saml, n. (R.), sam- 
ling, f. (Aa.) in sense of collection; 
order. Otherwise Shetl. semi, sem- 
bel, corresponds fairly well to the 
cognate No. sampa (sempa), vb. (R.), 
a) to get to fit, b) to agree, and 
partly to O.N. semja, vb., to put 
together, arrange, No. semja, vb., 
to fit together, etc. 

send1 [send], sb., a gift sent to 
one, esp. from far away; also a 
really good gift, “dis is a s.”, this 
is a gift indeed. — Cf. O.N. send- 
ing, f., in sense of gift-. No. send- 
ing, f., a gift sent to one. 

send2 [saend], sb., a slight kick; 
to gi’e ane a s. Fe. — Cf. No. senda, 
vb., (to send) in sense of to throw 
out (Aa.), to shove, push (R.). 

*seppalama [saep-ala-ma], sb., term 
of address and exclamation, used by 
an old woman in Fedeland, N.Roe, 
Nmn. “Oh, s.! oh elsket I, wearied 
I!” — No doubt a term of endear- 
ment, the second part of which is 
lamb. It may be a corruption of 
sota lam, "sweet lamb", used else- 
where (N.I.) as a term of address, 
esp. to the cow. 

*ser [se8r], adv., south, to the south, 
handed down only in a verse from 
Foula, of the lad who went to Scot- 
land (Caithness): “He was glad, for 
his son guid [‘went’] s., for he learn- 
ed to ca’ [‘call’] de bugga ‘de 
here’, and de russa ‘de mare’.” — 
Must represent an older *s0r, de- 
veloped from O.N. sudr, adv., south, 
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southwards, prob. by association with 
the compar. form “syflri”, more 
southerly. A similar development 
is found in No.: syder, “sor (so)” 
from “*suder” = sud, adv., south, 
through infl. of the compar. form 
“sydre”. Cf. Sw. sdder, sb. and adv., 
south. With regard to e for 0 in 
the Shetl. word cf. e.g. er3 [er], sb., 
sandy or gravelly stretch of shore, 
from or, rer [rer], vb., = ror, 
ben(i)- for bon(i)- in “beniman” and 
benihus=bonhus, semfrom*som. 
— A somewhat deviating version of 
the lines of verse from Fo. given 
above is mentioned under *ner, 
conj. (?). 

*serinsten [se’Tinsten^sb., "victory- 
stone”, a stone, the possession of 
which, acc. to old popular belief, 
brings (brought) the owner victory 
and happiness. N.I. Acc. to L.W. 
(Fe.). — O.N. sigrsteinn, Fser. sigur- 
steinur, m., a "victory stone”, a stone 
which brings its owner victory. 

*?serl [ser3!?], vb., to whimper, 
whine. U.? Edm.: “sairl, to whine”. 
Not further confirmed; poss. obsoles- 
cent. — Prob. (if the form is cor- 
rect) an old *sarla or *sorla. Cf. No. 
sarra and sorra, vbs., to whimper, and 
“sorlen”, adj., whimpering. 

sesin-wor/n [se-smworm ], sezin- 
worm [se”zinw3rnrj, sb., a species of 
worm: corn-worm, = konnmerki 
and oks-worm, sbs. Yb. — The first 
part sesin, sezin, is etym. uncer- 
tain ; one might suggest an orig.*sse6is-, 
gen. of O.N. saedi, n., a) seed, seed- 
corn, b) crops on the field. With 
a supposed “*s0edisormr” may be 
compared a) No. saamakk, m. (saa- 
gylta, -kail, -kjetta), a big larva often 
found in the fields in spring (Aa.), 
from O.N. s&fl, n., seed, corn, b) 
Sw. dial, sadesknappare, m., click- 
beetle, a species of corn-worm. L.Sc. 
“sesing, seisin (saising)” in “s. ox” is 
quite another word, viz.: Eng. seizin. 

set [set (saet)], sb:, boat-load, esp. 
of fish; “sho [‘she’ = the boat] is 
gotten a guid [‘good’] s. upon her” 
(Ym.). — Cf. No. setja, vb., in sense 
of to fill, to lade a boat, and “sett”, 
perf. part., of a boat: laden, vel sett, 
fully laden. 

set, set [set (saet)], vb., used in 
various exprs. and phrases diverging 
from the Eng. verb, and in accor- 
dance with O.N. setja, No. setja, Da. 
saette, vb. In some cases, in which 
the use of Shetl. set assimilates to 
Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) “set”, the Shetl. 
word, however, is mainly to be re- 
ferred to Norn. In sense of to plant 
(cabbage, potatoes), the word is O.N. 
as well as Eng. dial. The expr. “set 
de geng”, to plant a row of pota- 
toes across a piece of field, is local 
Shetl. (see geng, sb.). — 1) s. de 
door open, to leave the door open or 
ajar. 2) s. me in a stool [stol] or 
chair! (with stress on “in”): fetch a 
chair in for me I 3) s. anesell, a) to 
take a seat; s. deedoon! sit down! 
s. dee in to de fire! b) to settle in 
a place, = O.N. setjask, vb. refl.; he 
set him [‘himsef’] in sicc a place; 
also with “doon” [‘down’]: he set 
him doon in 4) s. de line, to set 
the line (fishing-line), corresponding 
to Faer. seta (llnu), Da. saette linen. 5)s. 
sids, to set aside water into which 
oat-husks are put to steep for “ sooens, 
sowans” (see sede, sb.). Fe. 6) to 
put to rights, = O.N. (No.) setja, esp. 
“s. de head”, an old remedy for 
headache: to press the skull back 
into its sutures, the headache having 
supposedly been caused by the head 
being “ut”, i.e. out of its sutures. 
U". 7f) to arrange, place (in con- 
secutive order); to s. a boat’s crew, 
to point out to each man of the 
crew his place in. a boat; to s. de 
men. “On the wedding morning 
the bridegroom ranged his attendants 
(“he set his men”) to go to the 
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bride’s house” (acc. to R.J., Sa.). O.N. 
setja, vb., to place in position. 8) 
s. de krugg (krugi), krump, krol, 
to arch the back, esp. of cattle; see 
under the respective sbs. 9) to re- 
ceive in a certain manner, to treat, 
to entertain, with added “weel” 
[‘well’], or negatively “no weel, ill”; 
dey were weel set, they were well 
or hospitably received (Fe.). Cf. 
O.N. setja 3 in Fr. with examples 
of a similar use: setja einhvern sce- 
miliga, to seat one in a place of 
honour, and entertain one hospitably; 
setja vel, to show one a good seat 
and treat one well; “hon skal h£r 
sv& vel sett sem hon vaeri min dottir” 
(Fr.). 10) to winter a young ani- 
mal; to s. sheep or cattle; to s. to 
winterfodderin’; to s. a lamb, to 
rear a young lamb at home during 
the winter; is du gaun [‘going’] to 
s. dy gimmer dis year? foo [‘how’] 
mony [‘many’] sheep has du set to 
de winter? This is Norn usage; see 
further “set” in conn, with the preps, 
“on” and “to”. 11) to ferry over; 
see “s. ower”. 12) vb. n., to head, 
to steer in a certain direction. No. 
setja, Da. seette, vb., id. No. “setja” 
esp. to head at great speed. 13) 
vb. n., to adhere, stick, e.g. of wool 
on a sheep; de oo’ [‘wool’] is set 
till her (de yowe’s = the ewe’s) back. 
Fe. — 14) in conn, with preps, and 
advs.: s. at: a) to s. anesell at, to 
seat oneself comfortably (in order 
to remain sitting); he set him at, 
he settled himself comfortably; cf. 
No. setja seg til, to remain sitting. 
b) metaph.: s. at, to exert oneself, 
to push on; set at! also: set at dee! 
he “set at” a’ [‘all’] he could; cf. 
O.N. setja (setjask) at, No. setja aat, 
to press, to set upon one. — s. efter 
ane, to pursue, = Da. “seette efter”, 
and Eng. dial, set after. — s. f(r)ae 
anesell, to take vigorous pulls, in 
rowing, boat-racing; he set f(r)ae 

him; set f(r)ae dee! — s. in, /o pledge; 
to “set in” a coo. — O.N. setja 1 
(setja eitthvert 1 eitthvert), to pledge 
a thing. — s. on: a) vb. a., to raise 
a young animal (calf or lamb), to 
winter, to “set on” a calf or a lamb; 
Icel. setja h (setja fenaS a vetr), Peer, 
seta a (or: vi<5), No. setja paa (or: 
med), vb., in the same sense; in Peer, 
of lambs, esp.: seta seyd &, to raise 
a lamb, while it is comm, said: seta 
k&lv vi<5, to raise a calf, b) set on, 
vb. n., to strain, pull vigorously; 
O.N. setja £, to press or drive on; 
No. seta paa, to stretch, pull hard. 
In sense of to attack, fall upon, 
“set on” is rather English, c) “set 
on” a time, a day, to fix, appoint 
a time, a day, = Faer. seta h, &seta. 
— s. op: a) set op a boat, a) to 
draw a boat ashore, O.N. setja upp 
(skip, bat), /?) to put together the 
boards of a boat {\he. boards, formerly 
imported from Norway, were num- 
bered, and put together in Shetland), 
b) set op de heel o’ de boat, to keep 
a boat’s stern from falling over 
(against the rocks) by the use of 
an oar in landing, c) set op a bill, 
to make a vigorous pull, producing 
an eddy or streak of foam with the 
oar; O.N. setja upp, to move a thing, 
to throw up. d) set op de fire, to 
put fresh peats on the fire (N.I.); 
set op i’ de fire, to put back the 
fallen, burning or partially-burnt 
pieces of peat in the fire (N.I.). e) set 
op a shooer, the clouds are gathering 
for rain; with “he” as subject: he sets 
(is settin’) op a shooer, a shower is, 
coming on. f)set op de een, to dilate 
the eyes in wonder. — s. ower, to 
ferry over, = No. setja yver, Da. ssette 
over; “set me ower desund!” — s.to- 
gedder, to put together, to compose, 
— O.N. setja saman. — s. to [to = to], 
to raise a young animal, to winter, = 
set on in sense a. — s. ut: a) to 
move farther out, to set ut a dike 
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(a fence), b) to compose (a book), 
set ut a book; also partly to trans- 
late.— 15) in some exprs. with “fit”, 
sb., foot, which are poss. not all 
Norn; e.g.: “S. in” ane’s fit to de 
fire (with stress on “in”), to make 
oneself at home, to decide to re- 
main, prop, to put one's foot to the 
fire = the hearth; set in dy fit to 
de fire! make yourself at home! 
(Sa.). Without “in”: he (sho) set 
his (her) fit to de fire and wouldno 
move, he (she) settled himself down 
comfortably and would not stir. f“s. 
in” ane’s fit (with stress on “in”), 
to withdraw, to set aside or break 
a promise; “du ’s set in dy fit”, 
fs. ut de fit, to undertake the per- 
formance of a piece of work; he 
set ut de fit to do [‘do’] it; I wish 
I had never set ut (or: fort’) de fit 
(Sa.). In feel, is found the expr. 
“setja vifl faetr” (E.J.) in sense of 
to stop, which may no doubt be 
compared with Shetl. “set in ane’s 
fit”. Note also Eng. dial, “set one’s 
foot on”, to take back one’s word. 

*seter1 [setar],sb., homestead,farm; 
now only in place-names of farms 
or villages, but with a meaning easily 
understood, owing to the freq. occur- 
rence of the word in such names. 
O.N. setr, n., a homestead. In Shetl. 
place-names ^seter1 merges with the 
foil, seter2, sb., summer pasture 
for cattle in the out-field, from O.N. 
saetr. In many cases it is not con- 
clusive whether a seter, occurring 
in names, is derived from “setr” or 
“saetr”. If a personal name forms 
the first part of compd. in an orig. 
name of a farm ending in -seter, 
the latter is most prob. O.N. setr. 
Exx.: Bardister [bar"distor] (Nm.), 
*Bordasettar (1600), from the man’s 
name B&rdi (B&rSr). Bergfinsseter 
[baeV'fenset’ar] (De.), *Barfensettar, 
from “Bergfinnr”. Frakkaseter[frak"- 
ast3r](Fe.),from “Frakki”. Hesten(s)- 

seter [h«s"tenset,3r] (St.), prob. from 
“Oysteinn” (cf. Hestensgert in Du.: 
*0ysteinsgar6r, and 0stens-mires in 
Fe.). Ketelseter [k£t"3lstar] (Ys.), from 
“Ketill”. Krukseter [krukstsr] (De.), 
*Crogasetter, prob. from “Kr6kr”. 
Levister [levister] (Wh.), *Levasettar, 
from “Leifi (Leifr)”. Mangaseter, 
Mangis(e)ter [maipastsr, marj"ist3rj 
(Nmw.), from “Mangi (Magnus)”? 
Semblister [senvbhstsr] (St.), *Sun- 
lasetter (Balfour), poss. a *S9lmun- 
darsetr from “Sglmundr” with trans- 
posed “1m”. Tronaseter, Tronis(e)ter 
[tron"ast3r, tron"ist3r] (L.), *Trona- 
settar, from “Drandr”. Tirvister [ter"- 
vistsr] (Nm.), Turvasettar, from “Tor- 
fi”. Ukinseter [uk"inst3r] (Conn.) 
for Hukinseter, older orthography: 
*Howkenasettar (Balfour), from “Hp- 
kon” = H&kon. 0skister (Fe.) for 
*H0skister, older orthography: *Hus- 
casetter (Munch), from “Hqskuldr”. 
For a confounding of O.N. setr (or 
“ssetr”), and O.N. staflr, m., home- 
stead, in Shetl. place-names ending 
in -ster, see *sta, sb. See further 
Sh. Stedn. pp. 144—45, as well as 
chapter VIII (Personnavne), pp. 195 
—200. 

seter2 [setsr], sb., pasture (summer 
pasture) for cattle in the out-field; 
given in this sense from Un., esp. 
in pi.: seters- From Lunn. is re- 
ported seter in sense of a resting- 
place in the out-field for horses. 
Freq. in place-names: de Seter o’ 
Dale (Haroldswick, Un.). de Seter 
o’ Ennisfirt’ (Nmw.), name of a farm. 
Nort’, Mid and Sooth Seter (Ti.), 
farms further inland on the Islands, 
somewhat north of the farms “Nort’, 
Mid and Sooth Garth”, between Scal- 
loway and Grista; orig. no doubt pas- 
tures belonging to Garth. Comm, 
abbr. to -ster as the second part of 
compd. Marister [mar"ist3r*] (Wh.): 
prob. *marassetr (O.N. marr, m., a 
horse). Swinister [swin"ist3r] (in 
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several places), older orthography 
*Swynasetter: orig. *svlnassetr, pas- 
ture for swine. Soster, written 
“Suset(t)er”, older *Sorsettar (Dew.; 
high-lying pasture some way inland 
north of Voe): *s^rsaetr (from O.N. 
s^r, f., a sow)? or a *sau5ars0etr, 
pasture for dairy-sheep (O.N. sauflr, 
m., sheep)? Somewhat south of 
“Soster” are found some rocks called 
“de Sustens [sustens]”, with regard to 
pronunc. [su] prob. the “sow-stones”, 
O.N. *stisteinar. This name supports 
a deriv. *syrsaetr for “Soster”. “saud-” 
comm, assumes the form so or so 
in Shetl. place-names. Nedister[ned"i- 
stor] (Hillswick Ness, Nmw.) for older 
*Nodister, in a deed of partition, dated 
1490, by Squire Hans Sigurdsson 
written “Nwtassether, Nwtassether 
for nordhan Mawid” (“f. n. Mawid” 
is the present Northmavine: Nm.): 
*nautasaetr, pasture for cattle. Be- 
side the form seter (-ster) from 
orig. “ssetr” is found a form *soder 
[sodor], older *saatr, *satr, a form 
with dropped or without i-mutation. 
Thus Sodesbigg [so"dasbig] is an 
old sea-term (tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang.) for the farm “de tun 
o’ Seter” (Westafirth, Yn.), and also 
the name of a number of fishing- 
grounds, for which the said “Seter” 
serves as one of the fishermen’s 
landmarks. “Sodes-” here represents 
*Soders-; Soder and Seter must be 
the same name; Sodesbigg = *ssetrs- 
bygd; tun o’ Seter = *s8etrs-hin. 
*soder [sodar] = seter [O.N. saetr] 
is found in several place-names, e.g.: 
Sodersdal [so“da(r)sdal] (W.): *saetrs- 
dalr. Sodersfell [so-darsfeh] (Un.), 
a hill: *saetrs-fell. Sodersgjo [so"- 
darsgjo-] (Fe.), a cleft, fissure: *saetrs- 
gja. Sodershul [so-darshuh] (near 
the above-named Soster, “Suseter”, 
Dew.), a hill: *saetrs-h611. Also a 
form soter [sotar] seems to occur, 
e.g. in Sotersta [sot'arsta’], de Loch 

o’ S. (St): *saetrs-sta6r? here, how- 
ever, another explanation is poss. Kon- 
ister [kon"istar] (Y.) with older forms 
such as “Conguesaatther” (1586), 
and “Kuningsetter” must be an orig. 
“*konungssaetr”, and has then former- 
ly been crown property. In some 
cases of names beginning with Sodes-, 
without r, there is poss. a confounding 
with gen. of the word “saudr”, sheep. 
— O.N. saetr, n., mountain pasture, 
dairy land. No. saeter, id. 

setnin [setnin], sb., a year-old lamb 
reared at home in winter. Also 
“setnin-lamb”. comm. More rarely 
setlin (-ing) [setlin, -irj; set-]: S.Sh. 
occas. — *setningr, from the verb 
“setja” in sense of to raise a young 
animal; see set, vb. 10, “set on”, 
and “set to”. 

settin'-tree, sb., a dibble, = 
dintel-tree. IP. 

*seve [seva], vb., 3rd pers. sing., 
pres, ind.: sleeps. In a verse of a 
song from Fo., a fragment in Norn. 
O.N. svefr, sofr, 3rd pers. sing., 
pres. ind. of “sofa (*svefa)”, vb., to 
sleep. See sov, vb. 

shear [^Ir (fjir)], see sheard, sb. 
sheard [fjird], sb., an angular 

(more rarely: arched) incision made 
in the top of a sheep's ear. Noted 
down in this form in Y. More freq. 
(in any case outside Y.) is the form 
“shear” [sjlr (s^Tr)]. — The final d in- 
dicates the word to be of O.N. origin, 
but later on anglicised in form. Cf. 
No. skjerda, f., a big cut or inci- 
sion, and N.Eng. dial. (Cum.) shear- 
bittit, adj., having the end of the ear 
cut to a point. 

shord1 [sjord, 5jo®rd] and shore 
[Ojor) $o3r], sb., a single row of peats 
cut across a ledge in a peat-pit. 
Wests, “shord” is noted down in 
Sa., St. and Papa, “shore” in Fo. 
The word is occas. used in sense 
of as much peat cut as will last a 
year, occas. a piece of peat-bog from 
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which such a “shord” has been cut. 
Papa. — Springs prob. from O.N. 
skurdr, m., a cutting; incision, shin 
“shord” has'then replaced the phonetic 
sk by infl. of cognate Eng. words such 
as “shear”, vb., Shetl. *sjera, *sheara. 
The long o-sound in “shord (shore)” 
may be due to infl. of Eng. “shore” 
and “shorn”, impf. and perf. part, 
respectively of “shear”, vb., poss. 
also of Eng. shore, sb., in dials, inter 
alia side or edge of a ditch. 

shord2 [fjord, .<jo3rdJ, sb., a stay, 
prop, shore, esp. under a boat; to 
set “shords” under a boat. comm. 
— O.N. skorda, f., a prop, stay, esp. 
one of the stays put under the sides 
of a vessel. — sh for phonetic sk 
in “shord” is due to infl. of Eng. 
shore, sb. The final d in the Shetl. 
word indicates, however, that it is 
orig. Norn: O.N. skorda. In E.D.D. 
“shoard” is also given as a charac- 
teristic Shetl. form in contrast to 
Eng. shore. 

shord [fjord, ijosrd], vb., 1) to 
prop, support, esp. a) to shore up 
a boat; to sh. a boat, to sh. op a 
boat; comm, b) to keep a person 
in an upright, sitting position by 
supporting him, e.g. in a chair by 
means of pillows; sh. or sh. op; 
he was weel [‘well’] s h o r d ed [sjordod] 
op wi’ pillows i’ de shair [‘chair’]: 
Sa. c) in a wider sense and metaph.: 
to keep upright, support. 2) metaph.: 
to shout something into someone’s 
ear in an emphatic manner in order 
to get the person in question to 
remember it, = dor, vb. 2. “he 
shorded it weel in his lugs” (Sa.) 
= he dord it intill him (N.I.). — 
O.N. skorda, vb., to keep in equili- 
brium, esp. to put stays under the 
sides of a vessel, sh for sk in Shetl. 
“shord” is due to infl. of Eng. shore, 
vb. See the prec. word. 

shot1 [fj&t], sb., a row of peats 
cut across a ledge in a peat-pit and 

shot from the spade on to the green- 
sward or the ledge above; a sh. o’ 
peats. S.Sh. — The proper meaning 
is no doubt that which is shot from 
the spade, and next, esp. a single 
row of peats shot from the spade; 
cf. utbord (prop, that which is car- 
ried aside) in the same sense. Hardly 
to be regarded as a cutting, digging. 
In Da. (Jut.) is used the expr. “skyde 
torv” in sense of to carry peat (esp. 
in a wheelbarrow) out or up from 
the peat-bog; hence the term “skud- 
torv”, “shot-peat", of peats conveyed 
in this manner. Shetl. “shot”, with 
ref. to this, may be regarded as an 
anglicised form of O.N. skot, n., a 
shot, a shooting, also a shoving, 
pushing, casting, etc. 

shot2 [sj&t], sb., current (in the 
sea), esp. the last feeble movement 
of a current before turning. Esp. 
as the second part of compds. as: 
“in-shot, ut-shot, east-shot, wast 
[‘west’]-shot”. — The word, Eng. in 
form, prob. springs from O.N. skot, 
n., (a shot, shooting,) with the root- 
meaning: movement, shove, push. Cf. 
the Shetl. use of skod, sb., in sense 
of beat of waves, in compds. as af- 
skod, otterskod, overskod, sbs. 
(backwash of breakers). 

shot2 [s^St], sb., compartment of a 
boat, esp. stern-compartment, comm. 
— An anglicised form of O.N. skutr, 
m., the stern of a vessel, later also 
partly of the stem, sh [3] for sk, 
and 0 [&] for u, must be due either 
to infl. of an obsolete Eng. shot, sb., 
in the same sense as the Shetl. word, 
or to a confounding of form with 
Eng. shot, sb., in its general sense, 
and the various meanings in the dials. 
In Jamieson’s Dictionary of the Scot- 
tish Language, “shot, the sternmost 
part of a boat”, is recorded as being 
a word peculiar to Shetl.; in E.D.D. 
it is given as an obsolete dialect word, 
though no other source than a Shetl. 
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one is given. The older Shetl. 
form with sk is found in a couple 
of compds.: skutfast (skotfast), 
sb., skottels, sb. pi.; see these words. 

“*shundy *shynd", sb., formerly: 
an investigation undertaken bything- 
men respecting the succession and 
partition of an inheritance or alie- 
nation of a property. Balfour. See 
further under *soind2, sb. 

“shund (shynd)"-bill, sb., see 
“*soind-biH” under *soind2, sb. 

sibba, sb., see sob a, sb. 
sid [sid], sb., is L.Sc. in its proper 

meaning, detached flake of a husk 
of grain, — O.N. s&d, f.; but in sense 
of a very small portion, a trifle, the 
word is Norn; the form only has 
become Scottish. Cf. No. saad, f., 
a) flake of a husk of grain, O.N. sad, 
b) a small portion, trifle. — a “sid” o’ 
meal = No. mjolsaad, a trifle of meal. 
Now comm.: a sid o’ tea, a grain 
of tea. 

sid, sidd [sid, sid], vb., to rain 
softly, esp. in calm weather; he is 
sid(d)in de rain, sid(d)in doon de 
rain (N.I.); he is sid(d)in and rainin’ 
(Wh.) = he is sid(d)in de rain. Also 
to begin to rain, used in the same 
exprs. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). Wh. — Cf. Icel. 
sudda, vb., a) to exhale vapour (B.H.), 
b) to drizzle (J. Jonasson, Dansk- 
Islandsk Ordbog), suddi, m., mois- 
ture; eavesdrop; drizzle (B.H.). 

sidd [sid], sb., ear-mark in sheep: 
a piece cut from the top of the ear. 
Duw. (Ireland). — Etym. uncertain. 
Icel. sid, n., a wedge? In No. “sige”, 
m., is used of ear-mark in sheep: an 
oval piece cut out of the ear(R.)-, but 
a change g>d would be quite ir- 
regular and without exact parallel in 
Shetl. Norn; on the other hand, a 
change d > g, when final, is often 
found. 

siderep [sid'^rep’, -rap1] and sid- 
rep [sidrep, -rop], sb., a) one of the 
two ropes by which a harrow is 

drawn; esp. in pi., sid(e)reps, “de 
sid(e)reps o’ de harrow”, b) a rope 
or rein used for the drawing of the 
old Shetl. wooden plough (ox-plough), 
comm, in pi. (Du.). — Ork.sitherep, 
siderep [sid^orep’] and sidrep [sid- 
rep]. — Prop. uside-rope", *sldureip. 
Given in E.D.D. as a Shetl. word in 
the form “siddrib”. 

sidi [sidi], sb., a nickname, no 
doubt a tabu-name, for cat. Without 
def. art. e.g. in the expr. “Hwar 
(where) is s.”? Yh. — Prop, a whim- 
perer? a whiner? Cf. No. syta (yy), 
f., a whiner, syta (yy), vb., to moan, 
whine, complain (R.), and cf. other 
Shetl. names (tabu-names) for cat, 
such as voler, venga, one that 
moans. 

fsifer, siffer [sifor, sifar], sb., a 
large marine animal-. 1) reported 
from Wh. [sifor] in sense of sea-fox, 
thrasher, alopias vulpes. 2) from Du. 
[sifor] of a large (“fabulous”) marine 
animal, which is said to stand upright 
in the water, like a coffin or a sail, 
and the appearing of which is re- 
garded as a bad omen. Might this 
mean the basking shark, Shetl. b r i gd i, 
the dorsal fin of which is said occas. 
to stand up like a sail? sif(f)er 2 
is described as having a white spot 
on either side of the head. — Etym. 
uncertain. The word may poss. be 
a compd., the first part of which may 
then be Eng. sea, sb. On the other 
hand, sifer might be a parallel form 
to sjafer, sb., and poss. also to 
sjaper(t), sb.; see these words. 

sig, sigg1 [sig], sb., heavy swell 
in the sea; a s. i’ de sea; der ’r 
a heavy s. i’ de sea. Conn. — O.N. 
sig, n., prop, a sinking, gliding. 
Fser. sig, n., a) a slow sinking, etc., 
b) swell in the sea, sig 1 sjonun. 

sigg2 [sig], sb., 1) apiece of hard 
skin; a place where the skin has 
hardened, esp. after a healed wound. 
Also siggi [sigi]. comm. 2) lean. 
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tough meat; a mere s. Fo. May in 
this sense have arisen from sigg 1 
by compar. use. — O.N. sigg, n., 
callosity. In No. now esp. of bacon- 
rind (R.), in Faer. of hard, cartila- 
ginous whale-blubber. 

sigg1 [sig], vb., 1) to press to- gether, to join two objects together, 
e.g. two boards; de boards is sigget 
de ane i’ (into) de tidder. Fe. 2) to 
pull tightly together, to tighten by 
straining, esp. a knot; “to s.” and 
“to s. at” (acc. to J.I.). — May be a 
*siga, vb. a., prop, to let glide (to- 
gether), *siga at, corresponding to 
O.N. siga, vb. n., = siga, to sink down, 
glide. Cf. sigger, vb. Poss. asso- 
ciation with sigg2, sb. 

sigg2 [sig], vb., to incite a dog; 
to s. de dog (on sheep, horses or 
cattle); he sigged [sigod] de dogs 
togedder (Fe.). S. him! to a dog: 
at him! cf. hits, adv. — O.N. siga, 
vb., to incite a dog, siga hundi. 

*sigga1 (*siga) [siga], sb., a stretch 
of steep coast, a bird-cliff, where 
a man is lowered down by a rope 
in order to catch sea-birds or collect 
their eggs. Fo. The practice of catch- 
ing sea-birds in this way is now anti- 
quated. The catching was partly 
effected by means of a rod with a net 
at the end, still used in the Faeroes, 
sigga is now found only as a place- 
name (in Fo.), but the meaning is 
still preserved, de muckle and de 
little Sigga (Fo.). de Sigga for tag 
[siga f&r tag] (Fo.). de Siggs [sigs] 
(Burrafirth, Un.). — O.N. sig, n., a 
sinking, gliding (lowering) down, 
etc. Faer. sig, n., a) descent by 
means of a rope down a bird-cliff, 
= Icel. sig, n., b) a steep stretch of 
coast (bird-cliff), negotiated by line 
for sea-birds. 

sigga2 [siga], sb., long, tough 
grass growing among the rocks on 
the sea-shore. Dried and prepared 
for simmens (q.v.), which are other- 

wise plaited from straw. Also withered 
grass and moss. Fo. — For the 
meaning of sigga, cf. Sw. dial, sagg, 
n., partly used of rushes, partly of 
old grass which has stood through 
the winter (Ri.). 

sigger [sigor], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
drive two objects into one, to press, 
ram, together, e.g. two boards; to s. 
twa [‘two’] bords [bords = ‘boards’] 
togedder. Fe. 2) vb. n., to heal, e.g. 
of a wound, a broken limb; de cut 
is siggerin, beginnin’ to s.; de 
(broken) leg is siggerin, “sigge- 
rin togedder”. siggerd (siggerd 
togedder), healed. N.I. 3) vb. n., of 
a person: to recover after an illness, 
to S. at; he is gaun [‘going’] to s. 
at (Yh.). N.I. — To be classed with 
sigg1, vb., from which it is derived. 
Cf. No. sigra, vb., in sense of to 
collapse, etc. (R.), from “siga”, O.N. 
siga, vb., to sink, glide, etc. O.N. 
siga saman, vb., to glide together, 
to close. 

sigget [sigat], adj., hard and tough, 
esp. a) of the skin: de hands is [‘are’] 
s. (N.I., Wests.), b) of meat (Fo.), 
c) of earth: de grund is S. (Fe.).— 
Deriv. of sigg2, sb. *siggottr? 

sight, sb., used in Shetl. also in 
a special sense, the pupil of the eye, 
“de s. o’ de ee [‘eye’]”, and this use 
of the word is no doubt handed down 
from Norn. Cf. No. syn (sjon), f., 
a) sight, etc., b) the pupil of the 
eye, and doubtless also the iris 
(R.: syn). O.N. sjon, f., sight, also 
the eye. Shetl. soindek, sb., the 
eye (tabu-name). 

sil and s\\-fish, sbs., see sill1 

and sill-fish, sbs. 
*sildin, sb., herring, clupea haren- 

gus. In Low’s list of words from 
Fo. — O.N. sild, f., No., Da. sild, 
Sw. sill, herring, sild in is prop, a 
form with added def. art. -i n. 

silek1 [silak (silak)], sb., a young 
sow. Sa. [silak]. N. From Ai. is re- 
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ported a form silka [si'lka]. — silek 
must be a dim. form, *s^lingr, from 
O.N. s^r (sti), f., a sow, Shetl. su. 
More doubtful is the form silka, 
which may be silek with added fern, 
ending a; or an old *s^lka (*s^la)? 
With diverging derivative ending No. 
syta, f., a sow, from “su”. 

silek2 [solak (selok), sAlok], sb., 
a young coalfish in its first year. 
comm. See under sillek, sb. 

silka, sb., see silek1, sb. 
sill1 [sil, sol], sb., 1) the milt in 

male fish. Icel. svil, n. pi., id. (E.J.). 
No. svil, n., soft roe in cod (R.). 
2) fry, esp. of herring. Uwg. [sil]. — 
For the relation between sill and 
sillek cf. that between “svil” and 
“svilungr” in No. — A form sail 
[sail], used in sense of fry, esp. of 
herring, may be developed from O.N. 
*sil(i), n., with which cf. Icel. sili, 
n., fry, esp. of salmon, laxaslli, Sw. 
dial, sil, m., fry, or may simply be 
L.Sc. sile, sb., fry, young herring. 

sill2 [sil (sel), sol], sb., a metaphor, 
denoting something very thin and 
transparent which is not damp-proof , 
esp. a very thin piece of cloth, a 
thin, worn-out garment; ast’in [‘thin’] 
as a s.; worn till as.; a S. o’ a 
coat or sark; a perfect s. — No doubt 
an orig. *slll, a straining-cloth, with 
later shortening of the vowel-sound; cf. 
Icel. sill, m., straining-cloth. Orig. 
i, however, in the verb *sila, to strain, 
filter, has become ai in Shetl. by 
anglicising; see sail, vb. 

fsill3 [(sil) sel], sb., flower of the 
tormentil? Du. 

sill [sil (sol)]-//s/», sb., the milter, 
partly in a special sense male her- 
ring. See sill1, sb. 

sillaland [sil“aland\ sok aland ], 
sb., in ploughing: a small piece of 
field difficult to plough, and there- 
fore not ploughed up like the rest 
of the field, but dug afterwards 
with a spade. Conn. — sifllent land? 

sillaland has poss. orig. only de- 
noted low, swampy land. O.N. *sid- 
lendr, Fser. sldlendur, No. (East Norw.) 
sidlendt, Sw. sidland, Da. sidlaendet, 
adj., low-lying, swampy. Fser. sld- 
lendi, n., low, swampy land. Sw. 
dial. (Gothl.) silland, n., parts of a 
field lying fallow. Prob. *sidland 
(Ri. under “sid”, adj.). 

sillek [solok (selok), sAlok], sb., a 
young coalfish (Shetl. sed) in its 
first year. comm. In F.I.: murt 
and (now) sillek. — O.N. (O.Icel.) 
silungr, m., a kind of small salmon 
(Fr.). No. svilung (svile, svilling, 
silung, sillung), m., young salmon. 
Icel. silungr, m., trout. For the change 
in meaning compare e.g. Shetl.- 
Ork. kod, kod, sb., a young coal- 
fish, and No. kjoda, f., a trout. — 
With regard to the diff. names for 
the coalfish in its various stages see 
under piltek and sed, sbs. 

silt [si'lt, so‘lt], sb., collect.: young 
herring; a large quantity of herring- 
fry; also in the compd. “herrin’-s.” 
Sa., Wests. — Must be O.N. sild, f., 
herring, with change Id > It in Shetl. 
Norn similar to the more frequent 
change nd>nt. Cf. *sildin, sb. 

sim [sim], vb., to heed, notice; 
esp. negatively: never s. it! he never 
simd me, he took no notice of me, 
pretended not to see or hear me. 
Noted down in Y. and S.Sh. (Du.). 
— Etym. no doubt the same word 
as No. sema (seema), vb., to reek; 
stink. *sima. See further under s i m m, 
sb. Beside sim is found a form 
si mm in a partly diverging sense; 
see simm, vb. 

simen [siman], sb., plaited straw- 
band, see simmen, sb. 

simm [sim (sem), sam], sb., 1) a 
trace, indication of something. 2) 
a faint suspicion of something; also 
a slight knowledge of it; I had a 
s. o’ it (U.: sim, sam). 3) a hint, 
vague report, rumour of something; 
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I didno [-‘not’] hear a s., / did not 
hear a hint about it (Y. and Fe.: 
sam). 4) a grain, a morsel; in this 
sense esp. in a derived form sim- 
mek [simok]; he ot [ot] op every 
“simmek”, he ate every morsel; no 
[‘not’] a “simmek”. Voe, Du. — No. 
sem (ee) and sim, m., a) reek, stench 
(Aa.), b) a vague idea of something, 
“vi hadd som en seem om dee” (R.). 

simm [(sun) som], vb., to hint, 
to mention vaguely; esp. negatively; 
“I never simmd at I kent aboot 
it”, / never gave a hint that I knew 
anything about the matter. Fe. — 
Deriv. of the prec. word. 

simmen [simon (seman), soman], 
sb., plaited straw-band; also a band 
plaited of coarse grass, bent-grass, 
etc. Mostly appl. to straw-bands, 
comm, used in thatching, to lay across 
the roof and weight down at both 
ends by heavy stones. For another 
use of sim mens (in the stacking of 
hay and corn) see gordsimmen, 
sb. — Beside simmen a form sim- 
met [(simat, semat) samat] is noted 
down in Du. and Wests. — O.N. 
simi, m., a rope, cord. In Sw. dials, 
with short i and long m: simme, 
m., and simm, n., a rope; band; 
small string. The form simmen 
in Shetl. is prob. orig. a def. form, 
arisen from O.N. “sfminn” or *sim- 
minn, (“sfmi, *simmi” with the def. 
art. in masc.). simmet might simi- 
larly be explained from a def. form 
in neut. *slmit, *simmit; cf. Sw. dial, 
simm, n. 

simmere litla, sb., see sommere 
litla; under litel, adj. 

simmcr-mo\. -mil [sam"armal ], 
sb., 1) the beginning of the summer 
half-year, 14th April, comm. Occas. 
2) in pi. quivering motion in the 
atmosphere, due to heated ground, 
de simmer-mols (Voe, Du.), = de 
simmer-mol-dance, -dancers. Cf. 
sommere litla (under litel, adj.). 

O.N. sumarmal, n., the beginning 
of the summer (Fr.). No. sumar- 
maal, Sw. dial. sommarmiU, n., Fser. 
summarm&li, m., esp. the 14th of 
April, = Shetl. “simmer-mol” 1. 
“simmer” is L.Sc. form of Eng. 
summer, -mol, -mil, from O.N. m61, 
n., a goal, limit, is also contained 
in sjurmol, sb., q.v. 

simmet, sb., see simmen, sb. 
simmis, vb., see fsommis, vb. 
*sin, *sinn [sin], sb., a sinew. 

Now comm.: sinnan [sinan, sinan], 
which is L.Sc. “sinnon”. — O.N. sin, 
f., a sinew. 

sin [sin], sb., prop. Eng. sin; but 
in sense of injury, harm, something 
to be regretted, the word is Old Nor- 
thern in certain exprs., corresponding 
to the use of Northern “synd”, O.N. 
synd, f. Thus: to t’ink [‘think’] sin 
for ane, to t’ink sin aboot ane = 
Da.: “synes, at det er synd for (eller: 
om) en”, Sw.: “tycka synd om en”, 
No. “tykja synd i en”, Peer, “tikjast 
sind f einun”, to think that one is 
to be pitied. I fought sin for him 
= I fought ill for him, I felt sorry 
for him. The Shetl. exprs. with use 
of the preps, “for” and “aboot” come 
closer to the corresponding Da. and 
Sw. exprs. with “for” and “om” 
than to No. and Fser. with use of 
the preps, i and f. 

fsinder [sindar, sondar], vb., to 
sunder, separate, disperse, = Fser. 
syndrast [sindrast], vb. refl., and L.Sc. 
sinder, vb. 

sindog [sin’dSg’, san'd^g'], inter]., 
exclamation, esp. in swearing: 'sdeathl 
Fo. — Prop, sin and death? Here, 
however, dog may poss. be O.N. 
daudi, m., death, with the not infre- 
quent change <5 > g in Shetl. Norn 
when final. Cf. the exclamation 
“dorgan [dorgan, -gan] doga [doga] 
death!” (Un.); “death” seems here 
to be a translation of doga. The 
first part sin is still more difficult 
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to define: sin? sin is also contained 
in the corresponding exclamation sin- 
fiddel, “sinfiddle”? [snrhd'ol, san-- 
fid’al], partly also son fid del [son-- 
fid-al]. Fo. 

sinna [sina] and sinna-girs [sin”a- 
ge‘rs-, -ga'rs-], sb., long, old and 
tough grass growing among the 
rocks on the sea-shore. Un. and 
several places. Also a kind of long, 
tough grass growing in water (J.I.). 
— O.N. sina, f., old, withered grass 
which has stood through the winter. 

sin(n)amormet, -meat [sin •amor- 
met- (s3n"a-)], sin(n)amorsmet,-meaf 
[sin"amorsmet' (san"a-; sen#,amors- 
mef)], sb., food which is (was) given 
to a woman after child-birth, or to an 
ill-thriven, sickly child, and collected 
from nine mothers whose first-born 
was a son. The custom is now ob- 
solete. [sin-’amorsmeb] and sin(n)a- 
m or met: Yh.,=“ninemidders’-meat” 
(U.). Of food given to a sick child: 
Yh. Of food given to a woman after 
child-birth: Uyea,Nmn_w. [sen"amors- 
mst']. — sin(n)amogersmet[sm"a- 
m&garsmet’], the first meal taken by 
a woman on her first visit to a neigh- 
bour's house after her confinement: 
Fo. Doubtless properly and orig. in the 
same sense as given for sinnamor- 
met.—Prob. an older*sonamormet, 
“sons’ mothers’ food", “sin” may 
replace “son”, on analogy with “sim- 
mer” for “summer”, “sin” for “sun”, 
etc. mor, moger is no doubt O.N. 
modir, f., mother; here gen. pi.: 
mcedra, mothers’. For g in Shetl. 
Norn from orig. d see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 29 the end, and cf. 
e.g. gloger and loger, sbs., as well 
as doga [O.N. daudi, m., death?] 
under sindog, interj. 

sinniL [sani], sb., term of contempt 
for a person: a queer individual, 
miserable being. Fe. Now almost 
obs. — Prob. the same word as sjoni, 
sb., from O.N. syrii, n., inter alia 

something displayed, in Shetl. with 
shortening of the main vowel. Faer. 
syni, n., a) the sight, b) = Shetl. 
sinni1 and sjoni. 

fsinni2 [sani], sb., a small kiln 
for drying corn, esp. in a barn; see 
sonn, sb. 

sm-sitten[sim'sit'an], adj., of eggs: 
having been too much exposed to 
the sun, not fresh (Fe.); also: in 
which the embryo has begun to 
form (Un.); s.-s. eggs. — Orig. doubt- 
less a “*solsitin”, in which “sitin’’ is 
perf. part, from “sitja”, vb., to sit. 
sin is L.Sc. form of Eng. sun, sb. 

sinter [si‘ntar], sb., a small quan- 
tity, a particle. Noted down in Du. 
(Voe). Also used in other places. 
Edm. (U.) has “sinter”. — Corre- 
sponds to Sw. dial, sinder, sinner, 
f. and m., and Faer. sindur, n., in 
sense of a morsel, a grain of some- 
thing. Sw. sinner (sindir) also = 
O.N. sindr, n., scales of iron, cin- 
ders; Germ, sinter, m. In E.D.D. 
“sint”, a morsel, is given as a L.Sc. 
form of this word, in contrast with 
the Shetl. form “sinter”. Otherwise 
L.Sc. “sint” is now more common 
in Shetl. [si'nt, sa‘nt] than sinter. 
Beside “sint” is found a rarer form 
sont [so‘nt] (Du. occas.). sinter for 
*sinder in Shetl. may have arisen 
through infl. of L.Sc. sint; but other- 
wise a development nd > nt is re- 
gular in Shetl. Norn; see Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 28. 

sipp [sap (sip)], sb., a small wisp, 
esp. of hay or straw; a s. to de calf, 
a small wisp (of straw) given to a 
calf. Wests. (Fo., W., Sa., Ai., St.). 
— Faer. soppur, m., a wisp of hay. 
— In sense of sip, draught, sipp, 
however, is the Eng. word. 

sirkel [sa'rkal], sb., a narrow, open 
drain in the ground, a ditch. Wests. 
(Sa.). No doubt prop, muddy ditch. 
Orig. syrkl-? Cf. No. syrkja, \.,miry 
mass, mud, from surk- (No. surka, 
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f., inter alia mire, mud. R.). For 
the derivative ending of the Shetl. 
word cf. No. surkla, vb., = surka, 
vb., to gurgle (of liquid), to splash, 
dabble. With sirkel, instead of a 
supposed older *surkel, cf. sirpa, 
sb. [orig. *syrpa] = No. surpa, f. 

sirp [sa‘rp], vb., to mix a thin 
batter (dough); to make the dough 
too thin and thus difficult to bake. — 
*syrpa. No. surpa, vb., to mix for 
fodder, also to splash, dabble. Sw. 
dial, sorpa and syrpa, vb., a) = lite- 
rary lang. “sorpa”, vb., to mix soft 
fodder, b) to prepare food badly 
(Ri.). See the three foil, words. 

sirpa [(si'rpa) sa'rpa], sb., moist, 
soft mass, “hit [‘it’] is a’ [‘all’] in 
a s.” is said e.g. of too thin dough, 
too soft and moist bread; Yh.: S3‘rpa. 
too soft and watery bread (broni, 
a barley- or oat-cake); Un. [(si'rpa) 
s3‘rpa]. s.-br0ni, too soft barley- 
or oat-cake (Un.); too thin gruel, 
sooens, L.Sc. sowens (made of water 
and oaten husks), thickened with 
oatmeal; sirpa and “sirpa-sooens”: 
Un. [sa'rpa]. — Prob. a *syrpa. Cf. 
No. surpa and syrpa (“sorpe”: East- 
country), f., a mixture; soft mass; 
soft fodder, surp (syrp, “sorp”), n., 
mud, mire; Icel. syrpa, f., mixture, 
conglomeration (B.H.). 

sirpet [si'rpst, ss'rpst, ^I'rpst], adj., 
too soft and moist, heavy, of bread, 
oat- or barley-cakes (bronis); a s. 
broni. U. [si'rpst, ss'rpst: Un.]. Yh. 
[ss'rpst]. Yn. [s}i‘rp3t], s. i’ de heart. 
Of food (bread, butter): badly pre- 
pared and having an unsavoury 
taste. Un. [si‘rp3t(ss'rpst)]. Of gruel: 
too thin and watery; s. sooens; 
U". [si'rpst, ss'rpst]; Uwg. [ss'rpst]. 
— No. surputt, adj., ATH/oWy. sirpet 
may also be regarded as perf. part, 
of sirp, vb., thus e.g. in sense of 
badly prepared, of food, with which cf. 
Sw. dial, sorpa and syrpa, vb., to 
prepare food badly. A form sirp in 

is found also as an adj.; see the 
foil. word. 

sirpin [si'rpin (ss'rpin)], adj., badly 
prepared, of food; reported from 
Uwg. esp. of butter; “de butter is s.” 
— Prob. *syrpinn. As for the form 
cf. No. surpen, adj., prop, the same 
word as “surputt” (see under the 
prec. word), but with a diverging 
meaning: surly, morose. For the 
meaning of sirpin, *syrpinn, cf. the 
three prec. words and the etym. given 
thereunder. 

sit, sit [sit], vb., in general sense 
the Eng. word, but in a few senses 
it springs from O.N. sitja, vb., to sit, 
etc.; thus: 1) to remain at rest in 
a place, in exprs. as: “I’m no gaun 
[‘going’] to s.”, I don’t intend to 
remain long (Un.). O.N. sitja, vb., to 
remain quiet, etc. 2) to stay, to 
reside, to live in a place; to s. in 
a hus; he’s sitten [sitsn] dere upo 
de sam’ land i’ t’irty years, he has 
lived on the same piece of land 
for thirty years (Fo.); also: he ’s 
been sittin’ [sitin], etc.; I ’m [‘am’ 
= have] sitten my hale [‘whole’] 
life upo dat land (Fo.). O.N. sitja, 
vb., to remain at rest in a place, 
to stay, reside (as vb. a.: to inhabit). 
3) of boats: to remain on a fishing- 
ground; to s. and draw fish; cf. 
sedek2, sedi, “seat”, sb., fishing- 
ground. 4) in conn, with preps, (and 
advs.), e.g.: s. under ane, s. in 
under ane, a) to have one sitting on 
one’s knee, = O.N.: sitja undir ein- 
hverjum (Fser.: sita undir einun), b) 
by transference: to show one the 
greatest love and affection; “if dey 
could ha’e sitten in under him” 
(N.I.). 5) locally in exprs. as “s. 
ut de fire”, to sit (in talking) with- 
out heeding the fire on the hearth 
and letting it go out (N.I.). 

siverka, sivirka [sT’ve'rka, sive'r - 
ka, -vsVka], sb., 1) hard and dis- 
agreeable work, toil; “dey will no 
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[‘not’] want a s. de night [‘to-night’]”. ! 
Yh. [sive'rka]. 2) in rotation of 
crops: soil that is prepared (dug by 
spade) for planting of potatoes, soil \ 
in which potatoes are planted after 
corn; esp.: so//(taatie-modd, potato 
soil), which after a slight prepara- tion (harrowing) has borne grain 
(barley or oats, esp. barley), and 
in the foil, year dug by spade in 
order to be planted with potatoes. 
Fe. [siwo'rka (-ve‘rka), sive'rka, 
sivoVka]. Such soil dug by spade, 
which has borne corn after having 
been “taatie-modd”, is otherwise 
comm, called (in M.) “sweery root 
[rot]”, from L.Sc. sweiry, adj., slow, 
reluctant, indolent, and is said to 
be heavy to dig. In the foil, year 
the same soil, when having borne 
grain (oats), is called: “open root” 
(easier to dig). With siverka and 
“sweery (sweiry) root” cf. the expr. 
“klurd grund” (U.), of soil (potato 
soil, “taatie-muld”) in which grain 
(esp. oats) is grown, unprepared by 
spade or plough, harrowed only; see 
klur, vb. The term siverka is prob. 
due to the heavy digging by spade. 
— With the second part -verka, 
-virka, cf. No. verka, f., = vaar- 
vinna (R.), the work in the field in 
spring, ploughing. No. verk, n., 
work, labour, is also used in a spe- 
cial sense: field work, ploughing 
(Aa.). The first part si- is prob. the 
O.N. prefix “si-”, denoting partly a) 
of space: all over, b) of time: always, 
continually, “si-” in siverka must 
spring from O.N. si- in sense b. 

fsjafer [sjafar, ^afar], sb., a large 
marine animal, reported partly in 
sense of shark (Easts.?), pronounced 
[sjafar], partly in sense of (large) whale. 
Mostly used, it seems, of certain species 
of whales; thus from Yh. [fjafar] of the 
Greenland whale (Shetl. “slight- 
back”). Delphinus orca, grampus 
(cf. Jam.), is Shetl. “chaffer” acc. to 

Low and Edm. Zetl. Initial ch in 
Eng. sounds like sh in Shetl. From 
St. is reported “herrin’-sjafer [.^afar]” 
of a fin-fish, smaller than the com- 
mon///zfozcA. From Sa. is reported a 
form sjaferi [^••fari1] of “a kind of 
whale”. In the same place is found 
sjaferi [s}a"farr] in sense of a half- 
grown coalfish ;alsosjaferi-piltek; 
see sjaper, sb. — For the origin of 
the word only vague conjectures can 
be made, e.g. it might suggest O.N. 
saer, m., the sea, ocean, gen. saefar. 
ja frequently appears as a breaking 
of e (and i) in Shetl. Norn, to a wider 
extent than in O.N., and is also found 
in some forms of O.N. “saer” as the 
first part in place-names, thus: a) 
Sjaklett [ijaklaet], a rock in the sea 
between Wetherholm and Lunnasting, 
prob.: *sae-klettr; b) de Sjaversten 
[^"varsten"] (Uyea, Nmn'w.), a skerry: 
*saefar-steinn; prob. in several names. 
See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 154—55. With 
sjafer cf. also the closely allied (in 
meaning partly syn.) sifer (sea-?), 
sb., which poss. is the same word, 
sjaper, sb., contradicts the interpre- 
tation of sjafer as gen. ssefar, with 
dropping of the second part of compd. 
(of which certain examples are found 
in Shetl. Norn), if sjaper is the same 
word, which is doubtful. But sja- 
might also be a “sae-” as the first 
part of compd. 

sjaferi [^a -fari ] and sjaferi-piltek 
[sja-'farr-pa'ltak], sb., a half-grown 
coalfish. Sa., Wests. See the prec. 
word and sjaper, sb. 

sjag [jjag], sb., temporary sheep- 
fold. Ai*. Prob. represents stjag, 
sb., q.v. 

sjag1, shaag [§ag], vb., 1) to 
gnaw, chew, e.g. of a dog gnawing 
a bone; de dog sjags (is sjagin) 
de ben. N.I. 2) to talk incessantly 
with tiresome persistence, = sjagg, 
vb. — May be an orig. O.N. *kjaka, 
vb., to move the jaws, to chew, etc., 
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from *kjaki, m., the jaw; No. kjake, 
m., the jaw, jawbone. No. kjaka, 
vb., partly to wrangle, quarrel, partly 
(like Shetl. sjag 2) to talk with tire- 
some persistence. As k in the collo- 
cation kj is generally preserved in 
Shetl. Norn, an orig. *kjaka in Shetl. 
has prob. been connected with Eng. 
dial, chag, vb., to chew (Dur.). Ini- 
tial ch in Eng. becomes sh [§] in 
Shetl. pronunc. In sense 1 Shetl. 
sjag, “shaag”, assimilates to Eng. 
dial, chag, but in sense 2 to No. 
kjaka. The word is found in Shetl. 
also with short vowel-sound [^ag] 
in sense 2, written sjagg, “shag” 
(noted down in Fe.). Cf. sjagl, vb., 
and compare sjams, vb., from No. 
“kjamsa”, and Eng. dial, cham, vbs. 

sjag2 [§ag], vb., to worry, fatigue 
with hard work. Esp. in perf. part., 
sjaget [ijagot] and “sjagetut”, also 
used as an adj., knocked up, entire- 
ly exhausted (by over-exertion). 
“Dey were just sjaget ut o’ deir 
lives”, they were dog-tired (Fe.). 
N. I. — Cf. Icel. pjaka, vb., to oppress, 
torment, worry, pjakadr, perf. part, 
and adj., exhausted by hard work 
(B.H.: piaka, piakadr). The change 
pj > sj is regular in Shetl. Norn. 
O. N. pj£ka, vb., to exhaust (No. tjaaka, 
vb., to drudge), ought in Shetl. Norn 
regularly to have given *sjog [*§og]. 

sjager/e [^"gori-j, sb., hard, 
wearing work. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). Deriv. 
from the prec. word, with mod. end- 
ing, Eng. -ery (-erie). 

sjaget [§ag9t], adj. (perf. part.), 
exhausted; see sjag2, vb. 

sjagg, shag [sjag], vb., = sjag1, 
vb. 2, q.v. 

sjagl1, sjaggel, sh aggie [^ag3l, 
^agal], vb., to chew or gnaw con- 
tinually, to chew (gnaw) something 
tough; “he sjaggeld it aff wi’ his 
teeth”. Un. — Prob. an anglicised 
form: “chaggle”,(in Shetl.)“shaggle”, 
sprung from an orig. *kjakla, vb., 

derived from *kjaka, vb., to move 
the jaws, to chew. Cf. Sw. dial, 
kjaggla, vb., a) to chew with diffi- 
culty, to munch; b) metaph.: to 
grumble, to scold continually about 
the same thing. The form sjagl, 
“shaggle”, for *kjagl, has arisen 
through infl. of sjag1, “shaag”, and 
sjagg, “shag”, vbs., to chew, to talk 
in a tiresome way, Eng. dial, chag, 
vb., to chew. — The word differs 
from the foil, sjagl, vb. 

sjagl2, sjaggel [^ag3l, ijagsl], vb., 
to cut unevenly with a blunt knife. 
U. — May be either an orig. *sagla 
from O.N. saga, vb., to saw, or have 
arisen from a *sjagga. Cf. a) No. 
saga, vb., a) to saw, ft) to cut with 
difficulty, etc., Icel. sagla, vb., to 
saw busily but with little or no 
effect, to file (B.H.), Sw. dial, saggla, 
vb., to bite and tear, e.g. meat, etc., 
b) Fser. sjagga and “sjagla”, vbs., 
to cut with a blunt knife. No. sjagga, 
vb., to cut awkwardly, to hack, c) 
L.Sc. shagl, shaggle, vb., to cut 
unevenly. 

sjalder [sal dor], sb., oyster-catcher, 
hsematopus ostralegus. More rarely 
in the form sjaller [§al9r]. — Ork. 
tjaldro, tjaldrek [tqaldro, t§aldr9k] 
and various forms. — O.N. tjaldr, m., 
oyster-catcher, No. tjeld, m. The 
ending -er in Shetl. sjalder (and 
-ro, -rek in Ork. tjaldro, tjaldrek) 
may be the nom. r grafted to the 
stem. In Faer. is found a form 
“tjaldur” in the neuter, and with 
fixed or poss. radical r. 

fsjalti [§a‘lti], sb., a species of water- 
flea. Du. — Ork. sjolti [§&‘lti], id. 
Prop, a springer? On the Scottish 
mainland sjalt, sjalti, is the term 
for a Shetland horse (pony), written 
“shalt, shaltie”; also sjolt, “sholt” 
[§&‘lt], sjolti, “sholtie” [^&‘lti] and 
sjelti, “sheltie” [§ae‘lti]; Ork. sjolti 
and sjelti. In Du., S.Sh., occas. 
with close phonetic o [so'lti], and 
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used as a tabu-name, sea-term for 
horse, sjalt(i), tic., a small (Shet- 
land) horse, must be O.N. hjalti and 
hjaltr = hjaltlendingr, m., a man 
from Shetland (Hjaltland), a Shet- 
lander. hj > sj is a regular devel- 
opment of sound in Shetl. Norn; but 
sjalti, in sense of Shetland horse, 
pony, must be supposed to have come 
from the mainland, to which there 
has been a large export of the Shet- 
land ponies. — It would be less rea- 
sonable to associate Shetl. sjalti, 
water-flea, with Sw. dial, skjalta, vb., 
to spring hither and thither. 

fsjamm, sham [^am], vb., 1) to 
make faces, showing the teeth; to 
snarl, = to girn; to s. (sh.) on or 
at ane. N.Roe, Nmn. 2) to mutter, 
to speak indistinctly, to stutter and 
stammer. Yh’b. a sjammin (cham- 
min’) fool (Yb.) = a vjalskin fool 
(Fe.). — Poss. an orig. O.N. *kjamma, 
vb., to move the jaws; cf. Icel. 
kjammi, m., cheek-bone, whence 
“kjamsa”, vb., to move the jaws; 
see sjams, vb. In its form with 
initial [§] Shetl. sjamm, “cham”, is 
Eng.; Eng. dial, cham, vb., a) to 
chew, gnaw, b) to ruminate, to re- 
peat the same thing. Initial kj is 
generally preserved as kj [y in Shetl. 
Norn, while Eng. initial ch becomes 
sh [§] in Shetl. pronunc. Shetl. sjamm, 
“cham”, does not quite assimilate in 
meaning to Eng. dial, cham, as it 
might then be reasonable to suppose 
the Shetl. word to be merely a later 
loan-word from Eng. The inference 
of an origin from Old Northern is 
supported by comparison with the 
foil. word. 

sjams, sAams [§a‘ms], \b., to make 
a loud, smacking sound with the 
jaws while eating, as e.g. a pig; to 
eat while smacking with the jaws. 
U., Fo. — Is prob. an orig. O.N. 
*kjamsa, vb., which by infl. of Eng. 
dial, cham, vb., to chew (poss. also 
“champ”, vb., to chew audibly) has 

received the pronunc. [*ty when ini- 
tial instead of kj [y, and further sj 
as a development of initial bj in 
accordance with the prevalent phono- 
logy for the Shetl. pronunc. of English. 
Icel. kjamsa, vb., to move the jaws 
(B.H.); No. kjamsa, vb., to chew 
(slowly), to eat. In E.D.D. there is 
no mention of any s-derivative of 
cham, vb., so that Shetl. sjams, 
“chams”, can hardly be derived di- 
rectly from Eng. For further con- 
firmation, cf. the doublet kjumset 
and skjumset, adjs. For a similar 
mingling of O.N. and Eng. forms 
in Shetl. cf. e.g. “shord”2, sb., which 
is O.N. skorda, f., and Eng. shore, sb. 

sjanament [^a"nama‘nt ], sb., = 
sjonament, sb., q.v. 

sjaper [fjapar] and sjapert [^apart, 
ijapard], sb., a big, but not full-grown 
coalfish; a coalfish somewhat more 
than half-grown, esp. one four years 
old. Also sjaper(t)-piltek [sjapar 
pa'ltak (§apard p.)]. Du. From Sa., 
Wests., is reported a form sjaferi 
[§a"fari-], sjaferi-piltek [-pa'ltak], 
in sense of half-grown coalfish. — 
Etym. uncertain. See the etym. re- 
marks under sjafer, sb. A com- 
pound? sja-, in accordance with 
Shetl. Norn phonology, may have 
been developed from *se [*se], which 
may be either a) sed [sed], a Dun- 
rossness form of sed [sed], a coal- 
fish, O.N. seidr, m., or b) sse-: O.N. 
saer, m., the sea, ocean. 

fsjaphus, s/iap-hus [§aphus], sb., 
a small porch, penthouse. Un. — 
The word may be old, and then 
rather A.S. or M.Eng. than O.N., as 
with sjap (shap) may prob. be com- 
pared A.S. scipen, f., a shed, stable, 
Eng. dial, shippen, sb. Certainly 
Da. “skab”, n., L.Germ. schap, a 
closet with shelves, approaches Shetl. 
sjap (shap) owing to its vowel-sound; 
but of greater importance is initial 
sj (sh), which points to an origin 
from O.Eng. If the word were Nor- 
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them in Shetl., a form with initial 
sk ought to have been expected. 
(The connection between “shap-” 
and A.S. “scipen” was orig. suggested 
in a letter from W. R.). 

sjar [§ar], sb., sea-term, tabu-name 
in boat-fishermen’s lang. at sea for 
I) boat, fishing-boat: Ub. and Yn., 
and II) a small whetstone: St. “Hand 
me de s. to bri de skoni to sni 
de nebert!” hand me the whetstone, 
so that I can sharpen my knife for 
cutting up the bait! St. — Origin 
uncertain; poss. two diff. words, 
sjar I, boat, might be supposed to be 
orig. the same word as “shard” 
[sjard] in the expr. “a shard o’ a 
boat”, an old, unseaworthy boat, 
prop, a shard, fragment? Eng. dial, 
and L.Sc. shard = sherd, sb. sjar 
II might suggest an abbr. form of 
Eng. “sharpening-stone”. Neverthe- 
less, it is more reasonable to regard 
senses I and II as both originating 
from a common root-meaning: ob- 
jects producing sounds when sub- 
jected to friction, etc., because e.g. 
in sjar I, there is no question of 
any disparaging implication as in the 
case of “shard”, sjar I, boat, might 
then prop, denote a creaker, the 
creaking, grating one, esp. on ac- 
count of the creaking sound caused 
by the friction of the oars in rowing: 
O.N. *hjar (cf. rikaband, rikka- 
band, prob. “creaking-band", as a 
tabu-name for grommet), and sjar 
II, sharpening-stone, might then orig. 
denote the grating (hissing) sound 
caused by the grinding. See sjar, 
vb., to creak, *hjara, from which 
“sjar(r)i-pin, sjarl-pin”, door-hinge, 
is to be derived. 

sjar [§ar], vb., to creak, esp. of 
a door, de door sjars; a sjarin 
noise. Conn. — *hjara = O.N. *hjarra, 
vb., to creak, grate, handed down 
only in the pres. part, form “hjar- 
randi”; used as the name of a per- 

son (prop, the grating one). To be 
classed with sjarl and sjarl-pin 
(sjarri-pin), sbs. With the Shetl. 
form [§ar] cf. Icel. hjar, n., and hjara, 
f., a hinge (B.H.). 

sjara [§ara, qara], sb., very dense, 
black mist lying on the surface of 
the sea; a black s. Conn. — Orig. 
uncertain. A definition has been 
attempted under pansjara, sb., q.v. 
As for the form, sar, sb., may poss. 
be compared. 

fsjarf, sharf [§a‘rf], sb., mud, 
mire; a miry place; crust of mud. 
Uncertain word. Appears in J. J. 
Haldane Burgess’ “Rasmie’s Buddie”, 
and in Clark’s “Northern Gleams”, 
and from these quoted in E.D.D. 
Apparently to be associated with 
jarf, sb. 

sjarg [§arg, §arg], sb., 1) a grumb- 
ling and scolding, constant nagging 
and faultfinding. 2) one who is 
always scolding, a nagging person 
(P.). — Sw. dial, sarg (sjarg), n., a 
grumbling and scolding, sarger, m., 
a person always scolding. 

sjarg foarg, sjarg], vb., to grumble 
and scold, constantly to nag and 
find fault, comm. — Sw. dial, sarga 
and sjarga, vb., a) to saw, hew or 
cut unevenly, b) to grumble, nag 
(Ri.). More distantly related is No. 
sarra, vb., Faer. sjarra, vb., to whimper. 
Cf. jarg, vb. 

sjari [qari]-p/n, see sjarri-pin. 
sjarl, sjarrel [^ar3l, §arol], sb., a 

wooden hinge on a door, esp. a 
cross-piece with an eye fitting over 
the pivot of the door, i.e. the part of 
the hinge fixed to the door-post. Br. 
Is now comm, called: har (L.Sc.). 
The compd. “sjarl-pin” (q.v.), used 
esp. of the pivot, is more common 
than the uncompd. sjarl. — O.N. 
hjarri, m., a hinge, door-hinge, esp. 
(similar to Shetl. sjarl) “cardo fe- 
mina”. See sjar, vb. 

sjarl [sjar®!, ^arol] -pin, sb., 1) a 
49* 
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wooden hinge, esp.: a) the pivot of 
a door. comm. In pi. sjarl-pins, 
of the pivot together with the cross- 
piece; b) point, one of the wooden 
pivots serving as a hinge of the 
lid of a chest; de sjarl-pins o’ de 
kist. Un., Sa. de “sjarl-pin” and 
“de yoke” (Un.). 2) by transference: 
pivot of a reel. Un’bu.; Sa., Wests. 
— Also “sjarri [§ari]-pin”, given by 
J. I. (Fe.) in sense of wooden hinge; 
but this more orig. form, sjarri-, has 
now been largely superseded by the 
1-derivative sjarl-. — O.N. hjarri, m., 
a hinge. See sjarl, sb. 

sjarri [§ari]-p/n, — sjarl-pin. 
sjask1 [§ask, §ask], sb., 1) haze, 

misty clouds (Y.), = ask and dask, 
sbs. In this sense reported from Y. 
esp. with long a [sjask], 2) fine, drizz- 
ling rain, occas. accompanied by wind; 
a s. o’ rain. Nm. [sjask]. — In the 
latter sense the word is prob. Da. 
sjask, n., dirty and wet roads or 
weather, or poss. (with ref. to the 
change hj > sj in Shetl. Norn) Da. 
dial., Jut. hjask, hjaskevejr, falling 
sleet. With regard to sense 1 in 
its relation to sense 2 it may be stated 
that ask and dask, sbs., are used 
in a similar way, partly of haze, 
misty clouds, partly of drizzle. 

sjask2 [§ask], sb., trouble; toil 
and moil; sho [‘she’] was no [‘not’] 
able to stand dis s., no able for dis 
s. Papa. Noted down in Fe. — Poss. 
something that makes one heavy 
and faint, and may then be cognate 
with a) Da. sjaske, vb., to dabble, 
plash, Sw. dial, sjaska (and jaska), 
vb., to walk slowly and listlessly, 
b) Da. hjaske, jaske, vb., to dabble, 
do something carelessly. In that 
case the word is etym. to be classed 
with the prec. word. See further 
sjasket, adj., which is more common 
than this substantive. 

sjasket [qaskat], adj., properly perf. 
part.? 1) troubled and worried; 2) 

exhausted, worn out. Sa., Wests.— 
To be classed with the prec. word, 
and etym. doubtless also with sjask1, 
sb. Cf. dasket,adj., ejc/KM/ster/, dask, 
sb., thickness, dense haze, and No. 
dasken, adj., dull and slack; heavy 
with moisture. Note, however, also 
L.Sc. disjaskit, adj., a) decayed, in 
disrepair, b) exhausted. 

sjav, shaave? [§av], sb., fodder 
for a calf, waste from the threshing- 
floor, corresponding to njaf (fodder 
for a cow, prop, a gnawing) and 
snisk (fodder for a pig). Fo. 
— Prob. gnawing, “shaave” from 
“chaave” (semi-Eng. form), and then 
to be classed with the foil. word. 
It is no doubt poss. (scarcely prob.) 
to associate the word with No. sav, 
n., refuse, offal (esp. from fish), or 
No. sev, n., refuse. 

sjav, us/iaave”'[§av], vb., of ani- 
mals, to gnaw; de dog sjavs de ben 
(N.); to take bites out of something, 
e.g. potatoes, turnips; de coo or grice 
sjavs (is sjavin)detaaties [‘potatoes’], 
de neeps [‘turnips’], etc. N.Roe, Nm". 
— Prob. a composite form. May 
reasonably have arisen from a *kjava, 
orig. *kjafa, vb., to be classed with 
Eng. (dial.) chaw, vb., = chew, vb. 
Cf. No. kjava, vb., to talk in a tiring 
way, to quarrel, wrangle, no doubt 
to move the jaws, with the deriva- 
tive form “kjafsa”, vb., to chew with 
large movements of the jaws, also 
to wrangle (R.). sj [sj] for kj [kj 
in the Shetl. word must be due to 
infl. of Eng. chaw. Eng. ch, when 
initial, regularly becomes sh [§] in 
Shetl. The v-sound in sjav, “chaave”, 
however, is prob. a relic from an 
old Norn *kjava. Cf. sjag1, sjagl1, 
fsjamm, sjams, vbs., as well as 
snjav, vb. — Diff. from sjav, treated 
here, is sjav, “shauve” [^av], vb., in 
sense of to chafe, to wear by friction, 
which must be Eng. dial, chauve, vb., 
to chafe, to warm by chafing. 
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sjel [^esl], sb., perch or roost for 

hens; de hens’ s.; a hen-s. N.Sh. 
Noted down in De., Nm. and N.I. 
(Y., U.). — Identical with Da. “hjal”, 
n., roost, with usual change hj > sj 
in Shetl. Norn. In its special mean- 
ing and also in form (e by anglicis- 
ing of a, from orig. a, followed by 
a single consonant) sjel is closer to 
Da. “hjal” than to O.N. hjallr, m., 
a scaffolding. No. hjell (kjell, jell), m. 

sjel1 [§e3l], vb., to sit down on 
the very edge of a seat, to squeeze 
oneself down on or into a seat, to s. 
doon. “I could just s. doon”, I 
could just barely get a seat on the 
bench (Fe.), = I could just pramm 
me doon. — Prob. by comparison 
with the hens perching on the roost, 
and thus an orig. *hjala, vb., from 
*hjal, n., roost, Da. hjal, n. See 
sjel, sb. 

sjel2 [§el, §e3l], vb., of hoar-frost 
and dew: to fall; to s. doon; he is 
sjelin (sjelin him) doon. N.I. Now 
more rare in this orig. sense. Of 
light clouds, “sjela”-clouds (see the 
foil, word): to fade away, to dis- 
solve and fall as dew or very fine 
rain, and of wind when there are 
sjela-clouds in the sky, esp. in sum- 
mer: to abate, die away, succeeded 
by a fall of dew; he ’ll s. (s. him) 
doon i’ de night; he ’ll may be s. 
him awa. Y. Of weather: to be in 
a state of transition from rain or 
damp fog to dry weather, to become 
dry weather, to begin to clear up, 
esp. with “aff” or “op”; to s. aff 
(op); “he ’ll may be s. aff, s. him 
aff” (N.), or “he ’ll may be s. op” 
(Papa, Wests.), it will probably be 
dry weather. Of frost setting in, 
causing the wind to subside: s. aff; 
“he ’ll may be s. him aff”, the frost 
will doubtless “bind" the wind and 
make it subside (Fe.). — *h61a, vb., 
to settle as dew or rime, to become 
hoar-frost. Icel. h61a, vb., to settle. 

of hoar-frost, sjel has arisen from a 
*hjel, developed from *h61a. To be 
classed with the foil. word. 

sjela [§ela (§eala; ^sla)], sb., 1) a 
slight frost, hoar-frost. Also com- 
pounded “s.-frost”. Adjectivally in 
the collocation “a s. frost” (U.). N.I. 
[sjela (^e3la)]. sjela-wadder, a) state 
of the weather with hoar-frost or 
cold dew during the night, b) state 
of the weather changing from rain 
to dry weather. 2) dew on the 
ground, esp. very cold dew. N.I. 
[§ela, ge8la]. Evening dew, also 
metaph. of twilight (acc. to J. I.). 
sjela-clood [‘cloud’], prop, a light, 
frosty cloud (see sjela 1), further, 
a cloud dissolving and falling as 
dew; cf. sjel2, vb. 3) dense mist 
with slight, drizzling rain. Papa 
[sjela, §9 la]. 4) dark colour, esp. in 
wool with a lighter shade on top; 
often used adjectivally: a s. colour, 
a) of sheep: having wool of a dark 
colour (black, dark grey, bluish-grey, 
brown), but lighter at the points of 
hair, giving a lighter shade to the 
surface, b) of wool: dark with lighter 
tinge on top; a s. sheep; s. oo’ 
[‘wool’]; a s. sock. comm, [qela 
(§e3la)]. — O.N. h61a, f., hoar-frost. 
Sense 4 of sjela, appl. to shade of 
colour, has arisen by comparison 
with the appearance of slightly frosted 
ground. The form sjela is deve- 
loped from “h£la” through a middle 
form *hjela. 

fsjemma? [$ema], sb., disparaging 
term appl. to a woman: a greedy 
woman, one who is a great eater; 
a hizzie [‘hussy’]-s. Conn. — Poss. 
association with sjamm, vb., and 
Eng. dial, cham, vb., to chew. The 
final a is a Norn ending, O.N. -a, 
denoting fern., but giving no evidence 
of an O.N. origin of the word, as the 
ending a in Shetl. is occas. added 
to Eng. and L.Sc. words. 

*sjera [sjera], *sjere [§er9], vb., to 
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cut; handed down in a little fairy- 
verse in Norn (reported by J. I.), and 
there used in sense of to reap corn. 
See Introd., Fragments of Norn. — 
sjerafor*skera, which wouldbemore 
strictly phonetic, is a comb, of O.N. 
skera, vb., to cut, and Eng. shear, vb. 

sjev [fjev], vb., to brush along, 
to pass close by. Fe. Seeskiv, vb. 

sjiner [§inor], sb., tabu-name, sea- 
term in fishermen’s lang. for the sun. 
Fo. — Prop, the shiner, the shining 
one, O.N. *sklnari, m. [sklna, vb., 
to shine]. The form sjiner with sj 
for sk has arisen by infl. of Eng. 
shine, vb., and “sheen”, sb. 

sjinn [qin, ^on], sb., a very 
small lake, pool. See further sjonn 
(sjonn), sb. 

sjiv [q!v], = sjev. Seeskiv, vb. 
sjivek [§Iv3k], see skivek, sb. 
sjodd [sjod], sb., a loud humming 

or rushing sound; muffled and con- 
fused din, esp. at some distance; 
noisy sound of many persons' foot- 
steps or the trampling of cattle. U". 
Also sjodd [§od]; to had a s., to 
make a humming noise. S.Sh. From 
Fe. is reported sjodd [^od] in sense 
of a roaring sound of the sea in 
the distance, of the surf on the 
shore. — Cf. a) No. sod, n., partly 
a seething, boiling, partly a soughing, 
roaring, murmuring, soyd(?), m., a 
soughing, roaring, or sound of voices 
(Aa.), b) Icel. suda, f., partly a seeth- 
ing, boiling, partly a humming, 
buzzing. 

sjogg1, sogg [sjog] and sjugg (sugg) 
[sjog], sb., close, drizzling rain, misty 
rain; a s. o’weet [‘wet’]. N.I.; Nm. 
Also very dense and damp mist, a 
s. o’ mist (Un.); a s. o’ wadder, damp, 
rough and windy weather (Umo.). 
The pronunc. [§6g] is the more com- 
mon; [§6g] is reported by J.I. — To 
be classed with Icel. saggi, n., damp- 
ness (E. J.), Icel. soggur, No. sogg, 
Sw. dial, sogg, adj., damp, moist, 

wet, No. soggjen, suggjen, adj., sul- 
try, damp and oppressive, of weather. 
O.N. scegr, m., rain (Fr.), is no doubt 
a cognate word. See sagg (sjagg) 
and sjuggin, sbs. 

sjogg2 [qog], sb., loose, flapping, untidy dress; loose, untidy state of 
one’s clothing; de claes is hingin’ 
[‘the clothes are hanging’] in a louse 
s. aboot him (her). Nms. (Sullom, 
Bardister). — Prob. to be compared 
with Sw. dial. (Qotl.) sj&ggug, adj., 
untidy in one’s dress, disorderly, 
etc., and cognate with sjosk, sb. 

fsjogg3, shug? [fj6g], sb., thick, 
luxuriant growth, esp. of grass. — 
Might be a parallel form to sjukk 
from O.N. pjukkr, adj., thick, dense; 
see sjukk, sb. For a change kk > 
gg see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 38 a. Poss. rather a parallel form 
to Eng. shag, sb. 

fsjogg4, shug? [$6g], sb., refuse 
of meal, bran, separated from the 
meal by sifting. — Poss. merely 
another form of L.Sc. shag, sb., re- 
fuse of barley or oats (Jam.). 

sjogg (sogg) [ejog], vb., to drizzle-, 
he is sjoggin. More rarely sjugg 
(sugg) [§6g]. — Sw. dial. sagga,vb., 
id. — See further sjogg1, sb., and 
sagg (sjagg), sb. 

sjoggersten [§6g"3rsten‘], sb., hard 
stone, a kind of quartz. Nmw. Prob. 
for *hjoggersten = *hjogelsten, 
and the first part orig. being the 
same word as O.N. hdgeitill, m., 
hard stone, quartz. See further 
hjegel, hjigel, sb., with the parallel 
form hjogel, hjugel. 

sjogg/e [sjogi], adj., moist, misty 
and damp; s. wadder; a s. day. — 
Derived from sjogg1, sb. 

sjoggisom [§6g"isonr], adj., ex- 
hausting, laborious, very tiring; s. 
wark [‘work’]; a s. time. Acc. to 
J. I. (Fe.). — Poss. to be classed with 
O.N. pj&ka, vb., to exhaust, No. 
tjaaka, vb., to toil, drudge; cf. sjag2, 
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vb., prob. from *pjaka. The change 
pj > sj is regular in Shell. Norn. 
Possibly there is also an association 
with No. sigg, sigga and *sigginn, 
“siggjen”, adj., limp from exhaustion, 
faint and powerless; hardly Sw. dial. 
sSgal, sugot, adj., laborious, tiring 
(prop, that saps the strength. Ri. 
under “suga”, vb.). 

sjokalli, sb., see sjukalli, sb. 
fsjokset [§oksat], fsjukset [^oksat], 

adj., having thick plumage round 
the neck and on the head, esp. of 
hens. Nm., De. — Anglicised form 
“chokset”, from kjokset, adj., q.v. 

sjol-g7rs [<5&lge‘rs], sb., see the 
foil. word. 

sjolgre [q&lgre], sb., a kind of 
plant, acc. to J.I. poss. cucubalus. 
From Fo. reported of a plant hav- 
ing bluish-grey flowers, = “annan”; 
from De. given as the name of a 
medicinal plant (a short non-flowering 
plant), used in healing wounds. From 
Sa., Wests., is reported “sjol-girs 
[^lge‘rs]” of yarrow, millefolium. — 
sjolgre as well as “sjol-girs” are 
prob. etym. synonymous with No. 
skjellegras, n., a) “cucubalus” or 
“silene inflata”, b) rhinanthus. sjol 
may represent a *skjol — *skjal; 
cf. Da. “skjaller” of a kind of “rhi- 
nanthus”, = No. skjellegras b. The se- 
cond part gre fgre] may have arisen 
from *gres [*gres] in sense of grass, 
the final s having been regarded as 
the pi. sign, and thereafter dropped 
in the singular. 

*sjolin [^o3hn], sb., endearing term 
addressed to a cow during milking 
in order to get her to stand still; 
esp. in the expr. s. sjota [^o8ta]. 
Fo. Prop, no doubt soul (the soul). 
sjolin then represents *solin, which 
is O.N. s&lin, the soul, def. form of 
s&l, f., soul. “s. sjota” is then *saiin 
soeta, (the) sweet soul, you sweet 
soul. See sot, sota, adj., commonly 
appl. to the cow during milking. 

*sjoljoga [sj9lo-ga, ^lo3-ga] and 
*sjologa [splo-ga], sb., mist lying 
over the sea (ocean). Also (when 
the meaning of the two parts of the 
compd. was lost) in a wider sense 
of mist in warm weather, esp. in 
summer. Fe. — O.N. sj&laegja (in 
this form handed down in Icel.; 
sjolaegja: B.H.) and “saelaegja”, f., 
mist covering the sea, and “sj&laegr 
(saelaegr) myrkvi”, id. O.N. sjdlaegr 
(sselsegr), adj., lying on the sea. 

sjolki [§6‘lki], sb., a lump, esp. 
a fleshy protuberance in the throat; 
uvula in a cow. Sa., Wests. — May 
have been developed from kjolki = 
kolki through infl. ofEng.(“*cholkie” 
> “sholkie”), poss. by merging with 
kjolk, sb., the jaw, Eng. dial, choke 
(Shetl. shoke), sb., id. Compare 
kjokset, adj., with the parallel form 
sjokset, “chokset”. See further 
under kolki, sb. 

Sjolma [§&lma], sb., name for a 
white-headed (dark-coloured) cow. 
— *hj£lma. See sjolmet, adj. 

sjolmarket[^ai"ma‘rkat, -ad], adj., 
of a calf: born with a mark in the 
ear; lacking a piece of the ear, esp. 
the top, at birth; a s. calf. — The 
etym. of the word is uncertain. One 
might suggest either a) *sjolm- 
market from a *hjalm-markaflr, 
marked while in the “helmet” or 
chorion, i.e. before birth (No. hjelm, 
kalvehjelm, m., chorion in which a 
calf is born, Faer. hj&lmi [t^&lmi], 
m., chorion, caul), or b) a *sjalf- 
markadr, “self-marked”: having con- 
genital mark. Under “shool”, sb., 
shovel, E.D.D. has a “shool-marked” 
(without stating locality) in the sense 
given above for “sjol-market”, 
deriving it from “shool”, dial, form 
of Eng. shovel, sb., because of the 
supposed form of mark; but the only 
source given to elucidate the use of 
the word is a Shetlandic one. “shool”, 
shovel, however, is always pronouns- 
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ed [30I] in Shell, with close 0-sound, 
while sjol- in Shetl. sjol-market 
is always pronounced with open 0- 
sound [&; 0?]. Nor is the mark, or 
the marked ear, in all cases given 
as being shovel-shaped, but is used 
partly in a general sense of an ear 
of which a piece is lacking, partly 
(as reported from N.I.) of an ear 
lacking the (upper) half, or as from 
Sa. (Wests.) of an incision in the 
upper part of the ear. Likewise in 
E.D.D. is given “shool”, shovel, of 
an ear-mark in sheep, without stating 
locality; but again, in this case, it 
is only the Shetl. examples which 
are given in the sources elucidating 
the use of the word. Shetl. sol, 
sjol [sol, $ol] — E.D.D. “shool” — 
of a cleft ear-mark in sheep is, how- 
ever, of another origin, and is cer- 
tainly an Old Northern word [*syii 
from *stila]; see further sol4, sb. Edm. 
too distinguishes between “shol” in 
“shol-marked” and “shfll” = sjol. 

sjolmet [§&lm9t], adj., of a cow, 
partly also of a sheep: having the 
top of the head of another colour 
than that of the body, esp. white- 
headed; a s. coo; comm, a s. yowe 
(ewe); reported in this sense from 
Conn, and Sa., Wests. — *hjalm6ttr, 
prop, having a helmet on the head. 
Icel. hjalmottur, Fser. kjolmutur (Sudr- 
oy, South Isle), No. hjelmutt, Da. 
hjelmet, Sw. hjelmig, hjelmet, adj., 
are found in the same sense as Shetl. 
sjolmet and esp.: white-headed, of 
cattle. 

sjon [fjon, s^o3n], vb., to dwindle; 
shrink; waste away; he is weel [‘well’] 
sjond (much shrunken or wasted); 
de coo [‘cow’] is sjond a great lock 
[‘lot’]. Fe. — Poss. irregular for 
*skjon from an old *skj£na = No. 
skjaena, vb., to dry up, skjsenast, vb. 
refl., to become dried up, to wither, 
but, in all probability, may rather 
be developed from a *hjon, vb., 

for *hon from an old *h&na = No. 
haena, vb., to become dried up; see 
hjonek, sb., emaciated, shrunken 
person, etc., and compare, with re- 
gard to the development, initial sj 
in sjela, sb., hoar-frost, etc., arisen 
through a middle form *hjela from 
O.N. hdla, f. The form sjon also 
permits (as o in Shetl. Norn is often 
developed from orig. a) a deriv. of 
*hjadna: Icel. hjadna, No. hjadna (R., 
Suppl.), vb., to disappear, melt away, 
though this sense does not agree so 
well as that given for *h&na and 
*skjana. Note, however, sjanament 
(parallel form to sjonament) under 
sjonin, sb. 

sjonament, sb., see the foil. word. 
sjonin [s^nin (§o3nin)], sb., a shrink- 

ing; dwindling; wasting away; he 
’s gotten a s., he is wasted away, 
emaciated, esp. owing to sickness. 
Fe. From Nm. and De. is noted 
down a form sjonament [§o"na- 
mo'nt'] with more recent Romanic- 
English ending; “der ’r a great s. 
upon him” = he ’s gotten a (great) 
sjonin. From the same places also 
sjanament [§a"nam3‘nt*]. — Deriv. 
of sjon, vb. 

sjonn [sjon], sb., a small lake, tarn; 
now more comm, a pond, pool or 
swamp. Also sjonn [§on (^an)], 
sjinn [^an, ‘jin], and on Wests.: 
sjodn [^6d3n] and sjodn [^od3n]. 
[§in] beside [$6n], reported inter 
alia from Du. In names of small 
lakes the word often occurs as the 
second part of compd., pronounced 
[^on] and occas. [§6n], but most comm, 
[^an] by obscuration of the vowel- 
sound. Exx.: Lumisjonn [iTVmi^an'] 
(several places): *16matj9rn, from the 
name of the sea-fowl lomr, m., the 
loon, de Smosjonns [smofpns] (N.): 
*sm£tjarnir, pi., “the small lakes”. 
de Swartasjonns [swa‘r"ta$0ns\ -§9ns’] 
(W. Sw.,Y.): *sv9rtu tjarnir, pi., “the 
black (dark) lakes". For Njugger- 
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sjenn, -sjonn, Njugersjinn, Njuggel- 
sjonn: *nykar-tjprn, from “nykr”, m., 
water-nixie, see njuggel, sb. — O.N. 
tjprn, f., a small lake, tarn. 

*sjopilort, sb., see *sjupilort. 
sjorg [qorg], sb., wet gravel-soil, 

esp. subsoil; sharp stones and gravel, 
esp. in arable land. Also sjorg 
[sjorg]: Sa. (Wests.). — May be a 
deriv., *saurg, from O.N. saurr, m., 
mud, dirt; cf. the derivative, O.N. 
saurga, vb., to soil. No. saur, m., 
dirt, is also used partly of gravel, 
“sour o sann” (R.). Note No. saura, 
vb., used in sense of to fill with 
gravel (R.), prop, to soil. 

sjorg/e [§6rgi], adj., gravelly; s. 
land. Deriv. of sjorg, sb. 

sjorl [§6r3l], sb., wet gravel, a 
mixture of gravel and water. Sa. — 
Prob. a deriv. of O.N. saurr, m., 
mud, dirt, partly also of gravel; see 
sjorg sb. For the derivative ending 
1 cf. Icel. saurli, adj., sullied. 

sjosk [§6sk], sb., 1) untidy and 
slovenly state; in a s., untidy, slov- 
enly. Nms. (Sullom, Bardister). 2) 
dirty weather, drizzle with wind, = 
sjask1, sb. Nms. — Cf. partly a) Da. 
sjuske, c., a slattern, sjuske, vb., to 
perform a piece of work carelessly, 
sjusket, adj., and “sjuskeri”, n., partly 
b) Da. sjask, n., slushy state of the 
roads, in dial. (Jut.) also of dirty, rainy 
weather. Sw. dial, sjosk, “sj^sk”, n., 
a) slushy state of the roads; b) a 
slattern (Ri.: sjSsk). 

sjoski [§6ski], see sjuski, sb. 
sjosk/e [sjoski], adj., l) untidy, 

slovenly. 2) of weather: dirty, windy 
and rainy; s. wadder, dirty weather 
with rain and wind. Nms. — Deriv. 
of sjosk, sb. 

*sjota [§o9‘ta-], prob. adj., def. form, 
fern., you sweet, the sweet one, re- 
ported in the expr. “sjolin [^o9lm] 
s.”, used as a term of address to the 
cow to get her to stand still during 
milking. Fo. Prop, doubtless usweet 

soul", O.N. *s&lin sceta. See further 
under sot, adj., and *sjolin, sb. 

fsjou [spu], vb., to make a noise, 
to carry on noisy, foolish and tire- 
some talk; to sit sjouin at ane. — 
Is prob. No. sjaua, Da. sjoue, vb., 
to make a noise, prop, to be at 
work (day-labourer’s work, docker’s 
work), sjau, sjou, n., from Dut. sjouw. 

sju [§n], vb., to back the oars in 
rowing, “to sju” and “to sju on”, 
comm. Also Ork. and Caith. — In 
L.Sc. is used “shoo, shue”, vb., in sense 
of to swing, put in swinging motion; 
but Shetl. (Ork., Caith.) sju is poss. 
orig. another word. It may spring 
from O.N. skjota, vb., to shove, etc., 
as this word is used in Peer, in sense 
of to back with the oars, like Shetl. 
sju; but the latter, in that case, is 
not a phonetic development — one 
would have expected *skjud. Cf. 
skot- in skothumlin, sb., of a boat 
rowed backwards. For the dropping 
of final t, d, in Shetl. Norn after a 
long vowel, see Introd. V (also N. 
Spr. VII), § 35. 

sjubrigdi, see sulbrigdi, sb. 
sjug [§ng], sb., a species of gull, 

skua, lestris parasitica. U. See further 
under sjui, sb. 

fsjugg [$og], interj., call to a horse. 
Also sjuggi [5jOgi] and sjogg [<j6g]. 
Ork. sjugg. — May be classed with 
No. sjuga, sjoga = sjua, vb., to 
halloo faintly; but this is doubtful, 
as in Eng. dials., esp. South Eng., 
“shug, shuck, chug”, are found as 
calls to a pig. 

sjuggin [sjogin], sb., a wetting or 
thorough soaking, esp. owing to rain; 
dey ’re [‘have’] gotten a guid [god = 
‘good’] s. Nmn. (N.Roe). — The word 
presupposes a *sjugg [*§og], vb., to 
wet through, to soak, to be classed 
with sjogg1, sogg1, as well as sagg 
(sjagg). See further these words. 

sjui [^oi], sb., a species”'of gull, 
stoa,lestris parasitica. U. Also sjug 
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[sjug] (U.). Otherwise comm, called 
“skooti-alan”. — Cf. Icel. kjoi, Fser. 
kjogvi, No. jo, tjuvjo, m., a gull, 
skua, lestris parasitica. Shetl. sjui 
is not regularly developed either from 
“kjoi” or “jo”, sj being found in 
Shetl. Norn as a phonetic develop- 
ment of orig. hj, tj or pj, but not 
of kj or j. The word may be an 
old *tj6(f), *tjti(f), or *pjo(f), *pjti(f), 
mingled with “pjofr, pjiifr”, m., a 
thief; cf. the Norwegian name “tyv- 
jo” for the bird. Is said to be an 
onomatopoeic word. 

sjukalli (siokalli) [^okajM, -kaj i], 
sb., a piercing clamour produced by 
a flock; der ’r a s. among de geese, 
de maws (the gulls), de bairns (the 
children). N.I. — The first part sju 
(sjo)- may spring either from a) O.N. 
*so5, n., a seething, in No. (sod) also 
a soughing, murmuring sound; a 
noise. No. soyd, m., id., or rather 
from b) No. sjua, vb., to sough; to 
hush, to halloo faintly, Sw. dial, 
sjoa, vb. For the second part see 
kalli, sb. 

sjukavi [^u'kavi, ^irkirvi, §uka*vi], 
sb., l) whirled-up sea-foam lying as 
a light mist over the sea; very dense 
(and misty) sea-spray; used e.g. of 
agitated sea with waves going against 
the wind, causing the wave-crests to 
be whirled up; “de sea was in a s.” 
Acc. to J.I. (Fe.). 2) metaph.: vio- 
lent quarrelling and fighting; dey 
were in a s. [§uka‘vi]. Fe. — *sjokafi, 
(m.), dense spoondrift. The first 
part sju is O.N. sjo-r, m., the sea. 
For the second part see further kavi, 
sb. II, dense snowfall; heavy, driv- 
ing rain, from O.N. kaf. 

sjukk [50k], sb., dense mist, a s. 
o’ mist. Un. he cam’ doon a s., a 
dense mist (evening mist) came down. 
Fe. — *pjukk(a), from O.N. pjukkr, 
pykkr, adj., thick; see under sjuk- 
kolo, sb. No. tjukka, f.( dense at- 
mosphere.] Cf. sjukni, sb. 

sjukk [30k], vb., of air: to become 
filled with dense mist; of mist: to 
gather, lower; he sjukked [sjokad] 
him doon, a dense mist was lowering; 
he is sjukkin him doon. U"., Fe. 
From Fe. reported esp. of evening 
mist, lowering after the wind has 
dropped. Also occas. sjokk [30k]; 
he is sjokket him doon in mist. 
Fe. — From *pjukka, for *pjukkna, 
No. tjukna, Faer. tjiikna, vb., to be- 
come thick, also of air. 

sjukkolo [‘jok"alo-], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
cod. Wh. From the same place also 
“sjukkel[^ok9l]-head”:Eng. chuckle- 
head?— sjukkolo may be an old 
*pjukk-kula, f., uthick-head”, “thick- 
neck”; cf. Faer. kula, f., thick head, 
esp. of a ca'ing whale, Icel. kula, 
f., the back of a cod’s head. It was 
particularly pointed out by an old 
Whalsay man (in 1894), that, acc. to 
deceased fishermen, the cod had re- 
ceived this name owing to its thick 
“neck”, sjukk [30k], adj., thick, is 
noted down only in one place-name, 
name of a big rock rising out of the 
sea: Stakken sjukka [stakan §oka], 
Un. (Burrafirth): *stakkinn pjukka, 
accus. of *stakkrinn pjukki, the high, 
big rock in the sea (stakk). 

sjukni [fjokni], sb., thick atmo- 
sphere, dense mist, esp. evening 
mist, lowering after the dropping 
of the wind; a s. 0’ mist; de night-s. 
is cornin’ doon. Fe., Nmn. — No. 
tjukkn and tjukkna, f., thickness of 
the air, cloud-bank (R.). 

sjunets [qunets, ^unatsj, sb. pi., of 
an animal: adipose membrane round 
the hindmost part of the stomach; 
adipose membrane round the small 
guts, reported esp. of fat round the 
small intestines of a cow, and fat 
round the so-called longis and 
rectum of a sheep. Fo. — No. tjuv- 
netja, f., the small adipose mem- 
brane round the small guts (Tel.), 
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from “tjuv”, m., acc. to Ross: lump 
of fat in the stomach inside the 
adipose membrane or netja. 

*sjupilort [§6p"il6‘rt'], sb., reported 
from Sa., Wests., as a nickname for 
a woman. Prop, sweepings? See 
sup, vb., to sweep. 

sjupilti [sju'pi'Hi, ^opa'l’ti, ^6pA‘Hi, 
^opa'l'ti (sopo‘l-ti, -pA‘Hi, -pa‘l"ti); 
supa'j-ti], sb., sea-demon. In later 
times also of a water-nixie, — njug- 
gel, sb. Nm. All the given forms 
of pronunc. are peculiar to Nm. ex- 
cept [supa'Jii]. From Uwg. [supa^’ti] 
is reported as a tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang. for horse, the use and 
meaning of which have been de- 
veloped through using the word of 
the nixie, which was imagined to 
have the shape of a horse. In Uwg. 
also of troll (obs.); corrupted in the 
form sulpatjin [sulpat'jin]. In Sib- 
bald is given a form “shoupiltin”, 
translated “triton”, -in is here prob. 
the suffixed masc. def. art. grafted 
to the word, O.N. -inn. — *sjopiltr, 
prop. usea-boy'\ a male being liv- 
ing in the sea (O.N. sj6r, m., the 
sea, and “piltr”, m., a boy). 

sjurmol [formal], sb., high-water 
mark, the edge of the foreshore, 
that part of the shore overflowed 
at flood-tide. comm. Sometimes 
metaph. in sense of dilemma; to be 
in a s. Nm. — *sj6farm&l, prop. usea-border". Icel. sjovarmal, n., 
high-water mark, Faer. sjovarmali, m. 

sjusamillabakka [^u"samela- 
bak"a, su"samel,abak"a; (-mija-)], 
adverbial expr. belonging to fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang., prop, a compd. 
consisting of three words in sense 
of: between the sea and the shore. 
Un’bu. The expr. was used as a 
kind of evasive answer, resting on 
an old superstition. If a man, who 
had been to the sea-shore at low 
tide to gather patella as bait for fish- 
ing or angling, was asked on his 

way home where he had been, he 
would be unwilling to give a plain 
answer, because it might spoil his 
luck as a fisherman; he would there- 
fore choose the above evasive expr.: 
s.! or “I ’m been s.”, I have been 
between the sea and the shore. — 
s(j)usamillabakka is an old *sj6s- 
&millum-bakka, between the sea and 
the shore (lit.: sea-between-shore), 
in which the prep, “^milium” has 
been inserted between two words 
governed by it in the gen.: a) sj6s-, 
more recent gen. form for older 
*sjofar-, *sjovar-, Shetl. sjur-, from 
O.N. sjor, m., the sea; b) bakka, gen. 
of O.N. bakki, m., river-bank, coast 
(steep coast), Shetl. bakk, bakka. 
— Cf. the expr. stakka-milja- 
bakka. 

siusket [sjuskot], adj., untidy, slat- 
ternly; of an untidy, shabby ap- 
pearance; s.-like [lek], untidy-look- 
ing. Un. — The same word as Da. 
sjusket, adj. See s j o s k (and s j ask), sb. 

sjuski [§uski], sb., 1) a dog, prop, 
as a nickname, occas. as a sea-term; 
“lie doon, s.l” U. Also sjoski 
[sjoski], Un. 2) a disobedient, unruly 
boy; bad fellow; a knave; de s. so 
and so is [‘has’] been here and broken 
my hooks (Y.). sjoski [§6ski]. U". 
“aah, sjoski! I ’m [‘have’] seen 
dee!” “lie doon, sjoski!” Occas. 
also in anger or contempt of a grown- 
up person. Y. (sjuski). 3) devil. 
“shooskie a term of reproach; also 
= the Devil” (Barclay). 4) sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. at 
sea for clergyman. Yn., Fe. Also 
soski [soski], acc. to J. I. (Fe.). — 
Etym. uncertain. The form of the 
Shetl. word permits a deriv. from an 
orig. *pjofskr, adj., prop, thievish. 
No. tjuvsken. For the meanings of 
sjuski (given under 2) may be com- 
pared Faer. tjovskur, adj., which be- 
sides its orig. sense thievish, also 
means knavish, malicious. 
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sjodd [§0d], sb., distant sound of 

the sea near the shore. Fe. See 
further sjodd, sb. 

sjol1 [Sj0l], sb., incision in a sheep’s 
ear, esp. a cleft ear-mark. See s 015, sb. 

sjel2 [s^l], sb., swelling of the gums 
in a horse’s mouth. See sk0l, sb. 

sjol [§0l], vb., to wind up a fish- 
ing-line; to s. a line. See sol3, vb. 

sjold [§0ld], perf. part, and adj., 
of sheep: having a sjol1, sb. See 
sold, perf. part, and adj. 

sjollrolli [^ol rol i], sb., a crooked- 
footed horse. Conn. — For *skj0ll- 
rolli? The first part might be skovl, 
skjevl = skevl, vb., a) to make 
askew, b) to wear down one’s heels. 
The second part is roll2, sb., a young 
horse when losing its hair. For a 
poss. development skjovl>*skjoll 
cf. roll1 and 2, sbs. *sj0llfor *skjoIl 
may be due to analogy, owing to the 
many examples of initial sj, Eng. 
“sh”, instead of phonetic sk. 

sjoni [§oni], sb., a queer indivi- 
dual, poor creature; a s. to see. 
Du. (Levenwick). — ON. s^ni, n., 
inter alia something displayed. Faer. 
syni, n., a) the sight, b) a queer, 
miserable individual. Cf. sinni1, sb. 

sjonibosni [^omibos’ni, ^onibos”- 
ni], sb., a queer, odd-looking person; 
a very ugly person. Conn. Also 
(more rarely) sjonibosni [^on'ibos"- 
nij. Conn.— *sj6nar-bysn, a wonder 
to look at, from O.N. sjon, f., sight, 
and bysn, a wonder. Cf. sjoni, and 
bosni, sbs. 

sjonn [§on, $an], sb., a small lake, 
pond, pool; a swamp, (small) bog. 
[§on] is given by J. I. in sense of a 
very small lake, pond; [30n] is re- 
ported from Du. in sense of pond, 
pool; swamp, (small) bog. sjonn 
[§6n]: Irel., Du. sjodn [^od®n]: Sa., 
Wests. — O.N. tjprn, f., a tarn, a 
small lake. See sjonn, sb. 

sjorg [sjorg], sb., gravel and small 
stones in the ground, gravelly and 

stony soil. Sa., Wests. — Prob. *saurg. 
See further sjorg, sb. 

fskab [skab], sb., 1) rocky ground; 
bare and stony ground; a bare s.; 
s. and sjorg. Fe. 2) a smooth rock 
jutting out into the sea. Yh. 3) sea- 
floor. — In sense 1 the word almost 
corresponds to No. skabb, m., stony 
place (Aa.), skabbe, m., slightly 
rising ground in a field, thinly 
covered with a dry, stony layer of 
mould (R.). In the long vowel-sound, 
however, and partly also in senses, 
2 and 3 esp., Shetl. skab assimilates 
to L.Sc. scaup, scawp (from Eng. 
scalp), sb., in sense of rocky ground 
covered with a stratum of shell-fish. 

skabilaa [skab'ila"], sb., a plan, 
esp. an unmatured plan, castle in 
the air; to lay op skabilaas, to 
build castles in the air. Fe. — 
Hardly O.N. skaplag, n., a justly 
imposed tax, No. skaplag, n., work 
of duty, as skabilaa does not agree 
with these words in meaning. It 
must be referred to skiplag, vb.; q.v. 

skad [skad], sb., \) headlong haste, 
great hurry; in a s. 0’ a hurry. Ai., 
Wests. 2) agitated state of mind, 
great excitement; der ’r a s. upo 
dee de day [‘to-day’] (Yn.); in a great 
s., very excited (Fe.). 3) a) noise 
and disturbance caused by a crowd; 
b) a noisy crowd causing disturb- 
ance; der ’r been a s. o’ folk here 
a’ [‘all’] day. Fe. — O.N. skot, n., 
a) a shooting, a shot, No. skot, b) 
great speed. No. skota, vb., to rush 
heedlessly and noisily on (R.). With 
skad in sense 3 b compare No. 
skotl, f. and n., a big, undiciplined 
and noisy crowd (R.). Ross, how- 
ever, does not associate this “skotl” 
with “skot” and “skota” mentioned 
above, a in skad may have been 
developed from 0 on analogy with e.g. 
“drap” from “drop”, “tap” from 
“top”. Cf. skot, sb., used in the 
same sense as skad 1. 
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skadi [skadi], sb., an unruly and 

restless person or animal, always 
pushing forward. Esh., Nmw. — 
Can be compared with No. skot (o’), 
n., a giddy girl, etc., from “skota”, 
vb., to rush heedlessly and noisily 
on (R.). With regard to a for o cf. 
the prob. cognate skad, sb. 

fskafer [skafar], sb., rainbow ap- 
pearing in the mist, a sign that 
the mist will soon disappear. Conn., 
Sandwick, Dun. — Orig. uncertain. 
Poss. association with L.Sc. scaff, sb., 
a heavy, but transient shower. 

*skag [skag], sb., a point or tongue 
of land; now only as a place-name, 
de Skag: a) northerly point on the 
Isle of West Burrafirth, Ai. b) a point of 
land west of Hogster, Saw. To this 
doubtless also pertains “Skegi [sl^egi]”, 
tongue of land in Haroldswick, Un. 
Occas. in anglicised form: Skaw(Un., 
Wh".). — O.N. skagi, m., a ness. 

*skal, sb.,rock-moss, esp. of korki, 
lichen tartareus. Sibbald, Descr. of 
Orkney and Shetland. — Prop, shell. 
O.N. skel, f., Da., Sw. skal, shell. 

*skal [skal], vb., sing. pres, ind., 
shall: “ek skal” in a Norn verse, 
“skall” in Hildina ballad, skar [skar] 
for “skal” in a fragment of Norn 
from Norwick, Un. See Introd., Frag- 
ments of Norn. — O.N. skulu, vb., 
to be obliged to; 1st and 3rd pers. 
pres, ind.: skal, shall. 

skallet [ska]3t, ska]3t, ska'lat, ska'- 
lot], adj., 1) a) bald; losing the hair 
through disease (scurvy; leprosy). 
U. b) without a crest, of a bird, 
esp. a hen; a s. hen. 2) metaph. of 
colour: impure, mixed; a s. colour; 
— of a dirty-grey colour (mixed 
white and brown or black); also of 
an impure, bluish colour; spotted, 
having reddish spots; a s. dress; a 
S. coo or hen. “Oh, yon [‘that’] is 
dat s.!” In sense 2 noted down in 
Nm. (esp. Nm11., N.Roe). — [ska[at]: 
comm. From N.Roe, Nmn., also re- 

ported with the pronunc.: ska'lat, 
ska'lat. — O.N. sk9llottr, adj., bald, 
from “skalli”. See the foil. word. 

*skalli [(ska]i) ska]i], sb., 1) a bald 
head. 2) a bald person, bald-pate, 
as a nickname for a bald-headed 
man; scaud s. U. 3) dry or stony 
rising ground; bare hill-top; in place- 
names; e.g.: de Skallis [skajis]: Ai. 
de Skallis [skajis, ska]is], sea-term 
for the hill Skallafell [skal"afel(d)-, 
ska["afel(d)-] in Weisdale — this hill 
is seen from the sea divided into 
several tops, de Skallibrekk [skal"i- 
brsek’] (Brough, Br.): *skallabrekka. 
de Skalli [skali]-hills (W.). de Skalla 
[ska]a, ska]a]-knowe (Yn.). de Skadla- 
delds [skad’iadelds1] (Fo.), some 
shallow, stony plots of cultivated 
ground: “skalla-deildir. — O.N. skalli, 
m., a) the skull; a bald head, b) 
a bald-headed person, c) in place- 
names: bare or stony elevation. 

*skalv1 [skalv], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for a bas- 
ket (line-mesi), made of rope, for 
holding the coiled-up fishing-lines. 
N. I. (U.). — Poss. the same word as 
O. N. skjalf, n., used in a few compds. 
in sense of house, prop, trellis-work. 
See S. Bugge in Tidsskrift for Phi- 
lologi og Psedagogik, VIII, p. 44. 

skalv2 [skalv], skalve [skalva], 
skalva [skalva], sb., wet snow; large, 
wet snowflakes; a skalve-shooer 
[‘shower’], a shooer o’ skalv(e). The 
form skalv is noted down esp. in 
U. (N.I.); skalva is reported by J.I. 
skalve is the common form. — The 
word must be original skafl, pro- 
nounced skavl, from which skalv 
has been developed by metathe- 
sis of vl to Iv. O.N. skafl, m., 
snowdrift; Faer. skalvur, m., an over- 
hanging snowdrift (on high ground). 
The meaning of the Shetl. word in- 
dicates a deriv. of O.N. skaf, n., 
scrapings. Cf. No. skav, n., a) some- 
thing scraped off, b) thin snowfall 
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(R.), heideskav, n., dry, drifting snow 
(Aa.). 

skalv [skalv], vb., to fall, of wet 
snow, wet snowflakes; he is skalvin. 
Du. From skalv2, sb. 

skam1 [sksm], sb., small cloud; 
mostly negatively: der ’r no [‘not’] 
a s. upo de sky, there is not the 
smallest cloud in the sky. N.I. — 
Corresponds exactly in use and mean- 
ing to O.N. skafa, f., in “skyskafa”, 
a small cloud, used negatively like 
Shetl. skam in the quotation given 
in Fr.: “s& hvergi skyskafo £ himni”. 
Formally the word agrees better with 
the foil, word, skam2, sb., and can 
also be explained from this word in 
sense of spot, stain; but with regard 
to m for v, one may here, however, 
refer to ska mi, sb., a large snow- 
flake, which seems to replace *skavi; 
see further skami, sb. 

skam2 [skam], skamm [skam], 
sb., a spot, stain; blemish, injury; 
der ’r no [‘not’] a skamm upon it 
(N.). — Doubtless to be classed (in 
any case in sense of blemish, injury) 
with the verb skam, skamm; q.v. 
In sense of a mark from singeing 
the Shetl. word is L.Sc. scaum, sb., a) 
a singeing, b) a mark from singeing. 

skam [skam] and skamm [skam 
(skam)], vb., to injure, esp. the skin; 
to tear a piece of skin off one, to 
give one a scratch, [skam]: N.I. More 
common with short vowel-sound: 
[skam (skam)]. — O.N. skemma, vb., 
a) to scratch, b) to injure, insult, 
etc., c) to shorten, d) to put to shame. 
L.Sc. scaum, scame, vb. a., to singe 
(the clothes, etc.). 

skamet [skamot], adj., wearing 
very thin clothing; of persons: lightly 
clad, s. and “s.-like [lek]”; of sheep: 
having very thin fleece; a s. yowe 
[‘ewe’]. Nmn. (N.Roe). — Poss. for 
*skavet, scraped, peeled off? For 
the form see further under the foil. 

word. May also be a parallel form 
to skanet, adj. 

skami [skami], sb., a large, wet 
snowflake. Comm, in pi., ska mis, 
almost similar to skalv2, but denot- 
ing somewhat larger flakes. U. — As 
skovins, sb. pi., scrapings, in Y. 
and Fe. is used of large snowflakes, 
like skamis in U., it may be sup- 
posed that skami replaces a *skavi, 
from O.N. skaf, n., scrapings, refuse 
(No. skav, n.), with which skovin, 
sb., is etym. closely allied, esp. as 
skalv2, sb., large, wet snowflakes, 
older *skavl, must also be consi- 
dered to be derived from O.N. skaf, 
which in No. (skav) is likewise used 
of fine snowfall. With a supposed 
Shetl. *skavi may be compared O.N. 
skafa, f., in “skyskafa”, “cloud-flake” 
(Fr.), a small cloud. 

skamlos, skam-/ess [skamlos, 
skamlos], adj., shameless, insolent. 
O.N. skammlauss, adj., id. 

*skammjok [skamjok] and *skamm- 
juk [skamj6k], sb., 1) in ploughing 
with four oxen, a team of the now 
antiquated Shetl. wooden plough: a 
yoke carried by the two middle 
oxen-, a shorter yoke, as opposed 
to the longer utjok, carried by the 
two outer oxen. Nms. (Sullom): 
[skamjok]. More rarely in this sense 
in Conn.: [skamjok,-jok]. By trans- 
ference also of the oxen themselves. 
2) middle ox in ploughing, smaller 
ox, put between two bigger ones 
in ploughing. Conn, [skamjok, -jok]. 
— *skamm-ok, “short yoke”, from 
O.N. skammr, adj., short, and “ok”, 
n., yoke, infl. in form by Eng. yoke. 

fskamp [ska'mp], sb., a narrow 
ledge or shelf in a steep, rocky 
wall (esp. facing the sea), barely 
affording foothold. Yh., Nmw., Du. 
— Poss. cognate with No. skump, 
m., a small, bare hill-top (R.). Note 
otherwise Eng. dial. (East Anglia) 
scamp, sb., the skull or head (E.D.D.). 
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skanet [skanat], adj., wearing thin 

clothing, lightly clad; “du ’s gaun 
[‘going’] ower (too) s. wi’ dis wadder 
[‘weather’]”. — Etym. uncertain. May 
be a deriv. of an old *skan, sb., in 
sense of a thin layer, crust. Cf. Sw. 
dial, skan, f., crust (Ri.). In O.N. 
sk&n, f., crust, with long a, which 
in Shetl. ought to have given *skon 
(see skoin in “skoin-peat”). 

skanset [ska‘nsat], adj., very lightly 
clad; to geng s. Dew. — Deriv. of 
skanet, adj., to which it assimilates 
in meaning. See the prec. word. 

skant [ska‘nt], vb., to probe with 
a measuring staff; esp. to prod in 
the snow with a staff, skan tin-staff, 
either in order to find one's way, 
or to search for sheep which have 
been buried under the snow in a 
snowstorm; “tak’ a staff to s. de 
road wi’!” Ai., Wests. — No. 
skanta, vb., to measure or probe 
with a measuring staff, skant. 

skantin-sto// [ska‘n"tinstaf ], sb., 
a staff with which to prod in the 
snow in order to find one’s way, 
or to search for sheep which have 
been buried under the snow in a 
snowstorm. Ai., Wests. — From 
skant, vb. No. skant, m., a mea- 
suring staff. 

skar [skar], sb., 1) the snuff of 
a candle or of a lamp-wick (in the 
open train-oil lamp, koli); de s. o’ 
de koli-wick, o’ de candle-wick; to 
tak’ aff de s. 2) comm.: a small 
portion of something, a morsel. — 
No., Faer., Icel. skar, n., snuff of a 
candle, skar 2 may be a later de- 
veloped meaning, scarcely from O.N. 
skard, n.,a shard, as this word other- 
wise assumes the form skord in Shetl. 
See skirt and fskorn2, sbs. 

skarf [ska'rf], sb., the cormorant, 
carbo. comm. — O.N. skarfr, m., id. 
L.Sc. scart. — The expr. “to beat de 
s k a r f ” (Nm. occas., N.I. occas.) =b a r- 
flog, vb., to beat one’s hands cross- 

wise around the shoulders to keep 
oneself warm, prob. originates from 
comparison with the manner in which 
the cormorant folds its wings. 

skatt [skat], sb., tax, tribute, esp. 
to the Crown. D. Balfour: “Skat, 
N. Skattr: vectigal, tributum: the tax 
upon all land occupied by Odal-red, 
for the support of the Crown and 
expense of government”. [Odalred: 
acc. to D. Balfour: allodial right, 
O. N. *65al(s)-rse<5i or 63als-r6ttr]. — 
O.N. skattr, m., tax, tribute. 

skatt, vb., 1) vb. a., to impose 
tax (for the Crown). 2) vb. n., to 
pay tax (to the Crown). 3) vb. n., 
to have commonage in a certain 
out-field, skattald (Fe.); a later 
sense; see skattald, s.— O.N. skatta, 
vb., to impose tax; No. skatta, vb., 
to pay taxes. 

skatta, skattamilliskrua, see 
skottamilliskrua. 

skattald [skatald], sb., hill-pasture, 
out-field, comm. Has almost super- 
seded the antiquated hoga; q.v. In 
D. Balfour the word is somewhat 
differently defined: “Skattald, N. 
Skat-Hald, a district or Hrepp con- 
taining several tuns or Rooms, with 
an exclusive Hagi, and a share in 
the Moar of the Herad”. — In “Acts 
and Statutes” the word is occas. found 
without final d: scattell (1615). — 
The word (a deriv. of skatt, sb.) is 
not found in O.N. or in mod. Nor- 
thern languages. It seems to be 
locally Shetl. and Ork., prop, denot- 
ing land which is taxed for its use. 

skatt-ftr/cWer [skah'bnd'ar], sb., 
1) in the pi., skatt-bridders: men 
having commonage of a hill-pasture 
(skattald), men whose sheep graze 
in common. Balfour: Skatt-Brethren. 
2) from Fe. also reported in sense 
of superintendent. — Literally: “tax- 
brother”, but in sense 1 the word 
appears mainly as an abbr. of a“*skat- 
t a 1 d - bridder”. “ skattald-bridders” 
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would prop, mean members of the 
same skattald. 

skatnarur, skatteruth, skattruth, 
sb., see skotnaruth, sb. 

skav fskav], sb., a rock projecting 
beyond its base, serving as shelter, 
esp. for cattle; a s. i’ de banks 
[banks = steep, rocky coast]; to get 
in under a s.; de sheep is [‘are’] 
lyin’ under a s. Un. — *skaf, (n.), 
from O.N. skafa, vb., in sense of to 
hollow out, prop, to scrape. See 
the foil, word, and cf. skav2, vb. 

skav1 [skav], vb., 1) to scrape, 
e.g. meat from bones, to s. bens. 
2) to cut or reap clean off; to s. 
aff (doon) de hay (Un.); also to cut 
too close (Un.). 3) to level by cut- 
ting down; to s. doon a lump o’ 
eart’ or a fann o’ snaw (U.). 4) to 
hollow out, to cut a piece out of 
something; to s. ut o’ de loaf (Un.). 
— O.N. skafa, vb., to scrape off; 
to level, smooth; to chafe. 

skav2 [skav], vb. n., to project 
beyond the base; to s. doon. U. 
(*skafa). See skav, sb., from which 
the verb, in the sense given, must 
be formed. 

skavin1 [skavin], sb., a thin piece 
scraped off, a slice, a shaving. In 
a special sense: a clod of earth 
accidentally cut off along with the 
grass in mowing. Fe. — *skafingr, 
from O.N. skafa, vb., to scrape. See 
skav1, vb. 

skavin2 [skavin (skavin)], skavi 
[skavi], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for cat. Used in 
several places; noted down esp. in 
S.Sh. (Du., Conn, occas.), Burra Isle, 
Br., Wh. as well as Dale of Walls, 
W. skavin: Du. (and C.), Burra, Wh., 
W. s kav i: Br. — *skafingr, m.,he that 
scrapes or smooths, from O.N. skafa, 
vb., to scrape, smooth. The name 
denotes the cat’s way of washing itself 
with its paw; cf. skav nasi, sb. 

skavlos, skav-/ess [skavlos], adj., 

unshapely, ugly, a s. craeter’; a s. 
way o’ walkin’. Nm. — No. skaplaus, 
adj., unshapely (Aa.). 

skavnasi [skavna^i, skavna^i], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for cat, = 
skavin2. Sandwick, Dun.— *skaf- 
nasi, no doubt for an orig. *nasar- 
skafi(ngr), “nose-scraper*’, by meta- 
thesis of the two parts of compd. 
For this name see skavin2, sb. 

skai1 [skai], sb., mould-board, on 
the old Shetl. wooden plough. — 
Anglicised form of an older *ski 
[ski]. O.N. skid, n., and skida, f., 
one of the splints into which a stick 
is cleft; No. skida, f., a) a piece of 
cleft wood, b) a board, plank, stick, 
c) a snow-shoe. 

skai2 [skai], sb., esp. in pi., ska is: 
adipose membrane enveloping the 
intestines of an animal (esp. a pig)-, 
transparent membrane which, after 
being scraped, cleaned and dried, 
was used to put in windows before 
glass was in general use; it was 
dried after being stretched on a board 
by means of nails. Sa., Wests. — 
*ski-(r). Faer. skiggi, m., from older 
*skii, a thin, outstretched piece of 
skin covering the roof-opening of 
a house. O.N. skjar, m., a) trans- 
parent membrane, esp. as in No. 
skjaa: skin of a cow’s stomach, b) 
a frame with a transparent mem- 
brane stretched over it, serving as 
a cover for the roof-opening (louver). 
For an older form *ski [*ski] cf. No. 
skia (skiia), vb., to admit the pas- 
sage of light, to be transparent (R.). 
See skrai, sb. 

skail1 [skail], sb., a cracking, crash- 
ing or clinking sound as of some 
hard substance breaking (N.Roe, 
Nmn.); see skell, sb. 

skail2 [skail], sb., 1) a covering, 
a board or thin turf placed over 
the roof-opening of a house. 2) tabu- 
name, sea-term for boat's sail. Conn. 
— For older *skil [*skil] by angli- 
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cising of long i to ai. O.N. sk^li, 
n., protection, shelter, — skjol, n. 
No. skyle, n., a cover over the louver 
(R.). The root-word “skjol” is used 
in No. (skjol), and in Faer. also in 
the special sense the cover over a 
roof-opening. 

skail [skail], vb., 1) to place a 
cover (a square piece of wood, 
skail2, sb.) over the louver of a 
house; to s. de lum. comm. 2) to 
shade one’s eyes with one’s hand, 
esp. when trying to look against the 
sun. In sense 2 also occas. in an 
older form: skol [skol, sl^gl] (Nms.). 
— O.N. skyla, vb., to protect, shelter. 
Faer. skyla, vb., esp. = Shell, skail 
1. For the form skail see the prec. 
word. 

skailk [skai‘lk], sb., loud, mocking 
laughter (Fe.); see skelk2, skilk, sb. 

skarr, adj., shy, see skerr, adj. 
ske [ske], sb., a sail, sea-term, 

tabu-name. Du. Abbr. form of 
skega; q.v. 

ske1 [ske], vb., in hanging up a 
fishing-line: to wind the snells round 
the fish-hooks and thus to cover 
their points; to s. (or: s. op) de 
hooks. Sa., Wests. — Phonetically 
developed from O.N. skeida, vb., to 
sheathe the sword. For the use of 
Shetl. ske cf. Eng. sheathe, vb. 

fske2 [ske], vb., to happen; what 
is sked [sked] dee? Ill ske dee! 
(in swearing). — Da. and Sw. ske, 
No. skje, vb., to happen, from Germ, 
(geschehen). 

skeb, skebb1 [(skeb) skeb], skebek, 
skebbek [(skebak) skebak; skaebak], 
sb., an old, worn-out shoe which 
has lost its shape, skeb(b) and 
[(skebak) skebak]: Fo. [skaebak]: 
N. Roe, Nmn. — As v (orig. f) and 
b occas. alternate, when initial or 
final (see e.g. skebet, adj.), skeb 
may here represent *skev and poss. 
be an older form. Cf., in that case, 
O. N. skeifa, f., horseshoe. Cf. skevl, 

vb., in sense of to wear one's shoes 
down at the heels, and see skob 
(skobek), skop, skovek2, sbs. 

skebb2 [skab, skaeb], sb., a big 
straw-basket, esp. for rubbing corn 
in; see further skepp, sb. 

skebdek [skaebdak], sb., razor-fish, 
Solen. Nms. (Sullom); see sk epti n, sb. 

skebet [skebat], adj., properly perf. 
part., crooked and clumsy, twisted, 
esp. of a foot; a s. foot. Du. — Prop, 
a perf. part, of a *skeb, vb. (other- 
wise not met with), to make crooked; 
to distort. Cf. No. skeiva (orig. 
*skeifa), vb., to make askew; to 
distort. See skobet, skovet as 
well as skevlet, adjs. 

skeb-mooth'd, see skev-mooth’d. 
skebset [skebsat (skebsat)], adj., 

= skebet and skobset, adjs. Cf. 
skevset, adj. 

skedru, skederu1 [sked 3rn-], vb., 
to pluck the wool from a sheep far 
too early. Yh. — Prop. “*skaid (skaith)- 
ru”? The second part is ru4, vb., 
to pluck the wool from sheep. The 
first part may be “skaid [sked]”, L.Sc. 
skaith, sb., damage, O.N. skadi, m., 
Eng. scath, sb. 

skedru, skederu2 [ske daru ], vb., 
to back a boat against the stream, to 
keep it from drifting, in fishing. Yn. — 
*skat*r6a? See further the foil. word. 

skedruth [skedrup, -rdp], sb., row- 
ing in which a man on the fore- 
thwart pulls two oars, while another 
on the mid-thwart and a third on the 
after-thwart each pull one oar. Yn. 
— *skat-rodr? See further skotna- 
ruth, sb., with the parallel forms 
skatnarur, skat(te)ruth. 

skef [sk'ef, sk^f, skef, skef, sl^ef 
(sl^ef)], adj., oblique, askew. S.Sh.; 
Ti.; Br. Conn.: [sk'ef, sk'ef, sl^ef 
(sl^ef)]. Du.: [skef, skef]. Ti. and 
Br.: [(skef) sl^ef]. In North Shet- 
land comm.: skev [skev, sk'ev]. — 
O.N. skeifr, adj., oblique, askew. 
See skev, adj. 

50 
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skeflins [skeflms, skefhns], adv., 

obliquely, askew. S.Sh. Prop, skewly. 
From skef, adj. 

skega [(skega) sl^ega, sl^ega, (skega) 
sl^ega], sb., 1) tabu-name, sea-term for 
a sail, boat’s sail. Conn.: [(sl^ga) 
sl^ega (skega)]. The forms with short, 
close e [e] might also be a skigga. 
In sense 1 also skegi, skiggi 
[sk'egi, sl^egi; sk'egi, sl^egi], skegg 
[skeg (skseg), sk'eg], skigg [skeg, 
sk'eg, sl^eg]. skiggi (skegi): Yn. 
[sk'eg, sl^eg]: Un’bu. In Du. an abbr. 
form ske [ske] is noted down. A 
compd. skegfer, skigfer, -ver 
[skegfar, skegvar] is reported from 
Uwg. 2) a small quantity of wool 
which, in plucking (ruin, see ru4, 
vb.), is left on a sheep’s back or 
hind-quarters as a protection against 
cold; we ’re [‘have’] left a s. upo 
yon sheep (yowe). Conn, [(skega) 
sl^ega, sl^ega (skega)]. In sense 2 
also skegin [skegin, sk'egin (skegin)]: 
Conn. — *skeki (and poss. *skiki). 
Peer, skeki [^e8t^i], m., a) a clout, 
rag, b) a small quantity of wool 
left on a sheep’s hind-quarters when 
the remainder of the wool has be- 
come loose or been plucked off, 
e.g. in “drunnskeki”, wool left on 
a sheep’s hind-quarters. O.N. skiki, 
m., a strip, corner, = skekill (recorded 
in “eyjarskiki”); Icel. skiki, m., a 
strip, a small piece of something. 
The Shetl. word does not spring from 
O.N. skegg, n., a beard, as it corre- 
sponds in both senses to Fser. skeki 
— in sense 2 directly, and in sense 
1 indirectly, as the use of the word 
as a tabu-name for sail springs from 
the root-meaning clout, rag; cf. klut, 
sb.,a clout, tised as a common tabu- 
name for sail. The forms with short, 
close e-sound may spring either from 
*skeki or *skiki. 

skeget [(skegat) skegat], adj., of 
sheep: having the sides striped with 
different colours; a s. sheep; s. 
ahint (behint), s. afore. Conn. — Prop. 

patched, mended, having a patched 
appearance: *skekottr, from *skeki, 
m., a strip, rag, clout. See the prec. 
word. 

skegfer, sb., see skega, sb. 1. 
The second part, fer, might be O.N. 
fseri, n., in sense of means or in- 
strument (prop./or carrying on some- 
thing), means of conveyance (thus 
No. fore, n. R.). 

skegg-peaf, see skjumpi, sb. 
skegin [skegin, sk'egin], sb., = 

skega, sb. 2. Conn. 
skegi [skeg3!, skeg3l, -al], vb., to 

make crooked, put out of shape. 
Nm., De. — Either a) No. skeigla, 
vb., to go askew, Faer. skeigla or 
skeikla, vb., to make askew, put out 
of shape (O.N. skeika, vb., to swerve), 
or b) No. skjegla, vb., to swerve (to 
one side), Icel. skegla, vb., to make 
a wry face. 

skeglet [skfiglat, skeglat], adj., 
crooked and clumsy. Nm. From 
skegi, vb. 

skekel [sk'ekal, skekal; skskal, 
skaekal], sb., 1) a bogey, a fabulous 
monster. U". [sk'ekal, skekal]. In 
this sense found in a Norn verse 
from Fo., and pronounced: sk£k(a)l. 
2) a masquerader, esp. a person 
disguised in a dress of plaited straw. 
Y. and Fe. [skfikal, skaekal]. Also 
skekler [skfiklar, skaeklar]: a) Y. 
and Fe., b) Du. [skaeklar]. — *skekill, 
m., a fabulous monster, a bogey. 
Cf. Faer. “skekil [§e3t§il]” in “jola- 
skekil”, m., a birch rod (prop, a 
bogey with a birch rod) with which 
to threaten children at Christmas- 
time if they are naughty. The form 
skekler was remembered by a few 
old persons in N.I. (Y. and Fe.) as 
being used as the pi. of skekel 
[O.N. *skeklar, pi. of *skekill]. Later 
on skekler was accepted as a pa- 
rallel form to skekel, and received 
the Eng. pi. ending -s: skeklers, 
skekler may, however, also be re- 
garded as a deriv. of the verb skeki, 
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esp. as the form ending in -er is 
found in Du. as well as in N.I. (Y. 
and Fe.). Cf. groli, grolek, sb.; 
in U. the latter (grolek) is similar 
to skekel 2 (Y. and Fe.), while the 
former (groli) in Y. and Fe., as in 
Fo., is similar to skekel 1 (U.). 

skekl [skek3!, skaek3!, -ol], vb., to 
disguise oneself in a dress of straw; 
to “geng in” skeklin, to walk in 
a procession, dressed up in straw, 
as a skekel or “guisard”; to geng 
ut skeklin at jol (Christmas). N.I. 
(Y. and Fe.). A local verbal form of 
skekel 2, sb. 

fskel1 [ske*l], sb., according to 
report: film growing over the eye, 
impairing the sight. Fe. — Associa- 
tion with O.N. skjall, n., membrane? 
Or dialectical use of Eng. scale, sb.? 

fskel2 [skel, ske*l (skel)], sb., a 
squint; he has a s. on de ee, he has 
a squint (Nmw.: ske3l). — Da. skel-. 
L.Sc. skellie, sb., id. 

fskel [skel, ske3l (skel)], vb., to 
squint. — Da. skele, vb. L.Sc. skellie, 
scalie, vb., id. 

fskel/e [skeli], adj., dry and hard, 
crusted, of ground; s. grund, a s. 
knowe [‘knoll’] or “rig” (a strip of 
field). — No. skjelen, adj., shelly, 
thick-shelled. The use of Shetl. 
skelie, mentioned above, deviates 
somewhat from Eng. scaly, adj. 

skelk1, sb., a crashing or cracking 
sound; see skilk1, sb. Is, in any 
case partly, the same as the foil. word. 

skelk2, skilk [ske'lk, ske'lk, sk'eik, 
sl^e'lk, ski'lk, sl$i‘lk], sb., loud, mock- 
ing laughter, guff aw; he ga’e [‘gave’] 
a s.; a s. o’ laughter; a s. o’ a laugh. 
Conn.; Fe.; Y. (Yh.); U". Reported 
from Conn, in all the given forms 
of pronun c. except “ske‘[k” and 
“ski'lk”; from Un. esp. with the 
pronunc. “sly‘lk”. Fe.: [(ski'lk)ske‘[k]. 
Y. occas.: [ski'lk]. The word is used 
in Conn. (acc. to R. C.) esp. in sense 
of mocking laughter, in Y. and Fe. 

esp. of a short, shrill burst of 
laughter. From Fe. is also given 
a form skailk [skai‘lk, ska‘[k], a s. 
o’ laughter, which is developed from 
an older *skelk. — To be classed 
partly with O.N. skelkja, vb., to mock 
one, Faer. skelkja, vb., to make wry 
faces, to mouth, partly with O.N. 
skella, vb., to slam, clash, also to 
set up a loud laugh, skella upp; 
O.N. skellihlatr, m., roaring laughter. 
In form skelk, skilk, certainly assi- 
milates to “skelkja”, but in meaning 
it is mainly to be classed with “skella”. 

skelk, skilk [ske'lk, sk^'lk, sl^e'lk, 
sly‘Ik], vb., to laugh loudly and 
mockingly. Conn., Un. For the dis- 
tribution of the forms of pronunc. 
and for the origin of the word, see 
further the prec. word. 

skell [skel, ska], skail], sb., 1) a 
crash, a sharp, cracking sound of 
something hard (esp. earthenware, 
pottery) falling down and breaking 
into pieces; hit guid [‘it went’] wi’ 
a s.: Fe. [ska]]; de s. o’ de lame 
[lem, earthen vessel, stoneware]’. 
N.Roe, Nmn. [skail]. Nm. occas.: 
[skel]. From Nmn. (N.Roe) the word 
is reported also in sense of a crack- 
ing sound of splitting ice, de s. o’ 
de frost (N.Roe: skail). 2) small 
fragments into which a hard object 
is broken by a fall, in the expr. to 
geng in s. [(skel) ska], skail]. — 
Other forms are skill [skil (skil)], 
skelli, skilli [skeli (skdi; skili)]; 
de s. (a crack, a clash) o’ de lame, 
o’ lame breakin’: Fe. occas. [skil]; 
Sa., Wests, [skeli]; De". [skeli]. de 
truncher (the plate) is gane F (atill) 
skelli, skilli (topieces): Du. [skeli]; 
more rarely in this sense skill, skelli 
(skilli), skill, is also reported in a 
wider sense: a) a ringing; rattling; 
din; to mak’ a s. (din); Ai.,Wests, 
[skeli], Fo. [skeli, skeli]; b) a shrill 
laugh, a roar of laughter, a s. o’ 
laughter: Fo. [skeli, skeli], Y. occas. 

50* 
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(Ym,h.) [skil]. — O.N. skellr, m., a 
(cracking) blow, a smack. With skelli 
b, a roar of laughter, cf. O.N. skelli- 
hl£tr, m., in the same sense (O.N. skella, 
vb., skella upp, to setup a loud laugh). 
— In sense of slight surf [skel] is 
prob. another word; see skil, sb. 

skell, skill, vb., partly vb. a.: to 
let fall with a crash; partly vb. n.: 
to crack, clink, crash, to fall (with 
a crash) and break into pieces. 
Noted down only with i [i, i]-sound. 
See skill2, vb. 

skelli [skeli], sb., a shell, esp. 
of shell-fish (mussels, periwinkles). 
Clumlie, Du. — O.N. skel, f., a shell. 

skelliben1, skilliben [skel iben ], 
sb., a wretched, bony animal, a poor, 
lean fish; “just a s.”. Often in the 
pi., skellibens (skilli-), in the same 
sense, “hit [‘it’] is naet’in’ [‘nothing’] 
but skellibens (skilli-)” is said of 
an animal or fish of this description. 
Conn. — Prop, no doubt creaking or 
rattling bones, with which cf. e.g. 
harlibens and rinklabens, sb. pi., 
both words used metaph. of a bony 
creature (animal). The first part 
skelli (skilli) may then be referred 
to O.N. skella, vb., Shetl. skell, 
skill, vb., to crack, clink, crash. 

fskelliben2, skilliben [skel-iben], 
sb., a big, arched bone immediately 
below the gills, of a halibut. Du. 
(Ireland). — Obscure form. Da. gael- 
leben? “gill-bone”? 

skelter [ske'ltar], sb., (great) com- 
motion in the sea; a s. i’ de sea; 
he is a bonnie s. by [bi]-wast, the 
sea is very agitated in the west. 
Fo. — Cf. No. “skjelte”, prop, a 
shivering, shaking, in “baareskjelte”, 
m., heave of the sea, used metaph. 
like “baaregang”, appl. to peaked 
snowdrifts. O.N. skjalfti, m., a 
shivering, shaking. 

fsken [skean], vb., to cut or pick 
shellfish out of the shell; to s. de 
bait. Nmw. (Nibon). — Eng. dial. 

(N.Eng., Yorksh".) skane, vb., id.— 
May be O.N. skeina, vb., to cut, 
scratch; but the Shetl. word may 
(as 0 occas. changes to e in Shetl.) 
also poss. be referred to skon, skoni, 
sb., a knife (Gael, sgian), from which 
fskon, vb., to cut, is derived. 

skengl [skserpl], vb., to build up 
loosely and temporarily, e.g. a fence. 
Wests. — *skengla. Cf. No. skingla, 
vb., in sense of to build loosely 
and carelessly (R.), and No. skjangla, 
vb., to reel, to swing to and fro 
(Aa.). See stengl3, vb. 

fskeni [skeni (sl^eni)], sb., a knife, 
tabu-name, sea-term. See tsk0n> 
fskoni, sb. 

skepp [skep, sksep], sb., a large, wide 
basket, straw-basket, esp. for rubbing 
corn in; partly also used for winnowing, 
and for holding corn or meal. The 
form skepp is reported esp. from 
Du. Elsewhere more comm.: skebb 
[skeb, skaeb (sl^sb)]. [sl^eb]: Conn. 
Occas. skebbek [skebak, skaebak]. 
In Fo. skebb [skaeb] is occas. used 
of an old, worn carrying-basket, 
kessi. — O.N. skeppa, f., a bushel, 
measure, esp. of corn. Eng. dial. 
(L.Sc.) skep, sb., a basket, a bowl- 
shaped vessel, straw bee-hive. 

*skepta [sl^epta], sb., a porridge- 
like substance resulting from the 
unsuccessful churning of milk, when 
the butter is either not at all or 
only partially separated from the 
milk; also reported with the expla- 
nation: a) a kind of milk, b) thin 
buttermilk; disparaging term? Ube, 
De. — Obscure origin. Poss. really 
denoting something shaken, and 
to be classed with No. skjefta, 
“s(k)jepte”, vb., to shake (R.). Asso- 
ciation with skobba, sb.? Cf. gjola, 
dava, sbs. 

skeptin [skeptin (skaeptin)], sb., 
razor-fish, Solen. Nms. (Sullom). 
In the same place also skebdek 
[skebdak (skaebdak)]. — ’skeptingr, 
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m., deriv. with i-mutation of O.N. 
skapt, n., a handle, shaft. Hence 
prop, something shaped like a shaft 
or handle. For the above derivative 
ending in -ingr cf. O.N. skeptingr, 
m., a kind of head-gear. 

fsker[sker(sl$er, sHear)] and fskerd 
[skerd (sl^erd, sHe3rd)], sb., prop, a 
slanting cut at the end of a piece 
of wood or board, esp. a scarfing, 
splicing; to mak’ a s., to scarf two 
boards or pieces of wood. Also 
the place where two boards are 
scarfed; de s. o’ de wand (the fish- 
ing-rod), o’ de ayre (the oar), the 
place where two pieces of a broken 
rod or oar are spliced, usually with 
twine or nails. — [sker, skerd]: fairly 
common. [sl$e3r, sl^eard]: U. (Un.). 
[sk'er, sk'e®r, sKer] and [skerd]: Conn. 
— Occas. also with short vowel- 
sound: skerr [skaer], thus e.g. in 
the expr. reported from C. “de skerr 
o’ de band”, the place where one 
of the frame-timbers in a boat is 
scarfed with the “knee-head” (q.v.) 
above. — The word is to be classed 
with No. skar, n., a scarfing (Aa.), 
O.N. skpr, f., edge, joining of boards, 
so that the lower edge of each over- 
laps the upper edge of that below; 
but the form sker (with long e) 
otherwise assimilates to L.Sc. skair, 
sb. (cut made in scarfing), which 
must have influenced an older Shetl. 
*skar. skerr presupposes *skarr; 
cf. Da. skarre, vb., to scarf. The 
form skerd, however, seems to pre- 
suppose a “skerd-”: O.N. skerda, vb., 
to make a cut, but may also be 
developed from sker, in the same 
way as skord2 from skorr. More 
remote are such forms as O.N. skarfr, 
m., No. skarv, m., Eng. scarf, sb. 

fsker [sker (sker, sl^r)] and fskerd 
[skerd (sl^erd, skle

3rd)], vb., to scarf 
two boards or pieces of wood; to 
s. a wand (a fishing-rod), a ayre 
(oar), esp. by splicing with twine or 

nails. In Conn, also partly [sk'e®r]. 
For the various forms of pronunc. 
see the prec. word. — No. skara, vb., 
a) to place flat objects so that the 
edge of the upper one overlaps 
that of the lower (O.N. skara, vb.), 
b) to scarf (Aa.). Da. skarre, vb., 
= No. skara b. The form sker may 
be due to L.Sc. infl. See fsker, sb. 

skerdin, sb., tabu-name, sea-term 
\or mouse. Acc. to Edm. (U.?). Re- 
presents *skerrin as the syn. skjor- 
din represents the still current skjor- 
rin (skorrin). Cf. No. skjerra, f., 
a shy animal (R.), as well as Shetl. 
skerr, adj. and vb. The forms 
skjorrin, skjordin, are much more 
common than the rare or antiquated 
skerdin; see skjorrin, sb. 

skerf, vb., see skirv, vb. 
skerp [skae'rp], vb., to make hard 

and dry; esp. in perf. part., skerpet, 
used adjectivally: hardened and wind- 
dried. Ai. (Onjefirth). — O.N. skerpa, 
vb., to sharpen, to make hard, Da. 
skserpe, Sw. skarpa. See the foil. word. 

skerpin [skae'rpin, sl^e'rpin (sl$e‘r- 
pin)], sb., wind-driedcoalfish (sillek, 
piltek). Wh., Sk. From Wh. given 
also in sense of a small, half-dried 
coalfish, with the pronunc. [sl^e'rpin]; 
but the older, now partly antiquated, 
meaning of the word is full-dried 
(and hard) coalfish. — *skerpingr, m., 
from O.N. skerpa, vb., to make sharp, 
hard and dry. Cf. No. skjerpefisk, 
m. , wind-dried fish, Faer. skerpikjot, 
n. , wind-dried meat (mutton), from 
skerpa (No. skjerpa), vb., in sense 
of to dry in the wind. 

skerr [skaer], see sker, skerd, sb. 
skerr [skaer, skaerr (sk'aer)], vb., 

to frighten, to startle; to s. a horse. 
— *skerra. O.N. skirra, No. skjerra, 
vb., to frighten, to startle. Deviat- 
ing is Eng. scare, vb., with long 
vowel. See the foil. word. 

skerr [skaer, skaerr (sk'aer)], adj., 
1) shy, apt to be startled; a s. horse 
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(comm.); a s. lul (bird). Partly un- tamed, wild; a s. ful. Occas. in 
the form skarr [skar(r)]. 2) loose, 
slack, of a parrel-rope; to tie de 
rakki s., to mak’ a S. rakki (N.: 
skser, skserr), in sailing “fordevind”, 
with a following wind. — O.N. skjarr, 
adj., shy, timid, No. skjerr, L.Sc. skeer. 

skerri [sksri, skeeri], sb., a rock 
in the sea. comm. 

skertaft [(skertaft) sk,e3rtaft, skeer- 
taft], sb., the sternmost thwart, taft, 
in a boat, esp. in a small one, kwilli: 
U. Otherwise also explained as the 
sternmost thwart but one in a boat 
(Tudor). Used esp. of the thwart 
on which the work with the fishing- 
line and the bait-cutting is carried 
on. Also used of the thwart on 
which passengers sit. No rowing 
is done from “de skertaft”. The 
forms with long e are reported esp. 
from U. (Un.), with short vowel [ae], 
inter alia from Nm. and Wests. — 
The first part is prob. the same word 
as Icel. skor (skar-), f., a bench, 
footstool, step, Sw. dial, skar, f., a 
small bench, No. skor, f., a foot- 
stool, step, from O.N. skor (skar-), 
f., in sense of step (up to a dais), 
footstool, prop, rim, edge. 

fsker [sker]-wafer, sb., water 
coming from a cow’s teats before 
calving. Du. (Ireland). — sker may 
spring from O.N. skaerr, adj., pure, 
sheer, bright. No. skjaer and skjerr, 
adj. (skjerr 2. R.), or, as orig. long 
i occas. changes to long e, from 
O.N. sklrr, adj., pure, sheer, bright. 
“skair”, a L.Sc. form, was preserved 
in “skair furisday”, Holy Thursday. 

skev [skev], vb., to squint. Fo. — 
*skeifa. Da. skaeve, vb., to look 
askance at. No. skeiva, vb., to 
make askew; to distort; to walk 
obliquely. See the foil. word. 

skev [skev (sk'ev)], adj., oblique, 
askew. In this form esp. in N.Sh. 
Also skef in various forms of pro- 

nunc. with long as well as short 
vowel; see skef, adj. — O.N. skeifr, 
adj., oblique, askew. 

skex-fitted [skev-fatod], adj., hav- 
ing a crooked foot; a s.-/. horse. 
Conn. — Da. skaevfodet, No. skeivfott, 
adj., id. “fitted” is a L.Sc. form: fit, 
sb., a foot. 

skevkeptet [skevk’aep’tat (-k'ep-- 
tat)], adj., (wry-mouthed) having a 
mis-shapen mouth, esp. with pro- 
truding, lower jaw. Fe. Also skev- 
skeptet [skevskaep'tat (-sk'aep’tat, 
-sk'ep’tat)] (Fe.); corrupted form, as 
keptet has become skeptet through 
infl. of sk in the preceding skev. 
— *skeif-keptottr, uskew-jawed”. For 
the second part see keptet and mis- 
keptet(syn. with skevkeptet), adjs. 

skevl [skev3l, skev3l,skaev3l,skeval, 
sl$ev3l, -al], vb., 1) to make askew, 
esp. to wear one’s shoes or boots 
down at the heels; to s. de shune 
(the shoes) or boots [bots]. 2) to 
walk crookedly and clumsily, to 
stumble; to geng s k e v 1 i n. — [skev91]: 
fairly common (reported from N., Fe. 
occas. [J.I.], Wests, occas., Conn.). 
[skev9l, skaev9!]: Fo. and N.Roe, Nmn. 
(in both senses), [skev9!]: Du.; Fe. 
occas. [skev9l, sl$ev9l]: Un. Sense 
1 seems to be the more common; 
sense 2 is reported esp. from Conn, 
as well as from Fo. and Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— *skeifla. No. skeivla, vb., a) to 
push something so that it goes 
askew, to pull out of its right posi- 
tion (Aa.), b) to stumble along, put- 
ting out the feet in walking (R.). 
Sw. dial, skevla, Da. dial. (Jut.)skjaevle, 
vbs., = No. skjevla, vb., in sense b. 

skevlet [skevlat (skaevlat), skevlat, 
sl^evlat], adj., 1) askew, put out of 
shape; s. shune (shoes) or boots 
[bots]; s. feet, mis-shapen feet. U". 
[skevlat, skevlat]. 2) having a shuff- 
ling, dragging gait, and a bad, 
awkward bearing; a s. crater’. N.Roe, 
Nmn. [skavlat, skevlat]. — The word, 
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esp. in sense 1, may be a perf. part, 
of skevl, vh., used adjectivally. In 
sense 2 skevlet may be an orig. 
adj.: *skeiflottr. 

ske\-mooth’d [skevmupd], adj., 
having a protruding, lower jaw, prop. 
wry-mouthed. Nmw. skeb-mooth’d 
[skebmupd]: Fe. See skev, adj. 

skevset [(skevsat) sl^evsot], adj., 
prop. perf. part., crookedly built, 
uneven, unsymmetrical. Un. — A verb 
skevs is otherwise not preserved. 
For this form cf. Da. dial, skjaevse, 
vb., = Shetl. skevl, vb. 2. 

skib, skibb [skib, sl^ib], vb., 1) 
to bring to light, to disclose, to in- 
troduce a subject, s. op, esp. to 
charge one openly with theft, to 
mark or treat one as a convicted 
thief; to s. ane (s. ane op) as a tief, 
for a tief; a skibet (skibet op) tief, 
a marked or convicted thief. Un. 
[(skib) slyb]. 2) to s. op a tief, to 
punish a thief by flogging after 
having tied the stolen goods be- 
tween his shoulders; a skibet op 
tief. Yh. [(skib) slyb]. 3) to strip, 
esp. a debtor, of all his goods by 
putting them up for auction, esp. 
in the expr. “s. op”; he is skib(b)et 
op (for debt). Uw£.: [skib (slyb)]. 
4) to cleanse by scraping, to s. a 
ship’s boddom [‘bottom’]. Uw?.: [skib 
(slyb)]. — O.N. skipa, vb., to put in 
order, to arrange, to establish, etc. 
In Fr. under doubt “skipa upp”, in 
sense of to disburse. 

skifin [slyfin], sb., turf, forming 
the layer between the greensward 
first pared off, and the actual peat 
underneath; a turf from the inter- 
mediate layer. M.Roe, Dew. — Prop. 
a slice, a piece, cut off, O.N. skifa, 
f. skifin poss. springs from the def. 
form “sklfan". See skivin, sb. 

skift, skipt, sb., a sharing out. 
Noted down in the form skitt [sket] 
in N.Roe, Nmn., in the expr. “to 
mak’ skitt”, to divide equally, esp. 

the drink intended for the cattle by 
pouring it in equal portions into 
tubs. — O.N. skipti, n., division; 
exchange; distribution. — A form 
with pt: *skipt-, is found preserved 
in a few Shetl. place-names, such 
as: Skiptaskerri [skip"taskeen], a 
rock in the sea off the west coast 
of Fetlar, from early times forming 
a boundary. 

skigg [skeg, sl^eg], vb., to startle, 
to frighten; de animal was skigget. 
Yh. — *skygga, from *skyggr, No. 
and Sw. skygg, adj., shy, timid. No. 
skygsa, vb., to startle, to frighten. 
Cf. L.Sc. skeigh, skeich, adj., shy, 
timid, skeich, vb., to take fright, to 
strartle (Jam.). 

fskikk [skik, styk, skik (slyk)], 
sb., order, state of things; good 
management; economy, thrift; to 
ha’e guid [god] s. (wi’ onyting), a) 
to manage well, b) to be economi- 
cal, to save; he has nae [‘no’] s. 
— [sl^ik] is reported from Un. beside 
[skik]. — No. skikk, m., a) use, 
custom, b) order, state of things; Da. 
skik, c., usage, custom. Sw. skick, sb., 
order. More recent word, from Germ. 

fskikk [skik, slyk, skik (slyk)], 
vb., to keep in order; to manage 
well; to s. de hus; — to be eco- 
nomical, esp. with food; to s. de 
milk, de meal-barrel; de meal is 
[‘has’] been weel skikket. For the 
pronunc. [slyk] see the prec. word. 
— No. skikka, vb., to put in order, 
to arrange, etc.; Da. skikke, vb., id. 
Sw. skicka, vb.,/odispose. From Germ. 

skil, skill [(skil) skel], sb., slight 
surf, the wash of the waves upon 
the shore; a s. upo de sand (Un.); 
a s. o’ brak [‘break’ = breach; locally 
in sense of surf\ (Nmw.). Edm. gives 
a form “skeyld” in sense of surf. 
— Prob. *skyl by i-mutation from 
O.N. *skol. No. skol, n., a) down- 
pour of rain, b) a lapping, ripp- 
ling, baareskol, n., the lapping of 
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the waves (Aa.), sjoskol, n., slight 
swell (R.). For the form skil cf. 
Da. skyl (regnskyl), n., downpour 
of rain, No. skyl, n., a rinsing (R.), 
and see the foil. word. In E.D.D. 
is given a “scale, skail” (L.Sc., Ork.) 
in sense of the sound of breakers, 
but in view of the spelling this word 
must have another origin. Owing 
to its meaning, it may be referred 
to O.N. skellr, m., a crash, crack, 
Shetl. skell, skill, sb. 

skil, skill [(skil) skel], vb., to lap, 
wash, of small waves; slight surf; 
de sea is skil(l)in upo de sand, the 
sea is lapping gently upon the sand 
(sandy beach). U". — Prob. *skylja. 
No. skylja, vb., to rinse, wash, from 
O.N. skola, vb., to rinse, also (thus 
in No.) to lap, ripple, e.g. of waves. 

skilder [skildor (slyldor, skeldor)], 
sb., 1) a sharp, cracking sound. Yh. 
[skildar]; U. occas. [slyldor]; Sa., 
Wests, [skeldor]; hit [‘it’] fell wi’ a 
s., it fell down and went to pieces 
with a crash, of earthen- or stone- 
ware (Sa.). 2) shrill, noisy laughter 
(= skilter2, sb.); he ga’e a s., he 
burst out into a shrill laugh. U. 
[slyldar]; Ym. [skildar]. 3) in pi., 
skilders: small pieces into which 
something hard (esp. pottery, stone- 
ware) is broken, esp. by falling; 
noted down in the expr. “to geng 
i’ skilders”, to break into small 
pieces; gane [‘gone’] i’ skilders. 
Du. [skildar]. Prop, of the cracking 
or crashing sound produced by the 
fall. — Deriv. of skill (skell); see 
further skell, sb., and cf. skilter2, sb. 

skilder [skildar (slyldar)], vb., to 
produce a loud, shrill sound, esp. 
to talk or laugh in a noisy manner, 
to roar with laughter; a skilder in 
body, a noisy person, always laugh- 
ing (Y\). Un., Yh., Fo. In Fo. esp. 
to roar with laughter. — Deriv. of 
skill, vb., q.v., as well as skilder, 
skilter, sbs. 

skilderbogi [sl^il' dorbog'i], sb., a 
noisy person, a blusterer; one who 
always talks in a loud voice or who 
laughs too much. U. From skilder, 
vb., and bogi2, sb., entire skin of 
an animal. 

skilk1 [ski‘lk], sb., a cracking, 
crashing, esp. of something hard 
falling down and breaking; de s. 
o’ lame [lem: earthenware]. Y. occas. 
(Ym>h.). Owing to its meaning the 
word is to be classed with skill, 
sb.; see further under skell, sb. Cf. 
also skelk2, sb. 

skilk2, sb., a loud, mocking 
laughter; see further under skelk2, 
sb. Partly, at any rate, the same 
word as skilk1, sb. 

skilk, vb., to laugh loudly and 
mockingly, see skelk, vb. 

skill1, sb., slight surf; see skil, sb. 
skill2, sb., a crash; crack, etc.; 

see further skell, sb. 
skill1 [skil, skil], vb. n., to crash, 

crack, esp. to fall with a crash and 
break into pieces, of earthenware. 
Conn. — O.N. skjalla, vb. n., to clash, 
clatter. 

skill2 [skil, skil], vb. a., to let fall 
with a crash, to smash an object 
(esp. pottery), so that it makes a 
loud (crashing) echo. Conn, [skil, 
skil]. Few. [skil]. — O.N. skella, vb., 
to slam, clash. 

skillatang [skil"atarj', sl^e^ataiy], 
sb., a kind of sea-wrack growing 
on the sea-shore between the so- 
called golatang (uppermost) and 
“de redwaar [-‘ware’]” (nethermost). 
[skil"atat]-]: Nm". (N.Roe). [sHel"a- 
tai]']: Yh. — Prob. *skellu-tang, sea- 
wrack, the first part of which (*skella) 
may be compared with No. skjella, 
f., catchfly, — smella. Connected 
with “smella” (catchfly) is No. smelle- 
tang, n., a kind of sea-wrack, fucus 
vesiculosus. For the Shetl. form 
skilla- see skill, sb. and vb., = 
skell. For skillatang is used in 
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Fe. bongtang (from bong3, sb., 
bladder of seaweed), which seaweed 
is said to grow between “crawtang” 
(go la tang) above, and “red-waar” 
below. 

skilm [skilm, skiPm] and skilma 
[skilma, sl^ilma], sb., slimy film, esp.: 
1) film of milk settling on the sides 
of a milk-bowl. Most common in 
the form skilm. The pronunc. 
“skiPm” is reported from Sa., Wests. 
The form skilma is characteristic 
of Foula. 2) slime scraped from 
fish. Y. In this sense noted down 
only in the form skilm [skilm]. — 
For older *skiml (*skimla) by meta- 
thesis of ml to 1m. Cf. Da. skim- 
mel, c., mould. 

skilm [skilm (stylm)], adj., covered 
with a slimy film, esp. of milk-bowl; 
de loom [lorn] (the milk-bowl) is a’ 
[‘all’] s. For older *s k i m 1 or *s k i m- 
let, prop, skimlet (Da.), mouldy. See 
the prec. word and skilmet, adj. 

skilma, sb., see skilm, sb. 
skilmet [skilmot], adj., 1) covered 

with a layer of mould or a slimy 
film (esp. on milk, skilm). 2) yellow- 
ish, dirty-yellow; very carelessly 
washed, having a grimy face from 
which only a part of the dirt has been 
washed off. Nmn. (N.Roe). — For 
older *skimlet, mouldy, by meta- 
thesis of m and 1. See skilm, sb. 
and adj. 

skil-sef [skihsaet-], vb., to separate, 
part, from a companion or from a 
flock, e.g. sheep. In this form with 
skil [skil], reported from Y. skil 
points back to O.N. skilja, vb., to 
separate, part, “scale-set" is given 
in E.D.D. in sense of to scatter, 
disperse, among compds. with “scale”, 
vb., to separate (L.Sc. skail, scale, 
vb.); but the examples given of the 
use of the word are all Shetl. (acc. 
to Shetland News written skailset, 
skjaelset, skaelsaet). 

skill1 [sHi'lt], sb., a changeable, 

wavering person. Wh. — Cf. Sw. dial 
skjalta, vb., to stray; to run to and 
fro, and No. skjaltra, skjoltra, vb., 
to reel, stagger, as well as Shetl. 
skilter2, vb. 

skilt2 [sly'lt], sb., loud, shrill 
laughter. Uws. — See skilter2, sb. 

skill1 [sly‘It], vb., to laugh loudly 
and shrilly. Uwg. — See skilter1, vb. 

skill2 [ski‘lt], vb., to play duck 
and drake. Du. — Poss. to be re- 
ferred to No. skulta, vb., to thrust, 
push (R.). 

skilta [skei‘lta, sk3i‘lta] and skilta- 
girs, sb., a) green corn growing up 
on the top of the old corn (beaten 
down by wind and rain) in the field. 
Fe.: s. [skei‘lta] and s.-girs [skei‘l"ta- 
gi‘rs-]. b) a kind of weeds growing 
up together with the corn (the new, 
green corn shooting up above the 
old). Yh.: s.-girs [sk^iT•tagl‘rs•]. — 
A difficult form. Compare possib- 
ly Sw. dialect skallde = skalle, n., 
a) immature corn, b) corn mixed 
with weeds (Ri.), Da. dial, skjelde, 
skjelle, No. skjele, n., immature corn. 
skilta seems to be etym. diff. from 
the name of the plant skellek [skae- 
lak], wild mustard, etc., which is 
L.Sc. skelloch (skeldock), skillock 
(Jam.). 

skilter1 [(ski'ltor) sly'ltor], sh., dis- 
persion; scattering; spreading; der 
’r a s. i’ de sheep, the sheep are 
scattered (Un.); de dog is [‘has’] 
gi’en de sheep a s., the dog has 
scattered the sheep (Sae.); to mak’ 
a s., a) to scatter; spread, b) to 
cause disturbance, dat made a s. 
among dem, c) to run far and wide, 
of children (Un.). dat put (made) a 
s. among dem, it made a sudden 
disturbance among them (Yh.). der 
cam’ a s. among de sheep, a great 
number of the sheep died (Un.). — 
Deriv. of O.N. skilja, vb., to part, sepa- 
rate. For the form skilter, older 
*skilder? cf. No. skildr, adj. and 
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adv., separated from each other; 
in pieces (R.). 

skilter2 [(sk‘i‘lt9r) s^i‘lt9r], sb., a 
shrill laugh, a roar of laughter, a 
s. o’ laughter (Un.); also loud (shrill) 
laughter and shouting; der ’r (there 
is) a s. among de boys. U. (Un.). 
— Cf. No. skjaltra (R.: sjaltra), vb., 
to yelp, to babble, to scold, deriv. 
of O.N. skjalla, vb., to clash, clatter. 
With O.N. skjalla, vb., and skellr, 
m., a crack, smack, are also to be 
classed Shetl. skell, skill, sb. and 
vb., skilder, sb. andvb., also (partly) 
skelk, skilk, sb. and vb., used occas. 
of a crashing, cracking sound, partly 
of shrill laughter like skilter. skil- 
der is prob. the same word as 
skilter and merely another form 
of the latter. 

skilter1 [(ski'ltor) sl^i‘lt9r], vb., to 
laugh loudly and shrilly; also to 
make a noise by shouting and 
laughing. U. (Un.). — Prob. *skjaltra 
from O.N. skjalla, vb., to clash, 
smack. See further the prec. word 
and cf. skilder, vb. 

skilter2 [(ski‘lt9r) ske'ltor], vb., to 
saunter about, to geng ski Iter in 
aboot. Fe. — Cf. No. skjaltra, vb., to 
reel, stagger, and Shetl. skilt1, sb., 
skiltet, adj. 

skiltet [s]y‘lt9t], adj., changeable, 
wavering; a s. human. Wh. — *skj9lt- 
ottr (skjalt-)? See further skilt1, sb. 

skim [skim] and fskimm [skim], 
sb., a film, a thin covering; de s. o’ 
de bland, film on the surface of 
bland (whey mixed with water), 
kept in closed barrels. Un. [skim, 
skim]. — No. skim (ii), n., a thin 
covering, (mucous membrane, film, 
esp. over the eye. R.). Eng. skim, 
sb., is used somewhat diff. from the 
Shetl. word, which, owing to the 
pure i [i]-sound, comes nearer to 
the Norw. form [skiim]. 

skimp [ski'mp (ske‘mp),sly‘mp],sb., 
raillery, esp. of a good-humoured 

and jesting kind. — I cel. skimp, n., 
mockery, scorn (B.H.). 

skimp [ski‘mp, ske'mp, sly'mp], 
vb., partly vb. n.: to mock, jest, 
partly vb. a.: to mock one, to make 
fun of, esp. in a good-humoured 
way; to jest with; to s. a body. 
Phrases: a) to “get on” ane’s 
skimpin-shune, to get into a teas- 
ing mood, prop, to put on one’s 
teasing-shoes; du ’s [‘has’] gotten 
on dy skimpin-shune, you have 
begun to make fun of me (N.I.); 
b) du (he, etc.) can s. dy (his) auld 
shune, you {he, etc.) may tease 
your (his) old shoes, i.e.: / don’t 
care at all what you {he, etc.) says 
(N.I.). — feel, skimpa, vb., to mock, 
scorn (B.H.). 

skimpek [sly'mpak, sl$9‘mp9k], sb., 
1) edge-peat, the first peat (spoiled 
by the frost in winter) cut off in 
the ledge of a peat-pit, = skjumpek. 
L. [sH9‘mp9k]. 2) turf from the 
intermediate layer between the 
greensward and the actual peat 
underneath. Yn. [sk/mpok]. See 
further skjumpi, skjumpek, sb. 

skimper [ski'mpor (ske‘mp9r), 
sl^i'mpgr], sb., a mocker, teaser, a 
jesting person. From skimp, vb. 

skimpsom [sly‘ms9m, ski‘msin, 
sl^e'm-], adj., (good-humouredly) 
mocking, jesting, inclined to raillery 
and jesting; a s. body, a s. craeter’ 
[‘creature’]. Wh.— *sV.\m^sa.mr, mock- 
ing. See skimp, sb. and vb. 

skimret [slymrot], adj., having a 
light tinge, light-mottled; of a mixed 
or muddy, light colour; a s. colour, 
a mixed or muddy, light colour. Du. 
— Assimilates in sense partly to No. 
skimlutt, adj., light-mottled, pied. 
Da. skimlet, Sw. dial, skimled, adj., 
white, with interspersed darker hairs, 
of a horse. But otherwise the form 
skimret points to Sw. skimra, vb., 
to shine faintly, L.Sc. skimmer, vb., 
to flash, shimmer; to flaunt. 
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skindoger [skindo'gar, sl^indo’gar], 

sb., 1) a slight peal of thunder in 
the distance, prop, heat-lightning. 
U". [skmdo'gar]. 2*) a kind of super- 
natural vision, reported of a vision 
seen by an old man at sea, and 
consisting in a number of round, 
dark objects on the surface of the 
water, resembling skin-buoys: “a 
lock[‘lot’] o’ skindogers”. Uc. [skin- 
do’gsr]. — Edm. has a form “skeny- 
douger” (U.) in sense 1; in Jam.: 
“skeyndoager” and “skenydouger”. 
— Etym. uncertain, in any case for 
the second part of the compd. skin 
can hardly be any other word than 
O.N. skin, n., a sheen, a brightening, 
used of heat-lightning, and by trans- 
ference of slight, distant thunder. In 
sense 2 the use of skindoger, skin- 
buoy, is doubtless casual, skin hav- 
ing been accepted as Eng. skin, sb., 
O.N. skinn. skin, a brightening, 
in skindoger 2, has changed to 
denote a vision, doger may spring 
from O.N. doegr, n., a period of 
twelve hours, which in No. (doger, 
n.), besides in sense of day and 
night, is used also of point of time 
with regard to a certain, partly 
mystic, effect of the time of day 
(R.). Cf. Shetl. doger, sb., intense 
anxiety. 

skindrin, see skin nr in, sb. 
skingi, skingi-Z/mpef, sb., see 

skinni, sb. 
skingr [skiipr], sb., a very thin 

layer or covering; a s. o’ meal. 
Also appl. to thin clothing. Du. — 
Prob. for *s k i n n r; see further skinn- 
rin, sb. 

skingr [skiijor], vb., to cover with 
a very thin layer. Du. — *skinnra? 
See skinnrin, sb. 

skingrin, see skinnrin, sb. 
fskinkben [ski‘i]kben (sJy'gkben)], 

sb., shank, of an animal. Prop, 
skinkeben (Da.), uham-bone", shank- 
bone. See the foil. word. 

skink [ski'gk, ske‘gk, sly'gk] and 
skinki [ski'gki, ske‘gki (sly'gki)], sb., 
a) ham, loin, of an animal; inter 
alia wind-dried leg of mutton, dried 
in a skjo (now antiquated custom); 
see skjo and vivda, sbs. Acc. to 
J.I. [ski'rjk]. b) shank of an animal. 
— No. skinka, f., ham, loin; L.Sc. 
skink, sb., shin of beef. 

skinnalepp [skin'alaep] and skinni- 
lepp [skin••ilaep•, skin’Mlsep'], sb., 1) 
a strip, remnant of skin. fe. [skm"i- 
laep-]. 2) used collect.: remains, esp. 
skin fragments of a dead sheep in 
the out-field. Yn. [skin^alaep1, skin"i- 
Isep'j. — O.N. skinnleppr, m., a strip 
of skin; Fser. skinnlepi, skinnalepi, 
m. , Da. skindlap. id. 

skinni [skini, sfyni],skinni-//fnpeZ, 
sb., a kind of thin, hard sea-snail, 
resembling a limpet (patella), but 
without a shell, found on the sea- 
shore, on the rocks. U. The form 
skinni is characteristic of Uwg. From 
Un. is reported a form skingi [slygi 
(sl^egi)], skingi-limpet. — Doubtless 
skin-like covering, skin-like sea- 
snail, and a deriv. of O.N. skinn, 
n. , skin, hide. Cf. No. skinna, f., 
membraneous covering. 

skinnilepp, see skinnalepp, sb. 
skinnrag [skinrag-, sHinrag’], vb., 

to backbite; to s. a body (person). 
N.Roe, Nmn.: [skinrag-]. Esh.,Nmw.: 
[slynrag-]. — Prop, to rake or scrape 
one’s skin. *skinnraka, vb., to rake 
(scrape) skin. See rag5, vb. 

skinnragin [*skmra'gin?], sb., very 
severe rebuke; also a thorough scold- 
ing. Noted down only in the form 
skanragin [skanra-gin] in Yh. (acc. 
to J. Ch.). I ga’e him a skanragin, 
I gave him a good rating, rebuked 
him severely. — Prop, a skin-raking, 
skin-scraping. See the prec. word. 

skinnrin [skin--arin-]f sb., a very 
thin layer or covering; a thinly- 
spread layer; a s. o’ butter, o’ god in 
(manure), o’ hay, o’ lime, o’ meal, 
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o’ snaw [‘snow’], etc. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
In the same place also comm, in 
the forms skindrin [skim’darin’] 
and skin grin [sklg•^rin•,sklI]••g^rin•]; 
to spread de hay like [lek] a skin- 
drin or in a s. From Sa., Wests., 
reported in the form skingrin 
[sl$er|"3rnr, s^3g"3rm-]. In Du.: 
skingr [skigar]. — *skinnra? Prob. 
a deriv. of O.N. skinn, n., a skin, 
hide. Cf. No. skinna, f., membrane- 
ous covering (Aa.). For the forms 
ending in “ngr” for “nnr” cf. skinni 
(skinni-limpet), sb., with the pa- 
rallel form skingi. See skingr, sb. 
and vb. 

skip [slyp], vb., to steer, esp. a 
boat; he can s.; he is able to s. 
Du. — O.N. skipa, vb., to put in 
order, arrange, manage. See s k i b, vb. 

skiplag [slyplag-], vb., to make 
plans or arrangements out of season, 
to build castles in the air; we 
needna [-‘not’] s. aboot it, untill we 
see. U. — *skiplaga, vb., from “skipa 
lag” or. “skipa l9g” (Ipg, pi. of lag). 
O.N. skipa, vb., to put in order, 
arrange, decide, and “lag”, n., mode, 
manner, also inter alia decision. 

skir [skir], adj., pure, hoty. U. 
Still comm, in all the islands in the 
expr. “skir-furisday”, Holy Thurs- 
day. O.N. skiriporsdagr; obs. L.Sc. 
skirisfurisday(“skyirthurisdaye”); obs. 
Eng. sheer-, shire-Thursday. The 
common pronunc. in Shetl. of “skir- 
furisday” is now [skor’fors'de] with 
adjustment of the vowel, as i in 
skir has become 0 through infl. of 
the long 0 following in [forsds]. — 
O.N. skirr, adj., pure, sheer, bright, 
L.Sc. *skeir. 

skirli [skirli, sksrli], sb., a small, 
slender thing, now mostly a) appl. 
to a small, longish potato. Conn, 
and Du". (Sandwick), as well as b) 
in the compound skirli-ho [ho], a 
species of small shark. Conn. — 
No. skirla, f., a slender figure or 

object, of things both animate and 
inanimate (R.). 

skirm, skirmi, sb., a swarm, a 
large flock (in motion). N.I.; Nmn. 
See further stirm (stjirm), stirmi 
(stjirmi), sb. 

skirp [sl^a'rp], vb., to tear off a 
piece of skin accidentally; to s. (s. 
aff) a bit 0’ skin, to s. a finger. 
Du. — To be classed with No. skyrma, 
vb., to scratch; tear up? or (by 
metathesis of r) with No. skripla, 
vb., to scratch, slit open? 

skirrek [skarak], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term, for mouse (Onjefirth, Ai.). 
— *skirr- or *skyrr-. See further 
skjorrin and skorrin, sb. (skjorr, 
skorr, vb.). 

skirt [ski'rt, ska‘rt], sb., a grain, 
a small quantity; a s. 0’ meal, saut 
[‘salt’], sugar, tea. De.— Prob.*skurflr. 
No. skurd, m., (a cutting, cut) a 
piece cut off, a fragment (Aa.). The 
syn. “skorrek” is L.Sc. 

skirv [sk'irv], vb., to level the 
surface of a peat-bog after having 
pared off the topmost layer (called: 
to flay de mor); to s. de mor [‘moor’]. 
Sa., Wests. Also skirf [ske‘rf] and 
skerf [(ske‘rf) skae'rf]: Sa. — Prob. 
a *skyrfa, vb., from *skurf (*skorf). 
Cf. a) No. skurva, Sw. skorv, Da. 
skurv, crust (on sores), Eng. scurf; 
b) L.Sc. scrufe, vb., to take off the 
surface, the scrufe, scurf, e.g. of 
earth. 

skit [skit] and skitt [skit], sb., dirt, 
filth; also excrement, esp. diarrhoea. 
In the last-named sense noted down 
in Conn. [skit]. Of clothes: hit is 
[‘it has’] gotten de s. (Ai.: skit), de 
s. is gane [‘gone’] i’ de linen, i’ de 
claith (Du.: skit), the dirt is so in- 
grained in the clothes that it won't 
come out in the wash. — O.N. skltr, 
m., dirt, excrement. No. skita, f., 
diarrhoea. 

skit1 [skit, skit (sk^t, sk4t, sl$-)], 
vb., l) to evacuate. 2) to eject liquid. 
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-— O.N. skita, vb., cacare. In sense 
2 Shell, skit corresponds to L.Sc. 
skite, vb. 

skit2 [(skit, skit) sk’It, sk’it, sl^it, 
skit], vb., 1) vb. a., to play duck 
and drake; to s. a stane. Un. [sk'-, 
s\-]. 2) vb. n., to gambol in the 
surface of the water, of a shoal of 
very small coalfish (sileks, silleks) 
in onward motion; de silleks is 
ski tin. Un. [sk*-, sk*]. — Must be 
associated with O.N. skjota, vb., to 
shove, to push on, etc. For the 
vowel-sound cf. L.Sc. sheet, vb., to 
shoot. Cf. skits, vb. 

skitapiltek [skI"tapATt3k, sk*I"ta-], 
sb., a nearly full-grown coalfish 
(piltek), four to five years old. 
Un. — In this connection the use of 
the word skit may be compared 
with “skltur” in certain compds. in 
Faeroese, such as “voruskitur”, (de- 
risive term of) a man who, in bird- 
catching, has not obtained a full 
vora (a number of five puffins). 
skitapiltek may then, with ref. to 
the latter, denote a coalfish not yet 
fully developed. In Un. kigga- 
piltek (giggapiltek) is another 
name for a coalfish of this age. 

skitarikki, see skitirakki. 
skitek [skltak, skitak (skitak)], sb., 

cuttle-fish. Acc. to Edm. Zetland, and 
Edm., ‘skeetack’, sepia officinalis, a va- 
riety of ten-armed cuttle-fish. comm, 
[skitak] is reported from Dm (S.Sh.). 
More commonly: [skitak (skitak)].— 
*sklta or *skltingr? doubtless one that 
ejects liquid or that makes filthy. 
Scarcely a *skitag, a compd. with 
aga, aggek, cuttle-fish, No. skitagga, 
f., a corpulent, dirty woman, as aga, 
aggek, is used of another variety than 
skitek. 

skitirakki [skit'iraki], a call to 
a dog. N. skitarikki [skit’arak’i]: 
Conn. See rakki1, sb. 

skitirikki [skifirak"i, skitirak"i], 
vb., to drub, esp. a child. Jocular 

term. “I ’ll s. dee”. Nmw. (Nibon). 
rikki here is a parallel form to rakki, 
sb., a dog. See the prec. word. 

skitlin [skitlin], sb., an unfinished 
piece of ground with corners left 
undug, after a strip of field has 
been ploughed or prepared with 
the spade. Comm, in pi., skitlins. 
“der ’r twaa or free skitlins left 
to delve”. Conn. Occas. in a wider 
sense: skitlins, scattered or scarce 
things (C.). — Prob. for older *skik- 
lin, as k and t occas. interchange, on 
being combined with the liquid con- 
sonants 1 and r. O.N. skekill, m., 
a strip (of hide or ground), land- 
skekill, a strip or corner of a field. 
O.N. skiki, m., id. For the form of 
the Shetl. word cf. No. skikling, m., 
the skin of the foot of an animal, 
and skjekling, m., a piece of skin. 

skits, skitsj [skat§], vb., to play 
duck and drake, = skit2, vb. 1. — 
*skytsa? For the form cf. No. skytsa, 
(Da.) skydse, Sw. skjutsa, vb., handed 
down in sense of to convey (tra- 
vellers), deriv. of O.N. skjdta, vb., 
to shoot, push on, etc. 

skiv [skiv], vb., to rush close past; 
to brush lightly in passing; hit [‘if] 
skivd by me; he could just s. by 
{just slip past; cf. sjel1, vb.). Also 
to scratch superficially; I skivd my 
hand, my fit [‘foot’], / cut my hand 
or foot slightly, got a surface cut. 
Fe. — Cf. No. skiva, vb., in sense of 
to shove a flat object forwards, edge 
in front, skiva seg, e.g. of persons: 
to push forward by shoving side- 
ways (Aa.). No. skiva, skivja, vb., 
to play duck and drake (R.). — Be- 
side skiv is noted down a form 
sjiv, “sheeve” [§!v] (Fe.), due to 
infl. of L.Sc.; see the foil. word. 

skivin [sklvin] and skivek [skivak, 
skivak (skevak, sl^evak)], sb., 1) a 
slice, esp. of bread, a skivin o’ 
bread. Fe.; Du. In this sense in the 
form skivin, more rarely skivek. 
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From Y. (Ym.?) is reported skivek 
[sklvak] in sense of a thick slice, 
from Fe. occas. sjivek, “sheevick” 
[§Iv3k]. 2) skivek: a) a dry piece 
of turf (cut just below the green- 
sward, before getting down to the 
actual peats), = ponin, ponek. 
N.Roe, Nmn. [skevak, sl^evak]. In 
this sense noted down also in the 
form skifin [slyfin] (M.Roe, Dew.), 
q.v. b) edge-peat, the first (partly 
damaged) peat, cut off in a ledge, 
= skjumpi,sb. St. (Wests.) [skivak], 
Fo. [skivak]. — O.N. skifa, f., a slice, 
a piece cut off. The ending -in in 
skivin (skifin) may be the suffixed 
def. art., often found grafted to a 
Shetl. Norn word. O.N. skifan: def. 
form. The form sjivek, “sheevick”, 
is an alteration of skivek through 
infl. of L.Sc. sheeve, sb., a slice. 

skivrin [skivarm] and skivrik 
[skivank', skivarak-], sb., a piece 
of turf cut just below the green- 
sward, before getting down to the 
actual peats, = skivek and ponin 
(ponek). skivrin: N.Roe, Nmn.; 
Fe.? Noted down acc. to J. I. skiv- 
rik: Br.; N.? — Prop, a slice, a 
sheet. No. skivra, f., a thin sheet 
(R.), the cartilage below the breast- 
bone (Aa.). For the ending -in cf. 
the prec. word. 

skjag1 [sl^ag], sb., something 
loosely built up, e.g. a fence, as 
a shelter against bad weather; he 
is gotten in under a s. Un. — Un- 
certain association with No. skak, n., 
a rickety object. A development 
*skak > *skag > *skog (with long o) 
might have been expected in the 
Shetl. word. For a probable origin 
see skjag1, vb. 

skjag2 [styig], sb., a pen, esp. for 
geese (U.); see stjag, sb. 

skjag1 [sl^ag], vb., to build up 
very loosely, e.g. a fence, to s. o p; 
de dike was skjaget op; — to exe- 
cute a piece of work superficially. 

Esh., Nmw. — May be referred to 
No. skjaga, vb., to reel, swerve, and 
“skjegla”, vb., a) to rush to one 
side; b) to buildup loosely, = skingla. 
For the difference of meaning between 
Shetl. skjag and No. skjaga, vb., cf. 
the corresponding one between Shetl, 
skengl, vb., and No. skjangla, vb. 

skjag2 [sl^ag], vb., to put (geese) 
in a pen (U.); see further stjag, vb. 

skjo [skjo (sHo)], sb., 1) a loosely 
built-up stone hut or shed with 
small slits in the walls, used for 
drying, esp. meat and fish, occas. 
also clothes, comm. The custom 
of wind-drying meat (see vivda, sb.) 
is now antiquated. Also 2) a small 
enclosure for the stacking of peats, 
in the compd. peat-skjo; cf. *torv- 
kro, sb. — *skj&-, prob. *skj£r, m. 
No. skjaa, m., a shed, drying-hut 
(fiskeskjaa, torvskjaa, etc.), a wooden 
hut with interstices for letting in 
the air. Fritzner gives an O.N. skj&, 
f., in sense of a) a shed; b) a trans- 
parent membrane; a wooden frame 
with a membrane stretched over it to 
cover the louver (the roof-opening); 
but the examples under the first given 
sense do not adequately prove this 
meaning. 

skjof(i), sb., see skofi, sb. 
skjog [sKo3g], vb., to idle about, 

to saunter (Yn.); see skog, vb. 
skjoget [skjogot, sl^ogot], adj., 

greyish, muddy-grey, esp. appl. to 
the forehead, “s.-faced”, of cattle, — 
grimm, adj. 4. Du. —- May repre- 
sent an older *skjoet [*skjoat] = 
*skjuet [*skjnot] from O.N. *skyjottr, 
adj., prop, cloudy. For the meaning 
cf. Faer. skyggjutur, adj., having a 
greyish colour, of sheep, prop, cloudy 
(Faer. skyggj, n., a cloud). For the 
form, esp. inserted g between two 
vowels (final root-vowel with foil, 
end-vowel), cf. e.g. mjoget2, adj., 
yellowish - brown, reddish - brown, 
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from *moget for older *moet, from 
O.N. *m66ttr. 

skjogg [sH6g], sb., something 
loosely and temporarily built up 
as a shelter; to set o'p a s. See 
skjag1, sb., with which the word 
is prob. to be classed etym. Diff. 
from this skjogg is another word 
in sense of shelter, which is a form 
from L.Sc. skug; see under skugga, 
skugg, sb. 

skjoggali [sl^6g"ali ], adj., loosely 
and temporarily built up. Yh. De- 
rived from skjogg, sb. 

skjogl [sl^og3! (sk&g3!)] and skjugl 
[(skjog3!) sl^og8!], vb., 1) to make 
askew, to twist out of shape, — 
skevl, vb. Wests, [sl^og3! (sl^Sg3!)]. 
2) to walk crookedly, with a clumsy, 
shuffling gait; to geng skjugl in 
[sl^oghnj aboot de doors in a pair 
o’ auld shune [‘old shoes’]. N.Roe, 
Nmn. [(skjog3!) sl^og3!]. — In sense 
1 the word assimilates to skegl, 
vb., to which it may be a parallel 
form: *skjagla from *skegla (Icel. 
skegla, vb., to make crooked, to 
twist)? In sense 2 the word almost 
assimilates to No. skokla, vb., to 
hobble, to walk with a careless or 
shuffling gait, but is, however, scarce- 
ly this word, as skjogl 2 can hardly 
be separated from skjogl 1. 

sk join teg [skj6i‘nteg, sl$6i‘nteg], 
sb., edge-peat, the first peat cut off, 
= skjumpi. Uwg. — No doubt for 
*skointeg, *skonteg, the first part 
of which must then be the same 
word as skoin in “skoin-peat”; q.v. 

skjol1 [sHo3l], sb., a shelter (Yn.; 
Fe.); see skjul, sb. 

skjol2 [skjo®l, sHo8l], sb., a broad, 
discolouring streak; a red, black, 
etc. s.; a s. o’ dirt. Du. — Prop, no 
doubt a stain, a large spot, O.N. 
skjpldr. No. skjold, m., a patch, 
stain. The Shetl. form has then 
arisen by lengthening of the vowel- 
sound. Shetl. Skeld in place-names 

corresponds to No. skjold, cultivated 
field or patch of a field. “Skjold’’ 
is often found as a place-name in 
Norway (R.). 

skjold [skjold, sl^old], adj., having 
discolouring streaks; s. wi’ dirt. Du. 
— Prop, stained. No. skjoldutt, adj., 
stained, spotted, O.N. *skj9ldottr. The 
Shetl. word-form, however, cannot be 
defined as a *skjQldottr with dropped 
ending; skjold, adj., may natural- 
ly be regarded as being formed 
from skjol2, sb., so that the final 
d is the added ending and not the 
original d of the stem. 

*skjoldra [skjoldra (skj&ldra)], sb., 
hoar-frost, layer of hoar-frost; a s. 
night, a frosty night. Y. skoldra 
[sk&ldra]: Sa. — *skjaldra, f., deriv. 
of O.N. skjpldr, m., a shield, also a 
shield-like covering. Cf. a) No. 
skjold, m., in sense of a covering 
layer (R.), is-skjold, sheet of ice on 
the ground, and b) as regards the 
Shetl. word-form: No. skjoldra, f., 
cartilaginous lamina. 

skjolp [skjo'lp], vb., to mash, 
squeeze, esp. potatoes, to s. taaties. 
Ti. (Laxfirth). — Prop, to cause to 
splash, or to reduce to a porridge- 
like mass. Prob. for *skolp, which 
may be an older *skvalpa (*skvelpa) 
or *skvapla. Cf. a) No. skvalpa (No. 
and Sw.) and skvelpa, vb., to splash, as 
well as the associated No. skolp, m., 
a liquid mass rushing forth, and 
b) No. skvap, n., porridge-like mass, 
and the poss. associated Shetl. skolp 
[*skvapl?], sb. 

skjoma [skjoma (sl$-)], sb., a 
covering of mist; a t’ick s. o’ mist. 
Conn. — *skj&m(a). Cf. No. skjaam- in 
“skjaamutt”, adj., dim, dark-spotted, 
= hjaamutt, adj., from hjaam, n., coat 
of dust; slight covering of clouds, 
as well as Shetl. skjomet, adj. 

skjomet [skjomat (skjomot), sk-], 
adj., a) dim, dusky, having a dirty 
appearance-, b) greyish; c) pale and 
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sickly-looking. “What a s. face upo 
dee!” — *skj&m6ttr. No. skjaamutt, 
adj., dim, dark-spotted. Faer. skj6- 
mutur, adj., muddy-coloured, pied, 
dirty-grey. 

skjon [s^on, sl$oan (skj-)], vb., to 
examine by touch whether or not 
hens are about to lay eggs; to s. 
hens. U. — O.N. skynja, vb., to ex- 
amine, discern. No. skyna, skjona, 
vb. Cf. sko1, vb. 

skjons [skjo‘ns, sl^o'ns], sb., a 
(good) knack and accuracy of eye 
in performing a piece of work; he 
has a guid [‘good’] s. wi’ him; he 
has a ill s. wi’ him. Sa., Wests. — 
Is poss. formed from O.N. skyn, n., 
perception, insight. Cf. skjon, vb. 
A root-meaning cut, slanting cut, 
is also conceivable with association 
to the foil. word. 

skjons [skj6‘ns, sl^o'ns (skjo'ns, 
sl^>‘ns)], adj. and adv., I) adj., ob- 
lique, slanting-, a s. piece. II) adv., 
obliquely, aslant-, to cut s., to bigg 
(to build) s. — The form skjons 
[skjo‘ns, sl$6‘ns] is noted down esp. 
in Conn. Also skons [sko'ns, sk&‘ns, 
sk'6‘ns (sk&ins, skS'ijs), sk6‘n§]. 
[sk'o'ns, skSins, sk&‘iis]: U. [sk'o'ns]: 
U". [sko‘ns, sk&‘ns]: Y. and Fe. 
[sko'nq]: Nm". occas. (N.Roe). — 
No. and Da. skjons, paa skjons, Sw. 
skons, adv., aslant, obliquely, skjons 
comes nearer to No. and Da. skjons 
than to Eng. askance, adv. A 
few of the forms of pronunc. (with 
S-sound), given under skons, ap- 
proach more nearly the pronunc. of 
the Eng. word. 

skjonsin [skjo'nsin, sl^o'nsin], sb., 
a stone hewn with a slant, to be placed 
in the gable of a house. Conn. 
Deriv. of the prec. word. 

skjord [skjord, sl^ord], sb., a great 
number, a flock (Un.); see further 
skorr3, sb. 

skjord [skjord, sl^ord], adj., hav- 
ing sharp edges and points, of 

horns, esp. ram’s horns; see further 
skord, adj. 

skjordi [skjordi, sl^ordi], sb., an 
old, worn-out boot or shoe-, auld 
[‘old’] skjordis. Conn., N.Roe, Nmn. 
In Conningsburgh “auld skjordis” 
esp. denote old, worn-out rivlins 
(shoes made of raw hide). — Prob. 
O.N. skcedi, n., foot-wear. For in- 
serted r in the Shetl. word cf. e.g. 
fjordin,sb., skorl = skol (ia bowl), 
sb., and poss. skort, sb. 

skjorr [sl$6r(r), sk'orfr)], vb., to 
frighten, startle. Conn. O.N. skirra, 
vb., id. (skjarr, adj., shy, timid). For 
the form of the Shetl. word see under 
skorr, vb. 

skjorrin [skjonn, sl^orin] and skjor- 
din [skjordm, sl^ordin], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
mouse, skjorrin:Lunn.; Wh.; (Sk.). 
From Wh. also reported as a sea- 
term for ra/. skjordin: Nms. [sl^-]; 
Nmw. (Esh.). — Prop, a shy, timid 
creature-, see skjorr, vb. Further- 
more with skjorrin and skjordin 
cf. the syn. a) skerdin [No. skjerra, 
f., a shy animal], and b) skorrin 
(skjorrin) [No. skyrre, skjorre, n., 
an extremely feeble and sensitive 
creature]. 

skjort [sl^o'rt], sb., a tail (tabu- 
name. Ai.); see stjort, sb. 

skjott [sl^dt], vb., to peer, peep 
(Du.); see skott, vb. 

skjovek [skjovak, Slovak], sb., a 
dried turf, a turf cut from the se- 
cond layer (between the greensward 
and the actual peats) = skivrik. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). Wh.? — No. skjova, 
f., a thin sheet of iron. See sko- 
vek1, sb. 

skjud [sl^n3d], sb., a horse, tabu- 
name, sea-term (Fe.); see further 
skjut, sb. 

skjufs [sl^ofs], vb., to shuffle along 
awkwardly, to geng skjufsin. — 
*skjafsa? For the form cf. Da. dial, 
skjaevse, vb., to walk crookedly and 
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clumsily, Shetl. skevset, adj., and 
Sw. dial, skjaffsa, f., an old slipper 
or shoe worn out of shape. 

skjugg, skjugga, sb., a shelter; 
see skugga, sb. 

skjul [skju3l, sl^n3l], sb., place 
affording shelter against bad wea- 
ther; under as., under shelter. Yb.; 
to tak’ s.f to take shelter, esp. of 
cattle (Y. and Fe.). [sl^n3!]: Yh. A 
parallel form skjol [sl^o3l] is noted 
down in Yn. and Fe. — O.N. skjol, 
n., shelter, protection. The form 
skju [skju, sl^nj, reported from Yn., 
is prob. L.Sc., and hardly formed by 
the dropping of 1 in skjul; cf. L.Sc. 
skew, vb., to seek shelter from, to 
skew a shower. 

skjumba [skjomba, sl^omba], sb., 
thick cloud of dust, a s. o’ dust; 
cloud of smoke or steam; air, filled 
with smoke or steam (inside the 
house), close air in a room. Conn. 
— Prop, the same word as stumba, 
sb., but infl. by skjoma, sb. 

skjumpi [skjo'mpi, sHo'mpi] and 
skjumpek [skjo'mpak, sl^o'mpok], sb., 
1) in peat-cutting: edge-peat, the 
first peat cut off, usually spoiled 
by the frost, and thrown down with 
the spade into the peat-pit; comm. 
2) a big, clumsy peat. 3) a hard, 
dried turf cut from the second layer 
(between the greensward and the 
actual peats, = “skifin, skivrin, ponin, 
ponek”). Yn. — skjumpi: Conn.; 
Du.; Wh. [sl^o'mpi]; Sa. and other 
places. Elsewhere more comm, 
skjumpek. The last-named form 
is the most frequent in Y. (with ex- 
tensive peat-bogs). Other and rarer 
forms are: skjumpin [skjo'mpin, 
sl^o‘mpin] (Yn.?), skjompek [skjo'm- 
pok, sl^o'mpok] (locality uncertain), 
stjompi [s^o'mpi, stjo'mpi] and 
stjompek [s^o'mpak, stjo'mpskj: U. 
occas., skjumpet [s^o'mpat] and 
stjumpet [s(o‘mp3t]: Wh. occas., 
skompek [sko'mpsk] and skimpek 

[sk3‘mp3kj (locality uncertain). The 
forms ending in -pet might also 
contain the word “peat”; see skoin- 
peat, sb. — skjumpi, skjumpek 
for older *skumpi. Cf. Da. dial. 
(Jut.) skumpe, c., a flat turf, cut 
from the greensward (Molbech, after 
Moth), the loose turfs, cut from the 
top-layer of the peat-bog (West Sles- 
wick, Fejlberg). The word is no 
doubt also cognate with Sw. dial, 
skimmpa, vb., to cut carelessly large 
pieces of something; see the foil, 
word. — Other old names for edge- 
peat (skjumpi 1) are ofs, ofsi 
(hofsi) and skivek. “skegg [skegj- 
peat” has also in a single instance 
been reported in this sense as a 
Shetl. word, but has prob. come from 
the Orkney Isles. The current Ork- 
ney names for edge-peat, Shetl. 
skjumpi, are boglo (see under 
Shetl. bogel, sb.) and “skegg-peat” 
(from O.N. skegg, n., beard). 

skjumset [skjo'msat, sl^o‘msat], 
adj., unshapely, thick and clumsy, 
reported esp. of a piece of peat; a 
S. peat = a skjumpi in senses 1 
and 2. Sa., Wests. — To be classed 
etym. with skjumpi, skjumpek, 
sb. For the form skjumset may 
be compared Sw. dial, skimmsa, vb., 
= skimmpa, vb., to cut carelessly 
large pieces of something. 

skjuret [(skjurat) slyirst], adj., of 
colour, esp. of sheep, sheep’s wool: 
muddy, mixed brown (reddish-brown, 
peat-brown, mured) and grey, as. 
sheep. Fo. Also skjoret [skjorat, 
slyarat], reported esp. in sense of 
spotted grey and white (Fo.). — 
*skjor6ttr. No. skjorutt (and “skjo- 
rutt”), adj., striped, black- and white- 
striped (like a “skjor”, the magpie)-, 
Faer. skjorutur, adj., black and white, 
pied. 

skjurl [sl^6ral], see stjurl, vb. 
skjnt [(skjn3t) sl^n3t, sk63t] and 

skjud [sHo3d], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
51 
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name in fishermen’s lang. for horse. 
Fe. — O.N. skjotr (skjoti), m., a 
horse for conveyance. 0. Sw., Sw. 
dial, and No. skjut, n., a mare, 
horse. 

skjofl, vb., skjefset, adj., skjel, 
sb., skjalbrugg, sb., skjerd, sb. and 
adj., see skofl, skofset, skol, skol- 
brugg, skord, sb., and skord 
(skord), adj. 

skjeret, see skjuret, adj. 
sklattiskre, sklettaskre, sb., the 

dunlin, Tringa (prop, a flock of dun- 
lins)-, see further skrattiskre, sb. 

*sklett, sb., a plain, now only 
as a place-name; see *slett(a), sb. 

sklinder [sklmdar], sb., a wooden 
cross-bar in a harrow, in trellis- 
work (for a gate in a fence), etc. 
Wests. (Fo., Papa). — *slindr (with 
rad. r). No. slind and slind(e)r, f., 
a) a beam, cross-beam, b) a board, 
a moulding. Sw. dial, slinder, pi., 
cross-beams or bars; trellis-work 
(Ri.). See slindi2, sb. 

sklont [sklo'^t, skloi'nt], sb., a tall, 
thin, lanky person; a lang s. (o’ a 
body). N.Roe, Nmn. Almost like 
gant, but more disparaging. — Cf. 
No. slant, m., a long, lanky person 
(R.), and for the form cf. No. slunt, 
m., a dull person, slunta, vb., to 
idle, lounge about. 

sklontet [sklo'qtot (skl6i‘ntat)J, adj., 
tall, thin, slack and lanky; a s. body 
(person). N.Roe, Nmn. — From 
sklont, sb. Cf. No. slanten, adj., 
inter alia tall and gaunt. 

sko [sko], sb., a turf from the 
greensward. Papa St. — *sk&. No. 
skaa, f., a) crust, = skaan, f., b) dry 
cake of cow-dung. 

sko1 [sko], vb., properly to examine, 
noted down only in a special sense: 
to examine by touch whether or not 
the hens are about to lay eggs; to s. 
a hen, to s. de hens. — O.N. skoda, 
vb., to contemplate, examine. Cf. 
skjon, vb. 

sko2 [sko], vb., to jut out, project. 
See skut, vb. 

fskob [(skob) skob], fskobb1 [skob], 
sb., in fishing: additional piece of 
fishing-line (a certain number of 
extra fathoms) set out, esp. at strong 
tide; to gi’e de line (or boat) s. See 
further fskub (skup), sb. 

skobb2 [skob], sb., a) damp fog 
(with slight drizzling rain), fog- 
bank, “a s. o’ mist”, mostly with 
slight wind; Wests., Un. and several 
places, b) light, misty, drifting clouds; 
der ’r a s. ower de sky (Fe.); a 
loose s. = a loose fjag; der ’r a 
loose s. gaun [‘going’] ower de sky 
(Yh.); Y. and Fe. c) very fine rain, 
misty rain, with a slight breeze (Un.); 
U.; Nm.; Wests, occas. (Papa); S.Sh. 
(Du.), a s. o’ weet [‘wet’], dense, misty 
rain (Un.). de s. o’ de shooer, the 
slackening of a shower, when it has 
lost its force (Nmw.). — Prop, no doubt 
murkiness, dimness. Fser. “skubb” 
is cognate, in e.g. skubbutur, adj., 
muddy, of a dull, mixed colour, 
greyish, skubbut kugv, a dingy-grey 
cow (acc. to J. C. Poulsen, Best Isle). 

skobb [skob], vb., to rain very 
finely, esp. of misty rain; he is 
skobb in. Du. See the prec. word. 
A form *skob [skob] may be pre- 
supposed in the deriv. skobin, sb. 

*?skobba [skoba], sb., acc. toJ.I.: 
a kind of milk. Edm.: “skubba, 
milk”. Origin obscure. 

skobback, skobbek [skobak, sko- 
bak], sb., tabu-name, sea-term, for 
sheep. U. See further skupi, sku- 
pek, sb. 

skobb/e [skobi], adj., wet, drizz- 
ling; s. wadder [‘weather’]; a s. 
shooer [‘shower’]. See skobb2, sb. 

skobbin1 [skobin] and skobin 
[skobin], sb., damp fog, fog with fine 
rain. Yn. (skobbin and skobin); 
Du. (skobbin). — Formed from 
skobb and *skob, vbs. 

skobbin2 [skobm], sb., crustation 
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from milk and porridge sticking 
to the inside of a pot (N.); see 
further under skovin, sb. 

skobin, sbM see skobbin1, sb. 
skobord [skobard], sb., a locker 

underneath the gunwale of a boat; 
receptacle for bait, fish-hooks, pieces 
of line, and similar trifles appertain- 
ing to fishing. S.Sh. (Du.; Conn.). 
Also sko-brod [skobr&d] (C.; Sandw., 
Dun.), sku-board [skubord] (Sandw., 
Dun.) and sko-brod [skobr&d] (Ire- 
land, Duw.). — Prob. for *skogbord. 
See further skog1, sb. 

skod, skodd1 [skod], sb., a drift- 
ing mass, esp. a) objects floating 
on or under the surface of the 
water, driven together shorewards 
by the beat of waves, esp. of drifting 
objects (seaweed, spawn, molluscs 
or Crustacea, etc.) serving as food 
for fish; = ag (agg), sb. 2, and 
grav, sb., sense c. Ai., Wests, b) 
foam gathering on the surface of 
the water-, sea-foam (cf. ag, agg, 
sb. 2). Wests.; N. — The word must 
be O.N. skot, n., in sense of some- 
thing driven or floating along, No. 
skot, n., inter alia a row of things, 
e.g. of poles, shoved together. Cf. 
Shetl. skod in compds. as otter- 
skod, overskod, overskod, sbs. 

skodda1 [skoda], skodd2 [skod], 
sb., a) mist covering hill-tops and 
heights, accompanied by wind-, a 
light s.; de s. is lyin’ (or flyin’) 
ower de hill. Fo.: skodda and 
skodd. b) mist or vaporous clouds 
drifting before the wind-, mist just 
lowering-, de s. is cornin’ doon. Un.: 
skodd. — O.N. skadda, f., mist. Faer. 
skadda and skbdda, f., mist covering 
the mountain tops, accompanied by 
wind. No. skodd, skodda, f., mist. 
— In sense of scudding clouds (de 
skodd is flyin’ ower de sky: Du".), 
the older Shetl. skodd has been 
merged with Eng. scud, sb. In sense 
of a passing shower of rain, “a 

‘skod’ o’ a shooer”, the word is 
L.Sc. scud, sb. 

skodda2, see skodda-oo’, sb. 
skodda3, see skoddamuld, sb. 
skoddamuld, -mould [skod’a- 

mold', -mold’] and skoddimuld, 
-mould [sk6d"im6ld\ -mold*], sb., 
mould, dried in heaps, partly mixed 
with dry manure, used as litter for 
the cows in the byre. U., Y., De. 
skodda-: esp. reported from Yh.; 
skoddi-: Um0.; De. A shorter form 
skodda [skoda] is noted down in 
Uws. and explained as dry, loose, 
peaty soil, the heathery surface of 
which has been pared off. — *skot- 
mold, mould shovelled together. 
The first part is prob. to be classed 
with No. skota, vb., to push onward-, 
to shovel-, to scrape, O.N. skota, 
vb., to shove. The expr. “dof 
mould” = skoddamuld is used 
in other places in Shetl. 

skodda [skoda] -oo\ sb., soft, 
downy fleece of a sheep, coming 
up under the old, coarser wool-, 
also downy hairs left on the sheep 
after the wool has been plucked 
off. Uwg:. Also skodd in [skodin]- 
oo’: Un. (and Uwg.). In Fo. (and 
occas. in Nmn., N.Roe) in abbr. form: 
skodda [skoda, skoda]. [skoda] and 
[skoda]: Fo. [skoda]: N.Roe. From 
N.Roe skodda is reported in a se- 
condary sense, scaly pieces of skin 
and yellowish, fatty substance ad- 
hering to the roots of the woolly 
hairs when plucked off the sheep 
(= horem, uram, sb.). — *skot- 
ull, uupshooting wool". Cf. skot- in 
skothorins, sb. 

skoddek [skodok], sb., a very 
small corn-stack, a small sV.ru. N.I. 
Reported from Un. in the special 
sense, a small heap of corn in the 
enclosure (de corn-yard), the remain- 
der of a skru (corn-stack), after the 
corn has been taken into the barn-, 
he ’s [‘has’] “ta’en [‘taken’] in” a s. 
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In Yh. a skoddek is explained as 
half a skru or less. — May be O.N. 
skaut, n., a hem, corner of a cloth, 
or a deriv. thereof. See skort, sb. 

skoddin [sk6din]-oo’, sb., see 
skodda-oo’, sb, 

skodler [skodlar], sb., l*) the 
master or pilot of a skuda or 
twelve-oared boat, acc. to S. Hibbert, 
Descr. of Shetland Isles. “Scudler, 
an ancient Shetland name, given to 
the pilot of a Scuda or twelve-oared 
boat” (S.H., Descr., new edition 1891, 
p. 257, the note). 2*) the conductor 
of a festival, master of ceremonies. 
3) leader of a band of “guisers” 
(dressed in straw). — Acc. to S.H. 
the word was even in his time (the 
beginning of the 19th century) partly 
antiquated in sense 1, but common 
in sense 3. The leader of such a 
band of masked persons was dis- 
tinguished by a tall straw-bonnet, the 
top of which was adorned with 
ribbons (S.H., in the same place). 
In the various senses of skodler, 
different words have possibly been 
merged, skodler, in sense o\ pilot 
of a skuda, suggests a derivation 
from the latter, though, in this case, 
the derivative ending-ler is remark- 
able. As regards form, a deriv. of 
O.N. skutla, vb., to thrust, push on- 
ward, No. skutla, vb., would be more 
acceptable. In senses 2—3 the word is 
found in Edm. and Jam. (“skudler” 
in the latter, given as a Shetl. and 
not a L.Sc. word). In sense 3 it 
is not yet quite obsolete, but is esp. 
reported from Conn, skodler 2, in 
spite of later difference in mean- 
ing, may be the same word as L.Sc. 
scudler, rendered by Jam. as “scul- 
lion”, and this “scudler” may be 
associated with O.N. skutilsveinn, m., 
page at a royal table (from O.N. 
skutill, m., a dish or small table 
brought in with food). In sense, 
skodler 3 points to No. skotrar, m., 

one who takes part in a masked pro- 
cession, performing dances, scenes, 
etc., at a wedding-feast (Hardanger, 
acc. to R.), from skotra, vb., prop.: 
to shove, push, thus O.N. skotra, 
partly = skutla, vb. An orig. *skut- 
lari = *skotrari might be supposed. 

skog1 [skog (sko®g)], sb., a locker, 
depository, below the gunwale of a 
boat, partly formed by a bottom being 
put in between the “rinner” or 
“wearin” (a list inside, a little be- 
low the gunwale) and the board 
below the gunwale. N. Sh. The Eng. 
term locker, is now freq. used. — 
*skok-. Cf. O.N. skokkr, m., a box, 
chest. See skobord, sb. 

skog2 [skog], sb., the snell of a 
fishing-line, esp. hand-line; the end 
of the line (with the hook) leading 
from the sinker or freq. from the 
short iron rod attached to it (one 
skog on either side of the rod). 
Fairly comm. In Unst the word is 
also used (now mostly) in the form 
skogi [skogi], and in a somewhat 
deviating sense, viz.: a snell with 
two hooks on a fishing hand-line 
(as distinct from tom: a snell with 
a single hook)-, to had [‘hold’] sko- 
gis, to hold a line with two hooks; 
reported from Un. and U"10. From 
Conn, skog is reported as the thick, 
lower end of a snell (bid) on a 
hand-line, to which the hook is 
fastened; occas. also denoting a fish- 
hook, fastened in this way to a bid. 
— Poss. the same word as, or cog- 
nate with, Sw. dial, skak, n., a chain, 
No. and Sw. dial, skaak, skSk, f., 
shaft of a carriage. 

skog3 [skog], sb., a cunning, de- 
ceitful person, a rogue. Esh., Nmw. 
a skim pin skog [sko3g]: a mocking 
person (De11.). — The form does 
not agree well with O.N. skalkr, m., 
a rogue, as 1 is not dropped in 
Shetl. Norn, as a rule, in similar 
collocations. Formally skog agrees 
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better with No. skak, skaak, n., a 
morally deficient, contemptible per- 
son (R.). Deriv. of “skugg-” (see 
skuggali, sb.) also causes phone- 
tic difficulties owing to the long o. 

skog [skog], vb., to saunter, idle 
about; to geng skogin aboot. Du. 
skjog [sl^o3g]: Yn., reported esp. of 
cattle and horses: to geng skjogin 
aboot de dikes (the fences). — Sw. 
dial, sk&ka, vb., to run about aim- 
lessly (sk&ka 1: Ri.); No. skaaka, 
vb., to limp. 

skogg [skog], skogga [skoga], sb., 
shade, ambush, see skugg, skug- 
ga, sb. 

skogigrind [sko^gigrind", skog'i- 
gnnd'], sb., a wooden frame on which 
the snells with the hooks of a fish- 
ing hand-line are wound. Yn. See 
skog2, sb., and grind, sb. 2. 

skogin [skogin], sb., a shoe-, “put 
on dy skogins and geng fort’!” Fo. 
In Low’s list of words from Fo.: 
“scugin”. — Prop. *sk6inn, def. form 
in accus. (nom.: skorinn) from O.N. 
skor, m., a shoe. 

skoilimoili,seeskottamilliskrua. 
skoin-peaf [skoinpet], sb., edge- 

peat, the outmost peat cut off from 
the ledge in a peat-pit. De. — O.N. 
skan, f., crust. Cf. No. skaan, f., 
a) crust, b) scrapings of a pot, with 
the deriv. “skjsena” [*sksena], f., in 
sense of thin slice. — sk join teg 
(Uwg.), q.v., is no doubt also to be 
classed with this word. 

skoit, sb., a peeping, look-out, 
sight, view, see skott, sb. 

skoit, vb., to peep, see skott, vb. 
skoiter, sb., see skotter, sb. 
skoitamilliskru, see skottamilli- 

skrua. 
skoitnin [skoi'tnin (skSi'tnin)] and 

skoitni [skoitni, sk&itni], sb., a very 
small,young pig, esp. the smallest, and 
gen. the last of a litter. Conn. — For 
*skotnin. Cf. No. skotning, m., abor- 
tion, young prematurely born (Aa.). 

skol1 [skol (sk&l; skol)], sb., \) a 
big wooden bowl, esp. a) a big bowl 
in which to knead bread, kneading- 
trough; b) an eating-trough, a 
Norwa-skol, a bowl or trough of 
Norwegian workmanship. 2) a line- 
box; oblong, wooden box, narrower 
at one end, in which to keep the 
fishing-line; a line-s. — [skol] is 
the common pronunc. [skol] is re- 
ported from Fo. beside [skol] in sense 
2. A form skoln [skSln], with suf- 
fixed def. art. grafted to the word, 
is reported from Papa St. in sense 
of a big wooden bowl, esp. in which 
to knead bread. A form s k o r 1 [skorl], 
with inserted r, is reported from Sa. 
— O.N. sk&I, f., a bowl. 

skolabrod, skollabrod [skol-abrod- 
(sk&L’abrod'), skoL'abrod’], sb., a 
piece of a broken wooden bowl. 
In a wider sense a piece of board, 
an old, useless piece of timber; he 
has no [‘not’] a s. [skol ’abrod-] to 
sit upon (Sk.). gane [‘gone’] i’ skola- 
brods, gone to pieces, of a wooden 
object (bowl, vessel, trough): U"10. 
[skol-abrod1]. Also skolibrod,skol- 
librod [skol"ibrod']: Conn.; gane i’ 
skolibrods. Occas. used compara- 
tively and disparagingly in exprs. as 
“a auld skolabrod o’ a boat”, an 
old, unseaworthy boat (N.I.). — The 
form [skM”abr6d‘] is peculiar to Few. 
By J. I. are reported the forms skolla- 
bredd [sk&l"abraed'] and skolla- 
brett [skSl-abreet’] in sense of an 
old, useless piece of timber; “no 
a s. to sit upon”. — *sk£l(ar)-brot, 
a piece of a bowl, from O.N. sk&l, 
f., a bowl, and brot, n., a fragment. 
Cf. No. skaalbrot, n., a small, old 
bowl, prop, a piece of a bowl. 

skolbrol [skokbro3!*, sko^bro3!-] 
and skolbral [skol-bro3!’ (skol'bro3!'), 
skol-brok (-brs3!-)], sb., a long-drawn 
plaintive lowing, esp. of a cow. 
skolbrol: Du.; skolbrol: L. [skol-- 
bre3!- (skokbrg3!)]; Fe. [skol’broL 
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(-brs9!')]. “de coo ga’e twa or free 
skolbrols, and den sho deed”, the 
cow gave two or three plaintive 
moans, and then she died (Fe.). — 
For *skrolbrol, -brol by dissimila- 
tion, prop, "skralbrol" (Da.), skr&l, 
roar; brol, bellow. See the foil, 
word. 

skolbrol [skol-bro3!-, skol’bro3!-] 
and skolbrel [skokbro3!' (skokbro3!'), 
skoj'brsk (-bro3!’)], vb., to low plain- 
tively, of a cow, esp. of a sick (or 
dying) cow. skolbrol: Du.; skol- 
brol: L. [skokbrg3!’ (skokbrg3!*)]; 
Fe. [skoj'brok (-bro3!1)]. Also of a 
cow going to butt, a vicious cow: 
to bellow with a low, penetrating 
sound (L.). — For *skrolbrol, 
*skrolbr0l, by dropping of r in 
the first part of compd. owing to 
dissimilation. Prop. u skralbrole" 
(Da.), skrfil, roar; brole, to bellow. 
For the first part see further skrol 
and skrol, vbs. For the second 
part see brol, vb. 

skold [(sko(d) skojd, skoild, skoild 
(skold)], sb. 1) a scalding. 2) in- 
tense heat of the sun; der ’r a s. 
o’ heat [het] wi’ de sun, the sun is 
burning intensely (Nmw.: skiild). 
See skold, vb. 

skold [sk&ld, sko^d, skold (sk.)ld); 
skoild, skoild (skoild)], vb., 1) to 
scald, to burn on the outside; to 
boil or bake something insufficient- 
ly over a too hot fire so that what 
is boiled or baked with too much 
heat and partly burnt on the out- 
side, is half raw inside, debroni 
(the cake, bread) is skoldet (only 
baked outside, partly burnt); de 
flesh is skold et (not thoroughly 
boiled, or parboiled), skoldet fish, 
fish that has become half-spoiled 
by exposure to the sun (Uwg.: skol- 
dat, skoildot). 2) by transference 
occas. in a wider sense: to prepare 
something hastily and badly; skol- 
det op, prepared hastily and badly 

(Uwg.: skoildot, skoldot). 3) s. ane- 
sell [‘oneself’], to scorch oneself 
when too near an intense fire for 
warmth; “boy, du is skold in dee 
ower de fire” (U.); dey ’re sittin’ 
s k o 1 d i n dem at de fire (Un.). [sk&]d]: 
U. occas.; [(sk&ld, skoild) skold, sko'ld, 
skoild]: Un.; [skoild, skold]: Uws.; 
[skoild]: Nmw. — *sk&lda. Da. skolde, 
vb., to scald; No. skaalda, Icel. sk&lda, 
vb., to scald, esp. to shave the hairs 
off swine (in No. also: to loosen 
the skin with hot water). Eng. scald, 
vb. In some Danish dials, “skolde” 
is used in a sense similar to Shetl. 
skold 1, viz.: to bake or boil par- 
tially (Jut., Falster), appl. to milk, 
meat and cake; skoldekage, a cake 
hastily baked, e.g. in a dry iron 
pan. skold is not orig. a Northern 
word, but certainly old in Shetl. — 
The compd. ruskold (see this word 
and the forms of pronunc. of skold 
given thereunder) is esp. used in Y. 
and Fe. in the senses given under 
1, prop, to uraw-skald" •, in U. esp. 
uncompounded: skold (in compds. 
now mostly “ru-skad”, in which 
“skad” is a L.Sc. equivalent of skold). 

skolder [skoldor] and skulder 
[skoldar], sb., a lean, full-grown 
coalfish (sed). Trondra (an isle 
south of Scalloway, Ti., Mw.). — No 
doubt to be classed with Da. dial. 
(West Jut.) skulde(r), skulle(r), c., 
flatfish, (large) flounder, No. skuldra 
(skuller), f., a flounder (Aa.); Sw. 
dial, sk&lla, f., thin sheet of iron; 
Germ, scholle, f., a) a flake; frag- 
ment; piece, b) flounder, plaice. 

skoldra, sb., see *skjoldra, sb. 
skolp [sk6‘lp], sb., l) jelly-fish, 

medusa, acalepha. Edm.: “skulp, 
the sea-jelly (Acalephae)”. Un.? In 
a more restricted sense: a dried-up 
jelly-fish, membrane as remains of 
a jelly-fish left on the sea-shore 
(the sand); skolps o’ jelly-fish. Uwg. 
(J. Sp.). 2) blood and matter coming 
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up from the stomach; slight vomit- 
ing; in this sense reported esp. in 
the pi., skolps [skoips]. Fe. 3) a 
slight layer or circle of dirt; skolps 
o’ dirt aboot de een [‘eyes’]. Uwg. 
(J. Sp.). — Prop, a porridge-like mass 
or gelatinous (quivering) mass. Pho- 
netically the word is *skvalp, a splash, 
something splashing; cf. No. skvalpa, 
f., a wet, splashing mass. Acc. to 
its meaning, skolp is most correctly 
defined as a *skopl = *skvapl, 1-de- 
rivative of *skvap, No. skvap, n., a 
porridge-like mass (R.), skvapa, vb., 
to tremble, quake (Aa.), etc., with 
the derivative “skvapla”, vb., partly 
like “skvalpa, skvelpa”, vb., to splash. 
With skolp (in sense 1) cf. slobb 
and slob, sbs., in the same sense. 

skolt [sko'lt, sko'lt, sko'lt, sk6‘]t 
(skoiit, skoi'lt)], sb., the skull; also 
used disparagingly in sense of head. 
From De. reported also in sense of 
the head of a large fish; de s. [sko'lt] 
o’ a ling. The forms of pronunc. 
“sko'it, sk6i‘lt (skoiit)” are reported 
from N.I.; “skoiit” esp. from Fe. 
From Conn, (and Du.) is reported 
a form skult [skoit] with close o- 
sound. — “skaudman’s skolt”, sea- 
urchin, echinus marinus: Fe. [skoiit, 
sk.iiit (sk6‘[t, sko‘[t)]; now elsewhere 
comm., in any case outside Fe., 
scaudman’s head (L.Sc.); cf. julter, 
sb. — Occas. skolt, skult, is found 
as a place-name, denoting a knoll, 
a bare top (or point), bare height, 
= *skalli; thus: de Skolt o’ de Hev- 
din, de point o’ de Skolt: De. [skoit]; 
de Skult (south-west of “de loch o’ 
Vatseter”, Ireland, Dun_w.). — O.N. 
skoltr, m., the bony arch above the 
eye (Fr.). No. skolt, m., the fore- 
head, the skull, cranium, Fser. skol- 
tur, m. Also as a place-name in 
sense of mountain top. 

skolt [sko'it, sk6‘[t, skoiit], vb., to 
strike one on the head, to s. ane. Yh. 
[sko'it, skoiit]. Derived from s k o 11, sb. 

*skolta [sko'lta, skoiita], sb., troll, 
troll-woman; esp. of a certain (not 
further specified) class of trolls, and 
used as a proper name: Skolta. Yh. 
Acc. to J. Ch. and L.W. Also“skonta 
[skoijta] skull” (acc. to J. Ch.), in 
which n for 1 in “skonta” is due to 
dissimilation, owing to the foil. 11 in 
“skull”. — The word must spring 
from an old “skgltr” as the name 
for a giant (O.N. skpltr, m., skult). 
“skalli” (O.N. skalli, m., skult), syn. 
with *sk9ltr, is mentioned in one of 
the lists of names (containing giants’ 
names) in Snorre’s Edda. 

*skond [sko'nd, skorid], vb., to 
make haste, to put on speed, noted 
down only in the expr. “skond dee 
[sko'ndi, skondi]!” be quick! Yn. 
[sko'nd]; Us. [skc^d]. See *pjagi, 
sb. — O.N. skunda, vb., to speed, 
hasten, skunda s£r, to make haste, 
to hurry. Da. skynde, Sw. skynda. 

*skonta, see *skolta, sb. 
skonzj [skond^ (skond^)], vb., 1) 

vb. a., to thrust, push; chase, drive 
away or out; s. him ut! s. him 
fort’! chase him out! Un. [skondzj. 
Fe.? acc. to J. I.: [skond^]. 2) vb. 
a., to scrub, scour; s. op de glass 
= skur op de glass. Nm. and De. 
[skond/J. 3) vb. n., to run quickly, 
to race along. 4) vb. n., to saunter 
idly about; to geng skonzj in aboot; 
to s. in every hole and corner (Yn.). 
Yn.: [skond/J. Fe.: [skond/^skond^)]. 
— O.N. skunza, vb., to set some- 
thing in shaking or rocking motion 
by a push (Fr.); No. skunsa, vb., to 
push, set in motion. In sense 4 
Shell, skonzj, O.N. skunza, is merged 
with Eng. dial. (L.Sc.) scunge, vb., 
to slink about. 

skonzjer [skond^ar], sb., strong 
breeze; a s. o’ wind; he cam’ a s., 
a rather strong wind sprung up. 
Un. — Prop, one who drives on or 
sets in motion, *skunzari. Deriv. 
of the prec. word. 
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skor1 [skor], sb., a sweeping cut 

with the scythe during mowing of 
grass; a swath of grass mown by 
a single sweep of the scythe. Wests. 
*skar(r) or *sk&ri. See skori2, sb. 

skor2 [skor (sko3r)], sb., X) a score; 
crevice; rift. Flad., Conn. Similar 
to O.N. skor, f., and Eng. score, sb. 
2) a fishing-ground close to the 
shore. S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). Prop., 
it seems: a score; furrow; mark, 
L.Sc. sneck, sb., a small incision, 
being used in Shetl. (Du.) of a fish- 
ing-ground of the same kind as skor; 
a landskor [landskor] (C.); a cod- 
lin-s. 3) mood; temper; spirits; to 
be on de right s., i.e. in good spi- 
rits; if he is upo dat s. (= upo dat 
lay), if he is in that temper. Nm. 
and De. [sko3r]. — While skor 1 
may be O.N. as well as Eng., skor 
2 is rather an O.N. word, or a local 
development of meaning from O.N. 
skor, f., a score, rift, No. and Fser. 
skor, f., also a ledge, shelf of rock. 
skor 2, however, might also be as- 
sociated with O.N. skgr (skor), f., a 
rim, edgejoining; see further sk o r rl, 
sb. In sense 3 Shetl. skor corre- 
sponds to Fser. skor [sks3r], sb. pi., 
mood; (bad, peevish) spirits, “tad 
eru ring skor & honun”, “1 ringun 
skorun”; but it is very doubtful 
whether skor and “skor” are the 
same word — Faer. skor, pi., seems 
to originate from skar, n., candle- 
snuff (cf. the expr.: skora upp eldin, 
to get the fire to blaze). 

skord1 [skord], sb., a deep de- 
pression in the ridge of a hill. 
skord is common both as a noun 
and as a place-name. — O.N. skard, 
n., a notch; a defile. 

skord2 [sl^ord], sb., a great number, 
swarm (Un.); see skorr3, sb. 

skord, skjord [sl^ord], adj., having 
sharp edges, notched, of ram’s horn; 
bonnie s. horns, horns (ram’s horns) 
with fine edges, ill s. horns, horns 

with ugly edges. Vo. skord, skjord 
[sl^ord]: Un.; sk(j)ord horns. — Prob. 
an old *sk9r6ttr, adj., notched, from 
O.N. skgr, f., a rim, edge, etc. 

skordabol [(skor’dabok) sk6r"da- 
bok] and skordebol [skor'dabok, 
sk6r"d3bok], sb., boat’s shed, tempo- 
rarily and loosely built on the sea- 
shore, below the actual shed, but 
above high-water mark, and used 
only in summer. Yn. — *skorda- or 
*skordubol, -boeli, n., a place where 
stays are put under a boat. The 
first part is O.N. skorda, vb., to 
support a boat by stays (after it 
has been drawn up on the shore 
or into the shed); cf. “shord”, 
sb. and vb. (partly Norn, partly 
Eng. in form). The second part is 
bol, sb., litter-, resting-place for 
animals. 

skordek [skordak], sb., a fissure, 
esp. in a rock. Ai. See skorrek, 
sb., of which skordek doubtless is 
another form, poss. arisen through 
infl. of skord, sb. 

skordipil [sk6i~dipik], sb., very 
small, black or bluish-black mussels, 
adhering in great number to the 
rocks (and among the seaweeds) on 
the foreshore. Also appl. to a single 
small black (bluish-black) mussel 
of this kind, in pi.: skordipils. Ai. 
— The second part is pil, sb., a) 
a particle, trifle, = No. pile, b) a 
small mussel, collect.: small mussels. 
skordipil may represent a *skrod- 
dipil by metathesis of r in the first 
part of the compd.; skrodd, skrott, 
sb., a collection of small things, 
also inter alia small shell-fish; see 
skrott1, sb. Other definitions of 
skordi- such as a) skordek = 
skorek, skorrek, sb., appl. to rocks 
on the sea-shore (cf. Eng. shore, 
sb.), or b) skord (skjord) = skorr3 

(skjorr), sb., a great number, 
swarm (owing to the dense num- 
bers in which the above-mentioned 
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shell-fish collect), are possible but 
scarcely probable. 

skordi [skordi, skordi, sk6rdi]-/a//, 
sb., the earwig, forficula auricularia. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). Also by abbr. skordi 
[skordi, skordi] (N.Roe). — skordi 
is prob. derived from O.N. skarS, 
n., a notch, owing to the forked tail 
of the insect. Cf. the designation 
“forky-tail” for the earwig (L.Sc.). 

skorek [skorok], sb., 1) a fissure 
in a rock. Conn. 2) rough or broken 
stretch of rocks along the sea-shore, 
esp. indented and cavernous rocks. 
Acc. to J. I. — In sense 1 skorek 
(on account of its special meaning, 
fissure in a rock) is rather O.N. 
skor, f., a) a score, notch, incision, 
b) fissure in a rock, than Eng. score, 
sb., which is rarely used in sense b. 
In sense 2 skorek is certainly also 
O.N. skor, f., which, besides the 
senses mentioned, has also meant 
a ledge, terrace (thus No. and Faer. 
skor, f., a ledge in a mountain side 
or at the foot of a mountain, in 
Faer. esp. a grass-grown ledge in 
a rocky wall facing the sea). The 
meaning, stretch of rocks at the 
sea-shore, which the Shetl. word 
has obtained, may have been de- 
veloped through infl. of shore, sb., 
prop, rocky ledge, cliff, A.S. score, 
scoren clif. See skorr1 and skor- 
rek, sbs. 

skori1 [skori (skori, skori)], sb., 
a young gull, larus. comm, skori 
is the name applied until the grey 
plumage has changed to white, [skori] 
is the common form of pronunc. 
[skori, skori] is noted down in Conn. 
— O.N. sk&ri, m., a young gull. 
No. skaare, m., a young gull (Aa.). 

skori2 [skori (skori)] and skor 
[skor], sb., 1) a single sweep of the 
scythe during mowing of grass; 
a big skor o’ de scy(th)e. Wests.: 
skor and skori [skori]. 2) a swath 
of grass mown by a single sweep 

of the scythe; to lay de girs [‘grass’] 
in skors or skoris. Wests.: skor 
and skori [skori]. Otherwise more 
comm, skori. U". and Yh.: [skori]; 
U". occas.: [sk6ri]. Conn.: [skori]. 
— Icel. sk&r and sk&ri, m., No. skaar 
and skaare, m., Sw. dial, sk&r, m. 
and f., Da. skaar, c., partly a single 
sweep within the reach of the scythe 
during mowing {of grass: No. and 
Icel.; of grass or corn: Da. and Sw.), 
partly a swath of grass (or corn), 
mown by a single cut. 

skorkn, skorken [sko'rkon], vb., 
to shrink, to get a hard crust, to 
dry quickly, e.g. of fish (Un.); see 
skorp(e)n, vb. 

skorknin [sko'rknin], sb., a shrink- 
ing, a quick drying; he (de fish) is 
[‘has’] got a s. de day [‘to-day’]. 
Un. See skorpnin, sb. 

skori [skori], sb., oblong wooden 
box in which the fishing-line is 
kept. Sa. See skol, sb. 

skorm [skorm (skorom, skorom; 
skoram)], sb., egg-shell, comm. The 
forms with [6] are more prevalent; 
[skor’m] is reported from Sa., Wests. 
In the same place is also found the 
form skorn [skorn]. — Occas. used 
metaph. in a disparaging sense, e.g. 
of a small, crank and fragile boat, 
as. o’ a ting (boat). — No. skurm 
and skurn, f., a hard shell (nutshell, 
egg-shell). The forms “skurn”, f. 
and n., and “skurmsl”, n., are found 
in O.N. 

skorn1 [skorn], sb., egg-shell. Sa. 
See the prec. word. 

fskom2 [skorn (skorn), skor’n], 
sb., a very small quantity, a scrap, 
esp. of food, [skorn, skorn] is re- 
ported inter alia from Fo., now more 
comm.: [skorn]; [skor’n] inter alia 
from Y. — As the form with long 
o indicates, the word is regarded 
as Eng. scorn. It is possible, how- 
ever, that skorn2 may orig. be the 
same word as skorn1, egg-shell, 
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as No. skurn, egg-shell, is found 
also in sense of grain, particle (R.). 
Finally it may be noted, that as No. 
skurd (O.N. skurdr), m., inter alia 
a piece cut off, is found again in 
Shetl. skirt in sense of a grain, a 
small quantity, so also a form 
“skorning”, m., is found in No. in 
sense of a piece cut off (R.). 

fskom-Zu’, fskoren-fu’ [sko'ron- 
fu-], adj., slippery with frost, of soil, 
rocks. Fo. Obscure in its relation 
to Eng. scornful, adj., if indeed it 
has any connection with this word. 
The form of the Shetl. word makes 
difficult a deriv. from *skari, Faer. 
skari, No. skare, m., crust on frozen 
snow. 

skorpen. vb., see skorpn, vb. 
*?skorper, sb., a kind of fine, 

round cake. Jam. (1808): “skorper, 
that round kind of bread which in 
Scotland is cailled a ‘cookie’ ”. Hence 
in Edmondston’s Glossary (1866). Not 
confirmed. Must be a deriv. of *skorpa, 
No. skorpa, f., Da. skorpe, c., crust. 
Cf. Sw. skorpa, f., (crust) in sense 
of rusk. 

skorpi, skorp/e [sko'rpi], adj., 
shrunken, dried up. N. In the 
same sense O.N. skorpinn, perf. part, 
and adj. See the foil. word. 

skorpin, skorpien [sko'r-pion-], 
sb., a very lean, thin creature, esp. 
in a comparative sense in the expr. 
“like [lek] a s.”, of a very lean and 
thin person. Wh. — In spite of the 
pronunc. [skoV'pian'j skorpin can 
hardly be associated with the word 
“skorpion” (£)&.), scorpion. The word 
may well be a *skorpingr, shrivelled 
being, as the ending “-ing(r)” in 
Shetl. Norn occas. changes to -ien 
[ion] instead of to in (see e.g. bel- 
gjin, glubien, uriin = horin, 
sbs.; Introd. IV — also N.Spr. VI — 
§ 15, the end). Cf. O.N. skor- 
pinn, perf. part, and adj., shrunken, 
dried up. 

skorpn, skorpen [sko'rpan, sk'o'r- 
pon], vb., 1) vb. n., to shrink, to 
dry up; skorpend op, shrunken, 
dried up. Sa., Wests, [sk’o'rpon]. 
In this sense a form skorkn, skor- 
ken [sko'rkon] (see skorkn, vb.) is 
reported from Un. 2) vb. a., to bake 
too hard, to bake over a too hot 
fire;&\i’s skorpend de broni (the 
barley- or oat-cake). N. and seve- 
ral places [sko'rpon]. As vb. a. prop. 
to cause to shrink, to give a hard 
crust. — O.N. skorpna, vb. n., to 
shrink, to dry up, skorpinn, adj., 
prop. perf. part., shrunken, dried up. 

skorpnin [sk6‘rpnin, sk’6‘rpnin], 
sb., 1) a shrinking, drying up. Re- 
ported from Un. in the form skork- 
nin [sko'rknin], esp. of a quick 
drying; de fish is [‘has’] got a 
skorknin de day [‘to-day’]. 2) too 
hard baking over a too hot fire; 
de broni (the barley- or oat-cake) 
is got (gotten) as. — From the 
prec. word. 

skorr1 [skor], sb., a split or rent 
in a rock. Fo. See skor2 and 
skorr2, sbs. 

skorr2 [skor (skor, skfir)], sb., 1) 
a place where two fishing-grounds 
meet, boundary between two fishing- 
grounds, esp. near land. Sa.,Wests., 
Un. 2) a fishing-ground near land, 
as opposed to a deep-sea fishing- 
ground. comm, with the pronunc.: 
[skor]. In Fo. also: [(skor) sk&r]; 
a piltek-s., a fishing-ground where 
young coalfish are to be found. 
Occas. in the compd. klakk(a)skor(r) 
[klakskor, kla‘k"ask6r]. — To be 
classed partly with O.N. skor, f., a 
rim, edge, a joining of two edges, 
partly with O.N. skor, f., a) a score, 
incision, b) a ledge in a rock, a 
terrace; in sense b also in No. and 
Fser.; cf. Sw. dial, sk&rr, f., ledge 
in a rock or mountain. On account 
of its meaning skorr 1 points back 
mainly to O.N. skor, f., edge, etc., 
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but skorr 2 cannot be separated 
from skor [skorj, which is used 
collaterally with “sneck” (prop, score, 
incision) in sense o\ fishing-ground 
near land. 

skorr3 (skjorr) [skor, sl$6r (skjor)], 
sb., a great number or swarm 
of living creatures; a s. o’ hos 
(sharks, small sharks): Wh. [skor]; 
a s. o’ hos, o’ sparrows, o’ stanes, o’ 
taaties [‘potatoes’]: Un. [(skjor) slyjr]. 
Also in the forms a) skorr [skor]: 
Wh. occas., b)skord, skjord [(skjord) 
sl^ord]: Un.,c) skord,skjord [(skjord) 
sl^ord]: Un. occas. In the expr. “a 
sk(j)ord o’ weight on de line”, a 
heavy weight of fish on the line 
(Un.), sk(j)ord no doubt springs from 
Eng. (dial.) score, score-weight, sb., 
a weight of 20 or 21 pounds. — 
O.N. skpr, f., a host, a large flock 
(skor 7: Fr.), with which is to be 
classed the more common (in any 
case later) O.N. skari, m., a host, 
large number. 

skorrek [skorok], sb., a split or 
rent in a rock; a s. i’ de klett (the 
rock). Nm., Du. See skorr1, sb. — 
A skorrek, in sense of a small 
portion, a particle, is L.Sc. 

skorrin [skorm], sb., tabu-name 
for mouse (L.); see skjorrin and 
skorrin, sbs. 

skort [sko'rt, sko'rt], sb., the space 
within the folded arms; to ha’e 
onyting i’ de s. Also an armful, 
= a skort-fu’; a skort o’ hay (Uwg: 
sko‘rt). More rare in sense of lap. 
Edm. translates “skurt” partly by 
Eng. bosom, partly by Eng. lap. — 
skort may be O.N. skaut, n., a lap, 
corner, the fold made by the dress 
between a person’s knees when sit- 
ting (Fr.), etc. A change of mean- 
ing from lap to bosom would be 
easy to explain. As to form, skort 
is more difficult, because r must then 
be regarded as having found its way 
into the word. Parallels with in- 

serted r in a similar position do 
occur, however; cf. e.g. skorl = 
skol, sb., a bowl; fjordin, sb., a 
skirt, partly = fjodi, from O.N. fat, 
n., id., No. fota, f. skort can hardly 
be Sw. skort, n., which is used only 
of coat-tails and the like, diff. from 
skote, n., lap, *sk0yti from O.N. 
skaut. 

skot [skot], sb., great speed, hurry; 
to be in a s. o’ a hurry. Ym. — 
O.N. skot, n., a shot, in No. also 
speed (R.). 

skotfast, sb., see skutfast, sb. 
skothorins [skotho'rms], sb. pi., 

short, soft, downy hairs; hair (wool; 
beard) beginning to grow. Ai. (and 
St.). Also coarse kind of wool, which 
comes up first on the sheep, and 
which is left on when the fleece 
is taken off (Onjefirth, Ai.). By 
comparison also the first sprouting 
corn of the second crop on the field 
(Snaraness, Sae.; Aiw.). — *skot-h&r, 
n. pi., (or *skothseri, n.), "shoot- 
hair” ,upshooting hairs. The ending 
-ins may be the suffixed def. art. 
in the pi. (O.N. -in: *skoth6rin) with 
added Eng. pi. -s. Cf. No. (Lister) 
skothaerd, adj., greyish-haired (Aa.). 

skothumlin [skothomlm], skot- 
homlin [skothonrlm], sb., a five- 
manned boat, boat of a size between 
a “fourareen” (four-oared boat) and 
a “sixareen”, seksaerin (six-oared 
boat). The “skipper” of the boat, 
sitting (sat) sternmost, pulls (pulled) 
two oars; the other four rowers each 
pull (pulled) one oar. Du. Also 
skothumler [skothonrlar]: Du. In 
U. skuthomlin [skuthonrhn] de- 
notes (denoted) a bad, clumsily-built 
boat, which has to be rowed stern 
foremost (obs. or nearly so). In Ai. 
(Wests.) the word [skothonrhn] is 
noted down only in the comparative 
expr. “useless [osles] as a skot- 
homlin”, of a very bad and useless 
implement or material. — Prop, a 
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boat driven onward by backing, an 
orig. *skuth9mlungr or *skot-, *skott- 
hpmlungr. The first part may be 
O.N. skutr, m., the stern, or a *skot, 
*skott, a shooting onward, a backing 
with the oars; O.N. skotta, vb., to 
pull backwards, stern foremost, No. 
skuta, skota, vb., id., also to punt. 
The second part humlin, homlin, 
is a deriv. (*hpmlungr) of O.N. hamla, 
vb., to back a boat; cf. O.N. hpm- 
lungr, m., used poet, of a ship. No. 
hamla, vb., partly to pull forwards, 
the rowers facing the stem, partly 
to pull backwards, reversing the 
oars. “*skot(t)-hpmlungr” is prop, 
a tautology, as “skotta, skota”, and 
“hamla”, vbs., denote the same; but 
the first part of the compd. may have 
been added intensively. *skut-h9m- 
lungr, from “skutr”, the stern, can 
only denote boat rowed stern fore- 
most, which agrees with the mean- 
ing of skuthomlin, reported from 
U. This meaning, however, is not 
contained in skothumlin, reported 
from Du., the first part of which 
(owing to its use) is rather the same 
as skotna-, skatna-, skatt- (*skott-) 
in skotnaruth, -rur, etc., from 
“skotta, skota”, vbs., mentioned 
above; see skotnaruth, sb. 

skotl [skotol], vb., to plash, splash; 
to s. i’ de water. — No. skvatla and 
skvutla, vb., to plash, splash. L.Sc. 
scutle, vb., to pour from one vessel 
to another, usually spilling in so 
doing (Jam.). 

skotnaruth, -routh [skat-narup1], 
skotnarur [(*skat"na)r6r], sb., a 
rowing performed in the following 
manner: one man sits on the fore- 
most thwart pulling two oars, while 
two men behind him sit on diffe- 
rent thwarts on opposite sides, each 
pulling one oar; to row s. Reported 
in this sense 'from Yh. where the 
word’is found“in the form skatna- 
rur [skafnardr]. Yn.: skotnaruth. 

Other forms, reported from Fe. and 
Nmw., are a) from Fe.: skattruth 
[skatjup (skarrup)], skatteruth [ska(- 
••orup1], b) from Nmw.: skattruth 
[ska'trup], skattaruth [skat"arup-] 
and occas. (by corruption) skakka- 
ruth [skak"a-j. The two last-named 
are from Esh. In Fe., Y". and Nmw., 
the word has been explained as a 
rowing by men sitting on diff. thwarts, 
but without any mention of the rower 
with the two oars. — Prop, a row- 
ing by backing: a) *skottanar or 
*skotanar-r6flr, b) *skott- or *skot-r65r, 
poss.: *skat-r63r. The first part is 
O.N. skotta, vb., to back a boat, 
stern foremost. No. skota, vb., (to 
punt) to drive the boat onward by 
punting, stem or stern foremost, 
Sw. dial, sk&ta, vb. A form “skata” 
is found in No. in sense of to push 
onward (R.); a different word? The 
Shetl. word is not explained as de- 
noting backward rowing, but the first 
part of the compd. must certainly 
denote reversed rowing, owing to the 
orig. meaning of the word, a punting 
(with the oars). Shetl. ruth, the 
act of rowing, is in its form L.Sc. 
routh, sb., modified after Scottish, 
but arisen from O.N. rodr, m., the 
act of rowing, rur is O.N. rodr, 
in which the final r is radical. 

skotnin, sb., a very small, young 
pig (the last of a litter). C. See 
further skoitnin, sb. 

skots [(skots) skSts], sb., a liking, 
inclination; noted down only in the 
negative expr. “nae [‘no’] S.”; he had 
nae s. for him, he had no liking for 
him; I ha’e nae s. for yon [‘that’], 
I don't care for it. N.I. (Y., Fe.); 
Sa., Wests. — Is most prob. an old 
gen. form, poss. a *skauts, *sk9uts, 
from O.N. ^’skaut (*sk9ut), n., in a 
sense not handed down: caring, 
heeding, liking, inclination (prop. 
an eking out, adding, etc.), *ekkert 
skauts? no caring or inclination; 
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cf. O.N. skoyta (skeyta, Icel.), vb. 
(derived from “skaut, skput”), used 
in sense of to care for, to heed 
(prop, to eke out, add, etc.). But 
as “skaut” is not found either in 
O.N. or in other Northern languages 
in the above-mentioned meaning of 
Shetl. skots, the explanation becomes 
doubtful. A supposition therefore 
might arise of a “skots”, gen. of 
skot, n., a shooting, a shot, metaph. 
of an impulse, a thought, in “hug- 
skot”; No. skot, inter alia temper 
(R.), Shetl. (U.) *hugsaskod, *huk- 
saskod [hok"sask6d-, hok’^saskod'], 
sb., desire, liking, inclination, used 
similarly to skots in exprs. as: “he 
had nae h. for it”; O.N. hugskot, 
n., impulse, thought. 

skot [skot]-s//f, sb., a narrow 
passage between houses. Ai., Wests. 
— No. and Faer. skot, n., is found 
in the same sense (see skot 10 in 
R.). O.N. skot, n., is handed down 
in a deviating sense: a small out- 
building, etc. 

skott (skoit) [skot (sk&t), sk&it 
(skSi't), skoit (skoi't)], sb., 1) a peering, 
glancing; a look-out; to tak’ a s., 
to steal a glance at. Yh. [skoit]. to 
stand upo s., to be on the look-out. 
Conn., Sandwick, Du11, [skoi't]. 2) a 
sight, view, in the expr. “i’ [‘in’] s.”, 
in sight, in view; to be i’s., to be 
in sight, to come i’s., to come into 
view, [skot, sk&i‘t, skoi‘t]: Fe.; [sk&it, 
skoit]: Un.; [skoit (sk&it)]: Y. For 
the forms of pronunc. see further 
the foil. word. — *skott, derived from 
O.N. sko3-, a viewing. 

skott (skoit) [skot, sk&t, skot, sl^ot 
(skjot), skoi(, sk&it (skSi't), skoit 
(sk6i‘t)], vb., to peer, peep, to steal 
a glance; to s. i’ de door. The 
forms “sk&it, sk&i‘t, skoit, skoi't”, 
which have arisen from forms with 
softened t: *sk^, *sk6j1, are charac- 
teristic of North Shetland, the other 
forms (without softening of tt) esp. 

of Middle or South Shetland, [skot, 
sk&t]: L. (Easts.), De. and several 
places; from De. is also reported 
“skot”and “skoit”.; [skat]: Sa.,Wests.; 
[skot] and [skSt] are both noted down 
on Wests. (Fo.); [skot]: Br. (Easts.), 
S.Sh. occas.; [sl^ot (skjot)]: Du. occas. 
(Du11.); Wh. occas. [skoit, skSit]: U. 
and Y. (skMt, skoit: Un., skoit: Y.); 
[skot, sko'l, (skoi‘t, skai‘t)]: Fe.; [skSit]: 
Nm. The form [skoit-] is reported 
from Br. in skottamilla; see the 
foil. word. — *skotta, vb., deriv. of 
O.N. skoda, vb., to view. Cf. Da. 
skotte, vb., in the same sense as Shetl. 
skott. In No. esp. in the form 
“skvatta” (Aa. and R.); “skotte” 
(Smaalenene), Aa. 

skottamilliskrua, adverbial expr., 
prop, a compd. of three words, de- 
noting a harvest game: playing at 
hide-and-seek among the corn-stacks, 
used in the expr. “to rin [‘run’] s.”, 
to run around the corn-stacks, play- 
ing at hide-and-seek. Fairly comm, 
in diff. forms. The foil, forms of 
pronunc. are noted down in the foil, 
places: a) skottamilliskru. [skot”- 
ameHskru”, skot"am3HskrO"]: several 
places in Middle Shetland, [sk&t"- 
ameTiskru" (skofimohskrn")] and 
[skofam6]"a]: Sa., Wests, [skot'imol*- 
iskru']: Ai. occas. [skot'umokiskrn"] 
and [skat"im6[‘iskrn"]: Lunn. (occas.). 
In the same place also with dropped 
last part of compd.: [skot’ima]"!, 
-m6["i]. [sk&i"tamil,askru"]and [skoi"- 
tamoHskru"]: Esh., Nmw.; [skdi”ti- 
mal'iskrn"]: Ollaberri, Nme. b) skat- 
tamillaskrua, -skru. [skaT'amel’a- 
skrn-a, -skru”; skait"amel'askru"a, 
ska["3me],iskrn”a, ska^'imeHskru’a]: 
Fe. [skatmul’iskrir]: Y. occas. c) 
Abbr. forms, occas. corrupted by as- 
similation: [skoHimorli] and cor- 
rupted: [skoiiimoiii]: Br. skotti 
[skoti] and [skot'imoH] for [*skof- 
imol-i]: Wh. [sHoti]: Wh. or Sk. 
[ska(a]: Y. occas. d) By misunder- 
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standing of single parts of the compd.: 
“to skjott [sl^ot (skjot)] de milla- 
skrus [mal"askros’]”: Wh. occas. 
In U., and occas. in Y., s is dropped 
in skatta-; see further kattamilla- 
skrua and the forms given under 
that word. — *skotta milium skriifa, 
to run (to and fro) among the corn- 
stacks (de skrus). Icel. skotta, vb., 
to run to and fro. The first part 
is hardly the still common skott, 
vb., to peep, peer. The expr. used 
in Shetl. is always “to rin s.”, and 
has prob. arisen because the proper 
meaning of skotta- has been lost, 
and “rin” then tautologically placed 
as the first part to indicate the main 
point in the play. For the second and 
third part see *milla, adv., between, 
among, and skru, sb., corn-stack. 

skottel1 [skotol, skotol (skatal)], 
sb., a movable board covering the 
keelson in the stern-compartment 
of a boat, later on also a similar 
board in the stem-compartment. 
Comm, in the pi., de skottels, of 
the bottom boards in both compart- 
ments. The pronunc. [skotal] is the 
most common, [skotol] is reported 
inter alia from Nmw. A form skoi- 
tel [skoitol (skoital)] is reported esp. 
from N.I.; in Y. and Fe. alternating 
with [skotol]. skuttel [skotol]: Conn. 
U. occas.: skutteld [sko'told] and 
skoiteld (skuiteld) [skoitold, skoi- 
told]. skoitel(d) is developed from 
an older form with softened t: [*sko(al, ♦sko^al]. — O.N. skutpilja, f., floor, 
bottom board, O.N. pilja, the poop- 
deck. See tilfer, tilji, sbs. 

skottel2 [skotol], sb., an empty 
egg-shell, — skorm.Sa.,Wests. Also 
metaph., as skorm, of a small, crank 
and fragile boat (in the same place). 
— Mainly to be compared with Germ, 
schote, f., silique, pod. O.N. skaud, 
f., a sheath, does not agree so well, 
though prob. cognate (from a stem 
*sku, to cover). 

skotter (skoiter), sb., one who 
peers or glances; a look-out man. 
Edm. gives a special use of the word 
in former times: “skoiter; in olden 
times fishermen were wont to set 
up a piece of wood in the bows of 
their boats, which they called a 
‘skoiter’ — For the diff. forms of 
pronunc. see skott (skoit), vb. 

skovin [skovin, -in; skovin, -on], 
sb., 1) crustation (to be scraped off); 
comm, in the pi., skovins: crusta- 
tions on the inner bottom and sides 
of a pot, usually after boiling por- 
ridge, esp. when not well stirred. 
More rarely skobbin [skobin] and 
skobbins, pi. N. occas. 2) a large 
snowflake; great skovins o’ snaw. 
Y. and Fe. — In sense 1 the word 
is reported with long as well as short 
o-sound, in sense 2 with long o only. 
— No. skova (oo), f., Sw. skofva, 
skova, f., Icel. skofir, f. pi., Da. 
skover, c. pi. (skove, c.), scrapings, 
esp. crustation in the bottom of a 
vessel. 

skra [skra]-rm/sse/s, sb. pi., see 
skrap1, sb. 

fskraget [skragot], adj., poor, lean, 
scraggy, of an animal; a s. yowe 
(ewe). Y". — No. skraken (and skra- 
kall), adj., ailing; fragile. Eng. 
scragged. The long a-sound in Shetl. 
skraget suggests a Norn origin. 
The short a in Eng. scragged, how- 
ever, can also be supposed to have 
been lengthened in Shetl. The mean- 
ings of No. “skraken” and Eng. 
“scragged” are merged in Shetl. 
skraget. 

skram [skram], sb., a scratch. 
The Shetl. form agrees better with 
Da. “skramme”, c., than with Icel. 
skr&ma, No. and Sw. skraama, skr&ma, 
f., which in Shetl. ought to have 
given *skrom [*skrom]. 

skram [skram], vb., to scratch, 
to give a scratch (scratches); to s. 
onybody. See the prec. word. 
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skran [skran], sb., a (big, long) 

scratch. Fe. To be classed etym. 
with skram, sb. 

skran [skran], vb., to scratch, to 
give a (big, long) scratch; he s k r a n d 
his face. Fe. Cf. skram, sb. and vb. 

skranet [skranot], adj., very thin 
and lean, esp. having a thin, shrunken 
face, = “scraped-faced”. Few. — No. 
skran, adj., lean; dry, “skranleitt”, 
adj., having a thin, shrunken face 
(Aa.). On the other hand, the de- 
rived form (now more common in 
Shetl.) skrankie, adj., a) thin and 
lean, b) wretched, is rather L.Sc. 
(“skranky, adj., lank, slender”: Jam.) 
than No. skranken, adj., lean and 
bony (R.). 

Skrani [skrani], a nickname for 
a thin, lean person with a shrunken 
face. Few. See skranet, adj. 

skranklins, see skrentlins, sb. pi. 
skrap1 [skrap, skrap], sb., a kind 

of small mussels adhering to the 
rocks on the shore; thicker and 
rounder than the ordinary mussel, 
though much smaller (reported from 
N.Roe). Similar in form to ruder 
(centre-fish), but larger. Nm. [skrap]: 
N.Roe, Nmn.; [skrap (skrap)]: Nmw.; 
[skrap and skrap]: Nms. From Ni- 
bon, Nmw., is reported a form skra 
[skra] in the compd. “skra-mussels”, 
in which dropped final p is prob. 
due to the m following in “mussel”. 
— Prop, scraping (poss. that which 
is scraped off the rocks). O.N. skrap, 
n., scraps, trash; No. skrap, n., 
scraps, worthless things, Sw. skrap, 
n., scrapings. Cf. krab, sb., a) a 
collection of small, worthless ob- 
jects, b) a collection of small test- 
aceous animals, etc. 

skrap2 [skrap, skrap], sb., l) com- 
motion in the sea, cross-sea with 
small, white-crested waves; a s. i’ 
de sea, der ’r a grain o’ s. Fo. 
[skrap]. 2) a small, breaking wave. 
Esh., Nmw. [skrap]. — O.N. skrap, 

n., a rattling, jangling. Shetl. skrap 
no doubt orig. denotes the rushing 
sound caused by breaking waves. 
For the relation of meaning between 
O.N. skrap, n., and Shetl. skrap, 
cf. Shetl. skravl, sb., and skravl, 
vb. 3, in their relation to O.N. *skrafl, 
n., and skrafla, vb. The relation to 
Icel. skroppa, f., foam, froth, is un- 
certain, though doubtless there is a 
connection. See skrop, sb. 

skrap [skrap], vb., 1) vb. n., of 
the sea: to be agitated, forming 
small, white-crested waves (cross- 
sea); de sea is skrapin. Fo. Of 
small, choppy waves: to break 
(slightly) on the top. Fo. 2) vb. 
a., of the wind: to agitate the sur- 
face of the sea; de wind is skrapin 
de sea. Nmw. — O.N. skrapa, vb., to 
rattle, jangle; scrape, etc. See the 
prec. word. 

scrape [skrep, skrep], vb., is 
Eng. in gen. sense, but in sense of 
a) to scrape through, just manage 
it, s. t’rough, b) barely suffice, “as 
muckle as can s. t’rough”, Shetl. 
scrape, vb., is prob. merely an angli- 
cising of No. skrapa, vb., to scrape 
through, just manage it (Aa.). 

skrattavid [skra("avid'], sb., a 
wretched, lean person or animal. jjmo — The second part vid is the 
disparaging *vsetti, Faer. vaetti, n., 
(bad, wretched) being, from O.N. 
vaettr, f., supernatural being, spectre, 
in Shetl. often found in the form 
viti, vit, as the second part of compd. 
The first part skratta may be *skrat, 
in No. (skrat) of something poor and 
bad (see Aa. under skrata2, vb.; 
skratad, perf. part., poor, bad; skrat- 
vare, trashy stuff; skratlen, &&)., frail; 
lean, R.), or No. skradd, m., a poor 
stunted creature, esp. a horse (R.). 
“scrat, skratt”, sb., however, is also 
found in L.Sc. in sense of “a meagre, 
mean-looking person” (Jam.). 

skrattiskre [skrat iskre", skra("i- 
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skre" (skraf'i-)], sb., a kind of small 
wading-bird, esp. dunlin, tringa al- 
pina. Y. and Fe. From Fe. also 
reported in the forms sklattiskre 
[(skla't'iskre’) sklar'tiskre'], sklat- 
tiskle [skla't"iskle-], sklettiskrse 
[skleMskrae']. Edm. has “skletaskrae” 
defined as “dunlin”, tringa alpina, 
with the addition: “These birds fre- 
quent rocky shores, and are gene- 
rally huddled together in swarms”. 
In Barclay (MS. Suppl. to Edm.) the 
word has the same form (skletaskrae), 
but defined as “a flock of dunlins”. 
— Barclay’s translation prob. con- 
tains the orig. meaning of the word. 
The second part skre is easily ex- 
plained from O.N. skreid, f., a swarm, 
flock, skrattiskre is prob. a more 
orig. form than those beginning with 
sklatti-.jskletta-, skletti-, in which 
1 may be due to dissimilation (skr 
>skl) through infl. of skre follow- 
ing. skratti can be explained from 
No. skrata, vb., to cackle, chatter, 
of birds (Aa.). skrattiskre, in con- 
sequence, is an orig. *skrat-skreid, 
a cackling or chattering flock, skrat- 
tiskre certainly offers a similarity 
of form with No. skrataskjer, f., a 
gossip-monger (R.), prop, a cackling 
or chattering magpie, No. skjer, f., 
but, having regard to the details given 
above, skre is more easily explained 
from O.N. “skreid” than from No. 
skjer, which indicates quite another 
kind of bird than that denoted by the 
Shetl. word, sklett- in sklettiskre, 
“skletaskrae”, might poss. (in ac- 
cordance with Barclay) be thought 
to have arisen by metathesis from 
*stelk; O.N. stelkr, m., sandpiper 
(Fr.), Icel. and Fser. stelkur, m., red- 
shank, totanus calidris; but this would 
complicate an explanation of the form 
skrattiskre. Edm. gives “sclaty- 
scrae” with explanation “a person 
so very contemptible as only to be 
likened to the ‘slater’, a slimy worm 

found under the ebb-stones”. This 
use of the word is not confirmed 
and may be due to misunderstanding. 

skravl [(skrav3!, skrav3!) skrav3!, 
-ol], sb., commotion in the sea, with 
waves on the point of breaking; 
a s. i’ de sea. Un.? *skrafl. Seethe 
foil. word. 

skravl [skrav3!, skrav3!, skrav3!, 
-al], vb., l) to rustle, scrape, crackle, 
of something stiff and dry, e.g. sail- 
cloth; a skravlin [skravlm, skravlm] 
soond [‘sound’]. Un. [skrav3!]. Yn. 
[skrav3!]. 2) to scrape, scratch, esp. 
to write very badly, to scrawl; he 
guid [‘went’] skravlin [skravlm] 
owerde paper. Fe. [(skrav3!) skrav3!]. 
3) to grope, scrabble. Un.? Edm.: 
skravl. 4) of the sea: to be agitated 
with waves on the point of breaking; 
de sea is skravlin [skravlm]. Un.? 
[skrav3!]. — In sense 1 the word 
assimilates to No. skraava, Icel. skr&fa, 
Faer. skrova, vb., to creak, crackle, 
rustle, with which it is also to be 
classed etym. In form, however, it 
is No. skravla, vb., a) to chatter, 
twaddle, boast (Aa.), b) to cough 
and hawk constantly (R.), etym. cog- 
nate with “skraava”, as it orig. prob. 
denotes to give a rustling, creaking 
or crackling sound. Compare the 
relation between No. tosa, vb., to 
rustle, and Faer. tosa, vb., to talk 
(also and prop, to make a rustling 
sound). Cf. also No. skrapa, vb., 
a) to scrape, scratch, b) to creak; 
rustle (Aa.), and No. skravla, vb., 
to scrape together (R.). See skrovl 
(skrofl) and skrufl, vbs. 

skrai [skrai], sb., adipose mem- 
brane enveloping the stomach of a 
pig, membrane which, after being 
prepared (stretched and dried), was 
formed into a lantern to contain a 
tallow-candle. Nm., De. See skai2, 
sb., from which skrai prob. has 
arisen by insertion of r. 

skraid, see skrid, sb. and vb. 
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skraim, see skrim, sb. and vb. 
skravl, vb., see skravl, vb. 
skre1 [skre], sb., a large flock in 

motion, (large, dense) crowd of liv- 
ing creatures, a swarm, shoal; a s. 
o’ livin’ tings, o’ bairns, o’ hens, o’ 
sparrows [sp&ros], etc. (Un.). — O.N. 
skreifl, f., a) a creeping, a motion 
onward, b) advancing flock, crowd. 
In sense of dried cod, collect., skre 
is Ork.; O.N. skreid, f., id. (prop. 
shoaling cod). 

skre2 [skre], sb., a slide in a 
mountain side, a landslip. Nmw.; 
Fo. From Fo. reported also with 
more open pronunc.: skrae [skrffi], 
and in sense of a bare spot in the 
out-field, a place from which the 
topmost layer has been removed. 
In place-names, names of heights 
where landslips have occurred: Skre- 
fell [skrefsl] (U., Kwarf, S.Sh.): *skridu- 
fell. With preserved orig. i: de Skrien 
[skrlon] o’ de Blien [bllon] (Yn.): 
*skridan (1 Blaeingi?); see Sh. Stedn., 
p. 148. — O.N. skrida, f., a) a land- 
slip, snowslip, b) a slope formed 
by a landslip. No. skrida and skreid, 
f., a slide, gliding or precipitating 
mass, skre may as well spring 
from “skrida” as from “skreid”; [e] 
may represent [i] as well as [o]; cf. 
also Norwegian forms, such as “skrea, 
skreeu, skreeo, skree”, from O.N. 
skrida, f. For the form skro see 
further under this word. 

skrelin [skre3lin, skraelin], sb., a 
small, feeble and insignificant per- 
son. Fo.: [skre3lin]. Acc. to J. I.: 
[skraelin]. — O.N. skraelingr, m., a 
weakling; “skraeling(j)ar”: the name 
given by the Norsemen to the ab- 
origines (Esquimaux) of Greenland and 
parts of North America (“Wineland”). 

skrell, skrill [(skrap skre]], sb., 
1) a crash of something hard (stone- 
or earthenware) falling and break- 
ing into pieces; I heard de s. o’ it. 
U". 2) a crack; fragments into which 

something hard (stone- or earthen- 
ware) is shattered, in exprs. as: to 
brak i’ s., to shatter, to geng i’ s., 
to crash into (small) pieces; prop, 
of the accompanying sharp sound. 
U". — No. skrell, m., a) a crash, 
b) a crack (in stoneware), “gaa i 
skrell”, to crash into small pieces 
(R.). Sw. dial, skralle, skrall, skrall, 
n., a) a broken or cracked earthen 
vessel, b) a shard of a broken 
earthen vessel, “falla sunnder ai 
skrall” (into fragments), Ri. Cf. 
skroll, sb. skrell, skrill, as a verb 
is noted down only in a form skroll. 

skrentlins [skrae^ntlms] and skrint- 
lins [skn'ntlms, skre‘ntlms], sb. pi., 
rough, sloping ground, esp. near 
the coast, cut by crevices, with 
small, scattered patches of grass 
and heather; rough, fissured and 
indented rocks; de sheep is awaa 
doon t’rough de s. Un. Also as a 
place-name: de Skrentlins (Skrint- 
lins) o’ Skuresbol (Un.). A form 
skranklins [skra’gklins] is noted 
down in Un. in sense of low, flat, 
slightly-sloping rocks by the sea- 
shore. As a place-name: “de Skrank- 
lins” near Skaw, U". — skrentlins 
stands in relationship to No. skrant, 
m., a bare, stony spot (R.), “skranta- 
bakke”. Sw. dial, skranntebakke, m., 
dry, barren slope. In sense of a 
small, flat, sloping rock, Sw. dial, 
skranta, f., may be the same word. 
Though skrentlins (skrintlins) is 
used partly in sense of slope, Da. 
skraent, it is hardly the latter word 
(“skrsent” from “skr&”, adj., sloping). 
The stem of the Shetl. word (words) 
is cognate with Germ, schrunde, f., 
O.H.G. scrunta, a crevice, fissure, 
rocky cavern (Germ, schrinden, 
O.H.G. scrintan, vb., to crack, burst, 
split). 

skri [skrl], vb., 1) to manage 
(with difficulty), “to s. on” (through 
infl. of Eng. “to get on”), to be just 

52 
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able to keep alive; with prep, “ower” 
in exprs. as: “de craeter’ (yowe) 
will maybe s. ower de winter”, the 
animal (ewe) may possibly live 
through the winter (Few.). 2) to be 
barely sufficient; esp. in the expr. 
“to s. ower de helli”, it will last 
over Sunday, from Saturday evening 
till Monday morning; “hit [‘it’] will 
maybe s. ower de helli”, e.g. of 
peats; “as mony [‘many’] peats as 
will s. owerde helli”. — O.N. skrida, 
vb., to creep; glide. — A form 
skrid (and skraid) is handed down 
in a deviating sense; see skrid, vb. 

skrib [skrlb], sb., l) a mark, left 
by scratching. Conn. 2) a very 
slender object, an inanimate thing; 
a mere s. Conn. 3) a very lean 
creature, human being or animal. 
(Conn.); N.Sh. occas. (N.I. and Nmn.; 
reported esp. from U".). The adj. 
skribet is more common than skrib, 
sb., in senses 2 and 3. — Cf. a) 
Sw. dial, skripa, f., a crack, chink, 
fissure, No. skripla (1-derivative of 
*skripa), f., a small scratch (R.), as 
well as b) Shetl. skrift, sb., a) a 
crack, fissure, /?) something long, 
slender and thin. 

skribet [skribot], adj., very lean, 
poor and wretched; a s. craeter’ 
[‘creature’], a s. yowe, ewe (Few.), 
a s. objec’ (Uwg.). (Conn.). N.Sh. 
(N.I., Nmn.). — *skripottr. Deriv. 
of skrib, sb. 

skrid [skrid (skrid, skrid)], sb., 
a flock or crowd in motion, a shoal, 
a number of creeping things; a s. 
o’ folk, a crowd of people in mo- 
tion (Fo.: skrid. Acc. to J. I.: skrid); 
a s. o’ fish, a shoal of fish (Fo.: 
skrld); a s. o’ fuls, a flock of birds 
(reported by J. I. with the pronunc.: 
[skrid]). Also a mass of creeping 
maggots or (esp.) vermin. — With 
the change <5>g: skrig [skrig], a 
creeping mass (esp. vermin). Sa., 
Wests. For this consonantal change 

see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 29, 
the end. By anglicising of long i 
to ai: skraid [skraid]; a S. o’ livin’ 
tings, a s. o’ hinkis (trolls): U. 
skraid [skraid]: Du.; a s. o’taaties, 
a great number of small potatoes. 
— Cf. O.N. skridr, m., a creeping, 
gliding motion, inter alia of reptiles, 
vessels (Fr.), (Icel.) skrid, No. skrid, 
n., an onward moving; a creeping, 
gliding, and O.N. skreid, f., an on- 
ward-moving crowd, flock, also a 
shoal of fish (cod). No. skreid. 
The long i-sound in Shetl. skrid, 
from which “ai” has been developed, 
is due to infl. of the verb skrid. 

skrid [sknd (skrid, skrid)], vb., 
1) to move in a dense crowd; to 
shoal; de fish is skridin, de sil- 
leks (the young coalfish) is skri- 
din, de ho (collect., the sharks, a 
species of small shark) is skridin. 
2) to teem with maggots or (esp.) 
vermin; skridin wi’ vermin, de 
water is skridin wi’ silleks, the 
water (the sea) is full of shoaling 
coalfish. — Also, by anglicising of 
long i to ai: skraid [skraid], in both 
senses. Du.: skraid [skraid]. — 
O.N. skrida, vb., to advance slowly, 
to creep. 

skrift [sknft, skraft], sb., 1) a crack, 
fissure. Conn. 2) a thin, slender 
object; a thin piece, slice; a mere 
s. Conn, [skrift]; a S. o’ a ting (a 
thin slice)-. Du. [(skrift) skraft]. a 
s. o’ a rock, a s. o’ a broni (a 
barley- or oat-cake), a slice, a thin 
piece: Sa. [skrift]. end-slice of a 
loaf: Y. and Fe. [(skrift) skraft]. a 
thin board or plank: N. [skrift, skraft]; 
in the same place also by transference 
of a lightly-built, unseaworthy boat, 
“a s. o’ a ting”. From Nmw. a 
form skriff [sknf] is reported esp. 
of a very thin barley- or oat-cake; 
a s. o’ a broni or bannock. — To 
be classed with skrib and skrivek, 
sbs.; see these words. Poss. also 
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cognate with Sw. dial, skrift, f., a 
skeleton; a lean, emaciated person. 

skrig, sb., see skrid, sb. 
skrill, sb., see skrell, sb. 
skrim [*skrim], sb., a glimpse, a 

faint shining; something seen very 
indistinctly; noted down only ne- 
gatively and in the form skraim 
[skraim], “no [‘not’] a s.”; I canno 
[-na] see a s., 1 cannot see the least 
(Du.), [skraim] points back to a form 
[*skrim] with long i. — *skrlm. 
O.N. skrim (short i), n., faint light. 
For alternation of forms with short 
and long “i” see the foil. word. 

skrim [skrim], vb., 1) barely to 
distinguish; to s. onybody, to see 
a person indistinctly, in the dark 
or twilight. Fe. [skrlm]. A form 
skri [skrl], with dropped m, is noted 
down in Du.; “dey could just skri 
de land”, they could just distinguish 
the land in the distance. Cf. Eng. 
dial, scry, vb., to descry. More 
commonly skraim [skraim] by angli- 
cising of long i to ai. From Sa. is 
reported a form with short vowel- 
sound: skrimm [sknm, skrom]; to 
s. de land. 2) to peer, to see with 
half-closed eyes, in the forms: [sknm, 
skraim (skrim, skrom)]. — *skrima. 
No. skrima (short i), vb., a) to appear 
faintly, b) to have weak eyesight, 
and “skrima [skrima]”, vb., to dawn 
faintly (R.), Fser. skrima [skroima], 
vb., to see faintly. 

skrinkel [skre'gkal], sb., a goblin 
or bogey with which to frighten 
naughty children, esp. at Christmas- 
time; in the compd. jolskrinkel. 
Du. (Ireland). — May be Icel. skrlngi, 
n., a monster, etc., or a *skrimkel, 
corresponding to O.N. skrimsl, n., 
a goblin, monster. See jolskrin- 
kel, sb. 

skrinnek, skrinjek [skrupk], sb., 
a crack, fissure, a narrow rift in 
a steep coast, esp. a vertical rift 
in a rocky wall; a black s. Un. — 

*skrinda? Etym. to be classed with 
O.H.G. scrintan, Mod. Germ, schrin- 
den, vb., to crack, burst, split, O.H.G. 
scrunta, Mod. Germ, schrunde, f., a 
crevice, fissure. Cf. skrentlins. 

skrintlins, see skrentlins, sb.pl. 
skritl [sknt3!], vb., to make a 

scraping or scratching sound; a 
skritlin soond. U. — Prob. a deriv. 
of skritt, vb. Not quite clear in its 
relation to No. skrikla, vb., inter alia 
to creak, scrape. Cf. skrutl, vb. 

skritt [sknt, skrot], sb., \) a scrap- 
ing, scratching, tearing; to gi’e a 
s. in onyting, to tear something to 
pieces with a scratching sound. 2) 
a scraping or scratching sound. 3) 
a scratch (Du.). — [sknt]: Nm.; 
Wh. [skrot (and sknt)]: Du. — See 
the foil. word. 

skritt [skrit, skrot], vb., 1) to tear 
to pieces, producing a scraping sound. 
N. 2) to produce a scraping sound; 
esp. to grind in a quern, to s. upo 
de hwern (N.Roe,Nmn.); see kwern, 
sb. 3) to break up the soil; “to s. 
de green”, in ploughing the end of 
a strip of field: to tear up the sur- 
face of the ground here and there, 
to pull up tufts of grass together 
with clods of earth; to s. de taaties 
[‘potatoes’]. Du. — [skrit]: Nmn. (N. 
Roe); N. [skrot (and skrit)]: Du. — 
Hardly a *skrikt from No. skrikka, 
vb., to emit a scraping sound, with 
the derivative “skrikta” in a some- 
what diff. sense (R.). Rather the 
same word as, or closely cognate 
with, 0. Germ. (0. Saxon) skritan, 
Mceso-Gothic skreitan, vb., to tear 
asunder, in Germ, dials. (Swiss): 
schreiten, vb., to grind coarsely (in 
a quern or mill). Cf. No. skraeda, 
skrse, Da. dial, skrede, skre, Sw. 
dial, skra, vb., to grind coarsely in 
a quern or mill, Faer. skraeda [skraea], 
vb., to tear into pieces. 

fskriv [skriv], vb., to write. O.N. 
skrifa, vb., No. skriva, vb., id. Eng. 
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and Sc. dial, “screeve” is mostly used 
in a disparaging sense. 

skrivek, skrivvek [sknvok (skre- 
vak)], sb., a crack, crevice; a cleft 
in a rock, esp. funnel-shaped, rocky 
cavern with a wide mouth, gradu- 
ally narrowing inwards. — Prob. 
*skrifa. Cf. Sw. skrefva, skreva, f., 
a cleft (bergskreva, a ravine), Sw. 
dial, skripa, f., a fissure, as well 
as Shell, skrib and skrift, sbs. 

skrivl [skrlv3!, skrival], sb., a 
scribbling, esp. poor handwriting. 
Fe. See the foil. word. 

skrivl1 [skrlv3!, skrlval], vb., a) 
to scrape, scratch; to make a scrap- 
ing or grating sound; to s. ower 
onyting, to grope about, letting the 
nails trail over the surface (Fe.). 
b) to write very badly, to scribble 
(Yn., Fe.); to geng skrivlin fskrlv- 
lin] ower de paper, prop, letting the 
pen scratch over the surface of the 
paper (Fe.). — *skrifla = *skripla. 
No. skripla, vb., to scratch (R.). In 
sense of to write badly skrivl is 
prob. infl. by fskriv, vb., to write, 
Eng. dial, screeye, vb. Cf. skrovl, vb. 

skrivl2 [skrlv3!, skrlval], vb., to 
build up corn in small stacks {small 
skrus) in the field; to s. de corn. 
U". skrovl [skrov3!, -al]: Yn. — 
*skryfla from O.N. skr^fa, vb., to 
build up in a stack (skruf), skr^fa 
korn. No. skryva, vb., to build up 
corn in stacks (skruv). See the foil, 
word. 

skrivlin [skrlvlin], sb., a small 
corn-stack in the field. Un. skrov- 
lin [skrovlin]: Yn. — *skryflingr, m., 
dim. derivative from O.N. skriif, n., 
a stack, corn-stack, Shetl. skru. — 
The first small pile stacked up in 
the field is called snapp; the next, 
somewhat larger, skrivlin; then 
skoddek, and finally the large stack: 
skru (reported from Un.). 

skro [skro], sb., 1) a shrivelled, 
dry and hard piece of skin or hide; 

a s. on de back o’ a coo (Sa.); as 
dry as a s., very dry and hard (Sa.); 
dried in a s., shrivelled, dried up 
and hardened, of hide. 2) an itching 
part of the skin; then, by trans- 
ference: 3) sensation of itching in 
the skin; a s. i’ de skin. Papa St. 
4) yellowish or yellowish-white wool- 
roots left on the skin of a sheep 
after it has been fleeced; a s. on 
de skin. Fo. Prop, of the skin it- 
self. 5) a black membrane on the 
inside of the stomach of a fish. 
Nm.; N.I. 6) black-spotted peeling of 
a spoiled potato; a scurfy potato- 
peeling. Y. and Fe. 1) a piece of bare, 
gravelly ground in the out-field. 
Papa St. 8) a wretched, lean ani- 
mal; a lean fish; a puir [per = ‘poor’] 
s. o’ a craeter’, o’ a fish. Nmw. In 
the last sense also skrou [skrou]: 
Nmw. — O.N. skr&, f., prop, a piece 
of dry skin, recorded in sense of 
a scroll, schedule. No. skraa, f., 
a) iron plate, b) a hard, shrivelled 
piece of hide or leather, c) a small 
quid of tobacco, skraaen, adj., a) 
rather dry, half-dried, b) shrivelled, 
hard, skraana, vb., to become dry. 
Cf. skr&-, skr6-, in Icel. skr&purr, 
Peer, skroturrur, adj., bone-dry. In 
sense 8 Shetl. skro assimilates to 
No. skraap, m., a lean fish (Aa.), 
a lean animal, esp. a cow (R.), and 
partly to Fser. skr&nur, m., a lean 
fish (cod); cf. Icel. skr&pr, m., shark- 
skin. 

skro [skro], vb., to become far 
too dry, bone-dry; de hay or de 
klut (the clout), etc., is a’ [‘all’] 
skrod [skrod] op. Papa St. — *skr£. 
No. skraa, vb., to ring with a hollow 
sound (R.), Sw. dial, skraa, vb., to 
rustle, creak, of something dry (Ri.); 
Fser. skroa, vb., = Shetl. skro, vb. 
Cf. skra-, skro-, in Icel. skr&purr, 
Faer. skroturrur, adj., bone-dry. No. 
skraava, vb., to creak or rustle from 
dryness,Icel. skr&fa, is in mean- 
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ing somewhat more closely allied to 
Shetl. skro, vb., than the above- 
mentioned No. “skraa”; inform, 
however, it does not agree so well, 
as it is hardly probable that the final 
v would be dropped in an eventual 
*skrov in Shetl. 

skrodd, sb., see skrott1, sb. 
skroddek [skrodok], sb., a crack, 

crevice, (narrow) cleft, esp. cleft in 
a rock, a narrow indentation in the 
coast; a s. in a rock or stane. Dew. — 
No. skrota, f., a) incision, notch, b) 
a ravine (R.). 

skrof [skrof], sb., a loose, dry 
piece of skin easily rubbed off 
(N.Roe, Nmn.); scab on a sore, a 
s. ower a sore (Du.). — Fser. skruva 
(from *skrufa), f., scab on a sore. 
No. skurva, f., Da. skurv, c., scurf. 
No. skraama, skruma, f., Sw. dial, 
skrumma, f., crust, are cognate words. 
— In a more general sense crust, sur- 
face, Shetl. skrof [skrof] and skrof 
[skrof], are L.Sc. scroofe, scrufe, sb. 

skrof [skrof], vb., to scratch up 
mould, e.g. of a hen; see skrofer, 
sb. Cf. Sc. and Eng. dial, scruff. 
In a special sense: to hoe pota- 
toes for the second time, to s. de 
taaties (Du.). — *skrafa or rather 
*skrafa. Cf. Icel. skrafa, No. skraava, 
vb., to creak, scrape, rustle. 

skrofer [skrdfor], sb., tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang., sea-term for the 
hen. Wh. Prop, a scraper. See the 
prec. word and cf. skrovin, sb. 

skrofl, skrofel [skrof31, skrofol], vb., 
to crackle, rustle, e.g. of hay, paper. 
Ai. and St., Wests., N. — Prob. *skr&fla 
from *skr&fa, vb. See further skrof 
and skrovl, vbs., and cf. skrufl, vb. 

skroflo [skroflo], sb., an itching 
sensation in the skin. Conn.—*skr&fla, 
f.? Must spring from a *skr&f- and 
be classed partly with skro, sb. and 
vb., partly with the foil. word. 

skrofn, skrofen [skroPn, skrofan], 
vb., to become very dry and hard, 

to shrivel up, s. op; noted down 
esp. of fish. Du. — *skrMna. In 
meaning the word corresponds to, 
and is cognate with, No. skraana, 
O.N. *skrdna, vb., to become dry, 
hard and shrivelled, but must be de- 
rived from *skraf-; cf. No. skraava, 
Icel. skrafa, Fser. skrova, vb., to creak, 
crackle, rustle from dryness. 

fskrog [skrog, skrog, skrog], sb., 
a large, flat wooden spoon, a skim- 
mer. Y. [skrog, skrog, skrog]; Fe. 
[skrog, skrog]. Etym. uncertain. The 
words skumer and “fleeter”, in the 
same sense, are more widely used 
than skrog. 

skrog1 [skrog], vb., to scrape, 
grate, to make a scraping or grat- 
ing sound. As vb. a.: to drag or 
trail something so that it makes a 
grating or scraping sound; to s. op 
de boat, to drag the boat up over 
rocky ground with a grating, scrap- 
ing sound. Nmw. (Esh.). — Prob. 
*skraka. Cf. No. skrakla, vb., to 
make a scraping, grating or rattling 
sound (R.), and see skrogin, sb. 

skrog2 [skrog, skrog], vb., to take 
shelter against bad weather (rain); 
to s. a shooer [‘shower’]. St. [skrog]. 
Fogrigert, Ai. [skrog]. — See krog, 
vb., with which the word must etym. 
be classed. 

skrogin [skrogin], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
hen. Wh. Also (doubtfully) given 
as a sea-term for sheep (Wh.). — 
Prop, a scraper, one that scrapes, 
from skrog1, vb. 

skrogs [skrogs, skrogs], sb. pi., 
scrapings; refuse, esp. from pota- 
toes: taatie-s.; also peelings from 
raw potatoes and other edible roots; 
s. o’ taaties or “neeps” [‘turnips’]. 
U.: [skrogs, skrogs]; Y. and Fe.: 
[skrogs]. — Prob.: *skr&3- = *skrae3-. 
Cf. No. skrseda, f., peel; dregs; 
greaves; refuse {that which is re- 
jected as useless: R.), skrsede, n., 
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a) coarsely-ground corn, b) bran, 
husks, refuse, skraeda, vb., inter alia 
to peel off; Icel. skraedur, f. pi., 
greaves; Sw. skrade, n., refuse. For 
the freq. occurring change 0 >- g, 
when initial or final, in Shetl. Norn 
words, see Introd. V (also N.Spr. 
VII) § 29, the end. 

“*scrogtyad”, sb., kitchen? From 
James Irvine of Midbrekk. Yn. (Shet- 
land News “Notes and Queries”, Dec. 
9, 1893). See fskrog, sb. 

skroil, see skroll, sb. and vb. 
skroit, sb., see skrott1, sb. 
skrol [skrol, skro®l], sb., a roar, 

bellow; noted down esp. of a mourn- 
ful, plaintive lowing of a cow; “de 
coo got ut o’ de flames wi’ a s.” 
(F. L). Du., F. I. *skrdl (or *skraul). 
See skrol, vb., and skrol, skol- 
brol, sbs. 

skrol [skrol, skro3l], vb., to roar, 
to bellow; in a special sense: to 
emit a mournful, plaintive lowing, 
of a cow. Du. and F. I. Otherwise 
comm, in the northern parts of Shet- 
land: skrol [skrol]. — skrol may 
be either O.N. *skr&la, vb., to roar 
(Faer. skr&la, No. skraala, Da. skraale), 
or *skraula (No. skraula, vb., id.); 
preferably the former. See skrol 
and skolbrol, vbs. 

skroll [skro[, skro'l], skroil [skroil], 
sb., 1) a crack, crash. N.I. (skroll 
and occas. skroil); a crashing of 
something hard (esp. stone- or earth- 
enware') falling and breaking into 
pieces; I heard de s. o’ it (Un.: 
skroll [skro]] and occas. skroil; 
N.Roe, Nm11.: skroil). 2) small 
fragments into which a hard ob- 
ject (stone- or earthenware) is shat- 
tered by falling; to brak [‘break’] 
or lay i’ s., to break into pieces; 
to geng i’s., to go to pieces; prop, 
of the accompanying crashing sound. 
N.Sh. Fe. and Un.: skroll [skrol] 
(and skroil); Y". [skro'l]; N.Roe: 
skroil. 3) loud roaring of the sea; 

de s. o’ de sea. Fe. [skrol]. — [skroil] 
is developed from [skrol], prob. from 
*skroll, somewhat deviating in sense 
from No. skroll, n. and m., noise; 
roar, loud sound (of many voices), 
R. In senses 1 and 2 Shetl. skroll 
assimilates to skr ell, skrill, to which 
it is a parallel form. With skroll 
3 cf. skral, sb. 

skroll1 [skro] (skro'l)] and skroil 
[skroil], vb. n., 1) to crack, crash; 
to go to pieces with a crash, of 
earthen vessels (N.I.); “de lame [lem 
= ‘crockery’], when it braks, s kr oi 1 s” 
(Fe.). 2) to frizzle, appl. to the sound 
produced by frying of meat or fish; 
“de flesh or fish will no [‘not’] S.” 
Fe. [skroil (skro])]. — In form the 
word corresponds to No. skrolla, vb., 
to shout, roar, to make a noise, but 
in sense it agrees better with No. 
skrella, vb. n., to crack, crash. See 
skrell, skrill, sb. 

skroll2 [skrol (skroil)], vb. a., to 
cause to crash, esp. to break a hard 
object (earthen vessels), so that it 
makes a crashing sound; to s. de 
lame [lem = ‘crockery’]. Fe. — Cau- 
sative of the preceding verb. Corre- 
sponds in sense to No. skrella, vb. 
a., to cause to crash. 

skrolti [skro‘lti (skroi'lti)], sb., a 
glutton. Y.; L.? — For *skrotli by 
metathesis of 1? Cf. poss. Sw. dial, 
skrota, vb., to eat. Da. (colloq.) 
“skrutte i sig”, to stuff oneself. 
Da. skrut and skrot, c., stomach, 
paunch. 

skrom [skrom], sb., a very lean 
and miserable person; a very lean, 
poor fish (esp. of a ling). Du. — Prob. 
a deriv. of *skr&, Shetl. skro, of 
something dry and shrivelled, dry 
hide, inter alia also a poor, lean 
creature (animal, fish). Cf. a) with 
different derivative ending: No. skraap, 
m., a lean fish, the same word as 
Icel. skr&pr, m., shark-skin, Fser. 
skr&nur (landskr&nur), m., a lean 
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cod (near land), and b) for the form: 
No. skraama, f., crust. 

skrop [skrop], sb., 1) rough, lumpy 
surface-, 2) sore, inflamed and 
swollen part of the body, e.g. of a 
hand; also soreness in the chest 
after a bad cough. Sa., Wests. 3) 
a slight agitation in the sea, faint 
swell, esp. visible above hidden 
shoals and sunken rocks; der ’r a s. 
on de bas (ba, sb., a sunken rock). 
Sa., Wests. — Cf. skrap2, sb., with 
which skrop must be cognate, and 
which in its sense 2 is poss. the 
same word. May be an orig. *skrap; 
cf. No. skraapa, vb., to scrape, rustle, 
creak. 

skrop/e [skropi], adj., 1) rough, 
lumpy. 2) sore and inflamed, of 
a part of the body; my breast is s., 
my chest is very sore, after a bad 
cough. Sa., Wests. — Deriv. of 
skrop, sb. 

skross [skr6§(§)], vb., of a fishing- 
line: to be moved with a swishing 
sound just below the surface of 
shallow water; de line guid [‘went’] 
skrossin frough de “scrufe [skrof]” 
o’ de water (the surface of the water). 
Du. — Orig. the word poss. denotes 
a shaking with its accompanying 
sound, and is then to be classed 
with Sw. dial, skrussa, vb., to grumble, 
wrangle (Ri.), Da. dial. (Jut.) skrus, 
c., a shaking, skrussi, c., a faint, 
scratching sound (Fejlberg). 

skrotl, skrottel [skrot3!, skrotol], 
vb., to make a scraping or scratching 
sound,— s\zr\\\. Un. Prob.: *skrutla. 
See skrutl and skritl, vbs. 

skrott1, sb., collection of small 
objects of little value, partly inani- 
mate things, partly diminutive crea- 
tures; thus e.g. very small potatoes, 
testaceans (limpets, etc.). Noted down 
in Conn, in the form skroit [skroit 
(skroi't)]. In the same place also 
skrodd [skrod], used of inanimate 
things (e.g. a s. o’ taaties, potatoes) 

and of small living creatures, a s. 
o’ bairns, a flock of small children. 
A form skrott [skrot] = skroit and 
skrodd (C.) is noted down in Du. 
— [skroit] has prob. arisen from a 
form [*skr6ij with softened t, orig. 
*skrott or *skrutt. Related derivat- 
ively to No. skrot, n., dregs, refuse, 
scrapings, trifles (Aa.). 

skrott2 [skrot], sb., a scratching or 
scraping sound; see skrutt, sb. 

skrott [skrot], vb., to produce a 
scratching or scraping sound; see 
skrutt, vb. 

skrovin [skrovin, skrovin], sb., 
1) sea-term, tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for hen. Wh. and L. [skrovin 
(skrovin)]. 2) sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. for mouse. Onje- 
firth, Ai. [skrovin]. — In sense 1 (hen) 
is also noted down skrofer [skrofar]: 
Wh. (L.?). — Prop, a scraper, one 
that scrapes, *skr&fingr, from *skrafa, 
vb.; Icel. skrafa, No. skraava, vb., 
to scrape, rustle, creak. Also “scraper 
[skrepar (skrepar)]” as a tabu-name 
for hen, prob. an anglicising of skro- 
vin (skrofer). 

skrovl, skrovel [skrov3!, skroval], 
vb., 1) to make a scratching or rust- 
ling sound (owing to dryness), e.g. 
of stiff material, dry hay. Un. 2) a) 
to scrape, scratch, esp. of the sound 
thus produced; to s. ower onyting; 
skrovlin [skrovhn] wi’ de hands, 
wi’ de nails. Fe. b) to grope, 
scrabble; “he skroveld [skrovald] 
ower de back o’ de bed”. Fe. — 
Prob. *skr&fla from *skr&fa, vb.; Icel. 
skr&fa, No. skraava, vb., to creak, 
crackle,rustle, skrovl,however, may 
also have been developed from O.N. 
skrafla, vb., owing to the frequent 
change a > o in Shetl. Norn. Cf. 
skravl, vb. 

skru [skrn (skr6)], sb., a corn- 
stack, esp. a large corn-stack, built 
up at the final stacking of the corn 
in the enclosure, “de corn-yard”. 
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comm. — O.N. sknif, n., a stack, 
corn-stack. No. skruv, n. and m. 
Cf. skrivlin (skrovlin), sb. 

skru [skrn, skr6], vb., to build 
up corn in a stack, skru, in “de 
corn-yard"; to s. de corn. From 
Papa Stour the word is reported also 
of hay: to stack the hay, to s. de 
hay op. — O.N. skr^fa, vb., to stack 
(the corn). In No. also without muta- 
tion: skruva, vb. (R.). 

skrubb [skrob], vb., to scrub, rub 
hard, — No. skrubba, Da. skrubbe, 
vb. Now much more common with 
the Eng. pronunc. of the word [skrob]. 

skruf [skrof], sb., rough, black- 
spotted peel of a potato. Nmw. — 
*skruf(a). Cf. Faer. skruva, f., scab. 
The same word as skrof, sb.; q.v. 

skrufl, skruffel [skrof3!, skrofal], 
vb., 1) to crackle, rustle; to produce 
a scraping sound. Fe. = skrofl, 
vb. 2) to become bone-dry, e.g. of 
hay; hit [‘it’] is a’ [‘all’] skruffeld 
[skrofald] op (Papa). — No doubt a 
*skrofla = *skrafla; Icel. skrafa, No. 
skraava, vb., to creak, crackle, rustle. 
For the close o-sound in skrufl cf. 
Faer. skro(v)a [skroua], vb., to rustle 
from dryness. See skrofl and 
skrovl, vbs. 

fskrump [skro'mp], vb., to shrivel 
up. Da. skrumpe, and Eng. dial, 
scrump, vb. — Mostly in perf. part, 
skrumpet (skrumpet op), shriv- 
elled. Now more commonly skrim- 
pet [skn'mpat, skra'mpat], from Eng. 
scrimp, vb. — Shetl. Norn has in 
several cases mp (East Northern, Da. 
and Sw.) where pp, corresponding 
to No. (No.-Icel.) pp, might have 
been expected. 

skrutl, skruttel [skrut3!, -al; skrot3!, 
-al], vb., to write very badly (clum- 
sily and indistinctly). Du. — Doubt- 
less a deriv. of skrutt, vb. For the 
derivative ending cf. skritl, vb., and 
No. skratla, vb., to crackle, rustle; 
rumble, etc. 

skrutlins [skruthns, skrotlms], sb. 
pi., scribblings, something badly 
written. Du. From skrutl, vb. 

skrutt [(skrut) skr6t], sb., a scrap- 
ing, scratching or grating sound. 
Du. In the same place also skrott 
[skrot]. See skrutt, vb. 

skrutt [skrut, skrot], vb., to 
produce a scraping, scratching or 
grating sound. Du. [(skrut) skrot]; 
N. [skrut, skr6t]. Also skrott [skrot]: 
Du. de mill is skruttin, skrottin 
(Du.); de saw is skruttin (N.), in 
sawing. Also appl. to the sound 
caused by the sharpening of a saw 
(N.). a skruttin (skrottin) soond, 
a scratching, scraping or grating 
sound. — Must be classed etym. with 
the syn. skritt, vb.; q.v. Cf. Da. 
skratte, vb., Sw. dial, skratta, vb., 
to produce a cracking sound (in Sw. 
literary lang.: to laugh). 

skru1 [skrg], sb., a landslip; the 
place (hill-side, slope) where a land- 
slip has taken place; a “run" s. 
(see rin3, rinn, vb.). Fo. As a 
place-name: de run Skro (Fo.); Skro 
(Conn.): Litlaskro [ht'iaskro-] and 
Sturaskro [stu^raskro'] (Sandwickw, 
Dun.), “*litla skrida” and “*stora 
skrida”, respectively. — O.N. skrida, 
f., a) a landslip, b) a slope formed 
by a landslip (Fr.). The form skro 
may have arisen from an accus. form 
“skridu”, which has become *skrydu”, 
owing to that the (later dropped) final 
u has shaded the i of the stem, and 
produced a kind of u-mutation. Cf. 
the form “skroaa” (R.), “skroo” (Nyt 
Tillseg, R.) in No. beside “skriu” and 
“skreeu, skreeo, skree’’, etc. See 
skrod, sb. 

skre2 [skro], sb., a scabby piece 
of skin; part of the skin inclined 
to itch; also collect.: scabby parts 
on the skin, esp. of animals; a s. 
on de skin, i’ de grund o’ de skin. 
Conn. See skro, sb. 

skred [skrod], sb., a sloping piece 
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of clayey or gravelly soil, the sur- 
face of which has been torn off. 
N. — Prob. from a *skry<5u = skriflu, 
accus. of O.N. skrifla, f., a landslip, 
a slope where a landslip has taken 
place. The same word as skro1, sb. 

skreddek [skrodok], sb., a small 
fish-creel (bodi). Y. — Cf. Sw. dial, 
skrytta, f., a hive-shaped basket made 
of laths (in Ri. under “skrokka 2, 
f.”, under *skrinka, vb.). Icel. skrjddr, 
m., a vat (B.H.: skriodr). 

skref1 [skrof], sb., a quid of to- 
bacco, a s. o’ tobacco. — No doubt 
orig. Da. and No. “skr&”; but the 
Shetl. form seems to have arisen by 
a merging with skrof, fskrof2, sbs., 
scab, crust. 

fskref2 [skrof], sb., scab on a 
sore, = skrof, Faer. skruva, f. In 
general sense crust, surface, skrof 
is L.Sc. (scroofe, scrufe). See skrof 
and skruf, sbs. 

skref [skrof], vb., of sores: to be- 
come crusted or healed, “to s.” and 
“to s. ower”. — Orig. to be classed 
with skrof, sb., Faer. skruva, f., crust 
on a sore. In form infl. by skrof2, 
L.Sc. scroofe, scrufe, sb., crust. In 
other senses (to become crusted with 
ice, of water; to cover or become 
covered with a thin layer) skrof 
is prob. L.Sc. 

skrofl, skrofel [skrof3!, skrofal], 
vb., to kick up the earth with the 
feet. Sa., Wests. — *skryfla (*skrypla)? 
Is doubtless cognate with No. skravla, 
vb., to scrape together, but is hardly 
the same word. The orig. vowel- 
sound is uncertain. May represent 
*skropl and be derived from No. 
skropa, vb., to scrape; rake. 

skrol [skrol, skrg3!], sb., 1) a roar, 
bellow, esp. a long, hollow roar of 
an angry bull, also a plaintive roar. 
N.Sh. and M.Sh., C. 2) a (loud) 
hollow, rumbling sound, noted down 
esp. of a) a rumbling in the stomach, 
in the intestines (Un.), b) commotion 

in the sea with heavy breakers, esp. 
the noise of surf surging round 
sunken rocks in the sea; “I hear 
des.o’ desea” (Un.). — See skrol,vb. 

skrel [skrol, skrs3!], vb., 1) to roar, 
bellow, esp. with a long-drawn, 
hollow sound, e.g. of an angry bull; 
also to roar plaintively. N.Sh., M.Sh., 
C. Partly of animals: to roar, bellow, 
partly of children: to howl, to cry 
loudly (C.). 2) to rumble; to surge 
with a roar, esp. a) of the intestines: 
to rumble-, “de guts is [‘are’] skro- 
lin” (Un.), b) of the sea: to be agi- 
tated, to roar and surge round 
the sunken rocks; de sea is skrol in 
(Un.). — Corresponds in sense 1 al- 
most to O.N. *skr&la, vb., to roar, 
shout; in form, however, rather to 
O. Sw. skrdla, vb., to cry, howl, No. 
skryla,vb., to weep, cry noisily (Aa.), 
skrola, vb., to gurgle, etc. (R.), and 
skraula, vb., to rumble, to sound 
hollow (Aa.). a) y, y and b) au 
may both give o in Shetl. Norn. 
Besides, No. skraula, vb., corresponds 
in sense exactly to Shetl. skrol in 
sense 2. Cf. skrol, vb. 

fskrom [skrom], vb., to roar, 
bellow, of an animal (esp. an ox, 
cow, calf). Y., Fe. — Seems to be 
a merging of skrol, vb., to roar, 
bellow, and Eng. scream, vb. 

skrott [skrot], sb., collection of 
small things-, a lock [‘lot’] o’ s., a 
flock of small creatures; a s. o’ 
bairns, a flock of small children. 
Du. See skrott1, sb. 

skrevl, skrovel [skrov3! (skr03v3l), 
skrgvol], vb., to build up corn in 
small stacks, skrovlins. Yn. skrivl, 
skrivel [skrlv3!, -3l]: Un. — *skr^fla, 
vb., from O.N. skrtif, n., corn-stack, 
Shetl. skru. See skrivl2, vb. 

skrevlin [skrovlin, skr03vlin], sb., 
a small corn-stack. Yn. skrivl in 
[skrivlin]: Un.— *skr^flingr, m., dim. 
form from O.N. skrtif, n.,a corn-stack, 
Shetl. skru. See the prec. word. 
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skrevlins [skrovlms], sb. pi., 

scratches, marks left by scratching. 
Reported under doubt from Burra 
Isle. — See skrivl1, vb., and skrovl, 
vb., with which it may be associated. 

sku [skn], sb., a bad sodden 
peat; a lock [‘lot’] o’ weet [‘wet’] 
skus. Papa Stour. — Prob. the same 
word as Da. dial. (Jut.) skue, c., a 
thin piece of turf or peat (Fejlberg). 

fskub [skub, skub], sb., in fishing 
with long-line: extra piece of line 
paid out, esp. during a rapid tide; 
a piece of slack line (fishing-line) 
between the buoy and the sea- 
bottom. In this form noted down 
in U. (Un.) [sknb], and in N. occas. 
[skub]; to gi’e de line (or boat) s. 
Other forms are a) skup [skup]: 
N. occas., b) skob [skob]: Yn., Uws 
and Fe., c) skobb [skob]: Nmw. and 
several places (also N.). — The word 
has poss. a root-meaning course (a 
stretch to be run through), and is 
then to be classed with skup, vb. 
Cf. L.Sc. scouth, sb., “room, liberty to 
range” (Jam.), which in Shetl. [skup: 
N.] is used in the same sense as 
skub, skup (skob, skobb), sb. The 
relationship of the Shetl. word, how- 
ever, becomes uncertain, as it comes 
very close to Eng. scope, sb., both 
in form and meaning. 

*skuda, sb., a twelve-oared boat, 
acc. to S. Hibbert, Descr. of Shetland 
Isles: Scuda. See skodler, sb. 

skuder [skudor, skudor], sb., great 
hurry, esp. restless, feverish haste, 
a rushing hither and thither in ex- 
citement-, der ’r a s. upo dee de day 
[‘to-day’], you are in a great, fever- 
ish hurry to-day; he is in a s., 
he is rushing about in great ex- 
citement. N.Roe, Nmn. skuter 
[skutor, skotor], great speed, (to be) 
in a s. Un. — May be an orig. *skutr 
= *skotr. Cf. a) No. skota, vb., to 
rush violently and noisily along 
(R.), O.N. skota, vb., to shove, push 

along, and O.N. skotra, vb. (deriva- 
tively related to skota), to shove, 
push (Icel. skotra, vb., to rotate, 
B.H.). b) Shetl. skot, sb., great 
speed, hurry, c) Eng. (L.Sc.) scutter, 
vb., to speed along restlessly. Note 
besides skud(e)r in skudridinkel, 
sb., the first part of which seems to 
be an orig. *skutr from *skutra, vb., 
to Shove, = O.N. skotra. — In sense 
oi a heavy,passing squall, a skuder 
o’wind (Wests.), Shetl. skuder is 
rather L.Sc. scouther, scowther, skow- 
ther, “a slight flying shower” (Jam.), 
though prop, the same word as the 
above-mentioned skuder with root- 
meaning a driving, a rushing on- 
ward. 

skuder1 [skudor, skndor], vb., to 
rush along in a great, restless hurry 
(N.Roe); not so common as the sub- 
stantive. skuter [skutor, skotor], to 
speed along (Un.). See skuder, sb. 

skuder2 [skudor], vb., to babble, 
jabber; to talk too much. De. — 
No. skvatra, vb., to cackle, chatter 
(from “skvata”), Sw. skvattra, vb., 
to chatter, to quack. Da. skvadre, 
vb., to talk nonsense. 

*skudra [skndra], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. for 
the ling (a kind of cod; gadus molva), 
Fe. — Just as skoth, skop (Yh.) 
represents a parallel form to kod, 
kod, sb., (well-developed, plump) 
half-grown fish, esp. coalfish, prop. 
trout (big trout: Yh.), No. kjoda, 
f., trout, *koeda from O.N. kod, n., 
Small fry, so *skudra may poss. re- 
present a *kudr(a) (not otherwise 
noted down) = No. kotr (kootr), m., 
small fish, otherwise “kot (koot)”, 
O.N. kod. See *skuri, sb. 

skudridinkel [skud-3ridi‘r]‘k3l], sb., 
an idler, a lazy fellow. Y. — The 
first part skudri is prob. a *skutr 
from *skutra, vb., = O.N. skotra, vb., 
to shove, push. Words with root- 
meaning to push are often used of 
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idle (limping, lounging) gait. For 
the second part see din gel (din- 
kel), vb. 

skugg [skog], vb., to shade, to 
cast a shadow (Fo.). — O.N. skugga, 
vb., to shade. — In sense of to give 
or to seek shelter from a shower 
of rain, the Shetl. word is L.Sc. 
(skug, skoog: Jam.). 

skugga [skoga] and skugg [skog], 
sb., 1) shade. Fo. Also dimness, 
very faint light. From W. Sw., Y., 
is reported the expr. “to be i’ skogga 
[skoga]” or “to be i’ skogg [skog]” 
in sense of to be nearly out of sight, 
only to be seen indistinctly. 2) hid- 
ing-place, ambush; I was in skugga 
behint (Yh.). Un.: skjugg [sl^og] 
and skjogg [sl^og]; to be or lie in 
sk j u gg (skjogg). 3) a shelter from 
storm or rain; to lie in (op in) 
skjugga [sl^oga (skjoga)], to tak’ 
skjugga; dey’re gotten dem doon 
for s. P. — O.N. skuggi, m., shadow, 
also hiding-place. No. skugge, m., 
shadow, dimness, and “skugg”, n., 
secrecy (in a phrase). In Sw. dial, 
“skugge” (shade) also means shelter, 
protection. L.Sc. skug, scug, scoug, 
sb., a) shade, b) shelter, protection. 
The Shetl. form ending in-a: skugga 
(skogga, skjugga), “i’s.”, springs 
from O.N. “skugga”, dat. and accus. 

skuggali [skog"alr], sb., a sneak- 
ing, stealthy person, one who watches 
from a hiding-place. “Aye, dat is 
a s.” Yh. The word looks like an 
orig. adj.: sneaking, spying. — Corre- 
sponds in form to O.N. skuggaligr, 
adj., suspicious-looking, but agrees 
better in sense with No. skugl, n., 
a spying position, skugla, vb., to 
sneak along, to lie watching at a 
distance or from an ambush (Aa.). 
skuggali may be developed from 
*skugli. 

skui [skni], sb., old grass, grass- 
roots and weeds, dug up in spring 
when the soil is turned; to dell 

[‘delve’] op de s. Nm. (Esh., Nmw.). 
— May be O.N. sktifr, m., a tassel, 
in No. “skuv, sku”, and in Icel. 
(sktifr) also used in a wider sense 
of fringes. 

skulder [skoldor], sb., a lean, 
full-grown coalfish (Trondra); see 
skolder, sb. 

*skulding, sb. Balfour: “scould- 
ing, a Thing for civil debts, damages, 
and fines for minor offences”. — 
For *skuld-ting. O.N. skuldaping, 
n., a meeting at which men settle 
their mutual debts (Fr.). 

skulk [skuik, sk6‘lk], vb., to sculk; 
the word is a) No. skulka, Da. skulke, 
vb., and b) Eng. sculk, vb., but owing 
to the vowel-sound [u, 6], it comes 
closer to the Northern word. A form 
skjulk [sl^6‘lk] is noted down in Un. 

skulm [skoPm (skuPm), skoPm], 
vb., to scowl; to s. ut in under; 
to sit skulm in [skolmm (skulmin), 
skolmin] ut in under. Fo. [skoPm 
(skuPm)]. Conn. [skoPm, skoPm]. 
— No. skulma, vb., to scowl, also 
“skumla”. See sku ml1, vb. 

Skulma [skolma], sb., occurs as 
the name of a witch in a Norn verse 
from Kwarf, S.Sh. (Sjere, sjere, 
Skulma); see Introd., Fragments of 
Norn. Prop, the gloomy or scowling 
one. — Cf. No. skulm, m., knitted 
brows, skulma, vb., to scowl, to 
give a lowering glance, Shetl. 
skulm, vb. 

skulp [sku‘lp, sko'lp], sb., a shell 
hollowed out, e.g. an egg-shell; also 
peel of a potato or turnip. U". — 
Prop, something hollowed out. See 
skulp, vb., and cf. No. skolp, m., 
a wooden sheath in which a whet- 
stone is kept (Aa.). 

skulp [sku'lp (sk6‘Ip)], vb., to 
hollow out, to dig (a hole) clumsily 
or carelessly; to s. ut a hole. Wh. 
— To be classed with the prec. word. 
Cf. No. skylpa, vb., to hollow out 
with a gouge (skylp, skolpejarn, O.N. 
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skolpr, m.), Sw. dial, skollpa, vb., to 
hollow out (skollp, m., a gouge). 

skum [skum (skom)], sb., 1) foam, 
froth, comm. 2) floating objects on 
the surface of the sea, small crea- 
tures and inanimate things which 
are driven by the waves into bays 
and clefts, — agg, skod. — In 
Shetl. with long vowel-sound [skum] 
as in Faer. skum, n.f foam, froth. 
No. “skum” with short u acc. to 
Aa. “skoom”: R. Eng. scum, sb. 
— A prob. more recent form skumm 
[skom] with short vowel-sound (like 
Eng. scum) is noted down in both 
the given senses. 

skum1 [skum], vb., to skim, e.g. 
a boiling liquid (fish-soup) with a 
skimmer. — *skuma, vb., to foam, 
to skim, Faer. sktima, vb. Eng. 
scum, vb. 

skum2 [skum (skum)], vb., 1) to 
skim the surface of the sand (with 
a spade) in searching for shell-fish; 
to s. for cockles (U.). Also to shovel 
away mud, to clean by shovelling 
(Un.). 2) to shovel or scrape to- 
gether, to s. togedder (Fe.). — May 
represent *skuv, vb., in sense of 
to shovel. Cf. skuml2, vb. 

skum [sknm, skum]-e65, sb., sandy 
foreshore in which shell-fish are dug 
for. U. — From skum2, vb. 

skumer [sknm3r],sb., \)askimmer, 
= fleeter. 2) in herring-fishing with 
nets: a man, who by means of a 
small net, avnet, catches the her- 
rings falling or slipping out of the 
large net; Uwg.; prop, a shoveller, 
from skum2, vb.? 

skumet [skumat, skomat, skumat], 
adj., greyish, having a dirty-grey 
or yellowish colour, yellowish grey 
or the reverse; a s. colour; s. claes 
[‘clothes’]; s.-faced. Du. — *skiim6ttr. 
No. skum and skumen, adj., gloomy, 
dingy, “skum” with alternating short 
and long u, Sw. skum, adj., id., Faer. 
skumutur, adj., having a dirty-greyish 

(yellowish grey) colour. For the 
long vowel-sound in Shetl. skumet, 
see under skump, sb. 

skum/e [sknmi], adj., dark, misty, 
very cloudy, occas. yellowish; a s. 
sky. U. (Un.). — From (O.N.) *skum, 
n., gloom, dusk. Prop, the same as 
the prec. word, poss. orig. with another 
derivative ending. See skump2, sb. 

skuml (skumbel)1 [skum®l, sko- 
m®l; skumbal, skdmbal], vb., to 
scowl; to s. wi’ de een, to s. ut in 
under. N.I. The given forms of 
pronunc. are reported esp. from U. 
(Un.) and Y. — In pres. part, comm.: 
skumlin [skumlin, skomlin], scowl- 
ing. A form skulm (q.v.) is re- 
ported from Conn, and Wests. (Fo.). 
— No. skumla (and skulma), vb., 
to scowl. 

skuml (skumbel)2 [skum3!, skum- 
bal (skom3l, skombal)], vb., to rum- 
mage, e.g. in a chest in order to 
find something; to s. in or Trough 
a kist, to geng skumlin [skumlin, 
skomlm] Trough. Un. — Represents 
*skuvl by change from vl (orig. fl) 
to ml. No. skuvla (skufla), vb., to 
shovel, move with a skufl, f. Cf. 
skofl1, vb. 

skump1 [sku'mp, sko'mp], sb., 
“skoomp, idle useless fellow”: 
Coll. L.L.B. — Prop, no doubt, one 
who walks joltingly, a “jostler", 
to be classed with No. skumpa, vb., 
to jostle, Sw. skumpa, vb., to jolt, 
jostle. Da. skumpe (skumple), vb. 

skump2 [sku‘mp, sk6‘mp], sb., 
fog-bank, thick haze; a s. upo de 
land, a s. ower de sky or ower de 
water (sea); a s. o’ mist; he is risin’ 
a s., a sudden thick haze rises over 
the sky, eclipsing the daylight. Yh. 
— Cf. O.N. skumi, m., dusk, twi- 
light, Sw. dial, skum, n., Icel. skiimi 
and sktim (?), gloom, dusk (E.J.). 
An orig. *sktim with long u may 
be presupposed in the Feeroese de- 
rivative skyming [skoimirjg], f., even- 
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ing twilight. The Shell, form [sku'mp] 
with phonetic u, and esp. the adjec- 
tives skumet and skumie with long 
u, presuppose a root-form *sktim. 

skump [sku'mp (sk6‘mp)], adj., 
dark, misty, very hazy, of the air; 
“hit [‘it’] was dat [‘that’ = ‘so’] s. 
upo de land, at [‘that’] we couldno 
[-‘not’] see”. Ye. — Prob. an orig. 
*skumr, gloomy, (somewhat) dark. 
No. skum (u’ and uu), adj., gloomy, 
somewhat dark. See skump2, sb., 
as well as skumet and skumie, 
adjs. 

skump/e [sku'mpi, sk6‘mpi], adj., 
very hazy, misty; he is s. on de 
land; hit [‘it’] is s. afore you. Yh. 
— Deriv. of skump2, sb. 

Skundi [skondi (skundi)], sb., name 
for a dog. Prop, denoting a quick 
dog: Smart, Swift, Quick. Clumlie, 
Du. — Cf. O.N. skundi, m., speed, 
haste, and Shetl. *skond, vb. 

skunk [sko‘rjk], sb., a vagrant, 
loafer. Also used as a term of con- 
tempt for a disagreeable person. Um0. 
— Prop, to be classed with the foil, 
word. As a term of contempt it 
may be Eng. skunk, sb. 

skunk [sko'rjk], vb., to roam, idle 
about, of persons; to geng skunkin 
aboot. Urao. — Prop, to “shank" or 
limp? May be associated with Sw. 
dial, skunka, vb., to limp, skonka, 
sk&nka, vb., to walk heavily and 
carelessly. No. skaankla, vb., to walk 
heavily and unsteadily. 

skunksman [sko'rjksman], sb., a 
stout, vigorous man who, in herring- 
fishing, gives the net the first lift 
in over the boat. Un. — skunk 
may poss. be associated with No. 
skonk, f., in sense of a large-boned 
female (R.). 

skup, sb., see fskub, sb. 
skup, skupp [skup, sk6p], vb., to 

run fast in a quick, hopping manner. 
U. — Cf. O.N. skopa, vb., to run, 
Faer. skopa, vb., to rush rapidly, 

No. skopa, vb., to rush off with a 
hopping gait, and “skuppa”, vb., to 
push, shake, hop, Sw. dial, skopa, 
vb., O.Sw. skuppa, vb., to hop, Icel. 
skoppa, vb., to gambol. 

skupi [skupi (skopi)] and skupek 
[skupok, skopsk], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for sheep. 
U. The form skupi is reported esp. 
from Un. Also skobbek [skobok]: 
U. — May be derived from skup, 
vb., to run (in a quick, hopping 
manner); but in spite of the vowel- 
sound it is more reasonable to asso- 
ciate the word with L.Germ., Dut. 
schaap, O.L.Q. scap, A.S. sceap, n., 
sheep. Possibly the word may have 
belonged to the oldest Northern. A 
form *skaup, *skpup, in primitive 
Northern, corresponding to A.S. sceap, 
would regularly give skop and skup 
in Shetl. Norn. — “Skophuset”, the 
name of a farm in Jutland (the pa- 
rish of Suuds, Herning), is associa- 
ted with M.L.G. schaphus, sheep-cot, 
by Fejlberg (Ordbog over jyske al- 
muesm&l). 

skur1 [skur], sb., now comm.: a 
squall of wind, more rarely (heavy) 
shower of rain, a s. o’ rain (Sa.). 
— O.N. skur, f., a sharp shower 
of rain, Faer. skiirur, m., id. L.Sc. 
skour, sb., squall of wind. In Shetl. 
the word is now mainly to be re- 
garded as L.Sc. 

skur2 [skur] and skuri [skori], sb., 
a swath of grass mown by a single 
sweep of the scythe, = skori2 

(q.v.). Un. 
fskur [skur], vb., 1) vb. n., to 

rush along rapidly, to scour; he 
guid [‘went’] skurin, he cam’ sku- 
rin; a skurin boat, a fast-sailing 
boat. 2) vb. a., to scour, rub, to 
clean (by scouring, rubbing); to s. 
a knife, etc., to “s. op” a ting. 3) 
vb. a., to give a drubbing-, to s. ane 
aff. — No. skura, vb., a) vb. n., to 
rush boldly on, b) vb. a., to scrape. 
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rub, scour, scrub-, Sw. dial, skura, 
vb., to rush along (walk quickly, 
run). Fser. sktira, vb., id., as well 
as to scour, scrub. 

fskur-cte-bogi [sknr ’dabogi (-bo- 
gi)], sb., jocular term for the youngest 
member of a family. 

*skuri [skuri], sb., afull-grown coal- 
fish (pollachius carbonarius). Edm. 
and Coll. L.L.B.: “skoorie, the coal- 
fish (when) fullgrown”. Un.? — Poss. 
another form of *skudra: *sk65ra? 
with dropped orig. 6. 

skurm [skorm, skor3m], sb., egg- 
shell (Sa.); see skorm, sb. 

skut [skut], sb., projecting object; 
a great s. o’ a fit, a large foot (Fe.). 
To be classed with the foil. word. 
—- skuda-, skuta-, from O.N. skiiti, 
m., (overhanging rock) rocky wall 
jutting out over a cave, are found 
in some place-names, such as: de 
Skuda [skuda] (Br., Fedeland, N.Roe); 
Skutaberri [skut"abaeri] (Snaraness, 
Sae.): *skiita-berg; Skudasund [skud- 
"asond1] (Uyasound, Us.): *sktita-sund. 

skut [skut, skut], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to jut out, project, e.g. of a rock, 
a long foot; to s. ut. Of a piece of 
rock: to s. ut ower, to beetle,project 
(Du.: skut). The general form of 
pronunc. is [skut] with short u. Also 
of a boat with raking stern: sho 
[‘she’ = the boat] skuts ut be-aft, 
her stern rakes out too far; Fo. 
[skut]; a guid [‘good’] boat, but sho 
was skutet [skutot] ut be-aft, a good 
boat, but her stern was too raking 
(Fo.). 2) vb. a., to stick out some- 
thing, esp. one’s foot; “what is du 
skutin ut dy feet for?” Fe. [skut]. — 
O.N. sktita, vb., to jut out, to form a 
projection, to beetle (of a piece of 
rock). Used of a boat’s stern, skut 
may, however, be a *skuta with 
short u; cf. O.N. skutr, m., the stern, 
Shetl. “shot”, sb. See skoti, sb., 
and skotet, adj. 

skutek [skutok], sb., in a boat: 

a piece of wood scarfed to a knee- 
timber or rib (de band); a piece 
of wood passing from the end of 
“de fastibekk (cross-beam under 
the thwart of a boat) up to the 
gunwale, — “knee-head”. Fo. — 
Prop, added piece, deriv. of O.N. 
skaut, n., a hem, corner of a cloth, 
etc. No. skaute and skoyt, m., Sw. 
dial, skdt, m., added piece-, Icel. 
skeyti (O.N. *sk0yti), n., inter alia 
a piece of wood or cloth added to an- 
other piece (B.H.), Faer. skoyti, n., id. 

skuter, see skuder, sb. and vb. 
skutet [skutat], adj., having a (too) 

long stern, of a boat. Fo. — See 
skut, vb., and skotet, adj. 

skutfast [skotfast], sb., a stern- 
fast, = landtow. Acc. to J. I. — 
O.N. skutfestr, f., a stern-fast (Fr.). 
See a) shot3, skottel1 (skuttel), 
b) fast(i), sb. 

*skuthomIin [skuthomiin], sb., a 
clumsily-built boat, which has to 
be rowed stern foremost. Widwick, 
U. See further under skothum- 
lin, sb. 

skuti [skuti], sb., a kind of small, 
flat-bottomed boat (ship’s boat), esp. 
in the collocation “Norwa-s.”, a 
small boat built in Norway. Conn. 
The boats formerly used in Shetland 
(acc. to statement by old fishermen) 
were imported from Norway in loose, 
numbered parts (boards) ready for 
putting together in Shetland. — O.N. 
sktita, f., a small craft, Da. skude, c. 

skuttel [skotal], sb., a movable 
board covering a compartment, esp. 
the stern-compartment in a boat; 
comm, in pi., de skuttels, of the 
bottom boards in both compartments. 
Conn. — O.N. skutpilja, f. See 
skottel1, sb. 

skwaml, vb., see swaml, vb. 
“skylling”, sb., a coin worth 

nearly a half penny. Balfour: 
“Skylling or Qhyt, a Danish coin 
= l1/^ d. Scots, afterwards raised 
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to 6 d. by Earl Robert”. [Earl Ro- 
bert = Robert Stewart.] — O.N. 
skillingr, m., Da., Sw. skilling, id. 

skeb [skob], sb., a large and 
clumsy foot, a great s. o’ a fit. Du. 
(Ireland), skobek [skobak]: Fo. — 
See further a) skeb, skebek, sb., 
b) skof, skop, sbs. 

skobet [skobat], adj., clumsy, of 
a foot; a s. fit. Du. See skebet 
and skovet, adjs. 

skebset [skobsat], adj., having 
large and clumsy feet; a s. craeter’. 
Du. — Deriv. of the prec. word. 

*sk05 [s\036], *sketh [sl^03p], sb., 
a half-grown coalfish (see piltek) 
or a coalfish from its third year 
up to its full-grown stage. Yh. — 
Must be the same word as the syn. 
kod, sb., from O.N. *kceda, No. kjoda, 
\.,a trout; see kod, sb. The parallel 
form from Yh. with initial s must 
be old; cf. the tabu-name *skudra, 
sb., which seems to be cognate. 

sk0dilepp [sk0d"ilsep\ skod-alsep', 
sl^od-alaep'], sb., an old, worn-out 
shoe {made of hide, rivlin), which 
has lost its shape. Fe. skotilepp 
[sfyaMlaep1]. Wh. — *skoe6ileppr, prop. 
piece of hide from which foot-wear 
(a pair of shoes) is made; O.N. 
skoedi, n., foot-wear, Faer. skodi, n., 
a piece of hide for a pair of shoes. 
See skjordi and lepp1, sbs. 

skof [skof, sfyafj, sb., a large, 
clumsy foot, a great s. o’ a fit. Du. 
occas. — Cognate with skef, adj., 
askew. See skop, sb. 

sk0fi [skofi, sl^ofi], skovi [skovi], 
sb., the cavity in the head of a 
fish, where the gills lie. Also skof 
[(skof) sl^of], skof [(skof) sl^of] and 
skofi [(skofi) sHofi]. De. Seems to 
have arisen from *skrofi (skrovi, 
skrof, skrof, skrofi) by dropping 
of r. Cf. No. skrov [O.N. *skrof], 
n., a) an opened carcass of an ani- 
mal, abdominal cavity, b) the cavity 
in a fish-head cut off (Nordland). 

The forms with 0 may spring from 
a *skryfi, formed from *skrof by 
i-mutation. 

skofi1, skofel [skofol], vb., to 
shovel up large spadefuls of mould 
in digging. Sa., Wests. — Cf. Sw. 
skofla, skyffla, Da. dial, skovle, vb., 
to shovel. For another Shetl. form 
with the change vl (fl) > ml see 
skuml2, vb. 

skofi2, skofel [skofol, sl^ofol], vb., 
to shuffle along in a careless 
manner, esp. of a person with large, 
clumsy feet; to geng skoflin [skoflin, 
sfyafhn]. — Cf. a) skevl, vb., b) skof, 
sb., c) Sw. dial, skyffla, vb., to walk 
quickly but unsteadily. 

skofset [skofsot, slyafsot], adj., of 
a foot: clumsy, unshapely. Ti. Cf. 
skevset, adj., skof, skop, sbs. 

skol [skol, sk’ol, s\0\, sk’o8!, sl^ol 
(sl^o3!)], sb., inflammation in the gums 
of a horse, comm. The pronunc. 
with short 0 is most common, [sk'o3!] 
is noted down in U. besides [sk'ol]; 
[sl^o3!] is peculiar to Yn. Occas. 
sjol, “shule” [^ol], with sk altered 
to sj [3], written “sh”, after Eng- 
lish. — No. skjol, skjol, n., defect 
in a horse's mouth owing to the 
gums growing over the teeth (Aa.), 
also “skjolt”, inflammation in a 
horse’s gums (R.). Icel. skjal, n., 
id. L.Sc. scool, skule, sb., id. 

skol [skol, sko®!, sl^-], vb., to 
shade one’s eyes with one's hand, 
esp. when trying to look against the 
sun. Nms. — The same word as 
skail, vb., partly used in the sense 
here given, partly and orig. to cover 
the louver (roof-opening) of a house 
with a square piece of wood, = 
Fser. sk^la; O.N. sk^la, vb., to pro- 
tect. See skail, vb. 

skolbrugg [s^olbrog (-bro^)], sb., 
shelter; a place (esp. a bank, slope), 
affording shelter; to tak’s., to seek 
shelter (under a slope or bank). 
Conn. — *skjol-brekka (or *skyii- 
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brekka), f., ushelter-slope". For the 
first part skol, see skjul, sb. As 
for the form brugg (brogg) see 
further that word (partly under 
brekk, sb.). 

fsken [skon (sk'gn, sl^gn)], fskoni 
[skoni, sk'gni (sl^gni); skoni, sk'oni], 
sb., term in fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
at sea for knife, comm. — No doubt, 
in spite of the vowel-sound 0, Gael, 
sgian, L.Sc. skean, sb., a knife. 

fsken [sk’on, sl^on], vb., to cut 
up {bait, esp. worms, in trout-fish- 
ing); to s. de krogi. U. From 
fskon, sb. 

skep [skop, sfyap], sb., a large, 
clumsy (flat-soled) foot, a s. o’ a fit. 
Du. (Ireland). In the same place 
also skob [skob]. Fo.: skobek 
[skobok]. — Cognate with skeb and 
skof, sbs., large, clumsy foot, skeb, 
skef, skev, adj., askew. For the 
final p (b) in skop (skob) may be 
compared No. (Li.) skeiba, vb., to 
reel, stagger (which may represent 
the more common “skeiva”), as well 
as No. skjsepa = skjseva, vb., to 
stagger along. 

skord [sl^ord], sb., a great number, 
swarm (Un.); see skorr3, sb. 

skerd [sl^ord], sb., very rough, 
uneven fishing-ground. Conn. — 
Seems to be a deriv. of skor2, 
skorr2, sbs., fishing-ground. Poss. 
an adj.: s. grund. Cf. skord 
[*sk9r6ttr], adj., with the parallel 
form skord. 

skerd [skerd], adj., notched, of 
ram’s horns (Un.); see skord, adj. 

skerr [sker(r)], vb., to frighten, 
scare away (animals, poultry). Conn. 
— skorr presupposes a *skyrra = 
No. skyrra, vb., to frighten. O.N. 
skirra, vb., to startle. — The form 
skjorr [sk'o^r), skor(r)] (q.v.) is 
more common in Shetland. 

skerrin [(sk'onn) skenn], sb., tabu- 
name, sea-term for mouse. Nm., 
Sk. — Deriv. of the prec. word. Cf. 

No. skyrre, n., delicate creature. The 
forms skjorrin and esp. skjordin 
are more common in Shetl. than 
skorrin; see skjorrin, sb. 

sketet [sketat], adj., having a rak- 
ing stem, of a boat; a s. stem and 
starn [‘stern’]. Wh. — Deriv. with 
i-mutation of skut. See skut, vb., 
to project, etc. 

*sketh [sko3])], sb., a half-grown 
or not full-grown coalfish. Yh. See 
*sko5, sb. 

sketi [sketi], sb., a boat with a 
raking stem (stem and stern). Wh. 
— Deriv. with i-mutation of skut. 
See further skut, vb., to project, 
and skuti, sb. 

skevek1 [sk03vak], sb., a dug-up 
piece of turf from the second layer, 
= skivek (skifin), ponin (ponek). 
Wests. — No. skjova, f., a thin sheet 
of iron (R.). See skjovek, sb. 

skevek2 [skovak], sb., tabu-name 
(in fishermen’s lang.), sea-term for 
foot. Ai. — Prob. to be classed with 
skof (skop, skob), sb., a large 
and clumsy foot. 

skevet [(skovat) skevat], adj., of 
a foot: clumsy, a s. fit. Du. (Ire- 
land). — See skef (skop, skeb), 
sb., a large, clumsy foot, and ske- 
bet, adj. 

skevi1 [skovi, skevi], sb., tail, of 
animals and fish, esp. of large flat- 
fish, and in the latter case noted 
down esp. as a sea-term, tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang. de s. 0’ de tur- 
bot, the tail of the halibut, “tak’ 
de sken and sni aff her (de skate’s) 
s.!” take the knife and cut off its 
(the skate's) tail! tabu-expr. at sea 
(U.). The word is characteristic of 
Unst and generally pronounced with 
long 0 [skgvi]. As a place-name 
is found “Skovi [skevi, skevi]” used 
in a single instance of a rock (from 
which angling is carried on), narrow 
on the land side and broadening 
towards the sea, resembling a bushy 
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tail (Brewick, Yn.). — O.N. skauf, 
n., a) a tassel, tuft, b) a bushy tail, 
esp. a fox’s brush (Fr.). 

skevi2, sb., see skofi, sb. 
slad [slad], sb., a feeble, useless 

person or animal. Noted down inter 
alia of a wretched cow unable to 
stand the cold in winter. Yn. — Poss. 
cognate with O.N. slodra, vb., to 
drag oneself along, in Icel. also in 
the form “sladra”, No. slarra (*sladra), 
vb., inter alia to lounge, saunter, 
Sw. dial, slode, m., a poor creature, 
a wretch. 

slafs [slafs, slafs], vb., 1) to splash, 
to walk in soft mud; to geng slaf- 
sin. U. [slafs]. 2) to spill liquid 
by carelessness; du is slafsin it 
(de water) ut. Sa. (and Ai.), Wests, 
[slafs]. — No. slafsa, vb., a) to make 
a smacking noise in eating, b) to 
splash in wet. Sw. slafsa, vb., id. 

slafset [(slafsat) slafsot], adj., care- 
less; slovenly; untidy; in a more 
restricted sense: slopping liquid by 
carelessness; a s. craeter’. Sa. (and 
Ai.), Wests, [slafsat]. — No. and Sw. 
slafsutt, adj., careless, that slops 
liquid. Cf. slefset, adj. 

slafsi [(slafsi) slafsi, slasfsi], sb., 
a careless, negligent person, one 
who spills liquid, esp. as a derisive 
term for such a person. Also slapsi 
[(slapsi) sla3psi]. Sa., Wests. — As 
a place-name, name of a rock (from 
which angling is carried on), where 
the sea is very agitated: de Slafsi 
[slafsi], UWSf., prop, a miry spot. —- 
Deriv. of slafs, vb., No. slafsa, vb., 
to splash, etc. For the form slapsi 
with ps for fs, cf. No. slups, n., = 
slufs, n., mire, mud. 

slag1 [slag] and slagin [slagin], 
sb., a beating, drubbing; to gi’e 
ane a guid s., to give one a sound 
drubbing. Yn. — O.N. slag, n., a 
blow, stroke. 

slag2 [slag], sb., a (damp) low- 
lying hollow; see slaga1, sb. 

slag3 [slag], sb., a flock, swarm, 
acc. to J.Sp. (Uwg.) in E.D.D.: “an 
indefinite quantity” with foil, example: 
“a ‘slag’ o’ bairns”, esp. denoting a 
restless (noisy) flock of children. 
— Uncertain form. Cf. poss. lag1, 
sb. 6, a crowd. As initial fl, how- 
ever, seems to have changed to si 
in a very few words, poss. by as- 
similative influence (see slu1, sb. 
2, a spread layer, O.N. flo, f.), slag 
can also be explained as a parallel 
form to flag1, sb., a shoal offish; 
a flock. Cf. also poss. the foil, 
word. 

slag4 [slag], sb., slovenly, negli- 
gent state, esp. untidy, loose and 
flapping dress (state of dress); to 
geng in a s., to wear one’s clothes 
untidily. N.Roe. — *slak-? Orig. 
prob. of anything slack and so to be 
classed with O.N. slakr, adj., slack. 
In that case the foil, are cognate 
words: O.N. (Icel.) slokr, No. slok (oo), 
m., a slouching, slovenly person, 
No. slokjen (oo), adj., slouching, slov- 
enly, Sw. sloka, vb., to hang limp, 
to droop, Sw. dial, slokig, sloked, 
adj., ragged, slovenly. With g, how- 
ever, No. sloga (oo), f., a slatternly, 
unreliable woman. As initial fl, how- 
ever, seems in a few instances to 
have changed to si (see slu1, sb. 2), 
and as slag4, sb., exactly corre- 
sponds to flag2, sb., there is a poss. 
association between these two words. 

slag5, slagg [slag], sb., damp 
weather, fine rain, or esp. sleet; a 
weet [‘wet’] s., a s. o’ a shooer, 
esp. a wet, haily shower. Ai., Wests. 
— No. slag, n., inter alia dampness 
(Aa.), Icel. (hr&-) slagi, m., humidity. 
Eng. dial, slag(g), sb., misty rain, 
sleet. Cf. O.N. slagna, vb., to be- 
come moist. 

slag0 [slag (sl'ag), s[ag, ^[ag], Slagg 
[slag], sb., \) foolish talk, nonsense; 
a lock [‘lot’] o’ s. Un. [sl'ag, s]ag, 
^ag]; Fe. [slag, s]ag, §]ag]; he has 
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a s. i’ de tongue, he chatters like 
a magpie. Un. slagg is noted down 
from Yn. in the foil. expr.: had de 
s. o’ dee! hold your tongue! stop 
talking nonsense! 2) a twaddler. 
In this sense noted down esp. in 
the form slagg. — Prop, saliva. 
No. slagg, n., saliva dribbling from 
the mouth. 

slag7 [slag], sb., too soft material 
(worsted), etc., see slaga2, sb. 

slag8 [slag] and slagi [slagi], sb., 
a carrying-basket, kessi, widened 
by constant use; a worn-out, tattered 
object; an old utensil which has lost 
its shape; a s. o’ a kessi. Du. — 
From O.N. slakr, adj., slack. In No. 
the word “slak” denotes also slightly 
slanting, almost flat, in meaning 
approaching Shetl. slag. No. slakna, 
vb., a) to become slack, b) to get 
a weaker slant, to become flatter. 

slag1 [slag], vb., to beat, drub; 
I’ll s. dee. Yn. — The word is formed 
from slag, sb., a beating, drubbing 
(see slag1, sb.), and not directly 
from O.N. sl&, vb., to strike, which 
is found in the Shetl. form slo; see 
slo, vb. 

slag2, slagg [slag], vb., to rain 
finely, to sleet; he (hit) is si agin. 
Ai.t Wests. — See slag5, sb. 

slag3 [slag], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
widen and flatten an object by con- 
stant use, esp. a basket; to s. ut 
a ting (a kessi, a carrying-basket). 
Du. 2) vb. n., to dangle limply, 
to be shaken to and fro or up and 
down, inter alia of a worn-out basket 
not fitting to the carrier’s back, or 
not quite full, so that its contents 
are shaken; also e.g. of too wide 
trousers, a pair of too wide boots 
or shoes; de kessi slaged [slagod] 
on his back; hit [‘it’] slaged i’ de 
kessi (Um0.); de boot [bot] is slagin 
upo my fit [‘foot’] (Fe.). — *slaka. 
Icel. slaka, vb. a., to slacken (slakna, 
vb. n., to become slackened). No. 

slaka, vb. n., to be slack. See 
slag8, sb. 

slaga1 [slaga], slagi [slagi, slagi], 
slag [slag], sb., a hollow in the 
ground, a slag i’ de hill (Uwg.); a 
marshy hollow; a weet [‘wet’] slaga 
(Conn.). — slaga: C. slagi (Du., 
Sa., Wests.) and slag are the more 
widely used forms. In sense of poor, 
soft sea-bottom (fishing-ground) 
slaga (C.) is prob. the same word. 
— As a place-name, inter alia: de 
Slaga (De6.); de Slagen [slagon] 
(Tresta and Twatt, Ai.), small valleys 
through which brooks run. -en in 
“Slagen” is prob. the suffixed def. 
art. — *slagi or *slaga. No. slage 
(slaagaa), m., a wide hollow in the 
ground (Aa.), Sw. slaga, f., a swamp. 
Cf. slog1 and slakki, sbs. 

slaga2 [slaga, s[aga] and slag 
[slag, s[ag], sb., 1) too soft, unser- 
viceable material, esp. worsted that 
easily breaks. Fe.: slag and slaga. 
2) a heap of rotten seaweed at the 
back of a cleft in a rocky coast, 
gjo, or on a beach. Conn.: slaga 
[slaga]. — As slever, sb., saliva, 
is found also in sense of poor, soft 
worsted, — slaga2 1, there is a pro- 
bable etym. association with No. 
slagg, n., saliva, Shetl. slag6, sb. 

slaget1 [slagot], adj., untidy and 
careless, esp. in dress; a s. craeter’. 
N.Roe, Nmn. — Deriv. of slag4, sb. 

slaget2, slagget [slagot, qlagot], 
adj., slack, loose, flapping; shape- 
less and too wide owing to long 
use, e.g. of a basket (carried on the 
back), a pair of trousers, etc.; a s. 
kessi (carrying-basket); de troosers 
[‘trousers’] is hingin’ [‘hanging’] s. 
Un. — From O.N. slakr, adj., slack. 
See slag8, sb., and slag3, vb. 

slagg1 [slag], sb., sleet, etc., see 
slag5, sb. 

slagg2 [slag], sb., nonsense, see 
slag6, sb. 

slagg3 [slag], sb., a big, corpu- 
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lent woman, a great s. o’ a wife 
[‘woman’]. Sa., Wests. — Prob. cog- 
nate with No. slugg, m., a big, stout 
body (R.). There is, however, a 
poss. association with flag3, sb. — 
For a somewhat uncertain change 
fl > si see slag3, sb., and slu1, sb. 

slagi [slagi], sb., a hollow in the 
ground, see slaga\ sb. 

slag/e [slagi], adj., very wet, esp. of 
a hail- or snow-shower; a s. shooer; 
s. wadder [‘weather’]. Ai., Wests. — 
Deriv., with a more recent ending, 
from slag5, sb. Cf. No. slagen, adj., 
moist, somewhat soft or wet. 

slagin [slagin], sb., a beating, 
drubbing, see slag1, sb. 

*slakamadadd [slak'amadad'], ad- 
verbial expr.: with a hard thud, in 
the expr. “to fa’ (or geng) s.”, to 
fall heavily with a crash. U". — 
The first part is prob. O.N. slag, n., 
a blow, stroke. The last part is 
L.Sc. dad, sb., a blow, stroke. 

slakki [slaki], sb., a low-lying 
hollow, mostly a small valley between 
two hills. — Icel. slakki, m., a de- 
pression, No. slakkje, m., a small 
depression. Eng. (N.Eng. dial.) slack, 
sb., a hollow, shallow dell, pass. 

slambangi [slambarj’gi], sb., a big 
jelly-fish, medusa. Yh. — The se- 
cond part is bangi, sb., a thick 
cake. The first part may be either 
Northern “slam”, mire, mud, or O.N. 
slim, n., slime, mucus, with adjust- 
ment of vowel: unstressed i has be- 
come a through infl. of the stressed 
a following in bangi. 

slamber, adj., Acc. to Edm.: “slim, 
slender”. Not further confirmed. 
Rather to be referred to the foil, 
word than to Eng. slim, adj. 

slameri [slrTnorr], adj., of grow- 
ing corn: poor, immature, having 
thin stalks, easily bent or broken 
by wind and rain; s. corn. Fo. — 
Prop, limp, drooping, etc., and syn. 
with No. slamren, adj., dangling. 

limp (slamen, adj., a) s/arcA, = slam, 
b) lank and limp), slamra, vb., to 
dangle, to swing to and fro (Aa.). 
Cognate with the word is No. slum, 
adj., of corn- and grass-stalks: pliant 
and limp, slumen, adj., slack, lank 
and limp. 

slafs, slaiset, slafsi, see slafs- 
and slefs-. 

slai [slai], sb., slime, esp. muci- 
laginous plants, ulva (acc. to J. I.). 
— O.N. sly, n., mucilaginous plants 
(Fr.). No. and Sw. dial, sli, sly, n., 
a) slime, b) mucilaginous plants, 
acc. to Ri.: conferva palustris. Icel. 
slf, sly, n., conferva palustris (B.H.). 
Fser. sllggj (slyggj), n. 

slaind. slainda, sb., a mob, crowd 
(Du11., Conn.), see slind, sb. 

slaitin, slaitnin, sb., a non-prolific 
ram, see slitin, slittinn, sb. 

slap, sb., see slep, sb. 
slappet, adj., see slep pet, adj. 
sleb1 [slaeb], sb., slackness; wid- 

ened condition of something (esp. a 
carrying-basket, kessi) due to con- 
stant use; sho (de kessi) is gotten 
a ill s. upon her, it (the basket) 
has become slack and wide, has 
lost its proper shape. Ai. — Mut- 
ated form from *slab, *slap. *slepja? 
No. slapa, vb., to hang loosely down, 
e.g. of twigs (Aa.). Icel. slapa, vb., 
to hang loose. 

sleb2 [sleb (sleb)], sb., lower lip, 
esp. hanging or protruding lower lip. 
Esp. in exprs. as: to hing [‘hang’] 
a s., to set a s. (de s.), to draw 
doon de s., to sulk, to be peevish. 
to hing a s., prop, to let droop the 
lower lip (a big or protruding lip). 
to draw doon de s., prop, to draw 
down the lower lip, also comm, in 
sense of to be on the point of crying, 
of children, to set de S., partly to 
sulk, partly to be prepared to cry, 
of children (C.). — To be classed 
with sleb1, sb., and cognate with 
No. lepe, m., partly//ap, partly lip. 
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For the form sleb cf. Sw. dial, slip, 
m., lower lip (Ri. under “lape”), 
slepatrut, m., a boaster. See si obi, sb. 

slebet, slebbet [sleebat, ^laebot], 
adj., 1) slack and wide from con- 
stant use, esp. of a basket; a s. 
kessi. Un. [slsebot, ^Isebot]. 2) hav- 
ing a drooping lower lip; a s. body. 
Sa., Wests, [slaebat]. — To be classed 
in sense 1 with sleb1, sb., slackness, 
etc., in sense 2 with sleb2, sb., lower 
lip. With slebet 1 cf. slaget2, adj. 

slebs [slsebs], vb., to dribble, to 
slaver. Ai., Wests. — *slepsa, *slefsa. 
O.N. slefa, f., slaver, *slefa, *slefja, 
vb., to slaver. See si ever, sb. and vb. 

fsled [slsd, slsed], sb., a sledge. 
— O.N. sledja, f., Eng. (antiquated 
or dial., L.Sc.) sled, sb., a sledge. 

slefs [slaefs], vb., to spill liquid. 
slafs [slafs]: Wests, occas. — See 
slafs, vb., to splash, etc. 

slefset [slsefsot], adj., careless; 
slovenly; untidy, esp. that spills 
liquid. On Wests, also slafset 
[slafsat]. — See slafset [No. slaf- 
sutt], adj., id., and slafs [No. slafsa], 
vb., to splash in wet, etc. Cf. poss. 
also slemset, adj. 

slefstret [slaef••st^r^t•], adj., sloven- 
ly; untidy; a s. body. — Extended 
form from slefset, adj., through infl. 
of L.Sc. slaister’t, slaistrit, adj., used 
in the same sense. 

slemet [slemot], adj., smooth, in- 
gratiating; he has a s. tongue. Sa., 
Wests. — Prop, slimy. See siimet, 
adj. 

slems1 [slae'ms], sb., a smacking 
kiss, a s. o’ a kiss. N.Roe, Nmn. 
— From *slams = *slafs. See 
slems1, vb. 

slems2 [slae'ms], sb., a slovenly, 
untidy person. Fo. — *slams. See 
slems2, vb. 

slems1 [slae'ms], vb., to root; to 
smack. Of a pig: to root in the 
fodder; de grice slemses Trough 
de taaties [‘potatoes’], the pig is root- 

ing in the potatoes (is eating with- 
out much appetite). N.Roe, Nmn. 
Also to make a smacking noise in 
kissing. N.Roe. — Developed from 
*slams, which again represents slafs 
by the change fs > ms. No. slafsa, 
vb., a) to make a smacking sound 
in eating (like animals), b) to splash 
in wet. Cf. slemsek, sb., a splash 
(in mire, mud), Sw. dial, slafsa, vb., 
to make a smacking noise in eating. 
In a deviating sense: No. and Sw. 
slamsa, vb., to do work in a sloven- 
ly way. 

slems2 [slae'ms], vb., to go about 
in an untidy state. Fo. — Owing 
to the meaning the word is more 
closely allied to No. and Sw. slamsa, 
vb., to do work in a slovenly way, 
than to No. slafsa, vb.f to splash in 
wet, etc., from which latter word 
Shetl. slems1, vb., is derived. 

slemsek [slae'msok], sb., a splash, 
a soiling by a fall in a gutter; he 
gat (got) a s., he fell in the mud 
and soiled himself. Nm. — To be 
classed with slems1, vb., and No. 
slafsa, vb., in sense of to splash 
in wet. 

slemset [slse'msst] and slemsket 
[slse'mskot], adj., slovenly; untidy. 
slemset is reported from Wests. (St.). 
Also slamsket [sla'mskat]. Wh.? — 
To be classed with slems2, vb., No. 
and Sw. slamsa, vb., to do work in 
a slovenly way. Cf., however, slef- 
set, adj. 

slen [sle*n], sb., in the expr. “a 
s.-lamb”, a young non-prolific ram. 
U. — Poss. an orig. *slen or *slaen(i), 
to be classed with O.N. slen, n., 
dullness, slothfulness; lack of 
strength. No. slaen, n., a lazy, in- 
dolent person, “slaanaa”, vb., to 
decrease in strength (E. Norw.: R.). 
Cf. slitin, slittinn, sb. 

slengi, slingi [sl£i]gi, slerjgi], sb., 
a) a big wave; b) heavy swell in 
the sea. Yn. — Prop, swing, roll, 
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drive, No. sleng, m., Eng. sling, sb. 
slengi, slingi, in the given sense, 
is certainly of Northern origin. Cf. 
drittslengi and sling(e)r, sbs., and 
compare kast, golikast, sbs., com- 
motion in the sea. 

slens [slae‘n§], sb., a slide; a mark 
made by sliding; see si ins, sb. 

slep1 [slsep], sb., a basket, made 
of straw, kessi, with a very wide 
mouth, esp. of an old, worn-out 
basket, which has become widened 
by constant use; a auld [‘old’] s. o’ 
a kessi. Wests. (Sa., Papa).— *slap-, 
a slack object. No. and Icel. slapa, 
vb., to hang loose. See sleb1, sb. 

slep2 [slaep], sb., a rough, smack- 
ing kiss. Yh. — To be classed with 
slep, vb. 

slep [slaep], vb., 1) to lap, to lick 
with a smacking sound. 2) to kiss 
in a rough way, making a smacking 
sound. Y". — Prob. a *slepja = 
O.N. lepja,vb., to lap. Cf. No. slabba, 
vb., a) to smack, lick, suck con- 
tinually, b) to spill liquid. 

slepet, sleppet [slaepot], adj., 1) of 
a basket made of straw, kessi: hav- 
ing a wide mouth, esp. of a worn- 
out basket, widened by constant use. 
Sa., Wests. 2) of a mouth: large, 
wide and gaping. Sa. — Alsoslapet, 
slappet [slapat], in both senses (Sa.). 
— From *slap-, No. slap, Da. slap, 
adj., slack. See slep1, sb., and cf. 
sleb(b)et, adj. 

slepp [slep (slaep)], vb. a., to let 
slip, leave hold of. Esp. in the 
expr. “to s. de okregord (okre- 
gert)”, to let in the cattle to pas- 
ture in the stubble-fields-, see ok- 
regord, sb. to s. de end [aend], to 
lose one's breath. — O.N. sleppa 
(pt), vb. a., to leave hold of. — In 
Shetl. now gen. “slip” [slip, slep], 
through infl. of Eng. slip, vb. It is 
esp. in the expr. “s. de okregord” 
that the older form slepp has been 
preserved. The corresponding in- 

trans. verb (O.N. sleppa, vb. n., to 
become loose, past tense slapp) seems 
to have been dropped in Shetl. 

slepr, slepper [slaepar], sb., slush-, 
de eart’ is a’ [‘all’] in a s. N.Roe, 
Nmn.— *slapr- or *sleipr-? Cf. Faer. 
slapur and slipur, n., something soft 
and slimy, = slupur, n.; No. slarp, 
n., slush, sleipr- from O.N. sleipr, 
adj., slippery. See slopra, sb. 

slepr, slepper [slaepor], vb., to 
walk with dragging steps in loose, 
worn-out shoes-, to geng slep per in 
[slaep-•arm']. — *slaepra (*slaepaj or 
*sleipra (*sleipa). Cf. a) No. slaapa, 
vb., to drag the feet (in large wooden 
shoes). Da. slaebe, vb., b) No. sleiva, 
vb., to walk clumsily, putting out 
the feet, w'tih the derivative “sleivra”; 
furthermore “sleiva”, f., a shapeless 
shoe, shoe not fitting the foot. 

*sletta, *slett [slet(a), sleet(a)], sb., 
a level field. Now found only in 
place-names, alternating with *sklett 
[sklet, sklaetj. Examples: Sletta (Ka- 
taness, Lunn.); de Sletten or Skletten 
(Skaw, Un.), with suffixed def. art.: 
*sl6ttan; Skletten (Haroldswick, Un.); 
de Sklettens (Esh., Nmw.), def. form 
in pi.: *sl6tturnar; de Sklettidellins 
(Qunnister, Br.). — O.N. sl6tta, f., 
a level field. 

slever, slaver [slevar], sb., 1) 
saliva running from the mouth. 2) 
slush, mire\ untidy mixture-, a s. o’ 
dirt; in a s. (o’ dirt); Fe. 3) loose, 
badly-spun worsted, esp. in pi. 
slevers; Fe. 4) foolish talk, non- 
sense-, Fe. — No. slev, n., sieve, 
m., slevja, f., slaver, Icel. slef, n., 
slefa, slefja, f. L.Sc. (Eng.) slaver, 
sb. No. slevja, vb., a) to slaver, — 
sleva, b) to splash in mud. With 
slever 3 (poor worsted) cf. Icel. 
slefa, f. (slaver) in sense of fine 
worsted (B.H.), and with slever 4 
(nonsense) cf. Icel. slef., n., nonsense, 
gossip (B.H.), prop, slaver. With 
slever 3 cf. besides L.Sc. slaik, sb., 
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slime, used in Shell, also in the spe- 
cial sense loose,poor worsted, s lever 
is L.Sc. in form and pronunc. [slevor], 
Eng. [slavor]. The derived senses 
3 and 4, assimilating to the given 
Icel. forms from *slef-, indicate the 
word to be orig. Norn in Shetl. 

slever, slaver [slevor], vb., 1) to 
slaver. 2) to twaddle. — No. sleva, 
slevja, vb., to slaver, L.Sc. slaver, vb., 
(to slobber) to talk nonsense. Icel. 
slefa, vb., a) to slaver (slefja), b) to 
twaddle (B.H.). The present form 
and pronunc. of the word is L.Sc., but 
sense 2 indicates an Old Northern 
origin. See the prec. word. 

sleveret [sle-vorot-], adj., twadd- 
ling, that uses foolish talk; a s. 
body. Fe. — See the two prec. words, 

slid [slod], sb., see slod, sb. 
fslidder [shdor (sledor, slodor)], 

vb., to slip, slither, = No. slidra, vb., 
L.Sc. slidder, vb. Cf. the Shetl. Norn 
form slodder3, and see the foil, 
word. 

slidrek [slid"3r3k', shd"3r3k’ (sled"- 
arok1, sl9d"9r3k’)], sb., 1) a slightly 
sloping rock jutting out into the 
sea. In this sense now esp. as a 
place-name: de Slidreks [sled"9- 
raks']: N. Slidra [shdra, shd"9ra']: 
Sa. (in several other places), de Slid- 
rins [(slid"9rms0 sled'^anns’, sl9d"9- 
rens‘]. Sa. -in is the suffixed def. 
art. Cf. sluder (sloder), sb. 2f) a 
slippery place. N.Roe [slid"9r9k-, 
shd'^arak’]. — Must in sense 2 be 
derived from fslidder, vb., to slip, 
slither, and may in sense 1 also 
be the same word. It should be 
noted that flodrek2 (floder, fluder) 
from O.N. *fly5ra is used syn. with 
sloder, sluder and slidrek 1, and 
that there seems to be an interchange 
between fl and si in some Shetl. 
words (see slu1, sb. 2). 

fslidri, s/zck/er/e [slid"ari (sled"9- 
rr, sl9d"9rr)], adj., slippery, = No. 
slidren, Sw. sliddrig, L.Sc. slidderie, adj. 

slight, adj., flat, smooth; s. grund, 
a s. sea. “he is s. i’ de Ijog”, 
the sea is smooth and calm (expr. 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. N.I.). — 
Anglicised form from O.N. sl6ttr, 
adj., flat, smooth. 

slight-back, sb., the Greenland 
whale (Da. sletbag). Seefsjafer,sb. 

slighter!, vb., to smooth, level; 
de sea slightens him [‘himself’], the 
sea becomes calm and smooth (Yh.). 
— O.N. siettna, vb., to become smooth. 

slimet [sllmot], adj., 1) slimy. 2) 
sneaking; deceitful. — sllmottr, from 
O.N. slim, m., slime. No. slimutt, 
adj., slimy. For sense 2 of Shetl. 
slimet cf. No. slima, vb., in sense 
of to hang on to a place, to sponge, 
O.N. sitja slimusetr. 

slind [slind] and slindi1 [slindi], 
sb., a mob, crowd; a s. o’ folk, o’ 
youngsters. slind: Du. slindi: 
Conn. In Dun. (Sandwick, Hoswick) 
and Conn, also slaind, slainda 
[slaqd, slaijda] and slainna [slaija]. 
[slaiid(a)] is characteristic of Dun., 
[slai^a] of Conn. — See further under 
slo(i)ndi, sb. 

slindi2 [slindi], sb., a cross-bar 
(one of the cross-bars) in a harrow. 
Sa., Wests. — No. slind, f., a beam; 
a moulding. 

sling [shi]], vb. n., to saunter idly 
about;io geng slingin aboot(Conn.). 
Assimilates in this sense to Da. 
slsenge, No. slenga, vb. — “sling”, 
vb. a., is used locally in sense of 
to lay new straw-ropes (simmens) 
on a thatched roof, when repairing 
it; to s. de rof [rof = ‘roof’], to s. 
de hus, or simply “to s.”, without 
object. 

slingi [sleggi], sb., see slengi, sb. 
slingr, slinger [slnpr], sb., 1) a 

twining-, twisting. U. 2) heave, swell 
in -the sea-, der ’r a S. i’ de sea. 
Du. — Is the same word as Da. 
slinger, sb., a reeling-, rolling. With 
slinger 1 cf. Sw. slingring, f., in 
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sense of a twining-, twisting. See 
the foil. word. 

slingr, slinger [shipr], vb., 1) vb. a., 
to twine-, twist. U. 2) vb. n., to 
reel-, roll. — Da. slingre, vb., id. Sw. 
slingra, vb., a) to reel, b) to twine-, 
twist. 

fslink [sli'gk], sb., a poor, lean 
fish (esp. cod). May be associated 
with Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) slink, 
adj., lank, slender, or be a form 
from slunk, sb. As words with 
root-meaning mucous mass are occas. 
used in sense of lean, poor fish 
(see slobb, sb.), a deriv. from No. 
slinka, f., a mucous mass (Aa.), 
may also be suggested. 

slins [sle'n^] and slens [slae‘n§], 
sb., a slide in walking-, a mark on 
the ground made by sliding or 
falling-, I’m [‘have’] gotten a s„ / 
have slipped or fallen (on the wet, 
slippery ground or in the snow). 
N.Roe. to mak’ a s., to fall by slid- 
ing, to leave a mark (on wet and 
slippery ground, in snow) by sliding 
or falling, to geng wi’ as., to slip 
one's foot in walking, slins: N.Roe, 
Nmn. slens: Nms. (Bardister). — 
To be classed with Sw. slinta, vb., 
to slip, slide, with the parallel form 
“slinnsa” in dials. (Ri.). Cf. slons,sb. 

slipp, slip [slip, slep], vb. a., to 
let slip; see slepp, vb. 

slitin, slittinn [slitin, slitni], sb., a 
non-prolific ram. U. (Un.). Also 
slaitin [slaitin, slai‘tin] and slait- 
nin [slai'tnm]. Un. —May be asso- 
ciated with O.N. slytt- in slyttinn, 
adj., sluggish, lazy, slyttumannligr, 
adj., sluggish, powerless, feel, slitti- 
menni (slyttimenni), n., a good-for- 
nothing. 

“sliug”, sb., see slogg, sb. 
sljag, sb., see slag6, sb. 
sljug, sb. and vb., see slug, 
sljuget, adj., see sluget and ill- 

sluget, adjs. 
slo1 [slo], sb., l) a piece of wood 

having an iron socket into which 
the lower end of the axle (de spindle) 
is fitted, of the old Shetl. water-mill; 
esp. in the compd. “grund-slo”. Fo. 
Cf. king, “grund-king”. 2) on the 
old, now antiquated, Shetl. wooden 
plough: a wooden clamp, fixed to 
the fore-end of “de erderos” (q.v.). 
Conn. — O.N. sl£, f., a cross-beam; 
bolt. 

slo2 [slo], sb., porous, osseous 
substance inside an animal's horns, 
esp. those of a cow. comm. — Icel. 
slo, No. slo, f., Da. slo, c., L.Sc. slo, 
sb., id. 

slo [slo], vb., to strike; noted 
down esp. in sense of to kick, of 
a horse, mare; “aye, sho (she = the 
mare) slos!” Conn. — O.N. sl£, 
vb., to strike. 

slobb [slob], sb., 1) gelatinous, 
slimy mass, e.g. in a fish’s head, 
or of slime on the outside of a fish. 
U. 2) jelly-fish, medusa. U.; Fe. 
3) occas. metaph. of a poor, lean 
fish, a por [por = ‘poor’] s. o’ a ting 
(fish). Uws. — Icel. slubb (and slop), 
n., offal from fish. No. slubb, n., 
mire; muddy mass. Cf. Faer. slupur 
(rad. r), n., glutinous, slimy matter; 
see slobret, adj., as well as slupek 
and slob, sbs. 

slobret [slo^••b^r^t•, sld^barot-], 
adj., soft and slimy, glutinous; a s. 
fish, eel. N.Roe, Nm". — Faer. slup- 
rutur, adj., glutinous, like “slupur”. 
See slobb, sb. 

slod [slod], sb., a lull in rough 
weather, interval between fair wea- 
ther and squally showers; [a s. at- 
ween wadders, interval between two 
showers or between short periods 
of bad weather. Also used ironic- 
ally in the expr. “a weet [‘wet’] S.” 
of an unexpected, squally shower. 
In a wider and metaph. sense of a 
favourable occasion for the carrying 
out of something. In sense of 
sweetheart (prop, and esp. chance 
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sweetheart) the word is quite recent. 
— No., Icel. and Fser. slot, n., 
cessation, lull in storm or rough 
weather. 

slodder1 (sluder) [slodor (slodor)], 
sb., 1) sleety rain, drizzling rain. 
Du., S.Sh. [slodor]; — a shower of 
sleet; great slodders o’ sleety 
shooers, heavy showers of sleet. 
Yh. [slodor]. In Conn, and occas. 
in Du.: slord [slord], drizzling rain, 
from an older *slodr by metathesis 
of d and r. 2) a big splash of water 
rushing into a boat, e.g. when a 
large fish is hauled over the gun- 
wale; he cam’ wi’ a s.; de boat got 
a s. o’ water. Fo. [slodar, slodar]. 
— No. slutr, n., Icel. slytr, n., sleet, 
sleety rain. Sw. dial, slotter, n., 
sleet. In sense 2 Shetl. slodder 
(sluder) corresponds more exactly 
to Faer. slettur, No. slett, m., a 
sprinkle, splash. See slodder1, 
vb. slord (q.v.) is used in a sense 
partly deviating from slodder, sb. 1. 

slodder2 [slodar], sb., a slide in 
walking; a mark on the ground 
made by sliding or falling, = slins, 
slons; to mak’ a slodder, to geng 
wi’ a s. Nms. (Bardister). — Orig. 
a sliding in the same way as slins. 
O.N. *sli5r, a sliding, is preserved 
in the Northern languages; see 
slodder2, vb. 

slodder3 [slodar], sb., a big, shabby- 
looking fellow; a great s. o’ a man, 
o’ a boy. Du. — Cf. No. slaatr, n., 
Faer. sl&tur, n., a tall, lanky fellow, 
prop, as it were: cattle for slaughter- 
ing, from O.N. slfitr, n., butcher’s 
meat. 

slodder1 [slodar], vb., to drizzle; 
to sleet; he (hit = ‘it’) is slodrin 
[slodnn], slodderin [slod'^ann']. 
Noted down in Du. esp. in sense 
of to drizzle. In N.I. esp. in sense 
of to sleet; he is slodderin doon 
de weet [‘wet’] or snaw [‘snow’]: 
Fe. In Conn, and occas. also in 

Du.: slord [slord], to drizzle, from 
an older *slodr by metathesis of d 
and r. — No. slutra, vb., Sw. dial, 
“slottar”, vb. (Ri), Icel. slytra, vb., 
to sleet. Icel. “slytra” is orally 
communicated. 

slodder2 [slodar], vb., to slide, 
esp. to move in a half-sliding, half- 
walking manner, to geng slodde- 
rin aboot. Du. — *sli5ra. No. slidra, 
L.Sc. slidder, vb., to slide. Sw. 
dial, slira (*slidra), vb. Da. dial, 
slire (*slidre), vb., esp. to slip side- 
ways. See fslidder, vb. 

sloddera, sb., see slodra, sb. 
sloddin (sluddin) [slodin, slodin], 

sb., a big, untidy person, esp. a 
woman; a big sloddin; great slod- 
dins, sluddins. Fo. — No. slodda,f., 
a slow-going, slatternly woman, etc. 

sloddin, slodden [slodan], adj., 
slatternly, esp. in appearance, slod- 
den-lookin’. De. — To be classed 
with the prec. word. 

sloder [slodar], sb., a great quan- 
tity; dey ’re [‘have’] gotten a s.; 
dis boat is gotten a s., this boat 
has got a large haul of fish. Fo. 
— No. slota, f., a mass, abundance. 

slodra [slodra] and sloddera [slod- 
••ara-], sb., drizzling rain, occas. 
sleet. Du. — *slutra (*slytra). No. 
slutr, n., sleet, Icel. slytr, n., slytringr, 
m. No. slutra, f., mire, mud (R. 
Suppl.). See slodder1, sb. and vb. 

slodrek [(slodrak) slod"arak'], sb., 
detached, dark rain-cloud producing 
a sudden shower of sleet; he sets 
(is settin’) op great slodreks. Fe.; 
Yh. From Nm. is reported slodreks 
[slod’^araks1], pi., in sense of sleet; 
he is cornin’ doon snawie [‘snowy’] 
slodreks, sleet or thawy snow is 
falling. — *slytringr, deriv. of *slutr 
(slytr), sleet-, see slodder1, sb. 

slodr/e, slodder/e [(slodri) slod"a- 
ri*], adj., sleety-, a s. shooer [‘shower’]. 
In the expr. “a s. clood”, a dark 
rain-cloud, cloud causing sleet, — 
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a slodrek. Fe., Y., Nm., Wests, 
occas. See si odder1, sb. 

slog1 [slog, slog, s[o3g], sb., a 
hollow in the ground, esp. a low- 
lying, marshy hollow, de s. [slog] 
o’ de hill = de “slack” o’ de hill 
(Ai.); see slakki, sb. Wests.: [slog, 
slog]. Uwg.: [s]o3g]. As a place-name: 
de Slog [slog] (Fo.), now the name 
of a farm, de Slogins [slogins] (Uwg), 
pi. def. form. Slog [sloy], de Kreg 
o’ S. (Ireland, Sandwick, Du.). Sloka 
[sloka], de Vedek o’ Sloka (Hoswick, 
Du.); see vedek2, sb. — May be 
partly No. and Fser. sloka, f., longi- 
tudinal hollow, partly No. slage 
(“slaagaa”), m., Sw. slaga, f., (wet) 
hollow in the ground, with the change 
a > o in Shetl. The given senses 
agree best with “slage”; see slaga1, 
sb. de slog o’ de hill = de slag o’ 
de hill. Of the place-names, “Sloka” 
goes naturally with “sloka”, f., but 
“Slog”, on account of the final y, 
rather with “slage”. 

slog2, slogg [slog, slog], sb., drizz- 
ling rain. Ai. occas. — See slag3, 
to which the word is a parallel form. 

slog, slogg [slog, slog], vb., to 
drizzle-, he (hit) is slogin. Ai. — 
See slag2, vb., to which the word 
is a parallel form. 

slogg [slog], sb., a full draught-, 
to tak’ a guid [‘good’] s. ut o’ a 
bottle. Un. Barclay (MS. Suppl. to 
Edm.) has: “sliug, full draught”, 
sliug = [s]6g?]. — To be classed 
with Icel. sloka, vb., to swallow in 
large draughts, to swill (E. J.). B. H. 
has “sl6ka”. No. and Sw. sluka, 
Da. sluge, vb., to swallow. 

sloggi1 [slogi], sb., 1) a ravine, a 
sunken path (where gales of wind 
come down with sudden force). Conn. 
2) sloping mill-race leading the water 
from the mill-pond to the mill, esp. 
appl. to the mouth of the mill-race-, 
mill-s. Conn. 3) mouth in a kiln 
where the fire is lit to dry the corn 

on the laths-, kill [‘kiln’]-s. Conn. 
In this sense otherwise (outside Conn.) 
more commonly: kill-“hogie” [hogi, 
hogi], L.Sc. killogie, logic, kill-1. (Jam.). 
— No. and Faer. sloka, f., a longi- 
tudinal hollow. No. slok, n., a mill- 
race, Sw. dial, sl&k, n., inter alia a 
trough', a mill-race. 

sloggi2 [slogi], sb., a big, un- 
shapely person. Wh. — No. slugg 
and slugg(j)e, m., a large, stout body, 
a big, sullen and sluggish fellow (R.). 

sloi [sloi], sb., see slui, sb. 
sloind, vb., see slond, vb. 
sloindi, sb., see slondi, sb. 
slokk1 [slok, slSk], vb. a., 1) to 

extinguish a light or fire, to s. de 
fire, de lamp, to s. de fire ut (Conn.), 
comm. 2) to thicken water or soup 
with meal-, to s. de water; s. op; 
“hit [‘it’] is sirpa, afore dey S. it 
op wi’ meal” (Un.); see sirpa, sb. 
— O.N. slpkva, slpkkva, vb. a., to 
extinguish, No. slokkja, vb. L.Sc. 
slock, slokin, vbs. a. 

slokk2 [slok, sl&k], vb. n., to be 
extinguished, to go out, of fire; s. 
ut; de fire slokks ut (N.I.). Cf. 
utslokket, perf. part, and adj. — 
O.N. slokna, No. slokka, Sw. dial, 
slokka, vb. n., to be extinguished. 

slokkin [(slokin) slSkin], sb., ex- 
tinction-, in a special sense heavy 
rain, a s. o’ rain. See slokk1, vb. 

sloks [sloks] and sluks [sloks], 
vb., to drink in large draughts, to 
gulp down with a gurgling sound-, 
“to s.” and “to s. in”, sloks: Y., 
Fe. sluks: Un. — O.N. slaxa 
(slaksa), vb., to make a gurgling 
noise, appl. to liquid when shaken. 
Sw. dial. (Gothl.) sl&ksa, vb., to de- 
vour (slSks, m., a) mouth, b) a 
glutton). 

sloksin [sloksin] and sluksin [slok- 
sin], sb., a full draught in drinking, 
accompanied by a gurgling sound-, 
as.o’drink, sloksin: Y., Fe. sluk- 
sin: Un.— Deriv. of the prec. word. 
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slomgoljen [slomgol an], sb., dirty 

and badly prepared food. Fef. — 
goljen may represent a *gorjen 
from No. gyrja, f., mire, mud. 1 
and r alternate freq. in Shetl. Norn. 
The unstressed slorn may have arisen 
from O.N. slim, n., mucus, slime, 
or from “slam”, mire, mud, by vowel- 
assimilation. [But more probably 
an adoption of Eng. slang ‘slum- 
gullion’.] 

slond, sloind [sloqd, sloind], vb. 
n., to incline, slant, of ground. Y., 
Fe. — Cf. Da. dial., Jut. slunde, vb. 
n., to slant. Cognate with Eng. slant. 

slondi, sloindi [slondi, sloqdi, 
sloindi], sb., 1) a long rigmarole, 
esp. in relating one’s own adven- 
tures-, copious and useless talk-, he 
laid aff a s.; dere were (there was) 
a s. efter him; he had him a S. Yh., 
Fe.: sloindi [sloindi (sloqdi)]. 2) a 
great deal, considerable portion, 
reported esp. of a piece of work of 
which much has been done in a 
short time; du’s wrought a s. Ym.: 
sloindi [sloindi (sloqdi)]. 3) Edm.: 
“si o in die, a mob or multitude, or 
low rabble”. Un.? N.: [slondi]. In 
the last sense the forms slind [shnd], 
slindi [slindi], slaind [slaqd], slain- 
da [slaqda], slainna [slaqa] are 
noted down in Du. and Conn.; see 
slind, sb. — May be referred to Sw. 
slinta, vb., to slide, in O.Sw. also 
“slinda”, No. and Sw. slunta, Da. 
slunte, vb., to saunter idly along. 
slondi 3 (slind, etc.) doubtless 
means a crowd of idlers-, cf. Sw. 
dial, slunt, m., an idler-, a vagrant. 
With slondi 2 may be compared 
Sw. dial, slunt, m., a small portion, 
leavings (Ri. under “slinta”, vb.). 
slondi 1 may spring from a root- 
meaning a mark made by sliding-, 
cf. slins and slons, sbs., in this 
sense, and compare slomi, sb., prop. 
(slimy) stripe, partly syn. with slon- 
di 1. In sense 3 slondi assimil- 

ates to No. sludd, n., a mob, Sw. 
slodder, n.; but these two latter words 
are to be derived mainly from O.N. 
sl63, f., a trail, etc. (No. and Sw. 
“slod” also a flock, e.g. of animals). 

slons [sl6‘n§], sb., a slide-, a mark 
on the ground made by sliding, — 
slins. Nms. (Bardister). Parallel form 
to slins, sb., q.v. 

slopra [slopra, sbp"9ra*], sb., slush, 
esp. thawy snow on the ground. 
[slopra]: U. (Un.). [slop-ara']: Yh. 
A form slopr, slop per [slopsr] is 
noted down in N.Roe, Nmn., in sense 
of wet or miry mass, e.g. when 
water is spilled on an earthen floor; 
de floor [flor] is in a slopr (slop- 
per) o’ weet [‘wet’]. —■ *slupr(a). 
The word assimilates in sense to No. 
slurp, n., mire, mud, and in form 
to Peer, slupr, slupur, n., Da. dial. 
(Jut.) slubber, slimy or glutinous 
mass. 

slopr/e, slopper/e [slop-ari-, slop- 
••9rr], adj., soft and wet, sloppy, 
s. grund [‘ground’]. Nmw. — Deriv. 
of slopra, sb. 

slord [slord], sb., a) small, close 
rain, partly misty rain, mostly ac- 
companied by slight wind; a s. o’ 
weet [‘wet’], a shooer [‘shower’] o’ 
s. Conn.; Du. occas. Also driving, 
wet mist (Conn.), b) unsteady rain, 
alternately fine and close. Du. occas. 
— The same word as slodder1, sb., 
from *slutr or *slytr, sleet, which 
through a form *slodr has become 
slord by metathesis of d and r. Partly 
deviating in sense from slodder. 

slord [slord], vb., to rain finely 
and closely, he (hit =‘it’) is slordin. 
Conn. (Du. occas.). — Metathesis of 
*slodr, from orig. *slutra or *slytra, 
vb., to sleet. See slodder1, vb. 

slord/e [slordi], adj., rainy: with 
fine, close rain-, s. wadder [‘weather’]; 
a s. day. Conn., Du. occas. For 
slordie in the expr. slordi gorek 
see gorek, sb. — From slord, sb. 
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sloss, slush [sl6§], sb., l) sloven- 

liness, shabbiness. 2) a slovenly, 
shabby person. Prob. an anglicised 
form from No. and Sw. “slusk”, 
which is used in both the given 
senses. In sense of slush the word 
is certainly Eng. with regard to the 
pronunc., though “sloss” and “slass” 
are found also in No. in sense of 
slush. Cf. slus, sb. 

sloss, slush [slo§], vb., to be 
slovenly and careless, to work in 
such a manner, to s. t’rough a t’ing 
or wark [‘work’]. — Prob. an ang- 
licised form from No. and Sw. sluska, 
vb., to do work carelessly. Also 
N.Eng. dial, slush, vb., in a similar 
sense. See the prec. word, and cf. 
slus, vb. 

slosset, slushet [sldsjat], adj., 
slovenly, shabby. No. sluskutt, adj., 
slovenly. See the two prec. words. 

slot [slot, slSt], sb., a dumpling 
of crushed fish-livers and roe, 
kneaded with meal. Also collect.: 
dumplings, prepared in the same 
way. comm. — Assimilates in sense 
mainly to No. klot (oo), m., a lump, 
round cake, f lour-dumpling (Aa.), 
and seems to be the same word; but 
a change kl > si, when initial, in Shetl. 
Norn cannot be definitely proved. 
A change from kl to si must have 
taken place through a middle form 
hi (*hlot). 

fslotek [(slotok) slotak], sb., a 
narrow way between two houses. 
Conn. From Sw., Du"., reported 
(under doubt) in sense of a narrow 
cleft in a rock. — Obscure in its 
relation to No. slot, n., a small 
valley or the bottom of a valley 
(R.), and L.Sc. slot, s., depression 
in a hill. 

slotter [slotar, slotor], sb., 1) miry 
mass [slotor: Nms.]: hit [‘it’] is a’ 
[‘all’] in a s. 2) untidy mixture 
[slotor: N.Roe, Nm".]. 3) twaddle, 
nonsense [slotor: N.Roe]. — In sense 

1 the form slutter [slotor] is reported 
from Fo.; “de butter is a’ [‘all’] 
turned in a s.”, the butter has be- 
come quite soft, liquid. — Prob. 
*slutr and the same word as slodra, 
slodder1, sbs., rain, No. slutr, n., 
a) slush, b) impure, mixed liquid 
(R.). slotter 3 is Da. and Sw. dial, 
sludder, n., twaddle, nonsense. With 
t: Sw. dial, sluttra, vb., to speak 
indistinctly, — sluddra; L.Sc. (N.Sc.) 
sludder, vb., id. 

slu1 [sin], sb., 1) a track made 
by footprints, esp. a long trail of 
spilled hay, e.g. left by one who is 
carrying, or has carried, a load of 
hay; “he leaved [‘left’] a s. o’ hay 
ahint (behint) him”. Sa., Wests. 2) 
a spread layer, esp. of manure on 
a dunghill or field; a s. o’ muck 
(manure), a midden-S.; a s. o’waur 
{seaweed, used as manure). N.I. 
Also a layer of hay in a hay-stack 
or rick (Un.). Occas. used of a 
great quantity of reaped corn on 
a patch of arable land; der ’r a 
great s. (o’ corn) upo de “rig” (the 
patch). N.Roe, Nmn. 3) a strip of 
arable land, occas. a cross-piece 
dug by spade at one time across 
the strip, occas. part of an on, onn 
(square piece of field), lengthwise 
strips of an on, onn. Un. 4) a 
lazy, useless fellow, a sluggard 
(N.Sh.); a big, clumsy person (M. 
Roe); a long, overgrown stripling 
(Du.); a great lang s. o’ a boy. 
Occas. slju [slu]: Du. 5) an ani- 
mal in poor condition, unable to 
stand bad weather or cold; a saft 
[‘soft’] s. o’ a(n) animal. Du. 6) a 
large, lean fish, esp. cod. N.I. — 
O.N. slofl, f., a track, trail. The 
senses 4 and 5 of slu (disparaging- 
ly of persons and animals) spring 
from a root-meaning trail. Cf. No. 
slode (oo), m., a) a trail, b) a lanky 
figure, a lazy or careless person 
(Aa.), Shetl. slui, sb., as well as 
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slu, vb. In sense 2 (a spread layer) 
slu assimilates to O.N. flo, f. (No. 
flo, Fser. flogv); Shetl. (U.) “a slu 
o’ hay” = Faer. hoyllogv, flogv av 
hoyggi. O.N. “sl63” is not found 
in this last mentioned sense; it ap- 
pears as if Shetl. slu has merged 
with a *flu (otherwise not noted down) 
from “flo”, unless slu 2 has simply 
developed from “flo” by a change 
fl > si, a change which is not other- 
wise definitely exemplified. In sense 
of a large, lean fish (cod) slu as- 
similates to No. slaap, m., Icel. slapr, 
m., Faer. slanur, m. It is, however, 
hardly permissible to associate slu 
5 directly with these words. 

slu2 [sin], sb., a sly, wily person, 
esp. a man; a vilde (vaild = ‘vile’) 
s. Fo. — Prop, an adj.: Da. slu, 
No. slu and slug, Sw. slug, sly, wily. 
O.N. sloegr, adj., is a diverging form. 

slu [slu], vb., 1) to spread or pile 
up in layers, esp. to lay one or 
more layers of manure on a dung- 
hill, to s. a midden. 2) to walk 
with careless, trailing steps; to 
saunter about; to geng slu in [slum] 
aboot. — O.N. sloeda, vb., to trail, 
to make si65 (a trail, etc.), also to 
spread manure by means of sloSi 
(see Shetl. slui, sb.). No. sloda, vb., 
to drag, trail behind one, to spread 
and smooth manure on a piece of 
ground (Aa.), and without i-muta- 
tion: sloda (oo), vb., a) vb. a., to 
drag, trail, b) vb. n., to trail behind, 
c) vb. n., to walk with trailing, un- 
steady steps (R.). 

slud [slnd], adj., very lean, of fish, 
esp. cod; a s. cod. See slu1, sb. 6. 

sluder [sludor], sb., a flat rock, 
sloping slightly shorewards, the 
outer end washed by the sea. Also 
sloder [slodar]. Un. As a place- 
name: de Sluder or Sloder (Skaw, 
Un.); de Sluderins [slud"9rins’]( Slo- 
derins [slod"arins‘], in “de Nien”, 
Ai.: def. pi. form. — To be classed 

with No. slida and slidra, vb., to 
glide. Cf. the forms of place-names 
with i (Slidr-) under slidrek, sb. 
No. slade, m., a slight incline, slad- 
berg, n., a slightly inclining, barren 
plateau, as well as slut, vb., are 
cognate words. 

sluf, sluff [slof], vb., to make a 
slobbering sound in supping or 
drinking. N.Roe, Nmn. — May re- 
present *slufs, No. slufsa, vb., to 
splash in wet. See slafs, vb. Cf. 
however, poss. No. sluffa, vb., to 
move indolently with trailing steps 
(R.), which may easily be transferred 
to eating, sipping or drinking in an 
indolent way. 

slug1 [sing], sb., a lazy, skulking 
fellow, prop, one that lounges about. 
N.Roe, Nmn. — To be classed with 
slug, vb. 

slug2, sljug [s]ng (sjog)], sb., a 
slope, hill-side. U". — To be classed 
with the foil. word. 

slug, sljug [slug, slug, s!6g], vb., 
1) to slip, hang too far down, e.g. 
of a basket, kessi, carried on one’s 
back. In this sense noted down 
with the pronunc. [slug]. “Boy, yon 
kessi is slugin [slugin] doon ower 
dee!” (Wh.). 2) to slant gradually; 
de grund (the ground) sl(j)ugs; 
sl(j)ugin grund, a sl(j)ugin rock. 
In this sense noted down in Unst 
(Un.) with the pronunc. [slug, slog]. 
3) to lounge about; to geng slugin 
aboot. In this sense noted down in 
Nmn. (N.Roe) with the pronunc. [slug]. 
4) to slink, steal away. Sa. [slug]. 
— Either a *sluka = *sloka, or a 
*sloka. Sw. sloka, vb., a) to hang 
limp, to flap, b) metaph.: to lounge, 
saunter about. Cf. Da. sluk- (hang- 
ing) in “slukoret”, adj., crest-fallen. 
An O.N. *sloka with long o may be 
inferred from slokr, m., a slouching 
fellow, Icel. slsekinn, O.N. *sloekinn, 
adj., lazy, sluggish. Beside No. 
sloka (oo), vb., with long o: to walk 
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with heavy, trailing steps, is found 
a form “slaakaa” (E.Norw.), vb., with 
orig. short o: to be lazy (Aa.)- 

sluget [slngot, slugot], adj., 1) large, 
lean, having flabby skin, esp. of a 
fish; a s. brute (derisively of a large 
fish). Nmn. (N.Roe). 2) slovenly, 
untidy; awfu’ s.-like [lek]. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — No. sloken, “slokjen” 
(oo), adj., a) flaccid and lean, b) 
inert and slovenly (R.). O.N. *sloek- 
inn, adj., sluggish. See the prec. 
word as well as ill-sluget, adj. 

slui [slni], sb., a contrivance (a 
basket weighted with earth, etc.) 
attached to a harrow and dragged 
after it in order to smooth the 
mould. N.I. Occas. also sloi [sloi], 
noted down in Ym. Now commonly: 
(harrow-) dog. — O.N. slodi, m., that 
which is dragged behind one, or 
which trails behind, also used in 
a similar sense as Shetl. slui, viz.: 
a bundle of branches or twigs bound 
together and dragged over the field, 
partly employed as a sledge for 
carrying hay, partly to crush and 
spread the manure laid out on the 
field (Fr.). Cf. attaslu, sb. 

slui [slui], adj., = slud, adj.; a 
s. cod. 

slukk [slok], sb., 1) a gurgling 
or plashing sound; de sten sank 
wi’ a s. i’ de mire, i’ de burn. Sa. 
2) a dull blow; he ga’e him a s. 
on de side o’ de head. Sa. — See 
the foil. word. 

slukk [slok], vb., to gurgle, of 
liquid when shaken. Sa., Wests. — 
May represent an older *klukk = 
Da. klukke, Sw. dial. (Finland) klukka, 
vb., to gurgle, with a rare change 
kl > si in Shetl. (cf. slot, sb.), or 
may be a parallel form to sluks in 
the same way as sluff, vb., may 
represent *slufs; cf. sloks, sluks, 
vb. (under sloks). In No. is found 
“slunka” (R.) = klunka, vb., in sense 
of to splash, gurgle. 

sluks [sloks], vb., to swallow, gulp 
down (Un.); see under sloks, vb. 

sluksin, sb., see sloksin, sb. 
fslum [slum], sb., a slow, shy 

person. Voe, Du. See slum1, vb. 
fslum1 [slum (sl6m, slum, s[6m)], 

vb., 1) to walk with careless, trail- 
ing steps, to slouch — slu, vb. 
“What is du gaun [‘going’] slu min 
aboot?” Sa., Wests, to roam about 
in a bad humour, to geng slu min 
aboot. Du. 2) to sneak slowly and 
stealthily about; to geng slu min 
aboot. N.Roe; N.; U. he slumet 
[slumot] him awaa, he slunk away 
(Un.). 3) to scowl, to look slyly 
aside or behind. Du. — Diff. words? 
Assimilates in sense 1 to No. sluma 
(u’), vb., to stumble along, not hav- 
ing control of one's limbs (R.), 
sloma, vb., to walk slowly and trail- 
Ingly (Aa.), Icel. slyma, vb., to walk 
about idly, Eng. dial, sloum (sloom), 
vb., to walk slowly and aimlessly 
about. The long u-sound in Shetl. 
Norn is no doubt due to Eng. infl. 
slum 2 approaches Eng. dial, sloum, 
vb., in sense of “slink away” (E.D.D). 
As, however, a change from i to u 
is found in Shetl. Norn, there may 
also be relationship to No. slima, 
vb., to insinuate oneself, or to 
slumin (and slumet), adj., in sense 
of slimy, slippery. Herewith cf. 
also L.Sc. sloum, sb., mucilaginous, 
aquatic plants, cognate with O.N. 
sly, n., No. sli and sly, n., mucila- 
ginous plants, Shetl. slai, sb. In 
sense 3 Shetl. slum mainly corre- 
sponds to Icel. sluma, vb., to cast 
down one’s eyes, feel embarrassed, 
to lose heart; cf. Shetl. slumet, adj., 
inter alia shy. Senses 1 and 3, No. 
sluma and Icel. sluma, respectively, 
poss. spring from a root-meaning: 
to be or become limp, powerless, 
disheartened. Cf. the foil. word. 

fslum2 [slnm, slum (slom)], vb., 
to incline, slant, to lower; to s. 
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doon. Fo. — Prop, no doubt to hang 
limp, and then orig. the same word 
as fslum1, vb. Cf. No. sluma, vb., 
to stumble along with trailing steps, 
slam and slamen, adj., hanging 
limply (R.); Eng. dial, sloum (sloom), 
vb., to walk slowly and indolently, 
slink around, etc. For the relation 
in meaning between Shetl. slum 
and No. sluma (slam, slamen) cf. the 
relation between Shetl. slug, vb., 
to incline, slant, and No. and Sw. 
sloka, vb., to hang limp; to walk 
slowly and trailingly. No. slaena, 
vb., to slant (R. Suppl.), is no doubt 
cognate with the word. 

slumet [slnmot, sl6mot (slnmat, 
s[6m3t)], adj., 1) slow; shy, retiring. 
Voe, Du. 2) sneaking, suspicious- 
looking. 3) sly, cunning, metaph.: 
slimy, slippery. 4) lean and poor, 
esp. of a large fish (cod); a s. codlin 
= a slink. Us. — No. slumen (u’), 
adj., slack, sluggish; lean and flac- 
cid (R.), slomen, adj., dilatory, slow- 
moving (Aa.). Eng. dial, sloumy, 
sloomy, adj., dull, gloomy. See the 
foil, word and slum1, vb. With 
regard to the meaning sly, cunning, 
slumet has poss. been infl. by slu2, 
prop, an adj., now a sb., a sly per- 
son (Da. and No. slu, adj.). With 
slumet 4 cf. Sw. dial, slummen, 
slommet; adj., very lean, lank, etc. 
(Ri.). slumin [slomin, slomin], adj. (and 
pres, part.), 1) having a sluggish 
bearing and sloping shoulders. Sa., 
Wests. 2) sneaking, slinking; in 
this sense no doubt pres. part, of 
slum1, vb. 3) slimy, slippery, esp. 
metaph.: elusive, difficult to get 
hold of; cunning. Sa. — No. slu- 
men (u’), adj., slack, sluggish, etc., 
slomen, adj., dilatory, slow-moving; 
see the prec. word. In sense of 
slimy, the Shetl. word presupposes 
a *slum, sb., mucus, with which 
cf. L.Sc. sloum, sb., duck-weed. 

slunk [slo‘gk], sb., a tall, lank 
and limp person; a large, lean ani- 
mal, a s. o’ a coo (U.). — No. slunk, 
m., a dull, sluggish person. 

slunk [slo'gk], vb. n., to hang 
loose and baggy, e.g. of a garment; 
“his troosers hang slunkin aboot 
his legs” (Sa.). — No. slunka, vb., 
to move slowly and feebly. — In 
sense of to slink, steal along, Shetl. 
slunk may be a dial, form of Eng. 
slink, vb.; though note O.Sw. slunka, 
vb., to slink, sneak away, — slinka. 
“he slunket him awaa or ahint (be- 
hint) de door” (Fe.). 

slunket [slo'gkot] and slunkin 
[slo'rjkin, slo‘r]k9n], adj., lank, empty, 
flabby; a s. body; most common 
in the form slunket. slunkin een, 
sunken eyes (Du.). — No. and Da. 
slunken, L.Sc. slunken, adj., id. 

slunki [slo'gki], sb., = slunk, 
sb. Yh. Esp^ of persons. 

slupek [slopok], sb., slimy (gela- 
tinous) mass-, qs\). jelly-fish, medusa, 
in the compd. “soro [soro] s.” Yh. 
— Cf. Peer, slupur (rad. r), n., slimy 
mass, and see slobb and slob, sbs., 
syn. with slupek. 

slus [slus], sb., a splash, dash, 
e.g. of a small wave, splashing into 
a boat; “he cam’ wi’ a s.” N.I. Edm.: 
sloos (Un.?). Now more comm, 
“slush”, which is an Eng. (L.Sc.) 
form. — No. slusk, n., mud, slush 
(R.). 

slus [slus], vb., of liquid, esp. 
water: to splash, dash or break, 
e.g. of a small wave splashing into 
a boat; “he slust [slust] him doon 
[‘down’], he slust in ower de boat”. 
Also to drench, esp. appl. to splash 
of waves wetting one; “de men were 
slust doon”, the men (in the boat) 
were drenched through. N.I. (acc. 
to J.I.: Fe.). — Mainly to be re- 
garded as an older *slusk, as the 
Eng. (L.Sc.) form “slush” has now 
commonly replaced slus, sb. and vb.; 
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No. sluska, vb., to slur over (Aa.), 
to splash (R.). Might also be No. 
slufsa, vb., to work in wet material. 

slut [slut (slut), sl6t], vb., to in- 
cline, slant; de grund is slutin 
afore de hill (De.). slut-shooderd, 
slutet [slutat (sl6tat)]-shooderd, hav- 
ing sloping shoulders. slutet- 
hoch’d, having crooked legs. — 
O.N. sliita and slota, vb., to hang 
down. No. sluta, vb., to hang down, 
to be bent downwards. Sw. slutta, 
vb., to slope. 

slab [slob], sb., slime; gelatinous 
mass. In a special sense jelly-fish, 
medusa. Wests, sara [sara]-s., a big 
jelly-fish; cf. soro-slupek under 
slupek, sb. — May be either a 
*slyp-, by mutation from slup? (see 
slupek, sb.), or poss. (though less 
prob.), as 0 and e occas. interchange 
in Shetl. Norn, may be a *sleb [*sleb] 
from *sleip; O.N. sleipr, adj., slip- 
pery, No. sleipa, f., slime, sliminess. 
A *slyp in Shetl. Norn may also 
have been developed from *slip, e.g. 
through a *slypu from *slipu, accus., 
gen. and dat. of *slipa, f. Cf. No. 
slip (i’), n., and slipa (i’), f., slime. 
With such a development might be 
compared Shetl. slomi [slomi], sb., 
prop, a slimy stripe, prob. from 
O.N. slim, n., slime. 

slubet [slobot] and slebi [slobi], 
adj., 1) slimy, slebi stuff, slobi 
waur (seaweed). Conn. 2) of taste: 
slimy; insipid; nauseous; a slobet 
taste (Conn.), e.g. appl. to taste of 
food only half-cooked or lacking 
salt; slobi tea, insipid, lukewarm 
tea (Fe.). — Derived from slob, sb. 
Cf. O.N. sleipr, adj., (slimy), slip- 
pery, and lobet, adj. 

slebi [slobi], sb., 1) big, hanging 
lower lip; big, protruding mouth; 
to set de s., to pout the lip when 
preparing to cry (of children); du 
is hingin’ [‘hanging’] dee a s., you 
are making a pout (prop, let the 

lower lip hang), you are making 
ready to cry. U. 2) a person with 
a large, protruding mouth. U. — 
Cf. Sw. dial, slip, m., lower lip, and 
see sleb2, sb. 

slemi [slomi], sb., slimy stripe, 
as e.g. traces left by a slug. Used 
esp. in a metaph. sense: a) gossip, 
backbiting, malicious rumours, esp. 
of topics of conversation occasioned 
by a visitor, idle reports left by a 
person at his (her) departure from 
a house; “der ’r aye (always) a s. 
where dey are (were)”: Us. In a 
similar sense reported from Fe. 
(backbiting; public scandal), b) 
long, empty talk; dey had dem a 
s. 0’ it. Yh. — Seems to be a deriv. 
of O.N. slim, n., slime. Cf. No. 
slima, f., a covering of slime, slomi 
may be developed from a form *slym- 
(*stymu = *sllmu from *sllma, f.). 
Uncertain association with No. slaama, 
f., spoor left by animals (R.). For 
0 (*y) from orig. 1 cf. e.g. gromek 
[gromok] = grimek, sb., a halter, 
gromek [gromsk], sb., a ram [*grym- 
ingr = *grlmungr?], O.N. grlmr, m., 
he-goat; further blov [blov], vb., 
from “bliva” in sense of to be lost. 

sma' [sma], adj., narrow; thin; 
slender, = No., Sw. and Da. smal, 
adj. (O.N. smalr, adj., small, narrow). 
The form is Scottish; L.Sc. sma’ = 
Eng. small, adj. — On the other 
hand, a form smal(l), pronounced 
[smal], is noted down in the expr. 
“no de smallest [smalast]”, not the 
least (Yh.). 

sma'-fit [sm&fat], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term, in fishermen’s lang. for 
mouse. U. Prop, small foot. Appears 
as a translation into L.Sc. of fotlin, 
fotlek, etc. (q.v.), mouse. 

fsmakk, smack [smak], vb., to 
taste, is vb. a. and vb. n. in Shetl., 
= No. and Sw. smaka; No., Icel. 
and Faer. smakka, Da. smage. — to 
s. upon a ting = Da. smage p& 
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noget. — Cf. Eng. smack, vb. a. and 
(now chiefly) vb. n., to taste. 

fsmali, sma lie [sm&li], adj., 
slender and fragile. Fe. — O.N. 
smaligr, adj., trifling, No. smaaleg, 
adj., also weak, frail, of persons. 
L.Sc. smalie, adj., small, undersized. 
If regularly developed from O.N. 
sm&ligr, the word ought to have 
given *smoli (cf. smoli, adv.) in 
Shetl.; the main vowel a [fi] must 
be due to L.Sc. infl. 

smai [smai], sb., small things, a 
collection of such; “a lock [‘lot’] o’ 
s.”, e.g. of a heap of small potatoes. 
Du. — No. smsee, n., that which 
is small of its kind, inter alia of 
small cattle (Aa.), small children (R.). 

smaitin, sb., cringle of a sail, 
see smitin, sb. 

sine [sme], vb., to ingratiate one- 
self and by false pretences strive 
to obtain something; to sneak about -, 
“I wonder what he is gaun [‘going’] 
smein [smein] aboot noo”. Sa.,Wests. 
— The form complicates a deriv. of 
O.N. smoygja, sm. s6r, vb., to slip 
away, etc.; see smjug, vb. May 
be classed with smid (and smed), vb. 

smed [sme3d], adj., sly, cunning; 
unreliable; a s. body. Sa., Wests. 
— To be classed with the prec. word. 
See smid (smed), vb. 

smed [sme3d], vb., to smile mock- 
ingly. Wests. See smid, vb. 

smell [smsej (sme[, sma'])], sb., 
shivers; small fragments into which 
a hard object (earthenware) is 
smashed by a fall or blow; to geng 
(go) i’ s.; gane [‘gone’] or laid i’ 
s., broken i’ s., gone into shivers, 
crashed. Un. and Fe. [smse] (sma'l)]. 
[sme]]: Un. occas. A parallel form 
smill [smil, smol, sme]] is noted 
down in several places; [smil, smol] 
esp. outside N.I.; Du.: [smai]; laid 
i’ smill; Fe. occas. (and Un. occas.): 
[sme]]. From IP. is also reported 
a form smjill [smjel]; gane or laid 

i’s. — Beside s m e 11 (s m i 11) a pi. form 
smellins [smehns, sm£]ms, smse]ins, 
sma'lins] is noted down in N.I., esp. 
Y. and Fe.; gane (laid, broken) i’ 
smellins. [smehns]: Ym. occas.; 
[sme]ins]: Yhi m.; [smaelins] and [sma'- 
]ins]: Fe. Also smillins [smalms]: 
Fe. occas. — Icel. and Fser. smellur, 
m., a smack, crack. No. smell, m., 
partly a) a smack, crack, partly b) 
a break, crack. Cf. smilder (smil- 
ter), smolter, smroll, sbs. 

smellek [sme]ak (smse]ak)] and 
smeller [sme]ar (smaelar)], sb., sea- 
term, used in fishermen’s lang. for 
gun. IP. Also smillek [smi]ak, 
sme]ak] and smiller [(smi]ar) sme- 
]ar]: IP, — Prop, one that smacks, 
cracks, from O.N. *smella, vb., to 
smack, crack, No., Icel. and Faer. 
smella. A more recent development 
of meaning from the substantive in 
Shetl. Norn. 

smellins, sb. pi., see smell, sb. 
smelt [smae‘lt, sma'‘lt, smai'lt, 

sma‘]t], vb. n., to be melted, dissol- 
ved, esp. to melt in the mouth, to 
slip down with a pleasant taste; 
dat ’ll s. i’ dy mooth (Yn.: sma'‘lt). 
Sa., Wests.: [smse'lt]. The forms 
with a (ai) are characteristic of N.I. 
Other forms (esp. noted down in 
Yn.) are smilt [sm3i‘lt] and smoilt 
[smoi‘lt (sm6‘]t)]; hit [‘it’] smilted 
i’ my mooth; dat ’ll smoilt i’ dy 
mooth. — No. smelta, vb. n., to be 
melted, liquefied. 

smeltek (smiltek, smailtek) [smai‘l- 
tak (sma‘]tak), sm3i‘ltak], sb., 1) a 
kind of small whiting. In Fe. ex- 
plained as a small fish in shape 
and colour partly like the whiting, 
but smaller, also partly like a small 
haddock, having larger eyes than 
those of a common whiting. In Nmw. 
explained as a small, whitish fish 
(resembling a whiting) caught with 
a haddock-line. Barclay (handwritten 
Suppl. to Edm.) has: “smeltie, the 
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whiting pout, gadus luscus (Linn.)” | 
— a kind of whiting. 2) smelt, a 
kind of salmon. Yn. From descrip- 
tion resembling a small salmon in 
form, the size of a small piltek 
(young coalfish), and having bril- 
liant hue; sometimes caught together 
with the haddocks. — [smai'ltak 
(sma'itok)]: Fe. and Nmw. [smai‘lt3k 
(smai'ltok)]: Yn. In the last-mentioned 
place also occas. (by metathesis of 
It): smitlek [sm3itiek]. — In sense 
1 smeltek is certainly an Old Nor- 
thern word, as No. smelta, f., in cer- 
tain districts is used of the same 
kind of fish or a similar one, acc. 
to Aasen: a) a small fish with a 
pinkish skin, gadus minutus, b) a 
small whiting (kviting), Shi., Nfj. 
In sense 2 smeltek may also be 
O.N.; cf. Da. smelt, osmerus eper- 
lanus, Eng. smelt, sb. L.Sc. smelt, 
smolt, sb., fry of salmon. 

*smi [sml], sb., a smithy, noted 
down only as a sea-term, used by 
fishermen (Uwg.)for an old, dilapidated 
smithy in Uwg, which serves (served) 
as one of the two landmarks by 
which to find a fishing-ground; occas. 
as a place-name: “de Smi aide Bo 
(Kjorkabi)”; see *bo2, sb. Beside 
s m i another form *s m i d j a [smid^a] is 
noted down as a place-name; thus: de 
Smidja(s) (Uwg), cultivated patches; 
de Smis [smls] (Yb.); de Smitaps 
[smitaps] (Umo.): *smidju-toptir. — 
O.N. smiflja, f., a smithy. 

smid [smld (smld)], sb., a) a furtive 
smile; smirk; b) a mocking smile; 
a s. o’ a laugh. St. See smid, vb. 

smid [smld (smld)], vb., a) to 
smile furtively; to smirk; b) to smile 
mockingly. Also smed [sme3d] 
(Wests, occas.). — Is either an orig. 
a) *smu5a, *smeS(j)a, or b) ’"smita. Cf.: 
a) Icel. smedjulegur, adj., simpering 
(smedja, f., nauseousness), No. smjad- 
ra, vb., to simper, Icel. smjadra, vb., 
to flatter, from *smi6ra (or *sme3ra), 

No. smidren (and smerin, smeren), 
adj., mawkish, honey-tongued, smera, 
vb., to wheedle, b) No. smita, vb., 
prop, to touch slightly, to smear 
thinly, also inter alia to speak sweetly, 
smisla, vb., to smile furtively, to 
smirk, prob. for *smitla (R.). Shetl. 
sme [sme], vb. (q.v.), which prob. 
is merely another word (without final 
d) from smed = smid, makes it 
probable that these two forms spring 
from *sme5- and *smi3-, as final 6 
is occas. dropped, and occas. pre- 
served as d in Shetl. Norn, while 
final t is rarely dropped. 

smig [smlg (smlg)], sb., a furtive 
(or mocking) smile; a smirk. See 
smig, vb. 

smig [smig (smlg)], vb., to smile 
furtively (and mockingly); to smirk. 
St., Wests., N. and prob. several other 
places. — Cf. No. smika, vb., to 
whet, smooth, smikja (seg), vb., to 
ingratiate oneself, smikutt, adj., in- 
gratiating-, Da. dial, smige, vb., to 
ingratiate oneself; Sw. smeka, vb., 
to flatter, caress. As, however, final 
g occas. represents d, from orig. 6 
in Shetl. Norn (see Introd. V — also 
N.Spr. VII, — § 29, the end), it is 
also poss. that smig may be syn. 
with smid, vb., from orig. *smid-. 

smiket [smikat], adj., half-drunk, 
of persons. Yn. — Poss. to be re- 
ferred to No. (and Sw. dial.) “smikk” 
in “smikkfuH”, adj., Da. smaekfuld, 
chock-full. In that case the word 
has undergone a weakening of mean- 
ing in Shetl. 

smilder [smildar, smeildar] and 
smilter [smei‘lt3r], sb., 1) shivers, 
small fragments into which some- 
thing is crashed. Un. The form 
smilder has been noted only as a 
collective, thus: to geng i’s., to go 
to pieces (shivers), to lay i’ s., to 
smash, crash; he laid it i’s. [smil- 
dsr]: acc. to J.I. [smeild9r]: Un. The 
form smilter (noted down only in 
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(Un.) is now only partly collective, thus: 
“to lay i’ s.”, and (more freq.) “to 
lay i’smilters” (pi.)- 2) a collec- 
tion of small objects, a heap of 
trifles or of small, living creatures, 
esp. a flock of children; in this 
sense noted down only in the form 
smilter. Un. 3) a small child. Un.: 
smilter. Also smjilter [smje'ltor]: 
Un. Esp. in pi., sm(j)ilters, of a 
flock of children. — *smildr or 
*smyldr (from *smul-, *smuldr-). Cf. 
a) Fser. smildur (or smyldur) [smil- 
dor], n., with rad. r, crumblings, 
small pieces, smash, slaa 1 s.; No. 
(and Faer.) smildra, vb., to smash 
to bits; b) No. smulder, n., small 
pieces (slaa i s.), smuldra, f., a par- 
ticle (smola, f.), smyllro, dat. pi., 
in the expr. “slaa i smyllro”, to 
break into small pieces, to smash. 
See smolter and smill, sbs. In 
sense of a small child smilter 
(smolter) is prob. infl. by L.Sc. 
smelt, smolt, sb., a) fry of salmon, 
b) a (small) child. 

smill (smillins), see smell, sb. 
smilt [sm®i‘lt], vb. n., to melt (Yn.); 

see smelt, vb. 
smird [smard], sb.,a multitude, esp. 

of small creatures; a s. o’fuls(birds), 
o’ fish; a s. o’ bairns (children). 
Also, by hardening of rd to rt: 
smirt [sma‘rt], a s. o’ bairns. Voe, 
Du. — See mird, sb. [O.N. *myrd- 
or mergd], a dense crowd, with which 
smird must be classed etym. 

smirr [smar(r)], sb., butter, the 
fatty substance in milk. Fo. Other 
and doubtless older forms (also from 
Fo.) are: smorr [sm6r(r)] and smorr 
[smor(r)]. — O.N. smjqr and smcer, 
n., butter. See *smornalta, sb. 

smirslet [sma'rslat], adj., a) hav- 
ing a white stripe round the mouth 
or neck; b) having spots round the 
mouth or on the forehead; of sheep; 
a s. sheep. Un., Sa., Wests. Reported 
from Un. in sense a, and from Sa. 

in sense b. — Edm. has a form 
without 1: smirsit, explained as 
“having white round the mouth (ap- 
plied to sheep)”; Un.?— No doubt 
a deriv. of O.N. smyrsl, n., ointment; 
therefore: as it were smeared round 
the mouth, on the face or neck. 

smirslin [smi'rslin, smo'rslin], sb., 
a kind of sand-gaper, mya truncata, 
= Icel. and Faer. smyrslingur [smi‘rs- 
"hg'gor]. The name due to its white 
shell? See smirslet, adj. Jam. 
has: “the smurlin or smuthlin is the 
Mya truncata”, cited from Neill’s 
“Tour through Orkney and Shetland”, 
p. 93. 

smirt, sb., see smird, sb. 
smit [smit, smit], vb. a., 1) to 

take away (something) furtively, to 
pilfer; to s. onyting [‘anything’ == 
‘something’] awaa. Un. 2) s. ane- 
sell, to sneak away; to s. anesell 
ut o’ de road; he smited [smitad, 
smitad] him awaa or ut o’ de road. 
U". — Cf. No. smita (ii), vb., in 
sense of to take away furtively, to 
hide, smita seg av or undan, to steal 
away or aside (smita 3 in Aa.). 
Sw. smita, vb., to creep or steal 
along. 

smitin (smittin) [smitin] and smai- 
tin [smaitin, smai‘tin], sb., a cringle, 
a ring or eye in the bolt-rope of 
a sail for reefing it; “reef de sail 
i’ de S.!” Du., Conn. Most common 
in the form smaitin (Conn., Du.), 
in which ai is an anglicised pronunc. 
of older i. smitin is noted down 
in Duw. (Ireland). — No. smit (ii) 
and smitt, m., fastening-cord in the 
edge of a sail (Aa.). Prob. to be 
associated with No. smetta, f., smette, 
n., a narrow opening, and “smetta”, 
vb. a., to put through an opening 
(Aa.). The form [smitin] with pure 
i in the main syllable, prob. springs 
from a *smlt, though it might also 
have arisen from a *smitt. *smit- 
presupposes a *smfta, vb., used in 
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the same sense as “smetta”. See 
smit, vb. 

smitt [smit, smat], sb., infection, 
caused by disease. No., Fser., Sw. 
smitta, f., Da. smitte. 

smitt [smit, smat], vb., to infect, 
of disease. Pres. part, smittin, in- 
fecting, used adjectivally in sense 
of infectious. — No., Fser., Sw. smitta, 
Da. smitte, vb., id. 

smitt [smit, smat], adj., infectious; 
a s. sickness. Sa., Wests, [(smit) 
smat]. “s. sickness” for “s.-sickness”? 
See smitt, sb. 

smjill, see smell (smill), sb. 
smjog, vb., see smog, vb. 
smjoga, sb., see smoga, sb. 

smjongni [smjagni], smjongi (smjun- 
gi) [smjaggi, smjorjgi] and smjonger 
[smjoggar], sb., tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang. at sea for the eel. N.I. 
(and Wh.). Other forms without j 
are: smongner [smorjnar], smongi 
[smorjgi (sm&ggi)], smonger [smog- 
gar (sm&ggar)], smunger [smoggar], 
smungna[smogna],smoggi, smug- 
gi [(smogi) smogi], smogger, smug- 
ger [smogar, smogar]. — [smognar, 
smoggar]: Fe. [smognar, smogar, 
smogar]: Un. occas. [sm&ggi, sm&g- 
gar]: Uws. [smogi]: Um0. [smjoggi]: 
Wh. [smogna] is reported by J. I. 
[smjogni], the most orig. form, is 
found sporadically in the N.I. (U. and 
Fe.) and in Wh., but is very rare 
or archaic. From Esh., Nmw., is re- 
ported [smoggi] in sense of a conger- 
eel. A form spongi [spoggi (sp&ggi)], 
noted down on Wests. [Fo.: spoggi; 
W.: sp&ggi], has arisen from smongi 
by corruption. — Orig. “*hinn smoyg- 
ni”, the supple, the smooth one, 
from O.N. *sm0yginn, adj., supple, 
slippery; No. smoygjen, adj., is also 
found in this sense. The forms a) 
smoggi, smuggi, b) smogger, 
smugger, have no doubt arisen 
through infl. of smog, smug, vb., 
to slip on or off. 

smju [smjn], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
slip (Un.). 2) vb. a., to slip on or 
off, esp. a garment (Un.); to s. doon 
de leg o’ de sokk (the stocking, 
sock). 3) vb. a., to hide away fur- 
tively; to s. anesell [‘oneself’] aff, 
to steal away; he smjud him aff, 
he stole away (Un., Fo.). — See 
smjug, vb. 

smjug [smjog, (smjug) smj6g], vb., 
1) vb. n., to slip away; to squeeze 
through a narrow opening; to s. 
Trough a hole. Sa., Wests, [smjug]. 
smju [smju], Edm.: smue, id. 2) vb. 
a., to slip (a garment) on or off; 
to s. de troosers [‘trousers’] aff, 
doon [‘down’]: Sa., Wests, [smjng]. 
smju [smju], Edm.: smue, id. U. 
occas.: smjuk [smjuk] in sense 2; 
to “smjuk on” a dulk (night-cap). 
3) vb. a., to hide away furtively; 
to pass something stealthily to 
someone; he smjuged [smjugad, 
smjogad] it till (to) him (Y.; Fe.). 
to s. anesell [‘oneself’] awaa or aff, 
to steal away quietly; he smjuged 
him awaa, aff, he stole away. Y. 
and Fe. [smjug, smjog]. — O.N. 
smjiiga, vb. n., to creep or squeeze 
through a narrow opening. O.N. 
smoygja (smeygja, Icel.), vb. a., to 
slip on or off, causative to “smjiiga”. 
In Shetl. “smoygja” has been merged 
with “smjiiga”. 

smjuk, vb., see smjug, vb. 2. 
smjut. vb., see smut(t), vb. 
smodd [smod (smod)], sb., a speck, 

a small particle; a s. o’ meal; no 
[‘not’] as. — No. smutt, m. and n., 
a particle. In sense of dirty spot, 
however, the word must be Eng. 
smut, sb., where t may have changed 
to d through infl. of smodd, par- 
ticle. In exprs. such as “no a s. 
o’ dust”, both senses are merged 
together. 

smog1, smug [smog], vb., to slip, 
pull off (a garment); s. aff; s. aff 
dee! pull off your clothes! Conn. 
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— O.N. smoygja, vb., to slip on 
or off. smog, smug, however, has 
not been developed phonetically from 
“smoygja”, but presupposes a *smo- 
ga, *smuga, or *smoka, *smuka; see 
smuk, vb. Cf. smjug, vb. 

smog2 [smog (smog)], vb., to 
drive sheep into the small sheep- 
fold, smoga, adjoining the big one. 
Often noted down in the form smjog 
[smjog]. Conn. — *smoga, *smuga. 
See smoga, sb. 2. 

smoga, smuga [smoga (smoga), 
smoga], sb., l) a narrow passage 
between two fences, esp. home-field 
fences, tun-fences. Fe. [smoga, 
smoga (smoga)]. 2) a small sheep- 
fold, added to the big one. In this 
sense noted down only in Conn, and 
esp. in the form smjoga (smjuga) 
[smjoga, smjoga]. — As a place- 
name the word is found in sense of 
a narrow passage, path, hiding-hole; 
nowadays in several cases found also 
as the name of small patches of cul- 
tivated land, strips of field. The 
forms of pronunc. vary, occas. with 
a short and occas. with a long 
vowel, often with dropped final a: 
[smoga (smoga), smoga, smog (smog), 
smog, smjog]. Exx.: de Smogas 
[smogas] (Grimster, Kwarf), pi., cul- 
tivated patches, de Smog [smog] 
(Head o’ Klett, Wh.), a cleft in a 
rocky coast (g j o). de Smogs [smogs] 
(Conn.), hiding-holes, de Pettasmog 
[pet"asmog‘, pet'ismog'] or “de Pitta- 
smog” [pit"asmog', pifismog’] (Un. 
on the east-side of Burra Firth), a 
passage down to a ledge in a rocky 
wall facing the sea: *P6ttasmoga 
(-smuga), *Pittasmoga (-smuga): the 
Piet’s hiding-hole. With inserted j: 
smjog [smjog] in “de Kattismjogs 
[kat'ismjogs']’’ (Conn.), fissures (orig. a haunt of wild cats): *kattasmogur. 
In the def. pi. form: a) de Smogins 
[smogms] (Yn.), a piece of home- 
field, b) de Durasmogins [dn"rasmog- 

•ins] (Glup, Yn.), a road along which 
sheep are driven: *durasmogurnar 
(with later added Eng. pi. s), “door- 
passages". See Shell. Stedn. p. 149 
(Pettasmog p. 214). — O.N. smuga, 
f., a) a narrow opening through 
which one can creep, b) a hiding- 
place. No. smoga, f., a hiding- 
place, a narrow passage, smog, n., 
inter alia a narrow passage between 
the houses. Sw. dial, smuga, sm&ga, 
f., a narrow passage between the 
houses. Icel. smuga, f., chink, crack; 
a small door (B.H.). Peer, smoga, f., 
a narrow passage, opening (open- 
ing in a sheepfold). The Shetl. 
forms of pronunc. with long o point 
back to a “smoga”; the forms with 
short, close o [smoga], however, may 
spring partly from “smuga”, partly 
from “smoga”. 

smogger [sm&gor], vb. a., to take 
away stealthily; to s. awaa. Fo. — 
*smogra? *smokra? Hardly a form 
of Eng. smuggle. Cf. smjug, vb. 
3, and smuk, vb., also No. smokla, 
vb. n., to lie in ambush, to steal 
along. 

smoiler [sm&ilar], sb., tabu-name, 
sea-term, \oxgun. Un. — For ♦smoi- 
ler [*sm&lar]. See smellek, smel- 
ler, sb., “the cracking one". 

smoill, sb., see smoll, sb. 
smoit, smoitt [smoit, smoi't, smoit 

(smoi't), smo'jj, vb., 1) vb. a., a) to 
take away stealthily; to s. a ting, 
to s. somet’in’ awaa. Un. [smoit]; Yn. 
[smoit, smoi't]. b) to hand over fur- 
tively, to s. onyting into ane’s hand. 
Yn. [smoi't]. 2) vb. n., to steal along 
in a spying manner. In this sense 
noted down in Sandwick, Du11., in 
the form smoitt [smo'jj. — smoit(t) 
has arisen from an older *smott 
through softening of tt: [*smo[, *sm61J. 
smoit(t) is syn. with smut(t), vb. 
(No. smutta, Da. smutte, vb.). 

smoiti [smoi'ti, sm&i'ti], sb., woollen 
night-cap. Un. For *[smo[i] with 
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softened t from an older *smotti. 
To be classed with smut(t), vb., (to 
slip) in sense of to slip on (or off) 
a garment. Cf. No. smott, smutt, 
m., a covering, finger-stall, Icel. 
smotta, f., in “halssmotta”, the edge 
of a garment lying round the neck 
(B.H., under “haism&l”). For the 
Shetl. form smoiti cf. smoit, vb., 
parallel form to smut(t), vb. 

smoiti [smoiti, smoi‘ti], adj., very 
small; piri s., diminutive; a piri 
s. knowe [‘knoll’]. Un. — Prop, no 
doubt O.N. sm&tt, adj., in neut., small, 
little, from “sm&r”; see smutt, adj. 

smoli [smoli], adv., slowly, piece 
by piece, by degrees. Conn. “So 
lunk we so smoli”, so we trudge 
slowly on (Conn.), with which cf. 
Sw.: “SS lunka vi s& sm&ningom”. 
— O.N. *sm&liga, adv., slightly, in- 
considerably (O.N. sm&ligr, adj., 
slight, inconsiderable). 

smoli [smo'l], sb., shivers, small 
bits; to geng i’ s. Un. — *smull 
(*smyll). Cf. smell (smill), sb. 

smoit [smo'lt], sb., = smoll and 
smolter 1, sbs.; laid i’ smoit. Ai. 
(Fogrigarth). See under smolter, sb. 

smoit, smoilt [smo'lt, smoi'lt], vb. n., 
to melt (in the mouth). Yn. See 
smelt, vb. For the form smoit 
cf. No. smoltna, vb. n., to be melted, 
dissolved. 

smolta, smoilta [smo'jta, smoi'lta; 
sma‘[ta, sm5i‘lta], sb., dense, stifling 
smoke (in a house), smoke that 
fills the room; a s. o’ reek; der ’r 
a s. o’ reek i’ de hus. Nm. [smo‘[ta, 
smoi'lta]: Nmn. (N.Roe) and Nmw. 
occas. [sma‘lta, smoi'lta]: Nmw. occas. 
In Nmn. also with dropped ending: 
smoit, smoilt [smo‘]t, smoilt], as. 
o’ reek. — Prop, melted or dis- 
solved mass? Cf. No. smelta, f., a 
mass, jumble, Sw. smelta, f., a) as 
much as is melted at one time, b) 
a mass, quantity. For the vowel 
o in smolta cf. smoit, vb. n., = 

! smelt, vb. n., to be melted, as well 
as No. smoit, n., something melted, 
melted fat. 

smolter, smoilter [smo'jtar, smoi‘l- 
tor], sb., 1) shivers, small bits, to 
geng i’ s.; to lay i’ s., to smash, 
crash. U. 2) a) trifles, diminutive 
objects, e.g. very small potatoes; 
b) small creatures, esp. a) disparag- 
ingly of small fish, ft) endearingly 
of small children. N.I. (noted down 
in U. and Fe.). [smoi'ltar] is noted 
down esp. in Un.; elsewhere more 
freq.: [smo'jtor]. Fe.: [smo'jtor] and 
[smoi'ltor]. More rarely used of a 
single little creature or thing (e.g. 
a small child, a tiny fish). U. occas. 
— smo(i)lter springs prob. from 
an orig. *smuldr (*smyldr) by harden- 
ing of dr to tr, which agrees with 
Shetl. phonetic rules; cf. Introd. V 
(also N.Spr. VII), § 28, and for the 
etym. see further under smilder 
(s mil ter), sb. In sense of small 
child, small children, there is no 
doubt an infl. of L.Sc. smoit, sb., 
a small child (prop, fry of salmon) 
= smelt. 

smora [smora], sb., clover, trifo- 
lium. Esp. white clover, trifolium 
repens. comm. — Icel. sm&ri, m., 
white clover, and by i-mutation: 
smaera, f. No. smaere, m., and smaera, 
f., Faer. smaera, f., clover. Da. dial, 
“smaere”, esp. white clover, Sw. 
dial, smare, m., and smara, f., esp. 
red clover, trifolium pratense. The 
Shetl. form smora may be either 
an old accus. form of *sm&ri or 
(more prob.) an old *sm^ra = *smaera 
(No. and Faer.) with dropped or non- 
accomplished i-mutation. 

smora-jg'/rs [smo’Tage'rs', -ga‘rs*], 
sb., thick, luxuriant grass. Un. Com- 
pounded with smora, sb. 

*smornaIta [sm6r3na‘l"ta], sb., a 
small lump of butter; partly in the 
expr. “a piri korn o’ s.”, a quite 
small lump of butter; gi’e me a 
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(piri korn o’) s. Fo. — The first 
part is smorr, sb., butter. For the 
second part see the etym. remarks 
under *nalta, sb. Note Faer. nartl, 
n., a grain, particle, found also in 
the compd. “smornartl”. It cannot 
def. be decided from which of the 
given Northern words nalta has 
arisen. It can hardly be Sw. dial, 
nalta, a trifle, because this word is 
a contraction of “nakot litet”, O.N. 
“nakkvat lltit”, rather little, and there- 
fore does not appear as part of a 
compd. 

smorr [smor(r)], sb., butter, fat 
substance in milk. Noted down 
only in Fo., where are also found 
smirr [sm3r(r)] and smorr [smor(r)]. 
O.N. smcer and smjpr, n., butter. 

*smortek [smo'rtak], sb., butter, 
noted down in the expr. “krump 
and s.”, buttered cheese-cake. Fla- 
dab., Conn". -— Deriv. of smorr, 
sb. See krump2, sb. 

smroll [smroj], sb., shivers, small 
pieces of a hard, broken object; de 
lime [lem = stoneware] is i’ (in) 
s., is gane i’ s. Yh. — The form 
smroll must have arisen by meta- 
thesis from a *s m o 11 r, orig. *smul(d)r, 
*smyl(d)r. [6] in Shetl. may in this 
case have developed either from u, 
o or y. Cf. No. (“gaa i) smyllro”, 
(go to) pieces-, Faer. smyldur or 
smildur, sb., shivers. See smilder 
(smilter) and smolter, sbs. 

smu [smn], vb., 1) to slip or draw 
(a garment) on or off; “s. on” dy 
sokk! draw on your stocking! U. 
2) s. anesell [‘oneself’], to slink, steal 
along. U. — See smju, smjug, vbs. 

smuget [smugst], adj., smooth, 
glossy, of hair and skin; s. hair, s. 
skin. St., Wests. — To be classed 
with No. smika (i’), vb., to smooth 
(R.). 

smug [smog]-/rocfr, sb., = s m u gi, 
smuggi, sb. 

smugi, smuggi [(smugi) smogi], 

sb., a frock (for outside wear), esp. of 
leather or oilskin and drawn over the 
head. Conn. Also smoggi [smogi] 
and “smug [smog]-frock” (Conn.). 
— From smog1, smug, vb. See 
smuki, sb. 

smuk [smuk; smuk, smok], vb., 
1) vb. a., to draw (a garment) on 
or off; to “s. on” a dulk or night- 
cap (Un.); “s. on” dy socks! (Wh.); 
to s. aff a sock (Du., N.). Also to 
draw or pull down a hollow, open 
object (e.g. a bag) over something; 
he smuked [smukad] a bag ower 
my head (Wh.). 2) vb. n., to slip; 
s. t’rough, to slip through. Esh., 
Nmw., Ai., Wests. (Onjefirth). — 
Noted down with long u [u]-sound 
in Du. and N., in the other given 
places with short u [u (6)]-sound. 
Acc. to Shetl. phonetic rules the 
word may be developed from a 
*smug [*smug] = smjug, vb. Cf. 
smu [smO] = smju [smju], vb. In 
Conn, smug [smog] with short vowel- 
sound = smog, vb. Cf. with k, 
however, (and short vowel-sound): 
No. and Icel. smokka, vb., = Shetl. 
smuk 1. 

smuket [(smnkat) smukat], adj., 
cunning, crafty. Edm.: smookit. 
From smuk, vb. (q.v.), to slip. 

smuki [smuki], sb., a woollen frock, 
esp. for outside wear. Wests., Du. 
— Prop, that which one pulls on. 
Cf. a) No. smokk and smukk, m., 
(skin-) covering, finger-stall (Aa.), 
Sw. dial, smokk, m., occas. id., Icel. 
smokkr, m., a sleeveless garment 
covering the upper part of the body 
(E. J.), O.N. smokkr, m., woman’s 
plastron, b) Eng. smock, sb. The 
Shetl. word has the appearance of a 
deriv. of smuk, vb. 1. 

smukk [(smok) smok(k)], sb., a 
thick woollen shoe consisting of 
several layers of scraps of cloth 
or rags stitched together, comm. 
— Prop, that which one slips on 
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the foot. Cf. Icel. smokkr, m., sheath, 
case, into which one slips some- 
thing, smokka, vb., to put or slip 
into something. No. smokk, smukk, 
and Sw. dial, smokk, m., a covering, 
finger-stall. Cf. the prec. word and 
see smuk, vb. 

smukk [smok(k)], vb., to tie or 
sew a rag about the foot of a hen 
or cock to prevent it from scratching 
up the seed-corn; to s. hens or cocks. 
Wests. — Phrase: to geng like [lek] 
a smukket [smok(k)ot] hen, to lift 
the feet high in walking. — *smukka 
= *smokka, vb., to draw on (a gar- 
ment), No. and Icel. smokka, vb. 
See smuk, vb., and smukk, sb. 

smukket [smokot, smok(k)3t], adj., 
feathery-legged, of birds, esp. hens; 
a s. hen. U. Prop, having a cover- 
ing or sheath round the legs. Cf. 
Icel. smokkr, m., a sheath. No. smokk, 
smukk, m., Sw. dial, smokk, m., a 
covering (finger-stall). See the two 
prec. words. 

smuks [smoks], vb., prop, to wear 
very thick and clumsy boots or shoes, 
hence to be untidy and careless about 
the feet; to wear clumsy and untidy 
boots or shoes; to geng smuk sin. 
Fe., Nmn. (N.Roe). — See smukk, 
sb., of which smuks must be a 
deriv., and cf. smukket, adj. 

smukset [smoksot], adj., wearing 
clumsy and untidy boots or shoes; 
untidy and careless about the feet; 
s. aboot de feet; a s. body (person). 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — Deriv. of the prec. 
word. Cf. smukk, sb., and smuk- 
ket, adj. 

smurr [smor(r)], sb., collect., a 
collection of diminutive things, esp. 
very small potatoes. Du. — The 
same word as murr1, sb.; q.v. Diff. 
from L.Sc. smurr, sb., drizzling rain, 
= smore, smure. Shetl. smura 
[smura], smuri [smuri] of drizzling 
rain and thick dust or smoke is 
prob. L.Sc. (smure) and hardly to 

be associated directly with Shetl. 
mur, sb. and vb. 

smut, smutt [smut, smot], vb., 
1) vb. a., a) to put or hide away 
stealthily, to s. awaa; to handover 
furtively; to s. a ting to (till) ane. 
U. b) s. anesell [‘oneself’], to slip 
stealthily; he smuted him [‘-self’] 
ut. N.Roe, Nmn. c) s. anesell i’ 
(into) de claes, to slip or creep into 
one’s clothes; “he smuted him i’ 
(into) de claes”; noted down acc. to 
J. I. in this expr. 2) vb. n., to steal 
along in a spying manner; in this 
sense noted down in Dun. (Sandwick) 
and Conn, in the forms smjut [smjut, 
smjot] and smoitt [smo'lj; to geng 
smjutin or smoittin aboot, to go 
quietly about observing furtively 
(Sandwick). Conn.:smjut. Sandw., 
Dun.: smjut and smoitt. — No. 
smutta, vb., to slip on or off, smota 
and smuta, vb., a) vb. a., to take 
away stealthily, etc., b) vb. n., to 
slip away, smyta, vb. a., to hide 
away furtively. The Shetl. forms 
of pronunc. with phonetic u [u] or 
strong, close o [6]-sound more prob. 
indicate an origin from *smuta than 
from *smutta. The latter ought rather 
to have given the pronunc.: [smot] 
with phonetic o. smoitt, however, 
springs from a root-form with long 
(double) t: *smutta (or *smotta). 

smuter1, smutter [smutar, sm6t9r], 
vb., 1) to take away furtively, to 
pilfer. Fo. 2^8. anesell [‘oneself’], 
to steal away quietly; he s m u t (t) e r d 
him awaa, he stole away. Fo. — 
Deriv. of smut, vb. 

smuter2 [smutar], vb., to speak 
in a low or whispering voice, to 
mutter; to sit smuterin for anesell. 
Fo. — Cf. a) No. smuta, vb., to 
speak in a low voice, b) Shetl. 
muter [mutar, motar, motar], vb., 
to mutter. 

smuti [smuti], sb., a person who 
sneaks about in a spying manner; 
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noted down esp. in the expr. “to 
geng like [lek] a s.”, to steal about 
like a spy. Esh., Nmw. — Deriv. 
of smut, vb. 2, to steal along. 

smuti [smuti], adj., hidden, secret; 
cunning; s. wark [‘work’]. Du. From 
smut, vb. 

smutt, vb., see smut, vb. 
smutt [smot (smut)], adj., small, 

far too small or short; (too) little; 
noted down only in a few exprs.: 
dis is rader [‘rather’] s„ this is far 
too small (short), little (Fe.); s. and 
“fairly”, little and big, small and 
great. — Prop, the neuter form 
“sm&tt” of O.N. sm&r, adj., small, 
little. 

smutter, see smuter1, vb. 
smer [smsr], vb., to smear. Noted 

down in Fo. in a general sense, esp. 
to grease, in Sa. esp. in the expr. 
“to s. de een”, acc. to an old, super- 
stitious custom: to smear the eyes 
with a miraculous ointment giving 
the power of seeing hidden things, 
mentioned in Northern fairy tales 
(huldresagn). Otherwise Eng. smear 
is used. — O.N. smyrja, vb., to smear, 
anoint. 

smorr [smor(r)], sb., butter, the 
fatty substance in milk. Fo. Also 
in the forms smorr [sm6r(r)] and 
smirr [smor(r)]. Fo. — O.N. smoer 
and smjpr, n., butter. 

snabbek [snabok], sb., a band tied 
round the neck of an animal-, Yh.; 
see sneppi (sneppek), sb. 

snagg [snag], sb., \) wooden pin, 
knob or button, timmer-s. Du. 2) 
projecting point; a sokkaleg (a 
footless stocking) wi’ a s. ower de 
tae [‘toe’] (P.). 3) a wooden bolt 
as a door-fastening, occas. with a 
handle (Fo.), also a latch (Du.). 4) 
metaph.: obstacle; a s. i’ de way. 
Du. In this sense with the pronunc. 
[snag] beside [snag]. — Icel. snagi, 
m., a wooden peg, No. snage, m., 
and snag, n., projecting point, spike. 

Eng. snag, sb. (L.Sc. snag, sb., a 
twig. Jam.). 

snapp1 [snap], sb., a small heap 
of sheaves of corn on the field, a 
s. o’ corn; to set s., to put up 
sheaves of corn in heaps or small 
stacks (Un.); de corn is standin’ i’ 
s., the corn is standing in small 
stacks to dry (De.). Un. and De. 
From De. reported of a small “stook”, 
of six sheaves put together. — snapp, 
by change from hn to sn. Cf. O.N. 
“hnappr” in “lynghnappr”, m., a 
bundle of heather, Icel. hnappr,knappr, 
m. , a bundle; sheaf 

snapp2 [snap], sb., a knob, round 
top. Used as a sea-term in the Fetlar 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. for the south 
point of “Finni Ness” (Fe6.): de 
Snapp. — Is the same word as 
knapp and snapp1, sbs. O.N. 
knappr, m., a knob, round top. 

snapp [snap], adj., short in speech, 
answering in few, evasive words. 
— May be partly a *snappr, No. 
snapp, adj., scanty, narrow, partly 
a *hnappr = O.N. knappr, adj., 
scanty. 

snappi [snapi] and snappek [snapok], 
sb., a band tied round an animal's 
neck or foot (U.); see sneppi, sb. 

snar [snar], sb., 1) kink in a 
rope. 2) loop in the cord in 
which a lever-balance is held during 
weighing; see snar el, sb. 3) the 
turn of the tide; also the point of 
time when the tide turns; de s. o’ 
de tide; comm. In some places 
only of the first movement of the 
tide; de s. o’ de tide; a guid [‘good’] 
or ill s. i’ de tide. 4) latch of a 
door. Conn. — *snar. No. snar, 
n. , a twist, kink (in thread). The 
senses given under 3 are to be 
classed with O.N. snara, vb., a) to 
set in motion, b) to turn quickly; 
to twist; wring. Meaning 4 springs 
from O.N. snara b. 

snar [snar], vb., 1) vb. a., to twist; 
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to turn about rapidly. 2) vb. n., 
to turn round quickly. Conn. (acc. 
to R. C.). 3) s. a tide, to row or 
sail across the tide at the time 
when it is turning. — O.N. snara 
vb., a) to set in (rapid) motion, b) 
to turn; to twist, snar 3 is a local 
Shell, expr. formed from snar, sb. 3. 

snara [snara]-p/n, sb., a wooden 
pin used as a fish-hook in former 
times. U. = snivri, sb. 2. 

snarel [snaral, snarol, -31], sb., a 
wooden pin put through the loop 
of a cord round a lever-balance for 
holding it when weighing (N.Roe 
or Wh.); b) a piece of cord round 
a lever-balance for holding it when 
weighing (Fo.). [snarol] and [snarol]: 
Fo. [snaral] and snari [snari]: N.Roe 
or Wh. — O.N. snerill, m., = snar- 
vplr, m., a stick put into the loop 
of a rope in order to twist it (Fr.). 
Cf. snivri, sb. 

snaver [snavor], sb., a piece of 
wood put between the strands of a 
tether to prevent it from twisting. 
The wooden pin on a tether is in- 
serted through the noose round the 
neck of the animal to prevent it from 
being strangled. Conn. — *hnafr(i), 
with change of hn to sn in Shetl. 
Cf. No. knavr, knavre, m., a knob; 
a snout-ring, knarv, m., a knob, 
and knarve, m., a) a small wooden 
bar revolving on a pivot as a door- 
fastening (Faer. knarvi, m.), b) partly 
= “kvervel”, also used in sense of 
wooden pin in a rope. In Sw. dial, 
“knavar” is found as a verb in sense 
of to place a wooden pin in the 
mouth of a calf or kid to prevent 
it from sucking the dam (Ri.). Cf. 
snever and snivri, sbs. 

snaw-berin, snaw-brimi, snaw- 
bol, sbs., see berin, brimi, bol, sbs. 

snaw-ful [snaful], sb., snow-bird, 
emberiza nivalis, comm. — O.N. 
snjofugl, m., No. snjofugl, Faer. snjo- 
fuglur, Da. (dial.) snefugl, snow-bird. 

snaw-grima, snaw-kavi, sbs., 
see grima, kavi, sbs. 

snai [snai], sb., a blaze on the 
face of an animal, esp. a horse; 
see sni2, sb. 

snaid [snaid], snaied [snaiod], 
adj., having a blaze on the face, 
of an animal, esp. a horse. Fo. See 
snid, adj. 

snaik, snike [snai'k], vb., to sneak 
(Nm.), owing to the diphthong ai 
the word points back to O.N. snlkja, 
vb., to sponge on, as O.N. i (y) 
freq. changes to ai in Shetl. by a 
later Eng. infl. snaik has not been 
developed from Eng. sneak, vb., as 
Eng. ea, ee, do not change to ai 
in Shetl. Cf. snigg2, vb. 

snaipet [snaipot], adj., shrunken, 
shrivelled, of a face; a s. face. Of 
a person: having a shrunken face; 
S.-lookin’. Du. — For older *snipet. 
Cf. No. snipen, adj., short, surly; 
scant, and see snippen, adj. 

fsnait [snait], sb., 1) a morsel of 
food, a piece of bread, a s. o’ bread 
(Sa.). 2) a child with a good appe- 
tite. Un. 3) the cask; prop, sea- 
term, tabu-name? In sense 3 noted 
down in N.Roe. — A.S. snsed, f., 
a morsel of food. O.N. sn6d (*sn0edi), 
n., a meal. A form with t: “snajt-” 
is found in Sw. dial. See fsnait, 
vb., and the etym. remarks given 
thereunder. 

fsnait [snait], vb., to eat, esp. 
with small appetite; to poke or root 
in the food or fodder, like a child 
or a pig; to s. a bit o’ bread; to s. 
in onyting; he is aye snaitin i’ 
somet’in’; de grice (bairn) snaits 
(is snaitin) i’ de food; to knjark 
and s. Un. — A.S. snsedan, O.N. 
snseda, vb., to eat. In form the 
Shetl. word approaches Sw. dial, 
snajta, vb., to eat (Ri. p. 642 under 
“snida”, vb.). 

snapp, vb., see snepp, vb. 
sne [sne], sb., \) an incision, a 
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slanting cut; in a special sense: 
a piece cut on the slant from the 
top of a sheep’s ear, as a mark. 
Fe. In general sense: slanting cut 
a form snei [snsi, snaei] is noted 
down in S.Sh. (Conn, or Du".). 2) 
a) a slanting (twisted) or stooping 
position in preparing an attack or 
the carrying out of a ruse; b) per- 
verted or malicious disposition; in- 
clination to do harm or mischief; 
“he is standin’ wi’ a S. in (atill) 
him”; in senses a and b. Fe. 3) in 
the expr.: “der ’r (der’ wer’) nae 
[‘no’] s. on de fish”, the fish will 
(would) not take the bait, sea-term. 
Fe. — O.N. sneid, f., a slice. With 
sne 1, in sense of ear-mark in sheep, 
cf. Faer. “sneitt”, perf. part, in neut., 
under sned, adj. With sne 2 cf. 
Sw. dial, sned (*snid), n., a) obli- 
quity, b) trick, prank, snid, n., a) 
a slanting cut (O.N. snid, n.), b) 
slanting position, c) trick, piece of 
roguery, d) manner, (correct) hand- 
ling (Aa.), usage, likelihood (R.); 
No. snida, vb., in the expr. “snida 
inn paa nokon”, to upbraid one, 
O.N. snida, vb., to slice, cut, in 
“snida til”, to seize the opportunity, 
to set to work, sne, in the expr. 
given under 3, has prob. a root- 
meaning: correct mode or practice; 
see further under sni1, sb. 

sne [sne], vb., to cut; esp. in 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea; to S. 
de bait, to cut up the bait. Also 
snei [snaei], which may have arisen 
either from sne or sni. — O.N. 
sneida, vb., to cut, = snida. Cf. 
sni, vb. 

snebbek [snaebak], sb., a piece 
of rope round the neck of an ani- 
mal (a calf); N.I. occas.; see snep- 
pi, sb. 

sned [sne®d], adj., properly perf. 
part., with a piece cut aslant from 
the top, of a marked ear in sheep; 
a s. lug. Fe. — To be classed with 

sne, sb. 1. Cf. Faer. sneitt, perf. part, 
in neut., from sneida, vb., to cut, 
used in the same sense as Shetl. 
sned, and denoting the same kind 
of ear-mark in sheep. Cf. kned, adj. 

sneg [sneg], sb., a blaze on the 
face of a horse. Wests, occas. (Ai., 
W.). — Prob. a *snaeki, n., deriv. 
of *sn£kr, Faer. sn£kur, sn&ki, m., 
snout, muzzle, No. snok (oo), m. 
Cf. Faer. sn&kutur, adj., a) snoutish, 
with sleek hair brushed smoothly 
back, b) having a blaze on the face 
(of an animal, horse). 

sneget1 [snegot], adj., having a 
blaze on the face, of a horse. Wests, 
occas. (Ai., W.). — Prob.: *snaekinn, 
adj., derived from *snakr, m., a 
snout. Cf. Faer. sn&kutur, adj., snout- 
ish, partly in the same sense as 
Shetl. sneget. See sneg, sb. 

sneget2 [snegot], adj., cunning and 
malicious, esp. in the compd. “ill- 
s.” S. Sh. — Prob. *snaekinn, prop. 
snoutish, and thus the same word 
as sneget1. Cf. No. snaek, snaeken, 
adj., obtrusive, prying, and see 
further ill-sneget and ill-snuget, 
-snuket, adjs. 

snegg [snaeg (sneg, sneg)] and 
more comm, snigg [smg, sneg], vb., 
1) to neigh, whinny, of a horse. N.I. 
and several places. The form snegg 
(beside snigg) is noted down only 
in N.I. 2) to snigger. — O.N. 
hneggja, vb., to neigh, whinny. Cf. 
negg, vb. 

snegger, snigger [(snaegor, snegor) 
snegor], sb., sea-term, tabu-name for 
horse. U. (Uwg). Prop, neigher. O.N. 
*hneggjari, m. See the foil. word. 

sneggin, sniggin [snegin, smgin], 
sb., sea-term, tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang. for horse. Du. and 
several other places; esp. [smgin]: 
Du., written sniggin. Also snegg- 
om, sniggom [snegom, smgom]: 
Papa St.; Lunn.; Wh.; Nn. [snegom]: 
Lunn.; Wh.; Nn. [smgom]: Papa. — 
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Prop, neigher, *hneggingr, m., from 
O.N. hneggja, vb., to neigh, whinny. 
See the prec. word, and cf. neggi, sb. 

snei1 [snei, snaei], sb., an incision, 
a slanting cut (Conn, or Dun.); see 
sne and sni1, sbs. 

snei2 [snaei], sb., a blaze on the 
face of an animal (a horse). Ai. 
occas. (Onjefirth) and several other 
places. See sni2, sb. 

snei [snaei], vb., to cut, esp. used as 
a sea-term. See sne and sni, vbs. 

sneid [snaeid], sneied [snaeiod], 
adj., having a blaze on the face, 
of a horse. Ai. and several places. 
Edm. has “sneyd, a horse with awhile 
nose”. — See further snid, adj. 

fsnekk, sneck [(snek) snaek], sb., 
(small) fishing-ground close to the 
shore, esp. for cod-fishing; acodlin-s. 
Du. — Is a translation of skor, skorr, 
sb., in sense o\ fishing-ground (prop. 
score) into L.Sc. sneck, sb., a cut, 
incision. 

sneldet [sne3ld9t], adj., surly; dis- 
obliging, esp. in the compd. ill- 
sneldet, noted down esp. of a fish 
that will not take the bait. Wests. 
(Sa., Fo.). — *snaeld6ttr, usnouted”, 
formed by i-mutation from O.N. sn£ldr, 
m., a snout. See snold, sb., and 
ill-sneldet, adj. 

snell [snei, snaei] and snill [snei], 
adj., 1) pure, clear, esp. of white 
colour; as s. as snaw [‘snow’], as 
white as snow; a s. sheep, a white 
sheep with a snow-white forehead 
(Fo.: snill). Also in the compd. 
“s.-white”, snow-white. 2) keen and 
biting, of cold, a cold wind; a s. wind; 
he (the weather) is very s. de day 
[‘to-day’]. 3) sharp, shrill, piercing, 
of sound (Fe.). 4) intensive in compds. 
such as: s.-dry, bone-dry (Fe.). See 
ante “s.-white”. — No. snjell (snell), 
adj., inter alia pure, clear, also of 
the air: bright and cold (R.); some- 
what acrid (esp. of beverage, taste). 
Faer. snjallur [snjadlor], adj., inter alia 

loud, shrill. N.Eng. dial, and L.Sc. 
snell, adj., sharp, piercing, biting, 
e.g. of wind. O.N. snjallr, adj., is 
handed down in deviating senses 
(able; brave; shrewd; eloquent, ete.). 

snell [(snei) snaei] and snill [snei], 
adv., hastily, too s. dried, dried too 
quickly, e.g. of corn dried in a pot, 
burstin (Yh.). — O.N. snellt, adv., 
is handed down esp. in a metaph. 
sense: in a hasty or agitated temper 
(Fr.). Cf. Germ, schnell, adj. and 
adv., quick. 

snellet?, adj., light-coloured or 
white and having a snow-white face, 
of sheep. Edm. has: “snaelit (ap- 
plied to sheep), light-coloured in body 
with a white face”. Either a derived 
form from snell, adj., or a *snae-litr, 
snow-tinted, a “snaelit” sheep = a 
snell sheep; see snell, adj. 1. 

snepp [snap, snaep], vb., a) to tie; 
to clench; to s. de bands, de nev, 
to clench the hands, the fist. In Du. 
comm.: “to S. de hands”, but “to 
‘steek’ de nev”. to s. de mesi, 
to tie the bearing-bands around the 
straw-work basket, in transport by 
pack-horse. N.I. occas. used beside 
knepp and hnepp. Du. [snaep]. 
b) to span, reach (round, over); 
I canno s. it, I cannot span (round, 
over) it; I canno s. ower my wrist, 
/ cannot span round my wrist. Du. 
[snaep]. — Beside snepp, a form 
snapp [snap, snsop], esp. in sense 
a, is noted down in Du. — snepp 
for hnepp by a change hn > sn. 
O.N. hneppa and kneppa, vb., to 
pinch; squeeze. See hnepp and 
knepp, vbs. 

sneppi [snapi, snaepi], sb., a band 
round the neck or foot of an ani- 
mal, a band by which a (young) 
animal is tethered, esp. in the stall; 
a band round the neck of a calf 
(cow, pig), round the foot of a lamb 
orsheep. N.I.(U.). The form sneppi 
is peculiar to U. (Un.). From Y. and 
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Fe. is reported sneppek [(snepok) 
snsepak]. More rarely snepp [snep, 
snaep] with dropped final vowel. 
Other forms (all peculiar to N.I.) 
are: a) snebbek [snaebak], b) with- 
out i-mutation: snappi [snapi], snap- 
pek [snapak], snabbek [snabak], 
c) snippek [snapak]. snappi and 
snappek: U. (snappi: Un.; snappek: 
Um0.). snabbek: Yh. snippek: 
Feh. Outside N.I.: halsband and 
“craigband” (L.Sc. craig, sb., neck). 
— *hneppi, n., or *hneppa, f., with 
the change hn > sn in Shetl. Cf. 
Sw. dial, knappa, f., small collar 
round the neck of a calf. No. kneppe, 
n., a snout-ring. See snepp, vb., 
with which sneppi, etc., is to be 
classed. 

sner [sner], sb., the turn of the 
tide, a s. o’ tide (Fo.); see snar, sb. 

snever [snevar], sb., a piece of 
wood put between the strands of a 
tether. Conn. Also snsever [snie- 
var]: Conn. — Prob. a *hnefri. See 
snaver and snivri, sbs. 

snever [snevar], vb., 1) to poke 
one’s nose into, to be bent upon 
getting something, to s. efter a 
ting (Snaraness, Sae.). 2) to ingra- 
tiate oneself. Sa. — No. sneva, Faer. 
snevja, vb., to snuff, scent, Icel. 
snefja, vb., to scent out. O.N. snefja, 
vb., is handed down in the expr. 
“sitja snafdr til”, to be bent upon (Fr.). 

sni1 [snl (sni)], sb., 1) a cut. 
Partly also snai [snai]. 2) correct 
mode or usage? noted down in the 
exprs.: der ’r a ill s. [sni] upo de 
fish, the fish will not take the bait 
(W.), der’ wer’ no a s. [sni] on her 
(de fish) de day, the fish were not 
inclined to take the bait to-day 
(Nmw.). Cf. sne, sb. — O.N. snifl, 
n., a cut. With sni, in the senses 
given under 2, cf. No. snid, n., (cut, 
slanting cut) in sense of (correct) 
mode (AaO, usage, likelihood (R.). 

sni2 [sni], sb., a blaze on the face 

of an animal, esp. a horse. Sa., 
Wests, snei [snaeij: Ai. occas. (Onje- 
firth). snai [snai]: fairly comm, with 
anglicising of long i to ai. — Prob. 
an orig. *sn^6i, n., from *snti5r, m., 
snout, muzzle. Cf. Faer. snydi (snldi) 
[snoii], n., snout; face (jokingly, 
endearingly), Icel. sntidr, m., a snout 
(B.H.), Da. snue, vb., to sniff, L.G. 
snau, trunk, snout. Faer. snad, f., 
a (white) stripe down the face of 
an animal, is cognate with Shetl. 
sni. For the development of mean- 
ing of sni cf. Faer. sn&kutur, adj., a) 
having a smooth, glossy forehead, 
b) having a (white) stripe down the 
face (of an animal, esp. a horse), 
and the relation of this adj. to Faer. 
sn&kur, sn^ki, m., No. snok (oo), m., 
Sw. dial, snok, f., a snout, muzzle. 
See snidel, sb. 

sni [sni], vb., to cut; he snid 
[snid] him in his finger, he cut his 
finger (Yb.); to s. de bait, to cut 
up the bait; “boy, du is sniin 
[snlin] yon nebord ower drog” 
(Uwg), expr. used at sea; see ne- 
bord, sb., and drog, adj. s. aff, 
to cut off. Also sniv [sniv]: N.I. 
occas.; Wh. — O.N. snlda, vb., to 
cut. See sniv, vb. 

fsnibb [smb], vb., to snip off, to 
cut (a piece) right off, s. aff; also 
to cut the hair too close (to s. de 
head). May be partly No. snubba, 
vb., to snip off, curtail, etc. — see 
the two foil, words — partly Eng. 
snub, dial, snib, vb., id. i for u in 
snibb agrees with Shetl. phonetic 
rules, but may, however, be due to 
L.Sc. infl. 

snibbet [smbot], adj., stumpy, too 
short. Un. Also having the hair 
cut too close (acc. to J.I.). Faer. 
snubbutur, No. snubbutt, adj., id. i 
in snibbet is prob. due to L.Sc. 
infl. See fsnibb, vb. 

snibset [smbsat], adj., having a 
short, broadface, s.-faced. Sa.,Wests. 
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—- Deriv. of snibbet, adj. — For 
the s.-deriv. cf. No. snypsen, adj., 
surly, abrupt. 

snid [snid], adj., blazed, appl. to 
the face of an animal, esp. a horse; 
a s. horse. 5a., Wests. Other forms, 
arisen by diphthongization of i, are: 
a) sneid [snaeidj, sneied [snaeiad]; 
Ai. and several other places; and more 
comm.: b) snaid [snaid], snaied 
[snaiad]. — From sni2, sb. 

snidel [snidal], sb., a blaze, esp. 
on a sheep (a white stripe on a 
dark sheep and conversely). Fo. — 
*snyaill? Extended form of *snid, 
which is prob. an old *sn^di, n., i- 
mutated form from (O.N.) *snti(5r, m., a 
snout, muzzle. See further sni2, sb. 

snideld [snidald], adj., blazed, hav- 
ing a white (black) stripe, snidel, 
down the face, of a dark (light) 
animal, respectively, esp. a sheep. 
Fo. — Formed from the prec. word. 

snig [snlg, snig], vb., to sneak 
in to get something, to sponge; to 
come snigin, to come sponging 
(Fo.: [snig]); to S. upon ane, to 
sponge upon someone, esp. for food 
(UV. [snig]). — O.N. snlkja, vb., 
(to steal in) to sponge on; Sw. dial, 
snika (snikas) efter, to be greedy 
for. snig is somewhat nearer in 
meaning to O.N. snikja than to Eng. 
sneak, vb., as the change k>g also 
indicates a Northern origin. Besides, 
the form snaik (q.v.) can spring only 
from O.N. snlkja, by anglicising of 
1, and not from Eng. sneak. See 
snigg2 and snik, vbs. 

snigg [snig], sb., a bite (some- 
thing to bite), a snack, a light meal. 
Nm. — Cf. Sw. dial, snugga, f., a 
small piece, a bit, and see s n j ag2, sb. 

snigg1 [smg, sneg], vb., 1) to 
whinny, to neigh, of a horse. 2) to 
snigger. See snegg, vb. 

snigg2 [snig], vb., to hang on in 
order to get something, esp. food; 
to s. upon ane, to sponge on some- 

one. Un. — No. and Sw. snugga, 
vb., to sponge on someone. O.N. 
snugga, vb., to long for something? 

snigger, sniggin. sniggum, sb., 
see snegger, sneggin, sbs. 

snigl [sqig3!], vb , to kill (a goose). 
Nm. See snikl, vb. 

snik [snik], vb., to sponge on, to 
continue asking for something; “yon 
fellow is aye fa/ivays)snikin”(Un10.). 
— Syn. with O.N. snlkja, vb., to 
sponge on, and diff. from Eng. sneak, 
vb. — For a form snaik, “snike”, 
from O.N. snlkja, see snaik, vb. 

snikk [snik], vb., to cut out, chip; 
to s. a piece o’ wood. O.N. snikka, 
*snidka, vb., id.. No., Fser., Sw. snikka. 
Also Eng. dial.: snick, vb. sneck 
[(snek) snaek], after L.Sc. sneck, is 
now more common. 

snikkel1 [smkal], sb., a wooden 
hook, used in fishing. Sa., Wests., 
Du. — May be the same word as 
the foil, snikkel from *hnykill, *kny- 
kill, with root-meaning knot, knob. 
Cf. a) snott, b) snaver (snever), 
snivri,sbs.,and cf. snukkel, snjuk- 
kel, sbs. 

*snikkel2 [smkal], sb., projecting 
hill, in place-names such as “de Nia 
[nia]-snikkels” (Wh.), pi., hills, in 
which the word is partly a common 
noun. — *hnykill, with change hn 
> sn in Shetl. O.N. knykill, m., a 
small bump, protuberance (Fr.). See 
snukkel (snjukkel), sb. 

snikl, snikkel [snik3!, sqik3!, sqok- 31, -al], vb., to cut, esp. with a 
single cut, noted down esp. in the 
foil, exprs.: a) to s. a goose [gos], 
to kill a goose by a single cut over 
the head. Nm. [smk3l, sqak3!]. De. 
[sqik3!]. b) to s. a piltek, to make 
a cut half-way through the back 
of a coalfish. N.Roe, Nmn. [snik3!]. 
c) s. aff, to cut off quickly and 
carelessly. Voe, Du. [smk3l, sqik3!]. 
d) to sever a bird’s head by a 
single twist of the neck, to s. de 
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head alf o’ a cock, c) fig.: to give 
someone a drubbing; “I ’ll s. dee”. 
Conn. [snik3!]. — *snikla (*snidkla). 
No. snikka (*sni5ka), vb., a) to cut 
out (Aa.), /?) to cut with a single 
stroke (Aa.). 

snikki-pel [snikipsh], sb., a plain 
wooden button. Papa Stour. — For 
snikki see snikkel1, sb. The word 
may, however, also represent a snitti, 
found in the compd. snittiperl, sb. 
For the second part see pel1, sb. 
Cf. a) snitt (snitti), b) snivri, sbs. 

snild [smld], sb., 1) correct be- 
haviour, tact, courtesy; now mostly 
negatively; he has nae [‘no’] s.; 
der ’r nae s. in (wi’) him, he has 
no tact, he is uncivil and rough 
in his behaviour. Fo. 2) ingenuity; 
shrewdness; innate sense,=“ mother- 
wit”; negatively in exprs. as: he had 
no dat muckle s., at he had not so 
much (innate) sense that : Fo. — 
O.N. snild, f., ingenuity; skill; shrewd- 
ness; eloquence, etc. With Shetl. 
snild 1 cf. No. snild (for “snjell”), 
adj., in senses such as comely; well- 
behaved; complacent (ha.), Sw. snail, 
adj., active, smart; well-behaved. 

snippek [smpak (snepok), snopok], 
sb., 1) the snipe; esp. of horsgok, 
“ horse-g ok”, scolopax gallinago 
(q.v.). “muckle s.”, woodcock. 2) 
metaph.: a giddy girl. — The pro- 
nunc. [snapak] is noted down esp. 
in U. and Fe. — No. snipa, f., snipe, 
in a couple of compds. (myrsnipa, 
strandsnipa); with long i-sound: Icel. 
and Faer. “snipa” in “myrisnlpa”, f. 
With short vowel and long p as in Shetl.: 
Da. sneppe, Sw. snappa, f., snipe. 

snippen [smpan, snapan], adj., 1) 
short and scanty = snibbet; “why 
has du made it so s.”? why have 
you made it so scanty, cut it so 
short? N. [smpan, snapan]. 2) me- 
taph.: short, snappish; a s. answer. 
N.Roe [snipan]. 3) having a hard, 
somewhat pinched face and thin, 

compressed lips; s.-faced. Du. Cf. 
snogg, kirpet, adjs. — No. a) 
snipen (i’), snipp, snippleg, adjs., inter 
alia sullenly abrupt (snipen), very 
scanty, pinched (R.), b) snuppen, 
snuppeleg, snupputt, adjs., surly, 
short, abrupt; scanty, pinched. 

snippi [smpi], adj., hasty, short- 
tempered. Un’bu. L.Sc. and Eng. dial, 
snippy, adj., id. See snippen, adj. 

snipr, snipper [smpar (snepar), 
snapar], sb., 1) something contracted, 
puckered, rolled up or entangled; 
tangled knot; it is (gotten) in a s. 
2) peevish mood; in as. Fo. [smpar]. 
— snipr (snopr) for older *snirp 
(*snorp) by metathesis of r and p. 
No. snyrpa (snurpa), vb., to wrinkle, 
pucker, = snerpa, vb. Sw. dial, snorp 
= snarp, n., something contracted, 
drawn together. See snopr, vb. 

snipr, snipper [smpar (snepar), 
snapar], vb., to contract, pucker, esp. 
the face; to s. op de face. N.I. 
snipperdop, contracted or wrinkled, 
shrunken (Un.). — Prob. “*snyrpa” 
with metathesis of r and p in Shetl.: 
*snirp > snipr; see the prec. word. 
No. snyrpa [snurpa), vb., to wrinkle 
(Aa.), to turn up one’s nose (R.). 
Sw. snorpa, vb., to draw together, 
to ruck. See snopr, vb. 

sniprek [smp8rak (snep3rak), snap- 3rak, snap^arak’], sb., 1) something 
contracted, rolled up or entangled; 
tangled knot; syn. with snip(pe)r, 
sb. in a s., entangled. 2) a heap 
of objects massed together. Ai. and 
St. [snap-]. 3) a small piece of 
ground, a small part of a peat-bog 
left uncut. Un. [snap-]. 4) a) a 
person having a puckered, wrinkled 
and grim face; b) a churlish, unplea- 
sant fellow. Yn. [snap-], a s. face, 
a grim face (Yn.). — Derivative of 
snipr, snipper, sb., q.v. sniprek 
3 is poss. in proper sense a dry, 
barren piece of ground (peat-bog). 
Note, however, snipri, sb. 
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snipret [snip3rat (snep3rat), snap3- 

rat, snap-araf], adj., contracted, pin- 
ched, comm, of a person’s face; a 
s. face; a s.-lookin’ craetur’. — For 
the more rare snirpet from *snyr- 
pinn or *snyrpottr (*snurp-). See 
snipr, snipper, sb. and vb. No. 
snorpen, perf. part, and adj., con- 
tracted (Aa.), snurp, snurpen, snyr- 
pen, adj., a) puckered, b) slightly 
offended (R.). — In Du. is found 
an extended form: snipreket, snip- 
rikit [smp"rekif, snip’ rakif], derived 
from sniprek. 

snipri [(snipri) snapri], sb., several 
adjoining ledges in a peat-pit with 
piled-up peats to be dried; a s. o’ 
peats, a heap of closely-piled peats 
on adjoining ledges. U". — No doubt 
something contracted or tangled, a 
heap of closely-massed objects; see 
sniprek, sb. 2. 

snips [snips, snaps], adj., 1) short, 
brusque; he was very s. wi’ me, 
he was very short with me. Un. 
[snips]. 2) cut straight across, in 
the expr. “to rin s.”, to divide pro- 
fits or earnings equally (Nm.), esp. 
a haul offish among the crew (Fe.). 
Nm.: [snips]. Fe.: [snips, snaps]. 
— No. snypsen, adj., snappish, surly. 
Faer. snipsur, snypsur [smpsor], adj., 
abruptly broken off, esp. very steep, 
perpendicular. Sw. dial, snippsk, 
snippsug, adj., a) sneering, b) easily 
offended. Owing to the common 
change kn, hn > sn in Shetl. Norn, 
snips may, however, also be No. 
knips, adj., brusque, short-tempered. 

snirk [sm‘rk (sne‘rk), sna'rk, sija’rk 
(snja‘rk)], vb., to creak, e.g. of a 
door, of (new) leather shoes or boots, 
of a grinding sound as of a cow 
chewing grass. Forms with softened 
(as well as unsoftened) n are noted 
down in N.Sh. and S.Sh. By J. I. 
are also reported the forms of pro- 
nunc. [§ni‘rk, §na‘rk] and more rarely 
[§n6‘rkj. Also knirk, which is less 

freq. than snirk. In Du. partly 
nirk. — snirk prob. from knirk 
through a middle form *hnirk. For 
the common change hn (kn) > sn 
in Shetl. Norn see Introd. V (also 
N.Spr. VII), § 32. No. knerka (and 
gnirka), vb., Da. knirke, vb., id. 

snirket [(sno'rkot) sqa'rkat (snj-)], 
adj., pinched, shrivelled, puckered, 
esp. of a face, “s.-faced”; a s.-faced 
umek(umek = umag), Du. 
— *snyrkinn? Icel. snorkinn, No. 
and Da. dial, snorken, Sw. dial, 
snorken and snurken, adj. (perf. part.), 
wrinkled, shrivelled, from(O.N.)*sner- 
ka, vb. n., to become shrivelled, No. 
snerka. O.N. snerkja, vb. a., to wrinkle 
up. See snolket, adj. 

snirpet [sno'rpot, sijo'rpot (snj-)], 
adj., a) of a face: pinched, lean, 
shrunken; a s. face; b) of a person: 
having a small, lean and pinched 
face; a s. body. Y., Fe. — *snyrpinn 
(or *snyrpottr). See further the more 
common snipret, adj., as well as 
snip(pe)r, sb. and vb. Cf. kirp, 
kirpet, adj. 

snisk [smsk, snisk], sb., fodder 
for a pig, esp. refuse of corn from 
the threshing-floor. Fo. — No. snusk, 
n., refuse; leavings (Aa.), snuska, 
vb., to sniff for food. Short i in 
Shetl. corresponds freq. to O.N. u. 
In form Da. and Sw. “snask” are more 
remote. Cf. njaf and sjav, sbs. 

snisk [snisk (snisk)], vb., to rain 
or snow very slightly; to begin to 
rain or snow; he is snisk in (ut o’ 
him); he is awaa to s. ut o’ him 
again. Y. (Yh.). — May be classed 
with snisk, sb. Cf. Da. “snuskvejr”, 
rough, rainy weather. See further 
under nisk, sb. and vb. 

snisl [snis3l (sms3l)], vb., = snisk, 
vb., but also more freq. to hail slight- 
ly; he is snislin [snislin]. Y. (Yh.). 
— The relation to the prec. word 
and to snisk, sb., is not quite clear. 
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See the etym. remarks given under I 
nisk, vb. 

snisl/e [snisli (smsli)], adj., in the 
expr. “a s. shooer”, a very slight 
shower, a hail-shower; s. shooers. 
Yh. Deriv. of snisl, vb. 

snistel [snistol], snister [smstar], 
sb., tabu-name (esp. sea-term in 
fishermen’s lang.) for cat. Sae. and 
Ai., Wests. — Prop, the sniffing 
one? Sw. dial, “snustar, snostar”, 
vb., to scent, sniff (Ri.), may poss. 
be compared. 

snister [snistor], sb., a grain, par- 
ticle. Y. (Yra.). — Cf. No. snysa, f., a 
particle (Aa.), prop, a pinch of snuff 
(R.), i-mutated deriv. of “snus” m., 
a) a pinch of snuff; b) a grain, 
particle (Aa.). snist(er) may, how- 
ever, equally well spring from No. 
snuss, m., a grain (R.); short i in 
Shetl. corresponds freq. to short u 
in Northern languages. 

snit [(snlt) snit], vb., 1) to blow the 
nose, tos.denose. Also snait,“snite” 
[snai‘t], by anglicising of an older long 
f, orig. y. 2) to snuff a candle; to 
s. de candle. — O.N. sn^ta, vb., to 
blow the nose. No. snyta, vb., a) to 
blow the nose; b) to snuff a candle. 
Sc. and Eng. dial, snite (and snet). 

snitt [snot, smt], sb., 1) a conical 
piece of wood provided with grooves, 
used in rope-making. Un>w.: [snit]. 
Elsewhere more comm.: [snot]. Also 
snitti [(smti) snoti]: Uwg; Du. and 
several other places. See snott, sb., 
which is the orig., but now rarer, 
form. 2) a piece of wood, a roller, 
put on a boat's gunwale for pulling 
the fishing-line over. Uwg: [snit] 
and snitti [snoti]. 3) a peg or 
button, esp. wooden button, a) in 
a leather jacket (later also an oil- 
skin jacket). Br.: snitti [smti],Wests, 
occas. (see snittiperl,sb.),b) wooden 
hook, formerly used in fishing; snitti. 
More commonly in this sense: snivri. 
4) a small, insignificant thing (in- 

animate object) or creature; a s. o’ 
a ting; a s. o’ a brismek (a quite 
small cask). Whiteness, Wd. [snit]. 
5) an ill-tempered person, esp. a 
small, ill-tempered and somewhat 
malicious person. Wests, [snit]. In 
this sense also snittek [smtok]: 
Wests, occas. and S.Sh. — O.N. knqttr, 
m., a ball, cone, in Shetl. Norn with 
change of initial kn > hn > sn. No. 
knott, m., a) cone, knob, inter alia 
a conical piece of wood, used in 
rope-making; b) a short, thick body, 
a stunted person, a little boy, etc. 
See further nitt, nittek, sb., and 
esp. for meaning 5: natti, sb. 

snifter1 [smtor (snetor)], sb., 1) 
severe cold, very cold weather, a 
s. o’ cauld [‘cold’]; — a nipping 
wind, a cauld s. 2) bad, morose 
mood; ill-temper; passion, esp. of 
a sudden fit of bad temper; (to be) 
in a s.; he was in a s. Wests. (Fo., 
Sa.). — snitter, *snitr represents 
(in any case in meaning 1) *snirt, 
*snert, by metathesis of r and t. 
Cf. Fser. snertur, m., bad weather 
with cold (esp. of short duration), 
cold wind; Da. snert, c., kuldesnert, 
sting of cold; No. snert, m., a) a flick, 
smack, b) a slight attack, e.g. of 
illness (O.N. snerta, vb., to touch). 
Meaning 2 may spring from a root- 
meaning contracting; wrinkling; see 
snitter1, vb. Note, however, the 
foil, snitter, from which the mean- 
ing bad humour also might be ex- 
plained. 

snitter2 [smtar (snetor), snotor], 
sb., l) a knot, kink, twist on thread; 
“run op in a s.”, run up in a knot 
or kink, unevenly twined, of worsted. 
Fo. [smtor]. 2) badly and unevenly 
spun worsted, = nitter; a er (a 
particle) o’ s. Du. [snotor]. 3) short, 
curly wool on sheep; also in a wider 
sense of hair that curls; in a s., 
very curly, of hair, wool. Ai., Wests, 
[smtor]. 4) immature, scantily-grow- 
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ing corn; a s. o’ corn. Du. [snstor]. 
— Prob. to be referred to Sw. knottra, 
f., knot. That sn in snitter2 must 
be an orig. kn (hn) is rendered pro- 
bable by the form nitter in the 
same sense, and also by the mean- 
ing of snitret, adj., which assimi- 
lates to Sw. dial, knottrug, “kn&ttrug”, 
adj. Cf. also njatr1, sb., immature 
corn, and the etym. remarks there- 
under. 

snifter1 [smtar (snetar)], vb., to 
contract, wrinkle; to wrinkle the 
nose (in snappishness); de dog (cat) 
is snitterin op his (her) nose (Sa.); 
a snitterin body, an ill-tempered 
or hasty person (Sa.). — May spring 
from O.N. snerta, vb., otherwise found 
in sense of to touch-. No. snerta, vb., 
is used in a single sense syn. with 
“snerka” and “snerpa”, vbs.; see 
snip(pe)r (and snopper), sb. and 
vb. For the metathesis of r and t 
cf. snitter1, sb., prop, flick. But 
as t occas. represents k, and con- 
versely, in apposition with r and 1 in 
Shetl. Norn, it is more probable (since 
“snerta” is not otherwise found in 
the Northern langs. in sense of to 
contract, wrinkle) that Shetl. snitter, 
older snitr, may have arisen from 
*snikr, which, with the usual meta- 
thesis of r in Shetl., is again devel- 
oped from O.N. snerkja, vb., to 
wrinkle, e.g. one's nose, or from a 
*snyrkja, cognate with snerkja; No. 
snyrkja, vb., to wrinkle (one’s nose). 

snitter2 [smtor (snetor), snotor], 
vb. n., to form twists and knots, of 
woollen yarn when spun or twined 
too hard; “yarn snitters op, when 
twined too hard” (Sa.). — May be 
a *knytra, vb., from *knutr-, *knotr-, 
in sense of knot-, see snitter2, sb., 
and snitret3, adj. 

fsnitter3 [smtor], vb., to snigger, 
giggle. Cf. L.Sc. snotter, vb., to 
laugh good-naturedly (Jam.). 

snitteret, snitret1 [smforof (snet"- 

3rot')], adj., very cold, sharp, bitter, 
of weather; s. wadder; a s. cauld, 
a bitter cold-, a s. day; s. hail, small, 
scattered hail(smallhail-shower)with 
rather strong wind (Wh.). — From 
snitter1, sb. Cf. M.E. sniter, to snow. 

snitteret, snitret2 [smt-srsf (snet"- 
arsf)], adj., contracted, wrinkled-, 
fierce, ill-tempered, of a person’s 
face, appearance; a s. face; “he’s 
got a s. look on him” (acc. to J. I.). 
— For *snikret, by metathesis from 
snirket? See snitter1, vb. Cf. 
snirket, adj. For a possible double 
form cf. snirpet and snipret, adjs. 
Just as snitter1, vb., might be as- 
sociated with “snerta”, snitteret 
might be associated with No. snerten 
(snorten, snorten, snurt, snurten), adj., 
easily offended, touchy, surly, which 
is doubtful, however, as the root- 
meanings seem to differ. 

snitteret, snitret3 [smfsrat' (snat"- 
srst')], adj., a) knotty, lumpy, un- 
evenly twined, of woollen yarn; b) 
short and curly, of wool on sheep, 
partly also of hair (Ai.: smt"3r3t'). 
— Sw. dial, knottrug, adj., a) knotty, 
b) of wool on sheep: very short 
and curly. See snitter2, sb. 

snittiperl [snit'iper8!"], sb., a 
wooden button (Sae., Snaraness, 
Aiw.). From snitt, sb., and perl, 
sb. Cf. snikki-pel, sb. 

sniv [snlv], vb., to cut (Wh., Fe., 
U.); see snj, vb. 

snivel [snlvsl (smval)], sb., a small 
sprout of horn of an animal. Nm. 
[snival]; De. [smval]. In N.I. comm, 
with added suffix: snivlek [snTval3k, 
sni"v3l3k']. — O.N. knyfill, m., a 
small, not fully-developed horn, Icel. 
hnyfill, m.,No. knyvla,f. Shetl. snivel 
from *knivel through a middle form 
*hnivel. — See snivlek, sb., which 
is found also in. another sense. Cf. 
snukkel (snjukkel), sb. 

sniver1 [smvar], vb., to form a 
twining in a rope by means of a 
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stick, snivri(n)-pin; to s. a rope. 
Ti., De.? See snivri, sb. 

sniver2 [snivor (snevor)], vb., to 
snuff, sniff scent; to s. efter some- 
t’in’; de dog is sniverin [snivorm'] 
efter de “kyunnin” (rabbit). Un. Less 
audible than “snifter”, vb. — Par- 
allel form to snever, vb.; q.v. 
i in sniver may be due to infl. of 
Eng. sniff, L.Sc. (and Shetl.) snifter, 
vbs. 

snivi [snivi]-/ior/i, sb., snuff- 
horn. Un,wg. — snivi may be either 
a) a *sn^f-, by i-mutation from *smif, 
with which cf. No. snuva, vb., to 
snuff, or b) Da. snive, vb., to sniff, 
snuff. Meanwhile as snivlek, small, 
stumpy horn, *knyfill, *hn^fill, is also 
tound in sense of snuff-horn, thus 
in Un.: “snivlek [sniv3l3k]-horn”, 
and as snivi, *hn^f-, is found in 
the compd. “snivi-pin” in sense of 
button, peg, some confusion may 
have taken place. 

snivi [snivi, snivi]-p//i, sb., a) 
short wooden pin, formerly used as 
a fish-hook. Sa. [snivi]. b) wooden 
pin to which the fish-hook is fixed 
by splicing. Un.: [snivi]. In Un. snara- 
pin is used in sense a. — *hn^f(i), 
deriv. with i-mutation of O.N. hmifr, 
m., rounded top; see nivi, sb. snivri, 
sb., q.v., is more common than sniyi. 

snivlek [snlv®l3k (sniv3l3k), sni"- 
vslsk-], sb., 1) small sprout of horn 
of an animal, = snivel, sb. N.I. 
2) sprout of a cabbage-plant. N.I. 
Deriv. of snivel, sb. 

snivlek-Aorn, see snivi-horn, sb. 
snivri [smvsrr (sni"v3rr, snivs- 

ri')], sb., 1) a wooden button, esp. a pin used as a button in a jacket 
made of leather or oilskin. Also 
as a compd.: snivri-pin. [smvsrr]: 
U. and Y.; Nm.; Wests, snivrik 
[smvsnk-]: Us. More rarely leather 
button (L. occas.: smvsri’). 2) short 
wooden pin used as a fish-hook, 
now antiquated. Nm.; Ai.; Yn. Comm, 
with the pronunc.: [smvsri ]. In Nm. 

also: [sni"v3ri,]) s ni vri-pin, and occas. 
snivrin [sni'wsnn'i-pin. Elsewhere 
also with short main vowel: snivrin 
[sniv“3nn']-pin. Ti., De. occas. In 
U.: [snivorh, and Uwg. occas.: snivs- 
ri ], esp. wooden pin to which the 
fish-hook is fixed by splicing, s.-pin 
(Uwg.), = snivi-pin (Un.). Corre- 
sponding to the common “snivri 
(-pin)”, in sense of fish-hook, “snara 
[snara]-pin” is handed down in U. 
3) wooden pin put between the 
strands of a rope. Ti. (and De. 
occas.): snivrin [smv"3rnr]-pin. 4) 
snivrin [sniv”3nn ], a codling. Br., 
N.? — Prob. an orig. i-mutated “kny- 
fri”, deriv. of *knufr, having the fairly 
common change kn > hn > sn in 
Shetl. Norn. Cf. O.N. knyfri, n., = 
knypri (hnypri), n., knot, lump. No. 
knuvr, m., snout-ring, knuvre, m., 
also pin serving as a door-latch 
(R.). snaver and snever, sbs., are 
closely cognate with snivri. 

snjag1 [sqag (snjag)], sb., a fret- 
ful person, a constant grumbler. 
N.Roe, Nm". — *knag, *hnag, n., 
a nagging. See snjag1, vb. 

snjag2 [(snjag) sqag, (snjag) sqag], 
sb., 1) a) (animals') sniffing at the 
fodder; b) appetite, negatively in 
exprs. as: der ’r nae [‘no’] s. upo 
de fish, the fish will not take the 
bait. Fo. [(snjag) sqag]. 2) a snack, 
a light meal; to tak’ a s. Nm. [(snjag) 
sqag]. 3) a poor, tiny fish; nae- 
t’in’ [‘nothing’] but a s. Fo. [(snjag) 
sqag]. 4) a swarm of creatures, 
esp. an unpleasant, annoying flock 
of small or young creatures; a s. 
o’ chickens, a s. o’ silleks (young 
coalfish), a s. o’ bairns. Wests., Nm. 
Noted down in Ai., Sa. and Nm. 
with long a [(snjag) sqag]. — *snak: 
a) a sniffing, *snak, n., b) some- 
thing sniffed at, *snak, n., c) one 
that sniffs (No. snak, m.: R.), a 
sniffing flock. See snjag2, vb. 

snjag3 [(snjag) sqag, (snjag) sqag], 
sb., 1) immature, sparse corn in the 
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field, esp. along the edge of a strip 
of field. Wests., Fo.: [(snjag) siiagj; 
Sa.: [(snjag) snag]. 2) short, thin 
wool on sheep; thin, short hair. 
Sa. [(snjag) snag]. — Assimilates in 
sense 1 to njag1, sb., and can hardly 
be separated etym. from the latter. 
Just as njag seems to point to a 
*gnik (*gnidk), appl. to something 
insignificant, small and spare, so 
snjag, through a middle form *hnjag, 
may point to a *knik. Cf. No. “knika”, 
vb., as a parallel form to “gnika”, 
vb., a) to rub, chafe; b) to pinch, 
to be sparing. Breaking of e and 
i to ja is found to a far greater ex- 
tent in Shetl. Norn than in O.N. 

snjag1 [snag (snjag)], vb., to nag, 
grumble; to taunt. N.Roe, Nmn. — 
No. knaga, vb., to gnaw; to chafe, 
= gnaga. snjag, *snag, has prob. 
arisen from a form *hnaga, *hnag, 
developed from “knaga”. hnag, 
hnjag [hnag], vb., is found in a 
metaph. sense: to gnaw; pinch; 
wrench, of pain. 

snjag2 [(snjag) snag (snag)], vb., 
to sniff at the fodder without eating 
much for lack of appetite, of ani- 
mals. Wests. Noted down in Fo., 
comm, with short vowel [snag]. O.N. 
snaka, vb., to rummage, snuff about, 
esp. in search of food. No. snaka, vb. 

snjalder [snjaldor, snaldar], sb., 
loud yelping, barking, of a dog. Sa., 
Wests. *sn(j)aldr. See snjalder,vb. 

snjalder [snjaldor, sijaldor], vb., 
to yelp, bark loudly, of a dog. Sa., 
Wests. — *sn(j)aldra. No. snaldra, 
vb., a) to squall, scream; b) of dogs: 
to bark constantly (Aa.). Cf. how- 
ever, also Faer. snjella [snjaedla], vb., 
to jingle, ring, resound, from snjallur 
[snjadlor], adj., in Mod. Faer. esp. 
vociferous, shrill (O.N. snjallr, adj., 
inter alia eloquent, well-spoken). 

snjams [snja'ms, sna'ms], vb., to 
munch the food noisily, to eat like 
a pig. Fo. snams [sna‘m§]: Nmw. 

“sna‘m§en i’ de fodder (as a grice)”. 
— snjams, *snams from an older 
*snafs with the change fs (ps) > 
ms, fairly comm, in Shetl. Norn. No. 
snafsa, vb., to eat greedily, to snuff 
for fodder (Aa.), Sw. dial, snaffsa, 
vb., to snap at something, esp. of 
animals (Ri. p. 644 under “snippa”, 
vb.). See sjams, vb. 

snjarg [snarg (snarg, snj-)], sb., 
1) a nagging-, grumbling-, growling-, 
“is du never done wi’ dy s.?” In 
this sense also snjargin [snargin 
(snargin, snj-)], prop. pres. part, of 
snjarg, vb., used as a sb. 2) a 
grumbling and nagging person. — 
Prob. *knarg. See snjarg, vb. 

snjarg [snarg (snarg, snj-)], vb., 
to nag-, grumble-, growl. — Prob. 
an old *knarga, with which cf. Sw. 
dial, knarga, vb., to nag, to bicker, 
given in Ri. under “narga”, vb. 
Comm, change in Shetl. Norn: kn > 
hn > sn. Orig. *knarka, Da. knarke, 
vb., to creak, would rather have given 
a *snjark in analogy with snirk 
(snjirk), vb. Cf. njarg, vb. 

snjav [snav (snj-)], vb., to gnaw, 
to bite pieces out of something, 
esp. used of animals; de coo or de 
grice snjavs (is snjavin) de taaties 
[‘potatoes’], de neeps [‘turnips’]. N. 
Roe, Nmn. — Prob. an orig. *knafa, 
*hnafa, with change hn > sn in Shetl. 
Cf. a) No. knavla, vb., to importune, 
plague, prop, to gnaw, from *knava, 
b) No. gnava, vb., to gnaw (gently, 
inaudibly), diff. from “gnaga”, c) 
Shetl. nav, njav, vb. 

snjolket, see snolket, adj. 
snjorg [snjorg, snorg], sb., a fret- 

ful, grumbling person. Du. Prop. 
a nagging-, grumbling. See snjarg, 
sb., and the foil. word. 

snjorg [snjorg, snorg], vb., to nag-, 
grumble-, scold. Du. See further 
snjarg and snjorg, vbs. 

snjug1 [snog (snjog)], snjugi [snugi 
(snj-), snogi (snj-)], sb., mountain 
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top; projecting height. More rarely 
with dropped final g: snju [siyi], 
acc. to J. I. Now esp. as a place- 
name. Not often found as a common 
noun, and then esp. in sense of crag, 
projecting part or shoulder of a hill; 
de snjug o’ de hill (Kwarf6, S.Sh.), 
de snjugi (Snjugi) o’ de Bjorg 
(Nort’-Bjorg, N.Roe), in which snjugi 
[locally pronounced: (srjugi) sr^ogi] 
borders on a common noun and a 
place-name. As a common noun 
also occas. the slope of a hill-top, 
de snjug o’ de hill (Fo.). In U. 
(Un.) is noted down a form snjuga 
[sijnga] as a common noun in sense 
of hillock, a piri snjuga. — As 
a place-name the word is fairly 
common. Exx.: de Snjug (Fo.), a 
hill; de Snjugi [snugi] (Uw.), de Snjugi 
[sijugi] o’ Katfirt’. N.,de Snjugi [snugi] 
or “de Bergfinnssnjug” [bae‘r"fen- 

(De.): *Bergfinns-knjtikr, from 
the man’s name Bergfinnr; de Snju- 
gins [sijugms] (Wh.), two hills; prop, 
def. form: the hills, the tops, O.N. 
*knjiikarnir, with added Eng. pi. -s. 
With dropped j: de Snug [snug] 
(Whiteness, Wd.), a crag, shoulder 
of a hill, an abruptly rounded corner 
of a hill. — O.N. knjiikr, Icel. hnjiikr, 
m., high crag, (O.N.) a high, steep, 
conical mountain, in Faer. with 
dropped j: kmikur. 

snjug2 [snjug, snug], sb., offence; 
insult; aversion; esp. in conn, with 
ill, adj., e.g.: he has a ill s. at me, 
he’s ta’en [‘taken’] some ill s. to 
me. N.Roe, Nmn. — Must be classed 
with ill-sn(j)uget, adj., cross, dis- 
agreeable, disobliging, and be asso- 
ciated either with No. snugg, m., a 
suspicion of something, touch, kind, 
aptitude, or rather with No. snok 
(oo), m., a) a snout-, b) a suspicion 
of something, “snuggen”, adj., is 
found in No. in sense of hot-tem- 
pered,hurt, touchy, and “snaak”, adj. 

(to be classed with “snok”, m.), in 
sense of slightly offended-, touchy. 
See ill-snuget (-snuket), adj., and 
snuk, sb. 

snjug [snjug, sijug], vb., 1) to get 
ready to attack, to try to prod each 
other with the horns, esp. of cows; 
“de kyesnjuged de ane at detidder” 
(tidder = idder, L.Sc. tither (ither), 
Eng. tother) or“ at ane anidder”. Nm. 
2) to raise or shrug one's shoulders-, 
he snjuged upon him [‘himself’]. 
N.Roe, Nmn. — May be referred 
partly a) to No. snugga, vb., in senses 
such as: a) to make a quick turn- 
ing or twisting, ft) to attempt to 
chastise, y) to arrange, prepare (R.), 
6) to push, rub, etc. (Aa.), partly 
b) to No. knugga, vb., a) to thrust, 
push, shove, ft) to push, rub (R.), 
with change kn > hn > sn in Shetl. 
With snjug 1 cf. snodd (snodd), vb. 

snjuger [sijugor, sipgar] and snju- 
ker [snukor, snokor], sb., disagree- 
able odour-, ill-smelling vapour or 
smoke, a s. o’ reek, snjuger: Un. 
snjuker: Uw,n. — O.N. snykr, m., 
stench, = fnykr. Faer. snykur [snikor], 
m. , esp. of a rancid smell. 

*snjukavi [(squ'ka’vi) sipika'vi], 
sb., prop, heavy snow-storm, noted 
down of dense spoondrift, used com- 
paratively; he was a perfect s. aboot 
wiz [‘us’], the spume whirled densely 
around us. Fe. In proper sense 
now comm.: snaw j‘snow’]-kavi. 
— *snj6kaf(i). The first part snju 
is O.N. snjo-, snj6r, m., snow. The 
second part is a deriv. of O.N. kaf, 
n. , a plunging into the water, etc., 
Faer. kavi, m., snow, prop, a heavy 
fall of snow (Icel. kafald, n., heavy 
snow-storm)-, see kavi, sb. II. Cf. 
sjukavi, sb. 

snjuker, see snjuger, sb. 
snjuket [sriukot, sqokot (snj-)], adj., 

malicious and cunning. Wh. Other- 
wise more common in the compd. 
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“ill-s.” and “ill-sn(j)uget”. See 
ill-snuget (-snuket), adj. Most 
prob. from *snok-, snout. 

snjukkel [snjokal, siiokol], sb., a 
small, undeveloped horn, of an ani- 
mal. De. *knykill, ’"hnykill, m. See 
snikkel and snukkel, sbs. 

snjerg [snjorg, si^org], vb., to 
grumble; to complain constantly. 
Sa., Wests. — May have arisen from 
a *knurga, *knurka, with mutation 
of u to y, or from *knaura, *knaurga. 
Normal change kn > hn > sn. Cf. 
a) No. gnurka, knurka, vbs., to grunt, 
grumble; to whimper (gnura, vb., 
to rub), and knaura = gnaura, vb., 
in a similar sense, b) Shetl. n jorg, vb. 

snjesk, vb., see snosk, vb. 
snodd [snod], vb., of animals, esp. 

cows: to get ready to attack, to 
charge, to prod lightly with the 
horns; de kye snodded de ane at 
de tidder [‘ither’ = ‘other’]. Fe. Also 
snodd [snod]: Fe. — Either No. 
knutta, vb., to butt lightly, to push, 
with change kn>hn>sn in Shetl., 
or No. snudda, vb., to give a light 
push or blow; see snodd, vb. 

snogg [snog], adj., 1) a) smooth, 
short-haired; s.-haired; a s.-haired 
coo; b) closely cut; his hair was 
cutted [‘cut’] s. 2) metaph.: a) scanty, 
short; dat is very s.; b) stingy, 
niggardly. — O.N. sndggr, adj., cur- 
tailed, short-haired, smooth, etc. No. 
snogg, and Sw. dial, snogg (snygg, 
snagger), adj., also in metaph. sense: 
scanty, short, in Sw. dial, occas.: 
niggardly, Sw. dial, snoggh&rig, 
snagghSrig, adj., short-haired. Diff. 
from Eng. snug, adj. Shetl. snogg 
2 might, however, also have arisen 
from O.N. hnpggr, adj., sparing, 
scanty, with the usual change hn > sn. 

snogg [snog], vb., to make tidy 
and neat; to s. op de hus (U.). — 
Sw. snygga, vb., id., from snygg, 
adj., clean and neat, tidy, prop. 

smooth, in dial.: snygg and sndgg. 
Eng. snug, vb., differs. 

snoggamul [snogamdl-, -mol’], 
snuggamul [snog^amok, -mol"], adv. 
expr., appl. to the line of a fishing- 
rod, wand: (broken) near the point 
of the rod; broken s., broken near 
the point of the rod, where the line 
is fixed. Un. — *sn9ggt at nulla, uclose to the muzzle", snogg, O.N. 
snpggr, adj., curtailed, short, etc. 
mul1, sb., muzzle, snout, also the 
point of a fishing-rod (see mul1, 
sb. 2). With “(broken) snoggamul”, 
*sn9ggt at mtila, cf. the expr. (given 
under mul1, sb. 2): de tom (the 
line) guid [‘went’] “at de mul”. 

*?snoggin [snogin], sb., derisive 
term, in addressing or mentioning 
a person. Nmw. (Nibon). Further 
meaning doubtful, hence the defini- 
tion remains uncertain. 

snoggjek [snod^ok], sb., a thick, 
large cake (barley- or oat-cake), 
broni. Fe. — *knugg, something 
dense, thick and firm, prop. knot. 
See the foil, word as well as snoggi, 
sb., and knoggi, knoggj, sb. 

snoggjet [snod^at], adj., short and 
thick, thick-set, square-built; a (t’ick) s. 
body (person). Also snoggjifsnod/^]. 
Fe. — No. knuggjen, adj., thick-set. 
Normal change kn > hn > sn in Shetl. 
Norn. Cf. knoggjet and snoggjet, 
adjs. 

snoitl, snoittel, sb. and vb., see 
snotl, snottel, sb. and vb. 

^’snokkel [snokal], sb., crag, a 
rugged prominence on a hill; esp. 
as a place-name; “deSnokkels” in Ti. 
See snukkel and *snikkel2, sbs. 

snold [snald] and snoldi [snaldi], 
sb., an ugly face; a real s. Fo. 
Expr. in fishermen’s lang.: der ’r a 
ill snold upo de fish, the fish will 
not bite. Fo. With this word cf. 
sneldet, ill-sneldet, adj. snoldi 
is used also as a derisive term appl. 
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to an ugly-looking object; e.g. an 
old, poor skjo {drying-shed, esp. 
for fish). Fo. Phrase: “as black as 
a snold” (Fo., Sa.). — O.N. snaldr, 
m. , snout-, Fser. sn&ldur [snMdor], 
n. , ugly face. 

*snolda [snMda], sb., a high, 
narrow, detached rock, esp. in the 
sea; stakk. Wests, occas. (Papa Stour). 
Now only as a place-name: (de) 
Snolda (Papa Stourw, Sae., behind 
the promontory “deNip”); de Snol- 
dis [snojdis] (Hillswick Ness, Nmw.), 
pi. — *sn£lda, f., non-mutated form 
from O.N. snaelda, f., a spindle. Cf. 
the prec. word. — Also Eng. spindle 
appears occas. as a name for such 
high, narrow, detached rocks (in the 
sea): de Spindle (inter alia Hillswick 
Ness, Nmw.), prob. replacing an older 
•Snolda by translation at a time when 
the Eng. word “spindle” was gradu- 
ally superseding the old Norn word 
as a common noun. 

snolk [sno'jk, snoi'lk], sb., a lump 
between the eyebrows; to set a s., 
to frown, to be angry or offended; 
he had a s. upon him, he had a s., 
he was angry (offended, fretful). 
Papa Stour, Wests. Noted down on 
Wests. (Papa) and U. Also snjolk 
[siyyik (srjo'Jk)]. — Prob. *snurk- or 
*snork-, a wrinkling, with the freq. 
change of r to 1 in Shetl. Norn. Cf. 
No. snyrkja, vb., to pucker, wrinkle, 
also to turn up one’s nose; Sw. dial, 
snork, n., malice, ill-temper, snorka, 
vb., inter alia to be angry, ill-tem- 
pered. See snolket, adj. 

snolket [sno'jkot (si\6‘|k3t)], adj., 
turning up the nose-, hurt-, offended-, 
sulky. Conn. — Prob. for *snorket 
from *snorkinn (*snurkinn), perf. part, 
and adj., with the change r>l. Cf. 
No., Sw. dial, and Da. dial, snorken 
(No. and Sw. also: snurken), Icel. 
snorkinn, adj., shrivelled, wrinkled, 
in Sw. dial, (snurken) also peevish-, 
touchy, prop. perf. part, of *snerka, | 

vb., to become shrivelled and wrink- 
led. Cf. also Faer. snerkja, vb., to 
wrinkle, in a special sense: to turn up 
one's nose, to be peevish and dis- 
pleased. 

snolt1 [sno'jt, snoi'lt], sb., a lump 
between the eyebrows caused by 
frowning, “to set a s. atween de 
een (between the eyes)", e.g. of a 
cow going to butt (Du.). Of a per- 
son: a) to set a s. atween de een, 
to assume a fierce and angry look, 
to become angry, b) to ha’e a s. 
atween de een, to be in a bad temper 
(peevish, morose), prop, to have a 
lump between the eyes-, he had a 
s. atween his een. Du. — *knolt-, 
*knult-? May, like snotl, snottel, 
sb., which is used in the same way, 
have the root-meaning knot. Cf. a) 
Sw. dial, knollt, m., lump. No. knolt(e), 
m., knoll, knultra, f., knot, uneven- 
ness. The change kn>hn>sn is 
regular in Shetl. Norn. By metathesis, 
change of snotl (q.v.)to snolt is also 
possible. However, as snolk, sb. 
(from *snurk, *snork, a wrinkling), 
is used in the same way as snolt, 
and as a change a) rk, Ik, and b) 
rt, It, also occas. takes place in Shetl. 
Norn, an association of snolt1 and 
a) snolk, b) snolt2 is reasonable. 
The relation, however, is obscure, and 
intermingling has prob. taken place. 

snolt2 [sno'jt (snoi'lt)], sb., an 
angry-lookingperson; a morose, pee- 
vish person-, a s. o’ a craetur; a 
tirren s. Du. — Prob. for *snort 
by change rt>lt, as snolk repre- 
sents *snork. Cf. No. snurt, m., a 
touchy person, snorten, snurt, snurten, 
adj., touchy, displeased-, morose. 
Poss. association with snolt1, sb. 

snolt [sno'jt, snoi'lt], vb., to shear 
or cut very close, esp. one's hair-, 
to s. de head; he ’is gotten his head 
snoltet. U". — Cf. a) No. snolt- in 
“snoltreleg”, adj., bald-looking, crop- 
ped, No. snultra, vb., to pinch, b) 
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No. snaaldutt, adj., wearing one's 
hair closely cut, Da. snoldet, adj., id. 

snoltet [sno'jtot, snoi'ltat], adj., 
closely cut\ stumpy, bar e-looking, 
esp.: l) snub-nosed. Un. 2) polled, 
of a cow. Y. and Fe. 3) very closely 
cut, wearing one’s hair very closely 
cut. Un. — May have been formed 
either from *snolt- or (as Id, nd, may 
change to It, nt, in Shetl. Norn) from 
*snold-, *snald-. See the prec. word. 
Da. (dial.) snoldet, snollet, adj., wear- 
ing very closely-cut hair, No. snaal- 
dutt, Sw. dial, snullug, adj., id. 

snolt/e [sno'jti, snoi'lti], adj., pee- 
vish-, offended. Du., Papa. — Prob. 
for *snortie with change rt>lt. 
Cf. No. snorten, snurt, snurten, adj., 
touchy; displeased; morose, and cf. 
snolket, adj., for *snorket. See 
snolt2, sb. 

snopr, snopper [sn&por, snopor], 
sb., l) a) contracted, shrivelled ob- 
ject-, b) tangled knot-, de line is got 
in (intill) a s., the line (fishing-line) 
has been tangled into a knot, acc. 
to J. I. [snopar]. 2) bad humour-, 
ill-temper-, peevishness-, he is got 
in (intill) as., he has taken offence. 
Fo. [sn&par]. — From an older *s n o rp 
by metathesis of r and p. *snurp, 
n., a contracting, wrinkling. Sw. 
dial, snorp, n. (m.), something con- 
tracted, drawn together. See the foil, 
word. Cf. snipr, sb. 

snopr, snopper [sn&par, snopar], 
vb., to contract, draw together-, to 
s. op de face, to wrinkle up the 
face, snopperd op, contracted, 
wrinkled, shrunken. — From an older 
*snorp by metathesis of r and p. 
No. snurpa, vb., to wrinkle, to turn 
up one’s nose, — snyrpa; Sw. snorpa, 
vb., to draw together, to ruck. Cf. 
snipr, vb. 

snoprek [snoprek, -ak, snop’^arak1 

(snap-)], sb., 1) = snopr, sb. 1: 
a) something contracted or shrivel- 
led-, brunt [‘burnt’] op in (intill) a 

s., burnt into a shrivelled mass, of 
something which has been baked or 
grilled too long, or over too intense 
fire; b) tangled knot. 2) a) a per- 
son with a pinched, shrunken face-, 
b) a bad-tempered, fretful person 
(J. I.); Papa.— Derivative from s n o p r, 
sb. Cf. sniprek, sb. 

snopret [snoparat (sn&p3rat)], adj., 
contracted, pinched, = snipret. — 
No. snorpen, snurpen, adj. (perf. 
part.), Sw. dial, snorpug, adj., id. 
See snipret, adj. 

snor, snur [snor, snor], vb., to 
have a bad cold-, to s. in a cauld. 
U. — Either a) *snora, with which 
cf. No. snora, vb. (impers.), to drip 
from the nose, Sw. dial. snSra (prop, 
snora), vb., to snuffle, from O.N. 
snor, n., mucus of the nose, or b) 
O.N. snodra, snuflra, vb., to snuff, 
sniff, with which cf. the Shetl. exprs. 
“to snifter in a cauld”, and “to 
snivel in a cauld” = to snor in a 
cauld. 

snorek [snorsk, snoar9k], sb., 1) 
wooden pin, used as a button, prop, 
no doubt also wooden pin, used as 
a fish-hook, = snara-pin. Un.. 2f) 
bone of a pig's leg used as a play- 
thing, whirled round and producing 
a whirring sound, by pulling the 
ends of a double string tied round 
the middle of the bone, = the more 
common snoriben. U". — In sense 
1 from O.N. snara, vb., to turn 
quickly. In sense 2, with implied 
idea of a whirring sound, there 
is no doubt association with Eng. 
snore, vb. 

fsnori [snori], sb., a kind of flower, 
violet, viola. Y. 

fsnoriben [sno-riben-], sb., = 
snorek, sb. 2, q.v. 

snork [snS'rk.sno'rk], sb., \)mucus 
of the nose. 2) a snotty-nosed child, 
— Deriv. of O.N. snor, n., rheum. 

snori, see snurl, sb. and vb. 
snorr, see snurr, sb. and vb. 
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snort1 [(sn&‘rt) sn6‘rt], sb., rheum. 

P. or L. — See snork, sb., from 
which the word may have arisen by 
change of rk to rt. Might also be 
a mingling of O.N. snor, n., rheum, 
and Eng. snot, sb. 

snort2 [sno'rt], sb., a fretful per- 
son; a tirren s. Du. — No. snurt, 
m., a touchy person. Cf. snolt2, 
snuk, snjorg, sbs. 

snort/e [sn&'rti, sno'rti], adj., pee- 
vish; offended; a s. body. Du. 
[sno'rti]. P. or L. [sn&'rti]. — No. 
snorten, snurten (snurt), adj., touchy; 
displeased; morose. Cf. s n o 11 ie, adj. 

snosk [sno^k], sb., a sniffing; to 
gi’e a s. t’rough de nose. Du. — 
Prob. a *snusk. See snosk, vb., and 
snoss, snosk, snoss2, sbs. 

snosk [sno^k], vb., 1) to sniff; 
2) to be displeased and peevish; 
to geng snoskin. Du. Also snosk 
[snosk, sno^k]; q.v. — Prob. a *snuska. 
For the final k cf. No. snaska, vb., 
a) to sniff, b) = snuska, vb., to 
root, to snatch. See snoss, vb. 

snosket [sno^kat], adj., 1) sniffing; 
2) dissatisfied; peevish. Du. Cf. 
snosket, adj. 

snoss [snoq(§)], sb., noisy breath- 
ing through the nose; to gi’e as.; 
de owsen (the oxen, plough-oxen) 
had a(n) awfu’ s. wi’ dem (Du.). 
Also snoss [sno§(§)]. More rarely 
s n u s s [sno§(§)]. Fo.—See s n o s s, vb. 

snoss [sno^(^)], vb., 1) to sniff, 
to breathe hard through the nose. 
2) to eat with a sniffing noise, of 
calves and esp. pigs; to root in the 
fodder; de grice or calf snosses 
[sno§(sj)as], is snossin, i’ de meat 
(in the food, fodder). U.; Fo. Also 
snoss [sno^)]. More rarely snuss 
[sno§(§)]: Fo. — *snossa or *snussa. 
No. snosa, snossa, snusa, snussa, 
snosa, vb., to snuff, scent, esp. with 
noisy breathing through the nose. 
Peer, sn^sa, vb., to sneeze, sniff, 
stands nearer to Shetl. snoss, vb. 

With snoss 2 cf. No. snuska, vb., 
in sense of to root, which prob. is 
the same word as Shetl. snosk, vb. 

fsnossek, snushick, see snoss1, 
sb. 

snosset [sn6q(§)3t], adj., sniffing; 
snuffing; a s. body. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
Deriv. of snoss, vb. 

snotl (snoitl), snottel (snoittel) 
[sno'tal, snoi'tal], sb., a lump be- 
tween the eyebrows caused by 
frowning. Fe., Yh. to sit wi’ a s. 
atween de broos, to sit with a fierce, 
grim look (Yh.: snoi'tal). to set de 
s., to frown (prop, to make a lump 
between the eyebrows), to become 
angry or peevish. Is comm, used 
in a metaph. sense: bad humour, 
peevishness, “never set de s. upo 
(atill) dee, but geng at ance!” Don't 
look sulky, but go at once (to do 
what you have to do)\ Fe. [sno'tal]. 
Also snotl, snottel [sno[al, sno'^ol]: 
Fe. —- Prob. a deriv. (*knytla or kn^- 
till) from O.N. kmitr, m., a swelling, 
knot, with change kn > hn > sn in 
Shetl. Cf. Icel. hnytla (*knytla), f., 
small knot (B.H.). O.N. knytill, m., 
is recorded only in sense of bundle. 
See snolt1, sb. 

snotl (snoitl), snottel (snoittel) 
[snoiPl, snoi't8!; snoitel, snoi'tal], vb., 
to frown, prop, to make a lump 
between the eyebrows; to make a 
grim, angry or peevish face; to 
geng sno(i)tlin [snoithn, snoi'tlm] 
aboot a t’ing. Fe. Deriv. of the 
prec. word. 

snott [snot (snat) and snotti [snoti], 
sb., 1) in rope-making: conical piece 
of wood with three grooves in which 
the three cords run into one [snot, 
snoti]; occas.: a wooden pin fixed 
to a piece of peat and used for 
twining of snells (made from horse- 
hair) for a fishing-line. Papa Stour 
[sn&t, snot]. More comm, snitt [snat 
(smt)] and snitti [snati (smti)]. 2) 
= snivri, a wooden button, small 
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wooden pin. Conn, and several other 
places [snot]. — O.N. knpttr, hnpttr, 
m., a lump, a ball. No. knott, m., 
esp. wooden block used in rope- 
making, = Shetl. snott, 1. Shetl. 
sn- from hn. 

snottom [snotam], sb., the fly 
in a spinning-wheel by which the 
thread is twisted and guided 
to the spool; occurs in a riddle: 
“Stumpi stood [stod] and snottom 
ran...”. Un. General name: fly 
(L.Sc. flicht). In Du. is noted down: 
“flee”. 

snug, sb., mountain top-, hill-, see 
snjug1, sb. 

snuget, see ill-snuget, -snjuget, 
adj. 

snuk [snuk], sb., easily offended 
or touchy person-, a tirren s. Du. 
— Prob. *snokr. No. snok (oo), m., 
a) a snout-, b) an impertinent per- 
son-, c) a surly, touchy person, d) 
a prying person, etc. Cf. O.N. (Icel.) 
snokr, m., used as a nickname. Cf. 
snort2, sb. 

snukkel [snokal], sb., l) promi- 
nent hill-, summit of a height-, crag. 
In this sense now doubtless found 
only as a place-name, although partly 
bordering on a common noun, and 
always with def. art. Thus: de Snuk- 
kel, a) in Kwarf6, S.Sh., as the name 
of a) the top of the hill “Skraefell”, 
/?) a part of the hill “de Sooth Hill”, 
b) de Snukkels, pi. (Conn., Snara- 
ness, Sae.), names of hills. *snok- 
kel [snokal] in Kwarf beside *snuk- 
kel. Other forms are: a) snjukkel 
[sijokal (snjokal)]; de Snjukkel (N.Roe, 
Nmn.), the south end of the hill “de 
Li” (the slope)-, de Snjukkels, pi. 
(Fe.), hills; b) *snjugel [snjogal, 
sifugol]; de Snjugels, pi. (Laksfirf, 
Ti.), rounded top, hill; also called 
“de Snukkels”; c) *snikkel [smkol]; 
de (Nia-) snikkels (Wh.), see *snik- 
kel2, sb. 2) a small, undeveloped 
horn' of an animal-, (piri, small) 

snukkels o’ horns. St., Wests. See 
snjukkel, sb. — snukkel from ♦hnukkel, older *knuk(k)el. In the 
same way *snjugel from *hnjugel, 
*snikkel from *hnikkel. O.N. kny- 
kill, m., (small) knot, Icel. hnykill. 
Faer. knykil [knlt^il], m., a lump-, 
projecting rock. With snukkel 2 
cf. snivel (snivlek), knolt1 and 
snolt1, sbs. 

snult [sno'lt (sn6‘lt)], sb., properly 
a) a pushing, butting, b) a butting 
animal. Handed down in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. as the name for a cow. 
Sae. and Ai., Wests. See snult, vb. 

snult [sno‘lt (sno'lt)], vb., to push, 
thrust-, to butt slightly, of animals; 
a snultin calf. Sae. and Ai., Wests. — 
*knulta. No. knolta, vb., to push, 
to butt slightly. Cf. knolt, vb. 

snur, vb., to have a bad cold, 
see snor, vb. 

*?snurkl, snurkel [sno'rkal], vb., 
to rattle in the throat, to make a 
rattling or gurgling sound, = No. 
snurkla, vb. (Aa.); O.N. snprgla, vb., 
to rattle in the throat. Acc. to J. I. 

snurl, snurrel [snor3l, snorol], sb., 
1) a twisting, tangle (in a thread)-, 
a s. in a t’read or rope. 2) tangled 
lump or knot-, hit (de line) is a’ [‘all’] 
op in a s. 3) too hard-twisted yarn, 
easily becoming entangled (Conn.). 
4) a lump between the eyebrows 
caused by frowning-, he set a s. in 
(atill) his broos, he knitted his eye- 
brows (N.Roe, Nmn.). 5) a peevish 
or malicious person (Conn.). — Now 
more comm, snorl, snorrel [snor3l, 
snoral]. snurl is noted down esp. 
in Conn., beside snorl. Occas.found 
in the form snirl, snirrel [snir®l, 
smrol]. -— No. snurle, m., snurla, f., 
and snurull, m., tangle (R.), — snur 
(Aa.). Also L.Sc.: snurl (tangle, 
knot)-, see the foil. word. The pro- 
nunc. with [6] is due to L.Sc. infl. 
See nokkisnorl, sb. 

snurl, snurrell [snor3!, snoral], vb., 
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1) vb. a., to twist, to give a thing 
(a rope, line) a hard or additional 
twist (as opposed to sn od, vb., which 
denotes ordinary twisting); to s. a 
line (Conn.). 2) to make a tangle 
or knot (on yarn, rope, line), esp. 
in pert, part.: snurreld [snorold] 
and snorreld [snored], tangled-, 
hit (de line) is a’ [‘all’] snurreld, 
snorreld. 3) vb. n., of yarn, rope, 
line: to run into loops or knots-, 
do no [do na] lat [‘let’] it (de line) 
s.! (Conn.). Pres. part, snurlin 
[snorhn]. — No. snurla, vb., to twist, 
= snura (R.). L.Sc. snurl, vb., a) 
vb. a., to wrinkle, b) vb. n., to run 
into knots, of hard-twisted yarn. No. 
snura seg, snurast, vb. refl., = Shetl. 
snurl 3. 

snurr [snorr], sb., l) a whirling 
round. 2) a whirring sound-, de 
sten guid [god = ‘went’] wi’ a s. 
(Un.). Now more comm.: snorr 
[snorr]. — *snurr. See snurr, vb. 

snurr [snorr], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
whirl or turn something round. 2) 
vb. a., to twist or twine hard-, dey 
snurrd it op. 3) vb. n., to turn 
(oneself) or whirl round. 4) vb. n., 
to whirr, to produce a whirring sound. 
— Now more comm, snorr [snorr]. 
— No. and Sw. snurra, vb. n., to 
whirr, whirl, Da. snurre, vb. n. and 
vb. a. In sense 2 snurr is orig. 
No. snura (uu), vb. a., to twist. 

snus [snos], vb., to sniff, scent, 
esp. to poke one's nose into things 
that do not concern one, to go about 
spying-, “what is du gaun [‘going’] 
snusin aboot here for?” Conn. — 
No. snusa, Da. snuse, vb., to sniff, 
scent-, also to take snuff. 

snutter [snotor], sb., on a fishing- 
line: a slip-knot by which the snell 
is fixed to the so-called pap: a 
piece of whalebone or a small iron 
rod connecting the lead of a fishing- 
line with the snells. Prop, and esp. 
“ snell-knot” on the one-armed hand- 

line for catching coalfish (the arm 
is formed by the rod or whalebone). 
Fe. and Y. On the two-armed hand- 
line (on which the rod is fixed to 
the middle of the lead, and sticks 
out at both sides) there are three 
snutters or slip-knots: a) two knots, 
one on either side of the rod con- 
necting the snell with the latter, and 
b) a third knot by which the lead 
(stone) is fixed to the line (Ym.). 
Also snotter [snotor]: Fe. and Y. 
(Ym.). — Is prob. O.N. kndtr, m., a 
knot, with the common change kn > 
hn > sn in Shetl., and with shortened 
vowel before tr: *snutr, as well as 
with preserved nom. r. 

fsned [snod], sb., 1) a twisting, 
winding. 2) a line, string, esp. the 
snell of a fishing hand-line or troll- 
ing-line-, esp. a snell made of hemp, 
while the so-called tom (of a fishing 
long-line) is usually made of horse- 
hair. 3) a) a twisting of the body, 
esp. as a sign of annoyance and 
bad temper-, next b) metaph.: of- 
fended frame of mind; peevishness; 
churlishness; bad temper-, der ’r a s. 
upon him. he is offended, testy, touchy-, 
he had a s. upon him. — O.N. sntidr, 
m., a twist, loop, at the end of a 
line or rope. No. snu(d) and snur 
(uu), m., Faer. smidur, m., a twisting, 
tangle. Sw. snod, snodd, c., a) a 
twisting, winding, b) a cord, string. 
L.Sc. snood, sb., a short hair-line 
to which a fish-hook is tied (Jam. 
Stat. Acc.). In sense of snell Shetl. 
snod is prob. L.Sc. As regards the 
vowel-sound o, snod is most prob. 
a form of L.Sc. snood; cf. Shetl. 
[god] = good, [hod] = hood, etc. 

fsned [snod], vb., to twist, wind 
(thread, string). See fsnod, sb. 

snedd [snod], vb., to toss the head 
in order to butt-, to push, to butt 
slightly, of cattle, de coo snodded 
her head (N.Roe, Nmn.); de kye (the 
cows) is [‘are’] snod din de ane at 
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de tidder [‘the one at the other’]: 
Yn. — *snydda? Cf. No. snydda, 
vb., = snudda, vb., to touch lightly, 
to graze, and No. snudd, m., a light, 
quick push or blow, graze (R.). See 
snodd, vb. 

sneddel (snedl) [sned9!, snodal], 
sb., in the expr. “to set de s.”, of 
two cows: to prepare to butt. Fe. — 
No doubt from snodd, vb. “set de 
snoddel” seems, however, to be 
formed in accordance with “set de 
snottel”; see sn0t(te)l, sb., which 
is of another origin. 

snedi, snoodie [snodi], adj., 1) 
agile, dexterous. 2) smart, brisk, 
active. S) sly, cunning. A) offended; 
touchy; surly. — O.N. sntidigr, adj., 
quick, agile. No. snudig, adj., a) 
nimble, = snodig, b) enterprising 
(R.). For the form snodi and for 
meaning 4 see fsnod, sb. — Snodi 
[snodi] is noted down in Unst as 
the name of a) an active, enterpris- 
ing person, b) a sly and cunning 
person (man). 

snadli [snodli], adv., hurriedly, 
suddenly; he guid [‘went’] awaa 
uncon [o‘i]kon, o‘rjko] s. Nm. — 
O.N. sntidiiga, adv., quickly. 

snoggi, sneggji [snod/^i], sb., some- 
thing thick and firm, esp. a thick 
cake {barley- or oat-cake, broni). 
Fe. — Prob.: *knyggi from *knugg- 
of something dense and firm. See 
further snoggjek and knoggi 
(knoggj), sbs. 

sneggjet [snod^at] and sneggji 
[snod^i], adj., stout, thick-set; a s. 
fellow (Nm.). Fe., Nm. — *knygginn? 
See the prec. word, as well as knog- 
gjet and snoggjet, adjs. 

fsnel, fsnell [snol], sb., a stupid, 
listless and lazy person. Poss. Da. 
snovl? (slowcoach), from Da. snovle, 
vb., or No. snulla, vb., to snuffle? 
More prob. L.Sc. snool, sb., “one 
who meanly subjects himself to the 
authority of another” (Jam.). 

snelk [sno'lk], sb., a lump between 
the eyebrows caused by frowning; 
a s. atween de broos (eebroos); to 
set a s., to frown, to become angry 
or offended. Ai., Wests. (W. Burr.: 
A.D.). — May be a *snyrk- (a wrink- 
ling), in the same way that snolk 
may have arisen from *snork- or 
*snurk-; see snolk, sb. Note, how- 
ever, snolt1, sb., a lump (between 
the eyebrows), prob. *knolt- or *knult-, 
and the occasional change It > Ik in 
Shetl. Norn. 

snelket [sno'lkat], adj., a) of the 
eyebrows: contracted, knitted; s. 
broos; b) fierce; angry; offended. 
Ai., Wests. (W. Burr.: A.D.). From 
snolk, sb. 

snor [sngr, sn03r], sb., a hand- 
line, used in fishing. Reported esp. 
as a sea-term, tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang. U. (Uw.). — O.N. snoeri, 
n., a) a string, b) a line, fishing-line. 

snos, sb., see snoss, sb. 
snosk [snosk (sno^k)], sb., 1) a 

sniffing, snorting, when breathing, 
esp. as a sign of annoyance. 2) in 
pi., snosks: peevishness, fretful- 
ness; obstinacy, in the expr. “to be 
i’ de snosks, to sit i’ de snosks”, 
to be peevish, fretful, obstinate. 
Conn, [snosk, snosks]. 3) = sn0ssx, 
sb. (U.). — snosk 1 and 2 is a 
parallel form to snosk, sb. Related 
to No. snos, snus, snos, (noisy) sniff- 
ing, snorting, snosk 3 is prop, an- 
other word. 

snosk [snosk, snoqk], vb., 1) to 
sniff, esp. as a sign of annoyance. 
2) to be dissatisfied, peevish, ob- 
stinate. More comm, snosk, vb., 
q.v. — Related to No. snosa (snosa, 
snusa), vb., Faer. sn^sa, vb., to sniff, 
Shetl. snoss2, vb. 

snosket [snoskat, sno^kat], adj., 
(sniffing) dissatisfied; peevish; ob- 
stinate. Ai. [sno^kat] and several 
other places. See the two prec. 
words, and cf. snosket, adj. 
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sness1 [snos], sb., a wooden frame 

(four pieces of wood joined together) 
put on the mouth of a calf foal 
or lamb to prevent it from sucking 
the mother. U. (Un.). Other forms 
are: a) snossek [sno^ak] (Fee.) and 
snossek [sno^ak] (Um.; Few.); partly 
in pi. (snosseks, snosseks) of a 
single frame; b) snosk [snosk] (U. 
occas.). — Seems to have a root- 
meaning nose, muzzle, snout, similar 
to O.N. snps, Icel. snos, Fser. snos, 
No. snos, f., used in sense of jutting 
edge; projection of a rock; moun- 
tain edge. But as L.Sc. snush, sb., 
is found in the same sense as Shetl. 
snoss, the development of meaning 
is no doubt due to L.Sc. infl. Cf. 
snoss1, vb. 

sness2 [snosj^)], sb., 1) a sniffing; 
to gi’e or mak’ as. 2) a snuffling; 
he had a s. wi’ him [‘himself’]. — 
see snoss2, vb. 

sness1 [snos], vb., to put a wooden 
frame, snoss, on the mouth of a 
calf, foal or lamb to prevent it from 
sucking the mother; to s. a calf, foal 
or lamb. Un. Deriv. of snoss1, sb. 

sness2 [sn0§($)], vb., 1) to sniff, 
to breathe hard through the nose. 
2) to snuffle (acc. to J. I.). 3) of an 
animal: to eat with a sniffing noise, 
like a pig; to s. i’ de meat (the 
fodder); to s. t’rough de hay (of a 
calf, cow). — Parallel form to snoss, 
vb., q.v. 

snetl, snettel [sno[3l, sno^al], sb., 
knitted lump between the eyebrows-, 
frown-, angry look-, to set de s., to 
sit wi’ a s. Fe. — Prob. a deriv. 
with i-mutation (*knytla, kn^till) from 
O.N. kntitr, m., a knot, with the change 
kn > hn > sn in Shetl. Cf. Icel. 
hnytla, f., a small knot (B.H.). See 
snotl, snottel, sb. 

so [so], sb., 1) a) half-boiled, 
chewed limpets which, in fishing, 
are thrown or spit out on the sea 
to produce greasy matter on the 

surface in order to allure the fish-, 
comm.; b) chewed limpets thrown 
out (spit out) on the surface of the 
water and the greasy sheen thus 
produced-, comm.; “had dee ut o’ 
my so!” 2) small pieces into which 
something is broken or boiled-, to 
boil i’ so, to boil into pieces-, to 
lay i’ so, to crush into particles. — 
O.N. sad, n., that which is sowed 
(spread), seed. Meaning 2 has arisen 
from meaning 1 by comparison. 

so [so], vb., in fishing: to spit 
or throw out half-boiled, chewed 
limpets on the sea to produce 
greasy matter (ljum, ljumi) on the 
surface in order to allure the fish-, to 
so de fladreks, flodreks (now 
comm.: de limpets); very freq. without 
object: to so. comm. — O.N. s&, 
vb., to sow; spread. 

sob [sob], vb., to sleep lightly, 
to doze, rest-, de hwal (the whale) 
lay sobin i’ de water. Nmw. — Prob. 
for *sov from O.N. sofa, vb., to 
sleep. Cf. sov1, vb., and sog, vb., b. 

soba [soba, soba], sb., buttermilk. 
Fo. [soba]. U. [soba]. Also butter 
from which the buttermilk is insuffi- 
ciently squeezed out. N.Roe, Nmn.: 
(soba) sibba [soba]. — O.N. saup, 
n., buttermilk (prop, something to 
be supped). 

sod [sod], sb., a rock on the sea- 
shore from which angling (esp. for 
young coatfish) is carried on, esp. 
in the compd. “craiga-sod”, prop. 
“rocky seat"-, cf. bergsod(i), sb. U. 
As a place-name sod is found in 
some names of rocks by the sea- 
shore from which angling is (was) 
carried on, e.g.: de Emannasod [e“- 
maq'asod"] (Fe. in several places): 
orig. *eins-manns-s&t, a seat for one 
man (“e” with dropped n owing to 
L.Sc. infl.); further with dropped final 
d: de Twegemanso [twe^gomamso"] 
(Sandwick, U.): *tveggja-manna-sdt, 
a seat for two men-, de Vjedemansso 
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(Fjedemansso) [vje"d3man'so" (fje"- 
damatrso")] (Uwg): *veidimannssdt, 
the fisherman's seat, or *vei3imanna- 
sat, the fishermen’s seat. — *sat, a 
seat, from which the i-mutated O.N. 
saeti, n., a seat, is derived. No. saat, 
f., a fishing-place on the sea-shore, 
a place from which angling can be 
carried on (prop, a place to sit on), 
Aa. O.N. s&t, f., is recorded only 
in sense of ambush. 

sod [sod, so3d], vb., to drive (cattle) 
carefully and slowly, to s. de kye 
(the cows) or de sheep. U. (Un.), Y. 
occas. From Fe.: sod [sod]; to s. de 
kye. Also sot, sott [sot].—No doubt 
to be classed with sot, sott, vb. (q.v.), 
to walk slowly and trailingly. 

soda-dike, see sodin-dike, sb. 
tsoda-m/'/in/e [sodamin’i, -mon’i], 

sb., an old woman of a repulsive, 
witch-like appearance. Fe. [so-da- 
min’i]. Un. [so'damoni]. Also souda- 
minnie [sou’damsn’i]: Un. — Asso- 
ciation with L.Sc. soudie, sb., a dirty 
woman (Icel. sodi, m., a dirty per- 
son)1? The second part is L.Sc. min- 
nie, sb., mother. 

sodden, sodden [sodsn, s&don, 
sodon], adj., prop. perf. part., in sense 
of a) boiled, b) sodden. In sense of 
having chapped skin after washing 
clothes, esp. in warm water {pi hands: 
s. hands), the word assimilates en- 
tirely to Fser. sodin, “sodnar hendur” 
(chapped hands), from O.N. sodinn, 
perf. part, of sjdda, vb., to seethe, 
boil. Beside sodden is also found 
a form sudden [sodon] (noted down 
in Papa Stour), which seems to be old. 

sodi1 [sodi, so9di (s58di), sodi, 
sodi], sb., properly a seat, esp. 1) a 
big piece of sod, turf, dug up and 
used for a seat. Nms. (Sullom, Bard.) 
and Yh. [so3di]. Also in a general 
sense: a big peat, partly = skjumpi, 
sb. N.Roe: [so3di]. Yb.: [sodi]. Esh., 
Nmw.: [sa9di]. fsodek [so3dek,-ok], 
a big, wet peat of bad quality. 2) 

a seat of plaited straw. Fo. [sodi, 
sodi]. — **s&ti, non-mutated parallel 
form to O.N. sseti, n., a seat. In 
sense of big (and bad) peat, sodi 
(sodek) may be syn. with sodi 1, 
seat of turf, as the o in the word 
is generally long; but there is prob. 
an intermingling with Eng. sod, sb. 

sodi2 [sodi, so3di] and sodek [so- 
dok, so3dok], sb., a big, stout woman. 
Fo.: [sodi]. Nm.: [so3di]. The forms 
with “ou” are quite as comm.: souda 
[souda], soudi [soudi (s&udi)] and 
soudien [sou”dion’, sSu"dion-]. sou- 
da: Dun. (Hoswick). soudi: Yb., Uwg, peW > Nm. occas. soudien: 
Few. [sou"dion*], Fo. occas. [s&u"- 
dion']. — sodi (sodek) must be 
O.N. sata, f., haystack, as the word 
hostakk, prop, haystack, in Shetl. 
is used quite syn. with sodi. As 
O.N. A is developed occas. to “ou” 
in Shetl. (thus e.g. bol and boul 
from O.N. b&l, n., beacon, fire), 
although the change 4 > o is the 
more common in Shetl., the forms 
souda, soudi, may also spring from 
O.N. s&ta; but owing to the frequency 
of the forms with “ou”, a merging 
with L.Sc. soudie, sb., a) a stout 
person, b) a slattern, may more rea- 
sonably be supposed. 

sodin-dike [so’^dindek'], sb., a stone 
fence built out from a sheepfold to 
prevent the sheep from scattering 
when driven into the fold. U. There 
are (were) often two such fences 
running parallel from a sheepfold. 
— sodin seems to be formed from 
s o d, vb., to dri ve carefully and slowly. 
In a form reported from Conn., soda- 
dike [sod'^adek1 (s^d^adek1)] or soida- 
dike [sor’dadek’], soda (soida), how- 
ever, may be gen. pi., saufla, or gen. 
sing., saudar (collect.), from O.N. saudr, 
m., sheep, the more so, as the fence 
in Du. mentioned above is (was) 
called sodiskro-dike, from “sauflr”; 
see the foil. word. 
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sodiskr0-d//ce [sod’iskro’dek", 

sod"is-], sb., a stone fence built out 
from a sheepfold, = s o d i n -dike. Du. 
sodiskre must be a *sau5s-kro, 
sheepfold, in which “saufls” is a 
later parallel form to “saudar”, gen. 
sing, of O.N. saudr, m., sheep. Cf. 
soda-dike, mentioned under the prec. 
word. *sod (*s0d), sheep, is found 
in the form *so (*S0) with dropped 
orig. final 3 in a few place-names, 
esp. Sobol [sobsl (§ob3l)], prop, a 
place in the out-field, serving as 
night-quarters for sheep, alternating 
with Sobol [sobal], in various places. 

sog [so3g, s63g], sb., a large, heavy 
fish, esp. a ling, a s. o’ a ling, a 
great s. Du. — To be referred to 
sog, vb.? Cannot well be separated 
from the syn. sogga (sugga), sb. 

sog [sog], vb., a) to dawdle, to 
go about half asleep; to geng so gin 
aboot. Conn, b) to doze, be half 
asleep; to lie so gin; besides being 
appl. to human beings, esp. noted 
down of whales. Conn. — Cf. Sw. 
dial, saka, soka, vb., to dawdle, of 
slow, lazy movement. 

SOgg1 (SJOgg, SUgg, Sjugg) [Sjog 
(jjog)], sb., drizzling rain, misty rain. 
U., Y., Nm., De. [sjog]; Papa, Wests. 
[§og]; a s. o’ wadder [‘weather’], 
damp, chilly wind (Un.: sjog). — 
Icel. saggi, m., dampness, soggur, 
adj., damp. 

sogg2 [sog], sb., a heap, mass. U. 
(Us.). — May well be referred to Faer. 
sugga, f., a place where various ob- 
jects are thrown pell-mell; disorder- 
ly collection or heap (also a place 
near the sea-shore where seaweed 
and small objects gather on the 
surface). L.Sc. sow, sb., something 
in an untidy state, an untidy heap 
(also a very dirty-looking person), 
is no doubt cognate with the word. 
Cf. sukk1, sb. 

sogg3 [sog], sb., see sogga, sb. 
sogga [soga], sb., 1) a sow; now 

rare in this sense. Barclay: sugga. 
2) a fat animal; a large, fat fish; 
noted down esp. a) of a cow, b) of 
a ling or trout; freq. with addition: 
a s. o’ a coo, o’ a ling, o’ a troot. 
N.l. By fishermen used esp. of a 
ling. Whn.: sogg [sog] and soggi 
[sogi], of a ling; “a sogg o’ a ling”, 
esp. a large ling of a poor quality. 
In Fe. sogg [sog] is used in a more 
extended sense: a s. o’ a body (fellow), 
a fat, stout person, a s. o’ a rabbit, 
a fat rabbit. Elsewhere sogga. — 
sogga-midder [‘mither’, L.Sc. form 
of mother], an old, big, fat ling. 
Nm.; Y. — O.N. sugga, f., a stw. 
L.Sc. suggie, sb., a) a young sow, 
b) a fat person. 

fsogget [sogat], sb., a vessel, tub. 
F.I. 

soggi1 [sogi], see sogga, sb. 
soggi2 [sogi], sb., sucking-disk of 

a testaceous animal, esp. of a smirs- 
li n (sand-gaper) or a “spoot” [‘spout’, 
razor-shell]. Nm. — No doubt to be 
classed with O.N. siiga, vb., to suck. 

sogni [sogni], sb., a big trout, a 
s. o’ a troot. Fe. From sogga, sb. 2. 

soida-dike, see sodin-dike, sb. 
soidle-dr/nk, see sotle-drink, sb. 
soin [soin] and soind [soind, soqd; 

s&ind, saqd], vb., 1) to see, look at; 
to peep; he soinded aboot him 
(Yn.). I soind it, / have caught 
sight of it (Yn.). to s. de land, to 
see land, to s. de legviser, to look 
at the compass (tabu-expr. at sea in 
fishermen’s lang.; see legviser, sb.). 
N.l. The word is used esp. in boat- 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea. From 
Un. and occas. Fe. soind is reported 
also in sense of to try to look (esp. 
against the sun) while shading one’s 
eyes with one's hand, belonging to 
the colloq. lang. [cf. skol, skail, 
vbs.]. soin: Fe. occas. (to soin de 
legviser). soind [soind, soqd] is 
the current form in sense 1 in the 
N.l. Edm. has a form with pre- 
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served final a in inf.: “soynda (to), 
to see”. 2) to like, to take plea- 
sure in, esp. negatively; I do no 
[dona] soind him; dey did no [‘not’] 
soind him very weel [‘well’], they 
did not care for him. Noted down 
in the forms: [soind, sorjd, sSind 
(s&nd)]. N.I. The pronunc. “[s&ind 
(s&nd)]” is characteristic of Yh. — 
soin springs from O.N. s^na, vb., 
to show, soind is a *s^nda, *sjonda, 
vb., formed from O.N. s^na, vb., 
through infl. of O.N. *s^nd, sjond, 
f., sight, No. synd (yy) and sjond 
(oo), Faer. sjond, f., Shetl. soind, sb. 

soind1 [soind, soi|d, s&ind (s&rid)], 
sb., 1) sight, view; de land is gettin’ 
ut o’ s., the land is disappearing 
(Un.: soind, sond). to come i’ (in) 
s., to come in sight. In this sense 
also soindin [soindin, soiidin]; de 
land is gettin’ ut o’ soindin. Umo. 
Esp. in boat-fishermen’s lang. at sea. 
Cf. skott (skoit), and brodda, sbs. 
2) pleasure, good will; I ha’e nae 
[‘no’] soind for him, / don't care 
for him, prop.: / do not like the 
sight of him. Yh. [s&ind]. — O.N. 
sjon, s^n, f., *sjondf *s^nd, f., sight. 
For the forms with final d cf. a) Faer. 
sj6nd, f., = sjon, f., b) No. sjond 
(oo), synd (yy), f., = sjon, syn, f., 
sight. 

*soind2, *shund, *shynd, *shoind, 
*shuind, sb., formerly: legal inves- 
tigation undertaken by thingmen 
respecting a heritable lease or ex- 
change of land, prop, and orig. in- 
spection of a property, soind (shund, 
shynd, etc.) -bill, sb., a deed drawn 
up by the bailiff as evidence of the 
right of possession, exchange of 
land, etc. Balfour has: “Schynd, 
Schoind, Schownd, N. Skynd, Dan. 
Skjon, ratio, An Inquest of Thingmen 
to examine, sanction and confirm all 
procedure respecting the Succession, 
Impignoration, or Alienation of Heri- 
tage; anciently by a viva voce doom, 

but frequently (after the accession of 
the Scottish Jarls) by a Skynd-Bref or 
‘Schynd Bill’”. In S. Hibbert “shynd” 
is rendered as “court”, and “shynd- 
bill” is defined as “a written decree 
of the Foude’s court”, by which to 
maintain the right of possession; “this 
bill or deed was signed and sealed 
by the Foude and a number of wit- 
nesses”. Edm. has: a) soind, a court 
(with ref. to “shynd”); soind-bill = 
shund-bill, shynd-bill, “a deed exe- 
cuted in a court”; b) shund-bill, 
“the decreet passed by the Foud”; 
c) shynd, “a court of law”; shynd 
bill. In G. Goudie (Antiquities of Shet- 
land) the foil, forms are given: shuynd, 
schynd, schoind, scheind, schownd. 
— “Skynd” and “Skynd-Bref”, given 
by Balfour as old forms, appear only 
to be an attempt to explain the origin 
of the words. “Skynd, Skynd-Bref” 
are not found in O.N. or No. soind, 
shund, shynd, etc., are prob. the same 
words as soind1, sb., sight, O.N. 
syn(d), sjon(d). For the meaning cf. 
Da. and Sw. “syn”, used legally of 
inspection, Fser. syn, f., in “husasyn”, 
inspection of a farm executed by 
the bailiff, shund, shynd, etc. can 
hardly be O.N. skyn, n., perception, 
understanding, partly because the 
forms with sh (sch) are inseparable 
from soind, which cannot have arisen 
from “skyn”, partly because the mean- 
ing (meanings) can be explained more 
reasonably from the word “syn”. “sh, 
sch” (due to Eng. mode of writing) 
prob. denote an older, and poss. 
original, “sj” (cf. O.N. *sjond. No. 
sjond (oo), Faer. sjond, f., sight, and 
the Shetl.form mentioned: “schownd”) 
or, by softening, a development of 
s: § (cf. O.N. *s^nd, No. synd (yy), 
f., sight, and the Shetl. forms men- 
tioned: “shynd, scheind”). Several 
examples are found of a develop- 
ment of initial s > sj [§] in Shetl. 
Norn, agreeing with the softening of 
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all the other consonants, when ini- 
tial, except r. O.N. initial sk is pre- 
served regularly as sk in Shetl., occas. 
softened: skj [sl$ (skj)], and changes 
only to sj (acc. to Eng. mode of 
writing: sh) in a few cases in which 
the Shetl. word with sk assimilates 
to a corresponding Eng. word with 
sh, in which case there is a merg- 
ing of forms. A form “scuin” in 
a deed of 1546 (Q. Goudie, Antiq. p. 
144), which might possibly represent 
“skyn”, is doubtful, as the word, 
acc. to the text in G. G., is said in 
a note to be indistinct and the read- 
ing obscure. 

soind, vb., l) to see, look at. 2) 
to like; see soin, vb. 

soindek, sb., the eye, see so in- 
nek, sb. 

soindelek [soin'^dolok*, soiptelok*, 
sSin^dolok* (sSr^dalokO], sb., eye, 
prop, a small eye, noted down only 
as the eye of a (large) fish, esp. 
of a ling and occas. of a cod, used 
as a tabu-word in fishermen’s lang. 
at sea. “grip her (de ling) i’ de soin- 
deleks!” Un. Dim. form of soin- 
dek, sb., the eye. See under so in- 
nek, sb. 

soindious [s6in"dios-], adj., pro- 
perly that which is lucky to see or 
to meet, noted down in an opp. 
meaning, = usoindious, adj., that 
which is unlucky; he was s. to meet, 
it was unlucky to meet (see) him. Yn. 
Deriv. of soind1, sb. 

Soindla [soindla], sb., nickname 
for a woman with poor sight. Fe. 
Prop, one (a woman) who strains 
her eyes to see? Cf. soin, vb. 1, 
in sense of to try to look while 
shading one’s eyes with the hand. 
Soindla might also be accepted as 
a word (name) which has received 
a meaning opp. to the orig. one, like 
soindious, adj. 

soinnek [so'qak] and soindek [soin- 
dok, soqdok, (s&indak)], sb., the eye, 

a word belonging to boat-fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. at sea; esp. in pi., soin- 
neks, soindeks,//?£ N.I. The 
form soinnek is peculiar to Fe. be- 
side soindek [soqdok (soindak)]. In 
Y. and U.: soindek. — O.N. sj6n 
and s^n (s^nd), f., No. sjon, sjond 
(oo) [*sjond], syn, synd (yy) [*synd], 
f., Faer. sjon, sjond, f., sight. O.N. 
sj6n (and s^n) was used also in sense 
of the eye, esp. poet., and in pi.: 
sjdnir (s^nir), the eyes. 

soitl, vb., see sotl, vb. 
sokk1, sb., a useless, dirty person 

(woman), see sukk3, sb. 
sokk2 [sok, s&k], sb., sock, stock- 

ing, = O.N. sokkr, No. sokk, m. 
Acc. to old usage similar to Eng. 
sock as well as Eng. stocking. 

sokkalegg (sukkalegg) [sok"aleg‘ 
(sok"al£gO, sok'^leg1, sok"3leg'], sb., 
stocking-leg, occas. ending in a loop 
fitting round the toe (esp. the second 
one, nearest to the big toe), comm. 
Also sokkilegg(sukkilegg)[sok"i- 
leg1, sok"ileg-] and sokklegg, sukk- 
legg [sokleg, sokleg]; the two last- 
named forms from Nm. — Faer. sokka- 
leggald, n., stocking-leg. 

sokkatu (sukkatu) [sok“atu\ sok"- 
ahr (sok"atu-; sak"atn', -tu*)], sb., 
very coarse worsted; coarsely and 
badly spun worsted, comm. The 
form [sok"atrr] is reported from Un.; 
[s&k"atir, -tu‘] from Wests and Nmw. 
— Prop, stocking-yarn, O.N. *sokka- 
to (O.N. to, n., tuft of wool, No. to, 
n., woollen yarn). Faer. sokkatogv, 
n., stocking-yarn. See tu1, sb. 

sokket [sokot, s&kot], adj., of an 
animal: having the legs of a differ- 
ent colour below the knees; having 
the legs of another colour than that 
of the body; noted down esp. of 
sheep; a s. sheep; “mured s.” and 
“s. katmoget”, of sheep (Ys.: sokat). 
— Faer. sokkutur (sokkalittur), No. 
sokkutt, adj., id. In No., acc. to 
Aasen, esp. of a horse having legs 
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of a contrasting colour below the 
knees. Prop, having leg-coverings 
like socks, deriv. of sokk2, sb., sock, 
stocking. 

sokkimer [sok-imor ], sukkimor 
[sok' imor], sb., quagmire. Also 
sukkimor [sok^imor], sukkimor 
[sok-imor-]. As a place-name, in 
names of bogs, is noted down: Sok- 
kamur [sok"amnr] (Morister, St.), 
Sokka [soka]-mires (U.). — No. 
sokkjemyr, f., id., prop, a bog or 
swamp in which one sinks down. 
See sukk, vb. In Ork. sokkimor 
has changed to denote a slatternly 
woman, = Shetl. sukk3, sb. 

sokkin [sokin; s&kin, -in, -on], sb., 
the slackening of the tide immedi- 
ately before it turns; also stillness 
of the tide; de s. o’ de tide. Lunn. 
[s&km, -on]. De®. (Mossbank) [sokin 
(s&kin)]. Nmw. [s&kin]. From Kolla- 
firt’, Nm®., is reported in pi., sok- 
kins [s&kins], esp. in the expr. “de 
sokkins o’ de flood [flod]”, of the 
last stage of high water. — Cf. a) 
Sw. dial, sokka, soka, saka, vb., to 
move slowly, b) Sw. dial, sakka, vb., 
a) to sink slowly, give way, ft) to 
abate, to decrease in speed and 
force, Da. sakke, vb., to lag. 

sol, sole [sol, so3l], vb., properly 
to sole, No. sola, vb. (O.N. *s61a), 
used locally in the expr. “to S. eart’ ”, 
to tread on the earth, hence metaph. 
to recover after illness, esp. in the 
expr.: he (sho) will never s. eart’ 
again, he (she) will never recover 
(N.I.). 

solga [s6]ga], soilga [soilga], sb., 
liquid manure in the gutter behind the 
cattle in a byre; also old urine. Du.? 
Prob. the same word as solka, sb. 

solin [soahn], sb., 1) a person or 
animal that moves very slowly; to 
geng like [lek] a s., to walk (move) 
very slowly. 2) a trout ready to 
spawn. N.Roe, Nmn. — Cf. No. saal(e), 

m. (n., f.), a stupid, poor wretch, 
saalur, m., a big, heavy, indolent 
fellow (R.), saala, vb., to move in- 
dolently and slowly, sala, vb., in a 
similar sense, Sw. dial. sMe, m., Icel. 
svoli, m., a lump, block, also metaph. 
of persons. 

solja [so[a, s6[a], sb., brilliant, 
transient sunshine between heavy 
rain-showers or dark rain-clouds; 
a het [‘hot’] s. Conn. — Cf. No. sola, 
f., deriv. of “sol”, the sun, in cer- 
tain combinations (avsola, baksola, for- 
sola) with parallel form soyl- (av- 
soylt, adj., baksola, -soyla, -sold, 
-soyld, -soylda, f., shady side, for- 
sola, f., a shady place)', Icel. saela, 
f., in “forsaela”. — See sol4, sb., 
which is another form of the same 
word. 

solji (solli) [so]i], adj., of weather: 
warm and damp; s. wadder. Sa., 
Wests. From solja, sb. 

solk [s6‘[k], vb., to eat or drink 
with a slobbering noise; to s. in 
somet’in’. Nm. — Deviates some- 
what in meaning from No. saulka, 
sulka, Sw. dial, sollka, Da. dial, solke, 
vb., to soil, dirty; one might there- 
fore also suggest No. sukla, vb., to 
shake, to stir in liquid, with meta- 
thesis of 1 and k in Shetl. 

solka [s6‘[ka], soilka [soi'lka], sb., 
1) a) a damp, decomposed mass; 
damp, rotting mass; also b) decom- 
posed, damp or rotting state, in a 
s. (in a rotten s.), in a wet and de- 
composed (rotting) state. N.I. The 
form solka, soilka, is reported esp. 
from U.; from Y. solk [s6‘[k (soi‘lk)], 
and from Fe. (Few.) solker, soilker 
[so'lkor, soi'lkar]. 2) a) dregs, sedi- 
ment. Nm. [so‘[ka]. b) thick liquid; 
bad, dreggy beverage. Nm. [so‘[ka]. 
— From Sa., Wests., is reported a 
form sulk [so'lk] = solka 1; in a 
weet [‘wet’] sulk. In Ym. “a weet 
sulk [so‘lk]” esp. denotes a badly- 
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dried peat. — *saulk- (*saulka, f.) and 
*sulk-. Cf. No. saulka, vb., to soil 
oneself, from saula, f., mire, mud, 
Sw. dial, sollk (solk), n., filth, dirt, 
No. sulka, vb., Sw. dial, sollka (solka), 
vb., Da. dial, solke, sulke, solke, vb., 
to soil, dirty. 

solka (soilka)-cfr/nk, sb., see 
solta-drink, sb. 

solker (soilker), see solka, sb. 
solpa, sb., damp, decomposed 

mass or state; see s u 1 p (s u 1 p a), sb. 
solta [s6‘[ta], sb., very thick liquid. 

Prop, mire? Noted down esp. of a 
drink stirred up with too much meal, 
too thick beverage. Such a drink is 
said to be “in a s.” Nms. — Seems 
to be a corruptecj form of solka. 
k and t occas. alternate after 1 and r. 
Diff. from solta, here treated, are 
a) sulta, sb., b) solta in solta-drink, 
sb., q.v. 

solta [so'lta (soi'lta, soi‘lta)]-cfr/nfc, 
solte [so'lto, s6i‘lt3]-£/r/nk, sb., a 
kind of medicinal drink: water or 
bland (whey mixed with water) mixed 
with meal and salt and partly also 
with soot, given to a sick animal. 
N.I. Fe.: [so'^ta (soi'lta)]- and solte- 
drink. Y. occas. solte-drink (and 
solta-). U.: solta, sulta [(so'lta) 
soi‘lta, so'^taj-drink, more rarely sol- 
te-. A parallel form with Ik for It is 
noted down in Fe. and U. (Us.): sol- 
ka [so‘lka, s6i‘lka]-drink. Fe.: [so'Jka]; 
U.: [soi'lka]. “solka-drink”, noted 
down in Fe., is given with the spe- 
cial sense: love-philter (for women). 
— With solta cf. No. solta, f., salt- 
ness, salt liquid, *salta (No. salta, 
sylt and sylta, f., a small saline bog 
or swamp), as well as Da. and Sw. 
“sylte” in Da. dial, “syltemelk”, and 
Sw. dial, “sylte-milk”, f., sheep’s milk 
mixed with salt, boiled and refrige- 
rated (Ri.). 

solter, soilter [sector, soi'ltor], sb., 
liquid manure in or from the gutter 

behind the cattle in a byre. U. — 
For solker, soilker, with the occas. 
given change Ik > It? See solka 
(solker), sb. 

fsommis [somi$, s6mi§], vb., to 
confuse, overwhelm, render speech- 
less ;\o s. ane. Also simmis [sami^]. 
Most comm, in perf. part., sommist 
(simmist) [sonnet, somi^t (somiqt)], 
confused, speechless; he was som- 
mist, he was confused, stood mop- 
ing and could not answer (U.: somisjt). 
— Prob. to be associated with L.Sc. 
sumph, vb., to be in a stupor (Jam.), 
whence sumphish, adj., dull, stupid. 
Doubtful association with No. suma, 
sumsa, vb., inter alia to mix together, 
sumpast, vb. n., to become mixed 
together, entangled, or Icel. sumblast, 
vb. refl., to become unconscious from 
too much drinking (B.H.), O.N. 
sumbla, vb., to mix together. 

son, sb., a son. Now comm, with 
Eng. pronunc.; but a form with long 
o: [so3n], reported from Nmw., is 
certainly Norn and to be traced to 
O.N. sonr, m., son. 

sonfiddel [sonfid’al], interj., slight 
oath: upon my word, etc. Fo. Also 
“sant [sa‘nt]-fiddel” (Fo.), the first 
part of which must then be O.N. 
sannr, adj., true. 

song [s&g], sb. Is Eng. in its 
general sense, but in sense of fav- 
ourite topic, hobby, it is more prob. 
Northern, O.N. spngr, m. “dat is 
[‘has’] been my s. for twaa years”, 
/ have talked about it constantly 
for two years (N.Roe). Faer. songur, 
m., song, is used in quite the same 
way. — sang [sag] in “sea-sang”, 
a surging sound in the sea, is prob. 
also a Northern word; see sang, sb. 

songer [soggar, saggar], vb., 1) 
vb. n., to begin to boil, to rise up, 
seethe at the edges, to emit a bubbl- 
ing sound, of a liquid before boiling; 
de kettle is songerin [sog^gann’, 
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sag -gann-], songerin ower de fire. 
N.I. Sa.,Wests, [soggar]: Un. [saggar]: 
Sa.; N.I. occas. Also to boil slightly 
over a poor fire. In the senses given 
under 1 the forms sonker [sfi'gkar] 
(Umo.) and sunker [so'gkar] (Un.) 
are also noted down. 2) to begin 
to heal, to improve; de sore is son- 
gerin; “he is songerin”, of a sick 
person: he is improving. Um0. [sag- 
gar]. 3) to work slowly, to s. aboot 
a ting. Fe. [saggar].—The root-mean- 
ing is prob. to produce a bubbling 
sound (to this songer 1), next, inter 
alia to itch, e.g. of a sore beginning 
to heal (to this songer 2). Cf. No. 
sangra (saangra), vb., a) to whimper, 
whine (Aa.), b) of pain: to ache, 
prick, itch (R.); Icel. sangra, vb., to 
grumble; No. sengra, vb., to make 
a whistling sound, singra, vb., to 
speak in a chanting, monotonous 
voice, Faer. sjangra, sjengra, vb. 

songi [soggi, saggi], sb., herma- 
phrodite, appl. to human beings and 
animals; a non-prolific male. comm. 
— As initial hw occas. changes to 
sw in Shetl. Norn (cf. e.g. swamm, 
sb., = hwamm, sb.) songi can be 
explained as having arisen from the 
partly syn.kwangi, kwengi.kwingi 
(appl. to animals) through middle- 
forms such as hwangi, hwen2; see 
further kwin2 (hwin, hwen) and 
kwingi, sbs. 

sonker [sa'gkar], vb. n., to boil 
slightly (Umo.); see songer, vb. 

fsonn, soin [sog (s&g), so'g, s&in, 
soin], sb., a kiln, esp. at the end of 
a barn. Conn. Also in the form 
sinni [sini]. Conn. Of Celtic origin, 
Gael, sorn, sb., a kiln, but at an early 
period passing into the Northern lang.: 
Fser. sodnur (sornur), m., No. sonn, m. 

sont, soint [so'gt, s6i‘nt], sb., bad 
temper, peevish or offended frame 
of mind; he had a s. upon him, he 
was fretful; der’ wer’ aye a s. upon 
her, she was always taking offence; 

he is in a s. again. N.I. occas. (Y.?) 
and Nm. — Pxo\>. a grumbling, scold- 
ing: *symt? See the foil. word. 

sont, soint [so'gt, s6i‘nt], vb., to 
be in a bad temper, to be peevish 
or offended; to s. or “to be soin- 
tin”, to geng sointin. N.I.andNm. 
— Prop, to grumble, scold, No. symta, 
vb., to whimper, whine. 

sopott, so-pot [so"pot-, -pat’], sb., 
one of the holes in the sea-rocks 
in which small shell-fish (limpets, 
etc.) are crushed before being thrown 
on the water as so, bait, for fish. 
— *s&<5-(pottr). See so, sb., and cf. 
rurpott, sb. 

sopp, see marsopp, sb. 
sor [so3r], vb., to begin to boil, 

to simmer, to produce a slight, 
hissing sound immediately before 
boiling; de water (milk) is sorin; 
de kettle is sorin. Lunn., Wh., Sk. 
— Cognate with No. sarra, vb. n., 
a) to boil slightly, b) to whimper. 
In form sor is nearer to No. saura 
(sore), vb. n., in developed sense 
of to whimper (R.). 

sora [sora], sb., scaly pieces of 
skin adhering to the wool when it 
is plucked off the sheep, a s. i’ de 
skin. Conn. — Prob. to be referred 
to O.N. saurr, m., dirt, excrement, 
Icel. sori, m.f dregs. Cf. horem 
(hurem, uram), sb. 

sorn [soar8n, soar3n], vb., to be- 
come a firm mass, to form a crusta- 
tion on the bottom of a pot, of liquid, 
milk-pottage, porridge, etc., which 
has not been stirred enough during 
boiling; de meal is sorend [so3rand] 
to de boddom o’ de pot. Pres, part.: 
sornin [so3rmn]. Wh. — *saurna. 
Icel. seyrna (O.N. *S0yrna), vb., to 
become dregs, = seyrast, vb. refl., 
from O.N. saurr, m., dirt, excrement, 
Sw. dial, sbrna, vb., to become dried 
up; to wither, decay. No. soyra, 
vb., a) to cause something to be- 
come dried up or withered (Aa.), 
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b) to decay (R.), s0yrast, vb. refl., 
to decay (R.). 

sorr [s6r(r)], vb., of a liquid: to 
ooze, trickle, e.g. of watery pus or 
blood oozing from a wound; to s. 
ut. Fe. (Yh.). — Cf. No. syra, vb. n., 
to ooze, trickle, of liquid (Aa.), sura, 
vb., to produce a faint, hissing 
sound (R.). 

sostrin, sosterin [s6s"t3rur], sb., 
a relative; esp. in pi., sost(e)rins, 
relatives. Nmw. — O.N. systrungr, 
m., mother's sister’s child (son); 
No. systrung, m., mother’s sister's 
son, in pi.: children of two or more 
sisters; I cel. systrungr, m.,sister’s son. 

sot, soft [sot], sb., a very slow, 
inactive (do-less) person. L., Un. — 
No. sott, m., a sluggish, indolent 
person. May also be a *s&t-, No. 
saat- (see the foil, word) which cor- 
responds better to the word than L.Sc. 
sot, sb., a fool, from Fr. sot. 

sot1 sott [sot], vb. n., a) to walk 
slowly and trailingly; he comes 
sot(t)in op de gate (up the path). 
b) to work slowly and indolently. Fe. 
— Cf. No. saata and “saata seg”, vb., 
to walk with heavy steps. But owing 
to its short vowel-sound the word is 
more prob. to be associated with No. 
sott, mentioned under sot, sb. 

sot2, sott [sot (sat)], vb. a., to drive 
(cattle) slowly; s. de coo awaa! — 
No doubt etym. the same word as 
the prec. one. See sod, vb. 

sota,soita, adj. in def. form, sweet. 
For the diff. forms of this word and 
its restricted use see sot, adj. 

sofa-dike [sot-adek-], sb., a fence 
built out from a sheepfold, along 
which the sheep are driven into the 
fold. M.Roe. — Prob. from sot2, 
vb. See so din (soda)-dike, sb. 

sotl (sottel), soitl (soitel) [so't®!, 
so't9], s6it®l, sort3!, -ol], vb., to make a 
sucking noise in drinking, e.g. of pigs, 
calves and ducks; also of persons, 
“de grice is [‘has’] sotteld (soiteld) 

a corn”. Pres, part.: sotlin, soitlin 
[so'thn, so'tlin, soithn, soi'^lm]. U. — 
*sutla. No. susla and sutla, vb., a) 
to splash, slop, b) to gurgle, etc. 
(Aa.). Sw. dial, suttla, vb., to mix 
together. See the foil, word and 
sotlins, sb. pi., which in meaning 
approaches Sw. dial, suttla, vb., and 
No. susla, f. 

sotle-dr/nfc, sotli-cf/7/ifc [sortlo-, 
so^th-], sb., mixed beverage, water 
or other liquid stirred up with meal; 
also a mixture of milk and water; 
esp. for animals. Fe. — *sutl-. Cf. 
No. susl, n., waste water, mixture 
(Aa.), susla (sutla?), f., mixture, e.g. 
of porridge and milk (R.), Sw. dial, 
suttla, vb., to mix together, and Shetl. 
sotl, vb. 

sotlins (soitlins) [s6“thns, soithns 
(sort-)], sb. pi., a) mixture, poor be- 
verage; b) sediment, slops of liquid 
(mixed beverage, sotl e-drink) in a 
vessel out of which an animal, esp. 
a pig or calf, has drunk. Fe. [sort-]. 
U. [soit-, sort-]. Also sotleks, soit- 
leks [(so'tlaks, soitloks) s6it[3ks]: 
Um0., esp. in sense b. — *sutl-. May 
be a *sutlingar, pi., or *sutlurnar, 
f. pi. def. form with added Eng. pi. -s. 
See the two prec. words. 

sotskin [sot^km, so't^kin, so^kin], 
sb., orig. a pi. word and still comm, 
used as such, but with added Eng. 
pl.-s: sotskins, \) brother and sister, 
brothers and sisters, later on 2) in 
extended sense: a) first cousins, b) 
second cousins, c) more generally: 
near relatives. 3) Biblically: brethren 
and sisters, human beings spirit- 
ually related; next, members of the 
same church, “sotskins i’ de kirk”. 
— sotskin is now used occas. in 
the sing, in sense of a near relative; 
he (sho = ‘she’) is a s. o’ mine. — 
The word is rather common outside 
N.I. More rare are forms with o 
and 6 (reported by J. I.): a) sotskin 
[sot^kin (sot^kon)], as a pi. word with- 
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out added Eng. s, b) sotskins, with 
added s, c) sos kins [qoskins], occas. 
brothers and sisters, occas. first 
cousins (or near relatives). — O.N. 
systkin, n. pi., brothers and sisters. 
ts (sots-, sots-) in Shetl. is due to 
metathesis of st [O.N. syst-]. 

sott1, sb., see sot, sb. 
sott2, sb., sickness. Found only 

in compds. such as lungasott (-sott), 
turkasott (-sott), water-sott, and 
then with secondary accent pronoun- 
ced: [sot, sat, sot, sot]. See under 
the compds. mentioned, 

sott, vb., see sotland2, vb. 
sov1 [sov (so3v)], vb. n., to sink 

into a stupor, to swoon. Rare as 
vb. n., more common as vb. a.; see 
the foil. word. — O.N. sofa, vb. n., 
Da. sove, Sw. sofva, to sleep. 

sov2 [sov, sosv], vb. a., to stun, 
esp. to stun with a blow; he sovd 
him. Occas. by transference: to in- 
jure; I fell and sovd me, 1 fell and 
hurt myself (W.; U.?). — Comm, in 
perf. part., sovd [sovd, so3vd], in 
sense of a) stunned, senseless, un- 
conscious: b) exhausted; overcome 
by sleepiness or weariness; he was 
fairly sovd; sovd [sovd] wi’ moli 
wadder or heavy wark, exhausted 
and sleepy owing to sultry weather 
or heavy work (Fe.). sovd ower 
wi’ sleep, dozing, overcome by 
sleepiness, half asleep, sitting or 
leaning with the head drooping (U.). 
I was sovd ower wi’ sleep, I dozed 
away, overcome by sleepiness. — 
O.N. svsefa, vb., to lull, soefa, vb., 
to kill, slaughter. Icel. svaefa, vb., 
No. svaeva and sova, vb., = O.N. 
svaefa and soefa. Sw. sova, vb., to lull. 
Faer. svaeva, vb., to kill, slaughter. 
— Owing to absence of (dropped) i- 
mutation the Shetl. word assimilates 
in form to sov1, vb., from O.N. sofa, 
vb., to sleep. 

sovin [(sovin) so3vm], sb., a 
stunning blow; he ga’e him a s. i’ 

de face. Y". Deriv. of the prec. 
word. 

spa [spa], sb., thin broth; also = 
gjola, milk from which the butter 
has not separated. Un. — O.N. spafl, 
n., stock from meat or fish. 

spadi [spadi], sb., an old worn- 
out spade; a(n) auld [‘old’] s. Fo. 
Otherwise comm. Eng. spade, sb. — 
O.N. spadi, m., recorded in “j&rn- 
spadi”, iron plate or bar; but has 
doubtless also meant spade, like No., 
Sw. and Da. spade. Icel. spadi, m., 
a spade. 

spang [sparj], sb., buckle, clasp, 
hook. N. and several other places, 
— O.N. sppng (spang-), f., a spangle. 
See *sping and spong, sbs. 

spann1 [span], sb., 1) a water-pail. 
comm. 2*) formerly: a certain mea- 
sure for dry goods; Balfour: span 
= lispund, sb. — O.N. spann, n., 
a) a pail, b) a certain measure and 
weight. Ork. spann, sb., is recorded 
in sense of a certain measure for 
dry goods (Jam.); acc. to Balfour = 
lispund, sb. Ork. “lispund” acc. 
to Jamieson =18 pound Scots; see 
Jam. under “lesh pund”. 

f spann2 [span], sb., a measure with 
the hand, a span, — No. spann, f. 

fspann [span], vb., to measure with 
the hand, to span, = No. spanna, vb. 

sparl, sparrel [spar3!, sparol], sb., 
the rectum; esp. that of an animal, 
cleaned and filled with chopped 
meat (sasser-meat, sparrel-meat) 
and fat, and then boiled, comm. — 
Faer. sperdil, m., the rectum, also 
sa Shetl. sparrel in special sense: 
cleaned rectum of an animal (sheep), 
filled with fat and spice. With re- 
gard to meaning No. speril, sperel, 
“spaerl”, m., is more remote: a) tail, 
= spael (Aa.), b) thin and slight 
figure, c) a narrow piece, strip (R.). 

sparl [spar3!], vb., to stride in 
walking, of a tall, thin person; to 
geng (come) sparlin. N.I. (Y. and 
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Fe.). — To be classed with No. “spserl”, 
speril, m., in sense of a thin and 
slight figure (see “spsel”, m., in R.). 

sparr [spar]-n7>, sb., of an animal 
(esp. pig, calf, sheep): one of the 
foremost, short ribs, “de sparr- 
ribs” are usually included with the 
shoulder-blade when the carcass is 
cut up. Fe. — The first part is rather 
O.N. than Eng. (in spare-rib), O.N. 
sparri, m., undressed pole of timber, 
a skewer, of which Fser. sperra, f., is 
a derivative, in sense of the second 
long bone from the shoulder-blade, 
in the leg of an animal. 

fspats [spats], vb., to swagger, 
strut; to geng spats in aboot. N.Roe. 
— May be an abbr. form of O.N. 
fspazera, Germ, spatzieren (from Ital. 
spaziare, Lat. spatiari). No. speissa, 
vb., to strut, does not agree so well, 
owing to the vowel-sound. 

spai [spai], sb., a spring; a place 
where water breaks through the 
ground in digging. N. — From an 
older *spi [*spi] by anglicising of i 
to ai. Da. dial, spi, spring, in “spi- 
land, spi-jord”, Sw. dial. (Scania, 
prop. Da. dial.) spi, id., in “spi-kille”, 
f., a spring, and “spi-lera”, f., clayey 
soil with springs. Ri. 

*?spel [sps], sb., 1) derision. 2) 
(a) fool. Uncompounded, noted down 
only in the form spje [spje], q.v. 
Without j in the compd. speviti, sb. 

spe2 [spe], sb., prop, a scout, spy, 
now esp. an inquisitive, prying per- 
son; to geng aboot like [lek] a s. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — *spei, *spej. O.N. 
speja, vb., to spy. 

speg [spe3g], vb., to swagger, strut; 
to geng spegin aboot. N.Roe. — 
No. speika, vb., to walk stiffly, to 
strut (R.). Cf. speks, vb., and spek- 
set, adj. 

spekmaliri. see spikkaliri, sb. 
speks [spe*ks (spseks)], vb., = 

speg, vb.; to geng speksin aboot. 
Nmw. [spe3ks]. See the foil. word. 

spekset [spaeksst (spe3ksot)], adj., 
thin, long-legged. N.I. [spaeksat]. 
Also spechset [spae^sat]: Un. occas. 
— Deriv. of a *speik-; see speg, 
vb., with the derivative speks. Cf. 
No. speikjen, speikalig, adj., stiff and 
erect, with stiff and erect bearing. 

speld [spaeld], sb., sluice-gate in 
a mill-pond; de spelds o’ de mill. 
— O.N. speld, n., a (square) tablet, 
slab, used as a cover. No. spjeld 
and spjelder, n., a board, disk, plate, 
with which to cover an opening; 
contrivance for regulating the flow, 
e. g. of corn in a mill (Aa.). Goth, 
spilda, thin board. 

spell [spael], sb., a splinter, shav- 
ing. Mostly used in pi., spells, 
splinters, shavings. Wests. (Papa). 
S.Sh. (Du.). Also spellek [spaelak] 
(Voe, Du.). — Cf. No. spel, spela(e’), 
f. , = spila(i’), f., flat splinter, Sw. 
dial, spel, n., shaving, spela, f., = 
spila. The form spill [spel] in Shetl., 
however, is doubtless Eng. spill, sb., 
in the same sense. 

fspendi [spaendi], sb., in the expr. 
“to play s.”, to turn cart-wheels. 
Du. L.Sc.? 

fspensi [spae'nsi], sb., the stormy 
petrel. Un. To be referred to Sw. 
spen(s)- in “spenslig”, and (dial.) 
“spensk”, adj., slender? Cf. N.Eng. 
dial, spence, sb., as the name of the 
curlew. 

sperband [spe3rband], sb., the 
hindmost, short rib, band, of a boat. 
Un. sporrband [sporband]: Fe.— 
sper- prob. by lengthening of an 
older *sperr, sb., rafter, O.N. sperra, 
f. For the alternation sper- and 
sporr- cf. sperrek and sporr, sbs. 

sperr [spaer(r)], vb., 1) to strain, 
exert muscular force; to s. at wi’ de 
feet, to set the feet hard against the 
stretcher, fit-linn, in a boat, in row- 
ing. 2) a) to stride, to s. at, to s. 
awaa. b) to set off (at full speed), 
to hasten-, to hurry in getting a task 
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done-, to s. on. Un. (in all the given 
senses), to “s. aff” de claes (Us.), 
to pull off one's clothes? — O.N. 
sperra, vb., a) to stretch out, b) sper- 
rask (vi5), to resist, struggle against. 
No. sperra, vb., also inter alia to 
exert oneself, strain, struggle against. 
Hence, with meanings corresponding 
to those given for Shetl. sperr, vb.: 
O.N. sperna (spenna), vb., to set the 
foot hard against an object (Fr.), 
Fser. spenna (*sperna), vb., also to 
set off, to hasten. Cf. spird, vb. 

sperrek [speerok], sb., a tall, thin 
person. Du. Also sporr [spor(r)]: 
Du. Prop, a rafter, used compara- 
tively, but lost in its orig. sense. — 
O.N. sperra, f., a rafter. For the 
alternation of vowel in sperrek and 
sporr cf. sperband and sporr- 
band, sbs. 

speviti [spe"vit'i], sb., a person 
who is the object of derision: a 
fool; to ha’e ane for a s„ to make 
a fool of one. Yn. — *sp6-vaetti. 
The first part is O.N. sp6, n., deri- 
sion, Shetl. spje (*?spe); the second 
part viti, sb., — Faer. vaetti, n., 
used disparagingly of persons, from 
O.N. vaettr, f., (living) being. Cf. 
spjeskab, spjetak, sbs. 

spi [spi], vb., to make a fool of, 
to mock; to s. at ane. Acc. to J. I. 
— *spla = O.N. *sp£a, vb. Icel. 
sp6a, No. and Sw. dial, spea, vb., 
to mock. 

spiger [spigor] and spiker fsplkor], 
sb., a spike, a large nail, spiger: 
Nm. spiker: Un. — No. spikar, m., 
Da. spiger, a spike, nail. O.N. splkr, 
m., a spike (S.E.). 

spiggaliri, see spikkaliri, sb. 
spiggi [spigi, spegi] and spiggi- limpet, sb., a kind of shell-fish: 

oval-shaped limpets, acrid in taste; 
harder than the ordinary limpets 
and not so good for bait (see f lad- 
re k, sb.); found farther out on the 
sea-shore than the common “limpet”. 

I N.I. spiggi is noted down in Yh. in 
sense of an old overgrown limpet 
(hard, dry and shrunk). Fe.: [spigi]. 
Yh. and Un.: [spegi]. — The name 
spiggi may be due to the above- 
mentioned qualities of the limpet 
(hardness, dryness, acridity) and thus 
be allied to No. spika, vb., (to be 
hard), Da. spege, vb., Sw. spicka, vb. 
Cf. No. spiken, adj., a) cured (of meat 
and fish), b) dry, thin, lean (Aa.), 
Sw. dial, spikjin, adj., poor, of soil 
(Ri.), No. spikna, vb., to shrink (to 
be cured). 

spik [spik, spek], sb., blubber, 
whale-blubber, occas. also of fat of 
swine. — O.N. spik, n., blubber 
(whale-blubber). 

spikkaliri [spek'all'ri], sb., barnacle, 
lepas anatifera. Un. Also spigga- 
liri [speg'all'ri]: Un., and spekma- 
liri [spae'k'mallTi]: Fe. — The first 
part is prob. to be referred to No. 
spikk, n., a piece cut off, spik (ii), 
f., a splinter, chip, or to No. spaek, 
f. (m.), Icel. spsekja, f., a chip. Un- 
certain relation to Sw. spigg, m., 
stickleback, gasterosteus. For the 
second part Hri see krabbaliri, sb., 
syn. with spikkaliri. 

spil [spil, spll (spil)], sb., 1) a 
splinter, shaving, chip. U. [spil]. The 
pure and partly long i-sound indicates 
an origin from No. spila, f., a splinter, 
rather than from Eng. spill, sb. Other- 

| wise the Eng. form “spill” is mostly 
used in the given sense. 2) a wooden 
skewer for stretching something, esp. 

^ a split fish hung up to dry. Yh. 
| [spll]. — O.N. spila, f., a lath; No. 
I spile (ii), m., and spil (ii), f., a 

wooden skewer. Da. spile, c., id. 
spil [spll], vb., to stretch out, esp. 

! to skewer a split fish, in order to 
' keep it open, when hung up to dry; 
\ to s. op fish. Yh. — O.N. spila, vb., 
j to stretch out. No. spila (ii), Fser. 

splla, vb., to stretch out, extend. 
I See spjolk, vb. 
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spill [spil (spel, spsl)], vb., to spill, 

corresponds in its diff. applications 
to O.N. spilla, vb., and Eng. spill, vb. 
Local in Shetl. is the use of the word 
as vb. n., of tide: to slacken; de tide is 
spillin (Un.: spslm; Uwg: spihn). 
To this as a sb.: spillin [spilin 
(spehn), spalin], de spillin o’ de 
tide, the slackening of the tide (U.). 

spilt [spi'lt (spe‘lt), spa'lt], adj., 
leprous; s. folk, lepers, “s. folk’s 
buses, s. buses (de s. man’s hus, 
de s. wife’s hus)” was in former 
times the name of isolation houses 
in the out-field for lepers. 

*sping, sb., see spong, sb. 
fspinni [spm(n)i], sb., a round 

wooden plate in the centre of which 
is fixed a small rod with hooked 
top, used for twining Of snells for 
fishing-lines. Nm. Prop, a spinner. 
— From Nmw. is also reported 
spinni of a kind of coral-polyp, 
sea-anemone. 

spir [spir], sb., a gushing stream 
of liquid; a jet of water, a s. o’ 
water. Uwg. — No. spir (ii), m., a) 
a spire, b) a stream, a gushing jet 
of liquid (Aa). 

spir [spir], vb., to stream, to gush 
forth as a jet, of liquid; de water 
spird [splrd] ut. *— No. spira (ii), 
vb., a) to sprout, b) to gush, issue 
forth as a jet (Aa.). 

spird [spard], vb., 1) to kick, 2) 
to stride; to take great leaps in 
running; he guid [‘went’] spirdin 
by. N.I. (Y., Fe.). — Cognate with 
O.N. spyrna (sporna, sperna), vb., 
to set the foot hard against an ob- 
ject. Cf. sperr, vb. 

spirdi-//7 [sper’difab], sb., spur- 
bearing tarsus, foot of a cock. Y., 
Fe. — Prop, spur-foot. O.N. spori, 
m., No. spore, m., a spur, thorn. 
spirdi points to O.N. spordr, m., 
a) fish-tail, b) point (No. spord 2). 

*spirvigru [spir"vigrir], sb., small 
flakes of stone striking the edge 

of the scythe in mowing tekk (hea- 
ther for thatching). Un. — *spirfit 
grjot or *spirfgrjot. No. spirven, 
adj., slender as a spirv (slight, supple 
figure). 

spit [spit], sb., a rod, spit, esp.: 
\) &) a small wooden rod stuck 
through the heads or gill-openings 
of (small) fish hung up to dry; acc. 
to statement from Fe. commonly a 
score or so of fish are stuck on a spit, 
a piltek-s. (piltek, young coalfish). 
Fe., U. b) a wooden skewer put 
across a split fish, esp. a shark 
(small shark, Shetl. ho), hung up 
to dry. Uwg. 2) of a fishing-line: an 
iron rod stuck horizontally through 
the sinker from which the hooked 
snells hang down, on either side of 
the rod; de s. o’ de lead-sten. Fe. 
Cf. sprul, sb., as the name for the 
one-armed rod, as distinguished from 
the two-armed spit. — O.N. sp^ta 
and spyta, f., a spit, a wooden pin. 
No. spyta (y’) and spita (i’), f., id. 
Icel. spita, f. (B.H.). i in Shetl. spit 
may spring from any of the vowels 

y, L i- spit [spit], vb., a) to stick a wooden 
rod through the heads or gill-open- 
ings of small fish, hung up to dry; 
to s. fish. Fe., U. (Uwg). b) to 
skewer a split fish, esp. a shark 
(Shetl. ho), hung up to dry; to s. 
a ho; a weel [‘well’] spitet [spitat] 
ho (Uwg). — O.N. sp^ta (spyta), vb., 
to fix by means of a wooden pin, 
spit. For the vowel i in spit see 
spit, sb. Cf. spjolk, vb. 

spjal [spjal], vb., to sprawl, struggle; 
“to lie spjalin on de grund”, e.g. 
of a flock of children at play, also 
of an animal in its death-struggle, “to 
s. in (or on) de water”, “de foal’s 
legs guid [‘went’] spjalin ut”. U., 
Nm. — *spjala from *spila. Cf. Faer. 
spj£lka [spja'lka], vb., to kick, sprawl, 
from *spjalka, and see spjel and 
spjelli, vbs. 
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spjaler [spjalar], sb., sea-term, name 

in fishermen’s lang. for cat\ occas. 
used also of a dog. Uws. — Prop. 
a sprawler or player. Allied to 
spjal, vb., to sprawl, struggle. As- 
sociated in meaning with No. spela, 
Peer, spaela, Icel. spila, vb., to play 
(Germ, spielen, L.G. spelen). 

spje [spje], sb., 1) scorn, dispar- 
aging talk of a person. Un. 2) a 
fool, a person one makes fun of\ 
dey ’re makin’ a s. o’ him, they are 
making a fool of him. Un. — No., 
Sw. and Da. spe, n., scorn. 

spjel (spjell) fspjel, spje3!, spjsel], 
vb., to thrust out arms and legs, 
to sprawl. Fe. [spjel, spje3!]; Conn, 
[spjel]; Yh. [spjsel]. de foal is spje- 
1 i n, the foal is sticking out its legs, 
is said of a foal whose legs are not 
yet strong enough (in running); Fe.; 
de animal is lyin’ spjel in wi’ its 
feet, the animal stretches out its 
legs, as a symptom of illness; Fe.; to 
lie spjelin (spjellin), to lie stretch- 
ing out arms and legs, e.g. of a flock 
of children at play; Yh. In Fe. also 
spjall [spjal]. Cf. spjelli, vb., and 
No. spjelka (spilka), spjaaka (*spjalka, 
*spjalka), vb., a) to make awkward 
movements with the arms, b) to strut, 
stalk, c) of children: to stride, to jump 
about with bare legs (R.). Peer, 
spjalka, vb., to kick, sprawl. 

spjeHi [spjseli, spjali], sb., a flock 
of children tumbling at play, thrust- 
ing out arms and legs. Fe. From 
spjell = spjel, vb. 

spjelli [spjseli (spjali)], vb., = spjel, 
vb.; to geng spjelliin [spjaeliin], to 
swing the arms and legs in walking-, 
to lie spjelliin [spjseliin], to lie 
sprawling and kicking, e.g. of children 
at play. Fe. 

spjel [spje3l]-man, sb., a fiddler, 
violin-player. Un. From *spjel, vb., 
in the sense (unrecorded) of to play 
on an instrument-, No. spela, Fser. 
spsela, Icel. spila, vb., to play, from 

Germ. Da. spillemand, No. spelmann, 
Sw. spelman, Faer. spaelimaflur. 

spjelpel [spjelpol, spje3!-], sb., the 
first open water after the boat has 
left the landing-place. Un. — Prop. 
a small bay, a sheet of calm water, 
pol, near the shore. See spjel, vb. 

spjeskab [spjeskab], sb., a fool, 
a person exposing himself to deri- 
sion-, dey ’re makin’ a s. o’ dem- 
selves, they make fools of themselves. 
Fe. — *speskapr, from O.N. sp6, n., 
derision. See spje, sb., and cf. spe- 
viti, sb. 

spjetak [spje3tak], sb., a fool, = 
spjeskab and speviti, sbs.; he is 
a proper s. U.; W.? — *sp6tak? No 
doubt spectacle, in sense of absurd, 
foolish person (No. and Da. spek- 
takel, Fser. spektakkul, n.),prop. sight. 

spjokl, spjokkel [spj&kol (spjo/al)], 
sb., a kind of mussel. Yh. Poss. a 
piece, fragment, associated with No. 
spikka and spjekla, vb., to cut (Aa.), 
spikk, n., a piece cut off(R.). spikk-, 
in spikkaliri, can be explained in 
the same way. 

spjolk [spjo‘lk, spj§‘lk], sb., 1) a 
wooden skewer-, a splint, esp.: a) 
a splint tied to a broken limb in 
order to keep it in position; comm, b) 
a wooden skewer put across a split 
fish, esp. a young shark (h o), hung 
up to dry. A parallel form spoilk 
[spoi'lk, sp6‘]k] is noted down in 
Yb’n. 2) Occas. by transference: a 
lanky person-, a lang s. — spjolk 
is an older *spj£lk- from *spjalk-. O.N. 
spjalk, f., a splint, stretcher, = spelka, 
f. Fser. spj^lki, m. No. spjelk, spjolk 
(spilk), m., splint, stretcher (Aa.), 
spjelka, f., id. (R.). 

spjolk [spjo‘lk, spj&‘lk], vb., 1) to 
put a splint on a broken limb in 
order to keep it straight, to s. a leg. 
2) to skewer a split fish, hung up, 
to keep it open for quicker drying-, 
to s. a fish. A parallel form spoilk 
[spoi‘lk, spo'jk] is noted down in 
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Yb-n.; to spoilk op de pilteks (Yb.). 
— *spj&lka from *spjalka from orig. 
*spelk-. O.N. spelkja, vb., to stretch 
out with splints. No. spjelka, vb., id. 

spjolkin [spjo'lkin, spj&‘lkin], sb., 
1) a small fish, esp. coalfish, sillek, 
piltek, cut up and grilled with the 
liver inside. Also spjolket sillek 
or piltek; see spjolk, vb. 2) a 
young shark (ho) split, stretched out 
by means of a spjolk and hung 
up to dry. Also spjolket ho. ho- 
spjolkin [ho'spj&'hkin], young shark 
(W.). — In sense 1 the word may 
poss. spring from a root-meaning 
split or cleft object (fish), as there 
is no statement about the coalfish 
having been hung up to dry, stretched 
out with a s p j o 1 k, before being grilled. 
Cf. O.N. spila, vb., to stretch out, no 
doubt prop, to split, cleave, with 
derivative *spilka; Sw. dial, spilka, 
vb., to split into thin flakes. 

spjorl [spjorl] and spjorlin [spjor- 
lin], sb., a tall, lanky person, a tall, 
overgrown youth. Fe., U.— No. spirl, 
m., a tall, slender, pliant figure (R.). 

spjorr [spj6r(r)j, sb., a stout strip 
of cloth, rag, laid inside a shoe of 
hide (rivlin) or in a cloth shoe 
(smukk) and serving as a sole. 
N.Roe,Nmn. Also a) sp jorr [spjor(r)], 
b) spjorrek [spjor(r)3k], c) sporrek 
[sporok, sporok], d) sporriklut [spor- 
(ryiklut1] and sporrklut [sporklut]: 
N.Roe. — O.N. spjprr, f., a strip, 
rag. Fser. spjorr, f., id. 

spo [spo], vb., to forebode, fore- 
tell; I spod nae better o’ dee (N.I.). 
Esp. a) to build castles in the air, 
to indulge in fancies, to s. aboot 
a ting, b) to forebode evil, to s. ill, 
c) to foretell by means of an u au- 
gury bone", de spoben; see the foil, 
word. — Occas. to have intercourse 
with a girl before marriage, to s. 
for a lass (Y.). — O.N. sp&, vb., to fore- 
bode, foretell; whence Sc. (now also 
Eng.) spae, vb. 

spoben [spoben, -ben], sb., uaugury 

bone" (bone, condyle, used in augu- 
ries): a) condyle between the thigh- 
bone and the shank of an animal 
(usually a sheep). Sa.; N.Roe. b) collar- 
bone of a cock. N.I.? (J.I.); Fo. 
When a prospective mother wished 
to know whether she was to give 
birth to a boy or a girl, she would 
ask a woman friend to consult the 
“spoben” in the foil, manner. The 
latter would drop the bone (gen. con- 
dyle) into her lap three times, each 
time saying: “Spo ben! spo ben, 
whedder my friend is to ha’e a boy 
or a lass!” (Sa.). If the round side 
turned up twice it was to be a boy; 
if the hollow one, a girl. With re- 
gard to marriage the collar-bone was 
used. If the thick side turned upper- 
most the person in question was to 
be married. Fo. 

spoilk, see spjolk, sb. and vb. 
spond, vb., see spund, vb. 
*spone, see *spunnin, sb. 
spong [spop], sb., metal plate or 

band. O.N. sppng, f., plate, spangle. 
As a place-name is found a form 
sping [spirj]. de Sping o’ Brekken 
(Yn.), a piece of pasture, roundish 
in form. Herewith cf. Eng. dial, 
spong, sb., strip of land. 

spong [spop], vb., to put a metal 
plate or band on something; to rivet; 
to s. a kettle (Ti.). — *spanga = 
O.N. spengja, vb., to spangle. 

Sponga [spopga (spSpga)], sb., 
the name for a spotted or striped 
cow. — *Spanga. See sponget, 
adj. 

sponget [spopgot, sp&rjgot, spop- 
got], adj., of an animal (esp. a cow): 
a) spotted (Conn, occas.); b) black, 
with white spots or conversely; a s. 
coo; c) having spots and stripes of 
various colours on the sides and 
across the back (J.I.); d) dark (black) 
with light (white) belly and with 
light (white) stripes along the sides 
and across the back; a s. coo. Conn.; 
Ai., Wests, and several other places. 
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— [spoi]g3t, spSrjgst] is the general 
form of pronunc. [sporjgot]: Conn, 
occas. (spotted) beside [spor]g3t, sp&rj- 
got]. — *sp9ngottr, prop, secured with 
plates or spangles. See s p o n g, sb. 

spongi [spoggi], sb., sea-term for 
the eel (Fo.); see smjongni, sb. 

spord [spord], sb., 1) tail, tail-tip, 
esp. that of a fish, de s. o’ de tail, 
the tail-tip (of a fish), occas. also 
the tail-bone (Whn.). Occas. in the 
form sp o r [spor] with final d dropped. 
As a sea-term, tabu-name in fisher- 
men’s lang., tail in general, tail of 
an animal, e.g.: de spord o’ .de 
gjonger, the horse’s (steed's) tail. 
Ai. 2) the top of a fish-hook to 
which the line or snell is fixed, 
opposed to “witter”, the barbed end 
for the bait. Also end, edge of 
something, e.g. de s. o’ de shauld 
[‘shallow’, ground, fishing-ground]-, 
de s. o’ de hill (Fo.). As a place- 
name of low, rocky points, e.g. de 
Spord o’ Onjer-holm [or^aromf]; de 
Hellaspor [hej 'aspor] (Nmw.): *hellu- 
spordr. — O.N. spordr, m., tail, esp. 
of a fish, pointed end. 

sporr [spor], sb., a tall, lanky 
person (Du.), no doubt prop, a spar, 
rafter, used comparatively like sper- 
rek, but lost in its orig. sense. See 
sperrek, sb. 

sporrband [spdrband], sb., the 
hindmost rib of a boat. Fe. — Prop. 
*sperru-band, u rafter-band". See 
sperband, sb. 

sporrek, sporrklut, see spjorr,sb. 
sprag [spriig], sb., 1) strutting, 

gesticulating in one's walk. 2) a 
coxcomb (esp. a tall, lanky person), 
who struts and gesticulates in his 
walk. N.I. Edm. has “spragg”, sb., 
given as “a boaster, braggart”, and 
“spraagin”, pres, part., given as 
“swaggering”, not further confirmed 
in these senses, sprag 2 is now 
often used in a laudatory sense of 
a good-looking, lively and clever 
fellow (noted down esp. in U.). — 

No doubt orig. to be referred to O.N. 
spradka, vb., to sprawl (= sprpkla), 
also to jump, run about. In sense of 
lively and clever fellow, however, it 
corresponds with Eng. dial, sprack, 
sprag, adj., lively, active-, O.N.sprsekr, 
No. spraek, adj., lively, active, Sw. dial, 
spraker (sprak), adj., courageous, 
joyous, sprak, ad]., fiery, mettlesome 
(in “sprakf&le”). 

sprag [sprag], vb., 1) to stretch 
out the legs, to sprawl; de coo lay 
spragin on her back; de coo lay 
on her back wi’ her legs spragin 
ut, the cow lay on her back with 
her legs sprawling. 2) to spread, 
extend, in different directions, e.g. of 
the beams of the aurora borealis; de 
pretty-dancers (aurora borealis) is 
spragin ower de sky. Sa., Wests. 
3) to strut, swagger, gesticulating 
in one’s walk. Esp. in pres. part, 
spragin, used adjectivally; a sp r a gi n 
fellow, a swaggering fellow, now 
gen. in a laudatory sense: a brisk, 
clever fellow; also with the pronunc. 
sprakjin [spratqm], a sprakjin 
fellow. N.I. — Agrees both in form 
and senses with O.N. spradka, vb., 
to sprawl. Cf. Da. sprade, vb., prop. 
to stride, now esp. in sense of to 
strut, swagger, etc. sprag, however, 
might be developed from an old 
*sprada, as orig. d often changes to 
g in Shetl. Norn. 

sprager [spragar], sb., \) a cox- 
comb. 2) a brisk, smart fellow. 
See sprag, vb. 

spraklet [spraklat], adj., speckled, 
spotted. See spreklet, spriklet, 
which are the more common forms. 

sprait. vb., see sprett, vb. 
spreklet [sprseklat] and sprekkeld 

[spraeksld], adj., speckled, spotted. 
Also comm, spriklet [spnklat] and 
sprikkeld [spnkald]. More rarely 
(acc. to J. I.): spraklet [spraklot]. 
— No. spreklutt and occas. spriklutt, 
adj., speckled, spotted, Sw. sprack- 
lig, L.Sc. and Eng. dial, spreckled, adj. 
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spren [spre3n], sb., a strip, esp. 

a) a strip of cloud; sprens (strips 
of cloud; thin, whitish, vapoury 
clouds) ower de sky; windy sprens, 
small, detached clouds foreboding 
wind, b) beam of light, one of the 
beams radiating from the sun, = 
stav, sb. sprens under de sun (Fe.). 
— In sense a the word is noted 
down both in U. and Fe., in sense 
b esp. in Fe. — *sprsen-, a squirt. 
Fser. sprsenur, No. sprsen, m., a 
squirt, from sprsena, vb., to spout, 
squirt. A parallel form spreng, 
spring [spreg, sprig], noted down 
in U., is L.Sc. spraing. A Norn 
parallel form spron, sb. (q.v.), with- 
out i-mutation, is used in a diverging 
sense. 

sprett [sprset] and spritt [sprit, 
spret (sprit)], sb., a) a leap, jump, 
b) hurried run, c) speed, haste; he 
set aff wi’ a s. Mostly in the form 
spritt. sprett is noted down in Un. 
beside spritt [sprit, sprit]. Icel. sprettr, 
m., hard running (B.H.). 

sprett1 [spraet] and spritt [sprit, 
spret; sprit], vb. n., \) to leap, jump, 
to run quickly and lightly (in leaps), 
to run about in play, to s. aboot; 
to s. like a filly-foal; de foal is 
sprettin (sprittin) aboot; de dog 
or cat is sprittin. Also e.g. of a 
boat: to make good headway; dere 
sho [‘she’ = de boat] spritts. de 
horse spritted, was sprittin, the 
horse boltedde fish is sprittin, 
the fish are gamboling in the sur- 
face of the water (Un.). Most comm, 
in the form spritt. U". and Fe.: 
[sprit] and [sprit]. Y. occas.: [spret]. 
Un.also sprett, tos.aboot. Y. occas. 
and Fe. occas. also sprait [sprait], 
to s. aboot (as a foal), to s. like a 
filly-foal. 2) to sprout, grow, of plants. 
— O.N. spretta, vb. n., a) to bound, 
leap, rush, b) to sprout, grow, c) to 
well up, issue, of a spring, etc., d) 
to burst, open out. With the form | 

spritt cf. Sw. spritta, vb. n., to jump, 
leap, spring. See uppspretta1, sb. 

sprett2 [(spret) sprset], vb. a., to 
rip up; to loosen; to s. op a seam, 
to rip up a seam. Also occas. used 
as vb. n.: to become loosened, to 
burst, come undone, esp. of seams 
in clothes. U. — O.N. spretta, vb. a., 
to rip up, tear apart. 

fspri [sprl], sb., spray. See fspri, 
vb. 

fspri [spn], vb. n., to spray; de 
water sprid ower me. Cf. No. sprae 
(R. Suppl.), vb., to spray. 

sprikl, sprikkel [spnk3!, spnkol], 
vb., to sprawl; to mirl and s. Pres, 
part, spriklin [spriklm]. Me., Nm., 
N.I. s. upo de ayre, to row very 
briskly, exerting oneself-, Nmw. “dey 
sprikkeld [spnkold] a’ dey could, 
but he took his way oot afore dem” 
(in a rowing-match). Nmw. — Icel. 
sprikla, vb., to sprawl, move the 
limbs (B.H.). No. sprikla, vb., to 
lay about one, to make quick, vio- 
lent movements, spritla, vb., to sprawl. 
Faer. sprakla, vb., id. Cf. spritl, vb. 

spriklet [spnklot], adj., speckled, 
spotted. Also a) sprikkeld [spn- 
kold], b) spreklet [spraeklot], sprek- 
keld [spraekold]. — No. spriklutt and 
spreklutt, L.Sc. and Eng. dial, spreck- 
led, adj., id. See spraklet, adj. 

spring1 [sprig], vb. n., in the gene- 
ral sense, to burst, break, is Northern, 
as Eng. “spring” is not used in the 
same way. s. op a-blodin, = Da. 
springe op at Mode, to begin to bleed 
(of nose or sore). — O.N. springa, vb. 
n., a) to run, leap, b) to issue, gush 
forth, c) to burst, break. 

spring2 [sprig, spreg], vb. a., to 
burst, to cause to break, esp. to 
cause injury by over-exertion; to s. 
anesell, to injure oneself by over- 
exertion. Now comm, strong con- 
jugation: a) past: sprang [sprag], 
occas. also sprung, b) perf. part, 
sprung [sprog, sprog], spring, vb. n., 
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after Eng. he sprang (sprung) him 
[‘himself’], = Da. han spraengte sig, 
he over-exerted himself, to s. a 
person; he sprang the wind 
of) de horse; he sprang a vein, he 
burst a blood-vessel, a sprung 
boat or cask, bluid-sprung, blod- 
sprung [blodsprorj], perf. part, and 
adj., blood-shot, see blodsprung, 
adj. — O.N. sprengja (g5), vb. a., 
to cause to burst, to ride (a horse) 
to death, sprengja best. 

spritl [sprit3!, -al], vb., to sprawl, 
= sprikl. spritl is characteristic 
of Wests, (noted down in Sa.), while 
sprikl is more current on Easts. — 
No. spritla, vb., to sprawl. 

spron [spron, spro3n], sb., ejected 
liquid, esp. excrement. — Faer. sprae- 
nur, m., No. spraen, m., and spraena, 
f., a jet of liquid. No. spraena, f., 
also of diarrhoea, spron presupposes 
a *spran- without i-mutation. Cf. 
spren, sb., which is another (i-mu- 
tated) form of the same word, but 
with different meaning. 

spron [spron, spro3n], vb., to eject 
liquid, esp. liquid excrement, of 
birds. — *spr^na, without i-mutation. 
O.N. spraena, vb. n., to spout. In 
No. (spraena) also, like Shetl. spron, 
to squirt out liquid excrement (R.). 

spronins [spromns, spro3nms], sb. 
pi., excrements of birds. From 
spron, vb. 

sprul [sprul, sprdl, sprol], sb., of 
a fishing-line: a) a thin iron rod, 
fixed in a slanting position to the 
sinker, with the hooked snells hang- 
ing from its lower end. Fe. occas. [sprul]. Cf. spit, sb., of the two- 
armed rod on the fishing-line. More 
comm, b) a small, two-armed iron 
rod stuck horizontally through the 
sinker and spreading the hooked 
snells hanging on either side of the 
rod. [sprul]: St.; elsewhere comm.: 
[sprul, sprol]. Also sprol [sprol] 
and sprol [sprol], the latter form in 

Wests, comm, in sense b. — Prob. 
O.N. sp9lr, m., a rail, bar, with in- 
serted r in Shetl. Norn, as e.g. in 
skrai, sb., = skai2, sb., brol, vb., 
to bellow, O.N. baula, vb. (No. braula). 
Cf. sprut and spit, sbs. 

sprat1 [sprut], sb., a rod, iron rod 
stuck through the sinker of a fish- 
ing hand-line, with the hooked snells 
hanging from the ends. Yh. — Cf. 
O.N. sproti, m., a stick, rod, belt- 
buckle, etc., No. sprote, m., a slender 
stick, weaver's stick, and sprot, n., 
a small rod for stretching out fish- 
ing-nets, Sw. sprite, c., cross-bar, 
and sprbt, n., bowsprit, angling-rod. 

sprat2 [sprut, sprot], sb., a spurt, 
gush. — No. sprut (uu), m., a gushing 
stream (R.). See sprut, vb. 

sprat [sprut (sprot)], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to spurt, gush; also, to boil fast (Da. 
sprutkoge, vb.); de kettle is sprutin. 
2) vb. a., to spit out; to s. ut de 
so, in fishing: to spit out chewed 
limpets on the surface of the sea 
in order to allure the fish. — No. 
spruta, vb. n., to spout, Sw. spruta, 
vb., to gush forth. 

spugi [spugi], sb., 1) a small, 
slender person. 2) a sponger, cad- 
ger. Fo. — The same word as No. spok 
(oo), m., a madcap, coxcomb, Sw. dial, 
spok, n., scarecrow. Da. dial. (O.Da.) 
spog, n., Faer. spok, n., a bogey, hob- 
goblin. The stem in Da. spogelse, spec- 
tre, spook, from L.G. spoksel. L.Sc. 
spaig, sb., a) skeleton, b) a tall, lanky 
person, is no doubt a cognate word. 

spui [spni], sb., the curlew, nume- 
nius, esp. numenius arcuata. Sa., 
Wests. — O.N. spoi, m., the curlew, 
scolopax arcuata and phaeopus (Fr.). 

spuld [sp61d], sb., a tear, rent, 
esp. in a garment, a petticoat. Acc. 
to J. I. — Prob. to be classed with 
No. spildra, vb., to splinter, cleave, 
split, spila, vb., to stretch out, O.N. 
spplr, m., a rail, bar. No. spol (spole), 
m., a) spile, rail, b) a stripe; strip. 
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spund [spond], spond [spond, 

spond], vb., to run fast, to gallop, 
occas. with implied sense of noise. 
— Also a) spondj [spondsj] (Edm.: 
spundg) and b) spunder [spondor 
(spondor)], sponder [spondar (spon- 
dar)]. Ork.: spunder, sponder. Caith- 
ness: spunner. In E.D.D. “spunder, 
spunner” are given as L.Sc., but the 
sources stated are only from Shetl., 
Ork.and Caithness.—spund, spond, 
may represent *spun, *spon. For 
the final d, cf. e.g. kand = kann, 
vb., raind (rend) for *renn, vb., 
sand for *sann from O.N. sanna, 
vb., ford for‘for, vb., fost for *f0S, 
vb. Cf. a) No. spana, vb., to strain, 
to stretch out, spana ut foterne, to 
stretch out the feet, spona (spoyna), 
vb., (to kick), to set off, make haste, 
to run fast, in the compd. “tvispona”, 
to gallop (R. under “tvispan”, n., 
gallop), b) older L.Sc. spinner (spyn- 
ner), vb., to run or fly fast. 

spundikrabb [spun"dikrab], sb., 
heart-shaped crab. Du. — Prop. uspoon-crab", O.N. *spon(ar)-krabbi, 
from O.N. sponn, m., a spoon. The 
designation is prob. old and hardly 
an actual Eng. “spoon-crab”. Cf. 
lupi2, lupek (trowie 1., craw’s 1.) 
in the above-named sense. 

*spunnin, spugnin, sb., the spoon, 
def. form of the word *spunn, 
*spugn, sb., spoon. Noted down 
only in Fo. in the foil, forms: s p u n g n a 
[spogna], spugna [spogna], spune 
(spone) [spune, spone], spugin 
[spugin, spogin]. *spungna (spug- 
na, etc.) ligger i gliggan [spogna, 
spogna lig"3r3' glegan], the spoon 
is lying in the window, O.N. sponn- 
inn liggr i glygginu(m); see gligg1, 
sb. In Low’s list of words: sponin 
(Fo.). — O.N. sponninn, def. form 
of “sp6nn”, m., = sp£nn, m., a) a 
chip, b) a spoon. 

sputsjela, spoof-sjela [sput ^e3 la], 
sb., cold, pouring rain (Yn.). See 

sjela, sb. The first part is Eng. 
spout, sb., inter alia downpour. 

fspel [spol], sb., spool. No. spole 
(spol), m., spool. Shetl. spal is most 
prob. L.Sc. spuil = Eng. spool, as 
[god] is Eng. good, adj., [fol] Eng. 
fool, sb., [spon] Eng. spoon, sb., etc. 

sper [spor (sp0®r, spor)], vb., 1) 
to ask, consult. Now found only 
in certain phrases: a) in a verse con- 
taining a colloquy between the mea- 
dow and the brook: “—why spors 
[spors] du?” (the brook to the mea- 
dow; see huketi, kruketi). Conn, 
b) to s. godeks (goddeks, gwod- 
deks), to give riddles to be guessed; 
noted down esp. in Conn.; “we’ll 
s. [sper] twaa or free woddeks 
Cgwoddeks)”. c) in imp.: spor 
[spor]! ask! evasive reply to a ques- 
tion one does not wish to answer. 
“Hwar is du gaun de morn?” where 
are you going to-morrow? Spor! 
U. (Uwg.). d) to propose marriage, 
esp. to ask a young girl’s hand of 
her parents, [spar]. The suitor ge- 
nerally brings (brought) with him a 
bottle, called “de sporin [sponn]- 
bottle”, the contents of which he 
offered (acc. to R. Jamieson, Sand- 
ness). L.Sc. speer, vb. (speer the 
price of a young woman; Jam.) = 
Shetl. spor d. spor is not used 
now in the colloq. language in the 
general sense, to ask, but partly L.Sc. 
speer, speir, spere, vb., to ask, in- 
quire, and partly and commonly “ax” 
(L.Sc.) = Eng. ask, vb. 2) to find 
out, to s. op; de sheep was spord 
[spard] op, the sheep searched for 
was found. Un. — O.N. spyrja, vb., 
a) to find out, b) to ask advice. 

sperins [sperms (sperans)], sb. pi., 
information; news; to get s. o’ (till, 
to) ane, to get information about 
someone. — Deriv. of spor, vb. 
Formed in accordance with L.Sc. 

j speirins, sb. pi. In O.N. “spurn”, f. 
I *sta, sb., domicile; farm. Now 
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found only as a place-name, name 
of farms and villages, esp. as the 
second part of compd. [sta, ste], but 
very common and partly understood 
in sense of domicile, -ster is occas. 
found beside, or instead of, older 
-sta. -ster is otherwise often a con- 
traction of O.N. setr or ssetr. -bister 
from O.N. bolstadr. — See Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 150—51. O.N. staflr, m., 
domicile; farm. 

*stab [stab (stab)], sb., insulated 
rock (or hill), esp. sea-rock. Now 
only as a place-name. Exx.: de Stab 
[stab] (Fow., Roew, Nm.), sea-rocks, 
de Stabins [stabins] (Egilsey, Nmw.), 
sea-rocks: *staparnir, def. form, de 
Stabinstens [stab'Tnstens-], some rocks 
in the sea east of Nesting and south 
of Whalsey (de Mukla Beljen, de 
Litla Beljen, de Fladakap, deSnekken). 
Staba [staba] (Burrafirth, Un.), insu- 
lated rock. With preserved orig. p 
in the compd.: de Gamlastaps [gam"- 
lastaps-] (Yn.), a hill: gpmlu stapar, 
the old rocks or tops. Occas. with 
p, occas. with b, is found Stapness 
[stapnes] (W.) and Stabaness [stab"a- 
nes’] (M.Roe): *stapanes. — O.N. 
stapi, m., a high and steep, esp. 
conical mountain (Fr.). Faer. stapi, 
m., insulated rock. 

stabb [stab], sb., \) a stub, block of 
wood to sit on; cf. rodastabb. Now 
rare in this sense. Occas. a wooden 
foot-stool. 2) small bank, elevation, 
ground in the sea, esp. uneven 
ground where the line easily sticks 
fast. Du. 3) grassy clod of earth, 
turned up when digging. Fe., Ym. 
Cf. netlebit, sb. 4) a thick-set 
person, a s. o’ a chield (fellow). 5) 
a half-grown cod. L. — O.N. stabbi, 
m., a block, stub of a tree. No. 
stabbe, Icel. stabbi, m., also pile, 
heap. Sw. stabbe, m., block of wood, 
a seat, provincial: a) a pile, heap, 
b) a short, stout and clumsy fellow. 

Peer, stabbi, m., block of wood, also 
= Shetl. stabb 4. 

stabbin. see stabblin, sb. and adj. 
stabblin [stablin, stablin], sb. and 

adj., 1) sb., a well-developed, half- 
grown cod, serviceable for the market, 
one year older than a “stara-cod”. 
Un. More commonly II) as adj., 1) a 
s. cod, a good, half-grown cod. N.I. 
2) a s. chield [‘fellow’], a well-de- 
veloped, stout, mature and vigorous 
young person. N.I. Also stabbin 
[stabin], a s. chield. — Deriv. of 
stabb, sb. Cf. L.Sc. stubblin’, adj., 
short, stout (Jam.). Icel. stobbalegur, 
adj., firm, thick (B.H.). Cognate 
words: No. stapal and stopul, m., 
stout, stiff, clumsy figure; stocky, 
vigorous fellow (R.), prop. pile. 

staf [staf], sb., a streak of light, 
esp. part of a halo round the moon. 
a moon [monj-staf (Nmw.). See 
stav, sb. 

stafalir, sb., a boot, (tabu-name 
at sea); see stivalir. 

staf-/ay [stafls], vb., to stretch 
cloth and roll it up from each end 
on sticks; to s.-/. claith. Un. Done 
by two persons. Fig.: to struggle 
with a person, to s.-/. a body. Un. 
— *staf-(leggja), to lay (roll) on a 
stick. Note the long a in Shetl. 
[staf] as in stav; q.v. 

stag [stag], vb., to stagger, to s. 
aboot. U". — Coinsides in sense 
exactly with No. “staka”, vb., and 
differs from Eng. stalk, vb. O.N. staka, 
vb., inter alia to stagger, stumble. 

stak [stak], sb., wooden stake, e.g. 
through a fish-buoy. U. — O.N. 
*staki, m., a pole, stake, Icel. and 
Faer. staki, No. and Sw. stake, m. 
See stjagi, sb. 

stakk [stak], sb., a high rock in 
the sea. In general use both as a 
common noun and a place-name. 
Also Ork. and Caith. — O.N. stakkr, 
m., a stack, pile. Faer. stakkur, m., 
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a) a stack, b) high rock in the sea. 
— Shetl. stakk, in sense of stack, 
pile, is both O.N. stakkr and Eng. 
stack, sb. 

fstakk [stak], vb., to build up in 
a stack, is both O.N. (No.) stakka, 
vb., and Eng. stack, vb. 

stakka-milja-bakka [stak 'amela- 
bak"a (-mil'a-)], adverbial expr. be- 
longing to fishermen’s tabu-lang.: 
between the sea-rocks (near the 
shore) and the coast. Un. For the 
use of this expr. see *sjusamilla- 
bakka. 

stamd-fu’ [stamdlrr], adj., stuffed, 
stopped up, chock-full; de hus is 
s.-/. o’ reek, the house is chock-full 
of smoke. Du. — stamd, perf. part, 
of a *stamm, vb. (not noted down), 
to stop up, stuff, which must be 
syn. with O.N. stemma, vb., to dam, 
stop up. 

stamron [(stamran) stam-aran-], 
sb., knee-timber in the stem of a 
boat, esp. serving as a seat for the 
steersman, comm. In F.I. uncompd.: 
reng, ring [reg]. — *stafnrpng. O.N. 
stafn, m., stem, stern, with change 
fn > mn in Shetl., followed by the 
dropping of n. O.N. rpng, f., knee- 
timber; Faer. (and No.) rong, f., a 
seat in the stem or stern of a boat. 

stand [stand], sb., 1) erect or ver- 
tical position; we couldno get a s. 
i’ de line, we could not get the 
fishing-line into a vertical position, 
owing to a strong under-current in 
the sea (Un.); der ’r a ill s. i’ de line, 
the fishing-line slants, owing to 
strong under-current. 2) a set, a 
certain number of persons or objects 
belonging to the same class or se- 
ries; a s. o’ wires, a set of knitting- 
needles; a s. o’ groleks, a company 
of masked persons. — stand is a) 
No. stand, standa, stoda (O.N. stada), 
b) Eng. stand, sb. From the form 
stond1, sb. (q.v.), it is evident that 
the word is old in Shetl. and not 

actually Eng. stand. With stand 2 
cf. No. stoda, f., (standing position, 
a stand) also inter alia a dense, 
standing crowd (R.). 

stand [stand], vb., = Eng. stand, 
vb., and O.N. standa, vb. Springs 
from O.N. standa in a few special 
senses like Eng. stand and Eng. last, 
vbs.; dis wadder will no s. lang, 
this weather will not last long (Fo.), 
“the bride’s father’s house, where 
the wedding always stood” (where 
the wedding always took place): 
(Sa.). No. standa, vb., inter alia to 
last, continue, “detta vedret stend 
ikke lenge” (Aa.); also of a feast, 
wedding, etc.: to take place, to last, 
to be held. Furthermore in senses 
such as: a) to be decided; b) to be 
constituted; c) to face or go in a 
certain direction, to head, steer; to 
s. ut, fram. — In conn, with preps, 
and advs.: s. afore, /o make a strong 
impression; hit stood [stod] afore 
me, it made a great impression upon 
me. — s. at anesell, to move a little; 
he bade him s. at him, he bade him 
to move aside a little. — s. efter: 
a) to remain, to be left behind, b) 
to aspire to, c) to strive for. O.N. 
standa eptir, a) to aspire to, b) to 
remain behind. No. standa etter, to 
aspire to, to strive for. — s. for, 
to manage, have charge of = O.N. 
standa fyrir. In sense of to stand 
for, balance, the word is both O.N. 
(standa fyrir e-t) and Eng. — s. in 
som’tin’, to be occupied with, en- 
gaged in, something, = O.N. standa f 
(einhverju). — s. on, a) to head, steer, 
go (sail) speedily onwards, to make 
good headway; de ship stood on; 
b) to be contrary; de wind is standin’ 
on; c) to stand firm, to insist on, 
persevere; to s. on som’tin’, and 
without object: s. on. d) to be very 
exhausting; hit stood on him = Faer. 
tad stod k honun; e) to be imperative, 
necessary, pressing; to depend on, 
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s. on onyt’ing or onybody, = Fser. 
standa a. O.N. standa £, inter alia: 
a) to be faced or turned towards 
something, b) to keep to a thing, 
to continue, c) to rest upon, depend 
on one. No. standa paa, inter alia: 
a) to insist on, b) to continue. — 
s. till or to [‘to’] som’tin’, a) to give 
expectation of, = O.N. standa til; 
b) to be entitled to something = 
O.N. standa til e-s; c) to depend on. 
— s. wi’, a) to stick fast; de line 
stands (is standin’) wi’, the line sticks 
fast to the sea-bottom (Un.); b) to 
keep one's point of view, Fser. standa 
vid; c) to admit, acknowledge; Faer. 
standa vid, No. standa ved (med), 
to maintain, acknowledge; d) to wait, 
stand waiting (Un.); e) to hesitate, to 
have a misgiving; f) in some exprs. 
appl. to weather: he is standin’ wi’ 
a shooer i’ de nor’-wast, a shower 
is threatening from the north-west; 
he is standin’ wi’ a face afore him, 
a dense rain-cloud is lowering; g) 
s. wi’ onyting, to feel strong disgust 
at something, he stood [stod] wi’ 
it, he was disgusted with it; cf. Fser. 
standast vid (impers. dat.), to feel 
aversion or disgust, einun stendst 
vid; honun stodst vid tad = Shetl. 
he stood wi’ it; h) to approach 
nearly to (something), esp. of mixed, 
dingy colour in which a certain tint 
predominates; hit stands wi’ de red 
or white, red or white is the main 
colour. — “a standin mark”, in 
sheep: “standing" mark, main dis- 
tinguishing mark, belonging to a 
certain family, de standin pairt, the 
main part, a standin ook, a whole 
week through (“stand” in sense of 
to continue). 

standin-band [stan^dinband-], sb., 
a band with which the cow is te- 
thered to the wooden post (de veg- 
wol) in the byre. Un. Phrase: “de 
wind is gane to de s.-b. or to de 

byre”, the wind is right ahead, in 
rowing or sailing towards the land. Un. 

fstang [stag], vb., \)to sting; de bee 
stangd me. 2) fig. of pain: to sting, 
ache. — Similar to O.N. stanga, vb., 
L.Sc. stang, vb., in both senses. 

stank [sta‘gk], vb., 1) to walk 
heavily, to wade through mud or 
s/zouvheguid stankin by, ^ passed 
by with heavy steps; to geng s t a n k i n 
t’rough gutter or snaw. Nm. 2) to 
poke in the snow with a stick to 
find out whether any sheep have 
been snowed under; to s. for sheep; 
s. here! s. yondro (yonder)l Fo.— 
Is prob. O.N. stanga, vb., to prick, 
goad, in any case in sense 2. With 
sense 1 might be compared No. 
stangla, vb., to walk stiffly and 
jerkily. Note, however, O.N. stanka, 
vb., in sense of to be reluctant; the 
same word as stonk (stunk), vb. 

fstans [sta‘n§], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
stop, stand still. 2) vb. a., to stop, 
cease. — No. stansa, vb. n., to stop, 
stand still; Da. stanse, vb. n. and 
vb.a. = Shetl. stans. Eng.stanch,vb., 
is used in a more limited sense. 

stapp [stap], sb., 1) crushed or 
chopped mass; to lay i’s., to crush, 
chop (Un.); a’ [‘all’] i(n) s., a) crush- 
ed, b) stirred together (Fe.). 2) a 
dish prepared from fish-livers and 
the soft parts of a fish-head chopped 
together, mixed with butter, pepper 
and salt and then boiled, comm. 
— O.N. stappi, m., prob. a pounded- 
up mass (Fr.), stapp, n., a pounding, 
stamping. No. stappa, f., and stapp, 
n., a pounded-up mass, inter alia 
of certain dishes (Aa.). Icel. stappa, 
f., minced meat, or fish, with pota- 
toes. L.Sc. stappin, sb., force-meat 
filled into fish-heads, “ crappit heads”, 
and stappack, sb., meal stirred up 
with cold water. 

stapp [stap], vb., l) to cram, stuff, 
to s. fu’ o’ onyting. Du. 2) to crush 
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and stir together. — O.N. stappa, vb., 
a) to stamp down, b) to pack close- 
ly, c) to crush. L.Sc. stap, vb., to 
pound, stuff, cram. 

stapp [stap]-/u’, adj., chock-full, 
crammed. 

star [star], sb., cataract, disease 
of the eye. — Icel. star, n., cataract 
(B.H.), Sw. starr, Da. stser, id. 

star [star], vb., to stare, gaze. 
comm. — O.N. stara, vb., to stare, 
gaze. The vowel-sound [a] shows that 
the word is of O.N. origin in Shetl. and 
not a dialect form of Eng. stare, vb. 

*Starabaga [star"abag‘a], sb., hand- 
ed down as the name of an animal 
(sheep) with a (white) spot on its 
back. Fo. — For *Starnabaga. 
See starn and baga, sbs. 

stara [stara]-cod, sb., a cod not 
quite half-grown. U". stari [stiiri]- 
cod: Fe. — stara may refer to the 
bulky form and clumsy movements 
of the cod, and is then cognate with 
Norwegian words, such as: stara, 
vb., to walk heavily and clumsily, 
stjare, m., a stick, stub; a small, 
stiff figure. 

staragoit [sta-ragoit-], sb., a poor, 
lean cod. Un. now rare. For stara 
see the prec. word, go it is prob. 
O.N. got, n., fry, young fish, here 
used in a disparaging sense. 

stari [stari], sb., a kind of star- 
ling, sturnus. Reported esp. from 
N.I. (Fe.) and Fo. a) from Fe.: black 
with greenish shade, b) from Fo.: 
larger and with wider alar expanse 
than the so-called “stirlin” (L.Sc. 
Stirling, starling), black and less 
spotted than the "stirlin”. — A compd. 
staridu [staTidn-], noted down in 
Fe., is obs.; the variety of the bird 
is uncertain, prop, “starling-pigeon", 
*stara-diifa. — O.N. stari, m., star- 
ling, sturnus. 

stark [sta'rk], adj., strong, vigor- 
ous; clever, e.g. of a good rower, 
a good hand in a boat (Du.). In a 

fragment of song in Norn from Un. 
stark is found in general sense: 
strong, vigorous (starka borna, the 
strong wind). The common word 
now used to denote this idea is 
Eng. strong. — O.N. sterkr, adj., 
strong-, in Shetl. the vowel-sound is 
altered through infl. of Eng. stark, 
adj., which is used differently. 

starkuli [star”kul‘i (star"kuH)] and 
starakuli [star'akuli (sta"rakuH)],sb., 
1) poor, miserable appearance-, 
wretched state, used esp. of a person 
who has seen better days; to get 
in s., a) to fall off, pine away, b) 
to sink to an inferior position. Fe. 
2) a miserable, spiritless creature-, 
one who has become very reduced 
(acc. to J. I.; Fe.). — The first part 
may be No. starva (stara), vb., in 
such senses as: a) to drag oneself 
along owing to weariness or weak- 
ness-, b) to starve, to cower in cold 
or storm, to die. kuli may repre- 
sent *kvelli or *kvilli. Cf. No. 
kvilla, a) vb. a., to weaken, to cow, 
b) vb. n., to decrease in strength 
and condition, to pine away (R.). 
No. kvill, f., a decrease in strength, 
a pining away, kvillen, adj., that 
pines away (R.). Icel. kvilli, m., a 
suffering, O.N. kvelling, kvellisott, 
f., an ailing, a wasting away (Eng. 
quell, vb.?). 

starkuli [starkuH (star"kul‘i)] and 
starakuli [star"akuH (sta'Takuli)], 
adj., subdued, in a poor, enfeebled 
state, of one who has seen better 
days; to look very s. Fe. See the 
prec. word. 

starn [starn, starn], sb., a star, 
blaze on the forehead of an animal 
(cow, horse, sheep). While general 
L. Sc. in the sense star, it is O.N. (and 
north Eng. dial.) in the given sense 
blaze, only modified in form to L.Sc. 
— Cf. No. stjerna, f., a) a star, b) 
a white spot on the forehead of an 
animal (Aa.), blaze-, in this latter 
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sense also stjern, n. (R.), Sw. stjarn, 
m. (in dial.: n.), Da. stjaern, n., blaze 
(as distinct from Sw. stjarna, f., Da. 
stjerne, c., star). Cf. Sterna and 
*Starabaga, sbs. 

starnet [starnst], adj., blazed, 
having a white spot on the fore- 
head, of an animal; a s. coo, horse 
or sheep. Sa., Wests. — Deriv. of 
starn, sb. 

Starni [starni], sb., name of an 
animal with a white spot on the 
forehead. See the two prec. words. 

stav [stav], sb., 1) a staff, stick; 
I ha’e a s. i’ my hand (Fo.). 2) 
stave of a bucket or barrel; de 
stavs o’ a bucket or barrel (Fo.). 
to fa’ (or geng) i’ stavs, a) to fall 
into pieces, of barrels, b) metaph.: 
to become confused, speechless (with 
emotion or astonishment); 1 guid 
[‘went’] i’ stavs ower it. hit [‘it’] 
laid me i’ (in) stavs, it made me quite 
confused or speechless (Fe.). Icel. 
falla i stafi. 3) streak of light from 
the sun, stavs doon fae de sun. N.I. 
Cf. spren, sb. — O.N. stafr, m., a) a 
staff, stick, b) stave of a bucket or 
barrel, etc. No. stav and Faer. stavur, 
m., also a line, streak (with a di- 
stinctive colour), stava, vb. (impers.), 
to show distinct lines or streaks, to 
reflect distinctly. With Shetl. stav 
3 cf. esp. No. stava, vb., in sense of to 
show streaks of light below the sun, 
“da stava oonda soolo” (Shi.), R. 

*stavalu [stawahr], sb., quivering 
motion in the atmosphere, due to 
heated ground, movement in a cob- 
web; de s. is gaun [‘going’], the air 
is undulating. Umo.—*stafa-16, compd. 
of stav, in sense of line, streak, O.N. 
stafr, m., and O.N. *16, f., Icel. 16, No. 
and Sw. lo, f., nap, down. Cf. som- 
mere litla under litel, adj. 

stavd [stavd], adj., striped, having 
vertical stripes of various colours, 
of stockings; s. socks. Now comm, 
in anglicised form: “staved [stevd]”. 

— O.N. stafadr, adj., striped, with 
stripes in various colours, e.g. of 
sail, tent. See stav, sb. 3. 

stavlin [stav3lin], sb., a half-grown 
cod. Nm. (Ennisfirth). — May be 
a parallel form to stabblin, sb., or 
rather an 1-derivative of stav, sb., 
a staff, stick, in the same way as 
stivlin, sb., is an i-mutated deriva- 
tive of O.N. sttifr. Sw. diaL stavel, 
m., a stake, may poss. be compared. 

stailk, sb., prop, a stalk, corn- 
stalk; see stelk and stilk, sbs. 

stailk1 [sta‘[k, stai‘lk], vb., to get 
a corn-stalk into the eye; I am [‘have’] 
stailket my ee. N.I. — To be classed 
with stailk, sb., a stalk. 

stailk2 [stai'lk, sta‘[k], vb., to stalk, 
stride; de kye is cornin’ stailkin 
op de park. — Apparently prop, to 
walk on “stalks"-, but 1 k may also have 
arisen from It, as several examples 
of such a change are found in Shetl. 
Cf. inter alia stilk, de s. o’ de plough 
= L.Sc. stilt, de s. o’ de plough. Cf. 
No. stiltra (stjaltra), stylta, vb., to 
stalk, stumble, to stamp along. 

steady [stedi], adj., assimilates 
freq. to the Eng. word, but springs 
in a couple of expr. from O.N. stp6- 
ugr, adj., stationary, motionless, 
steady, where Eng. usage is diff.; 
thus: a) of a shoal of fish: motion- 
less-, a steady, “scool” or shoal a’ 
silleks = a “steed”; see steed, sb. 
3. b) steady wadder, settled weather. 
O.N. stpflugr, adj., comm, of weather, 
as in No. “stodugt veder”, Faer. 
stoSugt ve6ur, stoduvedur, correspond- 
ing to Eng. settled (steady) weather. 

*steb, sb., see *st0b, sb. 
steba-dorro, see stoba-dorro. 
stedi [stedi], sb., anvil, = O.N. ste3i, 

m., and Eng. (dial.) steady, stithy, sb. L. 
Sc. and Eng. dial, stiddy. See stodi.sb. 

steed [stld (stTad, stld, stid)], sb., 
1) foundation, basis; de s. o’ a hus, 
Du.: steeth [stld]. 2) the place 
where a boat is drawn along from 
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or to the shed; a boat’s s. (U.). 
3) a mass of living creatures crowded 
together, esp. a shoal of fish; a s. 
o’ silleks, a shoal of small coal- 
fish. 4) = “steed-sten”, the main 
sinker of a fishing long-line; see 
kappi (kappisten), kavi. — Ork. 
steeth, sb., foundation. — Various 
Old Northern word-forms: stada, 
stpfl, f., and *stceai, n., are here 
merged together. No. stoda, f., a) 
steadiness; firmness, b) under-layer 
(Aa.), c) stand, also d) inter alia 
closely-heaped mass; pile (R.). No. 
stoda, f., standing position, also inter 
alia dense, standing crowd (R.). 
O.N. stada, f., a) a standing, b) a 
remaining in one place, c) position. 
With “s. o’ silleks” cf. No. stode, 
stoe, n., in “sildast0(d)e”, stationary 
shoal of herrings (R.), also the place 
where the herrings stand. Faer. stodi, 
n., foundation, ground. O.N. stpd, 
f., No. stod and stod, f., landing- 
place, where boats are drawn up 
on the shore. 

steed, vb., 1) vb. a., to lay the 
foundation of a building (house, 
fence); we ’re gotten de hus or de 
dike [dek] steedet, we have laid 
the foundation of the house or fence 
(Yh). 2) vb. n., to gather in a dense 
flock or shoal and remain in the 
same place, esp. of small fish; de 
sillek is steedin (Fo.); de silleks 
was steedet, the small coalfish 
stayed in a dense shoal (Yh.); see 
sten, sb. 3. sho (de sillek) is 
steedet nu, it (the coalfish) has 
been stationary now, keeping in a 
shoal (U.). — Cf. O.N. stedja (and 
stpdva), vb. a., to cause to stand 
still, to put into a firm, immovable 
position, etc., stedjask, vb. refl., to 
settle. — steedet, perf. part., is 
freq. used adjectivally in sense of 
stationary, of a shoal of fish. With 
the latter cf. O.N. staddr, perf. part, 
of stedja, vb., also used adjectivally 

in sense of remaining in one place. 
No. stoda and stoda, adj., placed in 
a certain position. 

sfeed-sillek, sb., a dense, station- 
ary shoal of small coalfish (silleks) 
= a “steed” o’ silleks. Noted down 
in Du. in the form: steeth [stTd]-s. 
— Prop, no doubt “sillek-steed”. 
Cf. No. sildast0(d)e, n., in sense of 
stationary shoal of herrings, and 
see steed, sb. 3. 

“steccf-sten ”, sb., the main sinker 
of a fishing long-line; see steed, 
sb. 4, and sten, sb. 4. 

steeple [(stlpol) stlpol], sb., a 
pile, heap, esp. a pile of fish being 
dried and prepared for market, a s. 
o’ fish. Acc. to J. I. — Anglicised 
form of O.N. stppull, m., recorded 
in sense of pillar, steeple, tower. 
No. stopul, m., a) base of a tower, 
belfry, b) a pile, a piled-up heap. 
See stabblin, sb. For the form 
“steeple” cf. e.g. “steed”, sb., from 
O.N. stada, *staedi and stpd. 

fsteg, staig. vb., to walk slowly 
and carelessly, to stagger. See 
stjag2, vb. 

*?steggi, sb., pricking sensation 
of pain, esp. in the back owing to 
sprain. Edm.: “steggie, a sprain, 
or sharp pain in the back”. Not 
further confirmed. Obsolete? — Prob. 
O.N. stokkr (stpkkr), m., sudden 
movement by which something is 
put out of its position (Fr.: stokkr). 
Cf. No. stokka, vb., (to crack; to 
start) in sense of to get a fit of 
shuddering or shaking, O.N. stokkva, 
vb., to start-, to crack-, to spring, 
jump, etc. 

stelk (steilk), sb., (corn-stalk) 
immature grain-, see stilk, sb. 

*stembod, sb., in former times: 
fiery-cross. Balfour: “stembod, N. 
stefnbod, signum citationis, being a 
staff for ordinary meetings, an arrow 
for matters of urgency or haste, an 
axe for a Court of Justice, and a 
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cross for ecclesiastical or religious 
affairs”. — *stemnbod for *stevn- 
bod. O.N. stefnuboS, n., a summons 
to a meeting. 

sten [sten, sten], sb., 1) stone in 
general. 2) rock, fragment of rock, 
a large earthfast stone; often found 
in place-names, occas. of detached 
stones, sea-rocks or stakks, occas. 
of Old Scandinavian monoliths. In 
certain phrases as: we could no see 
a sten o’ land. 3) collect.: sea- 
rocks, rocky beach or coast; de sil- 
lek was “steedet” in to de very 
sten. N.I. (Fe.). dey rowed frae 1 

de sten to de bowels o’ de ocean; i 
der ’r no a sillek or piltek fyotf/zg- 

coalfish) at de sten; de ho (the 
shark) is in at de very sten. Now 
comm, with short e [sten]. In place- 
names occas. with long e: Milja stena 
[mi]a s^ena, sl^ena] (Gerwick, U".): 
*millum steina, “among the rocks”. 
4) sinker of a fishing-line, prop, of 
a stone, but later also leaden sinker: 
lead-sten. — In senses 1 and 2 the 
word is both O.N. steinn, m., stone, 
and L.Sc. stane. In place-names it 
springs from O.N. steinn. Is cer- 
tainly old (O.N.) in sense 3, corre- 
sponding in this last case to the use 
of “steinur” in Fser. No. stein, m., 
also sinker of a fishing-line, of any 
material; blystein, leaden sinker (ha.). 

stenbiter [sten"bit,ar], and now 
comm.: sten-5/fer [sten-baHar], sb., 
wolf-fish, Anarrhicas lupus, comm. 
— No. steinbit (ii), m., a) wolf-fish, 
Anarrhicas lupus, b) (East Norw.) 
lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus (Aa.). 
Da. stenbider, c., in both senses. Icel. 
and Faer. steinbftur, m., wolf-fish. Ork. 
“steinbiter”,? the lump-fish (Jam.). 

stenblega [sten-bleg-a, sten--], sb., 
a species of white rock moss. Was 
formerly scraped off the rocks and 
used for dyeing. It gives a reddish- 
white colour. Fo. See blega, sb. 

fstenblind [stenblmd], adj., stone- 
blind. comm. O.N. stein-blindr, adj. 

steng [steg], sb., mast, tabu-word 
in fishermen’s sea-lang. Prop. pole. 
See stong, sb. 

steng [stag, staeg], vb., 1) to sew 
together, to stitch. More comm.: 2) 
to plait. — Cf. Icel. stanga (saman), 
vb., in sense of to sew (together), 
^xo^. to stitch. See sting and stong, 
vbs. 

stengl1 [sttggal] and stingl[stegg9l], 
vb., a) to close, shut up (e.g. an 
entrance-door); to S. de door. Fe.: 
[steggsl], b) to shut up; to s. de 
grice, to shut up the pig in the sty. 
U.: [steggal]. — No. stengla, vb., 
a) to support with a spar, shore, 
b) to close, to bar, esp. with rods (R.). 
O.N. stengja, vb., to bar, shut up. 

stengl2 [stsggsl] and stingl [steggsl], 
vb., to walk jerkily; to stumble, to 
s. ower som’tin’. Fe. and Y. occas. 
— No. stangla and stingla (stinga), 
vb., to walk stiffly and jerkily; to 
stumble (R.). 

stengl3 (stingl) [steggsl, steggal, 
staegal, stegol], vb., to build up some- 
thing loosely and temporarily, e.g. 
a gap or demolished piece in a fence; 
to s. op a slap in a dike. Wests, 
occas.: [stsegal]; L. [stegal]; U. [(steg- 
g9l) stegg9l]. — For skengl (skingl)? 
See skengl, vb. 

stenglin [sttgglin], sb., a (high) 
boot, waterproof boot. Sk. Also 
stenkel [stt‘gk9l]. In both forms 
noted down only as a tabu-word in 
fishermen’s lang. at sea. No doubt 
from stengl2, vb., No. stangla and 
stingla (stinga), vb., to walk stiffly 
and jerkily; to stumble. 

*stenhwega, sien-whigga [sten - 
hwe-ga, sten-hweg-a], sb., whey mixed 
with curd, resulting from an unsuc- 
cessful churning. Un. — The second 
part must be L.Sc. whig, sb., whey. 
The first part poss. for *isten by 
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change of stress, older *ysten, with 
which cf. No. ystel, m., fresh curd, 
lumps of curd (S.B.). 

stenkel1 [ste'gkol, ste‘rjk9l], sb., the 
stonechat, saxicola. Acc. to Edm.: 
“stinkle, the stone-chat, mortacilla 
rubicola’’. The first part is sten, 
sb., stone. The second part kel is 
difficult to explain, it is either abbre- 
viated or corrupted. In No. is found 
beside “steindolp” also inter alia 
steingulk, -gulp. 

stenkel2, see stenglin, sb. 
stenihwini [sten’ihwT'ni], sb., see 

kwin2, kwini, sb. 
stenlup [steniup-, stenlup’, -lop'], 

sb., hard, bruised place on the body, 
caused by a blow or crush. See the 
foil. word. 

stenlupen [stenlup’sn, stenlup'ond, 
stenlup3!^, -16p-9n(d), -16p3nr], adj., 
bruised and hard, of a swelling 
caused by a blow or crush. -Iup9nd, 
-lup3m: Sa. — Cf. Da. stenloben, 
adj., esp. of gunpowder: become 
hard and lumpy. See blulopen, adj. 

stenpikker [sten"pik9r, -pek‘9r], 
sb., reported of different birds, occas. 
stonechat, saxicola, occas. of the turn- 
stone, strepsilas. Explained from Wh. 
as “turnstone” and “purple sand- 
piper”. Edm. has “stane-pecker” 
with the translation “stone-chatter”. 
L.Sc. stane-pecker = a) stane-chacker 
= stone-chatter, b) wheatear: two 
species of saxicola. Da. “stenpikker”, 
partly wheatear, saxicola oenanthe, 
partly wagtail, motacilla alba. 

Sterna fste3rna], sb., name of a 
cow with a star on the forehead, 
in an old rigmarole with cow-names. 
N.Roe, Nmn. — In form no doubt 
infl. by L.Sc. stern — starn, sb., star, 
but is O.N. in its origin, as No. stjerna, 
f., star, and stjern, Da. stjaern(e), 
Sw. stjarn, are used in sense of a 
blaze on an animal. Cf. starn, sb. 

sterti [ste'rti, stae‘rti], sb., the tail 
of a large fish, e.g. a halibut. Yn. 

I — O.N. stertr, m., a tail, esp. of 
birds (Fr.). Cf. stjort, sb. 

stett [stft, stet], sb., a steep path 
with small ledges in the side of a 
ravine; de s. o’ de gjo. Yn. As a 
place-name: de Stettins o’ Grotin 
(Fe.): *st6ttirnar i gr^tingi; -ins, def. 
art. in pi. Listett (Sa.): *hll6st6tt. de 
Starastett (near Fogrigert’, Ai.). de 
Stringastetts or Stringerstetts (Fe6.). 
— O.N. stett, f., a) footprints b) 
stepping-stones. No. stett, f., a 
small stand or plat-form, stett, n., 
foot, pedestal. Sw. statta, f., a stile. 

*stev [ste3v], sb., refrain, in an 
old song. Ym., Fe.? — O.N. stef, n., 
a) term, time fixed, b) refrain. Eng. 
stave, sb. 

stev, adj., see stiv, adj. 
stiba-dorro, see stoba-dorro, sb. 
stick,sb., Eng. translation of stokk 

(q.v.), of a plump fish. O.N. stokkr, 
m., stock, block of wood. 

stick [stik], vb., in sense of to 
slaughter, to kill by sticking, similar 
to No. and Faer. stinga, vb., to stick. 
The expr. “s. in”, to stick the oars 
in the water and keep them steady 
in order to pause in rowing (Yh.), 
is prob. very old. 

stidn, stidden [shdan, stid9n], vb., 
to stand fast, to get foothold; “I 
canno S.” or “I canno get stiddend 
[stidand]”, / cannot get foothold. 
Freq. with prep, wi’: to s. wi’, to 
stop, stand still, to get caught, he 
stiddend wi’, de line is stiddend 
wi’, the fishing-line has got caught 
in the sea-bottom — de line is 
standin’ wi’. Un. — O.N. stadna, 
vb., to stop. 

stig1 [stig], sb., low-lying isthmus, 
neck of land, connecting a small 
piece of land with a larger one. 
Sk. Now esp. as a place-name: de 
Stig o’ Mjones (West Isle, Sk.), by 
Lunnasting fishermen called “de 
Grod o’ Mjones”. In general sense 
path as a place-name only and with 
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different forms of pronunc.; esp. appl. 
to a steep path. Thus: de ill Stig 
[stlg] (Tresta, Fe.), a ravine into which 
the sea flows (gjo), with a steep 
path; (de burn o’) de Stig [stig] 
(S.Sh., West Cliffs between Kwarf 
and C.)- With short vowel-sound: 
Dilkastig [diT'kasteg'] or Dilkasti 
[-str] (West Cliffs, C.): *dilkastigr 
(O.N. dilkr, m., sucking-lamb)] Dal- 
stigi [dal'stig"i] (Br.): *dal-stigr. — 
O.N. stigr, stlgr, m., Sw. stig, m., 
Da. sti, a path. 

stig2 [stig], sb., (visible) mark, 
track, noted down esp. of the wake 
or wave-motion produced by a fast- 
going boat; in pi.: “sho (de boat) 
sets guid [god] stigs atill him (= 
the sea)”, in a rowing-match (Fe.). 
— O.N. stig, n., a step. No. stig, 
n., a) a step, b) footprint. 

stigg [stig], sb., loathing, disgust; 
to get a s. at a ting, to become 
(feel) disgusted at something. U. 
and several places. — No. stygg, 
m. , aversion, disgust. O.N. stygd, 
f., aversion, dislike. Cf. stugg, sb. 

stigg [stig], vb., 1) vb. a., to dis- 
gust, to nauseate, de fat pore stigg- 
ed [stigod] me, I could tak’ nae 
mare [‘no more’]; a stiggin kind 
o’ way, repulsive behaviour. 2) vb. 
n. , to feel loathing of or nausea at 
something; I stiggd [stigd] or stigg- 
ed [stigod] wi’, I stiggd or stigg- 
ed at it, I felt nauseated with it 
(at eating it). Un., Sa. In preterite 
is noted down stiggd in Un., stigg- 
ed in Sa. — O.N. styggja (styggva), 
vb., to frighten away, to repel. No. 
styggja, vb., to repel, to inspire fear 
or digust, and more comm, “stygg- 
jast”, vb. refl., to shrink from, to 
take aversion to, “styggjast ved”, 
to be disgusted with (O.N. styggvask). 
Cf. stugg, vb. 

stiggi1 [stigi (stegi)], sb., 1) a stile; 
steps leading over a fence, comm. 
Occas.: 2) a small ledge, natural 

step in a rock, esp. in pi., stiggis, 
natural steps or ledges in a smallish 
rocky wall, affording foothold for 
ascent. C. In a wider sense: 3) a 
suitable place to step over, e.g. a 
gap in the top of a fence (C.). 4) a 
platform on which corn is dried; 
to dry corn upo de s. (C.). Fig. 
occas. 5) pieces of wood set up 
temporarily to replace a grind 
(wicket-gate closing an opening in 
a fence). W. or U. ? 6) stones and 
boards laid across a swamp to 
serve as a passage. C. 7) metaph.: 
a stand, stopping; dat ’ll come 
till a s. (C.). — O.N. stigi, m., a 
ladder. 

stiggi2 [stigi, stegi], sb., a path, 
esp. a steep path. Conn. — O.N. 
stigr, m., a path. See stig1, sb. 

stiggi3 [stigi], sb., a fence leading 
out from a sheepfold, = stjagi 
and stuki, stoggi. Sa. stiggi is 
no doubt a *stik, O.N. stika, f., a 
stick, stake, and thus a parallel form 
to stjagi. 

stiggigrind [stig"igrind*], sb., step 
of a staircase, collect.: stairway. 
See stiggi1 and grind, sbs. 

stiggilepp [stig”ilaep‘], sb., patch 
on the sole of a shoe. Y. — The 
first part stiggi- is *stik-, to be 
classed with No. stika, vb., to stitch. 
The second part is 1 epp1, sb., a patch. 

stiggilepp [stig^ilaep'], vb., in 
sewing a slipper: to sew cloth on 
to the sole; to s. a “fittie” [foti]. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — Prop, to patch or 
sole by stitching, *stiklappa. No. 
lappa, vb., a) to sole, b) to patch. 
See the prec. word. 

stigi [stig3l, -ol], vb., to build up 
something hastily and temporarily; 
to s. op a slap in a dike, to build 
up loosely an opening in a fence. 
Pres, part.: stiglin. Impf.: stiggeld. 
Du. — Cf. No. stigla and stikla, vbs., 
in sense of to walk slowly and 
falteringly; to stutter in speech. Sw. 
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dial, stikla and stagla, s. upp, vbs., = 
Shell, stigl, vb. See stengl3, vb. 

stikk [stik], sb., article of dress, 
esp. used negatively; he is gaun 
[‘going’] ‘withoot a s. upon him. 
Yh. In another sense: a piece, part 
of an animal, see neggistikk, sb. 
— O.N. stykki, n., a) a piece, b) a 
piece of cloth. 

stikk [stik], vb., to dam, esp. to 
construct a dam across a stream 
where it runs out from a mill-pond; 
to s. de loch. Yn. — O.N. stika and 
stikka, vb., to dam. — But “to steik 
[stik, stik] de nev”, to clench the fist, 
and “a steiked mist”, a very dense 
mist, are L.Sc. exprs. L.Sc. steik, vb., 
to fasten up closely. 

stikkel1 [stikal] and stikli [stikli], 
sb., a) a slit, rent, esp. in a garment; 
a s. in a coat or petticoat, stikkel: 
Fo. stikli: U. b) a gap in the top 
of a fence. Wests, occas.: stikkel 
(P., Fo.). — No. stigle, n., a slit or 
rent in clothes (Aa.). 

stikkel2 [stikol], sb., = slo2, sb. 
Barclay: “stikkle, sb., the bony sub- 
stance inside of an animal’s horn”. 
No. stikel, m., a) a spike, thorn, 
long point, b) point of horn, also 
the core in the base of a horn 
(Ork.), = slo2. O.N. stikill, m., the 
pointed end of a horn (Fr.). 

stikkel3 [stikal], sb., 1) stalk with 
seed-bud at the top, esp. on moss- 
rush, bora; borastikkels. Du. 2) ! 
immature, scantily-growing corn, = | 
stilk. Du. — stikkel seems to be 
a metathesis of stilk, sb., q.v. 

stikki [stiki], sb., point of a cape, 
esp. point of a holm. U. Prop, no 
doubt small stick or rod. O.N. 
stykki, n., a piece, deriv. of stokkr, 
m., stock, block of wood. 

stilk [ste^lk, sto'Ik, st6‘ilk], sb., 
1) stalk, esp. corn-stalk. In this 
orig. sense still used in Sa. (Wests.). 
In some places, as in P. (Wests.), 
the word is used in sense of corn. 

growing corn, and by transference 
of ear of corn, esp. in valuing its 
quality, “good s.” From Sandw., 
Du11., is reported “stilks o’ corn” 
as a disparaging term for corn (grow- 
ing or still fast to the stalk), poor, 
immature corn, sto'lk: Sa. st6‘ilk: P. 
ste^lk: Du". (Sandw.). steilk [staei'lk 
(stae'^k)], and more comm, stailk 
[stai'lk, sta‘]k], is used in Du. of 
immature, scantily-growing corn; 
“standin’ stailk”. 2) a lanky per- 
son. Wh.: stailk [stai'lk]. — stailk 
may represent *stilk or *stelk. — 
O.N. stilkr, m., a stalk. No. stylk, 
Sw. dial, stilk and steik (the literary 
lang.: stjalk), Da. stilk, Icel. stilkur, 
Fser. stelkur, m. 

stillers-d/Jce [sti["9rsdek- (ste["3rs-, 
sta]"3rs-)], sb., a stone fence leading 
from a sheepfold to prevent the sheep 
from scattering when being driven 
into the fold, partly of one of the 
two fences running nearly parallel 
from the fold. Y. *stillis-(gardr). The 
first part is genitive of O.N. stilli, n., en- 
closure. Peer, stilli, n., a fence serv- 
ing as an ambush for a bird-shooter. 
Cf. rekster-dike, retta-dike, sodin- 
dike, stjagi, stuki. — As a place- 
name are found: a) Stilli [shli], “de 
S. o’ Nibon” (Nmw.), a patch of 
home-field, b) Still [stil] (Us., Fe.), 
name of a farm. 

*stilli [stili], sb., enclosure, fold 
(sheepfold). Now as a place-name 
only: de Stilli [stili] o’ Nibon (Nmw.), 
de Stilli [stili] o’ de Pund (Snabrough, 
Fe.). Still [shl] (Fe., Us.), name of 
farms. — O.N. stilli, n., enclosure. 
See the prec. word. 

stillin [shim, stahn], sb., very 
feeble, slackening tide, immediately 
before it turns; the stillness of the 
tide; de s. o’ de tide; to get de s. 
— From O.N. stilla, to still, calm. 

stiller [sti'ltar, sts'ltar], vb., to stand 
still, stop, halt; s. a mament! Sa. — 
Deriv. of O.N. stilla, vb., to still, calm. 
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stimba1 [stimba], sb., thick porridge 

or milk-pottage, thick soup. Nm£. 
With this cf. Faer. stimbur (stymbur), 
m., good substance, strength and 
firmness, solidity. 

stimba2 [(stimba) stamba], sb., very 
thick smoke or mist; see stumba, sb. 

stimna1 [stimna, stamna], sb., 
strength, ability; see stomna1, sb. 

stimna2 [stimna, stamna], sb., very 
thick smoke or mist; see s t o m n a2, sb. 

sting [stir]], vb. a., 1) to twist, braid, 
esp. with four strands (Du.). More 
rarely to sew together, to stitch. 
2) to cover the snell of a fishing 
hand-line with a goose-quill. Du. — 
O.N. stinga, vb., to sting, stick. See 
steng and stong1, vbs. 

stint [sti‘nt], vb., to live in extreme 
economy, barely to support life. Sa., 
Wests. — No. stinta, vb., a) to drag 
oneself laboriously up a hill, b) 
barely to make ends meet (Aa.), c) 
vb. a., to achieve with difficulty (R.). 
In sense of to restrict, give short 
measure, the word is Eng. 

stipedorro, see stobadorro, sb. 
stir [stir], sb., of a fishing-line: iron 

rod which passes through the sinker, 
and to the end of which the hooked 
snells are fastened, = sprul. Lunn. 
— No. styr, n., a stick, small 
cudgel. 

stirkn [sta‘rk3n, -an], vb., to con- 
geal, coagulate; see storkn, vb. 

stirl [stir5!], sb., noted down in 
the expr. “a cauld s. o’ a day”, a 
biting cold day. Conn. — ‘stirdill? 
Prob. to be classed with stirn, vb. 

stirm (stjirm) and stirmi (stjirmi). 
sb., noted down only in the forms 
skirm, skjirm [slyrm] and skirmi, 
skjirmi [slyrmi, skirmi, sl^ermi], a 
swarm, a large flock in motion; a 
skirmi o’ birds, o’ midges, o’ mice, 
o’ worms, o’ smoilters = young- 
sters (Un.), a skirm(i) o’folk (N.Roe). 
N.Roe, Nmn.: [slyrm, skirmi]. Yn.: 
[slyrm]. Fe.: [slyrmi]. Un.: [s^ermi]. 

— sk(j)irmi from older *stirmi, 
orig. *styrmi, through a development 
*stjirmi > skjirmi > skirmi, as 
stj [s(] and skj [skj merge together. 
Cf. No. styrma, vb., to rush up in 
a body or crowd, O.N. styrma, vb., a) 
to blow hard, b) to rush violently 
forward, c) to crowd together. 

stirn [stir’n, stiran; star3n, staran], 
vb., to become stiff, esp. from cold, 
comm. Pres, part.: stirnin. Impf.: 
stirrend. — O.N. stirdna, vb., to 
become stiff. 

stiv [stlv], adj., stiff;firm; steady; 
rigid; s. gruel, thick gruel; a s. 
fellow; to geng s. (having a rigid 
bearing); a s. fish, a good, firm 
fish (Fe.). — No. stiv, adj., stiff, 
inflexible; firm, hard. L.Sc. steeve, 
adj., stiff; firm; stubborn. 

stiv [stiv], vb., to steady-, to s. 
de boat, to keep the boat steady 
on a straight course. — No. stiva, 
Da. stive, vb., to stiffen, starch. 

stivalir [stivallr], sb., boot, sea- 
boot, belonging to fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. at sea. Un. stafalir [staf"al7r]: 
same place. Comm, in pi. — O.N. 
styfill, m., boot, of foreign origin. 

stiver, stivver [stivar], sb., strength, 
durability, = stomna, stimna, sbs. 

! — In the same sense No. styv and 
stov, m. (R.). Cf. No. stivra, vb., to 
starch, stiffen, — stiva. 

stivin [stivin, stivin, stlvan, stivan], 
| sb., Da half-grown coalfish (p i 11 e k) 

in its third or fourth year. Wests. 
Sa.: stivin. Ai.: stivan, stivan, stivin. 
Also compounded “s.-piltek”. See 
sed, sb. 2) child, boy, esp. as a 
term of endearment; come here, my 
S.! Conn, [stivin]. 3) stocking, as 
a tabu-word in fishermen’s lang. at 
sea; esp. in pi. Yn. [stivan]. — *styf- 
ingr, m., deriv. of O.N. sttifr, m., a 
stub, stump. Cf. Faer. styvingur, m., 
half-grown halibut. No. styving, m., 
a) half-grown fish, esp. halibut, b) 
a half-grown or not full-grown boy. 
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With stivin 3, stocking, ef. No. stuva, 
f., — stubbesokk, m., sock. 

*stivla [stivla], sb., a dam, a mill- 
dam. Acc. to J. I. the word has 
been used recently in this sense. 
Now only as a place-name. Exx.: 
de Stivla o’ Ror [rorj-water (Roe, 
Nmn.), Stivla (Fe6.), Stivla (Widwick, 
Uw.). Stivler (Ym.), name of a farm: 
*stlflur, pi. Vatsstivla [vakstivla] 
(Yh.), place where the water in the 
lake “Vendr(a)-water” runs out in a 
stream, an old mill-dam: *vatn-stlfla. 
— O.N. stlfla, f., a dam. 

stivli [stivli], adj., strong, durable, 
of good, fundamental quality; a s. 
body (person); de dike is no very 
s., the fence is not particularly well 
built. Du. — No. styvleg (stovleg) 
= styvjig (stovjig, stovig), adj., sub- 
stantial, having good qualities (R.). 

stivlin [stiv3lin, sti"volin*], sb., 
half-grown fish, noted down esp. 
of a half-grown cod, = stabblin. — 
•styflingr, 1-derivative of sttifr, m., 
a stub, stump. Cf. stivin, sb. For 
the 1-derivative cf. Sw. dial, stovling, 
m., large, lopped-off branch, stovla, 
vb., to lop off branches, sty via, vb., 
to crop (a sheep's ear), from “stuv”, 
a scrap. 

stivn [stiv3n, stivan, stivon (stivan)], 
vb., 1) vb. n., to stiffen, become 
stiff or rigid. 2) vb. a., to make 
stiff, a stivnin [stivannr] diet, 
a far too heavy meal (Nm.; De.). 
Pres, part.: [stivnm, stivnin, stivannr 
(stl'^vanm')]. — No. stivna, Da. stivne, 
vb., to grow stiff. 

stjag [stjag, stag, sHag], sb., l) a 
pen, esp. for geese, a goose [gosj-s. 
U., Ye. A form stjog [st0g]is noted 
down in Yw. 2) metaph. of an as- 
sembled crowd, e.g. of children; a 
s. o’ bairns; gotten in a s. Un. — 
stjag from older *stig [*stig] with 
breaking of i to ja. Cf. O.Sw. stighia, 
Sw. dial, steg, f., a pen (for small 
cattle), A.S. stigo, f., a pen, sly, enclo- 

sure. Icel. stia, f., a pen, sheepcote. 
With stjag 2, crowd, cf.No. sti, n., in 
sense of as large a herd of small 
cattle as a herdsman can reasonably 
tend or “stia” (R.). 

Stjag1 [stjag, stag, sHag], vb., to 
pen, esp. geese; to s. de geese. U. 
But: to bol de sheep. — *stiga. See 
stjag, sb. Icel. stia, vb., to pen 
young lambs (to prevent them from 
sucking), B. H.; A. S. stigian. 

stjag2 [stjag, stag], vb., to stagger, 
' to walk about slowly and aimlessly; 

to S. aboot, to geng stjagin aboot. 
N.l. (Y., Fe.). — No doubt prop, to 
push. O.N. staka, vb., to push 
(against something), to stumble, 

i stjaka, vb., to push against one. 
stjagi [stjagi], sb., 1) a rod stick- 

ing up from a fishing-buoy; de s. 
o’ de bow [‘buoy’]. Fo. 2) a fence 
leading from a sheepfold (to prevent 
the sheep from scattering when being 
driven into the fold); a kro-s. Fo. 
— O.N. stjaki, m., a pole, stake. 

stjog [stjog (stog)], vb., to walk 
slowly and indolently, to trudge, 
almost = stjag2, vb. de kye (the 
cows) cam’ stjogin ut (Yn.); to 
geng stjogin. Y. and Fe. Also 
stjog [stjog (stog)]. Yn., Fe. occas. 
— No. stauka, vb., a) to poke, stamp, 
b) to walk slowly (with a staff), 
Aa. Sw. dial, st&ka, vb., inter alia 
to walk stumblingly. 

stjompi, see skumpi, sb. 
stjort [st6‘rt, sfyYrt], sb., the tail 

of a large fish; de s. o’ de turbot 
[‘halibut’]. Preserved only as a tabu- 
word in fishermen’s lang. at sea. Ai. 
— *stjartr, by breaking from O.N. 
stertr, m., a tail. A form with break- 
ing, “stjart” from “stert” is found in 
Norwegian. Cf. sterti, sb. 

stjugi, sb., see stuki, sb. 
stjuma. stjumba, sb., smoke, hot 

steam; see stumba, sb. 
stjur [stjur (stur)], vb., to stir, 

turn upside down, to search for a 
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thing in a disorderly manner; to s. 
t’rough onyting. Yh. — To be classed 
with stjurl, vb., and Da. styr, n.,stir, 
tumult, Sw. stora, vb., to disturb, 
A.S. styrian, Eng. stir, vb. 

stjurl [stjurl, stjor8!, s1,6rl (sj^r3!, 
sl^or3!)], vb., to stir, rummage, turn 
upside down in searching; to s. 
t’rough onyting. Fe. — O.N. sturla, 
vb., to stir, derange, disturb. See 
stjur and stjurm, vbs. 

stjurm [(stjurm) stjorm, st6rm], 
vb., to rake up, rummage, partly as 
stjur, stjurl, vbs., of overhauling 
in searching; also to struggle with 
a difficult task consisting of different 
things mixed together; to s. t’rough 
onyt’ing; to geng stjurmin aboot 
de hus; to s. among a lock [‘lot’] 
o’ t’ings mixed up. Y. Fe. — O.N. 
styrma, vb., a) to blow hard, b) to 
rush on crowdingiy. Icel. styrma, vb., 
to exert oneself, to pant with effort. 

stjurmel [(stjorm3!) s(6rm3l], vb., 
to rake, rummage, to s. t’rough, to 
s. i’deaess. Fe. Deriv. of stjurm, vb. 

stjurn [stjorn], vb., = stjur and 
stjurl, vbs. to stjurn for a t’ing. 
Yh. — May be either a deriv. of 
stjur or represent stjurm, vb. 

stjed [stjgd (stod)], vb., to walk 
indolently, to trudge; to geng stjod- 
in aboot (Fe.) = Da. gS stodende, 
to walk stumblingly. — O.N. stoyta 
(steyta), vb., to push, etc. 

stjeg, sb., see stjag, sb. 
stjeg [stjeg (stag)], vb., to stumble, 

stagger. Yn., Fe. occas. See s t j o g, vb. 
stjol, sb., the lower end of a sheaf 

of corn, see stol2, sb. 
sto [sto], vb., to stand, noted down 

only in the phrase: he (sho, etc.) ’ll 
neder sto or go, he (she, etc.) will 
neither stand nor go. Yn. — The 
word is Da. st§, No. staa = standa, vb. 

stobb1, sb., see stubb, sb. 
fstobb2 [stob], sb., in the expr. 

“S. and robb [rob]”, L.Sc. stoup and 
roup, Da. rub og stub, completely. 

stobbet. stobb/e. see stub bet. 
fstobi[stobi],sb., \)resource;refuge. 

2) a person who can be depended on. 
— From“st& bi, bistS”(Da.), vb.“s t o b b- 
ie, a person whom one can depend 
upon, who will stand by one” (Edm.). 

stoddek [stodak], sb., a stout, 
thick-set person; a guid [‘good’] s. 
U. — Cf. a) O.N. *stcefla, No. stoda, 
Icel. stseda, f., a pile; stack, b) O.N. 
stafli, m., a pile; stack. The main 
vowel [6] in the Shetl. word rather 
indicates an origin from *stce(Ja. See 
stottek, sb. 

stodi [stodi], adj., steady, firm 
(standing firm); to stand s. Sa., 
Wests. — O.N. stpflugr and Eng. 
steady, adjs., id. 

stodj [stod^ (stodsj)], vb., 1) [stod^], 
vb. n., to begin to walk, to walk 
with short, tottering steps, e.g. of 
a little child beginning to walk. 2) 
vb. n., to walk slowly and labori- 
ously with short, heavy or stamping 
steps, occas. of steady walking; also 
to walk (heavily and laboriously) 
with a burden on one's back. comm.: 
[stod^j. In Du. is found with long 
o [stodzj in this sense. 3) [stod^], 
vb. a., to carry a burden on one’s 
back during a laborious walk, with 
short, heavy steps and heavy brea- 
thing; he stodjd [stod^3d] de yowe 
hame, he carried the sheep (the 
ewe) home with difficulty (Y.; Fe.). 
4) [stod/J, vb. a., to build up loosely 
and temporarily, esp. a gap in the 
top of a fence; to s. op a slap in 
a dike. Yn. — May be a parallel 
form to stotj, vb., from No. stota (o’), 
vb. n., to walk with short, stumbling 
steps; also to walk heavily (with 
short, heavy steps) under a burden. 
With stodj, in sense 4, cf. No. stota, 
vb., in sense of to stutter, [stod^] 
might, however, in senses 2 and 3, 
be accepted as a stoggj and be 
associated with “stog, stug” [stog, 
stog], vb., which is L.Sc. stog, vb., 
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to walk slowly with heavy steps. 
stog [stog], vb. (q.v.), with long o, 
is prob. of a diff. orig. In sense 1: 
to begin to walk, [stod^] may partly 
be O.N. stydja, vb., to support. The 
form [stod^] from “stydja” would 
exactly correspond e.g. to [rod^] from 
ryflja, to clear, put in order; see 
rodj.vb. stodi, vb., diverges, cor- 
responding mainly to O.N. (stedja) 
stpdva and Eng. steady, vbs. 

stog [stog], vb., to walk slowly 
and falteringly, to stagger, to s. or 
“geng stogin”. Fe. Also stjog 
[stjog] and stjog [stjog]: Y. (Yn.) and 
Fe. occas. — No. stauka, vb., a) to 
push, stamp, b) to walk slowly and 
heavily, to go stamping along (R.), 
Sw. dial, st&ka, vb., inter alia to walk 
stumblingly. In Du. is noted down 
stogj or stodj [stod/J, to walk with 
short and heavy steps, = “stog, 
stug”, and is prob. another word; 
see stodj, vb. 

stoggi [stogi], sb., a fence leading 
out from a sheepfold; see stuki, sb. 

stogj? [stod^ (stod^)], see stodj. 
fstoit, vb., see stotj, vb. 
stokk [stok, st&k], sb., properly 

piece of timber, log. Noted down 
in the foil, special senses: 1) the 
wooden frame of a bed. 2) the gun- 
wale of a boat. 3) standard, in 
the old spinning-wheel (de muckle 
wheel). 4) a) a stout person; a s. 
o’ a man. Un. b) a plump fish, esp. 
of a half-grown or somewhat more 
than half-grown fish; a s. o’ a fish. 
Un. 5) a person, fellow; a(n) auld 
s. (Papa); a puir s. (Y.). 6) a dense, 
stationary shoal of fish. — O.N. 
stokkr, m., a) a log, also inter alia: 
b) the wooden frame of a bed, c) 
= bordstokkr, the edge or gun- 
wale of a boat. For meaning 4 of 
Shetl. stokk cf. No. stokklagd, adj., 
round, plump, and stokkrund, adj., 
plump, well rounded off {ha.). With 
stokk in sense of a plump (half- 

grown) fish cf. Faer. lurkur in the 
same sense, prop, stick, cudgel, and 
Shetl. drolin, sb. 

stokk [stok, s\hk]-duke, sb., a 
species of duck: wild duck, anas 
boscas. — No. stokkand, f., Faer. 
stokkont, f., id. 

stokka-tu////e [stjk"at0[,i, staok' a- 
toj-i], sb., violent quarrel; dey lep 
togedder in a s. (lep, impf. of lop, 
lup, vb., to leap, to jump). Y., Fe. 

I — The first part may be referred 
to No. staak, stok, n., noise, tumult. 

| The second part is L.Sc. tuilyie, sb., 
| quarrel, tumult. 

stokkstov [stok’stov, stSk'-], sb., 
j properly illog-room”, ulog-house”; 
| room (house) having walls con- 

structed of logs laid horizontally, 
= Faer. stokkastova. Also a) a house 

I (room) with a timber framework, 
b) framework of a house, esp. logs 
laid horizontally, forming ground- 
sill and tie-beam-, these logs connect 

| the corner-posts and are pro- 
vided with grooves into which the 
wall-boards fit. As these logs are 
partly called “pieces o’ stokkstovs”, 
and the framework or the logs partly 
“part o’ a stokkstov”, it may be 
concluded that stokkstov prop, has 
denoted a room built entirely of such 
logs. The explanation comes from 
Un., where the word is still, or was 
until recently, in use. The timber 
was brought from Norway ready 
prepared. From Yh. the word is 
reported as being used in a similar 
senseto borbenk. Edm. has “stock- 
stove, the wood for a. roof and 
partition of a small house, brought 
from Norway in former times ready 
made”. — Faer. stokkastova, f., a 
house built of logs laid horizontally. 

stokkstov [stok'stov, stSk'stov], 
vb., in the construction of a house: 
to build up the framework, to 
place the (topmost and nethermost) 
beams into which the wall-boards 
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are to be scarfed. U"., Yh. See 
the prec. word. 

‘stol1 [stol (sto3!)], sb., properly 
chair, alternates with stul [stnl] and 
stol [stol] in names of sea-rocks 
from which angling is carried on. 
(Shetl. o = Eng. oo.) See Shetl. 
Stedn., p. 153. — O.N. stoll, m., a 
stool, chair. 

stol2 [stol, stol], sb., root-end of 
a straw, see stol2, sb. 

fstol3 [sto9l], sb., a saga, legend; 
a auld [‘old’] s. Few. Etym. uncertain. 

fstol [stol, sto3l], vb., to loosen a 
sheaf of corn to make it dry better-, 
in building up a corn-stack: to take 
out one half of a sheaf of corn and 
put it into the opening of the other 
half-, to s. de corn, to s. a sheaf. 
Nmw. — Sw. dial, stola sig, vb. refl., 
to expand, of seed, several straws 
shooting up from the same root (Ri.). 
Eng. stool, vb. See stol2, sb. 

stolk [sto'lk, st6‘]k], sb., a short, 
stout person-, a s. o’ a body. S.Sh. 
(Du.). — Sw. dial, stulker, m., a 
half-grown boy. No. stolk, m., a 
person walking with short, heavy 
steps (R.), stulk, m., a) stiff-jointed, 
weak person, b) a man, fellow. — 
To be classed with stolk, vb. Cf. 
stolka, sb. 

stolk [st6'‘lk, st6‘[k], vb., to stalk 
about. — No. stolka, vb., to walk 
with short, heavy steps, and stulka, vb., 
to walk stiffly and stumblingly. R. 

stolka [st6illka, stoi'lka, st6‘[ka], 
sb., a young girl, esp. as a pet 
name. Come here, my s.! Conn. 
Stura [stnra] s.! big girl! (Wh.). 
Conn. [sto'Tka, st6‘[ka]. Wh. [stoi'lka]. 
More rarely stulka [stolka] (Conn, 
occas.). With dropped end-vowel: 
stolk [st6i‘lk] (Papa St). — O.N. 
and Mod. Icel. stulka, f., a girl, 
maid. Sw. dial. (Gothl.) stulka, f., 
a young girl. 

stoll [sto], sto'l], vb., 1) to walk 
with difficulty, panting and moan- 

ing, esp. when working at a labori- 
ous task. 2) to work imperfectly, 
to s. trough onyt’ing. 3) to over- 
haul in searching anything-, to s. 
trough. Fe., Y. — Cf. No. stulla, 
vb., a) to saunter along (also sturla), 
b) to potter (Aa.), and stolla, vb., 
to stamp along (R.), Sw. dial, stulla 
(stula), vb., to totter, to walk with 
a stoop (Ri. under “stilla”, vb.), 
and stolla, vb., to walk with falter- 
ing steps. 

stolm [stSFm], sb., the udder, 
swelled from milk, of an animal on 
the point of casting young, esp. in 
the expr. “to gader [‘gather’] a s.”, 
a) to swell from milk, of an ani- 
mal’s udder, b) to be with young. 
Noted down in Ireland, Duw. Also 
in Edm.: “stolm, to gather a s.” 
— Icel. and Faer. stdlmi, m., No. 
stalme and stolme, m., the udder, 
swelled from milk, of an animal 
on the point of casting young (Sw. 
dial, stala, vb., Da. dial, stale, vb., 
to swell, of the udder). 

stoma, = stomba, stumba, sb. 
stomba [stomba], sb., thick mist 

or smoke-, see under stumba, sb. 
stomna1 [stomna] and stimna1 

[(stimna) stomna], sb., strength, abili- 
ty, essential quality in someone or 
something, der ’r stimna t yon 
broni, that oat-cake contains good, 
alimentary value (Un.). Often nega- 
tively: der ’r nae s. in (atill) it. — 
stomn from older *stovn with the 
change vn (fn) > mn in Shetl. O.N. 
stofn, m., foundation. No. stomn, 
m., a) stem, trunk (Aa.), b) strength, 
durability (R.). 

stomna2 [stomna] and stimna2 

[(stimna) stomna], sb., thick mist, 
occas. stifling smoke. N.Sh., Wests. 
(Ai.: stomna). A form stimma [stima] 
is noted down in Nmw.: a s. o’ mist, 
and stimner [stimnor] in Wh.: a s. 
o’ mist. — May be the same word 
as the prec., assuming it to have pro- 
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ceeded from a root-meaning/otftfda- 
tion\ further, dense mass. Cf. No. 
stabbande myrk, pitch-dark, from 
stabbe, m., stub, block, trunk. See 
further under stumba (stimba), sb. 

stoms, vb., see stums, vb. 
stond (stoind)1 [st&iid], sb., stand- 

ing or upright position-, I canno get 
s., I cannot get balance, cannot 
stand upright. Un> bu. — No. standa and 
stonda, f., position. — See stand, sb. 

stond (stoind)3 [sto'nd, stoiid] and 
stondi (stoindi) [sto'ndi, stondi], sb., 
prop, a certain length of time, a 
while, now only in certain phrases 
of a comparatively long time during 
which a person has been away on 
a journey or visit, or carrying out an 
errand; du’s been dee a s., you have 
been a long time away (Un.). N.I. 
— O.N. stund, f., a certain length 
of time, a while. L.Sc. and Eng. 
dial, stound, stoond. 

stong [stag, stag], sb., sea-term, 
tabu-name, in fishermen’s lang. for 
mast of a boat. N.I. occas. N.Roe. 
Occas. with added ending: stonga 
[st&ga] (Yh.) and stonger [st&ggar] 
(Un.). Far more common are (esp. 
outside N.I.) the more recent forms 
steng [steg] and sting [stig, steg]. 
— O.N. stpng, f., a pole. 

stong1 [stag], vb., to stitch, sew, 
to s. a button-hole. Fo. Similar to 
steng, vb. — From O.N. stanga, 
vb., to goad, butt. 

stong3 [stag, stog], vb., to fill, 
stuff, stongd-fu’, chock-full. S.Sh. 
(Du.). — No doubt prop, to prick, 
goad, O.N. stinga and stanga, vbs. 

stong3 [st&g], vb., to set up the 
mast in a boat, to s. de boat (U.). 
Belongs to fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
From stong, sb., mast. 

stonga [stagga, stagga], sb., thick 
pottage or porridge, thick gruel, etc.; 
what sort o’ s. is dat? Conn. Also 
stongins [staggins, st&ggins], sb. pi., 
inter alia of thick and satisfying 

porridge; guid stongins. By trans- 
ference also of other kinds of thick, 
rancid liquid. Conn. — To be classed 
with stong3, vb., to fill, stuff. 

stongari [stag-gari-, stag-gari-], 
sb., sting-ray, trygon (raja). Colvi- 
dale, U. — *stangari, he that pricks, 
the prickly one, from O.N. stanga, 
vb., to butt,goad, prick, Shetl. stong, 
vb. Cf. tindek, sb. 

stonk [sta‘gk, st&‘gk, sto‘gk], vb., 
1) vb. n., to breathe heavily, to pant, 
to geng stonkin, to come stonkin. 
2) vb. n., to sigh deeply. 3) vb. n., 
to complain; to grumble, to s. aboot 
a t’ing (Yh.: sta'gk). 4) vb. a., to 
carry a burden while groaning and 
panting, to s. a burden. — [sto‘gk] 
is the common form of pronunc. 
In some places also stunk [sto‘gk], 
thus Un. and Fo., esp. in sense 1. 
— O.N. stanka, vb., to be reluctant. 
No. stanka and staanka, vb., to 
groan, pant, to sigh deeply as in 
great exhaustion (Aa.), Sw. stanka, 
vb., to groan from exertion. Eng. 
dial, stank, vb., to sigh; to groan, 
L.Sc. to gasp, moan. 

stonner, stunner [stanar, stonar], 
vb., to support, prop up, e.g. a kessi, 
basket, filled with peats, or a boat, 
by propping it up; to s. (s. op) a 
t’ing, “kessi”, boat. N.Roe, Nmn. — 
Prob. *sto3'na or *studna. The latter 
is prop, an intrans. verb (to become 
steady, firm), corresponding to the 
trans. O.N. stoda, studa and stydja, 
vbs., to stay, support, prop. Cf. No. 
stodna, stonna, vb., to become more 
steady or secure. For the mingling 
of trans. and intrans. cf. e.g. Shetl. 
stivn, vb., in sense of to make stiff, 
prop, to become stiff A deriv. from 
*stinna, vb., to make stiff (stiff, un- 
bending, O.N. stinnr, adj.), does not 
agree with Shetl. stonner, stunner, 
owing to the difference of meaning. 

*stora [stora]-/>rofcen, perf. part, 
and adj., of a boat: shattered by 
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the wind, driven by the wind towards 
the shore and dashed against the 
rocks. Handed down as a tabu-word 
in fishermen’s lang. Uwg. (J. Sp.). — 
The first part may poss. be a *st9Su- 
from “stadia”, denoting wind, prop. 
direction of wind; see further under 
sto, sb., tabu-name in fishermen’s 
lang. for wind. For an eventual 
change fl>r see brori, rori, sbs. 

storkn [st6‘rk3n, sto'rkon], vb., to 
coagulate, to become thick, of liquid, 
comm. Pres, part.: [sto'rkmn]. Impf. 
and perf. part.: storkend [sto’rkand]. 
— O.N. storkna, vb., to coagulate. 
L.Sc. and north Eng. dial, storken. 

storr [stor], sb., stir, disturbance. 
— No. styr, m. (n.), noise, tumult, 
disturbance. O.N. styrr, m., stir, 
tumult. In use Shetl. storr now 
mostly coincides with Eng. stir, 
sb. 

fstorr [stor], vb., to make a stir, 
= No. styrja, vb., and Eng. stir, vb. 

fstort [st6‘rt], vb., to set in motion, 
to push, shake, exert; s. op i’ de 
koli, to shake the oil in the open 
lamp, in order to put it over the 
wick (St). — Cf. L.Sc. sturt, a) vb. 
n., to start up or back, b) vb. a., 
to disquiet, to trouble. No. stirta, 
vb., to exert oneself, to resist, 
storta, vb., to incite, urge on. 

stotj [sto'tj, vb., to walk with feeble, 
faltering steps; to stumble. Noted 
down in Fe. in the form stotj. Else- 
where more comm. stoit[stoit, stoi't], 
which coincides with L.Sc. stoit, vb. 
— No. stota, vb., a) to walk with 
short, stumbling steps, b) to stagger 
along by oneself, c) to stutter (R.). 
Sw. dial, st&ta, vb., id. O.N. stauta, 
stoyta, vb., to strike, beat. 

Stott [st&‘t] and stoit [st&it], imp. 
of vb., stand still! noted down esp. 
in the form stotti (stott dee?) 
[st&‘ti], stoiti (stoit dee?) [st&iti]; 
stotti (stoiti), lamb! stand still, my 
lamb! Conn. — O.N. stalt! stand! 

imp. of standa, vb. Note, however, 
L.Sc. stot, vb., to stop (Jam.). 

stottek [sto'tok], stoitek [stoi'tok], 
sb., 1) a short, stout person. 2) a 
small stack. Un,w. Noted down in 
Un. in sense 1. Acc. to J. Sp. (Uwg.) 
in E.D.D.: “stoitick, sb. Sh.l. 1. A 
short, thick-set person. 2. A small 
stack”. — Seems, in any case in 
sense 1, to be a deriv. of O.N. stuttr, 
adj., short. Cf. No. stytting, m., a 
short object, esp. a short stick or 
cudgel (Aa.). There must, however, 
be a mingling with stoddek, sb., 
a stout, thick-set person, prob. from 
*stoe3a, a pile; stack, stottek in 
sense 2 corresponds entirely to *stce3a. 
A change fl > tt between two vowels 
and before the final vowel is im- 
probable. 

strae-draw [stre'dra-], sb., a thin 
strip cut from the top down the 
side of a sheep's ear, sheep-mark, 
comm. Prop. ustraw-draw". Seems 
to be a local Shetl. word. 

fstraks [straks], adv., at once. Of 
L.Qerm. origin. Da. straks, adv., at 
once. 

*strandl [strand], sb., sea-shore, 
coast. Now as a place-name only. 
Strand: old, now obs. name of the 
village West-Yell on the west side 
of the isle Yell. As the name of a 
farm still found in Ti. and Fe. de 
Strandadelds [straq-adelds-] (Taft, Ai.): 
*strandar-deildir; de Strandategs [stra- 
"nategs'] (Fo.): *strandar-teigar. — 
O.N. strpnd (strand-), f., coast, shore. 
Eng. “strand” is a quite recent adop- 
tion in Shetl. and has come in through 
the written language. 

strand2? [straqd], sb., a streak; 
vein; see strind, sb. 

strati, stratti [strati], sb., a) shank 
(of an animal, esp. a sheep), b) the 
upper joint of the foreleg (of an 
animal: sheep). Fo. Also stre.tti 
[strseti]:. Fo. and U. In U. esp. in 
sense of a) shank, b) hough. Edm,: 
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“straitie, the shank of the leg; 
also, the hough”, strseti [strati], 
straetin [strffitin] (U.), sinew of a 
foot. — Root-meaning: something 
tight and stiff. No. strate, m., pro- 
jecting snag (R.), stratt, m., a stalk; 
stub, stratte, m., (large) cudgel, 
stratta seg, to stretch oneself (R.). 

*stred [stred, stre3d], sb., a road, 
passage, prop, no doubt a road be- 
tween two fences, similar to strodi. 
stred is now found only as a place- 
name of pieces of ground, field: de 
Streds o’ Brekken (Yn.). de Streds 
(Hagrister, Nms.). A form strodi 
[strodi], without i-mutation, is still 
found in N.I. in the colloq. lang. — 
O.N. streeti, n., a road; fence. 

strekk [strek, strsek], vb., to stretch, 
=■ No. strekkja, vb. Now more 
comm, with i-sound [stnk, strik] by 
infl. of L.Sc.: streik, streek, streke, vb. 

stretti, see strati, stratti, sb. 
stribba, sb., stribbet, adj., see 

strobba, strobbet. 
stribl, stribbel [strib3!, stnbol], 

vb. a., to drop, strew; esp. in reap- 
ing of corn with a sickle: to drop 
corn-stalks when carelessly taking 
up a handful of the reaped corn; 
to s. de corn. Ireland, Duw. Pres, 
part.: striblin [striblm]. Impf. and 
perf. part.: stribbeld [stnbold]. — 
No. stripla, vb., a) vb. a., to let 
dribble, b) vb. n., to dribble; esp. 
to milk by drops: vb. a. and vb. n. 
(R.). See stro, vb. 

striddafer, -ver [stnd-avar], sb., 
quick, strutting gait, proud lifting 
of the legs in walking; to geng wi’ 
a s.; der ’r a s. on him. Esh., 
Nmw. — stridda- is to be classed 
with stritt, vb.; q.v. The second 
part is O.N. ferS, f., a journey. 

strind [strind], sb., edge-, streak-, 
vein. Now mostly in metaph. sense: 
disposition, temper-, der ’r a ill s. on 
him, a) he has a bad temper, b) 
there is something wrong with him. 

Wests. (Ai.). In Fo. (Wests.) and in 
Du. is noted down straind [straind, 
straqd], which prob. has arisen from 
s t r i n d by development: I > ai, though 
it may also have arisen from a *st r a n d. 
— O.N. strind, f., edge, border. No. 
strind, f., a strip, stripe (Aa.). Icel. 
strind, f., strip, strond, f., id. as well 
as coast, shore (B.H.). L.Sc. strynd, 
streind, stryne, sb. 1) kindred, race, 
offspring. 2) a particular cast, dis- 
position, or quality of a person, 
who in this respect is said to 
resemble another (Jam.). In the 
general, metaph. use the Shetl. word 
merges with the L.Sc. and is no doubt 
in this case to be regarded as such. 

string [stng (streg)], sb., in gene- 
ral sense is the Eng. word string, 
but in a few special senses it springs 
from O.N. strengr, m. Thus: 1) a) 
strip of land, strip of field, common 
as a name of longish or narrow 
strips, in place-names, b) long goxd- 
ste (ridge of earth remaining from 
an old fence, boundary between two 
pieces of arable land). 2) (strong) 
tide in the sea, esp. from or near 
a point of land-, to cut de s. at de 
sten; de Strings o’ Braga (Symbister 
Ness, Wh.). — O.N. strengr, m., a) 
longitudinal strip, b) a string, cord, 
rope, c) a stream. — See stringer, 
sb., which is prob. the same word 
etymologically. 

stringer [stngsr], sb., wooden strap 
which runs along the inside of a boat 
below the gunwale, and on which 
the ends of the thwarts rest, — 
berer, sb. Conn. — Is prob. O.N. 
strengr, m., a strip, etc., with pre- 
served nom. ending -r, while the 
vowel-sound has been infl. by Eng. 
string, sb. In that case the same 
word as the prec. one. 

strink [stri'gk], vb., to heed, notice, 
mind, noted down only in negative 
exprs. as: he never strinket [stn‘g- 
kot] at it (Un.), he never strinket 
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it (Fe.; Y.), he never minded it, it 
had no effect on him. Poss. for 
an older impers.: hit [‘it’] never 
strinket him (at him). In that case 
the word is No. strengja, vb., a) to 
strain, tighten-, b) fig., to force, 
urge on, Sw. dial, strangja, vb., to 
press, force, also fig. to press upon. 
O.N. strengja, vb., to take hold of 
something and force it in a certain 
direction; to fasten, shut (Fr.). For 
the final nk in Shetl. cf. No. strunken, 
“strunkjen”, as a parallel form to 
“strungen”, adj., properly perf. part, 
of “strengja”. 

stritt [strit], sb., brisk and proud 
gait; strut; ter ’r a s. upon him. Nm. 
See stritt, vb., and cf. strott, sb. 

stritt [strit], vb., to walk briskly 
and proudly; to strut; to geng 
strittin. Nm. — Cf. No. strita seg, 
vb. refl., to exert or brace oneself. 
Da. stritte, vb., inter alia to straddle; 
Sw. dial, stritta, vb., inter alia, to 
hop, go in skips and jumps. 

strobba [stroba], sb., a) milk partly 
curdled, or beginning to turn curdled; 
fairly comm. Occas. with dropped 
ending: strobb [strob]. “in a strob- 
b(a)”, of whipped milk: holding to- 
gether (Un.). b) (partly) mixed yolk 
and white in an egg. Fo. In the 
same place also stribba [straba]. 
In Sa., Wests.: stribba [stnba] and 
stribbu [stnbd] beside strobba, 
noted down in sense of partly curdled 
milk. — Icel. and Faer. stropi, m., 
mixture of yolk and white in an 
egg. In No. stroppen, stropa, adj., 
of an egg with yolk and white run 
together. No. stroppe, m., stropa, f., 
mixture of water and ice or snow. O.N. 
stropi, m., spurt, splash of a liquid 
(Fr.). stribbu can be accepted as 
an old accus., gen. and dat. form of 
stribba: *stropa, f., accus. (gen., 
dat.) *stropu. 

strobbet [strobat], adj., a) partly 
curdled, of milk; holding together. 

of whipped milk; s. milk, b) of 
porridge: thin and glutinous ; s. gruel 
(IP.), c) having the yolk and white 
run together, of an egg; de egg is 
s., the yolk and the white have run 
together in the egg. In Sa., Wests.: 
stribbet [stnbat] beside strobbet, 
esp. of milk. — Icel. and Faer. strop- 
adur, No. stroppen, stropa, adj., = 
Shetl. strobbet c. 

strodd [strod], vb., 1) to make 
vigorous strokes; to pull hard, esp. 
against wind and tide; to S. on. 2) 
to pull the line hard, e.g. of a large 
fish which has taken the bait. 3) to 
run fast, to hasten. — In sense 
3 the word may be L.Sc. strodd, 
strodge, vb., to stride along, to strut. 
With senses 1 and 2 cf. O.N. strita, 
vb., to struggle, to pull with effort 
(Fr.), No. strutla, vb., to drag oneself 
along (in contrary wind or storm), 
stritta, stratta and strutta, vbs., to 
struggle against, to resist, Da. stritte, 
strutte, vbs. 

strodda [stroda], sb., l) backwash 
of waves breaking against the steep 
rocks; rebounding breakers; “de s. 
f(r)ae de Door-holm”. Nmw. (Esh.). 
Also stroddek [strodok]: in the same 
place. 2) great hurry and agitation; 
to be in a s. Nmw. (Esh.). 3) im- 
pulse, idea; whim, caprice; dat s. 
never cam’ upo me; as lang as dat 
s. is upon him. Nmw. — Prob. to 
be classed etym. with Sw. dial, stritta, 
vb., to rush out suddenly, to spout, 
spurt, sprinkle, stratta, vb., to splash, 
to spout rapidly, strut, m., a small 
jet of water (Ri. under stritta, vb.), 
Da. stritte, vb., to fling, throw. As 
regards the form of the Shetl. word, 
strodd, vb., may be compared. A 
connection of strodda with Germ, 
strudel, m., a) eddy, b)*tumult, dis- 
turbance, confusion, is doubtful. 

stroddek1 [strodok], sb., a plump, 
healthy little child; a s. o’ a shield 
[‘chield’, fellow]. Nm. — Prob. a 
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*strott- or *strutt- with root-meaning | 
cone, top, etc. (No. strott, m., a spout, 
funnel, O.N. striitr, m., conical top, 
with deriv. “stryta”, f., cone, Icel. 
strata). See strodi2 and strodi3, sbs. 

stroddek2, see s trod da, sb. 
stroddek3, see strodi1, sb. 
strodi1 [strodi, stro3di], sb., a road, 

passage, esp. a road between two 
fences. N.I. strod [stro3d]: Yh. 
strodek [strodak], narrow strip of 
land, narrow field. Ye. strodi and 
strodek: Ys. stroddek [strodak], 
a ditch, or a narrow, grassy ridge, 
between two pieces of arable land: 
N. Roe, Nmn.; to risk de stroddeks, 
see risk2, vb. — O.N. strseti, n., a 
road; fence. The form strod may 
spring from an orig. *strat without 
i-mutation. 

strodi2 [strodi], sb., tight article 
of dress, rare. — *strot-? Prob. cog- 
nate with No. strott, m., spout, funnel 
(R.), Sw. strut, c., cornet, O.N. strtitr, 
m., erect, conical point or top of a 
hat or hood (Fr.). 

strodi3 [strodi, stro3di], sb., a large, 
shapeless object. De. strodek [stro- 
dak], clumsy and badly-made object; 
a s. o’ a “kessi, bodi, koddi”. Ye. 
— Poss. with root-meaning cone; 
spout, etc. In that case the same 
word as the prec. one. 

strogg [strog], sb., 1) dilemma, 
difficulty; difficult, laborious work, 
esp. of finished work; a heavy s. 
Du. 2) a moving crowd of people; 
der ’r a heap o’ s.; rare. Du. — No. 
strok, n., a) a stroking, b) a stream- 
ing, passing through, c) passage, 
d) large, onward-rushing crowd 
(Nordl., “folkestrok”). 

strogg [strog], vb., to struggle 
through a piece of work, to s. t’rough. 
Duw. (Irelahd). — Is no doubt orig. 
O. N. strjuka, vb., to stroke, but the 
vowel-sound must be due to infl. of 
strogg, sb., q.v. O.N. jti regularly 
gives o [0] in Shetl. Norn. 

strol [stroel], sb., small, scattered 
part, esp. of a shoal of fish, her- 
rings; a s. 0’ herrin’, thin, spread part 
of a shoal of herrings. U. — *stral. No. 
straal, n., a separated part of a greater 
mass, straale, m. (straal, n.), a small 
shoal of fish (R.). Icel. “a strjali”, 
spread here and there. 

*strom [strom], sb., stream, cur- 
rent, now as a place-name only, e.g. 
de Loch 0’ Strom (Wd.), a narrow, 
land-locked firth (improperly called 
“loch”) with a strong current. Cf. 
“Stroma” ["‘straumoy, “stream isle"], 
an isle between Orkney and Caith- 
ness. — O.N. straumr, m., a stream, 
current. 

stront (stroint) [stro'qt, stroi'nt] 
and stronti (strointi) [stro'qti, stroi‘n- 
ti], sb., 1) a spout, snout, something 
snoutish. N.I. 2) something tight, 
esp. tight article of dress. Yh. and 
several other places. Cf. strodi2, 
sb. — No. strunt, m., a) a cornet, 
b) a spout, something snoutish. See 1 strent, str0nti, sbs. 

stront (stroint)1, vb., to strut, etc., 
see strunt, vb. 

stront (stroint)2 [stro'qt], vb., to 
pull up the wick in the corner or 
spout of the open train-oil lamp 
(koli) to make it give a better light; 
s. ut i’ de koli! St, Wests. — From 
stront, sb., a spout. Compare hurt 
(port) and fstort, vbs. 

stronti (strointi) [stro'qti, stroi'nti], 
sb., vessel (kettle, jug, bottle) with 
a spout. Wests, occas. (At; St.). 
— Deriv. of stront, sb., a spout, 
etc. See stront, sb. 

strud [strud], sb., a suit or outfit 
of new clothes; sho’s gotten a guid 
s. 0’ claes (P.). — Prob. for *skrud, 
as sk- and st- occas. interchange 
initially in words in Shetl. Norn. 
— O.N. skriid, vb. n., festal dress. 

strunt [stro‘nt], vb. n., to strut, 
to take long steps, to s., to geng 
struntin aboot (U.). Also stront, 
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s t r o i n t [struct, stroi* nt].— No.stru nta, 
vb., to walk stiffly. L.Sc. strunt, 
vb. n., to strut. The close o-sound 
in Shell, strunt and stroint sug- 
gests a Northern origin. Compare 
fstrutt (stroit), sb. and vb. 

fstrutt [(strut) strdt (stro't)], sb., 
brisk, strutting gait, proud lifting of 
the legs in walking; der ’r a s. upon 
him, he walks smartly and proudly, 
etc. (Nm11., W.). Also a) stroit 
[stroit] (Sa., Wests.) for *strott through 
a middle form [*str6ij with softening 
of the final tt, and b) strott [strot, 
stro't] (U.). See the foil. word. 

fstrutt [(strut) strot (stro't)], vb., 
to walk briskly and proudly, to strut; 
to geng struttin (Nmn.,W.). Also 
a) stroit [stroit] (Sa.) for *strott 
through softening of the final tt, and 
b) strott [strot] (U.). — No. strutta, 
vb., to walk stiffly, — strunta, Shetl. 
strunt (stront, stroint). The vowel- 
sound in the Shetl. word rather sug- 
gests an origin from No. strutta than 
from Eng. strut. 

straetin [strsetm], sb., the foremost 
sinew of the foot. Noted down in 
pi.: straetins, de straetins o’ de 
fit [‘foot’]. U. A form straeti, stretti 
[straeti] is noted down in Fo. in sense 
of the upper joint of the foreleg 
(of an animal, esp. a sheep). — For 
the etym. of the word see strat(t)i, sb. 

stro [stro], vb., to drop, strew, 
esp. in reaping of corn; to s. de corn 
(ower de eart’). Also strod [str03d], 
noted down in Nms. (Bardister) be- 
side stro. Preterite: strod and 
stroded. — strod windlins, glean- 
ings, wisps gathered from scattered 
corn-stalks on the field, in contrast 
to “drawn windlins” (N.Roe). — O.N. 
stroyja (streyja, Icel.), vb., to strew. 

strederet [str0d"3r3t' (str0"d3r3t,)]) adj., of hair and straw: bristling, 
scanty and untidy, sticking out, 
hanging dishevelled; s. hair, esp. 
of scanty hair; a s. beard; a s. kessi, 

straw-basket with the straw-ends 
sticking out, not carefully plaited. 
Sa. — Is (like strode!) to be classed 
with stroget,adj.and strogins,sb.pl. 

stredet [strodat], adj., of straw- 
bundles and sheaves of corn: loos- 
ened, in disorder, with ends stick- 
ing out; a s. sheaf. Ai. — See 
stroget, adj., and strogins, sb. pi. 

strediment [str0d••lme‘nt•], sb., 
great hurry and agitation-, der ’r a 
s. upo yon ane. U. — Syn. with 
strodda in sense 2, and is either 
cognate with that word, or is a 
word formed therefrom, with added 
Eng. suffix -ment. 

strpdins [strgdins], sb. pi., scanty, 
dishevelled and bristling hair, — 
strogins 2. 

streget [strogat], adj., 1) of corn 
on the field: immature, scantily- 
growing-, s. corn. Conn. 2) of hair: 
scanty, bristling and dishevelled-, 
s. hair. Conn. — Cf. O.N. str^-; str^- 
haerdr, adj., tow-haired, and see the 
foil. word. 

stregins [strogins], sb. pi., 1) im- 
mature, scantily-growing corn. Conn. 
2) bristling tufts of hair-, de s. o’ a 
horse’s or dog’s tail. Conn. In Sa., 
Wests., is noted down strodins 
[strodins] in sense of thin, coarse 
and dishevelled, bristling hair-, (dy 
hair is like) de s. o’ a dog’s tail. 
— Cf. Fser. striigvi and strfggi 
(stryggi), m., weeds and grass among 
the corn, strlggja (stryggja), f., tuft 
of hair, from *stru-, stry. O.N. stry, 
n., hards, tow, Icel. strl (B.H.), stry, 
n., a) hards, tow-, b) scanty hair on 
the headWith the form strog- 
in Shetl. may be compared Sw. dial, 
stryg = stry, tow, O.N. strigi, strlgi, 
m., sackcloth, as well as the Norw. 
derivatives strygla and strigla, f., 
a) a single straw, b) a small, singly- 
growing tuft of hair {R.), correspond- 
ing in both senses with Shetl. stro- 
gins. 
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strent [stre'ntj, sb., protruding 

point, snout\ de s. o’ a rivlin, the 
point of a hide shoe, of a hide shoe 
with longer points than usual, de 
s. o’ a gr\CQ(pig), — troni, muzzle, 
snout. Also stronti [stro'nti]; de s. 
o’ a neep [‘turnip’]. Sa., Wests. — 
The same word as stront, *strunt-, 
sb., or poss. an i-mutated derivative 
[*strynti] thereof; see stronti, sb. 

strentet [stro'ntot], adj., having 
a protruding point or snout; a s. 
kessi (straw-basket), a s. rivlin 
(hideshoe). Sa. — Deriv. of stront.sb. 

strenti [stro'nti, stro^nti], sb., 1) 
vessel (kettle, jug, bottle) with a 
spout (stront, stront). Also stronti 
[stro'ijti, stroi'nti]. 2) narrow wooden 
vessel for holding milk for churning. 
Ai., Wests. — Prob. *strynti, i-mutated 
deriv. of *strunt-, Shetl. stront, sb., 
a spout, etc. 

stratt [strot, stro't], sb., brisk, 
strutting gait; der ’r a s. upo dee 
de day [‘to-day’]. U. Seefstrutt, sb. 

strett [strot, stro't], vb., to walk 
briskly with proud bearing, to strut; 
to geng strottin. U. Seefstrutt,vb. 

*stul [stu], sb., wind, used in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. Partly in the compd. 
ongastu [orj-gastu’], contrary wind, 
wind from an opposite quarter. St., 
Wests. Reported under doubt. See 
further *st0 and on gas to, sbs. 

stu2 [stn], sb., \) something roun- 
ded, esp. as a place-name, in names 
of rounded points of land, headlands, 
and occas. of hills. Noted down as 
a place-name in Nmw’n., Yh., C., 
Ws. (in the last-named place as the 
name of a hill, elsewhere as a name 
of point of lands, headlands), de 
Stug [stug] o’ Fedeland (N.Roe), point. 
See Shetl. Stedn., p. 153. 2) ear-mark 
in sheep: a piece cut off across the 
top of the ear. comm. — O.N. stiifr, 
m., a stump. With stu 2 cf. Faer. 
“shiv, shigv”, denoting the same kind 
of ear-mark in sheep; Faer. stiivur, 

stiigvur, m., a stump. It may be 
somewhat difficult in Shetl. place- 
names to distinguish between “stiifr” 
and O.N. sto (name of a hill). With 
the form stug, prob. from *stu-ek 
(stu with the Eng., esp. L.Sc., suffix 
-ack, -ick, -ock), cf. tug (*tu-ek), 
a mound, for tu, the latter esp. as 
a place-name. Icel. styft and Sw. 
dial, styvt, (adj. in) n., ear-mark in 
sheep: cropped (ear), are prop. perf. 
part. neut. of styfa, styva, vb., to 
cut off. 

stu1 [stn], vb., to crop, curtail, 
esp. 1) to cut off the top of a 
sheep's ear as a mark; to s. a lug; 
a stud lug. comm. 2) a) to curtail 
a horse's mane, b) to crop the tail 
of a horse. 3) to cut the hair or beard 
close; to s. de hair. 4) to cut the 
tops off cabbage-leaves; to s. kail. 
5) to geld, castrate. — *stiifa. O.N. 
styfa, vb., to cut off, curtail. Sw. 
dial, styva and stuva, vb., esp. to 
crop the ear or tail of an animal 
as a mark. L.Sc. stow, stoo, vb., 
to crop. 

stu2 [stu], vb., of a mare: to be 
in heat; de mare is stuin [stum]. 
— No. stoda (oo), vb., to run with 
the mares, of a horse (R.). Sw. dial. 
stoa, vb., of a mare (sto): to be in 
heat (Ri., under “standa”). 

stubb [stob], sb., stub, stump. 
rare. More freq.: stobb [stob]. — 
O.N. stubbr, stubbi (stobbi), m., L.Sc. 
stob, sb., id. 

stubbet [stobot] and stubb/e [stobi], 
adj., stumpy, appl. to persons. Now 
more commonly stobbet [stobot], 
stobbie [stobi]. No. stubbutt (stub- 
ben), Faer. stubbutur, Sw. dial, stub- 
bot (-et), adjs., id. 

stugg [stog], sb., loathing, dislike, 
disgust; he took a s. till it, he took 
a dislike to it. Also stogg [stog]. 
Sa. stugg: Nmw. — *stuggr. No. 
stugg, m. (Nordl.) = stygg, m., aver- 
sion, disgust. Icel. stuggr, m., a) 
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aversion, loathing, b) unpleasant 
smell (B.H.). 

stugg [stog], vb., 1) vb. a., im- 
pers., to cause loathing or disgust; 
hit [‘it’] stuggs me to express it. 
Nmw. 2) vb. n., to feel loathing 
or disgust; he stugged [stogad] 
wi’, he stugged at it, he felt dis- 
gusted at eating it (Sa.). Also s to gg 
[stog]; I would stogg to do [‘do’] 
it, I should loathe doing it, be dis- 
gusted with it (Sa.). — Icel. stugga 
vid, to bear ill-will against, to be 
disgusted with (B.H.). 

stuggi and stugi, see stuki, sb. 
stuggisom [stog"is6nr], adj., loath- 

some, repulsive, disgusting. Nmw. 
— *stuggsamr. From stugg, sb. 
Cf. O.N. styggr, adj., a) shy, b) abrupt, 
repellent, unkind. 

*stuk [stuk], sb., a piece of church- 
land for which a rent is paid to the 
principal church (cathedral). The 
word is written “stowk” in an old 
list of church-property by James 
Pitcairne, clergyman in Nm., 1579 
—1612. The title of the list is: 
“The Rentill of the Kirk Landis— 
viz., Stowkis and Prebendareis”. In 
this list is mentioned inter alia “St. 
Michaelis Stowk” in Nm. See G. 
Goudie, Ant., pp. 151—158 (Reven- 
ues of the Parochial Benefices of 
Shetland). In Ork. deeds the word 
is often found, properly denoting one 
of the side-chapels of the cathedral 
in Kirkwall equipped with a separate 
altar; next, the church-land belong- 
ing to such a subordinate part of 
the cathedral. Each such subordinate 
part was named after the saint to 
whom it was dedicated. — O.N. sttika, 
f., a) a sleeve, b) a wing of a build- 
ing, esp. of a church (cathedral); 
chancel. See the two foil, words. 

stuka [stuka], sb., a jacket. Fo. 
— Fser. stuka, f., woollen shirt. 
O.N. stiika, f., a sleeve. — Prop, the 
same word as the prec. and the foil. 

stuki [stuki (st6ki)], sb., a fence 
leading out from a sheepfold and 
forming a wing upon it; de s. o’ a 
sheep-kro; a kro-s. The fence is 
to prevent the sheep from scattering 
when being driven into the fold. Sa., 
Wests. Other forms are: a) stugi 
[stugi] (N.), stjugi [stjogi]: N., and 
by abbr. of the stem-vowel: b) s t u g g i 
[stogi], kro-s. (Clousta, Ai.), c) stoggi 
[stogi], kro-s., s.-dike [dek] (De., 
Nms.). — O.N. stiika, f., a) sleeve 
of a garment, b) a wing of a build- 
ing. Prop, the same word as the two 
prec. ones. See stiggi3, stjagi, sbs. 

stukk1 [stok], sb., still water, the 
slackening of the tide before it 
turns. Um0. — May represent *stugg 
from an orig. *stQ5g-, a standstill. 
Cf. Faer. stoggur, m., a standstill. 
No. stogg, n., a standstill, pause. 

stukk2 fstuk], sb., a shoulder-strap, 
see stukki, sb. 

stukki [stuki], sb., \) a stub, block of 
wood. 2) half-grown cod. U. 3) 
shoulder-strap of a bodice or a child’s 
vest. Un. In this sense also stukk 
[stuk]; de s. o’ de stays (Sa.). — 
In sense 2 the word is a *stukkr = 
O.N. stokkr, m., a block, log of 
wood, poss. an old derivative with- 
out i-mutation: stukki = O.N. stykki, 
n., a piece. Cf. Shetl. stokk in 
sense of half-grown cod. For the 
stem-vowel in stukki cf. Sw. dial, 
stukk, O.Sw. stukkr = stokkr, m., 
a block. For the etym., stukki is 
more uncertain in sense 3; it may 
be an old *stukki = O.N. “stykki” in 
sense of piece, though a form stukk, 
without end-vowel, is also found. In 
sense 1, noted down only in the phra- 
se: to sit like [lek] a s., to sit im- 
movable, speechless and confused, 
prop, like a block (N.Roe, Nmn.), the 
word is L.Sc. stookie, stucco figure. 

stulops [stulops], sb. pi., bad spi- 
rits, fretfulness; to tak’ de s., to get 
into bad spirits, to become fretful. 
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Fe. — Poss. a *stulp with a later 
inserted connecting vowel, from an 
older *stupl by metathesis of 1 and 
to be classed with O.N. stppla, vb., 
to unbalance, overwhelm. No. stuv- 
laup (sore on a foot caused by a 
push against the stub of a tree) is 
prob. too remote owing to its limited 
sense. 

stumba [stomba], sb., 1) thick 
mist; a s. o’ mist. comm. Occas. 
of very close drizzle (U. occas.), “a 
s. o’ weet dagg”, or of dense spray 
along the shore from heavy surf; a 
s. alang de land (Du.). 2) dense 
smoke, a s. o’ reek. More rarely: 
3) hot steam, a het [‘hot’] s. or 
stjumba [stjomba] (Sandwick, Du.), 
and 4) heat-haze, a s. o’ het [‘heat’] 
(Du. occas.), as well as 5) fine dust, 
from the corn, floating in the air 
during thrashing, esp. of barley, 
"humlin’ o’ here”. Du. — The form 
stomba [stomba] is more common 
than stumba, esp. in senses 1 and 
2. stimba [stomba] is noted down 
in Papa Stour beside stomba, a s. 
o’ mist, and stumma or stoma 
[stoma], as well as stoma [stoma] 
in Conn., a s. o’ reek, beside “stomba 
(stumba)”. — Cf. Sw. dial, stimba, 
f., steam (Ri. under “stimma, stimba”, 
vb., to steam). The Shetl. word may 
also be compared with No. “stum” 
in “stummyrk”, pitch-dark, Sw. dial, 
stimmende morkt, and Fser. stumt, 
adj. in neut., very dense (dark, 
misty), in the expr. “tad er stumt 
i mjorka”, the mist is lying very 
thick. Association with No. stumme, 
m., stub, trunk? Ref. may here be 
made to Shetl. stomna2 (syn. with 
stumba) from O.N. stofn, No. stomn 
(stem of a tree), as well as No. 
“stabbande myrk”. Icel. stybba, f., 
troublesome smoke (B.H.). 

fstump [sto'mp], sb., 1) a stump, 
in a special sense: stump of a tooth, 
growing tooth in a child; de bairn 

is [‘has’] no gotten a s. yet. Un. 2) 
in the expr. “taatie-stump”, soil in 
the second year after having been 
planted with potatoes; prop, "potato- 
stump''. — The vowel-sound u [o] 
points rather to Northern origin than 
to Eng. stump, sb. 

stumpek [sto'mpok], sb., a short, 
thick-set and well-grown person, esp. 
a young person, boy or girl. Also 
stompek [sto'mpak]. Y. and Fe. Prop. 
stump. See the prec. word. L.Sc. 
stumpie, sb., a short, thick and some- 
what stiff person, etc. Da. and Sw. 
“stump”, pet name for child. 

stumpet [sto‘mp3t], adj., stumpy; 
a s. hill, a s. square face o’ a hill. 
Of a young person, boy (or girl): 
short and thick-set. U. — From 
stump, sb. 

stump! [sto'mpi], sb., name in a 
riddle for churn. Fo. In Edmondston 
“stumpie” denotes a bottle. — Ap- 
parently from stump, sb., a stump. 
In sense of cylindrical wooden vessel, 
churn, the word, however, may rea- 
sonably be referred either to O.N. 
stampr, m., a bucket, tub, or to No. 
strump, m., a narrow vessel, Icel. 
strompr. Dropping of r is occas. 
found in similar cases in Shetl. Norn 
(e.g. *dikk, sb., for *drikk). 

stums [sto'ms], sb., \) perplexity; 
speechlessness; der’ wer’ a s. on 
him, he was perplexed, speechless. 
2) (deep) musing-, intense pondering-, 
hesitation-, to be in a s„ to ponder 
intensely (Nmw.). der ’r a s. on 
de fish, the fish will not bite, prop. 
the fish is confused or undecided, 
noted down in this expr. in Un. in 
the form stumps [sto'mps]. Also 
stoms [st6‘ms]. — For the etym. 
see stums, vb. 

stums [sto‘ms], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
be perplexed, speechless, from sur- 
prise or consternation-, he stumst 
wi’, he stopped in perplexity, could 
not say a word (N.I.). stumst, perf. 
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part., perplexed, speechless. In U. 
(Un.) stumps [sto'mps], preterite 
stumpst, beside stums, stumst. 
Otherwise also freq.: stems [sto'ms]. 
2) vb. n., to be silent, to stop speak- 
ing; he stumpst, he would not say 
any more (Un.); he is stum(p)st, 
he will not say anything (Un). 3) 
vb. n., to muse; ponder; hesitate; 
consider; to s. upon a t’ing; he 
stumst afore he spak’. Nm. To the 
last sense no doubt also belongs 
the expr. “de fish stum(p)st”, the 
fish would not bite (Un.), also “de 
fish was stum(p)st”; see stums, 
sb. 4) vb. a., to confuse, to render 
speechless or perplexed; hit [‘it’] 
just stumst me (Sa., Wests.). In 
the same places also stomst [sto'mst], 
perf. part. — No. stumsa, vb., a) to 
speak in a faltering way, to blurt 
out a thing, b) to be unable to find 
the words, to consider (R.), stumsen, 
adj., a) that blurts out the words, 
b) silent, quiet, short and snappish 
(in speech and reply), R., stums, 
adv., hastily, suddenly. 

stund [stund, stund], sb., a while, 
moment, noted down only in ex- 
pletive phrases such as: ill s. to 
him! bad luck to him! (Fe.). — 
O.N. stund, f., L.Sc. stound, sb., a cer- 
tain length of time, a while, [stond] 
with long u appears to be a L.Sc. 
form, stond, stoind,however, used 
in a divergent sense, certainly springs 
from O.N. stund; see stond2, sb. 

stunk [sto'rjk], vb., to pant from 
exertion; see stonk, vb. 

stup [stop, stup], vb., to fall for- 
ward; sho stuped [stnpod] i’ de fire. 
Papa. In this sense the word springs 
from O.N. stiipa, No. stupa, vb., to 
fall down. In general sense to stoop 
the word is Eng. 

stur [stnr], vb., 1) to be sad, to 
sit dejected; to sit stur in. 2) to 
doze (in a sitting position with 

\ stooped head); to sit stur in. 3) to 
gaze in an absent-minded manner, 
to sit pondering, absorbed in thought-, 
to sit sturin; fairly comm.— O.N. 
stura, vb., to be sad, to fret. 

stur [stur (st°ur)], adj., tall and 
big; a s. horse, a s. fish. [st°ur] 
is reported from Un. beside [star]. 
Also sturi [sturi] (Conn.); a s. boy 
(boy, man), a s, follow [‘fellow’], a 
stura [stura]-fish (U.) = a stur fish. 
In place-names: stura [stora], sturi 
[sturi] and stur. Exx.: Gorsten 
[go'rston] stura (Strand, Fe.), Stura 
Gorste [go'rste] (Sound near Lerwick, 
M.): *gardsta3rinn stori, *stori gard- 
stadr, “the large place of a fence”. 
Hulen [hulan] stura (Nunsbrough, Ai., 
Sandwick, Du.), also Hulen sturi (Sw., 
Du.): *hollinn stdri, "the large hill”. 
Sande [sande] stura, written Sanday 
Stour,=*Sand0y stora, “//?£/a/gtf sowr/ 
isle”, Vadlin (Vallin) stura (Lumbister, 
Y.) = *vadillinn stori, “the big ford; 
see vadel, sb. -a for -i in stura 
is prob. the accus. ending. Papa 
stur, written Papa Stour, = *Pap0y 
stora, “the large Pope isle”. *Ro 
stur [ro star], obs. for “Mukkel R0”, 
written “Muckle Roe”; on Timothy 
Pont’s map 1646 written Ruoy Stour, 
= *raudoy stdra, “the large red 
isle”; see further under *0, sb., isle. 
— O.N. storr, adj., big, large. 

fsturi-d/A-e [stn-ridek’], sb., horse- 
shoe-shaped fence inside which ani- 
mals (horses, cows), not quite domes- 
ticated, are driven. S.Sh.?—The first 
part is uncertain. May poss. be L.Sc. 
stour, sb., a stake, or No. styrja, f., 
a stake, pole (R.), as stiggi3 and 
stjagi, prop, stake, pole, in Shetl. 
denote a similar kind of fence, by 
means of which sheep are driven into 
a fold, stori from O.N. staurr, m., 
a pole, stake, is used in a diff. sense 
in Shetl. 

stuts1 [stuts], sb., 1) show, osten- 
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tation; he has a s. wi’ him. 2) (at- 
tempt to assume) a haughty carriage 
in walking; he has a s. wi’ him. 
Un. — Sw. dial, stuss = stass, stats, 
m. , splendour; solemnity; solemn 
procession, Sw. dial, stussa, stuuss(a), 
vb., to make a show (Sw. literary 
lang.: st&ta), to strut, No. stussa (uu), 
vb., to decorate, dress up. 

stuts2 [stots] and stots [stots], sb., 
sulkiness-, peevishness-, he ’s ta’en 
[‘taken’] de s., he is sulky. De. See 
the foil. word. 

stutset [stotsot] and stotset [stotsot], 
adj., abrupt-, sulky, unwilling. Yh. 
— Cf. No. stuss (uu), adj., in sense 
of abrupt, curt (R.), Da. studs, adj. 

ste [sto], sb., in fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. at sea: wind. Un., Yn. A some- 
what uncertain form stu [stu] is re- 
ported from St., Wests. — No doubt 
prop, direction of wind, and hence, 
wind blowing in a certain direction. 
In that case arisen from O.N. stcedi, 
n. , or from stada, accus.: stpdu, f., 
in the compds.: “vedrstada, vind- 
stoedi”, direction of wind. No. stoda, 
f.; “kva stode ha vinden (veire) 
idag?”, from what quarter is the 
wind blowing to-day? (R.). This 
etym. is supported by the compd. 
ongasto, contrary wind, etc., with 
which cf. Icel. andstaedur vindur, and- 
stoduvindur; see ongasto, sb. 

ste [sto], vb., to inf late a fishing- 
buoy, to s. de bow [‘buoy’]: Un., Yn. 
to s. de pinnek (the buoy): Yn. 
Expr. in fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea. 
Deriv. of sto, sb. 

*steb [stab], sb., a place or piece 
of road trampled by animals. U. 
Now only as a place-name: de Ste- 
bins [stsbins], a road or piece of 
land trampled by cattle (Norwich, Un.). 
With change from 0 to e: de Stebs 
[stebs] (Du.). — O.N. staup, n., a) 
hollow in the ground-, b) a drinking- 
vessel. No. staup, n., inter alia a 

hole in a road, staupa (“stope”), f., 
a) a deep track-, b) a row of un- 
connected prints in snow, mud or 
soft ground, staupeveg, m., a track 
consisting of deep footprints (R.). 
In sense of vessel, bucket, is used 
a form stup [stup, stop], which is 
L.Sc. stoup and hardly directly de- 
veloped from O.N. staup. 

stebadorro [st0"badSro, st0b"a-], 
sb., \) a short hand-line used in 
inshore fishing, esp. for cod-,W\c\\r\e 
is let down by a sinker. U. [staba-] 
and [stoba-]: Un.; elsewhere more 
common with short 0. Also steba- 
dorro [steb"ad&ro]: U. occas. and 
Ye. stipedorro [stip”9d&ro]: Fe. 
2) sinker on a short line for inshore 
fishing. In this sense noted down 
only in Yn. in the forms stoba- 
dorreg [st0b"ad&rog] and stoba- 
dorro (stibbadorro) [st0b”ad&ro, 
st9b"a-]. 3) a square wooden frame 
on which a fishing-line is wound. 
U. — *st0ypidorg. Sense 1 must 
be the original one. The first part 
must spring from O.N. stoypa (steypa), 
vb., a) to turn upside down, to over- 
throw, b) to throw down, stoba- 
dorro 1 may prob. mean to let down 
vertically-, “sinks right down” is said 
of this hand-line in U. and Fe. The 
form stipe- in Fe. has arisen by 
anglicising, “steep-”, from *st0pe-, 
stobe-. For the second part see 
dorro, sb., angling-line, etc. While 
the common form dorro has arisen 
through adaptation to Eng. words 
ending in -orrow, corresponding to 
Old Northern words in -org (thus 
prop, written “dorrow”), -dorreg 
(Yn.) is developed from “dorg” by 
insertion of connecting vowel between 
r and g. 

steba [stoba]-//ne. sb., a short, 
thin fishing hand-line. Uw. (Wid- 
wick). For stoba- see the prec. word. 

sted, stjed [stad (stjod)], vb., to 
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stagger along, to geng st(j)0din 
(Fe.), from O.N. stauta or st0yta(steyta), 
vb., to push, etc. See stjod, vb. 

*st0del [stodol], sb., resting-place 
for cattle-, see st0l1, sb. 

stodi [st0di], sb., anvil. O.N. stedi, 
m., L.Sc. stud(d)y, stuthy, stiddie, 
sb. See stedi, sb. 

st0di [st0di], vb., to steady, sup- 
port (by staying)-, I maun (must) s. 
me. — Appears to be a combination 
of O.N. stydja, vb., to steady, prop, 
and Eng. steady, vb. 

st0g, stj0g [stag], vb., to walk 
indolently and slowly, to stagger, 
to geng st(j)0gin(Fe.). See stj 0g,vb. 

*st0ll [stol, stg3!], sb., resting-place 
for cattle-, milking-place-, dairy land. 
Also (acc. to J. 1.) enclosure for sheep 
or cattle. Not rarely found as a 
place-name: de Stols o’ Geratun 
(Haroldswick, Un.); de Stol o’ Ewick 
(Ye.); “de Stols”, in several places, 
de Walstols o’ Refirt’ (Ym.): *vall- 
stpdull. Occas. *st0del [stsdal]; as 
a place-name: de (muckle, easter, 
waster) Stodel (Huston, Haroldswick, 
Un.). stol, stodel, are still found 
in a few places (such as in U. and 
Y.) on the border-line between com- 
mon noun and place-name. — O.N. 
stpdull, m., a milking-shed, partly 
= ssetr (mountain pasture). No. 
stodi (R.) and stol (Aa.). 

stol2 [stol, sts3!], sb., the lower 
end of a sheaf of corn-, de s. o’ de 
sheaf. The form with long o is re- 
ported from Fe.; elsewhere more 
comm, with short o. Also stjol 
[stjol (stol)]. — No. styl (stole, stjol), 
m., a) stalk, the lower end of a 
straw, b) the lower end of a sheaf 
of corn. 

stor [stor], vb., to steer a boat. 
Wh. — O.N. styra, vb., to steer. 

stori [stori], sb., one of the thick, 
twisted bands (straw-bands) of which 
an open straw-basket, mesi, con- 

sists-, in a more limited sense either 
a) one of the bands round a straw- 
basket or b) one of the vertical 
bands, opp. to “i-draught” (one of the 
thinner bands forming the woof). A 
form stor [stsr] is noted down as a 
place-name, name of a high, detached 
rock. Thus: de Stor (Fladabister, 
Conn.), a rock in the sea. — O.N. staurr, 
m., a pole, stake, (Da.-No.) stor, a 
pole. With stor, as the name of 
a detached rock, cf. the use of “staurr” 
as a name in Norway for mountain. 

fstovi [stovi], sb., a whirling up 
of dust? Reported in writing by 
W. R. in the foil, phrase: “it made 
a s. t’rough de place, dat was awfu’ ”. 
— Da. stov, n., L.G., Dut. stof (H.G. 
staub), n. 

su [sn], sb., 1) a sow. 2) a spe- 
cies of wrasse, labrus; N.I.: a) acc. 
to statement from Uc. = blogummi, 
of a bluish (reddish-blue) colour; b) 
reddish with bluish stripes (Yn., U".); 
otherwise no doubt often used cas- 
ually = berggolti. 3) a species 
of large mussel, dug up from the 
sand and used as bait in fishing. 
Nm. (Kollafirth). — In form the 
word coincides with L.Sc. soo = 
sow (as coo = cow). O.N. s^r, 
accus. sti, f., a sow. For meaning 
2, wrasse, cf. No. sugga, f., sow, in 
the compd. bergsugga, wrasse, = 
berggylta; further No. sugga, f., a 
species of small carp (R.). Cf. 
sogga, sb. 

*sud [sud], sb. and adv., I) sb., 
the south. O.N. sudr, n., the south. 
In Shetl. O.N. 6 is changed to d or 
dropped. Now in Shetl. comm.: 
sooth [sup], after Eng. south; but 
the older form sud is preserved in 
the derivative sud in [su<3Ari\, southern 
part, used in northern Unst to denote 
the southern part of that isle, “he’s 
gane awaa to de sud in”, he has 
gone to the south of Unst (Un.). 
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With this cf. nordin, sb. II) adv., 
in the south, southward, O.N. sudr. 
Now with th [p>]: sooth, after L.Sc. 

sudin, sb., see the prec. word. 
sugga, sb., see the common form 

sogga. 
suk, sook [suk], sb., 1) a suck- 

ing, suction, like, L.Sc. souk, sook, 
sb. Occas. in a special sense appl. 
to the fishes gnawing the bait of the 
hooks instead of taking it. “der ’r 
been a guid suk upo de lines”, the 
fish (esp. the coalfish) have gnawed 
the bait from the hooks (Ai.). 2) 
a drying wind, draught of wind; 
a s. o’ wind; a s. in under snaw, 
dry wind preceding snowfall, “he’s 
makin’ a guid s., he is a fine s. de 
day”, there is a good, drying wind 
to-day (for drying, e.g. the hay in 
the field), “he’s no makin’ muckle 
s. de day”, there is not much wind 
to-day for drying, e.g. the hay. 3) 
suction in the sea, esp. a) backwash 
of breakers; cf. afsuk, utsuk, sbs.; 
b) sweep of the sea on the shore, 
a s. o’ tide. U. (Uwg). a s. op in 
under; under-current going against 
the wind. Yh. 4) collect.: small 
marine creatures, esp. molluscs liv- 
ing as parasites on fishes; also sukers 
[sukors], sb. pi., and collect.: “suction.” 
Otherwise in a wider sense “suction” 
denotes molluscs serving as food 
for fish, whales or birds (N.I.: Y. 
and Fe.). 5) poor fishing-ground 
where the fish are infested 6y suk = 
molluscs, living on them as para- 
sites. In this sense occas. also suker. 
“to fa’ upon a s.”, in fishing: to hit 
upon a soft, poor fishing-ground 
with many small, sucking creatures; 
“a hole o’ s.” Stenness, Nmw. — 
O.N. *stigr, m., a sucking. Icel. 
sugr, m., a draught of wind. The 
final k in suk is due to infl. of L.Sc. 
souk, sb., a sucking. In sense 1 
suk is Northern as well as L.Sc. 
Sense 2 as well as the rest are 

certainly Norse; they are not given 
in Jam. nor in E.D.D. under L.Sc. 
souk, but corresponding meanings 
are found in Norse. Icel. sugr is 
used in the same sense as Shetl. 
suk 2. With suk 3 cf. O.N. sog, 
n., the backwash of breakers (Fr.), 
prop, suction. No. sog, n., current 
in a stream, Icel. sugr, m., wash 
ashore of the sea (B.H.), Faer. sugur, 
m., and stig, stigv, f., in “rennisugur, 
-stig, -stigv”, back-sweep, sweep of 
the sea to and fro on the shore. 
With suk 4 cf. No. sog, n., in sense 
of small sucking marine creatures 
living on the fish in the nets, grunn- 
sog (Aa.). suker is formed in ac- 
cordance with L.'Sc. souker, sooker, 
sb., horseleech (bloodsucker). 

suk, sook [suk], vb., 1*) to suck, 
O.N. stiga, and L.Sc. souk, sook, vbs. 
Occas. in a special sense of fish: 
to gnaw the bait off the hooks (in- 
stead of taking it), and also said of 
sucking molluscs, suk, sb. 4: to take 
the bait off the hooks, de bait is 
suket (Du.). 2) to blow through, 
to dry, of wind. Esp. in perf. part., 
suket [sukot], partly adjectivally, of 
fish hung up to dry: somewhat dry, 
dry on the outside (“skin-dried"), 
half-dried-, suket fish; comm. — 
O.N. stiga, vb., to suck, to extract 
a juice by suction. The Shetl. form 
with final k for g is L.Sc. Sense 2 
is Norse; see the prec. word. 

suket [sukot], adj., of fish, “skin- 
dried", half-dried; s. fish. Prop, 
perf. part, of suk, vb. 

sukk1 [sok], sb., a heap, mass. N. 
— Cf. poss. O.N. sukk, n., mixture, 
sukka, vb., to mix together (Eg., 
Lex. Poet.). The meaning of the 
Shetl. word, however, approaches 
nearer to Faer. sugga, f., inter alia 
untidy collection of heterogeneous 
objects. 

sukk2 [sok], sb., wet, soft soil in 
which one sinks down. — Cf. No. 
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sokkja, f., swamp or puddle in which 
one sinks down (Aa.), sokk, sukk, 
and sukka, f., a hollow, depression. 
Cf. sukk, vb., and sokkimor, sb. 

sukk3 [sok], sb., a slattern. — 
Properly poss. the same word as the 
prec. one. Cf. No. sokkja, f., in sense 
of indolent woman, also swamp, Ork. 
“suckie”, adj., dirty, untidy. Note, 
however, No. sugg, m., and sugga, 
f., a dirty person (R.), Peer, sugga, 
f., a slattern. 

sukk [sokj, vb., to sink, esp. to 
sink down in a bog or swamp; to 
s. doon. U. Perf. part, sukken 
[sokon], sunk; also used transitively, 
e.g.: de coo is sukken her (hersell) 
i’ de mire (Fe.). — O.N. spkkva, 
vb. n., to sink; perf. part.: sokkinn. 

sukkrabord [sok'Tabord’j, sb., a 
sweet little child, darling, esp. in 
caressing address, = No., Da. sukker, 
sb., sugar. Un. — The word is a 
compd. of “sukker”, L.Sc. succur, 
sb., sugar (in Shetl. also a darling), 
and bord, sb., descent, offspring, 
O.N. burdr, m. 

sukn, sukken [s6k3n (suk3n), 
sukon, sokon, sokon], sb., 1) a drag 
or large hook by which to bring 
sunken objects to the surface of the 
water, esp. fishing-lines lost in the 
sea. More rarely 2) a big iron hook 
by which very large fish are hauled 
into the boat; thus, e.g. in Fo. — 
O.N. sokn, f., a) a searching; b) 
implement for bringing sunken ob- 
jects to the surface of the water 
(Fr.). No. sokn, f., Sw. dial, sokkn, 
sokken, f., a drag or hook by which 
to search for objects sunk in the 
water. With sukn 2 cf. Faer. sokn- 
arkrokur, m., used in the same sense. 

sukni [sukni (sokni)], sb., a large 
gathering of living creatures; a s. 
o’ fish, o’ hos (sharks), Un.; a s. 
o’ craws (crows), N.Roe. Occas. also 
of people; see kirkasukn(i), sb. 
sukn, sukken [sukan (sokan)], and 

sukni, are obs. in sense of a) parish, 
see kirkasukn(i), b) bailiwick. Sib- 
bald: “sucken, a Bailiffrie”. — O.N. 
sokn, f., a) a searching, b) concourse 
of people, c) crowd of people, d) 
congregation frequenting a certain 
church; parish. 

sula [snla], sul [sol], sulek [snlak, 
sulak], sb., a cleft wooden imple- 
ment, frame, on which a fishing- 
line is wound. U. Um0.: sula as a 
sea-term, tabu-name, for this imple- 
ment. O.N. stila, f., a) a pillar, post, 
b) cleft wooden implement. No. sula, 
Faer. siila, f., esp. a forked wooden 
implement on which a fishing-line 
is wound. As a place-name sul-, 
sulek, is occas. used of a rising or 
projecting rock, skerry, or tongue 
of land, e.g. de Sulek [snlak] (N.Roe), 
a sea-cliff; de Sulek [sulak], the point 
of “de Ness o’ Gossabrough” (Ys"e.). 
But, e.g. (de) Sulastakk [sn"lastak’] 
(Glup, Yn.) may spring either from 
“stila”, mentioned above, or from 
the bird-name “stila” (the gannet). 

sulbrigda [sulbng-da], sulbrigdi 
[sulbng'di], sb., basking shark, the 
largest species of shark. N.I. [sul- 
bng’da]: Yh.; Umo. Other forms of 
pronunc.: sulbng(d), ^ulbng'di, §n-- 
bng"di, §0lbng’da, all noted down 
in U. sulbng(d): Un.; ^olbng'da: 
Us. occas.; sulbng’di: acc. to J. I. 
(Fe.); §o-bng"di: Conn.; sju [§u]- 
for sul- poss. by association with 
*sju, sb., sea. — *sol-brugfla or 
-brygda, compounded with O.N. s61, 
f., sun, because the basking shark 
usually basks in the sun on the sur- 
face of the sea. For the second part 
see brigda, sb. In De. is found a 
compd. hobrigdi [hr>,bng"di, ho- 
bng’di]: *haf-brugda (-brygda). 

suX-bord [snlbnrd, sdl-; sul-; -bord], 
sb., one of the boards in a boat's 
side, esp. that just above the water. 
In some places appl. to the second 
board from the keel, in others to 
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the third one. In Un. “sul-bord” 
is used partly of the lowest board, 
nearest the keel, in a few places in 
Ai. of the second from the top. Of 
other forms of pronunc. may be 
noted: ^olbord (Papa St.), ^olbord 
(Fo.). Occas. with dropping of the 
second part: sul [sul, s68l]; thus in 
Whn. [sul]; in L. [sul], and Yh. [s6al]. 
Occas. in pi., suls, sulins [sulins] 
(L. occas.), of a board consisting of 
several pieces (see ha 1 sin, sb., under 
hals, sb.). More rarely swil [swil: 
Du.; swil: F.I.], of the second (Du.) 
or third (Du.; F.I.) board from the 
keel. — Cf. O.N. solbord, solbyrdi, 
n., the gunwale of a vessel. 

sulep [sulop], sb., tangled mass 
or lump, noted down esp. as appl. 
to tangled ropes and lines; de line 
is in a s. Du. From Papa Stour 
reported of a rope of a harrow. — 
Prob. arisen from *supel, *supl, by 
metathesis of p and 1. Cf. Fser. so- 
pul, m., a) a sweeping-clout (from 
sopa, vb., to sweep), b) tangled mass, 
untidily rolled-up object, e.g. thread, 
cord, clothes. In a different sense, No. 
sopl (sopel), f., sweepings. For the 
non-mutated form sulp, *sup(e)l, 
cf. No. sopl (sopel), sopling (oo), 
m., a broom. See sulp, vb. 

sul-g-a’ [sul'ga'], sb., bright spot 
near the sun, mock-sun. Noted down 
in Fe., but actual locality uncertain 
(N.I.). Now comm.: sun-ga’. — 
*s61-gall. See ga’1, sb. 

sulin [suhn], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for sun. 
Un. Prop. def. form: the sun, O.N. 
solin, from s61, f., sun. Edm. gives 
a form “sol” in sense of heat of 
the sun; but this may be the deri- 
vative sol, sb. 

*sulin [sulin], adj., turned sour? 
For *surin? See gig, sb. 

sulk [(su‘lk) so'lk], sb., a) soaked, 
decomposed mass, a weet s. [so‘lk], 
a badly dried peat (Ym.). b) wet, i 

decomposed state; fo be in a weet 
s. Sa. [so'lk]. Y. and Fe.: sulker 
[su'lkor, so'lkor]. In the same place 
also solker [so‘]k3r, soi'lkar]. — May 
be partly a parallel form to surk, 
sb., as orig. r often changes to 1 in 
Shetl. Norn and conversely. Com- 
pare sulp and sir pa, sbs. A deriv. 
*saulk- from O.N. *saula, No. saula, 
f., mud, mire, is, however, more 
probable. Cf. No. saulka, vb., a) to 
soil, dirty, b) to dirty oneself, Sw. 
dial, sollka, vb., to soil, dirty. Da. 
dial, solke, sulke, solke, vb., id. That 
sulker (solker) as well as surk 
(surka) are both used in Y. and Fe. 
also indicates two different words. 

sulp [su‘lp, so‘lp], sulpa [suipa], 
sb., a) soft, moist, decomposed mass; 
something saturated by moisture; 
a weet [‘wet’] s. Most common in 
the form sulp. Reported from Nms. 
(sulp) of moist dregs, b) damp, 
decomposed and soaked state; to 
be in a sulp o’ weet; de feet is 
[‘are’] in a sulp, my feet are quite 
wet; “de hay is in a s.”, in a soaked 
state, of hay that has lain too long 
exposed to moisture, and is on the 
point of rotting. N.Roe: sulpa. c) 
comm, in the form sulp: moist, soft 
soil; watery, marshy place. Also 
soaked state of the soil; in a s. 
Edm. has: “snip (long n, as soolp), 
a wet state of ground, a marsh”. 
From Nm. is also reported a form 
sul per [su'lpar, §u‘lp3r]. “hit is a’ 
in a sul per”, in a moist decompo- 
sition; partly of morass, swamp. — 
For *swalp or *swulp (splash)? 
Cf. No. skvalpa, f., a wet, splashing 
mass (R.). May also, as r and 1 
freq. interchange in Shetl. Norn, be 
supposed to replace a *surp, *surpa; 
No. surp, n., mire, mud, surpa, f., 
mixture; soft mass. Cf. sir pa, sb. 
A deriv. of *saula, mire, is no doubt 
less probable. See sulk, sb. 

sulp [su‘lp (so‘lp)], vb., to put 
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out of order, to ravel; de line(s) is 
sulpet togedder. Nmw. — Cf. Faer. 
sopla, vb., a) to sweep or rake to- 
gether, b) to mix up in an untidy 
heap. No. sopla, vb., to sweep or 
raise up dirt or dust (R.), is more 
divergent. Seesulep, sb., with which 
snip, vb., is to be classed. In Edm. 
a verb “snip, to bring cut grass 
from a swampy meadow”, is no 
doubt another word, to be classed 
with sulp, sb. 

*sulpatjin [sulpa'tjin], sb., (big) 
troll. Uws. Prop, no doubt sea-demon 
or water-nixie, and a corrupted form 
of supailti = sjupilti, sb. [*sjo- 
piltr] (q.v.), owing to metathesis of 1. 

sulta [so'lta], sb., salt liquid 
kneaded from butter; salt butter- 
milk. Fo. — Cf. No. salta, f., salt 
liquid, and sylt, sylta, f., small saline 
bog or swamp. Da. dial, syltemaelk, 
Sw. dial, syltemilk, f., milk (sheep's 
milk) mixed with salt, s u 11a mainly 
indicates an orig. *sult-, whence by 
i-mutation: *sylt-. Cf. the foil, word 
and solta-drink, sb. 

sulta [so‘lta]-cfr/nfr, sb., a salt 
drink given to sick cattle. De. 
From sulta, sb. See solta-drink, 
sb. 

fsum [sum], sb., \) a swimming, 
= No. sum, n., and L.Sc. soum, soom, 
sb. Cf. O.N. sumr, m., as a poet, 
name for sea (Eg.). 2) inundation; 
de earf is a’ in a s., the earth (patch 
of land) is quite flooded with water 
(Un.). 3) air-bladder, = sund2; 
in pi., sums, of dried air-bladders, 
esp. of cod, prepared for food, 
“soums”, sb. pi. (Jam., with ref. to 
“Shetl.”). — In sense 3 sum may 
be an abbr. of a *sum-magi, *sum- 
mogi. In Faer. is found the form 
summagi [sommaeaji], arisen by assi- 
milation from “sundmagi”. Cf. the 
syn. sund, sb., arisen by dropping 
of the second part (magi). 

fsum [sum (sum)], vb., to swim, 

also to float. L.Sc. soum, soom, vb., 
id. O.N. symja, vb., deriv. of *sum-; 
see fsum, sb. 

sumpi [so'mpi], sb., poor or badly- 
dried peat. Yh. Forskumpi? See 
under skjumpi, sb. Prob. (as 
dropped k in this case would merely 
be due to corruption) rather to be 
explained as something soft and 
spongy, and to be associated with 
Da. (No. and Sw.) sump and svamp, 
swamp, sponge. 

sund1 [sund, sond], sb., a narrow 
sound; de sund [sund] o’ de Isle 
= de Jae o’ Uyea (Nmn w.). Also 
inlet; small, narrow bay where boats 
can put in (Un.). Freq. as a place- 
name, in names of sounds, and of 
villages situated on sounds or inlets; 

I e.g.: Sund, a village close to the 
south of Lerwick, Me., by the inlet 
to Bressay Sound: (1) sundi. 
Uyeasound, see *0, sb. — O.N. sund, 
n., a sound. See hulmsund, sb. 

sund2 [sund (sund), sond], sb., 
air-bladder in fish; a sound; fish-s. 
— Prob. arisen from *sundmagi, 
m., prop. uswimming-stomach", by 
dropping of the second part: magi. 
Cf. Faer. sundmagi [sommaeaji], m., 
air-bladder. Icel. sundmagi, No. 
sundmage, m., id. In No. (Nedenes) 
also abbr.: sund (Aa.). The word 
is also L.Sc. 

sun-gol, see golland2, sbs., and 
cf. sul-ga’, sb. 

sunker, see songer, vb. 
sup [sup (sop)], vb., to sweep; 

to s. de hus, to s. de floor [flor]. 
Fo., Nmn. (N.Roe) and several places. 
N. I. occas. — O.N. s6pa, vb., to 
sweep. L.Sc. soup, soop, vb. (Jam. 
with quot. from Lyndsay). The com- 
mon Shetl. form sop [sop] is more 
recent; cf. e.g. god [god] from good, 
adj., hop [hop] from hoop, sb. 

sur [sor], adj., sour-, comm, of 
fish: in the first stage of decompo- 
sition, esp. of fish that has lain in a 
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kus, kjos (heap). — O.N. siirr, adj., 
sour. 

surek [snrak, surak], sb., sorrel, 
rumex acetosa. — O.N. stira, f., sorrel, 
rumex. No. sura (and syra), f. L.Sc. 
sourock, sourack. The Shell, word, 
by analogy with a great number of 
other words of O.N. origin, has 
adopted the Scottish suffix. 

surk [so'rk, so‘rk] and surka 
[so'rka, so'rka], sb., 1) wet, decom- 
posed, putrefying mass. 2) wet, 
decomposed, putrefying state; to 
be or lie in a s. Y. and Fe. Esp. 
in the form surk, surka, noted 
down in Feh,w. — No. surka, f., a) 
mouldy crust; dirt, uncleanliness 
(Aa.), b) mud, mire (R.), whence 
syrkja, f., mire (R.). 

surkont [snrko'nt, -k6‘r]t], sb., 1) sea- 
anemone, Actinia. Reported in this 
sense by J. I. somewhat doubtfully. 
More fully attested in the foil, sense. 
2) a kind of tunicate mollusc, as- 
cidian, of a dark red colour. Y., 
Fe. Acc. to J. I. Now also “sea- 
kont [ko'nt]”. — For *sjurkont from 
(O.N.) *sjofarkunta (sjofar, gen. of 
sjor, m., sea). Cf. Peer, sjdkunta, 
f., sea-anemone, sea-nettle, Actinia, 
and No. sjokunta, f., pink sea-slug 
(R.). For sur (sjur)- see the words 
beginning with sjur- and sjus-, sus-. 

surn [snr3n, soran], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to turn sour; de fish surens, is 
surnin [surnin]. 2) vb. to make 
sour; esp. to lay fish in a kus, kjos 
(heap), until almost putrid; to s. de 
fish; to kus de silleks or pilteks 
(small coalfish), to s. dem; see kus, 
vb. — O.N. stirna, vb. n., to turn 
sour. 

sus [sus], sb., slop, moisture; 
wet, drenched state; he was in a 
s. (Un.). — Cf. No. sus, n., jelly; 
soft mass, suss, n., a slopping (R. 
under sussa, vb., to slop with wet 
things). 

suseltnan [sus-'alman-], sb., an 

estate-agent. Un. — O.N. syslumadr, 
m., a steward, esp. a district judge. 

sustilag [sus"tilag'], sb., in thresh- 
ing: a stroke with the flail. Yn. In 
Fe. is noted down suskilagi [sus"- 
kilagi] in sense of a drubbing. — 
O.N. sust, f., is found as a variant 
of piist, f., flail. Celt. Gael, suisd, 
suist, sb., flail, -lag in sustilag 
has prob. arisen from slag, O.N. 
slag, n., a blow, as initial s is dropped 
by dissimilation. 

suter [sutar, sntar], sb., 1) a spe- 
cies of iwasse, labrus. S.Sh. (Conn., 
Du.): [sutar]. Fo.: [sntar]. Seems 
to be used of various species. In 
Du. denoting a reddish or greenish 
wrasse, while berggolti in the same 
place denotes a more bluish-coloured 
one. Reported from Conn, of a small 
wrasse (6—8 inches long) of greyish- 
blue or dark-brown (greyish-brown) 
colour, from Fo. of a small brownish- 
red or reddish-brown variety. 2) me- 
taph.: a stupid person; a auld s. 
Uwg. — No. sutar, m., a) female of 
blaagume, labrus mixtus, a species 
of wrasse, b) = raudnebb, a species 
of wrasse. Cf. su, sb. 2. 

swabek, swabi. see swartbak, sb. 
fswag [swag], vb., to flutter, hover, 

e.g. of a bird. Edm.: “swaagin, flut- 
tering as a bird’s wing, wavering”. 
— No. svaga, vb., a) to swing to 
and fro, to reel, b) to sway. Eng. 
swag, vb., to sway, (L.Sc.) to swing. 

fswager,sb.,brother-in-law. Edm.: 
“swagers, men married to sisters”. 
From M.L.G. and N.H.G. swager. 

swagj [swad^], vb., a) vb. a., to 
swallow; I canno s. it. N.I., Sa., 
b) vb. n., to gorge oneself (Un.), 
c) vb. a., to digest (Umo.). — Springs 
prob. from a *svalgja = O.N. svelgja, 
vb., to swallow. The word is not 
normally developed in Shetl., how- 
ever, as dropping of 1 may be due 
to L.Sc. infl. In Jam. are found the 
forms “swall, swally, swelly, sweel”. 
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But L.Sc, swage, vb., to quiet, as- 
suage, etc., coincides in developed 
use: swage, swaage, to digest food. 
Cf. swelt, vb. 

swak [swak], sb., a shaking; 
quivering motion; in a s. o’ fat, 
shaking with fat (N.Roe). — *skvak, 
n., a shaking, = skak and *kvak. 
Cf. feel, skvak, n., movement, shak- 
ing (B.H.: sqvak). 

swaki [swaki], adj., shaking; totter- 
ing; unsteady. Sa. — From *skvaka, 
vb., to shake. See swak, sb. L.Sc. 
swack, adj., is different. 

swal1 [swal], sb., slight motion 
in the sea; esp. negatively in the 
expr. “nedder mor (mor) or swal 
(i’ de sea)”, there is no motion in 
the sea, esp. near the land; der ’r 
nedder mor (mor) or s. here, the 
sea is quite calm here. Un. — Icel. 
sval, n., a) coolness, b) slight surf 
in the sea (B.H.). The word might 
also be referred to No. and Sw. 
skvala, vb., to ripple, plash, but in 
the given expr. it agrees better with 
Icel. sval, prob. with root-meaning 
surf; see swel2, sb. Hardly L.Sc. 
swaul, sb., “a large swell” (Jam.). 
See swal2, vb. 

swal2 [swal], sb., the dimmest 
part of the midsummer-night; de s. 
o’ de dimm. Also swar [svar]. 
N.I. The latter form is noted down 
also in Du. and Fo. — No. sval, 
adj., dusky, dark, dim. 

swal3 [swal], sb., dense, belching 
smoke, a s. o’ reek. rare. U. — Prob. 
a *sval = O.N. svaela, f., dense 
smoke. Cf. swel2, sb. and vb. 

swal1 [swal], vb., of smoke: to 
belch forth; he’s cornin’ ut swal in. 
Uwg. — *svala? Prob. to be classed 
with swel2, sb. and vb. 

swal2 [swal], vb., to move very 
slowly, noted down in the negative 
expr.: he can nedder mor or (nor) | 
s., he is not able (or: has no mind) \ 

to undertake any task. Un. — To 
be classed with swal1, sb. 

fswali [swali], sb., the eye of a 
quern- or millstone. Conn. Prop, 
no doubt gullet, swallow. 

swalt [swa‘lt], vb., to hunger, starve; 
also to suffer from thirst; to s. wi’ 
hunger or trist [‘thirst’]. Du. — O.N. 
svelta, vb., to (die), starve. O.Eng. 
swel tan. 

swalter [swa'ltor (swa'ltor)], sb., 
splash, slop, e.g. from spilled liquid; 
to mak’ a s., a) to spill liquid, b) 
to go splashing through mud (N.Roe). 
See the foil. word. 

swalter [swa'ltar (swa'ltor)], vb., 
to splash, soil, to go splashing 
through mud; to geng swal ter in. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — Prob. a derivative 
from *skvala, No. skvala, vb., to 
splash. Cf. the derivative forms a) 
Sw. skvalta, vb., to dabble, stir up 
water so that it splashes about, b) 
No. skvaldra, vb., to splash, dabble 
(R.). Note, however, also No. svaldra, 
vb., to dabble (R. Suppl.). 

swam, sb., “a swoon or faint”. 
Edm. See swim, sb. 

swaml, swammel [swam3l, -al] 
and swambl [swambal], sb., 1) a 
plashing, splashing, comm. 2) a 
reeling, tottering; to mak’ a s., to 
reel when turning round. Conn.: 
swaml and swambl. A third form 
sweml, swemmel [svsem3!, -al] is 
likewise noted down in Conn, in 
senses 1 and 2. 3) hubbub, tumult; 
quarrelling and wrangling (C.: 
swambl). In this last sense Edm. 
(Un.) also has the word (swamble). — 
*svaml or *skvaml. No. skvaml, n., 
a splash, svaml-, a splashing, dabb- 
ling; Faer. svambl, n., a plashing, 
splashing. Sense 3 of swaml may 
have arisen through infl. of Eng. 
squabble, sb., as orig. skv (sqw), 
when initial, commonly changes to 
sw in Shetl. 
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swaml, swammel [svam3l, -al] and i 

swambl [swambal], vb., 1) to splash 
about in water; also to go splash- 
ing through mud or mire, to geng 
swamblin [swamhn, swambhn] 
aboot. From U". is reported swambl, 
from Conn, swaml, swambl, and 
partly skwaml [skwam3!]. 2) to 
reel, totter; to geng swam(b)lin. 
Conn.: swaml, swambl and occas. 
skwaml. A fourth form sweml, 
swemmel [swsem3!, -al], pres. part, 
swemlin [swsemlin], is likewise re- 
ported from Conn, in senses 1 and 2. 
3) to quarrel, wrangle; to s. ower 
som’tin’ (C.: swambl). — *svamla 
(or skvamla). No. svamla, Peer, 
svambla, vb., to splash about in 
water, to bathe. No. skvamla, vb., 
to splash (R.). In sense 3 there 
may be infl. of Eng. squabble, vb.; 
see swaml, sb. 

swamm [swam], sb., a depression, 
round hollow, = h warn m (k warn m). 
N.I. occas. (Y.). de s. o’ de rig, the 
small of the back (Ym-n.). — O.N. 
hwammr, m., a small dale. 

swankl [swa'rjkal], vb., \)to splash, 
of liquid in a vessel (bucket; barrel) 
or bottle. 2) (of the bowels) to rumble. 
N.I. Pres, part: [swa'gkhn]. — No. 
skvankla, vb., to splash, = skvakla, 
Sw. dial, skvankla, vb. n., to splash. 
Cf. swinkl, vb. 

fswap [swap], vb., to wrap up. 
— Not regularly from O.N. sveipa, 
vb., to wrap up, swaddle. Cf. in 
Jam.: swappyt, pert part, “rolled 
or huddled together” (with quot. 
from Wallace). 

swar1 [swar], sb., the dimmest part 
of the midsummer-night; de s. o’ 
de dimm. See swal2, sb. 

fswar2 [swar] fswari [swari], sb., 
a swath; the grass mown by a single 
sweep of the scythe, swari is noted 
down in Nmw'n., swari and swara 
[swara] in N.Roe (Nmn.). Elsewhere 
comm.: swar. — Also in south-west 

Eng. dials. A loan-word? See 
swird3, sb. Cf. skori2, sb. 

swar [swar], adj., heavy, stoutly- 
built; of a boat = tap-swar, top- 
heavy. — O.N. svarr, adj., heavy. 

fswara [swara, swara], sb., thick, 
soft worsted; thick, woollen under- 
clothing. In Edm. (swarra) recorded 
in similar senses. 

swaralos {-less) [swg-ralos-], sb., 
deep bog. Y. Prop, land (bog) with- 
out greensward. — *svar5l0ysa. Icel. 
svardleysa, h, grassless soil (B.H.). 
O.N. svardlauss, adj., without green- 
sward, “svariJlauss myrr” (Fr.). See 
swirtlos, -less, sb. 

swarf1 [swa‘rf], sb., small, shallow 
bay, esp. head of a bay, dry at ebb, 
and submerged at flood-tide. S.Sh. 
(Du.). Esp. of a stony beach covered 
with seaweed. Nort’ and Sooth Swarf, 
two small bays on the isle of Mousa 
off Sandwick6, Dun. de Swarf, the 
head of Burravoe bay, Ys. Swarf 
(Wh.). — No. svarv [*svarf], m., a 
semicircle; a bay. Shetl. swarf 
might (as initial hv occas. changes 
to sw in Shetl. Norn) spring from 
O.N. “hvarf” in “vlkhvarf”, n., a 
small bay; but as the Shetl. word 
is found as a place-name, widely 
spread, and a form with hw- is not 
noted down, a derivation *svarf is 
the most probable. 

fswarf2, sb. and vb., see swarv. 
swar [swar]-//s/i, sb., a species 

of small blenny, found among sea- 
weed and under stones. Edm.: 
“swarfish, the spotted blenny (Blen- 
nius gunellus?); da. svartfisk [?], id.” 
— Is no doubt, as 1 and r often 
alternate in Shetl. Norn, syn. with 
No. svalfisk, m., a tiny fish near 
the shore; poss. tobiis, — sil 
(R.); sil = ammodytes (Aa.), sand- 
eel. Jam. (quoting Barry’s Orkney) 
gives a word “swordick” as Ork- 
neyan, with the explanation “spot- 
ted blenny (gobius niger)”, = 
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Shell, swar-fish. The form “swor- 
dick” may have arisen by associa- 
tion with “sword”, sb., but Shetl. 
swar [swar] does not agree phone- 
tically with this; cf. swird2 and 
sworr, sbs. A derivation from swart, 
adj., black, also raises phonetic diffi- 
culties in Shetl. as well as in Ork. 
As swar is comm, found in Shetl. 
beside swal, in sense of dimness 
(the dimmest part of the midsum- 
mer-night), prop, adj.: dim, dark, 
corresponding to No. svalen, adj., 
dim, dark, Shetl. swar-fish and No. 
svalfisk may easily have the same 
origin. — Cf. brumplek and tang- 
brismek, sbs. 

swarlek [swarlak, swarlak], sb., a 
piece of wet, grassy land, quag- 
mire. L. — Prop, whirlpool, and the 
same word as swirlek, to which it 
corresponds in sense; see fswirl, 
sb. 2. Hardly a corruption of swara- 
los, sb., as it differs in meaning 
from that word. 

swarm [swarm (swarm)], vb., to 
swing, turn, esp. to turn a pot half 
way round over a fire, when it burns 
unevenly and the liquid boils more 
on one side than the other, “to s. 
de kettle” or “to s. upo de kettle”. 
— No. svarva, vb., inter alia to turn, 
swing. With swarm in sense of to 
turn half way round, cf. No. svarv, 
m., in sense of semicircle. For the 
change rv (rf) > rm cf. Icel. svarmla, 
vb., = svarfla, vb. (B.H.), Shetl. 
hwerm2, vb., from “hverfa”. — In 
sense of to run over, Shetl. “swarm” 
is the Eng. word. 

swart [swa'rt], adj., black; now 
not much used in actual sense. 
Occurs esp. in slight swearing, de- 
risive and angry exclamations, in 
conn, with certain sbs., which acquire 
a disparaging or partly opposite mean- 
ing when foil, swarta. swarta pride! 
(black) paltry or misplaced pride, 
of a person priding himself on some- 

thing of which he (she) has no rea- 
son to be proud. swarta trift! 
wretched thrift, of a person who 
shows no thrift; swarta laughter! 
misplaced laughter, of a person who 
laughs where there is no reason to 
laugh. These exprs. are noted down 
esp. in U. (“swarta pride” esp. in 
Un.). In a similar sense swart is 
found in the expr. (compd.) swar- 
tati; q.v. Sometimes in place-names, 
occas. as the first part, occas. as an 
addition, defining the substantive, 
thus: Swarthul (Br., Conn., Y.), a 
hill: *svart-h611. Swartabakk (Conn.): 
*svarti bakki,11 the black hill or slope", 
and Bakken swarta (Clousta, Ai.), pro- 
montory: *bakkinn svarti, “the black 
rocky wall" (strip of coast). — O.N. 
svartr, adj., black. 

swarta [swa'rta], sb., prop, black- 
ness, something black or dark, esp. 
a) an extinguished fire; what are 
ye sittin’ ower dis s.? Conn. 2) 
black soil, in a special sense ferru- 
ginous, marshy soil (used as dye). 
Fe. — *svarta. No. svorta, Icel. and 
Fser. sorta, f., esp. of ferruginous, 
marshy soil, used as dye. 

Swarta [swa‘rta], sb., the name 
of a black cow. Fo., N.I. — Prop. 
the black one, O.N. svarta, def. form 
fern, of svartr, adj., black. No. svarta, 
f., a black animal. 

swartati [swa‘r"tati’, -ti’], sb., also 
adverbial expr., 1) s., evil time, hour; 
comm, used as an oath. s. follow 
dee! bad luck to youl 2) adv.: in 
an evil hour, the devil; s. be fain! 
pleased, indeed! (Yh). — Prop, black 
(the black) time, O.N.a) “*svprt tld”, 
or in def. form: *(hin) svarta tld, b) *1 svartri tUJ, in a black time (hour). 

swartbak [swa'rtbak], sb., a spe- 
cies of large gull with dark (black) 
back: black-backed gull. This form 
is noted down in Y. and Conn. In 
Y. also skwartbak [skwa‘rt-], with 
inserted k before w by misunder- 
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standing, as k in Shetl. is commonly 
dropped in the collocation skw, O.N. 
skv- (Eng. squ-), and is therefore 
occas., by a converse process, inserted 
erroneously. In Conn, also: [swar- 
bak], swar(t)baka [swar"ba-ka], 
swar(t)baga [swar"birga, -bag'a], 
swir(t)bak [sworbak], swaltbak [swa‘lt- 
”bak-] (with change rt > It) and 
“black-baga [baga]”. In U. with 
dropping of the first part of compd.: 
bagi [bagi]. Elsewhere outside N.I. 
and Conn, comm, in a greatly abbre- 
viated form: swabek [swabok] and 
swabi [swabi, swabi]. — O.N. svart- 
bakr, m., black-backed gull, larus 
marinus. 

swartlin [swa'rtlm], sb., grassless, 
boggy soil. U. — Deriv. of swart, 
adj.? Poss. rather a corruption of 
“♦svarflloysa” by misunderstanding of 
the last part of compd.; see swara- 
los, swirtlos, the latter with the 
fairly freq. change r5>rt 

swarv [swarv], sb., 1) confusion; 
untidiness, carelessness; in a s., 
untidy, a) in an untidy mixture or 
heap, b) untidily and carelessly 
dressed. N.Roe. 2) a) an untidy, 
careless person, b) a person exe- 
cuting his work in a careless way, 
lacking handiness. N.I. — O.N. svarf, 
n., hubbub; confusion; disorder. No. 
svarv, m., a roamer, vagrant (R.). 

swarv1 [swarv (swarv)], vb., 1) 
vb. a. and vb. n., to turn, swing. 
2) vb. a., to pull off with a smart 
turn; to swarv de girs aff o’ de 
taaties (Y.). 3) vb. a., to heap to- 
gether in an untidy, careless manner, 
to s. togedder. Un.: [swarv]. 4) vb. a., 
of the wind: to bend down the corn 
on the field, causing it to lie in 
untidy, tangled clusters; de eddy 
[edi] o’ de wind is [‘has’] swarvd 
de corn a’ [‘all’] heels ower head 
(Y., Fe.). 5) vb. a., to cut the corn 
with a sickle in an improper way 

(Y., Fe.). 6) vb. a., to eat quickly 
and greedily; to s. and “to s. in”; 
de coo swarvs or “swarvs in” de 
hay. Fe. [swarv]. 7) vb. n., to walk 
in a careless, slovenly manner. Fe. 
[swarv]; N.Roe [swarv]; to geng 
swarvin aboot (aboot de hus). 8) 
vb. n., to perform one’s work careless- 
ly; also to work without handiness 
(Yh.); to s.f rough (t’rough dewark).— 
O.N. svarfa, vb., to displace, upset, 
turn upside down, to put in dis- 
order. No. svarva, vb., to turn, swing, 
etc., also a) to bustle, b) to muddle 
(Innh., Borsen), R. 

swarv2 [swarv], vb., to turn hay 
on the field; more rarely for h warv 
(kwarv), and prob. arisen from this 
word by the change hv, hw > sw, 
poss. through infl. of swarv1, vb., 
No. svarva, Eng. swerve, vb. See 
hwerf, vb. 

swarvet [swarvat], adj., careless 
and untidy in the performance of 
one’s work. N.Sh. and Wests. Deriv. 
of swarv, sb. 

swatl [swat3l, swa'Fl, -al (swa'^al)], 
sb., splash, plash; slop, esp. thin 
drink or soup. No. skvatl, n., splash, 
plash (R.), Faer. skvatl. 

swatl [swaPl, swa't3!, swa't^l], vb., 
to splash, plash; of liquid: to be 
spilled, run over (the edge of a 
vessel carried in a careless manner); 
to s. ut ower. Pres. part, swatl in 
[swatlin, swa'thn, swa’tjin, swa[[in]. 
Umo.: swa'tjin, swa[|in. — No. skvatla, 
vb., to splash; spill. L.Sc. squattle, 
vb., to sprawl (Jam.), diverges. 

swavl [swaval], sb., whirlwind 
(Sa.); see swivl, sb. 

swavl, vb., see swivl, vb. 
swaint, sb., see swint, sb. 
swaitt, see swett, sb. and vb. 
swaittek, see swettek, sb. 
swe [swe], sb., a lean, poor fish, 

esp. of a ling. Un. Poss. something 
dwindled and wasted away, and then 
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to be classed with O.N. svena, svina, 
No. svana, svina, vbs., to dwindle, 
waste away, O.H.G. swinan. 

sweget [swegot], adj., lean and 
poor; a s.-like [lek] craetur’. Ai. See 
swe, sb. 

swel1 [swel], sb., 1) great fit of 
squalling; de bairn is lopen [lop3n] 
in as., the child has taken a fit of 
squalling. U. 2) gust of wind, a 
s. o’ wind (Nmw.); a shower, a s. 
o’ a shooer. — Cf. a) O.N. skval, 
n., noisy talk, squalling, No. skval, 
n., loud, discordant scream (R.), and 
Eng. squall, sb., which is the same 
word as O.N. skval, and corresponds 
with Shetl. swel in both senses, b) 
No. skvael, n., a whimpering, etc., 
Sw. dial, skval, n., a child's crying 
(Ri.), see swel1, vb. swel is most 
prob. derived from a form *skvael, 
though a lengthened a may occas. 
become e [e] through Eng. infl. For 
the development skv > sw in Shetl. cf. 
e.g. swatl, swett. No. svaal, m., 
loud talk, noise, tumult, may also 
be noted. 

swel2 [swel], sb., thick, stifling 
smoke, a s. o’ reek. rare. U. — O.N. 
svsela, f., thick smoke, No. svsela, f., 
inter alia smoke; stifling air. 

swel1 [swel, sweal], vb., to cry 
loudly, to squall, of children. U., 
Nm. — *skvaela? Sw. dial, skvala, 
vb., to cry, of children (Ri.), No. 
skvsela, vb., to bleat; whimper, etc. 
O.N. skvala, vb., to shout, squall. 

swel2 [swel (sweal)], vb., of smoke: 
to belch forth, = swal1, vb. rare. U. 
— O.N. svaela, vb., to smoke, also to 
suffocate. 

swel/e [sweli, swe3li], adj., of 
weather: hot, with strong gusts of 
wind alternating with calm; s. wadder. 
Esh., Nmw. Deriv. of swel1, sb. 2. 

swelt [swe'lt], sb., a lean, poor 
fish (cod). U”. — Prop, a starved 
creature, from O.N. svelta, vb., to 
starve. See swel tin, sb. 

swelt [swae'lt], vb., to swallow 
greedily; to s. in. Also swert 
[svae'rt]. — For swelk? Prob. irre- 
gularly developed from O.N. svelgja, 
vb., to swallow. For the final t may 
be compared L.Sc. swelth, adj., vora- 
cious, and swelth, sb., (gulf) whirlpool, 
= O.N. svelgr, m., Ork. swelki, sb. 

sweltin [swse'itin, sw®i‘[tin], sb., 
prop, starved creature, noted down 
esp. in the foil, senses: 1) a lean, 
poor cod; a puir [‘poor’] s. Yh’n. 
[swse'Htin]. 2) a human being or 
animal, eating much without thriv- 
ing, esp. of a child; “sweltins 
[sw^i'ltins] o’ bairns, eatin’ for ever” 
(acc. to Andrew Mann, Yh.; original 
locality uncertain). — *sveltingr, m., 
from O.N. svelta, vb., to suffer 
hunger. Cf. No. svoltning, m., a 
poor, starved wretch. See swelt, sb. 

sweml, swemmel, see swaml. 
*swengdi, vb., perf. part., see next. 
*swengi [sweggi], vb., prop. vb. 

refl., to become hungry (gaunt). Fo. 
Reported only in the phrase “dea 
(day-a) lengi, mogi swengi”, cor- 
responding to the Norwegian “dagarne 
lengjast, magarne svengjast”, (as) 
the days lengthen the stomachs grow 
hungrier (at the end of winter. Aa., 
under “svengja”, vb.). In a variant 
from Fo. of the same phrase: sweng- 
d i [swegdi], prop. perf. part., become 
hungry (gaunt); “dea (day-a) lengdi, 
mogi swengdi”. — O.N. svengjask, 
vb. refl., to grow thin, from “svengja”, 
vb., to make thin, with perf. part, 
svengdr. No. svengjast, vb. refl., 
also to grow hungry. 

swerfset [swse‘rfs3t], a&\., careless, 
slovenly, always spilling what he 
(she) carries; a s. body. Sa. — Deriv. 
of *syarf; see swarv, sb. 

swert [swse'rt], vb., to swallow, 
to eat greedily and quickly, eat up 
every morsel; s. in or op. Of cattle: 
to eat the grass down to the root, 
so that the field is quite bare. U. 
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— The word is partly swell, vb., 
partly swird1, vb.; see these words. 

swett [swse't (swaeit)] and swaitt 
[swait], sb., l) a splash; sprinkle; 
squirt. 2) a small quantity of li- 
quid; a s. o’ water. N.I. swaitt is 
the most common form; swett is 
noted down in Fe. (and Y. occas.) 
beside swaitt. — Icel. and Faer. 
skvettur, No. skvett, m., Sw. sqvatt, 
skvatt, c., a) a splash; sprinkle; 
squirt, b) a small quantity of liquid, 
a drop left in a vessel. See swit, 
switt, vb. 

swett [swae't (swaeit)] and swaitt 
[swait], vb., 1) to splash; sprinkle. 
2) to bale, esp. in fishermen’s tabu- 
lang.: to bale a boat. N.I. Fe. (and 
Y. occas.): swett and swaitt. Else- 
where more comm.: swaitt, repre- 
senting *swa^. — No. skvetta, vb., a) 
to splash; sprinkle; throw away liquid, 
Icel. and Faer. skvetta, Sw. sqvatta, 
skvatta, b) to bale out water, e.g. out 
of a boat. See swit, switt, vb. 

swettek [swae'tok, swaeitok] and 
swaittek [swa^ok, swaitsk, swai[9k], 
sb., 1) a squirt, made from a thick, 
hollow stalk, esp. of an umbellifer- 
ous plant (angelica, hemlock). Occas. 
used as a name for umbelliferous 
plants (chiefly angelica). N.I., esp. Y. 
and Fe. The form swettek is pe- 
culiar to Y. and Fe. beside swaittek 
[swa^sk, swai^ak]. 2) sea-term, tabu- 
name in fishermen’s lang. for boat's 
scoop. Un.: swaittek [swa[9k, swai- 
tak], = switek, q.v. — No. skvetta, 
f., a) a squirt; b) as a botanical name: 
angelica, as the stalk is used for a 
squirt by children (Aa.). swettek, 
swaittek, in sense of boat’s scoop, 
corresponds to swett, swaitt, vb. 2. 

swevl, swevel, see swivl, sb. 
swi [swl], sb., 1) a smarting or 

stinging pain. comm. 2) something 
that stings, esp. of a strong drink, 
that stings the mouth and throat: a 
good dram; a s. i’ de mooth; I’ll 

gi’e dee as. — O.N. svidi, m., smart, 
pain. Da. svie, Sw. sveda. 

swi [swl], vb., 1) vb. a., to singe, 
scorch, to s. (singe) a sheep^s head; 
to s. a hole wi’ a swiin [swiin]-iron. 
2) vb. n., to sting, smart. Of strong 
drinks: to sting in the throat; dat 
swis i’ dy craig. 3) vb. n., to suffer, 
to smart; du sail s. for dat. N.I. 
4) vb. n., to keep close to the fire 
on the hearth, of persons, suscep- 
tible to cold; to geng swiin [swim] 
aboot de fire. Conn. — O.N. svida, 
vb., a) to singe, burn, b) metaph.: 
to cause pain. Da. svie, vb., Sw. 
svida, vb. n.^ sveda, vb. a. 

swiin [swiin]-/ro/i, sb., iron bar, 
made red-hot at one end for boring 
holes in wood. From swi, vb. 

swidden [swid9n, swed9n], perf. 
part, and adj., properly singed, 1) 
faded; withered and dirty-looking, 
S.-lookin’; he (sho) looks very S. N.I. 
2) esp. in the expr. Ms. awaa”: a) 
stumpy, prop, singed-looking; a hen 
s. awaa behint. N.Roe. b) quickly 
and much diminished, e.g. of a hay- 
rick. N.Roe. — O.N. svidinn, singed, 
burnt, perf. part, of svida, vb., Shetl. 
swi, vb. 

swidder [swidar, swedor], sb., 1) 
great haste; he guid by in a great 
s.; U"., Nm11.; partly feverish haste; 
to be in a s.; Nmn. 1) great distur- 
bance, excitement; to be in a s. Yh., 
Nmn. 3) a) violent gust of wind; 
he cam’ wi’as.; b)a squally shower; 
a s. o’ a shooer. Un. — Most prob. 
a *svidr, but may also be a *hvidr 
with change hv > sw. Cf. a) No. 
svidr, svirr, m., small, whirling, ed- 
dying movement, b) Shetl. hwider, 
sb., O.N. hvida, f., squall of wind. 
L.Sc. swidder, swither (Jam.), sb., 
differ in meanings. 

swidder [swidor, swedar], vb., to 
rush along; he guid [‘went’] swid- 
derin by. Un. — *svidra. No. svidra 
(svirra), vb. n., to whirl round, etc. 
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L.Sc. swidder, swither (Jam.), vb., is 
used in diff. meanings. 

swidl, sb., see switl and jerdi- 
swidl, sbs. 

swien [swlan], sb., sea-foam or 
dense sea-spray driven by the wind 
over the land and damaging the 
fields; de s. o’ de sea. De. — *svi<5an, 
a singeing. See swi, vb. 

swift [swift (sweft), swoft], vb., to 
reef a sail (boat’s sail); fit de mast 
and s. de sail! — O.N. svipta, vb., 
a) to throw, fling, b) to reef a sail. 
No. svifta and syfta, vb., (to snatch, 
pull, swing) to reef a sail, swipt, 
vb. (q.v.), is used in a diff. sense: 
to snatch; pull. 

swig [swig], sb., a leak (in a 
vessel). — No. svik (i’), m., leaki- 
ness (R.). See swig2, vb. 

swig1 [swig], vb., to give way 
under pressure, get out of position, 
to lose one’s hold of something; of 
a boat: to drift slowly before wind 
and (or) current. Also to let a boat 
drift a little before the wind. Used 
impers. in exprs. as: hit [‘it’] will 
s. at de roller de night, the buoy 
and buoy-rope will drift out of their 
position to-night, tabu-expr. in fisher- 
men’s lang. Un. — No. sviga (with 
short i, but the root-verb formerly 
had long i), vb. n., to bend, curve, 
Sw. dial, sviga, vb., to bend, give 
way. O.N. svigna, vb. n., to bend, 
give way under pressure, sveigja, 
vb. a., to bend (svig, n., a bending). 

swig2 [swig], vb., 1) vb. n., to 
ooze, of a liquid oozing through a 
leak; to s. ut. Also of air: to 
escape slowly through a small open- 
ing, e.g. of an inflated fishing-buoy. 
2) vb. a. and vb. n., to let a liquid 
ooze out, to leak; to s. ut de water. 
Also to let air escape slowly, e.g. 
of a buoy having a tear. Yn., U. — 
No. svikja (ii), vb. n., to be leaky (R.). 

fswigg [swig], sb., a pull, a smart 
haul, e.g. in the hauling in of a rope, 

in rowing, and in the pulling ashore 
of a boat; to tak’ a guid s. Du. See 
fswigg, vb. 

fswigg [swig], vb., to pull smart- 
ly; to s. op a boat; to s. de rope 
or line in. Du. — Cf. No. sviga (i’), 
vb., inter alia, to make (rapid) turn- 
ings; to grasp smartly in working 
(R.). L.Sc. swig, vb., to turn suddenly. 

fswigl, swiggel [swig3l], vb., to 
splash, of a liquid in a vessel being 
shaken, = swinkl. Conn. — May 
stand for *skwigl, as swinkl for 
*skwinkl. No. skvikla, vb., to soil, 
spill, = skvakla (R.). Cf. however, 
Eng. dial, swiggle, vb., to shake a 
liquid (in a vessel). 

swil [swil, swil], sb., = sul (sul- 
bord), one of the midmost boards 
in a boat’s side. Du. [swil], F.I. 
[swil]. See sul-bord, sb. 

fswill1 [swil], sb., the swivel of 
a tether, = No. svivel, m., svivla, 
f., L.Sc. sweil, sb. 

swill2 [(swil) swsl], sb., wash of 
waves, slight surf near the shore; 
a s. aboot de shore. Du. — In form 
to be referred to Eng. swill, vb., and 
in sense to No. skol, skyl, n., Shetl. 
skil, sb. 

tswille, fswilje [swe[3], sb., paved 
place outside a house. Conn. Origin 
uncertain. 

swim, swimm [swim], sb., (giddi- 
ness) indisposition, esp. ironically 
of an imagined or feigned illness; 
“he’s got a S.” Un. — *svim-. O.N. 
svimi, m., (giddiness) a swoon, un- 
consciousness, Icel. svim, n., svimi, 
m., giddiness. Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) 
swim, sb., a faintness, a swoon. 

swiml, sb., noted down in pi. in 
the forms swimlins [swimlins, 
swsmlms] and swimblins [swimb- 
1ms], eddy or swirl, place where 
two branches meet, a place (near 
land) where the tide turns from its 
course. Yn. Also a) swumlins 
[swomlins] and swumblins [swomb- 
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hns]. b) hwumlins [hwomhns], 
hwumblins [hwombhns]: same 
place. In sing, is found a form 
swuml [swomol], tidal branch. Yh. 
— O.N. sveifla, f., a swinging (whirl- 
ing). No. sveivla, f., a small eddy 
(R.). The change fl, vl> ml agrees 
with Shell, phonology. The forms 
with initial hw- seem to have arisen 
from those with sw-, a development 
opposed to the usual one: hv, hw 
> sw. Otherwise the Shell, word- 
forms agree phonetically with No. 
svimla, Da. svimle, to make irregu- 
lar, swinging movements, to tumble, 
to totter, to be giddy, but these 
verbs are not found used of tide. 
Cf. hwev, hwevi, sb. 

swimmek [swimok], sb., a saw. 
Tabu-word. Ai. (W. Burr. A. Dowal). 
— *svim- (or hvim-)? May be re- 
ferred to No. svim, adj., 1) smart, 
quick, b) convenient, easy to handle. 
Note, however, Peer, “kvimis” as a 
tabu-word for an implement for 
sweeping (the wings of a bird sewn 
together), from *hvim-, No. kvima, 
vb., to flutter about. 

swimmer [(swimar) swemar], sb., 
a swoon; a s. cam’ower me; I fell 
ower in a s. Wh. — *svimr-. See 
the foil. word. 

swimmer [(swimar) swemar], vb., 
to swoon. Wh. — O.N. svimra, vb., 
to become giddy. See swummer, 
vb., which is a parallel form to 
swimmer, but noted down in a 
diverging sense. 

fswing [swirj], sb., a rope, attached 
to a herring-net, and leading to 
the boat, in herring-fishery. Un. 

swini [swini],sb., a swine, pig, esp. 
as a pet name. Fo. — swin [swin] 
is found occas. as the first part of 
compd. in place-names alluding to 
pastures for swine in former times; 
thus: Swinifell [swin"ifel‘] (M.Roe): 
*svln(a)-fell; Swinali [swin'^ali1] (Fen.): 
*svlna-hll5; Swina-holm [swin'^ahom1] 

(Yh.): *svlna-(h61mr). — O.N. svln, 
n., swine. 

swinkl, swinkel [swi‘i]kal (swa‘rj- 
kal)], vb., 1) to splash, of liquid in 
a vessel being shaken; de water 
swinkels i’ de boat, in a half-fu’ 
cask or bottle. Also of the sound 
thereof: a s w i n k 1 i n [swi‘rjkhn,swa‘r]k- 
lin] soond. Du. 2) to shake an ob- 
ject containing a liquid and cause 
it to splash, s. upo(n); s. upo yon 
lamp to see if der ’r ony oli foil’] 
in it! Nmn.(N.Roe).— For*skwinkl. 
No. skvinkla, vb.,/0S/?/drs/? (Aa.). Cf. 
swigl, vb. 

swin [swein]-/noof/i’c(, adj., hav- 
ing a projecting upper jaw, prop. uswine-mouthed". Nmw. — O.N. svin, 
n., swine. 

swint [swi'nt, swei‘nt], sb., 1) rapid 
movement, a glimpse of someone 
passing by quickly; I saw de s. o’ 
him, / caught a glimpse of him as 
he was passing. Fe. [swi'nt]. Also 
s w a i n t [swa'*nt]: Fe. 2) sudden turn- 
ing of the body; movement or gait 
with sudden turnings of the body; 
der ’r a s. upon him. U. [swei‘nt]. — 
*svint-, brisk movement, swing, etc. 
See swint, vb. 

swint [(swi'nt) swei‘nt], vb., 1) to 
move rapidly. 2) to make a sudden 
turn, s. aboot. Noted down in U. 
with the pronunc. [swei‘nt], esp. in 
sense 2. — Cf. No. svinta, vb., a) 
to run, trip, bustle along, b) to wave, 
swing; c) to hurry, hasten, svinta 
seg, to make haste, be swift (svint). 

swipt [(swipt) swept, swopt], vb., 
to snatch; to pull; remove quickly 
and nimbly, = swirl1, vb. Wests. 
(Sa.). In Conn.: swipp [swip] and 
occas.: swopp [swop], to pull off 
quickly, esp. one’s clothes; s. aff 
dee! — O.N. svipta, vb., to throw; 
fling; pull. Icel. svipta, vb., No. 
svifta (syfta), vb., = Shetl. swipt. 
Cf. swift, vb., which is used diffe- 
rently. 
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swird1 [swird, swerd, sward], sb., 

grassy piece of ground, greensward. 
comm. Also appl. to poor, shallow 
soil; der ’r naetin’ here but de s. 
o’ de eart’ (Un.: swird). — O.N. 
svprdr, m., sward, also hairy skin 
of the head. 

swird2 [swird, swerd, sward], sb., 
1) of the old Shetl. water-mill: small 
cross-bar which passes through the 
upper end o/“de lightnin’-tree” and 
by which the latter can be raised and 
lowered, “de lightnin’-tree” (q.v.) is 
the vertical beam by which the upper 
millstone is raised and lowered, comm. 
From Papa Stour is reported sworr 
[swor]. 2) small, slender, longish 
object. Voe, Du. [swird]. — Must 
be a local use of O.N. sverd, n., a 
sword, swird [(swird) sward] is the 
older Shetl. pronunc. of “sverd” and 
“sword”. 

swird3 [(swird) swerd, sward], sb., 
a swing, a swinging stroke; a s. o’ 
de airm. Sa., Wests. In a special 
sense: a) a sweep with the scythe 
when mowing grass; b) as much 
grass as can be mown by a single 
sweep. Sa. In the latter sense more 
comm, swar (swari) [swar, swari], 
which is Eng. dial, and of another 
origin. — swird may be an orig. 
*sverfd, a swinging, formed from 
“sverfa” = svarfa, vb., in sense of 
to swing round or in a semicircle. 
Cf. No. sverva, vb., to whirl, svarva, 
vb., to swerve. For the derivative 
ending in Shetl. swird may be com- 
pared urt, sb., a casting (of young, 
a laying of eggs), orig. “(v)urpd” 
from O.N. verpa, vb., to cast, lay eggs. 
Note, however, Eng. dial, swarth, 
sb., in E.D.D: a) sward, b) a row 
of mown grass. 

swird1 [swird], vb., of an animal: 
to eat off the grass from-, de coo is 
[‘has’] swirdet de eart’ black aboot. 
Fe. — Prob. an orig. *svarda, vb., to 
pare off the sward (Shetl. swird, 

sb., greensward, O.N. svprdr). Cf. 
Peer, eta & svadasvordi, to eat up 
without leaving anything. 

swird2, vb., see swirr, vb. 
swirde-w/7igr [swordowii]’], sb.,ate- 

formed or broken wing, wing which 
grows out from a bird's body, and 
cannot be folded together like the 
other wing. Nmn’w. — No doubt 
prop, swerved wing. No. sverva, 
vb., Eng. swerve, Da. svirre, vb., to 
whirl. See swird3, sb. 

swird-/ess fswordlas, -les], adj., of 
ground: without greensward; s. grund 
[grond, grand], ground from which 
the grassy surface has been pared 
off. N.I. (Y., Fe.). — O.N. svardlauss, 
adj., without greensward. Cf. swa- 
ralos, swirtlos, sbs. 

fswirl [swir3l, swer3l, swar3!], sb., 
1) eddying motion of air or water, 
swirl; cf. hwarl and hwir(e)I (hwir- 
fil, kwirfil), sbs. 2) muddy water 
in a depression; in this sense noted 
down esp. in the form swirlek [swir- 
lak, swerlak, swarlak]; a hole fu’ o’ 
s.; he’s gane right i’ de s. 3) dis- 
paragingly of too thin porridge or 
soup, prop, a mixture, hotchpotch. 
Du. 4) very large knot in a piece 
of wood. Du. — Corresponds in 
senses 1 and 4 to L.Sc. swirl, sb., 
partly also to No. svervel, m., a 
whirl, esp. a whirlpool. Senses 2 
and 3 seem to be local. 

fswirl [swir3l, swer3l, swar3l], vb., 
to swirl, is No. svirla as well as 
Eng. swirl, vbs. No doubt old in 
Shetl. as a deriv. of swirr. 

swirlek, sb., = swirl, sb. 2. 
swirr [swir(r), swer(r), swar(r)], sb., 

1) whirling motion, great speed. 
2) whirlwind, sudden gust of wind, 
a s. o’ wind. — *svirr (or svidr), 
a whirling, turning. See swirr, vb., 
and cf. swidder, sb. 

swirr [swir(r), swer(r), swar(r)], vb., 
1) to whirl, to turn swiftly. 2) to 
go with great speed; he cam’ swirr- 
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in. From Du. (Voe) is reported a 
form swird [swird], beside swirr, 
in sense of to move with small, 
rapid turns, to go quickly with 
swinging movements; to geng swir- 
din (swirrin) aboot. — feel, svirra, 
vb., to turn round swiftly, No. svidra, 
svirra, sverra, vb., to move with 
small, rapid turns, to whirl, rotate. 
Eng. dial, swir, vb., to spin round, 
making a whizzing sound. Cf. 
swidder, vb. 

swirt1 [(swi‘rt) swe'rt], vb., to 
snatch; pull; to remove quickly and 
nimbly. Sa., Wests. In Fo. is noted 
down swirten [swo'rton], in which 
the ending -en prop, denotes a neut. 
verb, O.N. -na, but -(e) n is now often 
used indiscriminately in Shell.; cf. 
stivn, vb., in sense of to make stiff, 
prop, to become stiff. — swirt is 
prob. to be classed with No. svirt, 
m., a smart turn; rushing speed; 
flash, svirta, vb., to pass by like a 
flash. 

swirt3 [swe'rtj, vb., to swallow 
hastily (in one mouthful), = glep. 
Un. — May be the same word as 
the prec., yet can hardly be sepa- 
rated from swert and swelt, vbs. 

swirt3 [swa'rt], vb., to skim a boil- 
ing liquid with a skimmer (fleeter); 
to s. de kettle (wi’ a fleeter). Fo. — 
May be an orig. *svar6a, vb., in sense 
of to take off the u sward" or cover- 
ing of something, with the rather 
freq. change rfl > rt in Shetl. Norn. 
Cf. a) the form swirt for swird1, sb., 
greensward, in the compd. swirtlos, 
sb., b) swirten, vb. 

swirten [(swi‘rtan) swe'rtan, swo'r- 
ton], vb., to strike to the ground so 
that the person or thing struck down 
lies flat; de wind is [‘has’] swirt- 
end de corn, the wind has struck 
down the corn so that it lies flat 
on the ground; he swirtend him, 
he flung him and laid him flat on 
the ground, e.g. in wrestling. Sa., 

Wests. — Poss. derived from a *svarda, 
vb., in sense of to stretch out on 
the swara or the ground. The ending 
-en, which prop, belongs to neut. 
verbs, O.N. -na, is used partly in- 

discriminately in Shetl. (see swirt1, 
vb.), and a development r<5 > rt occurs 
in several cases in Shetl. Norn; cf. 
swirtlos, sb., from *svarfll0ysa. 

swirtlos,-/ess [swa'rtlas, -les], sb., 
a piece of ground without green- 
sward, or ground from which the 
sward has been pared off, = swara- 
los. swirtlos, -less: Yh. — *svarfl- 
loysa. See swaralos, sb., and 
swird-less, adj. 

swisterkaster [swis"t3rkas,t3r], sb., 
a thrashing, defeat, fall, in a con- 
test, esp. in wrestling. Y., Fe. — 
The first part may be a mingling of 
*hwister (see hwisterester and 
hwistikaster, sbs.) and *swift- in 
sense of throw in a wrestling-match, 
= Faer. syfta, f., from *svifta; cf. 
O.N. svipta, vb., to throw, fling, to 
try to fling in wrestling. 

swit, switt [swit, sweit, sw3it, swijj, 
vb., 1) to splash; squirt. 2) to bale, 
esp. a boat; to s. ut de water. U. 
In Y. and Fe. more commonly swett, 
swait. — With the Shetl. form (with 
1) cf. Sw. dial, skwitta, vb. n., to 
splash about, squirt. See swett, vb. 

switek [switak, sweit9k, swait3k], 
swittek [swai(3k], sb., 1) a squirt, 
made from a hollow stalk (esp. from 
an umbelliferous plant). N.I. In this 
sense esp. in Y. and Fe. [sw8i^ak]. 
2) boat's scoop, esp. as a tabu-name 
in fishermen’s lang.; U. [switak, swei- 
tak, sw3it9k]. — *skvitt-, *skvitta, f., 
with which cf. No. skvetta, f., a 
squirt made from a hollow stalk. 
switek 2 is to be classed with swit, 
vb. 2. See swettek, sb. 

switl, swittel [swit3l, sweit3l, sw3i- 
t3l, swei(9l, swe'^al], sb., 1) a splash, 
a s. i’ de water; a splashing, sprink- 
ling; de s. o’ de water. The form 
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[swit3l] is the most current; [sweital, 
swait3l] is noted down in the N.I., 
esp. Y. and Fe.; [swei^l, swe't^l] in 
U. 2) thin liquid: poor, thin soup, 
weak beverage, comm.: [swital]. In 
both senses also swatl, q.v. — 
*skvitl. See the foil. word. 

switl, swittel [swit3l, sweit3l, sw3i- 
t3l, swei^3l, swe'^ol], vb., to splash; 
sprinkle, to s. i’ de water; de water 
switteld in i’ [‘into’] de boat; de 
boat cam’ switl in alang (Du.: swit- 
hn). The forms [sweital, swait8l, 
swei(3l, swe*(ol] are noted down in 
N.I., the two first-named esp. in Y. 
and Fe., the two latter with softened 
t [(] in U. Pres. part, switl in [swit- 
hn, sweitlin, swaithn, swei(lm, swe'(- 
[in]; the forms with [((] are noted 
down in U. — No. skvitla, vb., a) 
to splash, b) to sprinkle (R.), c) to 
waste, Sw. dial, skvittla, vb., to waste. 

swifter [(switor) swetor, swatar], 
vb., to splash; squirt; to spill liquid 
through carelessness; to geng swit- 
terin aboot de flor [‘floor’]. Sa.,Wests. 
— *skvitra or *skvittra. No. skvitra, 
vb., a) to splash, to spill, b) to squirt, 
Sw. dial, skvittra, “skvittar”, vb., to 
splash about, to squirt (Ri. under 
“skvitta”, vb.). See swit, switt, vb. 

swivl, swivel [(swival) sweval], sb., 
whirlwind; gust of wind round the 
corner of a house, a s. o’ wind. 
Sa., Wests. Also swav(e)l [swaval]: 
same place, [sweval] in windswevel. 
— O.N. sveifla, f., a swinging round. 
The pronunc. of the Shetl. word is 
prob. infl. by Eng. swivel, sb. 

swivl, swivel [swival, sweval], vb., 
to swing round, to whirl, e.g. of 
wind, gust of wind, swivlin [swiv- 
hn, swevhn]-tree, swingle-tree, be- 
longing to the old Shetl. wooden 
plough. — O.N. sveifla, vb., to swing, 
rotate. Eng. swivel, vb., in a more 
restricted sense. The pronunc. of the 
Shetl. word is infl. by Eng. Also 
swavl, vb. 

swoft [swoft], vb., to reef (a sail): 
Conn. See swift, vb. 

swopp [swop], vb., to pull off 
(one’s clothes) quickly. Conn. See 
swipt, vb. 

sworr [sw6r(r)], sb., a small cross- 
bar passing through “de lightnin’- 
tree” in a water-mill. Papa Stour. 
Prop, sword. See swird2, sb. 

swuml [swomal], sb., eddy, swirl; 
der’r a s. i’de tide. Yh’n. swum- 
lins [swomhns], pi. (Yn.). See swiml, 
sb. 

swuml [swomal] and swumbl 
[swombal], vb., to swirl, seethe, 
bubble, of current, tidal streams; 
de tide is swum(b)lin [swom(b)lm]. 
Yh’n. — O.N. sveifla, vb., to swing, 
rotate. No. sveivla, vb., to swirl, 
whirl, swuml represents *swiml, 
which phonetically comes nearer to 
No. svimla, vb., to make irregular, 
swinging movements, to tumble (R.), 
but as vl (fl) often changes to ml 
in Shetl. Norn, and as the substan- 
tives swiml (swimlins), swuml, 
exactly correspond in sense to No. 
sveivla, f., an explanation from O.N. 
sveifla is probable. A merging of 
the two words is also conceivable. 

swummer [swomar], vb., \) to keep 
one’s balance with difficulty; he is 
swummerin [swoitr’ann’], he can 
just keep his equilibrium, 2) to 
swim or float heavily, just keep 
above water; of a heavily-laden boat: 
to float heavily, the gunwales just 
at the water's edge. Du. swummer- 
in fu’, a) full to the top, b) of a 
boat: heavily laden, just floating. 
Du. — *svimra, to be giddy, to falter. 
See swimmer, vb., which is merely 
another form of the word, but is 
used in a somewhat diverging sense. 

swunkl [swo‘r|k3l, -al], vb., to 
splash, of liquid shaken in a bottle.. 
Sa. See swinkl, vb. 

sed, sedd [sod], sb., distant roar of 
the sea. Fe.; see sjodd (sjodd), sb. 
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sod [sod, S03d], vb., 1) vb. n., to 

walk about idly and lazily; to geng 
sodin aboot. Y. (Yn.). 2) vb. a., to 
drive (the cattle) slowly and care- 
fully, to s. de kye (the cows), to s. 
de kye op. Fe., Y. — Parallel form 
to sod, sot, vb. 

seda [(s0da) S03da], sb., 1) an old 
and somewhat corpulent woman with 
a slow, shuffling gait, partly in the 
compd. “soda-midder [‘mother’]”. 
Yn. 2) an ill-shaped and slatternly 
person (woman). Us’w. 3) an old, 
toothless ling. Uw. — *s0y6a. No. 
soyda, f., a sluggish and careless 
person, from “soyda”, vb., in sense 
of to be sluggish, to idle (R.). prop. 
to let seethe, warm slightly (Aa.), 
soyden, adj., heavy and drowsy. The 
Shetl. word may also contain No. 
soyda, f., a ewe, *s0yda. 

*s0de, *s0da, see sot, adj. 
S0ga [snga] and S0gi [segi], sb., 

1) epidemic; in this sense noted 
down in Fe. in the form soga; der ’r 
a bony soga gaun aboot. 2) severe 
cold, illness caused by cold. Yh.: 
sogi; du ’s gotten as. — Icel. s^ki, 
f., illness, No. sykja, f., (sjuka, f., 
sjuke, m.). Fser. s^ki, f., in “liv- 
syki”, by metathesis: llsvyki, dia- 
rrhoea; otherwise comm.: sjtika, f. 

sokk [sok], sb., a slattern. Yn. 
See sukk3, sb. 

sol1 [sol, S031], sb., commotion in 
the sea, slight swell; also of the 
accompanying sound: roaring; a s. 
i’ de sea (Un.); a s. o’ sea (Fe.). 
slight surf against the shore; a s. 
o’ (o’a) klapp upo de sand (Fe.), 
a s. aboot de shore. Occas. of a 
swelling flood, accompanying the 
tide; a s. o’ a flood [flod], o’ a ebb 
(acc. to J. I., Fe.). — *sol- from 
*sval-, *svel-? Seems to be allied 
to O.N. svella, vb., to swell. Cf. 
O.N. solmr, m., the sea (poet.; in 
the list of names in Snorre’s Edda. 
Eg., F. J., Lex. poet.), prop, the swell 
of the sea. 

sol2 [sft3l], sb., slush; dirty water. 
Nm. More comm, in pi.: a)solins 
[solins, S03hns], b) soleks, [ssloks, 
S03loks, soloks]. Un.: [sg^ins, so3- 
loks, soloks]. Fe.: [s03loks]. Nmn. 
(N.Roe): [s03lms]. In a special sense, 
water in which dirty clothes have 
been soaked and washed, solins, 
soleks, correspond to solablots, sb. 
pi. — No. soyla (saula), f., mire, mud. 

sol3 [S031], sb., an indolent, dila- 
tory person. Un. — No. sole, n., a 
slow, dilatory person, solen and 
soylen, adj., dilatory (R.). 

sol4 [sol], sb., intense, oppressive 
heat of the sun after rain and in 
damp weather; a s. o’ heat; der ’r 
a s. de day [‘to-day’]. Acc. to J. I. 
— *soela, f., or *80611, n., i-mutated 
deriv. of O.N. sol, f., the sun. Cf. 
No. sola, f., and Icel. saela, f., as the 
second part of compds., given under 
solja, sb., which is a parallel form 
to sol and is used in a similar sense. 
Out. zoel, adj., sultry. 

S0l5 [sol] and sjol [$ol], sb., in- 
cision in the top of a sheep’s ear, 
as a mark. Chiefly (as in N.I.) an 
angular incision with the apex down- 
wards. In some places appl. to a 
roundish incision (thus Wests, oc- 
cas.: Ai., Fo.), or a square incision 
(thus e.g. Nmw., M.Roe, Whn., Duw). 
The form sjol [^ol] is the common 
one; sol [sol] is noted down esp. 
in U. (Un.), alternating, however, with 
sjol. Often used in the compd. 
“sjol-shear” [§0l'§Ir'(-§Ir)].— *syi(i), 
notch, incision, derivative of O.N. 
sula, f., cleft implement. Icel. soling 
(slling), f, angular incision, esp. as 
a mark in an animal’s ear (E. J.). 
Faer. soling, f., conical incision in 
the top of a sheep’s ear. Icel. and 
Faer. “s^lt” (prop. perf. part, in neut.) 
in sense of ear-mark is equally com- 
mon; see sold, adj. 

sol1 [(sol) so3!], vb., to be very slow 
and sluggish in one’s movements: 
1) to work very slowly and with- 
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out energy; to s. aboot a t’ing. N.Sh. 
2) to walk very slowly and indo- 
lently; to geng sol in, to s. aboot 
de bus. N.I. — No. soyla, vb., a) 
to dabble, to wade in mire, b) to 
scamp, be very slow and careless, 
Da. sole, Sw. sola, vb. 

S0l2 [sol], vb., to stir up fodder 
(mixed fodder) for cattle, to feed 
cattle; to s. to de kye. Fe. — May 
spring from a *syl- and be classed 
with No. sylla, vb., to mix together, 
to make soil (bread and milk). Cf. 
Icel. sulla, vb., to mix carelessly to- 
gether (esp. liquid, E. J.), No. sulla, 
vb., to stir something (Aa.). With 
regard to the long vowel [o] may 
be compared e.g. sol1, sb., which 
prob. is to be classed with O.N. 
svell-. Cf. soli, vb. 

sol3 [sol, §0l], vb., to wind the 
fishing-line upon a frame, de sula, 
sulek; to wind up a fishing-line; 
to s. op de line. N.I.; Yh.: [sol]; 
Un.: [§ol]. — *syia. No. syla, vb. 
(i-mutated form), = sula, vb., to 
wind up a fishing-line. 

solablot [so”labl&t\ sol"abiat’], sb., 
water in which dirty clothes have 
been soaked and washed; dirty 
washing-water; chiefly in pi.: sola- 
blots. U. — The first part is No. 
soyla (saula), f., mire, mud, Shetl. 
sol2, sb., dirty water. The second 
part is blot, sb., a soaking. 

sold [sold] and sjold f^old], adj., 
having an incision in the top, of 
a marked sheep’s ear; a s. lug. Of 
a sheep: having an incision as a 
mark in the top of the ear; a s. 
yowe [‘ewe’]. IP1.: [sold] and [ijold]; 
elsewhere commonly [§old]. — O.N. 
syldr, adj., shaped in the form of 
sula (cleft implement), cleft. Icel. 
and Fser. s^ldur (sildur), adj., marked 
with an incision in the top, of an 
animal’s (sheep’s) ear; esp. in neut.: 
s^It (silt), used as a sb., and denoting 
an incision as an ear-mark, “s^ldur”, 

properly perf. part, from a verb *syia, 
to shape in the form of a cleft, to 
make an incision. See sol5, sb. 

solek [S03l9k], sb., badly prepared, 
unsavoury food; dat is a s. for dee. 
Yh. (J. Ch.). No doubt prop, some- 
thing stirred together, mixed fodder 
for animals, and to be classed with 
sol2, vb. Hardly directly derived 
from No. soli, m., stirred-up food 
(bread and milk), but from an i- 
mutated form: *syl-; see sol2, vb. 
For a soleks, sb. pi., in a deviating 
sense, see sol2, sb. 

*S0lfeng [sokfaerj’], sb., term, used 
in fishermen’s tabu-lang. for butter. 
Skaw, Un. — May be an orig. *sufl- 
fang, store of meat, from O.N. sufl, 
n., something fat to eat with bread. 
sol appears to be a mutated form; 
cf. O.N. syfla, vb., to cover with 
meat, No. syvla = suvla, vb. 

solins, soleks, see sol2, sb. 
S0ll [sol], vb., of animals: to poke 

in the fodder; to s. t’rough de strae 
[‘straw’]. Yh. — May be classed with 
No. sulla, vb., in sense of to splash, 
to stir up in something (Aa.), Icel. 
sulla, vb., to splash, dabble (E. J.). 
Cf. sol2, vb. 

sona [sonaJ-Zoo/, sb., a kind of 
sea-fowl, = kokkasona. Y. Prob. 
an onomatopoeic name. See under 
kokkasodi, sb. 

S0ni, sjoni [§oni], sb., a poor, 
queer creature (Du.), prop, (queer) 
sight; see sjoni, sb. [^oni] is found 
also as a tabu-name for horse — the 
Shetl. pony (Du.); but it is doubtful 
whether it is the same word. 

sor [sor, soar], adv., south, in the 
south, towards the south, sea-name 
found in fishermen’s tabu-lang. Now 
found only in a few place-names, esp. 
names of farms, such as Sorhus [sor- 
os], u south-house", the southmost of 
two or more farms, *su<5rhtis or 
“sudr i htisi”. Now comm.: sooth 
[sup], Eng. south; partly sud [sud], 
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O.N. suflr. A form *ser [se3r] is 
recorded in Fo. in a verse; see *ser, 
adv. — Cf. No. syder, and comm.: 
“sor”, Sw. soder, adv., south, prop, 
compar., more southerly, from O.N. 
su<5r, adv., south. O.N. sydri, adj. 
comyar., more southerly. See *sud, 
sb. and adv. 

seski [soski (§0ski)], sb., tabu-word 
in fishermen’s lang., used in various 
senses, = sjuski, sb., q.v. soski 
is also (doubtfully) reported in sense 
of woman. 

set [sot], adj., sweet, dear, now 
used only as a caressing term to a 
cow, esp. to make her stand still 
during milking. In diff. forms: a) 
sota [sota] and soti [sotij, puir 
[‘poor’] s.! prop, you (poor) dear! 
Y. sota lamb, sot lamb, soti lamb, 
b) sodi [sodi] lamb, prop, sweet 
lamb! but noted down only as a 
term of address to a cow during 
milking, sota lamb: Yh. and Nmn. 
(N.Roe). sot lamb: Few. soti and 
sodi lamb: Y. Other forms are: 
sota, soita, soitta [sota, so'ta, soita, 

sol^a; so'ta, so[a (so'^a)], noted down 
in N.I., esp. in U., in conn, with 
“lamb”: s. lamb! in addressing a 
cow. [so'ta (soita)]: Un. [sota]: Uwg. 
[so(a (so^a), so'ta]: Umo. A form 
sjota [qo*'ta‘], with equal stress on 
both syllables, is noted down in Fo. 
(Wests.) in the expr. sjolin sjota, 
used as a term of address to a cow; 
prop, (you) sweet soul, *salin sceta; 
see *sjolin,sb. *sode [soda, sada] 
is preserved in the expr. “de sode 
lin (or: - -min)”, the sweet ulinen” 
(or my sweet) — the wife, in an 
old verse from Fo.; see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn, soda [soda] 
in an old nursery-rhyme from U.: 
Klappa, klappa soda ; see Introd., 
Fragments of Norn. — O.N. scetr, 
adj., sweet, sota (soti, soda, sodi, 
sota, soita, soitta) is a def. form: 
O.N. soeta, f. and n.; soeta lamb: n. 

sdtskin [sot^km], sbtskins. soskins 
[joskins], sb. pi., a) brothers and 
sisters, O.N. systkin, b) first cousins 
(or near relatives). See under sot- 
skin, sb. 

T. 
tae, sb., point, tongue of land; 

see to, sb. 
tafty [taft], sb., thwart, older *toft, 

is formally L.Sc. thaft, sb., but springs 
from O.N. popta, f., in the same sense. 

fa/r2, sb., see toft, sb. 
tag [tag], sb., a hold, grip, in the 

compd. nevatag (q.v.), a grip with 
the fist. Otherwise now comm.: 
tak, sb., q.v. 

tag-^afe [tagqet (-qet)], sb., the 
inner, lower gable-edge of a house 
on which the ends of the laths rest. 
Also as a pi. word: tag-gates (Y. ; 
and Fe.). A form taggirt [tagqe'rt] 
is noted down in Yh. A few forms, | 
with tek-, are noted down in Nm.: | 

a) tek-gate [tekg'et, tfkqet, tsek-] in 
Nmw., b) tek-girt [taekcp'rt] in Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — Prop, no doubt “roof- 
way”, from O.N. pak, n., a roof, 
and O.N. gata, f., a way. L.Sc. and 
Shetl. gate, sb., a road, path, girt no 
doubt represents “gate”, and is hardly 
orig. the word “girth”. See fraglin, 
sb. The word tag, O.N. pak, is found 
also in the compds. “tag-skew” and 
t ah el la, sbs. Eng. dial, tack-gate. 

tagl [tag3!], sb., tatters trailing 
after one in walking-, he (sho) is 
trailin’ a t. Conn. — Springs no doubt 
from O.N. tagl, n., tail, esp. hair in 
a horse’s tail-, in No. also of fibres 

| (flax and hemp fibres). The use 
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of the word in Shetl. is no doubt 
infl. by Eng. tag, sb. 

tagrimma, see tekkrimm(a). 
tag-skew [tagsl^n, -sl^u], sb., the 

inner, lower gable-edge on which 
the laths rest, — t a g-gate. N. I. Also 
raglin-skew. See fraglin, sb. — 
The first part is O.N. pak, n., roof. 
The second part is L.Sc. skew, sb., 
slanting edge of a gable. 

tahella [ta-hepa] and tahellek 
[ta'^hfil'sk, -hel'3k], sb., one of the 
flat stones laid along the eaves of 
a house to prevent rain from pene- 
trating. S.Sh. (Du., Conn.); Br. ta- 
hellek is the common form, ta- 
hella and-hellek: Conn. tahellek: 
Du.; Br. — !,tpak-hella, from O.N. pak, 
n., roof, and hella, f., flat stone. 
That the word is an orig. *pakhella 
is supported by the occurrence of 
the word tekkal [tsekal] in Orkney 
(Birsa, M.), for*takkel from *takhell, 
also denoting eaves. In N.I. (Shetl.) 
the word ufsahella is used. 

tak [tak], sb., 1) a grip, tag 
[tag] in the compd. nevatag (q.v.), 
a firm grip. 2) pull, push, e.g. in 
the drawing up of a boat (= lag1, 
sb. 8, and lugg, sb.). “Come and 
gi’e her (de boat) a t.!” (Du.). 3) a 
taking up, a catch, esp. of fish; as 
much as has been, or may be, caught 
at one time or on a single fishing- 
ground. — O.N. tak, n., a taking 
hold, taka, f., a taking up, etc., No. 
toka, f. With tak 3 cf. partly Icel. 
tekja, f., in sense of catch, partly 
and esp. Eng. take, sb. 

tak, tak’ [tak], vb., O.N. taka, 
vb., and Eng. take, vb. Recorded 
in several meanings (some possibly 
locally developed), orig. from O.N., 
esp. in conn, with preps, and advs. 
A) without preps, and advs., e.g.: 
1) to fetch, to catch fish. No. taka, 
vb., id. 2) to reach, to hand. No. 
taka, Faer. taka, vb., id. 3) to take 
effect; to attack (fig.); to pain; — 

Faer. taka (t. einun), No. taka, vb., 
to attack, affect, overwhelm. 4) to 
fight, esp. of animals: to butt each 
other; dey ’re gaun to t. (Conn.). Cf. 
No. taka (ta) i hop mae, to engage 
in (a fight) with (R.), takast, vb. refl., 
to struggle, Faer. takast, vb., to wrestle, 
Sw. tagas (tas), vb. refl., to fight; 
snap at. B) in conn, with preps, 
and advs.: t. aff, of storm, wind: 
to abate; he ’s gaun [‘going’] to t. 
aff. O.N. taka (and takask) af, to 
abate, cease, inter alia of wind, storm; 
“pa tok af vedrit” (Fr.: taka af 10). 
— t. at: a) “t. at de boat”, in pull- 
ing a boat ashore: to pull up the 
boat so far that one stands on dry 
land (Yn.). b) t. at dee! make a 
vigorous pull! in rowing (U.). — 
t. efter, to imitate, to learn from 
others, t. efter ane, = No. taka etter, 
Fser. taka ettir, Sw. taga efter. Eng. 
take after. — t. frae (f’ae), a) to 
take from, esp.: b) to pull the fish- 
ing-line some fathoms from the sea- 
bottom, to keep it clear of rocky 
ground (Un.); see ros, vb., and 
“rosin fadoms”. c) to except, = 
O.N. taka fra, t. undan. — t. in, esp.: 
a) to take in, shorten an animal’s 
tether, t. in de tedder; b) in knitting 
of stockings: to take in, decrease 
the number of stitches, below the 
calf; opposed to: “lay on”; Faer. 
taka inn. c) t. in under: a) to take 
hold underneath in order to lift a 
burden, ft) to be obedient; t. in 
under! — t. on, a) to take hold of 
(vigorously), b) to continue in a 
certain manner or state. Faer. taka 
a, to put a strain on, also to be on 
the point of doing something. No. 
taka paa, Sw. taga (ta) pS, to begin. 
In sense of to make a fuss, Shetl. 
“tak’ on” is Eng. — t. op, a) to 
apprehend, understand, = O.N. taka 
upp and L.Sc. tak’ up, b) t. op efter 
ane, a) to repeat one's words, — 
Faer. taka upp ettir einun, /?) to imi- 
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tate a person, to fellow his example, 
= t. efter ane, c) t. op frae (f’ae) 
anesell, to pull harder, of a person 
pulling one oar, or rowing only at 
one side; he took op frae him; t. 
op frae dee! pull harder on the one 
side! t. op frae dee wi’ yon (e.g. 
de left) hand! pull harder with that 
(e.g. the left) hand! in keeping the 
boat right over the fishing-ground 
(Yh.). d) t. op in under, to pay 
attention to, to learn, to t. op in 
under som’tin’ (Fe.). e) t. op wi’, 
a) to take up with, to take charge 
of; de yowe took op wi’ de midder- 
less [‘motherless’] lamb; ft) to attach 
oneself to; de midderless lamb took 
op wi’ de yowe (Sa.). f) of wind: 
t. (him) op, to begin to blow, to 
increase; comm, with “he” as sub- 
ject of the sentence, and “him” (him- 
self) as object; he is takin’ him op 
(or takin’ op), it is beginning to 
blow. Cf. upptak, sb. With tak 
op, f, (t. him op) cf. No. taka seg | 
upp, Sw. taga upp sig, to recover, 
Faer. taka seg upp, of the weather: 
to rise to a certain state. — t. till: 
a) t. till anesell, to begin with energy, 
to resume; he took till him; b) t. 
anesell till (till de wark), to set to 
work eagerly; comm, negatively: he 
does no t. him till de wark, he works 
without eagerness and energy. Fe. 
O.N. taka til, to take to, to begin. 
— t. upon, upo: a) t. upon anesell, 
to take a burden on one's back-, t. 
upo dee! take your burden on your 
back! (Un.); he took upon him» 
Fser. taka upp& seg. b) t. upon ane, 
to affect one, hit took upo me (Sa.). 
Cf. Da. tage pS en, “det tog p& mig”, 
it took it out of me. — t. ut, a) 
to take out, select, b) to point out, 
= No. taka ut. — t. wi’: a) to re- 
ceive someone or something, t. wi’ 
ane or onyt’ing; dey were weel (ill) 
ta’en wi’, they were well (ill) re- 
ceived; b) to assist, e.g. another 

in lifting a burden. O.N. taka vifl 
(e-m, e-u), to receive (a person, a 
thing). — Perf. part, ta’en [teon, 
tean], L.Sc. ta’en, tane, is used in 
Shetl. in a special manner with the 
preps, “op” and “till”. 1) ta’en 
op, a) having appearance and bear- 
ing of a certain hind, b) dressed 
in a certain manner, in the exprs.: 
weel ta’en op, having a good bear- 
ing, neatly and nicely dressed, ill 
ta’en op, having a bad bearing, 
untidily and carelessly dressed. Local 
Shetl. expr.? 2) ta’en till, much 
spoken of, known for something, 
comm, abbr.: “ta’en ti’ [tean ti]”, 
and partly accepted as a single word: 
[tse'nti, teinti], a) excellent, above 
others, particularly good or clever, 
a t.-t. worker; also b) dainty, pretty, 
comely-looking; a t.-t. happ, a pretty 
shawl (Rewick, St.); partly c) big, 
of great size, “ta’en ti’ (till)” is 
peculiar to Wests, in all the given 
forms of pronunc. Prop, favourably 
mentioned, famous for something. 
Cf. O.N. tekinn til e-s, famous for 
something (taka til e-s, inter alia, 
to mention, give prominence to 
someone or something), Fser. tiltikin 
(tikin til), perf. part, and ad]., famous. 

ftal [tiil], ftali[tali], sb., l) longish 
piece cut from the belly of a large 
fish (esp. a ling, coalfish, halibut) 
and used for bait; a ling-t. Du.: 
tal; Y.: tali. More rare in a derived 
form: ftalski [ta'lski]. In this sense 
also tilli [(ti]i) te]i], which is used 
also in sense of piece (strip) of 
meat or whale-blubber. N. I. occas. 
(U.). 2) strip, piece, used as a 
mark on an animal: a) a patch of 
cloth, or lump of wool. Sandwick, 
Dun.: tali, b) a piece of leather or 
wood. Y.: tali. — The etym. of 
the word is not quite clear. Although 
the Shetl. forms have long a, and 
no softening of 1, the word (in any 
case in sense 1) is no doubt to be 
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referred to L.Sc. tailie (tailyie: Jam.), 
sb., a slice, a piece cut off, esp. a 
slice of meat (E.D.D.). It may be 
the same word in sense 2. Other 
derivations are possible, thus: of *tar-, 
No. tare, m., a rag, with transition 
of r to 1 in Shetl.; cf. tar, sb., and 
note Sw. dial, tarla, f., esp. in pi.: 
tarlor, pieces carelessly sliced or 
cut from cloth or meat. 

tale, sb., a saying, in exprs. such 
as “hit is come to my t.”, it happened 
just as I said it would. Is certainly 
a primitive Old Northern expr.: “E>at 
er komit til spgu minnar”, rendered 
into English. 

talgert, ta\-girt' [talge'rt], sb., a 
tatter trailing after one in walking; 
to trail a \.-g. N.Roe. Similar to 
tagl, sb., and fasgert, sb. 3, with 
which it may be a mingling. 

ftalski [ta‘lski], = ft a 1 (ft a 1 i), sb. 1. 
tamfisent. see tantfisen, adj. 
Tammas-mass, seeT o m a s-mass. 
ftamm i-nori, sb., the puffin; prob. 

*Tommi (Tammi)-nori. See nori, sb. 
tan [tan], vb., to stretch, extend; 

to t. a skin. Nmn. — No. tana, tenja, 
O.N. penja (from pan-), vb., id. 

tand [tand], sb., (spark), a small 
piece of glowing peat, part of a 
brand, i.e.: a glowing (partly burnt) 
piece of peat. comm. — *tand, 
the stem in Da. tsende, vb. No. tandr 
and tandre, m., spark. O.N. tandri, 
m., poet, olfire, tand- in “tandrauflr”, 
adj., fiery red. 

tang [tag], sb., seaweed, fucus; 
esp. of the greater species (fuci). 
Commonly opposed to the so-called 
“waur” (L.Sc. ware), which is an- 
other kind: alga marina. See *tari1. 
— O.N. pang, n., seaweed, fucus. 
Da. tang, Sw. t&ng. 

tangbrismek [tag 'bns'mok], sb., 
blenny, belonging to the genus blen- 
nius = brumplek, sb. 2, and swar- 
fish. — No. tangbrosma, f., blenny. 
Da. tangbrosme, id. 

tangel [tagol], sb., the stalk of 

tang, tangle, fucus. Also used pro- 
miscuously with tang.— O.N.pongull, 
m., stem of seaweed, from pang. 

tang [tag]-//sft, sb., a kind of 
small seal, living inshore among the 
seaweed. Acc. to Edm.: phoca vitu- 
lina. Opposed to the greater “haf- 
fish”. 

tang [tag, tagj-maw, sb., a small 
gull. Other forms are: a) tanga 
[taga]-maw (Y. and Fe.), b) tangi 
[tagi]-maw, c) tainne- or tannje 
[tage]-maw (N.I.), noted down in 
Ym. and Un.; tannjek- or tannjek 
[tagak, tag3k]-maw. Un. occas. Seems 
to be used of various species, such 
as small black-backed gull, and three- 
toed gull. Also sea-swallow? From 
Ym. reported of three-toed gull. Edm. 
has “tanyie-maw”, explained as “a 
small species of the sea-gull”. — 
The first part is no doubt tang, sb. 
See tang-whaup, sb. It is doubtful, 
however, whether “tainne-, tannje- 
maw (tannjek-, tannjek-maw)” is 
the same word as “tang-maw”, tang 
is a very common word, always 
pronounced: [tag (tag)]. But tainne, 
tannje [tage] would be a regular 
phonetic development of *perna: No. 
terna (tenna), Icel. perna, f., sea- 
swallow, sterna. For a change rn > 
(softened) nn [g] and e > ai (a be- 
fore softened consonant in Shetl. 
Norn) see Introd. V — also N.Spr. 
VII — §§ 16—19, and 39. The name 
has then been transferred to another 
bird; cf. Shetl. tirrek, sb., partly 
denoting three-toed gull, larus tri- 
dactylus (thus in Jam., quoting Scott: 
tirracke, Shetl.), while L.Sc. tirrock 
acc. to Jam. (1867, citing Fleming) 
denotes the common tern, sterna 
hirundo. 

tang [tag]-sparrow, sb., rock- or 
shore-pipit: Edm. Also Ork. See 
titek, sb. 

tang [tagHrow, sb., sea-monster. 
Y". 

tang [tag]-w/iaup, sb., the whim- 
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brel, numenius (scolopax) phseopus. 
Also tangi [tarji]-whaup. — Faer. 
tangspogvi, m., the curlew, nume- 
nius arquata. The first part is tang, 
sb., the second part is L.Sc. whaup, 
sb., curlew. 

tannek, tannjek [taqok], sb., tooth, 
in jest; esp. a newly-grown tooth in 
a child; lat me see, if du’s gotten 
dy tannjeks! Fe. — Dim. form of 
*tann, tooth, O.N. tpnn (tann-), f. 
Cf. tantjek, sb. 

tanngroinin [tangroi nin], sb., a 
kind of slender cod with sharp teeth. 
Un. — *tann-grunnungr, "‘tooth-cod". 
Cf. Icel. grunnungr, m., cod, Faer. 
grunningur (partly obs.). tann- and 
tant-, tooth, are preserved in vari- 
ous derivative forms and compds.; 
see the foil. 

tant [ta‘nt], vb., of cattle, to re- 
fuse food. — Prop, to show the 
teeth, to snarl? In that case to be 
compared with No. tandra, tantra 
(tantla), vb., a) to scold, to snarl, 
b) to bark. See tantfisen, adj., and 
note the form *tant, tooth, in tant- 
f el 1 i n, sb. The supposed root-meaning 
of tant, vb., and of tant- in tant- 
fisen, adj., comes nearer to H.Q. 
zannen, vb., to show the teeth, to 
snarl. — In sense of to nauseate, 
to cause a disagreeable tang, “to 
tant ane”, “tant” no doubt is to be 
referred to Eng. tang, vb. 

tant [ta‘nt], adj., too high and 
steep, e.g. of a house, roof, boat; 
de hus is ower t. i’ de riggin 
(the ridge of a house). Fo. Also 
tanti [ta'ntij; a t. boat. Fo. — Prop. 
stretched, extended, O.N. pandr, 
neut.: pant, perf. part, of penja, vb., 
to stretch, extend; see tan, vb. 

tantfellin1 [ta‘nt-f£l'ln» -f«l'9n], sb., 
shedding of teeth, in young animals, 
esp. horses, de animal (horse) is 
gotten de t., the animal (horse) has 
begun to shed its teeth. N.I. (Fe., 
Yh.). — *tant-felling, O.N. tann-, f., 

shedding of teeth. Note the ancient 
form tant, in O.N. by assimilation 
of np: tann, the stem in tpnn, f., 
tooth. 

tantfellin2 [ta'nHej’in, -fepon], sb., 
a young animal, esp. a young horse, 
shedding its teeth. N.I. (Fe., Yh.). — 
*tant-fellingr, O.N. tann-, m. Icel. 
tannfellingr, m., one that sheds its 
teeth (B. H.), No. tannfella, f., and 
tannfelling, m., an animal (sheep, 
goat) when shedding its teeth (R.). 
The old tantfellin is now com- 
monly replaced in Shetl. by teeth- 
caster. For tant- see the prec. word. 

tantfisen(d) [ta'nMison, -fi^on, 
-fi^ond] and tantfest [ta‘nt*f0St ], adj., 
1) disinclined to take food, of cattle; 
a t. coo; de coo is t., the cow re- 
fuses the food. Fo.: tantfisen(d), 
partly also with dropped n in tant: 
tatfisen [tat'fi^on]. Sa.: tantfost. 
tantfisent [ta'nHi^'Ont]: Nm. and 
De. In Nm. also: tamfisent [ta‘m- 
fisj'ant] by assimilation. 2) a) fickle, 
wavering, b) surly, peevish, dis- 
pleased. Fo.: tantfisen(d) (and tat- 
fisen). tantfisious [ta'nffisios] and 
tantfusious [ta‘nt‘f6s‘ios]: Ai. (W. 
Burr.); a t. craetur’ (body, person). 
A rare form is tinterfosen [to^’tor- 
fo’san]: L.? — For the first part see 
tant, vb. If No. tantr, adj., affectedly 
nice, prudish (R.), is an old word, 
it may poss. be compared. Cf. tart- 
fisen and No. terten, adj., syn. with 
“tantr”. The second part is *tysinn, 
adj., of a certain disposition, e.g. 
in Faer. illfysin, adj., irritated. O.N. 
^ may become partly i, partly 0, in 
Shetl., and by dropping of i-muta- 
tion: u. 

tantjek [ta'ntsiok, ta'nsjak, ta'ipjak], 
sb., tooth; esp. a) newly-grown tooth 
in a child (Few.), b) a big tooth; 
Fe. From Yn. reported in a general 
sense tooth, no doubt esp. in jest. 
Du need no set op dy tantjeks to 
me, you need not snarl at me (Few.). 
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to gi’e ane across de tantjeks. Fe. 
In Fe. in all the given forms of 
pronunc. Yn.: [ta‘n§ok]. — Deriv. of 
*tant, sb., tooth, preserved in the 
compd. tantfellin, sb., q.v. *tant 
from primitive Northern tanp-, in O.N. 
(by assimilation): tann-; tpnn (*tannu 
from *tanpu), f., tooth. Cf. tannek, 
tannjek, sb. 

i&ni-rigget [ta'nt'Tig'ot], adj., 
having a too high ridge, e.g. of a 
house. Fo. See tant, adj. 

tap or tapp [tap], sb., in sense of 
a small bundle of wool carded at 
one time, corresponds partly to No. 
tapp and topp, m., tuft, wisp, small 
bundle, Sw. tapp, c., tuft, partly to 
L.Sc. tap, sb., in sense of a quan- 
tity of flax spun at one time (Jam.), 
prop. top. 

tar [tar], sb., 1) a small portion 
of something, a small piece; a scrap, 
particle. Esp. of food (meat, fish); 
a t. o’ meat; a t. o’ skate, a small 
piece of dried skate. N.Roe, Nm11.; 
der’ wer’ no a t. o’ fat upo de yowe, 
there was not a scrap of fat upon 
the ewe. Few. 2) branch, shoot, 
used only metaph.; he is a t. o’ an 
idder [L.Sc. ither = other] tree, he 
is a shoot of another tree, he is quite 
different in character. Fe. — Cf. No. 
a) tere, ter (ee), n., a scrap, atom, 
particle, b) taar, n., fibre, whence 
(by i-mutation): taere, n., a small 
portion, a trifle (Aa.), c) tare, m., 
a rag (R.), toro, f., a scrap, trifle 
(R.). As an orig. *t£r (with long a 
in Shell. Norn) ought phonetically to 
give *tor [*tor], Shell, tar has orig. 
no doubt had short a-sound: *tar. 

*tari' [tari], sb., seaweed, tang, alga 
marina, laminaria. Now obs., super- 
seded by the word “waur” (L.Sc.); 
in Jam.: ware (A.S. w&r). Preserved 
in a couple of compds.: tarigrep, 
tari-crook, sbs.; see these words. — 
O.N. pari, m., seaweed, alga. No. 
tare, m., seaweed, laminaria. 

tari2, sb., see tarri, sb. 
tari-croo/c [tarikruk-], sb., see 

the foil. word. 
tarigrep [tarigrep-], sb., dung- 

fork, properly and orig. a fork for 
gathering shoreward-driven seaweed 
used for manure. — *para-greip. 
No. taregreip, f., implement (fork) 
for gathering seaweed used for 
manure. — The compd. “tari-crook” 
[tarikruk'], used in a wider sense 
of dung-fork, is now more common 
in Shetl. 

tarmollet. see trollmollet, adj. 
tarrafell[tar"afel-],sb.,//r/fl/6Aa«c/?, 

whirlpool, prop, and esp. receding 
tide, cross-current. Dee. In Moss- 
bank, De"-6., noted down of current 
accompanying the beginning of ebb ; 
wait, till de t. comes in! de t. is 
cornin’ in, the tide is turning and 
beginning to set in shorewards 
(Mossbank). — *tarra-fall? The se- 
cond part fell is prob. O.N. fall, n., 
in sense of current, Faer. fall, similar 
to fell in landfell, q.v. The first 
part may be No. (East Norw.) tarra, 
vb., to resist. O.N. tarra, vb., to 
stretch, spread. 

tarri [tari], sb., a net, stretched 
out in a hoop, on which wool is 
dried. Papa St. — No. tarre, m., 
joined boards on which malt is 
dried (Aa.), tare, tarr, m., half-loft, 
very broad shelf, Sw. dial, tarre, c., 
a) scaffolding used for drying, b) a 
broad shelf (over the bed, to lie 
on). Cf. terri, sb. 

ftarter, sb., a rag, tatter; see 
torter, sb. 

tartfisen [ta‘rHis/3n], adj., parti- 
cular, nice, affectedly reserved, self- 
willed and shy, having independent 
fancies. Fo. — *tart-fysinn. With 
the first part cf. No. terten, adj., 
a) dainty, caressive (Aa.), b) af- 
fectedly nice, prudish (R.). In form 
Shetl. tart- may have been infl. by 
Eng. tart, adj. The second part is 

60 
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prob. an orig. *fysinn, adj., desirous, 
inclined to a certain disposition; 
see tantfisen, adj. 

taut, tawt, sb., see tott, sb. 
tav [tav], sb., commonly used 

collect.: rags, tatters; oakum, a rag 
or rags by which a crack or opening 
is filled up. — No. tav, n., collect.: 
fibres, rags (R.), tave, m., a patch, 
a small, unravelled piece (Aa.). 

tav [tav], vb., to fill up an open- 
ing or crack with oakum, rags, 
etc.; to t. op a hole, to t. a boat 
(boat’s board). — From tav, sb. 

tainne-maw, tarnije-znaw [taij’ e- 
mS’], sb., a species of small gull 
(black-backed gull; also three-toed 
gull; sea-swallow?), = tang-maw. 
N.I. — The first part may be O.N. 
*perna (Icel. perna, No. terna, tenna), 
f., sea-swallow, sterna. The phonetic 
development is regular, and the name 
may easily have been transferred to 
a sea-bird of the same species. See 
under tang-maw, sb. 

taipin [taipin], adj., properly pres, 
part. ? scarce, occurring in very small 
quantities, noted down esp. of fish 
in deep-sea fishing; sho (de ling) 
is very t. de night, she (the ling, 
collect.) is very scarce to-night; 
here is (he is) just a t. life, there 
are only a few fish on the line 
(long-line). Fe. — O.N. taepr, adj., 
inter alia touching very lightly; 
scant, taepiligr, adj., scant, too short 
(Fr.). Icel. taepr, adj., scarce, taepiligr, 
adj., scarce, scant (B.H.), No. teppa 
and taepa, Sw. dial, tepa, tapa, vb., 
to touch lightly. 

taisti [taisti], sb., black guillemot, 
uria grylle. comm, testi, tisti [testi] 
is a rare, partly obs., form. — Ork. 
taist. — O.N. peisti, m., black guil- 
lemot, Da. teiste. 

te [te, te’], interj., expressing scorn. 
Wh. Poss. properly be silent! O.N. 
pegi! imp. of “pegja”, vb., to be 
silent. 

tefeti, teifeti [taef 'ati], adj., of 
worsted: loose, easily unravelled; 
de worsed is t. De. — Prob. a *taf- 
ottr = *t9fottr, frayed. Cf. No. taf- 
sutt, tafsen, adj., worn out, frayed, 
ragged (tavutt, adj., has a divergent 
sense). See tev, vb. 

*teg [teg, teg, teg (^eg, ^eg)], sb., 
strip of field; now found only as 
a place-name, and very common as 
the second part of compd. in names 
of pieces of field, so that the word 
is still partly understood by the com- 
mon people, and partly borders on 
a common noun. It merges not in- 
frequently with [dek], Shetl. pronunc. 
of L.Sc. tike,fence. As the second part 
of compd. the word is comm, pro- 
nounced with short e. Exx.: Din’s- 
teg [dinsteg], Mognustegs [m&i}n3s- 
tegs]: *Magmisteigar, Magnus’ strips, 
Peter’s tegs [tegs], de Stranategs 
[stra"nategs*]: *strandarteigar, the 
pieces of land near the shore (all 
in the village Hemtun in Foula). 
Further, in compds. with personal 
names, e.g.: Finnsteg [fi‘nsteg] (Fef.): 
’•‘Finns teigr; Grimsteg [gn'msteg] 
(Strand, Fe.): *Grims teigr; de Jeners- 
tegs [je"n3(r)stegs- (-deks1)] (Lum- 
bister, Yh.): *Einars teigar; de Jorna- 
tegs [jormategs' (-deks1)] (Clousta, 
Ai.): prob. Mprundar teigar; de La- 
vategs [Irrvategs-] (Ym.); de Lovategs 
[lo"vategs-, lova-] (Raga, Yh.): *Lafa 
(Lafa) teigar; Maggateg [mag"ateg‘] 
(Fe*.): *M9ggu teigr (Magga from 
Margret); Robbie’s teg [teg] (Sullom, 
Nms.); de Sjurategs [§ur"ategs‘] 
(Papa St.): *Sigur3ar teigar, Sigurd's 
strips of land; Ulesteg [nlas teg] 
(Ruster, Few.): *6lafs teigr, Oldf’s 
strip of land-, de 01ofategs [ok’ofa- 
tegs'] (Papa St.): *6lafar teigar (from 
the woman’s name Olpf). de Mon- 
gistegs [mog' gesteks-] (de Brenna, 
Fladabister, Conn.) is prob. the same 
name as the above-named Mognes- 
tegs. Of other compds. with teg 
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may be mentioned: de Bentegs [ben- 
^egs] (Nunsbrough, Ai.): ?*beinu 
teigar (O.N. beinn, adj., straight)-, 
de Bugerdstegs [bog"3rstegs‘ (-tsgs-, 
-deks-)] (in several places): *bugards- 
teigar; de Gortegs [go'rtegs (gS‘r- 
tegs)] (Haroldswick, Un., Fef.): *gar5- 
teigar; de Lirteg [llrteg] (Fef.): *hli5ar- 
teigr, the sloping strip of land-, de 
Morategs [mofategs-, -deks-] (Stov, 
Hoswick, Du.): m^rar-teigar, and de 
Murnategs [m6r“nategs-] (Um0.): prob.: 
*myrarinnar-teigar, “the boggy pieces 
of land"-, de Skindrategs [skincPrategs] 
(Sullom, Nms.): *skinnara-teigar (O.N. 
skinnari, m., a tanner)-, de Taritegs 
[tarTtegs-] (Lunnister, Nm.): *para- 
teigar {pieces of field manured with 
seaweed, O.N. pari); de Tuntegs 
[tuntegs, -tegs] (in several places): 
*tiin-teigar, “pieces of home-field"-, de 
Tuptategs [top--tategs-] (Umo.): *tuptar 
(toptar)-teigar, pieces of vacant 
ground-, de Vategfva^eg] (Kwarf, S.Sh.): 
*va5-teigr. A compd.freq. occurring is 
Stutteg (Stotteg), Stuttegs (Stottegs), 
with various forms of pronunc.: 
[stoteg, stoteg, sto(eg, stoiteg], de- 
noting short strips of field, orig. 
*stutt-teigr, from O.N. stuttr, adj., 
short. In def. form in pi.: Tegena 
gronna or gronja [te--gana- (teg-ona-) 
groqa] (Kolbenstaft, Fe.): teigarnir 
grunnu (groenu?), the shallow (green?) 
pieces of field. As the name of a 
village in De.: Tegen [tegan]: *a 
teigum (dat. pi.). Rare as the first 
part of compd.: Tegenavall [te'ga- 
navap] (Ym.): *teiganna-vQllr (teig- 
anna: gen. pi. in def. form). The 
same name is “de Tegnivaldjes [teg-- 
mvakd^as]”, pi. (Kirkabister, N.). — 
O.N. teigr, m., measured strip of land. 

tek-^are, tek-gtfrf, sb., see under 
tag-gate, sb. 

tekk [tek (tsek)], sb., heather which, 
after being mown and dried, is 
partly mingled with coarse grass, 
lobba, and used for thatching. 

Now also by transference of dried 
heather {partly with lobba) as litter 
for cattle in the stable, comm. The 
heather is dried in piles, called dess 
(tekk-dess) and riggin, see these 
words. The heather used for thatch- 
ing is laid upon the turfs, de pons, 
which in turn are covered with straw. 
— O.N. pekja, f., roof, esp. that which 
covers the rafters, completing the 
thatching of a house (Fr.). No. tek- 
kja, f., roof of a house. Icel. pokur, 
f., pi., thin, green turf for thatching 
purposes (B.H.). 

tekk [tek (tsek)], vb., to thatch a 
house with dried heather or straw; 
to t. a hus. comm. — O.N. pekja, 
vb., to thatch, L.Sc. theek. 

tekkin [tekin (tsekin)], sb., roof- 
cover, esp. dried heather or straw. 
See tekk, sb. andvb. L.Sc. theeking. 

tekkrimm [tseknm] and tekk- 
rimma [taekTinra], sb., a place in 
the out-field where heather and 
coarse grass are cut for thatching 
or litter, tekkrimm: Yb. tekk- 
rimma: Yh. See tekk and rimma2, 
sbs. In N.Roe (Nmn.) is found as a 
place-name: Tekkrimma [tsek--nm-a] 
or Tagrimma [tag"nm-a], a narrow 
dale between “de Bjorgs”, where 
tekk is, or was formerly, cut. 

tekn [tsek3n] and teken, tseken 
[te3kon, ta^kan], sb., 1) a token, 
mark. 2) a queer person, noted 
down esp. in the form [tsek3n]. — 
O.N. teikn, n., a token, mark. No. 
and Icel. teikn, n., Faer. tekin, n., 
also a wonder, from which Shetl. 
tekn 2 has arisen, teken (tseken), 
with long vowel in the main syl- 
lable, may equally well be L.Sc. 
taikin, takin, sb., a token. In senses 
a) proof, evidence, and b) gift, esp. 
food given to a poor person, the 
word is most prob. L.Sc. 

tell, vb., is Eng. in its general 
sense, but, in a couple of exprs. 
with preps, used as advs., may be 

60* 
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explained from O.N. telja, vb., to 
tell. Thus: 1) t. frae (f’ae), a) to 
tell, relate, repeat gossip, O.N. telja 
fra; “du maunno [‘must not’] t. frae”; 
b) to become evident, to be estab- 
lished; “hit [‘it’] ’ll t. frae yet”. N.I. 
and several places. 2) t. to [‘to’], 
say frae, to relate something exactly 
as it has been told one. Cf. say, vb. 

temba [temba, tsemba], sb., in the 
expr. “upo t.”, 1) in a dangerous 
position, (standing, sitting) on the 
very edge or on a small, narrow 
ledge-, 2) on the tiptoe of expecta- 
tion, also on one’s guard, to stand 
upo t., to stand on the very brink 
of a ledge. Un. [taemba]. to sit or 
stand upo t. (on t.), a) to wait anxi- 
ously, b) to be on one's guard. 
Un. [taemba]; Yh. [temba] and timba 
[temba]. — Prop, tension, *pemba 
from *pamb. Cf. Icel. pemba, vb., 
to distend, inflate. No. tarn, n., state 
of inflation (R., Suppl.) from *pamb. 
With deviating sense No. temba, f., 
flatulence (R.). 

teng [taeg, teg, (te'g, teg, te'g)], sb., 
1) tang of a knife [taeg, teg (te'g)]. 
2) (low, narrow) tongue of land. 
comm. Also very common as the 
second part in place-names, names 
of tongues of land. As a place- 
name also in the forms tongi [tftggi, 
toggi], tonga [tSgga, togga], tjongi 
[tjoggi], tong [t&g, tog], of which 
esp. tong alternates with teng. Exx.: 
Fiskateng (Uwg.), de Fiskiteng (Papa 
St.) and Fiskatong (Whe.), angling- 
rocks: *fiskatangi. Gronateng(Snara- 
ness, Sa.;W.) and Gronitong (N.Roe): 
*grceni tangi, the green tongue of 
land. Hestateng (E.Burr., Ai.) and He- 
stitong (Mousa): *hesta-tangi, uhorse 
tongue of land". Skarvatong (Kwarfe, 
S.Sh.; Fo.) and Skarvateng (E.Burr., 
Ai.): *skarfa-tangi. — O.N. tangi, m., 
a) tang of a sword or knife, b) (long, 
low, narrow) tongue of land. 

ter [ter], sb., a small drop. Sa., 

Wests. — No. tere, ter (ee), n., and 
teere, n., a small portion, particle. 
Cf. tar, sb. 

terri [taeri], sb., l) half-loft, boards 
nailed together forming a small 
loft, also “terri-laft” [taer"ilaft‘], of 
which the second part is L.Sc. laft, 
sb., loft. 2) a net made of straw- 
bands, simmens, stretched between 
the cross-beams, de twart-bauks, 
in the kitchen and living-room, de 
but (but-end), on which net dried 
and smoked fish is kept. Noted 
down in both senses in Wh. — Cf. 
No. terre, m., scaffolding for drying 
corn, tarre, m., joined boards on 
which malt is dried, tare, tarr (tarre), 
m., a half-loft or broad shelf, and 
see tarri, sb. 

testi, tisti [testi], sb., black guille- 
mot; see the common form taisti. 

testin [testin], sb., a rag, tatter; 
esp. in pi., testins. N.— Sw. test, 
c., tatter-, tuft. 

tev [tev], vb., in carding of wool: 
to mix wool of different colours, 
esp. black and white, on the cards-, 
to t. oo’. Umo. — May be a *tafa, 
vb., to unravel and entangle. Cf. 
No. tave, m., in sense of entangled 
cluster, tav, n., fibres, rags (R.). 
See tefeti, adj. 

tever [tsver] sb., rag, tatter, strip-, 
comm, in pi. in the expr. “i’ tevers”, 
riven (torn) i’ tevers (N.), de claes 
is hingin’ i’tevers, de flesh is boiled 
i’ tevers (Fe.). *tafr- or *tefr-. Cf. 
Sw. dial, tavra, f., fibres, threads 
(Ri. under “tav” under “tjuga1”, vb.), 
No. tav, n., fibres, tave, m., a patch, 
scrap, and (with i-mutation) teve, m., 
tatter, -er in tever(s) can hardly 
be an old fossilized pi. ending (O.N. 
-ar). See tivrek, sb. 

ti [tl], sb., strong and healthy 
constitution, thriving state; noted 
down in negative exprs., such as: 
der ’r nae ti i’ de creatur’, the 
animal cannot thrive, it lacks both 
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flesh and fat, as well as strength. 
Fe. — No. tya, f., matter, stuff; 
kind, nature (R.), ty, n., stuff, mate- 
rial (Aa.). 

tia [tla], sb., a) lucky time, short 
period of good fortune; occasional 
good luck; also b) sudden fit of 
activity, a t. is [‘has’] ta’en him, 
a) fortune smiles upon him for once, 
is said e.g. of a fisherman who, 
after being unsuccessful in fishing, 
suddenly gets a good haul, b) he 
has got a fit of activity. IP. — 
Prob. a *ti6a, f., happy time or hour, 
deriv. of O.N. tid, f., time, also period, 
hour. For the supposed meaning 
of *tida, f., happy time, cf. O.N. 
timi, m., partly a) period of time, 
partly inter alia b) happy time, 
happiness. 

t'icken, vb., is Eng. thicken, but 
used in exprs. originating from O.N., 
esp. of air, weather, e.g. he’s t’ickend 
op de lift, the air has become thick 
(cloudy, misty). See sjukni, sb. 

*tidbous [tedbous], sb. pi., move- 
ment in the atmosphere near the 
ground, heated by the sun, move- 
ment in the gossamer; de t. is d reli n 
[drolon], the air is in flickering 
motion. Fe. In Ork. the word is 
still used in the sing, form tibro 
[tibro], noted down in N. Ronaldsay 
and Rousay; but in Mainland (Ork.) 
are found forms ending in -n, such 
as “tidbron, -boron [tidbron, -boron]”, 
-bron partly alternating with -brin 
[brm]. — tidbous and tibro spring 
from an orig. tlbra and *tidbra, prop, the 
quickly (repeated) gleaming, from 
O.N. tldr, adj., in sense of often repeat- 
ed, rapid, and *bra, gleaming, from 
O.N. bra (brja), vb., to glitter, sparkle, 
gleam, No. braa, vb., to lighten, to 
gleam, “-brin” in Ork. “tidbrin” is 
no doubt to be classed with No. 
“brign” in “saabrign”, flickering 
movement in the atmosphere, from 
“brega (briga)”, to hover, waver, | 

I flicker, “-bron” may be either *bra, 
with added def. art., or *brign. 

tidku, tid-coo [tldkn (-ku)], sb., 
a cow with young, cow on the point 
of calving. N.l. (IP.). — Sw. dial, 
tideko, f., a cow about to calve. 
O.N. (Old Norw.) tldd, adj., in fern., 
with young, of a cow. 

tifli [tefli], sb., a torn piece hang- 
ing down; a tatter. U. — *tofl-? 
*tufl-? See tivlek2, sb. 

tift1 [toft], vb. n., to beat, throb, 
palpitate, of the pulse, the blood in a 
sore, boil; de sore (de finger) is 
tiftin. — Cf. Sw. dial, tuffsa, vb., 
to beat softly (Ri.), feel, tapsa, to 
tap. 

lift2, tift [toft], vb., to full; to t. 
claith; tifted togedder in a lump. 
N. l. — Deriv. of tov, vb., to full, 
O. N. poefa, vb. (pof, n., felf). The 
form “tift” may be L.Sc. Jam. gives 
a “tift”, sb., “quarrel, tiff”, which in 
sense exactly corresponds to O.N. 
pcefa, poefd, f. In No. is found a 
derivative ending in -t: tovt, n., 
fibres, flocks, coming off in weav- 
ing and fulling, from *pof, No. tov, 
n., felting, fulling; felt, fulled stuff. 

ftigg1 [tig], vb., 1) to tease con- 
tinually, esp. small animals, “t. wi’ 
to t. wi’ a grice, wi’ a dog (U.). 2) 
continually to irritate a person by 
placing oneself in his (her) way; 
to t. a body (person). 3) to be ex- 
acting with someone in always keep- 
ing him at work; to t. a body (per- 
son). Also tjigg f^ig], in all senses. 
— Differs in sense somewhat from 
L.Sc. tig, vb., “to touch lightly, to 
dally” (Jam.), also to take a sudden 
whim (Jam.). — An extended form 
fti ggta gg [tig-tag-], tj i ggtj a gg [[ig-- 
^ag- (-tjag*)], vb., is used in Shetl. in 
the same way as tigg, vb., and kim- 
tjagg, vb. (q.v.), to tease continu- 
ally (persons or animals), esp. by 
putting obstacles in their way, while 

| L.Sc. tig-tag, vb., acc. to Jam., de- 
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notes a) to trifle, b) to chaffer, haggle. 
— Shell, tigg and -tjagg, poss. as- 
sociated with Sw. dial, tjagga, vb., 
to grumble continually, are men- 
tioned under kimtjagg, vb. 

tigg2 [tig], vb., (to receive alms) to beg, ask alms. comm. — No. and 
Sw. tigga (dial, tiggja), Da. tigge, 
L.Sc. thig, vb., id. O.N. piggja, vb., 
to receive, accept. 

tiggem0,see togemo, tuggemo1. 
tigger [tigor], sb., a beggar. From 

tigg, vb. 
ftiggtagg [tig-tag-] and tjiggtjagg 

[tig-^ag ], sb., properly restless move- 
ment to and fro. 1) in the expr. 
“to keep ane i’ a) to get in 
one’s way in a teasing manner, b) 
to keep one at work, never giving 
respite. 2) commotion in the sea 
with small, choppy waves, cross- 
sea (Uc.). — Sense 2 is peculiar to 
Shetl. See under ftigg1, vb. 

ftiggtagg, ftjiggtjagg, vb., see 
under tigg1, vb. 

tik [tik, tek], sb., 1) a bitch; now 
rare in this orig. sense; more freq. 
as a term of contempt about women. 
Y. 2) tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for otter. 3) a big animal; a t. o’ a 
dog, o’ a coo (calf, cat, codlin’, etc.); 
occas. also of a big, corpulent per- 
son. Un. — O.N. tik, f., a bitch. 

tikka [(tika) teka, taka], sb., a call 
to a hen. Also tikki [(tiki) teki, 
toki] and tikk [tik, tek, tok, t§ik], 
commonly used collect, in calling 
poultry, [t^ik] is reported from St. 
— Sw. dial, tikka, f., a hen, used 
as a call; also in other Indo-Euro- 
pean languages (Hi. under tokke, m., 
a cock). 

tikketar [tik-otar], sb., joking term 
iox tern, “tirrek”. Also abbr.: tikta 
[tik-t.T]. Acc. to J. I. An onomato- 
poeic word, but seems to be old. Cf. 
No. “tikke-tikke-tar”, mentioned in 
“Nordlands Trompet” (Alleh&nde 
fugle og flyvende dyr i Nordlandene, 

p. 33), denoting the cry of the bird 
“tsende”, tern. 

tiksi, sb., dispute, quarrel. Acc. 
to Edm.: ticksie. — May be referred 
to No. tiksa, vb., to hack, cut (re- 
peatedly and lightly), R., and Sw. 
dial, tiksa, vb. a., to shake (a per- 
son, thing), teka, vb. n., and “tekas”, 
vb. refl., to throw for (in play in a 
ball-game), to compete with (Ri.). 

til [til], vb., to make headway, 
noted down esp. of a boat; see, dere 
sho de boat) tils! N.I.? acc. to 
J. I. — An old *tila or *tilja. Cf. 
O.H.G. zilon, vb., to hasten, A.S. 
tilian, vb., a) to be eager, active, 
b) to till; O.N. tili, m., end (of life, 
death) in “aldrtili”; H.G. ziel, n., 
goal, end. 

til, till [til, tel], prep, and adv. 
Corresponds in use to O.N. “til” 
and Eng. “to” and “till”. In some 
cases it expresses the genitive, e.g. 
bridder till de bride, similar to No. 
til. Alternating with “til, till”, is 
now more commonly used to [to, 
to], which is Eng. “to”. — to be 
till, to exist, to be found, = No. 
vera til, Da. vaere til. der ’r nane 
till, no one, nothing is left (U.). 
Phrase: he is guid (ill) to do till, 
he is easy (difficult) to please. 

tilfer [(te'lfar) to'lfor, tA'lfor], sb., 
movable bottom boards covering 
the keelson in a boat. comm. Occas. 
tilferd [ta'lford (tA'lford)]. Conn, 
occas.: [to'lford]. Partly in pi., til- 
fer(d)s. tolfer [to'lfor, to'lfor]: Du. 
— O.N. pilfar, n., row of planks 
forming a loose deck or floor in a 
vessel. No. tilfar, n. (R.), = Shetl. 
tilfer. Aasen has “tilfare” and 
“tiljufar” in sense of floor timber. 
See *tilji, sb. 

tili [tili], adj., 1) a) in time, oppor- 
tune; convenient; commonly used 
negatively, e.g.: hit is no a very t. 
time, it is not a very convenient 
time; hit is no very t., it is done 
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inconveniently as to time or manner; 
dis is no t., this goes the wrong 
way. U". b) practicable, noted 
down only negatively: no t., im- 
practicable (N.I. occas.: U.). 2) 
(lucky), indicating good luck or 
fine weather, commonly used nega- 
tively; dis is no t., this is a bad 
omen or sign, e.g. when the hands 
get cold in summer-time, or when 
the horses come down to the fences: 
a sign of storm, hit (he) is no t. 
to see sicc a lift, the sky forebodes 
bad weather. Un.; Norwich, U".: 
tilli [till], lucky. 3) comely, win- 
ning in appearance; he is no t., t.- 
like [lek]; pleasant to meet with; 
a t. body; f. to meet. U. 4*) A 
meaning early (that rises early), = 
No. tidleg, adj., may be presupposed 
by the occurrence of tili, adv. (q.v.), 
early. — *tidligr, from O.N. tld, f., 
time, moment, Shetl. tia, sb., lucky 
time, success. Cf. O.N. tidr, adj., 
in sense of having a mind to, dear, 
pleasant. With regard to tili 3 O.N. 
pySligr, adj., kind-looking, mild, 
gentle, might also be suggested, but 
this last-named word is recorded in 
Shetl. Norn as *toitleg, in the 
compd. *utoitleg. See tilli, adj. 

*?tili [tili], adv., early, noted down 
in Barclay, MS. addition to Edm.: 
“teelie, early; hit’s teelie for dee i’ 
de mornin’.” — No. tidlega, tidlege 
(tiil-), Sw. dial. ti(d)liga, Icel. tidlega, 
Peer, tldliga, adv., early. 

♦tilli [tiji, teli, teli, tali], sb., 
movable board in the bottom of a 
boat. The word is now obs., except 
as preserved in the phrase “to move 
[mov, mov] or geng like [lek] de 
sun upon a t.”, to move very slowly, 
prop, like the sun across a board. 
U.; till, teli: Un.; teli, tali: Uwg’s. — 
O.N. pilja, f., a plank, board, in a 
floor or wall (No. tilja); in O.N. esp. 
of one of the parts of which a loose 
deck consists. Cf. s ku 11 e 1 (*s k ut -1i 1), 
tilfer and tinni, sbs. 

♦tillberdskatt [tal-bardskat-, til"- 
bard-; tal'^barskat1, til"bar-], sb., form- 
erly: small tax for permission to 
have one or more animals grazing 
in the out-field belonging to an- 
other farm or village. Later a) a 
small tax in general, b) in division, 
esp. of land or goods: small share, 
sister’s share of an inheritance; he 
shoved him aff wi’ a t., he cut him 
off with a very small share of land. 
Un. Also tilverskatt [tilvar-] and 
tilferskatt [ti'lfar-]: Un. An an- 
cient, somewhat divergent meaning 
of the word is found in Balfour: 
“Tulberskatt, N. Toldber-Skatt, a 
fine or rent exacted by the Vard- 
Thing from unentitled intruders on 
the Moar of its Herad”. — As to 
the origin of the word, which can 
only be vaguely conjectured, the foil, 
explanation is the most probable. 
With regard to the older form of 
writing “tulber-” with u, and “herd” 
in “tillberd-”, the word may be an 
orig. *tollbur<5r, that which is paid 
in toll (tax), from O.N. tollr, m., 
toll, tax, and “burdr” in O.N. (Old 
Norw.) skylda(r)bur5r, m., rent of 
land (Fr.). skatt is then a later 
tautological addition after the mean- 
ing of *tulber, *tillberd, was lost. 

ftilli [(tiji) teji], sb., = ftal, tali, 
sb., in sense 1, and may no doubt 
be etym. associated with that word. 

tilli [ti]i], adj., 1) successful, a 
t. body; 2) lucky, dat wouldno be 
t. Un. (Norwich). — *tl61igr. See 
the more common form tili, adj. 

tilt [te‘lt, to'lt], sb., a stepping 
lightly on one’s toes, in exprs. such 
as: 1) der ’r a t. on (upon) him 
(her), a) he (she) trips along on 
tiptoe, b) he (she) is very bent upon 
something. 2) he (sho) is on a t. 
to geng, he (she) is very anxious 
to get away; to be on a t. aboot a 
t’ing. Sa., Wests. 3) he (sho) is (is 
gaun) upo de tap o’ his (her) t., he 
(she) steps daintily on his (her) 
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toes, in finest array. Un. — To be 
classed with No. tilta, vb., a) to trip, 
b) to walk lightly, somewhat sway- 
ingly, and tylta, vb., to tread lightly. 

tilvid [ti|-vid‘], sb., a substitute. ymo — *tilvit? If tilvid is not a 
corruption of a *tilvig = tilvik, 
sb. (q.v.), it may be regarded in sense 
of: something to fall back upon, 
and be referred to O.N. vita, vb., to 
attempt, to know, to be conscious 
of, etc., or vitja, vb., to visit. 

tilvik [tilvik], sb., a helping hand, 
hand’s t.; gi’e me a hand’s t.! Sa., 
Wests. — No. tilvik, n., help, favour 
(Aa.). O.N. tilvik, n., is recorded 
in a divergent sense. 

*?tinda, sb., thawy snow; acc. to 
Edm. “fleecy wet snow”. Not fur- 
ther confirmed, prob. obs. — Must, 
if the word is correct, be classed 
with O.N. pidna, vb., to thaw, melt 
away, of snow. 

tindek [tindok, teindok], sb., a 
species of small, slender ray, raia. 
U.: [teindok]. Elsewhere more freq.: 
[tmdsk]. Now opposed to “t’ornback” 
(thornback, sting-ray), but must, as 
the name indicates, prop, and orig. 
denote a kind of sting-ray. Cf. No. 
tindebikkja, Icel. tindabikkja and tin- 
daskata, f., thornback, raia clavata. 

ftinder [tindor], sb., a spark, a 
small piece of red-hot peat for 
kindling a fire; a t. o’ fire. — Com- 
posite form. Cf. No. tandr, tandre, 
m., a spark, O.N. tandri, m., fire, 
L.Sc. find, tynd, sb., a spark, O.N. 
tundr, n., Eng. tinder, sb. See ta n d, sb. 

*ting [tip], sb., 1) court, assize; 
see a) *lagting, *law-ting, sb., b) 
*tin gwoll, sb. 2*) jurisdiction, dis- 
trict; now preserved only as the 
second part of compd. in some names 
of parishes, formerly jurisdictions, on 
Mainland: “Delting, Lunnasting,Nes- 
ting, Aithsting (*Edsting), Sandsting”, 
in which the word ting is now un- 
stressed and abbr. to “tin [tin, ten]”, 

pronounced: [de'ltin (dae'ltin), lon"as- 
tin’, nestin (naestin), estin, sa'nstm]; 
orig. forms: a) *Dal(ar)-ping, (the 
district with) the assize in the dale 
or near the village “i dali”, now 
“ Dale”, b) *Lundeidsping, (the district 
with) the assize on *Lundei3 (lundr, 
grove, wood; ei5, neck of land, see 
*ed, sb.), now “Lunna”, village, c) 
*Nesping, (the district with) the 
assize on the ness, d) *Ei3sping, 
(the district with) the assize on the 
neck of land, ei3, or near the village 
“a eifli”, now Ed [ed], e) *Sands- 
ping, (the district with) the assize 
on the sands or near the village 
“a sandi”, now “Sand”. — O.N. 
ping, n., a) a court, assembly, esp. 
for setting lawsuits, b) jurisdiction, 
district. 

*tingwoll [tipwol, -wal], sb., former- 
ly: place of assize, now only as a 
place-name, name of a parish, written 
“Tingwall”, on Mainland, where for- 
merly people assembled at the an- 
nual chief assize in Shetland. The 
judges presided on a holm in “de 
Loch o’ Tingwall”, close to the 
northern shore. A row of big, sub- 
merged stones led to the holm. — 
O.N. pingvpllr, m., uparliament- 
field", place where the “ping” sat. 

tinmol, -mel [tinmal, tonmol, -mel], 
sb., the site occupied by the build- 
ings of a farm: dwelling-house and 
out-houses; also the buildings of 
such a farm. Du., Conn. Also 
tonmel [tonmel]: Conn. — The word 
is distinguished from the common 
tunmol, tunwol, sb., pasture in 
the home-field of a farm, though 
it seems merely to be another form 
of the latter, tin-, ton-, may be a 
dim. of *tyni, formed by i-mutation 
from tun, sb., O.N. tun. See tun- 
lon and tunwel (tunmel), sbs. 

tinn [tin], vb., to pick, pluck; to 
t. de fish, de bens; sur heads 
(fish-heads), tinnd op wi’ butter. 
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Fe. — O.N. tina, vb., to pick, pluck, 
count up, gather. 

tinn, fin [tin (ten), tan], vb., of 
clouds and mist: to disperse, clear, 
lift-, de mist is tinnin aff, tinnd 
aff (Un,bu.). “he is tinnin him”,of the 
weather: it is clearing up. he is 
tinnd aff, the air has cleared, the 
mist has lifted-, partly also of rain: it 
has stopped raining (Du.). The form 
[tan] is reported esp. from Fe. Else- 
where more comm, [tin (ten)]. — 
O.N. pynna, vb., to make thin, also to 
disperse, impers. of mist: pynnir 
kof, poku, the mist is lifting. In 
general sense to make thin, the 
Shetl. word is equally well derived 
from Eng. thin, vb. 

tinnek, tinnjek [ti^ak], sb., partly 
used adjectivally, 1) sparsely-growing, 
immature corn; t. strae [‘straw’]. Yb. 
2) a light hail-shower; a t. shooer 
o’ hail. Yb. — *pynnka or *pynningr, 
from O.N. punnr., adj., thin. With 
tinnek 1 cf. No. tynnka, f., sparsely- 
covered meadow (R.). 

tinni [tini], sb., wooden partition 
wall in a house. Fe. Acc. to state- 
ment by elderly people such walls 
were formerly brought from Norway 
to Shetland. Phrase: as slow as de 
sun upon a t. (movin’ like de sun 
upon a t.), exceedingly slow in one's 
movements (Fe.). — May well re- 
present *tilni and be an old *piln-, 
plank, or collect.: joined planks. Cf. 
No. telna, f., flooring plank; floor 
of planks, and Sw. dial, teln, f., 
flooring plank, in pi. occas.: tinner, 
flooring planks (under “tilde”, f. Ri.). 
Hardly No. tind (R.), feel, pind, f., 
which is found only in sense of dia- 
phragm. See *tilji, sb., and the 
phrase thereunder, corresponding to 
that given here. 

tinsket [te'nskst], adj., offended; 
displeased; peevish. U., Yb. — May 
have arisen from a *tjinsket, re- 
presenting *kjinsket, as tj [(] and 

kj [y are merged together. A *k (j) i n- 
sket would be the same word as 
k(j)inkset (q.v.), from orig. *kinks- 
(ottr); No. kinksa, vb., to wriggle 
one’s head. Note, however, also L.Sc. 
tene, teyne, teen, vb., to vex, irritate 
(Jam.). 

ftinsl, tinsel [ti'nsol, to'nsal], vb., 
to turn upside down, to root up in 
rummaging, t. ower.— Origin obscure. 

tint [(ti'nt, te'nt) to'nt], sb., a very 
small portion (of solid or liquid); 
a piri t. — No. tint, m., very small 
portion, trifle, Osterdalen (Aa.). 

tinter [(ti'ntor, te‘ntor) ts'ntor], sb., 
\)asmallquantity,atrifle. Few. (L.W.). 
2) slight affection, trace, a slight at- 
tack (of illness, cold); a t. o’ cauld 
[‘cold’], a t. o’ de rose, slight attack of 
cold, etc. (N.Roe). From Un. reported 
in sense of degree, slight trace or 
distinction; du has a t. o’ dy faider, 
you remind (one) of your father 
(in manner and disposition). N.Roe. 
3) anything spread very thinly, a 
thin layer (Yh.), light snowfall, very 
light shower of snow, a t. o’ snaw 
(Us.). — There seem to be two diff. 
words here, tinter 1 is no doubt 
derived from tint, sb., in the same 
sense. With tinter 2 cf. No. tymt, 
m., suggestion, slight trace of some- 
thing (R.). tinter 3 is to be classed 
with “t’in”, adj., thin, tinn, “t’in”, 
vb., and tinnek, sb. 

tinter1 [ti'ntar], vb., to spread out 
thinly, e.g. manure; to t. ut. Uwg. 
Deriv. of tinn, “t’in”, vb., to thin. 

tinter2 [to'ntor], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
build up loosely and temporarily, 
e.g. a fence; to t. op a dike. Du. 
2) vb.n., to stand unsafely, barely 
to have foothold. Ai. (Fogrigerth). — 
For *tilter? With tinter 1 cf. in 
that case No. tyltra, vb., to build up 
loosely (R.), O.N. tylta, feel, tildra, 
vbs., and with tinter 2 the com- 
parisons given under tilt, sb. nt 
for It, however, would be a corrup- 
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tion, and therefore a *tynta = No. 
tvinta, vb., to reel, stagger (Aa.), 
might also be suggested, 

tinterfesen, see tantfisen. 
tintl, tintel1 [te‘nt3l, to'nt3!, -al], 

vb., to come lagging behind; to come 
tintl in behint. Un. [te‘nt3l]; Y. and 
Fe. [ta‘nt8l]. — In the same sense 
Faer. dyntla, vb., which is to be classed 
with dyntil, m., hind part. 

tintl, tintel2 [ta‘nt3l, td'nt8!, -al], 
vb., to spread out thinly, = tinter, 
vb. to tintl de seed ut ower de earf; 
he is tintlin it (de peats) a’ ut to 
dry. U. See tinter1, vb. 

tipp [tip, tap], sb., a) the last drop 
taken from a cow’s udder-, “sho 
took de last t. ut o’ de coo” (Sa.). 
b) a drop, small quantity (of some- 
thing liquid); orig. and esp. of milk; 
a t. o’milk. Sa.: [tap], topp [top]: 
Conn. To be classed with tipp, vb. 

tipp [tip, tap], vb. a., to milk drop 
by drop, esp. the lastmilkfrom a cow’s 
udder; to strip; to t. de coo. Occas. 
jokingly in gen. sense of to milk; 
to t. de mo (Fe.). N.I., Fo. Noted 
down esp. in Fe. with the pronunc. 
[tap]. Yn. [tip]. Also to begin to 
milk, to take the first milk from 
the udder, to t. doon de milk. Nm". 
[tip]. — *tippa. Cf. the Norw. deri- 
vative tipla, vb., in sense of to press 
out drop by drop (R.), tiplemolka, 
vb., to milk by drops (R.). No. 
tippa, vb. n., to drip (Aa.), Sw. (Fin- 
land) tippa, vb. n., to drip. 

tipper [tepar, tapar], vb., 1) vb. n., 
to stand on the very edge, just able 
to keep one’s equilibrium, e.g. on 
a ledge in a rocky wall, esp. in 
theexpr. “stand tipperin”. Sa., Wests. 
As adv.: tippernoni [tep'arnomi, 
tap-ar-] in “stand t.-n.”, scarcely so 
near or so dangerously as in “tip- 
perin”. Sa. 2) vb. a.: t. de fit [’foot’], 
to get foothold with the toes on a 
rocky edge in climbing. N.I. (Y.; 
Fe.) [tapar]. — Cf. Faer. tepur, adj., 

near the edge, in the expr. “standa 
tepurt”, to stand near the edge, 
No. “tippr” in “paa tippr-taa”, on 
tiptoe; L.Sc. tipper, vb., to walk 
unsteadily or on tiptoe. 

tippin [tipm (-in), tapin], sb., the 
last drops of milk taken from a 
cow’s udder. Fo.: [tapin]. Reported 
from Yn. in pi., tipp ins [tipins]. Also 
toppin [topin]: Fo. From tipp, vb. 

tird, sb., see tirr1, sb. 
tird [tird (terd), tard], vb., to get 

on quickly with one’s work, esp. in 
the preparing of wool and woollens, 
spinning and knitting; to t. at i’ de 
hand. Fe. [tird]. — To be classed 
with tirr1 (tird), sb., and No. terra, 
tirra, vb., to move quickly, to bustle. 
— In the more gen. senses to tear 
off (esp. of the wind), to pare off 
the greensward (t. de mor), to pull 
Ojf one’s clothes hastily, Shetl. 
“tird” and “tirr” are L.Sc. tirr, vb. 
(Jam.). 

tirl1 [(hr3!) ter5!, tar5!], sb., 1) a 
whirling round, rotation. 2) excited 
state of mind-, in a t. — *pyrl. To 
be classed with Icel. pyrla (pirla), 
vb., to whirl. — tirl-, and more 
freq. turl- [tor5!, tori-], without i-mu- 
tation, are found in some place-names 
in which the word denotes whirl- 
pool in the sea; thus: a) de Tirler [ter- 
lar], one of the sea-rocks “de Ramna- 
stakks”, north of Fedeland, N.Roe; b) 
Turligjo and Turlistakk [torh-] (Burra- 
firth, U".), cleft in a rock (gjo), and 
a high rock in the sea (stakk) re- 
spectively; Turlsund [tor3lsond] (Ai.). 
Whirlpools are found at all these 
places. — In sense of biting cold 
weather or wind, “tirl” is L.Sc., and 
to be classed with Eng. thrill. — 
Cf. tirl2, sb. 

tirl2 [tir9l, ter5!, tar3!], sb., the 
trundle of a water-mill. comm. — 
*pyrill. Cf. No. tverel and tyrel, m., 
Sw. dial, tyril (torel), m., churn- 
staff, Icel. pyrill (pirill), m., a whisk, 
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Fser. tyril (tiril), m., id. Prop, some- 
thing which whirls round or causes 
a whirling, and to be classed etym. 
with tirl1, sb. 

tirl [(hr3!), ter3!, tor3!], vb., to whirl 
round, to turn, to t. ower. — Icel. 
pyrla (pirla), vb. (vb. a.), to whirl. 

tirli1 [torli] and tirlek [terlek, tor- 
lok], sb., a very small cake, broni, 
baked from the last scraps of the 
dough and meal-, the last-kneaded 
and smallest broni (barley- or oat- 
cake). S.Sh. (Du., Conn.): tirli (and 
tirlek). M.Roe (Dew.): tirlek. simmi 
[semi]-tirlek, a small cake, broni, 
into which is put a lump of fat 
(sim); it is baked on a gridiron. 
M.Roe. — Is no doubt the same 
word as No. tirla, f., a puny, slender 
figure (R.). 

tirli2 [torli], sb., in the compound 
t.-erli [torli erli], the bunting. See 
under erli1, sb. 

ftirm [ter3m, tor3m], sb., nook, 
corner, very small compartment-, 
every t. o’ de bus, o’ de kist. Y. — 
Etym. obscure. Poss. gut, L.Sc. 
therm, sb. See tirmel, sb. 

tirm [(tir3m) ter3m, tor3m], vb., to 
tremble, shake, from fear or cold; 
to t. for ane; to t. wi’ cauld. Pres, 
part.: [(hrmin) termin, tarmin]. U". 
— Poss. to be classed with No. 
tarma and termla, vbs., to rush about 
restlessly (R.). 

tirmel [tormol], sb., rag, scrap 
left of something-, esp. negatively: 
der ’r no a t. o’ it efter. Yn. — Cf. 
No. termil, m., a long rag, a strip, 
from “tarm”. 

tirr1 [tir(r), ter(r)] and tird [hrd 
(terd), tord], sb., l) great haste, 
hurry, to geng wi’ a t., to walk in 
a hurry, he cam’ wi’ a t., he came 
with a rush. N.I. tirda [terda] and 
tirder [terdar]: Un.; to be in a t., 
to be in a hurry. 2) a) rushing 
about in an excited state of mind-, 
b) excitement-, to be in a tird, tirda, 

tirder, a) to rush distractedly about 
or along, ft) to be very excited. Un. 
3) violent shaking, agitation-, bad 
weather with strong wind or con- 
trary wind and agitated sea-, sho 
(de boat, steamer) will get a tird. 
N.I. — No. terr, m., a) hurried bust- 
ling about, b) hot haste (eagerness 
for something), R. For tird, appl. 
to rough weather, strong wind, etc., 
cf. No. terren, adj., strong, violent, 
continuous, of wind. See tirs, sb. 

tirr2 [tarr], sb., vibrating sound 
(M.), = dirr. See dirr, sb. 

tirrek [tar(r)ak], sb., name for a 
dog. Du. Prob. the quick one, de- 
rived from tirr1, sb. Diff. from the 
bird name “tirrek“ [terak, tarak], 
which is L.Sc. tirrock, sb., tern. 

tirren [(teran) taran], adj., ill- 
tempered, easy to tease-, a t. body, 
comm. More rarely torren [toran, 
tor3n]. — No. terren, tirren, adj., 
inter alia surly, hot-tempered, angry, 
irritated (Aa.), tyrren, adj., angry, 
irritated (R.), Icel. tyrrinn (tirrinn), 
adj., a) that teases others, b) gruff, 
fretful, tirren may spring either 
from *tirrinn (*terrinn) or from *tyr- 
rinn; but torren presupposes a *tyr- 
rinn. 

tirrt [te'rt], adj., ill-tempered, spite- 
ful. Sa., Wests. See the more com- 
mon tirren, adj. 

tirs [(te'rs) ta'rs], sb., l) vigorous 
pull or grasp. 2) a strong breeze 
suddenly springing up; he is cornin’ 
a t. o’ wind (Ireland, Duw.). 3) ex- 
ertion-, hard, laborious work-, der’r 
a t. upon him (Ti.). 4) great, 
feverish haste-, in a awfu’ t.; a t. 
o’ a hurry. 5) excitement, excited 
state of mind-, in a t. Beside tirs 
[ta‘rs] a form tiss [tass] is reported 
from N.Roe, Nmn. — Deriv. of tirr, 
sb. See tirs, vb. 

tirs [(te'rs) ta'rs], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
make sudden, vigorous pulls. 2) vb. 
refl., with “dem” [‘themselves’]: to 
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fight in play, dey ’re tirsin dem. 
3) vb. n., to hurry on with a work, 
to be very busy, e.g. in knitting and 
spinning; t. at. 4) vb. a., to agitate, 
esp. of the wind: to cause the sea 
to be agitated, t. op; de wind is 
[‘has’] tirst op de sea (Du.). 5) vb. a., 
to excite, top (Du.). 6) vb. n., to 
become agitated, of the sea; t op; 
de sea tirst op (Du.). 7) vb. n., 
to lose one’s temper, to be irritated, 
t op; he tirst op (Du.). 8) vb. n., 
of the wind: to begin to blow, he 
is tirsin ut o’ him, it is beginning 
to blow. N.I. (Y.; Fe.). — Deriv. 
of tirr, sb. No doubt partly to be 
classed with No. tersa, vb., a) to 
force, b) to exert oneself, c) to give 
a vigorous blow (R.), and tsersa, vb., 
to attack severely (Aa.). In sense 
of to excite, and become excited, 
irritated, tirs is to be classed with 
tirren, adj. Cf. tird, vb. 

tirsipel, tirsi-pe/ [te‘r"sipel ], tir- 
sibel [te‘r”sibel\ -b3l,> ta‘r"si-], tir- 
slbelt [to'r-sibae'lt-], sb., 1) a piece 
of cloth torn off, a rag; riven (torn) 
i’ tirsibels (Y.; Fe.). tirsibelts 
(Yn.); “laid or blawn i’ tirsibels”, 
e.g. of a sail (Yn. or Nm11.). 2) a 
ragged person; tirsipel: Fo. A 
form “tirsibald” is given in E.D.D. 
as Shetl. in both senses (sense 2: 
“a slovenly person”) from statement 
by J. Sp. (Uwg.). — The first part is 
no doubt to be classed with tirs, 
vb. For the second part see pelt, 
sb., a rag, and “pell”, sb., under 
pjolter, sb. For the forms -bel, 
-belt, cf. ragbelt, under ragapelt, 
sb. trussibelt, sb. (q.v.), differs 
from tirsibelt. 

tirsl [(te'rsol) ts'rsal], — tirs, vb. 
tirvel [tirval], sb., caudal vertebra 

of an animal. Un. For *dirvel? 
*dir<5ill? See derdel, derl (derrel), 
sbs. Cf. tivla, sb. 

tiser [tisar], sb., a strong, capable 
and energetic person, = “heeler”. 

Lunn. — Prob. to be classed with 
O.N. pysja, vb., a) to urge on, b) to 
rush along. Corresponds in sense 
almost to No. trysjar, m., a daring 
and clever fellow, prop, one who 
makes his way, from “trysja”, vb., 
to clear; to crush, crash; to rush 
violently along, etc. 

tiss [tess, tass], sb., a naughty, 
badly-behaved creature, used esp. 
of children and cats. N.Roe or 
Wh.(W.R.). — The word is prob. *pyssi 
(*pyrsi), deriv. of O.N. purs, puss, 
m., a giant, ogre. Sw. dial, tuss, 
m., a mountain-dweller, wolf, bear, 
etc., which is O.N. purs, is found 
inter alia also in sense of naughty 
child (Ri.). 

ftit [tit], vb., to peep. L.Sc. tete, 
teet, Da. titte, Sw. titta, vb., id. 

ftitek [titak], titen [titan], titin 
[titm], sb., a bird of the genus an- 
thus. Partly a) titlark, anthus pra- 
tensis, partly b) shore-lark, anthus 
obscurus. While titek is commonly 
used of both species, Shetl. “teetan” 
acc. to Swainson British Birds, esp. 
denotes the latter. Ork. titin (Swain- 
son: teetan), esp. denotes “anthus 
pratensis”. — No. tita, f., a small 
bird (titmouse, sparrow), titing (ii), 
m., sparrow, a small bird; Sw. tita, 
c., titmouse; Icel. tita, f., wood-lark 
(female). The Shetl. word corre- 
sponds in meaning to Eng. titlark, 
titling, but the form titen, titin, is 
No. titing. 

titl [tit3l (tat3l); tit9l], vb., to walk 
with short steps, to trip. Sa.,Wests.: 
[hPl] and [tat3!]. Un.: [tit3!]. Uwg: 
[tait9l]. to come titl in [tithn] behint, 
to come tripping behind (Un.). — 
Deriv. of titt1, vb., q.v. Somewhat di- 
vergent: Sw. dial, tittla, vb., to toddle. 

titsom, titsin, see tutsom, adj. 
titt [tit, tit], sb. (prop. adj. in neut), 

news, tidings; esp. interrogatively 
or negatively in exprs. such as: Kwat 
is dy t.? kwat t. is i’ dy mooth? 
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what is the news? No a t. (no a t. 
o’ news), not the least news. Wests. 
Sa.: [tit]. Fo.: [tit, tit]. — O.N. titt, 
neut. of “Mr”, adj., a) that is hap- 
pening, b) usual,frequent, etc.; hvat 
er titt? what is the matter? Icel. 
“hva5 segir pii titt?” what news 
have you? (B.H.). 

titt1 [tit], vb., to walk with short 
steps, to trip; t. or “geng tittin”. 
Sa., Wests. — No. tytta, vb., to 
step lightly, Fser. tita (tyta?), vb., 
to walk quickly with short, light 
steps, to trip. Cf. titl, vb. 

titt2 [tit], vb., to tell news. Sa. 
The word is not old. Formed from 
titt, sb. 

titter [titor, tetor, totor], vb., to 
shiver, esp. with cold; to t. wi’ 
cauld; to stand tit ter in [tif'ann’ 
etc.], to stand shivering, with chat- 
tering teeth, comm. — O.N. titra, 
vb., to shake, shiver. 

titteri [(tet'ori1) tafori-], sb., the 
thrush, turdus. Duw. (Ireland). — 
Formed onomatopoeically. 

tiv [tiv, tev], sb., 1) a patch, rag, 
tatter (U.). 2) a tuft, a small cluster; 
a t. o’ oo’ [‘wool’], a t. o’ girs 
[‘grass’], o’ hay. — The orig. vowel 
is uncertain. The word may be re- 
ferred partly to No. teve (e’)f m., 
a rag, scrap (R.), partly to No. tyfsa, 
f., a rag, piece of stuff, tufsa, f., 
a rag, tatter, tifsa, f., tangle, Sw. 
tofs and (dial.) tufs, c., m., tangled 
tuft, Da. tjavs, c. Cf. tivlek2 and 
tivrek, sbs. 

tiv [tiv], vb., to mend a skin buoy 
when cracked-, to t. a bow [‘buoy’]. 
Lunn. — No doubt prop, to put 
on a patch, and then to be classed 
with tiv, sb. Cf. tu2, vb. 

tivl [hv3l, tev®l], vb., 1) to work 
clumsily without much progress, to 
bungle-, what is du tivl in yonder 
aboot? Nmn. (N.Roe). 2) to walk 
in a queer, clumsy manner, esp. 
with the feet too close together, so 

that the ankles knock against each 
other-, to geng tivl in wi’ de feet. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — The orig. vowel 
is uncertain. Cf. No. tufla, tofla, 
vb., to work clumsily and labori- 
ously with little result (R.), tufla, 
tuvla, vb., to walk idly and listlessly 
about (R.), tofla, vb., to walk feebly 
and unsteadily (R.Suppl.), tovla, vb., 
to bungle, dawdle. Shetl. tivl most 
prob. represents a *tuvl. 

tivla [tivla, tevla], tivle [tivla], tivl, 
tivvel [tiv3!, tivol], sb., dorsal verte- 
bra. a tivl i’ de rigg, de tivvels 
o’ de rigg. Also with added dim. 
ending: tivlek [tivlak]. Phrase: I 
ken every tivl o’ his rigg, I know 
him through and through, — I ken 
every “lith” o’ his rigg. The forms 
tivla (Fo.), tivle (Fe.? acc. to J.I.) 
are now rare, and denote esp. dorsal 
vertebra of a whale. The vertebrae 
of whales were used formerly as 
seats, like blocks of wood (stabbs); 
cf. rodastabb, sb. tivl is used 
occas. in a more restricted sense of 
caudal vertebra, the hindmost dorsal 
vertebra of an animal, de t. o’ de 
rigg (Nms.). — No. tavla, tovla, f., 
dorsal vertebra. Cf. tirvel, sb. 

Tivla [tivla], sb., troll-name (name 
of a sorceress) in an old fairy-verse 
(Fe.). Divla [divla]: Fo. — May be 
referred to No. tufl, tuvl, (n. and) 
m., tufla, tuvla, f., a fool, a poor 
wretch (R.), or to the Faeroese name 
“Tivil” [toivil, toivil], occurring in a 
nursery rhyme. Cf. Fivla under 
fifler, sb. 

tivlek1 [tivlok], sb., a thick, badly- 
kneaded and badly-shaped cake 
(broni), esp. a lump of dough knea- 
ded into such a cake. Partly of a 
small but thick broni. a burstin- 
t. grotti-tivleks (coarse bread). Du. 
— Poss. the same word as tivla, 
dorsal vertebra. 

tivlek2 [tivlsk, tevlak], sb., 1) a 
patch, rag, tatter, strip. A form 
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tifli [tefli] is noted down in U. 2) 
a tuft, e.g. of hair, wool. N.l. — 
Deriv. of tiv, sb., to which it corre- 
sponds in both senses. The Norw., 
Sw. and Da. forms (corresponding 
in meaning) have deviating deriva- 
tive endings (-s, -sa); see under 
tiv, sb. 

tivlet [tivlat], adj., having a queer, 
clumsy gait (the feet too close to- 
gether); a t. body. N.Roe. From 
tivl, vb. 2, q.v. 

tivli [tevli], adj., strong, firm, dur- 
able; of good, fundamental quality; 
hit is no very t. Du. — If the word 
has not arisen from the syn. stivli, 
adj., by dropping of initial s, tiv may 
be explained from No. tov, n., = to, 
n., in sense of sort, substance. 

tivrek, tivverik [(tivorek-) teva- 
rek-], sb., a small piece, strip; re- 
ported esp. of a small, dried piece 
of skate, a t. o’ skate. N. — To 
be classed with tiv (tivlek2) and 
tever, sbs. 

tivvek [(tivok) tevak], sb., in dig- 
ging: a small piece of earth left 
untouched by the spade. Uc. — 
Derivative of tiv, sb. Cf. netle- 
bit, sb. 

tjaggel, sb., loop in the side of 
a basket; see under tjogel, sb. 

tjalk [t§a‘lk], sb., whitish clouds 
covering the hill-tops, mostly in warm 
weather; t. and warmness. Wh. — 
Prob. arisen from *dalk through a 
transition form *djalk [*djaik, *((a‘lk, 
*d71aik]. Cf. the forms djalk and 
(in Wh.) tjalk, developed from dalk, 
vb. No. dalk, m., adhering spot, 
dalka, vb., inter alia to soil. Peer. 
d£lka, vb. 

tjalk [t$a‘lk], see dalk (djalk), vb. 
tjarf [t§a‘rf], see djarf, adj. 
tjask [t§ask], sb., haze, hazy at- 

mosphere. L., Wh. — May have 
been developed either a) from dask 
through a transition form *djask (cf. 
dalk > djalk > tjalk, under dalk, 
vb.), or b) from sjask1 [§ask], sb. 

tjigg frg Oyg). ^‘gl. sb-, a pull, jerk; to gi’e a t. at onyt’ing, to jerk 
at something without effect. Sa., 
Wests. — Prob. from tjugg, more 
correctly tjog [tjog]. See tjog3, sb. 

tjigg [(ig (lyg, bjig)], vb., to pull, 
jerk, to pull at something without 
effect; de lamb tjiggs (is tjiggin) 
at de stake, the lamb is jerking at 
the tether-peg; de dog tjiggs at de 
sheep. Sa., Wests. — Is no doubt 
developed from tjugg, more correctly 
written tjog, pronounced [tjog]. See 
tjog, vb. 

tjiggeld, kjiggeld, see tjogel, sb. 
tjo [to, (t6)], sb., old, long and 

withered grass. Conn. — Prob. for 
*10, parallel form to toa2, sb., q.v. 

tjo [t(j)6 (tsjo)], adv., certainly! 
ironically in the affirmative; actually 
in negative sense. Sa. — Arisen 
from *jo, adv., yes, O.N. j&. 

tjog1 [tjog], sb., additional piece 
of wood for knee-timber in a boat; 
see tog1, sb. 

tjog2 [tjog], sb., a band tied round 
a cow's head. Fo. — O.N. tog, n., 
a rope, cord. 

tjog3 [tjog, tjog, tjog (tog, tag)], 
sb., 1) a jerk, pull, to tak’ a t., 
to make a vigorous pull, to pull 
quickly and vigorously, e.g. at a 
rope, line (Fo.). to gi’e a t., to give 
a jerk. Fo.: [tjog]; N.I.: [tjog] and 
[tjog] (Fe.: tjog. Un.: tjog). Wh.: 
[tog, t°g]- to gi’e a t. upo de ayre, 
to give a smart pull with the oar. 
Sa. and Ai. [tjog, tjog]. der’ wer’ 
no a t. upo de line, the fish would 
not take the bait, prop, there was 
no jerk upon the line. Nm. [tjog]. 
2) very small fish, esp. a small 
ling, a t. o’ a ting, at. o’ a ling. 
Du. [tjog]. In this sense also tog 
[tog]: Du. In Duw. (Ireland) tog is 
noted down in a somewhat divergent 
sense: a full-grown, but lean, poor 
ling, a tog o’ a ling. Prop, no 
doubt something which is pulled 

| up by the so-called tjogin (togin): 
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the act of pulling the fishing-line 
up and lowering it, in order to allure 
the fish, esp. the ling, in fishing 
near land where usually small fish 
are caught. Cf. the relation between 
jag, sb., a small codling, and jag, 
vb. 1, = tjog, vb. — *tog, n., a) 
a pulling, drawing, jerking, b) that 
which is pulled up. Icel. tog, n., 
a pulling. To be classed with tjog, vb. 

tjog4 [tjog], sb., a draught, gulp, 
in drinking; he took a guid t. (o’ 
milk, water, etc.). Also tjogi [tjogi]. 
Fo. — *tog, draught. Prop, the 
same word as tjog3, and to be 
classed with tjog, vb. 

tjog5, sb., leg of the trouser, see 
tjug, sb. 

tjog [tjog (tjog, (og), tjog (tjo3g, 
^og)], vb., to draw, pull, haul, esp. 
1) a) to pull vigorously, esp. at a 
rope, line. Fo. and U".: [tjog]. In 
hauling up a fishing-line: he is 
tjogin at her (= de line). Wh. 
[tog], t. at (Un.) = tjog; he is 
tjogin at. to pull at something; 
to t. at a ting. Wh. [tog], “t. at” 
also: to draw hard at the nipple, 
to suck fast, of a sucking child or 
animal. Un. [tjog]. t. de milk [mai'lk], 
in milking a cow: to pull gently 
but continuously at the teats, when 
a cow has only little milk or when 
the udder is tender; Fo. [tjog]. to 
suck with difficulty when the mother 
has only little milk left; Sa. [tjog, 
t§og]. b) to pull up the line and 
lower it again, moving it to and 
fro in order to allure the fish, esp. 
in fishing for ling near land; to t. 
for ling; Du. [tjog]. In this sense 
also (but more rarely): tog [tog]; 
Du. occas. (Irel., Duw.). 2) to work 
eagerly at a thing without much 
success; to t. in a ting. Wh. [tog]. 
3) to keep on asking for something, 
to trouble one with repeated requests 
or inquiries, to t. at ane; he tjoged 
[tjoag3d] at me; Fe. [tjog, tjoag]. — 

O.N. toga, vb., to draw, pull. With 
tjog 1 b cf. jag, vb. 1, and dorro, 
vb. With tjog 3 cf. jag, vb. 2. 

tjoga1 [tjoga], sb., a pull with the 
oar, in rowing; “de Norwa-Finns 
could pull fifty mile(s) a t.” Sae. 
(Snaraness) and Aiw. — From *tog, 
pull, a pulling, drawing. See tjog3, 
sb., and tjog, vb. 

tjoga2 [tjoga], sb., tough soil which 
has lain fallow for a long time; 
soil of which the surface is covered 
with rootlets. Fo. — Prob. from 
O.N. tag, f., root-fibre. No. taag, f., 
root-fibre, is used in pi. (tseger), 
partly in a wider, general sense of 
tough, fibrous substance (Aa.). 

tjoga3 (tjugga, tjogga) [tjoga, toga, 
tjoga, t°ga]i sb-, a species of sea- 
bird: 1) the guillemot, 2) razor- 
bill. N.Sh. Also a) tjogi (tjuggi, 
tjoggi) [tjogi, togi, tjogi, t^gi], b) 
kjoga (kjugga, kjogga) [Koga, 
k,oga], kjogi, etc. [l^ogi, l^ogi]. N.Sh. 
From W. is reported tjogi [tjogi] 
in sense of a young razor-bill. In- 
terchange between tj and kj is due 
to merging of [t] and [y. — The 
forms with tj [tj, t] are the more 
common, and are no doubt older 
than those with kj [y. But as O.N. 
tj and pj both phonetically become 
sj in Shetl. Norn, j in tjoga, etc. 
is hardly original. The Shetl. word 
may have been developed from No. 
toka, f. (toke, m., tok, n.), a fool, 
= Sw. tok, m., toka, f. Short o 
(u) in tjoga, etc., appears to be ir- 
regular, as No. “tok-” has long o; 
but partly long main vowel is often 
abbr. in Shetl. Norn, and partly in 
Da. dial, is found with short o: 
tokke, vb., to show foolish behavi- 
our. Words signifying/oo/are often 
used of sea-birds; cf. e.g. tobi, sb., 
as the name of cormorant, prop, a 
fool, and No. tole (oo), m., a young 
puffin, tol (oo), m., a fool, a poor 
wretch. 
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tjogel, tjuggel [tjogal, ^ogal], sb., 

a band, loop, esp. in the side of a 
basket (kessi, straw-basket, or ha&\, 
fish-creel). Wests. (Sa., Ai.). Fe. occas. 
Sa.: [tjogal, t0g9l> tqogal]. In Few. 
also tjoggel [togal]. Y. occas.: [tjo- 
gal]. Fe. occas. togel,tuggel [togol]. 
Other forms are t jagg eld j^agald 
(t^agold)], peculiar to Fe6., and tjig- 
geld, kjiggeld [l^egold], peculiar 
to U. tjaggeld is reported also in 
sense of loop used for button-hole 
in a jacket. Edm. gives “tuggl” as 
Shetl. with the explanation “a kind of 
pin for fastening the ends of a band”. 
— As a verb in sense of to pull, jerk, 
[tjogol, etc.] is L.Sc. tuggle, vb. — 
O.N. tygill, m., a band, strap (from 
tog, n., cord, rope). 

tjogi (tjuggi) [tjogi], sb., a small 
rope, band, loop, esp. a) a woollen 
band put round an animal's head, 
= tjog2, sb.; to mak’ a t. to put 
roond a coo’s head; b) straw-band, 
loop, in the side of a straw-basket, 
kessi or mesi; one loop on each 
side. Fo. — dim. form, deriv. of 
O.N. tog, n., rope: *tygi? May also 
be an abbr. form of tjogel, tjuggel, 
O.N. tygill. See tjogel, sb. 

tjolk, tjolg, tjolger, tjolk, sb., see 
gjolg, gjolger, sb. 

*tjordin, sb., thunder. Acc. to 
Edm., who writes the word: tiordin. 
A.L.: teurdin. — Da. torden, c. 

tjub [t§ub, tsj63b], sb., the deep: 
depths of the sea; deep morass. Yh. 
[t§nb], Wh. [t§63b]. See djub, sb. 

*?tjug (tjog), sb. Acc. to Edm. 
“teugs” (pi.), “the thighs of a pair 
of breeches”. Not further confirmed; 
prob. obs. For “eu” = jo, ju, see 
*tjordin, sb. — The Shetl. form 
tjug (tjog) seems to be a mingling 
of O.N. pjo, n., and Eng. thigh (A.S. 
peoh, sb., id.). O.N. pjo would re- 
gularly have given *sju [*§n] in Shetl. 
Norn. — For a curious form troi, 
thigh, which poss. is the same word, 
see ftroi, sb. 

tjugga, sb., see tjoga3, sb. 
tjuggel, sb., see tjogel, sb. 
tjunkels. tjunklins, see tunkels. 
tjur [t§ur], sb., animal. Fe6., Wh., 

Sk. For djur, sb., q.v. 
to [to], sb., small, low point or 

tongue of land, as a place-name, 
e.g. de oter and de inner To (Harolds- 
wick, Un.), the outer and the inner 
point. Also in L.Sc. “tae” [te, he]: 
de Tae o’ de Slidderins (Sa.), point 
of land, angling-rock. Occas. as the 
name of a rising rock, “de To” = 
“de Kokk” in Swinaness, Un. — Is 
in this latter sense O.N. t£, f., toe. 
Cf. No. taa, f., a) toe, b) the outer- 
most point of a ness (R., Suppl.). 

tob [tob], vb., 1) incessantly to 
carry on empty talk; to sit to bin. 
2) to persist in a tiresome way in 
asking one for or about something, 
esp. something trifling; to t. at ane. 
3) to grumble and scold continually; 
to t. at ane, t. at a t’ing; to sit 
to bin. U. — Prop, no doubt to be- 
have oneself (to talk) like a fool, 
with orig. implied sense of loqua- 
city. In that case to be associated 
with No. and Sw. taap, tap, n., Da. 
t&be, c., a fool^ See tobi, sb. 

tobi [tobi, tobi, tobi], sb., nick- 
name for the cormorant. Used also 
as a tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
U.: [tobi, tobi]. Esh., Nmw. [t6bi]. — 
Prob. the same word as No. taap, 
n., taape, m., Sw. t&p, n., Da. t&be, 
c., a fool. This is confirmed by 
the foil, derivative, tobilingi. In 
Shetl. the word has an old secon- 
dary sense: talkative being, one that 
is always talking or crying; see 
tob, vb. 

tobilingi [to'bihrj'gi], sb., nickname 
(tabu-name, sea-term) for cormorant, 
= tobi. Fe. tobilinti [to'bila'n'ti] 
is noted down in Y. and Fe. as a 
call-name for a child or cormorant. 
— tobilingi is no doubt Peer, ta- 
pulingur, m., a fool, simpleton. 

tod [tod, tad] and todder [todor 
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(t5der)], sb., a low, whistling sound 
of the wind in the roof-opening or 
chimney, a t. i’ de lum. N.I. occas. 
(U.). — tod springs from O.N. *pot, n., a howling; whistling, fodder 
seems to be a combination of tod, 
*pot, and O.N. pytr, m., a noise, a 
whistling sound, as the nom. sign 
-r in masc. occas. is found preserved 
in Shetl. in a fossilized state. Cf. 
tod, sb., in which 0 is best explained 
from an orig. y. The form dod (q.v.) 
with regular change p > d is more 
common than tod, todder. tod is 
preserved in the compd. brim tod, sb. 

tod [tod, t5d] and todder [todor], 
vb., of the wind: to produce a low, 
whistling sound in the roof-opening-, 
de wind is todderin [tod^'anm] i’ 
de lum. U. — Formed from tod, 
todder, sb., and not directly from 
O.N. pjota, vb., to howl; whistle, etc. 

todd [tod], sb., a tiny little per- 
son-, a t. 0’ a body, 0’ a t’ing. Fe., 
Yh. toddek [todak, todak]: Ai. The 
latter is noted down also in sense 
of small thing (creature). — O.N. 
tuttr, m., a dwarfish being, manikin 
(tom-thumb). Sw. dial, tutte, m., a 
small boy. 

toddek, sb., see todd, sb. 
toddj [tod^], sb., a dumpy person. 

Fe. — No doubt to be classed with 
todd, sb. 

todset [tod"S£t', tod'seh (-saet1)], 
vb., in pursuing an animal to drive 
it to a place where its capture is 
certain; to pursue, surround and 
catch an animal; to t. a sheep or 
horse. Un. In Sa., Wests, is noted 
down a form todset [todsaet] in 
sense of to bring to bay by pur- 
suing, to exhaust to extremity; de 
yowe is todset, the ewe stands 
gasping and trembling, caught by 
the dog; to be todset, to be quite 
exhausted. — Poss. a *potsetja, *setja 
1 pot, with which may be compared 

O.N. sitja 1 pot, to be in dread of 
being attacked? (see Fr. under “pot”), 
and O.N. pjota, vb., “pjota 6”, in 
sense of to attack one. 

ftofri [tgfri, t&fri], adj., abundant. 
Du. Origin uncertain. For*ut-ofri? 
that which is beyond the necessary? 

toft [t&ft], sb., former site of a house, 
corresponds in form to Eng. toft, 
sb., but springs in Shetl. from O.N. 
topt (and tupt), f. The word is often 
found in old place-names in various 
forms: a) topt [topt, tapt], esp. as 
the first part of compd.: Topte- [topta-, 
tapta-]; de Toptens [toptans] (Papa 
Stour), def. pi.: *toptirnar. b) tupt 
[topt]; de Tuptategs (Huland, U.): 
*tupta(r)-teigar; see *teg, sb. c) toft 
[t&ft]; Toften (Fe.): *1 toptum. d) taft 
[taft]; de Tafts, de Taftens: *toptirnar; 
Kolbenstaft (Fe.): !|,Kolbeins-topt. Taf- 
titun (F.I.): *toptattin. See Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 158—159. “taft” is a L.Sc. 
form and more used in the colloq. 
language than “toft”. 

tog1 [to®g], sb., additional piece 
of wood for knee-timber (band) or 
“knee - timber - head", “knee - head" 
(q.v.), in a boat when the knee- 
timber or knee-timber-head is too 
short, tog, “knee-tog [kni-to3g"]” 
is noted down in Nmn. (N.Roe). In 
other places: a) twog [two3g], knee- 
twog [knTtwo3g"], peculiar to Nmw., 
b) tj 0 g [tjog], oxter-tj 0g [ak'startjog"], 
peculiar to Ai., Wests. — As “tae”, sb., 
toe, is found in a similar sense in the 
compd. kraga-tae (q.v.), and as the 
sound-combination wo [wo] in twog 
mainly points to an orig. &, tog 
(twog, tjog) prob. springs from O.N. 
t£, f., toe. tog then stands for *to-ek 
(in which -ek is the suffix), as tug, 
a mound, for *tu-ek, and brug, a 
mound, for *bru-ek. 

tog2 [tog], sb., a) a very small 
ling (Du.), b) a full-grown but lean 
and poor ling (Duw.). See tjog* 

61 
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[tjog], sb., which is the most com- 
mon form, used esp. in sense a (Du.). 
To be classed with tog, vb. 

tog [tog], vb., in ling-fishing near 
land: to pull the fishing-line up and 
down, to and fro, to allure the fish ; 
t. for ling. Du. occas. (Duw.). — 
O.N. toga, vb., to pull. The form 
tjog [tjog, tjog], vb. (q.v.), is much 
more common, both in the above- 
given and in other senses. — O.N. 
tog, n., a rope, and *tog, n., a pulling, 
etc., as well as several derivatives 
from “tog”, are found in Shetl. only 
in forms with tj; see tjog2 and4, 
tjoga1, tjogi, tjogel, sbs. 

togemo.tuggeme1 [tog ome-, tog a- 
me"], sb., l) mist, thick haze; dis 
is a t. or “misty track”; we canno 
see de land (U.). More freq. used 
by comparison of a dense swarm of 
small flying creatures, such as a 
swarm of insects (gnats), a flight 
of birds, also by transference of a 
shoal of fish, in the exprs. a) “as 
t’ick as t.”, with obscuration of the 
orig. meaning of the word, prop. 
as thick as mist or heat-haze, b) 
“like [lek] t.”; dey ’re cornin’ like 
t., e.g. a shoal of herrings (Y.). Next, 
without comparison: 2) a) a dense 
flying swarm of insects or birds, b) 
shoal of fishes, N.I. In U. also in 
the forms tiggamo [tig'amg"], tig- 
gemo [tig-ome"]. Yh.: [tog’omo"] 
and tjogemo, tjuggemo [tjog‘3- 
mo"]. 3*) immature corn. Ym. [tog-o- 
mg"]. 4) Occas. in the expr. “like 
t.”, of work, which gets on well, noted 
down esp. of the hauling up of a 
fishing-line in a place where there 
is no current; to hail de lines like 
t.; sho (de line) is hailin’ like t. 
Yh. [tog'ome”]. — *poku-m6i (or 
-modi? -moda?). The first part is 
O.N. poka, f., fog, mist. With the 
second part cf. No. moe, m., heat- 
haze, mist, I cel. moda, f., id. 

togeme, tuggeme2 [tog-amg-], sb.. 

in the expr. “as tough [tj&/] as t.”, 
of something which is very tough 
to chew (Us>wg), seems to be a ming- 
ling of the prec. word and No. tyg- 
gja mo, to chew froth, Shetl. mu1 

(mo1), sb., froth; saliva. 
toig, toieg [toiag, toiog (t&iag)], 

sb., a small straw-basket, esp. for 
holding meal and corn. N.I. and 
several places. Fo.: toieg and toi 
[tfii]. In Fo. “de muckle (the large) 
toieg“ denotes a basket for meal, 
while “de piri (the small) toieg” is 
a basket for eggs. — Orig. a basket 
made of root-fibres, *t&gi, m., or 
*tagja for *taegja, f. (from O.N. teg, 
f., root-fibre). No. taage, m., and 
taegja, f., a basket [prop, made of 
root-fibres), Aa. 

toilkekast [toiTkokasf], sb., 1) 
knack or art of carrying out some- 
thing, esp. negatively: he has nae 
[‘no’] t. aboot it, he has not the 
knack of how to do it. 2) odd be- 
haviour or demeanour; du has dee 
a t. Un. (Burrafirth). Corresponds 
in sense 1 to No. toke (tokje), *toeki, 
n., faculty of doing a thing, grasp, 
knack; but 1 in toilke complicates 
a direct deriv. from this word, toilke 
may then be a contraction of an orig. 
*tiltoeki (or O.N. tiltaka, accus.: -tQku), 
grasp, etc., = No. toke. Such a 
contraction may have taken place 
after the adding of the word kast, 
which in this case is L.Sc. cast, 
sb., handiness, dexterity. Cf. O.N. 
tiltak, n., a taking hold of, tiltaka 
(tiltekja), f., and tiltoeki, n., under- 
taking. 

toilter [toi'ltor], sb., a short, thick- 
set person. Noted down as a nick- 
name. Also as a nickname for an 
animal, such as a foal with short 
jaws. Du. — Prob. a *tultr, and to 
be classed with No. tult, tuldr, tultr, 
m., a bundle. 

tointagg [tointag], sb., noted down 
only in pi., tointaggs, rags, tatters, 
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in the expr. “hing i’ tointaggs", 
to hang in tatters, of a garment. 
Yn. — A compd. Prob. a metaphor, 
denoting a thorn. The first part toin- 
is regularly developed from O.N. porn, 
m., a) thorn, b) thorn-bush, pyrnir; 
cf. e.g. *koin-, *konn- from O.N. 
korn. The second part is No. tagge, 
tagg, m., tack. Sw. torntagg, thorn 
of a thorn-bush, of a rose-bush. 

*toitfeg(t), adj., comely, neat. Only 
with the negative prefix: u-. See 
*utoitleg, adj. 

tokki-ho [tok-iho-], tukki-ho [tok"i- 
ho’], sb., a species of small shark, 
smooth dogfish. Yn. Said to be the 
same kind of shark as the so-called 
blindho and hotask. — The first 
part tokki may, owing to the shark’s 
slow, indolent movements (note the 
name blindho), poss. be associated 
with Sw. dial, taker, sb., one who 
is slow and sluggish in his (her) 
movements. Or with O.N. poka, vb., 
to move, advance slowly? More 
probable, however, is a deriv. from 
*tok, with short o, corresponding to No. 
and Sw. “tok (toke, toka”, a fool) 
with long o (mentioned under tjoga3, 
sb., razor-bill or guillemot). Another 
word with root-meaning/oo/ is found 
as a tabu-name, sea-term for ho; 
see golin, sb. 

ftol1 [tol, to3l], vb., is O.N. pola 
and Eng. (arch, or dial.) thole, vb., 
to endure, suffer. With the phrase 
“hit sail nae be tol in dee”, you 
shall pay for this, cf. O.N. “eigi er 
pat polandi”, it cannot be tolerated. 

tol2 [to3l], vb., to pull up the 
fishing-line carefully and let it go 
down again repeatedly in order to 
allure the fish, esp. the ling, to take 
the bait; comm, as vb. a. with “ling 
(fish)” as object: t. de ling. Du. — 
No doubt prop, to entrap, and to 
be classed with O.N. tai, f., attempt 
to ensnare, whence “tela”, vb., to 
dupe, ensnare,\d\si%\ (-segi), m., bait. 

taisnara, f., a trap; Icel. talar, f. pi., 
allurements, snares (B.H.). tol then 
springs from a non-mutated *taia, 
as forms without i-mutation are fairly 
common in Shetl. Norn. The word 
is found also in Eng. dial, “toll” 
in sense of to entice, allure, per- 
suade; but its restricted use in Shetl., 
where it is found only in fishermen’s 
lang., makes its origin from O.N. 
more probable than from Eng. dial. 

tolbit [to'lbit, -bat; tojbit, -bat], sb., 
1) by-piece of anything; extra meal. 
2) a gift, jocularly or ironically. Fe. — 
Poss. No. tolsbite, m., a bite to ap- 
pease hunger (S.B. in Suppl. to R.). 
More prob., however, from *tilbot 
by vowel change, and to be referred 
to Icel. tilbot, f., addition, as the 
latter corresponds better to meaning 
1 of Shetl. tolbit. 

tolem [tollin'], sb., patience-, to 
ha’e t. wi’ onybody. Un. — O.N. 
pol, n., and polinmoedi, f., id. The 
explanation of -em in Shetl. tolem 
is uncertain. 

tolfer, sb., see tilfer, sb. 
tolin1 [tohn, to3lm], adj., patient, 

persevering; steady and somewhat 
slow; t. rooth, steady, moderate and 
persevering rowing. — Is O.N. po- 
linn, adj., persevering (strong), able 
to endure much, though it is now 
comm, regarded as pres. part, of 
tol1, vb., Eng. *thole, vb. Icel. po- 
linn and polugr, Fser. tolin, adjs., 
patient, enduring. No. tolen, tolig 
(tolug), adj., patient, meek; moder- 
ate-, persevering. 

tolin2 [to3lin], adj., of the edge of 
a knife: very sharp-, dat knife has 
a t. edge. Nm. — Prob. from an 
orig. *tal-, the stem in O.N. taiga 
and telgja, vb., to carve, cut (in 
wood or stone). 

Tollegses, Toljegses [t&l"3(g)ses- 
(toj--), t6l"3(g)ses\ -s3s”, -sis'], sb., 
in the foil.: a) T.-e’en, the day or eve 
before St. Thorlak's day, the 22nd 

61* 
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of December, and b) T.-day, St. 
Thorlak's day, the 23rd of December. 
In Fo.: Todleses-*apta (ap) [t&d"- 
l3S3s-ap"ta (-ap")], -e’en, the day be- 
fore St. Thorlak's day, see *apta, 
sb., and Todleses-*dag [tSd'dasss-- 
dag"], -day, St. Thorlak's day, see 
Mag1, sb. — Tollegses (Todle- 
s es) represents *T o 11 egs (T o d 1 e gs)- 
mess by dropping of m. Icel. Dor- 
l&ksmessa, No. (Nordl.) Tollaksmessa, 
Fser. Todlaksmessa, St. Thorlak's 
day, the 23rd of December. Fser. 
Todlaksmessuaftan, the 22nd of De- 
cember, and Todlaksmessudagur, the 
23rd of December. Cf. Tammasmass- 
apta and Tammasmass-dag (St. Tho- 
mas’s day) under *apta, sb., and 
Mag1, sb. 

tolli [toli, toli] and tulli [toli], sb., 
a sheath-knife, partly and prop, a 
knife for whittling wood, partly e.g. 
a knife for cutting bait; in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. comm, called skoni. 
A tolli (tulli), in contrast to a clasp- 
knife, cannot be closed. — tolli 
(tulli) is merely a first part of compd., 
as the second part, “knife”, is dropped. 
O.N. talguknlfr, m., sheath-knife, 
used for carving in wood or stone 
(O.N. taiga, telgja, vb., to carve in 
wood or stone), tolli presupposes 
a form *t£lg(u)- as in Icel. (6 > o 
in Shetl. Norn); tulli presupposes a 
’'‘tolgu-. 

toll, sb. and vb., tolti, adj., see 
tult, tulti. 

tom [tom (to3m), tom, tom (tom)], 
sb., (snell,) line, fishing-line, esp.: 
a) line of an angling-rod, b) of a 
long-line: one of the snells hang- 
ing from the main line, [tom]: 
N.I. and other places, Du. [tom]: 
M. occas. [tom]: Sa., Wests., be- 
side [tom], and several places, [tom] 
is rare and is found in the compd. 
“tomi [tomi]-keys” (Un. occas.), im- 
plement for twisting o/toms, prop, 
the same as “brigdin-keys” (under 

brigd, vb.). See under “tomi-keys”. 
A form tom [tom] is found in a 
couple of compds.: a) *t0mros, sb., 
= *tomros (q.v.); b) to mi-keys, sb. 
pi. (q.v). — O.N. taumr, m., rope, 
rein, also an angling-line (Icel. tau- 
mur, No. taum, Faer. teymur, m.). 
Fser. teymur, the lower end of a 
fishing-line, or a short line to which 
the hook is fastened (Svabo). Eng. 
dial., L.Sc. tome, sb., angling-line. 

Tomas-mass, sb., St. Thomas's 
day, the 21st of December. Comm, 
in the form “Tammas-mass” [tam"- 
asmas-, -mas-]. For Tammasmass- 
*apta, the 20th of December, and 
Tammasmass-Mag, the 21st of De- 
cember, see *apta and Mag1, sbs. 
— Icel. Tomasmessa, No. (Mandal) 
Tomasmessa, Faer. Tummasmessa, f., 
the 21st of December. 

tom [tom]-6/£er = onglabiter. 
*tomr0s [tom'ros-], sb., a piece of 

string or line. Also ’•'tomros [tom'- 
ros-]. a t. till a *fongsnoro (violin). 
Conn. — For the first part see tom, 
sb. Might ros be Icel. ryskja, f., in 
“togryskja”, filament of wool? 

tonga [togga], sb., a small, tongue- 
shaped cake which is boiled (Sa.); 
see tunga, sb. 

*tongi [toggi (t&ggi)], sb., tongue of 
land, point, prop, and esp. of a low 
tongue of land, similar to the com- 
mon teng. In the form tongi now 
found only as a place-name, e.g. “de 
bred Tongi” and “de narrow Tongi” 
(de Hemtun, Fo.). de Tongi o’ de 
Krossmels (Fe.). Tongan swarta 
[toggan swa'rta] (south of South Wick, 
Uyea, Nmn_w.) may be *tanginn svarti, 
accus.: *tangann svarta, "the black 
tongue of land", but may also be 
another word (if the place is a high 
promontory) and be compared with 
“Tonga” (mentioned below). Ba- 
bergstonga [ba--b3rstog-ga] (Uw.): 
*bo5abergstangi; see ba1, sb. Tjongi 
longi [tjoggi loggi] (Onjefirth, Ai.): 
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*tangi(nn) langi, and "Longatonga” 
[lor|"gatO{],ga (Ue., near Muness. Few. 
Koppister, Ys.): *langi tangi, accus.: 
*langa tanga, “the long tongue of 
land". Nestonga [nes"toi]-ga], Easter 
and Waster N. (W. Sw., Y.): *nes- 
tangi. As the second part of compd. 
in place-names freq. abbr. to -tong 
[t&rj, tor]]. In the colloq. lang., and 
mostly also in place-names, the form 
teng [tser], tei]» tei]] is used as the 
second (last) part. For the forms of 
place-names ending in -tong, alter- 
nating with forms in -teng, see 
under teng, sb. — O.N. tangi, m., 
tongue of land, (long, low, narrow) 
point projecting into the sea. — Shetl. 
t o n ga, t o n g, in place-names, can only 
in a few cases be explained from O.N. 
tunga, f., tongue. As the name of 
patches of arable land, tonga, tongi, 
is mainly to be classed with No. 
tanga, (“taanga”) in names of small 
pieces of land (N.G. Ill, p. 9), and 
Tonga [toqga], as the name of a 
high promontory (Uw.), is prob. also 
a *tanga, which may be associated 
with O.N. tpng, f., rod; tongs; see 
Sh. Stedn., p. 188. A tongi [toggi], 
noted down in Yn. in sense of high, 
tongue-shaped point, is more prob. 
a “tunga” or “*tanga (*t9ng)” than 
“tangi”, as the latter, and also Shetl. 
teng (together with tongi), esp. de- 
notes a low-lying point. 

tonkels, sb. pi., gills of a fish, 
etc.; see tunkels, sb. 

tonn [ton], sb., air-bladder in a 
herring, sound; covering the soft roe 
in the male fish and the spawn in the 
female fish. Sa., Wests. — Poss. 
to be associated with Sw. dial, tana, 
f., sinew, tough, stretched-out mass, 
film (in fat or suet), O.Sw. pan, 
sinew, Q.L. (Ri.). But with t (not 
p) acc. to B. H. Icel. tan, f., dia- 
phragm, similar to older Da. “tan”. 

topp [top], sb., a drop, a small 
quantity of liquid (C.); see tipp, sb. 

toppin, sb., see tippin, sb. 

tordivel [tor ’dival, t6r"dival], sb., 
the dung-beetle, scarabaeus sterco- 
rarius. Un. Also tordiel [tor’dral], 
and by abbr.: torr [tor(r)] (U.). — 
O.N. tordyfill (tord-), m., dung-beetle. 
No. tordyvel, tordivel, Sw. tordyvel. 
A.S. tordwifel (tord,/////?). 

torf [to'rf, to‘rf], vb., of the air, 
sky: to become overcast with small, 
dense clouds; t. ower; he (de sky) 
is torf in ower. Mostly in perf. part., 
torft ower; he (desky) is torft ower. 
See the foil. word. 

torfet [to'rfat (to'rfat)] and torfi 
[to'rfi, to‘rfi], adj., of the air, sky: 
overcast with small, dense, grey 
clouds (partly dark and light clouds 
intermingled); a t. sky. comm. In 
Sa., Wests, noted down also in the 
forms turfi [to'rfi] and torpi [to'rpi], 
in U. also turft [to'rft, to‘rt]. — 
torfet, etc., presuppose an old *tprf- 
ottr from *tarf-. Cf. No. tarv, m., 
and tarve [*tarfi], m., small, gather- 
ing cloud (prop, rag, tatter), and 
“tarvutt”, adj., covered with small, 
scattered clouds (Aa.). 

tori [tori], sb., 1) part of a sheep 
hung up to dry; partly and esp. a 
quarter, partly the half of a sheep. 
Fo. (Wests.). 2) dried (wind-dried) 
ray. Sa., Wests. Phrase: “as dry 
as a t.”, of something very dry and 
hard. 3) by comparison: a bony 
animal, esp. a sheep; a puir t. Ai., 
Wests. 4) scarecrow, = brori, rori. 
Sa. — tori is no doubt a non-mu- 
tated form, *p£r(i), and the same 
word as O.N. pseri, n., the lower 
part of the breast, the brisket, = 
skamrif, prop, the short ribs; esp. 
in sheep: saudar-pseri. In Icel. (Mod. 
Icel.) also: a thick piece of meat 
from a slaughtered animal; B.H.: 
paerur, f. pi. 

toriben [to*Tiben*], sb., bone of a 
slaughtered animal (calf, sheep, pig) 
with very little meat upon it; dry 
bone. Wests. (Sa.). N.I. (Y., Fe.). 
From the prec. word in sense 1. 
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tork [t6‘rk], sb., a big, stout person. 

Conn. See under dorg (dork), sb. 
torkasott, see turkasott, sb. 
torket [to'rkat], adj., properly perf. 

part., constipated; to be t., to be con- 
stipated. Esh., Nmw. — Prop, dried 
up, perf. part, of a *tork (*turk), 
vb. (not noted down), from O.N. 
purka, vb., to dry. A form turk 
[to‘rk]- is found in the compd. turka- 
sott, sb. 

torpi, see torfet, torfi, adj. 
torren [t6r(r)an, t6ran], adj., irri- 

tated, ill-tempered, angry. *tyrrinn. 
See the more common form tirren. 

torter [t&'rtor], sb., a rag, tatter, 
esp. in pi., torters, in the expr. “i’ 
torters”, in tatters; riven (torn) i’ 
torters. Nm. A form tarter [ta‘r- 
tor], “i’ tarters”, is noted down in 
Yh. — torters has arisen from an 
older *totrers by metathesis of t 
and r. Cf. O.N. tpturr, m., a rag, 
tatter, in pi.: tptrar, and No. totra, 
f., a rag, patch, pi.: totror (tottrur). 
The singular form torter is no doubt 
formed in accordance with the more 
common pi. form, tarter seems to 
be a comb, of torter and Eng. 
tatter, sb. 

*torvkro, see the foil. word. 
*torvkr0 [torkr©-], sb., a small 

enclosure for the piling up of peats. 
Sk. In S.Sh. (Conn., Du.) in a some- 
what diverging sense: *torvkro [tor- 
kro-] = the now common “peat- 
nook”, corner in “de but” (the kit- 
chen and living-room), where the 
peats are piled up and kept. — 
*torf-(kr6), from O.N. torf, n., peat. 
For the second part see kro2 and 
kru, sbs. The current name for the 
enclosure is now “peat-skjo”; see 
skjo, sb. 

torvsker [toskar, to^kar (tS^kar), 
to^kar (tosjkar)], sb., implement used 
in peat-cutting, a narrow spade. 
comm. The spade is shaped in an 
angle, having a vertical main blade 

and a horizontal cross-blade. In this 
way a single cut does the work of 
two of an ordinary spade, [to^kar], 
now the most common form of pro- 
nunc., alternates (e.g. in N.I.) with 
[to^kar]; [to^kar, tS^kar] alternate with 
[to^kar], e.g. in Conn.; [toskarj: Du. 
and other places. — O.N. torfskeri, 
m., peat-spade. 

tos1 [tos], vb., to shake up; to t. 
op de fedders [‘feathers’] o’ de bed. 
N.I. (Y., Fe.). — Association with 
a) No. tosa, vb., to unravel, to pick 
to pieces, or b) Shetl. tos2, vb., or 
c) Eng. toss, vb., is not clear. Eng. 
toss is pronounced [tos] in Shetl. 

tos2 [tos, tos (tos)], vb., 1) to rustle 
faintly, to produce a rustling sound, 
esp. by stirring up or working with 
straw; to t. Trough de strae, among 
de strae, almost = bos, vb. Un. 
[tos]. 2) of the wind: to blow slightly, 
to begin to blow; comm.: [tos]. he 
is tosin [tosin] ut o’ him, it is be- 
ginning to blow. In this sense is 
noted down in Yh.: [tos, tosin]. — 
*posa? Cf. (esp. with tos 1) No. 
tosa (o’), tusa (u’), vb., to rustle, to 
produce a faint (rustling) sound, 
e.g. when walking on hay or dry 
moss. In a similar sense No. tysja, 
vb., to rustle, to make a noise (O.N. 
pysja, vb., to rush). With tos 2 cf. 
besides Sw. dial. t§sa, vb., to roar, 
boom, esp. of the sea (Ri.), and Faer. 
tysa, tysja, [tisa, tisja], vb., to roar, 
rush, gush, etc., from O.N. pysja. 
No. tos, n., a) soft murmur (of the 
sea), b) murmur (of talk). Faer. tosa, 
vb., a) to hum, b) to talk. See 
tusk2, vb. 

toskare [to^'karo-, to^-karr], sb., 
violent quarrelling; der ’r a t. at- 
ween yon twaa. Un>bu. Edm. has 
“tushkarrue, a confused struggle”. 
— A compd. The second part ro 
(as in villaro, foolish talk) is. no 
doubt to be classed with rod1, vb. 
4, to twaddle. The first part may 
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then be O.N. pausk, n., noise, or 
the cognate No. tusk, n., noise. The 
root-meaning of the word conse- 
quently: noisy talk. The meaning 
given by Edm. certainly agrees with 
Icel. tusk, n., tussle, scuffle (O.N. 
tuska, vb., to thrust, scuffle)-, but 
the second part ro then complicates 
the explanation. The meaning “con- 
fused struggle” (if Edm.’s explana- 
tion be correct) has prob. been de- 
veloped later from the meaning 
quarrel. 

tosker, sb., see torvsker, sb. 
tott [tat, tat], sb-> a tuft, lock of 

hair; a t. o’ hair. Conn. — O.N. 
pattr, m., tuft, part, a single strand 
of a rope. — Much more common 
than tott is now the form “tate” 
[tet (tet)], which is L.Sc., and used 
in Shetl. in sense of a) tuft, wisp, 
lock, b) a single strand of a rope. 
L.Sc. “tate” acc. to Jam.: a) a small 
portion (not liquid), b) lock of hair. 
For tott in the compd. halltott, sb. 
and adj., see that word. 

tounet, townet [tounet, -not], sb., 
preparation of wool for worsted; 
carding and spinning. Also by 
widened use of the word: laborious 
work. — *t6na<5r. Cf. No. and Sw. 
dial, tonad, m., a) worsted; flax, 
hemp (prepared or to be prepared), 
b) No. (E.Norw., N.Gbr.) tonad: wool 
to be made into worsted (R.). De- 
riv. of O.N. to, n., uncleaned wool 
or flax. Shetl. tou-, tow-, for *tu- 
prob. by infl. of Eng. tow, sb. See 
tu1, sb. 

*tovi-rovin, *tuvi-rovin [tovi rovon, 
tovi rovin, tovi rovin, tovi rovin, 
rovon], sb., a small, detached, ragged 
cloud, in pi., tovi (tuvi)-rovins, 
of a gathering of such clouds. All 
the given phonetic forms are from 
Bressay (Br.). — *p6fa-rofa, f., rag 
of cloud. The first part is No. tove, 
m., small cloud, prop, a tuft, wisp 
(Aa.), O.N. p6fi, m.,felt. The second 

part is O.N. r6fa, f., vertebral part 
of a tail, No. rova, f., a) tail (Aa.), 
b) a strip, e.g. of field (R.). — An- 
other word in Br. for small, deta- 
ched clouds is (was) kobbi-robbis 
(robbis for *rovis), q.v. Other 
names are: cats’-krammeks, katti- 
rams, and now also comm.: mares’ 
tails. 

traf [traf], sb., collect.: rags, tatters; 
old, frayed, tangled material, e.g of 
old, feazed ropes, lines; oakum; “t.- 
t’reads”. Un. — No. trav, n., collect., 
frayed, ragged mass, tatters. O.N. 
traf, n., is recorded only in pi., trqf, 
in sense of fringes, prop. rags. Cf. 
trav, sb., which is used in a sense 
partly deviating from traf. 

trag1 [trag], tragg1 [trag], sb., 
1) small pieces of fish used for 
bait in fishing, esp. of an inferior 
kind: bait from certain kinds of 
fish, such as ling (cod), tusk, hali- 
but, in contrast to herring, small 
coalfish or haddock. The last-named, 
esp. the herring, is considered to be 
the best bait and is called “sweet- 
bait”. This explanation is reported 
from Nmn. In Wh., where the word 
is esp. used as opposed to bait from 
herring, tragg also denotes not quite 
fresh bait, e.g. from a young coal- 
fish. Also in a wider sense: 2) bait 
of different, casual kinds, mixed 
and not quite good. Occas. in the 
compd.: t.-bait. Noted down in Wh. 
and Nmn. in sense 1 (which no doubt 
is the orig. one), and in Fe. in 
sense 2. tragg [trag]: Wh.; Nmn. 
(N.Roe). trag [trag]: Fe. — Can 
be referred to No. trege, m., a fibre; 
sinew; small muscle (Aa.). 

trag2 [trag], tragg2 [trag (trag)], 
sb., trash, waste, tragg is the most 
common form. From Sa., Wests., 
is reported tragg [trag] in sense of 
rubbish, and from Conn, tragg [trag] 
of carcass, remains of a dead ani- 
mal. The word is found in the forms 
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trag (trfcgg), trakk, tregg, in the 
compd. ramatrag (-trakk, -tregg), 
q.v. — O.N. prekkr, m., filth. See 
under trukk, sb. 

traggel [tragsl], sb., mire, mud, 
muddle; in a t. o’ dirt, in a t. o’ 
gutter (mud). Ai. (Clousta). Deriv. 
of tragg, sb., trash, waste. For 
the ending -el cf. H. G. dreckeln, 
vb., to rake in dirt, from dreck, m., 
dirt, filth. 

trakk [trak], sb., \) a tramping, 
stamping, 2) a path, esp. one tramp- 
led by cattle. — *tra5k, prop, (firm) 
treading. To be classed with trakk, 
vb. Approaches in sense 2 to Eng. 
track, sb. In sense o\ series of foot- 
prints in snow, — trod and bred, 
Shetl. trakk may be both O.N. *tradk 
and Eng. track. 

trakk [trak], vb., to (tread) tramp, 
stamp, “what du trakks!” N.I. — 
*tra5ka. No. and Faer. trakka, vb., 
to tread, tramp, stamp, trudge. See 
trokk1, vb. 

tralek [tralok], sb., a slow, untidy 
person. M. occas. — Poss. for *dra- 
lek; see dral, vb., and tralset, adj. 
Prob. a comb, of dral and Eng. 
trail, vb. 

*tralfangin, see tralfangin, sb. 
tralset [tralsot], adj., slow and 

untidy. M. occas. — May be the 
same word as dralset, dralsket, 
adj., that moves slowly and lazily, 
as a change d > t is found occas. 
when initial, tralset may be asso- 
ciated with tralek, sb. 

ftrammi [trami], sb., paraphrase 
for spinning-wheel in a riddle; t. at 
de wa’ [‘wall’]. Fo. — Poss. No. 
tram [*pram-], m., in sense of a 
scaffolding. Or L.Sc. tram, sb., a 
beam, etc., Sw. dial, tromm, m., 
log of wood? 

tramsekftra'msak], sb., rag, tatter, 
old scrap of stuff, tramseks, pi., 
partly of ragged clothes. Un., Yn. 
— trams- may represent *travs- 

and be No. trafse, m., rag, patch, 
with change vs (fs) > ms in Shetl. 
Cf. trems and trims, sbs., = trefs, 
trivs, sbs. trams- may, however, 
also be No. trasm, n., something 
frayed, rags (R.), from tras- (No. 
trasa, f., trase, m., rag), with regular 
metathesis of s and m in Shetl. 

trang [trap], adj., close-fitting, tight, 
esp. of clothes. 2) very restricted 
or limited, not having freedom to 
move. 3) laborious, difficult, esp. 
difficult or heavy to pull, e.g. a 
line, rope. U. — O.N. prpngr (*prang-), 
adj., a) narrow, tight, b) constricting; 
difficult. No. trong (traang), adj., 
narrow, tight, also difficult, trouble- 
some, scant. — In sense of busy the 
word is L.Sc. thrang, adj. 

trapp [trap], sb., ledge, step, esp. 
in pi., trapps: a series of steps or 
small ledges in a steep mountain 
facing the sea; trapps i’ de banks. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — No. trapp, f., a 
ledge in a mountain-side (R.). Cf. 
O.N. prep, n., a ledge. — In a more 
gen. sense, ladder, the Shetl. word 
is L.Sc. trap, sb., in the same sense. 
— In a few Shetl. place-names is 
found a form tripp [trep], denoting 
ledge in steep ground, and spring- 
ing from O.N. prep; thus: de Tripps 
(north of Ronis voe, Nm.); Tripphul 
[trepwol, -w3l] (N.), a hill with ledges: 
*prep-h611. 

trav [trav], sb., collect.: old, worn- 
out, useless things which are thrown 
away; trash, refuse. More rarely 
trav [trav]. Used occas. promiscuous- 
ly with tragg and trukk, sbs., but 
no doubt orig. had a more restricted 
meaning: rags, tatters; old, worn- 
out clothes. — No. trav, n., collect.: 
frayed, ragged mass (or state), tat- 
ters (R.), trave, m., rag, scrap of 
stuff (k&.). O.N. traf, n., in pi. only, 
trpf, fringes, prop, rags (trefja, vb., 
to tear into fringes). See traf, sb. 

trav [trav], vb., of animals: to root 
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about in the fodder, not caring to 
eat it; to t. i’ de sheaf, i’ de corn, 
i’ de hay. Br. — Prop, no doubt 
to unravel, and to be classed with 
the prec. word. Shetl. non-mutated 
form, corresponding to O.N. trefja, 
No. trevja, vb., to unravel. 

travin [travin] and more commonly 
travi [travi], adj., in a state of de- 
composition, partly decomposed, esp. 
of food, such as fish and meat; 
half-sour or curdled, of milk (al- 
most = strobbet). — Represents 
dravin, adj., q.v. 

trafs, trafsek, see trefs, sb. 
traks. vb., see treks, vb. 
tralfangin, trailfangin [traj-faiygin], 

sb., an odd-looking, undersized 
(square-built) person, partly with 
implied idea of malicious disposition. 
Fe. Later and more corrupted form: 
*traifangel [traifajLgel] (Fe. and Y. 
occas.). — Prop. lithrall-prisoner" 
= prisoner of war, made a “thrall", 
O.N. *prselfangi, m. (praell, m., 
“thrall", slave); def. form: *prsel- 
fanginn. 

trav, sb., see trav, sb. 
fread, “trid" [tred (tnd)], sb., 

prop, thread, used in fishermen’s 
tabu-lang. at sea in sense oi fishing- 
line. Yh. See *tro1, sb. 

tree [tri, tri], sb., corresponds in 
sense of wooden materials to O.N. 
tr6, n., and Eng. dial, tree, sb., wood. 
In sense of mast more rarely used, 
and belonging to boat-fishermen’s 
lang. at sea, Shetl. “tree” is old and 
= O.N. tr6, n., mast (siglutrS). In 
the compd. “trend”, “tre-nail”, 
wooden nail, however, tre is pro- 
nounced [tre] and is O.N. tr£. 

f’ree-britjin, see britjin, sb. 
trefs [traefs], sb., collect.: rags, 

tatters; to be in a t., to be in rags 
(Fe., Wests.). Sa.: trefs and trafs 
[trafs]. Ai.: trefs and trems [trae'ms]. 
Also ragged, untidy state, disorder; 
to be in a trefs (trems): Ai. de 

sheaf is a’ [‘all’] in a t., the sheaf 
is very badly tied, so that the ears 
and straw-ends stick out in all di- 
rections (Sa.). trefsek [traefsok], 
with the variant trafsek [trafsak], is 
noted down in Fo. in sense of tang- 
led knot or mass, trem sek [trae‘m- 
sak] (q.v.), rag (U. or W.). — i-mu- 
tated derivative of *traf; see trav 
and tramsek, sbs. No. trefs, m., 
rag, tatter(R.). trafs, trafsek, may 
also be *trafs-; No. trafs, n., fringes 
(something frayed), and trafse, m., 
rag, piece of stuff. The Shetl. form 
of pronunc. “[trevs]” may be a tre vs 
= trefs, but no doubt ought more . 
prob. to be normalized to trivs; q.v. 

trefsek, see trefs, sb. 
trefset [traefsat], adj., ragged, tat- 

tered, untidy. Wests. Sa.: trefset 
and trafset [trafsat]. Ai.: trefset 
and trem set [trae‘msat]. — No. tref- 
sutt, adj., frayed at the edges (R.). 
Cf. trivset, adj. 

ftrek [tre^k], trekk [traek], vb., 
to trudge, to walk about idly; see 
trok, vb. 

ftreks [traeks], vb., 1) vb. a., to 
trail something behind one; kwat 
is du treksin behint dee? Sa. 2) 
vb. n., to drag oneself along; in 
jest or mockery: to set out; kwar 
is du gaun [‘going’] treksin till? 
where are you going? Sa. Also 
traks [tra3ks], in both senses. Sa. 
— Appears to be a comb, of a *t r e k k, 
L.Germ. trekken, Da. traekke, and 
drags, vb., to trail. No. dragsa. 

ftrel [tre®l], sb., a person who 
executes menial or dirty work. Freq. 
in the expr. “a t. o’ dirt”. — May 
be O.N. praell, m., a “thrall", slave, 
of which trel is a phonetic develop- 
ment in Shetl.; but the meaning points 
to an association with L.Sc. trail, 
sb., dirty woman (Jam.). 

trems, sb., see trefs, sb. 
tremsek [trae'msok], sb., a rag, 

something trailing behind one in 
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walking-, esp. in pi., tremseks. W.? 
U.? — dim. form of trems; see 
trefs, sb. 

trend, tre-nail [trenol], sb., wooden 
nail, esp. for joining boat-boards to- 
gether. U. — *tr£nagli. Sw. tranagel, 
c., a plug. The pronunc. of the se- 
cond part has become obscured in 
Shetl. The first part tre, however, 
has long e, similar to O.N. tr6. Un- 
compounded the Eng. form “tree” 
[trl, trl] is used. Eng. treenail. 

trentlet [tre'ntlat (trse'ntlot)], adj., 
1) of a person: lanky and having 
an ungraceful gait. 2) of clothes, 
esp. those of a woman, e.g. a petti- 
coat, skirt: tight, close-fitting, that 
gives a slender figure. N. Occas. 
trintlet [tre‘ntlot]: N. — Prop, no 
doubt like a stake or pole. Cf. No. 
trandle, m., cleft stick, somewhat 
thicker than a hedge-stake (R.), Sw. 
dial, trenta, f., = trinna, f., trind, 
m., hedge-stake. Associated with 
No. trinta, vb., L.Sc. trindle, trintle 
(Eng. trundle), vb., Da. trind, adj., 
cylindrical, trentlet 1 may also 
allude to rolling gait. 

trett [traet], adv. and interj., used 
in Fo. as an exclamation in address: 
well! etc. “t., brjdder [‘brother’]!” 
= weel [‘well’], bridder! — Prop, 
no doubt “to return to the subject", 
“as we were saying”, and another 
form of trott (used in Fe. in a di- 
verging sense), from O.N. pratt, adj. 
in neut. and adv., persistent, fre- 
quent, inter alia of repeated men- 
tion of someone or something. From 
Fe. is reported “Tra(w) [tra], bridd- 
er!”, corresponding to “Trett, bridd- 
er!” “thra(w)” is a L.Sc. form; see 
Jam. trett, like trott, has lost its 
pregnant meaning in Shetl. 

tretti [traeti], numeral, thirty, = 
No. tretti (O.N. prir tigir, prjdtigi), 
L.Sc. thretty. 

trettin [traeton, traetin], numeral, 
thirteen. O.N. pretten, L.Sc. thret- 
tene, id. 

trettind [traetond, traehnd], ordinal 
numeral, thirteenth, t. [traetin] day, 
the thirteenth day after Christmas, 
Epiphany, — O.N. prett&ndi dagr. 
t. night, the night before “t. day”, 
— Faer. trettanda n&tt, mentioned in 
tales of superstition. — O.N. prett- 
andi, L.Sc. thretteint (Jam.), id. 

trev [trev (treav)], sb., a score of 
sheaves, “throve"; comm, two dozen 
sheaves. Two antiquated forms with 
a: *traf [traf], *trav [trav], are found 
beside trev in the expr. traf a njafa 
[trafa njafa, qafa], trava njava [trava 
njava, qava] = treva neva [treva 
neva], throve in the fist, *prefa 1 
nefa, in a verse from Kwarf, S.Sh., 
reported by J. I. (Skjere, skjere, 
Skulma ; see Introd., Fragments 
of Norn). — O.N. prefi, m., a heap 
of two dozen sheaves. No. treve, 
Eng. (dial.) thrave, threave, sb., id. 
— In sense of flock, leash, esp. a 
leash of hounds, “a trev o’ dogs”, 
the word is most prob. L.Sc. thraif, 
thrave, sb., which not only means 
two dozen of sheaves, but also a 
considerable number (Jam.). 

trevs, trevset, trevsi, see trivs-. 
trid [tnd, trid], vb., to go quickly, 

to make headway; see trit, vb. 
trid [tnd], ordinal numeral, also, 

sb., the third; trids o’ kin, relatives 
in the third generation. A form 
tridjek [tnd^ak] is noted down in 
Yn. in a special sense: the third land- 
mark which, in finding a fishing- 
ground, is brought into line with 
two other marks, in fishermen’s lang.: 
“twaa cam’ op till de tridjek” (Yn.). 
— O.N. pridi, ordinal number, the 
third, tridjek springs from the form 
“pridja”, in this case to be regarded 
as neut., words such as “mid, merki, 
yti” (landmark) being understood. 
L.Sc. thrid, the third. 

trifl [tnf3l], vb., to grope in the 
dark, to fumble. C. See the more 
common trivl, vb. 

friit [tnft], sb., properly activity, 
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enterprise, used locally in a special 
sense: manufacture of wool. From 
this word trifter [tnftor] is derived 
in sense of a capable worker with 
wool. 

trilset [traisat], adj., untidy in 
dress, ragged (N.Roe); see trolsket, 
trolset, adjs. 

trimpel [tn‘mpal]-free,sb., splinter- 
bar, belonging to a plough. Conn. 
— Cf. No. truml, Sw. dial, trummel, 
m., stick; cylinder. 

trims [tn'ms], sb. (collect.), rags, 
tatters; ragged and untidy state, 
esp. of dress; in a t. U. (or W.). 
— *trifs-, a rag, tatter. See trefs 
(trems) and trivs, sbs. 

trims [tn'ms], vb., to trail rags 
and tatters behind one in walking; 
hwar is du gaun wi’ a’ dy claes 
trim sin efter dee? where are you 
going with all your clothes trailing 
after you? U. (or W.). — Prob. for 
*trivs. No. trifsa, vb., to wear into 
rags (R.). See trivs and trefs 
(trems), sbs. 

ftrindlins [trmdlms], sb. pi., re- 
mains of dough, sticking to the 
hands in kneading bread, scraped 
off and mixed with the meal. Fe. 
— Poss. the same word as trintel, 
sb. 1. Note, however, Eng. dial. (Derby- 
shire) trindlins, sb. pi., small pieces 
of coal. Eng. trindle, vb., to roll, etc. 

trink [tn'rjk (tre'gk)] and trinki 
[tre'rjki, tn'gki], sb., 1) a cleft, esp. 
in a rocky coast, gjo (S.Sh.). Also 
2) a narrow passage between houses 
(Wests, occas.). In this latter sense 
noted down only in the form trinki, 
which is also the most common form 
in sense 1. — The word seems to 
be a merging of an old O.N. *pr9ng-, 
*prpngka, a narrow place, passage, 
cleft, with L.Sc. trink = Eng. trench, 
sb., in Scottish also a narrow water- 
way. The conjecture that Shetl. 
trinki, although L.Sc. in form, may 
have arisen from O.N., is supported 

by No. trongka, f., narrow place (R.), 
trang and trong, f., trangje, m., a 
cleft, defile (R.), partly by Shetl. 
trinki, adj., narrow = trang, O.N. 
prpngr, adj. 

trinki [tre'rjki (tn'gki)], adj., nar- 
row, esp. of a cleft, fissure, in the 
coast; a t. gjo (a deep ravine). — 
O.N. prpngr, adj., narrow. A change 
ng > nk is not uncommon in Shetl. 
Norn. See trang, adj. 

trintel [trei‘ntal, trei‘nta[], sb., 1) 
a trifle, fragment, left over. Y\ 
[trei‘nt8l, trei‘ntal]. 2) untidily and 
carelessly dressed person. Yh. [trei‘n- 
tol], — Different words? See drin- 
tel2, sb., and trintl, vb., esp. con- 
cerning trintel, sb. 2. In sense 1 
trintel, sb., is poss. the same word 
as Dut. truntel, n., trifle. 

trintl, trintel [tn'ntol, trei‘ntal, 
trei‘nt3l, trei‘qt3l, trei‘nt3[], vb., 1) to 
walk slowly and loiteringly,to slouch; 
to geng trintlin, to com’ trintlin 
behint. 2) a) to gad about, to visit 
neighbours to get some news, b) 
to potter about without really doing 
any work; to geng trintlin aboot. 
Fe., Yh., Nmn. (N.Roe). Meaning 
2 b is noted down esp. in Fe. (Few, h ) [tn'ntal]: N.Roe. The other 
forms of pronunc. are characteristic 
of Fe. and Yh. [trei‘nt3]: Yh. occas.]. 
Pres.part.: [tn'nthn, trei‘ntlin, trei‘nt- 
1m, trei‘ritlin, trei‘nt]m]. — See drin- 
tel, vb., with which trintel partly 
corresponds in meaning, and of which 
it is poss. only another form. 

trintlet1 [trei‘iitlat, treir^tlat], adj., 
1) dawdling; slouching. 2) potter- 
ing about without really doing any 
work; a puir t. body. Yh. — To be 
classed with the prec. word. See 
drintlet, adj. 

trintlet2 [tn'ntlat, tre'ntlat], adj., 
1) of a person: a) lanky, b) thinly 
dressed. 2) of dress, esp. skirt: 
narrow, close-fitting; a t. skirt, dress. 
Sa. Parallel form to trentlet, adj.,q.v. 
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trist [tnst (trast)], vb., 1) vb. a., 

to press, squeeze; to t. atween de 
hands; he tristed [tnstod (trostad)] 
de water ut o’ it; to t. kirn-milk, 
comm. 2) vb. a., a) to wring, twist, 
esp. to wring a bird's neck; to t. 
aff a ful’s neck, to t. aff a hen’s 
head, b) t. de face, to make faces 
(N.I.). 3) vb. n., fig.: to pinch, 
gripe, esp. of griping pain in the 
stomach or bowels; de guts is [‘are’] 
tristin. — O.N. pr^sta, vb., to press, 
squeeze; force, compel. 

trit [trit], vb., to go quickly, to 
make headway; “dere she [‘she’] 
trits”, of a fast-sailing boat. Also 
trid [trid]; “dere she trids”. — 
O.N. tr^ta, vb., to trudge about 
busily (Fr.). Icel. trita, vb., to be 
turned round (B.H.). 

tritl [trit3!], vb., to trip, step lightly; 
to geng tritlin [tnthn] alang. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — Fser. tritla, vb., to step 
lightly. Icel. tritla, vb., to step about 
lightly (E.J.), to be rolled round 
(B.H.). 

triv [tnv], sb., rag, tatter; old, worn- 
out piece of stuff; material of little 
value, e.g. an old sack used instead of 
a flaki (plaited straw-mat), placed 
under the pack-saddle of a horse, 
“ony [‘any’] auld t.” Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— Cf. No. treve, m., small rag, 
tatter (R.), trifsa, f., ragged piece 
of stuff, tatter (Aa., R.), and Shetl. 
trivs, sb. 

*triv [triv], vb., to catch hold, re- 
corded in a sea-verse, tabu-verse, 
recited by Fetlar fishermen at ma- 
ckerel-fishing in order to get the 
fish to take the bait. *triv i [trivi]! 
catch hold! see under *riv1, vb. — 
O.N. prifa, vb., to grip, grasp. 

trivi, trivel [triv3!, tnvol], sb., rag, 
tatter. Un. — O.N. trefill, m., rag, 
tatter, i in trivi may be due to 
infl. of trivs, sb. 

trivi [tnv3l], vb., to grope, fumble. 
comm. Pres, part.: [tnvlin]. — 

O.N. prifla, vb., to feel one's way, 
to grope. 

trivs [trevs], sb., collect.: rags, 
tatters; de claes (the clothes) is a’ 
hingin’ in a t. Fe. — No. trifsa, f., 
ragged piece of stuff, tatter. Cf. 
Fser. trevsi, m., rag, tatter. In a 
similar sense trims, sb., q.v. 

trivset [trevsat], adj., ragged, tat- 
tered; untidy and careless in one’s 
dress. Fe. and several places. From 
trivs, sb. Cf. Faer. trevsutur, adj., 
frayed-, ragged. 

Trivsi [trevsi], sb., nickname for 
a) a ragged person, b) an untidily- 
dressed person. Fe. See the two 
prec. words. 

*trot [tro], sb., thread, in a line 
of a lost Norn verse. Yh. See Introd., 
p. CX. — O.N. pradr, m., thread. 

tro2 [tro (trou)], sb., 1) desire, 
great longing; to ha’e a t. efter a 
t’ing (Fo.: tro); der’ wer’ a great t. 
upon him, he had a great longing, 
an ardent desire (L.: tr5u). N.I. 
occas.: [tro] and trog [trog]. From 
Yn. is reported a form trud [trild] 
in sense of desire, longing, or seek- 
ing for a place, esp. of cattle seek- 
ing a place where they are accus- 
tomed to get their fodder; “de crae- 
turs (animals) had a great trud upo 
dat place”. 2) a place where a 
clear profit or a good haul may 
be expected, esp. on the sea: a good 
fishing-ground; de boat is gane upon 
an idder [‘other’] t. Yn. [tro]. — O.N. 
pra, f., a longing, yearning. No. 
traa, f.: aspiration, striving, trud 
points back to a form *prp. 

tro [tro], vb., to have a great 
desire for, to be bent on getting, 
something; to long for; to t. efter 
onyt’ing; occas. of human beings, 
but mostly of animals; de coo is 
troin [from] efter her meat, efter 
de kail (the cabbage); de coo is 
troin for de calf ta’en awaa. Wests. 
The examples given are from Sa. 
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The forms trud [trndj and trod [trod] 
(esp. the former) are reported from 
Yn. in the same sense. — O.N. pra, 
vb., to long for, to yearn, trud 
seems to presuppose a *pr0, vb., = 
pra. Cf. trog1, and trun, vbs. 

ftrod, trodd [trod, tr&d; trod], sb., 
1) trail, track; a track formed by 

footprints, esp. of an animal, de t. 
o’ a baess [‘beast’]. Often of foot- 
prints in snow. N.I. [trod, tr&d], in 
which the word replaces brod, sb., 
which is more common outside N.I. 
2) remains of a carcass found in 
the out-field; de t. o’ a baess; noted 
down with the pronunc. [trod]. Nm.? 
— O.N. trod, n., Eng. dial. (L.Sc.) 
trod, s., a tread, footstep, Eng.*trode, 
*trod, sb.,footprints, track. Sw.dial. a) 
tr^d, n., footprints left by people 
or animals, b) trad, m., a) foot- 
prints, ft) a road formed on ice or 
snow by trampling or driving. It 
is doubtful whether Shetl. trod 2 is 
the same word as trod 1. tragg 
is found in the same sense as trod 
2; see trag2, sb. 

trod, trodd [(trod) trSd], vb., to 
tread firmly, to trample; de kye is 
trod(d)in de land, trod(d)in ower 
de land, the cows are trampling up the 
ground. Fe.— O.N. troda, vb., to tread. 

trog1 [trog], vb., to have a great 
desire for; not much used now in 
gen. sense, but esp. in a more re- 
stricted sense as in the foil.: a) t. 
to sleep, to be very sleepy, to sit 
nodding from sleepiness (Fe.). b) to 
be bent on getting more, to keep 
to a place expecting to get some- 
thing (U.); to be anxious to get a 
clear profit or a good haul, esp. 
in fishing; “to lie trogin, trogin 
efter fish”, of a boat, a boat’s crew: 
to remain on the same fishing- 
ground to get more after the other 
boats have gone home (Un.); t. or 
“t. on”, to row back several times 
to a place where fish are found 

in abundance, but are unwilling to 
take the bait (Uw). c) of animals: 
to strive to get home for shelter 
or for something to eat; “he (hit)’s 
gauntobesnaw; de horses istrogin”, 
snow is coming on, the horses are 
seeking home to get shelter (U.); 
de kye (the cows) or de horses is 
trogin aboot de door, upo de door; 
de kye (horses) is trogin on for 
meat; N.I. (noted down in U. and 
Fe.); Duw. (Ireland). In the last- 
named place also drog [drog]. — 
O.N. prii, vb., or rather a deriv.: 
*praka. a) O.N. pra, vb., to long 
for, to yearn; No. traa, vb., id., 
occas. in a special sense of animals 
which often frequent a place or long 
to return after a removal (Aa.). b) 
No. traaka, vb., to long for, desire, 
also of animals: to long for home 
(R.). trog b must be classed with 
tro2, sb. 2. Cf. trokk3, vb., and 
see tro and trun, vbs. 

trog2 [trog], vb., to walk heavily 
and slowly, to tramp, trudge, to 
geng trogin. Un., Du. — In sense 
of to tramp (trudge), trog is no 
doubt No. troka, vb., to stamp, tramp 
(R.). In sense of to walk slowly 
trog corresponds to drog1, vb. 2. 
See trog3, vb., = drog. A form 
trogj [trodij] is L.Sc. trodge = Eng. 
trudge, vb. Cf. trokk1, vb. 

trog3 [trog], vb., a) to carry a 
heavy burden (Un., beside drog); 
b) of a cow about to calve: to go 
past her time (Fe.), for drog, vb. 
See drog1, vb., prop, to drag, which 
is used in the same and several other 
senses. 

trogel, troggel, seetrugel, trug- 
gel1, sb. 

troggel, troggelt, see truggel2, 
truggelt, sb. 

ftroi [tr&i], sb., a limb, esp. thigh 
of a slaughtered sheep; a mutton- 
t. N.Roe. — Poss. a corrupted form 
of O.N. pjo, n., thigh, with t (re- 
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placing s from p before j) through 
infl. of “tee”, L.Sc. thee, they, sb., 
thigh, and with later r, of which 
several parallels are found. Cf. the 
irregular *tj og, sb., leg of trouser. 

troilet, troilti, see trollet, adj. 
troint-, see tront-. 
troitl, troittel, vb., to mutter; 

grumble (U.; Y.). See trotl, vb. 
troitsk-, see trotsk-. 
trok [troak], vb., l) to stamp, 

tramp. 2) to trudge along aimlessly, 
to walk about idly, to geng trokin 
back and fore. Wh., Nm.? — No. 
troka, vb., to stamp, tramp. See 
trog2 and trokk1, vbs. 

trokk, sb., trash, waste, etc. See 
trukk, sb. 

trokk1 [trok (trok), tr&k], vb., 1) vb. 
n., to tramp, stamp; what is du 
gaun [‘going’] trokkin like yon for? 
t. (ane) on de taes, to tread upon 
one's toes. 2) vb. a., to trample 
down; de kye is trokkin (or trokkin 
doon) de girs, the cows are tramp- 
ling down the grass; t. doon. a 
trokket gate, a trampled-up road, 
path, de grund is very trokket, 
the soil is very trampled, t. de taes, 
to tread upon one's toes, = t. on 
de taes. [trok, tr&k] are the most 
common pronunc. [trok] is noted 
down esp. on Wests., Sa. More 
rarely trukk [trok], characteristic of 
Lunn.; see trokker, trukker, sb. — 
Icel. tradka, Faer. trakka (*tradka), 
vb., to tread (on), to trample. No. 
trakka and (E.Norw.) trokka, vb., 
a) to tread, b) to stamp, tramp. 
See trok and trog2, vbs. 

trokk2 [tr&k], vb., to work hard 
and continuously; he let dem t. 
ut de day, he let them work hard 
the whole day. Fe. — Cf. a) No. 
traaka, Sw. tr&ka, vb., to toil at a 
laborious task, b) Icel. prauka, vb., 
to exert oneself continuously, No. 
trauka, vb., to endure. 

trokk3 [tr&k], vb., to desire, to 

long for; “he trokked [tr&kod] to 
Norwa”, he had a great desire to 
go to Norway (expr. noted down 
in an old tale: the legend about the 
man who by magic power was lured 
to Norway, and there found his lost 
knife). Fe. — *pr£ka, *pr£kka, from 
O.N. pra, vb., to yearn, to long for, 
Shetl. tro, vb. No. traakka, vb., to 
yearn, to long for, = traaka, v. (R.). 
While trokk3 is now almost ob- 
solete as a verb, the syn. substan- 
tive trokkin is still used, although 
in a restricted sense. 

trokker [trokar (tr&kar)], trukker 
[trokar], sb., in jest of foot. Esp. 
in pi., de trokkers, trukkers, the 
feet. Noted down in Lunn. (Skelbre) 
in the form trukker. — Prop, that 
with which one treads, from trokk1, 
vb. 

trokkin [tr&kin], sb., properly de- 
sire, longing, now in a special sense 
a continual going to a place owing 
to a great predilection for it; to 
tak’ a t. to a place, to begin fre- 
quenting a place. Fe. — *pr&k(k)an. 
To be classed with trokk3, vb. 

troll [tro]], sb., 1*) in actual sense: 
troll. N.I. Edm. has “troilya, a 
fairy”. 2) an odd, incapable person. 
Un. 3) an untidy, slovenly and 
shabby person. — The pronunc. 
[tro]] indicates the word in Shetl. to 
be O.N. troll, troll, n., and not Eng. 
troll, sb. In proper sense troll, and in 
sense of fairy (hill-man, hill-wife) 
is now used “trow [trou]”, which is 
a L.Sc. form of Eng. troll. — In 
place-names as the first part of compd., 
e.g. “Trolla [tr6]a]-water”, name of 
two lakes in Ti.and U. respectively; 
de Trolla-dikes [tro^adeks1], inside 
Whale Firth in Y.: remains of old 
fortifications, prop.ilthe troll-fences". 
Trollhulen [trolhukon, tr6il*hulan] 
(St.), a hill: *tr9ll-h611inn or *& (1) 
trpll-holum, pi. Trollegjo [trop'agjo] 
(Huse, “Housey”, Sk.), a gloomy 
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cleft in a rocky coast: *tr9lla-gja, 
“the troll-cleft". The compd. O.N. 
trQllkona, troll-wife, occurs in the 
nameTrollkona-stakk [tr61"konastak‘], 
sea-rock near Uyea, Nmn'w.: *tr9ll- 
konu-stakkr. 

trollamist, tro\\a-mist [trol’amist1, 
tr6l"3misf], sb., very thick, dark mist. 
Y. and Fe. Also trollet [trolat] mist: 
same place. — Prop, “troll-mist", 
*tr9lla-(mistr). The second part is 
more prob. Eng. mist, sb., than O.N. 
mistr. 

trollamog [trol’ amog], sb., an 
insignificant little person, malici- 
ous little fellow, also a poor (and 
bad-tempered) little animal. Un. — 
•trplla-mpgr, “troll's son", from O.N. 
troll, trpll, n., troll, and O.N. (esp. 
poet.) mpgr, m., son. mog from 
O.N. “mpgr”: L. W. In Eng. dial. 
(Stf., Nhp.) is found a “trolly-mog” 
in sense of a dirty woman (E.D.D.). 

trolla [\vb\&]-night, sb., the night 
before Christmas-eve. Wests, trolla- 
viti [(tr6l"avifi)tr6il"avit,i,troi"lavit,i]- 
night: De. Acc. to an old super- 
stition the trolls were abroad in great 
numbers on that night, and near 
people’s houses. Everything that 
was thrown outside the doors on 
that night was taken by the trolls. — *tr9lla-(n&tt), “troll-night". “trolla- 
viti-night” is an old *trpllavaetta- 
(natt), “troll-wight-night", from O.N. 
vaettr, f., a supernatural being. 

*trollaskod [tro^askod'], sb., 1) a 
person bewitched by trolls, esp. a 
sickly person who is wasting away; 
thus Barclay (trullascud). 2) Edm.: 
“trullascud, a witch-like woman”. 
A.L.: “trulla-scud, a witch”. — 
Prop, one who has been shot by a 
troll and has thus been bewitched, 
from a *tr9llskotinn, adj., shot by a 
troll. Cf. No. trollskot, n., a kind 
of swiftly attacking disease (Aa.), 
prop, “troll-shot", Sw. dial, trollskott. 

trollaviti-n/gtfif, = trol la-night, 
trolle-man [trol 'aman ], sb., wiz- 

ard, sorcerer, in a refrain: t., t., 
tak vara! troll-man, beware! — 
No. trollmann, m., a sorcerer. O.N. 
trollmenni, n., a human being who 
has become a troll. 

trollet [trojat], adj., 1) having an 
odd, insignificant appearance, prop. 
troll-like; a t. body. Yh., Un. 2) mis- 
shapen, ugly; also of inanimate things, 
e.g. ahouse: ugly, badly built (Nm.); 
t.-lookin’. 3*) ailing, having a sick- 
ly appearance-, in this sense now 
comm, in the L.Sc. form “trowie”. 
Edm. has: “trullia, sickly; same as 
‘trowie’ ”. 4) untidy in dress, shabby, 
ragged-, fairly comm, troilet [troilat, 
trailat] is noted down in this sense 
in N.Roe, Nmn. 5) in bad humour, 
discouraged-, annoyed, peevish, surly. 
Ai., Wests.: discouraged and fretful. 
A form troilti [troi‘lti] is noted down 
in Du. in sense of surly, peevish, 
fretful. 6) a) t. wadder, drizzling, 
rainy weather-, prop, “troll-like" 
weather-, in this sense more common 
in the form trollie [troji], t. wadder. 
Fe. b) t. mist, see trolla-mist, sb. 
— *troll6ttr, trpllottr, prop, troll-like. 
No. trollutt, adj., is found in sense 
of loathsome, malicious. 

trollhotted, trollhoited [tro'l hoi"- 
tad], adj., troll-like, like a troll in 
gait and behaviour. Uwg. — *tr9ll- 
hattadr. O.N. h&ttadr, adj., of a cer- 
tain condition, with further added 
definition. See *hotted, ill-hotted 
(-hoited), adjs., and hott1, hoit, sb. 

trolliplukk [troj-iplok-], sb., a poor, 
feeble, slow-moving creature. Fe. 
For the last part see plukk1, sb., 
which poss. is the same word. 

*trollkollin [trolkoj-an], sb., herma- 
phrodite: a non-prolific animal, esp. 
a sheep. Fo. Also *trollhollin 
[trolhoj'an]. Fo. *tr0llh0llin [tr0l- 
h0l,an, -hokjan] is the same word 
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and denotes a queer appearance, 
and a poor animal, esp. a cow, as 
a nickname for such. Fo. — O.N. 
trollkerling (trpll-), f., female troll, 
o and 0 in -kollin, -hollin, -hollin, 
are due to vowel-assimilation caused 
by o and 0 in troll- and troll-. 

*trollmolet, -mollet [trol-mokat], 
adj., 1) having an ugly mouth and 
face. 2) grimy, dirty-faced. 3) sulky, 
peevish. N.I. From Yh. is reported 
tromollet [tromol'ot], in which the 
first part has been abbr. owing to 
loss of accent. In tarmollet, -mullet 
[tarmol'Ot, -mol'at] (noted down in 
Fe. and Yh.), of an animal: dark- 
coloured about the mouth, the first 
part is obscure; it is poss. not the 
same word as trollmolet. — *tr9ll- 
myltr or -mulottr, having a mouth 
(muzzle) like a troll. For the sec- 
ond part see grolmolet (grol- 
molet) and kormollet, adjs. 

trollslaget [tro^la-gat], adj., queer, 
odd-looking\ badly shaped-, having 
a bad figure and bearing-, badly 
and untidily dressed-, a t. craetur’ 
(creature,person). Alsotrollslaget 
[trol^la-got] and drollslaget [droj-- 
^la-got]. Yh. — Prop. utroll-struck", 
“*tr9llslaginn” for “*tr9llsleginn“, by 
dropping of i-mutation. O.N. sleginn, 
struck, perf. part, of sl&, vb. troll- 
slaget is no doubt orig. a neut. 
form: ’"(eitt) trpllslagit. 

trolset [tro'lsat], adj., careless, 
slovenly. Esh.,Nmw. — Fortrolsket, 
q.v., and for the meaning see trollet, 
adj. 

trolsket [tro‘lskat, tro'l^kot], adj., 
1) indisposed-, unwell-, drowsy. 2) 
displeased-, peevish; offended. Nmw. 
By abbr.: trols [irb^, fretful-, surly, 
sulky, now mostly used as a scorn- 
ful shout to a person, in which case 
it may be regarded as a substantive. 
Sa. — O.N. tryllskr, adj., troll-like, 
turned into a troll or witch. No. 
tryllskjen, adj., surly; sulky (R.). 

As a sb. No. tryllsk, m., an in- 
tellectually and morally dull person 
(R.). Cf. trollet, adj. 

trombek [trombak], sb., that part 
of a mitten into which the fingers 
are inserted, opposed to the part 
round the thumb; de t. 0’ de mitten. 
Un. — Poss. to be classed with No. 
(E.Norw.) and Sw. dial, trumm, m., 
muzzle, Icel. trumba, f., snout of a 
shark. 

trombet [trombat], adj., sulky, 
surly, a t. body. Nmn. (N.Roe). — 
Cf. Icel. trumba, f., snout (under 
the prec. word), and Sw. trumpen, 
adj., peevish-, sulky, surly. No. 
trumpen (trumpeleg), adj., like a 
trump = a heavy, sulky fellow (R.). 
See trums, sb., and trumset, adj. 

tromp [tr&‘mp (tro'mp)] and trump 
[tro'mp], vb., 1) to tramp, to go 
tramping about-, noted down in the 
form trump; togeng trumpin aboot 
de hus. Nm. (Kollafirth). 2) to kick, 
of a horse; tromp and trump. — 
Icel. trampa, vb., to tramp, kick, 
also of a horse: to jolt, kick. Cf. 
trampr, m., of such a horse (B.H.). 
tromp is no doubt an orig. *trampa. 
As for the form, trump may be 
compared with No. trumpa, vb., to 
push 

tromsket,adj.,seetrumset, trum- 
sket, adj. 

troni, sb., see troni, sb. 
tronsket, see tronsket, adj. 
tront, troint [tr&'rjt, tr&i'nt, tro'qt 

(troi'nt)], sb., snout, esp. of a pig; 
de t. 0’ de grice. U. (Un.). — No. 
trant and trunt, m., Fser. trantur, m., 
protruding mouth, snout. [trS‘qt, 
tr&i'nt] most prob. springs from a 
*trant-, [tro'qt (troi'nt)] from a *trunt-. 
The form with u is the root-form 
for the three foil, words. Further, the 
form tront (q.v.) is formed from 
*trunt- by i-mutation. troni, sb., is 
more common than tront (tront). 

tront (troint) [tro'nt, tro^nt, tro'qt, 
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troi'nt], vb., 1) to grunt. Nm. [tro'nt, 
tr6'‘nt]; UB. [tro^nt, troi‘nt]. 2) to 
sniff, to breathe hard through the 
nose. Fe. [tro'rit (tr6i‘nt)]. — *trunta. 
See the foil. word. 

tronta (trointa) [trohita (tr6i‘nta)], 
sb., nickname fora sow. Fe. — Either 
the snouted or grunting one. See 
the two prec. words and tronter, sb. 

tronti, trointi [(tro'iiti) troi'nti], sb., 
a snout-shaped object, projecting 
spout. N. — *trunti = trynti, n. 
No. trynt, n., id. 

troska, troskasi, trosket1, see 
trotska, trotsket. 

trosket2, see trusket2, adj. 
tross* [tros (tr&s), tros, trosj], sb., 

1) scrapings, trash, refuse, e.g. of fish 
and potatoes; taati-t.,potato-peelings. 
[tros]: N.I. In U. also [tr&s]. Else- 
where more comm. [tros]. 2) untidy 
collection of something, a heap-, a 
loose mass; a t. o’ auld claes, a 
loose, dirty heap of old clothes; to 
lie in a t. (o’ dirt), her claes is hingin’ 
in a t, her clothes hang loosely 
and untidily (C.). Fe.:[tros]. Conn.: 
[tros, tro$].— O.N. tros, n., rubbish; 
brushwood. For tross, used of un- 
tidy dress, see truss, sb. While 
[tr&s, tros] must be derived from 
“tros”, [tro§] and occas. [tros] may 
be a later form of pronunc. of truss, 
sb., q.v. The §-sound in [troq] may 
be due to infl. of Eng. trash, sb. 

tross2 [trosj], sb., a flock, multi- 
tude; a t. o’ folk, o’ baess (animals), 
o’ sheep. Nmw. — May represent 
*dross, as Shetl. tr occas. replaces 
an orig. dr. Cf. then No. drose (o’) 
and druse, m., a flock. 

tross, vb., see truss1, vb. 
trosset, see trusset, adj. 
trossfell, see trottfall. 
trossivagl, see trussivagl. 
trotsk [trotsk, tro'tsk, trot^k, tro't^k, 

trot^k], vb., a) to be obstinate, re- 
fractory, unwilling to do what one 
is told; b) to be peevish, to sulk. 

he guid [‘went’] awaa trotsk in (Um0.). 
N.I.; U. [trotsk, trotqk]; Fe. [tro'tsk, 
trot^k, tro't^k, trol^k]. Also trotsk 
[trotsk]: U. — O.N. prjozkask (prjots- 
kask), “prjotkast”, vb. refl., to be 
refractory or obstinate. — Phoneti- 
cally, the form with o is the most 
correctly developed, as O.N. “]6” 
becomes o in Shetl. Norn. 

trotska [trotska, tro'tska, trot^ka, 
tro'tejka, troika], sb., a) obstinacy, 
refractoriness; b) peevishness, bad 
temper, offended frame of mind, to 
be in a t., to sit i’ de t. or wi’ a 
t., to lie in t. “he cuist [‘cast’] him 
[‘himself’] op in t., he became re- 
fractory, offended and peevish, he 
got into a bad temper. N.I. U.: 
[trotska, trot^ka (tro'tejka, troika)]. 
Fe.: [tro'tska, trot^ka, tro't^ka, troika]. 
Yh.: [tro't^ka]. Also a) troitska 
[troit^ka]: Yh., Fe. occas., b) trotska 
[trotska]: U., c) trosk [trosk], for 
*trotsk; to speak wi’ a trosk; Conn. 
Also Conn, trosks [trosks], pi.: to 
sit i’ de trosks; he’s gotten de 
trosks. — O.N. prjozka (prjdtska), 
f., obstinacy, refractoriness. — The 
form trotska is the most correct 
phonetically in Shetl. See the prec. 
word, trosks, pi., has no doubt 
arisen through infl. of pi. words, 
such as “dorts, sulks, snosks” and 
several others in the same or a si- 
milar sense. 

trotsket [trot^kat], sb., a two-hand- 
led, scoop-shaped vessel, for holding 
train-oil; a oli [‘oil’]-t. Fo. Also 
trotsket [trot^kat]. Fo. — Deriv. of 
*trot, No. trot, n., protruding mouth, 
snout, or more prob. *trtit, No. and 
Sw. trut, m., a) mouth, snout, b) 
spout, e.g. of a jug. trotsket may 
poss. spring from a mutated form: 
*tryt-; cf. No. tryta, f., snout. 

trotsket [trotskat, tro'tskat, trot^kat, 
tro't^kat, tro^kat], adj., obstinate, dis- 
obliging; surly, peevish. N.I.; U.: 
[trotskat, trot^kat]; Fe.: tro'tskat, trot- 

62 
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Jjkst, tro't^kat, tro^kat]; Yh.: [tro't- 
^katj. Also a) trotsket [trotskat]: 
U. and Conn., b) trosket [troskat, 
tro^kat]: Conn, occas. [troskat], and 
Wh. [tro^kat], surly, peevish, fretful. 
— O.N. prjozkr, adj., obstinate, re- 
fractory. The form with 0 is the 
most correct phonetically in Shetl.; 
see trotsk, vb., and trotska, sb. 

*trott [trSt, trot, trd’t], troitt [troit], 
adv. and interj., used to intensify a 
statement or exclamation, esp. nega- 
tively, together with a “na” [na] no, 
and strengthening the latter. Fe. and 
U. Na, trott, se krabbi [na tr&t 
§a krabi] (Fe.), no, certainly not (or: 
no, I will not), said the crab (in a 
Norn rigmarole, containing a dia- 
logue between a crow and a crab): 
*(nei,) pr£tt, sagdi krabbi. “Na, trott 
sho [trot §0]” (Fe.), in a variant of 
the said rigmarole. In a variant 
from Unst: Na, go troitta [na go 
troita]. Reported from Fe., as belong- 
ing to the colloq. lang.: Na, trottsi 
[tro't^i]! no, I will not. — Is prob. 
O.N. pr&tt, adj. in neut. and adv., 
(from prar, adj., persevering), No. 
traatt, adv., perseveringly, continu- 
ally, frequently. Cf. trett, adv. and 
interj., prob. the same word as trott, 
but used in a deviating manner (Fo.). 

trottfall, troittfall [tr6i‘Ha[% tr6i‘t - 
fa[-], interj., exclamation, intensifying 
a statement: upon my word! etc. 
Fe. trossfell [tro^feh], and tross- 
fell [troq’ffil-]: Fe. — The first part 
is prob. O.N. pr&tt; see the prec. 
word. 

trotti, troitti [troi'ti], sb., noted 
down only in the expr. “pick atill 
[ato\ oto'] de t.!” keep up! get along! 
e.g. as encouraging shouts to pack- 
horses when bringing home peats 
from the out-field. Fe. — Is no doubt 
O.N. prottr, m., strength (Fr.), No. 
trott, m., a) endurance; patience; 
assiduity, b) strength, powers of 
endurance fAa.). 

tru [tro], sb., faith, trust. O.N. 
trti, f., obs. L.Sc. and N.Eng. trow, 
sb., faith, belief. 

tru [tru], vb., to believe in some- 
one or something; to t. ane or 
onyt’ing. T. du me! trus du dat? 
— O.N. trtia, vb., Eng. dial, and 
L.Sc. trow, troo, vb., to believe. 

trubelt [trubolt], sb., rubbish, a 
large, old and worthless object; a 
t. 0’ a bed. Yb. — trubelt prob. 
from an older *trubl, *trufl, which 
may represent *truml. Cf. poss. 
No. traml, n., cumbrous, worthless 
objects, trumlen, adj., clumsy (in 
walking), to be associated with the 
verbs “tramla, trumla”, to drag la- 
boriously, to stumble along heavily 
and noisily, and “trubla (trufla)”, to 
walk in a stumbling, slouching 
manner (R.), Sw. dial, “trobbla” 
(Ri.), and trumla, vbs., to walk clum- 
sily and unsteadily, as well as 
“trabbla, tramla, trumla”, vbs., to 
perform something badly. Cf. t r u g g- 
el2, sb. 

trud [trnd], sb., desire, longing; 
see under tro2, sb. 

trud [trud], vb., to have a great 
desire for; see under tro, vb. 

truen [trnan, tr6an], sb., a small, 
oblong wooden box for fish-bait, 
in shape like a kilpek; q.v. F.I. — 
O.N. pro, f., trough of hollowed 
wood, Icel. (Mod. Icel.) pro, No. tro, 
f., longish, hollowed-out vessel, 
a trough. In No. (Hall.) also “tron” 
(Aa.). The ending -en in truen, 
however, is more prob. the def. art. 
in fossilized state: O.N. -in in “pr6in”. 
No. “tron” ought most correctly to 
have given a form *trun [*trnn] in 
Shetl. 

trugel, truggel1 [trogol], sb., a) a 
small wooden trough in which the 
pig gets its food, a grice-t. Ai., Wests, trogel, troggel [trogal, tro- 
gal], grice-t., partly a small trough 
(pig's trough); Sa., Wests, [trogal], 
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partly a round, flat-bottomed box 
(for pig's fodder); N.Roe, Nmn. 
[trogal]. b) a vessel for holding 
train-oil or grease; a 0li [‘oil’J-t. 
Wests. (Ai.); esp. a damaged vessel 
(Papa, Ai.). — O.N. trygill, m., a 
small trough. 

truggel2 [trogal], truggelt [trogalt], 
sb., 1) a bulky, worthless object-, 
lumber; a great auld [‘old’] t.; a t. 
o’ a kist, o’ a spinnie-wheel. U.; 
esp. in the form truggelt. Also a) 
troggel [trogal], a auld t. o’ a (spin- 
nie-) wheel: Nm&.f b) troggelt [tro- 
galt]: Un. occas. troggelti [trog-al- 
ti ]: Y”. Occas. a large, heavy and 
clumsy burden; U.: truggelt. 2) 
untidy heap; troggel [trogal]: Nms.; 
“to lie in a troggel”, e.g. of a 
ruined fence or gate, “a truggel 
o’ dirt”, an untidy, dirty heap, dirty 
and ragged clothes (W. Burr., Ai.). 
3) a decrepit, ill-thriven person; a 
auld troggelt. U". — Prob. to be 
classed with No. truglen, truglutt, 
adj., heavy and clumsy (trug, m., 
a clumsy person), trugla, vb., to 
toil laboriously (R.). 

trukk [trok], sb., 1) trash, waste. 
2) mixture of manure and earth; 
occas. only dug-up earth used for 
manure. Earth mixed with manure 
and dried is often used as litter for 
cattle in the byre. 3) cover of clouds, 
gathering clouds; used disparagingly 
in this sense and denoting something 
unpleasant; “he is rivin’ some t. 
ower him”, the sky is getting over- 
cast (U.). 4) twaddle, nonsense 
(Fo.). — Also comm.: trokk [trok 
(trok)]. The form trukk is noted 
down in N.I. (U.), Wh. and Du.; 
trokk [trok] in the northern part 
of Mainland and occas. in Wests. 
In U. is noted down a form of pro- 
nunc. “[trok (tr&k)]” beside trukk in 
sense 1. — O.N. prekkr, m., filth. 
Cf. trag2, tragg2, sb. 

trukk, vb., see trokk1, vb. 

trukker. see trokker, sb. 
ftrummeks [tromaks], sb. pi., small 

things bundled together, esp. those 
necessary for a boat-fisherman at sea. 
Conn. Similartotrimmi hutrikins; 
see hutrikin, sb. trummeks is 
poss. only another word and local 
Shetl. form of Eng. (dial.) trimmings, 
sb. pi., belongings. 

trump1 [tro‘mp], sb., in the expr. 
“skeetie [skiti]-t.”, a thick, hollow 
stalk, esp. stalk of angelica, used 
as a squirt, = swettek, swittek, 
sb. 1. Fairly common. — Cf. Icel. 
trumba, f., in “njolatrumba”, the stalk 
of angelica (B.H.). The final p in 
trump may be due to infl. of Eng. 
trump, trumpet, sb. 

trump2 [tro'mp], sb., haste, hurry, 
in a t. Sa. — To be classed with 
tromp, trump, vb., to stamp, kick? 

trump [tro‘mp], vb., 1) to tramp, 
stamp. 2) to kick, of horses. See 
tromp, vb. 

trumpels [tro'mpals], sb. pi., hilly, 
rough and barren ground. Yh’e., Yh.: 
rocky shore with rising heathery 
ground above. Ye.: barren, heathery 
hills; “naet’in’ [‘nothing’] but brunt 
[‘burned’] t.” — Poss. from O.N. 
prymill, m., knot, unevenness. With 
regard to p after m in trumpels 
may be compared e.g. skump2, sb., 
from skum. 

trumper [tro'mpar], sb., roe mem- 
brane in fish, esp. empty or not 
full roe-case (cf. pelek, pilek, sbs.), 
and mostly of the roe-case in a coal- 
fish. Du. Also comm, in the form 
turn per [to'mpar]. Du. Partly in 
pi.t(r)umpers = t(r)umper. Conn.: 
tumperin [to'nr'parin'], small roe, 
roe membrane. — If trumper is 
a more original form than turn per 
(note dropping of r, e.g. in *dikk, 
sb., for *drikk; tukk, sb., = trukk), 
a root-form *strumpr (with a later 
dropping of initial s before a con- 
sonant, such as e.g. in pon, sb.) 

62* 
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may be suggested. Cf. No. strump, 
m., in sense of leg of trousers, prop. 
a narrow vessel (Aa.), and “strumpa”, 
f., the lower, bipartite part of the 
trousers (R.). Cf. a) Da. “bukser” 
(trousers), as the name of roe-case 
in a fish (cod), and b) Shetl. pilek, 
sb., roe-case, occas. jokingly in sense 
of trousers (pileks, pi.). 

trums [(tru'ms) tro‘ms], sb., sul- 
kiness, fretfulness; comm, in the 
expr.: to be (sit, geng) in a t., to 
sulk, to be fretful; to get or tak’ a 
t., to become fretful. Occas. in pi., 
trumses, “i’ de trumses” (S.Sh.), 
through infl. of exprs. such as “i* 
de dorts”. For the etym. see the 
foil. word. 

trumset [tr6‘msot, tro'msat] and 
trumsket [tro'mskot, tro'mskot], adj., 
sulky, fretful; a t. body. Wests. Also 
tromsket [tro'mskot]. Ai. occas., 
Wests. — Cf. Fser. trumsutur, adj., 
a) peevish, sulky, b) clumsy, trumsa, 
vb., to be in bad spirits. From a 
*trums with root-meaning block of 
wood, as indicated by Faer. trumsutur 
in sense b. Cf. Sw. dial, tromm, 
trumm, m., trunk of a tree, and see 
trombet, adj., sulky, surly, from 
*trump-, with which trums and 
trumset are prob. to be classed. 

trums/e [tro'msi], adj., slovenly- 
looking, having long, dirty hairs, 
noted down esp. of a cow. Wests. 
(Sa.). — Prob. to be classed with 
tremsek and trims, sbs., and No. 
trafs, n., fringes (something frayed), 
trafse, m., rag, piece of stuff, trofsa 
and trifsa, f., a patch, rag. trums 
may be a transition form from trims. 

trun [tran], vb., to have a great 
desire for, esp. of animals; to t. 
efter som’tin’. U. (Un.). — *prpna 
= *pr&na. Sw. tr&na, vb., to long 
for, to pine away from longing. 
See tro, sb. and vb., and trog1, 
trokk3, vbs. 

trups(j)agi [trup-§a"gi Hag"i)], 
adj., see drups(j)agi, adj. 

trusket1 [truskot, troskot], adj., 1) 
surly, self-willed, fretful. Fo. [(tru- 
skat) troskat]. 2) half awake, out 
of sorts. Sa. [truskat (troskat)]. — 
Is no doubt a parallel form to trot- 
sket, trotsket, adj. 

trusket2 [truskat (troskat)], adj., 
untidy-looking, esp. of a badly-tied 
sheaf of grain with the stalks stick- 
ing out; Sa. trosket [troskat], care- 
lessly spread out, of corn in a barn; 
to lie t.; Nmn. (N.Roe). — Is no 
doubt a derivative of trusset (tros- 
set), adj. 

truss [tros, tros], sb., 1) trash, 
refuse, collection of old, worthless 
objects; a t. o’ taaties [‘potatoes’], 
o’ silleks (small coalfish), o’ auld 
claes (old clothes), rags, etc. 2) un- 
tidy and slovenly state of dress; to 
geng in a t., to go untidily dressed. 
3) untidy state, disorder; de hair 
is a’ [‘all’] in a t. (Sa.). Wests, occas. 
(Fo., Sa.). Fe., Conn. In Conn, also 
trusj [tro§]. — *truss. No. trus (uu), 
n., trash, bits of rubbish (R.). truss 
(appl. to untidy dress) must be classed 
with No. trussa, f., a slattern, and 
is no doubt cognate with Icel. trasi, 
m., a careless, untidy person (E. J.). 
See the syn. tross1, sb. 

truss1 [tros, tros], vb., 1) to root 
in the fodder, to eat in a slovenly 
manner, of an animal; to t. in onyt’ing, 
t. i’de met or food. Y. Also tross 
[tros]; de coo is trossin t’rough de 
met, t’rough de hay. Y. (Yh.). 2) to 
do something in a careless or per- 
functory manner; to repair some- 
thing temporarily; to t. onyt’ing. Yn. 
— No. trussa, vb., to throw, mix 
together, trussa, f., a slattern (R.). 
— But in sense of to reef a sail 
(Y.), [trus] is another word, viz.: 
L.Sc. trouss, vb., to tuck up, etc. 
(Eng. truss). 

truss2 [tros], vb., 1) to trudge; 
t. awaa to de hogla! a shout to 
cows. Fe. See hogla and haglet, 
sbs. 2) to walk carelessly, = f j u ngs, 
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vb.; to geng trussin. Sa., Wests. 
— Sw. dial, trussa, vb., to trudge 
(Ri. under “tr&da”, vb.). No. trussa, 
vb., to drag, trail (R.). — truss 2 
indicates association with trusset, 
adj., and truss1, vb. 2. 

trusset [trosot, trosat], adj., 1) slov- 
enly, untidy, careless. Noted down 
in this form esp. in N.I. Also tros- 
set [trosat, tro^at], esp. outside N.I. 
[trosat], e.g. in Nm.; [tro^at] is noted 
down in Ai. and Conn. In Conn, 
also trossie [tro§i]. 2) More rarely 
of the air, sky: stormy-looking, with 
ragged clouds foreboding bad wea- 
ther; a trusset- or trosset-lookin’ 
sky. Yn. — To be classed with No. 
trussa, f., a slattern (R.). See truss, 
sb. and vb. 

trussibelt [tros”ibse‘lt'], sb., a kind 
of long-stalked seaweed. Wh. Also 
trossibelt [tros’ibae'lt’]. Wh. Esp. 
in pi., trussibelts, trossibelts. a 
trossibelt [tro^ibae'lt'] tangel, a 
kind of thin stalk of seaweed with 
small leaves growing round it: Conn. 
— The first part trussi represents 
*tursi by metathesis of r. Prob. a 
deriv. of O.N. purs, m., a giant, 
ogre, as this word contains, e.g. in 
Icel. pussaskegg, n., a kind of fine 
seaweed, strongylium, fucus filifor- 
mis (B.H.), sea-laces. Cf. No. “troll- 
tang” and “trolltare”, used of a kind 
of broad-leaved seaweed (Aa.), and 
coarse-stalked seaweed (R.). Peer, 
tussingur, m., a kind of long-stalked 
seaweed, seems to denote the same 
kind as Shetl. trussibelt, and must 
then be regarded as an orig. *purs- 
ingr from “purs”. No. tyss, n.(?), 
sea-laces, = martaum (Aa.). With 
the second part belt cf. Icel. “belti”, 
n., in beltispari, a kind of seaweed, 
fucus balteiformis (B.H.). 

trussivagl [tros’ivag'ol], sb., a 
slatternly, untidy and awkward per- 
son, esp. a woman; an untidily- 
dressed person. Also trossivagl 

[tros'ivag'ol, tros'ivag'al]. Uwg. — For 
the first part trussi-, denoting untidy 
dress, see truss, sb., and trusset, 
adj. The second part is most prob. 
O.N. vagi, m., a roost, as this word 
in Sw. dial, (vagel, vagle) is used dis- 
paragingly, partly of people (“hynns- 
vagel”, a vacillating, frolicsome 
person, prop, a roost, Ri.), partly 
of animals, esp. a poor horse. 

trust! [trosti], adj., substantial, 
firm and close, lasting well. Du. 
(Clumlie). — No. traust, adj., a) firm, 
steady, b) close, firm, somewhat 
hard, of soil, wood, leather, meat, 
fish, etc., c) strong, powerful, Faer. 
treystur, adj., a) strong, persevering, 
b) thick and firm, difficult to digest 
(of diff. kinds of food). O.N. traustr, 
adj., a) trustworthy, sure, b) hope- 
ful, confident. 

treba [troba, trsba], sb., 1) a small 
piece of land not included in the 
division of allotments among the 
families in a village. 2) surplus 
of seaweed driven ashore; see below 
under “t.-waar”. Conn. Esp. in the 
compds.: a) t.-dikes, pieces offences 
(out-field fences) which certain 
families in a village have to build 
in addition to their proper share, 
b) t.-waar, waur, surplus of sea- 
weed driven ashore, and divided 
among certain families not entitled 
to a share of the seaweed which 
is generally divided among the other 
villagers. Conn. — The orig. mean- 
ing of the word seems to denote: 
that which is outside the proper 
boundary of the old village and 
therefore lacks the rights belonging 
to the latter. The word is certainly 
old and of Northern origin, but its 
etymology is difficult to decide. The 
most prob. explanation may be *tit- 
hrepp(a), that which is outside the 
district (cf. Icel. utanhrepps, ouside 
the district, hreppr), a deriv. which 
is also phonetically possible, though 
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there are some irregularities. By 
change of accent with the second 
part of compd. strongly stressed, the 
first part might gradually have be- 
come unstressed and then been lost. 
Parallels to this are found, e.g. in 
“sten-whigga”, in which sten seems 
to replace *isten, and in the place- 
name Trebister, south of Lerwick, 
M., whose old name was ’Utrebister 
[*ytri bolstadr], written “Utrabuster” 
in “Skat Book of Zetland” c. 1500. 
e and 0 alternate in several words. 
An initial (and later dropped) u might 
have influenced and changed e to 0 
(later lengthened) in the syllable foil. 
Several examples of a change pp > 
b are found in Shetl. Norn (see In- 
trod. V — also N.Spr. VII — § 38 a). 
Possible development: *ut,repp‘a > 
*utr0pp,a > *(u)tr0bba > tr0ba. 
Another possible explanation: tro- 
might be O.N. trp<5, f, fenced-in piece 
of ground; but this would agree only 
with sense 1 of troba, and further, 
the second part -ba would have to 
be left unexplained. 

trogerous [tro-garos-], adj., rude, 
coarse, both in appearance and man- 
ner of expression; a t. body (person). 
Sa., Wests. — May be derived from 
O.N. prekr, m., strength; courage. 
Orig. laudatory, but may easily in 
Shetl. have acquired a disparaging 
meaning. In No. “trek, treken”, adj., 
has acquired the meaning corpulent, 
stout (O.N. prekinn, adj., strong). 

trelek [trslok, tr^lok], sb., a silly, 
indolent and careless person; a 
graceless t. Fe. — Poss. to be com- 
pared with No. truls, m., trulsa, f., 
a simpleton. 

*tr0llh0llin, see *trollkollin, sb. 
trolli ]\r6\\]-spindle, sb., a kind 

of plant, horse-tail, equisetum. Y. 
Also trolli [trojij-spindle. — Prop. 
“troll's spindle". Cf. Fser. trblla- 
kampur, m., a species of fern, poly- 
podium felix, acc. to Svabo also: 

horse-tail, equisetum, or mare's-tail, 
hippuris vulgaris. 

tr0ni [trani, troni], sb., muzzle, 
snout, esp. of a pig; de t. 0’ de 
grice. comm. Also metaph. of some- 
thing snout-shaped, long and nar- 
row, a spout, e.g. a t. upo de stakk 
(Fe.), a t. 0’ a gjo, along, narrow 
cleft in a rocky coast (Du.). Now 
mostly with short 0. With long 0, 
e.g. in Fe. — O.N. tr^ni, n., a snout. 

trbnsket [tra'n^kot], adj., sulky; 
peevish;fretful. Un. tronsket [tro'q- 
^kat]: N. Also dronsket [dro'i^kat] 
(Y. occas.). — Deriv. of troni, front, 
snout? Cf. No. trunta, vb., to sulk, 
from “trunt”, m., snout (R.). Note, 
however, also No. tronska, f., a self- 
willed woman (Aa.). 

trpnt [Wnt], sb., snout, of a pig. 
Sae., Ai. — No. trynt, n., a snout- 
shaped thing, spout (R.). 

tr0nt [Wnt], vb., to grunt, occas. = 
tront, vb. Sae., Ai. From tront, sb. 

trbnter [Wntar], sb., nickname 
for a swine, esp. a pig. Sae., Ai. 
— Prop, the grunting one. See 
tront, vb., and tronta, sb. 

trontl [Wnt8!, -al], vb., to grumble 
(without addressing anybody), to 
mutter (to oneself)-, to geng tront- 
lin [Wntlin]. Sa. — *tryntla from 
*trynta. See tront, sb. and vb. Cf. 
No. trunta, vb., to sulk, from trunt, 
m., protruding mouth, snout. 

troskin [Wskin], sb., obstinacy; 
peevishness; nane o’ dy t.l Conn. 
For *tr0tskin from trotsk, vb., = 
trotsk, vb. See trotsk, vb., and 
trotska, sb. 

troll, trottel [trot8!, -al], vb., a) to 
talk in a low voice, to mutter; b) 
to grumble; t. and “flite”; c) to 
whine, whimper (Fo.). In N.I. (U. 
and Y.) is noted down a form troitl, 
troittel [troit8!, troi‘t8l, -al]. U". 
[troit8!]. Y. occas.: [troi‘t8l]. Pres, 
part.: trotlin [trothn], troitlin [troit- 
lin,tr6i‘thn]. Impf.: trotteld, troit(t)- 
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eld. — May be referred to No. 
tryta, vb., a) to low softly (Aa.), b) 
to sulk (R.), from trut, m., mouth, 
snout. 

tretsk, vb., to be obstinate, pee- 
vish, see trotsk, vb. 

tratska, sb., obstinacy; peevish- 
ness, etc. See trotska, sb. 

tratsket, see trotsket, sb. 
tretsket. adj., obstinate-, peevish-, 

see trotsket, adj. 
Mretskin, see troskin, sb. 
trattin [trotin], adj., that is pout- 

ing, sulking, and ready to cry, esp. 
of children, in the compd. “t.-faced”. 
Fo. — Deriv. of No. tryta, vb. (men- 
tioned under trotl, vb.), to sulk, etc. 

tu1 [tn (tu)], sb., wool, worsted, 
esp. coarse wool, thick worsted, now 
used only in some compds. such as 
sokkatu and roggatu. A form tou, 
“tow” [tou] is found in the compd. 
rongatou, -tow, sb. — O.N. to, n., 
tuft of wool, uncleaned wool, flax, 
No. to, n., a) spun flax or hemp, 
b) worsted, Faer. t6gv, n., worsted. 
The form tou may be due to infl. 
of Eng. tow, sb., in L.Sc. also pre- 
pared hemp or flax. Cf. tou net, 
sb., for *tuned from *t6na6r. — Be- 
cause of implied sense of tangling 
(tangled wool), O.N. *pof, felt, may 
also be suggested, as phonetically *tu 
may well represent a *tuv [*tnv]. In 
Faer. there is a merging of togv, 
n., worsted, from “to”, and “togvi”, 
m., tangled mass (wool), tangled 
tuft, from O.N. pofi, m. 

tu2 [to], sb., a toot on a horn; 
a tu i’ de horn. See ftut, vb. 

tu1 [to], vb., to toot on a horn; 
to tu i’ de horn. See ftut, vb. 

tu2 [to], vb., to mend a cracked 
bladder or skin-buoy; to tu a blad- 
der or bow [‘buoy’]. Du. — May be 
No. tya, vb., to prepare, arrange, 
mend (Aa.), but no doubt denotes 
prop, to put in a tangled tuft or 
wisp. Cf. the relation between 

a) tiv, vb., “tiv a bow”, = tu, and b) tiv, sb., a patch, rag. No. tove, 
m., a tuft, wisp; O.N. p6fi, m., felt, 
something tangled. Shetl. u presup- 
poses long o (6) or u. 

tubi [tobi], sb., the cormorant 
(Wh.); see tobi, sb. 

tud [tod], vb., 1) to suck, making 
a slight noise; esp. of pigs; de grice 
tuds (is tud in) de midder [‘mother’]; 
de grice is tudin de boddom o’ de 
pan. N.I. (U., Y.). 2) to put the 
snout down to the ground when 
sniffing, as if to root, of swine. 
Umo. — May in sense 1 be explained 
either as a *tiita, prop, to pout, or 
as a *tota = tata; see tudek, sb., 
= Icel. and Faer. t£ta, No. taata, f. 
No. taata, vb., to suck, tud 2 is 
most correctly explained as a *ttita 
from *tut-, spout; snout; mouth; cf. 
No. ^nd Sw. tut (uu), m., spout; 
snout; mouth. Compare the cognate 
words: a) No. tota (o’), vb., to pout, 
also to suck, to pull slightly, b) No. 
tot, n., mouth, tota, f., something 
projecting like a spout, Icel. tota, 
f., a trunk, snout (B.H.). 

tuddek [todok], sb., tuft of wool; 
a t. o’ oo’ [‘wool’]. Yh. — Prob. a 
parallel form to tott with dim. ending. 
For the form tudd with u [6] cf. 
partly Sw. dial, tutt, m., tuft, = totte, 
tott, partly No. (Smaal.) tott, “toott”, 
m., = taatt (O.N. pattr), a single 
strand of a rope. 

tudek [tndok (tddok)], sb., sucking- 
bottle. Esp.: a) a wooden pin with 
a rag rolled round it, fixed in the 
bottom of a wooden bowl containing 
milk and water, for feeding lambs 
and pigs; to mak’ a t. for de grice 
or lamb. Yh. In the same place 
also tudelek [t^••d^l^k•], with double 
dim. ending: a) -el, O.N. -ill, -ull, 
/?) -ek, Eng. and Sc.: -ack, -ick, -ock. 
b) a small kettle with a rag rolled 
round the spout, for feeding lambs. 
Yn.; Nmn.? (acc. to J. Inkster). In 
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the same place also todek [tgdsk]. 
— A *tpta = *t£ta? Icel. and Faer. 
lata, f., sucking-bottle, B.H.: sugar- 
teat. In Faer.: a) a piece of stuff 
rolled round sugar and bread, for 
feeding infants, b) wooden pin with 
a rag round the end, dipped in 
milk and water, for feeding young 
lambs. No. taata, f., a) a spout; 
a small, protruding knot, b) sucking- 
bottle, small bag with milk or other 
liquid food for infants (Aa.). The 
form tud-, with long phonetic u in 
Shetl., may, however, with regard 
to the phonology, more reasonably 
be explained from *ttit-, Icel. ttita, 
f., something projecting and tapering 
(E.J.); compare herewith tud, vb., 
which in sense 2 must be derived 
from *ttit-. The form todek, with 
long 0, could then be explained as 
a *tyta, f., formed by i-mutation from 
*tiitr; cf. Sw. dial, tyta, f., mouth 
(with protruding lips). 

tudelek1, see tudek, sb. 
tudelek2 [tud"al3k, t6d"3l3k], sb., 

a small pile of corn or hay, a very 
small corn-stack (skru) or hay-stack 
(cole, coll). Fe. [tud"3lak\ tod"3l3k']. 
Un. [tud"3l3k‘]. — Looks like a double 
dim., formed in the same way as 
the prec. word: *tudel, with later 
added -ek, from older *tud. Cf. No. 
tut (uu), m., a spout, top, Icel. tuta, 
f., something projecting, tapering 
(E.J.), and tota, f., trunk, snout, etc. 
(B.H.). Might also be derived from 
a *tota = *t&ta, as No. taata, f., is 
found in sense of protruding knot. 
See tu d el ek1, mentioned under tu d e k 
[*tpta?], sb., which poss. is the same 
word. 

tudelek3, see tudelep, sb. 
tudelep, sb., a closely-plaited 

basket, bodi or small kessi, esp. 
one made of dried dock-stalks (dock- 
ens) and used for transport of heavy 
things, prop, and orig. of manure. 
U. (and Fe.?). Wests. Is found in 

many diff. forms: a) tudelep [tu”- 
dalep'], noted down in Fe. (prop, 
characteristic of Papa?), b) tudelek 
[tud"3lak, tod"3l3k-, -ek-, -eg-]: U. 
(in all the given forms of pronunc.; 
tud--3leg-: Un. occas.); Wests.: ftud--3- 
Isk- (tod--3l3k-)], c) todelek [t0d--a- 
lak-]: U. occas., d) toudilep [tou--- 
dilap-], e)topelep [top--3lap- (-Isep-)], 
f)t0pelep [t0p--3l3p-,-laep-], g) tupe- 
lek [tup--3lek-]. The forms given 
under d, e, f, g, are characteristic 
of Papa St.; they are found also in 
Fe., but seem (in any case the forms 
with p) to have been introduced there 
by people from Papa, which is cer- 
tainly the case with regard to the 
form t0pelep,acc. toL.W. On Wests, 
(including Papa) the word is now 
used esp. of a fish-creel (bodi), in 
U. occas. in the same way, e.g. a 
tudelek or todelek o’ drollins 
(drolins), a basket filled with coal- 
fish (not full-grown), and also of a 
basket for transport of manure or 
potatoes, etc. — *tpflu-laupr, a basket 
for transport of manure. The first 
part is “tada” (gen. tpdu), f., in O.N.: 
manured meadow or hay from such 
a meadow (O.N. tad, n., manure), 
but in the above-mentioned compd. 
to be understood as manure; cf. 
No. toda and toda, Faer. toda, f., 
manurial substance. The second 
part lep, corrupted: lek, is deve- 
loped from a *l0p, which is O.N. 
laupr (Ipupr), m., a basket, box. Faer. 
t0duleypur, commonly todleypur, m., 
a tall wooden box in which manure 
is carried on the back (tod, n. pi., 
from a tad, sing., not used in Faer.). 
Shetl. tude- (tupe-) has no doubt 
arisen from a *tudu (by adjustment 
of vowel) from *tpdu, to which pa- 
rallels are found in No. (E. Norw.; 
Hadeland. Aa.). Uncompounded: 
lopi, lupi, q.v., from “laupr”, is used 
in Du. in a somewhat divergent sense, 

tueg, sb., see tug, sb. 
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ftufi [tufi], sb., a large, long tuft 

or tassel, esp. tuft of hair or grass. 
Also head of hair, a t. o’ hair. Sa. 
— Either O.N. *pofi, No. tove, m., 
tuft, wisp, Sw. tova, f., tuft of tangled 
hair, or Eng. dial, tuff = tuft, sb. 

tug [tug], sb., a mound, comm, 
tueg [tnag]: U. occas. In place- 
names are found the forms *tua [tua], 
and tu [to], thus e.g. Tua (Papa St.; 
Duri Voe, L.). Green-tua (Fe.), but 
Grontu [grontu] (W.): *grcena piifa. 
In def. form: Tuan stura [tnan stura] 
(Fladabister, Conn.): *piifan stora, 
the large mound. Tuen [tnsn] (Kle- 
bergswick Hill, Un.): *pufan or *1 
ptifum (dat. pi.), de Tuens [tnans] 
(Trebister Ness, Sound, M.), def. form 
in pi. with added Eng. -s: *piifurnar, 
the mounds. As the second part of 
compd. in place-names comm.: tu. 
Hotu [hotu] (Yh.): *h0y-ptifa, '‘hay- 
mound". Litlatu [lit"latn*] (on the 
hill Saksavord, Un.): *11113 pufa, and 
Muklatu [mok•■lat^•] (on Klebergs- 
wick Hill, U".): *mikla ptifa. — tug 
is a contraction of tueg, which again 
is developed from *tuek, i. e.: tu 
with later added suffix: -ek. O.N. 
piifa, f., a mound. 

tuggel, sb., see tjogel, sb. 
tuggemu. see togemo, sb. 
tuin [tnin], sb., piece of stuff or 

paper with which a rent in a bladder 
or skin-buoy is mended. Du. From 
tu2, vb. 

tukk [tok], sb., trash, waste, = 
trukk. U. occas. Also trukk [trok], 
trokk [trok] and tokk [tok]. U. 
Arisen from the common trukk 
(trokk), sb., q.v., by dropping of r. 

tulli [toli], sb., a sheath-knife; see 
tolli, sb. 

tult [to'lt], tolt [to‘lt] sb., a rolling, 
a movement up and down; a t. i’ 
de sea, commotion in the sea; a t. 
o’ a sea, agitated, crested sea. 
Wests. (Fo.). toilt [toi'lt]: Sa. “der 
’r a toilt o’ a sea on”. — See the 
two foil, words. 

tult [to‘lt], tolt [to‘lt], vb., to roll, 
swing, to be in a constant motion 
up and down; to walk with a rolling 
gait. Wests. (Fo.). toilt [toi'lt]: Sa. 
de boat tults (toilts); a tultin 
(toiltin) t’ing, boat, de horse gengs 
toiltin (Sa.). — Sw. tulta, vb., to 
toddle, totter, M. Eng. tilten, tylten, 
tulten, vb., to reel, stagger, Mod. 
Eng. tilt, vb. Cf. No. tylten and L.Sc. 
(obs.) tolter, adjs., unstable, shaking. 
Icel. tolta, vb., to trot (B.H.), No. tilta, 
vb., a) to trot, to trip (Aa.), b) to 
walk with a light, swinging gait 
(R.), are cognate words. That tult, 
etc., is of O.N. origin is supported 
by the foil. word. 

tulti [to'lti], tolti [to'lti], adj., un- 
steady, in constant motion up and 
down; a t. sea, rolling, agitated sea 
with small, crested waves; a t. boat, 
a crank boat (apt to heel over or 
capsize). Fo. — No. tylten, adj., 

| apt to fall or upset owing to an 
' unstable foundation-, unsteady on 

foot-, unstable. 
turn [turn], sb., 1) the thumb. 

2) glandulous lump adhering to the 
liver, of an animal (a sheep); see 
bris1, sb. — *pumi. No. tume, Sw. 
tumme, m., Eng. thumb. 

tumpels, see tunkels, sb. pi. 
tumper [to’mpsr], sb., roe mem- 

brane, roe-case in fish (Du.); see 
trumper, sb. 

tun [tnn (tun)], sb., 1) the home- 
field belonging to a farm. comm. 
Also in pi.: tuns. 2) farm-house 
together with the home-field. Freq. 
in place-names, esp. as the second 
part of compd., occas. as the name 
of cultivated plots of ground, occas. 
as the name of a farm; mostly with 
shortened vowel. See Shetl. Stedn. 
p. 159. — tunins [tumns], pi., small 
pastures in the home-field (N.Roe, 
Nmn.), = tunwe^s, tunmels. — 

! O.N. ttin, n.. a fenced plot, home- 
j field, farm-yard-, farming, etc. Shetl. 
I tunins is an older *tunin, pi. def.: 
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O.N. ttinin, with later added Eng. 
pi. -s. 

tunga [toflga], sb., tongue-shaped 
barley- or oat-cake\ an oval-shaped 
almost cylindrical cake, somewhat 
flattened. The cake was boiled to- 
gether with meat and potatoes, esp. 
for breakfast in spring (the season 
for preparing the soil, de vor), and 
the broth from this was supped with 
a spoon. A dish now antiquated. 
Fo. Also (by infl. of Eng. tongue) 
pronounced tonga [togga]: Fo. *tun- 
gabidi [tor^gabidi] in Yell, and 
*tungiballi, *tongiballi [tor](g)"i- 
bahi] in Conn, have denoted a cake 
similar in shape to tunga, noted 
down in Fo. bidi and balli (see 
these words) denote a cake of barley- 
or oat-meal. — O.N. tunga, f., a 
tongue-, something tongue-shaped. 

*tungabidi, see tunga, sb. 
tungefall [torj'gofal*, torygafeh, -fah, 

toiysfel'], sb., palsy of the tongue, 
esp. in cattle. The form [toiygafal’] 
is noted down esp. in Fe. (Feh.), 
and sporadically in Y. [torT'gafeh, 
-fab]: Fe. occas. and Y. occas. 
[tor^'afeb]: Ai., Wests, tungefadl 
[tojygafad3!’]: Fo. Phrase: he ’s 
gotten de tungefadl, he is dumb, 
he cannot or will not speak (Fo.). 
To this belongs no doubt a form 
tungeflet or -flit [tog"gaflab], 
noted down in Sa., Wests. — *tun- 
gufall, n., palsy (prop, fall) of the 
tongue, tungeflet, -flit, might be 
supposed to be the def. form in O.N.: 
*tungufallit, with the def. art. in a 
fossilized state. See the two foil, 
words. 

tungekramp[toi]"gakra‘mp-],tunge- 
krapp [tor]"gekrap‘], sb., disease 
(cramp, palsy) of the tongue, esp. 
in cattle, = tungefall. tunge- 
kramp [-kra'mp']: Un. tungekrapp: 
U. occas. and F,ew. tungekrabb, 
tongekrabb [(toiygakrab1) top"ga- 
krab’]: Yn. — See k r a p p1 (k r a m p), sb. 

tungesntt [toiy-gasot], tongesatt 
[toq-gesob], sb., = tungefall and 
tungekramp, -krapp. Yn. — 
*tungusott, f., disease of the tongue. 

*tungiballi, see tunga, sb. 
lung [toijK’/e/, sb., a backbiter, 

a deliberate liar. Noted down in 
Wests, and N.I. — Prop, “tongue- 
thief', *tungu-(pj6fr). The form tung 
points back to O.N. tunga, f., tongue. 

tunins, sb. pi., see tun, sb. 
tunkels [to'gkals], sb. pi., 1) the 

gills of a fish. Un. occas. Now rare 
and partly obs. in this orig. sense. 
Much more common and somewhat 
widely distributed in sense 2) a) gill- 
arches (thus e.g. in U.), b) the upper 
part of the gill-arches of a fish. 
In U. also tonkels [to‘rjkols (t&‘r]- 
kols)], and occas. turn pels [to‘mpals]. 
Y. occas. (Ye.): tonkels [to'rjkals]. 
Wh.: tjunkels [^o'flkals, ^o'gkols]. 
From Duw. (Ireland) is reported 
tunkels, tjunkels [tjohjkols (to‘r]- 
kols)], and tjunklins [tjo‘r]klins 
(to‘gkhns)] in the special sense of 
notched gullet of a ling, as distinct 
from minnamogi, gullet without 
notches of a cod. — O.N. talkn, n., 
a) gill of a fish, b) whalebone. Icel. 
t£lkn, n., Faer. taknir, f. pi., No. tokn 
(oo), f. (taakn, tolkn), gills of a fish. 
No. tokner (tolkner), pi., also occas. 
the innermost part of the mouth of 
a human being or animal, tunkel 
(tonkel) represents tunkl (tonkl), 
which has arisen from an older 
*tulkn (*tolkn) by metathesis of 
Ikn to nkl. The vowel u [o] in the 
main syllable presupposes an older 
long o: *tolkn; cf. the Norw. form 
“tookn”. 

tunki [to‘flki], sb., 1) (thought 
for,) desire, inclination; he had a 
t. aboot it, he had a desire, an 
inclination for it. Un’bu. 2) favour; 
kind disposition; good thoughts; 
to ha’e a t. on ane, to have a 
kindness to someone. Un. — *punki, 
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older form of O.N. pokki, in which 
kk has arisen by assimilation of 
older nk. O.N. pokki, m., a) opinion, 
thought, b) goodwill, favour (Fr.). 

tunlon [tunlo8n-], sb., a piece of 
pasture near the house, = tunwel, 
tunmel; esp. in pi.: tunlons. Wests. 
(Fo., Sae., Ai.). — The first part is tun, 
sb. The second part is No. Ion, f., 
in “utloner”, pi., out-fields, pastures 
belonging to a farm. L.Sc. toun-loan. 

tunskerri [tuns"k0eri, tun"skaeri], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for cock. 
Used by Foula fishermen. — tiin(s)- 
keri? The first part is tun, sb. The 
second part is poss. O.N. keri, m., 
male bird, recorded in the compd. 
“rjupkeri”, cock-ptarmigan. 

tun [tun]-t’/e/, sb., unruly sheep 
which breaks through enclosures 
from the out-field into the home- 
field, de tun, = almark, sb. 

tunwel [tunwol] and tunmel [tun- 
mol, -mel], sb., a piece of pasture 
near the house, commonly used as 
grazing for an animal, or for poul- 
try. The older form tunwel is now 
rare; tunmel, on the other hand, is 
common. The change from w to m 
may be due to the preceding n. — 
O.N. tiinvpllr, m., a fenced strip of 
pasture near the house. Icel. tiin- 
vollur, m., the home-field of a farm. 

tur [tnr, t6r], sb., faint light from 
a fire; faint burning, a t. o’ light 
(frae de lamps), de lamp is in a 
t., the lamp is burning very low 
(Y.). — *tor. No. tor (oo), n., a 
light or fire that is burning low. 
See tur, vb. 

tur [tnr, t6r (t58r)], vb., to give 
a faint light (of fire), to burn low; 
“hit (de light) only'turs, hit is only 
turin”, esp. of dying fire or lamp- 
light. “de light is turin op”, the 
light is flaring up just before going 
out (Un.). t. op de fire, to get a 
dying fire to burn better by poking 
it. N.I. — *t6ra. Icel. tora, vb., No. 

tora (oo), vb., to burn faintly, of 
fire, light. O.N. tora, vb., is recorded 
in a metaph. sense: barely to exist, 
to vegetate (Fr.). 

turer [toror], sb., a very small 
lamp giving a faint light. Un. (Nor- 
wich). From tur, vb. Icel. tora, f., 
a small lantern (B.H.). 

turfi, turft, see torfet, adj. 
turkasott [to‘r kas6t ], turkesott 

[toVkasot*, to'r'kasat*], sb., a dis- 
ease in cattle, causing the skin, esp. 
on the back, to become dry and 
chapped; a kind of consumption and 
bilious complaint, turkasott: Un. 
turkesott: Wests. (Fo., Sa.). In 
Fo. also: torkasott [toV’kas&t']. 
Other places: torkesott [to'r’kasot-, 
-sat-]. — ’"purkusott. O.N. purka, f., 
drought, dryness, and “sott”, f., dis- 
ease. No. turka, f., consumption (R.), 
prop, dryness, “turkesjukji” (R.), 
consumption. See pirkaso, sb. 

turl. turel [tural], sb., a small cake 
(barley- or oat-cake); at. o’abroni. 
Conn. Another form of tirli1, tir- 
lek, sb., q.v. 

turl [tur3l, t6r3l], vb., to sing low 
in a querulous tone? t. and sing; 
turl in [turlin, torlin] and singin’. 
Du. — Prob. a deriv. of No. turra, 
vb., to grumble, scold. Cf. url1, 
vb., with a similar development of 
meaning. 

tusen, tussen [tusan (tosan)], adj., 
1) having tousled, dishevelled hair. 
U. 2) unrefreshed, sleepy, out of 
sorts; unco’ t.-like [lek]. U. 3) of 
the air: cloudy, threatening storm 
and rain; he is unco’ t.-lookin’. 
U. — *tusinn = *tysinn, from *“tus”, 
of something unravelled, tangled, 
Sw. dial, (and No.) tos, n. Cf. No. 
tysen [*tysinn], adj., a) tousled, b) 
unrefreshed, sleepy, c) rough, of 
weather (R.); in all three senses cor- 
responding to Shetl. tusen. See 
tusket, adj. 

tuset, tusset [tusat (tosat)], adj.» 
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1) matted, tousled, e.g. of hair. Also 
tussi or tosi [tosi]; a t. head (Fe.). 
2) untidy, careless or slovenly in 
dress (Un.). — The stem of the word 
is found both in the Northern langs. 
and in Scottish. Cf. L.Sc. touse, 
touss, vb., to disarrange, to crumple, 
to handle roughly, Sw. dial, tosig, 
adj., tangled, in disorder, from “tos”, 
n., fleece, something tangled, No. 
tos, n., fibres, tosa, vb., to unravel. 
While -et, O.N. -ottr, is often added 
in Shetl. to words of Eng. (L.Sc.) 
origin, to form an adj. (thus mak- 
ing it doubtful whether tuset is an 
orig. Shetl. word), the forms tusen, 
adj., and tusk, sb., as well as tusket, 
adj., (see these words,) are of Nor- 
thern origin. 

tusk [tusk], sb., 1) a tuft, wisp; 
tuft of grass, tuft of hair, a t. o’ 
hair. Mostly of a tangled tuft of 
hair. Also tuski [tuski], 2) matted, 
tangled mass, esp. of hair; de hair 
is in a t. (N.Roe, Nm11.). — Prob. 
a deriv. of *tus-, of something tang- 
led; see tusen and tuset, adjs., and 
tusl, sb. and vb. For the derivative 
ending k cf. Sw. dial, tuska, vb., to 
crumple, and “tuskug”, adj., tousled, 
having dishevelled hair (Ri.), No. 
tusken, adj., tangled, dishevelled, 
etc. tusk might also represent a 
*tuks by metathesis, in the same 
way as tusp for *tups; cf. No. tuksa, 
f., a) tangled mass, e.g. of seaweed, 
straw, rags, b) a wisp. 

tusk1 [tusk (tosk)], vb., to rumple, 
tousle, esp. hair. See tusk, sb., and 
tusket, adj. More rarely used as vb. 

tusk2 [tusk, t6sk], vb., to begin 
to blow, of the wind; he is tuskin 
him op (Den.: [tusk]); he is tuskin 
ut o’ him (Conn.: [tosk]). — Cf. No. 
tuska, vb., to rustle, to make a noise. 
Prob. an orig. *puska and cognate 
with O.N. pausk, n., and pysja, vb., 
mentioned under toskaro, sb., and 
tos2, vb. The close association in 

meaning of tusk, vb., and tos2, vb., 
to rustle, (to begin) to blow, makes 
a deriv. from O.N. tuska, vb., to 
push, shove, less probable. 

tusket [tuskat, toskat], adj., 1) 
matted, tousled, of hair. 2) surly; 
refractory; peevish. N. [tuskat]. 3) 
of the air or sky: cloudy and rainy, 
threatening rain; a t. (t.-lookin’) 
sky. Y. and Fe. Also tuski [tuski], 
a t.-lookin’ sky (Y. and Fe.). An 
anglicised form “tushie” [to§i] is noted 
down also in sense 1. — *tuskottr. 
Sw. dial, tuskug, adj., tousled, hav- 
ing dishevelled hair, No. tusken, 
adj., a) tangled, dishevelled, inter 
alia of hair, b) disinclined, languid, 
c) rough, of weather (R.). See tusk, 
sb., and cf. tusen, adj. 

tuski1, sb., see tusk, sb. 
tuski2 [tuski], sb., a person with 

matted hair. N. From tusk, sb. 
ftusl, tusel [tusal, tosal], sb., tang- 

led mass; tousled, dishevelled hair; 
wisp of hair. — May come from L.Sc. 
“tousle”, vb. (see next), and also be 
Sw. dial, tosel, n., tangled mass (flax, 
wool). No. tusul, m., an intertwined 
object (R., given under doubt). 

ftusl, tusel [tus3l, tos3!, -al], vb., 
to put in disorder, to tangle, to 
dishevel. In the same sense as L. 
Sc. tousle, vb., and Sw. dial. tosi-. 

tuslet [tuslat, toslat], adj., tangled, 
tousled, dishevelled, esp. of hair; 
a t. head (IP.: [tuslat]). — Cf. Sw. 
dial, toslig, adj., tangled, tousled, 
and L.Sc. tousle, vb., to put in dis- 
order. 

tusp. tussep [tusap], sb., 1) a) 
tuft of grass; also clod of turf ad- 
hering to the spade in digging a 
field (Conn.). S.Sh. (Du., Conn.), b) 
wisp of hair; matted, tangled mass, 
esp. of hair; de hair is in a t. S.Sh. 
(Du.). 2) a) neglected, ill-thriven 
and ill-looking child or young ani- 
mal (e.g. a cat). Du. b) an un- 
pleasant, spiteful and ill-tempered 
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person; ill-tempered animal; a tir- 
ren t., a vilde or “pooshin” t. S.Sh. 
(Du.). — tussep is a later form of 
tusp, which prob. has arisen by 
metathesis of an orig. *tups, just 
as No. “tusp” seems to be a meta- 
thesis of “tups” = tufs. No. tufsa, 
tupsa, f., a rag; something tangled, 
tufs and “tusp”, m., a poor wretch, 
a bungler. For metathesis of p and 
s cf. Shetl. fisp, vb., from *fips. 

tussen, see tusen, adj. 
tussi [tos(s)i], sb., wry-mouthed ani- 

mal, esp. one with projecting upper 
jaw. Ai. — O.N. purs, puss, m., a 
giant. Cf. tiss, sb. 

tussiblots [tus-iblots1], sb. pi., dirty 
water, blots, which has been kept 
too long. Yn. — The first part tussi- 
is intensive and may have been de- 
veloped from O.N. purs, m., a giant, 
which, however, is found in another 
Shetl. compd. in the form trussi-. 
See blot, sb. 

ftut [tut], vb., to blow on a horn. 
Also commonly abbr.: tu [tu]. No. 
and Sw. tuta, vb., Eng. toot. 

ftuti [tuti], sb., nickname for louse. 
tuts [tuts], vb., to speak harshly 

and loudly to someone; to t. at ane. 
Yn. — O.N. tutta, vb., to shove, push, 
tutla, vb., to nibble. No. totta, vb., 
inter alia to push lightly. 

tuts [tuts], interj., shout with which 
to drive away horses. Conn. — *tuss. 
See under twuss, vb. and interj. 

tutset, see the foil. word, 
tutsom [tutsom], adj., sensitive; 

short-tempered; easily offended. Un. 
Also titsom [titsom] (Un.), tutset 
[tutsot] (Fe.), and titsin [tatsm] (Fe.). 
— May be derived from O.N. tutta, 
vb., to push (mentioned under tuts, 
vb.). Corresponds with L.Sc. toutie, 
adj., in its sense of irritable (tout, 
sb., fit of bad humour). 

tuvi-rovin, see tovi-rovin. 
twa [twa], interj., shout with which 

animals are chased away. Fe. and 
several places. See two. 

twa [twit], vb., to chase away ani- 
mals with the shout-, twa! to t. upo 
de kye, horses or sheep. Fe. See 
two, vb. 

fwa-birstet [twa’bisTat], adj., ill- 
tempered; peevish; surly. St., Wests. 
— A strengthening of bi(r)stet; see 
birst, adj. Is no doubt an old *tvf- 
byrstinn; cf. No. tvibyrsting, m., in 
sense of churlish, disobliging per- 
son (R.). “twa” for *twi by later trans- 
ference to L.Sc.; cf. “twa-spor”, vb. 

twa-fitj [twafitsf], vb., to walk very 
fast, to hasten; prop, to gallop; to 
geng twa-fitjin. Nmn. (N.Roe). — 
See fitj, vb., and cf. “twa-spor”, vb. 

twang [twarj], sb., 1) a) a piece 
of hide fixed to the end of a cow’s 
tether, pulled through the tether-peg 
and fastened by a wooden button 
(snitti), serving as a wedge. Duw. 
(Ireland), b) latchet, a piece of hide 
sewn round the edge of a hide 
shoe (rivlin) and drawn in and 
out through holes in the edge in 
order to draw it together; a rivlin-t. 
Dun. (Sandwick); Conn. 2) chain 
with a hook on which the pot is 
hung over the fire. De. Was no 
doubt orig. a thong. 3) by trans- 
ference, compar.: a thin, lean per- 
son; turned op in a t. Dun. (Sand- 
wick). Conn. — O.N. pvengr, m., a 
thong, esp. a latchet. In No. is 
found “tveng” in the same sense as 
Shetl. twang 1 b; cf. No. “tvengja- 
sko”, hide shoe, the edge of which 
is drawn together with a latchet 
(Voss), R. L.Sc. thwang, sb., a thong. 
See twing, sb. 

twangi [twagi], adj., small, thin 
and lean, of persons and animals. 
Y". — From twang, sb. 3. 

twar [twar], ad]., placed crosswise, 
running athwart; found only in cer- 
tain compds. such as: twar-burn, 
sb., ucross-stream" (Conn.), from 
O.N. pver£. As a place-name: “Twaros 
[twaros]-burn” (Kollafirth, Nm.), older 
*Tvaro, from *E>ver&. On the other 
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hand Twer [twe3r]-burn (Un.): *E)ver^. 
twar is found also e.g. in twarbog 
and twargord, sbs.; see these words. 
Elsewhere more comm, in the form 
“twart”, which is Eng. thwart. — 
O.N. pverr, adj., transverse. 

twarbog [twarbog], sb., cross-sea, 
commotion in the sea with short, 
choppy waves breaking against each 
other; a t. i’ de sea. Conn. Inten- 
sive of bog (Conn.), used in the 
same sense. — *t>ver-bauk, a root- 
ing up all round. See twar, adj., 
and bog2, sb. 

twargord [twargord], sb., an old 
fence or remains of a fence, that 
forms (formed) the boundary between 
two farms or crofter’s allotments. 
Conn. — O N. pvergardr, m., a cross- 
fence. 

*twari, sb., an auger, see riva- 
twari, sb. 

twart [twa‘rt],adv., in general sense 
both O.N. pvert, adv. (prop. adj. in 
neut.) and Eng. (partly obs.) thwart, 
adv. But in a few exprs. with advs. 
(formed from preps.) the use of 
twart is esp. Northern. Thus: a) 
t. aboot, across, opposite, contrary 
to common sense, to speak t. aboot 
(Fo.); cf. Icel. “um pvert”, across, 
turned the wrong way, and “pvers 
um”, across, athwart, conversely 
(B.H.), Sw. tvart om, conversely, also 
opposite; b) t. afore = t. aboot; to 
speak t. afore (Fo.); cf. No. tvert 
fyre, “tvart f0r(i)”, contrary (R.). See 
dwars, adv. — “twarter”, adj., surly, 
out of humour, and “twarter”, vb., 
to oppose, to thwart, is older L.Sc. 
thwarter, now more comm.: thorter 
(Jam.). 

twarti, see twerri, vb. 
fwa-spor [twSspor, twaspor], vb., 

a) to run at full speed, to gallop; 
b) to hasten; to geng twa-sporin. 
— Faer. tvispora, No. tvispora (R.), 
vb., to run at full speed. See “twa- 
fitj”, vb. In Shetl. the first part 

tvl- has been transformed into L.Sc. 
twa. 

twait, sb., see twit1, sb. 
twaitl, twaittel [twait3!, -al, twa[al], 

vb., to wet, to soil. Pres. part, twait- 
lin [twaitlm (twa^m, twa(lm). Esp. 
in perf. part., twaitteld [twaitald, 
twa^ald], wet, soiled. N.I. — *pveetla, 
to wash a few things, from O.N. 
pvaetta, vb., to wash, Faer. tvaetla, 
vb., a) to wash a few things, b) now 
comm.: to jabber, tattle, [ait] in the 
Shetl. word has been developed from 
[aij, older [*aey. Cf. twidel, sb., 
and dwetl (dwitl), vb. 

twa, twaa, see two, interj. 
twera [twera], noted down in the 

expr. “twintin [twa'ntan] t.”, in 
“twa, twa! twintin t!” as a shout 
to horses to drive them on or away. 
Ti. — Is prob. a substantive: *pvera, 
f., a surly, disobliging person. Cf. 
No. tvere, m., in sense of a) surly, 
disobliging person, b) a person who 
makes no headway. For twintin, 
prob. a pres. part, (tumbling about? 
running hither and thither?), here 
used as an adj.; see that word. For 
twa see two, interj. 

twerri, twirri [twari], vb., to be 
surly, esp. in pres. part, twerriin, 
twirriin [twar"iin‘], used as an adj., 
surly; fretful; peevish; he is unco(n) 
twerriin i’ de mornin’, he has got 
out of the bed on the wrong side. 
Fe. twarti [twa‘rti], vb., to be surly, 
refractory, disobliging (Y., Fe.), a 
twartiin [twa‘r"tinr] body, a surly, 
disobliging person, is prop, the same 
word, having t inserted after r on 
analogy with twart, adv., “twarter”, 
adj. and vb. — twerri is a deriv. 
of O.N. pverr, adj., transverse. O.N. 
pverask, vb. refl., to move athwart. 
No. tvera, vb. n., (to place oneself 
sideways) to put on a disobliging 
manner (R.), is used in a sense si- 
milar to Shetl. twerri. 

twest [twaest], sb., 1) lean and 
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sinewy flesh of a whale. Un. 2*) 
strength in meat; to boil de t. ut 
o’ de flesh. Yb (L.W.). 3) tough, 
sinewy mass; tangled mass; hit 
[‘it’] is a’ [‘all’] in a t. Un. 4) tough 
soil; soil which is filled with root- 
fibres; bora-t., soil in which bora 
(moss-rush) grows. Un. In this sense 
are also noted down forms with hw: 
hwist [hwast (hwest)] and hwest 
[hwsest], bora-h. — O.N. pverst, n., 
the lean flesh underneath the blubber 
of a whale, Icel. pvesti, n., = pver- 
sti, Fser. tvost, n. 

twidel [twidal], sb., slight commo- 
tion in the sea with small, choppy 
waves; cross-sea; a t. i’ de sea; he 
was a bad t. in him; fairly comm. 
(N.Sh. and Wests.). — *pvsetl, small 
washing. Shetl. twidel is used in 
the same sense as Faer. tvaetl, n., 
“tvaetl i sjonun”. See twaitl and 
dwetl (dwitl), vbs. i prob. replaces 
ai by a development contrary to the 
more common i (i) > ai by anglicising. 
Probable development: *twaedl, *twae- 
dal > twae(]al > *twa<]9l > twaidal > 
*twidal > twidal. Compare as to the 
vowel-sound, e.g. *viti, sb., creature, 
being, from *vaetti. 

twifl, sb., see twivl, sb. 
twigga [twiga], sb., very tough 

grass with long root-fibres, diffi- 
cult to pull up. N.Roe. — Arisen 
from *toga with the vowel develop- 
ment o > 8 > wi. Deriv. of O.N. 
t&g, f., root-fibres. Cf. tjoga2, sb., 
tough and fibrous soil, for *toga, 
which is the same word. toig,toieg, 
sb. (q.v.), with deviating sense, is 
another derivative of “t&g”. 

twing [twig], sb., shoe-lace, lat- 
chet; a heel-t. on a bairn’s shoe. 
Un. — O.N. pvengr, m., thong, lat- 
chet. Cf. twang, sb., which is the 
same word, but used in a divergent 
sense. 

twintin [twa'ntan], noted down in 
the expr. “t. twera [twera]”, in “twa 
twa! t. twera!” a shout to horses 

to drive them on or away. Ti. — May 
be classed with No. tvinta, vb., to 
gambol, to rush about, etc. (R.), and 
must then be regarded as a pres, 
part, used as an adj.: *tvintandi 
pvera, a surly, obstinate person, 
that runs about and makes no head- 
way. See twera (sb.), two (twa), 
inter]. 

twirm [(twirm) twerm, twarm], vb., 
to waste away, to dwindle; t. awaa. 
U.? — May represent a *turm or 
*torm, and be classed with No. tormen, 
adj., stunted. As final rm in Shetl. 
Norn is often developed from rv 
(*rf), twirm might also be an older 
*tverv, the same word as No. tver- 
vast, vb. refl., to waste away (tver- 
vast hurt), or poss. (but hardly) *turv 
= *tuvr, No. tuvrast, vb. refl., to 
waste away (R.). 

twirri, vb., see twerri, vb. 
twit1 [twit], twitek [twitak], sb., 

1) redpole, fringilla linaria. 2) shore- 
lark, anthus obscurus. Esp. noted 
down in the forms twitek and (in 
Fo.) twa it [twait], written “twite”, 
in which ai has arisen from a long 
i [*twit]. Edm. has “tweetack, the 
rock-lark”; hense E.D.D. “tweetack” 
as Shetl., and denoting “rock-pipit”. 
In Fo. “twite” is explained as “moun- 
tain-linnet”, and “(lesser) redpole”. 
— To be classed with No. tvita, vb., 
to chirp, twitter (R.), tvitta (ii), vb., 
to whistle in short or broken notes 
(Aa.). No. tvitt (ii), m., acc. to Aa.: 
a bird, poss. mountain finch, so 
named from its call (to its mate) 
which resembles the word “tvitt”, 
m., a short flute. Cf. Eng. dial, 
tweet, vb., of birds: to utter a low, 
plaintive sound. See titek, titen, sb. 

twit2 [twit, tw^it], sb., 1) toil and 
moil, laborious struggle with a piece 
of work; dey had a sare [‘sore’] t. 
Wests. N.I. occas. (U.). Esp. in 
the form [twit]. Edm. has “twet, 
a fatiguing turn of work”. 2) quarrel, 
wrangle, noisy dispute; to ha’e a t., 
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to quarrel, wrangle. Wests.; noted 
down in Papa St. in the form [tw®it]. 
— Cf. No. tveta (*tvita), vb., to 
wrangle, dispute (Aa.), and No. 
tveita, vb., in sense of to stir up a 
quarrel (R.), prop, to cut, chip, split. 
See twit, vb. 

twit [twit], vb., to cut, chip, split, 
esp. wood. Edm. has “twet, twiet”. 
From Sa. is reported a very rare 
form tvait [tvait] with single v; 
otherwise fairly common: [twait], 
which is Eng. dial, thwite. — In 
the vowel sound twit corresponds 
to A.S. pvltan, vb., to cut, split. 
No. “tveita”, vb., to cut, split, Sw. 
dial, tveta, vb. 

twit [twit] and twiti [twiti, twiti], 
inter]., fie! twit (t. for shame): F.I. 
Elsewhere comm.: twiti. The word 
is mostly found as the first part of 
the compd.: twitasedi [twit’ase'di], 
twitesedi [twihase'di, -§e‘di], twiti- 
sedi [twitise'di, -sje'di], prop, three 
words: twit se dee! fie upon you! 
twita-: N.I. (and Wests.) occas. twite-: 
U. occas. twitisedos [twitisie'dos] 
(Ai. occas.) = twitisedi [-sjedi]. 
Rarely with any other object than 
“dee”, as e.g. in: twiti se yon face! 
shame upon that face! (Sa.: twit’^sje', 
twit'ifji'). twitasi [twifa^r]! fie for 
shame! (Wests.); twitisi [twifi^r] 
(Du.), id. twit is noted down also 
in the expr. twitivardi, “twiti var 
dee” [twitivardi]! esp. on Wests., 
in the same sense as twitisedi. 
twiti varg dee [twitivarg'di]! (St.), 
id. twiti var [twiti var] yon creatur’! 
shame upon that person, upon that 11 beast"! (Sa.). — *tvlt or *tvitt. Cf. 
Faer. tvlta, vb., to say tvl (fie), No. 
tvitta (ii), vb., = tvia, to say “tvi" 
(Aa.). O.N. tvi, inter]., fie. twiti 
may be both twit and “*twit dee!” 
fie upon you! In the exprs. “twiti- 
se-dee” and “twiti-var-dee”, twiti 
must be = twit, se in “twiti-se 
(-dee)” is prob. an old pres, con]., 

O.N. se of vera, vb., to be; *tvltt 
s6 (p6r)! shame upon (you)! var in 
“twiti-var (-dee)” may be both “veri” 
{be, conj. mood, = s6) and “verdi” 
{become, pres. conj. of O.N. verda, 
to become)’, cf. a) Sw. “tvi vare dig!” 
shame be (upon) you! and b) Faer. 
“tvl vordi or vorti taer”! shame come 
upon you! varg in “twiti varg dee” 
must represent *vard from O.N. 
verdi, become; *tvi verdi pdr! g for 
d from orig. d is not rare in Shetl. 
Norn after a vowel and after r; see 
Introd. V (also N. Spr. VII), § 29, 
the end. 

twiti, twittel [twital, -al], sb., a 
knife, esp. for gutting fish. Wests. 
(Ai., Du.). — From twit, vb., to 
cut, but is doubtless formed through 
infl. of Eng. whittle, sb. Eng. dial, 
and obs. L.Sc. thwittle, sb. 

twiti [twit3l], vb., to walk with 
light, short steps; to geng twiti in 
[twithn]. Sa.? — Similar to titl, vb. 
twiti and titl presuppose a *tytla. 
Cf. No. tytta, vb., inter alia to step 
lightly and cautiously, Faer. tyta [tlta], 
vb., = Shetl. titl, titt1, twiti, vbs. 

twitsket [twitskat], ad]., short, 
abrupt and snappish in one's an- 
swers; sulky, sullen. Nm. (De.). — 
Prob. replacing *tutsket by the de- 
velopment u > wi (occurring several 
times), and then the same word as 
tutset; see tutsom, adj. 

twivl, twivel [twival, twival], sb., 
1) a twisting, tangle, a) in worsted, 
b) in a rope, line (fishing-line); der 
’r a t. i’ de yarn, e.g. in winding 
yarn from a hasp, a t. i’ de (fishin’-) 
line. 2) disagreeable position; quar- 
relling; du is gotten dee (dysell) in 
a t. 3) irresolution, uncertainty, 
doubt; der ’r a t. in it, the matter 
is doubtful, uncertain. Sa., Wests. 
Also twifl, twifel [twifal]; noted 
down in this form esp. in sense 3. 
Sa. — An old Germanic word. Goth, 
tweifls, O.Sax. twifal, Ndl. twijfel, Da. 
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tvivl, No. tvil: in the sense given 
under 3 only. Senses 1 and 2 are 
esp. Shetl. twivl approaches No. 
tvigl, n., a) entanglement, b) irreso- 
lution (R.), but can hardly be this 
word, owing to phonetical reasons, 
as Shetl. fl, vl, otherwise does not 
replace orig. gl. Doubtful association 
with Sw. dial, tvilla, vb., a) to roll 
round, b) to become entangled, of 
thread, c) to be doubtful, to waver 
in one's resolution, etc. 

two [two], inter]., shout by which 
horses, and esp. cows, are driven 
away, twotwo [twotwo]: Sa.; two- 
twotwa [twotwotwa]: Fe. In Fo.: 
two and tw&a [tw&a]. — With the 
relation between two (twa) and 
twuss cf. that between No. hua, vb., 
to shout, (e.g. in order to gather 
the cattle, or to scare away noxious 
animals), Icel. hoa, vb., and No. 
hussa, vb., to scare away (beasts 
of prey) by shouting. 

twog, sb., see tog1, sb. 
twuss [twos, twos], vb., to drive 

away horses and (partly) cows by 
the shout twuss; to t. awaa horses 
and kye (Esh., Nmw.). — *tussa. 
Sw. dial, tussa, vb., to drive cattle 
to pasture (Ri.), in Sw. literary lang.: 
to set a dog on one. 

twuss [twos, twos], inter]., a shout 
by which horses, and partly cows, 
are driven away. Un. [twos]; Conn, 
[twos]; Esh., Nmw. [twos]; in Nmw. 
both horses and cows, otherwise esp. 
horses. A form tuts [tuts] is noted 
down in Conn, beside twuss as a 
shout to horses. — twuss and tuts 
spring from an orig. *tuss, for which 
see under twuss, vb. 

te [to], sb., \) fleece, down, esp.: 
thin, soft wool; thin and soft hair, 
downy hair or beard. Nm. (Kolla- 
firth, N. Roe). On Wests, noted down 
esp. in the form toa [toa], “a t. o’ 
hair”, esp. in jest or mockery of a 
beard not grown out. 2) thin, sparse 

corn in the field. Nm. (Kollafirth, 
N. Roe). Wests. In Nmn. (N. Roe) 
also: t0a [tea]. — The word may 
be compared with Icel. tae, older 
*tce, n., yarn, thread, i-mutated deriv. 
of O.N. to, n., uncleaned wool or 
flax, Da. to, n., hair; wool. Meaning 
2 is no doubt a later development 
by comparative use. With ref. to the 
change in meaning cf. e.g. ho, sb., 
a) downy hair or beard, b) thin, 
sparse corn in the field (O.N. hy, 
n., thin hair, down), toa, men- 
tioned above, may easily be merged 
with toa2, which prob. is another word. 

toa1, sb., see to, sb. 
tea2 [tea], sb., old, long and 

withered grass. Wests. (Ai.). In St. 
is noted down a form to]a [toja], 
and in Conn, more diverging: to, 
tjo [(o, (6]. — toa (toja) and to 
(tjo) prob. spring from an orig. tpfiu, 
accus., gen. and dat. of O.N. tada, 
f., in sense of grass or hay from 
a manured meadow, prop, merely 
manured meadow. No. toda (“toa”: 
Aa. “toe”: R.), f., hay from manured 
meadow, aftermath (prop, manurial 
substance; manured ground; mea- 
dow, Icel. tada). For the form toa 
cf. also Fser. toda [tea, t03va], f., 
manure. Sw. t&da, f., a) hair-grass, 
aira, b) soft grass, holcus lanatus, 
= t&tel. Sw. dial, t&da, tadu, f., 
esp. of aira caespitosa (tuvt&da, bog 
whortleberry)-, in compds. of various 
kinds of grasses, e.g. triticum repens, 
couch-grass (t&gt&d&), calamagrostis 
lanceolata (bjargoMdS); esp. in Da- 
larne (Ri. under “tad”, n., manure). 
No. tada, f., chickweed (R., Suppl.). 

ted [tod], sb., slight gust of wind, 
a t. o’ wind. Wests. (Sa.). — O.N. 
pytr, m., a howling, whistling, inter 
alia of wind, pjota, vb., to howl, 
also e.g. to blow. L.Sc. thud, sb., 
driving force; blast. The meaning 
gust of wind has prob. arisen through 
infl. of L.Sc. thud, sb., inter alia 

63 
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loud, intermittent noise caused by 
the wind coming in blasts. But 
“t0d, todd [t0d, t0‘d, t0(J]” as a verb 
in sense of to work eagerly (Sa.) 
is most prob. to be explained from 
L.Sc. thud, vb., to strike, to drive 
impetuously. 

tod [ted], vb., a) to talk inces- 
santly, b) to whimper, c) to grumble. 
Nm., De., Wests. On Wests, esp. 
in sence c. Freq. in the expr. “t. 
and flite” (L.Sc. flite, vb., to scold). 
— In regard to phonology tod may 
be partly O.N. pjota, vb., partly O.N. 
tauta (tquta), vb. Cf. a) No. tjota, 
vb., prop, to howl, whistle, roar, 
rush (O.N. pjota), but also a) to 
cackle; to talk, murmur, ft) to 
grumble, b) O.N. tauta, vb., to mut- 
ter, murmur, whimper. 

tedek [tedok], sb., sucking-bottle 
(Nmn. or Yn.); see tudek, sb. 

ftol [tol], sb., is phonetically more 
prob. Eng. tool, sb. (cf. the pronunc. 
“god” of Eng. good, “M" of Eng. 
fool), than O.N. t61, n., tool. Used 
in pi. tols, in the special sense of 
implement for the twisting of ropes 
(tether) and lines (fishing-lines, esp. 
haddock-lines) the word is prob. old 
and springs from O.N. tol. 

to-lay [teie-, -le3-], sb., \)a taking 
hold, vigorous pull, stroke; a t.-l. 
o’ de ayre, a pull at an oar, in 
rowing (Fe.: teds3-), a t.-l. o’ snaw, 
a heavy fall of snow; he is gaun 
[‘going’] to be a t.-l., continuous, 
snowy weather will set in (Fe.). 
Also in a wider sense: beginning, 
prop, and esp. eager and energetic 
beginning of something (Fe.). 2) 
supplement, addition. — Represents 
an older *till-lay. “lay till”, to add, 
and “lay anesell till or to [‘to’]”, to 
set eagerly about doing something, 
O.N. leggja sik (leggjask) til; see “lay”, 
vb. O.N. tillag, n., is divergent: 
a) help, contribution, b) expressed 
opinion. 

10-layin' [te'de'in],sb., \) (adding) 
patching, e.g. of a patch on a shoe; 
next: the performance of a trifling 
piece of work; comm, negatively: 
hit [‘it’] wasno wort’ a t.-l. 2) short 
time; “hit wouldno last a t.-l.", of 
badly performed work, of anything 
poor in quality or insufficient. Conn., 
Du. See “to-lay”, sb. 

tom [tern, tom], vb., to empty. — 
O.N. toema, vb., to empty, L.Sc. 
tume, vb. — Shetl. tom is also 
comm, used in sense of to pour 
down, “he is to min doon”, but in 
this case it is most prob. L.Sc.; cf. 
Sc. tume, sb., heavy fall of rain 
(Jam.). The derived form ftomelt 
[(temalt) tomolt] corresponds to L.Sc. 
tume, sb., in the latter sense. 

ftom [tom], adj., empty, = O.N. 
t6mr, L.Sc. tume, toom, adj. The 
form is not regularly developed from 
O.N. tomr, and may partly be due 
to infl. of tom, vb., q.v. Otherwise 
Eng. (L.Sc.) “toom” would give: [tom] 
in Shetl. 

tomi-keys [tom-ikis-], sb. pi., 
implement for rope-making, esp. 
for the twisting of fishing-lines and 
cow’s tethers; consisting of two se- 
parated parts: a) “de horse” with 
the winch (de winch-handle), and 
b) “de mare” with holes in which 
the ends of the (three) strands are 
fixed. Also no doubt by corruption: 
tomikin(s) [tom”ikin(s)']. — The 
first part is O.N. taumr, m., rope, 
rein, which in Shetl. (uncompounded) 
commonly is called tom with long 
or short o-sound, and is used in 
sense of snell; see tom, sb. For 
the compound cf. “brigdin-keys” 
under brigd, vb. 

temins [tomins], sb. pi., immature 
corn mingled with husks. Un. — 
*tcemingar? Prop, empty corn. See 
tom, vb. and adj. Cf. tonins, which 
is another word, as well as affljo- 
gins, afrinnins, afrodins. 
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^temres, sb., a piece of line (C.); 

see *tomr0s, sb. 
tenins [t0nins], sb. pi., immature 

corn and husks which by sifting 
are separated from the fully ripened 
corn. U. (Us-mo.). Also reported in 
the form tonings [tonigs] (Um0.). — 
*tynungar from *tlnungar, m. pi., as 
orig. 1 no doubt has become ^through 
infl. of a u in the ending. O.N. tina, 
vb., inter alia to winnow. 

tonmel [tonmel], sb., the buildings 
of a farm, dwelling-house and out- 
houses; partly in the expr. “a t. o’ 
buses”. Conn. Also tinmel [ton- 
mel], and by confusion, tunmel 
[tunmel] (Conn.), which otherwise is 
commonly used in another and more 
orig. sense: pieces of pasture near 
the house; see tunwel, sb. — ton-, 
tin-, by i-mutation, from tun. See 
tinmel, sb., which is the more com- 
mon form. For the ending -mel 
see tunwel, tunmel, sb. 

fo-tak [totak], sb., 1) a (vigorous) 
taking hold, (good) start; hit [‘it’] 
is only a tA., it only needs a good 
start. 2) attack of bad weather 
suddenly coming on, esp. sudden 
change for the worse after a spell 
of calm weather; a new tA. o’ de 
wadder (more sudden than “a upp- 
mak’)”. 3) remedy, useful thing, 
held in readiness for use when 
needed. 4) a person much spoken 
of, esp. a person exposed to idle 
reports, the subject of scorn. — 
Represents an older *tilltak. O.N. 
tiltak, n., a) a laying hold of, b) 
something to resort to; No. tiltak, 
Sw. tilltag, n., a vigorous laying 
hold of, energy, etc. In sense 2 
“to-tak” seems to be esp. Shetl. 
With “to-tak” 3 and 4 cf. Faer. til- 
tak, n., a) a person or thing usu- 
ally resorted to, b) a person much 
spoken of, often disparagingly: the 
subject of idle reports, as in the 
Shetl. word, and in Icel. tiltaka, f., 

to dwell on something (B.H., E.J.). 
See “tak till” and “ta’en till”, ex- 
cellent, etc. (well spoken of), under 
tak, vb. “ta’en till” is mostly lau- 
datory, like the corresponding word 
(words) in O.N. and Faer., while 
“to-tak” (4) is disparaging. 

tev1 [toav], sb., wooden button; 
wooden pin serving as a button. Br. 
Etym. uncertain. 

tev2 [tev], sb., commotion in the 
sea, with small, crested waves not 
breaking, prop, and esp. of a piece 
of landlocked sea; a t. i’ de sea; 
cross-sea. U. — *poef-, a fulling, 
thronging, pressing, by mutation 
from “pof”. O.N. pof, n., a (fulling) 
thronging, pressing. See tov, vb. 

tev [tev], vb., 1) to full, t. claith. 
U., Conn. See *tovakoddi, sb. 2) 
to press, squeeze, shake; to t. ane 
(a body) aboot. “Boy, du is tovin 
de life ut o’ me”, you are squeezing 
or shaking the life out of me. tovd 
frae (fae) de life, utterly knocked 
up, overworked. U. (Un.). — O.N. 
poefa, vb., is found in sense of to 
press, squeeze, to compel, etc., pce- 
fask, vb. refl., to quarrel, wrangle. 
Pcefa has no doubt also been used 
in sense of to full. No. and Faer. 
teva, Icel. paefa, vb., to full, also 
inter alia to work without progress, 
No. teva occas. to force on (R.). 
In Sw. dial, “tov, tov”, vb., is used 
in sense of to full, but a derivative 
“tovla”, vb., to subdue, to tame, 
approaches Shetl. tev 2. 

*tevakoddi [ts wakod i], sb., roun- 
ded rock by the sea-shore; a small, 
rounded point of land or a small 
basin at the shore, where wadmal 
is stretched out to be fulled by the 
alternating tides. U. This mode of 
fulling is now antiquated. The word 
is freq. found as a place-name in 
various forms: Tevakoddi (Uc.; Bay 
o’ Brough, Yn.; Ennisfirth Ness, Nm.), 

[ Tefakoddi [tef-’akod'i], andTefakodda 
63* 
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[te"fakod-a] (Conn.), Tevakodda [te”- 
vakod'a] (Kwarf6; Br.; Vidlin, L.; 
Nibon, Nmw.); de Tofakoddas [tof"- 
akod’as] or “de Tefakoddas” [tef"a- 
kod'as] (Qrevland, Yh.). With change 
p>d, e.g. Devakoddi [de"vakod,i]: 
Gletness, N. — *lxEf (poef6ar)-koddi. 
The first part is formed from O.N. 
poefa, Shetl. tov, vb., in sense of 
to full. The second part is koddi 
[kodi, kodi], kodda [koda, koda (ko- 
da)], often occurring in place-names, 
and denoting partly a small, rounded 
hill or point of land, a roundish rock, 
partly a roundish depression. It 
seems to be a merging of O.N. 
koddi, Shetl. kodd, pillow, some- 
thing bag-shaped, and Celt, “ceide” 
(Irish: “keady, cady”, Scottish Gaelic 

“ keddy”), a small hill, flatly rounded. 
See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 120—121, and 
p. 252 (concluding notes). 

t0vd [tovd], sb., foolish talk, non- 
sense; to speak t. Nmn. or Yn. (J. In.). 
— O.N. pcefd, f., recorded in sense 
of quarrel; Icel. paefd, f., vain effort 
(B.H.). Cf. No. and Fser. tova [*pcefa], 
vb., a) to full, b) to talk nonsense, 
and see Shetl. tov, vb. 

tpvi [(tavi) t0avi], adj., of the air: 
cloudy, with many small, gathering 
clouds foreboding rain; a t.-lookin’ 
sky; he is t.-lookin’. Yn. — *poef-. 
To be classed with No. tove [*p6fi], 
m., a) small tangled mass, tuft, b) 
a small cloud, Shetl. tovi in tovi- 
rovin, sb., small, detached cloud. 
See tov, vb. 

U 
ub [nb], sb., a plaintive sound, \ 

howl; de ub o’ de dog or selki 
(seal); de ub o’ de wind. Also 
comm. 0b [sb]. — O.N. op, n., a 
shouting, crying. The form ub is 
regularly developed; 0b is prob. due 
to infl. of the verb; see ub, vb. 

ub [nb], vb., to emit plaintive 
sounds, to howl, moan; de dog or 
selki (seal) ubs; de wind ubs. Also 
to whimper, to cry in a whimpering 
voice; de bairn ubs (is ubin): Sa., 
Wests. In Du. jub [jnb] as well as 
ub. A common parallel form to ub 
is 0b [Sb]. — ub springs from a 
form *6pa, with dropped i-mutation. 
0 b is regularly developed from O.N. 
oepa, vb., to cry, shout. 

ubadous [uba'dos, oba'dos], adj., 
incapable, weakly; useless; a u. 
body. Also ubjadous [ubja'dos, 
obja'dos]. Un. — *ubataligr or *tiba- 
tasamr, irremediable. Cf. No. uba- 
taleg, adj., bad, poor, worthless. 
From O.N. bati, m., improvement, 

advantage, with the negative prefix 
ti-. The old Norn adjectival ending 
has been superseded by the Eng. 
(Fr.-Eng.) adjectival ending -ous. 

ubregd, ubrigd [nbreg (Sbreg), 
obngd (6bngd)], sb., additional mark 
in a sheep's ear, a u. 0’ a sheep’s 
lugmark. Wests, occas.: [-breg]. N.I. 
occas.: [-bngd]. Fe.: [obngd]. — 
*Qbrig<5i (-bregdi) = *abrig(5i (-bregdi). 
See obregd, obrigd, sb. 

ubrigda [6-bng"da], sb., the bask- 
ing shark, the largest species of shark. 
Nmw. (Esh.). Represents obrigda = 
hobrigda from *h&fbrugda. See 
hobrigdi, sb. 

udal, udel [(ndal) ndal], sb., allo- 
dial, immovable property. See “aid 
udal” under aid. Other more rare 
forms are: odal [odal, odal], noted 
down in Du., and odal [odal, odol]: 
U. (Un.). Edm.: “udal, a term 
applied to land held by uninterrup- 
ted succession, without any original 
charter and without subjection to 
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feudal service or the acknowledge- 
ment of any superior”. In Balfour 
the word is written odal. udel is 
found occas. as the first part in place- 
names, e.g. Udelsland (Yb.), now 
pronounced without 1 [ndesland], old 
allodial property: odalsland; see 
udalland, sb. A form with dropped 
orig. 3: *ual occurs in the name of 
the village Walsta [wa‘lsta] in De., 
also called “Udelstaft [(u"dalstaff) 
ud"3lstaft']”, in a taxation list of 1600 written “Outhallistoft”, from O.N. 
*63als-topt; but the pronunc. in com- 
mon use is “Walsta”. This form 
must have been developed in the foil, 
manner: a) u"alstaft' (with dropped 
3 and the main stress on the first 
syllable) > b) u[als'|taft (with the 
main stress on the second syllable 
> c) walsta(ft). Now wrongly re- 
garded as a name ending in “sta”, 
O.N. stadr. — O.N. 63al, n., allo- 
dial property, family homestead. 

*udal-ftorn, adj., Balfour: odal- 
born. O.N. 63alborinn, adj., id. 

fudaler, see udal-man, sb. 
udalland, udelland [rr datend ], sb., 

old allodial property. Yn. — *63al(s)- 
land. 

udal-man [(n;,dalmanO u^dalman’], 
sb., a tenant of udal property, a 
udaller. Now gen. in the more re- 
cent form: udaler [u'dalar, trdalar, 
ud--, 6d'-], with the parallel forms 
such as odaler [od’alar] (Du.) and 
odaler [od'alar, od'alar] (U.). Bal- 
four: odaller. — O.N. 63alsma5r, 
m., allodial owner. See udal, sb. 

*udalred, sb., allodial right, right 
to freehold tenure. Balfour: “odal- 
red, N. odhal-raedi, jus plenae pos- 
sessionis a primo occupante”. — 
O.N. 6Salsr6ttr, No. odelsrett, m., id. 
As final tt occas. changes to dd, d, 
in Shetl. Norn words, there is hardly 
sufficient reason to set up a root- 
form *63alrse5i (O.N. rse3i, n., rule, 
management, from “r&3”). 

ufiskali [irfis"kali' (-f3s"kali-)], 
adj., 1) unsuitable for fishing. 2) 
unlucky for fishing. 3) that does 
not become a fisherman; heedless, 
inattentive. Now mostly with ang- 
licising of the negative prefix: “un- 
fiskali [6n,fis,,kali’ (-fas^kali’)]”. — 
*]ifiskiligr. See fiskali, adj. 

“*?ufrongie, ufrungie”, sb., acc. 
to Edm.: “a grotesque object, a per- 
son of forbidding aspect”. Other- 
wise not found; prob. obsolete. — 
No doubt to be referred to O.N. 
ufrynn, adj., unkind (Fr.), in Icel.: 
hideous, ugly (B.H.: 6frlnn), No. 
ufrjona, f., a coarse, rough person, 
a brute. 

ufrumli [trfrom'li, irfronr3li], 
ufrummali [n from"ali ],adj., 1) stout, 
clumsy and ungraceful. Y. occas. 
(Yh.). Partly ufromli [uframii] (Yh.). 
More rarely: 2) untidy, slovenly (Yh.). 
A more recent form with anglicising 
of the prefix: un-fromli [omfromii, 
onfronrli] is noted down esp. in sense 
2. N.I. occas. (Yn.). — *iifrumligr 
or *iifr6mligr? Cf. Sw. dial, o-from, 
adj., coarse; clumsy; uncomfortable 
(Ri.). O.N. (Icel.) dfromr, adj., has 
a diverging sense (spiteful, wicked). 
ufrumli, un-fromli, in sense of 
untidy, slovenly, forms a contrast 
to fromli, adj., q.v. 

ufsahella [of’ sahej’a, -hel’a], uf- 
sahellek [of^sahe^ak, -hej'sk], sb., 
one of the flat, sloping stones along 
the eaves of a house, for keeping 
the water off from the wall. N.I. 
ufsahella: Fe. ufsahellek: U. 
occas., Fe. occas., Ym. Other forms: 
ufshellek [ofs"(h)el-3k, -(h)el-3k]: 
U. occas., ofshellek [(ofs"(h)ej*3k) 
&fs"(h)el-3k]: Un., ofsahellek [of**- 
sahej’sk] and hofsahellek [hof"sa-]: 
Y. occas. hufsahellek[hof"sahel*3k]: 
Yn. — *upsar-hella (*ups-hella). The 
first part is O.N. ups (gen. upsar), 
f., a) rocky wall, rocky edge (no 
doubt prop, sloping, opp. to the sharp 
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“egg”, edge, similar to Fser. ups), 
b) eaves. No. ufs, f. and m., Sw. 
dial, uffs, m., hots, f. and m., eaves. 
See ofs, of si, sb. The second part 
is hella2, hellek, sb., a flat rock. 
Another name for ufsahella is ta- 
hellek (q.v.), “(flat) roof-stone". 

ugg [og(g)], vb., a) to satisfy, esp. 
by means of good, dainty food, a 
little extra meal; sho (de sweetheart) 
ugged [og(g)od] him. b) u. a bairn, 
to get a little child to stop crying 
by giving it something, esp. sweets, to suck; to give a child something 
dainty to eat. c) to feed well; “dat 
bairn is been weel ugget” is said 
of a well-fed child. Un. Also ogg 
[og(g)]: U". — O.N. hugga, vb., to soothe, comfort, Peer, ugga, vb., to 
satisfy. 

uggetu [og-ohr], sb., a small ant 
(Un.); see oggatu, sb. 

uggins [og(g)ins], sb. pi., dainty 
food-, a small meal between the 
usual meal-times; also something 
dainty (sweets), given to a child 
to get it to be quiet, u. to de bairn. 
Also oggins [6g(g)ms]. Un. — From 
ugg, yb. 

ugjovous [ugjo'VOS, Ogjo'vos, 
-gjoav6s], adj., incapable, weakly; 
useless, = ubjadous. N.I.— ugjov- 
from *ugov-, corresponding to an 
older *tigafr = tigsefr. O.N. ugsefr, 
adj., luckless (gaefa, f., good luck). 
No. ugjaev, adj., poor, of little value. 
For the ending -ous see under 
ubadous, adj. 

ugl, uggel [og3l, ogol], vb., to soil; 
to u. wi’ dirt; du’s fa’en and ug- 
geld [ogald] dee; du maunno [‘must 
not’] u. dy feet. N.I. Nm. (u. de feet). 
Also og 1, oggel [6g®l, ogal (og3l, 
ogal)] (N.I.). Pres, part.: ugl in [oglin], 
oglin [oghn (oglin)]. — May have ari- 
sen from an orig. *ulka, vb., by meta- 
thesis of 1 and k: *ulk > *ukl > ugl. 
Cf. No. ulka, f., a) mould; dirt, b) 
mucus, mud (Aa.), and Shetl. agl2 

(agel, diggQ\),v\)., to soil; defile, = 
No. alka, vb. 

uglagrind, see oglagrind, sb. 
uhagali [u"ha"gali\ u^hirgalr], 

adj., 1) untidy, slovenly. 2) awk- 
ward, clumsy. 3) of a piece of work: 
badly executed, clumsy. 4) immo- 
derate; uneconomical. N.I. Now often 
in a more recent form with u- ang- 
licised to un-: “un-hagli [onhag’li], 
un-hagali [6n,ha"galr]”: N.I. and 
Wests., Yn-h.: uhagali and “un- 
hagali”. Sa.: un-hagli. In sense 
4 the word is noted down in Yh. 
— O.N. dhagligr, adj., inconvenient, 
unpleasant, uhagr, adj., unhandy, 
unskilled, No. uhag, adj., a) awk- 
ward, clumsy, = I cel. ohagr, adj., 
b) inconvenient, unsuitable, uhagleg, 
adj., inconvenient, unbecoming. In 
sense 4 uhagali, un-h., is similar 
to h agl os, hag-less, adj. 1, and 
springs from hag2, sb. 2. Cf. hagli, 
hagali, adj. 

ukjodous [ukjo3,d6s], adj., incap- 
able, weakly; useless, — ugjovous. 
Sk. — May represent *ukjorous, 
with the change r > fl > d, as in 
“avodous”, adj., parallel form to 
“avorous”, see uvorous and uvart, 
adjs. In that case the word is de- 
rived from O.N. *ukj9r, *uk0r; Icel. 
okjor, n., misfortune, disaster (E. J.: 
ukjor. B.H.: okor, n. pi.), okjorligur, 
adj., mean, insignificant (O.N. ukjpr- 
ligr, ineligible). The change in mean- 
ing: *tikj<?r- > ukjodous is similar 
to O.N. ugaefr > Shetl. ugjovous. 

ul [nl], sb., a) great or sultry 
heat; b) moist heat, warm vapour. 
A rare parallel form to the more 
common ol, sb., q.v. 

ul1 [ul], vb., a) to cry, wail; esp. of 
children, also e.g. of sheep, to bleat. 
b) to cry, weep loudly, of children; 
ul and greet, c) to produce a con- 
tinuous, low and howling sound, 
of wind and sea; foreboding change 
in the direction of the wind; “de 
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wind or water uls (is ulin)”, a low 
ulin soond. In sense c noted down 
esp. in Ai. — *tila, non-mutated form, 
corresponding to O.N. yla, vb., to 
howl. No. (E.Norw.) ula, vb., to 
howl, — yla (hyla), vb., also to wail, 
to weep loudly. 

ul2 [ul], vb., a) to spoil one's 
good appearance by bad treatment; 
to inflict external injury upon (a 
person or animal); b) to bully; 
worry; persecute; to ul a bairn, a 
dog. de grice uld de cat. a puir 
uld ting; fairly common, noted down 
esp. in N.I. and Wests. (Fo.). — 
Must be the same word as O.N. 
(O. Icel.) ula, occurring in a single 
instance in Gr£gas, and apparently 
in a similar sense to Shetl. ul: “ef 
maSr sker h^r af hgffle manne eda 
lilar honum npkkur til h&dungar efla 
rifr hann klsedi af honum” —  
(see Fr.). 

ul3, vb., see ur, vb. 
ulaviti [u'iaviti], sb., a person 

who is always ill-treated, worried and 
persecuted; an outcast; a scorned 
and neglected person or animal 
(Fe.). — *iil(a)-vaetti. See ul2, vb. 
Cf. hatraviti, sb. 

ulet1 [nlat], sb., a) a peevish, 
querulous person, one who is al- 
ways scolding; b) a naughty, ob- 
stinate, whimpering little child who 
will not be silent. Most common 
in sense b. Noted down in Fo. in 
sense a. In U. also in sense of 
changeling, fool (child). — Prop. 
one who makes a noise. Cf. No. 
ulaeta, f., a) cry; unpleasant sound 
(Aa.), b) a whimperer (R.), ulaete, 
n., disturbance; unseemly behaviour 
(Aa.), noisy complaint (R.), from 
“ulaat”, f., noise. Icel. and Faer. 
olaeti, n. pi., bad manners, rude 
behaviour; noise. 

ulet2 [ulat], sb., a) a quiet, gentle 
and lonely person, partly one uncared 
for and without a real home; b) one 

who works quietly and diligently; 
to wark like [lek] a u. Conn. — 
Prop, one who does not utter a 
word, *iilaeti, n., or *iil0eta, f., and 
thus prop, the same word as the 
prec. one, though with an opposite 
meaning, as the first part U- must 
be understood differently: in ulet2 

simply as the negative ti-, while u- 
in the more common ulet1 is dis- 
paraging and intensifying as in the 
corresponding words in No., Faer., 
Icel. and Da. 

ulet3 [nlat], sb., = ulaviti, sb., 
but esp. of children and animals. 

ulid [niid-, nii3d*], sb., 1) un- 
reliability. 2) an unreliable person. 
Noted down only in the foil, phrase: 
Ony ane at trusts to dee (him, etc.) 
trusts to de u., who ever depends 
upon you (him, etc.) depends to no 
purpose, prop, depends upon un- 
reliability, upon something unreli- 
able. Uwg. — *tihllt. U-: the nega- 
tive prefix. For the second part see 
lid1, sb., reliance, etc. 

ulimutt [u’iimot' (-muf)], sb., a 
tiny thing; esp. a new-born or very 
small, living creature; de soo is 
come wi’ a lock [‘lot’] o’ ulimutts, 
the sow has farrowed a number of 
tiny pigs. Also a) an infant, in 
jest or caressingly, b) little sea- 
fowl, “piri ful aboot de ebb-stens”. 
Sa., Wests. — uli is prob. a dimi- 
nutival first part to mutt, which in 
itself denotes something small. It 
may represent *uri, sb., as the change 
r >• 1, and conversely, is fairly fre- 
quent; see urek1, sb., as a term 
for something small. For the sec- 
ond part see mutt, sb. 

ulltigger [ul-hg'or], sb., a beggar 
of wool, ull is a rare form, noted 
down in this compound acc. to J. I. 
Otherwise wool is now commonly 
called “oo’ ” [u], L.Sc. form of Eng. 
wool. In a couple of compds. is 
found as the first part olla [6[a]-, 
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which is O.N. gen.: ullar; see “olla- 
pluck”, and ollastu, sbs. — O.N. 
ull, f., wool. For the second part 
see tigger, sb., and tigg2, vb. 

um [nm], sb., haze, esp. warm haze 
in the air, heat-haze. N.I. a um 
upo de land (Fe.), a um on de sea, 
i’de sund (Yb.). Also a) umb [umb, 
umb], a rare form, noted down in 
Fe. beside “um”, and b) umd [umd, 
umd], a form characteristic of U. a 
umd o’ warmness, warm, hazy air 
(Un.). From Uwg:. is reported a form 
und [und] = umd; a u. aboot de 
banks. — *6m. No. ome, m., heat- 
haze; warm current of air. 

*um, prep., about, O.N. um, is 
found in the form om [6m] as the 
first part in a couple of compds.; 
see *ombod, sb., and omgordin, 
sb. and pres. part, of a verb. Be- 
sides the word is contained in *upp- 
omjora, *uppom0ra. In some 
cases an old “um”, as the first part 
of compds., has been anglicised to 
“aboot”; see “aboot-geng, sb.,aboot- 
gaan, pres. part, and adj., aboot- 
kast”, sb. 

umag, umog. sb., 1) a small, frail 
person or animal; a small child, a 
sickly child. Noted down in the 
forms umak [umak, omak] and 
umek [umak (omak)]: S.Sh. (Conn., 
Du.) and Fe.; partly also umok 
[umokj, acc. to J. I. In Du. [umak], 
esp. of a (small) frail person; in 
the other places mentioned now with 
specially emphasized notion of small- 
ness. 2) a) a small quantity or 
handful of something, e.g. of reaped 
corn or hay; a u. o’ corn, o’ hay, 
o’ sids {leavings of oats, for pre- 
paring of “sowens”; see sede, sb.): 
Conn. Esp.: a handful of reaped 
corn on the field, a very small sheaf 
of corn, b) a certain part, esp. the 
half or third part of a sheaf. Noted 
down in sense 2 in the foil, diffe- 
rent forms, and in the foil, places: 

a) umag [n’meg']: Nm. [3) umog 
[u’mog-, um63g-, umog]: Esh.; Nmw. 
[n'mog']; Nmw. [umo^]; Yn. [nmog]. 
y) umak [umak, 6mak]: Conn., Y. 
occas. <5) umek [umak, omak]: De., 
Fe. occas., Y., Conn, occas. Some- 
times with prefixed j: jumog [jn-- 
mog', jumo^] beside umog (Nmw.). 
In senses of a handful of reaped 
corn, a very small sheaf of corn, 
a half or third part of a sheaf, the 
word is peculiar to Mainland (Mm>n.) 
and Y. From Fe. is reported umek 
[umak] in sense of a small sheaf 
of very short corn, esp. corn which 
has been spoiled by the poultry 
(hens). In some places is found a 
form umekin [u^makin’, Stakin'], 
umikin [u"mikin‘, 6--mikin‘, um”i- 
kim, onrukin1] in the foil, senses: 
a) a feeble, helpless person, thus in 
Fo.: umekin; b) a very small, ill- 
thriven being or thing; thus in U., 
Fe. occas. and Wh.: umikin. Uwg: 
[unr'ikin’ (6m-)]; Wh.: [n"mikin’, 
um"ikin' (6m-)]. umikin [unrukim], 
a small person: Yn. In Fe. (Few.) 
[S^mikin1], esp. of a very small 
potato-, cf. umotta. Aformumiki 
[u'^miki’] is reported by J. I. in sense 
of a sickly child, umikin is found 
occas. used adjectivally, thus in Wh., 
in sense of small and odd; a u. 
[unlikin'] t’ing. — O.N. timagi, m., 
a helpless person, unable to sup- 
port himself. No. umage, m., a) a 
poor, feeble creature, b) a person 
not full-grown, a child. Faer. omagi, 
m., a) = O.N. timagi, b) a weakly 
person, a poor creature, c) a weakly 
child. Meaning 2 of umag is cha- 
racteristic of Shetlandic, and must 
have been developed from the mean- 
ing child, something small. 

umak/e [u'maki, 6'maki], adj., 
very small; a u. body (person). Deriv. 
of umak with a more recent ending. 
See the prec. word, 

umb, sb., see um, sb. 
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“umboth”, sb., see *ombod, sb. 
*“umbothsman”, sb., a factor, 

steward; see *ombod, sb. Balfour: 
“Umbothsman, N. Umbods Madr, 
procurator, mandatarius, An agent, 
procurator, for-speaker, or advocate”. 
— O.N. umboSsmadr, m., an agent, 
steward. 

umd, sb., see um, sb. 
um/e fnmi], adj., hazy, filled with 

heat-haze, of the air; a u. sky. N.I. 
Also umbie [umbi, umbi], and u in- 
die [nmdi, umdi]. umie and um- 
bie: Fe. umdie: U. — “umie” 
prob. represents an older *umet, as 
the ending “-ie” must be regarded 
as more recent. Deriv. of um, sb. 
Cf. umsket, adj. 

umiki, umikin. sb. (and adj.), see 
umag, sb. 

uml, ummel [om3l, omal], vb., 
to speak indistinctly, stutter and 
stammer. Pres, part..: umlin [omlin]. 
Nm11. (N.Roe). Fe. “he ummeld 
to speak”, e.g. in dreams, in an 
attack of nightmare (Few.). — O.N. 
umla, vb., to mutter, mumble. See 
oml, vb. 

umol [irmo®!-, S'mo8!"], sb., pro- 
perly silence, preserved only in the 
expr. “to keep onyt’ing in u.”, to 
keep anything secret, to keep one's 
mouth shut on a subject. Un. — 
*iimal, silence, from O.N. m&l, n., 
tongue, speech, with the negative 
prefix. Cf. lomol (lumol), sb. 

umond [n’mcrid’, uTnoind'], sb., a 
slight feeling, sensation, used in 
boat-fishermen’s lang. at sea, of the 
sensation caused by a fish slightly 
touching, but not taking the bait; to 
ha’e a u., de u. o’ a fish bein’ at 
de line, at de hook. U. (Uws.). A 
form omond [o’mond"] is reported 
(under doubt) from U. in -sense of in- 
distinct sight, esp. when seeing land 
through haze or mist, of boat-fisher- 
men; see worn on, sb. — With re- 
gard to umond, Icel. hugmynd, f., i 

idea, notion, might be suggested; 
but an uncompounded mondi (Un.) 
is found in the same sense as umond, 
and is most correctly explained as 
a word to be classed with O.N. 
“munr” and “minni”, A.S. mynd, 
Eng. mind, sb., and mond in umond 
can hardly be separated from mondi. 
“mynd” in “hugmynd” is a word 
diff. from the latter, viz.: O.N. mynd, 
f., shape, figure, image. The first 
part u- has hardly arisen from “hug-” 
(O.N. hugr, m., mind, mood), but 
is more prob. an *0 = O.N. &, prep., 
on. Cf. u-, e.g. in ubrigd and 
uskepta, sbs., in which u- is O.N. 
&, prep., and cf. also words such as 
uvedek, sb., in which u- is — 
O.N. a, f., river. The explanation 
of u- as the prep, on is supported 
by the occurrence of a form worn on 
[woTnon-] in a similar sense to 
umond, but used in another manner, 
of indistinct sight, seeing land 
through haze or mist, wo- is re- 
gularly developed from “6” and 
cannot be derived from “hug”. 

umott [u'moV. um&V» u’moit-, 
6’moi‘t"], sb., noted down only in 
the expr. “ill u. be i’ dy (in his, 
etc.) hands!” a plague upon you 
(him, etc.)! prop. umay your hands 
be paralysed!" N.I. [um&t,-]: Yn. 
[irmoit', o'moi't"]: U. — O.N.iimattr, 
m., swoon, faintness. See umotta, 
sb. 

umotta [n-m&Ca, S'mS^a, -mo^a 
(-mo^a), umo^a, omo^a], sb., 1) thin, 
weak place in unevenly-spun worsted. 
N.I., esp. Y. and Fe. Yb.: [d-mSfa], 
same place also “umotta-bits”, pi. 
Yh.: [umo(-a, dmot'a]. Feh.: [d’mot’a]. 
From Uwg. is reported a form umott, 
umoitt [u'moi'f], in the compd. 
“umo(i)tt-bit”, thin, weak place in 
unevenly-spun worsted. 2) a small 
potato, disparagingly; Y. occas.; noted 
down with the pronunc. fS'mSVa 

I (-moVa)]. — *tim6tti, m., or *umatta, 
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f., something weak, wanting in 
strength. Deriv. of the prec. word. 
umo(i)tt (without the ending in “u- 
mo(i)tt-bit”) is no doubt O.N. timattr, 
m., and thus the same word as the 
prec. Cf. umikin, under umag, 
sb., partly used in the same sense 
as umotta 2. 

umsket [(u'mskot) o'mskat], adj., 
having a dirty-grey or brownish 
colour. U. (Us.). — Deriv. of *umet 
(not otherwise found), with root- 
meaning dusty, covered with a layer 
of dust or dirt, prop, the same word 
as “umie,” adj., hazy, for *umet. 
With the form umsket cf. the cog- 
nate and almost syn. imsket, adj., 
from imet, adj. 

un [on], sb., a small piece of 
field or meadow; a rare form of 
pronunc. of on, onn, sb., q.v. In 
Ork. un [un], small piece of field, 
in harvesting. 

un-avara [on'avaTa, on'avaTa], 
adj. and adv., unaware(s), sudden- 
fly); esp. in the expr. “to come un- 
av. on (upon) a t’ing”. N.I. — Is 
a mingling of O.N. and Eng., as 
O.N. tivarr, adj., a) unprepared, b) 
unexpected (unaware), has been 
modified in form from Eng. una- 
ware(s). Cf. a) un-vard, adj., b) 
uvart, uvorous, adjs., with diver- 
ging meanings. 

und, sb., see urn (umd), sb. 
undali, adj., properly strange; 

queer, but now in various more 
recently developed meanings. Now 
doubtless rarely pronounced with 
phonetic o [om’dalk]; but comm, 
with [6], occas. with [o]. For the 
forms and meanings see further on- 
dali, ondeli, adj. 

under [ondor], prep, and adv., 
under; with regard to the pronunc. 
[ondor] the word springs from O.N. 
undir, prep, and adv. The form 
under, with phonetic o, is now in 
Shetl. used only as the first part in i 

some compds. Also in the form 
onder and pronounced [ondar (on- 
dar, otidar)]. [ondar] is the regular 
pronunc. in Shetl. of Eng. under. 
Some compds., in which the first 
part either entirely or mostly is pro- 
nounced [ondar (ondar)], are found 
under onder-. For exprs. such as 
“under lo, under ord, under skjul 
(u. a skjul)”, see the respective 
sbs. under land (u. de land), under 
land, near to the land, “under 
[ondar (ondar)]” is used in a few 
verbal exprs., originating from O.N., 
such as “geng under”, in sense of 
a) to dive, to crouch, b) to subject 
oneself to someone, geng u. ane; 
in both senses = No. “ganga under” 
(Aa. and R.). Eng. “go under” is 
partly divergent, “lie under”, in sense 
of to succumb, to lose, = No. liggja 
under, while the Eng. use of “lie 
under” differs. 

under-draw [on'dardra1], sb., 
undercurrent. — *undir-drag. No. 
underdrag, n., groundswell. See 
drag, sb., II 2 a, current, draught 

| of the tide. 
underfettel [on"darfsef-al], sb., in 

' transport on pack-horse: “under- 
\ band", one of the two bands in 
\ which the open straw-basket, de 

mesi, hangs, and which is fastened 
round the pack-saddle. Recent form 
of pronunc.: [6n"darfaet,al]. Opposed 
to “de overfettel”, the uover-band”, 
the band fastened round the top, “de 
nivi”, on the pack-saddle. Fe. See 
fetel, fettel, sb. 

wnder-gjud (-gud, -guen), sb., 
undercurrent (Yh.); see ondergjud 
and gjud, sbs. 

under-gro (-gru), sb., swell in the 
sea (Fe.); seeondergro (-gru), sb. 

underhus [on"darhos‘], sb., the 
substructure in a water-mill. Fo. 
Now also onderhus [om’darhos’]: 
Fo. — *undirhtis. 

underhwigg (-hwigga), sb., under- 
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current, swell in the sea (U. and 
occas. Y.). -hwigg from *-kwigg 
from *kvik-. See further under the 
more common form onderhwigg. 

under-land [6n"darland-, -land1], 
sb., uunder-land", esp. land situated 
at the foot of a mountain, or below 
a promontory or high coast, = No. 
underland and underlenda, Fser. un- 
dirlendi, n. 

under-lay [on ’darlE’, -le-], sb., 
underlayer, No. underlag, n., and 
Eng. underlayer, sb. 

underleg [on-darlog'], sb., peats, 
from a lower-lying bank (de under- 
moor), spread out to dry. Yh. — 
*undirlega, underlayer, the lowest 
layer or row. See lega, sb. 

under-made [6n"d3rmed-], adj., 
properly perf. part., in the expr. “a 
u.-m. sea”, a billow coming from 
the depth, also collect.: large billows, 
heavy swell, groundswell, = on- 
dergro (-gru), sb., in contrast to 
the smaller waves on the surface, 
“a under-made sea”, harbinger of 
strong wind or storm. N.I. — Cf. 
No. undersjo, m., a) undercurrent, 
b) billows. 

under-man [on-darman-], sb., a 
subordinate. No. undermann, Eng. 
under-man, underling. 

under-malnd, sb., heavy swell in 
the sea (U.); see ondermaind, sb. 

undershot [6n"dar§ot‘], sb., un- 
dercurrent in the sea. Wh. — From 
an older *underskod. For “shot”, 
sb., current, and Shetl. skod, sb., 
beat of waves, backwash of breakers, 
in some compds. (afskod, otter- 
skod, overskod), from O.N. skot, 
n., a shooting, etc., see “shot2”, sb., 
and the compds. mentioned above, 

um/er-sten, see ondersten. 
undersuk [on”d3rsuk-], sb., under- 

current, esp. near land: backwash 
of the waves after being broken on 
the shore, [ondor-]: old form noted 
down in Fo. and partly in N.I. Also 

ondersuk [om'darsuk*, 6n"d3rsuk']. 
[6n"d3rsuk‘] is now the most com- 
mon form of pronunc. — *undirsugr. 
See suk, sb. 

undikil [un"dikil-], adj., odd, queer, 
unusually small and odd-looking; 
a U. body (person), a U. t’ing. Also 
e.g. of speech, words-, funny Jo olish; 
u. words. Wh. — No doubt arisen 
from *undilig through a middle 
form *undigil by metathesis of 1 and 
g in the last syllable. In that case 
the same word as ondali, adj., from 
O.N. undarligr, adj., strange-, extra- 
ordinary. 

fun-dumious, see the foil. word. 
un-domxous [6n'd0"mi6s], adj., 

unexampled; extraordinary; dread- 
ful. comm, un-dumious jon'dd"- 
mios’, on1-]: Du. — From older 
*ud0mi-. O.N. udcemiligr, adj., «/z- 
exampled; extraordinary, from udoe- 
mi, n., that which is without ex- 
ample (doemi, n., example). Cf. L.Sc. 
undemus, undeemis, adj., inconceiv- 
able, incalculable, partly also “un- 
doomis, undumous” (Angus, Mearns), 
immense, acc. to Jam. In Shetl. 
the prefix and suffix are altered in 
accordance with Eng. (L.Sc.), while 
the substantive is preserved in the 
orig. form, partly with dropping of 
i-mutation: *dumi for *domi (O.N. 
“doemi” from “domr”, m., doom, 

judgement). But in form “un-dumi- 
ous” is no doubt infl. by L.Sc. “un- 
doomis”. See doms, a-doms, adv. 

Mfl-fjomlet [onfjomiot], adj., un- 
graceful, clumsy and slovenly. Us. 
“un-fungli, un-fongli [onfoj]g‘li, 
onfopgdi]”, noted down in Nm., De. 
and Wh. in sense of ill-shapen, un- 
graceful, may be the same word 
with the change m>ng, often found 
before s in Shetl. Norn, [onfopg'li]: 
Wh. [onfogg’lij: Nm. and De. — un- 
fjomlet is prob. an older *u-fumlet 
(-fjumlet), in which the prefix u- 
is intensive. Cf. a) No. fumlutt (and 
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fjumlutt, “fjoommlet”), ad\., fumbling, 
awkward, clumsy (R), b) No. uf(j)am- 
peleg and “ufjompeleg”, adj., un- 
shapely, uncomfortable, clumsy 
and ugly (R.), in which u- is inten- 
sive, c) No. fumpeleg (fumpen, fum- 
putt), adj., unshapely, from “fump”, 
m., and d) Shell, fumli, adj., big, 
unshapely. Orig. association of “un- 
fungli” and fungli, adj., is doubt- 
ful, owing to the supposed origin of 
the latter from a *fangligr, though 
otherwise “un-fungli” might well 
have been formed from fungli in 
sense 1 by prefixing the negative 
U-, un-. 

un-fromli, see ufrumli, adj. 
un-fungli [onfogg'li, onfoggii], adj., 

ill-shapen, ungraceful-, see under 
“un-fjomlet”, adj. 

*ungadrengen, sb., a young, un- 
married man. Also collect.: young, 
unmarried men of a village or dis- 
trict. Acc. to Edm. A. L. has the 
word in the form ungadrengar, 
only in sense of young, unmarried 
man, and reported as used in boat- 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. — O.N. ungr 
drengr, m., young, unmarried man. 
The ending -en in -drengen is the 
old, def. art., O.N.-inn: unga dreng- 
inn, accus. sing. def. form. Used 
in pi. in Shetl. the ending -en may 
spring from O.N. -irnir: ungu dreng- 
irnir (accus.: drengina), def. pi. form. 
O.N. def. pi. ending often gives -ins 
(-ens) in Shetl., in which -s is the 
later added Eng. pi. s. -ar in unga- 
drengar is the old nom. -r in 
masculine. 

*■ unklabak. unklisbak. sb., woollen 
glove with only a thumb. Edm.: 
“unclisbacks, gloves that cover 
only the backs of the hands, without 
fingers”. In Barclay (MS. addition 
to Edm.) the word is written “un- 
klabak”. Otherwise not found. — 
unkla- must have arisen from *hun- 
kla-, *honkla-, by dropping of initial 

h. Cf. Sw. dial, hankla, hankie, n., 
glove, woollen mitten (Ri. under 
“hand”, f.), Da. dial., Jut. hankie (han- 
kel), n., glove, prop, “hand-cloth”. 

un-konn, un-kon [o'rjkon, 6‘gk6n, 
o'gkon, o'gkonj, adj., unknown, 
strange-, a(n) u.-k. man. comm. Dis- 
tinct from fremd, adj., strange, 
not akin, as “un-konn” does not 
exclude kinship. Used not only of 
persons, but also of animals, poul- 
try; thus: a u.-k. hen, a strange 
hen which has come into a flock 
of hens. — For *u-konn. O.N. 
ukunnr, adj., unknown, strange. 
L.Sc. unco (A. S. uncup), adj., un- 
known. The same distinction as be- 
tween Shetl. “un-konn” and fremd, 
is made in Faer.: a) 6kunnur, 6kunn- 
igur, -ugur, and b) fremmandi. In 
a similar way L.Sc. “unco” and 
“frem, frem(m)yt”. 

un-redli [onTed'ii], adj., tangled-, 
untidy. — redli here replaces an 
old *gredli, prob. through infl. of 
L.Sc. See red3, sb., and red, gred, 
vbs. 

un-rigli [6nTig"li], adj., untidy, 
slovenly, ragged-, un-r.-lookin’. De., 
Nm.? — For older *urigli. Cf. Faer. 
origgiligur [ound'd^illor], adj., untidy 
and dirty, Sw. dial, “urikjelin (uri- 
tjelin)”, adj., filthy, dirty, untidy, in 
Ri. under “urekjen”, adj., id. No. 
(East Norw.) urogleg, adj., untidy, 
unadorned (R., given under doubt), 

un-tili, see utili, adj. 
un-vard [onward', onvard'], I) 

adj., unaware, heedless, headlong. 
II) adv., unawares, too hastily, hav- 
ing too great speed-, he cam’ u.-v. 
Yh. — O.N. uvarr, adj., unaware, 
heedless, etc. un-vard may be prop, 
the neut. form “livart”. Cf. uvart 
and uvorous, adjs., un-avara, adj. 
and adv., likewise arisen from “tivarr”, 
but in diverging senses. 

upo [opo\ opo', opo'], prep., upon, 
before words beginning with a con- 
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sonant, is most prob. a dial, form 
of Eng. upon, though it might also 
have been developed from O.N. uppa. 
Before words beginning with a vowel, 
and when ending a sentence: “upon”, 
as in Eng. In some exprs., esp. verbal 
exprs., the word points back to O.N. 
& (upp&), prep., upon, e.g.: to hear 
upo(n), to hear upon, to listen to, 
O.N. hoyra a; to t’ink upo(n), to 
think of, O.N. hugsa a. See further 
“fa’ upon” under “fa’ ” [‘fall’], vb., 
as well as “kom (come) upo(n)”, 
and “mak’ upo(n)”. Local expr.: 
to be upon her, to be out fishing, 
either in a boat or angling from the 
shore (R). “on”, pointing back to 
O.N. &, is found in verbal exprs. such 
as: ber on, had on, kom (come) 
on, lay on, lie on, set on, stand on, 
tak’ on; see the respective vbs. 

upp [op], adv., 1) up, points to 
O.N. upp, up, owing to the pronunc. 
with phonetic o. Now much more 
commonly: op [op], upp is noted 
down esp. in N.I. In conn, with 
certain verbs, preps, and advs. the 
word partly deviates from Eng. usage, 
but corresponds with Old Northern; 
esp. of wind; thus: blaw upp, op; 
(gane) upp (op) at, upp (op) wi’; 
see under op, adv. For upp, op, 
in old verbal exprs. of O.N. origin, 
see ber op, geng op, had op (had1, 
vb.), honk (hunk) op, kom (come) 
op, lay op, lie op, rek op (rek2, 
vb.), rive op Criv1, vb.), ronk 
(runk) op, set op, skib op, tak’ op. 
In some compds. (esp. substantives) 
the first part upp still predominates; 
see the foil, words. 2) up, above, 
O.N. uppi, adv. Now comm.: op 
[op], a) to be upp, op, to be alive, 
— O.N. vera uppi; der’r naebody 
upp, at [‘that’] can tell (Fe.). b) to 
be upp wi’ a fish (Yh.), to draw a 
fish out of the water, prop, to up 
with a fish. See op, adv. 

uppabrak, see uppbrak, sb. 

uppadoga [op'ado’ga, op-ado"ga], 
adj., 1) a) very uneasy in mind, 
anxious that some evil may have 
occurred to one-, to be u. aboot ane; 
b) to be on the lookout for some- 
one of something-, to be u. for 
som’tin’, u. to see ane; c) to be bent 
on something, u. aboot som’tin’; 
d) to be u., to geng u., to make a 
great disturbance in searching for 
someone or something. The word 
is characteristic of Wests, in all the 
given senses except sense 5. 2) a) 
unwell, unable to work, laid up; to 
lie u.; b) feigning illness, sham- 
sick-, to be u., to lie u., to feign ill- 
ness. Noted down in Sa. in sense 
a, in W. and Ai. in sense b. 3) hid- 
ing oneself-, to lie u., to keep in 
hiding. Fo. 4) unsuccessful, past, 
over-, hit [‘it’] is a’ [‘all’] u. or up pa- 
dog [op’adog’] wi’ him, everything 
has gone wrong for him. Fo. 5) 
very early astir, very early in setting 
to work, before other people, either 
with a day’s work or with work be- 
longing to a certain season; dey 
were u. 'wi’ deir peats, wi’ deir 
taaties [‘potatoes’]. In this sense 
characteristic of Un. — O.N. “uppi 
dagadr”, perf. part, and adj., being 
out at daybreak and caught un- 
awares, of a troll surprised in this 
way and terror-struck at being sure 
of meeting his death. O.N. daga 
uppi, vb., impers. with accus. (ein- 
hvern dagar uppi), of trolls: to be 
caught by the dawn and not to get 
back home. “ Later (after 
being used orig. of trolls and other 
supernatural beings caught by the 
dawn) the word uppadoga has been 
used metaph. of persons wanting to 
hide themselves but who have been 
discovered, or of persons feigning 
illness but who have been found out, 
and the like” (S. Bugge). 

*?uppalangst, adj., properly perf. 
part, refl., ill, unwell. Acc. to J. Sp. 
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(Uwg.) in E.D.D.: “upalangst, adj., 
ill. Sh.I. ‘Wir Aertie is upalangst tu 
day’ wir = our. — The same form 
as Faer. uppilagstur, uppi lagstur, of 
a fisherman: who has given up 
fishing, perf. part, of “leggjast uppi”, 
vb. refl., to lay (oneself) up (on land). 
Shetl. uppalangst and Faer. “uppi- 
lagstur” do not coincide in sense; 
but uppalangst corresponds to 
the uncompounded Faer. “lagstur”, 
gone to bed, or laid up, perf. part, of 
“leggjast”, vb. refl., to go to bed, 
to lie up (O.N. leggja, vb., to lay, 
leggjask, vb. refl., to lay oneself). 
The first part uppa- is no doubt 
due to infl. of Eng. “laid up”, n 
in (uppa-)langst may have been 
inserted later by infl. of the word 
“alangst”, Eng. alongst. Cf. for- 
legen, adj., and “laid afore” under 
“lay”, vb. 

uppamjora, *uppam0ra, up around 
the ear\ see uppomjora. 

uppastju [op"astju\ -s^u’], s\s.,great 
disorder, confusion, hubbub-, de hus 
was a’ [‘all’] in a u., all the house 
was in a great confusion, every- 
thing topsy-turvy. Also oppastju 
[op”astju‘, -s^u1]. Un. — No doubt 
represents *uppst(j)u. For the in- 
sertion of connecting vowel between 
upp and stju cf. e.g. uppabrak = 
uppbrak, sb., afaskod = afskod, 
sb. For the second part stju, Icel. 
stti, confusion, see under rustju, 
sb. With uppastju cf. besides No. 
uppstyr, n., Da. opstyr, n.. uproar, 
hubbub, tumult. 

uppa-fo, adv., put aside secretly, 
hidden. Acc. to J. Sp. (Uws) in 
E.D.D.: “upato, to have something 
upato: to have something laid by, to 
have a little secret hoard. Sh. I.” — Is 
no doubt the same word as “opan-to”, 
adv., q.v. Thus prop, above, in this 
case no doubt: on a shelf. 

uppbrak [opbrak], uppabrak [op-- 
abrak-], sb., fear, anxiety, in the 

exprs. “to t’ink u.”, to be afraid 
that some misfortune may have 
happened to one, and “to tak’ a 
u.”, to become anxious and afraid. 
U.: t’ink uppabrak. Du.: tak’ a 
uppbrak. In Fe. oppabrak [op"- 
abrak'] in “t’ink o.” — Represents 
“uppbrag” from an orig. *uppbrag5. 
O.N. bragd, n., prop, quick move- 
ment, a setting in motion, etc. For 
the meaning of Shetl. upp(a)brak 
cf. O.N. bregda, vb., prop, to cause 
to move quickly, to turn, etc., used 
a) impers. in the expr. “bregda vid”: 
einhverjum bregdr vid eitthvert, one 
is greatly affected by something, 
b) in the expr. “bregda sdr”, bregdask 
(refl.) vid eitthvert, to take some- 
thing to heart. With regard to the 
form, cf. -brak with No. brak, n., 
a fight, “det bars i brakje”, it came 
to a fight, from O.N. “bragd” in 
“fangbragd”, a wrestling, fangbrpgd, 
pi., wrestlings. 

uppdorrok, adj., utterly exhausted, 
dead tired. Noted down in the forms 
opdorruk [opd^r'ok] and opdor- 
rek [opdorak]. Fe. Now rare or 
obs. dorr ok is prob. developed 
from a *-drok, *-droket, by inser- 
tion of connecting vowel between d 
and r, and may then be an orig. 
*upp-praukadr (or *upp-prokadr). Cf. 
Icel. prauk, n., laborious task, per- 
severing effort, prauka, vb., to hold 
out, to continue long (B.H.), to 
show persevering effort in the per- 
formance of something (E.J.), and 
“proka”, vb., barely to make ends 
meet, to support oneself with diffi- 
culty (B.H.). The vowel-sound in 
-dorrok does not suggest a deriv. 
“uppprekadr”, from O.N. preka, vb., 
to exhaust by over-exertion, though 
this case is not conclusive. 

uppdraget [op'drag'ot], perf. part, 
and adj,, educated. Now more com- 
monly: opdraget [op’drag'at, -drag'- 
at]. See drag, d. op, vb. 
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upp-draw [op’dra-], sb., appre- 

hension, understanding; to ha’e a 
guid or ill u.-r/., to have a good or 
poor apprehension. Nmn. (N.Roe). — 
Prop, an overtaking. See upp- 
draw, vb. 

upp-draw [op'dra’], vb., 1) to 
overtake, to come up with; to u.-d. 
ane. 2) to apprehend, understand; 
to u.-d. ane. Nmn. (N.Roe). — With 
upp-draw 1 cf. O.N. draga, vb., in 
the expr. “draga eptir” (eptir ein- 
hverjum), to come up with one, etc. 
Meaning 2 is no doubt developed 
from meaning 1 by metaph. use, 
prop, to come up to another's thought 
or opinion. 

uppdroitt [op’drort" (op’dr&i'f)], 
uppdroit [opdroit" (opdr&if)], adj., 
1) tired, exhausted. Also used as 
a derisive term to a person who has 
been long in doing a piece of work, 
and who has not done it well; “is 
du done (have you done) u.”? 2) 
laid up; not quite well, though not 
really ill; also feigning illness, 
suffering from an imagined or pre- 
tended illness; is du u. again? Fe. 
and Y. occas. In the same places 
also a) opdroitt, opdroit [op-dr6i‘t", 
Op'droif], b) uppdrottj, opdrottj 
[op’dro^-, op‘dro("] (more rarely; Y. 
occas), c) uppdroitta, -droita, op- 
droitt a, -droita [(op‘dr6it"a, -drorta), 
op’droih'a, -drorta]: Fe. occas. (Few.). 
From Yn. is reported uppdroitt [op- 
droi't-] in sense of tired, exhausted, 
laid up. — *upp proyttr. O.N. proyttr 
(preyttr), exhausted, worn out, etc., 
perf. part, of “proyta (preyta)”, vb., 
to make great efforts, to urge on, 
to tire, exhaust. 

uppet [op’ef, op‘e3t‘], vb., properly 
to eat up, but commonly used in a 
metaph. sense: to make one vexed, 
angry, malicious and envious-, dat 
uppets him = dat ets him op; see 
et, vb. 2. uppeten [op'et on, -e3,tan], 
perf. part, and adj., filled with vexa- 

tion or envy, very vexed and angry, 
uppeten aboot onyt’ing. Now more 
commonly opet [op'et, op'e3!-] and 
opeten[op'ehan,op-e3,tan]. uppeten 
[op’et'an] is noted down in Fe. and 
Y. beside opeten [op-et-3n]. uppet 
[op’e3t'], uppeten [op‘e3,t9n] in U. 
(Un.). See et, vb. 

uppfoster [op’fos’tar], vb., to rear, 
foster (another’s child). Comm.: 
opfoster [op--, 6p--]. — The compd. 
is Northern. Cf. Icel. uppfostr, n., 
a rearing, fostering, and Da. op- 
fostre, vb. 

uppgeng [op-gaeg-], sb., 1) com- 
motion in the sea, heavy swell, esp. 
in winter; a u. o’ de sea, a winter- 
u.; he was a u. destreen (yester- 
day). 2) strong, sudden increase 
of wind; a storm causing uproar 
in the sea. 3) a) great disturbance; 
disorderly crowd; dere were a u. 
destreen, there was a great distur- 
bance and tumult yesterday; b) a 
crowd of people or animals in quick 
motion; a number of people briskly 
at work. N.I. opgeng [op-gseg-] is 
a more recent form. — O.N. upp- 
ganga, f., a) a going up, ascent, 
b) inundation caused by a river over- 
flowing its banks (Fr.), c) = upp- 
gangr, m., onrush, etc. No. uppgong, 
uppgonga, f., invasion of visitors (R.). 

uppgester [op--g£s-t3r (-g'es’tsr, 
-(|fis-t9r)], sb., an odal-born person 
who, with consent of his (her) heirs, 
surrenders his (her) allodial pro- 
perty to another in return for life- 
long support, acc. to an old (now 
obs.) custom. More comm, in the 
forms opgester [op"ges-t3r (-g'es'tar, 
-(j£S-t9r)]and obgester[ob-]. Hibbert: 
opgester. Edm.: opgester (the 
custom “opgestrie”), and obgester 
with ref. to the custom “upgestry”. 
After the cessation of this old custom 
the word opgester is now used in 
sense of a guest who stays a long time 
in another's house; thus e.g. in Fe.: 
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opgester [op"gies,t3r]; he (she) was 
o. wP so and so, he (she) stayed 
a long time as a guest with so 
and so. Cf. folgju, sb., prop, de- 
noting a custom similar to uppges- 
trie, and later used in a similar 
metaph. sense. — uppgester is 
hardly to be associated with O.N. 
gestr, a guest, but must represent 
an older *uppgefster, *uppgev- 
ster, one who surrenders himself (to 
another). *-gefster from *-gefter 
by insertion of s between f and t, 
as e.g. in grefster, sb., from O.N. 
grpftr, grpptr, m., a digging up, etc. 
For a form *gefter cf. O.N. gjpft, 
f., a giving, gift, in gjaftarmal, n., 
foddering-time for cattle, = gjafar- 
m£l, and No. gjaeft (gjeft), f., a por- 
tion of fodder (Aa.). With Shetl. 
uppge(f)ster cf. Faer. uppgdva, f., 
a surrender, prop, a giving up, = 
Shetl. *uppgestrie (q.v.), and “upp- 
g&vudrongur, -madur, -genta, -kona” 
= Shetl. uppgester. -ge(f)ster 
may be an old gen. form “gjaftar” 
with dropped second part of compd. 

*uppgestr/e, *uppgestry, sb., a 
surrender by an odal-born person, 
with consent of his (her) heirs, of 
his (her) allodial property to an- 
other in return for lifelong support-, 
a custom now obsolete. Is an old 
word with mod. ending. Also op- 
gestrie and opgestry. Hibbert and 
Edm. opgestery: Hibbert. Older 
*uppgefstrie. Faer. uppg&va, f., a 
surrender, prop, a giving up. See 
uppgester, sb. 

upp-gi'en [opgi®n], perf. part, and 
adj., given up as hopeless, incorri- 
gible, obdurate; a u.-g\ ribald. Un. 
op-gi’en [op-]. — An old “upp- 
gefinn” from O.N. uppgefa, vb., to 
give up, = gefa upp. O.N. upp- 
gefinn, perf. part, and adj., is re- 
corded in sense of exhausted. — 
Alternating with “upp-gi’en” in sense 
of incorrigibly bad, obdurate, is 

found in Shetl. (noted down in U. 
and Fe.): uppdord [op’dord-], which 
is Eng. obdurate, adj. 

uppglopen, adj., 1) hasty; chole- 
ric; impetuous. 2) aggressive; a 
u. body. Nm. Noted down in the 
forms uppglopem, -glopm [op‘- 
glopanr (-glop'am)], and opglopem, 
-glopm [op-glop3nr (-glop-am)]. For 
the second part of compd. see glo- 
pen, adj. Merges easily withupplo- 
pen, adj., with which it corresponds 
in sense 1. 

uppha(l)d, upp-hud [op had], sb., 
1) a) support, maintenance, esp. 
with food and clothes; she [‘she’] 
had her u. f(r)ae so and so. b) a 
foddering, of cattle; also fodder for 
cattle; de Scotch kye need sae muckle 
u. (Ennisfirth, Nmw.). 2) a lull in 
rain; der ’r a u., hit [‘it’] is a u., 
there is a lull in the rainy weather 
(Un.). Also opha(l)d [op'had], in 
all the given senses. — O.N. upp- 
hald, n., a) a holding up, lifting, 
b) maintenance, preservation. No. 
upphald, n., a) support, maintenance, 
etc., b) a break, lull; calm spell 
after a shower of rain or heavy 
squall (Aa.). feel, uppihald, n., = 
No. upphald b. L.Sc. uphald, “up- 
hadd, uphaud”, sb., support. In 
sense 2 uppha(l)d is particularly 
Northern. See the use of “had op” 
under “had1”, vb. 

uppha(l)d, wpp-had [op had ], vb., 
to support, maintain, esp. with food 
and clothes, — had op, vb. op- 
had [op-had-]. In sense of to cease, 
of rain, comm.: had op. See under 
“had1 (h. op)”, vb. 

upphelli [op"heH],ophelli [op-heli], 
sb., the 5th day before Christmas, 
a sort of holiday, on the keeping of 
which the safety of one’s cattle was 
supposed to depend, = buhelli,- 
sb. 2. Papa St. — *upphelgr, -helgi, f., 
concluding feast? See the foil. word, 

f upp-helli-a’ [op-hdia- (op-hael-ia-)], 
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sb., the cessation of the Christmas- 
time, acc. to old custom, i.e.: the 
24th day after Christmas, the 17th 
of January, op-helli-a’ [op‘-(op1-)]. 
Also called “four-and-twenty day”, 
and by the older people “Antonmass” 
or “St. Anthony’s day”. — Prop, over, 
the whole festive season at an end. 
Although belli, sb. (q.v.), holy-day, 
festival, must be regarded as an old 
Norn word, and O.N. uppi, adv., is 
used in sense of at an end (still 
used in No., Faer. and Icel.), it is, 
however, doubtful whether the compd. 
is old in Shetl. Note old L.Sc. “uphalie 
day (ouphalliday)” in Jam., explained 
as “the first day after the termina- 
tion of the Christmas holidays”. 

uppherda [op'haerda], sb., in the 
expr. “in u., laid in u.”, esp. of 
corn: broken, ruined, trampled down. 
Y., Fe. Prop, “laid upp (op, up) 
in herda”? See herda, sb. 

upphog(s), upphoga, see the foil, 
word. 

upphugg [op-hog ], upphugga [op - 
hog-a], adj., worn out, fit only for 
breaking up, that must fall by the 
axe or knife; de boat is u., the boat 
is worn out and fit for breaking 
up; de coo is u., the cow is useless, 
and must be slaughtered. U. — The 
forms upp hog [op-hog-] and upp- 
hoga [op-ho'ga] (U.) are more com- 
mon than the forms ending in -hugg, 
-hugga. In the expr. “de coo is 
upphoga”, the word has been as- 
sociated with hoga, sb., pasture, 
and regarded as “finished with the 
pasture". In Papa Stour (Wests.) 
is noted down a form upphogs 
[op-hogs'] in sense of no longer of 
any use, fit only for being thrown 
away. Edm.: “uphoug, ruin, bank- 
ruptcy”. — Prop, a substantive, O.N. 
upphpgg, n., a felling. In Shetl. the 
word has become an adj. by ellip- 
tical use, dropping of words such 
as “fit only for, ready for". The 

form upphogs must be an old ge- 
nitive, and presupposes the dropping 
of a preposition governing the ge- 
nitive, such as “til”: O.N. til upp- 
hpggs. 

uppkast [opkast], sb., \)a bringing 
into discussion, a putting forward 
of an opinion or proposal. 2f) re- 
proach, upbraiding. 3f) a coming 
to light, opkast [op-]. — O.N. upp- 
kast, n., a) a throwing up, b) asser- 
tion; proposal. While the Shetl. 
word is old and of Northern origin 
in sense 1, it is L.Sc. (upcast) in 
sense 2. Also in sense 3 it goes 
back to L.Sc. cast up, vb. See kast 
op under kast, vb. 

uppkomin, -cornin' Jop -kom in], 
sb., appearance, a coming to light. 
opkomin, -cornin’ [op"-]. — O.N. 
uppkoma, f., inter alia a coming up, 
outbreak. See “kom op” under 
kom1, vb. 

upp-/ay/n’ [op-le’in], sb., in knit- 
ting of stockings: beginning (from 
above). Now more commonly: op- 
layin’ [op--le-in]. — Prop, a laying 
up; see “lay op” c under “lay”, vb. 
No. upplag, n., foundation; begin- 
ning, e.g. of mittens, stockings. 

upp-/ay/n’ [op-Te'in], pres. part, 
and adj., commencing, in the expr. 
“de u.-/. geng”, the first row of 
stitches, in the beginning of a stock- 
ing from above. Comm.: op-layin’ 
[op-le-in], de o.-/. geng. To be 
classed with “lay op” c, vb. See 
“lay”, vb., and the prec. word. 

upplift [oplaft], sb., strong wind 
rising suddenly; a (sudden) u. o’ 
wadder [‘weather’]. Now more com- 
monly: up-lift, oplift [oplaft(oploft)]. 
U. (Uws.). See lift, vb. (lift II 2.). 

upplopen, upplupen [op-lop-on, 
op-lop3nr], adj., that easily flares 
up; that is suddenly in a great 
hurry, impetuous; a u. body, a u. 
fool [fol], Fe.: [op-lop3m-]. — The 
second part is properly perf. part. 
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of lop, lup, vb., to leap, to jump, 
q.v. 

upp-/oas/n’ [oplou'sin, -lou,lsin], 
sb., sudden thaw, esp. with heavy 
torrents of rain, rapidly melting the 
snow. comm. — Prop, a loosening. 
Cf. Icel. leysing, f., comm, in pi.: 
leysingar, and No. loysing (snjoloys- 
ing), f., a thawing, breaking up of 
frost, prop, a loosening. The word 
is of Northern origin in Shell., an 
old *uppl0ysing; but the second part 
has been modified after L.Sc. “louse, 
lowse”, vb., to loose. “*l0ysing” 
ought to have given a form *l0sin 
in Shetl. Cf. uppslag, sb. 

apples, vb., to bring forward, 
make known, to reveal something 
secret; to u. a t’ing; I (he, etc.) never 
upplost it. Noted down in many 
diff. forms: upplos [oplos-, oploV] 
(Un.), oplos [oples- (opl0as-)], ublos 
[oblgs1 (obits’),oblos'], ob 10s [obits' 
(obl03s'), oblos-], and with the pre- 
terite ending t having forced its way 
into the infinitive: (upplost) oplost 
[oplosh], (upplust) oplust [oplost-], 
ublost [oblosh], oblost [oblost-], 
ublust [oblosf], oblust [obldst-]. 
The word is esp. prevalent in N.I., 
where it is noted down sporadically 
in all the given forms of pronunc. 
upplos is peculiar to Un., ublos 
[oblos-], oblos [oblos-], ublost, ob- 
lost, are noted down in Fe. “I 
never ublost (ublosted) it to ony 
ane”. The word is also found out- 
side N.I. ublust is noted down in 
Wh.; “I never ublusted it”. Pre- 
terite: a) -lost [lost, l03st, lost], b) 
-losted [lostad], -lusted [lostod]. 
In the forms beginning with upp, 
op, the division of the syllables 
is now commonly: “o-pl03s-, o- 
pl0as-”, etc. Other more corrupted 
forms are o b 1 o u s e n [6blou-son] by as- 
sociation with “lousen”, vb., to loose, 
loosen, and “aplas” [aplas-], poss. 
through infl. of Eng. “applause”, by 

an accidental resemblance in form 
of two entirely different words. — 
*upptysa. Da. oplyse, Sw. upplysa, vb. 
A compd. “upptysa” is not found 
in O.N., but only an uncompounded 
“lysa”, vb., a) to give light, etc., 
also b) to make known, to proclaim. 
The compd. “upplysa”, vb., also 
seems to be foreign to No. dials, 
(not found in Aa. or R.). But in 
B.H. (Icel.) is found “upplysa”, to 
illumine, clear up, which no doubt 
is a Danicism. 

upp-mafc’ [opmak], sb., a change 
for the worse in the weather; a 
u.-/n. o’ wadder; “he is gaun [‘going’] 
to be a u.-m.” is said when threat- 
ening banks of clouds rise above 
the horizon (Fe.). Also: op-mak’ 
[opmak]. — Prob. an old *uppger<5, 
of which the second part has been 
translated into Eng. See “mak”’, 
vb., and the use of this word appl. 
to weather, wind and sea, similar 
to O.N. gera, vb. — In sense of a 
settlement, agreement, a making up, 
Shetl. upp-mak’ (op-mak’) may also 
be an old *uppger5, cf. No. uppgjerd 
(acc. to Aa. rare), and O.N. gerS, 
f., in the same sense, but may equally 
well be a more recent form after 
Eng. make up, vb. 

uppomjora [op amjo ra], *uppom 
ora [op amgTa], adverbial expr., noted 
down in the foil.: 1) to wash u., of 
the cat: to wash itself with the paw 
up around the ear. The latter was 
considered an omen for a lucky catch 
of fish, uppomjora: Fo. In the 
same place also in a more corrup- 
ted form: uppanjora [op-anjo-ra], 
and with dropping of m: uppajora 
[op-ajo-ra]. *uppomora: N.I. (Fe.). 
de cat washes (is washin’) u. 2) to 
keep onyt’ing u., to have something 
kept aside, hidden (prop, behind the 
ear)\ to lay u., to hide, put aside; 
to lie u., to lie hidden. In sense 2 
noted down only in Fo.: uppom- 
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jora (uppanjora, uppajora). — Proper- 
ly three words: *upp um oyra, up 
around the ear. See *jora (*0ra), 
sb. For the use of the word, given 
under sense 1, compare the common 
Shetl. address to the cat: “Op aboot 
de lug (the ear), pussi, for fresh 
fish and fair wadder”! and the phrase, 
partly Norn, reported from Connings- 
burgh: “Op aboot de Ijora (for: 
jora)! goit fire monna”, for which 
see *monn, sb., mouth. 

*uppom0ra, see the prec. word, 
upp-r/v/n’ [op"rarvin], sb., for- 

cible seizure; a breaking-up, dis- 
persal; “to be at u.-r.”, said of a 
family breaking up owing to poverty 
or inability to pay rent. Also op- 
rivin’ [op"rai‘vinj. N.Sh. “dey were 
at u.-r. (op-r.)”. Nm®. — See “rive 
op” under *riv1, “rive”, vb. 

uppset, upp-sef [opset, opsset], sb., 
1) a spring, issue of water, welling 
up from the earth; wet piece of 
ground. Sa., Wests, [opsaet]. 2) a) 
a setting up, raising; b) support; 
assistance; c) enrichment; “hit ’ll 
no be muckle u.”; d) embellish- 
ment; e) a good catch, e.g of fish; 
f) ironically of a sweetheart. Also 
opset, op-set [op-]. —- uppset, in 
sense 1, is certainly an old *uppseta; 
cf. Peer, “seta upp”, vb., to well up, 
spring, of water, welling up from 
the earth, and No. uppkoma, f., a 
spring, issuing from the earth (Aa.), 
and also No. set, seta, f., the soaking 
of fertilizing liquid through the soil 
(R.). Cf. uppspretta, uppsprett, 
sb. In the senses mentioned under 
2, uppset, upp-set, springs partly 
from an old “setja upp”, to put up, 
raise, etc. (cf. Shetl. set op, vb.), 
partly from Eng. set up, vb. Some 
of the senses given for uppset seem 
to have been developed locally. 

uppskod [opskdd], sb., a place 
where the sea-bottom rises (ushoots 
up"), and therefore causes shallow 

water; rough, uneven fishing-ground 
with abrupt elevations of the sea- 
bottom; esp. in the expr. “u.-boddom”. 
N.I., Nmw. (Esh.). Also opskod 
(-boddom) [opskod, opskod]: Fe. 
[-skod, -skod], Y. occas. [-skod]. Partly 
anglicised to “upshot”. — *uppskot, 
n., a shooting up, rising; some- 
thing that rises or shoots up. 

uppslag [opslag, op'slag’, op'slag", 
opsjag, op’s[ag'], sb., \) sudden thaw; 
heavy rain. Esp. in N.I. (Y. and 
Fe.), in Wests, and in S.Sh. (Conn., 
Du.). Also a) opslag [opslag(-s|ag, 
-slag, op-)], b) uppslaga [op'slaga 
(-sja'ga)]. Y. and Fe.: uppslag [-slag], 
and comm.: uppslaga [op’sla'ga: 
Fe., op’sja’ga: Yh.]. Sa.: [op-slag"]. 
Ai.: [opslag]. Conn.: [op-slag-] and 
uppslaga [op-sla'ga]. Du.: [opslag, 
ops[ag]. Acc. to J. I.: [opslag]. The 
word denotes partly heavy, thawy 
rain; rain mixed with thawy snow 
or hail (a opslag o’ wadder: Ai.), 
partly melting mass of snow on the 
ground. 2) great disturbance, con- 
fusion among people or in a house. 
Un.: uppslag [op-slag1, op's[ag-]. 
3) end of a journey made under 
difficulties, esp. of a boat, a boat’s 
crew: return home after a journey 
in hard weather or thick fog; he 
made a guid [‘good’] or ill [‘bad’] 
u.; Uwg.: uppslag [opslag"]. — In 
sense 1 the word is No. uppslag, 
n., change in the weather from frost 
to thaw (R.), from “slaa upp”, vb., 
to change from frost to thaw, of 
the weather. Jam. has in Suppl. (1867) 
“upslay”, sb., as L.Sc. (Mearns), in 
sense of “breaking up of fine weather”, 
uppslag 2 springs from a root-mean- 
ing: a sudden loosening, a letting 
loose; cf. O.N. sl&, vb., to strike, 
in sense of to loosen, to let slip 
(slaSinFr.). uppslag 3 is no doubt 
prop, also a breaking up, denoting 
conclusion of something. Cf. how- 
ever No. slaa, vb., to strike, in sense 
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of to reach (slaa 9 in Aa.). Cf. 
upp-lousin’, sb. 

uppspretta1 [op'spret'a (-spraeba, 
-spret a, -spre't’a, -spre't'a)], uppsprett 
[opspraet], sb., 1) a spring, esp. water 
which, in digging, suddenly springs 
up from the earth. In this sense 
noted down in Conn, in the form 
uppsprett. 2) disturbance in a 
house, e.g. by the circulation of evil 
reports or by dispersion of the mem- 
bers of a family. Noted down in 
this sense in Y. and Fe. in the form 
uppspretta. Partly also opspretta 
[op-]: same place. — Prop, a spring- 
ing up, issuing forth, from O.N. 
spretta, vb. n., spretta upp, to well 
up, issue forth, etc.; also of a rumour: 
to come out. With uppsprett cf. 
O.N. uppspretta, f., a spring. See 
the foil, word and sprett1, vb. 

uppspretta2 [opspraefa, -spraei/a 
(-spret'a, -spreta, -spre'ta, -spre't'a)], 
sb., something ripped up or unra- 
velled, spec, yarn from knitted woollen 
goods, esp. from a knitted stocking; 
untwisted, unravelled worsted. Y. 
Also opspretta [op-]: Y., and upp- 
sprett; acc. to J. I. (Uwg.) in E.D.D.: 
“upspraet, thread unravelled from a 
knitted stocking, etc.” — From O.N. 
spretta, vb. a., to rip up, tear apart, 
s. upp, Shetl. sprett2, “s. op”, vb. 
Cf. the prec. word. 

uppstander [op"stan'dor, op"stan'- 
dor], sb., properly, one or something 
standing erect, noted down in the 
foil, senses: 1) in an implement for 
rope-making: upright board with 
three hooked, revolving iron handles 
to which the three strands are fas- 
tened for being twined; de u. o’ de 
tolikin or tomikin; see tol and 
“tomi-keys”, sbs. N.Roe, Nmn. [op"- 
stan'dor]. 2) one of the peats put 
on end inside the mouth of a basket 
(kessi) filled with peats, to sup- 
port the middle peats and prevent 
them from falling out; comm, in 
pi., uppstanders. N.Roe, Nmn. 

[op"stan'dor]. 3) sea-term in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea for clergy- 
man; comm. [op"stan'd3r and comm.: 
op"stan'dor]; prop, he who stands 
up during the service. A.L. in this 
sense gives: “upstanda”. opstan- 
der [op-]. — *uppstandari, one or 
something standing erect. 

uppstikket [op'stik'at], adj., stiff, 
haughty in manner. Also opstikket 
[op'stik'at]. Fe. — May be classed 
partly with O.N. stik, n., stika, stikka, 
f., stake, post, No. stikeleg, adj., 
stiff as a stika (post), R., partly 
with Eng. stuck up. 

*uppst0 [opstg], *opst0 [opstg], sb., 
fishing-buoy attached to the end of 
a line; vagerin opsto, see *vager, 
vb. Yb. — No. uppstad, m., upp- 
stoda and uppsto, f., buoy-lanyard 
(Aa.). The Shetl. form springs from 
an *uppst9<5, f. (No. uppsto), or poss. 
from *uppst9du from *uppstada, f. 
(No. uppstoda). 

uppsuk [opsuk], sb., swell in the 
sea near land, foreboding change 
in the direction of the wind and 
in the weather, esp. from fine to 
bad weather; swell with big waves 
coming shorewards and against the 
wind; a u. for wadder [‘weather’, 
here: bad weather, storm], a u. upo 
de land. Now more comm.: opsuk 
[opsuk]. S.Sh. (Du., Conn.). — *upp- 
sugr (or *-sog), flow, current (prop. 
suction), agitating the sea. See 
suk, sb., a form modified by L.Sc. 
souk, sook, vb., to suck. 

fuppswol, fupp-sw/7/ [(opswol) 
opswal], sb., commotion in the sea 
near land, slight surf. Now more 
commonly: opswol, op-swill [op-]. 
S.Sh. (Conn., Du.). — Prop, a wash- 
ing up, splashing. The second part 
may be either Northern or Eng.: cf. 
a) No. svalla and skvala, vbs., to 
splash, wash, Sw. skvala, vb., id., 
and svalla, vb., to swell, roar (svall, 
n., heave, swell), b) Eng. swill, vb. 

upptak [optak], sb., 1) a change 
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for the worse in the weather, a 
setting in of bad weather, esp. with 
strong wind; a u. o’ wadder (ill 
wadder); he is gaun [‘going’] to be 
a u., bad weather (with strong wind) 
is coming on. 2) ability to under- 
stand; he has nae [‘no’] U. in him, 
he is not quick of apprehension; 
guid [‘good’] at de u., glegg (gligg) 
i’ de u., (very) quick to learn. 3) 
upptaks, pi., accounts; expenses; 
in this sense noted down in Du. — 
Also (later) optak [optak]. — upp- 
tak 1 has arisen from “tak’ upp”, 
vb., now comm.: tak’ op, tak’ him 
(himself) op, of weather: to change 
for the worse, prop, to rise, to in- 
crease, as Shetl. wadder, weather, 
is often used in a special sense of bad 
weather, storm; see “tak’ op” under 
“tak’ ”, vb. Faer. “taka seg upp”, 
of weather: to rise to a certain 
state, upptak 2 has no doubt ari- 
sen from O.N. taka upp, vb., in sense 
of to understand, though “tak’ up” 
(and uptak’, sb.) is L.Sc. in the same 
sense; Shetl. tak’ op, id. With upptak 
3, upptaks, cf. O.N. upptak, n., and 
upptekja, f., income, resource, Icel. 
upptak, n., and upptaka, f., No. upp- 
toka [-*taka], f., id. The Shetl. word 
has acquired a meaning opposite to 
the orig. one. 

ur1 [nr], vb., to move slowly, to 
walk very slowly and feebly; just 
able to ur aboot; to geng urin. 
N.I.; noted down in U. (Un.) and 
Fe. — Coincides in meaning with 
ar (ar a), vb., and is prob. cognate 
with that word. Cf. url1, vb., and 
its relation to arl, arel, vb. Merges 
readily with the foil. word. 

ur2 [ur], vb., 1) to doze, be half 
asleep; to sit urin at de fire; to 
geng urin alang. N.I. (Fe., U.). 2) 
to stay long away, not coming home 
in time, e.g. of one who has been 
out angling, and of cows in the out- 
field; he is urin; de kye (the cows) 

is urin. Uw£. — Cf. No. ora (oo), 
vb., to doze, to indulge in reveries 
(Aa. doubtfully), ora, vb., inter alia 
to doze, to go about in a state of 
day-dreaming, prop, to feel giddy, to 
become or be giddy, from O.N. ora 
and cera(sk), vbs., prop, to be in- 
sane. Icel. ora, vb., a) to dream, 
b) to suspect, to have a presentiment 
of, impers.: e-n orar (E. J.). See 
urikuri, sb. In the expr. “to geng 
urin”, ur2 easily merges with ur1, vb. 

*ura [ura], sb., a hillock-, noted 
down in the expr. “flitin upo kwart 
u.”, of sheep: moving about from 
hill to hill (prop, on every hilt). 
Fo. — Prop, no doubt ear, from a 
root-form Qura = aura, n., in O.N. 
by mutation: oyra, n., the ear. Cf. 
*luri [Inri] (Du.), ear, for *uri [*nri], 
corresponding to *ljora2 [[ora] (C.), 
ear, for *jora, in the verse addressed 
to the cat. The forms *ora, *jora, 
presuppose an *aura. See *jora, 
sb. 

urab [uTab’, QTab", urab*], sb., 
1) violent shower of rain, hail or 
snow. Fe. 2) disparagingly of a) 
a collection of small, poor things, 
e.g. small potatoes, “a lock [‘lot’] o’ 
u.” (Yn.), b) troublesome flock of 
living creatures, such as poultry; 
de U. is laid atill de corn, the flock 
(geese, ducks) has gone into the 
corn (Fe.); aflock of small children, 
a lock o’ u. (Yn.); unwelcome stran- 
gers; “lat us get dis done, or lat us 
get dis bit o’ food doon, afore de 
u. comes” (Fe.). 3) foolish talk, 
nonsense. U. — The forms with long 
u [n] are noted down in Fe., the 
form with short u in Yn. and U. — 
*tihrap. ti- is here intensive. In a 
similar manner to urab 1 and 3 is 
used the uncompounded rab1, sb. 
(q.v.), prop, precipitation, falling 
mass, crashing sound. With rab in 
urab 2 cf. No. rape, m., untidy heap, 
lumber (ft), Sw. dial, raper, y\.,lumber. 
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uram, sb., grain of leather, hairy 

side of skin; scaly pieces of skin, 
esp. of sheep's skin adhering to the 
wool when it is plucked off the 
sheep. In N.I. comm, with the pro- 
nunc.: [OTanr]. Yn.: [u'ram]. Wests. 
(Sa., Fo.): [Oram]. Du.: [Oram]. In 
Conn, more rarely [uram], more com- 
monly in other forms with short vowel 
both in the first and second syllable, 
partly as a monosyllable by dropping of 
vowel in the second syllable; see 
under horem (hurem), sb. — *h0r- 
hamr = *h&rhamr, hairy side of skin. 
Owing to the syllabication, u]ram, 
u|rem, the u- is now comm, re- 
garded as L.Sc. “oo’ ”, wool. 

*urd [ord], sb., \) a heap of frag- 
ments of rocks, talus. 2) a big 
boulder. Now found only as a place- 
name, e.g. de Urd (de West Banks, 
Conn.), de Fadlurdins [fadlordins] 
(Hamnafell, Fo.): *fallur5irnar. More 
freq. ord1 [ord, ord]; q.v. — O.N. 
ur<5, f., heap of fragments of rocks, 
talus. — In the colloq. lang. are 
found forms with prefixed h: hord, 
hordek, hordin [hord-] (see these 
words), partly with divergent (metaph.) 
meanings. 

urek1 [nrak (urak)], sb., a very 
small creature or thing, a puir [‘poor’] 
u. o’ a lamb (Un.). Fairly comm.: 
a) a little child, b) a tiny fish. In 
some places, esp. on Wests., a dis- 
tinction is made between “a watery 
u.”, a) a small fish, b) a single 
little fish caught in an unsuccessful 
catch, and “a muldie [moldi, moldi] 
u.’’, a very small potato. In U. esp. 
of fish (small fish) which occur in 
very small numbers, and of which 
only a few are caught; a U. or twaa, 
one or two small fish. Also e.g. 
of a stunted creature, fish or young 
animal, occas. of a person, [urak 
(urak)]: Fo.; elsewhere commonly I 
with long u. Un.: [nrak], esp. an \ 
ill-thriven pig. Papa St.: [orak], esp. 

a small, undersized fish. More 
rarely: a small part (portion) of 
something; thus e.g. in Fo. — Prob. 
formed from a diminutive *ur, prop, 
a prefix denoting smallness. Cf. 
No. “or” and “ur (uur), ure (uure)”, 
in “orliten, ur(e) liten”, adj., diminu- 
tive, in various forms, such as “or, 
ore, orande, ur, ure, er, irrande, 
urrande”, in various dialects. Cf. 
also a) Shetl. ire-, in irepi, sb., 
b) Ork. orri [6r(r)i], adj., diminu- 
tive, a piri orri t’ing. Cf. piri, 
adj., small, prop, the first part of 
a compd. 

urek2 [orak], sb., 1*) bilge-water 
gathering in the keelson of a boat. 
Un. 2) sweat and fatty substance 
in wool, esp. when mingled with 
dirt which makes it difficult to 
cleanse the wool in washing; “I 
cannogetde u. ut o’ de oo’ [‘wool’];” 
“de oo’ or worsed can never get 
clean; de u. is in it;” “du ’s set 
de u. intill de oo’ ”, e.g. if the water 
in which the wool has been washed, 
has not been warm enough. Yh. — 
Is, in any case sense 1, O.N. dr, 
n., drizzling rain. Ork. ur [Or] is 
similar to O.N. ur. In sense 2 urek 
is poss. the same word, springing 
from a root-meaning moisture. Note 
No. urja (urgja?, R.), vb., in sense 
of to become turbid or dreggy. 

urekur [n-raknr-], vb., to doze, 
be half asleep (esp. in a sitting 
posture); also to be unwell and 
dispirited, to hang the head; to sit 
urekurin (dozing, unwell, dispirit- 
ed) ower de fire. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— *6raktira. See ur2 and kur, vbs., 
to doze, to be unwell or dispirited, 
and cf. urikuri, sb. 

urem. sb., see uram, sb. 
*uri, sb., the ear. See a) *ura 

and *luri, sbs., b)*jora(and *ljora2), 
sbs. 

uriin [u"riin-], sb., seal, tabu-name. 
Wh. and Sk. *h^ringr = *h£ringr for 
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*hseringr, a hairy creature. See 
under horin, sb. 

urikuri [u"riku-ri], sb., a) drowsy, 
dozing state, b) state of being out 
of sorts, c) peevish and fretful 
mood; noted down in the phrases 
“to be, sit or lie in a u., i’ de U. 
or i’ de urikuris”, a) to be half 
awake, out of sorts, to sit or lie, 
etc., ft) to be indisposed, slightly 
unwell, y) to be peevish, fretful, to 
sit in a u., i’ de u., i’ de urikuris. 
Wests. (Fo., Ai.). — *6raktirr. The 
first part, uri-, is O.N. orar, m. and 
f. pi., madness. The second part 
is O.N. *ktirr, m., a) a drooping, 
dozing, b) dejected or dispirited 
state of mind. See kur, vb. 

furkl, urkel [o'rkol], vb., to drag 
oneself along in a stooping posi- 
tion; to geng urklin [o‘rkhn] aboot. 
Fo. See fhurkl, hurkel, vb. 

url, urel [ur®l, 6r3l, -al], sb., a 
whimpering, discontented and neg- 
lected creature, esp. of a child; a 
u. o’ a t’ing. Sa., Wests. To be 
classed with url1, vb. 

url1 [ural, 6r3l], vb., 1) to grumble, 
scold; to whimper from discontent, 
e.g. of children, who are never satis- 
fied; a url in [urhn, 6rhn] t’ing (bairn). 
Un.; Wests. (Sa.). to geng url in 
[urhn] aboot (Sa.). 2) to emit plain- 
tive sounds; to sing in a mournful 
tone, prop, and esp. of birds. N.I. 
— Cf. Icel. urra, vb., to growl, snarl, 
prop, and esp. of a dog. Sw. (Da.) 
dial, urla, vb., to make a noise, to 
howl, roar (Da., Scania), O. Sw. urla, 
vb., to squall. — See wirl, vb., which 
no doubt is the same word. 

url2 [ural (Qral), 6r3l], vb., to potter 
about, to work slowly and badly, 
to u. at or aboot somet’in’, at a kind 
o’ wark; to lie url in atill some wark. 
N.I. to execute something in a very 
imperfect manner, to u. atill a t’ing. 
Sa., Wests [6r3l (ural)]. Pres, part.: 
[urlin (urlin), drhn]. — Is no doubt 

a deriv. of ur1, vb. Cf. arel, vb., 
from ar, vb. 

urm [orm, orm], sb., a swarm, 
e.g. of maggots or vermin; a dense 
shoal. N.I. See orm, sb. 

urm [6rm, orm], vb., to (creep, 
crawl) teem with maggots or vermin; 
de fish is urm in, the fish is teeming 
with maggots W'0.\ bxmvoi). N.I. See 
orm, vb. 

urmek [(urmsk) ormok], sb., a 
very small child; also a stunted 
child or animal. Conn. In Sa., 
Wests., a form ormek [ormok] (q.v.) 
is noted down in sense of a diminu- 
tive creature (fish). — *urmr, O.N. 
ormr, m., a worm. See urmel, sb. 

urmel [(urmol) ormal], sb., a di- 
minutive creature, a very small 
child; also a person very stunted 
in growth. U. — Prop, a small 
worm, *yrmill or “yrmlingr”. O.N. 
yrmlingr, m., a small worm or snake, 
ormr. The Shetl. form indicates drop- 
ping of i-mutation. See urmek, sb. 

urt [o‘rt], sb., 1) a casting (of 
young); b) a laying of eggs. Also 
the time for casting (calving) or 
laying of eggs. Nmw.: ord [6rd]; 
to be under ord, to be with young, 
to be about to calve, of cows. Of 
young birds being hatched: come 
to de urt or hurt [ho‘rt], on the 
point of breaking the shell. In 
Fo. comm, in the form hurt. 2) 
brood, young ones of the same 
litter. Metaph., disparagingly or in 
jest, of a flock of children having 
the same parents: flock, family; de 
hale [‘whole’] U. Ai.: ort [o‘rt]. — 
*urpt (*urpd) for *vurpt (*vurpd), f., 
a laying of eggs, a casting, from 
O.N. verpa, vb., to lay eggs; to 
cast. Icel. urpt, f., a) a laying of 
eggs, b) the eggs laid by a bird at 
one time (E. J.). For a special mean- 
ing of ord, see ord2, sb. 2. 

uru [n-rn-], sb., commotion in the 
sea, esp. with small, choppy waves; 
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a great u. i’ de sea (F de tide). 
Also agitated sea (with crested 
waves), a u. o’ a sea. N.l. The 
form uru is noted down in U. (Un.); 
uro [uTo1] and urod [uTod1] in Y. 
uro: Yn. urod: Yh. “de hubbub 
and de uru” is a name for (strong) 
current in the sea (N.l.) in boat- 
fishermen’s tabu-lang. at sea. — O.N. 
tiro, f., unrest. 

’us1 (os) [6s (us), ous], sb., ex- 
tensive bank or elevation in the 
sea-bottom; a us o’ grund. Fe. As 
the name of a fishing-ground: “de 
Us, Os” [6s (us), ous] (Fe.). os, 
us [os] and wos, wus [wos] are 
found in some place-names, denoting 
ridge of land; thus: deRistoses [nst"- 
os'os], pi., de oter and de hemer 
Ristos [nstos] (Un.): ytri (outer, farther 
out), heimari (nearer). *rust-ass. 
Windos (Ym.), older forms: a Vind- 
asi (in a document of Oct. 13th, 
1405. D.N. I, 2), “o Vendosse” (Nov. 
26th, 1452, acc. to Munch), by cor- 
ruption now written “Windhouse”: 
*vind-tiss, ti vind-tisi. de Wos (Seter, 
N.Roe). As the name of two sker- 
ries (rocky ridges) in the sea are 
found “de Osis” [osis], mukkel 
(muckle) and little Osi [osi] (Nmw.). 
See Shetl. Stedn. pp. 74 and 204. 
— O.N. tiss, *0ss, m., rocky ridge. 

us2 [us, 6s], sb., a place in the 
sea where the tide runs swiftly or 
more swiftly than usual; de us o’ 
de tide. Also the time when the 
tide is running very fast. U. (Un.). 
— Prob. to be classed with No. os 
(oo), m., a roaring, a whistling sound 
(asa, vb., to swell), Aa., O.N. oesa, 
vb., to stir up, excite (cesask, vb. 
refl., to be stirred up, to swell), 
No. osa, (o’), vb., to force on vio- 
lently (R.). Cf. also Sw. dial. “Ss” 
in “vaderSs” (wader-tis: Ri.), m., 
squall, gust of wind. 

usjuna [n^nma, u-qu"na (6^6"na, 
6§6-na)], sb., a) insufferable people, 

unwelcome visitors; ance de u. is 
awaa, I sail tell dee, as soon as 
the unpleasant visitors have gone 
1 shall tell you about it. Also an 
unpleasant, noisy flock, b) a flock 
of animals or poultry causing da- 
mage, e.g.: mice, poultry, destroying 
the corn; de u. will be [‘have’] de- 
stroyed de skru, the mice must 
have destroyed the corn-stack; see 
yon u. at is destroyin’ de corn, see 
that flock of poultry (geese) there 
destroying the corn; a u. o’ geese; 
a u. o’ sheep. Occas. in the form 
usjuni [(u^u”ni, 6^6"ni) 6q5‘ni]; 
a u. o’ sheep, c) by transference: 
much noise and disturbance; to 
had a u. aboot a t’ing. The word 
is noted down only in Fe. in all the 
given senses and applications. — 
The same word as No. utjona, f., 
an unpleasant person (R.), also 
“utjon”, n. The change tj > sj [q] 
is regular in Shetl. Norn as well as 
pj > sj. In contrast to No. “utjona”, 
which is used of a single person, 
the Shetl. word is collect., and cor- 
responds in this respect to No. utjo, 
n., evil race or brood, odious or 
obnoxious animals (rats, mice, ver- 
min), Aa., which word seems etym. 
to be classed with “utjona (utjon)”. 

uskabli [uskab'li], adj., unshapely, 
deformed; ugly in shape; clumsy 
and coarse in appearance. Fe. and 
occas. Yh., in the latter place noted 
down also in a more recent form 
“un-skavli [onskavli, onskavli]”, 
with anglicising of the negative pre- 
fix u-. The word is no doubt used 
mostly of living creatures, esp. hu- 
man beings, but also of inanimate 
objects, coarse and badly made. On 
Wests, the word occurs in the foil, 
forms: a) uskavlos [uskav316s], 
uskavlos [uskav,3l0s] in Ai., in the 
mentioned senses, b) utskavelos, 
-less [ut,ska"v9l3S’], utskavalos [ut-- 
ska"val6s'] in Sa. in divergent senses: 
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excessively, exceedingly large or 
bad, unpleasant, dreadful, often used 
of very bad weather: utskavalos 
wadder; an utskavalos day, a r/rartf- 
ful day, e.g. with heavy rain and 
wind; “utskavalosly” wicked. Acc. 
to J. I. (Fe.), uskabli also means 
slovenly in dress. — O.N. tiskap- 
ligr, adj., unshapely, hideous, etc., 
No. uskapleg, adj., a) unshapely, 
unfit, unsuitable, b) immense, enor- 
mously large, etc., Sw. dial, oskap- 
lig, adj., extraordinary, Icel. oskap- 
ligur, adj., deformed, etc. (B.H.), also: 
terrible, monstrous (E. J.: uskapligr). 
The form uskavlos, -los, seems to 
be a mingling of “liskapligr” and 
a “*skaplauss”, prop, shapeless, in 
a similar sense (cf. No. skaplaus, 
adj., unshapely), and the same may 
be said of utskavelos (-alos), in 
which the negative u- has later been 
erroneously altered to ut-. 

uskepta [usl^ep'ta, osl^£p,ata], sb., 
progress; successful performance of 
a piece of work; dey ’re [‘have’] 
made guid [‘good’] u., they have 
made good progress, have been 
successful with their work. Yn. — 
Replaces oskepta from *&skepta, in 
which the first part is the preposi- 
tion on, upon, and the second 
part “skepta” is a derivative of O.N. 
skapt, n., a shaft. Cf. Faer. “koma 
h skaft”, to come to rights, to bring 
about, to achieve, exprs. taken from 
weaver’s language, as “ skaft” here 
denotes shaft in a loom, weaver's 
shaft. No. skjefta, vb., to arrange, 
put in order (R.), may no doubt be 
regarded somewhat diff., being classed 
with “skjefte”, n., a joining, mortiz- 
ing; groove. Shetl. uskepta, with 
the pronunc. [usl^ep'ta], points back 
to an *(jskepta, in which p is similar 
to a, while the pronunc. [osl^ep,ata] 
may spring either from *pskepta or 
from *askepta. With regard to u- 
for o- in uskepta, cf. e.g. ubrigd, 
sb., for obrigd. 

uskjoggali [u-s^6g"ali-, u-st6g"alr], 
adj., carelessly and improperly per- 
formed, of a completed piece of 
work; badly and loosely built up, 
e.g. of a fence or a fallen piece of 
fence. Yn. — Formed from skjog- 
gali, adj.; q.v. The first part u- is 
not negative here, but intensive. 

usoindali [Trsoim’dalr, u■s6q••dali•, 
us6in"dali’, us6q"dali'], adj., 1) that 
is unlucky to see or meet; fatal, 
ill-boding; acc. to old superstition 
among boat-fishermen it was con- 
sidered a bad omen to meet, e.g. a 
woman or a cat when going down 
to the shore for fishing, “de cat is 
a u. animal” (Yn.: [n,soin"dalr, usoin-- 
dali]). N.I. 2) unsightly, repulsive. 
N.I. — Prop, unpleasant or bad to 
see. O.N. tis^niligr, adj., inter alia 
unsightly, ugly, also invisible. The 
Shetl. form does not exactly corre- 
spond with the Old Northern, but 
has been developed through infl. of 
soind, sb., sight (see soind1, sb.), 
or poss. developed directly from this 
word. See the foil. word. 

usoindiot/s [u,s6in”di6s", srsoq"- 
dios-, us6in’*dios', us6q”di6s‘], adj., 
1) = usoindali, adj. 1 and 2. N.I. 
2) of air, weather: unpleasant, rainy; 
\x. wadder (Yn.: [irsohvdios']). — Is 
formed with a more recent ending 
from an older *usoind (*usoindi), 
developed from an orig. “ils^nn”, 
adj., = tis^niligr, prob. through infl. 
of soind, sb., sight; see the prec. 
word. O.N. lis^nn, adj., is recorded 
in a divergent sense (uncertain). For 
sense 2 cf. No. usynleg, adj., in its 
use of air and weather: inclement 
(Aa.). For the ending in “usoindi- 
ous”, cf. e.g. utoious = uto, adj. 

uster [ustor], sb., 1) a baling out, 
esp. of the bilge-water in a boat; 
I canno keep u. upon her (upo de 
boat), I cannot bale the boat dry, 
as the water comes in just as fast 
as it is baled out (U.). 2) bilge- 
water in a boat. 3) check; discip- 
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line, authority; to keep u. ower 
ane, ower de bairns; sho had a great 
u. wi’ her, she had a highly com- 
manding and domineering manner 
(Un.)- — 9ustr = O.N. austr, m., a baling, etc. The form uster is noted 
down in U. Elsewhere comm.: ou- 
ster. For sense 3 see ouster, sb. 

uster [ustar], vb., to act with (too 
great) authoritativeness, to be do- 
mineering in manner and speech; 
a uster in body, a domineering per- 
son. U. (Un.). — A later derivative 
of uster, sb. 3. 

ustrum [“ustrnm, ustrnm (ost-), 
-rum] and usterrum [us"t3rnnr, -rum*], 
sb., well-room of a boat. U. (Un.). 
O.N. austrrum, n., id. See the more 
common ousterrum, oustrum 
(ousrum), sb. 

ut [ut], adv., 1) = O.N. lit and 
Eng. out. In exprs., partly orig. from 
O.N., and partly locally developed: 
ut efter, right through, from be- 
ginning to end, O.N. lit eptir (lit, 
right through)-, see efter, prep, and 
adv. to get ut in onder [ondar, 
ondar], to recover from an illness; 
he gat weel ut in onder it, he got 
well after it (Un.); ut in onder 
[ondar]! gently! go easy! a shout 
to pack-horses in transport of peats 
from the out-field (Y.; Fe.). ut on, 
of time: later on, gradually, ut 
upo de day, later in the day (N.I. and 
other places), ut to [‘to’], 1) to the 
very last (Ym.), ut to *hella [he[a], 
the last of a series of Sundays (Yh.), 
in an old fragment of conversation, 
see belli, sb. 2) of the wind: 
(shifted, veered) out from land, out 
to sea, = fram (Yh.), in Fe. esp.: 
(shifted) in a south-easterly or south- 
erly direction; de wind is gane ut to; 
cf. No. ut-til, adv., outward (Aa.). 
ut wi’, of the wind: south-easterly 
or southerly, (veered) to south-east 
or south (Fe.); de wind is gane ut 
wi’; prop. uoutwards, alongside”, 

along the outward side; cf. No. ut- 
med, prep., outwards, alongside with 
(Aa.). In conn, with certain verbs, 
such as: ber ut, bid ut, draw ut, 
geng ut, had ut, lay ut, mak’ ut, 
set ut, (sit ut), tak’ ut; see the verbs 
mentioned. II) = O.N. liti and Eng. 
out. Note the foil, local exprs.: 1) 
my (his, etc.) head is ut, my {his, 
etc.) head is aching (Un.). 2) du 
is ut o’ my een [‘eyes’], you are so 
changed, that I cannot recognize 
you (N.I.). 3) impers.: to be ut 
afore ane, to meet with bad luck; 
hit [‘it’] was ut afore him, he had 
bad luck all the time, everything 
went wrong to him; hit is been ut 
afore him for de day. U. — With 
ut to and ut wi (appl. to direction 
of wind) cf. corresponding Norw. 
exprs. such as: “ut og nord”, out 
seawards in a northerly direction, 
in the north-west, ut og sud, in a 
south-westerly direction (Aa.). 

uta-dike's [ut**adeks*], adv., out- 
side the fenced home-field, i.e.: in 
the out-field. — Springs from O.N. 
titangards, adv., outside the fence 
(Icel. and Faer.: utangards, uttan-, 
No. utangjerdes), by translation of 
O.N. “gardr” into L.Sc. and Mod. 
Shetl. “dike”, and with preserved 
genitive in the second part of compd. 
In a similar way “inna-dike’s” [in**- 
adeks*], adv., inside the fence, in 
the home-field, must be derived from 
an old *innangar5s, inside the fence. 
Shetl. uta-dike’s and inna-dike’s are 
now comm, regarded as “oot-o’-dikes 
[‘out of’-]” and “in-o’-dikes”. 

utavi [uta*vi] and utevi [uts*vi], 
adj., misshapen and awkward, hav- 
ing unattractive, awkward manners, 
= ill-vandet. Fo. Also with more 
recent ending: utavious [uta**vi6s*] 
and utevious [ute**vios*]: Fo. — u- 
is the negative first part. *tav, *tev, 
in the second part, may be the same 
word as Sw. (dial.) *tav, custom, 
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usage; manner (taven-los, adj., ill- 
bred, having bad manners), Ri. With 
initial t: Mceso-Gothic tewa, row, 
series, gatewjan, vb., to arrange, 
dispose, from which “un-gatewips”, 
adj., disorderly. But with initial p: 
O.Eng. peaw, custom; manner, L.Sc. 
*thew, sb. (Jam.). 

utavidd [u'tavid', uhavid-], adj., odd- 
looking, queer and old-fasioned; a 
u. body, a u. place. Un>w. Also, but 
rarer: utvidd [utvid] (Uwg.). — Prop, 
a substantive: *utvidd, f., wilderness. 
The change to an adjective in Shetl. 
Norn must be due to the use of the 
word, mostly in gen.: *titviddar, as 
the first part in sense of from the 
wilderness, belonging to the wilder- 
ness. 

Utbet [utbet, -be3t (-be*t, -bE*t)], 
sb., a piece of pasture-land outside 
the fields, immediately inside the 
fence. Freq. in pi.: utbets.— O.N. 
utbeit, f., pasture outside the home- 
field (Fr.). 

utbord [utbord], sb., a row of 
peats cut across a ledge, “bank”, 
in a peat-pit and shot from the 
spade on to the greensward or the 
ledge above. From U. reported with 
the explanation: a row of peats cut 
across a peat-bog. utbord is the 
common form, noted down in N.I. 
and Wests. (Sa. and Ai.). Beside 
this are found utbor(r) [utbor] in 
U., and in Y. as well as in St. (Wests.) 
utborg [utborg]. From Du. are re- 
ported the forms utbord [utbord] 
(Sandwich, Dun.),and utborder [ut"- 
bordor] (Dus’w.), arisen by associa- 
tion with a) “bord” [bord], Eng. board, 
and b) Eng. border, Shetl.: [bordarj. 
— Prop, that which is carried (turned) 
aside. O.N. utburdr, m., a) a bearing 
out, b) that which is borne out, record- 
ed in a sense divergent from Shetl. (of 
exposure of infants). Cf. “ut-lay” 
and “shot1”, sbs. 

utbrag [utbrag, -brag], sb., addi- 

tional mark in a sheep’s ear, al- 
tered ear-mark; to tak’ a u. f(r)ae a 
mark, to alter an ear-mark in a 
sheep by adding a new mark to the 
old one, e.g. when a sheep-flock 
changes owners. Metaph. “he ’s 
ta’en a u. f(r)ae his faider [‘father’]”. 
Sa., Wests.— *utbrag5. See bragd, 
brag, sb., ear-mark in sheep, and 
cf. a) afbreg(d), afbrig(d), b) 
obregd, obrigd (u-), sbs., syn. 
with utbrag. 

utbroggs [utbrogs], sb. pi., hilly 
soil in the outskirts of the home- 
field. Sa. — *titbrekkur, pi. For the 
second part brogg, low bank, knoll, 
see further that word. 

uterli [ut”9rlr], adv., outer, far 
out at sea; to fish u. — O.N. litar- 
liga and “utarla”, adv., far out to- 
wards or in the sea. Eng. outer- 
ly, adv. 

ut-Za’ [utfa], sb., outward tide 
from the shore at the setting in of 
ebb. Conn. — O.N. titfall (li. sjofar), 
n., ebb, and “titfallsstraumr”, m., 
current in the sea caused by the 
ebbing tide. Icel. utfall, n., out- 
ward tide (esp. in firths). Sw. dial, 
utfall, Da. dial. (Jut.) udfald, n., ebb. 
Eng. outfall, sb., differs in meaning. 

utful [utful, -fol], sb., wild bird. 
No. utfugl, m., id. -— utful egg 
[ut"f61eg‘], and utfulsegg [ut"fulseg; 
ut-folsfg-], wild bird’s egg; No. ut- 
fuglegg, n., esp. of sea-fowl’s egg. 
A form “ut-field-egg” has arisen in 
Mod. Shetl. by corruption of utful- 
egg- utgeng [utgei] (-g'er], -qei], -gaerj, 
-g'aeg)], sb., 1) a setting out, depar- 
ture. Not much used in this sense. 
In sense of a going out of the house 
or from home, is used a form “ut- 
gengin’ ”, which is L.Sc. outgangin’. 
Fair fa’ dy utgengin’! blessed be 
your going out (a greeting). 2) exit. 
3) end, termination; also issue, re- 
sult. Now comm, “ut-gai'n’ [utge3n, 
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-ge86!! (-ge^n)]”, of the end of a cer- 
tain period, “de u. o’ de year”; L.Sc. 
form (outgai'n, sb. and pres, part., acc. 
to Jam.). — O.N. titgangr, m., and 
utganga, f., a) a going out, b) an 
exit, a passage. No. utgang, m., 
also result, end, termination, similar 
to Da. udgang, c. 

uthaf [uthaf], sb., fishing-grounds 
on the high seas, = framhaf. — 
O.N. uthaf, n., the ocean. 

uthus [uthus, uthbs], sb., = O.N. 
tithtis and Eng. outhouse. 

uti [utr], adv., untimely, e.g. of a 
premature birth, an animal’s prema- 
ture casting, calving; hit [‘it’] was 
very u. U. Also by anglicising of 
the negative first part: un-ti [ont?, 
6ntr]. U. — O.N. titid, f., wrong time. 
Shetl. (U.) uti has prob. arisen from 
the expr. “1 utid”, at the wrong time, 
by dropping of the preposition. See 
utia, adj. 

utia [u-ti’a, uti'a, 6‘tra, oti’a 
(otra)], adj., that comes or that does 
his work at the wrong time; that 
is always too late, esp. with his 
work; slow, indolent, lacking ener- 
gy; a U. body; to be U. wi’ every- 
t’ing. “Kors (Cors) i’ de U. faces!” 
shame upon the indolent people, 
who are behind with their work 
(when it ought to have been fin- 
ished)! Fe. Also utega [S'te'ga, 
ote'ga], with change of i to e, and 
of orig. 3 to y, g (phonetically; see 
Introd. V — also N.Spr. VII — § 29, 
the end): Fe. — Prop, a genitive 
form “titidar” of O.N. utld, f., wrong 
time, used as an adjective before 
the substantive following and denot- 
ing: that comes or does something 
at the wrong time. For the mean- 
ing slow, indolent, cf. No. and Da. 
utidig, Sid\., drowsy, dull. 

utili [(n-tl-li) utili, 6tT-li], adj., 1) 
that usually comes too late, that 
does his work at the wrong time; 
a u. body. Un. [utili]. 2) untimely. 

said or done at the wrong time or 
in the wrong place. Un. [utlli]. 3) 
unlucky, ill-boding; that is unlucky 
to meet, esp. for fishermen when 
going to the shore to set out for 
fishing; u. to meet. Un,w., Umo. [ut?- 
li]. It was considered unlucky for 
the fishing when a fisherman on the 
way to the shore met with e.g. an 
old woman or a cat. 4) harsh, un- 
pleasant; a tl. body. Also of weather: 
u. wadder. U. 5) dull, indolent, 
lacking energy; a puir [par = ‘poor’] 
u. body. Us. [utidi, dtlii]. — Beside 
utili is found a more recent form 
“un-tili” [on’tiii, ontHi], with the 
negative prefix u- anglicised to “un-”, 
esp. in senses 3 and 4, in which 
this form has become the predomi- 
nant one; un-tili to meet; un-tili 
wadder. U. — *titldligr, adj., un- 
timely. Icel. otidlegur, adj., late, 
that comes at an improper time 
(B. H.). No. and Da. utidig, adj., a) 
untimely, at an improper time, b) 
drowsy, dull. 

utjok [utjok] and utjuk [utjok 
(utjuk)], sb., 1) outer yoke, the long 
yoke carried by the two outer of 
the four oxen drawing the old, now 
antiquated, Shetland wooden plough. 
2) the two outer of the four oxen 
drawing the old wooden plough. 
Noted down in Nms. (Sullom) in the 
form utjok, and esp. in sense 1, 
in Conn, and Du. (Ireland, Duw.) in 
the form utjuk, esp. in sense 2. 
Reported in pi., utjuks, in sense 2. 
Opposed to skammjok, -juk (short 
yoke or inner yoke; the two middle 
oxen). The length of the outer yoke 
was about 10 feet, the inner yoke 
about 6 feet. — *tit-ok, -*uk, “out- 
yoke". Prefixed j in jok, juk, is 
no doubt due to infl. of and merg- 
ing with Eng. yoke, sb., though pre- 
fixed j before a vowel is fairly com- 
mon in Shetl. Norn. 

utkomin, ut-comin’ [ut”kom in], 
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sb., the beginning of the outflowing 
tide when turning; de first u. o’ de 
tide. Yn. Opposed to innkomen, 
innkomin, sb. 

futlandious [utdarrdios', utdan"- 
dios'], adj., 1) foreign, in a special 
sense in Fe. [ut,lan"di6s’] of a person 
not born in the isle (Fetlar). 2) ugly, 
repulsive-looking. — In its present 
form mainly Eng. outlandish, adj. O.N. 
dtlendr and titlenzkr, adj., foreign. 

\x\-lay [utle, utle (-Is3, -lg®, -Is', 
-Is1)], sb., 1) a spreading out of 
newly-cut peats for drying. 2) a 
row (or collect.: rows) of peats spread 
out to dry. Used in several places 
in the same sense as utbord and 
“shot1”, of peats in the first stage 
of treatment: row (rows) of peats, 
cut across a ledge in a peat-pit 
and spread out. In Conn, a distinc- 
tion is made, partly between “shot” 
as the first stage, of the peats shot 
from the spade across the ledge, 
and “ut-lay” as the second stage, 
of the peats spread out to dry after 
being shot from the spade. After- 
wards the peats are piled up loosely 
for continued drying (see fasgerd1, 
resin, bolin, sbs.). In Dus. “ut- 
lay” is the third stage of drying, as 
the consecutive order there is as 
follows: a) u t b o r d e r, b) “ dike” floose 
piling up in form of a wall), c) 
“ut-lay”, of the peats from “de dike”, 
which are pulled down and spread 
out for the final drying. — *titlag, 
n., or *utlaga, f., a) a laying or 
spreading out, b) something laid 
or spread out. 

vd-lier [ut"lai-3r], sb., 1) a rock 
in the sea (skerri, ba) at some 
distance from the coast. Fe. Prop. 
an outlier. In sense 2: an animal 
that lies in the fields, the word is 
Eng. dial. (N.Eng., L.Sc.) outlier. 

utmag [ut'mag", ubmag"], vb., to 
exhaust; to weaken, tire out. [uh- 

mag"] acc. to J. I. (Fe.?). [ut'mag"]: 
Un.; Du. “hit [‘it’] utmags me”, 
“he utmaged [ut‘ma"g9d] him [‘him- 
self’]”. — utmaget, perf. part, and 
adj., utterly exhausted, worn out. 
Un. [ut'ma"g3t]. — Beside utmag 
and utmaget are found the foil, 
forms: a) utmjag [ut’mjag"], ut- 
mjaget [ufmja"gat]: Du. occas.; b) 
utmog [ut'mog"], “hit utmogs me”, 
and utmoget [ubmo^gat], perf. part, 
and adj., worn out: U. (Un.); c) ut- 
megg, utmigg [utmeg"], esp. in 
the perf. part, form utmegget, ut- 
migg et [ut'meg"9t], exhausted, worn 
o^:Nmn. (N.Roe). — utmag(-mjag), 
utmog, spring from an orig. *tit- 
maga, vb. -mag, *maga, contain 
the stem in O.N. magn, n., might; 
power; strength; cf. O.N. mega, vb., 
to be able to, and Shetl. mager1, 
sb., power; strength, etc. u t m e g g, 
-migg, spring from an *iitmega, vb. 
Cf. megg, sb. The first part ut 
here denotes to the end, until some- 
thing is exhausted or used up. ut- 
mag thus = to exhaust the strength. 
With regard to the first part, cf. the 
syn. No. utmasad, Da. udaset, ud- 
maset, udmattet, Sw. dial, utmddd, 
adjs., in which, however, “ut” is 
intensive. 

utmanket [ut,ma‘g"k9t], adj., pro- 
perly perf. part., utterly exhausted, 
weakened, = utmaget. Un. — *iit- 
magnadr. “magnadr”, perf. part, of 
O.N. magna, vb., to strengthen. For 
the use of the first part “lit”, see 
the prec. word. In a sense similar 
to utmanket is found manket, 
which must have arisen by dropping 
of a first part of compd. such as “af” 
or “ut”, as the word otherwise would 
have an opposite meaning, unless 
it is the same as L.Sc. mankit, 
maimed, impaired, spoiled. 

utmegg, -migg, see utmag, vb. 
utmog, see utmag, vb. 
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utnes [utnss], sb., projecting 

ness, point. — No. utnes, n., ness, 
promontory. 

*utoitleg [6'toi‘t‘lak (n*-)], *utoit- 
legt [u’toi't'lokt, -la^t, u'to^lokt, o'-, 
u-, 6-; otoi't'lot], adj., 1) uncomely 
in appearance; bad-looking and 
undersized; Yh. 2) peevish; fret- 
ful; Yh. The forms ending in -t 
are the most common. — O.N. 
ligr, adj., unfriendly, rough, from 
“tip^dr”, adj. The final t in utoit- 
legt is a fossilized neut. ending: 
O.N. tipydligt, nom. and accus. sing, 
in neut. See uto, adj. 

utrinnins [uhTin'ins, utTin'ins], 
sb. pi., husks shaken from the corn 
when dried; immature grains of corn 
which by winnowing are separated 
from the fully ripened corn and 
fall on the end of a straw mat 
(flaki1), = afrinnins. Du. — 
*iitrenningar? See rinn2, vb. a. 2, 
“to rinn corn”, to clean corn by 
flinging it out of one’s hand. 

utrog1 [utrog], sb., l) backwash 
of the waves after having broken 
on the shore; de u. o’ de wave, o’ 
de sea (S.Sh.). More rarely 2) off- 
shore tide, outward tide from the 
shore at the setting in of ebb. — 
*utrak. Fser. r&k, n., set of current 
(related to O.N. reka, vb., to drive). 
Cf. afrog, sb. 

utrog2 [utrog], sb., row of peats 
cut across a ledge in a peat-pit 
and spread out to dry, = ut-lay. 
De. — Prob.: *iitr£k. Prop, a row 
of something spread out. With the 
second part rog, cf. No. raak, f., in 
senses such as series of footprints; 
streak; strip of hay spread out. 

utrollet [utropot, otropot, dtropat], 
adj., 1) untidy, very careless about 
one’s appearance and dress; Yh. 
[dtropat, dtropat]. 2) sulky; peevish; 
Fo. [utropot], — In both senses like 
trollet, adj., prop, troll-like, and 

formed from that word with u- as 
the intensive first part. 

utset [utset (-sset)], sb., extension 
of a cultivated allotment, new land 
brought under cultivation. Acc. to 
Jam. (quoting Agr. Surv. Shetl.) the 
word in this sense is particularly 
Shetl. and not L.Sc.: “outset, sb. 
Extension of cultivation, Shetl.”. It 
is found in E.D.D., but only with 
examples from Shetl. — Cf. Da. dial, 
udsaet, n., addition to a room or 
house (Jut., Fejlberg), O.Da. udsset- 
ning, outbuilding (?), in Kalkar. 

ut-sftof [ut^ot, -sjat], sb., off-shore 
tide. — Anglicised form of an 
older *utskod, orig. *titskod. See 
“shot2” and “in-shot”, sbs., and the 
use of skod, sb., as the second part 
of compd., given thereunder. 

utskattaler [ut'skahalar], sb., a 
person not entitled to let his sheep 
graze in a certain out-field or skat- 
tald. N.I. Prop, one who is out- 
side “de skattald”. 

utskerri [ut' skeri, -sk'eri, -skaer'i], 
sb., remote, out-of-the-way skerry. 
“de Utskerris” is the name of some 
small isles north-east of Whalsey, 
Me., now simply called “de Skerris”. 
— O.N. litsker, n., distant skerry. 

utskotter [ut-skofar], sb., lookout 
man. St. (Kulswick). From skott, 
vb., to peer, peep. 

utskumpet, utskjumpet [(ut sko'm- 
"pat) ut,skio‘m"pat, -skjo‘m"pat, 
-sl^o‘m"pat], adj., properly perf. part., 
noted down in the expr. “u. grund 
[grond (grand)]”, fishing-ground too 
much exploited, and therefore bare 
of fish. Un. Also utskompet, ut- 
sk j o m p et [ut,sk'6‘m"pat, -skj6‘m"pat, 
-sl0‘m"pat]: Un. utskuppet, -skupet 
[ut’skup'at]: Yn. — skumpet, etc., 
is prob. perf. part, of a *skump, 
vb., to jolt, jostle, strike, shake, 
and “utskumpet grund” then corre- 
sponds, in its root-meaning, with 
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the similarly used “boren grund” 
(O.N. barinn, perf. part., beaten, 
flogged); see boren, adj. (perf. 
part.). The form [ut’skup'ot] in Yn. 
indicates association with Eng. scoop, 
vb. 

utslokket [ut"slak'3t, ut'sl&k’at], 
perf. part, and adj., extinguished, 
of fire; a u. fire. See slokk1, vb. 

utsned [utsnod, ubsnod'], vb., to 
untwist the strands in a rope (tether). 
Conn. See fsnod, vb. 

utso(g) [ut§6]-f/de, sb., off-shore 
tide, = “ut-shot” and utsuk b. Esh., 
Nmw. — *iitsog, n., prop, a suction 
outwards. As shoreward-setting 
tide is called both “[in§6]-tide” and 
innsog [inqog], “[ut^o]” in “[ut^o]- 
tide” is more probably to be re- 
garded as an abbreviation of an *ut- 
sog [*ut§6g] than of “ut-shot”. Cf. 
utsuk, sb. 

utsuk [utsuk, utsok], sb., a) back- 
wash of waves after having broken 
on the shore, b) outward tide at 
the setting in of ebb. — O.N. iit- 
sog, n., the backwash of breakers. 
For the form suk, infl. by L.Sc., see 
that word. 

uttak [uttak], sb., prop, a taking 
out, in a special sense: 1) d) things 
bought on credit; b) expense, ex- 
penses. In these senses esp. in pi., 
uttaks, goods taken out, expenses. 
2) durability of something, present 
in sufficient quantity for use during a 
fairly long time; “dere will be some 
u. o’ yon”, that will last a while; 
dere canno be muckle u. o’ yon, 
there is too little of it to last; U. 
— *iittak, n., or *uttaka, f. O.N. lit- 
taka, f., is recorded in a divergent 
sense. 

utvidd [utvid], adj., strange, pe- 
culiar (Uwg.); see under the more 
common form utavidd. 

utwinn [ntwin, utwinj, vb., 1) to 
accomplish a piece of work. 2) to 
cultivate the soil in spring, esp. by 

digging; to u. de land. — *tit-vinna. 
See winn, vb. 

utu [o-te-, uto-j, adj., uncomely, 
bad-looking; a “wheer” [‘queer’] u. 
body. Nmn. (N.Roe). N.I. occas. 
In N.I. is found a form “utoious” 
[o't^’jos, uto'jos, dts’jos] by adding 
of the Eng. adjectival ending “-(i)ous”, 
and partly in a somewhat diverging 
sense: odd (in mind, behaviour or 
appearance),Maws in Y.(Yn.). [6-t0"j6s]: 
Yn. -— O.N. upydr, adj., unfriendly, 
rough. Cf. utoitleg, adj. 

ute/ous, see uto, adj. 
*uvaga [ovag'a], see *ovaga. 
uvart [nva'rt, 6va‘rt, uva‘rt], adj., 

unnoticed, not exploited, not visited, 
of a place; to lie in some u. place. 
Esp. of a fishing-ground not visited 
for a long time: u. grund [grond, 
grand]. Yh. [u-, 6-]. Esh., Nmw. 
and Wests., noted down in Sa. [u-, 
u-]. — Old neuter form from “livarr”, 
adj., disregarded, unobserved. O.N. 
tivarr, adj., is recorded in sense of 
unaware, unwary, etc. Cf. uvorous 
(u. grund), and see var, adj. and 
vb. 

uvedek [rrve’dak, owdak, -vs3,d3k], 
sb., a dam by which water is led 
in another direction, = ovedek 
(q.v.). Yn. u- points back to a root- 
form “0” = a, f., river. 

*uvedrevatsgar [rrvedravats’gar, 
-gar' (-gar1); S'vedravats'gar, -gar1], 
sb., 1) halo round the moon, in- 
dicating rough weather with rain; 
in this sense reported by J. I. with 
the pronunc.: [u’vedrava^s'gar, -g&r]. 
2) heavy rain, a day of heavy 
rain; Nmn. (N.Roe) [nwedravats'gar; 
o'vedrs-]. — In sense 1 the word 
is an old *iiveSr(a)-vatnsgar<5r. The 
first part is O.N. tivedr, n., storm. 
vatsgar in sense 1 can be only a 
*vatnsgar6r, halo indicating water 
(rain), but sense 2 may reasonably 
be regarded as the common word 
gar [*gor], sb., mud, moisture, also 
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used of rain. See vatsgar1 and 
vatsgar2, sbs. 

uvelter [S’ve'Msr], see ovelter, 
adj. and adv. 

uvild [6v3i[d ], sb., close, drizzling 
rain; a u. o’ rain. Yh. — The se- 
cond part is vild, mentioned under 
veil, sb., rain. The first part u- 
cannot be certainly explained. It is 
hardly the negative ti-. A dropping 
of r might be suggested, so that 
uvild, with stress on the second 
syllable, might represent *urvild, 
just as ovaga, sb. (Yh.), represents 
*orvaga. *ur- might then be either 
O.N. tir, prep., out of, or more prob. 
O.N. tir, n., drizzling rain, which 
is preserved in Ork.: ur [nr]. 

uvilt [6v3i‘[f], uvolt [(o-v&‘lt) 
u'Vcii‘lt‘], uvolter [rrvo’Ttor, (u’v&'j'tor) 
u,v§iTt9r],uvoltin[u,v6iTtin,o,v&iTtin 
(-v6‘[tin, -v&‘[-tin)], adj., wild and 
frolicsome, unruly. U. uvilt: Uwg., 
esp. in sense of having sudden fits of 
wantonness, uvolter (and uvoltin): 
Un. — *6Svilltr? The second part 
is certainly a *villtr, wild, unruly; 
see further under rovilt, revolt 
(ru-), adj. The first part u- is either 
O.N. ti-, un-, here used intensively 
and not negatively, or more prob. 
an “65-”: O.N. 65r., adj., mad, wild, 
used here to intensify “villtr”. 
uvoltin, noted down in the expr. 

V. 
va [va], sb., 1) ford in a stream; 

to geng ower de va. In this sense 
esp. in S.Sh. (Conn., Sandwick, Du11.). 
Also in place-names; see Sh. Stedn. 
pp. 160—61. Olis va [ohs va] (Du.), 
small, shallow lake: *01afs va6. By 
anglicising now often “wade [wed, 
we°d (wed, wed)]”. 2) wet piece 
of ground. Du. 3) small mill-dam, 
dammed-up piece of a mill-dam 

“du (he) is turned u.”, is poss. orig. 
a sb.; cf. Sw. dial, villting, m., a 
wild, frolicsome person (Ri.). 

uvirpali [u•v^‘r••pali■], adj., hard- 
handed, rough and careless in be- 
haviour and in the performance of 
a task; noted down esp. in the expr. 
“a u. grip”, a hard, rough grip 
(hold, pull). Fe. — *tiv9rpuligr. Cf. 
O.N. vprpuligr, adj., stout, well- 
looking (Fr.: vorpuligr), to be classed 
with “varpa”, vb., to throw. The 
prefix u- [*ti-] has a disparaging 
sense in the Shetl. word. 

uvolt, uvolter, uvoltin, adj., see 
uvilt, adj. 

Uvorous[uv6T6s], adj., of a fishing- 
ground: that has not been visited 
for some time and is therefore well 
provided with fish; u. grund [grond, 
grand]. U. (Un.). Also avorous 
[avoTos] (Un.), in which u- has 
become a- owing to lack of stress, 
and avodous [avb’dos] (Us,m0.), 

j with change r > 6 > d. An opposite 
change d > r is found, e.g. in 
brori, rori, sbs. uvorous has been 
developed from an old “tivarr” in 
sense of unobserved. O.N. tivarr, 
adj., is recorded with subjective 
meaning: unaware. In Shetl. the 
word has an objective meaning. 
Cf. uvart, adj., used in the same 
way as uvorous. 

W. 
close to the mill; to slip (let slip) 
de va or dam doon on de mill; to 
“bigg in” a va, to dam up the water 
near the mill. Duw. (Ireland); Fo.— 
O.N. va6, n., ford. 

vabb [vab], sb., term in fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. for water. Ai. (Fo- 
grigarth). — To be classed with No. 
vabba, vb., to go splashing in wet. 

*?wabbiskord [wab’iskord*], sb., 
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a very naughty boy. Du. — wabbi 
may be syn. with Sw. dial, vabb, 
m., a) small whelp, b) small boy 
(Ri.), corruption of the word “hvalp”? 
(Da.), whelp. 

wadder [wador, wadar], sb., is 
L.Sc. wadder (wedder), Eng. weather; 
but in sense of a) wind, b) rough 
weather (he is cornin’ wadder, rough 
weather is coming on), Shetl. wadder 
springs from O.N. vedr, n., weather, 
also wind or rough weather, though 
the word is used similarly in Eng. 
dial, (and L.Sc.). Some compds. in 
Shetl., beginning with “wadder”, 
spring from O.N., the forms only 
having been anglicised; see the foil, 
articles. A form vir (q.v.) in Shetl. 
(Fo.), from O.N. “vedr”, is now used 
only in a restricted sense (scent of 
something). 

wat/cfer-b/fer [wad-3rbaiut3r], sb., 
mock-sun, luminous spot near the 
sun. Esh., Nmw. — *vedr-bitr? The 
second part may have been formed 
from “bite”, O.N. bita, vb., in sense 
of to affect; thus No. bita, vb. 5 in 
Aa. Prop, meaning then: that which 
affects the weather, something fore- 
boding change in the weather (e.g. 
rain, wind). 

wadder-day [wad'ards, wad'ar-], 
in the expr. “a guid [‘good’] xv.-d.", 
a day of fine weather, springs from 
O.N. vedrdagr, “godr vedrdagr”, in 
the same sense. A “wedder dais 
(dayis)”, pi., is found in Old L.Sc. 
(Pari. Ja. II), acc. to Jam. 

wadder-head [wad’orhed', -hed1; 
wad'or-], sb., bank of clouds indi- 
cating wind. — Prop, “weather- 
head”. In a somewhat divergent 
sense No. vederhovud, n., a) part 
of a rainbow, b) mock-sun, and 
Eng. dial, weather-head = No. veder- 
hovud a. 

wadder-kind [wad’orkaind1], sb., 
settled, hazy weather, = wadder- 
dom. Burra Isle. 

wadder-mooth [wad’ormup ], sb., 
= wadder-head. Du. Prop, “weather- 
mouth”, “wind-mouth”. 

wade1 [wed, we3d (wed, wed)], 
sb., ford, = va, sb. 1. de w. 
[wed] o’ Holeva [hol-ova'] (Balta- 
sound, U.): *holu-va3? Fe. and 
Ym.: [wed, wed]. 

wade- [wed, we3d (wed)], sb., 
of ter-hold of a boat into which the 
line-caught fish are drawn. — Abbr. 
of a *wade-rum, orig. *va3nim, the 
place where the line is hauled in, 
from O.N. vadr, m., fishing-line. 
“wade” is an anglicised form; cf. 
wade1, ford, in comparison with 
“va”, sb. vadr, line, is contained 
in vatikeb, sb.; q.v. 

wade3 [wed, wead], sb., shoal of 
fish, see under wod, sb. 

vadek [vadak], sb., bucket; water- 
pail; see fedek, sb. 

vadel [vadal], sb., a shallow place 
in water, a ford, = v a, sb. 1. Conn. 
As a place-name, e.g.: “Vadlin stura 
[vadhn stura]” or “Vallen stura [va]an 
stura]”, a ford across the lake “de 
Loch o’ Lumbister”, between Yb. and 
Yh.: *vadillinn stori, the big ford. 
Comm, and esp. vadel is used of 
the innermost and shallowest part 
of a small bay, “de v. o’ de hub”, 
occas. in sense of channel through 
which the water from a land-locked 
bay (hub) flows into the sea (acc. 
to J. L). Also wadel [wadol]. A 
contracted form val [val], arisen by 
dropping of medial d, is noted down 
in U. (Umo.) in sense oiford (across 
a stream or at the outlet of a lake); 
“I didno jimp [‘jump’] de burn; I 
cam’ ower de val”. As a place- 
name, e.g. de Val (at the south end 
of “de Loch o’ Cliff”, Um-n.), de Val o’ 
Hanigert (Baltasound, Um.). — O.N. 
vadill, m., shallow place in water. 

wadj [wad^], vb., to wade, etc., 
see wadzj, vb. 

vadmel [vadmol] and now wadmel 
65 
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[wadmsl, wadmal], sb., thick woollen, 
home-woven stuff; formerly comm. 
Edm.: “woodmail, a cloth payment 
imposed anciently upon the Shetland 
peasantry, as part payment of land- 
rent, sometimes written ‘vadmell’, 
O. and S.” As the taxes, to a great 
extent, were formerly paid in wad- 
mal, the word is freq. found in old 
deeds, and esp. in rentals. The now 
antiquated form with v, vadmel, is 
found in “The Skat Book of Zetland” 
from about 1500, in which also, 
however, the now current form 
wadmel with w occurs. A form 
“wodmell” is found in “Rental of 
Yetland” of 1628 (G.Q., Ant.). Hib- 
bert writes “wadmel” (in “Descr. of 
the Shetland Isles”, 1822). The word 
is also Ork. (in the same forms as 
in Shetland) and obsolete Eng. dial, 
(wadmel). — O.N. vadm^l, n., thick, 
home-made woollen stuff 

vadous? [vedos], see vedos, sb. 
wadzj [wad^|, vb., l) to wade 

while sinking down in mire, snow, 
etc.; to w. in gutter, snaw, etc.: 
S.Sh. (Du.). Also to sink down 
in a bog or swamp when trying 
to pass over; “w. in”; de mair [‘the 
more’] dey try to get ut, de mair 
dey w. in. Sa., Wests. 2) to work 
hard, to toil, e.g. in digging the soil, 
or in laborious rowing. Sa., Wests. 
— Prob. an orig. *vaflsa; cf. No. 
and Peer, vassa [*va3sa], vb., to wade. 
With the change 3s > [d^] in [wadzj 
cf. a corresponding sound-change in 
e.g. [vad^gordin] = vasgord, sb., 
further [hondij, written bonds, 
vb., from *hundsa, bonz(j) [bondzj, 
ronz(j) [rond^], skonz(j) [skondij 
from *buns-, *runs-, *skuns-. wafliand2, see vavlland2, vb. 

fwag [wag], vb., to waddle, = 
O.N. vaga, vb., and Eng. wag, vb. 
Noted down with long a in Fo. in 
a rigmarole about a pig, and may 
in this case be Norn, as O.N. a 

before a single consonant is often 
lengthened in Shetl. Otherwise comm, 
[wag], with short a, which is the 
Eng. word. 

*vaga [vaga], noted down only 
in the expr. “Oh v. piddi [o vaga 
pidi]”! exclamation, used on a single 
occasion by a fisherman when his 
oat-cake (broni, bidi), which was 
lying on the thwart, was washed 
overboard by a big wave. Widwick, 
U. Reported without further expla- 
nation of the words. May mean: 
swim on top, cake! vaga then is 
No. vaka, vb., to swim on the sur- 
face of the water, without sinking. 
piddi is prob. bidi, biddi (q.v.), 
barley- or oat-cake. A change of 
initial b > p is pointed out in a 
few words. 

vagdum [vagdom], sb., shape, 
form, esp. that of a person or thing 
seen in passing, glimpse of a per- 
son or thing; I saw his v. Acc. to 
J. I. — A rare parallel form to mag- 
dom, sb., q.v. Change of initial m 
to v must have taken place through 
ui (middle sound between m and 
w without complete closing of the 
lips) and w. 

*vager [vagor], vb., to float on 
the surface of the water, noted down 
only in pres, part., vagerin [va‘'g3- 
rinj, in vagerin uppsto, opsto, 
fishing-buoy, see *uppst0, sb. Yb. 
— No. vaka, vb., to float on the 
surface of the water, without sinking. 
See *vaga.. 

vagi1, vaggel [vagal], sb., wooden 
bar which is fastened between two 
rafters under the house-roof, and on 
which meat and fish are hung to be 
dried or smoked. Occas. also of 
the quantity of meat or fish hung 
up to be dried or smoked on a 
vagi; a v. o’ flesh. Noted down 
esp. in Easts. (De., Lunn., Wh.). — 
O.N. vagi, n., upper cross-beam be- 
tween the rafters in a house-, roost. 
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vagi2, vaggel [vagal], sb., dirt, 

filth; he is a’ [‘all’] in a v., he is 
quite covered with dirt. Wests. (Fo.). 
*valk? See the foil. word. 

vagi, vaggel1 [vag3l, vagal], vb., 
1) to bungle, to perform apiece of 
work badly, esp. in digging the soil: 
to dig carelessly and unevenly. Y. 
and Fe. 2) to soil, to bedaub with 
dirt; vaggeld [vagald],soiled, dirty. 
Wests. (Fo., Sa.). Pres, part.: vag- 
lin [vaghn]. — Is prob. an orig. 
*valka with later metathesis of 1 and k. 
Icel. v&lka, volka [*valka] and velkja, 
vb., a) to rumple, toss about, b) to 
dirty, soil. No. valka, vb., to handle, 
squeeze. O.N. valka, vb., is recorded 
in divergent senses (to drift about; 
to struggle with; to worry), vagi 
otherwise might also be No. vadla, 
vb., inter alia to go stamping, to 
potter about, to bungle, *va<51a, with 
the fairly freq. change 3 > y > g 
in Shetl. 

vagi, vaggel2 [vag3l, vagal] and 
wagl, waggel [wag3l, wagal], vb. n., 
to totter; reel; shake. Pres. part, 
vaglin [vaglin], waglin [waghn].— 
No. vagla, vb., a) vb. n., to stand 
unsteadily, to totter, b) vb. a., to 
rock. Eng. waggle, vb. The form 
with initial v in Shetl. has gradually 
been superseded by the form with 
w, through infl. of Eng. See vigl- 
vagl, adv. 

wail, see wail, sb. and vb. 
vair, see vair, sb. 
vaitaband, vaittaband, see vatta- 

band, sb. 
vaitem [vaitom, vaitom], sb., slimy 

fluid, thin matter; esp. slime and 
blood from fish mixing with the 
bilge-water in a boat. U". Occas. 
by transference used of an objection- 
able, venomous person. Un. — vai- 
tem for*vattem, *vattjem [*va^am, 
*vat3m] might suggest O.N. vatn, 
n., water, preserved in Shetl. with 
modified and changed meaning: im- 

pure fluid, etc., after Eng. “water” 
had become the current word. With 
final m for n, *vattem for *vatten, 
may be compared the relation be- 
tween final n and m in O.N. botn, 
m., bottom, Shetl. *botn, *botten, 
sb., a little round valley, and Eng. 
bottom, L.Sc. and Shetl. boddom, 
boddum, sb. The metaph. use of 
vaitem would be rendered possible 
by loss of the original meaning of 
the word. 

vaitfer, see vatsfer, sb. 
wak [wak], vb., to be awake. 

For the expr. “w. de minod”, see 
minod, sb. — O.N. vaka, vb., to 
be awake. Cf. vog2, and hanvag, 
vbs. 

vakel [vakal], sb., a skerry jut- 
ting up in the surface of the water, 
partly a sunken rock. Dus. — Either 
a *va6-karl or a *vak-karl. Owing 
to the long a-sound in [vakol] most 
prob. *va5-karl. vad- and vak-, from 
O.N. vada, vb., and vaka, vb., re- 
spectively, in sense of to swim on 
the surface of water. From vada 
are derived the Shetl. names of 
skerries: a) “de Voders [vodars]”, 
pi., near Nesting: an old *vadarar, 
pi. of *vadari, m., one that swims 
on the surface of the water, and b) 
de Ve-skerris [ve"skaeris], pi., on 
Wests.: an old *vadsker. Both “de 
Voders” and “de Ve-skerris” are 
very low skerries. With the Shetl. 
compd. vakel cf. No. vodukall, m., 
with divergent meanings, such as 
buoy, crest of foam, objects (trunk 
of tree, stick, cudgel) floating in 
the water with the lighter end up- 
wards, from “vada”. Beside “vodu- 
kall” is found in No. an antiquated 
form *vokukall, -kadd, “vogekall”. 
derived from “vaka”, vb. No. (Tel.) 
vakall, m., may be derived either 
from “vada” or from “vaka”. 

wakhus [wakhus, wak(h)6s], sb., 
watch-house. U. Now esp. as a 

65* 
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name, “de W.”, of a ruin, an old 
watch-house on the top of the hill 
“de Vordeld”. IIs. — *vakhtis, “wake- 
house", watch-house, O.N. *vpkuhiis 
from vaka, f., a being awake, etc. 
See vakt and *vord, sbs. 

wakn, waken [wakon], vb., 1) to 
awake. 2) to stir, to come into 
motion, esp. a) of wind: to rise, to 
begin to blow (whistle), “he is wak- 
nin [waknin, wak8nm] again” (Fe.), 
b) of the sea: to begin to be rough-, 
he is waknin in (atill) him (Fe.). 
3) w. de peat [pet], to loosen the 
peat from the bottom, in peat-cutting 
(N.I.). — O.N. vakna, vb., to awake. 
No. vakna, vb., also to come into 
motion, to break out, to surge up 
(Aa.). wakn 3 springs from the 
meaning to wake. 

*waksipann, *waksi-pan [wak"- 
siv&n'], sb., porridge-pan. Un*bu. In 
the fisher-verse “I lay and I han- 
vaged ..(see Introd., Fragments 
of Norn). The explanation ofwaksi- 
is uncertain. 

vakt, vacht [va/t], sb., watch-hill, 
hill from which outlook was kept 
in former times, — *vord, wart. — 
No. vakt, f., watch, guard, O.N. 
vaktan, f. O.N. vakta, vb., to watch. 

val [val], sb., a shallow place 
in water, a ford (U.); see under 
vadel, sb. 

val [val], vb., of leaves, foliage: 
to hang in a withered state and 
begin to fall; de leaves is [‘are’] 
valin doon a’ [‘all’] aroond. Nmn. 
(N.Roe). — *vala. To be classed 
with valin, adj. Cf. No. valna, vb., 
a) to stiffen from frost (Aa.), b) to 
lose freshness, to grow musty (R.). 

walber [walbor], vb., to walk 
heavily and with difficulty, to wade 
through snow or mud; to w. t’rough 
de snaw or Trough de gutter, to geng 
walberin [wal”barm-]. Un. — Prob. 
a deriv. of a *walb, arisen from a 
*wabl by metathesis of 1 and b. 

With this cf. No. vabba, vb., to walk 
with a heavy, waddling gait as 
through mud or snow, with the de- 
rivative “vabla”, vb. Hardly from 
O.N. vappa, vb., to waddle, with a 
derivative “vapla” in Norw. 

valdrop, see val drop, sb. 
valen, see valin, adj. 
valgert [valgort], sb., a piece of 

the side of a slaughtered sheep, 
partly of the ribs nearest the shoulder, 
partly in sense of a piece cut from 
the legs. Fo. The word is also (in 
comparison) found as a place-name, 
name of two skerries near the small 
isle or holm “East Linga” near 
Whalsey: de Valgerts, de Valgert- 
bas (ba, sb., sunken rock). — Fser. 
valgardi [v&lgan], m., piece of the 
brisket together with a part of the side 
of a slaughtered animal (sheep). 
As the name of a skerry is found 
Faer. v&lgardi in “V61gar5avik [v&l”- 
garavoTk1]”, name of a small inlet 
with a rounded skerry north of Tors- 
havn, Streymoy. 

valin [vshn] and valen [valan], 
adj., l) benumbed with cold, of the 
limbs, esp. the hands; v. hands; 
my fingers (hands) is v. common. 
Un. and Du.: valin; elsewhere more 
commonly valen. In Conn, also 
val e n d [valand]. 2) fumbling; lack- 
ing handiness, in doing a piece of 
work. Fe. [vslan]. 3) a) not fresh, 
half-sour, esp. of fish (Fe.) and of 
whey (Y. and Fe.); valen fish, v. 
bland (whey mixed with water). 
b) half-cooled, of whey immediately 
after churning; valin and valen 
bland. Fe. — No., Sw. and Da. 
valen, adj., a) benumbed with cold, 
of the limbs, b) No. “valen” also 
fumbling and slack in taking hold. 

vail1 [va], vaj], vb., to wander 
about from place to place, to v. 
aboot. U. — *valla, vb., prop, no 
doubt to tread the field or plain, 
whence to stroll about. Cf. O.N. 
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vallari, m., a vagrant, Peer, (poet.) 
vallari, m., pilgrim. 

vail2 [(vaj) val], vb., a) to speak 
very indistinctly and in a babbling 
manner, b) to talk nonsense. Fe. 
— Is no doubt best explained from 
No. valla, vb., a) to roll together 
(into a valle, wisp), b) to tangle, to 
roll up untidily (R.), as ball, vb., 
with preserved root-meaning to roll 
together, to tangle, is used instead 
of vail on the east side of Fe., 
while vail is peculiar to the west 
side of that isle. Otherwise it might 
also be derived from *va51a, No. 
vadla, vb., inter alia to babble. No. 
vavla, vb., coincides with Shetl. vail 
in both senses; but fl, vl, when ini- 
tial and final, are commonly preserved 
in Shetl. as vl (fl). 

vallek [va'lak, vajok], sb., foolish 
talk, nonsense. Fe.? Deriv. of vail2, 
vb. 

wallend, see wallend, sb. 
valler/e? [val"ori‘], sb., =vallek. 

Ai. May also be regarded as a form 
developed from villaro, sb. (q.v.), 
foolish talk. 

valnaben [va^naben1, va(”naben-], 
sb., a poor, worthless fish. Fe. — 
Prop, benumbed or powerless leg 
Chen’)? vain a- then would be the 
def. form of valin, adj. 

vals [va'ls], vb., to talk at great 
length, to tell a long story full of 
exaggeration and falsehood. U". — 
Either a deriv. of vail2, vb., ‘"valla, 
prop, to roll together, to tangle, or 
more prob. a ’"vasla with metathesis 
of 1 and s in Shetl.; cf. No. vasla, 
vb., a) to entangle-, to bungle, trifle, 
b) to babble (from vasa, vb., to en- 
tangle; to talk nonsense). Note the 
foil. word. 

valsk [va'lsk, va'^k] and vjalsk 
[vja'lsk], vb., 1) to talk indistinctly 
and imperfectly. 2) to babble, to 
talk nonsense. N.I. The pronunc. 
[va'J^k] is peculiar to Fe. and Y. U.: 

[(va‘lsk) vja'lsk]. In U. (Un.) esp. in 
sense 2. — Meaning 1 shows that 
the word is to be classed with val- 
sket (vjalsket), adj. 2, and hence 
with valin, adj., benumbed. Asso- 
ciation with vail2 and vals, vbs., 
is therefore doubtful. 

valska, vjalska, sb., loquacity, 
noisy talk, esp. very fluent chatter 
full of fun; der ’r a v. upo dee, 
you are merry and talkative. Noted 
down in U. (Un and w.) in the form 
vjalska [vja'lska]. — To be classed 
with valsk, vb. 

valsket [va'lskat, valskat; va‘l^kat, 
va‘[$kat], adj., 1) a) having Slack 
fingers or hands; fumbling, lacking 
handiness. Un. and Fo.: [valskat]; 
Y.: [va'lskat, va'I^kat (Yh.: va'lskat)]. 
b) slack in one's movements. Y. 
2) babbling, that cannot speak cor- 
rectly; also very indistinct in one’s 
speech. Fe. [va'lskat, va‘jskot]; Uwg. 
[va'lskatj. In Fe. also in the form 
vjalsket [vja'lskat, vja'l^kat]. — A 
more rare form walsket [wa'j^kat] 
is noted down in Yn. in sense of 
insipid and unsavoury, almost taste- 
less. — A derivative of valin, adj., 
(q.v.), benumbed, having no strength. 

fwalter, see v el ter, vb. 
vam [vam] and vamm [vam], sb., 

1) mysterious, magic influence 
emanating from a person; unnerv- 
ing, hypnotizing influence of one 
person over another; he (sho) has 
a v. wi’ him (her) = himsell (hersell), 
der ’r a v. wi’ him (her), a magic 
or hypnotizing power emanates from 
him (her); to kast a (de) v. ower 
ane, to cast a spell upon, to hyp- 
notize one; he cuist [kjost, cast] a 
v. ower me. 2) evil disposition, 
ill-will, in the expr. “ill v.”; dere 
were a ill v. wi’ him or her (Fo.); 
to ha’e a ill v. for ane (Y.). 3) 
peculiar, unpleasant smell or taste; 
der ’r a ill v. wi’ it. — Most 
commonly in the form vam with 
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long a. vamm, with short a, is charac- 
teristic of N.I. and Nm. Aformvjamm 
[vjam] is noted down in Nm. be- 
side vamm and vam. — No. vam, 
n., misfortune, disaster (Hardanger, 
Aa.). O.N. vamm, n., a) inflicted 
injury, b) defect, blemish. 

vam1 [vam] and vamm [vam], 
vb., to bewitch, unnerve, to exercise 
a hypnotizing influence upon some- 
one; to v. ane. “he is vamd [vamd], 
vammd [vamd]”, is said e.g. of a 
fisherman who catches no fish (Fe.); 
prop, he has been bewitched. Also 
occas. vand [vand]: Fe. occas. Perf. 
part, vamd, vammd, is sometimes 
used as an adj., in sense of strange, 
queer, of a person (prop, bewitched); 
thus e.g. in Nm. [vamd]. Cf. ill- 
vamd under vamd, adj. Now most 
commonly with long a: [vam] and 
[vamd]. With short a esp. in N.I. 
— *vama, *vamma. See vam(m), 
sb., from which the verb is formed. 

fvam2 [vam] and f varnish [vami^], 
vb., to be seized with giddiness, to 
faint. Sa., Wests. — Poss. to be 
compared with No. vama, vb., to 
stumble about, to walk as in a 
maze (vima, vb., to be confused or 
giddy), as well as vimmer (v a tu- 
rner), vb. vam may, however, also 
be regarded as L.Sc. dwaum (dwalm), 
vb., to faint, with dropped initial d. 
With the form “varnish” cf. varis, 
varish, vb., extension of var1, vb. 

vamd [vamd], adj., l) strange, 
queer. Nm. 2) unattractive, dis- 
agreeable, esp. in the expr. ill-vamd 
[il’vamd', ol-vamd']. Du. — Prop. perf. 
part, of vam1, vb., q.v. 

fwam-g7rcf, girt\ fwaim- [waim- 
gerd, -ge'rt (-<jerd, -<je‘rt); waqqe'rt], 
\wame-gird, -girt' [wemge'rt 
(-gerd)], sb., belly-band, saddle-girth, 
of a pack-horse. The form [waipje'rt] 
is noted down in Un. The word has 
been included in the E.D.D. as a 
dialect word, and the only source given 

is Shetl. — O.N. vpmb (vamb-), f., 
belly, paunch. See the foil. word. 
Cf. (belly-) gird in, sb. 

Wami [wami], Waimi [waimi], sb., 
name for a big-bellied cow or sheep. 
Fo. Deriv. of *wam, ’"waim, belly, 
now comm.: [wem(wem)],L.Sc.form. 
— O.N. vpmb (vamb-), f., belly, 
paunch. Wami may be an orig. 
*vamba, f. 

vammer, see vimmer, sb.andvb. 
vamp [va'mp], wamp [wa‘mp], sb., 

1) a hollow, depression, a small 
dale, = hwamm. Noted down in 
this sense in Fe. in the form vamp. 
2) the hollow of the sole, = de 
hwamm o’ de fit [‘foot’]. Fe.: vamp. 
In this sense wamp is noted down 
outside Fe., and in N.: hwamp, 
which stands as a middle form be- 
tween hwamm and vamp. — All 
these forms spring no doubt from 
O.N. hvammr, m., a small dale. 
Initial h is occasionally dropped be- 
fore v, w, and for final p may be 
compared, e.g. skump2, sb., fog- 
bank, for *skum. In “de vamp, 
wamp, o’ de boot”, the word is Eng. 
vamp, sb. 

vamprs [vamors], sb. pi., /ow- 
lying, swampy piece of land. Sa., 
Wests. As a place-name: de Va- 
mors o’ Lamtun (Sa.), and in sing. 
Vamor [vamor] (Du.). — *vaflmyrr, 
f., *va3myrar, pi., stretch of boggy 
soil, possible to traverse only by 
wading. See va and mor1, sbs. 

van [van], vb., to deprive one of 
something, in the expr. “to v. ane 
o’ onyt’ing”. dey were [‘had’] vant 
[vant] him o’ his bait, they had 
deprived him of his bait. Impf. 
and perf. part.: vand [vand] and 
vant [vant]. Un. — O.N. vana, vb., 
to diminish, impair, spoil, destroy. 

van [van], adj., prop, lacking, 
destitute of something, noted down 
only in the expr. “to come v. o’ 
onyt’ing”, to lose or miss something, 
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esp. as an expr. in fishermen’s lang. 
I cam’ v. o’ a fish, I had a fish 
(in this case, as a sea-term: halibut) 
on the hook, but lost it. “Be ye 
blide! we cam’ v. o’ wir tows”, 
hail! we lost our lines. U". — O.N. 
vanr, adj., lacking, wanting. 

wan1 [wan], sb., habit; custom; 
usage, esp. disparagingly: bad habit 
or custom; “yea, lamb! dat was his 
w.” (Barclay). — O.N. vani, m., id. 

wan2 [wan, wan], sb., hope, ex- 
pectation, is a L.Sc. form, as O.N. 
v&n, f., id., ought regularly to have 
given *von [*von] in Shetl. Norn. 
In E.D.D. the word is given only 
with examples from Shetland, Ork- 
ney and Caithness, to ha’e in w., 
to have in prospect, — Faer. hava 
f von. A form vun [vun], from 
O.N. *von, Peer, von, f., hope, is 
contained in the compd. *avune- 
vara, q.v. A couple of adjs., de- 
rived from “wan”: wan 1 os, -less, 
and wanli, originate from O.N. and 
are only altered in form. 

wan [wan, wan], vb., to hope, 
expect. Prop, a L.Sc. form. See 
wan2, vb. 

van- [van (vaq)], wan-, wan- 
[wan], particle, used as a prefix, esp. 
before substantives, adjectives and 
verbs, and denoting lack, insufficiency: 
O.N. van-, un-. van- is now rare, 
wan-, on the other hand, is common, 
which in any case is partly due to 
L.Sc. infl. Some Shetl. words be- 
ginning with wan- are L.Sc., such 
as “wanhap, wanhope, wanrest”, and 
in the main, i.e. in sense, also 
“wanwirt”. “wanhap”, mischance, 
might no doubt also be O.N., but 
has not been found in that lang. 
“wanhap”, however, acc. to E.D.D. 
is esp. N. Scottish (peculiar to the 
old Norw. colony Caithness), “wan- 
hope” (despair) is obs. Eng. dial. 
(L.Sc.). Shetl. wanfordi, adj., and 
wantru, sb., originate from O.N.; 
this also applies to “vanhealf”, sb., 

in which the last syllable has been 
anglicised; and poss. also “wan- 
heelie, -hdlie”, adj., in which “heelie” 
is a L.Sc. form, “wanlukk”, sb., 
and “want’riven” are both O.N. and 
Eng. dial. (L.Sc.). See the words 
mentioned, van-, used as a prefix, 
is found in Shetl. vanvordin, van- 
vurden, adj., q.v. 

vand [vand, va'nd, vaqd (vaind)], 
sb., l) care and ability in the per- 
formance of apiece of work; knack 
at something, right method and han- 
diness; to ha’e a guid or ill v. 
(aboot anesell), to have or lack 
ability to produce a fine piece of 
work, to have a good or poor grasp 
of one’s work, to plan and perform 
one’s work well or badly; he has 
a guid (ill) v. (aboot him); du has 
nae [‘no’] v. aboot dee; he has a 
guid (ill) v. aboot his wark. (right) 
method in which something is per- 
formed; shaw [‘show’] him de v. 
o’ it! U. [va'nd, vaqd]. to ha’e v. 
upon a ayre, to pull the oar in 
the right way when rowing. Also 
vjand [vjand], thus e.g. in N. and 
occas. in Ai.; in the latter place 
alternating with [va'nd] and [vaind, 
vaqd]. “Babie has nae vyand apon 
a ayre” (Tief i’ de Neean). Sa., 
Wests.: [wand]. A rare form: ond 
[6'nd] is noted down in Fe.; “der 
’r nae o. aboot dee; 1 wish du 
had a better o. aboot dee”. 2) (right) 
way in which something is shaped 
or formed; shape, form; “a tog has 
no de v. o’ a olek; de olek is fuller 
sized” (Du.: va'nd, vaind). See tog2 

and ollek, sbs. to ha’e nedder v. 
or [‘nor’] vukster; he has nedder 
v. or vukster, vokster, he is ill- 
shaped, (Wests.). Ai.: [va'nd, 
vaind]. — To be classed with O.N. 
vandr, adj., particular, etc., vanda, 
vb., to be particular and careful, 
to perform something with care. 
Fser. vandin, adj., careful. 

vand [vand, va'nd, vaqd], vb., 1) 
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vb. a., to form, shape (in the right 
way). 2) vb. a., to put in order, 
arrange; 1 sail try to v. dis right; 
N. : vjand [vjand]. 3) vb. n., to 
take shape, to adapt, fit; too does 
it v.? how does it fit? U. [va’nd, 
vaijd]. — O.N. vanda, vb., to be 
particular and careful, to perform 
something with care. 

fwand, wand [wand], sb.,fishing- 
rod. comm. O.N. vpndr (vand-), m., 
a wand, switch. Eng. dial., L.Sc. 
wand, sb., fishing-rod. The form of 
the Shell, word is L.Sc. 

vand [vand], adj., of fish: wind- 
dried, not quite fresh; v. fish. Ym. 
— Is no doubt a form of vomd, 
vomd (q.v.) = vomin, adj. 

vandet [vandot (va'ndot, vaqdat)], 
adj., 1) having a certain shape or 
form. 2) of a certain kind or na- 
ture. Used in the exprs. “weel 
[‘well’] v.”, well shaped; having a 
good disposition, and “ill v.”, mis- 
shapen; having a bad disposition; 
a weel (ill) v. man, a man with a 
good (bad) disposition: Fo. [vandal]. 
Properly perf. part, of vand, vb., in 
sense of to form, shape; q.v. 

vandivel [van"divai, va'n"dival], 
sb., a small part, morsel; no ae 
[no e = ‘not one’] v. ha’e I. U., Du. 
Edm. gives “vyndable”, in which y 
prob. denotes the ai- or ai-sound. 
— With divergent meaning No. van- 
divle, n., a poor wretch (Aa.); big, 
shapeless, clumsy, inconvenient or 
useless thing (R.). 

vand-/ess, see vandlos, adj. 
vandlodiness [vanlo-dines], sb., 

awkwardness, lack of judgement and 
handiness, in the performance of a 
piece of work, = vandlos ness, 
vandlessness. Fe. — Prob. repre- 
sents an older *vandlosiness, from 
O. N. vandloysi, f., lack of care (vand- 
lauss, adj., careless), d for s in -lodi- 
may be due to a later dissimilation 
by adding of the Eng. ending -ness, 

and poss. also to infl. of the d 
formerly pronounced in vand-. See 
vand, sb., and vandlos, adj. 

vandlos, vand-/ess [vandlos, -les; 
va'nd-, vaqd-], adj., having no ability 
to execute fine work; lacking han- 
diness, awkward. — O.N. vandlauss, 
adj., careless. See vand, sb. 

vandlup [vandlop, van-, vand-, 
vanlop; -lop], sb., heavy shower of 
rain, downpour; now freq. with the 
addition “o’ rain”; a v. o’ rain. 
Also vandelup [vam'daldp'] and 
vandilup [van"dil6p', -lop-]. Fe.,Y., 
Nm. occas. Most common in Y. 
[vandlbp, -lop] and [van--dol&p-]: 
Yn. [vanlop]: Fe.; Yh. [van--dilop-]: 
Esh., Nmw. More rarely vanilup 
[van"il6p-]: Y. occas., alternating 
with [vanlop, -lop]. As a place-name, 
name of a waterfall, is noted down 
Vanlup [vanlop] in Du., and “de 
Vanlups [vanlops]”: Yh. — O.N. vatn- 
hlaup, n., a rush of water. 

wanferdi [wan’fsrdi], adj., infirm, 
unable to do bodily work; nedder 
wek [wek] or w., perfectly able to 
work (prop, neither weak nor in- 
firm). Conn. — O.N. vanfoerr, adj., 
infirm. 

vanga [vaqga], sb., noisy and 
troublesome flock, esp. of children, 
animals or poultry. Wh. — Prob. 
a compd. with the particle “van”, 
un- (lacking, destitute of some- 
thing) as the first part. Cf. No. 
vanage (van-age), m., a) wilfulness, 
lack of discipline and order (Aa.), 
b) = vanad, damage (R.), vanaga- 
beist = vanabeist, n., noxious ani- 
mal (R.). Diff. from “vanage” is 
O.N. vanhagr, m., trouble, injury, 
damage. Shetl. vanga may well 
be a contracted form of a *v'anaga, 
and the second part, denoting crea- 
ture, animal or flock, may have 
been dropped as in e.g. almark, sb. 

wanhealf [wanhe‘lt], sb., deli- 
cate health, originates from an old 
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*vanheilsa, f., the second part of 
which, “heilsa”, health, has been 
transformed into Eng. “wanhelt” is 
given in E.D.D. as Shetl. 

wanhealt’ie [wan'heTti], adj., 
having delicate health, sickly. From 
the prec. word. 

“wanhulie, wanheelie'\ adj., 
forbidden, not allowable. Acc. to 
Barclay. O.N. *van-hofligr = tihof- 
ligr, unfitting, improper. L.Sc. hulie, 
hoolie, heelie = O.N. hofligr, -liga, 
adv. 

vank, see vink, sb. and vb. 
wanli, wanlie [wanli], adj., pro- 

perly promising, hopeful, that raises 
expectation; now esp.: a) that in- 
spires confidence, that makes a 
good impression; he is mair [‘more’] 
w., / value him more, I like him 
better; b) agreeable, convenient; 
dat is mair w., / like that better. 
S.Sh. — Jam. gives the word as 
Shetl., but the form is L.Sc. O.N. 
vanligr, adj., that may be expected, 
ought in Shetl. Norn regularly to 
have given *vonli [*vonli]. See 
wan2, sb. 

vanlodiness, see vandlodiness. 
wanlos, wan-less [wanlos, wan- 

les], adj., properly hopeless, having 
no prospects, esp. lonely and friend- 
less, having nobody to care for one. 
— Cf. O.N. vanlauss, No. vonlaus, 
adj., hopeless, etc., No. “vonlaus” 
also inter alia disheartened, dejected. 
“wan” is a L.Sc. form, “wanless” 
is given in E.D.D. with ref. only to 
Shetl. and Ork. sources. 

wanlukk [wanlok], sb., ill-luck, 
misfortune. O.N. (No., feel., Fser.) 
vanlukka, f., and L.Sc. wanluck, sb., id. 

wann, wan, preterite of winn, 
win, vb. 

wantriven, want’riven [wan"- 
tnvon, wan'tnvon], perf. part, and 
adj., ill-thriven, may be either O.N. 
*vanprifinn, No. vantriven, or L.Sc. 
wanth riven. 

wantru [wantru], sb., unbelief, 
mistrust. O.N. vantni, f., unbelief. 
Cf. mistru, sb. 

wantru [wantrn], vb., to disbelieve, 
mistrust; he wantrud him. Formed 
from the prec. word. Not found in 
O.N. as a verb. Cf. mistru, vb. 

wanwird [wanwird, -word] and 
wanwirt [wanwi'rt, -we‘rt, -wo'rt], sb., 
1) a thing of very little value, a 
trifle; he gat [‘got’] it for aw. wan- 
wird is noted down in Un.; else- 
where much more commonly wan- 
wirt. 2) a poor creature, an or- 
phan, a puir wanwirt (U.). — O.N. 
vanvirda, f., and vanvirdi, n., dis- 
dain, shame. L.Sc. wanworth, sb., 
slight value. In sense 1 the word is 
most prob. L.Sc., but mainly Norn in 
the form wanwird. Sense 2 is local. 

wanwirdi [(wanwerdi) wanwardi], 
adj., worthless. Derived from the 
prec. word and hardly very old. 

vanvordin [vaip/ordin, vaii'vor’- 
din], vanvurden [vanwdrdon], adj., 1) 
slightly deformed, mis-shapen; Fe.: 
vanvurden. 2) a) having a sickly 
appearance; b) sad-looking; c) ex- 
hausted, worn out; d) unwell. In 
all the senses given under 2 pecu- 
liar to U. in the form vanvordin. 
Sense d is peculiar to Un. Also 
vanvirdent [vaij'vardont, van-, vaq-]: 
U., sporadically, and vanvordind 
[varj'vor’dind]: Uw?., the latter form 
noted down in sense 2 c. — The 
first part is the particle van, in other 
words comm, wan, O.N. van-, de- 
noting lack, depreciation, etc. The 
second part vordin, vurden, must 
be an old *vur5inn, *vor<5inn, O.N. 
ordinn, perf. part., become, of “verda”, 
vb., to become. In Faer. vordin 
[vo3rm], perf. part., become, is also 
used as an adj. in sense of condi- 
tioned, of a certain form, kind or 
nature, esp. disparagingly: poor, 
mediocre; ilia vordin, ugly. Shetl. 
vordin (vurden) is preserved only 
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as the second part of compd. in a 
couple of adjectives: *langvordin, 
vanvordin. 

vapp [vap], vb. n., 1) to walk 
feebly and slowly, to jog along; 
“I ’ll geng awaa and v. to de kye 
(the cows)"\ to geng vappin. Fe. 
2) to swing the arms in walking; 
to geng vappin; Fe. occas. In sense 
2 elsewhere more comm, wapp [wap], 
to geng wappin; N.I., esp. U. and 
Y. — O.N. vappa, vb. n., to waddle. 
With vapp (wapp) 2 cf. No. vapla, 
vb., to move to and fro (to twist, 
wind), from “vappa”, vb., to twist, 
wind. — The fairly comm, “wap” 
[wap], vb., in sense of to throw, is 
L.Sc. There is poss. in vapp (wapp) 
2 a merging of O.N. vappa and 
L.Sc. wap. 

wapp, vb., to swing the arms; 
see vapp, vb. 2. 

var1 [var], sb., the edge of the 
lip of a fish; de v. o’ de lip. — 
O.N. “vpr (var-)”, and commonly 
“vprr (varr-)”, f., the lip. Shetl. var 
springs from the former. Cf. virr1, sb. 

var2 [var], sb., stillness of the 
tide, (the point of time for) the turn 
of the tide; also the first, feeble 
movement of the tide; de v. o’ de 
tide. Wests. (Sa., Ai.). — Must be 
associated with O.N. vsera, vserd, f., 
rest, tranquillity, V3er(r), adj., tran- 
quil. Shetl. var presupposes an 
orig. form *var with short a (in spite 
of the pronunc. with long a), while 
O.N. veer- (a form with i-mutation) 
presupposes a *v&r- with long a. 
O.N. *v&r- and veer- ought to have 
given *vor [*vor] and *ver [*ver] 
respectively in Shetl. From *var 
(with short a) are derived the name 
of the river *Vera, f., and that of 
the lake *Veri, m., mentioned several 
times in O. Rygh’s “Norske Qaard- 
navne” (S. Bugge). 

var3 [var], sb., a) eddy in the 
sea, e.g. caused by a whale or fish 

gamboling on the surface of the 
water; de v. o’ a piltek bulin 
(left by a playful, young coalfish); 
Fe.; I saw de v. o’ de hwal (gaun 
doon): Yn. whirl of foam from a 
receding breaker, de v. f(r)ae de 
sten (the rock) or f(r)ae de ba (the 
sunken rock): Fe. b) the edge of 
the tide, where the coalfish are most 
easily caught; de v. o’ de tide; 
Wests. In sense of the first, feeble 
movement of the tide (Wests.), var 
is no doubt to be classed with the 
prec. word, c) wake left by a fast- 
going boat, or streak of foam by a 
pull of the oar; in this sense also 
war [war]; de v. or war o’ de ayre 
(the oar). — Icel. var, n., the motion 
in the sea caused by the oars (B.H.). 
O.N. vprr (varr-), m., stroke of an 
oar; the distance a vessel advances 
by each stroke of the oars (Fr.), 
prop, no doubt of the whirling mo- 
tion in the water caused by the oars. 

var4 [var], war [war], sb., the first 
observation or perception of some- 
thing; de first v., w., o’ de grund, 
the first perception of the fishing- 
ground, at the setting of the line 
(Burra Isle: war). In U. is noted 
down a form vari [vari], perception, 
sensation, esp. of a fish touching 
the bait without taking it; “I had de 
vari o’ him” = o’ de fish (Uwg). 
de v. o’ de sea, commotion in the 
sea near land with calm sea farther 
out, foreboding bad weather. — Prop. 
a becoming aware of. To be classed 
with var, adj. 1. 

var1 [var], vb., 1) vb. n., to be 
careful, wary, attentive; he does no 
v., he is unwary. 2) vb. a., to be- 
ware of, be on one’s guard against; 
“yon [‘that’] lass is a ill (bad) ane; 
v. her!” 3) vb. a., to show one 
attention, to heed, to care about, 
mind; to v. a body (person). In this 
sense esp. negatively: do [‘do’] no 
v. him (her)! never v. him (her)! 
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don’t mind him (her)! have nothing 
to do with him (her)! With this no 
doubt is to be classed ill-vard [ih- 
viird'], badly cared for, neglected 
(Yh.), though vard in this case might 
also be referred to O.N. varfla, vb., 
to guard, watch, etc. 4) to have 
a suspicion of something; I vard 
[vard] dat (Nmn.). — A form vari 
[vari] is noted down in Yn. in sense 
of to move (approach) cautiously, 
to sneak, steal about; he varid 
aboot de hus. In the same place 
also, by anglicising, “ware” [wear] 
in the same sense; he keeped warin’ 
aboot de sheep. Edm. has an ex- 
tended form “vareez, to notice, to 
observe”. From Un. is reported varis, 
varish [van§], vb., in sense of to 
be doubtful, to hesitate. — O.N. 
vara, vb., to warn, varask, vb. refl., 
to take warning from. No. vara, 
vb., a) to warn, b) to heed, take 
care, v. seg, to be on one’s guard 
against, c) to notice; be aware; 
to suppose; expect. 

var2 [var], vb., in fishing, esp. 
with long-line: 1) to row the boat 
a short way on or back, to turn the 
boat a little to one side; v. a little! 
2) of a boat during fishing, esp. with 
long-line: to get out of its position, 
to drift a little to one side; sho 
[she = the boat]’s varin. Fo. Also 
vari [vari]: Fo. -— Cf. poss. No. vara, 
vb., in sense of to point or go in 
a certain direction. Eng. wear, vb. 

var3 [var], vb., to become; noted 
down only in pres. conj. in the ex- 
clamations used in wishing evil: 
a) ve [ve] v. dee! woe to you! 
shame upon you! (N.I., esp. Y. and 
Fe.), vi [vT, vi] v. dee! (U.): O.N. 
*v6 verdi p£r! and b) twiti [twiti] 
v. dee! fie upon you! shame upon 
you! O.N. *tvlt verdi pdr! In St. 
(Wests.) this exclamation is noted 
down with the form varg [varg]; 
twiti varg dee! — O.N. verda, vb.. 

to become, 3rd pers. sing., pres, 
conj.: verdi. That Shetl. var is a 
“verdi” more prob. than a “veri”, 
from O.N. vera, vb., to be (which, 
formally, it might equally well be), 
may be concluded from the form 
varg, in which g can only have 
been developed from an orig. d. A 
development d > (y » g is not un- 
common in Shetl. Norn; cf. e.g. the 
forms borg, borger [O.N. burdr] 
under fogbord and kavabord, sbs., 
and see Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), 
§ 29, the end. With Shetl. “twiti 
var(g) dee” cf. Fser. “tvl vordi [vo3n] 
taer”, and “tvi vorti [v&‘rti] taer”, in 
which both [vo3n] and undoubtedly 
[v&'rti] must mean become, and pre- 
suppose an older “verdi”. But No. 
“vore” and “vorre”, in “tvy vore 
(deg)”, Aa., and “tvy vorre deg” R. 
(Suppl.), are respectively from vera, vb. 
“verda” is prob. also contained in the 
exclamation welawirdi, in which 
wir(d) is to be classed with “wirn, 
vb., to become”, given in Edm. See 
these two words. 

var [var], adj., 1) aware, attentive; 
to be v. o’ ane or som’tin’, to notice, 
to pay attention to one or some- 
thing; de sea is v. o’ it, o’ him, 
the commotion in the sea indicates 
rough weather, of agitated sea in 
calm weather (Fe.), = Faer. sjog- 
vurin veit i (from “vita” vb., to 
know). 2) wary, cautious. Also 
war [war] and wari [wari], outside 
Fe. A form ver [ve3r], “vare”, with 
anglicised pronunc. of long a, but 
with retention of initial v (in Eng. 
w: aware), is noted down in Du. 
in sense of very particular, fasti- 
dious, esp. with regard to food. — 
O.N. varr, adj., a) aware of some- 
thing, informed about something, 
b) wary, cautious. 

vara [vara], vari [vari], sb., heed, 
attention, the taking heed of some- 
thing, in the expr. “to tak’ v.”, a) 
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to heed, pay attention to a warn- 
ing or reminder; I am [‘have’] warn! 
him (am telled him), but he will no 
tak’ v., / have warned him (told 
him), but he pays no attention; b) 
to beware, to take care; in this 
sense often with added pers. pron. 
in accus. after “tak”’: to tak’ ane- 
sell v.; he took him (himself) v.; 
tak’ dee v.! — No. vare, m., Da. 
vare, c., care, charge. Shetl. “tak’ 
vara” stands elliptically for a) tak’ 
i’ vara = No. taka i vare, Da. tage 
i vare, b) tak’ anesell [‘oneself’] i’ 
vara = Da. tage sig i vare. 

xarable [vg'rabal], adj., that ought 
to be shunned or avoided, that one 
must beware of; a v. person. Sa. — 
Deriv. of var1, vb., with mod. end- 
ing. 

fwarbak [warbak (warbak)], fwar- 
bek [warbok], sb., a species of larva, 
oestrus bovis, under the skin of an 
animal’s back, esp. that of a cow. 
More commonly in the form warbek. 
Yh. occas. [warbak]. — May repre- 
sent either an older *varmakk = 
No. veremakk, m., in which the last 
part is O.N. madkr, m., maggot, Faer. 
makkur, No. makk (the first part, No. 
vere, m., larva, in the skin of ani- 
mals, = Shetl. warbak), or be an 
alteration of obsolete Eng. warbot 
= warble. Even if a Norn origin 
of the Shetl. word can be accep- 
ted, the form must be due to infl. 
of Eng. warble. 

varel [varol] sb., eddy in the sea; 
de v. o’ de tide; de v. o’ de ayre 
[‘oar’]; every vill o’ de ayre (every 
stroke with the oar) mak’s a v. i’ de 
sea. wake left behind a boat at full 
speed; I could see de v. efter her 
[= the boat]. U". — 1-derivative of 
var3, sb. Cf. virr3 and virl, vir- 
rel, sbs. 

varg1 [varg (varg)], sb., 1) obstin- 
ate, unruly animal; an animal which 
is unwilling to be driven and goes 

astray, esp. of a calf, cow, lamb, 
sheep. Wests. (Sa., Fo.): [varg]. 2) 
a greedy person, one who avidly 
pursues a matter and tries to gain 
profit; a greedy v. Fo., M.Roe, 
Dew., Nm. Noted down in Nm. with 
the pronunc. [varg]; elsewhere comm.: 
[varg]. 3) a spiteful and incapable 
person. Sa., Wests, [varg]. 4) a large, 
long and ungraceful object, noted 
down in the expr. “a great v. o’ a 
tedder”. Duw. (Ireland): [varg]. — 
O.N. vargr, m., wolf. Fser. vargur, 
m., a wild, untamed sheep. 

varg2 [varg], sb., a good portion, 
a large or valuable gift, used only 
ironically of a trifling thing, a worth- 
less gift. “I’m gotten a v., dat ’s 
a v. sho ’s gotten”. Du., Conn. — 
Used in the same way as darg, 
sb., which word must be connected 
with No. dorg, m., mass; heap. 
varg may represent an orig. *dvarg, 
though dropping of initial d before 
v is unusual in Shetl. Differs from 
the prec. and the foil. word. 

varg3 [varg], sb., 1) uncleanliness; 
dirt; mire. 2) disorderly mixture, 
mess. In senses 1 and 2 are also 
noted down the forms varg [varg], 
verg [vaerg] and vorg [vorg], the 
last-named given by J. I. 3) badly 
performed work, a bungle; to mak’ a 
v. o’ a t’ing. In all the given senses 
noted down esp. in the northern 
and western parts of Shetland. 4) 
foolish talk, nonsense; to speak a 
lock [‘lot’] o’ v., a v. o’ dirt. Du. 
5) commotion in the sea, esp. with 
small, crested waves, breaking against 
each other; a v. i’ de sea. Un. — 
*varg. Cf. O.N. vergr, adj., soiled, 
dirty (F. J., Lex. poet.), O.Eng. warig, 
adj., Icel. vorgugr (B.H.), adj., id. 
With final k Sw. dial, vark, wark, 
m., pus, uncleanness, with which 
compare M.H.G. warch, dirt. 

varg1 [varg (varg)], vb., 1) vb. a., 
to soil, defile; du is vargin dy claes 
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[‘clothes’], varget [vargat] ower, 
smeared with dirt. In this sense 
are also noted down the forms verg 
[vaerg] and vorg [vorg], acc. to J.I. 
Edm. has: “verg, to soil, to defile”. 
2) vb. n., to perform dirty work, to 
work with something dirty; to v. i’ 
dirt or som’tin’ dirty; to v. wi’ dirt. 
3) vb. n. and vb. a., to perform a 
piece of work badly, to make a 
mess of something; to v. i’ some 
kind o’ wark; to v. a t’ing. Wests. 
— *varga, *verga, prop, to make 
dirty, to soil. Cf. Icel. verka, vb., 
to soil oneself, v. seg ut (B.H.). For 
the diff. forms with final g and k, 
see under the prec. word. 

varg2 [varg], vb. n.?, to pursue 
greedily, to persist avidly in trying 
to obtain something. Fo. To be 
classed with varg1, sb. 

*varg3 [varg], vb., to become, = 
var; now only in a single exclama- 
tion; see under var3, vb. 

war/-gadd [war"igad‘], sb., small 
cod; “a watery urek and a w.-g.” 
Wests. — The second part gadd is 
the same word as No. gjedd, m., 
small cod, O.N. gedda, f., a) the 
pike, b) small cod. The first part 
is derived from L.Sc. ware, waur, 
sb., seaweed. 

varis, var/s/i, see var1, vb. 
varl, varrel [var3l, varol], sb., 

tangle, disorder; tangled or dis- 
orderly stirred-up mass; hit [‘it’] is 
in a v. Sa., Wests. — *varl- or 
*va51-? The relation to No. vadla, 
vb., inter alia to dawdle, muddle, 
to babble, and No. varla, vb., a) to 
crumble, b) to stray about, to dawdle, 
is obscure. Cf. vevl, sb. 

varl [var3l], vb., in the expr. “to 
v. de land”, by witchcraft to take 
away the profit of a piece of land. 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — Abbr. form of an 
older *varlek, vb.? Cf. O.N. vard- 
lok(k)a, f., a kind of magic song. 

*?“ varlet”, sb.,“ warlock or wizard"-. 
Jam. (quoting Brand “Zetland” 1701); 
hence in Edm. and E.D.D. The same 
word as Eng. warlock, sb., but the 
initial v is O.N. See prec. 

varlin [varlin], var-//ne [varlain], 
sb., in boat-fishing: spare line, one 
end of which is fastened to the 
buoy, the other end being held by 
a man (in the boat) who keeps the 
buoy up in a strong tide by slight 
rowing (see a n d u, vb.). N.I. — *var(a)- 
lina, no doubt prop, securing line. 
With the first part var- cf. No. vara- 
in varanot, f., spare fishing-net, and 
varanagle, m., spare nail (securing 
nail), R. [lin] from *[lln], O.N. lina, f., 
line, by abbr. of vowel. Now comm, 
with the second part in Eng. form: 
line [lain]. 

varies, var-/ess [varlas, varies], 
adj., unaware, inattentive; careless. 
N.Sh. Un.: varies, -less and vara- 
less [va"rales’], partly in sense of 
awkward. — *varlauss. O.N. “tivarr” 
which is found in Shell, uvorous 
and uvart, adjs., with divergent 
senses. 

wa/7-winder, see *winder, sb. 
varnagl, varnagel [varnag3!, var - 

nag3!', var'nagal, varnagal], sb., 
wooden nail or pin stuck through 
the two upstanders (horns, klaks, 
nivis) crossing each other in a 
pack-saddle, klibber, and fastening 
them together. N.I.; noted down esp. 
in U. and Fe. Also pronounced: 
[varnak3!, varmak'al]: Fe. Un.: [var"- 
nak'al]. Fe. comm.: [var"nag'3l]. Now 
partly with addition of “pin”: v.-pin. 
Lunn. or Papa St.: [varnak3!]. Di- 
vergent forms are noted down on 
Wests, in partly different meanings: 
a) varnjigl,-njiggel [varipg3l‘, var- 
qig'9!]. and b) barnjigl, -njiggel [baring3!1, barqig al], a) wooden nail 
by which a line or rope is fastened, 
(l) a nail or pin stuck through the 
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swivel (de swill) of an animal’s, 
esp. a lamb’s, tether, •/) wooden bolt 
(snagg) as a door-fastening; noted 
down in Sa. in all three senses, c) 
bernjagl, -njaggel [baernjag’ol 
(-iiag‘31)], and d) bernjigl, -njiggel 
[bsernjig'al, -lyg'al] (W. Burr., Ai.), 
in the same sense as varnagl, e) 
bernjugl, -njuggel [bsernjog3!', 
-njog’ol (-i^og3!', -i^og'ol)], a) a nail 
or pin by which a rope is fastened 
in the hole of the lower corner of 
a sail (Fogrigarth, Aiw.), /?) short 
wooden pin used as a fish-hook, 
in former times (Onjefirth, Ai.; Fo.), 
y) a wooden pin, serving as a button 
in a leather jacket; the pin was 
fastened to a leather patch on the 
opposite side (Fo.). In the two last 
senses more comm, snivri, sb., 
q.v. From barnjigl (varnjigl) is 
formed a homonymous verb in sense 
of to bolt a door, to b. (v.) de door. 
Sa. — O.N. *varnagli, m., a nail 
by which something is secured or 
fastened. No. varnagle, m., a) linch- 
pin, b) nail to which the end of a 
sail is fastened. The forms-njigl 
(-njiggel) and -njugl (-njuggel) 
spring from a *nygla, f.; see “nail”, 
sb. 

varnjigl, see the prec. word. 
warp [wa‘rp], sb., a cast, throw; 

a w. o’ de ayre, a stroke of an 
oar, in rowing. In a special sense: 
a) a single throwing of seed, in 
sowing, b) that quantity of seed 
which is thrown out every single 
cast, c) a certain measure of breadth: 
“throw of seed’, as far as the seed 
is thrown across a piece of field 
in sowing-, de rig (the piece of field) 
will be twa or free warps. Conn. 
— O.N. varp, n., Eng. dial, (and 
L.Sc.) warp, sb., a casting, throwing. 

warp [wa'rp], vb., 1) to cast, 
throw. 2) to make a stroke with 
the oar, in rowing; do [‘do’] no w. 
yon wy [‘that way’], but keep stroke! 

Conn. 3) to cast or throw out seed, 
to sow. To this belongs “warpin- 
broni”, a barley-or oat-cake{hudn'i) 
as wages for sowing (Y.). — O.N. 
varpa, vb., Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) 
warp, vb., to cast, throw. 

fwarsn, warsen [wa'rsan], vb. 
n., to get worse. Conn. — Springs 
from O.N. versna, vb. n., to get 
worse, but is otherwise mainly a 
L.Sc. form of Eng. worsen, vb. 

wart [wa'rt], sb., watch-hill, look- 
out on a mountain top-, see *vord. 

var-fa’en [vartg3n], perf. part, and 
adj., of a fish: barely caught, with the 
hook only fixed in the edge of the 
lip-, de fish is very v.-ta’en. Occas. 
by abbr. only: var [var]. — From 
var1, sb., edge of the lip. 

vas [vas, vas], sb., 1) woollen 
string tied round a lamb’s neck, 
having a piece of leather with a 
scratched mark attached to it (instead 
of ear-mark). Duw. (Ireland); Conn. 
Comm, with short a: [vas]. 2) the 
top of the guts in a fish. Conn, 
[vas, vas]. — *vas. The root-mean- 
ing is no doubt bunch, something 
rolled up or tangled. Cf. O.N. 
vasask, vb., to be entangled, Fser. 
vasi, m., tangled cluster or lump, 
and see wasi, sb. 

vas [vas], vb., to tie a woollen 
string round a lamb's neck as a 
mark, to v. a lamb. Duw. (Ireland). 
From vas, sb. 

vasgord [vasgord (-gord), vasgord, 
vasgord, -g3‘rt], wasgord [wasga'rt], 
sb., 1) a wisp of straw stuck into 
the roof-opening (de lum) or in the 
window (de gligg) of the byre, to 
keep out rain or snow. Ai. [was- 
ga'rt]. 2) a length or circlet of 
plaited straw: a) straw sewn round 
the upper edge of a straw-basket 
(kessi), a circular plaiting round 
the mouth of a basket. Sa. [(vas- 
gord) vasgord]; b) straw collar placed 
round the neck of a draught-horse-, 
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c) straw ring placed round the hollow 
of “de knockin’-stane” (a hollowed 
stone in which the husks are 
knocked from the ears of barley 
with a smaller stone). Du. [vasga‘rt 
(-gard; vasgard, -ga‘rt)]. In Wh. is 
found a form vadsgordin [vad^- 
gordin] in sense 2. 3) in jest of 
false shirt-front. Conn, [vasgord 
(vasgord)]. 4) in a widened sense 
of a long rag dragged behind a 
person in walking; also in jest of 
a very long tether, a v. o’ a tedder. 
Ireland, Duw. [vssga'rt]. — *vas(a)- 
gariJr, m., or -gerdi, n. [gord, gord] 
can spring only from O.N. gardr, 
m., fence; see gord, sb. For the 
first part vas-, see wasi, sb., which 
in senses 1 and 2 assimilates to 
vasgord, and is a parallel form to 
vas. With vasgord cf. Da. dial, 
vasegjerde, n., a fence set up in 
the open field and not on a dike 
or ditch (Molbech), Sw. dial, vasa- 
gar(d)e, n., hurdle (Ri.). In senses 
2 and 4 a form fasgord, fasgert, 
which is partly another word, viz. 
O.N. fastgardr, is used in various 
places; see fasgerd (-gert), sb. As 
f and v occas. alternate in Shetl. 
Norn, when initial, and as the mean- 
ings of *“vas(a)gardr (-gerdi)” and 
“fastgardr” merge into each other, 
it is difficult to distinguish between 
these two words in Shetl. 

wasi [wasi], sb., 1) a wisp of straw. 
2) a length or circular band of plaited 
straw, esp. a) a collar of straw 
placed round the neck of a draught- 
horse, b) a ring of straw placed 
round the hollow of “de knockin’- 
stane”, in knocking the husks from 
the ears of barley (see under the 
prec. word). Also wazi [wazi]. — 
*vasi, m. No. vase, m., a) tangled 
cluster, knot, wisp, b) fascine, c) 
raised semicircle on which a wo- 
man's head-kerchief is tied, etc. 
Faer. vasi, m., bundle of something j 

tangled. Sw. and Da. vase, c., 
bundle of faggots (dam of faggots, 
Da.), in dials, also bundle of straw, 
etc., in Jut.: twisted straw band 
(Fejlberg). Eng. dial, wase, sb., wisp 
of hay or straw, wreath of straw, 
etc. “wizzie” [wizi], used in the 
same sense as wasi, is L.Sc. For 
wasi and vasgord in sense 2 the 
word bjog1, sb., is now commonly 
used in N.I. _ 

water [wator, watar], sb., in a 
special sense lake, = O.N. vatn; 
see further under *vatn, sb. “water” 
is also used like “sea”, O.N. sjdr, 
in sense of wave. 

water-calf [wl"t3rkaf', wat"9r-], 
sb., placenta in a cow. The word 
is found in E.D.D. but only with an 
example from Shetl. acc. to J. Sp. 
— Anglicising of an old *vatn(s)- 
kalfr. No. vatskalv, m., placenta, 
Sw. dial, vattkalv, m., id. 

wafer-dollek, -dudlek, see dol- 
lek, sb. 

wafer-droger [drogar], sb., 1) the 
last (and smallest) pig of a litter, 
— skotnin, sb. 2) the youngest 
member of a family, = fskur-de- 
bogi. — From drog1, vb., O.N. 
draga, vb., to drag; pull; carry. 
O.N. vatndragari and vatndragi, m., 
water-carrier. — In sense of the 
last pig of a litter is noted down 
in F.I. “watery beri [be3ri]” (syn. 
with “water-droger”), prop, water- 
carrier. 

water-soW [wa"tarsot',-sot' (-s5t'); 
wat"ar-], sb., dropsy in cattle and 
esp. sheep. — O.N. vatn(s)sott (vats- 
sott, vazsott), f., dropsy. No. vats- 
sott, f., esp. in the same sense as 
Shetl. “water-sott”. 

vatkeb [va'tkeb, va^keb], vatikeb 
[vait"ikeb', vatpkeb', vah'tikeb'], sb., 
piece of wood which is nailed to the 
gunwale of a boat, and over which the 
line is hauled up. U. vatkeb is 
reported from Un. — *vadkeipr, from 
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O.N. vaflr, m., fishing-line, and 
“keipr”, m., thole. Shell, keb, sb. 
The common Shell, word for vatkeb 
outside U. is “hailin’ [‘hauling’]- 
keb”. 

*watl, *wattel [wat®l, watal], sb., 
in former times: a kind of tax. The 
actual nature and origin of the tax 
became quite obscured in the eigh- 
teenth century, although it was still 
in force at that time, watl origin- 
ally denoted the farmers’ duty to 
entertain the Earl and his retinue 
during their journey round the coun- 
try, and later on the entertainment 
given to the under-bailiffs during 
their journey; at an early period it 
passed over to denote a certain tax 
replacing such entertainment. The 
most important of the details found 
in old sources about the word, and 
by the most notable authors, are 
given here. D. Balfour, in the Gloss- 
ary to his “Odal Rights and Feudal 
Wrongs”, gives the following with 
regard to the use and meaning of 
the word: “Wattel, Wattle, N. Vottr- 
tel: testes numerare: The ancient 
assessment for the salary of the 
Underfoud for summing up the evi- 
dence at the Vard-Thing, afterwards 
a perquisite of the Baillie, in addi- 
tion to the Balliatus”. In “Rental 
of Yetland” of 1628 the word is 
found in the expr. “night’s w., nights’ 
w.”, written “nyghtis wattill” (1 n. 
w., 4 n. w., etc.), which must mean 
nights lodgings (see G. Goudie, 
Ant. of Shetland, p. 181). “All land- 
holders, however, still pay the old 
scat that was rendered to the Kings 
of Norway; they pay a duty named 
Wattle, in commemoration of the 
prayers of a good sainted lady which 
the Shetlanders, in Popish times, 
purchased as an intercession for their 
manifold sins, and which Earl Ro- 
bert Stuart, a Protestant reformer, 
contrived to perpetuate, by inserting 

in his rental” (S. Hibbert, A Descrip- 
tion of the Shetland Islands, Iter II, 
Illustrations of the Feudal Tenures 
of Shetland, p. 134 in the abridged 
Lerwick edition of 1891). “Gif- 
ford, writing in 1733, explains its 
derivation as from the Danish words 
nuit laugh —- i.e. a night laying — 
arising from the circumstance of a 
certain saintly matron having at one 
time been sent over from Orkney by 
the Bishop, with the assurance that 
her lying but one night in each 
parish would be followed by abun- 
dance of corn and fishing, a small 
sum being paid to her yearly from 
each parish in recognition of these 
blessings” (G. Goudie, Ant. of Shetl., 
pp. 180—81). In a deed of con- 
veyance of 1412 (executed by King 
Eric of Pomerania) in Dipl. Norw. 
II, part 2, p. 466, concerning land 
in North Maven, Shetland, is men- 
tioned a wesel in: “skat, landskyld 
ok wesel”, and this coincides with 
that which is later on called watl in 
Shetl. Norn. (cf. G. Goudie, Ant., p. 
181, note). — O.N. veizla (veitsla), 
f., tribute, entertainment; feast, in 
a special sense of the entertainment 
which the authorities were entitled 
to demand from their subordinates 
on their journeys about the country 
or district (Fr.). watl represents 
*watsl from *wetsl. Dropping of 
s in the collocation tsl (zl) is regular 
in Shetl. Norn; see metl, mettel, 
vb., from O.N. meizla (meitsla), vb., 
and cf. dropping of s in the more 
common collocation ksl (xl), e.g. 
b j o kke 11, sb., from O.N. boexl (bceksl), 
n., jakkel1, sb., from O.N. jaxl 
(jaksl), m., akkel, jokkel, sbs., from 
O.N. 9x1, (pksl), f. 

*vatn [vat3n], sb., 1) water-, re- 
corded partly in the form van(d), 
partly in the genitive vats as the 
first part in the compds. vandlup) *vatsdudla, vatsfer, *vatsgar, sbs.; 
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see these words. In an old fairy 
verse from Fe. the word is found 
in the expr. “valne (for: *falne) 
vatne [valno va^no], valna vatna 
[valna vatna]”, fallen into the water, 
*fallinn i vatnit. Several times found 
in the place-name Vatsaros [vat"sa- 
ros-], which denotes partly a) stream, 
watercourse (fNhn., Fo.), in F. I.: 
Vatsteros [vat,,st0ros,]) de burn o’V., 
partly b) foot-path along waterside 
(Conn., Yh.): *vatns-rds; O.N. vatn- 
ras and vatsrds (vazras), f., water- 
course; Faer. r^s, No. raas, f., have, 
besides the meaning course (O.N. 
ras), also (like ros in Shetl. Vatsa- 
ros b) the meaning road, foot-path, 
esp. cattle-track, in Faer.: sheep- 
track. 2) lake. In this sense now 
only in place-names, commonly in 
compds., occas. as the second, occas. 
(and mostly) as the first part. Exx.: 
Engermorvatn [aerj"g3rm6r,vatan"] or 
Englamorvatn(Sandwick, Dun.);Sand- 
vatn [sandvat3n] (Br., Fo.): *sandvatn; 
de Vats o’ Evi (Grotin, Fe.): *efju- 
votn, pi., from O.N. efja, f., miry 
ground (Vats for *Vatns with the 
Eng. pi. -s). Vatshwi [Br.: vat^vi; 
Uc.: vatshwaei]: *vatns-kvi. Vatna- 
brekk [vat'^nabrsk’] (Br.): *vatna- 
brekka (O.N. vatna: gen. pi.); Vatna- 
bru [vat"nabnr] (W.): *vatna-bru. 
Vatnagert [vat"nage‘rf] (Us.), a farm 
between two lakes: *vatna-gardr. 
Vatnaskord [vat-naskord'] (Conn.): 
*vatna-skarc5. Milla Vatna [mi[a vatna] 
(Fe.): *millum vatna, “between the 
lakes'’. The word is found with w 
in e.g. Wathwi [watwi] (Harolds- 
wick, U".): *vatn-kvi, and Watli 
[watli], de Loch o’ W. (Um's.): *vatn- 
hlld. As the second part of compd. 
in Shetl. place-names (names of lakes) 
vatn is now commonly changed to 
Eng. “water” [Shetl. watar, watar], 
e.g. Bre [bre]-water (Nibon, Nmw.): 
*brei5a (vatn); Helga [helga]-water 
(Hillswick, Nmw.), a lake with healing 

water, an old place of pilgrimage: 
*helga vatn (heilagr, adj., holy)\ 
Hulma [holma]-water (St.), lake with 
holms: *h61ma-(vatn); Kor [korj-water 
(Nmw.): *k^r-vatn (O.N. kyr, f., cow); 
Sand [sand]-water (Wd., Ai.): *sand- 
(vatn). Scottish “loch” is also often 
used, e.g. de Loch o’ Girlsta [gersl- 
ste]. Ti.: “Geirhildar vatn”, in which 
Ravne-Floke’s daughter Geirhild was 
drowned (Girlsta: *Geirhildarsta5ir), 
mentioned in Landnama; de Loch 
o’ Tingwall or Tingwall Loch: *ping- 
valla-(vatn). See Shetl. Stedn., pp. 
162—63 (and p. 196). — O.N. vatn, 
n., a) water, b) lake. 

*vatsdudla [vats-dodda], sb., water- 
pail. Fo. In the same place also 
reported in the forms *vatsadudla 
[vat’sadod'la], *vatsdudlin [vats1- 
dod'lin], *vatsadudlin [vat^sadod-- 
lin], and now with anglicising of the 
first part and adding of the suffix 
-ek (Eng. -ack, -ick, -ock) to the 
second part: water-dudlek [dodlak]. 
— *vatns-dulla, -dylla. -dudlin con- 
tains the old def. art. in fossilized 
form [*dullan]. See further under 
dollek2, sb. 

vatsfer [vat§fe9r], sb., in the expr. 
“for a v.”, temporarily, (done) quickly 
and loosely; to do [‘do’] onyt’ing 
for a v., done for a v. Yn. Also 
vaitfer [(vaiHeV) vaibfeV]; du ’s 
putten it by for a v., you have put 
it aside for the meantime. Yn. — 
vatsfer and vaitfer may be an old 
*vatns-ferd and *vatn-fer6, f., a) a 
going for water, a fetching of water 
from the spring, b) a draught of 
water; cf. No. vatsferd, f., a draught 
of water (two full buckets). After 
becoming obs. in Shetl. the word 
has been preserved in jest in the 
expr. given above, and its orig. 
meaning has been lost, “for a vats- 
fer” then prop. = for the time occu- 
pied in fetching a draught of water, 
or the time such a draught lasts. 
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vaitfer is occas. by misunderstand- 
ing used as an adj.: loosely, badly 
done. Note, however, vitjfer, sb. 
(syn. with vat(s)fer), under which 
another explanation is attempted. 

*vatsgarl [vatsgar, vats'gar, -gar], 
*vatsgor [vatsgfir], sb., halo round 
the sun or moon, indicating rain. 
N. Sh. The form vats go r is reported 
byJ. I. Edm.: “vats-gaarin, a halo 
round the sun, perihelion, supposed 
to indicate bad weather, especially 
rain”. — *vatns-gar5r, m., halo in- 
dicating water (rain). O.N. gardr, 
m., yard, fence, vatn, n., water. 
See *uvedrevatsgar, sb. -in in 
gaarin is the suffixed def. art. in 
a fossilized form. 

vatsgar2 [vatsgar, vats’gar (vat§-)], 
sb., slush; moisture; close, drizz- 
ling rain; unpleasant rainy weather; 
in various places esp. of rain with 
mist or with cold or frost; thus in 
Y. (with mist: Y".; with frost: Yh.). 
“he is a v.” N.Sh. (esp. N.I.). Wests, 
occas. (Fo.). Also a) mire and mud 
on the ground after much rain, esp. 
b) water covering a layer of frozen 
snow, a v. on de grund, upo de 
eart’ (Yn.). By transference occas. 
used of thin and watery dough, too 
moist oat- or barley-cake; I made 
a v. o’ de broni or meal-bannock 
(Fe.). [vat§-] is a more rare pronunc. 
in Y. and Fe. for [vats-]. — *vatns- 
gor, *vatns-gar. The first part is 
O. N. vatn, n., water. The second 
part is gar, sb., mire, mud, q.v. 
*uvedrevatsgar, sb., is an inten- 
sified form of vatsgar. 

vatsgar/e [vats’gari, -ga’ri], adj., 
a) wet and slushy; drenched; “I am 
a’ [‘all’] v.” b) of weather or of a 
certain period of time with reference to 
weather: rainy, esp. cold and rainy; 
v. wadder, a v. day. N.Sh. Wests. 
(Fo.). The pronunc. [vats'ga'ri], with 
long a in the second part, is noted 
down in Fo. beside [vats’gari]. — 

Deriv., with recent ending, of vats- 
gar2, sb. 

*vatsgarin, see vatsgar1, sb. 
vattaband [va'f’aband-, vai"‘ta- 

band’ (vai"‘ta-)], sb., 1*) woollen 
band by which a pair of mittens 
are tied together. Un. 2) a) band, 
loop, in the side of a straw-basket, 
kessi or bodi (fish-basket), b) a 
band for fastening the mouth of a 
basket. U. Also vattiband [va't"i- 
band', vS^iband’, vai"‘ti-, vai"‘ti-] 
(U.), and vittiband [veit"iband,j 
(Fe.). From Yh. is reported vatti- 
band [vaTuband’] in sense of band 
tied round the box in which a fish- 
ing-line, esp. haddock-line, is kept. 
— Vattaband, n., umitten-band”, 
band by which two mittens are tied 
together, from O.N. vpttr (vatt-), f., 
mitten. The use of the word in 
sense 2 is no doubt due to the fact 
that such bands were used as loops 
in baskets or for fastening the mouth 
of a basket, etc. 

vav [vsv], sb., worsted tied round 
soft bait on a fish-hook. comm. — 
O.N. vaf, n., that in which a thing 
is wrapped up. 

vav [vav], vb., to tie worsted round 
soft bait on a fish-hook, to keep 
the bait fixed to the hook; to v. de 
bait, to v. on a bait, to v. de hook, 
comm. — O.N. vefja (vaf-), vb., to 
wrap, enfold. The Shetl. form vav 
is apparently a form without i-mu- 
tation, but may have arisen through 
infl. of vav, sb., q.v. 

waver [wavor], vb. n., 1) to shake, 
from weakness or cold. 2) to move 
with a slow and unsteady gait; to 
come op waverin [wa"vann’]. Du. 
— O.N. vafra, vb., to hover about; 
to roam; No. vavra, vb., also a) to 
shake, tremble, b) to wander aim- 
lessly about, Icel. vafra, vb., to walk 
very slowly, to totter along (B.H.). 
Eng. waver, vb., coincides in sense 
partly with the Shetl. word, but the 
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pronunc. of the latter with a [a], and 
the special shades in meaning, which 
assimilate to No. vavra and Icel. 
vafra, more prob. point to an origin 
from O.N. vafra. Initial w is due 
to Eng. (L.Sc.) influence. 

vavin [vavin], adj., entirely power- 
less and benumbed with cold, esp. 
of the hands; my hands is v. Nmw. 
More intensive than valin, adj. — 
Obscure form. No doubt to be classed 
with vavlet, adj. 

vavl, vavel [vaval], sb., tangle, 
confusion; tangled mass; hit [‘it’] 
is a’ [‘all’] in a v. Fo. — Prob. a 
deriv. of vaf-; O.N. vafi, m., tangle, 
confusion. See vevl, sb. 

vavl1, vavel [vav3l, vaval], vb., 
to cause to tangle; vaveld [vavald], 
in confusion, tangled. Fo. Also 
wafl [waf3l], e.g. in Conn., S.Sh. 
wafeld [wafald] corn, corn in the 
field, bent down, broken and en- 
tangled by the wind from various 
quarters. Fe. — Acc. to the vowel- 
sound most prob. a *vafla, from vaf-, 
O.N. vafi, m., No. vave, m., entangle- 
ment, confusion. Otherwise No. 
veivla [*veifla], vb., to entangle, prop. 
to wind, wrap up, might also be 
suggested. See vevl, sb., and vev- 
let, adj., = vavlet. 

vavl2, vavel [vav3l, vaval] and 
wavl, wavel [wav3l, wav3l, -al], vb. n., 
a) to be in unsteady motion, to flutter 
to and fro in the wind; b) to reel, 
totter, wriggle; to geng wavl in 
[wavlin] wi’ de feet, to walk with 
a wobbling gait (N.Roe, Nm".). 
Barclay: waavl. Edm.: “vavvl, to 
flutter, to waver”. Also wafl [waf3l, 
-al], to geng waflin [waflm].— O.N. 
vafla, vb., to walk with a tottering 
gait. L.Sc. wavel, vb., to be in 
motion to and fro. — wafl assi- 
milates in form and meaning to Eng. 
dial, (and L.Sc.) waffle, vb. 

vavlet [(vavlat) vnvlat], adj., lack- 
ing handiness and firmness in one's 

grasp, [vavlat] and occas. [vava'lt]: 
Wests, “he is very v. aboot it”. 
Also wavlet [wavlat], vavlous [vavl- 
6s (-las), va’^valos1 (-las1)], and by 
misunderstanding of the ending “ous” 
with preceding 1: vav-less [vavlas, 
vavles (va"valas‘, -les’)]- The word 
is reported from Nmn. (N.Roe) in 
all the given forms. From Conn.: 
vavlous, vav-less [vavlas] and vaevl- 
ous, vsev-less [vaevlas]; from Du.: 
vavlous, vav-less [vavlas, va’walas-]. 
With inserted j following initial v: 
vjavlous (vjavalous), vjav-less 
(vjava-); noted down in N.Roe [vja"- 
valos", vja"valos\ -las’], and in Yb. 
[vj6"valas-, -les-]. — *vafl6ttr. Cf. 
partly No. vavla, vb., a) to lisp, 
babble (prop, to wrap up, from the 
stem “vaf”), b) to talk falteringly 
and vaguely (R.), thus prop, of feeble 
movements of the mouth, partly 
Shetl. vevlet, adj. (syn. with vavlet), 
and No. vevla, vb., mentioned there- 
under. [vffivlas] is more prob. to be 
classed with vevlet than with vavlet. 

wail [wail], sb., choice, selection. 
Barclay: wile. See the foil. word. 

wail [wail], vb., to choose, select. 
Barclay: wile. More commonly “wale 
(wail) [wel, we3l]”, which is a L.Sc. 
form. — O.N. velja, vb., to choose, 
select. The form [wail] in Shetl. 
may have arisen from [*wa[], which 
again has been developed from [*we|, 
*wael], but agrees with the L.Sc. 
variant, ‘wyle’ for ‘wale’. See 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 17, 
and cf. vaind, vb. -— The substan- 
tive wail is not developed directly 
from O.N. val, n., choice, selection, 
but is a verbal form wail. 

vaind [vaind, vaqd], vb. a., to turn, 
in the expr. “v. anesell”, to turn 
oneself; he vainded him, he turned 
himself; I will v. me dat wy [‘way’], 
I will go (prop, turn myself) that 
way. U., Yn. As a sea-term in fisher- 
men’s lang. is noted down: v. dee! 
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a) turn round! (Da. vend dig!); move 
a little to one side! make room 
(in the boat)! In the same sense: 
vi-vaind [vivaind-, vivai^d-] dee! 
b) as a shout to a fish which has 
slipped off the hook: turn round! 
come back! U. vi-vaind is noted 
down in Uwg. beside vaind. In 
sense b, “v. dee” is reported esp. 
from Um0. (cf. “klinger dee”: Un.). 
— vaind is regularly developed 
from an older *vend through soften- 
ing of n [*vaeiid > vaijd]. O.N. venda, 
vb. a., to turn, v. s6r, to turn one- 
self. “vi-vaind dee” is an old 
“vid vend pdr!” from O.N. venda 
s6r vi3, to turn round. In a manner 
somewhat diverging from vaind is 
used a form vender [vsendor], vb. n., 
to turn, of the tide; see vender, sb. 
and vb. 

vair [vair], sb., excellent person, 
animal, or thing; a clever, energetic 
person, physically well developed. 
With added def. art. “de v”, the 
best, the most prominent of a kind 
within a certain circle; he (sho) 
was de v. o’ de isle, he (she) was 
the best, the cleverest and physi- 
cally finest in the isle (Fe.); he 
was de v. o’ it, he was the fore- 
most. The word is also Ork. “Vire, 
a great beauty, 0.” (Edm.). — Poss. 
to be compared with Da. dial. (Jut.) 
vedder, “w68r”, adj., active, lively, 
brisk (Fejlberg), vidder, vedder, ac- 
tive, prudent (Molbech), Sw. dial, 
vidras, vb. refl., to be revived, to 
recover. 

fvair [vair], vb., noted down in 
an expr. belonging to boat-fisher- 
men’s tabu-lang. at sea: v. dehon- 
ger, to turn the pot over the fire, 
to move fish (meat) and potatoes 
from one side to another in a pot 
when boiling. Yn. Boat-fishermen 
usually brought cooking utensils 
with them when going out on deep- 
sea fishing. — The form vair has 

most prob. arisen from an older 
*vir [*vlr], prop, (h)virre? (Da.), 
to whirl, twirl. The word is hardly 
Eng. veer, vb. n. Eng. ee would 
not easily have developed into ai 
in Shetl. 

valdrop [valdrop], sb., downpour 
of rain. Fe.? Acc. to W. Brown. 
—^ To be classed (like the syn. vel- 
dersi) with well, sb., rain, ppp. 
well (spring). Prop, no doubt “valdr 
op” with root-meaning a welling up. 

wallend [walond, walont], sb., 
oesophagus, gullet. Also wellin, 
willin [wolin] and wollend [wo- 
lond], wollen [wolon]. Conn, in all 
the given forms. — O.N. v61endi, 
n., id. 

varg, see varg3, sb., and varg1, 
vb. 

ve [ve], inter]., woe, exclamation 
by which one invokes evil upon a 
person; esp. in the expr. ve var 
[var], woe betide, specifying the person 
in question; ve var dee! woe to 
you! ve var de “vaiger” [vegar]! 
a plague upon the tramp! N.I. — 
O.N. vei, inter]., woe; vei verdi (p6r, 
yflr)! woe to (you)! — Now also 
“we [we] wort’ ” in Shetl. after Eng. 
“woe worth”. We wort’ dy body 
[bodi] never! For var see var3 

(varg), vb., and the exclamation 
“twiti var (varg) dee” under twit, 
twiti, inter]. 

veda [veda], sb., wet, water, handed 
down in boat-fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
at sea in sense of a) water in gene- 
ral; to put v. ower de redskab (the 
fishing-line). U". b) bilge-water in 
a boat; swit de v. ut o’ de far! 
bale the bilge-water out of the boat! 
Un>w. In the same place also in 
the forms vjeda [vje8da] and vega 
[vega], the latter noted down in Uwg. 
To this prob. also belongs vedek 
[vedok], water and matter exuding 
from the eyes-, de vedek ut o’ de 
een. U. Of another vedek, see be- 
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low. — O.N. vseta, f., wet, moisture. 
Cf. urek2, sb. 

vedek1, see the prec. word. 
vedek2 [vedak, ve3d9k (vedak, 

vedak)], sb., 1) a ditch for draining 
off water; not common in this sense. 
N.: vjedek [vjedak]. A form vjedi 
[vjedi] is reported by J. Sp. (Uwg. or 
N.); de v. o’ de byre. 2) small 
brook; rill of running water; fairly 
common. 3) a narrow stream of 
exuding fluid. In sense of flood 
of tears, and exuding matter, the 
word merges with vedek (mentioned 
under veda, sb.). 4) stripe in gene- 
ral; stripe of dirt, “vedeks doon 
ower de face” (Un.: ve3dak); vein, 
stripe, in the ground, in a rocky 
wall, esp. along the coast, a v. i’ 
de banks (U.?). 5) in knitting: wrong 
row, too loose row of stitches; to 
mak’ a v. (N.Roe, Nmn.). 6) more 
rarely: dunghill. (N.: vedak). — 
A fairly common parallel form to 
vedek is vjedek [vjedak (vje3dak)]. 
In Y. are noted down the forms vi- 
dek [vldak] (Yn.), vjedek, vetek 
or vettek [vaetak], and vadek [vadak] 
beside vedek [vedak (ve3dak)]. N. 
Roe: vedek [vedak] and vjedek 
[vjedak]. N. occas.: vjedek [vjedak]. 
— O.N. veit (veita), f., a ditch for 
draining off water. The transition 
to the meaning stripe in Shetl. is 
no doubt due to infl. of L.Sc. (and 
Shetl.) strip, sb., partly stripe, partly 
small brook. 

vedos [vedos], sb., mill-sluice by 
which the water is led from the 
mill. Esh., Nmw. — Prop, no doubt 
the same word as the preceding. 
But as Shetl. (Du.) va, sb., is used 
in a somewhat similar sense to vedos 
(see va, sb. 3), there is a possibility of a 
deriv. “vadous”, from O.N. “va<5”, with 
a later anglicising of a to e in Shetl. 

fweel-willet [wil'-wihat, -wahat] 
and fweel-willied [wil‘-wil*ed, 
-waked], adj., obliging, = O.N. vel- 

viljadr and Eng. dial. weel-will(i)ed. 
L.Sc. “weill-willie, -willit” (Jam.), 
generous, open-handed. Cf. fill- 
willet, adj. 

veg [veg], sb., crooked piece of 
wood. Nmn. (N.Roe). — As [e] in 
Shetl. Norn words in several cases 
is developed from [i], and as orig. 
3 not rarely has changed to g through 
a middle form 7, [veg] may repre- 
sent [*vlg] from [*viy, *vly], from 
orig. *vi3. The word in that case 
is O.N. vi3, f., bent or twisted twig, 
used for a band. No. vid (vidja), f. 
[e] from [I] agrees well with 1 in 
O.N. viair, m., willow, but the mean- 
ing of veg agrees better with “via”. 
Orig. short i has then (as freq.) been 
lengthened in Shetl. 

veg, see vig, vik, vb. 
weg1 [weg], vb., to swing the body 

or limbs to and fro in walking; 
to geng we gin back and fore. Wests. 
(Fo. or Papa). — No. veiga, vb., to 
swing the body or limbs (R.). veg 
[veg], vb., to roam, which is L.Sc. 
vaig, vb., differs from weg. 

weg2 [weg], vb., to fall into a 
swoon, to faint, to w. awaa. Sa., 
Wests. — Is prob. formed from an 
adj., *weg = *veg, weak, O.N. veikr. 
Cf. wek, adj. 

vegelu, see viggelu, adj. 
veggel, see the foil. word, 
veggwol [vegwol], sb., wooden 

post stuck into the by re-wall, post 
to which the cow is tethered in the 
stall. Now much more comm, in 
the assimilated form veggel [vegal]. 
— *veggvplr, wall-post, from O.N. 
veggr, m., wall, and O.N. vqlr, m., 
a round stick. 

vegl, vigl [veg3l, vegal], sb., dir- 
tiness; untidy, dirty mass; hit [‘it’] 
is a’ [‘all’] in a v. Nmn. To be 
classed with the foil. word. 

vegl, vigl [veg3l, vegal], vb., to 
soil, dirty. Pres, part.: [veglin]. 
vegeld, viggeld [vegald], perf. part. 
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and adj., soiled, dirty. Nm". — Pa- 
rallel form to vagi, vb., with which 
it coincides in sense 2. As vagi 
has prob. arisen from “valka”, by 
metathesis of 1 and k, vegl, vigl 
in a similar way seem to have ari- 
sen from “velkja”, an i-mutated form 
found in O.N. and Mod. feel, beside 
valka and (Icel.) v&lka, volka. feel, 
velkja, vb., a) to toss about, = O.N. 
velkja, b) to soil. 

wek [wek, we3k], adj., weak; w. 
and wanfordi, nedder w. or w. 
(Conn.). — Combination of O.N. 
veikr, adj., and Eng. weak, adj. 

fwel, wale [wel, we3l], vb., to 
choose, select, [wel, we3l] are no 
doubt more prob. the L.Sc. form 
“wale” than O.N. velja, vb., to choose, 
select. On the other hand wail 
[wail], vb., to choose, select, can 
be derived from O.N. “velja” through 
the middle forms [*wse]] > [*wa]]; 
see under wail, vb. 

welawirdi [wel‘awor"di], interj., 
exclamation of joy: thank God, etc.; 
ja, w.! Also with added a or 
welawirdia, -& [wel'awor’dia, -war- 
"di&]. Fo. — Prop, two or three 
words: wel wirdi or “wel wird 
dee!” may all be well with you! 
good luck to you! corresponding to 
the Fser. greeting: vsel verdi (veri)! 
vael verdi (veri) taer! wirdi or wird, 
pres, conj., 3. pers. sing., become, 
O.N. “verdi” from “verda”, vb., to 
become. See *wirn, vb. a between 
wel and wirdi, as well as final a 
(&) in the parallel form, is a filling 
out. w in wel is due to infl. of 
Eng. well, L.Sc. weel, adv. w in 
wirdi may be due to assimilating 
infl. of wel, and also partly to infl. 
of (older) Eng. worth, vb., to be- 
come, Shetl. wort’ in “we wort’ ” — 
Eng. (archaic) woe worth. 

veldersi [vael-darsi-], sb., heavy 
shower of sleet. Fo. See under 
veil, sb. 

velgert [vaelga'rt], sb., long rag, 
a piece torn off the lower part of 
a petticoat or a pair of trousers, 
trailing after one in walking; to 
geng trailin’ a v. behint ane. Sa., 
Wests. -— Prob. a metaphor, used 
in joking exaggeration, like fasgert, 
similarly used. Might it be No. felle- 
gard, m., a fence of felled trees? 
Initial f and v occas. alternate in 
Shetl. Norn words (note, e.g. fasgerd 
and vasgord). Cf. fasgerd, sb. 3. 

veil [vel], sb., rain of moderate 
force and density; he is a v. Ym. 
A form vild [vild, veld, vi]d (vei[d), 
vaild (va]d)] is noted down a) in 
Nmn. (N.Roe) [vild, veld, vaild (va[d)], 
b) Un. [vi]d] and c) Yh. [veild] in 
sense of torrents of rain, a heavy 
shower of somewhat long duration, 
a v. o’ rain; he is cornin’ (gaun to 
be) a v. (o’ rain); in Yh. esp. in 
the compd. overvild [ovarvei[d’], 
a o. o’ rain, torrents of rain. With 
the derivative ending -si, “-cy”, is 
noted down in Fo. veldersi [vael"- 
darsr] in sense of heavy shower of 
sleet. To be classed with veil 
(veldr, velder) is prob. also val- 
drop [valdrop], sb., downpour of 
rain (Fe.?), prop, two words: valdr 
op? a welling up? — Veil, n., or 
(O.N.) vella, f., prop, a welling up. 
To be classed with O.N. vella, vb., 
a) to well up, b) to bubble, boil. 
O.N. vella, f., is recorded in sense 
of a bubbling, boiling. With Shetl. 
veil (vild) cf. a) No. veil, n., a 
spring, fountain, in Lister in the 
form “vill” (R.) with a similar vowel- 
sound as in Shetl. vild, b) Da. 
vaeld, kildevseld, n., a spring, foun- 
tain, c) Sw. dial, vala, vb., to flow 
rapidly, also to rain heavily (Ri. 
under “walla”, vb.), Da. dial. (See- 
land) valle, vb., to pour down, of 
rain (Molbech). 

veil [vae[], vb., to babble, to talk 
nonsense. Nm. — No. vella, vb., 
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a) to well up; to seethe, bubble, 
= O.N. vella, b) to chatter, to talk 
incessantly. 

vellin1 (villin) [velin, velmj, sb., 
a kind of thin pottage, esp. boiled 
water with oatmeal, given to a pig; 
v. for de grice. N.I. — O.N. vellingr, 
m., pottage, No. veiling and villing. 

*vellin2 [velin, vejen, vejin], sb., 
flat, low-lying piece of ground; as 
a common noun recorded only in 
pi.: *vellins. Un. The word is freq. 
found as a place-name, mostly in 
pi. with preceding def. art. “de”, and 
with further defining of the locality 
by means of the prep, o’ [‘of’], so 
that the meaning of the word is still 
understood, and that it may be said 
to border on a common noun. Exx.: 
de Vellins o’ Ballista [ba["ista', -ste-] 
(Baltasound, U.), de Vellins o’ Spul 
[spul] (Haroldswick, Un.), de Vellins 
[velens] o’ Ed [ed] (Fe.), de Vellins 
[velens] o’ 0r [or] (Eshaness, Nmw.), 
de Vellins (Yn.). In sing, form: de 
Vellin [ve]en] o’ Frakkaseter [frak"- 
astor] (Fe.). de Vellen (Villen) or 
Vallen [vojon, va[3n, vailon] (Firth 
Ness, De.). de Veil [ve]] (Strand, Fe.). 
Velli [v£]i] (Buster, Yh.): *h velli, on 
the plain, de Velleks or Valleks 
[vajoks], pi. (Hamnavoe, Ys.). In a 
more corrupted form: de Veldjes or 
Valdjes [vajd^as], pi. (Husabister, N.). 
As the second part, e.g. in the names: 
de Lekvellins [lekv£[*ens] (Fogrifel, 
Ai.), old playground, ball-game play- 
ground: *leikvellirnir (O.N. leikvpllr, 
m., playground), de Snattwoll [snat- 
wal, -wol], deS.-rig(W.): prob. *knatt- 
vpllr, ball-game playground (O.N. 
knpttr, m., ball)-, cf. N.G., Introd. 
p. 61. de Stenavellen [sten-av£]-9n] 
(Conn.), a piece of ground with a 
large, earthfast stone: *steinvQllrinn. 
For Tegenavall [te'ganava]'] (Ym.), 
and “deTegnivaldjes” [tfig'nival'd^as] 
(Kirkabister, N.) see *teg, sb. As the 
first part of compd. is found “vail-, 

wall-, (gen.) valler-” in place-names 
such as: deVallhamars [va["ha,mars] 
(Norwich, Un.): *vall-hamrar; de Wall- 
stols [walstols] o’ Refirt’ (Ym.): *vall- 
stpdlar; see *st0del, *st0l1, sbs. 
Vallernes [val"9rn£s-] (Nibon, Nmw.). 
See Sh. Stedn., p. 168. — O.N. vpllr 
(vail-; gen. vallar; pi. vellir), m., a 
field. The Shetl. form vellins is 
a contraction of the O. Northern pi. 
form with added def. art., “vellirnir”, 
with later adding of the Eng. pi. 
sign -s. vellin, vellen, is def. 
accus.: O.N. vpllinn; but the vowel 
e is due to infl. of forms such as 
vellins, pi., and *velli, dat. sing, 
(see above Velli). Veil (Fe.) is prob. 
an orig. *“a velli” like Velli (Y.). 
In a single form can be traced the 
intrusion of the suffix -ek (Eng., 
Sc.: -ack, -ick, -ock). 

wellin, willin [wolm], sb., oeso- 
phagus. Conn. Also wallend [wa- 
l9nd, wal9nt], and wollend [wolond], 
wollen [wolon]: Conn. — O.N. v6- 
lendi, n., oesophagus. 

welsi (wilsi) [wae‘l§i, w9‘l§i], sb., 
large, cylindrical figure; partly used 
adjectivally: a w. boy, a big, stout 
boy. Du. [wse‘l^i]. Mostly of a 
half-grown coalfish of medium size 
or one somewhat over that size, from 
two to four years old; a welsi or 
“a w.-piltek” (piltek: young coal- 
fish). Du., Wh., Sk., Ai. occas. 
Comm, with the pronunc. [wse'l^i]. 
From Wh. is also reported the pro- 
nunc. [w9‘l$i], more correctly written 
wilsi. — Prop, cylindrical figure. 
O.N. vplsi, m., cylinder, roller. No. 
vols, m., a) cylindrical bundle, b) 
thick, longish muscle, c) stout figure 
(R.), in the senses b and c noted 
in the form “vouse, vousi”, from 
W. Tel.; volsen, adj., round and 
thick-set. Cf. veltrin, sb. 

*velta [v£‘lta, vae‘lta (v£'‘lta, v£‘|ta)], 
sb., strip of field prepared with a 
spade or ploughed; preserved only 
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a) as a common noun in the compd. 
attavelta, attivelt, sb., q.v., b) fair- 
ly frequent in place-names, esp. as 
the second part of compd. a) velta, 
/?)velti [ve‘lti, vse'lti (ve'lti)], y) velt [ve‘lt, vae'lt (ve'Jt)], d) more rarely 
veltek [ve'ltok, vae‘lt9k] with the 
suffix -ek (Eng., Sc.: -ack, -ick, -ock). 
Owing to the freq. occurrence of 
the word in names of small pieces 
of field (often with prefixed def. art. 
“de”) its meaning is still partly 
understood so that in several places 
it borders on a common noun. Exx.: 
Qrindavelta [gnn"dave‘lta] (Kwarf6): 
*grindar-velta; see grind, sb. de 
Hamravelta and (in pi.) -veltis [-ve'Jtis] 
(Ed, Fe.): *hamra-velta (-veltur, pi.). 
Kruksvelta [krukswaB^hta] (Lund,Uwg.): 
*kroksvelta. Longavelta [lSr|"avae<l,ta] 
(Sandwick, Du".): *langa velta. de 
Buvelti [bu’vaei’ti] (Stenhus, Esha- 
ness, Nmw.): *bii-velta. de Sandvelti 
[sand'vae'l’ti (Fo.): *sand-velta. de 
Skellavelti [skel"av£Tti] (Sullom, 
Nms.): ?*skjaldarvelta. de Vavelt 
[vave'lt] (Fo.): *vadvelta. de Hwivelts 
[hwive‘lts], pi. (Ym.): *kviveltur; see 
kwi, sb. de Limveltek [linvvseTtak] 
(Sandwick, Du11.) and Lemveltek [lem- 
vae'Hak] (Bakka, De.): *lim-velta. de 
Veltins [vs'ltins] (Raga, Yh.), def. pi.: 
*velturnar. In “Velta kodne kwida” 
[vae'lta kadns (kSdna) kwlda] (Lera- 
bakk, Fo.), and “Velta mata” [ve'Jta 
mata] (Fladabister, Conn.), a trans- 
position of the words has taken place: 
*hvltakorn-velta (hvitakorn, wheat), 
and *mat-velta (“matr” here: corn). 
More rarely with w for v, such as 
“de Diswelts” [dlswae'lts] (Channer- 
wick, Du.). Occas. in the form vailta; 
thus in Fe. in the names “Hamra- 
vailta” [hanvravaiTta] = Hamra- 
velta (see above), and “Hjogravailta” 
[hjo"gravai‘Ha, hjog“ra-], the latter 
as the name of a farm. See Shetl. 
Stedn. pp. 163—164. As the second 
part in the common noun attivelt, 

as well as in many place-names, 
velt easily merges with Eng. field, 
sb., through middle forms such as 
*veld, *felt, *feld. — *velta. No. 
velta, f., turned-over soil, ploughed 
strip of land, Faer. velta, f., piece 
of ground dug over with a spade. 
Sw. dial, vailta, vb., to plough, Faer. 
velta, to dig with a spade. 

velter [vae'ltar, vae'‘lt3r, vaei‘lter, 
veHtar, ve^ltar], sb., 1) overturned 
position, esp. in the expr. “to fa’ 
i’ v.”, to fall, lying in a position 
which makes it difficult to rise, 
esp. of cattle; fa’en i’ v.; Y. and 
Fe. [vs^ltar, vae^ltar, vaei'ltar, vector]. 
2) cramp in horses, — sand velta, 
sandvelter. Un.: vilter [veiitar 
(vei‘lt9r)], and partly vjilter [vje’ltar]. 
The sick animals roll themselves on 
the ground; see further under sanri- 
ve Ita, sb. 3) a tumbling along; 
a waddling and stumbling gait; a 
laborious gait, as through mud and 
marshy ground; he ’s had a v. de 
night [‘to-night’]. Un. [vae‘lt9r].4) mire, 
mud, morass. U. [vae‘lt9r, ve'ltar, 
vae‘‘lt9r]. vilter [vei]t9r]: Un. occas. 
— No. velt, m., and velta, f., over- 
turned position, etc. In sense 3 
velter, sb., has been developed 
through infl. partly of sense 2, partly 
of the verb velter, q.v. The final 
-(e)r is no doubt due to infl. of the 
verb, which again has been infl. by 
Eng. and L.Sc. welter, vb. With 
velter 1 (fa’en i’ v.) cf. ovelter 
(uvelter), adj. and adv. 

velter [vee'ltor (ve^ltor, vae'‘lt9r)], 
vb., to trudge laboriously through 
mire and mud; to geng velter in 
[vae‘l"t9rm- (ve'T'tgrin', vaei‘l”t9rin’)]. 
Un. — O.N. velta, vb. n., to roll, 
tumble over. No. velta, vb., also 
inter alia to stumble, to walk un- 
steadily, valtra, vb., id. (Aa.). Sw. 
valtra, vb. a., to overturn, Eng. 
welter, vb. n., L.Sc. welter, vb. a., 
to roll, overturn (Jam.). Though 
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forms with final r in the stem are 
found both in No. and Sw., the form 
ending in -er in Shetl. is prob. due 
to infl. of Eng. and L.Sc. welter. On 
the other hand, initial v springs from 
O.N. velta. Shetl. “waiter” [wa‘lt3r], 
vb., to stumble, to walk unsteadily, 
is more prob. Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) 
waiter, vb., in a similar sense, than 
No. valtra, vb. 

velterin [vae'Marin-], sb., = velter, 
sb. 2; he ’s had a v. Un. Cf. No. 
valtring, f., stumbling gait (Aa.). 
Shetl. velterin is, however, most 
prob. a pres. part, form of velter, vb. 

veltrin [vaeit3rin, vaeTiarin’, vei"- 
tarin-], sb., a half-grown cod. Us. — 
No. valtre (voltr), m., cylindrical 
object, -in in veltrin may be either 
the def. art. masc., O.N. -inn, or the 
derivative ending -ingr. 

vemba, vimba [vemba, vemba, 
vamba], sb., the stomach of a ling. 
Um0. — *vemba, f., i-mutated deri- 
vative of the stem vamb- in O.N. 
vpmb, f., stomach. 

ven [ve9n], adj., fine, bright and 
calm, of weather, esp. in the evening; 
he is very v. de night [‘to-night’]; a 
v. night, an evening with bright 
sky and perfectly calm weather. 
Fe. — O.N. vaenn, adj., a) hopeful, 
promising, b) suitable for, c) good- 
looking, beautiful. 

wena6/e [we3,nabal], adj., fairly 
good, not bad, noted down esp. of 
weather: w. wadder, fairly good 
weather. Nms. (Sullom). — A word 
with modern ending, prob. an older 
*wenli, *venli [*wenli, *venli], from 
O.N. vaenligr, adj., a) hopeful, pro- 
mising, b) apparently suitable, c) 
good-looking, = vaenn, adj. Deriv. 
of the prec. word and used in a 
similar way, but with weakened 
meaning. With the form wen able for 
*wenli may be compared ondable, 
oindable, parallel form to ondali,adj. 

vender [(vendor) vaendor], sb., a 
turning, esp. turning of the tide, 

now comm.: the first, feeble move- 
ment of the tide after turning, de 
v. o’ de tide. Wests. (Papa St.). — 
*vend-. To be classed with v e n d e r, vb. 

vender [vendor, vaendor], vb., 1) 
vb. a., to turn in a certain direc- 
tion, esp. in fishermen’s lang. in the 
expr. “v. de boat”, to turn the boat, 
in a special sense: to turn or row 
the boat against the course of the 
sun (acc. to J. I.). N. I.? rare or obs. 
in this sense. 2) vb. n., of tide: 
to turn; to begin to move in the 
opposite direction after slack water; 
de tide venders; he begins to v., 
the tide is beginning to move in 
the opposite direction (Papa St.). 
Wests. (Papa St.). U (Uws.). In U. 
(Uwg.) is noted down a pres. part, 
form venderin [ven'^dorm1, vaen"- 
donn’], used as a substantive in sense 
of turn of the tide, de venderin 
o’ de tide. — O.N. venda, vb., a) 
vb. a., to turn, b) vb. n., to turn 
round. — For a form vaind from 
*vend, used in a somewhat deviat- 
ing way, see vaind, vb. 

venga [verjga, vaerjga, vegga], 
vengi [varjgi, vaeggi (verjgi)], sb., 
sea-term in fishermen’s tabu-lang. 
\ox cat. Wests. Fo.: [vaegga (vegga)], 
and [vaeggi (veggi)]. Ai.: [vagga, 
vegga]. — Prop, no doubt *veinki, 
a waiter, from O.N. veina, vb., = 
kveina and kveinka, vb., to wail. 
Tabu-names for cat with a similar 
root-meaning are jarmer, voler, sbs. 

wenkl, vb., acc. to Edm.: “wenkl, 
to wriggle, S.” — Prop, no doubt 
to be in unsteady motion. To be 
compared: No. vengla, vb., to flutter, 
to fly veeringly and unsteadily, Sw. 
dial, vangla, vb., parallel form to 
v&ngla, vangla, and vingla, prop, to 
be in unsteady motion (Ri. under 
“v&ngla”, vb.), Shetl. vingl, wingl, 
vb., as well as Eng. dial. (L.Sc.) 
wankle, vb., to totter. 

*?veper, vb., acc. to Edm.: “vaiper, 
to stroll, to saunter”. — The form 
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and the meaning of the word favour 
an association with No. vipa (i’), 
vb., to go to and fro, to fuss about, 
or No. veipa, vb., inter alia to make 
swinging movements with the body 
or limbs (R.), or O.N. vappa, vb., 
to waddle, Shetl. vapp, vb. 

*vept, sb., woof, in weaving; re- 
corded only in gen. vepts [veps] in 
an old proverb in Norn, noted down 
in Yh.: Marta . . . di gons teke di 
vepts, much (that is worthless) for 
warp can be used for woof [*margt 
... til garns, tekit til vepts]. See 
Introd., Fragments of Norn. — O.N. 
veptr, m., woof. 

veptaslu [vsep"tasUr], sb., mock- 
ingly appl. to anything useless and 
of poor quality, inter alia of fish 
and meat. Esp.: a poor, lean ling. 
Ai. (W. Burr.). — A metaphor, prob. 
from weaver’s lang.: *vept-slp (sl£), 
weaver's shuttle. Such an imple- 
ment would be a useless thing after 
the Shetl. loom had become anti- 
quated, and its name (if preserved in 
the lang.) would then lose its prop, 
and orig. meaning, and be used as 
a mocking metaphor. For the form 
slu for slo, O.N. sl&, f., a bolt, bar, 
see “grund-slu”, mentioned under 
grundslo. In sense of lean fish 
(ling) the second part has acquired 
association with slu1, sb. 6. For 
vepta- see *vept, sb. 

*ver [ver], sb., a skerry where 
sea-birds breed. U. Edm.: “vair, 
a bird skerry”. Now as a place- 
name only, name of skerries; thus: 
de Ver [ver] (Ue., Uw^.). — O.N. 
ver, n., a place where fishes spawn 
or birds breed. 

*ver, *vaer [vaer], vb., impf. conj., 
(would I) were; noted down only 
in the rhyme about the crab and 
the crow: I ver vi dee! I would I 
were with thee (the crow to the 
crab). Ubu. — Prob. a mingling of 
an old Norn impf. of “vera”, vb., 

to be (vaeri, impf. conj.), and Eng. 
were, impf. conj. 

ver, “vare", adj., see var, adj. 
verdi (virdi) [verdi, ve3rdi, vaerdi; 

verdi, virdi], sb., superstitious for- 
mula or custom; a auld v. Mostly 
in pi.: verdis (virdis), auld v., 
(old) superstitious formulas, customs 
and ideas. Wests. Sa.: [verdi, vaerdi]. 
Ai.: [ve3rdi]. Fo.: [verdi]. St.: 
[virdi]. — The word seems to be 
associated with O.N. vardlok(k)a, f., 
incantation. 

verdig’a7[vaer'digal‘],adj.,aflW/cfetf 
to superstition and superstitious 
customs. Sa. Formed with modern 
ending (?) from verdi, sb. See the 
prec. word, “verdigal” may have 
been formed in accordance with Eng. 
adjs., such as “frugal, prodigal”. 

verg [vaerg], sb., dirt; mire; mess; 
see under varg3, sb. 

verg [vaerg], vb., to soil, defile. 
ver get [vaergot], perf. part, and adj., 
smeared with dirt. Edm.: “vergit, 
striped with dirt”. — Cf. O.N. vergr, 
adj., soiled, dirty (F. J., Lex. poet.). 
See under varg1, vb. 

versbrolli [ve‘rs-br6[-i], sb., sea- 
term, word in fishermen’s tabu lang. 
for brother-in-law. Yn. — *ver(s)- 
brylli. The second part is broili, 
sb., (little, dear) brother. For the 
first part cf. O.N. ver- in “verfadir”, 
m., father-in-law, vermodir, f., mother- 
in-law. 

versmoia [ve'rs'moi-a, -mSi’a], sb., 
sea-term, word in fishermen’s tabu- 
lang. for sister-in-law. Y". — The 
second part is moia, sb., woman. 
For the first part vers- see the prec. 
word. 

*“vestreen”, sb., the west; de v. 
Edm. — O.N. vestrcenn, adj., wester- 
ly, vestroena, f., westerly wind. 

veterin [vet"3rin'], sb., a cow-calf 
one year old; a heifer in her se- 
cond year. Yh. — O.N. vetrungr, 
m., an animal one winter (vetr) 
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old, a yearling. Icel. vetrungr, Fser. 
vetringur, m., a calf or heifer one 
year old. 

vettikeb, see vatikeb, sb. 
wev [wev, we8v], sb., wooden bolt 

of a door, prop, and esp. a revolv- 
ing piece of wood fixed to the 
door-post, and closing the door by 
being turned before it; de w. o’ de 
door. Wests. Also latch, wooden 
latch of a door. Un. [weV|. — Sw. 
dial, veiv (vaiv, vev), m., (revolving) 
wooden handle of a door, Sw. 
literary lang. “vev”, c., crank. To 
be classed with O.N. veifa, vb., to 
wave, swing, etc. 

vevl, vivl [vevol], sb., tangle; 
tangled mass; in a v„ in confusion, 
tangled. Wests. (Sa.), Yb. — No. 
veivl, n., tangle, twaddle (R.), or 
“vevl”. See the foil. word. 

vevl, vivl [vev3l, vevol], vb., a) to 
entangle, intertwine. Wests. (Sa.), 
Yb. b) to get one’s feet entangled, 
and to be hindered in one’s gait, 
when walking through the grass, 
to geng vevl in [vevhn]. Yb. — No. 
veivla, vb., a) to tangle; to wind, 
wrap up, b) to twaddle, etc. (R.), 
and “vevla”, vb., to wind, wrap up 
(Aa.). 

vevlet (vivlet) [veevlot (vsvlot), 
vevlot], adj., fumbling, awkward in 
one's movements (in performing a 
piece of work), lacking handiness, 
esp.: with feeble movements, help- 
less, impotent. Conn.: [vsevlot] and 
[vevlot], in the first sense. Ai.: [vev- 
lat], feeble. N.Roe, Nmn.: wevlet, 
wivlet [wevlot], helpless. Sandwick, 
Du11., and occas. Conn.: vevlous, 
vivlous [vevlos], feeble, “vevl-ous 
(vivl-ous)” by misunderstanding 
occas. accepted as “vev- (viv)-less”. 
— *veiflottr or *veflottr. Deriv. ei- 
ther from *veifla, No. veivla, vb. 
(see under the prec. word), or from 
*vefla, No. vevla, vb., which besides 
its orig. meaning, to wind, wrap 

up, also means to bustle about in 
an unhandy and awkward manner 
(R.). Cf. vavlet, adj. 

vi [vT, vi], sb. and interj., in the 
expr. “vi var dee [(vT) vi var di]l” 
a plague upon you! shame upon 
you! Prop, woe to you! Umo. See 
ve, interj. 

*vi [vl], sb., wood, timber; see 
wid, sb. 

wi [wi], vb., to whimper, complain, 
to grumble, esp. of children. Barc- 
lay: wee. — May represent *we 
[*we] and be the same word as No. 
veia, vb., to moan, cry, L.Sc. wey, 
vb., to bewail. Cf. vi, sb. and interj. 

*vi [vi] and wi, w/’ [wT, wi], prep, 
and adv., with. In the form vi noted 
down only as prep, in a variant of the 
rhyme about the crow and the crab 
(Burrafirth, Un.): “I ver [vaer] vi 
dee!” I would I were with you (the 
crow to the crab). Now always: 
wi, wi’ [(w!) wi]. “wi’ ” is freq. 
used expletively in exprs. such as 
“wi’ dee”, with you, “wi’ dy hand”, 
with your hand, in ordering or 
requesting something, e.g. geng 
(awaa) wi’ dee! geng ut wi’ dee! 
com’ in wi’ dee! gi’e me de 
taings (the tongs) wi’ dy hand! The 
foil, meanings and uses of “wi”, 
recorded from the old lang., O.N. 
via or mea, may be noted: a) along; 
used as an adv., esp. in the exprs. 
a) op wi, veering from the south 
to the west, or further towards the 
north, of wind (Fe.); de wind is gane 
op wi, the wind has veered from 
the south to the west or north-west, 
prop, up along the land. Fetlar 
(where the expr. is noted down) is 
situated in the north-eastern part of 
the Shetland Islands. /?) ut wi,, 
south-easterly or southerly, (veered) 
to the south-east or south, of wind 
(Fe.); prop, along the outward side; 
No. ut-med, prep., outwards, along 
(Aa.). b) in a certain angular po- 
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sition, in a line with, of landmarks 
which are brought into a certain angle 
to each other by boat-fishermen when 
finding a fishing-ground, so that one 
mark is seen off, or behind, the other. 
Adverbially, with object understood, 
in the exprs. fram wi, in a line 
with something farther off (on the 
coast or out at sea, such as a holm, 
a skerry) or facing out to sea, and 
the contrary: in wi, in a line with 
something farther in (on or near 
the land); “de little heljer (a cave) 
fram wi”, and “de 1. h. in wi”, of 
a cave in the steep coast at Wid- 
wick (Uw.), which is brought into 
line with the northern (seaward) and 
the southern end of “de Holm o’ 
Widwick” when finding the fishing- 
ground “de skor o’ Perka” (Uw.). 
In the landmark “de little heljer 
fram (in) wi” is understood: “de 
holm” as following “wi”. In some 
names of fishing-grounds, named 
after landmarks, “wi” governs a sub- 
stantive (denoting a landmark) in 
the accusative (mostly in def. form), 
and in these names “wi” always 
follows the substantive which it 
governs. As a rule it is only the 
name of the second landmark (the 
word governed by the preposition) 
which is preserved, while the name 
of the first landmark (the governing 
word) is understood. All these names 
are noted down in Unst. Exx.: 
Gjona wi [gjona wi] (Ue.), fishing- 
ground, named after a cleft in a 
rocky coast, gjo, which is kept open 
during the rowing outwards: *gjana 
vi6, (a certain landmark) in a line 
with the cleft. Re wi [re wi] (Un.), 
fishing-ground, named after “de Re”, 
a brown spot or streak in the skerry 
“de inner Pies” at Skaw (Un.). 
Smina wi [smina wi] (Um0.), fishing- 
ground, named after an old smithy 
as a landmark: *smi5juna via, (a 
certain landmark) in a line with 

the smithy. 0rna wi [orna wi] (Un.), 
fishing-ground, named after a sand- 
bank, sandy stretch of shore (or, 
er): *0yrina via, (a certain land- 
mark) in a line with the sand-bank. 
Occas. the name of the first land- 
mark is also preserved in the name 
(of a fishing-ground) of this kind; 
thus: Rivena hogena wi [nvona' 
ho’^gana' wi] (Uw.): *rifuna hauginn 
via, the cleft in a line with the hill 
(the governing word in accus.: “rifuna” 
for “rifan”). c) adverbially in the 
expr. “sae [‘so’] wi”, idly, doing 
nothing, in exprs. such as: he is 
sittin’ sae wi, he is lyin’ sae wi. 
Sa., Wests, d) adverbially in conn, 
with certain verbs: berwi, geng 
wi, had wi, kom wi,lay wi, stand wi, 
tak wi; see the respective verbs. — 
O.N. via, mea, prep, and adv., with. 

wid [wad], sb., \) wood, timber. 
An obs. form vi [vi] is found in 
the expr. gloen vi [glean vi], “glow- 
ing wood", in a Norn verse from 
Fe.: Hann strok op, etc. (see In- 
trod., Fragments of Norn). 2) growth 
of trees, wood, vi [vi, vi] in some 
place-names, such as: Vidal [videl] 
(Fo.), de Vidals [vi'dals1] (Burrafirth, 
Un.): *viadalr, -dalir, pi.; Vister [vi- 
star], older *Viasetter (D. Balfour), 
in Sandwick, Dun.f name of a farm: 
*viaa(r)-setr. But wid [wid, wed] 
in Widembrekk, -bregg [wed"am- 
brek', -breg’] (Fee.): *viaheimabrekka? 
(Sh. Stedn., p. 109), and in Widwick 
[widwik] (Un‘w.), the latter named 
after driftwood: *viavik. — Local 
Shetl. expr.: to geng to de wids 
[wads], to get into disorder or con- 
fusion (N.I.). — vi is O.N. vidr, m., 
wood, timber; forest; wid is a 
merging of O.N. vidr and Eng. wood, 
sb., in the same senses. With the 
expr. “geng to de wids” may poss. 
be compared No. “upp i vidaa (vi- 
dom)”, in great motion (Aa.). 

widdek [(widak) wedak, wadak], 
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sb., a piece of peat. 'Comm, in 
pi., de widdeks, the peats, noted 
down only as a tabu-word in fisher- 
men’s lang. Yn., Un(bu). to sjip 
[§ep: ‘shape’?] de widdeks, to cut 
the peats,\o blad [blad]de widdeks, 
to cut the peats and throw them 
from the spade. Yn. — Is no doubt 
the same word as widdi, inter alia 
root of a tree or a piece of such, 
found in the earth in peat-cutting, 
= Faer. viflja, f. 

widder [widor], sb., a tiny fish, 
esp. a tiny ling, small olek or 
djubek. Fo. — Poss. to be referred 
to No. vitta, f., in sense of a small 
shoal of fish (R.), also a very small 
ball of thread, = vea, *vida. A 
development *oder > *woder > 
*wodder > widder, from O.N. ata, 
No. aata, f., in sense of spawn (Aa.), 
on analogy with e.g. orli [*arhli<5] 
> worli > wirli, is, however, not 
impossible. 

widdi [(widi) wedi, wodi], sb., 1) 
withy, small tree. 2) tall cabbage- 
stalk quickly shot up (N.Roe, Nmn.); 
grown like [lek] a w., grown very 
tall, of a young person (N.Roe). 3) 
root of a tree or a piece of such, 
found in the earth in peat-cutting. 
— O.N. vid, vidja, f., withy, flexible 
twig, etc. No. vidja, f., a) withy, 
small tree, b) withy, flexible twig. 
Faer. vidja, f., — Shetl. widdi in 
sense 3. In form widdi is most 
similar to Eng. withy, with which 
it coincides in sense 1. A more 
original form vidji (q.v.) diverges 
somewhat in meaning and is more 
rare than widdi. 

vidji [vid^i], sb., a crooked piece 
of wood used for a rib or u knee- 
timber-head" (knee-head, q.v.) in a 
boat. Lunn. Also widji [wid^i]: 
Lunn. — O.N. vidja, f., withy, band 
{tough twig, etc.) which is bent so 
that it forms a ring (Fr.), No. vidja, 
f., withy, flexible twig. Cf. veg, sb. 

vig1 [vig], vb., 1) vb. a., to move, 
stir, wag; to v. de head. Fe. A 
form veg [veg] is noted down in 
Conn. I canno veg it, I cannot 
stir it (the stone). 2) vb. n., to 
move, stir; noted down esp. of land- 
marks, mids, which (owing to the 
fishermen’s rowing out to the fish- 
ing-grounds) gradually change posi- 
tion in relation to each other, as 
one comes nearer, off, or passes by 
another; he (de mid) is vigin; he 
is scarcely vigin. Fe. — O.N. vikja, 
vb., a) vb. a., to move something, 
b) vb. n., to move, stir, Faer. vika, 
vb. a., — Shetl. vig 1. See vik, 
vb., which is partly used in diverging 
senses. 

vig2 [vig, vig], vb., to answer, 
reply. Prop, no doubt the same 
word as vig1, vb. See vik, vb. 

wigg [wig], vb., 1) vb. a., to move 
to and fro or from side to side; 
to wag; he wigged [wigod] his 
head. 2) vb. n., to move to and 
fro (or from side to side); to rock, 
shake; 1 ha’e twaa jakkels wiggin, 
/ have two loose (shaky) molars. 
Also to walk with an unsteady, 
tottering or reeling gait; to w. 
aboot, to geng wiggin. — Is no 
doubt mainly No. vigga, vb., a) to 
rock oneself, b) to move with a 
gentle rocking or swaying of the 
body, but may also partly be (esp. 
in sense 1) "Vika, vb., mentioned 
under vig1, vb. Appl. to gait, wigg 
must be No. vigga. 

viggeiu, viggelju [vegg"3lu ], adj., 
noisy and troublesome, of a flock; 
a v. band [band] o’ bairns (children), 
o’ horses. Sandwick, Dun. — May 
be an old "Vidgulugr, adj. Cf. No. 
(North No.) vedgule,. “veeguli”, m., 
a surly, disobliging person (R.). vigger [vigar], sb., a metaphor, used to denote a bony creature, prop, 
and esp. a bony person; worn till 
a mere v., worn out and reduced 
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to a mere skeleton. Noted down 
in Clumlie, Du., but not belonging 
to that place; was considered to be- 
long to Y. (N.I.), as the word was 
used by a man from Yell. — Is 
prob. Da.-Sw. viger, vigra, f., withy 
(Scania, Halland), O.Da. viger (vigre), 
withy, Da. dial, vseger, vsegger, c., 
osier, downy willow, salix arenaria. 

wiggin [wigin], sb., a rocking, a 
motion to and fro or from side to 
side; a wagging; de w. o’ de tongue. 
Fe. From wigg, vb. 

vigl, sb., dirtiness, see vegl, sb. 
vigl1, vb., to soil, see vegl, vb. 
vigl2, viggel [vig3l, veg3l], vb., 

to put in disorder; to entangle. 
Mostly in perf. part., viggeld [vi- 
gold], in-viggeld. Wests. (Ai.). — 
Is partly No. vikla, vb., to disarrange, 
to dislocate (Aa.), partly Da. vikle 
(Germ, wickeln), vb., to wrap, twist. 
“in-viggeld”, diff. from Eng. in- 
veigled, has now been influenced 
by, and partly intermingled with, 
the latter. 

vigl3, viggel [vigal] and wigl, 
wiggle [wigal, weg3l], vb., to be 
unsteady, to totter; to walk with 
an unsteady, tottering gait; also 
to walk very slowly and unsteadily; 
to v., w. alang or aboot; de sheep 
could just v., w. alang (Un.). Pres, 
part.: viglin [viglin], wiglin [wig- 
lin, weglen]. Impf. and perf. part.: 
viggeld [vigold], wiggled [wigold, 
wegold]. The form with v, vigl, 
is now rare, wigl (in which w is 
due to Eng. and L.Sc. infl.) is much 
more common. — No. vigla, vb., to 
be unsteady, to totter (slightly). Eng. 
dial, and L.Sc. wiggle, vb., to wriggle. 

wiglet [(wiglot) weglat] and wigli 
[(wigli) wegli], adj., wriggling, totter- 
ing, unsteady, loose, partly of a per- 
son’s, animal’s, or bird’s gait, partly 
of loosely fitting objects (e.g. a tooth, 
leg of a chair). Sa., Wests. — *vigl- 
ottr. From the prec. word. 

vigl-vagi [vig olvag ol], adv., very 
unsteadily, in zigzag; to geng v.-v. 
Yn. vigl is to be classed with vigl3, 
vb., and vagi with vagi2 (wagl), 
vb. Cf. Eng. dial, and L.Sc. wigglety- 
wagglety, adj. and adv., swaying 
from side to side, wavering. 

*vikl, sb., inlet, bay, see wik2, sb. 
vik2, vikk [vik], sb., (deflexion,) 

inclination, spirits, disposition, esp. 
disposition for evil, in conn, with 
“ill”; der ’r a ill v. in him. Much 
more common as an adj. in the 
compd. ill-vikket; q.v. — No. vik, 
n., small bend, etc., Icel. vik, n., 
inter alia slight movement. In Shetl. 
in a metaph. sense: inclining or 
turning of the mind (towards evil). 
To be classed with vik, vikk, vb. 

wik1 [wik], sb., curve, corner, in 
the exprs. “w. o’ de mooth”, corner 
of the mouth, and “w. o’ de ee”, 
corner of the eye. As the second 
part of compd. with monn, mouth, 
and in sense of corner of the mouth, 
are found forms with initial v: vik, 
vig, vjeg; see further under monn- 
vik, sb. — No. vik (i’), n., small 
corner or bend, but “vik (ii)”, f., in 
“munnvik”, corner of the mouth. 
Icel. vik, n., inter alia a curve (E. I.), 
munnvik, n., corner of the mouth. 

wik2 [wik], sb., inlet, a small and 
mostly open bay, indentation in the 
coast, comm. Also as a place-name, 
in names of inlets, and of villages 
situated on inlets, wik [wik] is the 
common form; thus e.g.: Brewik 
[brewik] (Esh., Nmw., Yn., Lerwik8, 
Me.): *brei5(a)vik. Ewik [ewik] (Ye.): 
*se5vlk (O.N. aedr, f., eider-duck); 
with this cf. Faer. ^duvlk [aea’Wo- 
vol'k*] (Eysturoy). Eswik [eswik] 
(Ns.): *ei5svik (O.N. ei5, n., isthmus). 
Fulawik [ful"awik‘] (Ness, De.): *fdla 
vik? (cf. No. Fulevik, O.R.). Gulber- 
wik [gol"b3rwik'] (parish of Lerwik8, 
M.): *Gullberuvik (Orkneyinga Saga), 
from the woman’s name Gullbera. 
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Haraldswik [har"3lswik‘] (Un.): *Ha- 
raldsvik. Lerwik [Iserwik] (Me.): *leir- 
vik (O.N. leir, n., clay). Norwik 
[n&rwik] (Un.): *nordrvik. Otterswik 
[§t"3rswik*] (Ye.): *Ottars vik? Re- 
wik [rewik] (St.): *ra3vik? with this 
cf. Rawik [rawik]: Yn. Sandwik 
[sanwik] (Dun., Wh., U.): *sandvik. 
Troswik [troswik] (Due.): *trosvik 
(O.N. tros, n., rubbishy brushwood; 
cf. No. Trosvik, N.Q. I). West Sand- 
wik (Yw.). Most of these wik-names 
are now names of villages. Lerwik 
(Me.) only is now the name of a 
town, while the bay is called “Ler- 
wik bay”; the same applies to other 
names of wiks, denoting villages, 
with adding of the word “bay”. 
Sandwik in Dun. (S.Sh.) is besides 
the name of a parish. In Gulber- 
wik “Wik” is found uncompounded 
as the name of a farm. In some 
names wik, as the second part, and 
following a consonant, has been 
contracted to -uk (-ok), -ik [ok, ak]; 
thus e.g.: Foruk, Forik [forok, forakj 
(Papa St.) from *Forwik. Hwalik 
[hwalsk] (W. Burra) from *Hwalwik: 
*hvalvik. Ler(r)uk [laerok] (Yh.) from 
*Lerwik: *leirvik (the same name as 
the above-mentioned). Or(r)uk [&rok] 
(Uburr.) from *Orwik: *&rvlk (O.N. d, 
f., river). Tanuk [tan ok] (Esh., Nmw.) 
for *Tanwik from *Tangwik: *tang- 
vlk. In a few cases a form vik 
[vik] is preserved as the second part 
in names of inlets; thus: Fiskavik 
[fis"kavik-] (Burrafirth, Un.): *fiska- 
vlk; Muvik [mnvik] (Lambhoga, Few.): 
*movik (O.N. mor, m., moor, heath)-, 
Valavik [va’davik*] (Lambhoga, Few.). 
The word is rarely found as the 
first part in place-names; it is prob. 
contained in “de Viga [viga]-burn” 
(North Li o’ Seter, N.Roe), a stream 
flowing into a creek; in the same 
creek is found Vigagjo [vig"agjo-]: 
*vlkar-gjd. — O.N. vik, f., inlet, 
small bay. 

vik [vik, vik], vikk [vik, vsk], 
| vb., 1) vb. a., to move (a little); 

he’s vik(k)et him a bit nearer, he 
has moved a little nearer; Un. [vik]. 
2) vb. a., to get to move, to drive, 
e.g. sheep to the fold; to vik de 
sheep dis way or dat way; Nibon, 
Nmw. [vik]. 3) vb. a., (to move,) to 
entice, seduce; N. [vik]; Du., S.Sh. 
[vik]; he viked [vikad] me awaa 
(Du.). 4) vb. n., to move oneself 
a little; I canno [‘-not’] get it to v., 
I cannot get it to move or stir from 
the place; Fe. [vik (vak)]. 5) vb. n., 
to answer; more rarely in this sense; 
pronounced: [vik]. vig [vig, vig] = 
vik 5. 6) to fit, suit; I canno [‘-not’] 
get dis to vikk (Fe.); hit [‘it’] will 
no vikk, it will not suit, not get 
on as it should (Umo.). Umo.: [vik]. 
Fe.: [(vik) vak]. — O.N. vlkja, vb., 
a) vb. a., to move or stir from the 
place, b) vb. n., to move oneself 
from one place to another, c) vb. a., 
metaph.: to hand over to one's de- 
cision, to address oneself to some- 
one, etc. Peer, vika, vb. a., to move, 
stir a little. No. vika, vb., a) vb. a., 
to turn aside, b) vb. a., to deflect, 
modify, c) vb. n., to make small 
movements, to turn (R.), vikja, vb. a., 
to turn from the straight line, vik 
[vik, vik] is most likely to be 
O.N. vikja, but may also partly be 
No. and Faer. vika. vikk [vik, vak] 
coincides in form mainly with No. 
and Fser. vika (in No. with short i, 
in Faer. with orig. short i). vik 3, 
to entice, seduce, springs from the 
meaning used in No. “vikja” and 
“vika”: to turn aside; to modify. 
vik 5, to answer, is developed from 
O.N. vikja, in sense of to hand over 
to one’s decision, to lead the talk 
to something, vikja mali, tali. In 
sense 6, to fit, suit, vikk may be 
compared with No. “vika” in sense 
of to deflect, modify. 

vikel [vlkal], vikkel [vekal], sb., 
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an old knife, the blade of which 
fits loosely to the handle; a auld 
l‘old’] v. Fo. — Prop, no doubt 
something shaking or tottering, *vikl, 
and to be classed with No. vikla, 
vb., to waver, now esp. in metaph. 
sense (R.). 

viket, vikket [vikot (vekot, vAkat)], 
adj., of a certain disposition or 
temper, in the exprs. “weel v., weel- 
v.”, good-tempered, and esp. “ill 
v., ill-v.”, malicious; tricky, in- 
tractable; troublesome. See vik, 
vikk, sb., from which the word is 
derived, and ill-vik(k)et, adj. 

vikk, vb., see vik, vb. 
vikom [vikom, vikam], sb., (right) 

mode of acting, or of doing things; 
handiness, dexterity; he has a guid 
[‘good’] v. at wark [‘work’]. Wh. — 
To be classed with No. vik, n., de- 
flection, shade, modification, pecu- 
liar curve (R.), and Shetl. vik2, 
vikk, sb. Cf. vand, sb. 

vikster, sb., growth, etc., see 
vokster, sb. 

vild, sb., torrents of rain, see 
veil, sb. 

*wilga, sb., tether, see wolga 
Cgolga), sb. 

wilki, sb., the auk, alca torda, 
see wolki, sb. 

vill1 [vil, val], sb., stroke of an 
oar in rowing; every v. o’ de ayre 
[‘oar'] maks a varel (swirl) i’ de 
sea. tak’ a v. at dee! make a stroke 
with the oar and row back to the 
spot! in keeping a boat on the same 
spot (see andu, vb.), when it has 
drifted a little, “light upo de v.” 
is said of a boat which is easy to 
row. U. Occas. in sense of a stroke 
in general. U. — Is prob. the same 
word as bill, sb., eddy, stroke of 
an oar, from No. bull, m., bubble; 
eddy. Initial v occas. replaces b 
before a vowel. A development 
*virr > vill, from O.N. vprr, m., 
a pull of the oar, is also possible. 

vill2 [vil, val], sb., squall of wind, 
sudden gust of wind, a v. o’ wind; 
he cam’ doon a v. o’ wind. U. — 
For *bill. A change of initial b> 
v. Either the same word as the 
prec., as No. “bull” may also denote 
slight gust of wind, or more prob. 
O.N. bylr, vindsbylr, m., squall of 
wind, in which case vill for *bill 
may be due to assimilating infl. of 
“(o’) wind” following. 

will [wil (wel)], sb., the state of 
having lost one's way. In E.D.D. 
with examples from Shetl. and Ork. 
— O.N. villa, f., error, delusion. 

will [wil (wel)], vb., to lose one's 
way, to go astray; he wil It [wi‘lt 
(we‘lt)] i’ de mist, he lost his way 
in the mist. — O.N. villask, vb. refl., 
id. No. villa partly as vb. n., = 
villast, to lose one's way. “will” 
is given as a verb in E.D.D. with 
example from Shetl. only. 

will [wil (wel)], adj., having lost 
one’s way, — O.N. villr, adj., and 
L.Sc. will, adj. 

villare [vil'aro-, vij'aro"], sb., fool- 
ish talk, nonsense. U., Fe.? — 
*villu-hry5i (-hrod)? The first part 
is “villa”, f., in sense of perplexity, 
confusion; thus No. villa. O.N. 
“villa” is recorded in sense of error, 
delusion. The second part -ro is 
hardly O.N. roeSa, f., speech; it is 
prob. to be classed with rod1, vb., 
in sense of to twaddle, which for 
various reasons must be derived from 
“hrjoda”, vb.; see rod1, vb. 

willegot, -goit [wil-agoH-, -gait1; 
wal"ag6't\ -gSit'], sb., codling, caught 
through the winter. Us. — got, goit, 
is No., Icel., and Fser. got, n., spawn, 
fry, or No. gaatt, m., fry. In Shetl. 
(in U.) the word is used esp. of cod, 
small cod; see e.g. star ago it. The 
first part is uncertain. It is prob. 
the same word as willi in willi- 
buks, a large cod, and may be 
connected with wel si (wilsi) and 
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veltrin, names of fishes, with root- 
meaning round stick, cylinder, O.N. 
vplr, vplsi, *valtri. See under willi- 
buks, sb. 

willend [walond, wolant], sb., 
oesophagus, gullet. Also wall end 
and wo 11 end. Conn, and several 
places. — O.N. v61endi, n., id. 

willhard, sb., sea-bottom (Fo.); 
see wolhard, sb. 

willi [wali (walli)], sb., male lamb. 
Fo. Also in the compd.. “willi- 
lamb”. Wests. — Must be O.N. 
vedrlamb, vedrarlamb, n., male lamb. 
11 in willi may have arisen from a 
51 caused by ellipsis: “*ve51amb” for 
“vedrlamb”. 

fwillibokk [wak’ibok*], sb., a kind 
of large spider. U. (Uwg.). Wests. 
(Sa.). — The second part bokk no 
doubt represents bukk. 

willibuks [wal-iboks], williboks 
[w3l"iboks’], sb., large cod. Lunn. 
— With the first part willi- (which 
hardly has any connection with Eng. 
dial, “willy”, found as the first part 
in names of birds, etc.) may poss. 
be compared No. vol, m., in sense of 
thick, longish muscle, and stoutish, 
coarsely-built fellow (prop, cudgel, 
stick), O.N. vplr, m., rod, stick, cy- 
linder; No. vole, m., big, stout fellow. 
Words derived from “vplr” are found 
in Shetl. as names of fishes; thus 
welsi, wilsi, from O.N. vplsi, and 
veltrin from *valtri, No. valtre. Cf. 
val- (from “vplr”) in No. vallonga, 
a small ling (cylindrical in shape), 
and poss. Shetl. ol- in ollek, olek, 
a small ling, wille- in willegot 
(q.v.), as a name of fishes, is prob. 
the same word as willi-. wi [wi, 
wa] for wo [(wo, wo) wo], with long 
(double) consonant or two consonants 
following, esp. 1 and r, is found in 
several words, e.g. wilki for wolki, 
sb., wilmo for wolmo, sb., wirli 
= worli, orli, sb., as well as the 
above-mentioned wilsi, sb. Among 

the possibilities for an explanation 
of the second part buks (boks) in 
willibuks (-boks) it may be pointed 
out that, as words such as spike, 
pin, tack, are occas. found as names 
of fish, buks might be the same 
word as No. bikse, m., a) pin, tack, 
— pikse, b) magnate. Other words 
for a possible explanation of buks 
are No. buss, m., a scrap, fragment, 
busse, m., a block, (stout) fellow, 
or (as a *buts might become buks 
in Shetl.) O.N. butr, m., block of wood. 

'tiWW-latnb, sb., male lamb, see 
willi, sb. 

villin1, sb.,pottage;see vellin1, sb. 
*villin2, sb., flat, low-lying piece 

of ground; see *vellin2, sb. 
willin [walin], sb., oesophagus; see 

wallend and wellend, sbs. 
willsom [wi‘lsom, wi'lsom], adj., 

misleading, that leads one astray; 
a w. place. O.N. villusamr, and L.Sc. 
*wilsome, wilsum, adj., id. 

wilm0, wilmi, sb., a large assembly 
of people, gathered crowd, see wol- 
mo, sb. 

vils [va‘m, sb., unclean liquid, 
(black) mould; see vilsk, sb. 

vils [vils, vels], sb. pi., intestines, 
esp. small intestines of an animal. 
Noted down in Nm. [vels], and in 
Fo., Wests, [vils]. Edm.: “wiln, part 
of the intestines of a sheep”. — O.N. 
vil, n. pi., intestines. Icel. vil, n. pi., 
the small intestines of animals. Peer, 
vil, n. pi., small intestines, — Shetl. 
vils. The final n in wiln is the 
fossilized def. art. grafted on to the 
word, O.N. -in, n. pi.: vilin, the 
intestines. 

wilsben [wa‘lsben], sb., vertebra 
of the neck or occipital bone (Fo.); 
see wolsben and hwolsben, sbs. 

wilsbrugg [wiisbrog, wa'lsbrog], 
sb., large lump of earth carried 
away by the water of a burn, stop- 
ping the mill. Fo. — For the second 
part brugg see brogg, sb., inter 
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alia knoll, large clod of earth, prop, 
the same word as brekk, sb., hill- 
ock; ridge. The first part wils- 
is uncertain, poss. the genetive of 
a *wil(l), older *wol(l), from O.N. 
dll, m., a deep channel, eg. in a 
river. No. aal. With regard to “wi” 
for “wo”, see under willibuks, sb. 

wilsi [wo'lsji], sb., not full-grown 
coalfish. Wh. See welsi, sb. 

vilsk [vi‘l§k, veill§k], sb., l) un- 
clean liquid, esp. liquid manure 
from the cows, contained in the 
gutter, de ronek. 2) layer of black 
(bluish black) greasy mould on the 
sides of a pot or pan; blue v. N.I.? 
Recorded by J. I. Also without final 
k: vils [vo‘l§]. — With vilsk, esp. 
vilsk 2, may be compared Sw. dial, 
felke, filke, n., filka, f., and “fillska”, 
f., a) slime, b) mould (esp. on li- 
quid), Ri. Initial f and v alternate 
occas. in Shetl. Norn before a vowel; 
cf. e.g. vinsket, adj., musty; mouldy, 
beside finsk, sb. The form “fillska”, 
corresponding to Shetl. vilsk, is 
noted down in Gothland in sense b. 
O.Sw. fylska, fyliskia, f., a) unclean 
liquid, b) uncleanliness, dirt, seems 
to be another word, viz. an i-mutated 
derivative from O.N. Mil, adj., foul, 
stinking, but agrees better in mean- 
ing with Shetl. vilsk 1. Note also, 
however, Icel. vilsa, f., liquid, slime 
(B.H.), which in form coincides with 
Shetl. vils. 

wilsom, see willsom, adj. 
wilt, see will and wilter, vbs. 
vilter, sb., an overturning, writh- 

ing; see velter and sandvelta, 
-velter, sbs. 

wilter [wi‘ltor], vb., to lose one's 
way, to go astray, = will, vb. 
wilter is more rarely used than 
will, wilt [wi'lt], with impf. and 
perf. part, wilted [wi'ltod] is also a 
fairly rare form and may have arisen 
partly from will, owing to the 
preterite ending t having intruded 

into the infinitive as in upplos, vb., 
to bring forward, make known, with 
the more common parallel forms op- 
lost, oplust, ob-, or may be partly 
an abbr. of wilter, vb. — No. vill- 
trast, vb. refl., to lose one’s way, 
villtr (rad. r), n., wrong path (R.). 

vim, vimm1 [vim], sb., the rectum 
of an animal, esp. rectum, filled 
with fat and chopped meat, and 
then boiled, — sparl, sparrel, sb.; 
de v. o’ a sheep or coo. Ai. (Clou- 
sta). Etym. obscure. 

vimm2 [vim], sb., magic or hyp- 
notic influence; to kast a v. ower 
ane, to hypnotize one. Nm. occas. 
A fairly rare parallel form to vam, 
vamm, sb. 

vimmer [(vimor) vemar, vomar], 
sb., 1) a) giddiness, b) slight swoon. 
2) a trembling, shivering. U. Also 
vommer [vomar], and vammer 
[vamar]: U. See vimmer, vb. 

vimmer [(vimar) vemar, vamar], 
vb., 1) to be giddy and nervous. 
2) to swoon. 3) to tremble, shiver. 
U. Also vommer [vomar] and 
vammer [vamar]: U. Pres, part.: 
vimmerin (vommerin, vammerin) 
[venvarm1, vaitr'ann* (v6m"ann*, 
vam"arin')]. — Deriv. of *vim- (*vim-). 
Cf. No. vime, m., state of giddiness 
(Aa.), vima (ii), f., id. (R.), Icel. vim, 
n., stupor (B.H.), vlma, f., indispo- 
sition, giddiness (E.J.). For the 
derivative ending -er in vimmer cf. 
No. vimra, vb., to cause nausea 
(Aa.), Sw. dial, vimmrig, adj., giddy; 
spirited; mettlesome, esp. of a horse 
(vimmra, vb., to swarm, teem), Ri. 
The form vammer may either have 
arisen from vimmer, through a 
middle form [vAmar], or be a parallel 
form to vimmer. [vomar] is prob. 
developed from [vamar]. 

w/n, vb., see winn, vb. 
windet [windat], adj., of fish hung 

up to dry: slightly sour, in a state 
between fresh and sour; w. fish. 
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More rarely of other things; thus 
e.g.: a w. taatie, a potato damaged 
by air and frost (Un.). Also of taste, 
prop, and esp. of wind-dried fish, 
by transference occas. of other things 
which have lost their fresh taste; a 
w. taste. Local Shetl. development. 

fwindlin [windlin, wondhn], sb., 
wisp; bundle, esp. of straw, “a w. 
o’ strae [‘straw’]”, is the same word 
as L.Sc. “windlin” in a similar sense, 
but may well spring from O.N. vindli, 
m., a wisp, No. vindel, m., twisted 
tuft, or from O.N. vpndull, No. von- 
dul, m., a bundle of hay or straw, 
large wisp of hay or straw, trans- 
formed in Shetl. to “windlin”, owing 
to infl. of L.Sc., in a similar way 
to that in which No. holge, halge, 
m., bundle of straw, has been angli- 
cised into “hallow” in Shetl. 

windmu [winmd ] and windme 
[winTno", winmir], sb., a glimpse 
of someone or something passing 
by quickly; I saw de w. o’ him, 
o’ de fish, / caught a glimpse of 
him, of the fish; I fought it was 
de w. o’ dee, / thought I saw a 
glimpse of you. Fe. The form 
windmu is noted down in Few. — 
The first part is the word vind (Da., 
No., and Sw.), wind, the second part 
is No. moe, m., haze, heat-haze. 
mo is found also in the compd. 
togemo, sb.; q.v. 

windog [windog] and windeg 
[windeg, windseg], sb., window. O.N. 
vindauga, n., id. The old forms 
with final g are now superseded by 
Eng. window, sb. 

wind-sfcew, wind-skew1 [win(d) 
skju, -sl^o (-skju, -slyi); also with 6, 
long or short, for u, u], sb., barge- 
board on the gable of a house 
(stone house). Opposed to “tag- 
skew, raglin (r.-skew) and tag- 
gate”, of the inner (and lower) gable- 
edge. — The second part is L.Sc. 

skew, sb., the slanting edge of a 
gable; but the compd. springs from 
O.N. vindskeid, L, barge-board. No. 
vindskeid. In Shetl. the second part 
has been transformed. The compd. 
“wind-skew” is found in L.Sc. in a 
diverging sense acc. to Jam.; see the 
foil. word. 

windskju, wind-skew2, sb., a 
board placed to the windward of 
the roof-opening (louver) to prevent 
the smoke from being blown down. 
Barclay: wind-skew. The word is 
also L.Sc.: “wind-skew (Mearns), an 
instrument, variously constructed, 
used for preventing smoke” (Jam.). 
Phonetically skju would be a regu- 
lar development from *skj0(r) = 
O.N. skj^r, m., and skja, f., a frame 
with a transparent membrane, laid 
over the roof-opening, as Shetl. u 
in several cases springs from O.N. 
p, corresponding to O.N. &; see under 
“umond, uskepta, uvedek”, sbs. 
Otherwise a form skai, older *ski, 
corresponding to O.N. skj&(r), is 
found in Shetl.; see skai2, sb. 

windswevel [wind'swevol], sb., 
whirlwind, sudden gust of wind, 
esp. round the corner of a house. 
Sa., Wests. — O.N. sveifla, f., a 
swinging round. See swivl, sb. 

wing [wii]], sb., properly a wing, 
has in Shetl. the derived senses: a) 
pectoral fin of a fish, b) a piece 
cut from the belly of a fish (esp. 
coalfish) close to the pectoral fin, 
and used for bait. S.Sh. Local 
development. 

wing [wig], vb., to walk with a 
slouch, to walk in zigzag; to geng 
win gin. Sa., Wests. Almost similar 
to the more common wingl, vb., q.v. 

wing-bzn [wigben], sb., bone of 
the pectoral fin of a fish. S.Sh. 
(Du., Conn.). See “wing”, sb. 

wingdi-VXoVk [wig"diklok], sb., 
a species of flying beetle. Reported 
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as being similar to “witchi-klokk”, 
and h o r n k 1 o k kfnasicornous beetle). 
Lunn. Prop, winged beetle. 

wingl, wingel [wigal, wigol, wig- 
gol, woggal], vb., to walk with a 
reeling gait, to walk in zigzag; to 
geng winglin [wig(g)lm wagglm]. 
— No., Peer., Sw. vingla, vb., to 
reel, falter. L.Sc. wingle, vb., to 
wriggle; stagger. 

wingl-wangl [wig’golwaggol], 
adv., in a reeling manner; to geng 
w.-w. From wingl, vb. 

winglet [wigglot], adj., that has 
lost its right shape; bent, twisted; 
a w. pin. Fe. or Y. — Deriv. of 
wingl, vb. No. vinglutt, Fser. ving- 
lutur, adj., have a divergent mean- 
ing: variable. 

wings [wi‘j]s, wigs], vb., to saunter 
aimlessly about, esp. in the expr. 
“to geng wingsin”. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— No. vingsa, vb., to go with swing- 
ing movements (R.). Icel. vingsa, 
vingsa, vb., a) to fan, winnow, b) 
to shake, agitate, swing (B. H.: 
vingsa); acc. to E.J. (vingsa): to 
make swinging movements. 

vingsnju [vi‘n-sgu", -sg6"], sb., 
the wing joint, joint attaching a 
bird’s wing to the body; a ful (bird), 
fat under de v. Fo. — Prop. u wing- 
knuckle". O.N. veengkmii, m., wing 
joint. O.N. kn, when initial, in some 
cases changes to sn in Shetl. through 
a middle form hn; cf. e.g. snjug, 
sb., from O.N. knjtikr, m., and see 
Introd. V (also N.Spr. VII), § 32. 

vink [vi‘gk], sb., abatement of 
the wind followed by a change in 
direction; he made a v., the wind 
abated and changed. Conn. Also 
vank [va'gk]. Conn. — No. vink, 
m., a) a pull or push from the side, 
b) a swinging. For the form vank, 
see under vink, vb. A form vunk 
(vonk), q.v., is found in a divergent 
sense. 

vink [vi'gk], vb., of wind: to abate \ 

and change, v. and “v. op”; he is 
vinkin (vinkin op). Conn. Also 
vank [va‘gk]: Conn. — No. vinka, 
vb., a) to pull, push, or turn some- 
thing away or aside, b) to swing; 
to make thrusts, e.g. with a stick. 
The form vank may spring either 
from a *vanka, vb., parallel form to 
*vinka, or from vink through a form 
pronounced [vA'gk], as i in Shetl. 
Norn often becomes [a] before nk. 

winn [win], vb., 1) vb. a., and 
vb. n., to perform a laborious piece 
of work, esp. a) to prepare the soil 
in spring, esp. by digging, to w. 
de vor, prop, to perform spring 
work in the field; see vor, sb.; b) 
to perform harvest work, to w. de 
hairst. Phrase: “dey can nedder w. 
or [‘nor’] want”, of old people not 
able to work (N.I.). 2) vb. a., to 
earn profit or wages by labour. 3) 
vb. n., to manage to do something; 
to manage to come; I was come to 
see, if du could w. to my “hadin” 
(Un.); hadin, sb. (q.v.), a piece 
of work which a man performs 
with the assistance of neighbours, 
also the feast following. I canno 
w. at it, I cannot manage to get 
it done this time (N.I.). — O.N. 
vinna, vb., inter alia a) to work, 
labour, b) to prepare soil. In sense 
of to deposit moisture, to be dried, 
esp. of mown grass, Shetl. “win” 
is L.Sc. 

winsi [wi‘n§i, w3‘n§i], sb., sea- 
term, tabu-name in fishermen’s lang. 
for cat. Yh. In the same place also 
in the forms wissek [wi§ok] and 
wissert [wi^art]. — Prob. to be 
classed with No. vinsa, vb., to bustle; 
to toss, vins, m., a giddy person. 
The Shetl. forms with ss may have 
arisen by assimilation of n to s. 

vinsket [vi'nskot, vs'nskot], adj., 
musty; mouldy, = finsket. Fe. 
See finsket, adj. 

vinster [vi‘nstar (va'nstar)], sb., 
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the fourth stomach in a ruminant, 
esp. in sheep and cows. comm. Also 
by abbr. like “vinster-sickness”, 
disease (dysentery) in the fourth 
stomach of a ruminant. In this 
sense a form vinstrek [(vi'nstrok) 
vo‘nstrak] (Y. and Fe.) is occas. used. 
— Icel. and Faer. vinstur, No. and Sw. 
dial, vinster, f., the fourth stomach 
in a ruminant. 

fwint [w9‘nt], vb., to wean an 
infant, w. aff; winted [wa'ntad] aff, 
weaned. Y. and Fe. Poss. merely 
a dialect form of Eng. wean, vb., 
the impf. ending having intruded 
into the infinitive. 

wipl, wipple, see fwupl, vb. 
vippek [vipak, vapak], sb., a short 

fishing-rod, esp. for catching small 
coalfish (silleks). Fe.; Yn. occas. 
Also hwippek [hwepak] and hwup- 
pek [hwopak]: same places. The 
form hwuppek is peculiar to Yn. 
— Prop, no doubt well-sweep, No. 
vippa (vippestong), f., of Germ, origin. 
The form hwippek indicates asso- 
ciation with Eng. whip, sb. 

vir [vlr, vlr], sb., a scent, feeling; 
to ha’e a v. o’ onyt’ing; he had a 
v. o’ it. Fo. — *vi<5r = O.N. veflr, 
n., a) weather, wind, b) scent, wind 
of something. — In a general sense 
weather, the L.Sc. form “wadder" is 
used. Some compds., with “wadder” 
as the first part, originate from O.N.; 
see these words. 

vird [vird], sb., good essential 
quality, strength, esp. strong taste 
Of something; gen. negatively: der 
’r nae [‘no’] v. in it, there is no 
strength or (strong) taste in it. Sa. 
(Snaraness, Sae.). Aiw. — O.N. virfli, 
n., worth, value. Cf. virdi2, sb., 
prop, the same word as vird, but 
with divergent meaning. — In a 
general sense worth, value, a form 
wirt [wi‘rt, we‘rt, wo'rt], which is 
a mingling of O.N. “virdi” and Eng. 
worth, is used in Shetl. 

vird [vird], vb., properly to value, 
estimate, now esp. in the restricted 
sense to examine whether there is 
young in an egg by holding it up 
against the sun, in the compd. “sin- 
vird [simvird", sin’vird"]”; to s.-v. 
a egg. Ai. sin: L.Sc. form of Eng. 
sun, sb. — O.N. virfla, vb., to value, 
estimate, “sin-vird” presupposes an 
old *s61-virda, vb., to value in the 
light of the sun. 

virdaben [vir-daben-], virdiben 
[(vir'diben-) var'dibem], sb., angular 
bone behind the gill-opening in a 
skate, two gristly bones enclosing 
the stomach and meeting in front; 
de v. o’de skate, virdaben: Esh., 
Nmw. virdiben: Nmw. (Nibon); 
Nmn. (N.Roe). — Poss. an orig. 
*v9rdu-bein, from *varda, f., in sense 
of handle or something fastened 
together. Cf. No. (North Norw.) 
vorda, f., a) a bundle, cluster, b) 
a certain number (ten) of fish tied 
together, next: half a score; Faer. 
vorda [v03ra], f., a bundle of five 
puffins; Sw. dial, v&la (*v&ra), vSre, 
f., a) band round a bundle, with a 
loop as handle, b) a bundle of fish, 
ten dried fish; O.Da. varde, vorde, 
c., of ten fish. 

virdek [virdsk], sb., 1) o small 
cairn, a pile of stones or peats or 
anything set up as a track-mark 
where there is no beaten road; 
also a small pile of turfs set up 
on a hill as a signal, eg. to the 
owner of the place of the finding 
of a dead lamb or sheep; to set 
op a v. Conn. 2) sharp turn in 
a slope or in the side of a hill. 
Conn. 3) In place-names virda, 
virdek, vird (the monosyllable, 
however, only as the second part 
of compd.) are found used of pro- 
minent hills or hill-tops, occas. of 
points of land, mostly preceded by 
the def. art. “de”. Exx.: de Virda 
[virda] (L.), a hill, de Virdek [vir- 
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dak] (the north point of “Hill Ness”, 
Un.; Br., near Noss Sound. Okra- 
kwai, Conn.), heights. Oamblavird 
[gam"blaverd-] (Wh.), a hill: *gamla 
varda (*gamli vardi). Midsvird [mid^- 
verd] (Wh.), a hill, used as a solar 
mark, meridian mark: *middags-varda 
(vardi). de Nunsvird [nnnsverd, -vird’] 
(Wh.; Nibon, Nmw.), two hills above 
which the sun stands at three o’clock 
afternoon (O.N. non): *n6ns-varda 
(vardi). Vesta Virda [vsesta virda] 
or Vesta Virdin [virdin] (Sullom, Nms.), 
a hill: *vestr-varda (vardi); the ending 
-in in Virdin is the def. art. preserved 
from the old lang. de Virdins [vir- 
dins] o’ Hamar (Nmw.), hills, hill- 
tops: *hamars-v9rdurnar (vardarnir), 
def. pi. As the first part in place- 
names are found virda-, virdi-, e.g.: 
Virdali [vir’dalr] (Qulberwick, parish 
of Lerwick, Ms.): *v9rdu (*varda)- 
hlid. Virda-water (Fe.). Virdibregg 
[ver"dibreg'] (N.Roe, Nm11.): *v9rdu- 
brekka. Virdifell [v3r"difel‘] (Clumlie, 
Du.), large hill: *v9rdufell. As the 
second part vird occas. changes to 
firt, pronounced like “firth”, e.g. 
Gamblafirt, Midsfirt, Nunsfirt. — 
O.N. varda, f., and vardi, m., a pile 
of stones as a mark, on a moun- 
tain top. Shetl. virdek is prop, a 
dim. form, but the word can only 
be accepted as a diminutive in sense 
1. virdek 2 presupposes an older 
meaning watch-hill, virda, vird, 
in place-names, most prob. spring 
from an accus. and dat. form as the 
first part: virda-, virdi-, gen. form: 
“vprdu” of “varda”, f., as short i 
in some Shetl. words is developed 
from O.N. 9 (see e.g. virr1, and 
virda, mentioned above), virdek 
is then formed from vird, virda, 
by addition of the suffix -ek. Cf. 
the forms vord and wart, sbs., 
occurring as place-names, names of 
hills. 

virdi1 [virdi, verdi], sb., supersti- 

tion, superstitious formula (Wests.); 
see verdi, sb. 

virdi2 [virdi, vardi], sb., a) in divi- 
sion of hay: calculated quantity, a 
measure of hay of a certain size, 
esp. as much hay as one can hold 
in one's arms. Fo. Partly also of 
corn and other commodities, b) a 
burden of hay {corn, etc.). — O.N. 
virdi, n., value, the value of a thing. 
With regard to virdi b, a burden, 
a merging with a now obs. *birdi, 
sb., burden, might be suggested; 
see birdek, sb. Occas. v replaces 
initial b. 

virdlos, vird-/ess [virdlas, vird- 
les], adj., incapable, feeble and 
awkward; a v. (v.-Z.) body. Wests. 
(Sae., Aiw.). From Us. is reported 
“wird-less [wirdles, -las]” in sense 
of worthless, of no value; a w.-l. 
t’ing or body. — O.N. *virdlauss, 
adj., worthless. No. vyrdlaus, adj., 
inattentive, careless, etc. 

wirk [wi'rk, we‘rk, wa'rk], vb., 
to knit (woollens, stockings). Now 
more commonly: mak’. — O.N. 
*virka, vb., to perform a piece of 
work. Eng. dial, and L.S. work, vb. 

virl, virrel [vir3l, viral], sb., a) 
whirling motion or streak of foam 
in the water left by a stroke of an 
oar; b) a stroke of an oar. Like 
virr3 and varel, sbs. virl, virrel 
are formed from virr3, sb., like the 
syn. varel, sb., from var3, sb. But 
in sense of a) circular band, b) a 
circle, virl, is L.Sc. virl, sb., cir- 
cular band. In sense of movement 
in a circle, Shetl. virl merges with 
L.Sc. virl. virl, in sense of screw, 
is no doubt developed from the mean- 
ing: movement in a circle. 

wirl [wir3l, wer3l, war3l], vb., to 
whimper, complain, to be restless 
and discontented, loudly expressing 
displeasure, esp. of children; to w. 
i’ de wista. N.I. See further under 
worl, vb. 
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wirlek, see worlek, sb. 
wirli [wsrli], sb., an opening in 

the base of a fence through which a 
burn runs; see worli and orli, sbs. 

wirm [warm], vb., to break; to 
w. de ayre, to break the oar (during 
rowing); to w. de fast, to break one's 
fast, to take breakfast. Noted down 
only as a tabu-word in fishermen’s 
lang. Yn. (Gloup). — Among poss- 
ible explanations it can be pointed 
out that wirm may represent *hwirm 
with the orig. meaning to turn round. 
Initial h is occas. dropped in the 
combination hw. As rm and 1m in 
a few words have arisen from older 
rv and Iv, *hwirm may have arisen 
from a *hwirv = O.N. hverfa, vb., 
to turn round. 

*?wim [wern, warn], vb., to be- 
come; what is wirnd o’ it? what 
has become of it? — Represents 
*wird, from O.N. verda, vb., to be- 
come. Cf. wird(i) in welawirdi. 
For the forms var and varg from 
“verda” see var3, vb. An old perf. 
part, vordin, vurden, prop, be- 
come, is preserved as the second 
part of compd. in a couple of ad- 
jectives: langvordin, vanvordin 
(vanvurden). 

virp [vi'rpj, vb., properly to cast, 
now in a restricted sense only: to 
throw up, vomit, v. and “v. op”, 
he virped [vi'rpad] op his mogi, 
he was wirpin op his mogi, he 
vomited violently (prop, he vomited 
up his stomach). U. — *virpa = 
O.N. verpa, vb., to cast, throw. No. 
virpa, vb., to fling, throw (R.). 

virpa [va‘rpa], sb., 1) very sour 
milk or bland (whey mixed with 
water), esp. with an unpleasant by- 
taste. Nm. 2) sourish flummery 
(sooens, L.Sc. sowens, sb. pi.), which 
is too thin and has to be thickened 
with more meal. N.I. (esp. Y. and 
Fe.). virpa-sooens (Uws.). — Prop. 
something which has 11 cast" its 

proper taste, from *virpa = O.N. 
verpa, vb., to cast; see virp, vb. 
Cf. kast, sb. 14, sour or stale taste, 
and virpet, adj. 

virpet [va'rpst], adj. (perf. part.), 
acrid, sour, of taste of something 
liquid; a v. taste. Sa., Wests. — 
Prop. perf. part., cast, from virp, 
vb., *virpa, O.N. verpa, vb., to cast. 
Cf. kassen, kasten, perf. part, and 
adj., in sense of sour or stale, of 
taste (prop, cast), and see the prec. 
word. 

virr1 [vor(r)], sb., the edge of the 
lip of a fish, de v. o’ de lip. Nm. 
Also the corner of the mouth of 
a fish. Nm. virr-ta’en [var’Iran, 
-te'an], of a fish: hooked only in 
the edge of the lip or in the corner 
of the mouth. Nm.; Y. occas. — 
O.N. vprr, f., the lip. Cf. var1, sb., 
and var-ta’en. 

virr2 [var(r)], sb., wharf, paved 
landing-place. Uws. Also, acc. to 
J. I.: a shallow place near the outlet 
of a burn, where gravel and mud 
are heaped up, or where there are 
stepping-stones; a row of stepping- 
stones for crossing over the burn. 
Esp. as a place-name: de Virr (Uws.), 
of two rows of submerged stones 
between which boats pass through; 
“de boat cam’ in ower de v. (V.), 
de boat stack [‘stuck’] upo de v. 
(V.)”. The stones form a submerged 
passage leading to “de Broch-holm”, 
a holm with ruins of a Pictish tower; 
and the wharf, “de Virr o’ de Broch- 
holm”, is considered to date from 
pre-Norwegian or Pictish times. The 
sound between the holm and the 
land (Westing, U.) is called “de Vara- 
sund [va’Tasond']”. As a place- 
name: de Virr (Gulberwick, Ms., south 
of Lerwick). — O.N. vqr (gen. varar), 
f., fenced-in landing-place. Vara- 
in Varasund is the gen. form “varar”. 

virr3 [var(r)], sb., a) eddy in the 
sea, streak of foam, e.g. caused by 
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the stroke of an oar in rowing; b) a 
stroke of an oar. More rarely in this 
form. More commonly var (see var3, 
sb.), varel and virl (virrel). — 
O.N. vprr, m., the pull of an oar, 
the distance a vessel advances by 
each pull of the oar. 

wirr, vb., see worr, vb. 
wirrikel, see worrikin, sb. 
wirs, sb., see fwoss, sb. 
wirsam-mldder [we‘r”samid ar, 

wa‘r"samid‘3r], sb., uboil-mothef', 
core of a boil. comm, “wirsam” 
is L.Sc. wursum (woursum), sb., 
matter, pus, and “midder” is L.Sc. 
mither, sb., mother; but the compd. 
springs from O.N. Cf. No. vaag- 
moder (-mor), Faer. v^gsmodir, Sw. 
dial, v&gmor, varmor, f., core of a 
boil. 

virslin [va'rslm (vi'rslm)], sb. and 
adj., I) sb., poor, loose worsted; 
refuse of wool. Wests. In Nm., 
De., L., esp. of coarse wool; thick 
worsted. II) adj., feeble; languid; 
powerless, lacking cohesive power, 
both of living creatures, esp. human 
beings, and of inanimate things; a 
puir [por = ‘poor’] v. t’ing; v. yarn, 
poor, loose worsted. Sa., Wests. — 
Judging from the ending -in [O.N. 
-ingr], the word is originally a sub- 
stantive, and the adjectival use of 
it is secondary. The root-meaning, 
something poor, wretched? May be 
the same word as O.N. veslingr (vesal- 
ingr), m., a poor wretch, from ve- 
sall, vesaell, adj., poor, wretched. 
No. vesall, adj., a) tiny, delicate, 
slender, b) frail, feeble, vesling, m., 
a small, feeble, and powerless per- 
son. In Sw. dial, also with i: visal, 
“wisal”, vissle, adj., poor, wretched. 
For inserted r after the main vowel, 
cf. e.g. skort, sb., from O.N. skaut, 
fjordin, sb., for *fjodin, wirs = 
wiss = woss, sb., further “Kursena 
[ko'r'sona*] stura” as a rare parallel 
form to “Kusena stura”, a place- 

name in Y. (Ym.), for which see kus, 
sb. Other derivations are possible 
(but not probable), such as No. vaer- 
ling, m., wool from a lamb born 
in spring (R.), No. bustelyng, bris- 
lyng, bysling, a kind of heather 
(coarse worsted is occas. compared 
with heather), or No. fisl, n., thin, 
unsubstantial material. But “vser- 
ling” does not agree with the fairly 
wide-spread sense of the Shetl. word, 
coarse wool, and the form virslin 
(with s) would also present difficul- 
ties. With regard to the other words 
(beginning with b and f), b and f 
in a few cases alternate with v, 
when initial, in Shetl. Norn; but in 
spite of its wide-spread use on 
Wests., the middle and northern part 
of Mainland, virslin is noted down 
with initial v only. 

wirt [(wi‘rt) we‘rt], sb., infusion 
of malt, wort. Sa., Wests. — O.N. 
virtr, n., Icel. virt, f. (B.H.), No. vyrter 
(vyrt, vort), n., Eng. wort, sb. 

*virtin [vx‘rtm], adj.?, found only 
in the foil. expr.: “ye ha’e no got 
in de v. tru yet”. Thus acc. to a 
statement from J. I. without explana- 
tion. Poss. association with verdi, 
virdi1, sb. 

vis [vis, vis], vb., to show out, 
in the exprs. “v. awaa, v. fort’.” 
Un. [vis]. Also visj [vi^]. Un. [vis] 
is noted down in Fe. in sense of 
to try to get rid of (persons, ani- 
mals, birds) by means of tricks, 
and esp. charms or spells; gi’e him 
somet’in’ to v. him awaa! to v. awaa 
de sparrows = to tell awaa de 
sparrows, to chase away by means 
of a spell. A form *vistre [vistro], 
in sense of to show, occurs in the 
riddle from Unst about the cow; see 
Introd., Fragments of Norn. — O.N. 
visa, vb., to show, also to send, to 
compel one to take a certain road 
or go in a certain direction. L.Sc. 
wiss(e), vb. a., to direct, to lead, 
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weise, vb. a., to drive or turn away, 
or try to obtain by craft. Shell, 
vis springs from O.N. visa as the 
initial v indicates, but has absorbed 
some of the meanings of L.Sc. “weise”. 
— “shaw”, L.Sc. form of Eng. show, 
vb., is now the common word in 
Shetl. vissi [vis(s)i, vizi], vb., to 
aim at, differs from vis, and has 
found its way into Shetl. from L.Sc. 
(Fr. viser). 

visek [(visok) vissk], sb., folk-song, 
esp. ancient ballad. The word de- 
notes the now obsolete ballads in 
Norn, in contrast to the more modern 
ones in English and Scottish. Though 
the local Shetl. folk-songs in Norn 
have long been extinct, the word is 
still known in Shell., esp. in Fo. 
and N.I. — No. visa [*visa], i., folk- 
song, ballad; O.N. visa, f., verse, 
stanza. 

wisgert, weese-gert [wisgart, wiz- 
gart], sb., (small) bundle of straw; 
circular band of straw (Ai.), = 
wasgert. See vasgord, sb. The 
first part wis- is L.Sc. weese, sb., 
bundle of straw, circular band of 
straw, while was- in wasgert is 
Norn, -gert is O.N. gardr, m., inter 
alia fence (yard), ring. 

visk1 [visk (vask)], viski [viski, 
vaski], sb., a wisp, handful, small 
bundle, esp. of straw, a v. o’ gloy. 
N.:visk. Nmw.: viski. Also wiski 
[waski]: Nmw. — O.N. visk, f., No. 
visk, m., wisp, tuft. See viskal, sb. 

visk2 [visk, vask], sb., bad humour, 
capricious or surly state of mind, 
orig. prob. a toss with the head. 
de coo set a v. atill (in) her, the 
cow tossed her head in bad temper 
(Fe.). he set a v. atill (in) him, he 
took offence and would not say 
anything (Un.). der ’r a v. in (atill) 
him, he is in a bad temper. N.I. 
UV. [visk] and [vask]. In Fe. and 
Y. is noted down the more common 
[vask]. — Cf. No. visk, n. and m., 

prop, a jerk, grasp, used in sense 
of moment, short time. The use of 
Shetl. visk presupposes a similar 
root-meaning jerk, quick movement, 
from which by transference: hasty 
fit of humour or temper. 

visk [visk], vb., to move sideways, 
to come sidling up to one; to come 
a) viskin, b) viskin anesell [‘one- 
self’]; to v. anesell. he visket [vi- 
skat] him [‘himself’] op at my side; 
he cam’ viskin him. Often of ani- 
mals : to come from the side, setting 
itself in a fighting posture, e.g. a 
cow, a pig; to come viskin. U. — 
To be classed with visk2, sb. In 
divergent sense No. viska, vb., to 
dare, venture. 

viskal [viskal], viskel [viskal], sb., 
small bundle, handful, esp. of straw; 
a v. o’ gloy. N.I. (U., Yh.). M. occas. 
(N.). U.: viskal, and (Un.) viskel. 
Yh.: viskal. N.: viskel. — Deriv. 
of O.N. visk, f., No. visk, m., wisp, 
tuft. See visk1, sb. 

visket [viskat (viskat)], adj., in the 
expr. “ill-v.”, ill-tempered; malici- 
ous. Yn. — To be classed with 
visk2, sb. 

wisn, wissen [wis®n, wisan], vb., 
1) to wither, shrivel. Also 2) to 
starve, esp. when exposed to severe 
cold. Occas. 3) as vb. a. in sense 
of to plague, annoy, worry; he 
wis send him (Du.) = he worried 
him. Pres. part, wisn in [wisnin].— 
O.N. visna, vb., to wither, to be- 
come dry, to shrivel, Eng. (dial.) and 
L.Sc. wizzen, wissen (wizen, wisen), vb. 

wisnin [wisnin], sb., 1) a withe- 
ring, drying up. 2) a starving, esp. 
from exposure to severe cold; I am 
[‘have’] gotten a w., / am starving 
with cold (from waiting outside in 
the cold). Fe. From the prec. word. 

wisp1 [wasp], sb., a) something 
entangled, tangled cluster or lump; 
b) entanglement. Esp. in the compd. 
pes-wisp (q.v.). Also wosp [wosp] 
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and wusp [wosp]: peswosp, pes- 
wusp. — Possibly L.Sc.; but cf. 
No. vospa, f., entanglement, esp. of 
thread (R.). In its vowel sound the 
Shetl. word may have been infl. by 
Eng. wisp, sb. See vispel, sb. 

fwisp2 [wisp, wesp, wosp], sb., a 
spiteful person, a w. o’ a body. 
Hardly Da. hveps, sb., wasp. As 
tusp, sb., means both tuft, wisp, 
and metaph. spiteful person, wisp 
may well be Eng. wisp, sb., No. 
visp, m., small tassel, tuft. 

vispel [vispal], sb., a) something 
tangled, tangled lump, b) entangle- 
ment; hit [‘it’] is in a v., it is in 
a tangle. Uwg>s. — To be classed 
with wisp1, sb., and derived from 
an older form with v: *visp. 

wiss [was], sb., decoction, see 
fwoss, sb. 

vissek1 [visak], wissek1 [wisok, 
wesok], sb., sea-term, tabu-name in 
fishermen’s lang. for the piece of 
wood which is nailed to the gun- 
wale of a boat, and over which the 
line is hauled, comm, called “hailin’- 
keb”, vatikeb. Yn. — Cf. poss. No. 
“vise” in “langvise”, m., overlapp- 
ing edge on the sides of a vessel 
(Aa.), and No. vising, f., one of the 
boards, “skjervinger”, in the boat, 
which are clinched to the keel (R. 
SuppL). 

vissek2 [visak], sb., a species of 
reddish jelly-fish, medusa. Du. — 
Poss. the same word as No. visa 
(short i), f., flabby, withered-looking 
figure (person); R. 

wissek3 [wi^ok], wissert [wi^art], 
sb., tabu-name, sea-term for cat. Yh. 
See winsi, sb. 

wissen, see wisn, vb. 
wista [wosta], sb., unsheltered 

place (N.I.), see wosta, sb. 
vister [vistor], sb., in the expr. 

“ill v.” (occas.: sad v.), a slight 
oath, wish for something evil, similar 
to “ill t’rift!” a plague upon you 

(him, etc.)! bad luck to you (him, 
etc.)! U., Fe. Also a) (ill) f is ter 
[fistor]: Fef., and b) (ill) visterno, 
visterne [vis^'torno’, vis"t9rn9']: Few. 
More rarely with added mod. ending 
“ment”: fisterment [fis^tormont*]. 
Poss. from O.N. vist, f., a stay, 
from which have prob. also arisen 
the Norw. adjs. illvisteleg, illvisten, 
illvistug, unnerving; snappish, mis- 
chievous, spiteful. 

wit [wit, wat], vb., a) to keep to 
one’s opinion, to insist; b) to ex- 
press, utter, sho wouldno w. [w9t], 
she would not insist upon anything 
else (N.Roe). he witted [wit9d] 
to me, he uttered to me (Fe.). — 
O.N. vita, Eng. dial, (and L.Sc.) wit, 
vb., to know. 

w/7c/i/e-klokk [wit^-iklok-, -kl&k'], 
sb., a species of large beetle; re- 
ported from Nm. as being the same 
kind of beetle which in N.I. is called 
honnklokk (hondiklokk, hornklokk) 
= nasicornous beetle; in other places 
as being the same as tordivel (U.), 
dung-beetle; thus in N. (acc. to J. Sp.). 
See klokk1, sb. — “witchie-klokk 
kokkeluri”, ox-eye daisy; see 
kokkeluri, sb. 

vitj [vitq], vb., 1) to visit; he’s 
been vitjin [vit^in] at sicc a place 
(Fe.). N.I., Wests. 2) in a special 
sense: to go from house to house 
gathering news or gossip, in {he expr. 
“to geng vitjin” or “to geng vitjin 
aboot” (to go from house to house), 
= to geng husamilla. N.I. — O.N. 
vitja, vb., to visit. 

vitsfer (vitjfer) [v9tsfs3r, vit§fe3r, 
vaster], sb., in the expr. “for a v.”, 
(made) for a short time, temporari- 
ly, loosely; thus Fe. [vot^fer]. From 
Yh. is reported [v9tsfe3r, vit^fe8r] and 
witsfer [w9tsfear] in sense of some- 
thing that lasts only a very short 
time, a thing of poor quality, of 
little value; hit [‘it’] was only a v., 
w. — *vitsfen5? a visiting excursion 
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or something that does not last 
longer than a visiting excursion? 
O.N. vit, n., inter alia a visiting, 
looking up, vitja, vb., to visit, call 
on, = Shetl. vitj [vit§], the last 
of which may have influenced 
the forms of pronunciation [vit^fe3r, 
vat^fer]. For the metaphorical use 
of the word cf. the syn. vat(s)fer, 
sb. Or might vitsfer merely be 
an alteration of vatsfer? 

vittiband. see vattaband. 
twitter [witar], vb., to inform (one 

of something); I ’ll w. her how to 
do [‘do’] it (U.). — O.N. vitra, No. 
vitra, L.Sc. witter, vb., id. 

*vivaind, vb., to turn round, found 
only in a single expr. (tabu-expr. in 
fishermen’s lang.). Uwg. See under 
vaind, vb. 

vivda [vivda (vevda)], sb., wind- 
dried meat, esp. mutton (or beef), 
which has been hung up unsalted 
in a stone hut, skjo, with small slits 
in the walls, and has been dried 
by the draught. The custom of wind- 
drying meat became antiquated in 
the course of the nineteenth century 
(fish is still wind-dried), but the word 
vivda is still known in various places. 
Noted down esp. in N.Sh. (N.I.) and 
on Wests. Edm. has a doublet form 
vifda. The stone huts (see skjo, 
sb.) were commonly built near the 
shore, so that the unsalted meat 
hung up got a slight sprinkling from 
the surf through the slits in the walls. 
Prob. an orig.*vp5vakjpt, n., meat con- 
taining muscles, with later dropped 
second part of compd. O.N. vpdvi, 
m., muscle. With the Shetl. form 
vivda (with metathesis of d (3) and 
v) cf. No. vovde = vodve, m., muscle. 
i is fairly freq. developed from orig. 
p; cf. e.g. virr, sb., from “vprr”. 
Dropping of the second part of compd. 
has taken place in several words in 
Shetl. Norn; cf. e.g. almark, sb. 

vivdet [vivdat], adj., wind-dried, 

of meat; also of fish: dried, sourish 
(U.). By transference also of other 
things, such as bland (whey mixed 
with water); sourish, sour; de bland 
is v. (N.). Deriv. of vivda, sb. 

vjalsket, see valsket, adj. 
vjand; see vand, sb. 
vjav/ess, see vavlet, adj. 
vjeda, sb., wetness, water, see 

veda, sb. 
vjedek, sb., a ditch (for draining 

off water), brook, etc., see vedek2, sb. 
vjog, vb., of fish: to turn sourish 

(or half-rotten); see vog8, vb. 
vjoget (vjaget), adj., sourish or 

half-rotten, of fish; see voget, adj. 
vjolin, vjolisom, adj., see volin, 

volisom, adj. 
vo [vo], sb., a bay, creek, freq. 

somewhat more indented than a wik. 
comm. Also comm, in place-names, 
names of bays, esp. as the second 
part, i.e., the second word, that forms 
the name, e.g. Basta vo (Yn*0.); 
Burra vo (Ys., N.Roe, Nmn.): *borgar 
v£gr; Dale’s vo (De6., Ti6.): *dals 
vagr; Duri vo (L.); Ed [ed] vo 
(Ai.): *ei5s v&gr; Grotin [grotin] vo 
(Stw., between St. and W.): ’"gra- 
tings vagr; Hamna vo (Ys., Esh., 
Nmw., Papa St.): *hafnar vagr, a bay 
serving as harbour; Ronis vo (Nmw.): 
*hrauns v&gr, see roni, sb.; Sullom 
vo (Nms.): *solheima vagr (after the 
village Sullom = *s61heimar, the 
sun-lit homestead). Several of the 
names of bays, ending in vo, are 
also names of villages, and are then 
pronounced and written as a compd., 
e.g. Bastavo, Burravo, Hamnavo. In 
these cases the o-sound in vo is com- 
monly abbr.: [bas"tavo\ bor"avo\ 
ham"navo‘]. More rarely compoun- 
ded as a place-name or as the first 
part of a compd. Uncompounded 
as the name of a village: Vo (Dew., 
Du6.): *1 v£gi. As the first part of 
compd., e.g. Voboit(t)en (Skaw, U".): 
*v£gbotn, O.N. Wigsbotn, m., see 
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*botn, sb. As the first part in 
place-names the word is found esp. 
in the form vog [vog], in which 
original final g has been preserved, 
and in some cases the pronunc. has 
changed to k (before st): Vog Minn 
[vog mm] (inlet to Qunnister vo, 
Nmw.): *vagminni (mynni), “bay- 
mouth", and Vog Skerri [vog skaeri] 
(Gunnister vo, Nmw.), skerry: *v£g- 
sker. Vogster [vokstor] (Dew., Conn.), 
name of village, contracted form of 
“Vogseter”: *vag-setr; see *seter1, 
sb. In a couple of names is found 
the form wa, viz. in the name of 
the village Skallowa [skal”6wa’], older 
Skollowa [skSl"6wa‘] for *Skolawa, 
a village on the west side of Main- 
land, opposite Lerwick, now incor- 
rectly written “Scalloway”: *sk&la- 
v£gr (O.N. sk£li, m., room, hall, 
house), as well as the name of a 
village and parish: “Was” [waz] 
(Wests., M.), incorrectly written 
“Walls”, as 11 is mute in the combi- 
nation “all” in Scottish dial., and 
therefore placed promiscuously and 
incorrectly after long a. Was is an 
orig. “vagar”, pi., the bays, which 
is proved by the name in a charter 
of 1509 (Medalbae a Sandnese), D.N. 
VI, being written “i voghum” [orig. 
*i v&gum, dat. pi.]. In a deed of 
partition by Hans Sigurdsson of 
the parish of Tingwalda (Tingwall, 
M., Shetland), dated 11 Sept. 1490, 
Bergen (D.N. VIII no. 426), the de- 
signation “voga fiordwngh” [orig. 
*vaga fjordungr] is used for Was, 
which (in conjunction with the name 
“Maweds otting” for Nm.) proves 
partly that the islands were formerly 
divided into quarters and eighths, 
partly that Was, *Vagar, comprised 
a much greater territory than at the 
present time, viz. the so-called “West- 
side”. Orig. “Vagar” no doubt espe- 
cially denoted the bays indenting the 
coast on the south between Sand- 

sting and the present Was. With 
Shetl. Was cf. “Walls” among the 
Orkneys, “V^galand” in Orkneyinga 
Saga, and the isle of “V^gar” (Vag- 
oy) among the Faeroe Islands, wa 
[wa, wa] is the Ork. form (in place- 
names only) for Shetl. vo. — O.N. 
v&gr, m., creek, bay. 

wod [wod], sb., shoal of fish in 
the surface of the water, esp. a 
shoal of very small fish, a w. o’ 
fish, o’ sil(l)eks (very small coal- 
fish). U., Wests. In Wests, also 
with dropped initial w: od [od], a 
od o’ sil(l)eks. In U. an angli- 
cised form “wade” [wead], a w. o’ 
fish. — *vad, n., or more prob. 
*va5a, f. Faer. vad [vaea], n., shoal 
of fish, sildavad; rare (more com- 
monly “torva”, f.). Icel. vada, f., 
No. voda, f., Sw. dial, v&da, f., shoal 
of fish (in the edge of the water). 

vodel [vSdal], sb., = vadel, sb. 
F. I. 

wodek. woddek [wodak], sb., a 
riddle. S.Sh. From *gwodek, by 
dropping of initial g. See godek, sb. 

vog1 [vog, vo3g, vog], vb., to dare, 
venture, to venture to go from one 
place to another; noted down esp. 
in the exprs. “to v. ut, to v. ane- 
sell [‘oneself’] ut”. I canno v. me 
ut wi’ dis kind o’ wadder, / dare 
not go out in such weather; he 
canno v. him [‘himself’] ut. Un. he 
couldno v. him aff o’ de fire, he 
dared not leave the hearth, of a 
frail person, susceptible to cold (Yn.); 
no a boat could ha’e voget [vogat] 
ut to Estraminni, no boat could 
have ventured out to Estraminni in 
the rough sea (Yn.). U. (Un.): [(vog) 
vo3g, vog]. Yn.: [vog (voag)]. — 
O.N. (not orig.) v£ga, vb., to dare, 
venture; No. vaaga, Sw. v&ga, Germ, 
wagen, vb. 

vog2 [vog (vo3g)], vb., to stay 
long in one place, to be out very 
late, esp. of boats, boats’ crews, out 
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at fishing: to remain in one and the 
same place, fishing-ground, after the 
other boats have sailed home; to lie 
vogin; to lie vogin ut late. Uwg. 
— Is a special Shetl. development 
of meaning from O.N. vaka, vb., to 
be awake. In proper sense to be 
awake, the form wak [wak] (a comb, 
of O.N. “vaka” and Eng. wake, vb.) 
is now used in Shetl. In the same 
sense as vog is now occas. used 
hanvag, vb. (q.v.), an old *andvaka. 

vog3 [vog], vb., to be in a state 
of decomposition, to be half-spoiled, 
half-rotten, noted down esp. of bait 
which has been kept too long; de 
bait is vogin. Fo. In Papa St. is 
noted down a form vjog[vjog, vj6ag] 
in sense of to become sour, of fish. 
— vog prob. from an older *bog 
with the fairly unfreq. change b > v, 
when initial, before a vowel. Cf. 
boga and voga1, sbs., a state of 
decomposition, a decomposed or 
crushed mass. No. bokna, vb. n., to 
become half-dry, Sw. dial, bokna, 
vb. n., to grow musty, to become 
half-rotten or spoiled. No. boka 
(R.) and bokja (Aa.), vb. a., to dry 
a little, to make half-dry. Shetl. 
vog (*bog) is developed from the 
form *boka, vb. a. See voget, adj. 

voga1 [voga, voga, voga], sb., 
state of decomposition, decomposed 
or crushed mass, in the expr. “f 
(in) v.”, crushed into small pieces; 
to lay (lie) i’ v. Wests. N.I.? — Is 
the same word as boga, sb., q.v. 
Cf. vog3, vb., and voget, adj. 

*voga2 [voga], sb., week, recorded 
only in Foula in the exprs.: a) “santa 
v. ook [sa'nta voga uk]”, the first 
week in June, prop, the holy week, 
with tautological addition of L.Sc. 
ook, sb., week, after voga had be- 
come obsolete, and b) a) dea (day-a) 
dumbvidla voga [dea domb"vid‘la 
voga], Passion-week (the week be- 
fore Easter), O.N. dymbildagavika, 

with inversion of the words “dymbil” 
and “daga” in Shetl. Norn, ft) “pasa” 
v. [pesa, pesa voga], Easter-week 
(L.Sc. pase, pays, etc., Easter: Jam.). 
The two last-mentioned names of 
weeks occur in a now obsolete pro- 
verb, appl. to the weather: the 
weather of Passion-week will be 
the weather of Easter-week; see In- 
trod., Fragments of Norn. — O.N. 
vika, f., week. The change from i 
to o in voga may be due partly 
to the initial v, partly to the vowel- 
adjusting infl. of the old, occas. fossil- 
ized, inflectional endings (now comm, 
obs. in Shetl.) -u, -o, of feminines 
in -a. O.N. viku: accus., gen., dat. 
Both the above changes may have 
occasioned an adjustment of vowel 
otherwise not common in Shetl. Norn. 

vogerous [vo"gar6s*], adj., brisk, 
active, strong. Uwg. — Deriv. of an 
old *vakr- in sense of alert, brisk. 
Cf. O.N. vakr (rad. r), adj., alert, 
fearless, and vakrligr, adj., alert, 
active, lively, No. vakra, vb., to 
wake, refresh, vakrug, adj., fresh, 
wide awake (Aa.). 

vogeskarf [vcrgoska^h, vog"a- 
ska‘rf-], vogiskarf [vog"iska‘rf'], sb., 
a species of a very thin flounder, 
longish in shape, the flesh having 
a glassy appearance. Sae. (Snara- 
ness): vogeskarf. Papa St.: vogi- 
skarf. Reported from Papa as being 
a kind of sole (pleuronectes solea). 
— *v£g-skarf(r). The first part is 
*vog, now with dropped final g: 
vo, sb., bay, creek. For the second 
part, skarf, see under mongeskarf, 
sb., another name for the same kind 
of flounder. Cf. a) Icel. vogmeri, 
f., a kind of halibut, longish and 
thin in shape (B.H.), b) No. vaag- 
merr, f., a kind of halibut (R.), = 
sylvkveita, = c) Sw. vogmar. 

voget, adj., noted down only in 
the form vjoget (vj&get) [vjogot, 
vjagot]: a) somewhat sour, half-sour, 
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of fish; Papa St., Wests, [vjogatj. 
b) half-rotten, spoiled, of fish. Easts, 
occas. (Lunn., Wh.) [vjSgot]. — To 
be classed with vog3, vb., and prob. 
replaces *boget, *bjoget, in the 
same way as the allied voga, sb., 
replaces boga, sb., q.v. Cf. No. 
boken, adj., slightly dry, half-dry, 
esp. of meat and fish (Aa.), and Sw. 
dial, boken, adj., soft, musty, half- 
spoiled, half-rotten or beginning to 
rot, of fruit and victuals, vjoget 
coincides in meaning with the Sw. 
word in sense b. 

voker, vokker [vokor], adj., in 
good condition, well-fed and healthy, 
of animals, esp. ponies and sheep; 
a v. baess [‘beast’]. Un. — Faer. 
vakur, No. and Da. vakker, adj., in 
Faer. and No. of appearance: hand- 
some, good-looking, in Da. esp. 
pleasant, amiable, obliging. 

vokonnin [vo'koq’in, vokoq'in], sb., 
tabu-name, sea-term, for mouse. Fe. 
No doubt a corruption of bohonnin, 
sb., q.v. 

voksen [v&kson, voksan], vuksen 
[vokson], adj., grown-up, of a cer- 
tain growth or physical form, esp. 
in the compd. “ill-v.”; q.v. Conn. 
O.N. vaxinn, perf. part, of vaxa, vb., 
to grow, increase. 

vokster [vokstor], vukster [vokstor], 
sb., 1) growth, thriving; du’s gotten 
a v. upo dee, you have grown or 
thriven well (esp. in address to an 
animal); guid [‘good’] in v., that is 
growing or thriving well, of persons 
and animals (Fo.); a puir [‘poor’] v. 
Wests. Fo.: [vokstsr]. Ai.: [vokstar] 
and [vokstar]. More commonly: 
[vokstar]. In N.I. is used a form 
vikster [vokstar, vikstar]: der ’r a 
v. upon him, he is growing rapidly, 
is thriving extremely well (Un.: 
vakstar, vikstar); he ’s gotten a v. 
upon him (Yn.: vikstar). he’s gotten 
de v., he grows faster than boys 
usually do (Un.); also said of young 

animals. In slight swearing vikster 
is occas. used in the expr. “ill v.”, 
said esp. to or about a stubborn 
animal; ill v. to (till) dee! ill v. till 
him, her! (Un.), prop, may you (he, 
she, it) thrive illl 2) physical form, 
(right) shape; he (sho) has nedder 
vand or [‘nor’] v., he (she) is ill- 
shaped and clumsy, prop, has neither 
right shape nor physical form. 
Wests.: [vokstar (vokstar)]. Also of 
garments : de jacket has nedder vand 
or v. Wests. The words vokster 
and vand are quite syn. in these 
exprs. 3) deportment, (right) mode of 
bearing oneself; esp. distinguished 
or manly deportment; he cam’ 
in wi’ a v. Noted down in this 
sense in the forms vukster and 
vekster [vaekstar]; not common; 
actual locality uncertain; Wests.? 
4) a) enterprise, energy; b) speed, 
hurry, haste. Fo.: vikste r [vikstar]. 
Often with combining of senses a 
and b. dere wer’ a v. on him (her), 
“sho kledd [kled] her (hersell) wi’ 
a v.”, she dressed herself quickly 
(Fo.). In Fo. the word has been 
split into two diff. forms with diff. 
meanings. The senses given under 
4 no doubt spring from a root-mean- 
ing increase, augmentation; streng- 
thening. — O.N. vpxtr, m., a) in- 
crease, augmentation, b) growth; 
physical form; size; stature, c) state, 
condition, etc. 

vol [vol], sb., piece of wood, stick, 
post. Fo. — O.N. vplr, m., a round 
stick. See veggwol, sb. 

vol [vol, vo3!], vb., to howl, wail; 
esp. of the cat: to wail, mew; de 
cat vols. N.I. (U., Y.). Occas. vjol 
[vjol, vjo3l] beside vol; thus in Yh. 
— O.N. vala, vb., to wail. 

voler [volar, vo3lar], sb., tabu-word 
in fishermen’s lang. for cat. U. — 
Prop, the mewer. *v£lari, m., a 
waiter. From vol, vb. 

wolga [wolga], wilga [walga, 
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welga], sb., tether, together with 
swivel, swill, and tether-peg; rink 
upo dy w.! gird upo dy w.! in 
address to the cow: make a start 
and try to tear up the tether-peg! 
Conn. — Partly also wolka [wo‘lka], 
wilka [wa‘lka, we'lka]: Conn.— A 
metaphor. Prop, gallows, O.N. galgi, 
Icel. and Faer. g&lgi, m. (accus., gen., 
dat.: galga, gSlga). wolga repre- 
sents older *gwolga by dropping 
of initial g. *gwolga from *golga 
[*g^lga > *g&lga] by diphthongization 
of o to uo, wo. Cf. the foil, words 
beginning with wol-. “Wolga” is 
found in Conn, as a place-name, 
name of a gallows-hill; see under ♦golga, sb. 

wolhard [wolhard], willhard [wal- 
hard’, wel’hard’], sb., sea-term, tabu- 
word in fishermen’s lang. for sea- 
bottom, esp. fishing-ground. Fo. 
Also with the second part unstressed: 
willar, willser [(walaer) welaer]: Fo. 
de w. was a’ [‘all’] brimbor- 
tend, the fishing-ground was quite 
stripped offish; see *brimbortend 
and boren, adjs. — Prop, no doubt 
an adj.: *olhard, from O.N. allhardr, 
very hard, “hinn allhardi", the very 
hard one, would be a fitting peri- 
phrasis for sea-bottom, fishing- 
ground. hardi [*hinn hardi, the 
hard one\ is found uncompounded 
in the same sense as wolhard; see 
hardi, sb. For the development of 
the first part all- through ol- (No. 
aal- from all-) to wol- (will-) see 
under *wolmen and wolmo, sbs. 

volin [(volm) vo3lm], volisom 
[vo’iisonr, vo3"lis6m-], volsom [vo3l- 
som], adj., insipid; stale; nauseous; 
too fresh, of taste, e.g. appl. to fish 
which has not been sufficiently salted 
or has not yet become sourish (dowd 
fish). Nmw. Also of liquid, a luke- 
warm, insipid beverage; thus in Y. 
(Yh.). a v. taste. Nmw.: volin and 
volisom [vo8"lis6nr]. Y.: volsom, 

volisom. Also vjolin [vjo3lm] and 
vjolisom [vjo3"lis6m’]: Yh. — *va- 
linn and *valsamr. Cf. No. val (R.), 
valg (Aa.) and valgjen (R.), adj., 
tasteless; nauseous; insufficiently 
salted (Aa.: valg), acc. to R. esp. 
a) unsavoury owing to tepidity or 
lack of spices, b) flat, stale, of be- 
verages. Icel. v&lgr, volgr, adj., luke- 
warm. volin differs from valin, 
adj., q.v. 

wolki [wo'lki], sb., the auk, alca. 
Also wilki [wo‘lki (we‘lki)]; fairly 
comm. Other forms are a) wo Ike k 
[wo'lkak], wilkek [w3‘lk3k], b) wo- 
lek [wolak], willek [watek], c) wol- 
ken [woiken], wilken [wa‘lken]. 
The two forms ending in -en (given 
under c) are rare, and noted down 
in Un. — O.N. alka, f., the auk. 
Icel. and Fser. £lka [Faer. &‘lka]. No. 
alka, and in Li. (R.): aalka. The 
Shetl. forms beginning with wo 
(wi) spring from an older *olk- from 
*alka [*&‘lka], and have arisen by 
diphthongization of o to uo, wo. The 
ending -(e)n in woiken (wilken) 
must be the suffixed def. art. -n in 
a fossilized state: *alka-n, O.N. alkan. 
Cf. tjoga3, sb. 

wollend [woland, wolant], sb., 
oesophagus, gullet, = wallend and 
willend. Conn, and other places. 
O.N. v61endi, n., id. 

*wolmen [wolmen], *wolemen 
[wor'amen1], sb., a common. Also 
*wilmen [walmen], *willemen 
[wal,-amen']. Now only as a place- 
name, prop, name of common pas- 
tures; but some of the places (for- 
merly home-field pastures) are now 
arable land. Elderly people in the 
places concerned, however, remember 
(remembered) that the pieces of arable 
land which are now called Wolmen, 
etc., were formerly common pastures. 
Exx.: de Wolmen (Aid, Conn.; Papa 
St.), now arable land, de Wolmens, 
pi. (Fo.). Wolemen’s brunt (Shanner- 
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wick, Du.), a hill. “brunt” here 
prob. alludes to the burning off of 
the surface soil, de Wolmeni [wol"- 
meni•,w^l••meni•]. “Wolamena[w6l”a- 
men’a, wah’amen'a] scattald” (Ys*w., 
near Erisdale), hill-pasture, in a 
written list of 1667 concerning 
boundary-marks in the out-field in 
the Isle of Yell, called “Hollmennis 
hoga”. In a written list of 1731 
concerning boundary-marks in the 
out-field in the Isle of Unst is men- 
tioned “Wolmemning” or “Houlma- 
menga” as a hill-pasture in the 
south-western part of the isle (be- 
tween Snabrough and Lund). — O.N. 
almenningr, m., a common. No. aal- 
menning, m. wolmen is developed 
from *olmen, *olmenn, abbr. of 
an older *olmennin. wo- (wi-), 
by diphthongization of o (o > uo 
> wo), developed from a [&]. With 
ol-, wol- cf. Faer. al- [&1] for al- in 
aimenningur [SL'menig’gor], and No. 
aal- in aalmenning. “*Hollmennis 
hoga” is an older *01mennins hoga, 
O.N. almennings hagi (accus. gen. 
dat.: haga). The form “Houlma- 
menga” is due to corruption, and 
is poss. written in error for *Houl- 
manengaor*Houlmenenga. SeeShetl. 
Stedn. pp. 73—74. Cf. *olmark 
(with a special sense aim ark), sb. 

wolme, wilme [(wol mg ) warmo’, 
walmo1 (wel'mg’)], sb., a) large as- 
sembly of people, gathered crowd; 
b) large crowd of any creatures, 
inter alia of fairies, gnomes (Fe.); 
c) with development of meaning: 
great number of collected things 
(Umo.). Fe., Umo. Also with the 
second part unstressed: wol mi, 
wilmi [(wolmi) walmi]. Um0. — 
wo-, wi-, by diphthongization (o > 
uo > wo) from older o: *olm0. 
O.N. almtigi and almiigr, m., the 
common people, No. aalmuge, m. 
The development of the first part of 
the Shetl. word is as follows: *al- > 

*al- (aal-) > *M- > *ol- > *uol- 
> wol- >• wil-. 

wolsben (wilsben) [wo'lsben, wa'ls- 
ben], sb., vertebra of the neck; see 
hwolsben, sb., and *hols, sb. 

volsom, volisom, see volin, adj. 
womb - fallen, wumb - fallen 

[womb"tal-an], sb., tallowy membrane 
of the stomach of an animal. Fo. 
— The first part springs more prop, 
from O.N. vpmb, f., stomach, than 
from Eng. womb, sb. 

vomd [vomd (vomd), vo3md, vomd, 
v5md] and vomin [vomm (voamm)j, 
adj., a) sourish, of fish; v. fish. Yh.: 
[vo3md]; Un.: [vomd] and [vomd]. 
Papa Stour (prop. Lunn.?): [vommj. 
b) sour, also half-rotten, in a state 
between sour and rotten, of fish. 
N.: [(vomd) vomd], half-rotten, in a 
state of decomposition. Fe.: [vomd], 
half-rotten (in sense of sourish, the 
word valen is used in Fe.). In 
other places vomd [vomd (vo3md), 
vomd] and vomin (U.?) in sense of 
sour; v. fish. The form vomd is 
much more common than vomin. 
In U. (Un.) are also noted down the 
forms vomd [v63md] and vomd 
[V03md] in sense of sour, esp. of 
smell; v. fish. — *v&mdr and *v&- 
minn. Cf. No. vaamen, adj., flat, 
stale (R., Suppl.), and “vaemen”, 
adj., nauseous, insipid (R.), Icel. 
vaeminn, adj., nauseous, also dis- 
gusting, from *v&m-; O.N. v&ma, f., 
nausea, [vomd] may be a *v9mflr. 
vomd, vomd, seem to presuppose 
a *vcem6r = *vceminn, formed by 
i-mutation from *vpm-. 

vomm [vom], sb., injury inflicted 
upon a person by hypnotizing in- 
fluence or magic power; to kast 
a v. ower ane. Esh., Nmw. — *vamm. 
See the more common forms vam 
and vamm. 

womon [wo'mon-], sb., indistinct 
sight of something through haze 
or mist, reported from U. in the 
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expr. “to ha’e de w. o’ de land”, 
to see the land indistinctly through 
haze or mist, prop, no doubt to 
have a slight feeling, or sensation, 
of land. An orig. *amunr? This might 
mean a feeling, and hence sugges- 
tion or slight sensation. For the 
probable etymology of the word see 
under umond, sb. 

fwong, sb., a piece of pasture 
for a cow. Barclay: wong. — O.N. 
vangr, m., a green, a grass-grown 
piece of land, Sw. dial, v&ng, m., 
fenced-in piece of home-field. Eng. 
dial, wong, sb., low-lying land, 
meadow. 

vonk, sb., see vunk, sb. 
vor [vor, voar], sb., 1) spring-, 

now rare in this orig. sense as the 
name for the season of the year. 
2) comm.: digging of the soil in 
spring, = O.N. v&rvinna, f. to 
winn de v., to prepare the soil in 
spring (by spade). In Orkney vor 
is more common in its orig. sense, 
spring, than in Shetland. — O.N. 
var, n., spring, varvinna (varorka, 
-yrkja, varpnn), f., No. vaaronn and 
vaarvinna, f., Fser. v&rvinna and 
v&ring, f., preparing of the soil in 
spring, vor, in sense 2, has prob. 
arisen by dropping of the second 
part of compd., such as “pnn” or 
“vinna”. 

*vord [vord (vord)], sb., mountain- 
top; large, prominent hill, prop, and 
orig. of heights with cairns from 
which outlook was kept in former 
times. Now only, as a place-name, 
e.g. Husavord [hu"savord-]: *htisa- 
varda or -vardi, also named Husen- 
vord [hrrsanvord*]: *htisanna-variJa 
(-vardi), older name for “de Wart 
o’ Norwick” (Un.). Fuglavord [fog"- 
lavord'] (W.). deVordis [vordis], two 
hills with ruins of old cairns or 
watch-towers (Fe.); the fishing-ground 
“de Vordins [vordins]” (Fe.) is named 
after these hills, which are used as 

landmarks. As the first element the 
word is found in “de Vord eld [vor- 
deld, vonjeld]” (Us. and Fe.), two 
hills with ruins of old watch-towers; 
prob. O.N. vardhald, n., watch. Vor- 
deld is now commonly called “Vord 
[vord] hill” by misunderstanding of 
the second part of compd. The form 
vard [vard], e.g. in Vardibregg [var"- 
dibreg'] (Nm.), is rare: *var5a-brekka. 
Most common are the forms vird- 
(virda, virdek, vird) [virda, virdok, 
vird, verd (vord-)] and wart [wa‘rt], 
which, however (except virdek), are 
found only in place-names. For the 
forms with i see further under vir- 
dek, sb. wart is found as the name 
of some of the best known, high 
hills, e.g.: de Wart o’ Bressey (Br.), 
o’ Bruland (W.), o’ Klett (Wh.), o’ 
Otterswick (Y.), o’ Scousburgh (Du.); 
Vis(e)ter [vistor] Wart (Sandwick, Du11.), 
de Berriwart o’ Skaw (Un.): *berg- 
vardi (-varda). — O.N. vardi, m., and 
varda, f., heap of stones as a mark, 
cairn, e.g. on a mountain-top. o in 
vord is developed regularly from a; 
cf. e.g. gord from “gardr”. vird- 
most prob. springs from a “vprdu”, 
accus., gen., and dat. of “varda”; cf. 
e.g. virr, sb., from “vprr”, vivda, 
sb., from “vpdvi”. vordins, pi., is 
most prob. a *vardarnir, def. masc. 

I pi., with later added Eng. pi. -s. vir- 
dins, pi., is most prob. a Vprdurnar, 
def. fern. pi. The form wart is due 
to the infl. of Eng. ward, sb. 

vord [vord, vo3rd], vb., in the expr. 
“to v. anesell [‘oneself’]”, to move 
about feebly and wearily; noted 
down esp. in negative or doubting 
exprs. such as: “I canno v. me ut”, 
/ cannot go out owing to feeble 
health; he canno v. him ut; he was 

! hardly able to v. him ut. de sheep 
! could hardly v. dem, the sheep were 

hardly able to walk or move, e.g. 
in rough weather. Un. — May re- 

| present *ford with a change (other- 
68 
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wise not common) of initial f to v, 
and be O.N. forda, vb., to move, etc. 
v in vord may have been developed 
through infl. of the more common 
vog, vb., in exprs. such as: “I canno 
vog me ut”, which in meaning now 
partly coincides with “I canno vord 
me ut”; see vog1, vb. 

vorden. vordin [vordan, vordin] 
and vurden [vordan, vordan], adj., 
of a certain form or kind, in a , 
certain state; conditioned; as the i 
second part of compd. only; see 
further *langvorden, vanvordin, 
adjs. Prop. perf. part., become, *vord- 
inn, *vur5inn, O.N. orflinn, of verda, 
vb., to become. 

worin [worin, worm], sb., fisher- 
men’s tabu-name for seal. Fo. Re- 
presents *hworin from horin, sb. 
Prop, the hairy one. See horin, sb. 

worl [wor3l], vb., to grumble, 
fret; to whimper from discontent, 
esp. of children; to w. and greet 
(cry), pjurl and w. (see pjurl, 
pjorl, vbs.); to w. i’ de wosta 
(see wosta, sb.). Also comm, wirl 
[(wir3l) wer3l, war3!]. Pres, part.: 
worlin [worlin], wirlin [(wirhn), 
werlm, warhn]. N.I. — Is no doubt 
a parallel form to url1, vb., in the 
same or in a similar sense, pjurl 
and url = pjurl and worl. For 
the relation between the forms url 
and worl compare e.g. that between 
ur1, vb., and the syn. worr, vb. 
Note also, however, L.Sc. wirr, vb., 
a) to growl, grumble, b) to fret, 
whimper. 

worlek [worlak], sb., a piece of 
a broken oar. Also wirlek [warlak]. 
Few. (L., W.). — Dim. form. Prop. 
a small oar. A later 1-derivative 
from a *wor, sb., an oar, O.N. &r, f. 
Cf. worrikel, worrikin, sb. For 
the form wor, see under worri- 
kin, sb. 

worli [worli], sb., an opening in 
the base of a stone wall, through 

| which a burn runs. Also wirli 
[warli]. Fairly comm. Occas. by 
misunderstanding connected with 
Eng. “whirl”, and accepted as an 
eddy in a burn. — Prop, an opening 
in the base of a fence or wall, 
through which a stream runs, O.N. 

i *arhli<5, n. worli is developed from 
1 orli [orli (orli, orli)], a form still 

found in Nm., and partly in Conn.; 
see orli, sb. 

wormo [vormo-], sb., great 
weariness, exhaustion, owing to the 
labour of preparing the soil in 
spring (by digging with the spade); 
de v. is wearin’ aff o’ me nu. Um’n. 
— *varmoedi, f., “spring weariness". 
For the first part see vor, sb. The 
second part is O.N. mcedi, f., weari- 
ness, exhaustion. 

vorous [voros], adj., of a fishing- 
ground: not frequented for some 
time. Fe. See uvorous, adj. vor- 
ous has arisen owing to dropping 
of the negative u-, which had be- 
come unaccented. 

worr [wor(r)], vb., to move, stir, 
to walk very slowly, esp. in nega- 
tive and doubting exprs. such as: 
de craetur’ (sheep) couldno w., could 
hardly w., the animal (sheep) could 
not stir. Also wirr [wor(r)]. Un. 
— Hardly the same word as the 
syn. vord, vb. (also characteristic of 
Un.), of which a derivation from O.N. 
forda, vb., has been attempted. But 
there is no example of a change f 
>> w when initial. As wo (wi) in 
several words has been developed 
by diphthongization from an older 
o, worr may represent *orr and be 
classed with No. arra, vb., to walk 
with difficulty (Aa.). Cf. ar and 
ur1, vbs. 

worrikel, see worrikin, sb. 
worrikin [wor-ikin-], sb., a broken 

oar. Un,bu. A form worrikel, 
wirrikel [(wor'ikol1) wor'ikal'] is 
noted down in U. as fishermen’s 
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tabu-name and sea-term for oar; 
“wooden wirrikels”. — Derivatives 
with double ending: a) the dim. 
ending -ik, b) -in and -el, from a 
*worr [*wor], arisen by vowel shorten- 
ing from a *wor [*wor], sb., oar, 
O.N. kr, f. Not formed from Eng. 
oar, sb. wo (wi) in several Shell. 
Norn words, both initially and finally, 
has arisen by diphthongization of o, 
developed from O.N. k. A dim. form 
worlek (wirlek) [worlak (worlak)] 
(q.v.) is noted down in Few. in sense 
of piece of a broken oar. 

*wos, *wus [wos], sb., rocky ridge; 
see us1, sb. 

wosp, see wisp1, sb. 
fwoss [wos], juice; lye, water 

in which something is boiled, esp.: 
a) decoction of heather (Nms.); b) 
decoction of the root of tormentil, 
used partly for tanning, esp. of nets 
(fishing-nets), partly for dyeing; see 
osi, sb.; c) water in which edible 
roots, potatoes, or turnips have been 
boiled; d) barley-soup (N.I., Sa., 
Wests.); e) decoction of hay (N.); 
f) fish-soup (Sa., Wests., Du.); g) 
saliva (Du.); to swallow de w. o’ 
de mooth. — The form wiss [wos 
(wes)] is now more comm, than 
woss. [wes]: N. and several places, 
[wos]: comm. In Fo. is noted down 
an old form osi [osi] beside woss 
(wiss), with special meaning decoc- 
tion of the root of tormentil. — 
O.Da. and Da. dial. (Jut.) os, c., 
sap. L.Sc. wuss, sb., juice (Jam.), 
A.S. wos, wose. For meaning b 
cf. Eng. ouse, ooze, sb., tanning- 
liquor. The form osi is more orig. 
in Shetl. than woss, wiss, in which 
initial w must be due to infl. of 
L.Sc. wuss, if the Shetl. word be 
not merely the L.Sc. word. Where 
o in Shetl. is developed to wo (wi), 
the root-vowel as a rule has been a. 

wosta [wosta], wista [wosta], 
wostu [wostn, wostu (w&stu)], sb., 

an unsheltered place, esp. a place in 
the out-field where there is no shelter 
for the cattle ora piece of field where 
the corn or grass is ruined by hard 
weather. N.I. The forms ending in 
a: wosta, wista, are peculiar to U.; 
the forms in u [wostn, wostu (w&stu)] 
are noted down in Y., and esp. Fe. 
to stand or lie upo (on) de w., ut 
upo de w. (i’ de w.), to be (stand, 
lie) without shelter, exposed to rain 
and cold; to worl (wirl) i’ de wosta 
(wista); de breer (the sprouting 
seed) or girs [‘grass'] was haterd 
black (ruined and blackened by 
rough weather) i’ de wosta (wista). 
In Fe. also wosti, wisti [(wosti) 
wosti]. — Prob. an old *vasta, f., 
accus., gen., dat.: *v9stu, the same 
word as (or cognate with) O.H.G. 
waste, Eng. waste, sb. Cf. regen- 
vista, -wista, -wosta, sb. 

wrung [wrarj], vb., to distort, 
wring, noted down esp. in the expr. 
“wrangin’ weet [‘wet’]”, wringing 
wet (Y.). Is L.Sc. in form, wrang, 
vb., = Eng. wrong, vb., but in 
meaning it is O.N. rengja, vb., to 
distort, wring, No. rengja. 

wufl [wofal], vb., to walk with a 
heavy gait, e.g. in wading through 
snow or mire; to geng wuflin 
[woflin] Trough snaw, in a mire. 
Impf. and perf. part.: wuffeld [wo- 
fald]. Conn. Also wofl [wof3l], to 
geng woflin [woflin]: Conn. — *vafla 
from *vapla? No. vafsa and vaspa, 
vb., to walk heavily and unsteadi- 
ly, etc. (R.), from *“vapsa” (O.N. 
vappa, vb., to waddle), may be 
compared. A *vabla from *vabba 
(No. vabba), vb., might also be 
suggested; see walber, vb.; but fl 
in wufl, (wofl) has more prob. arisen 
from a pi. 

wumpl. wumpel [wo‘mp3l, wo‘mp- 
9l], vb., to walk slowly with a jerky 
and rolling gait, to geng wumplin 
[wo'mplm]. Impf. and perf. part.: 

68* 
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wumpeld [wo‘mp9ld]. Conn. — 
*vampla? Poss. to be classed with 
No. vampa, vb., to stamp along 
with a rolling gait (R.). The mean- 
ing of the word, however, comes 
closer to O.N. vappa, vb., to waddle, 
of which a derivative, vapla, vb., 
is found in No. and Sw. See wufl 
and walber, vbs. 

vunevara [(vn'nava’ra) v6*nava-ra], 
adv., at random; haphazardly; I 
just did it v. Yn. *a von ok vara. 
See further under *avunavara, adv. 

vunk [vo‘r]k], sb., 1) sudden fit 
of caprice, capricious mood of a 
certain duration, esp. a fit of merri- 
ment; der V [‘there is’] a merry v. 
upon him. Nm. Also vonk [vo‘rjk]: 
der ’r a merry v. upon him. Nm. 
2) in the expr. “upo de v.”, on the 
point of; to be on de v.; he was 
on de v. to geng. Nmn. (N.Roe). 
— No. vink, m., a pull, push; a 
swinging (Aa.). Cf. vink (vank), 
sb., which is used in a diverging 
sense. 

fwupl, fwuppel [wop3l, wopal], 

vb., to entangle, ravel. Pres. part, 
wuplin [wophn], perf. part, wuppeld 
[wopald]. Esp. in perf. part, wup- 
peld, entangled, ravelled. Noted 
down in Un. and Wh. — 1-deriva- 
tive from wup [wop], vb., to bind, 
tie, which is a L.Sc. form (oop, wup: 
Jam.), “wupple”, however, is given 
by Edm. as a special Shell, form. A 
form wipl is also found. In E.D.D. 
“wipple” is given as L.Sc. in sense 
of to wind, twist, etc., but with ex- 
amples only from Shetland and Caith- 
ness. A corresponding 1-derivative 
is found in No. and Sw. No. vipla, 
vb., to entwine (wind, plait), from 
“vippa”, vb. Sw. dial, vippla, veppla, 
vb., to wrap up, from “vippa, veppa 
(veipa, vepa)”, vb. id. (Ri.). 

vurden, adj., see vorden, vordin 
(lang-, van-), adj. 

wus [wos], sb., ridge of land; 
see *usl, sb. 

vomd [vo3md], v0md [v03md], 
adj., sour, sour-smelling, of fish. U. 
*voem5r? See further under vomd, 
vomin, adj. 

The entries under Y and JE and those within brackets under 0 are incorporated 
from the appendix of ‘words not fully worked out’ by Dr. Jakobsen. 

Y. 
yappie, sb., sea-term in fisher- 

men’s lang. for hen (Fo.). See 
jappi and jonsa, sbs. 

yard, sb., in the expr. “ut o’ de 
yard”, prop, out of the house, comm.; 
in a metaph. sense: over, at an end. 
Jol is no ut 0’ de yard afore de 
four and twentieth night, Christmas 
is not over before the twenty-fourth 
night, Christmas in Catholic times 

(and partly at the present day) being 
reckoned as lasting 24 days. 

young, adj., in the expr. “young 
man”, in the special sense: unmar- 
ried man; auld y. man, old, unmar- 
ried man. In this case the word 
points back to Old Northern usage 
(O.N. ungr, adj., young). 

yunsie, sb., a hen (A.L.). Fo. See 
jonsa, sb. 
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JE. 
aeker1 [aekar], sb., ear of corn 

(bere). Du. Cf. aker and eker, sbs. 
aeker3 [aekar], sb., shattered or 

destroyed state; to lay in ae. Duw. 
(Irel.). Cf. otna, sb. 

aekrabon [tekraboi]], sb., long, dry 
grass, the aftermath, fog-grass (Uwg.). 
Cf. ekrabung, sb. 

aelf-wind, sb., nettlerash; de face 
blisters in de skin. Fe. Cf.elf(s)wind,sb. 

aem [se3m], vb., to swarm with 

small, crawling maggots. Y., Fe. 
Cf. em, vb. 

aennipig [eennoplg], sb., a tiny, 
fragile creature; a delicate person 
who cannot leave the house. Du. 
Cf. ennapi (ennepi, ennepig), sb. 

aentibel [ae'ntibal], adj., obedient; 
a aentibel dog. Nmw. Cf. entible 
adj. 

aes [aes], pres, ind.; wha aes it? 
who owns it? 

0. 
0 [o], sb., musty smell, smell of 

something sour or musty; der ’r a 
ill 0 wi’ it. Fe. — Is prob. the 
same word as No. oe (ooe), m., a) 
mild, even, and lasting warmth, b) 
warmth from fermentation (R.). 

*0 [0], sb., a piece of land sur- 
rounded by the sea, an island. Now 
in place-names only. That the word, 
though obsolete, has however been 
in use, or at least well known, in 
Unst not very long ago, may be con- 
cluded from the explanation of the 
name Unst [in Snorre’s Edda: ornist] 
which that island’s folk-etymology 
has provided — wiz. 0enist [o’amst’j. 
This form is explained by J. Nisbet, 
Uyeasound, Us., as the nearest isle, 
i.e. the isle which is nearest to the 
mother-country Norway, an old *oyin 
naesta. The word is common as the 
second part of compd. in names of 
isles, but is found also in names of 
peninsulas, and then as the second 
part it usually becomes -e [e], later 
partly developed to -a, written “-a, 
-ay, -ey”. By elderly people mostly 
pronounced -e where -a is now the 
common pronunc. Of older written 
forms are found “-oy, -0, -ey”, and 

somewhat more recently: “-aw” and 
“-00”; in both cases commonly written 
-ay and -a. [e] is more rarely written 
-ey, -y (or -ie). Exx.: Balte [ba‘lte], 
“Balta” (Uba.): *Balt(a)-0y (the man’s 
name Balti is mentioned in H&kon 
H&kons0n’s Saga as occurring in 
Shetland). Bigge, -a [bige, biga] 
(Yell Sound): *bygg-0y or *bygd-0y. 
Bresse, -a [braese, braesa], Bressay 
(opposite Lerwick, Me.): *Bnisa-0y 
(“brwsoy” in a deed of partition by 
Hans Sigurdsson 1490). Brure [brore] 
(one of the Skerries): *brtiar-0y or 
*br63ur-0y (with the latter cf. Brother 
Isle in Yell Sound). Burre, -a [bore, 
bora], East and West Burre (west 
of Scalloway, Mw.): *borga(r)-0y, 
named after Pictish towers. Egilse 
[eg"else‘], “Egilsa” (Nms'w.): *Egils- 
oy. Fella [fela] (between Wh. and 
Skerries): *fell-0y. Flote, -a [flote, 
flota] (in “the Deeps”): *flat-0y. 
Qroni [grsni, grini], name of several 
small isles: *groen-0y. “Haf [haf] 
Groni” (between U. and Fe.) written 
in 1360 (D.N. Ill 1) “Hafgr^ney”. 
Haskose [has^kose1], “Hascosay” (off 
Ym.): *hafskogs0y (P. A. Munch). 
Havra [hr'vsra', hevara'], three small 
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isles (S.Shw.): *hafr(a)-0y. Hildese 
[hIl••dese•], “Hildasay” (in “the 
Deeps”): *Hildis-0y. Hoy [hoi, h&i], 
a small isle in “the Deeps”: *h&-0y 
(“high isle")\ cf. Hoy among the 
Orkneys; “Haey” in Orkneyinga 
Saga. Hune [hone, hum] (Ue.): 
*Hun(a)*0y (from the man’s name 
Htini). Huse [hnse, hnsi] Isle (Sker- 
ries) “Housay”: *hiisa-0y. Kolse 
[kolse] (Duw.), “Colsay”: *Kols-0y 
(from the man’s name Kolr). Lambe, 
-a [lambe, lamba] (Yell Sound): 
*lamb(a)-0y. Lange, -a [lage, laga], 
off Scalloway, Mw.: *lang-0y. Linge, 
-a [hge, liga], name of several small 
isles: *lyng-0y (“i Liungoyo i Hwals- 
oyo”: 1485). Muse, -a [mnse, musa], 
“Mousa” (Sandwick6, S.Sh.): ‘^Mos- 
ey” in Orkneyinga Saga and Egil’s 
Saga. Orfase [6‘r' fase ] (Ys.): *0r- 
firis-ey (small isle which at ebb is 
connected with a mainland or large 
island by a reef submerged at flood- 
tide). Papa [(pape) papa]: *pap(a)- 
oy, named after the Irish ecclesiastics 
or hermits in ancient times; Papa 
Stur [star] (Wests.): *p. stora. Sande, 
-a [sande, sanda] (in “the Deeps”, 
bay, Mw‘s.): *sand-0y; S. stur and 
little. Samfre [sa'mfre, sa'uifre], 
“Samphray” (Yell Sound): *Sand- 
frldar-oy? (“Sandffryaroo” and “San- 
ffrydarey” in 1512, D.N. III). Trondre, 
-a [trondre, trondra (trand-)], west of 
Scalloway: *Dr£ndar-0y (from the 
man’s name £>r&ndr). Vele, Vela 
[(vele) vela], “Vaila” (W.), written 
Valoy, 1490. Vementre [venventre’, 
-hr] (Ai.): V6mundar-0y (from the 
man’s name “VSmundr”). R0 [rg], 
“Roe”, in the names Nort’ R0, Muckle 
R0 and Little R0,“ Roe”, is developed 
from *R0-0, orig. *raud-0y, “red- 
isle". The second 0 in “R00” has 
been absorbed by the first. “Nort’ 
R0” is the name of a peninsula, the 
most northerly of Nm. (Mn.), prop, 
denoting the peninsula north of the 

isthmus of Burra Voe on the east 
and Sand Voe on the west. The 
name N. Roe is now improperly used 
of the whole peninsula (north of 
Colla Firth and Ronas Voe), which 
prob. in former times was merely 
named *Ro (*R00). Muckle R0 (Roe) 
[*rau50y mikla] and Little R0 (Roe) 
are two isles, the former west of 
Delting (M.), the latter in Yell Sound. 
Muckle Roe is found on Timothy 
Pont’s map of Shetland, Amsterdam 
1646; written “Ruoy stour” [*raud0y 
stora]. The name “raudoy” is due 
to the red granite rocks which are 
characteristic of these three places. 
0 is found occas. as the first part 
of compd., esp. in gen., oe- (oja-); 
thus: 0efell [gofeh (g3fel), ofel] (Isle 
of Nibon, Nmw.): *0yjarfell. (de) 
0eklov [03kl6v], a cleft through the 
small isle of Egilse (“Egilsay”): 
*0yjar-klof(i) or *-klauf. About this 
cleft, which divides the isle into two 
unequal parts, a large and a small 
one, and how it was formed, there 
is an old tradition: Two brothers 
lived on the isle, and one of them 
was blind. The one who had sight 
divided their pecuniary property into 
two parts which he pretended were 
equal; but the blind one suspected 
him of not having divided justly, 
and prayed to God for a sign to 
show him how the fortune was 
divided. The following morning the 
isle was split into two very unequal 
parts by a cleft. 0estakk [0"3stak‘, 
ostak] (Isle of Nibon, Nmw.): *0yjar- 
stakkr. 0teng [stseg], tongue of land 
or small point on the Isle of Samfre, 
“Samphray”: *0y-tangi or *0yjar- 
tangi. 0ewik [g"9wik, gwik] (“Egils- 
ay”, Nmw.): *0yjar-vlk. As a place- 
name, „name of sounds, *0jasund 
[0j"asund‘], a sound between two 
isles or between a mainland and 
an isle, is found in various places 
in Shetland: a) between Us. and the 
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Isle of 0ja, b) between the village 1 

of 0ja (Uyea) and “de Isle o’ 0ja”, 
Nmn'w., c) between the small isles 
Onjare [orfare*], written “Uynarey”, 
and Bigga in Yell Sound, d) be- 
tween the eastern part of the Isle 
of Vementry and Ai. (Wests., M.). 
It is found also as the name of a 
village in U. (Un.), opposite the Isle 
of 0ja, and in Ai., opposite Vemen- 
try. 0jasund (Uyea Sound) near Us. 
and the village named after it, have 
also the form 0esund [©“osond, 
osond]. The extended form *0ja 
[oja] for *0 is found a) as the name 
of the inhabited Isle of 0ja (Uyea), 
south of Unst, opposite the village 
of 0jasund (Uyeasound), b) in the 
designation “de Isle o’ 0ja”, an 
islet separated by a very narrow 
sound from the village of 0ja in the 
north-western part of Nm. A sand- 
bank, “de Je (Jae) o’ 0ja”, connects 
the isle with Mainland, “to geng 
to the Isle” is commonly said in 
the south of Unst when there is a 
question of going by boat to 0ja, 
as Unst in this case is regarded as 
a mainland in relation to the small 
isle mentioned. The name “0ja” 
of the isle south of Unst has there- 
fore really come from the south of 
Unst. In a single case an older *0, 
*0y, as the second part of compd., 
has been translated as “isle”, e.g. 
“Gluss [glos] Isle” (Nme.), in 1490 
written “glwmso” (in a deed of 
partition by Hans Sigurdsson), orig- 
inally *Gltims-0y (from the man’s 
name Gliimr); St. Ringan’s (Ninian’s) 
Isle, “de Nort’ Isles” (U., Y., Fe.) 
are mentioned in a charter of 1307 
(D.N. I, 1) as “nordr oeyiar” [O.N. 
*nor5r0yjar]. In the name Fule or Fula 
[fule, fula], written “Foula”, the end- 
ings -e, -a, are not orig. *0y, but a 
later addition. In the deed by Hans 
Sigurdsson, 1490, the isle is merely 
called “fogl” (“i fogle”, in which e 

must be the dat. ending, as “oy” 
in this deed is commonly written 
in full: “oy”, and in a single in- 
stance “0”). Acc. to P. A. Munch 
the name “Fugl” is used in Norway 
of distant isles far out in the sea. 
See further Shetl. Stedn. pp. 169— 
172. O.N. oy (Icel. ey), f., isle, also 
peninsula. The form *0ja, isle, is 
O.N. oyja (eyja), f., = 0y (ey). “oy, 
oyja” in the old language also meant 
flat stretch of fertile land along 
water, and the name of the village 
Oja in Nmn'w. may be understood 
in this sense. Ojasund (Oesund) is 
partly O.N. oyjarsund (eyjar-), n., the 
first part in gen. sing., sound be- 
tween two isles or between an isle 
and the mainland, partly O.N. “oyja- 
sund”, n., the first part in gen. pi., 
sound between two isles. 

0 [0], vb., to mutter inarticulate 
sounds-, I could only 0 at him, / 
could only mutter something, I could 
not give him a proper answer. 
Levenwick, Du. I could just 0 at 
him, i. e. give him a grunt for every 
question, not a proper answer. Du. 
(Lewenwick, Shannerwick). 

[0bet [shot], adj., see hobet, adj.] 
0d [od, o3d], adj., targe and good 

id quality, now mostly appl. to size. 
Esp. of fish. Sea-term belonging to 
fishermen’s tabu-Iang. U. Is de fish 
anyt’ing od? a corn Oder [odor], 
a little larger (and better). From 
Ym. is reported oder [odor] in sense 
of exaggerated; prop, compar.? — 
Poss. the same word as O.N. cedri, 
oeztr (oedstr), adj. (found only in 
comparative and superlative); oedri, 
higher; finer; better. ?O.N. Itr, adj., 
excellent; considerable. May poss. 
be compared with No. “0ye”, used 
adjectivally, and as the first part of 
compd. in sense of exceedingly 
large (R.). 

0d [od], vb., to long for, to wait 
impatiently and anxiously; noted 
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down esp. of cattle; de coo is just I 
odin [odm] noo for to get de milk 
oot o’ her or to get her food (long- 
ing impatiently and anxiously). Sa., 
Wests, yd [yd]. — Is prob. O.N. 
oedask, vb. refl., to become wild or 
unruly, seized with a violent desire 
(from O.N. 63r, adj., mad; wild; 
unruly). For the development of 
meaning of the Shetl. word cf. No. 
oda, f., a) rutting, b) violent desire or 
longing (R.). — Prob. the same word 
asNo. oya, vb., a) to whine, whimper, 
b) to squall, to make a great noise 
(Aa.). 

[0dal [odal, odol] sb.; see udal 
(udel), sb.] 

fedlor [0d‘l0r”, Pod'lor”], adj., 
medium, middling, e.g. of medium 
size, middling good, middling fat. 
Was [‘were’] de horses fat? Just 0. 
Conn. 

0dna [@dna], sb., properly waste, 
dissipation, used esp. of too small, 
unsuitable pieces into which some- 
thing is cut, e.g. bait and seed- 
potatoes; to cut in 0. Do no cut 
de bait in(-to) sicc odna {small 
pieces, morr1). Conn. Also otna 
[otna]: Conn. — *0y5nadr, m. No. 
oydnad, m., waste, impoverishment, 
ruin. No. oydna, f., shows an ex- 
tension of meaning: desolate state. 

0f [of, of], sb., intense heat, hot 
current of air, esp. from an inten- 
sive fire, [of]: De.; Lw. (M.) and 
several other places, [of] is more 
rare. — Prob. originally a compd., 
the second part of which has been 
dropped: *ofhiti, m. Cf. No. ovhite, 
m., unusual heat (Aa.). ov-, O.N. 
of-, particle with the meaning too 
much, excessive, a of o’ het (De. 
and Lw.). a of o’ het, blast of hot 
air, i.e. from the fire. 

0g [®gL sb-. horse-mussel, mytilus modiolus. U., Yn. og is developed 
from *oy, which replaces *06. The 
root-form is “9du”, accus., gen., and ! 

dat. of O.N. ada, f., horse-mussel? 
— The usual Shetl. form outside U. 
(and Yn.) is jog [jog], sb., q.v. 

0ger [ogsr], sb., foam from the 
surf near the shore, esp. among 
the skerries. Papa Stour. See oger 
[ogsr] and joger2, sbs. 

*0ia'. sb., island, also stretch of 
fertile land along water; see *0, sb. 

0ja2 [oja], sb., whirlpool, receding 
tide. Fe., acc. to J. I. “0je [ojo] 
gamla”, fishing-ground between Fe. 
and Sk. (reported by J. I.). — O.N. 
ida, f., whirlpool. The Shetl. form 
corresponds better with Faer. Ida 
[oija] (with long i), whirlpool. Cf. 
idi and *oya, sbs. 

0I [ol, ol, o3!], sb., heat; hot 
vapour. The word is used in various 
places in a somewhat diff. manner; 
thus: a) heat from fire, warm cur- 
rent of air indoors; a (het) ol f(r)ae 
de fire (Wests., Nmn. occas.); to sit 
i’ de ol o’ de fire (Nmn.). Also 
warm current of air out-of-doors; 
a het [‘hot’] ol; a ol 0’ het [‘heat’], 
b) warm vapour; a het ol; a ol 0’ 
het; der ’r a ol f(r)ae de pot or 
kettle, vapour is rising from the 
pot (Uwg.). Vapour rising from the 
sea, caused by heat; slight mist or 
haze along the shore; der ’r a ol 
cornin’ ut 0’ de sea (Un.); a ol o’ 
mist ut 0’ de sea (Un.); a ol i’ de 
banks (Uwg.). Also vapour rising 
from the ground (U.). a weet [‘wet’] 
misty ol, damp, sultry air (N.Roe, 
Nm11.), as distinct from on, of dry 
heat, c) great bodily heat; to be in a 
ol, to be very warm; I was just in 
a ol (Nmn.). — Comm, with long 
0 [(0I) o3l]. N.Sh. On Wests occas. 
with short 0 [ol] beside long 0 [0I, 
0®1]. — O.N. ylr, m., warmth. No. 
yl, m., esp. a) mild or somewhat 
slight warmth; b) vapour that rises 
from the ground. Cf. old, old, and 
olg1, sbs. 

0I1 [0al], vb. n., to evaporate, esp. 
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a) of boiling water; de bra (the broth) 
is olin; b) of misty vapour that rises 
from the ground; he is olin ut o’ 
de eart’, vapour is rising from the 
ground. U. — No. ylja, a) to warm; 
b) to steam from heat (Aa.). O.N. 
ylja, vb., is recorded only in sense 
of to warm. 

0I2 [o3!], vb., to work very slowly 
and without much progress, to 0I 
at or atill a t’ing, to 0I t’rough. 
N.I. — No. aula, vb., to creep, crawl, 
to move slowly along, also fig.: to 
work slowly and listlessly (Aa.). 

old [old], sb., great, oppressive 
heat indoors; a 0. o’ het, = old 
[old]. U". See ol and old, sbs. 

older [oldar], sb., red-hot embers 
(Sae.) = ilder1 [ildar] (Dale, W.). 
Prop. fire. See ilder1, sb. 

oligroli [oHgroW], sb., bogey, 
fabulous being, by which children 
are scared; du has better bide in 
(keep within doors), for else de 0. 
will tak’ dee. Fo. — For the second 
part see groli, grolek, sb. The 
first part oli (if not added as a kind 
of intensive duplication) may be an 
*^li- and then be referred to O.N. 
yla, vb., to howl, yelp. 

oWnation [03,lmea,§3n (-ns^an), 
ohane'^an], sb., long-drawn quarrel 
and wrangle. Un. — Prob. an ex- 
tension of an olin, sb., formed by 
addition of the Eng.(Fr.-Eng.) “-ation”, 
which again presupposes an *ol, vb., 
in sense of to quarrel, wrangle. 
With this cf. No. ola, vb., to rouse 
up, to excite (Aa.). 

[olirubel [olirobal], sb. (Sandw., 
Du.). See rubl, rubel, sb.] 

oiler [olar], sb., a) liquid manure, 
and esp. b) gutter for liquid manure, 
in a byre. Nm. occas. More com- 
monly oiler [ajar, olar]. olar: N. 
Roe, Nmn.; olar (olar): Ai. See 
further oiler, sb. 

olsa [o'l^a], sb., swine, esp. as a 
nickname and as an epithet. Wh., 

Fe.? Also ilsi [i‘l§i]. — Poss. asso- 
ciation with No. osla, f., in sense of 
a hoydenish woman (R.), prop, a 
fooling. (Or ulsk, adj., excessively 
greedy, R.). ilsi is accepted as 

| “Elshie”, a Scottish abbr. of the 
name Alexander. 

*0lt [o‘lt], adj. in neut., ill, re- 
corded in the expr. “0. i riggen [o‘lt 
1 ngan]”, a pain in the back (U.), 
see Introd., Fragments of Norn. — 
O.N. illt, neut. of illr, adj., evil. With 
regard to 0 for i cf. e.g. older, sb., 
— ilder1, sb. (embers, prop. fire). 
ill [il, el, al, Al] is the common form 
for the adjective (O.N. illr) in Shetl. 
A form ilta, used as a substantive 
in sense of malice, is an orig. neut. 
form of illr, adj.; see ilta, sb. 

0m [om], sb., current of warm 
air; warm or hot steam, a het om, 
a om o’ het; a om f’ae de fire; a 
om (hot vapour) f’ae de pot or 

; kettle; der ’r a om gaun t’rough de 
j hus, de hus is in a om. M. (esp. 

Ms.). Also heat-haze. Mostly, how- 
ever, of heat within doors. In Du. 
occas. om [6m] beside om. — Al- 
most = onn, sb., q.v. — No. ome 
(00), m., a) smoke, smell of 
something burning, b) heat-haze 
(Jaed.), Aa., c) slight current of 
warm, dry air, as from a stove 
(Jaed.), R. 

0m [om], vb., to smoke, steam, 
esp. of smoke or steam in the dis- 
tance; hit [‘it’] is omin. Du. — 
No. oma (00), vb., a) to smell faintly, 
b) of the atmosphere: to be warm 
and filled with heat-haze, ome (R.). 
Sw. dial. (Da. dial., Scania) omma, 
vb. n., to smoke (Ri.). 

0md [0md], sb., heat-haze. Yh. 
Formed by mutation (*ym- or *ym-) 
from the syn. um [urn], sb., No. ome 
(00), m. (?). Cf. om, sb. 

*0mta [omta], vb., to hint, men- 
| tion. O.N. ymta and oemta (oenta), 
i vb., to hint, utter, mention. 
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on [on], sb., dry, hot air; a het 

0ti [0n] (Ai., N.Roe). 0n [0n (yn)], 
dry heat (Sa.); also damp air, a 
het ljum (Sa.); a ond [0‘nd] o’ het 
(Uyea, Nmw.); a het [oyn (oyn)] 
l(r)ae de fire (Papa); a 00 [on] 0’ 
het (outside), (Levenwick, Du.). Cf. 
0 m and onn, sbs. 

end1 [0'nd, oi^d], sb., a corner; 
nook. Ym. [0'nd], and Fe. [oqd]. 
In Fe. esp. of a corner in the house 
kept for a domestic animal, esp. a 
dog. Now rare or obsolete. In 
Northavoe, Ym., is found 0nd, de 
0nd, as the name of a house situ- 
ated in a corner of the home-field. 
— O.N. hyrni, n., a corner; nook, 
i-mutation of horn, n., Shetl. horn, 
sb., inter alia, corner; nook. For 
the final d cf. bond, sb., = honn 
(under honnek1), horn, sb. [O.N. 
horn]. Cf. e.g. ond2, ond, sbs., = 
0nn (onn), sb. [*orni]. 

end2 [0'nd], sb., heat, heat-haze; 
see onn, sb. 

endet [endot], endi [ondi], adj., 
misty; a ondet (ondi-lookin’) sky. 
Uwg. From end2, sb.; seeenn/sb. 

eni [o3ni], adj., warm, sultry and 
misty, of weather; misty 0. wadder. , 
N. Roe. From on, sb.; see enn, sb. 

enn [an (e'n, 01])], sb., a) heat; 
oppressive or sultry heat; a 0. o’ 
heat. Not so damp as 0I, sb., or 
ljum, sb. (Sa.). a 0. 0’ wadder, 
sultry weather (N.Roe). a 0. f(r)ae 
de sun, intense, close heat from 
the sun (Nmg); a enn f(r)ae de fire 
(Nmg.), slight current of warm air 
from a hot fire on the hearth; a 
het 0. (Onjefirth, Ai.); a 0. 0’ het 
(Fe.). a het 0. f(r)ae de fire (N.Roe); 
heat and slight smoke from the fire 
(Nmg); heat; intense fire, a enn 
0’ a fire. L. b) hot steam, a het 
O. op f(r)ae de kettle; N.Roe; hot 
steam, a 0. 0’ het; Wh.; L. Also 
warm, ill-smelling steam; de 0. is 
standin’ ut 0’ de claes; sit awaa 

f(r)ae de fire! I canno bear de 0. 
0’ dy claes (L.); a dirty 0. (Fe.). 
Occas. of warm, close steam from 
a haystack when taken down; de 
0. comes (is cornin’) ut 0’ de 
haystack (N.). Agrees in this sense 
(almost) with el, sb., sweat, caused 
by warm, close air; du is in a 0. 
de night; Conn, “in a 0. 0’ fat”, 
sweating from fatness, extremely 
fat (U.). c) warm current of air, 
a warm enn. Sa. — In some places 
used esp. of heat indoors, in others 
of heat in the open air, thus e.g. 
in Du. and occas. Conn.: hot, sultry 
air, a enn 0’ het. — [en] is the 
common form of pronunc.; [e'n] is 
noted down in Nm. beside [en]. In 
Conn.: [eij], en [on] and onn [aij]. 
From Uyea, Nmn'w., is reported end 
[e'nd] in the expr. “a end 0’ het”, 
and from Uwg. end [end] in sense 
of haze, prop, and esp. in warm 
weather, and indicating wind; a windy 
end. In N. I., esp. Y. and U., the 
word is common in the form ond; 
second2, sb. Explained under ond2 

from *orni, No. orne, m., warmth. 
In sense c, warm current of air, 
enn agrees with ond1, sb., — Fser. 
ond, f., from O.N. <?nd, f. 

[er1 [or], sb., = Vs111 °f a “mark”, 
see mark2, sb.] 

[0r2 [or], sb., clay mixed with iron; 
brown soil. U. Edm. Uer.] 

[*0r3 [or], sb., gravel-covered 
stretch on the shore. Edm. Aer. 
As a place-name: de Er 0’ Gier (C.).] 

er1 [er], vb., to bind up, haft; 
er op a scy(the). — May represent 
*erv, and be an old *yrfa, vb., to 
haft a scythe-blade, formed from 
O.N. orf, n., shaft of a scythe. 
Edm.: “uren, a scythe”, prop, no 
doubt shaft of a scythe. No. yrva, 
vb., to fix a scythe-blade to the 
shaft, orv (Sdm.): Aa. 

[er2 [0ar], vb., a) to raise, lift up. 
b) to put in place, mend, etc. O.N. 
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ordga, vb., to raise on end, to lift 
up. “0r it up again!” put it in its 
place! e.g. a stone fallen out of a 
dike. Pres. part, or in [03nn]; or in 
up an animal, reviving an animal 
by giving it food when exhausted. 
0rin de scy(the), mending the scythe. 
orin up a boat, a dike (Uwg.). dey 
were gaun to or it up, to put it in 
order, make it tidy (N.I., Fe.).] 

[orakovi [srakavi], sb., a big 
boulder, rock (along the shore). U.] 

[0riL [m], adj., clayey; soft, sandy, 
gravelly, muddy; a ori stane (Y., 
Fe.); a ori place, soft, gravelly 
(gravel mixed with iron) beach. Fo.: 
a ori boddom, not good fishing- 
ground (Nm.). ori grund, stony, 
gravelly ground^ 

feri2 [gri], adj., a) out of sorts, 
unwell; to feel ori [0sri], not in 
usual health. Nms. b) frightened 
(for trows, etc.). Du. Cf. Scots oorie, 
sad, sickly-looking, shiwering.] 

0rl [grl], vb., to hurry through a 
piece of work. Pres. part, ori in 
[grim]. Uwg. Poss. a metathesis of 
an *ol(d)r, a mutated form, to be 
classed with No. oldra, vb., in sense 
of to set to work in a headlong, 
noisy way (R.), in Aa. in sense of to 
make a noise. — Or poss. for *horl, 
a mutated parallel form to horl, vb., 
No. hurla, vb., to whirl; hum, from 
hurra, vb. — Or poss. a mutated form 
*yrgla, to be classed with No. urgla, 
vb., to whirl; to stir up, make 
turbid, etc. (R.). ?No. hurvla, vb., 
to rush along, with mutation: hyrvl-. 
No. hyra, vb., to hurry, rush along. 
No. hyrkja, vb., to work quickly, 
but roughly and carelessly (R.). 

[ornaskep [grnasl^p-], sb., mark 
in a sheep's ear. U. (J.I.). Cf. 
ornaskap, sb.] 

[ors [g3rs], sb. pl.( small pieces 
of land, “rigs”, worked in partner- 
ship, and not divided; also pieces 
of land, surrounded by another 

man’s property, de nine ors (“rigs” 
in Hestengert). Du.] 

[orsland [orsland], sb., the cirkle 
of a township (Sa., Ai., Snaraness), 
de Ors [grs] (town and land, Walls). 
See !|!moliskop, sb.] 

os [gs], sb., {fiercely blazing) fire; 
a os o’ fire; see es, sb. 

0set [gsot], see hoset, adj. 
[0skroga(i) [osokroga, os(s)3kr6gi], 

sb., a poor person, esp. a child al- 
ways seeking the lee [li], who cannot 
“bide the cold”, unable to stand 
anything. Fe.] 

[0st [ost], vb., to get new milk 
to curdle, to warm up new milk 
mixed with sour milk in order to 
make it curdle (U., Y., Fo.), to ost 
milk (Fo.). perf. part, ostet [ostat] 
(Noonsbrough, Ai.), [oustat]: Nm. 
O.N. ysta, vb., to make curds by 
warming up milk. See ost2, vb.] 

[ostin [ostin], sb., curds from sour 
milk poured into sweet milk (U.). 
Icel. ystur; the curdle is also called 
ostins [ostins] (U., Y., Wests.). See 
ostin, sb.] 

[0ter [gtar], adj., compar., outer 
(O.N. ytri). a oter auld word, one 
exceedingly old. Mn. oterli [gtarli]: 
de wind is going oterli (to the 
north). N. Roe. As a place-name 
Otra Sten [gtra sten] (Mjoness, 
Nn.).] 

[otna [otna], sb., destruction; to 
lay anything in 0., to destroy, lay 
waste. Duw. (Irel.).] 

[0ver [gvar], prep, and adj., over, 
upper, de over-stone o’ de mill 
(Fo.); de over-tree (on the ancient 
wooden plough, going from the top 
of the “steer-tree” to the fore-part 
of the “breest”); also “ower-tree” 
(Conn.). In place-names: Over Sund 
and Neder Sund (Wd.); Over Tun 
and Neder Tun (Levenwick, Du.).] 

overfettel [ovarfaet-al], sb., “over- 
band’’, the band fastened round the 
top, nivi, on the pack-saddle. 
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klibber. Fe. Opposed to under- 
fettel, sb., q.v. 

[overhand [tiverhaand], sb., upper- 
hand, power over another. Barclay.] 

[everin [ovonn], sb., the last, small 
cake {barley- or oat-cake, broni) 
that is made from the last lump 
of dough. N.I. de overins = 
mellins broni. See overi (over- 
in), sb.] 

[everskod [evorskod (0V3rsk6d)], 

sb., state of being troubled with 
too much or too heavy work; great 
vigour and energy at work, too 
great to last; he (hit) took him wi’ 
a 0., he began de work wi’ a 0. Fe. 
Cf. otterskod and overskod, sbs.] 

[0vi [ovi], sb., see ovi1, sb.] 
[0vra [ev3ra], sb., a place-name 

(Hillswick, Nm.).] 
*0ya, sb., whirlpool, receding tide. 

Fe. (acc. to J.L). See oja2, sb. 














